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Incentive
Programs
Be

Aid
to

Maintained

Lifting of Stabilization
Restictions Discontinued
Elimination of the Government's
wage stabilization program, in existence during the war years as an
anti-inflationary measure, will have
little or no effect on those companies
who instituted retirement plans, incentive payments or bonus programs,
during or before the war years, a
check of all companies by Motion
Picture Daily discloses. If current
profit levels are maintained, according
to some, these benefits are likely to be
extended.
Paramount, which has an incentive
plan in effect for the distribution department, plans to keep it going, according to Charles Reagan, distribution vice-president. The company has
reportedly been interested in the establishment ofa retirement plan but
{Continued on page 6)
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MacArthur-Hirohito
Scene in Movietone
Emperor cedented
Hirohito's
unprecall upon General
MacArthur, which was closed
to newsreel cameramen, and
all but one still cameraman, is
'covered' in the new Movietone News issue out today.
Using two widely-printed
press stills and photographic
manipulating, the newsreel
views the subjects at a distance and then moves up for
a close-up. The material, for
which credit goes to Edmund
Reek, Movietone producer, is
tagged onto Japanese footaga.

Providence, Sept. 30. — Eight actions were started here Friday in U.
S. District Court, by RKO Radio,
Loew's, Paramount, Warner Bros.,
Universal, 20th Century-Fox, Columbia and United Artists, respectively,
against Albert Gould, Ida Gould and
the Castle Amusement Corp., operating the Castle Theatre, in this city.
Each suit charges the defendants
with a conspiracy to defraud each
plaintiff distributor, allegedly by furnishing false box office reports of
gross receipts obtained from the showings of its pictures, and that as an aid
"in carrying out the deception," deare guilty
duced fendants
checkers
sent byofthehaving
plaintiff"in-to Japan
to See 45
join with them in the falsification" of American Features
percentage reports.
Among other charges, it is claimed
(Continued on page 6)
Forty-five American features will
be distributed in Japan by the Information Dissemination Section of GenArgue Legality of
MacArthur's Armies,
it has eral
beenDouglas
announced.
The films, which are being selected
Decorators' Firing
from nine companies, are being subtitled in Japanese. The first nine
_ Washington, Sept. 30— An en- chosen are : "Once Upon a Time," Cotirely new slant was given the Hollylumbia ;"Madame Curie," M-G-M ;
wood the
set decorators'
proceedings
be- "Our Hearts Were Young and Gay,"
fore
National Labor
Relations
Board on Friday when counsel for the Paramount ; "In Old Oklahoma," Republic ;"All That Money Can Buy,"
producers, decorators Local No. 1421
and the I AT St argued the point RKO Radio ; "Remember the Day,"
whether the striking decorators had 20th Century-Fox; "The Southerner,"
Unitedter,"Artists,
been legally discharged.
Universal. and "His Butler's SisThe procedure followed by the
Charles Chaplin's "The Gold Rush,"
Board was most unusual in that it silent
ration. film, will have a Japanese nar(Continued on page 6)

Oklahoma City, Sept. 30. — An undisclosed Government rebuttal witness will be called tomorrow on perhaps the closing day of the Griffith
anti-trust trial in Federal District
Court here. The defense rested at the
close of last week's hearings.
Robert L. Wright, chief Government counsel, left here Friday after
the Government was granted until 12
More
States
Report
Dec. 1 by Judge Edgar S. Vaught to
submit findings of fact and conclusions of law. Vaught requested that New
Theatre
Building
both sides make an analysis of the
testimony and exhibits as they reflect
Added impetus to the already reUnited
Artists to
upon the (Continued
defendant oncircuit's
page 6)operations
preparation all ofover
continentported
for construction
new the
theatres
Join Export Co.
and
of
extensive
remodeling
of
old
United Artists will become
ones is apparent as the ending of all
a member of the Motion Pic66 State Leaders
wartime building restrictions on Oct.
ture Export Co., it was learnIS nears.
ed from a company official at
Supplementing the reports of conthe weekend.
Now on Job in 8th
templated theatre construction pubAlthough some formalities
lished in Motion Picture Daily, on
remain to be arranged, ths
Aug. 22, Sept. 13 and Sept. 19, are
Four more independent exhibitors
company already is participatothers from Minnesota, Pennsylvania,
have accepted state chairmanships for
ing with the other seven comGeorgia, New York, Ohio, Connecti"Victory
campaign,
pany members in the initial
cut, Nebraska, Iowa, Canada, Louisiathetotal
of 66,Loan"
it was
reportedmaking
from
operations
for
Holland,
the
ana, New Jersey and elsewhere. The
drive headquarters here at the weeklatter
to
be
handled
by
Max
new reports follow :
end. The new additions are : J. LawWestebbe, who is due to leave
rence Schanberger and Lauritz HarNew Orleans, Sept. 30. — New theshortly for Amsterdam.
atre openings
in onthispagearea
man of Baltimore, who will serve as
(Continued
7) include
(Continued on page 6)
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Manufacturers Point to
Continuing Shortages
By SAM HONIGBERG
Chicago, Sept. 30. — Manufacturers of theatre equipment in this
region are painting a dark production picture, despite the lifting of
most of the priorities which tied up
raw materials. Most manufacturers,
regardless of the item they produce,
complain that raw materials are still
slow in reaching their plants and,
they add, they do not see any bright
spot on the horizon for at least another six months to a year.
Fred Matthews, Motiograph partner, reveals that the demand for new
projectors and parts is far greater
than the present supply. The company
(Continued on page 7)
WB

Board

Bernhard

Approves
Tie-Up

The board of directors of Warner
Bros, has authorized a deal whereby
United States Pictures, Inc., the new
producing organization headed by
Joseph Bernhard as president and
Milton Sperling as vice-president, will
distribute its product through Warners, as expected.
Bernhard resigned from Warners
last week. No successor will be
named idency infor
Bernhard's
the picture
company,vice-presfor the
time being, according to Harry M.
Warner, president, but Harry Kalmine
is understood to be in line for Bernhard's general managership of Warner Theatres.

Mike

Todd

In Producing

and

'IT

Deal

Michael Todd, Broadway producer,
and Universal Pictures have signed a
long term contract in which Todd will
There will
be exclusively
no interruption
to
produce
pictures
for 'U.'
Todd's continuance of his Broadway
production activities.
His stage production schedule for
this season includes "The Would-Be
Gentleman,"(Continued
"Hamlet,"
Al Jolson's
reon page
7)
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Newsreel
Parade

Tradewise
By SHERWIN

Mention
HERBERT J. YATES, Republic
board chairman, is scheduled to
arrive in Hollywood from New ^brk
today. / •
Claude F. Lee. 'director of public
relations for Paramount, "-and James
J. TJoxohue, Paramount Central division manager, will attend the West
Virginia Managers Association convention in Charleston tomorrow.
•
Felicia Parker, formerly associate
promotion manager- of Dell Publications, is now promotion manager of
the Hunter Screen Unit, which includes Screenland. Silver Screen and
Mozie Show.
•
Sam Dembrow, Jr., president of
Golden Pictures, Inc., left yesterday
for Dallas and other Texas cities and
subsequently will continue on to Hollywood.
•
M. J. Mullixs and Sam Pixaxski.
operators of M. & P. Theatres in Xew
England, were in Xew York from
Boston over the weekend.
•
Carl Floyd and L. A. Steix, circuit operators in Jacksonville, are visiting in Atlanta.
•
William Prewitt, New Orleans
circuit executive, is visiting in Memphis.
•
Hexry Kruxn, Warner branch
manager in Atlanta, has returned
there from Miami.
•
Robert L. Long, traveling representative for Film Classics, has arrived
in New York for a vacation.
•
Otto Brauexig, RKO Cleveland
office manager, and Mrs. Brauenig
are in Xew York.
•
Ferd Fortunate, Universal booker in Philadelphia, is celebrating his
25th wedding anniversary
this week.
•
Oscar Howell and Gus King of
the Capital City Supply Co., Atlanta,
has left there for Chicago.
•
Carol Reed, British director, has
cancelled a projected trip to the United States.
•
Rene Clair, French producer-director, arrived in New York from Paris
over the weekend.
•
William K. Jenkins, Georgia circuit operator, was a New York visitor
late last week.
•
Ben Kalmenson,
general sales
manager for Warners, will return to
X7ew York today from
• a Western trip.
Al Burke of M-G-M's Charlotte
office, is vacationing• in New York.
Robert Bexchley is in New York
from the Coast.

Daily

T T was found advisable to
. withdraw Warners' splendid
picture,
"Objective,
Burma,"
from
British
screens last
week
because our friends over there
were of the firm belief — and said
so — that the picture neglected
the role of the British 14th
Army in the Burma campaign.
If "Objective, Burma," was
intended to be a documentary of
the Burma campaign, the objection of the British would be
valid. It is not a documentary,
nor was it intended to be.
If "Objective,
repre-of
sented itself to be Burma"
an account
the complete Burma campaign,
within the framework of the entertainment film, the British objection also would be valid. The
picture makes no such pretensions.

KANE

the British Army in the Burma
campaign.
Had British studios achieved
a like product, it is difficult to
believe it would encounter a like
reception in the United States
on the grounds that it neglected
American exploits in Burma.
That would be insufficient reason for the withdrawal of a fine
motion picture here.
There is on this side a record
to support such an assertion, the
record of the reception here of
films throughout the war years
extolling the capacity for suffering and achievement of the
British people and the British
services. There was no audible
protest that America's part in
making some British achievements possible, or in making
Britain's lot easier for Britons
to bear, was not mentioned.
Many of those films were acclaimed from one end of this
land to the other. Some of them
were voted Academy awards.
• •
Messages of hope and encouragement for industry unity following
proposal for upona Eric
MotionJohnston's
Picture
Institute continue to come to
Motion Picture Daily.
William F. Crockett, president
of the MPTO of Virginia,
writestors: welcome
"The Mr.
A'irginia
Johnstonexhibiand,

t ^ £ ?J

ri CENES of the actual atomic
O bombing of Nagasaki appear in
the latest newsreels, which also feature various inside-Japan shots, New
York's
strike, 'G.
Ixomecomings,elevator
the surrender
of I.'
Nanking,
and Gen. Mac
Arthur's
meeting with
Hirohito.
Contents
follow:
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 9.— Actual
atomic bombs hit on Nagasaki. Emperor
Hirohito looks at the ruins of bombed
Tokyo and meets Gen. MacArthur. Surrenropa, derhero
of Wake News
Island,flashes:
Halsey •S'.-S'.
gets jEiihis
at Singapore.
wish, roller skating stars perform in Chicago show. It's true girls — nylons for sale!
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 207.— Nagasaki
atomic bomb explosion. Hirohito filmed
amid Tokyo ruins. Halsey rides a horse in
Tokyo. 'G.I.' blood saves Jap war lord
Tojo. Singapore under rule of the British.
Heros come home — Devereaux and 80 others.
Elevator strike in New York. Another
U. S. war secret revealed.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 10.— Manhattan's ups and Nylons,
downs'.nylons,
Birthday
for
Bill of Rights.
nylons,
nylons. And still they come — .S.S. Europa.
Home — after Bataan. His hero — Devereaux.
Report from Tokyo; First films of Hirohito
since war's beginning. Halsey's last ride.
Tojo
suicide. Official films — atomic
bomb bungles
hits Nagasaki.
RKO-PATHE NEWS, No. 12.— Surrender
at Nanking. Atom bombing of Nagasaki.
Families gTeet freed war heros. Seized
suicide. sails 'G.I.'s' home. Tojo fails at
Europa

"Objective, Burma," is the
story of a single incident in the
campaign, an incident in which
American troops, accomplishing
an objective, play the leading
roles. In the broad pattern of
UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL,
No. Insids
437.—
the Burma campaign as a whole,
'G.l's'
return on captured
Nazi liner.
beaten Japan. Return to Singapore. Wake
the incident, despite its cinemaIsland hero home. Super plane of tomorrow.
tic drama, could hardly be reArmy unveils attack sled.
garded as anything but a minor
one.
•
McGuire Named WB
The incident dramatized in the
picture is the destruction of a
Exchange Auditor
Promotion of Robert A. McGuire
radar station by an American
to the post of Auditor of Exchanges
platoon in order that Allied
I assure you, will give him the for Warner Bros, is announced by
planes may find their objectives
utmost cooperation in his efforts.
in Burma without detection by
Ben Kalmenson. Warners' general
sales manager. McGuire will take
A long-desired unity within our over
the station.
the duties of the late H. M.
Doherty.
industry
may
now
become
a
In order to construe, or misreality if we can have the unconstrue, that incident as the
McGuire started in the film industry
selfish cooperation of all the in 1922 as a traveling auditor for
Burma campaign in toto, one
First National. He joined Warners
would have to assume that
branches
involved." are typical of in 1926 as assistant to Doherty and
The expressions
nothing had been written or said
others received and which hith- held that position until his present
previously or since about the
erto have not been published in
Burma campaign. It is reason^
appointment.
able to assume that the British
Motion Picture Daily's news
columns because of space limipeople have been told of the
tations. Acknowledgement of Republic-CFI Merger
Burma campaign and the part
all
unpublished
communications
Meeting Is Deferred
their Army played in it. Thereis made herewith.
fore, it is reasonable to assume
Stockholders' meeting in Wilming• •
that the picture would be acceptton to votesolidated
upon
the merger Republic
of ConFilm Industries,
From the N. Y. World-Teleed by British motion picture auand Setay, scheduled for last Friday,
diences in its proper perspective,
gram :"An American businessas one incident in which Amerihas been postponed to Oct. 19 in conman recently returned from Gersequence of the New York elevator
cans gave assistance in the
strike which prevented the delivery
Burma campaign.
manystandsaysthethat
he can'tbetween
underdifference
of proxies. No new date has been
It this conclusion cannot be
U. S. policy toward business in announced
for the meeting, which will
Germany
and
U.
S.
policy
be held in Wilmington.
accepted, and if the Warner picture and its influence in Britain
toward business in America. 'In
is as important as it is made to
Germany',sisting he
says,businesses
'we are inLuncheon for Thapar
that big
be
appear by the British press,
P. X. Thapar, deputy secretary of
which caused its withdrawal,
broken up so as to prevent the
Germans from becoming a the Information Department of the
then we wonder what explanagovernment in India, who is responstrong nation. Yet at home we
tion there may be for the absible for that country's federal film
sence of a British motion picture
are insisting that our big busi- program,
be guestat ofa luncheon
the Britishat
ness be broken up so as to keep
depicting with equal fascination,
InformationwillServices
and exclusivity, the exploits of
the Xew Weston Hotel here today.
MOTION PICTURE DAILY, .Martin Ouigley, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher; Sherwin Kane, Editor; Martin Quigley, Jr., Associate Editor. Published daily except Saturday,
Sunday and holidays, by Quigley Publishing Company, Inc., 127V Sixth Avenue, Rockefellerus Center,
New York 20. N. Y. Telephone Circle 7-3100. Cable address, "Quigpubco,
strong'."
New York." Martin Quigley, President; Red Kann, Vice-President; Martin Quigley, Jr., Vice-President;
Theo. J. Sullivan, Treasurer; Leo J. Brady, Secretary: James P.
Cunningham, News Editor; Herbert V. Fecke, Advertising Manager; David Harris, Circulation Director; Chicago Bureau, 624 South Michigan Avenue, Sam Honigberg, Representative; Hollywood Bureau, Postal Union Life Bldg., William R. Weaver, Editor; London Bureau, 4 Golden Sq., London Wl. Hope Burnup. Manager; Peter Burnup, Editor;
cable address, "Quigpubco, London." Other Quiglev Publications: Motion Picture Herald, Better Theatres, International Motion Picture Almanac, Fame. Entered as second
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copies,
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WE

Sets

Plans

New

Equipment

Motion
for

Prospects are bright for the early
application of war-time research in the
modernization of motion picture theatres throughout the world, F. S.
Gregg, vice-president and general
manager of Western Electric Export
Corp., will tell
theconference
company's
international
at its first
opening
i today at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
' here.
Thirty managers have gathered in
New York from all parts of the world
for a preview of the new recording
"*and
reproducing
equipment
other
electronic
products
of WE.and Gregg
will point out latest designs of sound
equipment, which embody advancements learned by WE and which will
enable exhibitors to provide new standards of excellence, it is said.
At the opening session, T. K. Stevenson, president of Export and vicepresident of Western Electric, will
welcome the managers, many of whom
are in the United States for the first
time.
In addition to sound equipment, the
managers will view and discuss during
the two weeks convention other WE
products. These include a full line of
theatre accessories, booth equipment,
the
new Camera,
'Model acoustic
63' hearing
aid, the
Fastax
instruments,
and other products of related fields.
Oct. 5 'Joe' Showings
For War Fund Drive
All openings of Ernie Pyle's "Story
of
G.I. production,
Joe," Lesteron Cowan-United
Artists
the night of
Oct. S, will be sponsored by, or shown
for, the benefit of the New York National War Fund, UA reports.
The film will open to the New York
public on the following day at the
Gotham Theatre on a reserved seat
policy, while the Globe will have a
continuous policy at regular admissions. The war fund screening here
will be at Hunter College.
Another

Unit Formed

Last
Sales

Picture

1945-46
Meeting

New Orleans, Sept. 30. — Following conclusion at the weekend of the
three-day zone meeting in the Hotel
executives en, forColumbia
Roosevelttrained
Los Angeles yesterday
where they will be present at the
fourth and final 1945-46 sales meetfor the Hotel Ambasing,sadorscheduled
Oct. 2-4. Those leaving for
the Los Angeles convention were : A.
Montague, Rube Jackter, George Josephs and H. C. Kaufman. Louis
Weinberg, who was present at the
New Orleans gathering, is en route
to New York. Louis Astor, unable
to attend the meetings in this city,
will join the group in Los Angeles.
Six branches, all under the supervision of Western division manager
Jerome Safron, will be represented
by branch managers and salesmen
at the Los Angeles meetings : they
are: Denver, Los Angeles, Portland,
Salt Lake City, San Francisco and
Seattle.
Sears
Sales

Drive
Meet

Up

at

Here

Harry L. Gold, United Artists Eastern sales manager ; Edward M.
Schnitzer, home office executive and
national 'Grad Sears Drive' captain,
and Sam Lefkowitz, district manager,
reported progress of the drive at a
home office meeting of branch managers from Boston, New Haven, New
York, Washington, Philadelphia and
Buffalo at the weekend.
During the morning session, Lefkowitz reviewed accomplishments of
branches in the Eastern and New England districts under his jurisdiction.
The afternoon session opened with an
address by Schnitzer who disclosed
that the Buffalo branch, second in the
early September standings, had replaced Philadelphia, previous drive
ness.
leader. Gold concluded the day's busiBranch managers present included
John Dervin, Boston; Mark N. Silver, Washington ; Mort Magill, PhiladelphiaJack
;
Ellis, New York ; Ray
Wylie, New Haven and Matt V. Sullivan, Buffalo.

For 'Stars' Benefit
Formation of a women's division for
the 12th annual "Night of Stars"
United Jewish Appeal of Greater New
York benefit, scheduled to be held at
Madison Square Garden on Nov. 13,
has been announced by Sylvan Gotshal,
chairman of the event. Mrs. Ted
Lewis has been appointed chairman Blumberg, Seidelman
of the new division, which numbers
more than 200. Co-chairmen are Mrs. Are to Sail Today
Harry Donenfeld and Mrs. Hal
Nate Blumberg, president of UniHome.
versal Pictures and Joseph Seidelman,tional,president
of Universal
are scheduled
to leaveInternatoday
for Europe on the -S\.S\ Queen Mary.
Raybond Circuit in
It is held likely that a renewal of
Expansion Moves
Universal's distribution contract with
The start of construction on a new General Film Distributors, London,
theatre in Jamaica, remodeling of an- J. Arthur Rank subsidiary, will be
other in Flushing, to increase seating negotiated.
capacity, and plans for three additional houses were announced at the
weekend by David Weinstock, presi- L.A. 5 Per Cent Tax
dent of Raybond Theatres.
Passes First Test
Los Angeles, Sept. 30. — Chairman
Close Hollywood WPB
Meade McClanahan won the prelimHollywood, Sept. 30.— The Hollyinary round in his fight for a five per
wood branch of the War Production cent tax on theatre grosses as the
Board, in operation three years under City Council here voted Friday, eight
the direction of Warren Doane, will to six, to instruct the city attorney
close on Monday. Doane will return to prepare an ordinance which would
to private business.
provide for such a levy.

Daily

Columbia
on

Coast

With five films in work, and eight
more scheduled to start during the
next four weeks, Columbia will reach
schedin itstheproduction
a high
ule for point
this year,
company stated.

NBC

and

ABC

Sign

Pact

with

NABET

The National Association of Broadcast Engineers and Technicians and
National Broadcasting and American Broadcasting have concluded a
new collective bargaining agreement
covering all broadcast engineers employed by each company throughout
the country.

The new contract provides for salary increases and for graduated wage
scales based upon the period of service of from one to six years. The
question of overtime pay was resolved
by changing the basis for overtime
from a 40-hour week to an eight-hour
day. The new rates are uniform
throughout the country, eliminating
previous area differentials. Provisions
Eight productions are scheduled to of the present contract are retroactive
get under way through the first three to Sept. 1, 1944 and will remain in
weeks of . October, including : "The effect until May 1, 1947.
Al Jolson Story," "Perilous Holiday,"
"Blondie's Luckyi Day," "A Close
Call for Boston Blackie," "The Warner Clubs Elect
Head," second production of the "I
Love a Mystery" series ; "So Dark In Chicago, Omaha
Chicago, Sept. 30. — Charles H.
the Night," "Renegade Roundup"
Ryan, assistant zone manager, was
and "Heading West."
re-elected president of the Warner
Club for 1945-46. Other officers
Scofield Resigns to elected are: Al Blasko, Symphony
Theatre manager, vice-president; Ray
Kenney, Rhodes Theatre treasurer;
Promote Own Firm
Astrid Woehler, secretary to district
managers, elected secretary; I. H.
Edward Scofield has resigned _ as Barron, welfare committee; Margaret Rosenberger, membership comdirector of publicity and advertising
mittee ;James Costen, contributions
of the Jock Lawrence organization, and loans
committee ; Harry Turrell,
here, effective tomorrow, in order to
reorganize his own public relations Karl Heyl, and James Coston, board
and advertising business, Ed Scofield of governors.
and Associates, which he started more
Omaha, Sept. 30. — The Omaha
than two years ago on the Coast.
Clients obtained by Scofield in New Warner Club has elected the following officers : President, Bob Hirz ;
York for special promotional work in- vice-presidents, Doris Gross, Milton
clude Arrowhead Productions, Mer- Swift, Betty Roberts, Alice Neal and
vyn LeRoy's newly-formed studio Marguerite Bragg; secretary, Marunit ; Buddy Morris Music Publishing
garet Stiles ; board of governors, CarCo. ; Jimmy Burke and Van Huesen,
ol Kearns and Frank Hannon.
music publishers ; David Rose, composerInternational
;
Commercial Trading Co., and Lester Maxon Associates, FCC Sets Oct. 4th
industrial designers.
Scofield will leave immediately for For Video Hearing
the Coast to expand his existing forces
in Hollywood.
Washington, Sept. 30. — A hearing
on _ thevisionproposed
allocation
telefrequencies among
rural,ofmetroWalsh Setting New
politan and community telecasters, will
be conducted by the Federal Commun'306' Pact Talks
ications Commission in Washington
on Thursday. Matters involving assignment of channels, multiple ownRichard F. Walsh, 'IATSE international president, expects to renew efantenna sites and operational
forts to effect a settlement in the con- policies ership,
are to be discussed.
tract dispute between New York Motion Picture Machine Operators Local
No. 306 and New York and Brook- Radio Ads Are Used
first-runcircuit
theatres
and possibly
Loew's and
New lynYork
houses,
to- During Print Strike
day, following the decision of Local
Reading, Pa., Sept. 30.— The strike
306 to map 'appropriate trade union of newspaper printers, tying up daily
action' at a midnight membership papers here brought unprecedented
meeting here tonight.
action^
on thewhich
part oforganized
the Managers'
Association,
a cooperative
radio
announcement
proRitz Clearance Is
gram, giving names of attractions
and stars of theatres to the public
Reduced to 7 Days
ten times each day and evening.
J. Raymond Tiffany, arbitrator in
the New York tribunal, has awarded
the Ritz Theatre, Lyndhurst, N. J., British Lion Profits
operated by Ritzland, Inc., a reduction Down, Dividend Stays
in clearance from 14 days to seven
after the Rivoli Theatre, Rutherford,
London, Sept. 30. — Despite a drop
N. J., the American Arbitration Asso- in profits from the $404,000 of one
ciation reports here.
year ago, to the $300,000 of the past
year, British Lion will pay the
Complainant filed its demand for re- fiscal
duction in clearance against the five same 50 per cent dividend that it has
paid for the four previous years.
consenting companies.

Now shooting are : "Gilda," directed by Charles Vidor ; "Tars and
Spars," which Alfred E. Green is directing; "Secret Story," which D.
Ross Lederman is directing for producer Wallace MacDonald ; "One
Way to Love," and "Meet Me on
recting.
Broadway," which Leigh Jason is di-
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GREIG

Directed by ARTHUR S. ROGELL
Screen Play by ARTHUR PHILLIPS, LEE LOEB and DICK IRVING HYLAND
Original Story by ART ARTHUR and ALBERT S. ROGELL
Associate Producer — HARRY GREY
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Griffith
Walsh

Denies

Agreeing

Hearing

to
(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

Arbitration

of

Strike

Gilbert
n,m and
Maryla
will
who NaElson,
Willia
thansonndandchairme
serve as chairmen for Minnesota. The
campaign will open Oct. 29 and run
through Dec. 9.
Also it was announced that three
liaison men for as many regional
chairmen will arrive here in the next
few days for the duration of the
drive. Charles Thall of National
Theatres will represent Charles P.
Skouras, chairman for the West
Coast; Paul Levi will represent Sam
Pinanski, chairman for New England ;
and Joseph Ryan will represent John
J. Friedl, chairman for the Central
area. Two other liaisons will be
named in the next few days and will
arrive in New York before the end
of the week. Herman Schleier will
represent Harry Brandt, Eastern
chairman.

Statements by D. T. Wayne in
According to Walsh's understanding of the memorandum drafted, each
Hollywood, who represented the Hollywood Strike Stategy Committee at of the six unions is to appoint a fiyethe recent Washington conference of
committee. The 'IA' committee
American Federation of Labor inter- raan
to meet with the painters committee
national presidents, to the effect that is
to settle jurisdictional disputes with
provision has been made for arbitra- them; with the carpenters committee
tion of jurisdictional disputes involved
settle disputes with them, and on
in the strike, with a disinterested par- to
down the line. Differences not rety, to act as arbitrator should the insolved after five-days are to be reternational presidents fail to resolve
ferred back to the international presthe dispute, met with a prompt denial
idents who will then attempt to sethere Friday from Richard F. Walsh,
tle them. No other procedure has
IASTE international president.
been agreed upon, according to Walsh.
Exhibiting the memorandum drafted
Meanwhile,
the 'IA' executive
by the international presidents in continued
its meeetings
in New board
York
Washington, Walsh declared that Friday, with Walsh declaring that
there is no such arbitration provision
embodied therein. Lack of provision he did not expect the studio strike issue to come up for discussion until tofor compulsory arbitration would
day or tomorrow.
seem to indicate that the settlement of
Mayer Sets Thursday for
Roytive,Brewer,
representathe seven-month-old Hollywood studio
returned to IATSE
Hollywood
Friday
strike is no closer now than in the
Hollywood 'Pep' Meeting
attending
several
of
the board
Hollywood, Sept. 30. — Louis B. past, informed union quarters point after
meetings.
Mayer, chairman for the Hollywood out.
'Victory Loan' campaign, has called a
'pep' meeting of stars, directors and
Incentive
producers for Thursday, at the Bev- Decorators
erly Hills Hotel.
At a meeting of his committee late
(Continued from page 1)
last week, Mayer discussed plans for
(Continued from page 1)
the drive. Attending were Ken Thomis understood to be inson of the Hollywood Victory Loan went into a huddle with counsel for this program
active at the moment.
Committee and George Murphy, head all of the groups for some 80 minutes
Twentieth Century-Fox conducts a
of Screen Actors Guild, in addition to while five members of the California
of continuous sales competiS. H. Fabian, national chairman; Os- Congressional delegation, Representa- series tions
participated in by exchange,
car A. Doob, campaign director ;
McDonHeley,
tives Doyle, Gahagan,
office and other personnel. Prizes
Charles P. Skouras, regional chair- ough and Patterson, waited with a home
man ;Abe Lastfogel, William Morris handful of newspaper reporters in the are measured by the salary rate and
ability to achieve sales over the esAgency ; Cliff Work, Universal ; Jules otherwise empty hearing room.
Stein, Music Corp. of America ; WhitHomer Mitchell, counsel for the salary is awarded
tablished quota. Up
to three
to the
winners,weeks'
and
ney Bolton, Columbia, and Duke producers, and Michael Luddy, repreif individuals manage to exceed the
Wales of the MP PDA.
senting the IATSE, contended that quota to the extent that they are enFabian and Doob returned to New the discharge
of the strikers was not
York by plane over the weekend.
titled to more than three weeks' salan unfair labor practice, while A. J.
ary, a percentage of the net earnings
Isserman,
for
Local
No.
1421,
conare divided up among these special
Skouras, WAC Liaison
tended that it was. Mitchell declared prize
winners. The sales competitions
With Mayer Group
that if a charge of unfair labor prac- were permitted to continue in operaLos Angels, Sept. 30. — Charles P.
tices was involved in the case, it would
tion
during the war.
Skouras, president of National Thea- have to be dealt with in a separate
tres, and regional chairman of the proceeding.
Warner Bonuses
War Activities Committee, has conHe maintained that the discharges
sented to act as special liaison between were lawful, in that the decorators had
At Warners, it has been customary
WAC and Louis B. Mayer's Holly- gone out on strike in the midst of to distribute bonuses during the year
wood 'Victory Loan' committee.
their representation com- to personnel in the film and theatre
He will sit in on all future meet- hearingsplaint andonwere
therefore not engaged
Since the practice was beings of the committee.
in a protected collective activity. companies.
gun in 1938, Warners was permitted
As regional chairman, Skouras has Luddy supported that point, which, if
scheduled a meeting for Wednesday accepted by the Board, would auto to maintain it during the war years.
night at the Ambassador Hotel here. matically invalidate ballots cast by At Universal, stock purchase options for about half-a-dozen top execumembers of Local 1421.
tives will be continued it was said.
Keller Named New York
Isserman argued that the strike was
pension plan will continue
City Drive Coordinator
legal and that the discharge of the to M-G-M's
operate, it was stated, as will bonus
The appointment of Harry Keller, strikers was not. Holding that their
contracts for top executives. Lifting
of Universal's home office exploitation votes, accordingly, should be accepted of wage restrictions will, however,
department, as New York City area over those of replacements affiliated
remove limitations on the amount an
campaign co-ordinator for the 'Vic- with the IATSE. The tenor of the individual can obtain in the way of
argument raised the possibility that compensation, salary and percentage
tory
Loan'
is
reported
by
Morris
Kinzler, campaign director for the the NLRB might refer the matter
on both the bonus and pension plans
area.
back to the Regional Labor Board
Monogram has had a profit-sharing
Keller, who served in a similar capacity in the Seventh War Loan, has
plan
for wholly-owned company exchanges.
of
the
production
of
advertising
plates,
been loaned full time to the commitand Nathan Lax of United Artists
United Artists is currently conduct
tee by Maurice Bergman, 'LPs' East- will handle distribution of the plates
ern publicity, exploitation and adver- *o various trade publications.
ing
a "Grad about
Sears $100,000
Drive," which
will
money.
distribute
in prize
tising director.
Golden and Luther Join
Trade Paper Committee
Gilbert Golden, Warner advertising
manager, and Otto Luther, Warner
artist, have joined the 'Victory Loan'
campaign trade paper advertising committee, of which Si Seadler is chairman.
At the same time it was announced
that Sam Forgoston of M-G-M's advertising department will be in charge

Drive Support Pledged by
110 PIC Representatives
Representatives
of the industry's
Eastern
Public Information
Committee conferred at the weekend with
Chick Lewis, national coordinator for
WAC in the Victory Loan Campaign,
and Jerry
Zigmond,
assistant
to national distributor
chairman
Charles
M.
Reagan, and pledged the support of
110 field representatives.

Columbia also has sales drives, the
last, the "Abe Montague Drive," hav
ing been concluded in August. A pension plan
also time
been but
underno considerationhas
for some
action
has been taken on it as yet.
A bonus plan for personnel in RKO
Theatres, including managers, assistant managers and publicity^ men, resulted recently in the distribution of
over $100,000 with Treasury approval.

in each town. He said he would grant
the -Government more time to enter
the final briefs if proceedings in the
Paramount case in New York delayed
the work.
In commenting upon his study of
the testimony, V aught said he thought
two propositions were involved in the
case : "First, there is the proposition
whether these defendants have entered
into conspiracy and second whether,
even though no conspiracy exists, they
constitute a monopoly in restraint of
trade as specified by the act. We are
confronted with two characters of testimony, positive testimony of witnesses
as to whether a conspiracy was in existence and secondly whether the contracts themselves indicate that a conspiracy or monopoly is inferred. Then,
too, we must consider whether or not
a circuit's buying power within itself
constitutes a monopoly," he concluded.
Friday's
session
featuredpresident
a bomb-of
shell when L.
C. Griffith,
Griffith Amusement Co. and a witness
in his own defense, denied having
written two letters which bore his
signature and were introduced by
Wright. Henry Griffing, chief Griffith
counsel, offered to have the letters
submitted for analysis to an FBI handwriting expert, but Wright declined
this offer and said he would make
no further attempt to get the letters
in evidence. They were addressed to
Charles Mahone, an independent operator at Hobart, Okla., in 1929, and
supposedly answered letters which
Mahone had written Griffith protesting the circuit's plans to build a house
in competition to his.

Eight Suits
(Continued from page 1)
each distributor was not only damaged in being induced to accept less
than it was entitled to on its percentage pictures, but that it was
the exhibitors' purpose in misrepreto obtain reducthe grosses
tions insenting
rental
terms on pictures already shown and lower rental terms
for flat and percentage pictures to be
shown in the future.
The court is requested by the plaintiff distributor in each suit to restrain
the defendants from disposing or altering any theatre records pending
an audit and accounting; to order
the exhibitor defendants to permit an
examination and discovery of books
and records to determine the amount
receipts obtained on percentof gross
age pictures licensed by the plaintiff,
and to enter judgment for the damages suffered by each plaintiff.
Hinckley, Allen, Tillinghast> and
Wheeler of Providence, in association
with and
the Fish
law firm
of Nutter,
McClennen
of Boston,
are attorneys
for the distributors.
FP-C

to Cut Bond

Debt

Toronto, Sept. 30. — Famous Players-Canadian Corp. has announced
its intention of reducing its funded
debt by redeeming four and one-half
per cent first-mortage bonds of the
corporation
the bonds
value of
on Oct. 24.toThe
are$236,000,due in
1951 ; total amount outstanding has
been listed at $4,887,000.
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Theatres

(Continued from page 1)
the Pic, Kosciusko, Miss., owned by
W. A. Prewitt, Jr., of Associated
Theatres, Inc. ; Booker-T, owned by
Charlie King, Mobile, Ala.; Platte,
Ville Platte, La., opened by Don
George of Alexandria, La., and L. E.
(Toto) Guidry of Ville Platte; Loxley, at Loxley, Ala., a unit in the
Fred T. McLendon circuit which has
headquarters in Union Springs, Ala. ;
and the Roxie, Pensacola, Fla.,
opened by E. L. Padgett and Clinton
Vucovich. The old Roxie, formerly
""operated stroyedbyby fire
A. earlier
B. House,
was dethis year.
Exhibitors who have been in New
Orleans completing arrangements for
remodeling include : Paul Drake, who
plans to double capacity and install
air conditioning in the Ideal Theatre
in Ponchatoula, La. ; L. E. Downing,
who will rebuild the Haven Theatre
in Brookhaven, Miss., and Mrs.
Bertha Foster who plans to remodel
the Violet in Violet, La.
Hunt Plans New House
Wildwood, N. J., Sept. 30. — William
C. Hunt, president of Hunt's Theatres, will build a new 2,000-seat theatre on the former Strand Theatre site.
Scheduled to open Memorial Day,
1946, the new Strand will commemorate the '40th anniversary of Hunt's
Theatres. Hunt also plans to redecorate and enlarge his Regent
Theatre, also situated on the boardwalk.
Urge Fireproof House
Murfreesboro, Tenn., Sept. 30. —
The local city council has appointed a
committee, headed by city manager
Sam Cox, to confer with Tony Sudekum, president of Crescent Amusement Co., with a request that the
Princess Theater here, which burned
several weeks ago, be rebuilt of fireproof construction as a safety measure.

Critics9
Quotes
. . .
"THE HOUSE ON 92ND STREET" (Universal)
. . . has all the authority of a documentary ... a thrilling plot. . . . The
actors and actresses who pose as agents and spies all give good accounts of
themselves. — Kate Cameron, Nczv York Daily News.
A fascinating spy film. ... It has been made with cunning and imagination.
. . . There is little sensational in an offering which could only have been reafter the war's
end, none.
but theIttreatment
is alwaystribute
engrossing
. . has no
foolish leased
romance.
It needs
is an absorbing
to our .intelligence
service which kept enemy agents under wraps straight through the war. —
Howard Barnes, New York Herald Tribune.
. . . the year's best movie thriller . . . not only provides sock action but also
gives one the always gratifying feeling of being led behind the scenes and
tipped off to confidenital information ... a thoroughly fascinating, hugely
suspenseful picture. . . . The cast is an excellent one. — Rose Pelszvick, Nczv
York Journal- American.
. . . one of the most exciting pictures ever made. And its subject matter
now turns out to be the most important — yes, the most important — in the
history of the world. . . . Acting of the entire cast its perfect. Miss Hasso is
an especially intriguing, beautiful spy, a mighty nasty Nazi. — Lee Mortimer,
New York Mirror.
. . . produced with documentary fidelity by Louis de Rochemont and directed
in the same spirit by Henry Hathaway. . . . Lloyd Nolan and William Eythe
are gratifyingly free from any word or gesture that might suggest an actor.
This is straight stuff. . . . The total absence of romance may be counted another gain for authenticity. — Archer Winsten, New York Post.
. . . starts off like a documentary . . . interesting material, told simply,
quietly, slowly. . . . When the film builds up to its last scenes, the action becomes a little frantic . . . the effect, although entertaining, fast and iurious
melodrama, is far from convincing. Truth, if so it be, this time is just like
fiction. — Eileen Creelman, Nczv York Sun.
. . . inspiring and thrill-packed . . . told in a simple, terse manner which
rings true and is, therefore, highly dramatic. Louis de Rochemont, the producer, and his director, Henry Hathaway, have achieved a most successful
blending of the documentary and conventional techniques, thus proving that
realism can be entertaining, too. . . . Much of the story has a headline flavor.
— Thomas M. Pryor, Nczv York Times.
... an experiment in a new style of telling spy stories — and a completely
successful and engrossing one. The picture has the quality and atmosphere
of a factual film . . . brilliant film achievement. — Alton Cook, Nczv York
World-Telegram.
Stern, owner of the Mohawk, who
sought a permit to erect a new house
in the neighborhood of the Arcade,
operated by the Donald Guttman circuit. Other applications are those of
Guttman Theatres in the Hazel Park
area and two in the Mermm Park
section, sought by Esther Averbacb
and E. F. LaFond.

Schulman Building in Conn.
Hartford, Conn., Sept. 30.— The Report Odeon Expansion
Newton Theater Corp., headed by
Toronto, Sept. 30. — Odeon TheaMaurice Schulman, will build a 700tres of Canada is reported to have purchased asite in Fort William, Ont.,
seat, modern theatre in Elmwood,
Conn., in November. Schulman is also for the eventual erection of the comnegotiating for a site in Hartford to
pany's first theatre in that city.
building another neighborhood house.
Gunther Building Another
Remodeling Two in Georgia
Syracuse, Neb., Sept. 30. — Walter
Gunther, who operates the Palace
Winder, Ga., Sept. 30. — Martin- Theatre
is building a new house
Thompson Theatres has purchased the that willhere,
seat 400.
Strand and Mayfair theatres from
Thomson and Orr and assumes active
management at once. The transaction Eugene Minier to Build
includes an important block of undePhiladelphia, Sept. 30. — Eugene
veloped property; immediate plans Minier, who operates theatres in
include remodeling and redecorating Wyalusing and in Lacyville, in Eastboth theatres.
ern Pennsylvania, had purchased a
plot tioninof aDushoreville
new theatre.for the construcBuilding in Buffalo
Buffalo, Sept. 30. — Forerunner of
increased theatre construction and the- Ottawa, O., Plans Set
atre improvements here, a marquee
Ottawa, Ohio, Sept. 30. — R. E.
has been installed on the entrance of Wauamaker and J. W. Spurlock anthe New Teck Theatre, downtown
nounce completed plans to erect a new
Shea house, upon which construction 700-seat motion picture theatre on the
site of the present Rex Theatre. The
has been resumed since 'V-J Day.'
transaction was arranged through
Building Permits Pend
Odeon's of
Midwest
partner, Henry A.
Morton
Winnipeg.
St. Paul, Sept. 30.— Action on applications for permits to erect four
theatres in various neighborhood areas Iowa Theatre Re-Built
of
Shenandoah, la., Sept. 30. — The
cil. St. Paul are before the city coun- re-built
Mayfair Theatre, owned by
Newest application filed was by Joe Tobby Stewart, has opened here.
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Volmar to Monogram
On Foreign Publicity
Victor Volmar has been named publicity director of Monogram International Corp. by Norton V. Ritchey,
president. Volmar has just resigned
from the Federal Communications
Commission, where he handled foreign
broadcast intelligence, during the war.
Prior to the war Volmar was manager of the Spanish Tourist Information Office in New York. Lucille
Plauche will remain with the company to assist Volmar with Latin
American publicity until her departure for Mexico.

Exported 84 U.S.
Features in June
Washington, Sept. 30. — A total of
84 feature negatives and 1,648 prints,
the former with a declared value of
$32,608 and the latter $332,035, were
exported in June, according to the Department of Commerce.
Other 35mm. exports, the Department said, included 174 short negatives, valued at $7,281 ; 2,054 short
prints, valued at $37,233 ; 1,016 newsreels, valued at $15,552; 3,590,742 feet
of positive film, valued at $28,804, and
1,942,635 feet of negative film, valued
at $62,351. All listed values are not
production values, but represent raw
stock costs, principally.
Other shipments reported included
nine 35mm. cameras, valued at $32,510; 87 projectors, valued at $39,915;
sound recording equipment valued at
$5,759; sound reproducing equipment
valued at $71,023; screens valued at
$5,475, and parts valued at $50,259.

Equipment Line
(Continued from page 1)
continues to serve the industry on a
'first come, first served' basis.
Fred Wenzel, owner of Wenzel
Proje.ctor Co., states that castings from
foundries are still being delayed, and
that certain types of steel are still
unobtainable. While all priorities on
steel are scheduled to be lifted next
week, Wenzel does not look for any
improvement.
B. B. Buchanan, sales manager of
Kroehler
Manufacturing
Co.'s theatre seating
division, explains
that
production will be limited as long as
the Office of Price Administration
does not set a peacetime price on
seats. Carpets and seats continue to
be the items in greatest demand.
5 Per Cent Cutback
The DeVry Corp. has received only
a five per cent cutback from the Navy,
and, consequently, its production of
35mm. projectors for exhibitors is still
limited, Will DeVry, president, announces. He hopes to exhibit the latest model at the Theatre Equipment
Dealers show at the Edgewater
Beach Hotel here Oct. 5-7, and while
new dealers will be lined up to represent the firm, definite delivery dates
on equipment remain uncertain.
C. C. Cooley, president of Da-Lite
Screen Co., emphasizes the point that
it will be a full year before his company will have its line complete.

Stock Production Is
Down in 2nd Quarter
Washington, Sept. 30. — Secondquarter production of photographic
film of all types totaled 148,692,000 Mike Todd
square feet, a slight decline from the
record output of 156,587,000 square
(Continued from page 1)
feet in the first quarter of this year,
the War Production Board reports
here.
stage in "Oh
Susanna,"
an
Shipments totaled 148,123,000 square turn
Orsonto the
Welles-Cole
Porter
musical,
feet, of which 90,485,000 was classified "Eighty Days" based on Jules Verne's
as commercial and 57,638,000 was mili- "Around the World in Eighty Days,"
tary or export. First-quarter shipments a new type of entertainment — fusing
were 154,867,000 square feet, of which the three-theatre media of music,
90,377,000 was commercial and 64,- drama and dance by Jerome Morross
and John LaTouche, and a Bert Lahr
490,000 was military.
musical. Currently, Todd's "Up in
Central Park" is at the Broadway
Cal. Owners Meet Oct. 4 Theatre.
It ismentsexpected
that tosome
arrangeLos Angeles, Sept. 30. — A conferwill be effected
facilitate
the
ence of Southern California Theatre
Owners Association has been set appearance of Universal talent for
here Thursday. William F, Rodgers, some of Todd's Broadway productions
Loew's vice-president in charge of and also that some of the talent in the
sales and distribution, will be guest New York stage productions might
find 'U' motion picture assignments.
speaker.

price to see a movie? Not a bit.
A .high
For in thousands of theaters all over
the country, when Americans paid $18.75
and more to see a single show, the admittance was really "on the house."
To motion picture exhibitors — long
accustomed to doing their bit in the interest ofcommunity undertakings — helping put over the War Loan Drives was a

cheerfully accepted duty. The 15,618 free
days which exhibitors gave "The Mighty
7th" are just a sample of this public spirit.
The coming "Victory Loan" campaign
can expect the same type of unselfish
support. For in peace as in war, °the
n6ofmo° series 0,
tion picture house continues as a modern
counterpart of the old town meeting
in
advertisem
ents by
spirit and in action.
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Bid,
Berge

Trial Counsel Meet With
U. S. to Set Procedures

With
Resigns

As Repub.

Ad

Post
Head

Charles Reed Jones, director of advertising of Republic Pictures Corp.
for the past eight years, yesterday announced his resignation from that
post. Simultaneously, it was announced
by Lyle Engel of Song Lyrics, Inc.,
that Jones will join that organization
on Nov. 5, as editorial director of
song hits, latest hit songs and film
songs.
Jones has been associated with the
(Continued on page 5)
Reels to Drop Rota
In Parts of Europe
The newsreels' pooling arrangement in which all five
reels share material shot
abroad by any of the five
reels'
representatives
will be
discontinued
in unoccupied
parts of Continental Europe
Dec. 15.
This is the date on which
the French Government will
permit American reels to operate in France on an equal
basis with local companies.
Too many problems, involving transportation and other
facilities prevent the complete
elimination of the rota system, it was learned.

Big

Ask Admission Tax
Reduction by July

Johnston

Washington, Oct. 1.— Repeal
of the wartime increase in the
admission tax rate next July
1 was recommended to the
House Ways and Means Committee today by Secretary of
the Treasury Fred M. Vinson.
The cut-back in wartime excise taxes was one of three
points recommended by Vinson, the others being elimination of the three per cent normal tax on individuals and repeal of the excess-profits tax,
both to be effective next
Jan. 1.

Study

New York first-run theatres are
generally recording another week of
top-drawer receipts aided by weekend
weather conditions and the end of the
New York elevator strike which
helped morning and matinee business
last week. New arrivals at the Roxy,
Capitol, Strand and Victoria are
scoring outstandingly.
Rolling up a big $87,000 for the initial five days at the Roxy, "The House
on 92nd Street" combined with a stage
show featuring Monte Proser's Copacabana Revue, Carl Ravazza and Rosario and Antonio, is headed for a tremendous $113,000 for an initial week.
According to a theatre spokesman,
the combination drew $3,354 between Managers
Get
five and six P.M. Sunday to surpass
any figure ever recorded by the house.
Award
"Her (Continued
Highness onandpagethe8) Bellboy," RWLB

There are no proposals under
consideration by the Department of
Justice for a new consent decree in
the New York film anti-trust suit,
Wendell Berge, Assistant U. S. Attorney General in charge of the AntiTrust Division, said here yesterday.
Berge made this disclosure following an hour-and-one half meeting with
trial counsel for the distributor defendants to discuss plans to expedite
the handling of evidence in the trial
which is scheduled to get underway
in U. S. District Court here next
Monday. Berge indicated that the
trial will start as scheduled.
Verbal discussions have been held Goldwyn
(Continued on page 5)
Jones

Grosses

Deals

Set

Independents

Ai .bany, Oct. 1.— Samuel Goldwyn
has
sold "Wonder
Man" The
awaypicture
from
the Fabian
Circuit here.
opens for two weeks at the Eagle
Theatre, a local independent house, on
Oct. 17. This is said to be the first
time that Goldwyn, or any other leading producer, has sold away from a
circuit house here in years. It is reported that Fabian would not agree to
terms asked by Goldwyn.
Goldwyn will also sell to the Bijou,
Troy, and the Colony, Schenectady, independent theatres. It is understood
that a representative of Goldwyn surveyed independent theatres in this area
several weeks ago.
"Wonder Man" played almost • two
weeks at the Olympic, Utica, an independent house featuring first runs.
The Schine Circuit is playing the picture on its regular policy.
20th-Fox
Phila.

Taking

Showcase

Philadelphia, Oct. 1.— Twentieth
Century-Fox will take over operation
of the Fox Theatre here on Thursday.
The house will be used exclusively as
a showcase for the company's product.
Harold Seidenberg, Fox house manager under Warners, will be general
manager of the theatre and building.
Haddon Matthews, who was former
house manager for Warners and Wil(Continued on page 4)
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Trade

Will

Labor,
Policy

May Intervene in Strike
But Not in Trust Suit
Washington, Oct. 1.— Eric A.
Johnston, newly-elected president
of the Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors of America, plans
to explore
industry trade
practice
and
labor relations
problems
through the
Motion Picture
Institute,
formation of which
he proposed upon accepting
fice Sept. of19.
This,
along
with
other projects,
all of which will
be subj ect to
Eric A. Johnston
the
approval
of
the MPPDA
board of directors and members of
the Association,
(Continued was
on pagemade
4) known

The Regional War Labor Board, in
a decision announced on Saturday involving the contract dispute between
the RKO Service Corp. and the Motion Picture Operating Managers and
Assistant Managers Guild, has awarded the managers and assistant managers employed
in thea 48-hour
company'sweek
41
metropolitan
theatres
with time-and-a-half after 48 hours ; a
general weekly increase of $7.63 and
new wage scales of $40 to $75 per
week for assistant managers and $85
to $140 per week for house managers. Johnston
Export
The RWLB, which denied the company's request for an oral hearing and
rejected the contention that the board Association Head
had no jurisdiction in the case, also
provided for seniority in lay-offs and
Eric A. Johnston, MPPDA presipromotions.
Any on
differences
(Continued
page 5) arising
dent, has been elected president of the
newly-formed Motion Picture Export
Association, and Gradwell L. Sears
More Theatre Men has been elected a director, representing United Artists, of which he is vicepresident, the MPPDA announced
here
yesterday. Motion Picture
Join Victory Loan
Daily reported yesterday that UA
had joined the Export Association.
Three more exhibitor leaders have
It was stated that at present the
accepted state chairmanships for the machinery of the Export Association
Victory Loan campaign, it was an- is being used only in the case of Holnounced yesterday by War Activities
land and solely because American film
Committee headquarters here, making distributors find themselves confronted
a total of 69 theatre men who will be with barriers which can be surmounted
in charge of state exhibitor activities only through such united action as
on
of the "final" bond drive Congress had in mind in the Webbfor behalf
the industry.
Pomerene Act.
The three additions are : J. C.
Johnston said : "The purpose of the
Shanklin of Ronceverte, W. Va., as- Export
Association is to promote the
sistant to S. J. Hyman, president of sale of motion pictures in foreign
the West Virginia Managers Asso- countries on a fair, competitive basis.
ciation, who will be in charge in This country has no trade barriers
West Virginia ; Fred Wehrenberg, against films from other lands, and we
head of the Motion Picture Theatre want no trade barriers established
Owners Association of Eastern Mis- against us. The American film indussouri, who will head exhibitor activitry has no
desire to
(Continued on page 4)
(Continued
on use
page the
4) motion
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Case

diviG, forCentral
WC. • sionGEHRIN
manager
20th Century-Fox, isback in New York after
a tour of exchanges
• in his territory.
Oscar A. Doob, campaign director
for the Victory Loan campaign, has
been delayed in Hollywood and now
plans
today. to leave there for New York
•
Alan Starr, president of Moviepix,
Inc., and his bride, the former Lillian
Danson, have returned to New York
from a wedding trip.
•
Col. Nathan Levinson, head of
the Warner sound department at the
studio, is celebrating his twentieth
year with the company.
•
Jack Sichelman, assistant to Tom
Connors, has recovered from a recent illness and is back at his desk at
the 20th Century-Fox
• home office.
Morey Goldstein, Eastern division
manager for Monogram, will leave today for Pittsburgh, where he will be
guest of honor at the local Monogram
luncheon for exhibitors tomorrow.
•
Name Osborne Mono,
Willard S. McKay, film attorney,
is recuperating from an operation at
Far East Supervisor
Doctors Hospital here.
•
William E. Osborne, Memphis exchange manager for Monogram beGeorge Kemp,
fore he entered the Army Air Force, Paramount,
Statenmanager
Island, of
is Fabian's
recuperand now honorably discharged, has
ating from a foot • fracture.
been appointed Monogram sales representative and supervisor for the
George Pajonas is back at Century
Far East, it was announced yester- Circuit following discharge from the
Armv.
day by Norton V. Ritchey, president
•
of Monogram International.
Before becoming Memphis manager,
Robert Buckner, Warner producer,
Osborne was a salesman in Atlanta left New York yesterday for Atlanta
and Charlotte. He will spend some and New Orleans.
•
time in New York before departing
for his new territory, which includes
S. H. Fabian, national director for
India, Burma, Ceylon, China, Dutch the Victory Loan campaign, has reEast Indies, Malay States, the Philipturned to New York from Hollywood.
pines, Australia and New Zealand.
•
Herman
Goldberg, Warner exchange supervisor and purchasing
Jerry Brandt Forms agent, leaves
here •today for Toronto.
Own Producing Firm
Karl Hante, Jules Goldman and
Jerry Brandt, former RKO producer, has announced that he has James
Weems,
Atlanta's
film row,
are current
New ofYork
visitors.
•
formed his own independent producing company, Jerry Brandt ProducLouis Astor, Columbia circuit sales
tions, Inc., and is proceeding with executive,
has left here for the Coast.
plans for the company's first major
production, "Magic in the Air," to
be .budgeted at $2,500,000, and scheduled to go before the cameras in Syndicate Acquires
March, 1946.
Official Films, Inc.
The film, Brandt discloses, will deA syndicate headed by George A.
pict the entire history and romance
of radio and will spotlight at least 20 Hirliman, Harry J. Rothman and
all-time radio stars. To select these Aaron Katz has purchased Official
stars, Brandt will conduct a canvass Films, Inc., 16mm. and home film orof the radio editors throughout the
ganization, it was announced here
nation and will abide bv their votes.
yesterday.
Leslie Winik, who was president of
Official up to the time of its sale,
Services for A. Cohen
will enter the producing field. Phineas
Cleveland, Oct. 1.— Funeral serv- T. Bluerock, the company's sales manices were held yesterday in Youngsager for the past six years, will retown for Abe Cohen, 59, owner of the
main in that capacity with the new
East Palestine and New Grand The- organiaztion. Title of Official Films,
atres at East Palestine. He is sur- Inc., will be retained under the new
vived by his widow ; a son, Jack ; a ownership and the company will redaughter. Mrs. Henrietta Schaeffer,
main in its present headquarters here
and a grandson, Robert.
for the time being.

An out-of-court settlement has been
effected in the $150,000 anti-trust suit
brought by Capans Amusement Co., of
which Don Jacocks is president,
against 11 distributors and seven
other defendants as a result of his
charges of failure to secure first-run
product for his Strand Theatre in
Taunton, Mass.
Although actual signing of the
papers is not expected to be completed
until today, it is understood that the
settlement provides for Jacocks to receive the first-run product which he
desires.
Named as defendants were : Paramount, Loew's,Warners,
20th Century-Fox,
RKO Radio,
Universal,
United Artists, Columbia, Republic,
Monogram, PRC, Paramount Theatres Service Corp. New England Theatres, M. and P. Theatres, Barney
Balaban, Leonard H. Goldenson, Martin J. Mullin and Samuel Pinanski.
It is believed that Jacocks will be
partially compensated for losses sustained since last March. Monroe E.
Stein, attorney, represented Jacocks.

manager,
sales Universal
general
assistant
ALL,
GOMERS
Ip T.
Western
O'Keefe,
J.
A.
and
for
manager, left here last night sales
Detroit.
•
Charles B. McDonald, RKO
Theatres zone manager in New York,
became a grandfather over the weekend when his daughter, Mrs. Robert
J. Hodgson and Lt. Hodgson became
the parents of a son.
•
"Red" Heppner, Metropolitan Photo
Service photographer, was awarded
third prize for his entry in the pictorial section of the Press Photographers exhibit at the Museum of
Science and Industry, New York.
•
Isabel Austin, member of the
Roxy Theatre publicity staff, was
tendered a luncheon yesterday at the
Hotel tising
Abbey
the Women's
MotionbyPicture
Service. Adver•
Norman Elson, vice-president of
Trans Lux Theatres, New York, is to
leave
for Washington today and will
Friday.
go
to Boston before returning here
•
Sam Horwitz, assistant manager of
Loew's Poli, Hartford, and Estelle
Calegman, assistant manager of the
Bijou, New Haven, were married in
New Haven Sunday.
•
Edward J. Weisfeldt, manager of
the Riverside Theatre, Milwaukee,
brother of Max Weisfeldt, of Columbia, arrived in New York yesterday
for a week's stay. •
James J. Brexnan, general manager of RKO Metropolitan New
York theatres, has returned to his
desk after a vacation.
•
F. J. A. McCarthy, Southern and
Canadian sales manager for Universal,
left here yesterday for Jacksonville,
Fla., and will return at the weekend.
•
Edward Small, who was expected
in New York from Hollywood yesterday, will arrive tomorrow
instead.
•
Howard Dietz, M-G-M advertising
director, will arrive in Hollywood
from New York today for ten days.
IATSE

-CSU

Meets

NEW

YORK

THEATRES

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Showplace of the Nation . Rockefeller Center
Edward G. Robinson
Margaret O'Brien
"Our with
Vines
Have
TenderJenkins
Grapes"
Jackie
"Butch"
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
ON SCREEN
Robt.
CUMMINGS
Lizabeth
SCOTT
'YOU CAME
Don DeFore

PARAMOUNT Presents ED GARDNER'S
"DUFFY'S
TAVERN"
Featuring 32 Hollywood
Stan
IN PERSON
THE ANDREWS
SISTERS
plus TIM
ALO
NG'
HERBERT, VIC SCHOEN and His Orchestra

Samuel Go/dwyn

Broadway
ASTOR

DANNY KAYE
presents

and 45th St.
CONTINUOUS
PRICES
POPULAR
B'WAY &

"Wonder
Man"
fn Technicolor
PALACE

47th St.

Starring John WAYNE
- Anthony OUINN
"BACK
to BATAAN"
An RKO RADIO PICTURE

-WALT ADVENTURES
DISNEY'S"
WONDERFUL
OF
l»l\<M 4 IIIO

To Begin Next Week
Hollywood, Oct. 1. — Returning
ffealtureg.nh
Distributed
by RKOTECHNICOLOR
Radio Pictures. Ine.
here today from New York and Washington, where he attended IATSE
LIL
open
Doors
KtrUHvu"v
FILLED tlM
830 A.M.
meetings and the NLRB hearings in 7 thWEEK
fun nrnnni in B'waysistst.
the set decorators case, IATSE international representative Roy M. Brewer
began setting up committees to meet
with similar committees appointed by C. W. Popp, Retired
striking unions. Brewer said meetings Exhibitor, Dies
will begin next week and will run
consecutively.
Cincinnati, Oct. 1.— Christopher
W. Popp, 81, pioneer exhibitor who
operated the Main Theatre and other
houses here for many years until his
$20,000 Studio Fire
Hollywood, Oct. 1.— Fire causing retirement 10 years ago, died at his
damage estimated at $20,000 to the home Sunday of a heart attack.
F. A. Rockett Studio on Sunset Blvd.
A widow, a son and two daughters
survive.
here was extinguished Saturday.
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Ham Goldman, will be house manager
for 20th-Fox.
The theatre, one of eight midtown
first run houses, has been leased to
Warners since 1936, when the Fox
Pennsylvania Corp., a subsidiary of
20th-Fox, bought the property, which
was built in 1923 by William Fox. It
had been anticipated that the lease
would be renewed on the expiration of
the present contract and the 20th-Fox
plan came as a surprise to local film
circles. Warners now have six central city first-run houses.
Warners Relinquishes 2
Philadelphia Houses
Philadelphia, Oct. 1. — Warner
Bros, will relinquish two theatres here,
the New Park and the Jefferson, when
their present leases expire, Nov. 30.
The houses are being dropped 'due
to inability to make satisfactory deals,
the company said. The Jefferson is
closed.

Blumenthal to 'Garden'
Bernard Blumenthal has been appointed treasurer of the Winter Garden here, it was announced at the weekend by Al Rosen, house manager for
United Artists, lessee of that Broadway theatre. Blumenthal was assistant
manager of the Winter Garden when
films last were shown there, 14 years
ago.
FREE
&
PETERS,
Inc.
James L. Free, Chairman. H.
Preston Peters, President. Since
1932, exclusive national sales
representatives of leading radio
stations from coast to coast.
Offices in New York, Chicago,
Detroit, Atlanta, San Francisco
and Hollywood. Now planning
post-war expansion in FM and
Television representation.
WRIGHT SONOVOX,
Inc.
James L. Free, President.
Since 1941, exclusive developers and licensors of Sonovox
"Talking and Singing Sound,"
exploiting commercial and artisof Gilbert
Wright'sin
basictic uses
patented
invention,
radio and motion pictures.
Headquarters in Hollywood.
JAMES
L. FREE
PRODUCTIONS
James L. Free, Producer. Norman Wright, Director. Headquarters in Hollywood. Fred
Mitchell, New YorJc Represen
tative. Now producing series
of one-reel quality shorts for
major release, plus television:
"The Wonderful Ears of Johnnie McGoggin," using Sonovox
Talking and Singing Sound.
Also producing motion picture
commercials for experimental
television,
"minute movies"
for
theatre and
distribution.
NEW YORK : 444 Madison Ave.
Plaza 5-4130
CHICAGO:Franklin
180 N. 6373
Michigan Ave.
HOLLYWOOD: 6331 Hollywood
Blvd., Hollywood 2151
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Victory

Loan

(Continued from page 1 )
ties for that part of the country ;
Shown
Meet, Equipment
and Harold J. Fitzgerald, president
of Fox Wisconsin Theatres, who will
A 12-day convention of Western the next year, G. Nordqvist, manager have
all Wisconsin activities under
Electric Export Corp. opened yester- of the Swedish Western Electric Co.,
his
supervision.
day at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel Stockholm, and Fred H. Hotchkiss,
here with display of new sound.equip- regional manager, declared in inter- Brown
'V LoanNamed
LiaisonNewsreel
ment and discussions among the 30
views yesterday.
foreign managers of the company in
Nordqvist pointed out that as a
Alexander A. Brown of Fo>
attendance.
result of the Paris agreement of 1930,
F. S. Gregg, vice-president and gen- U. S. companies were barred from tor
Movietone
will act
the five' News
newsreels
and astheliaison1'
War
eral manager of Export, addressed the selling such equipment in Europe. He
session, pointing out that prospects are said that the Aga-Baltic Company of Activities Committee in the Victory
bright for modernization of motion Sweden controlled 55 per cent of the Loan. The newsreel committee, of
picture theatres throughout the world Swedish business, while 30 per cent which Walton C. Ament of RKO
with new equipment stemming from was in the hands of Siemens, and the Pathe News is chairman, has already
its full support to the Victory
wartime research.
other 15 per cent went to companies pledged
Loan drive.
The supply of material for manu- erlands.
like
the
Philips
Lamp
Works
of
Nethfacturing equipment will be taken up
Hotchkiss, who has just returned Rauch Again Chairman
at Thursday's session to which press
representatives have been invited. from a trip through France, Belgium Of Talent Activities
While restrictions on raw materials and the Netherlands, estimated that
Sam Rauch, director of talent at the
have been lifted, reports indicate that those companies would probably buy Roxy Theatre, here, has been appointshortages still exist and consequently $750,000 of equipment from America.
ed talent chairman for the Victory
the demand continues to be greater H. L. Marsterson of Western Elec- Loan in the Greater New York area,
than the supply.
tric Co., Ltd., London, said that there it was announced today by Irving
American manufacturers of sound is little prospect of any sizable pur- Lesser, general chairman of the New
recording and reproducing equipment
chases by British interests of Amer- York Motion Picture War Activities
for motion picture theatres may be
ican equipment because of the short- Committee.
age of dollars and the belief that
able to market approximately $2,750,Rauch, who served in the same cap000 of the latest designs in France, companies at home can build the maacity for the 7th War Loan, will be
Belgium, Netherlands and Sweden in chines.
in charge of all the motion picture,
stage and radio stars who will make
appearances during the drive.
industry, and I feel very much that we personal
He will also be the liaison between
have to solve those problems within the War Activities Committee and
Johnston
the industry or they will be solved the United Theatrical War Activities
for us by the Government. Self-regu- Committee and the War Finance
(Continued from page 1)
lation of an industry is something new Committee of the Treasury.
in American life. We have talked a
press confer- lot about it but have done little, but
a trade
by Johnston
weekend.
ence here overat the
industry is beginning to recognize it Export Association
The Institute, Johnston added,
(Continued from page 1)
must
do something for itself."
would also undertake an ambitious reJohnston emphasized that, in dealing
search program, with its major ob- with these and other problems, it is picture for unworthy purposes. Other
jectives in the fields of improvement
to invite the cooperation of nations would resent it if we tried,
in the quality and kind of film used by proposed
all interests of the industry outside just as we resent any attempt on their
the industry, including development of the
MPPDA. Eventually, he said, he
an inexpensive, non-inflammable film ; hopes to have a monumental building part to 'propagandize" us. The best
three-dimensional projection, televi- in Washington, to serve as a head- propaganda is no propaganda.
"The motion picture," he added, "is
sion and the use of motion pictures
quarters for his association, with of- too potent an instrument for internain education.
tional understanding and friendship for
fices and meeting space for all other
Johnston said he will accept no sal- organizations in the industry, includ- its usefulness to be circumscribed. We
ary from the MPPDA so long as he
hope to send abroad an increasing
ing guilds, unions, independent exhib- number
continues as president of the U. S.
of films which will be an honitors and independent producers. Also
Chamber of Commerce and that even- incorporated in the builidng would be
est
portrayal
of American life and
tually his salary will be $100,000 a
which, at the same time, will provide
a graphicfrom
display
the industry's
year for five years, with no allowance progress
its of
inception,
for the wholesome entertainment. We will
welcome similar films from abroad. A
benefit
of
visitors
;
a
motion
for expenses.
Joyce
O'Hara,
his
assistant, who also was present at the library and a projection roompicture
and free exchange of ■ motion pictures
conference, said he will receive $40,- small theatre.
among the nations will help greatly
000 annually from the MPPDA.
in the development of a healthy, prosForeign Talks Started
Members Opposed Strike Move
Johnston disclosed also that he
perous, peaceful ' world."
Johnston disclosed that he is study- plans to take an active interest in the New York
office. None of these or
ing the Hollywood strike and will get
into the matter if it is still continuing solution of the industry's problems other men in the association has a
abroad
and
has
already
had
tentacontract,
he
added.
after he acquaints himself with the
tive talks with William Benson, AsIn
all
of
his
plans for the Institute,
facts. "I feel a responsibility and will
sistant Secretary of State in , charge
Johnston said, he has received perhave
to
find
out
about
it,"
he
said.
"It
of
motion
picture
and
other
cultural
is terrifically complicated, and there
sonal offers of cooperation from "alare lots of difficulties, but, like any programs, and plans to talk with Secmost all members of the industry," reretary Byrnes and Assistant Secregardless of affiliation, including Donother labor dispute, it is not insolald M. Nelson.
tary Clayton. "I hope that we can
uble." Explaining that he is taking accomplish
much, not only for the exWhile Johnston will complete his:
this
"of my ownof free
hibitors but for the industry as a term as president of the Chamber, j
over step
the opposition
manywill
of and
my
whole," he said. "If we achieve our he said he would not be receptive to
members," that
Johnston
feel so objectives more than 50 per cent to
decisively
our said:
entire"I postwar
proposals that he stand for re-elec-j
economy depends on sounder manage- begin with, we will have made a suc- tion.
ries no The
salary.Chamber presidency car- 1
ment-labor relationship that I am conJohnston said he plans to go to
vinced the organization will have to
Hollywood within the next two or
have
relationsis expected
bureau." to go three weeks and while there will disWhilea labor
the Institute
cuss the employment of a paid fullinto the field of trade practices, John- time head
REEVES
for the Association of Moston made it clear that it would take
tion
Picture
Producers
and
the
posSOUND STUDIOS, INC.
no part in the New York consent decess."
sible rewriting of the production code.
cree case. "I will have absolutely and
positively nothing to do in any way He said Joseph T. Breen will continue 1600 BROADWAY, N. Y. 19 Circle 6-6686
as code administrator, and John G.
and
or form with the anti-trust suit," he Bryson as Washington representative,
DiscComplete
RecordingFilm
Facilities
declared.
However,
he
warned
:
"I
think there are many problems in the while Francis Harmon will head the
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(Continued from page 1)
industry since 1919. The author of
several novels, screen plays, and short
stories, and a volume on motion pictures, "Breaking
into several
the Movies,"
Jones formerly
edited
motion
picture fan magazines, including
"Photoplay Journal," "Filmplay" and
"Film Fans Magazine." As director
of advertising and publicity for Republic, Jones was instrumental in
launching that company's national advertising and the promotional campaigns on Roy Rogers.

Picture

U.

S.

Seeking

L.

C.

Griffith

Oklahoma City,, Oct. 1.— Government attorneys made another bid
to impeach testimony of L. C. Griffith
today by re-offering as evidence in the
Griffith anti-trust suit certain letters
bearingniedhiswriting
signature
which "he Federal
had deor signing.
Judge Edgar S. Vaught said he would
rule on the proposed exhibits tomorrow.
Termination of the trial was still
STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, indefinite, with the defense announcMANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION,
ing that it would call another witness,
ETC., REQUIRED BY THE ACTS
Adam Hornbeck, Shawnee, Okla.,
OF CONGRESS
OF AUGUST
24, 1912, AND MARCH 3, 1933
Griffith Amusement Co. partner.
Of Motion Picture Daily, published daily
A Government rebuttal witness,
(except Saturdays, Sundays and holidays), Lawrence
Bocher, testified today that
at New York, New York, for October 1,
1945.
he heard H. J. Griffith tell a group
State of New York 1 .
County of New York J
Before me, a Notary Public, m and for
the State and county aforesaid, personally No Decree
Bid
Theo. J. Sullivan, who, having
appeared
been
duly sworn according to law, deposes
Manager
Business
the
says that he is
and the
of
Motion, Picture Daily and tnat
(Continued from page 1)
best of his knowlis, toa the
the following
edge and belief,
true statement of the recently between the Department of
ownership, management (and if a daily
paper, the circulation), etc., of the aforesaid Justice and counsel for the distributor
publication for the date shown in the above
in Washington looking tocaption, required by the Act of August 24, defendants
ward a new consent decree, Berge ad1912, as amended by the Act of March 3,
mitted, but he explained that there
1933, embodied in section 537, Postal Laws
and Regulations, printed on the reverse of was no basis in these discussions
this form, to wit:
1. That the names and addresses of the under which moves might be made for
publisher, editor, managing editor, and busi- a new decree. In fact, Berge indicated
ness managers are: Publisher, and Edifor- that the Department of Justice had
in-Chief, Martin Quigley, 1270 Sixth Ave- rejected the verbal proposals which
nue, New York City; Editor, Sherwin Kane, the distributor counsel wished to dis1270 Sixth Avenue, New York City; Man- cuss.
aging Editor, Sherwin Kane, 1270 Sixth
Avenue, New York City; Business Manager,
Yesterday's meeting was confined to
Theo. J. Sullivan, 1270 Sixth Avenue, New a discussion
of trial procedure, accordYork City.
ing to Berge and Robert L. Wright,
2. That the owner is: (if owned by a
corporation, its name and address must be Special Assistant to U. S. Attorney
stated and also immediately thereunder the
names and addresses of stockholders owning General Tom Clark, who was also
or holding one per cent or more of total present at the meeting along with
amount of stock. If not owned by a corpo- Ernst Meyers, Special Assistant to the
ration, the names and addresses of the
individual owners must be given. If owned Attorney General and chief of the
Section of the Departby a firm, company, or other unincorporated Consentment ofDecree
Justice. The trial attorneys
concern, its name and address, as well as
those of each individual member, must be for the defendants who attended yesgiven.) : Quigley Publishing Company, Inc.,
1270 Sixth Avenue, New York City; Martin
terday's meeting were Whitney North
T. Ouigley, 1270 Sixth Avenue, New York Seymour, John W. Davis, Judge Joseph Proskauer, John G. Caskey, Fred
City; Gertrude S. Quigley, 1270 Sixth Avenue, New York City; Martin S. Quigley, Pride and J. J. Irvine, representing
1270 Sixth Avenue, New York City.
3. That the known bondholders, mort- Paramount, Loew's, Warner Bros.,
gagees, and other security holders owning 20th Century-Fox and RKO. This
or holding 1 per cent or more of the total group of attorneys met with U. S. Atamount of bonds, mortgages, or other setorney General Tom Clark in New
curities are: (If there are none, so state.)
None.
week and yesterday's meet4. That the two paragraphs next above, Yorking last
was an outgrowth of the first, acgiving the names of the owners, stockcording to Berge. The presence of
holders, and security holders, if any, contain not only the list of stockholders and Meyers of the consent decree section
security holders as they appear upon the at yesterday's meeting could not be
books of the company but also, in cases taken as an indication that there had
where the stockholder or security holder ap- been any talk of a new decree at the
pears upon the books of the company as
trustee or in any other fiduciary relation, meeting, Berge said.
the name of the person or corporation for
Silent on Expediting
whom such trustee is acting, is given;
also that the said two paragraphs conBerge declined to reveal the nature
tain statements
embracing
full of the discussions for the handling and
knowledge
and belief
as to affiant's
the circumstances and conditions under which stock- expediting of trial procedure, explainholders and security holders who do not
ing that it would be a possible violaappear upon the books of the company as
tion of court procedure. He did inditrustees, hold stock and securities in a
cate that the discussions were held in
capacity other than that of a bona fide
owner; and this affiant has no reason to a cooperative and friendly vein. The
believe that any other person, association,
or corporation has any interest, direct or companies' trial counsel refused to
indirect in the said stock, bonds, or other comment upon the meeting when they
securities than as so stated by him.
left. Berge did stress that it was
5. That the average number of copies of incumbent upon both sides to see that
each issue of this publication sold or dis- the
procedure at the trial was as
tributed through the mails or otherwise, to
paid subscribers during the twelve months rapid as possible in deference to the
preceding the date shown above is 5,029. three-judge statutory court which will
(This information is required from daily hear the case. Berge and Wright and
publications only.)
Meyers returned to Washington last
Theo. J. Sullivan,
Business Manager night.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this
Berge indicated that it was not out27th day of September, 1945.
side the realm of possibility that a
(seal) Dorothy S. Kavanagh.
(My commission expires March 30, 1946.) move for a new consent decree might

to
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(Continued from page 1)
from this provision are to be handled
through arbitration. Grievance machinup under therelating
board's toorder
for ery
anywas set
disagreements
the
interpretation of the contract. A wage
progression clause was incorporated in
the board's
for a minimum salarydecision
of $105 calling
for managers
who
have been employed a year, and $53
for assistants. The union was awarded
maintenance of membership and a dues
checkoff, a security clause on disto be retroactive charges
to Dec.with all
8 ofbenefits
last year.
A spokesman for Goldwater and
Flynn,
company's
Motion the
Picture
Daily counsel,
yesterday told
an
appeal to the National War Labor
Board in Washington is under consideration.

Testimony

of Shawnee theatre men in 1933 that
"we would open up another theatre
and buy all the second-run pictures in
As the trial reached its last hours,
Shawnee."
3,600
pages of testimony had been
printed.
The Government tried unsuccessfully today to introduce records of distributors who formerly were defendants in the case. When the defense
objected, Vaught sustained them and
said : "There are certain limits beyond which you cannot go in admitting the evidence of a co-conspirator
who is not a party to the action. Once
the conspiracy is established, then
these (exhibits) are entirely compeSauter on Council
tent as acts of the conspirators."
James E. Sauter has been elected a
be made before the trial gets under- member of the American Red Cross
Metropolitan
Camp and Hospital
way
Monday
but would
he madenot itcome
evident next
that such
a move
Council, it was announced here yesterfrom the Department of Justice, reitFrancis
Randolph, director
chairman.of
is executive
erating that the door remains open Sauterday byalso
to the distributor defendants.
United Theatrical War Activities
A new development in the case yes- Committee.
terday was the service of a motion
upon the Department of Justice and volved herein concern an extraordicounsel for the distributor defendants
nary medium of theatrical art and
by the American Civil Liberties communications in the form of motion
Union asking permission for ACLU pictures and hence are of paramount
to intervene in the case as a friend sociological importance and vitally afof the court. Fitelson and Mayers
fect the constitutional rights and inserved the brief on behalf of Roger
terests of the general public in the
attainment
of maximum freedom and
Baldwin, ACLU executive director.
The motion will be made before the diversity of expression in motion pictures." "Accordingly," the ACLU
three- judge statutory court when the
trial starts next Monday, it was said. motion concludes, "the ACLU as repThe ACLU seeks to intercede on
resentative ofthe general public, merthe grounds that "the questions inits an opportunity to be heard."
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combined with a stage bill featuring
Gene Krupa and his orchestra at the
Capitol,billand
"MildredRuss
Pierce,"
stage
presenting
Morganwithanda
his orchestra at the Strand, are also
doing outstanding business in initial
weeks. The Capitol expects a big §88,000; the Strand is headed for a
strong $70,000. Tenth and final week
for "Anchors Aweigh" at the Capitol
brought
869,300.
Fall Victoria
of Berlin"in
is drawing
heavily"The
at the
an initial week with $23,000 expected.
Holdovers are also continuing to big
business. "Duffy's Tavern" will
bring a heavy $83,000 for a fourth
week at the Paramount, combined with
a stage bill featuring the Andrews
Sisters. "Our Vines Have Tender
Grapes"
concludeCitva Music
fourth Hall
and
final
weekwill
at Radio
with a good $101,000; "Weekend at
the Waldorf" will open there Thursday.
Long-run holdovers, "Love Letters"
at the Rivoli ; "Wonder Man" at the
Astor,
and "Rhapsody
in Blue"to atdraw
the
Hollywood
are continuing
strongly. "Love Letters" is expected
to bring a heavy §52,000 for a sixth
week on the basis of $22,000 for the
first two days ; $56,000 was recorded
for the fifth. Seventeenth week for
"Wonder Man" is expected to bring a
good $27,000, almost equalling the 16th
week's receipts. "Rhapsody" is drawing better receipts this week, the 14th,
than in the past few weeks, with a
good
$25,000
or better
800 was
recorded
for theexpected.
13th. $24,'Bataan', 'Lady' Strong
"Back to Bataan" at the Palace,
and "Lady on a Train" at the Criterion are continuing to strong business in third weeks with $23,000 expected for "Bataan" and a heavy $32,000 expected for the third week for
"Lady on a Train." "The Wonderful Adventures of Pinocchio" is continuing to draw well in a re-release
at the Republic, with $10,000 expected
for a seventh week. "The Isle of the
a good
$7,000
aDead"
fourth will
and bring
final week
at the
Rialtofor;
"River Gang" will open there Friday.
"Wanderer of the Wasteland" will
draw a mild $6,000 for a week at the
Gotham. "The Story of G.I. Joe"
will open Saturday at both the
Gotham and the Globe. The latter has
been dark for several weeks for alterations to increase seating capacity. Special premieres will be held Friday at
both theatres.
The Winter Garden will join the
first-run motion picture theatres this
week %vith the opening of "Blithe
Spirit" there tomorrow.
161,111,000

Feet

of

March

of

Picture

Time

to
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Today
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Los Angeles, Oct. 1.— Columbia
Pictures will open its fourth and final
new season zone meeting at the Hotel
Ambassador here tomorrow with 27
delegates from the home office and
Western exchanges attending. Abe
Montague, general sales manager, will
preside with Rube Jackter, Louis As- .
tor, George
Josephs
and H.
C. Kauf- \
man,
also from
the home
office.
Others who will attend include
Western division manager Jerome
Safron; Wayne Ball, Los Angeles
branch manager, and salesmen Larry
Kennedy, Edward Ashkins and Bert
Lentz; Portland branch manager
James Beale and salesmen Clarence
Tillman and Warren Withers ; Robert
Hill, branch manager, and Barney
Shooker, Pat Pinell and Fred Perryman, Jr., salesmen, from Denver ;
William Seib, Salt Lake City branch
manager, and Harold Green, Gus Gustaveson and Sam McFadden, salesmen; Jack Tillman, San Francisco
branch manager, and salesmen Carl
Scott, Phil Weinstein and Torey Roberts ;and from Seattle, branch manager Neil Walton and Willard Seale
and Keith Beckwith, salesmen.

Going ahead with plans to resume
operations in France on the presumption that the French government will
materialize its promise to admit
American newsreel companies beginning Dec. 15, Richard de Rochemont,
producer of March of Time, has directed the establishment of necessary
headquarters and production facilities
in that country.
Gilbert Compte has left for the
French capital to seek a studio and
other facilities for the production of
the planned French version of MOT.
Distribution will be handled by 20th
Century-Fox, which is now operating
in France with dated pictures, under
the direction of Benjamin Miggins.
Movietone and Paramount newsreels, which had functioned in France
before the war also are expected to re-

establish French versions. The initial
entry of News of the Day into France
upon lifting of the ban is still under
consideration, it was said by Michael
D. Clofine, head of that reel.
Newsreel operations in France depend, of course, upon the outcome of
current negotiations between the
French Government and the U. S.
State Department on the matter of admitting American features into the
country. It is presumed that if agreeable conclusions of the negotiations
are not reached, the American companies will withdraw from the country
entirely.

275 Million
Saw
OWVs 16mm. Films
Washington. Oct. 1.— A total audience of 275,823,866 persons saw 16mm.
OWI films during the 37 months of
the agency's existence, is was reported today by Taylor M. Mills,
chief of the Motion Picture Bureau
of the domestic branch.
Summing up the operations of his
bureau, Taylor said that 77,387 prints
of 177 subjects were released through
324 official distributors for 1,092,825
showings.
Exclusive of war loan screenings,
there were 835,000 showings of OWI
films with an attendance of 208,500,000 persons. Treasury war loan
showings numbered 257,825 and
reached 67,232,866 persons.

Skouras Assisting
Al Smith Memorial
Skouras Theatre Corp. is cooperating in a drive to raise funds for an
Alfred E. Smith Memorial Hospital
which will be an addition to the presYork. ent St. Vincent's Hospital in New Australian Business
The entertainment phase of the cam- Declines with Peace
paign will be launched Nov. 8 with
"The peak of record wartime busia stage show at the Rivoli on Broadbeen reached" by the Greater
way, to be followed by theatrical Unionness hasTheatres
Pty. Ltd. of Ausevents at the 68 Skouras houses in the
tralia, it was stated by Norman B.
Metropolitan area. Montague Salof dimon, managing director of the Rivoli, Rydge, therectors,company's
chairman
at the annual
meeting
of
will supervise the show there, which stockholders held in Sydney recently,
is expected to have many stage stars
participating.
New
to Greater Union's
according
representative.
Rydge added
Frank C. Walker is chairman of the York
the directors feel "that it must
special events committee for the drive. that
On the show committee are Frank be anticipated that the trading results
of the past four years may not be
Fay, Eddie Dowling, James J. Walk- maintained," noting at the same time
er, Sam Rauch, Arthur Knorr, Daphe
Dolores Skouras and Nick John that "the trading of the operating
Matsoukas. Syd Gross of the Rivoli companies since Jan. 1, 1945, has been
is in rascharge
activities.of publicity on the Skou- satisfactory."
Rydge announced that the net profits
of the four operating companies of the
Greater Union group were approxiNeides Quits Golden
mately $433,400 for the year 1944.
This figure compares with approximately $443,328 net profits for 1943.
State Theatres' Post
San Francisco, Oct. 1.— Hal D.
Neides has resigned as San Francisco
division manager of Golden State TheStrike
cians'
atre Circuit and San Francisco The- Musi
atres, effective today, to become West- Threatens Networks
ern division manager of the HollyA general strike of musicians
wood Advertising Co., which lias gainst the major networks was seen
opened new offices here.
as a possibility yesterday after James
He will be succeeded by Rex Stev- C. Petrillo, president of the American Federation of Musicians, ordered
enson, formerly head booker of the
Golden State Theatre Circuit, recently Percy Faith and his orchestra to forereleased from the Navy. Neides has
go their NBC program, originating
in Chicago. On Sunday night, Artie
been division manager since 1941.
Shaw and his orchestra had been prevented from broadcasting over the
NBC
Honored
for same network, from Los Angeles.
Reputed cause of the trouble is the
networks'
signed Association
new con'Eternal Light' Show
tracts withhaving
the National
The National Broadcasting Company was honored by the Jewish Theo- of Broadcast Engineers and Technilogical Seminary of America at a
cians, whose jurisdiction over 'platter
luncheon at the Hotel Waldorf As- turners' AFM contests.
toria
yesterday
for its
tions here
to the
fulfillment
of contribureligious
ideals in America by its weekly Rubin's Mother Dies
Philadelphia, Oct. 1. — Funeral
"Eternal Light" network program. A
special scroll was presented to Niles services for Mrs. Olga Rubin,
Trammell, NBC president,- by Edgar mother of Herman Rubin, city salesman for Paramount, were held at RosNathan,hattanBorough
President
and one of the
executivesof ofManthe
enberg's Funeral Parlor here yesterinstitution.
day. Surviving also is another son.

SEG Seeks to Quash
SPG Certification
Hollywood, Oct. 1.— The Screen
Extras Guild. AFL, today asked the
National Labor Relations Board to
vacate its certification of the unaffiliated Screen Players Union as the
bargaining agent for extras employed
by the major studios. In a 24-page
petition, SEG charged that SPU is an
illegal labor organization which no
longer represents a majority of the
extras.
IMPPA,
SIMPP
to
Get SAG Proposals
Hollywood, Oct. 1.— The Screen
Actors Guild, which recently concluded negotiations with the major
studios for wage scale increases, will
open similar negotiations with the InMotion Picture
Association dependent
tomorrow
and Producers'
with the
Society
of
Independent
Motion
Picture Producers.
SAG disclosed that the majors will
distribute $250,000 in retroactive pay
as a result of agreements reached.

Kodak '44 War Film
Rochester. X. Y.. Oct. 1. — Kodak
Park Works of Eastman Kodak Co.,
here, supplied 161,111,000 square feet
of film for war purposes in 1944 alone,
the company reported over the weekend in a summary of the war produc- Fete Andrews Sisters
tion of its three Rochester plants.
The Andrews Sisters, Curt Massey,
Vic Schoen and Andre Baruch will
Correction
be honored at a reception at the Hotel
today by Columbia BroadIn the Critics' Quotes section of Astor here
casting and Geyer Cornell and Newell
yesterday's Motiox Picture Daily, advertising
agency in connection with
"The House on 92nd Street" was erroneously identified as a Universal the "Andrews Sisters Show" which
have its debut over CBS tomorproduction. "The House on 92nd will row
evening.
Street" is a 20th Century-Fox picture.

Although repeated snags have been
met in the French-American discussions itis believed to be generally felt
that an agreement allowing 108 features into France will be reached, and
this before Dec. 15.
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Projectionists
Set
Act'

'Strike
Deadline

Demand for 25% Raise
Must Be Met by Oct. 19
"Appropriate action for a strike"
was authorized by the membership
of Moving Picture Machine Operators Union, Local 306, IATSE, at
a midnight meeting, which lasted until four A.M. yesterday morning, unless new contracts are signed by
Broadway first-runs, New York circuit houses and home office and newsreel projection rooms by Oct. 19, the
union announced here yesterday.
Negotiations between Herman Gelber, "306" president, and the local's
negotiating committee and the companies have reached an impasse over
the union's demand for a 25 per cent
increase, it was said, with the companies reportedly countering with a five
per cent offer, according to "306."
(Charles C. Moskowitz, Loew's vice(Coniinued on page 11)
IATSE

Board

Delays

Action

on Charters

The IATSE executive board concluded its delayed mid-Summer meetings here yesterday without taking any
definite action on the revocation of
charters issued to replacements for
striking workers in the Hollywood
studio trouble, as directed by the
Americanecutive Federation
of Labor's excouncil.
It was learned following the meeting that the board endorsed the actions
taken by Richard F. Walsh, 'IA' president, and left to Walsh the determination of what future action he should
(Continued on page 6)
Sees a U. S.-French
Agreement by Dec. 15
Agreeable conclusion of the
current American-French negotiations for the entry of
American films into France
will be reached by Dec. 15, a
spokesman for the distributors said here yesterday.
This is also the date when
the French Government has
agreed to allow the re-establishment of American newsreels in that country.

YORK, U.S.A., WEDNESDAY,

15-20

Annual

MGM

Imports

NO

ON
A program that will enable the
American public to view outstanding
foreign films 'synchronized with English dialogue was announced
yesterday here
by
Arthur M.
Loew, president
of M-G-M International Films, who
explained that
the program
calls for wide
distribution of
up
to 20 films
annually
throughout the
U. S., with
each receiving
Arthur M. Loew
the same exploitation treatment as that accorded American pictures.
"This is not an experiment but a
permanent
plan,"behind
said Loew.
"One
of the purposes
it is to make
noteworthy non - Hollywood films
available to a considerably larger public atres
than that
whichpictures
attendsare'art'
thewhere these
usually
shown. Heretofore, even comparatively successful (foreign) films have had
a limited appeal here due to the barrier of an unfamiliar language. Once
(Continued on page 11)
Arthur

Heads

In Central

8th

Area

OCTOBER

COMPROMISE

DIVORCEMENT

Griffith Trial Ends
In Oklahoma City
Oklahoma City, Oct. 2.—
Trial of the
anti-trust
suit Government's
against the
Griffith circuits ended in Federal District Court here today
with the defense testimony of
E. L. Dodson of Mangum,
Okla., preceded by that of
Adam Hornbeck, a. Griffith
partner in Shawnee, Okla.
The suit, a seven-year-old
action from which the distributors were dismissed last
year, came to trial last May
before Judge Edgar S. Vaught,
recessed three weeks later
and was resumed on Sept. 10.
Million
Pathe

for New

RKO

Building

Here

More than doubling production
capacities and auguring an expanded
production program, RKO Pathe
News and Pathe Industries, Inc. have
acquired an 11 -story building in Manhattan to be turned into a studio and
film laboratory, according to a joint
announcement from Frederic Ullman,
Jr., president of RKO-Pathe News
and Kenneth M. Young, chairman of
the Board of Pathe Industries.
It is reported that the purchase price
was aboutsiderable
$1,000,000,
a con-in
amount yet towith
be spent

Harry C. Arthur, head of St. Louis
Amusement Co., has volunteered for
the Victory Loan Campaign, Oct. 29Dec. 8, and will be regional chairman
for the Central area, including Iowa,
the building and turnNebraska, Kansas, Missouri, Okla- refurbishing
ing what was formerly a collection of
homa, and Arkansas. L. C. Griffith,
(Continued on page 6)
who has been temporary chairman for
the area, will be unable to devote full
time to the drive, but will be active in Tax Collections in
an advisory capacity.
Arthur, who will give full time, met
(Continued on page 11)
$43,000 Decline

Washington, Oct. 2. — A drop of
$43,000 from
drove Federal
admission taxJuly
collections
in August
under those of the same month one
year tion
ago,
the firstsince
time Dec,
such a1943,
situa-it
has existed
Chicago, Oct. 2. — For the second
hereBureau.
tonight by the Inconsecutive month, the general re- was reported
ternal Revenue
lease schedule for subsequent runs
shows an improvement over reduced
August receipts of $33,289,381 comlists earlier this year. All majors but
pared with $33,332,529 in July and
Paramount are represented on the $34,168,118 in August, 1944, the Bureau reported, but the total for the
November list, which totals 35 pic(Continued on page 6)
(Continucd on page 6)

Chicago's Product
Flow to Continue

TEN CENTS

3, 1945

Keough Declares Issues
Will Be Fought to End;
Welcomes Court Airing
By MILTON LIVINGSTON
Possibility of a compromise settlement or new consent decree in
the New York film anti-trust suit,
either before the trial starts in
U.
"District
CourtS. here
on
Monday or
during the trial,
as long as the
Department of
Justice insists
vthat
o r ctheatre
e ment di-is
the minimum it
will accept, was
ruled out yestin C. terday
Keough,
by Ausvice - president
and general
counsel of
Austin C. Keough
Paramount.
In an interview here yesterday, on the New York film trust
suit, Keough told Motion Picture Daily that
"everybody
be better
off when,
after will
all
these years of charges and
counter-charges, the issues involved are aired in open court"
Keough said he, for one, welcomes a court adjudication of
the case.
One of the leading company attorneys on(Continued
the action,
and 11)an official
on page
To

Dissolve

Newsreel

United

Dec.

15

The United Newsreel has been discontinued and the United Newsreel
Corp., which directed the reel for and
with the Government during the war,
will be dissolved, effective Dec. IS,
Murray Silverstone, president of the
organization, announced yesterday.
Silverstone, who is president of
20th Century-Fox International Corp.,
said he planned to call a meeting of
all American distributors represented
in United Newsreel to discuss the
State Department's desire to continue
the use of 16mm. newsreel prints in an
overseas non-theatrical program.
United Newsreel was organized in
May, 1942,(Continued
in conjunction
on pagewith
61 the Of-

2

Motion

Picture

Rank's

Personal
Mention

MORT BLUMENSTOCK, Warners' director of advertising and
publicity, returned to New York yesterday from the Coast.
•
Harry Mandel, RKO Theatres advertising-publicity director, and Mrs!
Mandel yesterday announced the engagement of their daughter, Alyce
Barbara, to Lt. Stanley Sidney
Unger, U. S. M. S.
•
Paul Levi, New England regional
chairman for the industry's Victory
Loan Campaign, arrived in New York
yesterday to make his headquarters at
War Activities Committee during the
drive.
•
Ed. Schreiber, vice-president of
Richard Condon, Inc., and Mrs.
Schreiber, are parents of a daughter,
Elizabeth, born Sept. 25 at French
Hospital, here.
•
Walter Abel, actor, who has just
completed an assignment for Samuel
Goldwyn, will arrive in New York
from Hollywood today to enter a stage
production.
•
George F. Dembow, National
Screen Service -vice-president in
charge of sales, is in Chicago on a tour
of XSS Midwest exchanges.
•
Dan Michalove, National Theavice-president,
is expected
back in
in
New tres'
York
today from
a vacation
North Carolina.
•
Win Barron, associate editor of
Paramount Canadian News, is back at
work after a six weeks' siege of pneumonia.
•
Joseph Bernhard, president of
United States Pictures, left New York
yesterday for the Coast.
•
Harry C. Arthur, head of St
Louis Amusement Co., will leave New
York tonight for St.
• Louis.
Maurice
Bergman, Universal's
Eastern advertising-publicity director,
left here for Chicago yesterday.
•
William R. Ferguson, director of
exploitation for M-G-M, will leave
here todav for New Orleans.
David Bernstein, Loew's vicepresident and treasurer, is vacationing
at Saratoga.
Joel Levy, out-of-town booker for
Loew's.
for Washington. left here yesterday
•
Raymond Massey is due in New
York from England on the Aquitania
early next week. •
David Xiven and his family will
return to the States from England
shortlv
Herman Shumlin has arrived in
Xew York from the Coast-
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Insider's
RED
By Mr.
R. GOLDWYN wrote
M
[Eric] Johnston about
gangster films, declaring as
how "the dangerous symptoms"
ought to be discouraged through
self-regulation. Mr. J. has made
no known reply, but Mr. [Steve]
Broidy has. He acted as vicepresident of Monogram which
is releasing "Dillinger," case-inpoint film which Mr. G. cited.
It was pat and it was good, if
you remember. Mr. B. reminded
that it was Mr. G. who produced "Dead End" and who
now countenances its reissue
through a company apart from
United Artists which distributed
originally.
Mr. G. always makes it a
point to spend much money acquiring important material. With
him,
the
[or the story's]
the thing.play's
An inescapable,
and
probably annoying, question injecting itself into the discussion,
therefore, is this : Would Mr. G.
walk away from a powerful
property because it happened to
deal with a gangster theme ?
The answer, presuming it for
him with the same shade of annoyance, ishe would not.
Mr. B. closed out his recent
rebuttal with a line worth a
smattering of emphasis when he
observed. "It's about time this
press agents' paradise was thordebunked."Farnol, whose
Mr. oughly
[Lynn]
objective is to keep Mr. G. in
print, must have noted this. He
hasn't been heard from either.
Mr. J., incidentally, is rapidly
accumulating titles. To the
presidency of the U. S. Chamber
of Commerce and the presidency
of the MPPDA now is added
the president of the Motion Picture Export Association. In assuming the newest post, he decorated the record with a couple
of firm statements which, too,
ought not be permitted to go by
without their proper notice.
"This country has no trade
barriers against films from other
lands and we want no trade harries established against us. . . .
We hope to send abroad an increasing number of films which
will be an honest portrayal of
American life and which, at the
same time, will provide wJiolesome entertainment. We will
welcome similar films from
abroad. . . A free exchange of
motion pictures among the nations will help greatly in the de-

Outlook
'
KANN
velopment
of a healthy, prosper-

Build

Odeon

Many

Will

Abroad

London, ofOct.Odeon
2. — J.Theatres,
Arthur Rank,
chairman
Ltd..
This
can
mean
only
one
thing,
large
British
theater
circuit, told
ous, peaceful world."
and the thing it means is what
stockholders yesterday of the company's
plans to and
buildalso
a number
it says. No typewriter embroihouses
overseas
to developof
dery is required except, perhaps,
large screen television.
this one added observation :
Reporting heavy demand for British
The at-home exhibitor had
films,
said : "Wecompetitors
cannot afford
better adjust his thinking to al- to giveRank
our American
any
low greater acceptabilities of start, for at the beginning of the war
worthwhile foreign-made prod- they were far ahead of us in the maruct. The troublesome areas into
kets of the world.
which international trade falls
"They have not had their studios
commandeered and have not been slow
indicate it will be necessary.
to commence their drive to recover
■ ■
their markets which they lost during
The March of Time has the war.
"If we are to catch up with them,
turned one out called "Ameriwe
must be given back our studios and
can Beauty." And a beaut it is !
Subject matter is concerned with equipment with an adequate supply of
cosmetics, beauticians and the
Odeon had extended its activities to
perpetual
search
the Ameri"other
can woman
for of
better
facials, territories
Canada, Rank
have reported,
also beenandexamined
more supple figures, fancier
and as soon as supplies ease we are
hair-dos. Feminine persistence
proposing
labor." to build a number of theais best illustrated by the dollars
spent : about one billion each
Hinting at a time when theater
tres overseas."
will view by television outaudiences
side events as they occur, Rank said
The facts are there. So are
Odeon and another company had
very funny footage and highly
work in the deagreed to research
amusing commentary. Taking
velopment oflarge screen television.
year.
no chances on offending the
Consolidated profits for the year
23, 1945, available for
ended June were
gentler sex are scenes and verdistribution,
$1,091,168, compared
bal pokes at the men and what
$1,004,000 during the preceding
many of them pass through in with
12 months.
theirber beauty
parlors, called barshops.
Guaranteed to give any proName 19 Members to
gram a substantial lift, "American Beauty"
will be
in many
a show,
as the
theystandout
say on
Time.
■ ■
There was no drive. There
was no excitement. It was business
as usual.
But businessquite
as usual
this time
was
playdates on "Thrill of a Romance," "The Valley of Decision" and "Anchors Aweigh"
percolatinghibition
through
the the
vast one
exstructure at
time. The result a few weeks
ago gave Metro a tremendous
seven-figure week.
This companion piece goes
alongside :
When a certain company executive, Leo style, passed along
the take to another, the latter
said: "You mean world-wide, of
course." The former replied,
"I do not. I mean domestic."
The jaw that sagged was astonishing to behold. Owner of
the jaw has put in a standing
order for more of the same sag.
■ ■
Hollywood
now isreports
Betty
Grable who
fed up it's
on
musicals and seeks to go straight
dramatic.
So you want to be a producer,
do vou ?

M.P. Academy Board
Hollywood, Oct. 2.— The Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
today that new board memannounced
bers include the following: William
Dozier, Gene Markey, Frank Capra,
Mervyn LeRoy, Frank Lloyd. Charles
Boyer, Jean Hersholt, James Stewart,
Philip
Jules White, Charles Brackett,
Dunne, Mary C. McCall, Jr., Ray
Heindorf, Jerome Kern, Herbert
Stothart, Charles G. Clarke, Farciot
Thomas T. Moulton and
Edouart,Brand.
Harrv
New Academy officers will be elected
the first board meeting, later this
at
month.

SLRB Hearing on
Managers Today
An informal hearing is scheduled to
be held today before Benjamin Wolf.
State Labor Relations Board examinof the Motion Picpetition
on the
er,ture
Operating Managers and
Theatre
for certirs Guild
AssistantficationManage
ing
ve_ bargain
as the collecti
mannt
assista
rs,
manage
forand relief managers of Cinema
agent agers
Circuit Corp., headed by Max Cohen.
Johnston

to Talk

Eric Johnston, presi'dent of MPPDA
and of the U. S. Chamber of Commerce, will "Meet the Press" in the
first of two programs in which leading
will questio
dayn.guests
per writers
over Mutual
on Fri
newspa
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Gen.

THE Allies' progress in former
na's antiry, Argenti
territoration,
Jap demonst
Fascist
the press photographers' exhibit in New
new
aviation developments,, andYork,
football
are featured in the latest newsr eels,
together with other miscellaneous
items of current interest. Contents of
the latest reels follow:
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 10.— Shrinking
Jap empire: Hong Kong and Korea. Aviation: U. S. Navy's 'Fireball' and Britain's
'Vampire',
Press photographers
exhibit prizeplanes.
news pictures
in New York.
Fashions from coal. Newsette: Lew Lehr.
Sports: Belmont Futurity. Football: Anapolis vs.
linos. Villanova, Notre Dame vs. IlNEWSfromOF Asia:
THE First
DAY, films
No. 208.—
news
of Latest
Korea
freed; Dose of own medicine for Japs.
250,000 in Argentinan parade for liberty.
Message from new Assistant Secretary of
State Spruille Braden. Press photographers
display year's
best news
Football:
Trojans
tame Bears,
13 toshots.
2; Ohio
State
wins over
Missouri,
47-6;
Irish
upset
Illinois, 7 to 0. Post war aviation.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 11.— Age of
speed. Hong Kong payoff. Korea cheers
Yanks. Honors for top lensmen. Argentine
report. Football: Luck of the Irish.
RKOPATHE NEWS, No. 13.— ATC opens
global service. Americans liberate Korea.
Britishtineindemonstration.
Hong Kong New
work plane
Japs. uses
Argen-jet
propeller. Holy Cross and Notre Dame win.
UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL,
No. 438.—
Freedom returns to Asia: Korea, Hong
Kong and China. Sailors become farmers
on Guam. Prize press pictures. Aviation in
the news. Football: ArmY 32, Airmen 0;
Nctre Dame 7, Illinois 0.

Industry representatives pledged
support to the fund-raising drive of
the General Rose Memorial Hospital to be erected in Denver, at a
luncheon at the Hotel Waldorf Astoria here yesterday. The luncheon
was marked by the presentation of a
check for $30,000 in contributions of
some 10,000 'G. I.'s' who served under
the late Maj. Gen. Maurice Rose, who
was slain by the Nazis on the eve of
'V-E Day.' Some $700,000 has been
collected toward a $1,000,000 goal.
Tribute from Nizer
Louis Nizer, film industry attorney,
paid tribute to the late Rose in appealing for support for the hospital
memorial. Eddie Dowling was toastmaster and speakers included George
Jessel, Col. John A. Smith, Jr., who
made the presentation of the check on
behalf of the 'G. I.'s, as Gen. Eisenhower's emissary; Ann Hunter, war
correspondent; Max .Goldberg, national director and Maurice B. Shwayder, president of the memorial. Dr.
David De Sola Pool of the Spanish
and Portugese Synagogue read the
invocation and Rabbi Jacob Freeman
of Kew Gardens Jewish Center, the
benediction.
Industry representatives who were
present included Austin C. Keough,
Gordon E. Youngman, Harry Brandt,
Samuel Rinzler, Louis and Emanuel
Frisch, Samuel Rosen, Irving Kaplan,
Robert K. Shapiro, William Slater,
Syd Gross, Harold Klein, Philip
Abrahams, George Hicks and Gordon
Fraser of American Broadcasting,
Alan Corelli and Dr. Frank Kingdom,
Charles Becker, Mel Konecoff and
Milton Livingston.

Warners,

Paramount

Plan 'OSS' Films
United States Pictures, recently
formed by Joseph Bernhard and Milton Sperling, announces that its first
production, for release through Warner Brothers, will be "Cloak and
Dagger,"
the heretofore
untold
story
of the Office
of Strategic
Services,
written by Col. Corey Ford and Major Alastair MacBain.
"Cloak and Dagger" is now appearing serially in Collier's. The first instal ment isaccompanied by an editorial by Maj. Gen. William J. Donovan, director of the OSS.
In his statement .General Donovan
pays tribute to the unsung heroes who
risked their lives in the daring undercover work of conducting the military
intelligence and espionage operations
for our country during the war.
At the same time, Paramount yesterday disclosed that it had obtained
the permission of Donovan for, and
has put in work, a story to be called
"OSS."
adventures
of
OSS dealing
officers with
in alltheparts
of the
world during the war.
De Rosa Dies Suddenly
Jeremiah De Rosa, manager of
Loew's Paradise Theatre for the last
16 years, died in his office in the
Bronx Monday night. His age was
52. De Rosa was with B. S. Moss
before
theatre
managerhe injoined
1928. Loew's
He wasas aa member
of several Bronx civic organizations
and once was foreman of the Bronx
County grand jury. He served in the
Navy during the first World War.
Surviving are a sister, Mrs. Sylvia
Hoffman, with whom he lived in
Chappaaua, N. Y., and four brothers,
John, Phillip, Eugene and Vincent, all
of New York.

Rose

Memorial

India Plans
1,000
Mobile Film Units
The Indian government expects to
on equipment to imspend $1,600,000
plement its program of putting 1,000
mobile film units into operation within
the next five years for education and
instruction of the Indian masses, P. _N.
Thapar, joint secretary of the Indian
Department of Information and Broadcasting, in charge of the film section,
said at a press luncheon here Monday.
He expects to leave for the Coast
the middle of the month to see what
Hollywood shorts he can purchase for
his film program.

Equipment Shortage
On WE Meet Agenda
The matter of shortages in materials for the manufacture of sound recording and reproducing equipment is
tomorrow'sof session
up at conference
be taken
to
of the
world-wide
Western Electric Export Corp., which
at the Waldorf-AsopenedtoriaMonday
Hotel, here. The convention,
presided over by E. S. Gregg, vicepresident and general manager, will
run through Oct. 12.
New AMP A Members
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers' membership committee reports
the following new members : William
Slater, RKO theatres ; Leo R. Wharton, Confidential Reports ; Charles
Becker, Roxoffice; Walter Brooks,
M-G-M ; George Ettinger, Henry
Spiegel and Paul Walker of Columbia.
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'U' Is Honored

for

Financial Report
Universal Pictures was presented with an 'Industry Oscar' last night at a dinner at
the Waldorf-Astoria, here, attended by leaders of American industry, for producing
the best annual report to
stockholders among the film
companies this year, S. Machnovitch, 'U' treasurer receiving a bronze statuette award
on behalf of his company.
The awards were made by
a jury under the auspices of
The Financial World.
Free

Expression

Key

To Success: Nelson
Los Angeles, Oct. 2. — President
Donald Nelson of the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers,
today told the Los Angeles Newspaper Publishers Association at a Biltmore Hotel luncheon : "The world
has learned that leadership in the
field of expression demands freedom,
whether of the press, motion picture
or radio.
"In the near future I am convinced
the motion pictures of other countries
are going to show big progress. In
order to preserve our present leadership, every far sighted American today has the obligation to do everything possible to insure maximum
freedom in every field of expression.
We now have a head start over other
Republic
Reception
nations."
For Cowboy Rogers
Tradepaper, fan and newspaper
press met Roy Rogers, Republic's
"King of Cowboys," at a reception
held yesterday in the Hotel Astor,
here. The star is in town for personal
appearances at the "World's Championship Rodeo,"heatwill
Madison
Square
Garden, where
open tonight
and will be seen through Nov. 4.
Officials of Madison Square Garden
and the rodeo were present, as were
Republic home office representatives,
including Walter L. Titus, Jr., Albert
Schiller, Richard W. Altschuler,
Steve Edwards, James Vincent
O'Gara, Edward Seifert, Lester
Sharpe, Evelyn Koleman, Beatrice
Ross, Milton Silver, Jack Tell and
John Curtin. Eastern district sales
manager Maxwell Gillis and Grover
C. Schaefer, New York branch manager, were also present, as were H. J.
Yates, Jr., R. I. Poucher, Milton C.
Green, and Charles Reed Jones.
Peters Represents
ScoHeld in N. F.
Harlow Peters has been named
Eastern representative for the new
publicity-advertising firm of Ed Scofield and Associates. Scofield earlier
announced his resignation from the
Lawrence organization in order to enlarge his existing organization.
Monogram

Reopens

Scully, J. M. Walker,
Keough
In

Stock

and

Cohn

Transfers

Philadelphia, Oct. 2. — Sale of
2,000 Universal pictures common stock
warrants by William A. Scully, general sales manager, was the largest of
five small transactions in film stocks
by film company officers and directors
reported yesterday by the Securities
and Exchange Commission in its August summary. The sale left Scully
with
7,000 warrants in addition to
holds.
100 shares of common stock which he
The second largest transaction reported was the purchase of 1,000
Radio-Keith-Orpheum common warrants by J. Miller Walker, New York,
representing his entire holdings, and
the third largest was the disposition,
by a gift, of 946 shares of Paramount
Pictures common by Austin C.
Keough, leaving him with 1,000
shares.
Other Transactions
The SEC summary also reported
the purchase
100 shares
of Columbia Pictures of
common
by Jack
Cohn,
through a trust which held 10,971
shares at the close of the month, and
the disposition, by a gift to charity,
of 74 shares by A. Montague, leaving
him with 2,012 shares ; and the sale
of 300 shares of Loew's common by
David Bernstein, through a corporation, which held 54,850 shares at the
close of the month, and the disposition, also by a gift, of 55 shares, by
J. Robert Rubin, leaving him with
6,140 shares.
A report on Columbia Broadcasting showed the. sale of 700 shares of
Class A common stock by Isaac D.
Levy, Philadelphia director, leaving
him with 35,176 shares at the end of
August.
New York 'Fiesta'
For 'U's' 'Fiesta'
Reportedly, the largest promotion
ever undertaken by Universal will exploit the Technicolor production,
"Night in Paradise," and will be inaugurated tomorrow evening with a
"Night in Paradise Fiesta," to be held
on East 37th Street, sponsored by the
United tional
Seamen's
War Fund. Service for the NaFred Smith Leaves
ABC Advertising
Fred Smith, vice-president and director of advertising and promotion of
American Broadcasting, has resigned,
effective Monday. Formerly assistant
to the Secretary of the Treasury,
Smith will probably establish his own
public relations office in the near
future.
At the same time, Mark Woods,
ABC president, has announced that
Charles C. Barry, who has been
Washington representative for the network, returned to the New York
office on Monday as national program
manager.

WB Donates $60,405
Hollywood, Oct. 2. — Warner
Exchange in Manila
Norton V. Ritchey, president of Brothers has presented to the Hollywood Canteen a check for $60,405,
Monogram International Corp., has
received a cable from William Brown bringing to $310,405 that institution's
that ilathe
Monogram exchange in Man- share in the profits from the film.
has reopened.
"Hollywood Canteen."
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44;

Started

United

Picture

Newsreel

Finished : "I Ring Doorbells."
Started:
"Lightning
with
Buster
Crabbe,
Al St. Raiders,"
John.
Shooting : "Caravan Trails."
Republic
Finished: "Days of Buffalo Bill,"
"Valley of the Zombies."
Started:
Cat-Man
Paris,"
with
Carl "The
Esmond,
Lenoreof Aubert,
Adele Mara.
Shooting : "The Madonna's Secret,"
"Murder in the Music Hall," "Concerto."
RKO Radio
Finished : "Tarzan and the Leopard
Woman" (Lesser).
Shooting : "Badman's Territory,"
"Bamboo Blonde," "From This Day
Forward," "Some Must Watch," "The
Kid from Brooklyn" (Goldwyn) ;
"Heartbeat" (Hakim-Wood).
20th Century-Fox
Started: "Shock," with Lynn Bari,
Vincent Price, Frank Latimore, Machael Dunne, Marjorie Henshaw.
Shooting : "Centennial Summer,"
"Sentimental Journey," "Behind Green
Lights" (formerly "Precinct 33").
United Artists
Shooting : "The Sin of Harold
Diddlebock" (California.)
Universal
Finished: "Murder Mansion."
Started: "Tangier," with Maria
Montez, Sabu, Preston Foster, Louise
Allbritton, J. Edward Bromberg, Reginald Denny.
Shooting: "The House of Dracula,"

Charter

Action

(Continued from page, 1 )

{Continued from page 1)

fice of War Information. Joseph H.
Seiclelman, president of Universal International Corp., was its first president Ned
;
Buddy its first editor, and
Robert Riskin, assisted by Martin
Quigley, Jr.,
its Lober
first OWI
tatives. Louis
has represenbeen the

take on the charters in the light of
future developments. The 60-day
deadline on the revocation of the charters set by the AFL council does not
expire until about Oct. 16.
Walsh was non-committal following
the meeting, explaining that strategy
prevented him from disclosing what
action will be taken. It is believed
that if a settlement of the strike can
be achieved by working out the jurisdictional disputes
'IA'
would withdraw
theinvolved,
disputed the
charters.
However, if withdrawing of the
charters
injure
the 'IA's' ofposition, and would
not effect
a settlement
the
strike,
the
charters
will
not be rerevoked.
Walsh indicated yesterday that the
'IA' is in the process of selecting its
five-man committee to settle jurisdictional differences with the other unions involved in the strike. Selection is being made in Hollywood,
Walsh said.

Hollywood, Oct. 2. — Production
activity continues to lag, as nine films
representative for the reel in rewere completed and eight were start- OWI cent
months. The five newsreel comed ;44 pictures are in work. The propanies and their foreign organizations,
duction scene follows :
20th Century-Fox, Loew's, ParaColumbia
mount, Universal and RKO, were participants.
The reel disseminated war news
Started:
"Heading
West,"
with
Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnett,
Doris Houck, Hank Penny and his and information in conjunction with
the Allied war effort, with commenPlantation Boys ; "Blondie's Lucky
taries in 16 languages. In all, 171
versions of the reels were prepared
Day," Robert
with Penny
Singleton,
Lake,
Stanton,
Angelyn Arthur
Orr. and distributed in almost 40 Allied
Shooting : "Secret Story," "Gilda." and neutral nations and, in some instances, in enemy or enemy-occupied
M-G-M
territories. It was estimated that it
Finished : ■ "Adventure."
reached audiences in excess of 100,Started: "Time for Two," with 000,000 weekly. It was a non-profit
John Hodiak, Lucille Ball, Lloyd No- operation.
lan, Lenore Ulric.
Directors of United News include:
Shooting: "No Leave, No Love," Morton A. Spring, Silverstone, Seid"Holiday in Mexico," "The Green elman, George Weltner, Phil ReisYears," "The Yearling," "Bad Bas- man, Walton Ament, Thomas Mead,
comb," "Two Sisters from Boston," Edmund Reek, A. J. Richard and
"The Postman Always Rings Twice," Michael Clofine. Officers are: Silver"Black Sheep" (formerly "Boys' stone, president ; Spring, vice-president Cyril
;
S. Landau, secretary, and
Ranch") .
Eugene F. Walsh, treasurer.
Monogram
Started: "Rollin' Along," with
Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton, Lynne Carver, Douglas Fowley,
Marshall Reed.
Shooting : "Charlie Chan in Mexico," "Stepping Around."
Paramount
Shooting: "Monsieur Beaucaire,"
"Take This Woman," "Blue Skies."
PRC

No
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Theatre Pickets Meet
First Major Setback
Los Angeles, Oct. 2. — Hollywood
strikers met their first important picketing setback today when Superior
Judge Joseph W. Vickers granted a
Warner Brothers Hollywood Theatre
plea for an injunction limiting pickets
in front of the house to 10 and enjoining them to stay five feet apart.
RKO-Pathe
The theatre had maintained that pick{Continued from page 1)
ets have been so densely packed as to
bar prospective ticket buyers from
convention halls and dining rooms into reaching the box office.
modern studios and laboratories.
The "This Is America" series, Tax Collections
produced by Ullman, as well as
{Continued from page 1)
"Sportscopes" and "Flicker Flashbacks"
and
special
scenes
for
Pathe
News will be made at the new
first eight months of the year constudios.
tinued well above that for the correErwin S. Wolfson handled the deal.
sponding period last year, $237,069,Pathe's New York plant, now lo- 485 against $179,009,169.
cated in the Pathe Building, will
A special report for the Third New
move to the new site with the va- York (Broadway) District showed
cated space becoming Pathe News of- that the decline in that area was confices. While both Pathe Industries
siderably more than the national deand RKO-Pathe will utilize the facili- crease.
New
York
collections dropped
ties of the new building, each organization will maintain its executive of- nearly $120,500, from $4,946,662 to
fices at the present Madison Avenue $4,826,175, the Bureau reported, with
address.
box-office receipts falling from $4,236,833 to $4,068,071 while revenue
from tickets sold by brokers increased
Warner Club Elects
from $42,813
$80,452and
and cabarets
' admissions to roof togardens
Alleborn President
from
$667,016
to
$677,652.
Hollywood, Oct. 2. — Al Alleborn,
Warner
Bros, unit
manager
and'hasa Berlin Decorated by
studio employee
for over
20 years,
been elected president of the Warner
Studio Club, succeeding Ed DePatie, General Marshall
general auditor, who continues on the
Washington, Oct. 2. — In a cereexecutive committee. Carlisle Jones
mony yesterday, Irving Berlin, proof the publicity, department was added
ducer of "This is the Army," who apto the board of governors.
peared with the show in its worldOther officers include Leon M.
wide tour of war theatres, was given
Combs, Alton McDermott and Sol the Medal of Merit, highest civilian
Dolgin, vice-presidents, and Richard
General Marshall. AddiA. Pease, secretary-treasurer. Pease, award, bytionally,
Berlin received a citation
F. C. Fuhrmann, Col. Nathan Levin- from President Truman for his work
son, Blaney Mathews and T. C. in entertaining U. S. troops around
Wright are
ecutive other
committee. members of the ex- the world.
"Because of Him," "Canyon Passage," Cinecolor
for 2.'Star*
Hollywood, Oct.
— M7G-M has
"Scarlet Street."
announced use of Cinecolor for "Star
Warners
From Heaven," Harry Rapf producFinished : "Never Say Goodbye,"
tion, following a four months' quest
"The Man I Love," "Confidential "for a suitable color process, necessitated by heavy demands for output
placed on color laboratories by Army
Shooting : "The Verdict," "Her
and Navy and similar priority needs."
Kind of Man," "Night and Day."
Agent."

Short
Subject

"American Beauty"
{March of Time)
The "American Girl" has
hailed as the most beautiful in been
the
world by "G.I.'s" returnin from far
reaches of the globe where g they
have ,
seen all varieties of beauties. How V
American girls maintain their loveliness isnow shown by March of Time.
Each year the American woman
spends $1,000,000,000 in the pursuit of
charm.
Ladies, the subject reveals,
are readily willing to pay expensive
fees for services, soaps, formulas and
exotic lotions, and to beauty schools,
consultants and special gymnasiums,
where some of the hardier souls undergo treatment reminiscent of ancient
forms of Chinese torture.
The film has good material, welledited
and entertainingly presented; it
will create wide interest. Running
time, 18 minutes.
2nd

Monopoly

Names

Warner

Suit
Bros.

Washington, Oct. 2. — Second
monopoly suit here within a week was
filed against Warner Brothers when
K-B Amusement Co. asked the Federal District Court to declare an alleged monopoly by Warners and subsidiaries inthe District of Columbia
to be a violation of the anti-trust law.
The petition, filed by Robert K.
Sher, attorney for K-B, asks for a
temporarv injunction, to be argued on
Oct. 10.
K-B, a partnership of Fred S.
Kogod and Max Burka, charges Warners with attempting to prevent the
construction of a theatre by starting
the building of a house of their own
three blocks away from a site on
which the exhibitors had announced
they would build.
Charges in the K-B complaint are
similar to 'those made by Sidney B.
Lust in a suit which he filed in the
same court last week.
Chicago Product
{Continued from page 1)
tures, among them seven reissues.
The breakdown follows : 20th-Fox,
five
(including
a reissueRepublic,
of "Call andof
the W'ild")
; Warners'
Monogram, four each (including two
Monogram
and
"Mutiny reissues,
in the Big"Right
House,"Man"
and
two
Warner
reissues,
"Northern
Pursuit" and "Now, Voyager") ;
M-G-M, Columbia, and Universal,
three each, and RKO, United Artists,
and PRC, two each. In addition,
Screen Guild Productions will have
"Wildfire" and Supreme, local distributor, will sell two reissues.
Shorey to Produce
Hollywood, Oct. 2. — R. E. Shorey,
president
the North
India ProducersofAssociation,
is to produce
one
picture budgeted at between two and
three million dollars in this country or
England, he has disclosed. He leaves
for Washington Oct. 10 to confer
with Government officials prior to his
return to India.
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Only Three WMC
Controls Remain
Washington, Oct. 2. — The
War Manpower Commission
announces that all but three
of the 38 wartime manpower
controls have been rescinded.
The remaining are: Regulations governing importation
of foreign workers, which will
be revoked just as soon as tha
foreign - worker program is
liquidated, and general order
No. 9, governing occupational
deferment of employes in th3
Federal Government.

MGM

Imports

{Continued from page 1)
that barrier is removed, I feel that
American audiences will welcome the
inclusion in theatre programs of outstanding films made in other countries."
A reversal of M-G-M's policy of
'dubbing' its Hollywood films in foreign languages for the European and
South American markets, this will be
the first time that a large American
motion picture company has placed
its distributing facilities at the disposal of foreign-language producers.
Loew conceded that at the beginning American audiences might offer
some resistance to viewing the films,
mainly because of unfamiliaritv with
the names of foreign stars. "But I
hope that in time that resistance will
be overcome when the public realizes
that the best of the foreign product
can provide them not only with entertainment but also with an original,
intimate approach not to be found in
our native films."
Goodwill Springboard
Loew expressed the belief that the
'exchange' plan would prove a springboard for creating international understanding and goodwill.
"Providing the producers of other
countries with a big outlet here
should make our own market in those
countries more stable," Loew stated,
"also, since motion pictures are the
best large-scale medium for the dissemination of culture, the American
public will have a chance to become
better acquainted with the manners
and customs of foreign countries. So
far, it's all been pretty much oneable,tothrough
showing sided.
our We've
filmsbeen
abroad,
spread
the American way of life but other
countries have seldom had the same
opportunity here."
M-G-M International intends to release between IS to 20 foreign films
a year, the first of which is scheduled for a New York opening sometime in November. This is the Swiss
film, "The Last Chance," completed
in June, 1945, by Leopold Wechsler,
producer of "Wings Over Ethiopia."
"China," and "Birth." Dealing with
a group of refugees and their escape
across the Italian border into Switzerland, "The Last Chance" has already been shown in the latter.
Five other films, two made in Mexico and three in France, have also
been selected for M-G-M releases in
the near future. The Mexican films
are "Maria Candelaria," starring Dolores Del Rio, synchronization of
which has just been completed (for

Motion

Picture

Arthur
{Continued from page 1)
here yesterday with S. H. Fabian,
national industry chairman ; Max A.
Cohen, his assistant ; Chick Lewis,
campaign coordinator ; Frank P. Rosenberg, national publicity chairman,
and others. William McGowan of the
Fanchon and Marco office in New
York will be liaison for Arthur.
13 Greater New York
Area Chairmen Chosen
Appointment of borough and county
chairmen of the Victory Loan for the
Greater New York area was announced yesterday by Irving Lesser,
local general chairman, with the following designated : Manhattan, George
C. Ritch, Skouras Circuit ; Bronx,
Eugene Meyers ; Loew's, Brooklyn,
Al Weiss, Loew's, and Irwin Gold,
Randforce Theatres, co-chairman ;
Queens, Fred W. Brunelle. Century
Circuit ; Richmond, Louis Goldberg,
Fabian Theatres ; Westchester, Russell Emde, RKO ; Nassau, John
Endres, Skouras Circuit; Suffolk,
Walter F. Higgins, Prudential Theatres; Dutchess County, Harry L.
Royster ; Lower Orange, Mrs. Bess
Fisher ; Rockland County, Fred
Lichtman ; Ulster County, Robert W.
Case; Sullivan County, Max Cohen.
Skouras Names Geehan,
Adams Western Aides
Los Angeles, Oct. 2. — Charles P.
Skouras, Western regional chairman
for
the with
'Victory
campaign
and
liaison
the Loan'
Hollywood
Victory
Committee,
has named
Wrilliam
han to represent
him with
HVC Geeand
has appointed Victor Adams coordinator for the 11 states in the region
Charles Thall, who was previously
designated by Skouras as his liaisor
in
New York, will arrive there tomorrow.
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Projectionists
{Continued from page 1)

Gov't Library Would
Cost $5,000,000

president
in charge of theatres in the
day.)
New York area, could not be reached
for comment on "306" claims yester-

Washington,
Oct. 2.for
— Construction ofa building
the
storage of Government films,
to cost $5,000,000, was recommended today by the Federal
Works Agency in a list of
some 4,000 federal projects
throughout the country to
cost a total of $944,000,000.
The proposed film library
would be located in Suitland,
Md., a few miles out of Washington, where the Government
is creating a federal center
which will include the Census
Bureau and several other

Richard F. Walsh, IATSE international president, who has been attempting to mediate the differences between
the local and the theatre representatives, said here yesterday that he intends to renew his efforts to effect a
peaceful settlement. Walsh has been
unable to attend negotiations for the
past three weeks due to his presence
in Washington at the American Federation of Labor meeting of presidents of unions involved in the Hollywood studio strike, and at the
IATSE executive board mid- Summer
meeting, which concluded here yesterday. Walsh said that a meeting between the two sides will be arranged
at the earliest opportunity.
go ona
anAsked
actualwhether
strike "306"
withoutcould
holding
strike vote under provisions of the
Smith-Connally Act, Walsh pointed
out that he understands that this provision applied only to war industries.
While he indicated that he still hopes
for a settlement, he intimated that the
"IA" would be obliged to grant permission to 306 to strike under provisions of its "IA" charter which requires such permission if contract negotiations could not reach a peaceful
solution.
Others Involved
In addition to Broadway first-runs,
Loew's,
Skouras inandtheRandforce
circuits RKO,
are involved
dispute,
which also includes home office and
newsreel projectionists.
Union spokesmen contend that since
1941 their total increase has "amounted to only seven per cent, less than
half of the 15 per cent allowed under
the 'Little Steel' formula." They
claim that the companies' offer of a
five per cent increase has been accomby "demands informany
changing
the
previouspanied contracts
respects,
which would have the net effect of
considerably reducing the total salaries
paid to projectionists," it was said.
Gelber said that the Tuesday morning meeting
difficulty
...wasto prevailed
restrain upon
a vote"with
for

Bolton in Hollywood Post;
Doob Planes for New York
Hollywood, Oct. 2.— Campaign director Oscar A. Doob left here by
plane for New York today after meeting with Hollywood Victory Committee groups on plans for the Victory
Loan Campaign.
Whitney Bolton, chairman of the
Public Information Committee here,
was set as Hollywood chairman, with
immediate
In his
Arch Reeve and Duke Wales actively an
statement
he general
charged strike."
the companies
in charge of local operations.
with refusing to. meet with him for the
past three weeks. He said the union
is ready to resume negotiations at any
'Victory Caravan' Film
time.
Shiuped This Week
Hollywood, Oct. 2. — With the photographing of a sequence starring St. Louis Projectionists
Humphrey Bogart, shooting of the Make Counter Proposal
Treasury Department short subject
St. Louis, Oct. 2— Local No. 6,
"Hollywood Victory Caravan," was IATSE, here, has submitted a counter
completed yesterday at Paramount and proposal
to exhibitors in an effort to
shipment of the negative will be made
agree on a new contract covering the
this week. The two-reeler was pro- points
in a War Labor Board
duced under auspices of the Holly- decision.included
This decision gives the union
wood division of the WAC.
a 15 per cent pay increase and paid
vacations, retroactive to Jan. 15, 1944,
the United States the title will be and provides that the number of
"Portrait of Maria"), and "El Penon stagehands at five first run houses be
de las Animas," a Latin-American reduced by one each.
version of the Romeo and Juliet love
A meeting with an exhibitors comstory, starring Maria Felix, famous
mittee, headed by Louis Ansell, will
Mexican beauty, and Jorge Negrete. probably be held this week. MeanFrench films on the program are
while, the Powhatan Theatre, suburban house which nearly precipitated a
"Remorques" ("'Two Rones"), which
stars Jean Gabin and Michele Mor- citywide stagehands strike on Sept.
<"n : "Gouoi Mains Rouge" ("Goupi 15, has remained closed. Any attempt
With the Red Hands"), starring Fer- to reopen it without a stagehand will
nand Ledoux and "Anges du Peche" bring on a strike, according to Elmer
Moran, business agent for the union.
(" Angels of Sin").

agencies.
Divorcement
(Continued from page 1 )
spokesman for distributor-defendants
on many occasions, Keough predicted
that many exhibitor complainants to
the Department of Justice about distributor trade practices will be reluctant to stand up under oath on the
witness stand in open court to repeat
their charges.
Keough
the effort
distribu-to
tors intendindicated
to make that
every
speed up procedure during the trial
before the three-judge statutory court,
but he stated emphatically that the
defendants have no intention of resorting to documents alone in defending themselves against the Government's charges. The Department has
indicated that it will present a prima
facie case
industrypossibly
documents asresorting
evidence towithout
calling
buttal. a single witness, except in reKeough declared that all intimations
to the contrary, the defendants have
not recently sought or are not now
seeking a compromise settlement or
consent decree which would involve
acceding to theatre divorcement. He
said that an impasse exists between
the Department and the defendants on
divorcement and there can be no compromise on that score.
Arbitration Obligatory
Questioned
as to circuits
whether intend
distribu-to
tors, with affiliated
retain in force during the litigation
the decree's arbitration provisions,
block selling and trade-showing provisions, Keough said that as far as he
knew they are obligated to under the
decree.
According to Keough the distributors did recently offer to expand arbitration provisions to provide for greater application of clearance and run,
but the Government was not interested. It had been suggested from
time to time that the Government and
the defendants might be able to work
on a new consent decree relating solely to trade practices, leaving divorcement to litigation.
Keough decried stories indicating
that the defendants are seeking a settlement which would involve yielding
on divorcement. He pointed out that
it was "wishful" thinking to assume
that a compromise could be reached
once the
trialwhat
started
ment means
it hasif the
statedGovernin its
trial brief and other documents and
utterances. If divorcement is the minimum which the Department of Justice
will accept the case will be fought to
the "bitter end," Keough predicted.
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Weekly
Is the

Gross

Lowest

New

Theatres
3-Day
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June

30

Equipment
Up

Chicago

for

at
Meet

By SAM HONIGBERG
Chicago, Oct. 3. — What is deSeptember Receipts Off
scribed as the most significant convention in the history of the TheGenerally in Key Cities
atre Dealers Equipment Protective
Association will open for three days
Following a late-August and at the Edgewater Beach Hotel, here,
early-September spurt, grosses at Friday, with at least 175 dealers and
key-city first-run theatres dipped manufacturers in attendance. Also,
for the first time since before the
during the past three weeks, according to Motion Picture Daily
A special section containing
field correspondents' reports, which reflected, in some sections of the counmessages of welcome to theatre
try, the effect of a widespread strike
equipment dealers and manuwave and the gasoline shortage that
facturers attending the Chicago
followed in its wake.
meetings of the TEDPA and the
TESMA starts on page 11.
Average, receipts per theatre
in 140 'sampled' houses dropped
to $16,858 for the week ended
war, the 're-vitalized' Theatre EquipSept. 28-29, which was the lowment and Supply Manufacturers Asest figure since June 30 and
sociation will meet in both separate
was, moreover, slightly below
and joint sessions.
the average for the correspondExecutives of leading manufacturing week in 1944. But, in geners will again be invited to participate
eral, business is still running
{Continued on page 10)
in an 'exchange of ideas' and 'peacetime plans' meeting scheduled for
Sunday, during which dealers will receive the late information on present
(.Continued on page 10)
Half-Billion Dollar
Skouras

Bond

Goal

Los Angeles, Oct 3. — An unprece'<dented, voluntarily-imposed goal of
: 4,500
$500,000,000
'E' 11
bondWestern
sales through
theatresin in
states
during the 'Victory Loan' drive, Oct.
28-Dec. 8, was announced by Charles
P. Skouras, area chairman, at a meeti ing here today.
"We still owe our boys in uniform
a great
"They
have
donedebt,"
their Skouras
job, but said.
ours will
not
be finished until every one of them is
returned home. Our efforts in the
; coming drive will help speed that
I day."
State chairmen at the meeting
were : Walter Lee Casey, Jr., Ida
ho; Albert J. Finke and O. J. Mill(Continued on page 10)
Carriers* Problems
To Run to Jan. 1.
Elimination of continuing
wartime problems of film delivery services is now expected about Jan. 1. While
gasoline is now obtainable,
new vehicles and tires are
still generally unavailable to
film-carrying truckers.

Lifts Wartime Ban
On Film Shipments
Restrictions on film shipments to France, Italy, Belgium and Greece yesterday
were lifted by the War Shipping Administration, thus
clearing transportation channels for the time when marketing by film companies in
those countries is resumed,
according to William Barnett
of Masse and Barnett, film
forwarders for several American distributors. Heretofore
pictures were admitted to
European countries only
through the Office of War
Information.

Propose

Rise

In Power

Rate

TEN CENTS
Setting

'Vacations

'

For

Operators

Calls Meet Tomorrow to
Set Immediate Details
Several New York first-runs appeared in line yesterday to feel the
first brunt of "appropriate trade union
action"
cal No.by306IATSE
to forceprojectionists
settlement ofLo-a
contract
with New
Loew's,
Skouras, dispute
Randforce,
YorkRKO,
and
Brooklyn first-runs, and distributors
and newsreels, when it became known
that telegrams had been sent to projectionists to meet tomorrow to set
'vacations.'
This newest move in the three-ply
action taken by Local 306 would send
substitute "roving" operators into the
first-runs, possibly as early as tomorrow or Saturday. It is learned that
the union's
business
range vacations
as theyagents
see fit.can arAlso, starting Monday, Local 306
members have been instructed to refuse to run M-G-M and RKO films
in home offices and in approximately
(Continued on page 10)

The Brooklyn Edison Co. has
formulated new power and light rates,
which are now before the Public Service Commission, which pose a threat
of between $300 and $400 annual additional light and power costs to theatre owners, according to David Weinstock, chairman of a special power
committee of the Independent Theatre
Owners Association of New York.
Weinstock, who is engaged in com- 'Small Business'
N. Y. Liberalizes
piling comparative data for ITOA on
charges in other cities, asserts that if Probe Is Shelved
Theatre Smoking
the PSC approves the increases,
ITOA members will examine the possibilities of installing Diesel engines
Washington, Oct. 3. — The Senate
An amendment to New York City's in their theatres to cut power ex- Small Business Committee has shelved
administrative code governing smokits investigation of the motion picture
ing in theatres, sponsored by the New
industry until after the New York
York Independent Theatre Owners penses.
consent-decree trial, which starts
Association, was signed yesterday by 7% Increase Given there Oct. 8.
Mayor La Guardia, and goes into efThe action was taken at the sugfect immediately, the amendment pro- Coast Office Help
gestion of the Department of Justice,
viding that raised seating rows, or
which pointed out that all of the matportions of those theatres erected in
ters proposed to be investigated by
what is termed the stadium type of
the committee were involved in the
In an important decision setting a New York suit and would be settled,
(.Continued on page 10)
wage differential between Hollywood one way or the other, by the outcome
studio 'white collar' workers and sim- of that case.
ilar workers in Los Angeles film exThe probe was initiated last spring
changes, the Los Angeles Regional
Grainger to Conduct
by
Senator James E. Murray of MonWar Labor Board has granted a seven
tana, chairman of the committee, folper cent wage increase to about 130
the receipt of a comolaint
workers in the exchanges, according from a lowingButte
Chicago Sales Meet
exhibitor regarding
to word reaching home offices here
policies
of
distributors.
yesterday.
James R. Grainger, president of ReThe workers, represented by the
public Pictures, will leave here today Screen Office Employes Guild, affiliatIn This Issue
for Chicago, where he will hold a
ed with the painters international, had
sales meeting at the Blackstone Ho- sought to establish wage scales carryReview of "The Spanish
tel Saturday and Sunday.
ing automatic increases every six
Main" is on page 4; "Colonel
Edward L. Walton, assistant gen- months, which would have brought
Effingham's Raid," "Wanderer
eral sales manager, will go to the about a 30 per cent increase. The
16.
of
the Wasteland," 9; Motion
meeting from the Coast. District sales companies had offered a flat five per
Picture Daily's Booking Chart,
managers Francis A. Bateman, West- cent increase.
ern ; Sam Seplowin, Central ; Will
C. J. Scollard, Paramount exchange
(Continued on page 10)
(Continued on page 10*)
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Washington, Oct. 3. — American
manufacturers of theatre equipment
will find only limited opportunities for
peacetime business in Bolivia and
Paiaguay, it has been disclosed here
by Nathan D. Golden, chief of the
motion picture unit of the Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
Reporting on surveys made by Embassy officials in the two countries,
Golden pointed out that there are approximately 27theatres in Bolivia and
another 20 in the various mining
camps, and about 15 in Paraguay. In
both countries, equipment in use is
worn and old, much of it of non- American manufacture.'
Government Restrictions
"The potential market for the sale
of new or reconditioned equipment is
limited by the difficult economic situation of Bolivia," Golden stated. "While
many theatre owners are desirous of
renewing their equipment as soon as
possible, Government restrictions on
the sale of foreign exchange present
an obstacle."
Paraguay, he said, offers a very
small market both because of its small
area and because purchasing power is
comparatively low. "That part of
Paraguay's
the
few urbanpopulation
centers is living
spread outside
out to
such an extent that the inhabitants in
some sections have never seen motion
pictures," he added.
Simmel to Monogram
Near East Position
Edward C. Simmel, formerly Office of War Information film representative inCairo, has been appointed
Near East representative by Norton
V. Ritchey, president of Monogram
International Corp. Simmel has spent
time in the Near East not only for
OWI, but also for Douglas Aircraft,
and handled the distribution of 16mm.
films for the Special Services Division
of the Army in Cairo. For the past
few months, since leaving OWI, he
has been producing educational subjects.
Simmel will remain in New York
for some time and then be assigned to
the Hollywood office for a short period, prior to his departure for the
Near East. Monogram is planning
to open its own exchange in Cairo and
expects to service its distributors in
Palestine, Syria, Iran and Irak out
of Cairo.
Ritchey to Arrange
European Outlets
_ Norton V. Ritchey, Monogram foreign distribution chief, will leave New
York for Europe in about 10 days to
develop distribution facilities on the
Continent. Ritchey said yesterday
that the Monogram franchise holder in
France continued operation in Paris
throughout the war.
Delay Century Hearing
A preliminary conference before the
State Labor Relations Board on the
petition of the Theatre Operating
Managers and Assistant Managers
Guild for certification as collective
bargaining agent for managers and
assistants of Cinema Circuit, headed
by Max Cohen, was yesterday adjourned to Oct. 10.

Hollywood
"The
Spanish
(RKO Radio)

Main"

Hollywood, Oct. 3
HOIST the skull and crossbones, mates, and shanghai all the landlubbers
and sea lovers you can lay to, because here is a bark fit and ready to
carry them all far and away on the wings of Technicolor magnificence to a
in the yesteryears
a man's
swordgoldwasnothisthewarrant
piracytowasbe
apoint
profession
with a codewhen
of its
own and
single and
treasure
had for the taking. If that preamble is fancy, so is the picture, as fancy and
ferocious, adventurous and amusing, headlong and bold as the flambuoyant
pigmentation of the sails on the ships, the togs on the ruffians, and the frills
on the lovely ladies whose lives in the film are as dangerously lived as those
of their malevolent male contemporaries.
The ladies are mentioned first in the foregoing because there are two of
them, Maureen O'Hara and Binnie Barnes, in love with the hero, who is
Paul Henreid, and yet there is no fairness in a report that lists fourth the
name of Walter Slezak, the sleek heavy of the piece, whose role and performance of it sustain all the others and remain longest in memory when the
fighting and dying, the chasing and confounding, the swashbuckling and the
justifying, are all brilliantly over and grandly done with. The long list of
players contains none who do not contribute to a rounded success.
Henreid plays a Dutch sailor cast up on a Spanish coast — this, is way back
when — who escapes from prison and takes to piracy as a means of avenging
himself upon the Spanish governor (Slezak) who runs the place. Among the
pirate's prizes taken at sea is the Spanish governor's unseen fiancee, beautiby Missbecause,
O'Hara,after
and ahewhile,
marrieshe her
firstly
the governorfullyandplayed
secondly
loves
her.to (Aenrage
wedding
night
sequence, by the way, tugs pretty hard at the rules of screen propriety which
apply to pictures designed for the family trade.) There are sea battles in
plenty, opulently staged, and a variety of sword duels, the whole being handled
with dash, dispatch and with a full complement of glamour.
Executive producer Robert Fellows had Stephen Ames alongside as associate producer, and Frank Borzage directed with a sure hand in both the big
sequences, with hundreds of players under control, and the intimate passages.
George Worthington Yates and Herman J. Mankiewicz wrote the script, a
a story by Aeneas MacKenzie.
from for
document,
compact
The film
is a natural
all the places where pirate pictures are naturals,
and the box office score on the last one of magnitude comparable to this suggests that there are no other kinds of places.
Running time, 101 minutes. General audience classification. Release date
not cet
William R. Weaver

Films Cut
Dubbed
a
Grosses 25%
Panam
American pictures dubbed in Spanish brought a box-office decline of
more than 25 per cent in Panama
while films with Spanish titles superimposed found favor, Arturo Gonzales, Colon circuit operator, visiting
in New York, declared yesterday.
Gonzales said that the first dubbed
," had
picture,ness"Gaslight
average busint dubbed
but subseque
films
dropped.
Beforezalescoming
to NewAmerica
York Gontoured Central
and
Mexico; he will return to Panama at
the end of the month.

N. Y. District Wins
Para. Sales Contest
Paramount's New York sales district under Hugh Owen took first
place in anniversary
the company's
century
salesthird-of-acontest,
Charles M. Reagan, vice-president in
terday. of sales, announced here yescharge

Harry Goldstein's Cleveland district
was second, and Del Goodman's West
Coast district, third. The Indianapolis exchange, Dick Frank, manager,
placed first; New York, Henry Randel, manager, was second, and Denver, Chet Bell, manager, third.
Among salesmen, Dwight Spracher,
Seattle, was first; Louis Aurelio, Chicago, second, and Max Hadfield, Seattle, third. Jerry Weiss, Chicago,
Mono, Reception for
placed
first sales.
among bookers on overthe-counter
Foreign Managers
A new record of 170,009 film shipMonogram's foreign department
ments was set during the drive, which
held a press reception at the home office here yesterday to introduce new
ended
lastrecord
Friday.
Paramount's
foreign managers who are to leave
vious
for shipments
was preset
shortly to develop the company's in- in 'Paramount Week,' 1936.
terests abroad. Among those attending were Norton V. Ritchey, Charles
Rosmarin, William E. Osborne, Vic- 15% Wage Boost for
tor Volmar, Mrs. Bernard Gates, Eastman Workers
Madeleine White, Arturo Gonzales
Rochester, N. Y., Oct. 3.— Eastand Don Widlund.
man Kodak Co. will grant a base-rate
wage increase of 15 per cent, effective
'Blithe' Premiere Here
Oct. 14, to compensate for a lower
The Broadway invitation premiere today.
hourly week, the company announced
of NoelArtists
Coward's
Spirit,"
United
release,"Blithe
was held
here
last night at the Winter Garden with
an audience composed of society Espy to Meet Press Today
Reeves Espy, who is in charge of
notables, newspaper trade press rep- production
for PRC, now in New
resentatives and film executives.
York from the Coast, will meet repre"Blithe
Spirit"
is
the
first
picture
to
of the trade press this
be shown at the Winter Garden since afternoon atsentatives
the home office.
1932.

By THALIA BELL
Hollywood, Oct. 3
GEORGE RAFT has been signed
ne,"
"Noctur
by RKO story
to star
Frank
Fenton
by in
an original
and Rowland Brown. Raft, who recently scored in "Johnny Angel," will
portray a detective in the projected
L. Marin
film,direct.
is slaK4,
which . Edwin
; 1
to
Grayson
. . Kathryn
been selected for the leading role tIF
M-G-M's "Jumbo," a film version of
the New York stage hit. Arthur
Freed will produce the musical extravaganza.
•
Errol Flynn and Ida Lupino have
been selected to co-star in "Escape
Me Never," which Henry Blanke will
produce for Warners. It's based on
Margaret
Kennedy's
novel. . . . Morgan
Cox iswell
set - toknown
produce "The Double" for Universal.
From a novelette by Dostoevski, the
the story is a psychological drama. . . .
Lauritz Melchior has had his contract renewed by M-G-M.
•
"That Girl from Memphis," current best-seller by Wilbur Daniel
Steele, has been purchased by RKO.
Republic has exercised its option on
the services of Linda Stirling, who
is currently
working
in "TheLongMadonna's Secret."
. . . Stephen
street has been signed by Sol Lesser
to write the screenplay for "Show
Me will
a Land,"
in which. . .Lon
ter
be starred.
Fay McCallisMarlowe
has had
her
20th
Century-Fox
contract extended.
•
Walter Colmes' next production for
Republic
French
Key,"
first of a will
seriesbeof "The
detective
stories
by
Frank Gruber. Albert Dekker and
Mike Mazurki have been announced
for the leading male roles. . . . Orson
Welles has been cast for a small role
in Preston Sturges' current production, "The Sin of Harold Diddlebock."
Egypt Refunds Duty
For "Curie" to MGM
The Egyptian government has refunded to M-G-M all duties paid for
the entry into that country of "MadameciationCurie,"
a result of quality
its appre-of
of theas educational
the production. This represents a precedent insofar as features are concerned in the Near East. Heretofore
there have been cases of refund of
duties for shorts with high educational
value.
MGM Southern Meet
William R. Ferguson, director of
exploitation for M-G-M, left here
yesterday for New Orleans where he
will hold a three-day meeting, starting
today, with Ken Prickett, field representative there; E. B. Coleman,
Dallas representative, and Todd Ferguson of Memphis. He will discuss
campaigns on "Weekend at the Waldorf," "Our Vines Have Tender
Grapes," "Ziegfeld Follies," "Her
Highness and
and "They
the Bellboy,"
"The
Yearling"
Were Expendable." Also on the agenda is a discussion of cooperation for the 'VicLoan' campaign.
Ferguson will
returntoryhere
Monday.
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Something
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start the new season.
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^^IVERSAL is highly optimistic — so optimistic that
we have increased our production budget approximately
$10,000,000;

and

have

included

studio with new buildings, new
tant of all, have mobilized

some

plans to enlarge the

stages, and most imporof the best producing,

directing and writing talent in the industry to make
tures at Universal studio.
Every movie

company

pic-

has its ups and downs

but

we definitely believe that with the insurance Universal is
taking on every picture, as far as production resources are
concerned, our program

for 1945-46 will be marked

with

all ups and no downs.
This advertisement

does not go into detail about all

the details you will be hearing about. This is just to let
you know

that we

start the new

season

with

much

optimism.
We

extend

our

greetings to

exhibitor-friends

who

have

our

thousands

actually been

of

a party to

Universal's success story. Here's hoping we both continue
to entertain the public, to grow and to prosper.
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Phone and Express
Strike Threats
Long distance telephone
calls and network broadcasts
may be among services crippled between 2 and 6 P. M.
tomorrow if 250,000 members
of the National Federation of
Telephone Workers go on a
threatened strike. And on
Monday a Railway Express
Agency embargo will face
1 New York, Chicago, PhiladelH phia, Newark, Jersey City,
- Cincinnati, St. Louis, Cleveland and San Francisco if the
company's
helpers
go through drivers
with a and
walkout.

Motion

Picture

Daily

3
Short

Reviews

"Colonel
Effingham's Raid"
(20th Century-Fox)
C* ROM Berry Fleming's novel, "Colonel Effingham's Raid," producer Lamar
" Trotti and
director
have evolved
of Americana
that
pleasantly
dwells
on theIrving
actionsPichel
of Charles
Coburn,a bit
retired
Army colonel,
who, returning to his hometown in Georgia, and finding civic virtue slumbering, willy-nilly sets to work to right things. Many chucklesome moments
are encountered in the telling, with Coburn, who delivers another superior
performance, the focal point of most of them.
Coburn utilizes a newspaper column to attack the political gang that has
manoeuvered itself into the comfortable position of planning to tear down the
venerable courthouse that stands on the town's Confederate Square, and
er^ct in its place a modern structure, from which the gang stands to profit.
Coburn discovers that those he thought were his friends have bowed to the
power of the 'machine' and the realization leads to a stroke. His cousin,
William
inspired Inbya Coburn's
example,before
enlistshis inregiment
the National
I
which is Eythe,
Federalized.
stirring appeal
leaves Guard,
town,
liythe exacts a promise that the old courthouse will remain.
Solid support for Coburn materializes from Allyn Joslyn, Elizabeth PatterCanada Forms New
son, Donald Meek, Frank Craven, Thurston Hall, Cora Witherspoon and
Henry Armetta. Joan Bennett is an attractive addition to the cast and particiInformation Board
pates in a minor romance with Eythe. Pichel has injected various clever directorial touches. Kathryn Scola did the screenplay.
Running time, 70 minutes. General classification. November release.
Charles Ryweck
Ottawa, Oct. 3. — The Dominion
Government has announced the establishment of the Canadian Information
Service to replace the Wartime In- "Wanderer of the Wasteland"
formation Board and to be headed by (RKO Radio)
Hollywood, Oct. 3
Geoffrey C. Andrew, formerly on the
YOU can cut and trim a Zane Grey Western story this way or that, shorten
faculty of Upper Canada College.
it if you will to 67 minutes and cast it with plain players, but the character
A committee has been appointed to
supervise the new service and the of the toil that went into the Grey composition of the tale stays with it. It is
National Film Board is slated to come this quality that sets this short and occasionally quick condensation of one of
under that committee following the the better known Grey novels apart from others in its bracket.
resignation of John Grierson at the
The players are James Warren, a pleasant personality with promise of
end of October.
future significance, Richard Martin, Audrey Long, Robert Barrat, Robert
One member of the supervisory
Harry Woods, Minerva Urecal, Harry D. Brown, Tommy Cook,
board is to be the Government film Clarke,
Harry
McKim
and Jason Robards, able people who perform consistently under
commissioner.
the direction of Edward Killy and Wallace Grissell.
The Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
The story, as scripted by Norman Houston, relates a quest for vengeance
is also merged under the committee, undertaken by a young man whose father had been slain on the desert. But
thus providing one control of all film, when he finds the murderer, 10 years after the deed, circumstances which
radio and press services to be dissem- develop dissuade him from committing the act of vengeance he has had in
inated by the Government.
mind. Herman Schlom produced, under executive producership of Sid Rogell.
Running time, 67 minutes. General audience classification. Release date
Cowan to Continue
not set.
W. R. W.
In Film Production
Television Industry
Lester Cowan, who sold a 'substan- Bellman Resigns as
tial interest' in Lester Cowan Prod,
To Meet in Spring
to Domestic Industries, Inc., a Chicago A Republic Manager
Second convention of the television
syndicate headed by Arthur Greene,
Buffalo, Oct. 3. — Jack Bellman has
will continue his production activities resigned as local branch manager for industry will take place in New York
he told Motion Picture Daily here Republic, after 10 years with the com- next Spring, late in March or early
in April, according to J. R. Poppele,
yesterday. Pointing out that he sold
pany, six of which were served in president
of Television Broadcasters
only stock controlling his first two Buffalo.
Association. A display of television
pictures, "Tomorrow the World" and • Bellman reports he will remain at equipment, receivers, cathode ray
"Story of G. I. Joe," Cowan said that the post until a successor is appointed. tubes and parts, will highlight the
his new production program will be
Previously
he wasandthe Eastern
company'sdistrict
New event, the first to take place since the
announced shortly. He will, in all York
manager
probability, continue to release through manager ; he was at one time with end of the war. Other features and
United Artists.
displays will also be shown.
Columbia.
"Television will begin moving in a
The deal, Cowan told the Daily,
big way in 1946," Poppele declared.
does not include "Free Press," which Legion Classifies
"Instead of holding our convention in
Cowan previously announced for proDecember, as we did last year, the
duction.
Seven New Pictures
event
has been moved to next Spring
Greene, who is well-known in film
The National Legion of Decency in when television receivers will be
circles, having invested in other Hollywood productions before, also owns an its latest report classifies three pic- ready in quantity for sale to the pubtures as unobjectionable for general
interest in theatres.
lic," he said.
patronage, namely, "Senorita from the
West," "South of the Rio Grande" CBS Video Sells Time
New M-G-M Story Man
and "The True Glory."
CBS New York television station
Allen Marple, fiction editor of Col"Come Out Fighting," "Crime Doclier's Magazine, has joined the
WCBW has sold time for four halftor's
Warning"
and
"Kiss
and
Tell"
M-G-M home office scenario depart- are found unobjectionable for adults. hour commercial programs to Lever
ment in an executive post. Marple, "The Dolly Sisters" is given a Class Bros, in what is said to be the first
commercial sale of time for the station,
prior
to
association
held postshiswith
Harper with
and Collier's,
Brothers B rating, or 'objectionable in part.'
which has been operating experimenand G. P. Putnam Sons, book pub- Aide for Samuelson
tally. The first of the shows, "Big
lishers.
an adaptation
of the Oct.
CBS 9.dayPhiladelphia, Oct. 3. — The board Sister,"
time serial,
will be telecast
of
Allied
Theatre
Owners
of
Eastern
Crawford Memorial
Pennsylvania, at a meeting here today,
A memorial service for the late voted to appoint an assistant to Sidney
Merritt Crawford, veteran United E. Samuelson, general manager. Chief Contract for LeMaire
Hollywood, Oct. 3.— Rufus Le
Artists publicist, will be held by the duties of the appointee will be to inScreen Publicists Guild the night of
crease membership and to bring vari- Maire has been signed to a new threeyear
contract as 20th CenturyrFox
ous services of the organization closer
Oct. 8 here.
at Stephen Merritt's Funeral to members.
executive talent director.
Home

Subjects
"For ount-P
Better
Nurse*'
(Param
opeye or
Cartoon
)
When Olive Oyl takes a job as a
nurse in a hospital, both Popeye and
Bluto try to get into the hospital to
make a play for a beautiful nurse.
In a series of gags
try to hurt
themselves in variousthey
ways, such as
sawing the wings off an airplane
while they are flying in it, standing in
front of a train. But none of this
works. Finally, Popeye feeds Bluto
the spinach and Bluto proceeds to make
Popeye eligible for a hospital bed.
But it turns out that Olive is working
at a cat and dog hospital. In Technicolor. Running time, seven and onehalf minutes.

"What a Picnic"
(Paramonnt-Grantland Rice)
In this unusual Grantland Rice
Sporthght, teen-agers demonstrate
some new and exciting stunts under
water, with the aid of an old 'Model
T' Ford. Their picnic
are
carried out on sub-surfaceactivities
regions and
include 'seesaw' contests, 'follow the
leader,' pitching quoits, canoeing
under water and a picnic
lunch. The
finale
a 'jitterbug' contest which
achievesis somethin
g new in deep sea
dancing. Running time, nine minutes.
"The Poet and the

(Universal-Andy Panda Cartoon)
Andy Panda is the conductor of a
barnyard symphony orchestra and
Pea
sanducks,
f* horses and a fox atcats,
birds,
tempt to help and hinder Andy. The
ducks do an adagio dance, but are interrupted by a fox. The cat goes
after the birds. Andy is chased by a
pitchfork and is hit over the head with
a skillet; that ends the symphony.
Running time, seven minutes.
"Queer
Birds"View )
(U niversal- Variety
This illustrates the well-known patter verse about the pelican whose
beak can hold more than his stomach.
While the film concentrates on pelicans as they fight, fish and eat, other
birds are pictured, including owls,
hawks, crows and, sparrows. Running
time, nine minutes.
Fete Elmer Rhoden
On Silver Jubilee
Kansas City, Oct. 3— Elmer C.
Rhoden will be honored with a Silver
Jubilee Banquet which will be held
at the Hotel Muehlenbach here on
Oct. 24, in commemoration of his 25
years in the industry.
Ben Shlyen is chairman of the committee in charge of arrangements for
the banquet, at which people from
many branches of the industry will
honor Rhoden.
Comptrollers Organize
Hollywood, Oct. 3.— Motion Picture Industry Comptrollers, new organization devoted to improving financing practice, has elected Tom Parham
president and will take up retroactive
meeting.
wage adjustments at its first monthly

10
Bond

Motion
Goal

(Continued from- page 1)
er, Oregon; Frank L. Newman,
Washington; George L. Tucker, New
Mexico; Tracy Barham, Utah; Rotus
Harvey, Northern California; Gus
Metzger, Southern California; R. J.
Colorado; Harry Nace, AriGarland,
zona.
S. H. Fabian, national industry
chairman, announced in New York
yesterday that Skouras will hold a
regional meeting in Los Angeles today, followed by sessions in other
areas on a schedule including: Oct.
9, Boston, under Sam Pinanski, New
England chairman; Oct. 11, St. Louis,
Harry Arthur, Jr., Central chairman;
Oct. 12, Chicago, John J. Friedl,
Midwest chairman; Oct. 17, New
York, Harry Brandt, Eastern chairman.
Pitts Names Five Virginia
Vice-Chairmen for Drive
Fredericksburg, Va., Oct. 3. —
Senator Benjamin Pitts, head of the
Pitts Circuit and state exhibitor chairman for the 'Victory Loan' campaign,
has appointed five vice-chairmen to
serve with him for the duration of
the drive; they are: William F.
^-ockett, Virginia Beach; Hunter
r'erry, Charlottsville ; Elmore Heins,
Roanoke,
Frank O'Brien
Morton G.and
Thalhimer,
Richmond.and
Tom Baldridge, M-G-M exploiteer
for the territory, will serve as campaign director, as he did in the last
War Bond drive.

Picture

Grosses
Lowest
(Continued from page 1)
ahead of a year ago, although
the wide weekly-average gap of
several thousand dollars, obtaining for many months, has been
narrowed to only several hundred.
"Anchors Aweigh" was the most
consistent among box-office leaders
throughout September but shared
honors with "Incendiary Blonde,"
"Christmas in Connecticut," "Rhapsody in Blue," "State Fair" and "The
Story
G. I. Joe." for leadership inOtherof contenders
cluded: "Guest Wife," "Along Came
Jones," "Lady on a Train," "A Bell
1945
Week
No. of
Ending Theatres
Jan. 5-6
136
Jan. 12-13
133
Jan. 19-20
136
Jan. 26-27
149
Feb. 2-3
148
Feb. 9-10
144
Feb. 16-17
141
Feb. 23-24
143
March 2-3
134
March 9-10
144
March 16-17
152
March 23-24
144
March 30-31
137
April 6-7
129
April 13-14
138
April 20-21
123
April 27-28
137
May 4-5
132
May 11-12
123
May 18-19
141
May 25-26
127
Tune 1-2
119
June 8-9
128
June 15-16
136
June 22-23
125
Tune 29-30
119
July 6-7
132
July 13-14
143
July 20-21
131
July 27-28
123
Aug. 3-4
136
Aug. 10-11
120
Aug. 17-18
129
Aug. 24-25
147
Aug. 31-Sept. 1 .. 146
Sept. 7-8
139
Sept. 14-15
141
Sept. 21-22
143
Sept. 28-29
140

Average
Total Per
Gross Theatre
$2,828,300 $20,796
2,393,400 17,995
2,289,400 16,826
2,543,400 17,069
2,534,300 17,123
2,506,700 17,407
2,491,800 17,672
2,448,000 17,118
2,462,100 18,373
2,448,700 17,000
2,530,5CO 16,648
2,248,900 15,687
2,123,100 15,446
2,293,900 17,782
2,268,600 16,349
1,893,700 15,395
2,179,500 15,908
2,141,000 16,219
2,166,400 17,613
2,390,000 16,950
2,052,800 16,153
1,902,700 15,989
2,020,800 15,788
2,266,600 16,666
1,903.4C0 15,227
1,952,800 16,410
2,248,900 17,371
2,586,800 18,089
2,271,300 17,384
2,156,100 17,529
2,395,400 17,613
2,316,100 19,300
2,367,500 18,352
2,699.200 18,362
2,676,700 18,334
2.689,600 19,350
2.484,600 17.621
2,535,700 17,732
2,360,100 16,858

WVMA Convention Will
Include Drive Plans
Charleston, W. Va., Oct. 3. —
Plans for participation of all exhibitors of West Virginia in the Victory
Loan campaign, which gets under way
Oct. 29, highlighted the 11th annual convention of the West Virginia
Managers' Assn., yesterday at the
Daniel Boone Hotel here. J. C. Shaklin of Ronceverte, W. Va., chairman
of the convention, presided.
Grainger
(Continued from page 1)
Gamble and Doolittle Will
Address Hollywood Meet
Baker, Midwestern ; and Nat E.
Hollywood, Oct. 3. — Ted R. Steinberg, Prairie, will attend along
Gamble, national War Finance direc- with branch representatives in the
tor for the Treasury, and Lt. Gen. Midwestern and Prairie districts :
James Doolittle will address a Holly- William Grant, Minneapolis ; Jack
wood mass meeting of 500 stars and Frackman, Milwaukee ; E. H. Brauer,
industry leaders on Sunday night to Indianapolis ; M. A. Ford, Chicago ;
Robert F. Withers, Kansas City ;
launch
the 'Victory
the Beverly
Wilshire Loan'
Hotel. drive, at Harry Lefholtz, Omaha; Dave Nelson, Des Moines ; Louis V. Kuttnauer,
St. Louis.
Discussions will cover promotion of
Theatre Smoking
"Mexicana," "Dakota," and the com(Continued from page 1)
pany's first Technicolor production,
"Concerto."
theatre, will be considered as a balFollowing the session, Grainger will
cony or mezzanine, automatically per- visit Detroit, where he will remain
mitting smoking in that location.
through Wednesday, returning to the
Another amendment provides that home office next Thursday.
in those film theatres which have no
loges, boxes, mezzanines, or balconies,
smoking will be permitted in one-third 7% Increase
of the house, but the floor covering in
(Continued from page 1)
that area must be flameproof and
metal receptacles must be present for supervisor, who presented the disashes and "butts."
tributors' case to the board, pointed
here yesterday that since studio
The ITOA's legislative committee, out
composed of J. Joshua Goldberg, Ru- office workers have been permitted a
dolph Sanders and Morton Sunshine, similar seven per cent increase, the
aided by Abe Mopper of Weisman, differential will remain. Scollard
Celler, Quinn, Allen and Spett, the said that the distributors and the unassociation's
attorneys,
were
instru- decision.
ion have agreed to accept the board's
mental in having
the bill
passed.

Daily

Since

Thursday, October 4, 1945
June

for Adano," "Wonder Man," "Out
of This World,' "Pride of the
Marines," "Her Highness and the
Bellboy," "Over 21," "You Came
Along," "The Great John L." and
"Captain
Eddie."showing strength were:
Other films
"Junior Miss," "China Sky," "A
Thousand and One Nights," "Duffy's
Tavern," "First Yank Into Tokyo,"
"The Strange Affair of Uncle Harry,"
"The Naughty Nineties," "The True
Glory," "Back to Bataan," "Love Letters," "The Falcon in Hollywood" and
"George White's Scandals."
Complete key-city box-office reports
for 1945, to date, compared with corresponding weeks of 1944, follow :
1944
Ending
Week

A iPer era.
Theatre
134 2,040,700 15,229
153
149
117 $2,417,700
15,513
2,311,400 $20,664
14-15
Jan. 21-22
Jan
7-8
2,365,200 16,090
Feb. 4-5
161
137
147 2,512,200
2,220,000 16,419
Tan. 28-29
Feb.
11-12
155
147 2,459,800
15,870
2,760,100 16,204
18-19
Feb. 25-26
153 2,397,100
16,307
147 2,463,400 17,144
16,758
March 10-11
2,661,100 18,761
March 17-18
16,585
153 2,487,700 13,329
March 3124-25
-Apr. 1 . 150
3,025,000 15,298
.. 130
152 2,340,600
17,326
April 7-8
17,530
143
148 2,506,800
April
14-15
April 21-22 , .
143 2.564,200
2,090,900 16,084
2,238,700 15,655
April
2S-29
146 2,338,700
May 5-6
14,926
16,018
May 12-13
155 2.242,500
136
2,417,000
2.349,400
135
143
May 26-27
15,157
15,683
13,752
1,938,000 14.726
Tune
9-10
June 16-17 , , . 141 1,934,400 14,322
June
2,002,800 17,288
June 23-24
30- July 1. . 126
15,478
145 2,178,300
148
2,490,900 17,178
2.228,500
144
July 7-8
Tuly 14-15
148 2,321,400
135
15,685
July 21-22
141 2,245,400 16,632
Tuly 28-29
15,777
15,913
2,324.503
2,355,200
158
153
^ug. 11-12
..
Aug.
18-19 ....
4-5
141 2,514,100
17,850
Aug. 25-26 ....
127 2,516,800
2,313,600 16,433
18.217
144
Sept. 1-2
146
18,775
2,703,600
Sept.
^ept. 8-9
15-16
2,638,200 17,164
.. 156 2,505.900 16,697
Sept.
2,640.700
Sept. 29-30
22-23 ....
16,927
'306' Vacations
(Continued from page 1)
I hNo.
cq treof s Total

200 of the two circuits' theatres. The
union had previously indicated that it
will strike Oct. 19 if a satisfactory
settlement of its contract demands is
not reached.
It is learned that theatre representatives are pinning their hopes on the
efforts of Richard F. Walsh, IATSE
president, to effect a settlement of the
issues before Local 306 starts further
moves. It is expected that Walsh will
resume mediation attempts today.
In answer to statements by Herman
Gelber,
of '306,'spokesmen
asserting
that
Newpresident
York exhibitor
have refused to further negotiate,
Charles C. Moskowitz, Loew vicepresident, cussions
said withhere
yesterday
disWalsh
will that
continue
whenever Walsh so requests.
Diak Buys Factory
Nick Diak, owner of Eastern Seating Co., announces that for peacetime
orders, he has purchased a building
in Brooklyn to house his factory and
office. Eastern has completed re-seatjobs for Century
rose ingTheatre,
Bellrose,Circuit's
L. I., Belland
Shubert's Majestic. Chicago and
Town Hall, Toledo.

pmen
(Continued
from t
page 1)
Equi
and future theatre equipment and supScheduled to air their views are:
Oscar Neu of Neumade, and E. Alplies. lan Wiliford of Ansco, officers of
TESMA; H. Bob Engle, sales manager of DeVry Corp. ; Fred J. Wenzel,
head of the Wenzel Proj ector Co. ;
Walter E. Green, presidentInc.of; National-Simplex-Bludworth,
W^fc
A. Gedris of Ideal Seating Co., an^i
Fred Matthews of Motiograph.
The tionprogram,
as revealed
Picture Daily
by Ray to
G. MoColvin, TED PA secretary, will open Friday with individual morning and
afternoon business sessions of TEDPA
and TESMA members. At one P.
M., a luncheon will be held for dealmally.ers and manufacturers. Friday evening has been left open to permit dealers and manufacturers to meet inforWelcome from Mayor
On Saturday morning, Mayor Edward Kelly of Chicago is scheduled to
welcome all TEDPA and TESMA
members at a joint meeting. Speakers
for that session include L. P. Hanson,
chief engineer of the marine division,
United States Air Conditioning Co.,
who will discuss late trends in air
conditioning ; C. R. Stover, district
engineer
of the Midland
sion of General
Electric,Lamp
who Diviwill
talk on the application of black and
fluorescent lighting in theatres ; Nathan D. Golden, film officer of the Department ofCommerce, who will speak
on the foreign market, and D. B. Joy
of National Carbon Co., who will
talk on carbon facts. An open discussion will follow the speakers.
At five P.M., National Carbon will
be host to the conventioneers at a
reception, to be followed at seven
P.M. by an informal banquet. Colvin
will preside.
Other Representatives
Among other Chicago representatives at the convention will be : William C. and E. B. DeVry, H. Bob
Engel, L. M. Anderson, Bill Aschman
and C. Roloff, all of DeVry; Ed
Wolk and Ira Kutok, Edward H.
Wolk Co. ; Fred J. Wenzel and
Charles Williams, Wenzel Projector
Co. ; Fred Matthews, Motiograph ; B.
B. Buchanan, Kroehler Manufacturing Co. ; Dave Dewey, Bob Gardner,
Ed Howe and Joe Heller, Chicago
Theatre Supply Co. ; Arch Trebow,
purchasing agent of Balaban and
Katz ; Sam Levinsohn of the Chicago
Used Chair Mart ; Stanley Levine,
Stanley Theatre Supply Co. ; William Dassow, National Theatre Supoly Co. ; R. V. and Thomas E. LaVe zzi and Jake Mitchell, LaVezzi
Machine Works ; Hank Markbreit and
Louis Price, Poppers Supply Co. ; R.
E. (Dick) Smiley and E. D. Magnus,
Continental Electric Co. ; Tom Flannery, White Way Electric Sign and
Maintenance Co. ; Larry Strong, Essannay Electric Manufacturing Co. ;
J. J. Arnsfield, Adler Silhouette Letter Co.; Edwin Wade, Rauland-GM
Laboratories; C. C. Cooley, Da-Lite
Screen; Edwin Wagner, Wagner Sign
Service ; C. Abbott, Abbott Theatre
Supply ; Erwin R. and Morton L.
Fensin and Lester Simansky, Fensin
Seating Co. ; Mike Yar and HamMayer, RCA-Victor ; Chester Fensin,
General Chair Co. ; S. J. Zagel. Commercial Metal Products Co.

The equipment companies listed here extendi greetings and
hearty welcome to all delegates to the Theatre Equipment Dealers
Protective Association's annual meeting, being held at Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.

ME

The importance of this first peacetime meeting of the theatre
equipment companies in almost four years cannot be overemphasized. Coming as it does on the eve of a new era of
production in all lines of equipment and at a time when the
theatres of the nation and the world stand in the greatest need
of equipment of all kinds, this convening of the Theatre Equipment Dealers Protective Association well may be the most
significant in its history.

TO

DEALERS

Apart from the renewed flow of production after the years of
restricted wartime operations, many new ideas in equipment
and supplies which have been held in abeyance will be made
known at this meeting. To all delegates to the meeting, it will
be a glimpse into the future. It is your opportunity to see and
to learn for yourself how the equipment industry, which served
the nation so faithfully in wartime, plans to return to its fundamental business of serving you in peacetime.
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COMPANY
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CHICAGO
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C. CRETORS AND COMPANY
"America's Pioneer Maker of Corn
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"The Projector of the Century"

sound
SYSTEMS

CENTURY PROJECTOR CORP.
729 - 7th Avenue. New York, N. Y.

25 YEARS OF SERVICE
AUTOMATIC
DEVICES
CO.
1033 LINDEN STREET
ALLENTOWN, PA.
Manufacturers of
BESTEEL and SILENT STEEL CURTAIN TRACKS . . .
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MOTOR GENERATORS
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COMPANY
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Projection Equipment

Rewinds, Stereopticons, Booth Accessories, etc.
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DAZIAN'S

Dewey

far all THEATRICAL EQUIPMENT
STAGE EQUIPMENT
THEATRE SUPPLIES

DAZIAN'S
142 West 44th inc.
Street
BRANCHES: BOSTON

.

.

ESTABLISHED 1842
New York, N. Y.
CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES

GoldE Manufacturing
1214-1222 W. Madison Street

CHARLES

Co.
Chicago 7, III.
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COMPANY
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Manufacturers of
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J. E. ROBIN, INC.
independent
associates
332 west 42nd street, new york 18, n. y.
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CO.
MISSOURI

METAL DISPLAY FRAMES
STANDEE POSTS
RAILINGS
VELOUR COVERED ROPES AND
KICK PLATES, Etc.
BRASS

& BRONZE
INCORPORATED
118 WALKER ST., NEW YORK 13, N. Y.

AND
SUPP LIES
THEATRE
NEED

STAGE

ENDS

E. ALTMAN

CONDITIONING

Tel. CA 6-4487

CO.

New York, N. Y.

ENGINEERS for MORE THAN
GREETINGS!

20 YEARS

WE ARE NOW ABLE TO SERVE YOU
WITH ALL TYPES OF AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS
TYPHOON
AIR CONDITIONING
CO., INC.
252 West 26th Street, N. Y. City
COOLING
—
HEATING —
VENTILATING

CHAIN-CORE
ROPING

WORKS

LIGHTING

Complete stage lighting equipment
Electrical effects of all descriptions
527-529 West 45th Street
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AMERICA'S FINEST
C. S. ASHCRAFT MFG. CORP.
36-32 38th St., Long Island City, N. Y.

METAL
MOULDING
CO.,
225 East 144th Street, Bronx, N. Y.
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INC.

FRAMES,
NOSINGS,

CHANNELS, SNAP ■ ON - MOULDINGS
AND ACCESSORIES

THEATRICAL
FABRICS
FOR
STAGE CURTAINS, THEATRE DRAPERIES
WALL COVERINGS, LOBBIES.
'The House of Service"
Chicago
6 E. Lake St. 130 WEST 46th STREET. N. Y.

WE

MANUFACTURE

RARE

DISTINCTION

Los Angeles
819 Stantee St.

RUBBER
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FOR
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OF

CO.
NEW YORK CITY

Inc.
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MANUFACTURERS
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MADE
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•

|fp Morelite Company,
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SINCE
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FIRE
RETARDANT
FOR . . .
^ FLAMEPROOFING
DRAPES
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FREE FOLDERS,
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CO.
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REQUEST
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PACKAGE SIZE
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BLUE SEAL CINE DEVICES, INC.
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FILM
SUPER
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FEATURING NEW PATENTED INNOVATIONS
manufactured by the makers of the popular Ace Reel Alarm,
distributed by
JOE HORNSTEIN, INC.. 630 - 9th Avenue, New York 19, N. Y.
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can't be any bigger than the one just done— if we
with organization and co-operation.

le job ahead

tackle

it the same
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ALEXANDER

We are pleased to advise that EFFECTIVE SEPTEMBER 15
WE ARE RESUMING OUR PRE-WAR DELIVERY SCHEDULE
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Three-Week

Gov't
Rejects
French
Offer
On

U.S.

French

Would

Films
Allot 45%

Slump

Ends

Receipts at first-runs and circuit
grosses generally recovered during
the past seven days from the slump
of the previous three weeks, with
national circuit executives here reporting that the advent of cool weather in many sections is a factor.
"Statein first-runs
Fair" as
theEight
leader,films,
drew with
strongly
in 17 key cities, according to reports
from Motion Picture Daily correspondentsother
;
films were : "Anchors Aweigh," "Our Vines Have
Tender Grapes," "Wonder Man,"
"Rhapsody in Blue," "Love Letters,"
"Johnny Angel" and "Over 21."
"State Fair" and "Rhapsody in
Blue" were the leaders reported by
the circuit executives, who also cited
"Over 21," "Pride of the Marines,"
(Continued on page 11)

Of Screen to 'Outsiders'
Washington, Oct. 4. — A proposed
"solution" of the French film controversy, proffered by the French government, has been rejected by the
U. S., it was learned here today. Although State Department officials said
negotiations are under way on a Government level and refused to comment
on the situation, it was said in other
quarters that, after negotiations on the
trade level broke down last month and
discussions were undertaken between
Government officials, the French authorities worked out a proposal for
settlement of the problem.
It was learned that the State Department has actually received from
the French a proposal that a 55 per Wright Here Today
cent screen quota be reserved for
French pictures and the remaining 45 For Monday Trial
per cent be thrown open for a scramble between the U. S. and other disWashington, Oct. 4.— Department
(Continued on page 10)
of Justice officials concerned with the
consent-decree suit today began their
final preparations for the trial, schedPRC
Has
15
day. uled to open in New York on MonFilms

Ready

Fifteen 1945-46 features have been
completed by PRC, Kenneth M.
Young, president, announced in a statement released yesterday at a homeoffice press reception marking the
completion of a 10-day conference of
company executives on proposed expansion and production.
Along with the list of the new films,
it was said that "several independent
producers who have heretofore produced and released through major
{Continued on page 10)
Golden
Get

and

Higher

Golob
Posts

Gil Golden, Warners' Eastern advertising manager, has been promoted
to executive assistant to Mort Blumenstock, director of advertising-publicity, who returned to New York this
week from conferences at the comBurbank studios.
LarryhasGolob,
Easternpany's
publicity
manager,
been
promoted to publicity director for the
{Continued on page 10)

Rank

Drops

Building;
Exchanges

TEN CENTS

5, 1945
Europe

SMPE

Forms

Several
Are

Set

London, Oct. 4. — Because of the
present "touchiness" of European governments, J.Arthur Rank has at least
temporarily abandoned the acquiring
of theatres on the Continent, although
new progress is reportedly being made
in the exhibition of British films there.
E. T. Carr, Rank executive, has
just returned from establishing EagleLion exchanges in Sweden and Denmark and agencies in Finland and
Norway
; he towillItaly
leaveandsoontheonBalkans.
a similar mission
Managers formerly connected with
American
exchanges. companies will head the

Program
to
Aid
Industry
5-Point Plan Points to
All Trade Branches

A five-point program to bring
about technical and other advances
in the three major branches of the
industry, and in theatre television,
has been formulated by the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, Donold E. Hyndman, SMPE president,
discloses.
"In cooperation with those interested," said Hyndman, "the
Kommunes Film, a non-profit orSociety plans: Group engineerganization controlling, according to
ing at an accelerated rate on
(Continued on page 10)
problems and projects directly
related to production, distribution, exhibition, film, equipfields. ment, accessories," and other
Rodgers in Warning

Further detailed work will be undertaken, continued
Hyndman,
"on
the interrelations
of television
and motion pictures, involving such specific
Los Angeles, Oct. 4. — Any indiscriminate theatre building boom in the projects as: studies of frequency — al(Continued on page 11)
immediate future might damage rather than benefit the industry, M-G-M
general sales manager William F.
Rodgers said today at the first open
held by the Southern California New
Offer
Is
Robert L. Wright, Special Assist- forum
Theatre Owners Association, at the
ant to the Attorney General, who will Ambassador
Hotel here.
head the Government's legal staff,
was to leave for New York tonight.
Rodgers pointed out that, while
A Department spokesman expressed peacetime shifts in population might
confidence that nothing would inter- 'create genuine need for additional
(Continued on page 10)
(Continued on page 10)
New proposals byto
New York circuit
and
theatre representatives'306'
for a new
Going
contract with IATSE New York projectionists Local No. 306 are expected
to be in the hands of the union for
Theatre
Projects
Grow
consideration this morning, according
to a union spokesman. Richard F.
Walsh, "IA" president, who has reIn All Parts
of Country
assumed mediation of the contract dispute, isunderstood to have already received new proposals from the theatres
Reports of theatre rebuilding and
No Pre-fabricated
remodeling projects have been received and willecutive
discuss
with "306's" exboard thisthem
morning.
from eight more states and Canada as
Chicago Theatres
Motion Picture Daily continues its Meanwhile, confusion existed late
as to whether a call for all
Chicago, Oct. 4.— Under the
roundup tivities
ofthatindustry
ac- yesterday
existing building code here,
projectionists employed in New York
have beenreconversion
set in motion
(Continued on page 11)
pre-fabricated theatres are
by the coming end of wartime conbarred from the city, accordstruction restrictions on Oct. 15. Suping to a spokesman for the
plementing reports published Aug. 22,
Reviewed Today
building commissioner, who
Sept. 13 :and 19 and Oct. 1 are the
following
added that fireproofing is a
Reviews of "The Stork
requirement under the code
Milwaukee, Oct. 4. — S. and M.
Club/'
"Hold That Blonde"
and he cannot see how a preCircuit of Oshkosh has been granted
fabricated theatre could be
are on page
3; "Strange
Cona
permit
for
construction
of
a
600fes ion," "ILove
a Bandleadentirely fireproof. He explainer,"
"Sunset
in
El
Dorado,"
6;
seat
theatre
which
will
cost
approxied that many misinterpret
mately $50,000.
"Shadow of Terror," 10; "Banfireproofing for incombustibility.
Harold J. Fitzgerald, head of Foxdits of the Badlands," 11.
Wisconsin Amusement Corp., has in(Continued on page 10)
On

Overbuilding
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e of
, executiv
MULVEYProductio
JAMES
National
W, manager,
DEMBO
E Service
ns, is en GEORG
general
Screen
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Samuel Goldwyn
50TH ST. & 6TH AVE.
S. H. Fabian, national industry route to Hollywood, from New York, is in Chicago from• New York.
es.
conferenc
studio
for
Ginger Rogers • Lana Turner
chairman for the 'Victory Loan' campaign;Charles M. Reagan, national
Max Blackman of Warner's real Walter Pidgeon • Van Johnson
distributor chairman; Chick Lewis,
estate
department,
is
a
member
of
a
H. S. Morris, Eastern representacampaign coordinator; and Oscar
"WEEK-END
of the Parents AssociaXAVIER CUGATAT andTHEhis WALDORF"
ORCHESTRA
Altec Lansing, and Bert San- committee
tion of NYU Medical School which
Doob, campaign director, will attend ford,tive ofAltec
Service Eastern district
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
regional meetings in Boston, St. Lou- sales manager, left New York for has set a fund-raising dinner for the
is, Chicago and New York, leaving Chicago yesterday to meet A. A. Waldorf-Astoria for Dec. 4.
here Monday night for Boston for the Ward, vice-president of the company,
IN PERSON
first meeting. Each will be attended arriving from Hollywood.
Seymour
Nebenzal, independent
ON
SCREEN
Frank
SINATRA
•
by state distributor, exhibitor and
WILLIE
producer, will leave the Coast for
'ANCHORS
publicity representatives.
New York this weekend to confer
vtathryn
GRAYSON
Joseph C. Shea, former film pub- with United Artists executives here.
HOWARD
Sam Pinanski, New England reGene KELLY
•
licist here, now of the Office of
regional chairman, will hold the Bos- Strategic
PROF.
Services, is in Washington,
ton meeting in the Statler Hotel,
Bob Hope arrived in Toledo yesfrom
the
India-Burma
Theatre,
and
Tuesday; Harry C. Arthur, Jr., Cen- will arrive in New York in a week.
LAMBERTI
terday from the Coast to visit his
tral regional chairman, will hold his
•
brother, Sidney, a patient in St. Vinmeeting at the Coronada Hotel, St.
cent's Hospital there.
•
Blanche F. Livingston, home-ofLouis, Oct. 11; John J. Friedl, Northwest and Midwest regional chairman,
Bing CroSby has been discharged
PARAMOUNT Presents ED GARDNER'S
fice
publicity
contact
for
RKO
out-ofhas set the Blackstone Hotel, Chicago, town theatres, will go to Boston and
"DUFFY'S
TAVERN"
for Oct. 12. Harry Brandt, Eastern Providence on company business this from St. John's Hospital, Santa MonFeaturing 32 Hollywood
Stars
ica,mentCal.,
afterolda back
check-up
and treatregional head, has called his meeting weekend.
IN
PERSON
for
an
injury.
THE
ANDREWS
SISTERS
plus TIM
AW
EI
•
GH
'
•
for Oct. 17, at the Astor Hotel, New
HERBERT, VIC SCHOEN and His Orchestra
York.
Fred
De
Cordova,
Warner
director,
Joseph Feldman and Harry FeinBeall Southern Liaison
stein, assistants to Moe Silver, left the Coast yesterday for New
Ray Beall of the Interstate Circuit Pittsburgh zone manager for Warner York.
has been named liaison for Bob Theatres, are in New York for a few
Samuel Goldwyn
Broadway
ASTOR
O'Donnell, Southern regional chair- days.
William Richardson, Astor Pic•
man in the campaign, completing the
tures'
franchise
holder
in
Atlanta,
is
list of six liaisons for as many
DANNY KAYE
and 45th St
William
E. inFinney,
dis- visiting in Alabama.
regional chairmen. They will make
presents
trict manager
Atlanta, Loew's
will spend
CONTINUOUS
their headquarters in New York.
a week in New York beginning Oct.
POPULAR
PRICES
Charles
K.
Stern,
Loew's
assistCarl Rigrod of Donahue and Coe IS.
ant treasurer, is due back in New
and chairman of the radio division for
•
"Wonder
Man"
In
Technicolor
York
frqm
New
Orleans
on
Monday.
•
the campaign, will leave here today
Lt. Gen. James Doolittle will arfor Washington to confer with Lt.
rive in Hollywood today to help
Dave Levy, radio director for the
PALACE B WAY &
Jay Gove,
head of has
M-G-M's
department,
returnedsalesto
47th St.
launch the 'Victory Loan' Campaign research
Treasury, to discuss network alloca there.
the home office after an illness.
tions
for
the
'Victory
Loan.'
Rigrod
will return Monday.
Irving Lesser, New York chairman for the drive, and Morris Kinzler Find 10 Million Feet
Arthur Appeals on
Starring John WAYNE
- Anthony QUINN
N"
to BATAA
"BACK
campaign director, here, will confer
An RKO RADIO PICTURE
today with Frederick W. Gehle, State
Tribunal Ruling
chairman of the War Finance Com- Of German Films
mittee, and others of the Treasury, on
plans for the industry's participation
Ten million feet of German film was
Washington, Oct. 4. — Appeal of
in John
the forthcoming
Loan.'
found cached in a barn outside of Harry Arthur, St. Louis exhibitor,
Cassidy of 'Victory
RKO Theatres,
here, has been appointed publicity di Weisbaden, Germany, recently, by from a decision of the Federal District
rector for Greater New York.
Office of Strategic Service men, ac- Court denying his petition for an in
cording to Navy Lieut. Ray Kellogg, junction against the local arbitration
producer
of "That Justice Be Done," tribunal will be filed with the Federal
'ZJ' Is After Surplus one-reel, OWI-WAC documentary, Circuit Court of Appeals in St. Louis
by the press yes- tomorrow, it was announced here to
Leo G.
Equipment for Studio who wasterdayinterviewed
Lloyd
at War Activities Committee
William
HASSO
NOLAN
Universal is interested in acquirin; headquarters here. Kellogg, former day by Russell Hardy, Arthur's coun
CARROLL
EYTHE
Signe
surplus Army film equipment for use special photographic effects chief of sel.Hardy said the petition will charge
in its studios,
J. O'Connor,
vice a 20th Century-Fox, said that his pro- error in both facts and law on the 'THE HOUSE
ON 92ndPicture
STREET'
A 20th Century-Fox
president,
saidJohn
yesterday
following
duction short was made to show why part of Judge Duncan, in the former
PLUS ON STAGE CARL RAVAZZA
meeting in Washington with Alfred top German war criminals are to by
holding
that
clearance
is
a
highly
Monte
Proser's
Fy*rol
Rosario &
Schindler, Undersecretary of Com- be tried at Nurenberg in November controversial phase of the film indusCopacabana Review
c*rro. Antonio
and
the
methods
the
United
Nations
merce. O'Connor
procedure
try and one which cannot be solved
BUYBONDSMORE [%
•%£ VI 7th50thAve.St. &
K f\
W A.
with Schindler,
anddiscussed
was advised
to go will use in the trial. The film, which
by
simple
and
direct
methods,
and
in
through regional offices of the De- will be released by M-G-M to theatres the latter by affirming the validity of
partment of Commerce's Office of nationally on Oct. 18, and in New a method of settling controversies
Surplus Property.
York on Oct. 11, was made at the which it is alleged constitutes a court ALSO AT THE ROXY
request of Supreme Court Justice Rob- not set up by Congress.
Second Week
ert H. Jackson, Special Prosecutor in
Marvin Schenck at
the forthcoming trials. A press preTHE NEW
view of the picture will, be held Oct. Prieslfng Named
MARCH
THE PALESTINE
'Stars' Meeting
9 here.
Fifty-two members of the amuseAnsco Sales Head
ment industries will meet here today
of TIME
[ PROBLEM
To Film Trial
Carl W. Priesling, formerly presito make initial arrangements for the
dent
of
Wahl-Eversharp
Co.,
succeeds
participation of screen, stage, radio
Kellogg, describing arrangements
and concert personalities at the 12th which have been made for filming the James Forrestal as general sales manager of Ansco, with headquarters here, NBC to Film Nimitz
Nurenberg trial, said a camera booth,
annual Garden
'Night on
of Nov.
Stars,'
Madison
First films of Admiral Chester W.
Square
13. atMarvin
H. to be occupied by newsreel and Army they having been moved from BingSchenck, M-G-M executive, and chair- still and motion picture camermen has hamton, N. Y. Forrestal is now execu- Nimitz's arrival at the Naval air stative assistant to E. A. Williford, vicetion in Anacosta today will be rushed
man of the 'Stars' producing commit- been installed in each corner of the
tee, will preside at the meeting, to courtroom and full pictorial records Aniline
presidentandof Film
Ansco's
parent, General to New York by Navy plane for
Corp.
NBC's television station WNBT.
of the proceedings will be made.
be held at M-G-M's home office.
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Plans

Reviews
To

Be

Set Oct. 16

"The Stork Club"
(Paramount-De Sylva Prod.)
Dallas, Oct. 4.— John J. Jones of
Chicago, Oct. 4.— Registrations
started this afternoon for the twin BUDDY
DE SYLVA'S
on his The
own producer
is an extremely
goodMcGowan
first, and put
it's Chicago, president of the new Screen
commercial
from prow first
to stern.
and John
Guild Productions, and John L.
convention of theatre equipment man- heads together on the story, remembering Cinderella all the way, to wit:
Franconi, Dallas, secretary, will meet
ufacturers and dealers, opening at the
Betty Hutton is a hatcheck girl at the Stork Club. Barry Fitzgerald is an in Hollywood on Oct. 16 to work out
Edgewater Beach Hotel, here, tomor- eccentric old millionaire whose' life she saves. This rates reward, which is final details on product, distribution,
row, for three days. Early dealer forthcoming lavishly and also anonymously. Swank apartment, unlimited
accounting and financing; three proregistrants with Ray Colvin, secrecharge accounts,which
car and
chauffeur
—
it's
the
works.
But
forthcoming
also
are
posals offered by independent productary of the Theatre Equipment Deal- complications
their crest when Don De Fore returns from the
are also to be considered. Jones
ers Protective Association, included South Pacific to claimreach
Miss Hutton who has always been his anyway. The and ersFranconi
comprise a committee
Ray Busier, Tampa ; R. O. Bemis, audience, of course, is in on this, but De Fore is not. The situation and
set a program, as appointed by the
San Francisco ; Phil Wicker, Greens- ramifications that block matters until the necessary number rolls by, is hardly to
several franchise holders and comboro, N. C. ; Joseph Hornstein, New
yet once again it demonstrates its laugh-provoking possibilities because
pany partners at their meeting in
York ; Johnny Filbert, Los Angeles ; new,
the
timing
is
proper
and
the
playoff
is
in
the
capable
hands
of
Miss
Hutton
New York several weeks ago.
Van Husan and Art Thelie, Omaha, and Fitzgerald.
Offices will be opened in New York
and William Arroll, Louisville.
There is never any question about the final outcome. It is foregone that
while tentative arEarly registrants were Oscar Neu, Miss Hutton gets her De Fore and Fitzgerald is reunited with his estranged and Hollywood,
rangements, ofan undisclosed nature,
secretary of the Theatre Equipment wife. Introduced is an amazingly accurate reproduction of the famous night have been made
for the engagement of
and Supply Manufacturers Associa- club, which gives the attraction its title and which, not so incidentally, will a national sales manager and a Coast
tion, also Earle Hines, president benefit by world-wide publicity as a consequence. There are a fashion show, manager. Both domestic and foreign
of General Precision Equipment Co., lavish surroundings, Miss Hutton in an array of eye-filling clothes and four distribution will be handled out of
New York; Joe Robin, New York; new songs which carry portents of wide popularity.
New York.
George Meade, Richard Weingart,
The nice flow of comedy, frequently punctuated by what undoubtedly will
Screen Guild is already established
Cyril Foster, and Lew Grofsik of prove to be audience howls, traces to Fitzgerald, mainly. As the crotchety,
General Register, New York ; Harry old millionaire he is not only precious but in the best fettle since his mem- in independent exchanges in all cities
except New York, Cleveland, CinStrong, Toledo ; George Morrison,
cinnati and Milwaukee, and fran"Going once
My Way."
Miss aHutton's
and boundAltec, New York; Dave Joe, El
lessorable
energyperformance
get theirin chance
again, with
mixture vivacity
of straight
drama
chises for those four are under consideration.
Geib, Irving Imerkur, Ace Electric and pathos added. She does very well indeed. Supporting performances are
Manufacturing Co., New York ;
Other owners and franchisers, beparticularly
Bill Harold
-GoodwinWilson,
in his associate
interpretation
of the
owner,
William Kunsman, National Carbon good,
Sherman
Billingsley.
producer,
andStork's
Hal Walker,
sides Jones and Franconi, are: John
Co., New York, and Carl Weber, director, handled their assignments soundly.
W. Mangham, Atlanta ; Robert L.
The
attraction
also
introduces
Andy
Russell,
male
warbler
who
is
cutting
WTeber Machine Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Lippert, San Francisco; Arthur
an increasing swath of popularity over the air lanes. He is an asset not to be Lockwood, Boston ; Bert Stearn,
TEDPA's executive committee, overlooked
in
merchandising
this
film.
Pittsburgh; Jack Engel, Philadelunder Colvin's chairmanship, met this
Running time, 98 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
evening to map last-minute convenphia; J. F. White Jr., Charlotte;
Red Kann Harry Arthur, St. Louis; M. S.
tion details and to pass on the appli- Dec. 28, 1945.
cations of new members.
Schulter, St. Louis ; Sam Wheeler,
Both TEDPA and TESMA will
Washington; Joseph Wolf, Minne"Hold That Blonde"
apolis ;J. Marcan Nerssian, Denver ;
start tomorrow's
closed (Paramount)
sessions.
Betweenprogram
40 andwith
50 manuHollywood, Oct. 4 Al Dezel, Detroit; Joy Houck and
facturers are scheduled to be repre- EDDIE BRACKEN exercises his talent for comedy this time as a wealthy L. C. Montgomery, New Orleans ; H.
sented.
Allen, Toronto ; Julian King,
kleptomaniac instructed by a psychoanalyist to free himself of the afflic- J.
Omaha; Carr Scott, Oklahoma City.
tion
by
finding
a
new
partner
in
romance
to
replace
the
one
whose
desertion
Equipment Dealers
of him brought
about. has
V eronica
the than
girl in
upon
romantic
interestitfastens,
a betterLake,
role ashere
her whom
recent Bracken's
castings.
Oppose 'Monopoly'
Chicago, Oct. 4. — On the eve of the With these for billing purposes, and with comedy the sole purpose of the en- U. A. Board Meeting
Theatre Equipment Dealers Protective
terprise, the picture appears headed for steady returns.
Gets SIMPP Report
Association convention, opening at the
Producer Paul Jones and director George Marshall, both responsible for
The second and final session of a
Edgewater Beach hotel here tomor- comedies that have netted substantial returns, used for this one a script by
row, Joe Robin, vice-president of the Walter DeLeon, Earl Baldwin and E. Edwin Moran, based on a play by two-day regular monthly board of
Imperial Electric Corp., Akron, and Paul Armstrong. After unique opening sequences, involving a bank robbery directors' meeting of United Artists
concluded yesterday during which a
dealer and exporter in New York, inand a session
in a psychoanalyst's
sanctum,
storyfacade
levelsof off
for a York
long prospectus on the scope of the Society
troduced a program to promote the allotment
of knockabout
comedy high
on the thesheer
a New
welfare of the independent associates
of Independent Motion Picture Producers was submitted to the board.
and is seeking a fund of 825,000 to ex- skyscraper — the kind of thing Harold Lloyd pioneered for a million laughs —
and
shifts
then
into
a
stretch
of
button-button-who's-got-the-button
melodrama
ploit the independent operator before (played for comedy) concerning some jewels. At all times the picture requires Independent producers' contracts were
the exhibitors.
also discussed at yesterday's meeting,
a sizeable and responsive audience.
Others in the cast are : Albert Dekker, Willie Best, Frank Fenton, George including
Robin
stated
that
"monopolistic
Sherman's,pacts
but was
decision on Harry
the distribution
practices of big manufacturers which Zucco, Donald MacBride, Lewis L. Russell, Norma Varden, Ralph Peters,
deferred to a future date.
lead to direct theatre sales will soon
Robert Watson, Lyle Latell and Edmund MacDonald.
General company policy was disdestroy the independents' ability to reRunning time, 76 minutes. General audience classification. Release date not
cussed by the board, but the meeting
main in business."
set.
William
R.
Weaver
concluded without any changes being
Ray Colvin, TEDPA secretary, is
effected in top personnel. Resignation
scheduled
to introduce
gram to the
AssociationRobin's
duringproits U. S. Protests on
of Carl Leserman, UA general sales
W. E. Export Corp,
manager, reported from time to time,
three-day meeting.
did not materialize.
Host at Reception
John Hornstein, New York dealer, Yugoslav Seizure
The meeting was called in advance
reception for equipment interests
endorsed Robin's program and called
The State Department has formally andA the
press was given by Western of the usual date in order to permit
the exhibitors to "glorify the indepen- protested to Yugoslavia against confisdent supply dealer who, through his
cation of features of four American Electric Export Corp. at the Wal- Edward C. Raftery, UA president, to
foresight and knowledge gained during companies but has received no reply.
dorf-Astoria Hotel, here, yesterday. prepare for the New York anti-trust
in which UA is a defendant,
two wars, was able to keep all theaWE's convention goes into its fifth trial,which
is scheduled to open here
tres open regardless of war time re- Films of Paramount, 20th Century- day today. Among those at the recep- and
Monday.
Fox, Warners and M-G-M are being
tion
were
:
T.
K.
Stevenson,
Al
Daff,
strictions and shortages."
shown by Yugoslav exhibitors without F. H. Hotchkiss, M. A. Goldrick,
authorization according to distribution
U. B. Ross, George S. Applegate, Bert Hal Neides Quits
20 Tons of Film Per sources here.
Sanford, George Carrington, D. C.
Collins, Pete Sheridan, Stanley Hand. Golden State Post
Month for Services
'Paradise' Fiesta Here
Red Stong, George Schutz, Sherwin
Sax Francisco, Oct. 4.— Hal D.
Hollywood, Oct. 4. — Major John
Stemming from the promotional plan Kane, Floyd Stone, P. D. Taylor, E. Neides
has resigned as San Francisco
W. Hubbell, chief of the Overseas
S.
Gregg,
F.
B.
Wright,
N.
R.
UniversaleTechnicolor
"Night In production,
Paradise,"
division manager of Golden State TheMotion Picture Service, who arrived of
forthcoming
Frame,
Lester
Isaac
and
Col.
Orville
Hicks.
atres to become Western division manhere today to report on the studios'
"Night War
In Paradise"
'fiesta' for
ager of Hollywood Advertising Co.,
gift film program, which terminates aNational
Fund, sponsored
by the
the
which has opened new offices in San
Oct. 31, said 20 tons of 16mm. film United Seamen's Service, was held
Francisco. He will be succeeded by
are now being flown each month to here in East 37th Street. There was
Rex Stevenson, formerly head booker
Buys 'Black Rose*
distribution points throughout the dancing and the crowning of 'Miss 20th
Hollywood,
Oct.
4.
—
"Black
Rose,"
Golden State, recently released
world, supplying 6,000 showings a USS' by former Police Commissioner by Thomas Costain, has been sold to of
from service with the Naw.
20th-Fox for $125,000.
night for the Armed Forces.
Edward P. Mulrooney, chairman.
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Changed

Samuel W. Tannenbaum, arbitrator in the New York tribunal, ruling
on a clearance complaint against the
five consenting companies, as filed by
the East Islip Theatre Co., operating
the East Islip Theatre, at East Islip,
L.
L, has held
eliminated
seven days'
clearance
by the the
Amityville
over
the East Islip, the American Arbitration association reported here yesterday.
Existing clearance of the Babylon
Theatre, Babylon, the arbitrator ruled,
is reasonable and should not be disturbed, while clearance in favor of
the Bayshore and Regent, at Bayshore, over the East Islip, is fixed at
21 days. At the same time the arbitratorSmithtown
eliminated sevenat days'
clearance of the
Smithtown,
L. I., and the Sayville Theatre, Sayville.
Steve Chorak, operating the San
Clemente Theatre, San Clemente,
Gal., has filed a clearance complaint
in the Los Angeles tribunal against
the five companies. Complainant asks
that his theatre be given day-anddate availability with first-runs in San
Juan Capistrano and Laguna Beach,
or 14 days after Santa Ana. Also,
complainant demands that all clearance
in favor of any theatre in Oceanside
be abolished.
Progress Reported on
Spanish Discussions
The Spanish government has adopted a more conciliatory attitude towards the American industry in that
country and progress is expected from
talks now going on in Madrid between
the government and U. S. representatives on film restrictions, it was
learned here yesterday from industry
sources.
Fayette W. Allport, MPPDA representative inLondon, is representing
the industry in the talks which touch
on import licenses, heavy taxes, duties
and the regulation making five years
the maximum during which revenue
can be derived from a picture.

'Joe' Premieres Tonight
Ernie Pyle's "The Story of G. L
Joe,'" Lester Cowan-United Artists
production, will have its dual New
York premiere for the New York
National War Fund this evening with
showings at the Gotham Theatre and
Hunter College assembly hall. Ceremonies at Hunter will include addresses byWinthrop Aldrich, national
War Fund chairman ; Carl Whitmore, New York chairman ; George
Lait, former war correspondent, and
Burgess Meredith.
Medal for McGrady
Washington, Oct. 4. — Edward F.
McGrady, vice-president in charge of
labor relations, and a director of RCA,
on a loan as consultant and adviser
to the Secretary of War on labor
problems, was today presented with
the Medal of Merit by President Truman.
Reopen Toledo
Toledo, Oct. 4.— The
tre here, closed for the
and recently acquired
from Nat Charnas, is
Sunday.

Strand
Strand Theapast two years
by Al Ruben
slated to open

"Strange
( Universal)

Confession"

Hollywood, Oct. 4
PATRONS who like their melodrama fast and furious are likely to be
dissatisfied with Universal's latest 'Inner Sanctum' mystery, which is
a slow story, ponderously told. Those who prefer character to action, however,
and don't require a murder a minute, will be interested in the misadvanture
in which Lon Chaney, Brenda Joyce and J. Carrol Naish find themselves
entangled.
Chaney, as a chemist with little sense of self-protection, takes life as it
comes, and is not dismayed to find his work exploited by his employer, a
role to which Naish lends suave villainy. The latter, inspired both by financial
greed
wife,markets
sends Chaney
South
to get and
him desire
out of for
the the
way chemist's
while Naish
a drug to
which
the America
chemist
has discovered, but has not yet perfected.
Everything looks rosy for the manufacturer, who spends his time wining
and dining his employee's wife. Fate has a way of evening scores, however,
and the chemist's son, stricken with influenza, dies because the manufacturer
has released the imperfect drug. Driven mad by his son's death and
the
revelation
of his
boss' Not
perfidy,
the chemist
the seems
latter inevitable.
by slicing
his head
off with
a bolo.
a happy
ending, dispatches
but one that
John Hoffman's direction is slow in tempo, and at times a trifle heavyhanded. Ben Pivar's production is unremarkable. M. Coates Webster wrote
the screenplay, basing it on a composition by Jean Bart.
Running time, 62 minutes. Release date, Oct. 5, 1945. General classification. Thalia Bell

Subjects
"The House I Live In"
(RKO-Radio)
Here is an excellent and very worthwhile short subject with a cause. The
cause is to advance Americanism
through racial and religious tolerance,
illustrated in a simple, down-to-earth
talk by Frank Sinatra to a group of
street urchins about to beat up a
young Jewish kid. When they begin
to comprehend the injustices they are ,
about to perpetrate, their hostility
ceases. Confined to one episode by
writer Albert Maltz, the inference, of
course, is crystal-clear : Multiplied by
countless others, in matters large and
small, the nation will become a community where all may live in common
harmony, one with the other.
The highlight is the theme song,
written by Earl Robinson, with lyrics
by Lewis Allan. It reflects and
stresses basic democracy feelingly and
in equations understandable to anyone
who may listen.
"The House I Live In" was produced by RKO Radio and will be distributed by it on a non-profit basis.
Frank Ross, Mervyn Le Roy and
Sinatra, as the principals, donated
their services. So, also, did Maltz.
Profits are to be donated to organizations concerned with juvenile delinquency, aproblem in which Sinatra
is active and to which he devotes much
of his personal energies. Running
time, 10 minutes. Release date,
Nov. 9.

"1 Love a Bandleader"
(Columbia)
SONGS and comedy contributed by Phil Harris, Leslie Brooks and Edward "Rochester" Anderson, go to make up this frothy offering which
concerns a New York night club design painter who falls on his head and
wins fame and fortune as a bandleader while suffering from loss of memory.
Harris is the amnesia victim, and Miss Brooks an aspiring songstress who
poses has his fiancee and thereby gets a job as a singer. When publicity
love blossoms into the real thing complications emerge, but all ends well and
happily when a blow on the head restores Harris' memory.
A number of captivating songs rendered by Harris and Miss Brooks —
"Good, Good, Good !" for one — are woven into the proceedings and "Rochester," too, comes through with a couple of pleasing ditties. Customers in Buf- 'Dolly Sisters' Opens
In Chicago Today
falo,
N. Y., inshould
enjoy the
mention
given their
city — Catlett,
Miss Brooks'
home town
the story.
The frequent
supporting
cast includes
Walter
Frank
Chicago,
4.— "The Dolly SisSully, James Burke, The Four V's, and others. Michel Kraike produced, and
ters,'" 20thOct.
Century-Fox, will open
DelRunning
Lord directed
Paul Yawitz's
screenplay.
time, 70from
minutes.
General classification.
Release date, September here tomorrow at the Chicago The13.
Charles L. Franke
atre, sponsored by State Street Council, an organization of businessmen,
Balaban and Katz and 20th. Three
days of activities began on Monday
"Sunset in El Dorado"
{Republic)
Hollywood, Oct. 4 with the arrival of George Jessel,
Cesar Romero, Phil SilTHERE
is a wealth
of song
in Royload,
Rogers'
latest vehicle,
Dale Evans,
who carries
mostandof story
the acting
distinguishes
herselfandin June Haver,
vers, Vivian Blaine, Mary Anderson,
a dual role. Associate producer Louis Gray gave the feature lavish produc- Faye Marlowe and others, from
Hollywood. Connors, W. C. Gehrtion, and director Frank McDonald's firm hand kept the action smooth.
John K. Butler's screenplay, based on an original by Leon Abrams, opens ing_ and other home office executives
in leisurely tempo, and in modern times, presenting Miss Evans as an imagin- arrived here today for the premiere.
ative young woman who longs to live in the rip-roaring days of the old West.
A bus trip, an automobile breakdown, and an evening in a ghost town com- 'Rhapsody' Air Boost
bine to bring about a dream in which the young lady takes on the personality
Warner's "Rhapsody in Blue" will
of her own grandmother. From there on in the story sticks to formula, for receive
a heavy radio promotion on
the grandmother in question was 'Kansas Kate,' hostess of the 'Gold Nugget Oct. 11, when the Chrysler-sponsored
Saloon,' an establishment whose customers led an enviably varied life, what
Andre Kostelanetz program, "Music
with fist fights, shootings, and spectacular song-and-dance numbers.
George (Gabby) Hayes turns in one of his stock portrayals of a lovable Millions Love," heard over 143 CBS
stations, will devote its entire halfold prospector. Roy Barcroft is a standout as a 'hard-boiled bouncer.' hour to George Gershwin and his
'Trigger,' the 'wonder horse,' takes a back seat for the human actors, among music. Oscar Levant will be the
whom are Hardie Albright; Margaret Dumont, Bob Nolan and Sons of the commentator on the program.
Pioneers.
Running time, 66 minutes. General classification. Release date, not set.
T. B. Defer L. A. Tax Vote
Los Angeles, Oct. 4.— Vote on the
'Yank' Area Premieres
proposed five per cent tax on theatre
'Blithe' Promotion
appeared deferred temporarily
RKO Radio has set area premieres grosses
today _when the Los Angeles City
In a two-way trans-Atlantic broadfor "First Yank Into Tokyo," as fol- Council passed a resolution authorizcast, a scene from Noel Coward's
lows : Seattle, Salt Lake City and
"Blithe Spirit" will be dramatized on Denver, Oct. 9; Portland, Oct. 11;
ing appointment of a 15-member committee of business leaders to analyze
the
over Cincinnati, Oct. 25 ; Milwaukee, Oct.
BBC "Atlantic
and NBC Spotlight"
Saturday. show
Constance
the city's tax needs.
29.
St.
Louis,
Nov.
3
;
Minneapolis,
Cummings will be heard from London
9; Kansas City, Des Moines,
and Leonore Corbett will broadcast Nov.
Omaha, Los Angeles, Nov. 15.
from New York.
$2,300
for Goldwyn
'Wonder
The Samuel
office Man'
here reHall
Succeeds
Samuel
Comm. Hirsch Resigns
ported yesterday a $2,300 opening day's
Hollywood, Oct. 4. — Robert Z.
"Wonder Man," on WednesNew York deputy license commis- (Bob) Hall succeeds Milton Samuel gross day,forat the
Fulton Theatre in Pittssioner Arthur S. Hirsch has resigned,
b
u
r
g
h
this
;
is claimed to be the biggest
head
of
ABC's
press
department
in
effective Oct. 8, to resume the general as
Hollywood.
gross for that theatre in two years.
practice of law.
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{Continued from page 1)
dicated that circuit plans to construct "Shadow of Terror
soon in the Milwaukee suburb of (PRC)
Whitefish Bay an 800-900 seat, $150,- "OHADOW OF TERROR," fictional from the word go, concerns
000 theatre building with television
^ the atomic bomb, and it emerges as an exciting melodrama having, in
accommodations.
Cy Kendall's portrayal, as sadistic a villain as any film audience could ever
hope to hate. Lew Landers, directing from Arthur St. Claire's adaptation of
New One for Cuyahoga
Sheldon Leonard's original, has provided the film with some very suspenseful
Cuyahoga Falls, O., Oct. 4— M. moments,
implausibility
notwithstanding.
Performances
are
B. Horowitz, general manager of the uniformly the
goodproceedings'
in a cast which
also includes
Richard Fraser,
Grace Gillern
Washington Circuit, which operates and Emmett Lynn. Jack Grant was associate producer.
the Falls and Alhambra theatres,
The story tells about Fraser, a young scientist, being attacked by two thugs
Cuyahoga Falls, as well as a group and thrown from a train on which he was bound for Washington to present to
of houses in Cleveland, announces the Government his atomic bomb formula. He is found unconscious in the
acquisition of property adjacent to Western desert by Miss Gillern, a pretty rancher, who nurses him back to
the Falls Theatre for a new 1,200 seat health, but he suffers from amnesia. His attackers, accompanied by their
house which will cost $150,000. Up- 'boss', Kendall, who is bent on stealing the formula, trace the scientist to the
on completion the Alhambra will be ranch and, attempting to get him to reveal a vital part of the formula not in
dismantled and the Falls will become the papers they stole, subject him to severe brutality. His memory returns
a second-run house. Plans have been and, finally, when the tortured Fraser and Miss Gillern, who have fallen in
completed by George Ebeling, Cleve- love, escape into the desert, the heavies again catch up with them. Fraser's
land architect.
resourcefulness, however, and aid from a sheriff, bring the Kendall crew to
their end.
Second Drive-In Planned
Running time, 64 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
•
C. L. F.
Albany, N. Y., Oct. 4. — The Kal- Nov. 5.
let circuit, first of the theatre group
in the Albany exchange territory to
PRC
start construction of a drive-in, near
Wright
Here
Syracuse, has plans for a second, outside of Utica. Michael Kallet hopes
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
to have the theatre in operation by
next spring.
fere
with the opening of the case on studios" are likely to join the comMonday.
pany's production roster.
To Raze Ohio Landmark
of the 15 pictures has
Meanwhile, a new Department pol- ledCompletion
a temporary lull in activities at
Cincinnati, Oct. 4. — The 550icy with respect to the handling of the tostudios,
but production has not
seat Gifts, subsequent run, a landmark anti-trust matters was enunciated yesentirely suspended, Reeves Espy,
in the downtown sector, unit of United
terday by Attorney General Tom been
Theatres, of which Maurice White is Clark, who extended an invitation to production head, said.
the executive head, will be razed soon business men and their attorneys to The 15 films are : "Enchanted Forto make way for a modern business "come in and discuss matters about
est" (color), "Flying Serpent," "Deblock.
which they might have questions along
tour," "Strangler of the Swamp," "I
Ring Doorbells," "Club Havana,"
the lines of anti-trust policy."
P. B. Carey to Build
Clark voiced his invitation in an "How Do You Do?" "Danny Boy,"
"Wife of Monte Cristo," "Song of
Philadelphia, Oct. 4. — P. B. Carey
has announced plans to build a new extemporaneous address to a Wash- Old Wyoming" (color), "Romance of
"I the West" (color), "Caravan Trail"
organization.
ington
businessmen's
theater
'one inch' over
line of Swathmore,
suburbtheof township
the city. don't mean that we'll necessarily give (color), "Once and for All," "Prairie
bill you
of of
health,"
he said,
A zoning ordinance prohibits the you
"but awe clean
will tell
any kinks
that Rustlers" and "Lightning Raiders."
erection of a house within the town- exist in the practices you intend to "Song of Old Wyoming" and "Prairie
ship itself.
Rustlers" have been set for release
early next month.
To Remodel Shea House
World-wide development of PRC
ACLU
follow." Files Brief to
interests with the establishment of disPlans for the complete remodeling Intercede in Case
tribution outlets in top foreign cities
and renovating of the ■ Auditorium,
Attorneys for the American Civil
Newark, O., by the Shea circuit, Liberties Union have filed in U. S. is planned by the company, but a definite program is not feasible now in
starting after the first of the year, District Court here their expected
of the many restrictions
have been approved by E. C. Grain- brief in the New York film anti-trust consequence
on trade abroad, Harry H. Thomas,
ger, president of the circuit here.
suit as a 'friend of the court.'
vice-president in charge of distribution,
As reported in Motion Picture declared. He said that he will appoint
New Dearborn Drive-In
inACLU seek to
a foreign department assistant shortDetroit, Oct. 4. — Philip Smith of Daily Tuesday,
tervene "to watch over the public's
ly who will explore the market in
Boston, president of Mid-West Drivemedium." South and Central America and
in Theatres Corp., has announced that interest in the motion picture
Europe.
g to ACLU, the Governhis company has completed plans to Accordin
ment's consent to the intervention has
Commenting on new pictures,
build a Drive-In in the Dearborn area been secured
but attorneys for the film
of Detroit. It is expected that the
s oppose it. Fitelson and Thomas singled out "Enchanted Forhouse will be in operation by May, companie
he said, followed "Wonder
Mayers is representing ACLU on a Man"est,"atwhich the
1946.
Shubert Theatre, St.
voluntary basis.
Louis, and on the basis of the first
Acquires Iowa House
day'sa receipts
of $1,300 it is being held
for
second week.
Anthon, la., Oct. 4. — Tom Sand- Golden, Golob
burg has taken over the Sioux Thea(Continued from page 1)
tre here from Joy Jensen. Sandburg
Rank in Europe
plans to keep the Sioux open while
building a new theatre. Western company in New York, a post corre(Continued from page 1)
sponding to Alex Evelove who was
Theatre Supply Co. of Omaha will be earlier confirmed
as
studio
publicity
in charge of building operations.
director. In addition to his new Carr, 95 per cent of Norway's theahas replaced
Luxfilm as
Rank's
duties, Golden will continue in charge agenttres,in
that country.
Reporting
P. T. Brinson Building
Jacksonville, Fla., Oct. 4. — P. T. of advertising for the company, the "tremendous success" for British picheld for four years.
Brinson is constructing a new theatre post he has
tures there, Carr says some of them
moves have been made to have played
here which will open about Dec. 25. freeBoth
from five to 10 weeks,
Blumenstock for larger executive even in provincial
It will be named the Lakeshore.
houses.
duties between the home office and the
Claiming
that
"happy"
arrangements
studio.
FWC to Build One
have been made in negotiating
the
transfer of substantial sterling credits
San Jose, Cal., Oct. 4. — Fox West
Coast will start construction of a New Firm Incorporated
to Britain, Carr hopes to have a minimum of 30 first-class British films
$165,000 theatre, seating 1,200, in
Albany, Oct. 4. — Champion Cine exported
to Scandinavia within the
San Jose within next 40 days, Charles Research Corp. has been incorporated
P. Skouras, president, announces.
here to conduct business in New York. next year.

Gov't

Rejects

(Continued from page 1)
tributors. The plan was worked out
by the French authorities after they
had rejected a U. S. industry proposal
to reduce the number of American
films sent into the market from 150
to 108 a year.
After a study of the French proposal, the Department is said to have
instructed its embassy in Paris to advise the French that it was unsatisfactory, inasmuch as it would be in violation of the trade treaty between the
two governments, which calls for a
definite tors.quota
for American
It is understood
that distribuofficials
here will not consider and proposals
that throw American firms into unrestricted competition with other countries which, to gain a firm foothold in
the French market, would undertake to
accept French pictures which could not
be shown
on a "break-even,"
much
less ahere
profitable,
basis.
It ismentnot
believed
that
the Departconsiders the latest French
move
in conformity with the assurance given last month by French Minister of
Production Monet at meetings with
Department officials that he would give
the matter "sympathetic" attention
upon his return to Paris.
French Exchange Controls
Liberalized Immediately
Washington, Oct. 4. — American
property in France will be immediately unblocked, and French exchange
control restrictions on transfers between France and the U. S. will be
liberalized, it was declared here tonight by Secretary of the Treasury
Fred M. Vinson, in announcing the
'defrosting" of all Treasury freezing
controls other than those which might
'looted' disposition
assets.
permit
in this country of
Following negotiations between the
Department and the French Ministry
of Finance, the latter has informed
Vinson that persons in France having
dollar obligations in the U. S. will be
permitted to discharge them and, if
necessary, will be authorized to purchase dollars for that purpose; Americans holding assets in France will be
authorized to administer such assets
and their income without the application of measures to them which would
be discriminatory in relation to nationals of other countries, and the sequestration measures imposed during
the German occupation will be removed.
Rodgers
(Continued from page 1)
theatres in some localities, the reverse should be true in others. He
said it cannot be assumed that new
theatres necessarily create new customers, and the effect of too many of
them would be to divide the business.
Disavowing a pessimistic view,
Rodgers said he does not expect a
recessionstantial
andprosperity.
does anticipate a subIn answer to a question put by
SCTOA general counsel Paul Williams, who said many of the organization's members had asked it, Rodgers said M-G-M has no interrtion of
entering the 16mm. field domestically.
"We have not even had reason for
considering
it," about
he said,
adding,
hear
some talk
people
setting"I
up 16mm. theatres, and if that were
to happen, of course, we would have
to consider the matter."
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Slump

Ends

(Continued from page 1)
; "The Story of G.I. Joe," "Christmas
in Connecticut," "You Came Along,"
"Her Highness and the Bellboy,"
"Our Vines Have Tender Grapes,"
I "Wonder Man," "Duffy's Tavern"
and Warners' double-bill re-release of
"It All Came True" and "Born for
Trouble" (formerly "Murder in the
I Big House").
The 17 keys covered were : Los Angeles, San Francisco, Denver, Omaha,
Kansas City, Chicago, St. Louis, Milwaukee, Indianapolis, Pittsburgh, Cins cinnati, Cleveland, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Boston, Toronto and Buffalo.
Reports from these cities gave "State
Fair" a terrific $152,850 in 11 engagements in seven cities, where average is
$106,650. It brought outstanding receipts in initial weeks in three Denver
theatres, and in Pittsburgh and Philadelphia, and it continued big in second
weeks in three Kansas City theatres,
likewise in initial weeks in Boston,
Baltimore and in a moveover in Cincinnati.
Aweigh" rolled
675"Anchors
in 10 engagements
in up
10 $150,cities,
with holdovers and moveovers predominating. Average for the 10 theatres is $126,500, indicating its continued tremendous drawing power.
It was outstanding in an initial week
in Pittsburgh and in a third week in
Chicago.
"Our Vines Have Tender Grapes"
drew a heavy $144,500 in seven engagements infive cities, all for initial
weeks. Best receipts were recorded in
three Los Angeles theatres and in
Cleveland, although it was strong in
Baltimore, Cincinnati and San Francisco.
'Wonder Man' Outstanding
"Wonder Man" drew outstandingly
in initial weeks in two Los Angeles
theatres, and it continued strong in
holdovers and moveovers in San Francisco, Omaha and St. Louis ; Milwaukee first week receipts were good.
"Rhapsody in Blue" drew a big
$147,500 in both holdovers and in initial weeks in eight theatres in five
cities. Initial weeks in St. Louis, Baltimore and Cincinnati were heavy,
while it continued excellently in a
fifth week in Philadelphia and in a
third week in San Francisco.
"Love Letters" was terrific in an
initial week in Philadelphia, big in a
second week in Chicago, and it was
profitable in a second week as a dual
in San Francisco. "Johnny Angel"
was big in an initial week, with a
stage show, in San Francisco, and in
a second week in Chicago, while it
continued profitably in a moveover in
Cincinnati.
"Over 21" drew a good $125,500 in
reports on seven engagements in seven cities, with holdovers predominating. Best receipts were for an initial
week in San Francisco and a second
week as a dual in Kansas City.
"The Story of G.I. Joe" continued
< outstanding in a second week, with a
stage show, in Chicago, and drew good
receipts in an initial week in St. Louis.
"Paris Underground" opened big in
Philadelphia, while "Men in Her
Diary" drew well in an initial week
as a dual in Denver. "Back to Bataan" was good as a dual in an initial
week in Kansas City. The doublebill re-issue of "It All Came True"
and
"Born for Trouble" drew strongly
in Cincinnati.
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Review
"Bandits

of the Bad

Lands

Hollywood, Oct. 4
'A'
90-minute
sustained
have
could
minutes
55
on the
in
here
told than most of the tales that get themselvesa related
storybetter
THE
Western
screen in that length. Compressed as it is here, it lifts the picture well above
categorical level.
Sunset Carson and Si Jenks, as youthful hero and aged companion, respecscreenplay, which
tively, are to the fore throughout Doris Schroder's original
than is average for the
contains not only more plot but also more action
himself upon
avenge
distance Carson resigns as a State Trooper to find and
an unknown badman who has killed his brother, a doctor, because the latter
Carson
was unable to save the bandit-brother's life following a gun battle.
City era—
a bandit gang— all this in the ofDodge
adroitly becomes initiated into identifies
a bullet casing.
the killer by means
and befriends a gunsmith who
This and the rest of the story is a deal less routine, as filmed, than it sounds
as synopsized. Others in the cast are : Peggy Stewart John Merton, Forrest
Tavlor Wade Crosby, Jack Ingram, Monte Hale, Fred Graham, Alan Ward,
Bob Wilke, Tex Terry and Jack O'Shea. Production by Bennett Cohen and
direction by Thomas Carr are top notch.
time, 55 minutes. General audience classification. Release
c Running
i/i
W. R. date
W.
Sept. 14.

House
Its New

Group
Tax

Writes
Bill

Washington, Oct. 4.— The House
tee completand Meanson Commit
Ways action
a tax reduction bill
today
ed
and other
ion
under which the admiss
to their prereturn
will
excisewar levies
rates next July 1.
The Committee rejected the Ad-of
ministration's proposal for repeal
will retax but per
profits 95
the excess
cent
to 60
duce the rate from
next Jan. 1, with complete repeal one
subyear later. For corporations not Comlevies,edthenormal
profits
ject to excess
combin
the
reduced
mittee
and surtax rate from 40 to 36 per cent.
The capital stock and declared-value
excess profits taxes will be repealed.
For individuals, the same personal
tax as
exemption is given on normal are
cut
on surtaxes and four points
from the latter in the lower brackets,
10 per cent in the higher.
The bill also freezes the social security tax at its present level.

'
Offer to '306
(Continued from page 1)

first-runs to report at union headquarters atnine this morning was still
in force. Motion Picture Daily yesterday reported the call to the meeting,
"vacations"
of setting
purpose While
the
for
a union spokesfor operators.
man said late yesterday that the call
was still in force, a spokesman for the
theatres said it had been rescinded,
The order would have projectionists of
the first-runs at a meeting at nine
A.M. when they normally report at
their theatres at 9:30.

The next step in the union's "apschedaction,"'
propriate trade union
onuled for Monday,
whereby
projecti
ists would refuse to handle M-G-M
and RKO pictures, is believed to hinge
upon the nature of the new proposals
for a contract.
Local 306 has asked for a 25 per
cent wage increase and other benefits
while the theatres offered what
amounts to a five per cent wage increase, but suggesting that the operators earn more by working longer
hours, cutting the number of men assigned to a booth.

Sympathizers Will
Not Be Picketed
Hollywood, Oct. 4. — The Hollywood strikers, whose picketing of
theatres generally is proceeding without a material change during their appeal from an injunction limiting pickets in front of Warners' Hollywood
Theatre here to 10, today notified exhibitors that independent, locallyowned theatres will not be subjected to
picketing if their managements signify, by telegraphing the major companies and the Government urging settlement of the strike, and by posting
signs in their lobbies stating their position, that "We have demanded that
the major producing companies end
thisA strike
at once." of the strikers and
mass meeting
their sympathizers has been called for
Oct. 11 by the Citizens Committee
for the Motion Picture Strikers, an
organization comprising community,
civic, labor and political groups.

M-G-M

location and band-width requirements
in relation to screen definition, private
address systems, study of problems in
installing and operating television
equipment in theaters, follow-up on
hearings before the Federal Communications Commission, etc."
Thirdly, the program provides for
"more efficient work in standardizing
procedures, methods, -data, specifications, equipment, and the like."
Next willgineering
beand "supervision
of all entechnical projects
on
motion pictures with the American
Standards Association and international standardizing groups, in order
to maintain the industry in a position
to steer equipment design throughout
the world. This would tend to assure
that American pictures could be distributedtoorHyndman,
exhibited anywhere,"
according
who disclosed
that "much of this cooperative work
has been done in the past, but as a
result of the war it is imperative that
this international cooperative engineering be followed
to theBooks
fullest extent."
Reference
In conclusion, Hyndman said the
programlating,
further
provides
assembling,
editing,forand"correoriginal preparation of material for needed
engineering reference books and/or reports on : cinematography, sound recording and reproduction for motion
pictures,change
laboratory
practice,
film expractice, process
photography,
projection, theater engineering, preservation of motion picture film for
record purposes.
"These books or reports," Hyndman
added, "are urgently needed not only
in the industry but also as text books
for the teaching of courses on motion
pictures in colleges and universities.
Such courses are now proposed in answer to numerous requests from members of the Armed Forces, as well as
from civilians, who, in past years, have
often asked the Society to recommend
institutions giving courses."
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Dealers

Of

Hear

New-Type

Accessories

Supply Dealers Revive
Chicago Organization

Arbitration
To

in

NewCompany
Hollywood, Nov. 7. — Charles Einfeld and unnamed associates will
launch what is described as a 'bigscale' production company
this
month late
or early
in November,
with construction of a majorBL
BT
\
size studio
among the asS
B^^Bf
P
«i • -t^lmM
pects of the en; terprise now
■
under consider~.^mM
ation, Einfeld
| told Motion
Picture Daily,
following premature disclosure by the J.
W. F r a w 1 e y
Charles Einfeld
Co., realtors,
that land has
been optioned and plans are being
(Continued on page 3)
Rank

Groups

24 Films

Have

Working

In spite of continued post-war production difficulties in England, the J.
Arthur Rank groups, comprising
Gainsborough, Two Cities Films and
Independent Producers, has 24 films
in varied phases of production, according to the- Lawrence Organization,
(Continued on page 3)
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TRIAL

OF

U.S.

SUIT

Continue
STARTS

Arbitration provisions of the consent
decree as they apply to clearance, run,
and other continuing provisions, will
remain in force until either the Department of Justice or the distributor
defendants with affiliated circuits move
in court to have them set aside, Robert L. Wright, Special Assistant to
U. S. Attorney General Tom Clark,
told Motion Picture Daily here Friday on the eve of the trial of the New
York
today. anti-trust suit, which starts here

HERE

Government Aims
In Trust Trial
Citing its failure to achieve
the desired relief from alleged monopolistic practices
of the distributor defendants
under the consent decree, the
Government now seeks:
1. Divorcement of ParaLoew's, Warners
20th CenturyFox, RKOmount, and
from
their affiliated circuits.
2. Injunctive relief against
these five, plus Columbia,
Universal and United Artists
with respect to certain distribution practices, such as
cross - licensing, setting of
clearance - and - run and the
fixing of minimum admission
prices, which, according to
the Department of Justice, in
themselves, unreasonably restrain competition.
The Government will rest
its case upon a consideration
of the legal consequences of
what it alleges are the undisputed facts describing the extent and nature of the control
which the defendants are
charged with exercising over
the domestic film industry.

TODAY

New York Case Expected
To Run 10 Weeks Under
Procedure Contemplated

Trial of the Government's antitrust suit, legally known as U. S.
vs. Paramount et al, is scheduled to
open in United States District
Court here this morning at 10 :30, for
the second time since the Department
of Justice originally filed this complaint
on July 20, 1938, charging eight distributors with monopoly and conspiracy to violate the Sherman Act.
Advance estimates of how long the
trial will take are difficult, but it appears at least 10 weeks will be required, assuming that the Department
of Justice will confine itself to
its prima facie documentation, which,
it is expected, will not take more than
A boycott of M-G-M and RKO
a week to introduce. A departure
films in home offices and in approxifrom this procedure is expected to promately 200 of Loew and RKO circuit
long the trial.
theatres, scheduled to be put into effect
Conservative estimates of costs to
today bytionistsIATSE,
New
York
Projecthe
distributor
defendants since the
Local No. 306, has been averted
litigation was started in 1938 place the
as the result of settlement of a configure between $1,000,000 and $1,500,tract dispute reached early Saturday
000. Additional costs if the trial runs
morning between the union and theaits course will probably double the estre representatives.
timate. Several millions more have
The union's negotiating committee
been
expended
in carrying out arbivoted to accept a 15 per cent increase,
tration, block selling and other prac(Continued on page 3)
tices of the consent decree.
While there were indications that a
settlement might be reached when the
case went to trial the first time, on
'IA 9 Starts
June 3, 1940, after almost two years
Unionizing
of preliminary hearings and conferences between the Government and the
Television
Workers
defendants, there is no such outlook
for the second trial.
Shortly(Continued
after filing
what6) is called
Marking its direct entrance into constructed in the Wanamaker deon page
the television industry, the IATSE
partment store.
Scales for the 14 classifications run
has signed a five-year contract with
Allen B. DuMont Television covering from $41 to $80 weekly, with most
the
company's
and telecaster,
television classifications falling into the $71.60 Strikers Seek a
workers
in itsengineers
New York
group. Automatic length of service
WABD. Benefits obtained are retro- increases are provided for, at five per
active to May 17, 1945.
cent the first year, 15 per cent in the Worldwide Boycott
The contract provides for 14 job second, and 10 per cent for each succlassifications, with minimum and
cessive year. A 40-hour week is set;
Hollywood, Oct. 7. — ■ Hollywood
maximum scales, length of service in- overtime provisions limit a working strikers, at a mass meeting held here
creases and wage increases which are day to eight hours before overtime at the weekend, adopted a resolution
Double time is provided for a calling on President Truman to order
expected to run as h'gh as 100 per starts.
cent when computed on an hourly six or seventh day.
the National Labor Relations Board
The union is known as IATSE to immediately issue a decision in the
basis, according
to
an
'IA'
spokesman. An 85 per cent union shop is Television Broadcast Studio Employes set decorators strike.
provided for during the first two years Local No. 794. Charles Lisbona, presAt the(Continued
same time,
leader
on pagestrike
3)
of the contract ; 90 per cent in the dent and Richard L. Adler, treasurer,
third year, and a closed shop there- signed the contract for the union and
after. Vacations, seniority and other Comm. Mortimer Loewi signed for
benefits are in the contract, with the DuMont. Negotiations were also hanIn This Issue
union getting jurisdiction over any
dled byrepresentative
Joseph D. and
Basson,
speReview of "Kitty" appears
cial
David'IA'
Halper
future television studios which Duon page 6.
Mont may operate in New York, in- of the office of Judge Matthew M.
cluding the DuMont studios being Levy, 'TA' attornev.

Chicago, Oct. 7. — A record at\:endance of over 200 dealers and
nanufacturers and their representatives, turned out for the twin
:onvention of the Theatre Equipment
Dealers Protective Association and
Some speculation has existed in in:he Theatre Equipment and Supply
dustry quarters recently as to the
Manufacturers Association which
(Continued on page 3)
:losed a three-day meeting at the
Edgewater Beach Hotel here today.
Both TESMA and TEDPA re- '306' Settlement
ported increases in membership,
TEDPA admitting 10 new members
Averts Film Ban
(.Continued on page 6)
Einfeld
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Newsreel

Personal

Tradewise
By SHERWIN

Mention

MAN, SR., presMA.
• identLIGHT
of Malco Theatres, Inc..
Memphis, led a citywide campaign
which raised $350,000 to enlarge Collins-Chapel Negro
• hospital, there.
Sidney Blumenstock, 20th
tury-Fox's assistant exploitation
ager, and Earle Wingart, press
editor, have returned to New
from Chicago.
•

daily

Cenmanbook
York

Altec's
Wilsch
E. O.esident
Bertt toSanford,
, ke,
and assistan
vice-pr
New York district manager for Altec,
have gone to Chicago from New
York.
•
Tom Connors, vice-president in
20th Cencharge of distribution for
tury-Fox, has returned to New York
from Chicago.
•

al's
Universmanthy,
F. J.
an sales
Canadi
rn A.andMcCar
Southe
New York from Jackager, isback
sonvil e, Fla. in •
Harold Groves, Jules Willing and
Harold Saxe, of Confidential Reports,
have returned to New York from
Chicago.
e
s
of Proctor'
manager
Guy ,Graves,
tady, N.
Theatre
Schenec
Y., is
n ofDrive.
chairmaFund
the city's Community
Chest
•
C. J. Latta, Albany zone manager
for Warner Theatres, and his assistant, Charles A. Smakwitz, have returned to Albany from
New York.
•
Harry Tugend, Paramount studio
due in Newis today.
production
York from executive,
Hollywood
•
Ted Lloyd, radio manager of 20th
Century-Fox. has returned here from
Chicago.
•
Ben Kalmenson, Warner general
sales manager, returned to New York
from Boston over the weekend.
•
Milton J. Salzberg, president of
Pictorial Films, has left for the Coast
from New York.
•
Joe Shure, Fabian Upstate booker
and buyer, Albany, and Mrs. Shure,
are on vacation in Kansas City.
•
A. C. Bromberg, president of
Southern Monogram, Atlanta, is visiting in Memphis. •

OOD morning, Judge.
Trial of the seven-yearold Government anti-trust suit
against the industry is scheduled
to open this morning in the New
York Federal court house in
Foley Square.
Ausfin C. Keough, vice-president and general counsel of Paramount, who has lived with the
case for these many years of its
existence, told Motion Picture
Daily last week that no compromise involving divorcement
of affiliated theatres will be entertained bythe defense and that,
if divorcement remains the condition for a settlement, the case
will be fought to the "bitter
Keough added that he believes
"everybody will be better off
when, after all these years of
end." and counter-charges, the
charges
issues involved are aired in open
It is difficult to disagree with
that
statement.
court."
Having in mind the industry's
experience under the consent decree, it is quite apparent that
nothing in the way of a solution
of any vital industry problem
was attained by that means, nor
was any large industry segment
pleased by or with the decree.
In the meantime, charges,
counter-charges, complaints and
demands for trade practice reforms have continued unabated
within the industry, presenting
to all who have paused to observe achaotic picture of internal industry relations within
the sphere of trade practices, as
distinguished from the industry's
cooperative front on wartime endeavors.
Trial of the New York equity
suit should resolve most, if not
all, of the major controversies
on which the industry has split.
Its final adjudication should
clear the air, either by changing
certain trade practices or by legally affirming them. In either
case, the industry should be left
in a position in which it could
prepare for the adjustment in
the future of its internal differences by "methods of business,
rather than those of litigation.
A test of affiliated theatre
ownership should be of value to
defendants. There were many
years during which that ownership was not challenged under
the law. In fact, the ownership
of affiliated theatres evolved
out of conditions identical to

Parade
KANE

those the government alleges in
its present complaint. In the case
of Loew's and RKO, originally
theatre companies, production
and distribution organizations
were established to prevent product-selling and pricing discriminations, to insure the theatres
essential product at a fair price.
In the case of Paramount,
20th Century-Fox and Warners,
originally producing companies,
theatres were acquired to insure
essential outlets at fair returns
for the product of the studios.
Then existing conditions in the
industry made both moves essential to the companies, and no
question of legality was raised.
If, in the intervening years,
practices have developed which
now make the ownership of affiliated theatres illegal, it is to be
assumed that a court pronouncement, one way or the
other, is of as much value to
the
present defendants as it is
dustry.
to any other segment of the inIt could well be that the courts
will find that the owmership of
affiliated theatres is not illegal,
per se, but that some practices
which have evolved as adjuncts
of their operation impinge upon
the anti-trust laws and stand
in need of correction, in which
case, injunctive relief and not
divorcement,
cated remedy. may be the indiA definition of the law, where
there has been none heretofore,
should be welcomed by the theatre-owning defendants who
certainly can benefit by knowing exactly where they stand.
For the future peace of the inthe court's
pronouncementdustry,
should
be of value
as a
guide to the Department of Justice and all others arrayed on
the side of the prosecution. It
can say to all : This much you
can do, or this much you may
expect — and no• more.
•

THE
start inofallthecurrent
World newsreels.
Series is
featured
which also include the trial of the
Belsendentprison
camp criminals,
PresiTruman making
his appeal
for
the National War Fund, Allied \mderseas demolition operations, one
miscellaneous'
items. Contents of thj
latest
reels follow.
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 11.— 'Beast o
Belsen' Nimitz
and his home
Nazi gang
crimes
Adm.
from tried
war. forPresident.
Truman asks aid for National War Fund
Meet oftheinvasion.
"Frogmen'
— Allied
underwaterot
heros
Duke
and Dutchess
Windsor
view
England
again.
Famous
sailSeries.ing ship Danmark goes home. The World
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 209— Chicago
wins first game of World Series; Detroit
evens it up. Nazi murder camp criminals
on trial. Homecoming of Adm. Nimitz.
Charlie McCarthy goes to Washington.
War secret revealed in first films of
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 12.— Danmark
sails
again. 'Frogmen' secret released. War
Frogmen.'
Fund needs
help. World
Allied Series,
justice:1945.'Beast ot
Belsen'
on trial.
RKO-PATHE NEWS, No. 14.— Duke and
Dutchess see England. Truman in National
War Fund appeal. Belsen leaders on trial.
'Frogmen'
Series
opens. underseas demolition. World
UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL,
No. 439Horror
camp trial.
President opens
War
Fund drive. Personalities in the news:
Nimitz, Osmena, Duke and Dutchess of
Windsor. Underwater shock troops. World
Series.
Col. Coast Sales
Convention Ends
Hollywood,
Oct. 7.— Columbia's
three-day
sales convention
and weeklong
board
of
directors'
meeting
closed
Friday with general sales manager
Abe Montague stressing the company's policy of direct-to-public advertising andConcentration
exploitation ofon the
studio'sto
product.
pictures
be designated as 'double-A' product
was
who other
sa'w
"She promised
Couldn't the
Saydelegates
Yes" and
completed pictures during the sessions.
Attending the sessions were : Montague, Jack Cohn, Abe Schneider, N.
B. Spingold, Rube Jackter, George
Josephs, Leo Jaffe. L. M. Blancke,
Charles Schwartz, Donald S. Stralem, Lou Astor and H. G. Kaufman,
in addition to delegates from the
Western zones.

Appeal
Filed
on
Harry Arthur Suit
St. Louis, Oct. 7. — Notice of apRoy Haines,
New York
district
manager,Warners'
is in Memphis
on
peal from a decision of Federal Judge
business.
Richard M. Duncan dismissing the inand damage
suitAmusement
of Harry'
Arthur andjunctionthe
St. Louis
George Jessel, 20th Century-Fox
producer, is in Washington and will
Co., against the American Arbitrareturn to Hollywood
tion Association and major film com• late this month.
panies was filed Friday in Federal
A. C. Bromberg, president of MonCourt here by Mat Holland, local attorney for Arthur. Cost bond of $250
ogram Southern, Atlanta, is in Memphis on business. •
was posted and Holland said he expects the appeal to be heard by the
Circuit Court of Appeals in about
FredtrictRohr,
Washington
dismanager, PRC's
is visiting
in Memphis.
three months.
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News Item: The New York
Federal District court has
awarded judgment in the amount
of $544,000 to the City of New
York in its action to require
the United States Government
to pay for use of city docks
during the war.
It should be of interest to this
industry, which gave its product
to the government without
charge during the war that not
even
the a nation's
was of
mind tofirst
do metropolis
as much.
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Daily

Testimonial

(Continued from page 1)
status of the arbitration provisions uni der the decree once the trial started,
j The arbitration system, maintained by
i, the distributors, will come up for
i.., continuation on Dec. 31. If the dis; tributors do not wish to continue the
..system, the latter must apply to the
J court to be relieved of the obligation,
according to both distributor and the
| Vtpartment of Justice spokesmen. It
\\Jr not considered likely that either
; side will make such a move during the
I trial, which may easily be concluded
[ before the end of the year. All other
■ provisions of the decree have expired,
but several have been adhered to vol; untarily by the defendants,
j Surrounded by several members of
I his staff, who have moved into the Atl torney General's office on the 19th
[ floor of the U. S. Court House, here,
Wright, who arrived in New York
, from Washington early in the afternoon, immediately went to work on
Motion Picture Daily photograph by Harris & Eitring
final preparations for the trial. He
Advertising
managers
of distributing companies and colleagues
said he hoped to put in his docuof the Eastern Public Information Committee honored Mort
mentary case as quickly as possible and
Blumenstock at a dinner Friday evening at the New York Athletic
indicated that this might be accomClub, on the occasion of his recent elevation to the national direcplished in less than a week,
[i Asked about the possibility of a
torship of Warners' advertising and publicity. In the above photograph, taken at the dinner are:
J compromise settlement once the trial
Bottom
row: Si Seadler, M-G-M; S. Barret McCormick, RKO;
started, Wright indicated that from
Dave Lipton, Columbia; Blumenstock; Larry Golob, Warners;
where he sits there is little likelihood
Glen Allvine; Eastern Public Information Committee; Frank
of that.
Rosenberg, Columbia. In the rear are: Gil Golden, Warners;
Wright said that he expected the
Barry Buchanan, United Artists; Stanley Shuford, Paramount;
three-judge court might be able to
Arthur De Bra, MPPDA.
'•' hear opening statements of both the
Department and the distributor defendants today.
Strikers Seek
Rank Groups
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
Herbert Sorrell disclosed that wires
relations representative for the
Scott, Levy Named public
had been sent to President Truman,
Rank interests here.
"Carnival," "Beware of Pity," "Men Secretary of Labor Schwellenbach,
of Two Worlds" and "The Way We MPPDA president Eric A. Johnston
'Victory' Chairmen
Live" are before cameras at Twin and SIMPP president Donald M. NelWard E. Scott and M. A. Levy, Cities, while "Hungry Hill," "Pattern
son, notifying them that steps are beAchievement" and "Boffins Went to
20th Century-Fox district managers of
ing taken to organize worldwide boyin Minneapolis and Kansas City, re- War" are in preparation.
At Gainsborough, "Wicked Lady" is
cotting of "unfair" pictures through
spectively, have been named state
the cutting roem ; "The Magic appeal to the World Federation of
distributor chairmen for the "Victory in
Loan" Drive, thus completing the Bow" is ready for the cameras, and Trade Unions now in session in Paris.
! state list, according to an announce- in preparation are "The Root of All
ment by Charles M. Reagan, national Evil," "Diggers Republic," "Rebecca's Pickets Seek to Close
distributor chairman.
Daughter," "Rob Roy," "She Painted Warner Bros. Studio
Face" and "Mystery Spy Story."
Joseph L. Ryan, liaison for John HerIndependent
producers are currently
Hollywood, Oct. 7.— Fifty persons
J. Friedl, Midwest chairman, has ar- on nine productions
; one of them, were injured, 40 arrests were made
rived in New York from Minneapolis
to make his headquarters at the War "Caesar and Cleopatra," is near com- and Warner Bros, studio was compelled to shut down production for
Activities Committee offices here.
pletion. Also in work are "Great ExFriedl is due here today to make final
pectations," "ISee a Dark Stranger," more than half-a-day Friday when
plans for his regional meeting on Fri- and "A Matter of Life and Death." strikers estimated at 2,000 barred entrance to the premises and overturned
day at the Blackstone Hotel, Chicago. Being cut are "I Know Where I'm
"The Rake's Progress," and cars in which workers sought to force
In New York, the entire metropoli- Going,"
tan area committee will meet today in "Brief Encounter." "Green for Dan- their way into the grounds.
ger" is in preparation.
Burbank police, unable to cope with
the office of Charles C. Moskowitz,
the situation, summoned Los Angeles
exhibitor chairman, for discussions
with Irving Lesser, general chairman,
County forces, and finally a Los An(Continued from page 1)
geles riot squad, which arrived shortand Morris Kinzler, campaign direcly after noon and arrested strike
tor, for the drive in New York.
memberthe
of
subject to ratification
committee chairman Herbert
ship, and telegrams then went out to strategy
K. Sorrell and nine of his aides on
boythe
rescinding
of disturbing the peace. The
Para. Shorts
25% all projectionists
cott order. The issue of whether the charges
studio was able to resume production
companies
would
have
the
right
to
Over 1945 Rentals
on two pictures — "The Verdict" and
"request" certain individuals ofa "306"
"Night and
Day." Sorrell was later
Paramount shorts emerge from a as
50-50 released
was settled on
operators
on bond.
five-week booking drive in the com- basis, with the companies selecting one
pany's "One-Third-of-a-Century" cele- man and the union designating the
bration with an all-time high sales next to be hired. The contract is for
record, according to Oscar A. Mor- two years.
Buys
The Soviet
Cinema'Army'
Committee, here,
gan, short subjects sales manager.
The contract dispute originated when Soviet
Comparative figures on rentals, Mor- negotiations broke down over the has purchased Warners' "This Is
gan said, show a percentage of 178.2 union's demand for a 25 per cent in- the Army" for distribution in the
crease in new contracts covering USSR, according to Nicholas Napoli,
of the national quota for the period
Aug. 26-Sept. 29, while a further com- Broadway first-runs, circuit houses, president of Artkino. This follows the
parison with the same five-week period including Skouras and Randforce, and recent Universal deal for "His Butlast year shows an increase of 24.76 home office and newsreel projection
ler's Sister," "Appointment for Love"
rooms.
per cent.
and "Spring Parade."

Higher

Budgets

All Republic

for

Films

Chicago, Oct. 7.— Regular delivery
of top-budget product is being maintained, James R. Grainger, president
of Republic Pictures, told a regional
sales meeting held here over the weekend at the Blackstone Hotel. Pre-release engagements are being set now
o n "Dakota" and "Mexicana,"
Graingerforannounced,
with1."Concerto"
aimed
about Jan.
Grainger
stressed that all clasifications of Republic
creasedproduct
budgets. are benefiting by inEdward L. Walton, assistant general
sales manager and executive aide to
Grainger, attended the session and so
did Western district sales manager
Francis A. Bateman ; Central sales
head Sam Seplowin ; Midwestern sales
manager Will Baker ; and Prairie
sales head Nat E. Steinberg. Branch
representatives included William
Grant, Minneapolis ; Jack Frackman,
Milwaukee ; E. H. Brauer, Indianapolis ;Robert F. Withers, Kansas City ;
Harry Lefholtz, Omaha ; Dave Nelson,
Des Moines ; Louis V. Kuttnauer,
St. Louis.
will be in Detroit tomorday.Grainger
row, remaining until Wednesday, and
will return to New York on ThursEinfeld
(Continued from page 1)
drawn for a studio in the Hollywood
area. Einfeld confirmed the Frawley
report in part, stating that such a deal
is ready for execution if other plans
now in formation require it, but made
it clear no final decision on this point
has been reached.
In any case, Einfeld said, start of
actual company operations will not
await building of a new plant, but will
get under way before the end of the
year and after he has made a New
York trip late this month or early
next month for conferences on several
aspects of the enterprise. His associates, he said, include both industry figures and others from outside the business, and details or scope of their
undertaking cannot be divulged at this
time. He declined to discuss distribution, but stated that actors and directors already are being contracted.
Johnston to Coast
In Next 2 Weeks
Washington, Oct. 7.— Eric Johnston will make his first trip to Hollywood as president of the MPPDA
within the next two weeks or thereabouts, the major item on his schedule to be discussions with the pro' respecting
the employment ofducers
a there
full-time
paid president
for
the latter's association.
While on the coast, Johnston will
talk with company officials about a
number of matters, including his plans
for concerted all-industry action on
major problems, phases of his proposal
for creation of a Motion Picture Institute and a Warner Bros. -United
Artists reunion with the MPPDA.
'Sue' Preview Set
Monogram's "Sunbonnet Sue" will
be previewed tomorrow morning at the
Normandie Theatre, here.

SUSTAINED
NATIONAL
ADVERTISING!
Not just one shot and run, but
a consistent campaign

in the

biggest and best magazines:
The schedule:
LIFE
Issues of Sept. 10, 24;
Oct. 2, 22; Nov. 5, 19LOOK
Issues Oct. 2, 30; Nov. 13, 27.
REDBOOK
Issues Sept., Oct., Nov.
SAT. EVENING
Issue Nov. 10.

POST

LIBERTY
Issues Sept. 22; Oct. 6, 20;
Nov. 3, 17.
TIME
Issues Sept. 3, 17; Oct. 1, 15,
29; Nov. 12, 26.
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Motion

Trial

Picture

Daily

Starts

Monday, October 8, 1945
Accessories

Review
{Continued from page 1)

{Continued from page 1)
"the New York
in 1938,
the
Government
filedsuit,"
anti-trust
actions
against the Schine Circuit at Buffalo,
Crescent Amusement, Nashville, and
Griffith Amusement Co., Oklahoma
City. The Crescent case was the first
to be tried and resulted in a Government victory, a court order having
been entered requiring a breakdown of
the
units. circuit's operations into small
The Schine case was tried last year
and a decision has not yet been handed down. Trial of the Griffith case
w7as completed in Oklahoma City last
week and a decision is not expected for
several months.
Arnold Files Suit
Thurman Arnold, then Assistant
Attorney General in charge of the
anti-trust division, personally filed the
New York suit, in 1938, in the names
of Attorney General Homer S. Cummings and U. S. District Attorney
Lamar Hardy. Three other Attorney
Generals, Robert Jackson, Francis
Biddle and Tom C. Clark, have had a
hand in the case since then. The
original trial was adjourned after four
days in New York Federal Court.
Government and defense representatives worked out a compromise settlement thereafter. A consent decree was
finally approved on Oct. 29, 1940, by
Judge Henry W. Goddard. It included Loew's, Paramount, RKO,
Warner Bros, and 20th Century-Fox,
the "five defendants with affiliated circuits. Columbia, United Artists and
Universal, also defendants in the suit,
never joined in the decree. The consent decree w:as for a three-year trial
term and went into effect on Nov. 20,
1940.
Even before the expiration of the
decree's three-year trial term, the Department ofJustice indicated that further reforms of industry trade practices were desired. In the early summer of 1943 the present Attorney General, Tom Clark, who was then in
charge of the film case in the antitrust division of the Department of
Justice started to study the film industry situation and to hold discussions
with defendants.
Unable to Agree
Negotiations for a new consent decree continued for more than a year,
but the two sides were unable to arrive at terms and the Government
moved, in August, 1944, to bring the
suit to trial again. New conferences between the Department of Justice and
the distributor-defendants, starting in
August, 1944, as well as preliminary
court hearings, only served to emphasize that an impasse existed and the
court trial, which starts this morning,
was the result.
The original trial was presided over
by Judge Goddard, and the new trial
will be presided over by a three-judge
statutory, or expediting court, with
Judge Augustus N. Hand, U. S. Circuit Judge, presiding, aided by U. S.
District Court Judges John Bright
and Goddard.
The Government is seeking principally to divest the five distributor defendants with affiliated circuits, of
these circuits and "reform" some
trade practices of all eight defendants.
The Government contends that the
distributors, through cross-licensing,
clearance provisions, setting of minimum admission prices and other trade
practices, have a monopoly in the in-

"Kitty" .
{Paramount)
IT was chiefly a feminine audience which gathered for the trade-showing oi
"Kitty" at the Normandie Theatre, here, Friday morning. Accidental or
otherwise, it was a setup, for the London
adventures of Paulette Goddard,
back there in 1783-84, turned out to be duck soup, downed with evident enjoyment. The conclusion drawn thereby is that "Kitty" will get approximately
an identical reaction from the gentler side of theatre audiences up and down
the land. It is what used to be described as a chambermaid's delight.
The picture, undeniably, is box-office. Its 104 minutes are too many minAction lilies,
is repetitive.
a cinchat Miss
Goddard finish.
and RayAllMilland,
one ofutes.them
will get It's
together
the delayed
this andneither
more

to come ceivedbeing
it is, "Kitty,"
nevertheless,
is a piece
merchandise
conin high what
temperature
and kept
at a consistent
boilingof point
throughout.
Its principal characters are not nice people. Miss Goddard, it is discovered
at the end, after a lot of other ideas are built up, is a foundling sold into service and raised in thievery and trickery ; also, as she herself explains, in whatever goes along. Milland is an outstanding example of dissolute British peerage
with aForeign
record.Office.
It ranges
from debtor's
to discharge
under activities
a cloud
from the
It embraces
a wideprison
assortment
of dubious
pivoting around Miss Goddard and her precipitous rise from guttersnipe to
duchess over the corpses of two husbands. Milland's aunt, Constance Collier,
is just a drunk and a co-conspirator of considerable parts in helping him along
his broad road of assorted knaveries. Miss G's first husband gets plopped —
but good — by a friendly scullery maid ; No. 2, is the doddering Duke of Malmunster, played on the fringes of burlesque by Reginald Owen. She marries
him, too, and bears him a child, but forgets to advise the offspring should
have been accredited to the first spouse.
But Miss Goddard does the things she does to please Milland and to help
him. In fact, she's all set to marry Patric Knowles in round three only this
time it's for spite. Milland here gets hep to himself, realizes it's love he's
been denying, exposes the heroine's cloudy beginnings before the noble eyes
of the third intended who intends going through anyway. No shakes, 'though.
She's for Milland, and Milland is for her. Love, meandering its checkered
way through literature, has been known to reach its predestined level by many
strange devices. Most of them seem to have found their way into this film
version of the novel by Rosamond Marshall, out of a screenplay by Darrell
Ware and Karl Tunberg.
London of that day made for picturesque settings, gowns, trappings and
dialogue. "Kitty" occasionally gets ponderous with its "egads," its "la-da-das"
and its "zounds," but there is considerable on the lighter side, too, mainly
through efforts aimed at converting Miss Goddard into a lady.
She is fetchingly photographed and performs admirably. Her Cockney is
a trifle difficult to take, but her adventures corporeal — that's another matter.
Milland is good and this goes particularly for Miss Collier and Cecil Kellaway, the latter as Thomas Gainsborough.
Beautifully produced by Tunberg, "Kitty" is an eyeful as well as an eyeraiser. Calibrated to the high voltage is Mitchell Leisen's direction. He
certainly kept the chills out.
Running time, 104 minutes. Adult audience classification. Release date, Jan.
RED Kann
25 1946.

dustry. Itwill seek to prove its case
of industryintroduction
through s theas evidence
possibly
without
document
reexcept
witness,
single
a
calling buttal. The defendants will call inmany
witnesses.
The Government's case will be presented by Robert L. Wright, Special
Assistant to U. S. Attorney General
Clark. He will be assisted by a Department ofJustice staff brought here
from Washington, including Philip
Marcus, Horace T. Morrison, Gerald
and New York representaA. Herrick
tives Harold Lasser and John R.
Xiesley, among others.
An extensive array of top industry
legal talent and outside counsel will
participate in the defense, including
such outside talent as John W. Davis, for Loew's ; Judge Joseph M.
Proskauer, Warner Bros. ; Whitney
North Seymour, Paramount'; George
Leisure, RKO ; John Caskey, 20thCentury-Fox; J. J. Irvine, Granville
Whittlesey and Roy W. McDonald,
RKO ; Albert Bickford, Paramount ;
Tom Pride, 20th-Fox, and Alvin Van
Bergh, Warner Bros.
Industry attorneys will include
Paramount's Austin C. Keough,
Louis Phillips, Richard Morgan and
Charles Broude ; Warner's Robert
Perkins. Howard Levinson, Miles Alben and Morris Ruffman ; Loew's J.
Robert Rubin, Stanley Thompson, Ben

Gilman

Organizing

Booking Combine
Minneapolis, Oct. 7.— Irving Gilman, formerly of the Universal sales
force here, is organizing a buying and
booking service for the Minneapolis
area. Frank Mantzke, former Universal branch manager in this terribegan operationseveral
of a buyingbookietory,combination
months
ago.
MPPDA Reserves Title
Albany, N. Y., Oct. 7.— Motion
Picture Producers and Distributors of
America, has registered the name
American Motion Picture Association,
Inc., with the Secretary of State. The
new name will be used either as a
shorter substitute fpr the present MP
PDA title, oi* as the name of the industry institute which Eric Johnston,
announced recently when elected president of the organization. ^
■
Melnicker and Max Rose ; ^SKO's
Gordon E. Youngman
and Schjgiel,
William'
Zimmerman.
Also : Adolph
for
Universal
;
Edward
C.
and
■.
Raftery, United Artists, and Gf-Louis
D. Frohlich, Columbia.
Benjamin Pepper has been acting as
executive overall coordinator on trial
preparations, assisted by Irving Cohen.

during
its executive committee session.
The meetings of TED PA and
TESMA Friday and Sunday, as well
as the joint meeting on Saturday,
were heavily attended. The full day
TEDPA meet Friday was a closed
session during which individual dealer
problems were aired.
Yesterday the dealers and manufacturers were addressed by D. B. Joy,
general sales manager of National
Carbon Co., C. R. Stover, district engineer, Midland Lamp Division, General Electric Co., L. P. Hanson, chief
engineer of U. S. Air Conditioning
Co.'s Marine Division and Nathan
Golden, motion picture officer of the
Department of Commerce. Nash
Weil of Wilkin Theatre Supply, Atlanta, cancelled his scheduled talk due
to laryngitis.
i-ast night, Jack Kirsch, president
of Allied of Illinois, was principal
speaker at the banquet which was
toast mastered by Ray Colvin,
TEDPA's secretary. He voiced the
exhibitors' thanks to the dealers and
manufacturers for their efforts to supply the theatres during the trying war
days and assured them of peace time
support from theatre operators.
To Revive Theatre Equipment
And Supply Mfrs.' Assn.
Chicago, Oct. 7.— Over 50 theatre
equipment manufacturers and their
representatives voted on Friday to
revive the long dormant Theatre
Equipment and Supply Manufacturers
Association. At the same time, E. A.
Williford of Ansco and Oscar Neu of
Neu-Made Products, resigned as
president and secretary-treasurer, respectively, to permit an election of
new officers.
Neuat presided
at Friday's
held
the Edgewater
Beach meeting
Hotel,
here, assisted by W. C. Kunzman of
National Carbon, as temporary secretary. It was voted to appoint a membership committee and bring into
TESMA the more than 200 manufacturers operating in the country.
The manufacturers also discussed a
plan which would eliminate their participation as exhibit space buyers in
state wide exhibitor conventions and
devote their entire efforts to three
national exhibitor conventions held
annually in key sections of the country. It was felt that such a plan
would result in more efficient and
economical merchandising of their
products. No action was taken at that
meeting. The plan was introduced
by Harold Wendt, advertising agency
executive of Toledo, O., and was formulated by leading manufacturers.
TESMA will also ask for support
from film producers to help make the
exhibitor conventions more popular
and to give the exhibit spaces a greater audience appeal. Neu stated that
the producers will furnish stars and
will hold screenings of new films on 1
convention floors.
V
The meeting was the first TESMAV
has held since 1936.
First English Release
English Films, here, announces, as
its first release of the new season, the feature Technicolor production "Western Approaches." w:hich
was made by Crown Film Unit, London.
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STANDEES
Yes, they're CUT OUT . . . and properly NAMED, too . . . because they
promote that happy SRO condition that rings the bell at your Box
Office * * * Dedicated to the proposition that "if they STOP your patrons,
they'll SELL them", STANDEES do a colorful, action-packed job of making
your patrons STOP— LOOK and buy a ticket! *** They're cut out to
SELL SEATS for you . . . whether you use them in your LOBBY. . . your
FOYER ... in the Window of a neighboring merchant ... or in that
unused corner that SHOULD be selling seats! * * * See them at any NSS
exchange . . .THEN . . . contract for them on all your BIG Attractions . . .
and buy them OUTRIGHT on SERIALS * * * They're Low in Price, too . . .
and they'll cut some fancy figures on your Box Office Statements # # #
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NEW
Circuit

A

'Monopoly,'
Asserts
Court

Change in Control Is
Ordered; Appeal Likely

YORK, U.S.A., TUESDAY, OCTOBER

Goodman

in

Post
Export
Morris Goodman has been elected a
vice-president of the Motion Picture
Export Association. He was formerly head of the foreign department
of Republic
Pictures here.
At the request of Brig.
Gen: Robert A.
McClure, Chief
of the Information Control
vision of Dithe
Office of Military Government in Gerc i a t i omany,nthe assohas
agreed to loan
Goodman to the
Control DiviMorris Goodman
sion, to sociated
be withas-Fred J. Schwartz in
(Continued on page 10)

Buffalo, Oct. 8.— The Government's contentions that the Schine
Circuit and affiliates maintained an
unlawful combination through
which they obtained a monopoly of
theatre operations in their territories
in violation of the Federal anti-trust
laws, was upheld in a 45-page opinion
filed in U. S. District Court here today by Judge John C. Knight.
Judge Knight directed that a
decree be issued requiring that
the defendants "be dissolved,
realigned or reorganized in
their ownership and control, so
that fair competition between
them and other theatres may
be restored and hereafter be
35 More Injured at
maintained."
The opinion said that the method of
dissolution, realignment or reorgani- Studio Picket Line
(Continued on page 11)
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Owners
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Doolittle Praises
Industry War Work
Hollywood, Oct. 8. — Gen.
James H. Doolittle told 100
top film executives at a meeting of the Hollywood Victory
Committee at the Beverly
Wilshire Hotel that "Hollywood is a vast educational institution, daily moulding the
opinions of millions of Americans, young and old, and its
potentialities as an instrument for good are boundless.
Millions of men who were in
foxholes and behind the lines
will bear testimony of what
Hollywood has done."

Of

U.S.

vs.

CASE

IV, Y. lst-Runs
Doing

Nicely

There are many top-money attractions on Broadway this week,
with mostly holdovers and only a
few new bookings. "Weekend at
the Waldorf," "Blithe Spirit" and
"The Story
of G. I.forJoe"
debut
and results
the made
three their
are
favorable. Holdovers prosperously
continue to dominate the scene. "The
House on 92nd Street," "Her Highness and the Bellboy," "Love Letters,"
"Mildred Pierce," "Duffy's Tavern,"
"Rhapsody
Man"
are amongin Blue,"
those "Wonder
still showing
strength.
"Weekend at the Waldorf," with
a stage presentation at the Music
Hall, scored with $78,000 for the first
four days and will complete its first
week in the neighborhood of $125,000.
"Blithe Spirit," at the Winter Garden, drew a healthy $23,000 in its first
four days and on the basis of this the
picture will run six to seven weeks,
a theatre spokesman said. "The
Story of G. I. Joe" won marked
at the Globe in a regularapproval
run
beginning, taking $12,500 for the
first three days, but competing with
ena concurrent
itself in (Continued
on pageroadshow
11)

Hollywood, Oct. 8. — Renewed violence flared at Warner's studio this
morning as workers tried to charge
'a picket line of more than 1,000
"strikers, assembled in defiance of a
Theatre Checking
Superior Court injunction limiting
pickets to 18 at each gate. ThirtyIndianapolis, Oct. 8. — Associated five persons were injured, eight of
Theatre Owners of Indiana has passed them requiring hospitalization. Report(Continned on page 10)
a resolution condemning "a coordinated effort on the part of the supposedly competitive distributors to
compel all exhibitors to submit to inspection of their theatres and the
at N.
checking of box office receipts by rep- Sidelights
(Continued on page 10)

Indiana

Y.

Trial

Paramount

IF courtroom seats for the opening
day of U. S. vs. Paramount et al
had been for sale, speculators would
have taken a licking. Room 110 in
the U. S. Court House, scene of the
trial, seats more than 300 spectators.
Fewer than half the seats were occuterday.pied during the morning session yes•
There were about 50 lawyers on
hand, including these present only as
observers. The Government had a
half-dozen legal aides; the defendants
about 30, am average of 3^4 lawyers
for each of 8 defendants. A dozen reporters usurped the• jury box.
A dearth of humor marked the
opening session. The only snicker

TEN CENTS

9, 1945

came when Whitney North Seymour, making the opening for
Paramount, apologized for repeating before Judge Henry W. Goddard what the jurist had heard before from Thomas D. Thacher, chief
Paramount counsel in 1940. Brushing aside the compliment to his
memory, Judge Gdddard urged the
attorney to disregard the past and
promised
an present.
effort to keep interested in the
Robert L. Wright, Assistant Attorney General and chief trial counsel
for the Government, consumed an
hour and 45 minutes in his opening
address, and didn't pause for water.
Wright speaks
in aon monotone.
After
(Continued
page 6)
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TRIAL

Deny Acting Together
And Ask Individual
Monopolies Be Proven
By MILTON LIVINGSTON
Counsel for several of distributor
defendants in the New York film
anti-trust suit attacked the very
basistrial
of the
Government's
as
the
started
in U. S. case
District
Court here yesterday, by denying that
there is any inter-relation between the
distributors and claiming that as individual companies they could not
possibly be accused of being monopolies.
A full page of pictures — most
of them taken by a staff photographer— of principals in the
Government's New York antitrust case, as taken at Federal
Court, Foley Square, on the
opening of the case yesterday,
appears on page 7.
The basis of the Government's
charges is that the distributor defendants act in concert and thereby control
the distribution and exhibition of pictures in the U. S. The attacks against
the Government's position came during
opening
statements of counsel for
Fox.
Paramount, Loew's and 20th CenturyRobert L. Wright, Special Assistant to U. S. Attorney General Tom
Clark, had told the three judge court,
including Judges Augustus N. Hand,
Henry W. Goddard and John Bright,
that the Government will rest its case
on the introduction of documents
showing the
inter-relation
(Continued
on. page of6) distribuHigh

Court

Arthur's

Spurns

Appeal

Washington, Oct. 8. — Appeal of
Harry Arthur, St. Louis circuit owner,
from the dismissal by the New York
Federal District Court of his petition
to intervene in the consent-decree suit,
was dismissed today by the Supreme
Court, which ruled in the first orders
issued for the 1945-46 term, that it had
no jurisdiction in the matter.
The Court failed to rule on the only
other motion picture case pending, the
appeal of the Jackson Park Theatre,
Chicago, (Continued
from a Circuit
on pageCourt
10) reversal
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NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK.pres
ident from
of Loew's,
has arrived on
the Coast
New York.
•
Capt. David B. Dash, former flying fortress navigation squadron leader
and holder of the Distinguished Flying Cross, has joined Post Pictures
Corp. as assistant to Harry Post,
president.
•
Nate J. Blumberg, president of
Universal ; Joseph A. McConvtlle,
vice-president and foreign manager,
and Joseph H. Seidelman, vice-president and export manager, have arrived in London from New York.
•
Capt. Gene Markey, director of
Navy Photographic Services, has returned to duty in Washington, D. C,
after hospitalization in California and
Maryland for a tropical ailment.
•

Hollywood, Oct. 8. — Joseph D.
Nunan, Jr., commissioner of the Bureau of Internal Revenue, arrived here
today for conferences with local officials to speed up a drive against tax
evasion in California.
Nunan told Motion Pitture Daily
that an investigation will be hade of
stock transactions involving independent producers and stars. One tax
evasion device, he said, has been the
incorporation for an individual picture
and sale of the stock by the new company to a star at a nominal price.
Subsequently the company would repurchase the stock at a higher evaluation. The star would then list the
transaction as a 'capital gain' rather
than 'income'
and pay a substantially
lower
tax.
Accompanying Nunan are Norman
Daniel Cann, deputy commissioner in
charge of the income tax unit, and J.
P. Wenchel, chief counsel for the BuPhilTheatre,
'Rapp, Albany,
manager will
of Fabian's
State
make a
reau of Internal Revenue.
return trip to Leahy Clinic, Boston,
for observation.
•
'306' Meets
F. J. A.andMcCarthy,
Universal's
with Southern
Canadian sales
manager,
left
New
York
for
Chicago
yesRandforce, Skouras terday.
•
Jack Shea, broker for the M. A.
Herman
president Local
of I'ATSE
New
YorkGelber,
Projectionists
No. Shea Circuit, left the Salem, Mass.,
Hospital
306, and the union's negotiating com- in
Florida.yesterday for a month's rest
mittee, met yesterday with representa•
tives of Randforce and Skouras in
Tom Bailey, co-ordinator of the
continued contract discussions. The
Hollywood Division of the War Acunion's
committee
tivities Committee, has left the Coast
last weeknegotiating
to accept an
offer of voted
a IS
per cent increase from RKO and for New York and Washington.
•
Loew's
theatre representatives,
subject to ratification
of the membership.
Ben Kalmenson, general sales
It is retroactive to Sept. 1, when the manager for Warners, has returned
old contract expired.
to New York from Boston.
After an agreement has been
reached between the union and SkouHugh Owen, Paramount division
ras and Randforce, a general member- manager,
will leave Sunday on a tour
ship meeting will be called to approve of his territory.
the new two-year contracts with the
major and independent circuits, a
Victor Francen is in town from
union ture
'spokesman
told Motion Pic- the Coast.
Daily yesterday.
Participating
in last
Hal Wallis will arrive in Hollytiations, in addition
to week's
Gelber, negowere
wood from New York today.
Charles Moskowitz of Loew's ; L. E.
Thompson, RKO, and Richard Walsh,
president of the 'IA.'
F eld Leaves 'U' to
RKO
Weighs
Debt Produce on His Own
Hollywood, Oct. 8. — Milton H.
Refund Arrangement Feld, Universal executive, has reOfficers and directors of RKO have
signed from the company, effective
had under consideration for some Dec. 1, to enter independent productime a plan which contemplates the
tion. His industry career began in
refunding of the underlying debt of 1909, and he has since engaged in exhibition, distribution and production.
subsidiary companies and the redemption of the outstanding preferred stock He joined Universal in 1938 as an executive producer.
of RKO, according to Floyd Odium,
board chairman.

First M-G-M Import
"The Last Chance," produced in
Switzerland by Lazar Wechsler
, will
be the initial film to be released here
under M-G-M's new policy of importing foreign films, it is disclosed by
Arthur M. Loew, president of M-G-M
International Corp. Nine languages
are spoken in the film, with English
predominating.

Kennedy to Build
Joseph P. Kennedy, onetime film executive and former Ambassador to
Great Britain, has purchased for $1,700,000 a two-story building on Lexington Avenue, here, on which he will
build - a 2,800-seat theatre, according
to
Johnbroker.
J. Reynolds,
real
estate
Kennedy Kennedy's
will take title
to the property from the Bowery Savings Bank the end of next month.
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BARNEY BALABAN, president of
letter Cowan presents
Paramount, will leave for Holly"STORY OF
wood tomorrow night.
•
ERNIE
PYLE'S
Stellan Dahlstedt, head of the
technical department of the A. B.
Svensk Circuit, Sweden, was honor
guest at an RKO Radio foreign de6. 1. JOE
partment luncheon at the Holland
House here yesterday.
starring BURGESS MEREDITH os ERNIE PYLE
•
Directed by William A. Wellman
Harry F. Shaw and Louis Brown,
Released thru United Artists
division manager and publicity representative, respectively,
of were
Loew'sin
Poli New England
Theatres,
mmGotham
BRANDT'
B'woylobe
at 46th SSt. Q
G
B'woy bhrnui
at 47th St.s
Boston over the weekend.
•
All2 Seats
Reserved
BRANDT'S
Popular
Prices
Shows
Daily
Continuous
Abe Kramer of the Associated CirPerformances
3 Shows Sat., Sun. & Hoi.
cuit, Cleveland, and Mrs. Kramer
have gone to California to visit their
daughter, PRC actress Hope Adams.
NOEL COWARD'S
•
"BLITHE
SPIRIT"
In Blushing Technicolor
Sam Horwitz, assistant manager of
CONTINUOUS
PERFORMANCE
POPULAR
PRICES
Loew's
Mrs
RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS
Horwitz Poli,
have Hartford,
returned toand
Hartford
from New York.
•
WINTER GARDEN Ti"
Clyde Blasius, 20th Century-Fox
manager in Salt Lake City, has re
WALT ADVENTURES
DISNEY'SOF
WONDERFUL
turned to his headquarters after ;
Coast visit.
pinocchio
•
TH
William
W. Friedman, United
Distributed by RKO Radio Pictures, Inc.
Artists booker in New York, has en
WEEK T technicolor
MERRY
WtWS
tered the Naval Hospital, Philadel
830 A.M.
g
phia, for a check-up.
•
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rube Jackter, Columbia assistant
50TH ST. & 6TH AVE.
general sales manager, returned to
New York yesterday from the Coast
Ginger Rogers • Lana Turner
Walter Pldgeon BL
• Van Johnson
•
«»st
REPU IC B
Robert Schless, Paramount Euro"WEEK-END
XAVIER CU GATATandTHEhis WALDORF"
ORCHESTRA
pean-division manager, was scheduled
to return to Paris yesterday.
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
SPECTACULAR
STAGE
PRESENTATION
•
Alexander Hall, Columbia direc
tor, arrived in New York from the
ON SCREEN
IN WILLIE
PERSON
Coast yesterday.
Frank
•
'ANCSINATRA
HORS
.(athryn GRAYSON
HOWARD
J. J. Unger, United Artists Western
Gene KELLY
sales manager, has arrived in Chicago
from New York.
PROF.
•
LAMBERTI
Mitchell Rawson of the M-G-M
publicity department left New York
for the Coast yesterday.
PARAMOUNT Presents ED GARDNER'S
"DUFFY'S
TAVERN"
Allied Names Conway
Featuring 32 Hollywood
Stars
AWEI
INGHPERSON
'
THE
ANDREWS
SISTERS
plus TIM
To Aid Samuelson
HERBERT. VIC SCHOEN and His Orchestra
Philadelphia, Oct. 8.— Allied of
Eastern Pennsylvania has appointed
Joseph Conway as assistant to general
Broadway
manager Sidney Samuelson. The new
Samuel Gofdwyn
post was created last week by the
AST0R
board of governors to boost membership in the organization and also to
and 45th St.
DANNY KAYE
CONTINUOUS
bring various services of the group
presents
closer to members.
PRICES
POPULAR
B'WAY &
"Wonder
Man"
In Technicolor
SEVENTH WEEK

PALACE

47th St.

1
"BACK
to BATAAN"
Starring John WAYNE
. Anthony QUINN
An RKO RADIO PICTURE
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Good heavens, no. I'm looking fa
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motion picture Magazine has always
started things the public likes. Its
features have been copied — its flair
has never been matched. It has always been
more in
fun to read. There's
glamour
galore
arevery bright page,
but Motion Picture doesn't get silly.
First, foremost, and finest of all
screen magazines — ask the people
who see your pictures.

Are you photogenic.
Fred Allen?
4 1 look like a stray whiff
» of ectoplasm with a
nose stuck on it. But, anyway, that's my own hair
I'm wearing, not a blowout
patch like Benny.

^\ How would you earn a
Oc • living, Miss Lamour, if
you were riot an actress?
I would just starve or
to get a
/T»
ehelse I'd tohave
rich husband
support me.
I'm not trained for anything.
The only other
u jobs I've had
were A
running an elevator
and working in a factory.

Bill Bendix, do you
wish you were handsome?
No, I've reconciled
A myself to the fact that
I have a face only my wife
and agent could love.

Mdfioh Picture
MA6AZ/A/E THINKS AHBAb!
FAWCETT PUBLICATIONS, INC.
World's Largest Publishers of Monthly Magazines
1501 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.
295 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
8555 Sunset Blvd., West Hollywood 46, Calif.

7?

In what way, Randolph
Scott, are your tastes
lowbrow?
I never read poetry. I
don't like champagne

A
and I don't understand the
Russian ballet.

6

Hit

Motion

u.s.

Case

(Continued from page 1)
tor defendants in the conduct of their
activities of selling and exhibiting
films.
General strategy of the distributor
defendants as seen on the opening day
of the trial, which, it is estimated,
might run 10 weeks or longer, is to
make it necessary for the Government
to prove a case against each distributor defendant separately, rather than
link them together.
Opening statements were made by
Whitney North Seymour, for Paramount; John W. Davis, for Loew's,
and John Caskey, for 20th CenturyFox, for the first three of the eight
defendants, and by Robert L. Wright,
presenting the Government's case.
In his opening statement, Davis indicated that the defendants might insist that the Department of Justice
prove that monopolies exist in each
of the 73 cities of the United States
with populations of 100,000 or over in
which the Department claims the defendants have control.
Attacks made by Davis and other
counsel for the distributors against
the basis of the Government's case
were predicated on the idea that certain provisions of the consent decree
as they apply to run and clearance remain in force and the Department,
therefore, cannot turn around and try
to hold the companies guilty of
monopoly violations in pursuing the
trade practices which the court had
accepted in 1940 as being equitable.
Davis tochallenged
the Department's
ability
prove a case
of monopoly
against each defendant separately and
indicated that a move might be made
to have the Department's case dis-

Picture

Daily

Sidelights

Review

"Phantom
(Republic)

of the
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(Continued from page I)
Plains"

Hollywood, Oct. 8
Producer William O'Sullivan and associate producer R.
E XECUTIVE
G. Springsteen have maintained the consistently
high standard of Republic's "Red Ryder" series in the latest of "Red's Western adventures.
It is She
AlicefallsFleming,
the inimitable
'Duchess'
into Englishman.
trouble this
time.
for the as
smooth
talk and fancy
ways who
of a gets
visiting
At his urging, she sells her profitable stagecoach line, and is on her way —
with the money — to what she fondly believes will be a happy honeymoon. Her
cowboy
friend — phvyed
usual
by "Wild
— discovers
that the
suave Englishman
is not aswhat
he seems
to be,Bill'
but Elliott
is in reality
an understudy

the first hour a number of spectators
were nodding. ■
•
Wright told the court it's really a
simple
and shouldn't
take longwillto
hear. case
He said
the Government
base its case on the documentary evidence supplied by the defendants. The
most the defense can do, he said, is
explain why these things were done
and added that much of that will be
immaterial. After talking an hour
and
he said he saw no
time. three-quarters
reason
why the trial should take much

for "Bluebeard," with a nasty habit of marrying women for their money, and
then chopping them up in pieces.
There is an exciting chase toward the close of the picture, with 'Red' pur•
suing the villain and the trusting bride-to-be. A pitched battle ensues aboard
Wright
wrapped
up his divorcethe stagecoach, and the curtain falls on a victorious 'Red.' several vanquished
ment issue so compactly he left the
villains,
and
a
sadder
and
wiser
'Duchess.'
court
with
the
impression
that
Outstanding in the supporting cast is Ian Keith, as the Englishman. Bobby
there were only five defendant comBlake appears as 'Little Beaver.' Lesley Selander was the director, and the
original screenplay was written by Earle Snell and Charles Kenyon.
"What about these other defendRunning time. 56 minutes. General classification. Thalia Bell panies.
ants?," Judge Augustus Hand
asked after Wright had sat down.
"They've made illegal agreements
representing Fitelson and Mayers.
missed by today. He declared em- ACLU counsel, was taken under ad- with the other five," was the gist of
W right's reply.
phatically that Loew's will insist upon
visement byJudge Hand and no rulbeing encetried
alone
without
any
refering was made, since the defendants
to the other defendants.
•
Wright introduced several charts to opposed the motion on the grounds
Attorneys
for
the
'LittleandThree":
Unishow playoffs of pictures in outlining cnat the Department represented the Columbia, United Artists
versal,
sat
apart
from
the counsel for
public
interest
the Government's case. He pointed
Paramount and 20th Century-Fox the 'Big Five.' Legal battery for the
out that the Department of Justice in- then
filed answer briefs to the De- former includes Edward and George
tends to rely upon documents alone in
establishing violations of the Sherman
partment's trial brief.developed during Raftery, Arthur Driscoll, Louis FrohSome discussion
Arthur Schwartz and Adolph
Act by the defendants without resort- the sessions as to the legality of ad- lich.
Schimel.
ing to witnesses, except in possible
rebuttal of testimony or evidence.
mitting reports of arbitration proceed•
Wright started his opening statement
ings as trial evidence with the DeSpectators in court yesterday inpartment indicating that it intended to
to the court following the attempt of
cluded Abram F. Myers, chairman
and the defendants in- and general counsel of Allied States;
i the
American
Union
to use the reports
intercede
in theCivil
case Liberties
as a friend
of the
dicated that this move will be op- Herman Levy, MPTOA general counsel; W. A. Stcffcs, Minneapolis excourt to protect the public's interest
In a lengthy opening statement for
in motion pictures. The ACLU mohibitor leader; Leonard Goldenson,
tion made bv Harold J. Sherman. posed.
Paramount, Seymour traced the his- 'vice-president of Paramount in charge
tory of Paramount's
operations of theatre operations; Jesse Stern
to indicate
a lack theatre
of monopolistic
and Sidney Samuclson, for the Concharacter in the company's distribution
ference ofIndependent Exhibitors; J.
and exhibition practices. "By taking Xoblc Braden of the American Arthe largest and most successful probitration Association, and David Palducers, who also own interests in theaTHE BIGGEST
PLANET IS JUPITER
of the MPPDA theatre
tres, the Government isolates large frcyman
units for attack but, since none alone relations department.
The dearth of operating executives
is large enough or powerful enough,
of
companies at the trial
for its purposes, they are arbitrarily- was defendant
noticeable.
lumped together and then their sep•
arate and independent operations are
The court exhibited interest in
submitted to statistical analysis of du- clearance
and the record of the Arbibious quality as if they were all one,"
tration Appeal Board in dealing with
Seymour said.
clearance complaints. The judges reDemand Clear Explanation
turned to that subject with questions
It was emphasized repeatedly by the several times. Wright said he thought
three counsel that the Government clearance complaints were handled
the limitations of the arwas attempting to put an entire indus- well withinbitration
machinery but that the
try on trial for its trade practices and
BIGGEST
the public could not benefit by the machinerv needed some new gears.
MOTION
PICTURE
EVER PRODUCED...
Government's achieving its objectives. tis Shears. Harold Lasser and Horace
A clear explanation of the Govern- T. Morrison.
ment's charges was also demanded.
Seymour was aided by Albert C.
Wright charged that Paramount and
20th Century-Fox have expanded their Bickford. Austin C. Keough. Louis
Phillips
and Richard Morgan for
circuits by about five per cent since
the consent decree went into effect. Paramount : Davis by H: Hazzard
He said that he expected a speedy Gillespie. J. Robert Rubin. C. Stanley
adjudication of the divorcement issue Thompson and Benjamin Melniker for
involved in the Government suit.
Loew's : Caskey by Richard E.
Davis charged that the Government Dwight and Frederick Pride.
Other counsel present included
has a tends"hobby"
apparently
into ride to which
the end itand
that is that
Judge Joseph M. Proskauer. J. Alvin
the "cure-all" for all troubles in the Van Bergh. Robert W. Perkins and
Howard Levinson. for Warner Bros. :
motion picture industry" is to cut off George Leisure. Granville Whittlesey.
production from exhibition.
All three counsel took occasion in Jr.. Ralston R. Irvine and Gordon E.
RKO : Louis D. Frohlich.
their opening statements to attack as- Youngman,
Arthur H. Schwartz. Irving Moross
of the Government's
citing pectsstatistics
involving case
their while
own and Max H. Rose. Columbia : and Edward C. Raftery. Adolph Schimel.
operations to refute charges.
Counsel representing the Depart- Arthur F. Driscoll and George A.
ment of Justice, besides Wright, were ists.
Raftery for Universal and United ArtPhilip Marcus, John R. Xeisley, Cur-
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against the industry,
the eight-year-old action
Federal court, New York,

Opening
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Trial

of
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vs

Paramount

the Government anti-trust suit
caught by the camera as trial of
was about to get under way in
yesterday.

John W. Davis, counsel for
Loew's
Edward C. Raftery, counsel for United Artists and
Universal

Joseph
Proskauer, Warner
Bros, counsel

Judge Augustus N. Hand

John Caskey (left), Fred W. Pride (right),
20th Century-Fox counsel

Government counsel.
Seated, left to right:
Harold Lasser, Robert
L. Wright, Philip Marcus. Standing, left to
right, Bernard Martin,
John R. Neisley, Lt.
Peter M. Borwick

Austin C. Keough, Paramount general counsel
Robert L. Wright, Chief Government
counsel

Gordon Youngman, RKO
general counsel

Photos of presiding judges by Acme.
All others by staff photographer.
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Kansas City, Oct. 8.— Thirty-six
executives of National Theatres Corp.,
headed by Charles Skouras, president,
and the heads of subsidiary companies, will attend the silver jubilee
dinner honoring Elmer C. Rhoden to
be held here on Oct. 24. National Theatres executives will remain for two
days during which they will hold the
organization's fall meeting.
Other out-of-town guests who have
made reservations are Ben Kalmenson, Roy Haines and Hall Walsh,
Warners ; Spyros P. Skouras, Tom
Connors and W. C. Gehring, 20th
Century-Fox; Robert Mochrie, Walter Branson and Ray Nolan, RKO ;
R.
J.
Interstate
Circuit;
A. H. O'Donnell,
Blank, G. Ralph
Branton
and
Harry Warren, Tri-States Theatres ;
George Skouras, Skouras Theatres
Corp. ; Steve Broidy, Lon Fidler, Ed
Morey and Sol Francis, Monogram ;
Harry Thomas, Reeves Espy, Max
Roth and Jack Adams, PRC; Rudolph Berger and Burtus Bishop, Jr.,
M-G-M ; James R. Grainger, Republic ; Irving Mack, Filmack Co. ;
Harry Taylor, Viking Popcorn Machines, Los Angeles.
Many exhibitors and others from
the Midwest areas also have made
reservations. Total attendance is expected to be 200.'

to Confer

Market;

Chicago, Oct. 8.— The manufacturer
and the dealer looking for world
markets have the greatest opportunity
in the history of the theatre equipment and supply field, the joint meeting of the Theate Equipment Dealers Protective Association and the
Theatre Equipment and Supply Manufacturers Association, in convention
at the Edgewater Beach Hotel, here,
were told by Nathan Golden, motion
picture officer of the Department of
Commerce in Washington. He urged
the members to send representatives
into foreign markets immediately, to
beat foreign competitors, particularly
Great Britain which is expected to
become the greatest competitor.
TESMA officers elected were : president, Oscar Neu of Neumade Products, New York ; vice-president, William Gedris of Ideal Seating Co.,
Grand Rapids ; secretary-treasurer,
Larry Davee of Century Projector.
The latter also heads a committee to
to go to Washington for information
on the surplus property situation. A
committee to bring all association
regulations up to date will consist of
Davee, Gedris, E. J. Vallen of Vallen Manufacturing, Akron ; H. B.
Engel of Devry Corp., Chicago; J.
E. Robin, New York.
Neu told the members that there
will be no radically changed equip-

FREE
&
PETERS,
Inc.
James L. Free, Chairman. H. 35 Injured
Preston Peters, President. Since
1932, exclusive national sales
{Continued from page 1)
representatives of leading radio
stations from coast to coast. ed among those injured was strike
Offices in New York, Chicago, leader Herbert K. Sorrell, who was
Detroit, Atlanta, San Francisco arrested Friday on a charge of disand Hollywood. Now planning
turbing the peace and was to have
post-war expansion in FM and appeared in Burbank Police Court
Television representation.
this morning; the case was put off
the calendar. Five more persons
were arrested as a result of today's
WRIGHT melee, on charges ranging from asSON© VOX, Inc. *to riot.sault with a deadly weapon to inciting
James L. Free, President.
Production Halted
Since 1941, exclusive developers and licensors of Sonovox
Despite the fact that a number of
"Talking and Singing Sound," workers were successful in crossing
exploiting commercial and artis- the picket line, production within the
of Gilbert
Wright'sin studio was virtually at a standstill
basictic uses
patented
invention,
radio and motion pictures. because cameramen failed to report
for work, following an anouncement
Headquarters in Hollywood.
by Russell McKnight, president of
IATSE Film Technicians Local 683,
JAMES
L. FREE
that "we are advising our people
against supporting or participating
PRODUCTIONS
in acts of violence like those exJames L. Free, Producer. Norperienced at Warner Brothers Friman Wright, Director. Headquarters in Hollywood,. Fred
This lowed amorning's
folMitchell, New York Represent
mass meetingdemonstration
of 4,000 strikers
tative. Now producing series last night, when resolutions were
of one-reel quality shorts for adopted
day." condemning the IATSE
major release, plus television: leadership for alleged anti-labor ac"The Wonderful Ears of John- tivities.
nie McGoggin," using Sonovox
Meanwhile, IATSE representative
Talking and Singing Sound. Roy
M. Brewer issued a statement
Also producing motion picture that "the
action of Sorrell and his
commercials for experimental
.associates in .precipitating a labor
movies"
"minute
and
television,
civil
war
just
three days before our
for theatre distribution.
committees were scheduled to sit down
NEW YORK : 444 Madison Ave.
in an effort to adjust the controversy
Plaza 5-4130
is most reprehensible. It is typical
CHICAGO:Franklin
180 IS. 6373
Michigan Ave.
Communist tactics to widen the
breach between the two groups and
HOLLYWOOD: 6331 Hollywood
to prevent a settlement along trade
Blvd., Hollywood 2151
union lines."

Neu

Elected

ment on the market before the 1946
convention and that it will take another year before the flow of supplies will resume its pre-Pearl Harbor pace. Ray G. Colvin, TED PA
executive-secretary, said a survey
shows that eventually 27 per cent
of all projectors will have to be replaced, 11 per cent of sound units, 20
per cent of lamps, 21 per cent of
generators and rectifiers, 37 per cent
of screens and 61 per cent of carC. R. Stover of Western Electric
predicted that black and white fluorescent lighting will be in great depets. mand for theatres. D. B. Joy of National Carbon said his company will
make a carbon of 2,000 candles per
square millimeter, considerably brighter than the sun, adding that the carbon quota is expected to end within
six months.
Colvin was reelected TEDPA secretary-treasurer for two years. The
executive committee, all reelected, includes :F. A. Van Husan, Omaha ;
Joe Hornstein, New York ; William
E. Carroll, Louisville ; Art Thelle,
Omaha.
Joe E. Robin of New York waged a
fight on behalf of independent operators, who he said face a growing
danger from so-called monopolies.
Colvin stated that TEDPA does not
actively support this campaign.
Indiana

on

of

Owners

{Continued from page 1)
resentatives of the distributors, irrespective of whomsoever such representatives may be, whether competent
or incomptent, of good or bad character, or of reasonable qualifications or
none
Alsowhatever."
condemned by the resolution
is "a similar coordinated effort to require the consent of all exhibitors to
blind prices, arbitrary percentage arrangements and other arbitrary requirements which deprive the exhibitors of control of the operating policies
their theatres."
It isof alleged
that, in enforcing such
requirements, the distributors make
threats of contract cancellation and
service suspension.
The association's 19th annual convention will be held at the Indianapolis Athletic Club on Nov. 6, accordretary.
ing to Don R. Rossiter, executive secGoodman
{Continued from paga 1)
supervising distribution of American
films in the American zone. Goodman will immediately take up residence in Munich, Germany.
Brig. General McClure, who arrived
from Frankfurt on Friday, and Gooda meetinghere,
of where
the directorsman,
of theattended
association,
the
General reviewed the film situation
within
his jurisdiction.In anticipation
of the assignment,
Goodman has attended a number of
meetings in Washington with representatives ofthe State and War Departments, tofamiliarize himself with
various phases of and problems incident to the use of American films in
occupied territories.

Report

Louis Lober, M-G-M assistant
regional director for Europe, North
Africa, the Middle and Near East and
former chief of the Office of War Information overseas film bureau, will
go to Washington this week to confer
with Ferdinand Kuhn, chief of the
Interim International Information Service, (formerly OWI), and Joh'f \
Begg, headDivision
of the ofInternational
In*v
formation
the State Department, on a report and recommendations which Lober submitted on'
OWI's foreign motion picture operations.
Lober, who is continuing indefinitely
as consultant to the HIS, will recommend to the State Department, it is
understood, preservation of some of the
functions of the former film bureau,
which was engaged in both production
and distribution, including foreign distribution ofmajor company features.
S. W. Smith, British
Producer, Is Dead
London, Oct. 8.— Sam W. Smith,
57, managing director of British Lion
Film Corp., died in his home in Denham today from an illness contracted
on shipboard when returning from
America recently. Contrary to doctors' advice he attended the company's
relapse. meeting here and suffered a
general
Smith entered the industry in Canada in 1910 and had been identified
with the film business in England
since 1913, as an exporter, renter and
producer.
He pioneered
tion of British
pictures in
in exploitaCanada.
Two

Circuits

Close

For Republic Films
Detroit, Oct. 8. — Circuit deals for
Republic's 1945-46 program were
closed with Publix Great States circuit of 42 theatres in Illinois, and
with the Essaness circuit of 28 theatres in that state, James R. Grainger,
Republic president, reported prior to
his departure from Chicago following a two-day company regional sales
meeting held at the weekend.
Assisting Grainger in the deals was
Will ernBaker,
the company's
district sales
manager. MidwestArthur Case
{Continued from page 1)
of a District Court judgment awarding it$360,000 as treble damages from
a number of major companies under
the Clayton Act.
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zation called for would be left to the
court to decide after further consultaition with Government and defense
representatives.
The opinion noted that the case,
which was tried here last year, involved 4,728 pages of testimony and
\ ,380 exhibits. The case was begun
by the Government in 1939.
Filing of the opinion here came on
the day of the start of trial of the
"Government's anti-trust suit against
the eight major producing-distributing
companies in Federal Court at New
York. It is regarded in industry legal circles here as a much more
sweeping
in the Government's
favor thandecision
the victory
won by the
Department of Justice in the antitrust suit against the Crescent Amusement Co. in Federal Court at Nashville early this year and, in that respect, is believed to be of more significance, as precedent, in both the
current New York suit against the
major companies and in the Government suit against the Griffith Amusement Co., trial of which was completed at Oklahoma City last week.
Appeal Indicated
Schine attorneys indicated that an
appeal would be taken, possibly on the
.grounds that some evidence and testimony admitted over their objections
by Judge Knight was barred by the
Federal Court at Oklahoma City in the
Griffith case, and on other grounds.
Judge Knight said :
is the opinion
this court
that
the"Itdefendants
have ofviolated
Section
1 and Section 2 of the Sherman Act
in that they have maintained an unlawful combination among themselves
by means of which they have unreasonably restrained trade or commerce
among the several states and have
monopolized the business of operating
theatres and the supplying of major
films in various towns and cities, and
that each of the major distributors
herein before named, by the methods
which it has employed in its dealings
with Schine and the independents, has
aided and abetted these defendants in
unreasonably restraining trade or
commerce between the states and the
monopolization of theatre operations.
"The great film buying power of
the defendant corporations gave opportunity to exert pressure on the
distributors to obtain preferences. The
extent of this film buying is demonstrated by the exceedingly large number of theatres controlled by Schine
and the large amount of money which
must have been paid for film rentals.
The aggregate of the amount paid all
distributors in total or for one season
is not shown, but what the 'circuit'
paid six of the major distributors for
features for a single season does appear.
Closed and Open Towns
"This buying power included both
closed and open towns. By combining
the open
towns Schine
in Schine's
deals
with and
the closed
distributors,
was
enabled to dictate terms to the distributors. This ability to dictate terms
was further increased by the authority
of Schine to buy product for theatres
not owned or operated by it. Schine
acquired by purchase or lease 55 theatres from 1922 to 1931 and 80 from
1936 to 1941, inclusive, 15 in 1938 and
15 in 1939.

O'Donnell
Meet

in

PICTURE

Will

Atlanta

Robert J. O'Donnell, Southern
regional chairman for the 'Victory
Loan'state
campaign,
has setexhibitor
a meeting andof
his
distributor,
publicity chairman for Oct. 15 in Atlanta, S. H. Fabian, national chairman, announced here yesterday.
Attending the meeting will be
Fabian, jCharles M. Reagan, national
distributor chairman; Chick Lewis,
campaign coordinator, and Oscar A.
Doob, campaign director.
The following will also attend :
State exhibitor chairmen: R. M.
Kennedy, Harry Nace, J. L. Cartwright, William K. Jenkins, Lew
Hensler, E. V. Richards, Burgess
Waltman, Arthur Lehmann, H. F.
Kincey, Warren Irvin, E. W. Street,
M. A. Lightman and John Q. Adams.
Also state distributor chairmen :
William Zoellner, Charles E. Kessnich, Benn Rosenwald, Luke Conner,
Fred Larned and Phil Longdon.
Also, state publicity chairmen : Bill
"The means and methods employed
by the different defendant corporations through their officers and authorized representatives to obtain a
monopolist control were numerous.
Principally among these were arbitrarily depriving independents of
first and second run pictures, securing unreasonable clearances, making
threats to build 'or open closed theatres to prevent construction or operation by independents, lowering admission prices, obtaining rental concessions, restricting independents who
sold to Schine as to periods and
places of operation, making longtime franchise agreements! covering
the 'circuit.'
"Standing out as clearly indicative
of intent to monopolize are communications and statements by May, Lynch,
Lazar, Hensler and Insley, undisputedly authorized representatives of the
defendant corporations. There are
others from defendant J. Myer
Schine as well."
.
Agreements Prohibited
Judge Knight also ruled that the
Schine circuit shall be enjoined
from monopolizing the supply of major first-run films (if a competitor has
suitable exhibition facilities) and
from monopolizing second-run films.
He prohibits Schine from enforcing
"any existing agreements not to compete or to restrict the use of any real
estate to non-theatrical purposes."
The judge reviewed the growth of
the Schine corporation from its formation in 1920, until at the time
suit was filed in 1939 it had an interest in 175 theatres. He pointed
out that since 1938 the "closed towns"
in which Schine was operating showed
a total increase of 56. In 1941 there
were only three towns in which
Schine's competitors were playing
major film products," he added, and
that "in a single season, 1939-1940
Schine paid $1,647,000 to six film
companies. He concluded :
"The Schine circuit buying power
beyond peradventure was extremely
large and its opportunities to utilize
this power in the purchase of films
to the detriment of its competitors
is apparent. These defendants, together control the largest independent
theatre circuit in the country. For
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15

Wolfson, Hal Kopplin, Emery Austin,
Maurice F. Barr, Roy L. Smart, Sam
Suggs, James Pepper, Cecil Vogel,
Todd Ferguson, Ray Beall.
Fabian, Reagan, Lewis, and Doob
also will attend today's regional meeting called by Sam Pinanski, New England chairman, at the Statler Hotel in
Boston. Also attending this meeting
will be the following:
I. J. Hoffman, Harry F. Shaw, C.
J. Russell, M. J. Mullin, Mel Morrison, Ed Fay, Martin Toohey, Frank
A. Vennett, George W. Horan, Carl
Goe, Lou Brown, Harry Botwick,
Harry Browning, Fenton Scribner,
and Joseph G. Samartano.
Lt. Comdr. Jack Banner, public relations officer of the U. S. Maritime
Service, today will, on behalf of the
Maritime Service, present Irving
Lesser and Morris Kinsler with special citations for their work in the
Seventh War Loan drive.
theatre acquistions and capital im
provement there has been expended
admittedly upwards of $10,948,100,
not including dividend payments on
operation expenses and cash on hand,"
Knight stancessaid,
andSchine
cited was
specific
of where
able into
deprive independents of first-run pictures. One of these was in Lockport
where,tionshe
declared,
negotiawith Schine
for "during
the Palace
Theatre, (John A.) May said it would
be necessary to reopen the Hi-Art,
owned by Schine, to use up the large
volume of product they had bought."
The Judge interpreted May's stateto induce
the salement asof"evidently
the Palacemade"
to Schine.
The
Hi-Art had been closed seven years.

gagement at the Gotham the film got
a modest $3,700 for the same period.
"The House on 92nd Street," at the
Roxy, Revue,"
with Monte
Proser's
"Copacabana
and Carl
Rosario and Antonio
willRavazza
completeanda
second week with a big $77,000.
At the Capitol, "Her Highness and
the Bellboy"
orchestra on the and
stageGene
are aKrupa's
continuing
choice combination.* The terrific first
week's
$85,800
is having
a normal
decline in
its second
week which
will
bring in $71,000; the show will hold.
"Love Letters" at the Rivoli still
moves steadily along and is headed
for $47,000 for its seventh week, only
abusiness.
$5,000 drop"Mildred
under thePierce"
sixth week's
with
Russ Morgan's orchestra gave the
Strand a fairly lively weekend ; it will
gross $60,000
for a second week and
continue. 'Tavern' Strong
"Duffy's Tavern" is still at the
Paramount and is doing nicely. The
film, with the Andrews Sisters on the
stage, completes a fifth week with
$70,000
hold over.
Man" isandstillwillproving
to be "Wonder
a profitable tenant at the Astor, taking in
$24,000 in its 18th week. Another
contender in the longevity stakes,
"Rhapsody in Blue," is sweeping in
$20,000 in its 15th week of playing
time, and is still going.
"Lady on a Train" at the Criterion
finishes its last five days (fourth

week) in with
$18,000; "Shady Lady"
bows
tomorrow.
"Back to Bataan" is ending a fourweek run at the Palace with $17,000,
which dals"
is fair
"George White's Scanfollows; tomorrow.
"The Fall of Berlin" is good for
$13,000 in its second week at the Victoria ;it will be succeeded on Oct. 18
20th Names Daren
by the Warner re-issue, "It All Came
At the Rialto, "River
Hollywood, Oct. 8.— Andre Daven Through."
Gang" will complete its first week
has been named 20th Century-Fox with a gross of $10,000 and will hold
Paris representative, effective Jan. 1.
over.

SHOWS
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NEW
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NEW

AND

- NEW JERSEY and LOS ANGELES
THIEF"
THE
TERRITORIES
ONLY
YORK-NEW

JERSEY

TUESDAY,
OCTOBER
16 also3°i:?6Mp.m.
M-G-M SCREEN ROOM— 630 NINTH AVENUE, N. Y. C.
LOS

ANGELES

TUESDAY,
OCTOBER
16-2:30
P. M.
AMBASSADOR THEATRE — AMBASSADOR HOTEL
NOTE: AT LOS ANGELES "SHE WENT TO THE RACES" ORIGINALLY
SCHEDULED FOR OCTOBER 16 at 2 P.M. WILL BE TRADE SHOWN
INSTEAD AT 10:30 A.M. THAT DAY
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Producers
Move

to

Violence

in RKO

End
Rule

Meet With Sheriff as
Strike Battles Rage

On

Appeal

Managers

RKO Service Corp., which operates
41 theatres in the Metropolitan area,
here, will appeal the recent decision
of the Regional War Labor Board
awarding its managers and assistant
managers a general wage increase,
higher scales and a 48-hour week,
among other provisions, it was
learned here yesterday. Goldwater
and Flynn, RKO counsel, will appeal
to the National War Labor Board
in Washington.
The appeal, it is understood, will
contest practically all of the provisions
of the RWLB award, except noncontroversial issues of vacations and
sick leave, on which the disputing
parties reached agreement. Arbitral-ion procedure and jurisdiction of the
board
on the itmanagers'
case
will alsoto beruleappealed,
was learned.
The RWLB awarded the Motion
(Continued on page 6)
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Dismissal
'LittleAttempt
3'
Aid

Prosperity

Era

Hollywood, Oct. 9. — A warning
A move to continue in peactime the
that the studios do not intend to
public service function that the indussubmit to "continued flouting of the
try filled in war was made yesterday
law and the rights of other human
at Passaic in a convention of Allied
beings"
as
exemplified
in
the
strikers'
siege of the Warner plant was issued
Theatre Owners of New Jersey, who
by representatives of the major compassed
a resolution offering screen
panies today following a meeting with
time to the Government for pictures
Sheriff Eugene/ Biscailuz.
showing "existing conditions which
With Warners' production halted,
threaten to sabotage a postwar period
with several persons injured in continued skirmishes at the picket line,
the same spirit was an address
of fnprosperity."
and with - 450 employes '■-immured inby S. H. Fabian, circuit executive and
side the .studio, the producers, acnational industry chairman of the
cording to" a statement issued tonight,
'Victory Loan' Campaign, who urged,
"appealed ' to the law offices of the
at a banquet at the Ritz Restaurant,
county to •prevent a continuance of
Adams
Will Leave
that an organization be set up to perthe terroristic action."
petuate the Industry's war effort and
"Naturally,'* .they said, "the studios
to handle matters confronting the inwelcome ' those ' loyal Workers who WPB
This Month
dustry and requiring combined strength.
want, .to stay on the job, and they
He cited the need for a liaison bewill use every legal means to protween the industry and the Govern(Continaed on page 6)
ment and stressed the necessity for
Washington,. .Oct- 9. — Stanley B.
Adams, director of the Consumers combating adverse legislation. He
Durable Goods Division, who handled urged an increased effort by exhibiPara. Closes with
tors to make known to the public the
the industry's raw stock supply
through a large part of the war industry's part in the war effort.
All officers were reelected: Harry
period, will leave the War Produc1€0 Brandt Houses
tion Board at the end of this month Lowenstein, president; Ralph Wilkins,
to return to business.
South Jersey vice-president ; Louis
Paramount has closed with Brandt
The division, together with- the Gold, North Jersey vice-president ;
Haskell
Block, secretary; David
radio,
radar
and
other
divisions
of
the
Theatres for its first . 1945-46 block
Hard. Goods Bureau, will Snaper, treasurer, and Edward Lachand its last 1944-45 block, after a lapse Consumers(Continued
(Continued on page 6)
on page 6)
of almost a year during which Brandt
failed to exhibit any Paramount product, it.was learned here yesterday.
Paramount's last block of 1944-45,
Use
of Films
for
its sixth, consists of "Out of This Heavy
World," "Midnight Manhunt," and
"You Came Along." . The first blofk
of 1945-46 consists of "Duffy's Tavern," "Love Letters," "The Lost Industry's
Bond
Drive
Weekend,"
that theatres
Woman."in
There are and
more"Follow
than 100
A
four-point
program for use of the
(Continued on page 5)
Advance Shows Raise
screen' to sell the public the 'Victory
i
: _'
: '. .
Loan' campaign, Oct. 29-Dec. 8, has
Receipts 20-60%
been announced by Oscar A. Doob,
National Deal with
campaign director.
Advance midnight previews,
Spearheading the drive will be
usually held a week or two
Rodriquez Pending
"Hollywood
Victory
Caravan," twobefore an opening, have boostThe 30 Mexican houses for which
reeler produced
by Paramount,
with
ed box office receipts from 20
Bing
Crosby,
Bob
Hope,
Alan Ladd,
20th 'Century-Fox's National Theatres
to 60 per cent, it is shown in
Betty Hutton, Barbara Stanwvck.
is negotiating a large interest ■•• are
a study by Warners covering
Carmen Cavallero and Diana Lynn.
those controlled by Federico Rodrimore than 150 previews in the
With its entertainment are combined a
quez of- Monterrey and members of his
past several months. The refamily, Dan Michalove, general subond-selling 'pitch' and a tribute to the
port
also
shows
that
extended
pervisor of National, disclosed here
industry from Ted R. Gamble of the
playing time has been regis-,
yesterday.
Treasury; 1.200 prints are to be
tered in practically every such
booked throughout the drive.
Completion of arrangements with
case.
There (Continued
will also onbepage
three
5) trailers,
the1 Mexican
Government,
which
has
(Continued on page 6)

By MILTON LIVINGSTON
The Department of Justice introduced its first, and a substantial
portion of its documentary evidence
against
20th and
Century-Fox,
Loew's,
Paramount
RKO at the
trial
of
the
New
York
film
anti-trust
suit
here yesterday.
Counsel for defendants were
unsuccessful in an attempt to
secure authorization from the
three-judge expediting court,
consisting of Judges Augustus
N. Hand, Henry W. Goddard
and John Bright, for a threeweek delay in the trial when
the Department
of Justice
completes the presentation of
its documentary case, possibly
today or tomorrow.
During yesterday's morning session,
Louis D. Frohlich, counsel for Columbia, and Edward C. Raftery, as
counsel for United Artists and Universal, sought to have those three
non-theatre-owning
defendants
dis(Continued on page
5)

GE,

Westinghouse

Sued

as Trusts

The Department of Justice yesterday instituted a civil action in New
York Federal Court, charging General Electric, Westinghouse Electric,
two of their subsidiaries and an association jointly controlled by them
with violations of the anti-trust act.
They manufacture much equipment
used in the film and television fields.
The complaint charges that the companies entered into a cartel arrangement with foreign manufacturers to
fix prices and allocate markets in
various parts of the world and that, in
this country, they agreed to fix prices
between themselves on electrical equipment to major industries for use outside the United States.
The suit(Continued
is the result
on pageof 5)one of sevReviewed

Today

Reviewis onofpage
"People
Are
Funny"
5.
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Personal

SAMUEL GOLDWYN will leave
urday.Hollywood for New York SatJ. E. Perkins, Paramount division
•
manager for Australia, New Zealand
and South Africa, returned to the
Julius Maretz, counsel for Loew's
home office yesterday after circling the Poli New England Theatres, has been
globe and, in a conference with George re-elected vice-president of the New
Weltner, Paramount International Haven County Bar Association.
Herman M. Levy has been re-elected
president, reported that there has been secretary.
no slump in Australian and New Zealand business since V-J Day.
Robert Kessler, manager of the
'Down under,' Perkins found, British Benn Theatre, Philadelphia, is a
pictures have been giving American patient at the Broad Street Hospital
product strong competition recently. there.
There is some speculation about re•
mit ances toAmerican companies folJerry Wechsler, Warner branch
lowing the cancellation of lend-lease,
but the country is expected to follow manager in Cleveland, is recovering
from an infection.
•
England's
lead.production,
Despite local
agitation for native
it continues
A. D. Comeaux, Paramount
at a low ebb, with two films in work,
one of them by Columbia.
auditor, is spending two months in Atlanta.
India Situation
Perkins spent a week in Bombay,
Jerry Norwood of Loew's construcwhere business and production are
tion department, New York, is visiting, in New Haven and Bridgeport.
flourishing. One national film costing
•
$600,000, a local record, is making
A.
G.
Edwards,
manager in
money. The recent Paramount Bom- Salt Lake City, hasPRC
bay exchange fire is thought to have office from Denver. returned to his
been caused by spontaneous combuse
tion. Two other exchanges in India
Lester
Cowan,
independent proalso suffered fire damage recently.
ducer, will leave New York for the
Coast this week.
•
Dinner for Connors,
William Seib, Columbia manager
in Salt Lake City, has gone to Los
Sales Drive Leader
Angeles.
•
Tom J. Connors, 20th Century-Fox
William Schaler of the RKO
vice-president in charge of distribution, was guest of honor at a dinner at Eastern division contract staff, is vathe 21 Club here last night on the occationing inthe Catskills.
•
casion of the company's current "Tom
Sid Rogell, producer, will leave the
Connors
Sales
Drive."
Trade
press
publishers and editors attended.
Coast for New York Friday.
Those present were : Jack Alicoate,
Don Mersereau, Abel Green, Chick
Jack Kirby, Paramount district
Lewis, Mo Wax, Chester Bahn, Tom manager, has gone to Charlotte.
Kennedy, Al Picoult, J. M. Jerauld,
Lionel Toll, Mel Konecoff, Sherwin
Kane, Red Kann, Terry Ramsaye, Cowdin, Prutzman
Martin Quigley, Tom Connors,
Charles Schlaifer and Sam Shain. Arrive in London
London, Oct. 9. — J. Cheever Cowdin, Universal board chairman, and
Wolcott, Manager of Charles D. Prutzman, vice-president
and general counsel, have arrived here
Audience Research
from New York to join Nate J. BlumJames L. Wolcott, who recently re- berg, Universal president; Joseph H.
signed as March of Time production Seidelman, president of Universal International, and Matthew J. Fox, Unimanager, has been named vice-presiversal vice-president, in business condent, general manager and a director
ferences with J. Arthur Rank..
of Audience Research, it was announced here yesterday by Albert E.
Sindlinger, executive vice-president, Miggins Quits; Krier
who said expansion made it impossible
for him to continue to service clients In 20th Europe Post
and handle the business end of ARI
Ben Miggins has resigned as Contihimself.
nental European manager for 20th
Wolcott will make his headquarters Century-Fox. Robert Krier, who has
at Princeton.
been assistant to Miggins, has been
named to succeed him.

Mention
XT ED E. DEPINET, president of
RKO Radio, is back in New
York from Texas.
•
George Josephs, assistant to A.
Montague, Columbia general sales
manager, and Leonard Picker, Columbia producer, arrived in New York
yesterday from Los• Angeles.
Robert Schless, Paramount division manager for Continental Europe,
French North Africa and the Near
East, sailed from Boston for Paris
yesterday.
•
Fred Sliter, 20th Century-Fox
salesman in Albany, is recuperating
at
tion.Hot Springs, Ark., after an opera•
Joseph E. Cohen, former Warner
zone manager in Philadelphia, has entered the Jewish Hospital, that city.
•
Carl Nedley, M-G-M branch manager, has returned to Salt Lake City
from the East.
•
Lou Goldberg, Universal producer,
entered New York Hospital yesterday
for treatment.
•
Charles S. Chaplin, United Artists Canadian sales manager, left New
York yesterday for• Montreal.
A. W. Smith, Jr., 20th CenturyFox Eastern sales manager, left New
York yesterday for Pittsburgh.
•
Earl Fain, Florida circuit operator,
is in Atlanta on business.
•
Sam Galanty, Columbia district
manager, is visiting• in Cleveland.
Lester Coleman of the Paramount
home office is an Atlanta visitor.

Parade
J DM.
Washington
welcome,NIMITZ'S
U. S. service
men honored
by the President, Secretary Byrnes reporting on the London parley and recent gridiron games are featured in the
latest newsreels, together with misceltentslaneous
follow:items of current interest; con-

MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 12^-Adm. Nimitz welcomed in Washington. Marine and
iNavy
heros honored
the President.
News Flashes:
Sailors by
in Yokohama,
Jap
balloon
bomb,
new
auto
jack.
Alfred E.
Smith hospital drive opened in New
York
(for New Duke
York and
City Navy,
release Notre
only).Dame
'Pigskin
Parade":
and
Georgia Tech, Army and Wake Forest.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 210.-Nimitz
tribute honors Navy. Al Smith memorial.
Life-saving from the sky. Bill Stern's
gridiron thrillers: Irish vs. Rambling
Wrecks, Navy vs. Duke, Penn vs. Dartmouth.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. li-Washington hails Nimitz. First B-29*s home from
Pacific. Secretary Byrnes reports on London Parley. Football: Army 'powerhouse,'
Navy 'powerhouse.'
RKO-PATHE NEWS, No. lfc-Fourteen
receive Congressional medals. Truman at
Caruthersville, Mo., Fair. Washington hails
Nimitz. First films of Jap fire balloons.
Duke.
Baby-box keeps germs away. Navy crushes
UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL,
No. 449.—
Capital ovation for Nimitz. London Parley
report. New Jap foreign minister. Shore
leave in Japan. Holy Name Victory service in Polo Grounds. War captives prove
Tech
skill.7. Football: Notre Dame 40, Georgia
Van Stratten Rites
To Be Held Today
Private funeral services will be held
today for Jacques Van Stratten, 64,
auditor for M-G-M International
Films, who died yesterday morning of
a heart ailment at Brooklyn Hospital
after a week's illness.
Van Stratten started with M-G-M
in 1926 when he went abroad to work
with the Rex Ingram unit. Later he
worked as an auditor at Loew's station WHN, here, after which he transferred to M-G-M International as auditor. Surviving are his widow,
Rosette, and a daughter, Florence, a
Lieutenant in the WAVES.

Col. Goetz in RKO
Theatre Position
Lt. Col. Joseph Goetz has been
named assistant to Arthur Frudenfeld,
division manager of the CincinnatiDayton territory for RKO Theatres,
by Sol A. Schwartz, general manager
of RKO out-of-town theatres. Hardie Meakin remains as assistant division manager to Frudenfeld and is also Lewis Moses, 47, Is
in charge of Washington.
Dead of Heart Attack
Funeral services will be held today
Columbia Dividend
at the Universal Chapel for Lewis
Columbia Pictures' board of direc- Moses, brother of Charles H. Moses,
tors have declared a quarterly dividend who died of a heart attack Monday
of 6834 cents per share on the $2.75 night. He was 47.
convertible preferred stock, payable
Moses, who was associated with the
Nov. 15, to stockholders of record on Moses
Circuit, which operates theatres
Nov. 1, 1945.
in Staten Island and Brooklyn, is also
survived by other brothers, Morton
DiLorenzo Kin Killed
and Elias, and four sisters.
Joseph di Lorenzo, of RKO TheaCartoonist McKee Dead
LaGuardia at Pioneers
tres, and Thomas di Lorenzo, of New Rites for Mrs. Cagney
New Rochelle, N. Y., Oct. 9. —
Mayor Fiorello H. LaGuardia will Paltz, N. Y., report the loss of their
Donald McKee, 62, cartoonist associ- be guest of honor at the annual 'Har- brother, Frank J., who was killed in Hollywood, Oct. 9. — Private funeral services were held here this mornated with Terrytoons, Inc., makers of
vest Dinner' to be held by the Picture action in Germany on Dec. 18, 1944.
ing for Mrs. Caroline Cagney, who
animated motion pictures, New Ro- Pioneers, Wednesday evening, Nov.
died Sunday following a long illness.
chelle, died Saturday night at his 28, at the Waldorf-Astoria, here. UpWB Drops Ohio House
Mrs. Cagney is survived by four sons,
home. Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Cohn's return from the Coast,
Marsha Abell McKee, and four sons, nexton Jack
week, a meeting of the executive
Lima, O., Oct. 9. — Lease on the James, actor; William, producer; Edward and Harry, doctors, and a daughDavid, Donald, Jr., Irving and Robin- committee will be called to plan for Faurot Theatre, which has been
son McKee.
closed, is being dropped by Warners.
the dinner.
ter, Jeanne, actress.
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Evidence

(Continued from page 1)
missed from the case on the grounds
that they were not parties to any alleged conspiracy, but Robert L.
Wright, Special Assistant to U. S.
Attorney General Tom Clark, who is
presenting
the Government's
objected to dismissal
on the case,
grounds,
and reiterated, that they were involved
with the other defendants through
cross-licensing agreements and other
trade practices.
George C. Leisure, for RKO, and
Judge Joseph M. Proskauer, for Warners, presented their opening statements as the trial went into its second
day, and like their colleagues the previous day, attacked the basis of the
Government's suit, indicating that as
individual companies they were not
involved in any monopolistic practices,
as charged by the Government.
'Streamlined' Procedure
Considerable objection was raised
by counsel for the defendants against
the Government manner of mass introduction ofdocuments, after Wright
a "streamlined"
that adopted
explained
had
procedure
was being
to speed
proceedings. Counsel objections succeeded in having information relating
to distribution and production of
shorts and newsreels eliminated from
trial evidence, since the consent decree,
provisions of which are still in force,
prevents the "forcing of newsreels and
shorts."
Counsel for defendants attacked alarge quantity of the
Government's
information as
antiquated and irrelevant, but
Judge Hand permitted it to be
introduced as evidence when
Wright indicated that it was intended to serve as reference
material for other evidence.
The move by counsel for distributor
defendants to have the trial delayed
for three weeks after the Government
completes its case first came as the
trial was being recessed for luncheon.
Shortly before the closing of the day's
sessions it received a fu.l-scale airing.
Defense counsel, with Whitney North
Seymour for Paramount, as their
spokesman, pointed out that it was
not until the defendants received the
Department of Justice's trial brief, on
Sept. 20, that they understood the full
nature of the Government's case. He
implied that the defendants needed
time to prepare their defense, including, possibly, the bringing of production and other executives to New
York from Hollywood.
Affidavit Testimony
Seymour pointed out that defense
counsel, in a meeting with Department
of Justice officials, last week, broached
the idea of a recess and the Department was receptive to the idea.
Wright, however, pointed out it was
the Department's understanding that
the time would be taken in taking testimony from industry executives in affidavit form and the Department
would agree by stipulation to the admission of the affidavits as evidence,
providing the executives were not to
be called subsequently to give oral testimony. The defendants refused to
concede to this understanding, as Judge
Hand took a stern view of the request for a recess.
Judge Hand pointed out that the
three judges could not give the "rest
of their lives to the case." It was
also pointed out by Judge Goddard
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with Bette Davis, Fred MacMurray
and a male star yet to be chosen ;
'Victory Loan' shots in every newsHollywood, Oct. 9
reeltheduring
campaign,
plusfinally,
'tags'
end oftheeach
reel ; and,
PRODUCERS William Pine and William Thomas hit their peak with a on
bang in this longest and laughingest of their productions for Paramount locally-made trailers to boost parades
and stage appearances in individual
which rocked the good old Alexander Theatre in Glendale to its famed foun- cities.
dations on the occasion of its public preview. In addition to the self-sold
title, the picture flaunts the names of Jack Haley, Rudy Vallee, Art Linkletter, Ozzie Nelson, Helen Walker, Frances Langford, The Vagabonds and
A group of seven bond-selling posters has been prepared and will be
the radio program from which it derives, as a means with which to merchanready for shipment in a week for use
dise in
; addition to all that it is a very funny picture.
The Messrs. Pine and Thomas slated themselves as executive producers on in the 'Victory Loan.' Regional state
exhibitor, distributor and publicity
this occasion, giving Sam White both the producer and director credits chairmen
will receive the. kits from
which he roundly rates by reason of having wrapped up a widely assorted med- the Hennegan Co., Cincinnati, and
ley of material in a smooth package and tied it off trimly for delivery to the
film and radio public. Maxwell Shane and David Lang rigged the script, additional quantities will be available
through National Screen exchanges.
based on a story by Lang and a neat trick that is too.
The tale concerns a scrap between radio producers for the rights to the Loan Breakfast October 23;
radio show named in the title, with Nelson and Philip Reed as the producers Name Rosen, Thompson
who are likewise in competition for Miss Walker's hand, and with Haley as
A 'Victory Loan' breakfast, with
the hick who dreamed up the program in the first place. The scene is princimore than 1,200 film executives atpally
Hollywood,
and
principally
the
National
Broadcasting
Company's
tending, will be held at the Waldorfpremises, but there is movement aplenty at all times.
Seven song numbers are run off, the Vagabonds having the best of these Astoria Hotel, here, on Tuesday, Oct.
and the humor is fast, up-to-date and within the intellectual range of every 23, it was announced yesterday by
Irving Lesser, chairman for the New
customer in the place.
Running time, 92 minutes. General audience classification. Release date York area.
The appointment of Mike Rosen of
Jan. 11, 1946.
William. R. Weaver
Loew's, and Major L. E. Thompson,
cerned. The court took no action on RKO, as chairman for labor relations
that the schedule would not reasonably
for the drive was also announced by
permit of any delay such as the one dismissal.
the move by the "Little Three" for Lesser.
adfurtherknew
Judge
suggested. monished
Judge Hand indicated that the case
that the Hand
defendants
Closes
against
the
so-called
"minor"slim
compapretty well in advance of what to exappeared
to be pretty
and Para.
(Continued from page 1)
pect and had all summer to prepare asked niesWright
why
they
could
not
be
themselves. Further action on this
move is expected today, since Wright dismissed. Wright pointed out that the Brandt circuit, which plays a
made agreements with afwas directed to continue his introduc- they have
filiated circuits and charged they have Loew split. Paramount recently
tion of evidence with the indication
restrained trade.
signed with Loew's after negotiations
that the three judges might have unreasonably
He charged that they are not clearly of several months. It is still negotiatsomething further to say about the
matter today.
entitled to a "clean bill of health," cuits.ing with the Skouras and Century cirsince they have repeatedly violated the
Wright's
introduction
o f Sherman Act.
countless
documents,
going back
to 1931 in some cases, brought a
It was suggested by Frohlich
rebuke from Judge Hand at one
and Raftery that the Govern10,000
thundHorsemen
ered the Plaint
ment might just as well bring in
point, with the Judge indicating
Republic, Monogram and PRC,
that Wright was apparently unif Columbia, Universal and
willing totake chances with his
United Artists are to continue
case and was encumbering the
as defendants.
court record.
In his opening statement, Judge
Wright was repeatedly asked by defense counsel during the day whether Proskauer declared that the Governthe production of motion pictures was
ment is apparently bent upon the dean issue in the trial in the light of the
struction ofa "great industry," which
Department's
to specify wished
so in destruction would be against the public
its
trial brief. failure
The defendants
interest. He pointed out that power
to know if they are being charged with and intent to monopolize had to be
a monopoly of production as well as present in order that a violation of
distribution and exhibition, but Section Two of the Sherman Act
Wright'sductiononly
wasin that
pro- could be considered in existence, and
will be answer
considered
the light
that this was not the case with the
of its connection with the alleged dis- distributor defendants. Judge Prostribution and exhibition monopoly.
kauer suggested that if the court finds
that an evil exists in some sections of
'Minors' Seek Dismissal
Louis D. Frolich and Edward C. the country, that it be corrected locally without permitting the entire indusRaftery, speaking for the so-called
try to be destroyed.
"minor" defendants, sought to have
their companies dismissed from the acLeisure's Approach
tion on the grounds that monopolizaGeorge Leisure, in his opening
tion of production did not appear to statement
for RKO, attacked the Govbe the issue in the Government's case.
ernment's case on the basis that it was
"Why are Columbia, United Artists "incredible to believe" that the comand
Universal
in
this
case,"
Frohlich
asked of the court. Raftery cited nany could achieve a monopoly of the
film industry by itself and that unless
"needless expense" being imposed upon
the three companies by making their the Government can show that RKO
the Governcontinued presence in court mandatory. alone menthasmust monopolized,
fail in its charge.
He suggested that since the presentation of a case against Columbia, United Artists and Universal might only
SOME TERRITORIES
take about 30 minutes during one of GE, Westinghouse
AVAILABLE
(Continued
from
page
1)
the many days of the trial, they should
BELL PICTURES CORP.
be severed from the case beyond that
appearance. He also stated that the eral investigations into operations of
430 NINTH AVENUE
Government should be required to state the electrical companies, including
NEW YORK. N. Y.
the issues as far as the three non- their activities in the field of motion
theatre-holding companies are con- picture equipment.
"People
Funny"
{Paramount-PineAre
and Thomas)

6

Motion

Coast
Stays
On

picture

Violence

Filming
at 44

All

Stages

Hollywood, Oct. 9.— The production level continues unchanged, with
nine new films started, and an equal
number completed. At the weekend,
the shooting index still stood at 44;
the production scene follows:
Columbia
Finished: "Heading West," "Secret
Story."
Started: "Perilous Holiday, with
Pat O'Brien, Ruth Warrick, Edgar
Buchanan, Minna Gombell ; "Close
with ChesCall for Boston Blackie,"
ter Morris, Lynn Merrick, Richard
Lane, George E. Stone, Frank Scully.
Shooting: "Blondie's Lucky Day,"
"Gilda."
M-G-M
Finished: "Two Sisters from Bos-
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Critics9
Quotes
.
"HER HIGHNESS AND THE BELLBOY" (M-G-M)
. . . superb comedy. . . . Dialogue is gay and sparkling ; plot bubbles in great,
good fun. . . . Pasternak's photoplay is the kind of light and happy froth this
punch-drunk world has been waiting for. — Lee Mortimer, New York Daily
Mirror.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has gone escapist with a vengeance. — Kate Cameron,
New York Daily News.
. . . sentimental nonsense. . . . Richard Thorpe's direction, which lets the
characters sit on each other's hats and fall over the furniture, is of only weak
assistance . . . fails to make its comedy bid. — Otis L. Guernsey, Jr., New York
Herald Tribune.
... its chief contribution is gobs of whimsy. — Rose Pelswick, New York
Journal- American.
. . . just about the wheeziest of whistle-stons on the creaky, old RuritaniaManhattan line. — John T. McManus, PM {New York)
. . . Hedy Lamarr has never looked lovelier. . . . Robert Walker, on the other
hand, is too boyish for words, and June Allyson does not help herself when
she begins to drip sweetness. Still you can't blame them. They're caught in
a plot that could not be greatly improved. — Archer Winsten, New York Post.
. . . one of the prettiest, gayest, lightest bits of froth yet to float across a
screen . . . sentimental whimsy that apologizes for neither sentiment nor
whimsy . . . cast and Richard Thorpe's direction make the most of the dainty
powderpuff of a romantic comedy. — Eileen Creelman, New York Sun.
... an expensive hodge-podge . . . flaunts its costliness all over the screen,
yet
all the and
production
polish ...
at Metro's
command doesn't
to cover
up the
incredible
frayed script
a few boisterous
comedy help
moments.
— Thomas
M. Pryor, New York Times.

ton."
Shooting: "Time for Two, Mo Toronto Delegation
Leave, No Love," "Holiday in MexY. Meet
ico," "The Green Years," "The Year- ToSMPEN.
ling," "Bad Bascomb," "The Postman
Toronto, Oct. 9. — With the prosAlways Rings Twice," "Black Sheep."
pect of important post-war developments in projection, theatre equipment
Monogram
and
television,
a large Toronto delegaFinished: "Charlie Chan in Mextion has been organized to attend the
convention
of
the Society of Motion
ico."
Started: "Face of Marble," with
Claudie Drake, Maris Wrixon, Rosa Picture Engineers at New York, starting Oct. IS.
Rey.
Those scheduled to attend include:
Shooting : "Stepping Around," H. Golden, Toronto service superin"Rollin' Along." .. .
tendent of Dominion Sound EquipParamount
ments;Charles J. Dentelbeck, projection
supervisor of Famous Players
Started: "Love Lies Bleeding,"
(Wallis-Hazen) with Barbara Stan- Canadian Corp.; George Cuthbert,
of the research division, - and
wyck, Lizabeth Scott, Van. . Heflin ; manager
Thomas Hoad of General .Theatre
"California," with Ray Mitland, Joan
Caulfield, Barbara Stanwyck, Barry Supply Co., and Arthur Milligan,
president, and Dave Siegal of the
Fitzgerald.
Moving Picture Operators Union.
Shooting-: "Monsieur Beaucaire," Another is Romeo Vandette, projec"Take This Woman," "Blue Skies."
tion engineer of United Amusement
PRC
Corp., Montreal.
\ Finished: "Lightning Raiders," Adams
: "Caravan Trails."
(Continued from page 1)
\(:.. Started : "Once and for All," with
pliancy Coleman, Philip Reed, Felix
vBressarr,. Margaret Lindsay, Regis transfer next month from WPB to the
Civilian Production Administration,
Toomey. •.
set up by President Truman to take
Republic
over such activities of the WPB as
need to be kept- going during the
Shooting: "The Cat-Man of Paris," may
reconversion. The division will be
"The Madonna's Secret," "Murder in
administered by Carroll Burton,- rethe Music Hall," "Concerto."
tired former vice-president of the
RKO Radio
Carnegie-Illinois Steel Co., now with
the
Office
of Civilian Requirements.
' Finished: "Heartbeat" (HakimWood).
Started: "The Stranger," with Ed- (David Loew-Marx Brothers) with
ward G. Robinson, Loretta Young, the Marx Brothers.
Orson Welles^, •
'
Shooting : "The Sin of Harold
Shooting: "Jladman's Territory,"
"Bamboo Blonde," "From This Day Diddlebock." ;;
■ . Universal
Forward* "Some Must Watch," "The
Kid from Brooklyn" (Goldwyrf)'.
.Finished: "Scarlet Street."
Started: "The Spider Woman
20th Century-Fox
Strikes Back," with Gale SonderShooting : "Shock.""' ' '"'.'Centennial s;aard, Kirby Grant, Brenda Joyce,
Summer," "Sentimental' journey," .Rondo Hatton.
"Behind Green Lights."
Shooiing : "Tangier," "The House
of Dracula," "Because of Him,"
United Artists
"Canyon Passage."
Started*. "A Scandafc in . Paris."
Warners
(Pressburger) with George Sanders.
Signe Hasso, Carole Land's, Akim
Finished: "Her Kind of Man."
Shantivn: "The Verdict," "Night
Tamiroff, Gene L'ockhart? :-Pedro de
Cordoba ; "A. Night in Casablanca,"
and Day."

MPPA

Vies with SPG

For NLRB
Approval
Hollywood, Oct. 9. — Members of
the newly-formed Motion Picture
Publicists Association, numbering 115,
met last night and instructed their attorneys to file a petition with the National Labor Relations Board for an
election to determine whether the new
group -or the Screen Publicists Guild,
whose members are now on strike,
shall be the bargaining agent for studio publicists.
May Ask Congress to
Probe NLRB Delay
Washington, Oct. 9. — Unless the
National Labor Relations Bqard hands
down a decision promptly on the Hollywood strike, a Congressional investigation of the delay may be sought
by California members of the House,
including Rep. Helen Gahagan Douglas, who last week asked President
Truman's intervention.
Rep. Gordon L. McDonough, from
Hollywood, has discussed the matter
several times with NLRB chairman
Paul M. Herzog, but has been unable
to get a promise of an early ruling
on the eligibility of voters in the set
decorators' election.
National Deal
(Continued from page 1)
restrictions on the operation of foreign companies in Mexico, is awaited
before the deal can be closed, Michalove said.
Proposed is the establishment of a
new corporation in which National
and Rodriaiiez will have equal interpsts. The 30 theatres are in the three
Northern Mexican states of Neuvo
Leon, Tamailipas and Coahuila.

(Continued from page 1)
tect their employes, their property
and the right of a major industry to
maintain its business.
"Apparently a fundamental question
has been raised as to whether the
labor relations of a great industry
are to be controlled by the group
which can get the biggest lines of
men in front of the employes' gate
or whether they are based on the fair
rights
of both added.
worker or employer,",
the
statement
Meanwhile, a subcommittee of the
State
Legislature's
Committee
American
Activities
charged,on inUn-a
telegram to Governor Warren, signed
by Senators Jack B. Tenney of Los
Angeles, Hugh M. Burns of Fresno,
and Assemblyman Fred H. Kraft of
San Diego,
charged
that "thisof judisdictional
strike
is a spearhead
longrange communistic strategy to control
the motion picture industry as a potent
medium of propaganda. We strongly
urge that you personally investigate
this deplorable revolutionary situation
in order that you may take the proper
executive
Attorneyaction."
Arthur E. Freston, one of
the counsel who drew up the .injunction order issued Saturday by Superior Judge Joseph W. :Vickers, prohibiting massed picketing, .announced
that a series of citations was being
preparedviduals
andviolating
would
served on order.
indithe berestraining
.Ben Margolis, attorney for some
of the striking unions, and William
Esterman of the law firm of Frank
Pestana announced they were preparing suits totalling more than $10,000,000 against
the Warner
Brothers
studio and certain
individuals,
charging
false arrest, and assault and battery,
which will be filed later this week.
RKO

Appeal
(Continued from page 1)

Picture Operating Managers and Assistant Managers Guild, to which
the RKO managers and assistants belong, a general weekly increase of
$7.63 and new wage scales of $40 to
$75 ner week for assistants, and $85
to $140 per week for managers. The
award also provided for seniority in
lay-offs and promotions and set up
grievance and arbitration machinery,
a wagenance of membership,
progression aclause,
maintedues checkoff
and a security clause on discharges.
Offer Theatres
(Continued from page 1)

man, assistant treasurer. Joseph Sicardi and John Harwin were added to
the board of directors.
Others present included Frank
Damas, Sam Rosen, Irving Dollinger,
Sidney Samnelson. Grovpr Schaefer,
Dave
Ray Moon.
Clarence
Eisman, Levy,
Ben Abner,
Helen
Hildinger,
Charles Boasberg, E. Thornton Kelly,
SAG Leaves Council
G. L. Carrington, Bert Sanford, Martin, Wolfe, Harry M. Bessey. and
Hollywood. Oct. 9. — Followine. it=
Harry
Hecht.
board of directors meeting last w«ek,
the Screen Actors. Guild has., with- 'Joe'
Air Promotions
drawn from the Council of Hollywood
Guilds and Unions; . , . .• . I}R : ■>:\'i
United Artists-Lester Cowan Productions, through Ruthrauff and Ryan,
'Paris' Premiere Oct. 20
have purchased five participations in
"i "Paris Underground," United Art- W ABC's.: "Personally, It's Off the
ists, will have its Broadway tiremi^re
at the Gotham Theatre on Oct: 20. Record" program, for "The St'orv of
G.I. Joe."
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'IA'
Strikers,
Votes
Valid,
NLRB

Rules

105 of 114 Decorators'
Ballots Are Accepted
Washington, Oct. 10. — The
National Labor Relations Board today held valid 105 of the 114 votes
cast in last spring's Hollywood set
decorators'
election,
and ordered those
ballots
opened
and counted.
In a decision signed by Paul M.
Herzog and John M. Houston, with
Gerard D. Reilly dissenting, the
NLRB held that only eight of the ballots challenged by the producers and
the 1ATSE, and one of those challenged by the CSU-afHliated Painters Union, should be held invalid, and
that 54 votes cast by members of the
Painters Union and 51 by the IATSE
should be acceptable.
Today's decision
recommendation of the overruled
regional a director
that only the 54 votes of the Painters
be counted.
Reilly, in his dissent, held that
only the IATSE votes and those of
three painters who are in the Armed
Forces should be counted and that
the IATSE challenges to the remaining 51 ballots of strikers should be
sustained. His stand brought quick
and sharp criticism from representative Ellis E. Patterson of Los An(Continued on page 8)
Lockheed

Workers

To

Studio

Picket

Hollywood, Oct. 10. — Prospects of
further violence in the battle of Warners loomed tonight, as spokesman for
the AFL Aeronautical Lodge at
Lockheed Aircraft declared that its
membership, numbering in excess of
8,000, will join the picket lines at the
studio's
mainaction
gate would
tomorrow
at six
A. M. This
have the
effect of shutting down the Lockheed
plant.
Sheriff Eugene Biscaluz of Los An(Ccmtinued on page 8)
No Paper Tomorrow
Motion Picture Daily will
not not be published tomorrow, Oct. 12, Columbus Day,
and a legal holiday.

Hollywood Disorders
React in Congress
Washington, Oct. 10. — Legislation to prevent strike disorders such as have occurred
at the Warner studio on the
Coast was introduced in Congress today by Rep. Clare E.
Hoffman of Michigan.
Hoffman's bill would prohibit pickets from interfering
with the right of non-striking
employes to go back to work
and would forbid any union to
maintain a picket line for
more than four consecutive
hours at any plant unless
there follows a like period
during which no picket line
is maintained.

Grosses

Top

New

ARBITRATION

CASES

AS

4GI\

492nd

Normal

Circuits
in

Dallas, Oct 10. — Interstate Circuit
and Robb and Rowley have a total of
18 new theatres in work on the
planning boards and seven new DriveIn theatres are planned by the Underwood and Ezell circuit.
Building projects are going ahead
rapidly in this area despite a 30 per
cent increase in construction costs
over pre-war levels.
Interstate has two suburban theatres
here under construction and another
Dallas suburban house planned. Three
new suburban theatres are planned for
Houston, where Oscar Korn will build
two others. A downtown theatre and
a suburban theatre are planned for

EVIDENCE

Defendants' Exclusion
Attempt Might Lead to
St.' Move for Decree Ending

Slight the British

Still

Houses

TEN CENTS

11, 1945

FIGHT

Now

Reports on box office grosses from
Motiox Picture Daily correspondents and from circuit spokesmen
show continued high business generally, tempered in some instances where
holdover attractions were the rule.
"Anchors A weigh," "State Fair,"
"Our Vines Have Tender Grapes,"
"Wonder Man," "Love Letters," "Her
Highness and the Bellboy," "Johnny
Angel," "You Came Along," "Duffy's Tavern" and "Guest Wife," rank
at the top for the past week.
"Rhapsody in Blue" is showing
plenty of strength around the country,
particularly in new engagements, as
in Buffalo and smaller cities, but fell
off in a second week in Baltimore,
where business was almost uniformly
(Continued on page 8)
Two

OCTOBER

Loxdox, Oct 10. — "The Story of
G. I. Joe" and "The House on 92nd
Street," along with "Objective Burma" (previously attacked by the
British) yesterday were criticized by
Leslie Hill, Cornwall delegate to the
general council of Cinematograph Exhibitors Association, who said at a
council
meeting:
"Doesn't Hollywood
realize Britain participated
in winning
the war, or is Hollywood using the
screen deliberately to belittle the status of Britain and other nations?"
Hills'
speech, said
to epitomize
some
British audience
reaction,
is expected
to result in a motion at the next CEA
council meeting ; yesterday it gave
rise to an inconclusive debate.
After the meeting, the delegates
were entertained at luncheon by Sir
Ben Smith, England's food minister,
who thanked them for donating playtime to the Ministry's war messages.

By MILTON LIVINGSTON
A sharp clash between the Department of Justice and distributor
defendants in the New York film
anti-trust suit developed during
the third day of the trial in U. S.
District Court here yesterday when
the Department sought to introduce
as evidence proceedings conducted
under the arbitration system set up
by the consent decree in 1940.
After hearing arguments for
almost an hour, the three-judge
expediting court, comprising
Judges Augustus N. Hand,
Henry W. Goddard and John
Bright, indicated that they will
rule on admission of the arbitration proceedings as Government evidence this morning.
There were indications that should
the court exclude the proceedings,
Robert L. Wright, Special Assistant
to U. S. Attorney General Tom
Clark, who is trying the Government's
case, might move to have the remaining provisions of the consent decree
set aside, (Continued
and, possibly
on pagecall10) some ar-

Gen. Curtis Returns
To Eastman Kodak
Rochester, N. Y., Oct. 10. — Eastman Kodak reports the return to its
offices here of Maj. Gen. Edward Peck
Curtis, now on terminal leave from
the Army
Air with
Forces.
Gen. Curtis'
official
capacity
the company
was
not specified. He was formerly sales Wurtzel Will Make
manager of the motion picture film department.
15 4BV for 20th
Will

Add

18

Southwest
Waco and a suburban in Fort Worth
and one in Amarillo are planned.
Robb and Rowley has a 900-seat
suburban under construction in Little Rock and a 1,000-seater in Oak
Cliff, Dallas. A 600-seat house in
Hillsboro will be completed this
month. Off the planning boards is a
1,500-seat theatre for Laredo. Others
in various stages of planning include
an 'A' house in Terrell, where a site
has been
acquired,
'A'
theatre
to be
built onand
the asitenewof the
Co-Ed at Arkadelphia.
The Underwood and Ezell Driveins are planned for Houston, two, and
(Continued on page 8)

Hollywood, Oct. 10. — Sol M.
Wurtzel, who resigned as a 20th Century-Fox producer in May, 1944, has
returned to the company and is
scheduled to make 15 'B' pictures, to
be jointly financed by himself and the
company, it was disclosed here today.
Wurtzel joined the former Fox
Film Corp. in 1914, and continued
with 20th Century-Fox when that
company was formed. Before his 1944
pictures
for he
the had
company.
resignation
been producing 'B'
In This Issue
Review of "The Spider" is
on
In11. page 3; "Scotland
vestigator," 8.Motion Yard
Picture
Daily's Booking Chart is on

2
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Personal
Mention

F. RODGERS,
WILLIAM
M - G - M's vice-president in
charge of distribution, is en route
here from the Coast.
•
S. H. Fabian, Victory Loan drive
chairman; Charles M. Reagan, distributor chairman; 'Cmck' Lewis,
campaign coordinator, and Oscar A.
Doob, campaign director, left here
last night for St. Lpuis.
e
Charles Cohen, formerly of
M-G-M's publicity department here,
has been appointed advertising manager of Consolidated Razor Blade Co.,
Inc.
•
Reeves Espy, PRC production head,
and Harry H. Thomas, vice-president
in charge of sales, are visiting Midwest exchanges. Espy will leave for
Hollywood this weekend.
•
Paul Radin, chief of films for
OWI in the Balkans, is en route here
from Europe, and will rejoin Buchanan and Co. here as account executive.
•
Willard S. McKay, film attorney,
is recuperating at his Greenwich,
Conn., home following an operation at
Doctors Hospital here.
•
Henry Lartigue, M-G-M's managing director in France, will leave
Hollywood today for New York en
route to France.
•
Norton V. Ritchey, Monogram
International president, will leave here
Sunday by Pan American Airways for
England and the Continent.
•
Samuel Goldwyn, James Mulvey,
William Wyler and Sylvan Oestreicher will leave the Coast for New
York on Saturday. •
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Insider's
By RED
INITIAL exhibitor reaction to
the Motion Picture Institute,
proposed but no further outlined
by Eric Johnston when he ass u m e d presidency of the
MPPDA, formerly and popularly known as the Hays office and
perhaps to be known as the
American M. P. Association,
was all for the idea. Those exhibitor leaders who incorporated
their impressions within safeand-sound quotations had nothing further to rely upon than
Johnston's own broad definition.
Evidently, it was enough on
the strength of his language,
worth the reprinting for the
width of its gauge if not for the
details of its formula.
■
"This proposal," stated Johnston, "is merely another way of
saying that we Americans must
learn to live together, to work
together, and above all to talk to
one another as though we were
residents of the same planet.
Unless we do, we might just as
well stop prattling about promoting the cause of international peace. An America divided
will never lead the way to a
world united. We cannot be
good neighbors until we learn to
get along with ■ourselves.".

Outlook
KANN
hards who say it cannot be done.
Interests are too diversified, the
race is too competitive, the politics too rampant — these are
among the realistic chromos
thrown in the way of friendly
collaboration.
But the ineffectual history of
earlier efforts need not, nor
should it, deter the prospect set
forth by Johnston. If his plan
is reasonable, it will deserve
proper and adult attention.
Someone is forevermore popping up with the answers to a
lot of things that have defied
answering.
It can happen again.
■ ■
When Harmon left the Hays
office — there it is again — to
handle WAC, his contract was
extended accordingly. Along
with the extension, however, ran
the stipulation it would not exceed the expiration
date On
of Hays'
current
agreement.
the
calendar
this
means
March
5,
1946.
The belief is Johnston had
this in mind when he observed
in Washington recently that
Harmon held no pact. The imcontrary. pression had been widely to the
■ ■

Makers

on

Surplus Equipment
Chicago, Oct. 10.— Theatre
equipment facturersand
manuget the other
first opporto buytheback
their Forces
productstunityfrom
Armed
and other Government war
agencies, advises E. A. Williford, eral
general
GenAniline manager
and Film ofCorp.,
adding that it is of interest to
a manufacturer to re-acquire
his surplus products made
available by the U. S. Williford was here for the equipment dealers and manufacturers conventions.

1 to 2 -Year
Equipment

Delay

for

Abroad

Up to two years will be required
before the demand for theatre equipment abroad can be met, according to
Fred Hotchkiss, Western Electric Export division manager for France,
Belgium, Italy, North Africa, Spain
and Portugal. Hotchkiss, attending
the current convention of WE Export
managers at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, here, blames shipping restrictions, international monetary complications and the still indefinite matter
of equipment supplies here.
Belgian Mission Here
He reports that the Belgium Government, in an international trading
procedure that is likely to be followed
in the main by other countries, has a
purchasing mission stationed in Washington and New York which acts as
agent between Western Electric, and
other companies here and the companies'
in Belgium.
commissionaffiliates
will purchase
WE This
equipment
here and deliver it to WE in Belgium.
Hotchkiss said that other countries
have similar delegates in this country
but to date have not concerned themselves with theatre supplies material.
WE tinueExport's
conventionAmong
is to those
conthrough tomorrow.
in attendance are two recently released
from internment. T. M. Houston, general auditor working out of the London office, has been held in Germany
for five years, and Roy R. Abarbanell,
Manila manager, was a prisoner in the
Japs' Santo Thomas camp.

Universal held out long and
Johnston has been in the pubbravely against the practice of
lic arena too long not to know
crediting executive producers on
the pitfalls. He must know that
main titles where Hollywood
stoutly insists they ought to be.
generalities, no matter how arresting they are in theory, in due
Those producers became recontime have to take on the practiciled to what finally was undercal if preliminary approval can
stood to benow.company policy. It's
different
be expected to become permanent.
The names are entered in the
A. J.manager,
O'Keefe,is Universal's
Western
Having advanced the idea of
credits, but on an optional basis.
sales
due to return
here
one big and happy family, it will
from Chicago today.
The option rests with the men
•
be of vast interest to learn how
themselves. When executive
he intends constructing a single
producer delivers one of which
Jules
Lapidus,
Warners'
Eastern
division sales manager, will return structure sufficiently earthquakehe is proud, the credit is in.
here today from Philadelphia.
proof to withstand the punishWhen
•
is
out. he is less proud, the credit
ment to which its rafters will
resound.
Perc Westmore,
Warner studio
This in-and-out routine is
makeup department head, arrived in
■
only a few pictures old.
New York from the Coast yesterday.
•
Others have traveled the high■ ■
way to unity down through the
George Bagnall, United Artists
Your observer is getting a bit Schary Schedules Six
years
with
uncertain
results.
vice-president, has returned to the
bored with all those yarns about
Coast from New York.
Films for Vanguard
Will Hays was among them
•
exhibitors
buying hotels — Myer
about six years ago when FranHollywood, Oct. 10. — Dore Schary,
Schine, John Balaban, Harry
cis L, Harmon discovered an
Roy
Haines,
Warners'
Western
and
Vanguard
producer,
picSouthern division sales manager, will association bylaw broadly
tures for the
companywillinmake
1946, sixit was
and Billy Brandt, et al. It's get- disclosed
leave for the South over the weekend. enough interpretable to embrace
here
today.
Formerly
an
news.
ting so common it's no longer
•
M-G-M producer, Schary joined
another class of membership in
If a hotel man ever buys a Selznick in 1943 to make "Double
Bernard Gates, South American
MPPDA ranks. The move was
supervisor for Monogram Internation- launched and failed.
theatre,
headline. however, there's a Furlough" and "Houdini."
al, has arrived in Rio
■ ■
Yet no one, surely, will argue
• de Janeiro.
Edgar Allen Dies
against the advisability or the
Charles Schlaifer, 20th CenturyEdgar Allen, 67, theatrical agent
Goodman to Munich, reads
cohesion inhere
and on the Coast and formerly
Fox advertising-publicity director, will need for ternallyindustry
if
for
no
other
reason
leave here for the Coast tomorrow.
a contemporary's headline in general manager of the William Fox
•
than the strength which a joint
circuit, died here Sunday night. He
Hope he leaves his umbrella
front can display externally.
is survived
by and
a widow
behind.
J. ernJ.division
Ungar,
United isArtists'
Westdren, Valerie
Edgar,andJr. two chilmanager,
in Chicago.
There are those perpetual diepart.
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Disposal

Washington, Oct. 10. — An Office
of War Property Distribution is being
set up in the Federal Security Agency, under Robert Ayres, formerly in
the FSA general counsel's office in
Baltimore, to assist the Surplus Property Administration in programming
the disposal of motion picture equipment and other surplus educational
and health supplies to states and communities. Surveys of state needs for
the various products within its field
""have
fice. already been initiated by the ofUnder an agreement reached some
weeks ago between officials of various
agencies, the Surplus Property Board,
now the SPA, arranged to dispose of
surplus army projectors and films to
schools and communities which could
not go into the commercial market for
such equipment because of their financial situation.
The determination of eligible purchasers is to be made with the advice of the U. S. Office of Education,
Federal Security Agency.

"The Spider"
(20th Century-Fox)
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX turned to that venerable stage property,
"The Spider," for the filming of a minor murder-mystery. The murky
atmosphere -of a New Orleans locale, plus several murders by strangulation,
willRichard
help theConte,
film private
in the esteem
of murder
'fans.'
investigator,
is hired
by Faye Marlowe, as a liaison
between herself and Ann Savage, Conte's partner, to secure information on
Miss Marlowe's missing sister. Miss Savage is murdered, and with Conte
the chief suspect, the latter goes to work to 'get out from under.' By diligent
sleuthing,
Conteverge
discovers
that Miss
Marlowe'sconcerning
sister actually
is dead
when
on the
of obtaining
information
her death
fromand,a
French hotel keeper, Conte is strangled. Eventually Kurt Kreuger, a showman, and Miss Marlowe's sister's divorced husband, proves to be the perpetrator of the murders.
Robert Webb directed from a screen play derived from the play by Charles
Fulton Oursler and Lowell Brentano, and written by Jo Eisinger and W.
Scott Darling. Ben Silvey produced.
Running time, 61 minutes. General classification. Release date not set.
Charles Ryweck

Parsons Joins Grippo
To Hold Hearing
Hollywood, Oct. 10. — Lindsley Parsons has withdrawn from the Monogram executive family to join Jan On Cinema Circuit
Grippo as co-producer of the "Bowery Boys" series.
Formal hearings are expected to be
held before the State Labor Relations
Board on the petition of Theatre OpNEW
YORK
THEATRES
erating Managers and Assistant Managers Guild for certification as collective
bargaining agent for managers
Letter Cowan presents
and assistants of Cinema Circuit,
Samuel Go/dwyn
headed by Max Cohen.
ASTOR
Broadway
In an informal hearing yesterday
PYLE'S
ERNIE
presenfs
"STORY OF
DANNY
KAYE
and 45th St. before SLRB examiner Benjamin
Wolf, attorneys for the union and the
CONTINUOUS
company submitted arguments on the
POPULAR
contract issue. Abraham Mopper,
PRICES
"Wonder
Man"
6. 1. JOE
In Technicolor
Cinema counsel, argued that Cinema
Circuit is not an employer, since inStarring BURGESS MEREDITH as ERNIE PYLE
dividual companies own the various
Directed by William A. Wellman
theatres that comprise the circuit.
Released thru United Artists
Lloyd
Further, he maintained, the board did
William
Signe CARROLL
Leo G.
NOLAN
EYTHE
HASSO
M
not
have jurisdiction over the manA
H
OT
agers, since they are executives.
'THE HOUSE
ON 92 Picture
d STREET'
L Philip Sipser, representing the
A 20th Century-Fox
B'way at 47th TSt.'S
All Seats BReserved
union, asserted that since the policies
PLUS ON STAGE cxr
CARLra.
RAVAZ2A
RAND
Antonio
2 Shows Doily
of the circuit emanate from a central
G
Monte
Proser's
Copacabana
Review
3 Shows Sat., Sun. & Hoi.
io & office the company should be construed
ra' 7thRosar
BUYBONDSMORE QK \J
A Ext
Ay yT
50thAve.St. & as an employer.
NOEL COWARD'S
Pathe-RKO Purchase
SPIRIT"
In HE
Blushing Technicolor
BLIT
ALSO AT THE ROXY
CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE
Park Ave, Blockfront
POPULAR PRICES
RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS
Pathe Industries and. RKO-Pathe
Third Week
News, who recently purchased the
WINTER GARDEN
former Odd Fellow Building, elevenstory club building at 105-11 East
106th Street, have acquired also the
MARCH
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
adjoining
Park Avenue blockfront
50TH ST. & 6TH AVE.
of TIME; and additional
land on 107th Street to
Ginger Rogers • Lana Turner
expand its film center there.
Walter Pidgeon • Van Johnson
The entire plottage amounts to
about 34,000 square feet. Phillips,
"WEEK-END
XAVIER fcUGATAT andTHEhis WALDORF"
ORCHESTRA
Nizer, Benjamin & Krim acted as
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pioture
attorneys for the purchasers.
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
ON SCREEN
Frank SINATRA
tathryn GRAYSON
Gene KELLY
'ANCHORS

AWEIGH'

IN PERSON
WILLIE
HOWARD
PROF.
LAMBERTI

PARAMOUNT Presents ED G«RONER'8
"DUFFY'S
TAVERN"
Featuring 32 Hollywood
Stars
IN P E RSO N
THE
ANDREWS
SISTERS
TIM
HERBERT. VIC SCHOEN and Hisplus
Orthestra

B'WAY &
PALACE

47th St.

'GEORGE WHITE'S
STARRING
JOAN HALEY
JACK
SCANDALS"
DAVIS
An RKO RADIO PICTURE

7'/2% G-B Dividend
London, Oct. 10.— Gaumont-British
has announced a seven and one-half
per cent common stock dividend, compared with six per cent last year. Net
orofits were $1,031,784, compared with
$769,336. Profit taking, however, resulted in a drop of 26 cents per share
on the stock exchange.

'Burma' in New Zealand
William Parry, New Zealand Minister of Internal Affairs, has announced
he will not interfere with a censorship
decision to permit presentation of
day.
"Objective
Burma" there, according to
press dispatches reaching here yester-

By THALIA BELL
Hollywood, Oct. 10
to
has returned
CUKOR
E
GEORG
M-G-M to direct "Beloved
Stranco-starring
and
Robert ger,"
MontgomeryGreer
; the Garson
story deals
with the romance of a woman whose
prisoner-of-war husband has been erroneously reported dead. . . . Hal B.
Wallis has signed Robert Young as
the
leadHellman
in "Thestory
Searching
Lillian
which Wind,"
Wallis
.
will produce for Paramount
•
"House of Shadows," original by
Gerald D.' Adams, has been purchased
by Republic for producer William J.
O! 'Sullivan. . . . Faye Marlowe has
had her 20th Century-Fox contract
extended. . . . Lew Landers is to direct
Columbia's "Close Call- for Boston
Blackie," replacing Henry Levin, who
was unable to take on the chore because of prcznous • commitments.
RKO Radio has bought screen
rights
to "What
Nancy
unpublished
original
by Wanted,"
Sheridan
Gibney; the author has been signed
to write the screenplay, and Bert
Granet will produce. . . . Gilbert
Roland has been signed to star in
the title role of future films in
Monogram's "Cisco Kid" series,
which Scott Dunlap produces. . . .
Leonard Shannon, formerly with
M-G-M, has been engaged to handle
tions.
special publicity on key PRC attracThree

N.

Y. Theatre

Companies Dissolve
Albany, N. Y., Oct. 10.— Dissolution of the Delancey Amusement Co.,
Loew subsidiary operating the Delancey Theatre, neighborhood house in
New York City, has been recorded
here. Leopold Friedman, Loew attorney, handled the matter.
Dissolution certificates for two
other theatre companies in New York
also have been recorded, they are
Wallyn Theatres Corp., represented
by
Victor
Lehman,
and Alden attorney
Amusement
Corp.,
represented
by
John J. Slattery.
Roth SPG Secretary
Leon Roth of United Artists yesterday was elected secretary of Local 114,
Screen Publicists Guild, UOPWA,
CIO, byjority aover more
two-t'o-one
maErnie than
Tarschich
of Warners and Sig Maitles of M-G-M.
Poll of Public Shows
91% Attend Theatres
The Saturday Review of
Literature, questioning 1,000
persons, found that 91 per
cent attend the theatre, 10 per
cent attend less than once a
month, 18 per cent attend at
least once a month, 31 per
cent attend two or three times
a month and 21 per cent attend four or five times.
Seven per cent of those
questioned were under 25,
while 25 per cent were between 25 and 35. "Going My
Way" was the picture the
thousand enjoyed most.
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Irving Lesser, local chairman, and
Morris Kinzler, local campaign director, will outline their plans for the
New York Metropolitan area's participation inthe forthcoming
bond campaign,
in the offices'Victory'
of the
Roxy Theatre, today.
As in the past, many of the ideas
set forth by the New York committee
will serve as patterns for other parts
of the country, it was said. Therefore much attention is focused on this
gathering.
Among those expected to attend are
Si Fabian, Oscar A. Dobb, Harry
Brandt, Chick Lewis, Frank Rosenberg, Max Cohen, Wilbur England,
Malcolm Kingsberg, Harry Mandel,
C. C. Moskowitz, Sam Rinzler, Joseph Springer, William White.
Also : James Sauter, Sam Rauch,
Harry Randall, Ferdinand Reinlieb,
Mike Rosen, Major L. E. Thompson,
James M. Brennan, David Weinstock,
William Ornstein, Harry Keller, John
A. Cassidy, George A. Generalis, foreign press liaison, and others.
Davis Trailer Set
Hollywood, Oct. 10. — Bette Davis
has been set to star in the second of
three shorts to be produced for the
War Activities Committee and the
Treasury for the 'Victory Loan' campaign, Jack L. Warner assigning Gordon Hollingshead to produce. The subject will detail the work of bonds in
the rehabilitation of war veterans.
Bob Faber of the Hollywood Writers
Mobilization, wrote the script, which
Vincent Sherman will direct. The first
trailer, starring Fred MacMurray, is
nearing completion at 20th CenturyFox, with Col. Jason S. Joy producing.
Delaware Cooperating
Wilmington, Oct. 10. — Full coopertion of all Delaware exhibitors for the
'Victory
Loan' atCampaign
was Hotel,
voted
at
a meeting
the DuPont
conducted by A. Joseph DeFiore, state
exhibitor chairman. The same organization which has served in previous
War Loan Drives will continue without change during the last bond drive
for WAC, it was stated following the
meeting. The committee follows : For
New Castle county, A. J." Bellaire,
Rial to Theatre, chairman Jo r the county ;Mayor Edward C. Evans, Milford,
chairman for Sussex, and Ervin SnelJenberg, Dover, chairman for Kent
county;

Short
Exhibitor's

Pledge

for

'Victory

Drive9
Subjects

"That Justice Be Done"
(OWI-WAC-M-G-M)
Count me in 100% on
"That Justice Be Done,"- one of the
last jointly -sponsored OWI-WAC
Motion Picture Industry's participation in the
films, combines a swift summarization
of the case against the 24 top Nazi
war criminals who will be tried at
Nurenberg, Germany, next month,
DRIVE
with a concise outline of the manN
ICTORY OCT. LOA
29 — DEC. 8
ner in which that vast legal operation
will be conducted. It was produced
by the Field Photographic Branch of
QHold a Bond Premiere
SIGNATURE
the U. S. Office of Strategic Serv|~1 Have a Free Movie Day
ices, under direction of Navy Lieut.
THEATRL
Ray Kellogg, at the request of U. S.
Supreme Court Justice Robert H.
;|F S'GNING M0R; THAN 0NE THEATRE' ATTACH LIST;Children's Matinee
Have a Victory
□ (Kiddie
Show)
•
Jackson, who will be special proseSTATE —
cutor in Nurenberg. The film is one
QRun all the Trailers; Decorate
of
the
most timely forewords to his,
„:
EXCHANGE.^, ... _
my Theatre.
tory yet unmade.
Composed largely of captured German documentary films and newsreel
Thousands of 'Victory Loan' pledge cards on which exhibitors of
the country will signify participation in the campaign, which starts
excerpts, accompanied by crisp, enon Oct. 29, are now enroute to state distributor drive chairmen, from
lightening commentary, and graphic illustrations, the subject reviews the
the national drive committee in New York, to be issued to film salesmen, who, in turn, will personally visit theatre owners in assigned
Nazi leaders' "build-up" to war,
shows scenes of German atrocities,
areas to gather pledge signatures. The exhibitors will also signify
and explains the essential difference
the extent of their participation in the various events listed on the
between the forthcoming Nurenberg
pledge card, which is reproduced above.
trial and others that have been taking
place elsewhere in liberated Europe.
Its emphasis is upon the democratic
Schneider and Malin judicial processes to be employed at
Nurenberg, with an underlying assurNazis'
Swedesfor Used
ance to the American public that
U. S. Prints
Stock
In (V Drive Posts
"justice will be done." Running time,
Abe Schneider, Columbia vice-presi- 10 minutes.
During the war, Swedish film comRelease date, Oct. 18
dent-treasurer, has been named chairpanies copied U. S. features on German
of
Eastern
industry
sales
for
the
man raw stock, made available to them
by Agfa, Stellan Dahlstedt, head of Victory Loan campaign, and William "The Nine Hundred"
the technical department of Ab E. Malin of the Lura Theatre, Augus- {BMl-W arncrs)
ta, Ark., has been appointed exhibitor
Svensk Filmindustri, largest distribu- chairman
This British Ministry of Informafor Arkansas, Si Fabian, the
tor-exhibitor inSweden, informs Motion war documentary tells of the
tion Picture Daily here. Another industry's national drive chairman, an- evacuation
from Yugoslavia last year
nounces here.
supply source was Gevaert of Belby the Allies of 900 wounded partigium, he said.
sans who had been encircled by the
German representatives of some Prefer Subtitles to
Germans. The rescue is effected by
German equipment companies are still
emergency airplane landings in the
operating in Sweden, but with Swed- Dubbing in Chile
small area occupied by the partisans
ish capital, according to Dahlstedt,
Washington, Oct. 10. — Audiences and while fighting still rages between
who is here from Stockholm to see
in Chile prefer English-language the _ Yugoslavs and the Nazis. Left
what U. S. equipment is available. He films
with Spanish subtitles to films behind are arms for remaining soldiers
disclosed that Swedish equipment is dubbed
in Spanish, it is reported by
fight with, and, as a result, Marshal
very old. Before the war the Swedes the films section of the Bureau of to
Tito
subsequently overcomes the enmany.
obtained their projectors from Ger- Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
emy. Running time, nine minutes.
When two versions of the same film
were shown at the same time in dif- Legion Classifies 4
Will Honor USO Actors
ferent theatres in Valparaiso recently,
The Army will pay tribute to the the English language version with Additional Pictures
4,378 men and women of the enter- Spanish titles attracted an 80 per cent
The National Legion of Decency has
tainment world who have performed
than the dubbed verbefore American troops on all of the largersion,audience
a Class B rating to Universal's
the Bureau discloses, adding that given
battlefronts of the world since the be- while the average theatregoer may "That Night With You." Classified
understand English perfectly he as A-I were "Blazing the Western
the^war afternoon,
in a Coast-to-Coast
broadcastgin ing ofSunday
Oct. 14. not
is familiar with the artists and their Trail," Columbia, and "Song of Old
Wyoming," PRC. "Shadow of TerThis
broadcast,from
"TheNBC
Armystudios
Hour,"in voice inflection and he feels that the rating.
will originate
ror," PRC, received the Legion's A-II
drama lacks realism when dubbed.
Washington,
New York and Hollywood.

Name Gold 'V Loan Editor
Melvin E. Gold, director of advertising for ■ National Screen Service,
here, has been added to the staff of the
distributor's division in the 'Victory
Loan' drive, to turn out a special publication on the activities of distributors in the campaign, Charles 'Oklahoma's' $4,224,000
The Broadway musical, "OklaReagan, national chairman of the dishoma," grossed $4,224,000 up to its
tributors' unit, discloses. GoM ex- 1,100th performance
at the St. James
pects to have the first issue available Theatre last Saturday,
according to
next week.
The Theatre Guild, which predicted
that "Carousel," Majestic Theatre tenLaud Paramount 'V Short
ant, would ring up $1,250,000 in a
Francis S. Harmon, executive vice- day or so. The latter has had 200 perchairman of the industry's War Activi- formances.
ties Committee, has received a telegram from G. F. Towers, general
chairman of Canada's National War Menuhin
Resumes
Yehudi Menuhin,
violinist,'Bow'
will reFinance Committee, commending Parport in London from the U. S. shortamount for its "Hollywood Victory
ly to complete work on "The Magic
Caravan," a short subject being used
in the current Canadian and American Bow," film version of the life of the
19th century musician, Paganini.
victory loan campaigns.

Round

Out Story Unit

Final story
reorganization
Eastern
department ofhas M-G-M's
been effected with the addition of Allen Marpie as her assistant, according to Mrs.
Carol Brandt, head of the department.
Under the reorganization, Mrs.
Brandt heads the scenario department,
Olin Clark continues as story editor,
and Howard Hoyt is the newly appointed head of the play department.
Julie Heme will continue as special
advisor and consultant on plays.

Schneiderman Back
Ed Schneiderman, former RKO
division manager in the Bronx, who
has been in the service, has resumed
his post, while Michael Edelstein,
Lower Manhattan and Brooklyn
division manager, who replaced
Schneiderman in the Bronx, while he
was in the service, has been shifted
back to his position. James M. Brennan is in charge of RKO theatres in
the Metropolitan area.

Nay lor Invests
Beck Joins Fawcett
Los Angeles, Oct. 10.— W. W. NayFawcett Publications has appointed lor, Beverly Hills nightclub owner,
Burton D. Beck, marketing specialist, has purchased an interest in the Bing
as director of research.
Crosby film, "Abie's Irish Rose."
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(Continued from page 1)
geles, whoamazement
said : "I that
cannotMr.helpReilly
but
express
of the board ignored the plain, simple
language of the law and dissented.
It is a fundamental part of the Wagner Act that strikers remain employes and vote in any dispute."
The Board's action was in the
form of a supplemental decision and
direction, with the explanation that
the full opinion, showing the reasoning, determinations and findings on
which it was based, will be issued
later. .
Hollywood, Oct. 10. — Acting upon
instructions from Washington, N.
Stewart Meacham, local National
Labor Relations Board head, will
count ballots cast in the Set Decorators' election, which have been impounded since last March, tomorrow
afternoon at two P.M.
The ballots to be counted include
54 ballots challenged by the IATSE
and producers, 51 challenged by
Local 1421 of the Painters. The
voters can designate as their representative, the Painters, the IATSE
or no union.
Both sides in the jurisdictional dispute, as well as the major producers,
have agreed to abide by the decision
of the NLRB. Nevertheless, results
of tomorrow's counting are not expected to have a conclusive effect.
Coast Jurisdiction
Talks Start Soon
Discussions concerning jurisdictional questions between American Federation of Labor international unions
in Hollywood and IATSE studio
unions will begin in a few days on the
Coast, having been delayed by the recent strike violence, Richard Walsh,
IATSE international president, said
here yesterday.
Committees have been appointed by
both sides, under terms of a directive
promulgated by international union
heads involved, including painters,
electricians, carpenters, plumbers and
machinists and the 'IA.' Roy Brewer, IATSE international representamittee.tive, heads the 'IA' studio local comThe discussions are expected to take
five days of consecutive meetings. If
an agreement is not reached in that
time, it is understood, then the disputes will be turned hack to the international presidents for settlement.
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'Scotland Yard Investigator"
(Republic)
Erich Von Stroheim co-star in this excitingAUBREY
SIRdrama,
revolves around the stealing of the famous Mona
of which and
the plotSMITH
Lisa painting by a wealthy, unscrupulous art collector, and the combined efforts of the London Art Gallery and a Scotland Yard investigator in effecting
return of the masterpiece to the Louvre Museum. A reshuffling of the incidents in Randall Faye's original could have resulted in a mystifying detective
audience
and thewhich
to tell thisandonethe'straight,'
chose
producers
thewitness
but to
yarn,
evolveis
many murders
skullduggery
all the
permitted
in a mildly suspenseful atmosphere.
Sir Aubrey and Von Stroheim, as usual, turn in polished performances and
supporting players all handle their chores well under the able direction of
George Blair who also served as associate producer. Also in the cast are
Stephanie Bachelor, Forrester Harvey, Doris Lloyd, Richard Fraser, George
Metaxa and others.
When hirelings of Von Stroheim, the sinister art collector, steal for him
what is only a fine copy of the Mona Lisa, he returns it to Sir Aubrey,
director of the London Gallery, and then steals the original from a crooked
antique dealer whom he murders. Sir Aubrey, whose reputation is at stake
since Louvre authorities had sent the genuine masterpiece to him to keep
during the war, suspects Von Stroheim of having the original when the murdered man's body is discovered. With the aid of Fraser of Scotland Yard,
and after some daring exploits, he succeeds in retrieving the painting ; later
Von Stroheim is killed by the antique dealer's widow. Miss Bachelor, as
SirRunning
Aubrey'stime,
niece,
film's mild
romantic interest
with
68 shares
minutes.the General
classification.
Release
date, Fraser.
30.
Charles
L.Sept.
Franke
Pickets
(Continued from page 1)

geles County said his men would follow the same procedure pursued today, when 326 pickets were arrested
armed with tear gas
deputies
by
bombs and submachine guns. The
pickets submitted peacefully and were
later released on their own recognizance. The Sheriff declared that, as
and sympathizers conlong as tinuedstrikers
to assemble in violation of the
restraining order issued last week by
Superior Court Judge Vickers, mass
arrests would continue.
Meanwhile, IATSE international
representative Roy Brewer warned
that, if the Sheriff's men were unable
to curb the "lawnessness and anarchy"
of the strikers, so that IATSE members could proceed peacefully to their
jobs, his organization would take matters into its own hands. "We demand," he said, "the right for jam
work and earn a living."
to
people
California's Governor Warren has
refused to intervene in the tense situation. Replying to a telegram from
State Senator Jack B. Tenney, the
Governor said: "I believe city and
county authorities can and will maintain order."
Meadow Handles Stars
Inside
the studio all was quiet toNoel Meadow, motion picture theaday
following
this amorning's
mass
few workers
tre publicist, has been appointed to arrests. Although
trickled back to their posts during the
handle publicity of this year's "Night day, production was still halted. Some
of Stars."
450 employees, immured since_ Monday, planned to spend another night on
cots set up inside the plant.
Real
Money
Pickets Appear at
WB Home Office
SJioujSupplementing the Conference of
%0,
Studio
Unions'which
'siege'
Warners'in
NEW YORK
Coast studio,
hasofresulted
LOS ANGELES
much violence, the Warner home ofNORFOLK.
fice here yesterday was picketed by
members of the National Maritime,
'The BIRTH
Cartoonists, and the United Office
Professional Workers unions.
Roger McDonald, chairman of the
A BYST
of
DIRECTED
6UDAR
POLLAR3
"
Eastern (Studio) Strike Strategy
G<w&ctNOW!
Committee, said he abandoned a plan
for mass picketing when told by
SCREEN TIME 39 MINUTES
police that it would not be permitted.

Two

Circuits
(Continued from page 1)

San Antonio, Waco, Fort Worth,
Pharr and El Paso.
Corwin Buys Theatre
Site for $650,000
Los Angeles, Oct. 10. — Sherrill
Corwin of Principal Theatres-Fox
West Coast Corp., has purchased a
site on South Broadway in downtown
Los Angeles for a reported $650,000
and
atre. will erect on it a 1,200-seat theNew Theatre Survey
Sackville,
Oct. 10.here
— The
foundation
of aN.newB., theatre
has
been completed and M. E. Walker,
sponsor of the project, is now awaiting building materials.
Thorp Has Third House
Philadelphia, Oct. 10. — The Runnemede Theatre, Runnemede, N. J., is
to reopen under the management and
ownership of Harold Thorp, owner of
the Grand in Woodstown, N. J. and
the Star in Elmer, N. J. The house
was thoroughly renovated.

slow, and in three situations in Los
Angeles,week.
where it was playing its
fourth
"Kiss and Tell" went over big in
Cincinnati, drawing $18,000 where
$12,500 is average, and also scored
in Baltimore where, with a stage show,
it grossed $20,500 against average of
"The Great John L," a holdover
$12,500.
attraction at four theatres in Los Angeles, fell off there but registered
strongly in circuit houses in smaller
towns.
"Anchors Aweigh" topped the field
relatively. Playing a third week at
two theatres in Boston, a fourth week
in Chicago, and a second week in
both Pittsburgh and Cincinnati, it
rolled up a combined gross of $104,400, compared with average for the
five houses of $85,700. Circuit reports
also show the film giving top-notch
box-office performances.
'State Fair'
"State Fair," another leading contender for consistent top money honors, held to average in a third week
in both Boston and Baltimore. It hit
a lofty $17,500 against $10,000 average in a second week in Pittsburgh
and did well in four Los Angeles situations. The combined gross of $1 19,100 compares with $105,500 average.
"Wonder Man" continues to turn in
impressive figures, garnering $75,000
in four theatres, two in Los Angeles
as a holdover, and one each in Milwauke , as a holdover, and Pittsburgh.
$60,200 is average for the houses.
"Love Letters," in a moveover in San
Francisco, and on a double bill in Los
Angeles, and in a third week in Chicago still hovered well above average,
taking a combined $74,000 as against

"Her and
Highness
and the
Bellboy,"is
Omaha
Cincinnati
reporting,
$61,300.
healthy. Combined business chalked
up was $27,400, $4,000 over average.
"Johnny Angel," in a second week
with a stage show in San Francisco,
a second week in Chicago and an
opening week in Cleveland, did $69,500, $10,500 over average.
'You Came Along'
In five situations "You Came
Along" varied in relative earnings but
the overall gross was good. Although
slow in Pittsburgh and Milwaukee, it
fared well in Toronto and in two spots
in Boston. Combined business was
$55,200,
as compared with $50,900.
$25,000 for Renovations
"Duffy's
Tavern" brought prosperSan Francisco, Oct. 10. — Owners
ous
to San Francisco and
business
of the Clay Theatre have set up a Buffalo houses,
raking in $57,000
budget of $25,000 for renovations.
against
$47,000
"Guest Wife"
in a second
weekaverage.
on a moveover
dual
New Larksville, Pa., House
a double bill in MilPhiladelphia, Oct. 10. — Mr. and bill in Omaha,
and a third week in Cincinnati
Mrs. J. Emashowski will open their continuedwaukeeabove
average with $27,400,
New Larksville Theatre in Larksville, compared with $26,900
average.
Pa., in mid-November. The theatre
"Dolly Sisters" in its premiere in
will seat over 500. Also scheduled for
an opening this month is the Elm in Chicago went over well with first
Camden. The house will be operated week's business at $61,000, a $9,500
jump above average. Also in Chicago,
by Ray Lipschutz.
"The Strange Affair of Uncle Harry"
scored a big $30,000 compared with
Pela Adding Another
$24,000
average.
Cincinnati, Oct. 10. — A new 700seat house to replace the old Lyric,
in suburban Reading, will be erected
by Pela Theatres Co., it was an- $98,000
"The House on '92nd
92nd Street,"
St.' 20th
nounced by Ralph Kinsler, general Century-Fox,forcompleted
its second
manager of the local suburban circuit, week at the Roxv, here, last night,
which operates the Emery, at Read- with a gross of $98,000. The $77,000
ing; the Shard, at Lockland, and the figure mentioned in Motion Picture
Ridge.
Monte Vista and Ridge, at Pleasant days.
Daily on Tuesday was only for five
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Case

{Continued from page 1)
bitration exhibitor complainants as
witnesses. This could mean an end to
the Government's intended prima facie
case of seeking to establish the fact
of violation of the Sherman Act by
distributor defendants through documents alone, without calling a single
witness, except possibly in rebuttal.
By the time the third day of the
trial ended yesterday, the Department
had completed the introduction of
most of the documents upon which it
intends to rest its case. Besides the
arbitration proceedings, the Government is also seeking to introduce
reports made by the Federal Bureau
of Investigation, on exhibition conditions in over 400 cities where the
Department alleges the defendants
have monopolistic control.
Other Developments
Other developments yesterday included another move by the 'Little
Three' : Columbia, Universal and
United Artists, to be severed from
the case; the introduction of documents by the Government showing
pooling and franchise agreements
among distributor defendants, and a
denial by the court of the motion of
the American Civil Liberties Union
to
a 'friend ofJudge
the court,'
in intercede
the publicas interest.
Hand
pointed out that the Department is
already protecting the public interest.
Counsel for all eight of the distributor defendants objected to the introduction of the reports of arbitration
proceedings on the grounds that the
material could not be considered as
legal evidence because of the nature
in which it was accumulated.
Whitney North Seymour, counsel
for Paramount, pointed out that the
complaints arbitrated, involving clearance and run, were not violations of
law and if they were to be permitted
to become part of the Government's
case, it could be for only a very limited purpose and not put any burden
of rebuttal on the defendants.
Johnheld
W. that
Davis, the
counsel
for Loew's,
also
decisions
could
not be considered evidence. Judge
Joseph M. Proskauer, for Warners ;
George Leisure, for RKO, and John
Caskey, for 20th Century-Fox, interposed similar objections, citing their
understanding of the wording of the
consent decree itself which made the
reports of arbitration proceedings inadmis ible asevidence in the Government's anti-trust suit.
'Little Three' Object
George C. Raftery, for both United
Artists and Universal, declared that
the two companies were not parties
to the consent decree, nor to its arbitration provisions embodied therein,
and, therefore, they could not possibly
have the rulings introduced as evidence against them. Columbia raised
similar objections, with Judge Hand
indicating that the objections would
receive full consideration.
In fighting to force the introduction
of_ arbitration proceedings, Wright
pointed out that the entire system of
arbitration was set up under the jurisdiction and direction of the court in
signing the consent decree and that
the court could not possibly disregard
the work of such a body to which it
had delegated authority.
He declared that the rulings of both
arbitrators and appeal boards under
the arbitration system resulted in find-

Critics9
Quotes
. . .
"THE STORY OF G. I. JOE" (Lester Cowan-United Artists)
. . . There
a filmdramatic
like "The
Story that
of G.I I.never
Joe."believed
. . . terrific
thenticity andnever
yet anwashonest
intensity
could aube
transfused into celluloid. This is a sure Academy Award winner, yet sure
box office. — Lee Mortimer, New York Daily Mirror.
. . . not only the outstanding picture of the war, but by far the best film
production of the year ... it has ... a warm and human quality that makes
the beholder live the experience of war. . . . Meredith's impersonation of Pyle
is unexpectedly good. — Kate Cameron, New York Daily News.
Slogging foot-soldiers are given the finest tribute accorded any of our
Armed Forces. ... It is no great trick ; all that has gone into this Lester
Cowan production is brutal honesty . . . should leave any right-thinking person
humble and strangely exalted. — Howard Barnes, New York Herald Tribune.
... a war picture that is truly great ... a simple, honest, deeply moving
story ... a picture to make every one who sees it feel grateful and humble
. . . authentic and unvarnished. ... A magnificent performance is given by
Robert Mitchum . . . picture brilliantly produced.— Rose Pelswick, New York
Journal- American.
It is a deeply-understanding, personalized account ... of the men who
fought the war — an account packed with trival incident and moving circumstance. .. . This is the real stuff. Don't miss it.— John T. McManus, PM
(New York)
. . . best and most realistic picture of the war to come out of Hollywood . . .
deeply felt in the making and sure to be deeply moving to those who see it. . . .
You would be foolish to miss it. . . . — Archer Winsten, New York Post.
It can be done. Lester Cowan has proved that. There can be .a great war
picture ... a tough, realistic, heart-rending, heart-warming picture of war as
soldiers see it. . . . The cast is excellent ... a great picture. — Eileen Creelman,
New York Sun.
. . . eloquent motion picture . . . hard-hitting, penetrating drama . . . moves
. . . with tremendous emotional impact. It is humorous, poignant and tragic.
. Director William A. Wellman's approach is starkly realistic- — Thomas
M. Pryor, New York Times.
. . . the warmest and most understanding movie of this war. . . . Robert
Mitchum . . . and Freddie Steele ... are likely to hit stardom as a result of
their glowing achievements in this picture ... a magnificent feat for William
A. Wellman . . . and every small individual in his cast. — Alton Cook, New
York World-Telegram.

He charfacie facts.
ings of prima
acterized the findings
as the best
available data on what practices the
distributor defendants had engaged in
since the decree was entered. Wright
resisted the intimation made by defendant
that the
decree" tion
is per-of
manent andcounsel
a final
determina
issues. He cited the trial nature iof
the decree which was supposed to
limit operations to three year6.
Davis characterized the decree as a
"live and vital document." binding even
now on all parties until modified by
the court or, possibly, set aside by
the action of either side.
108 Decisions
The Government is seeking to introduce 108 appeal board decisions
under the arbitration system, plus six
arbitration awards.
Earlier in the day it developed that
while counsel for Loew's. 20th Century-Fox. Paramount, Warners and
RKO had been provided with an opportunity to study each other's answers to the Government's interrogathe 'Little
Universaltories, and
UnitedThree,'
Artists,Columbia,
had no
idea of what the answers involved,
nor did the other five defendants have
anv idea of what the answers of the
'Little Three' were.
At one point. Judge Hand indicated
that he would have to see some definite indication of the involvement of
Columbia, Universal and United Artists as co-conspirators or the court
would dismiss them as defendants.
Wright introduced a sizeable amount
of documentary evidence against them,
as well as the other five defendants.
Paftery indicated that he might possibly wait until the Government completed the introduction of its case before making a formal move for dismis al, a move which Columbia would
also make.
Caskey also objected to the Gov-
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ernment's attempt to introduce the
FBI reports on theatre conditions on
the grounds that the information contained therein was "wholly inaccurate." He also objected to the FBI
making such a survey.
Considerable objection also arose
on the part of the defendants when
the Government started to introduce
documents concerned with pooling and
franchise agreements, many of which
expired years ago. Wright pointed
out that these and other documents
helped present a picture of conditions
leading up to the present pattern of
conditions with which the case is concerned. Some information was eliminated on the basis of objections by
the defendants, but most of the Government's information was admitted.
No further move was made yesterday by the defendants for a possible
three-week delay in the trial following
the completion of the Government's
case.
Observers in court yesterday for independent exhibitor organizations included Abram Myers, Sidney Samuelson, Jesse L. Stern and Benny Berger.
Republic-BMT Deal
Detroit, Oct. 10. — Republic has
closed with Butterfield Michigan
Theatres, operating 128 houses in
Michigan, covering its entire 1945-46
program, it was announced today by
James
dent. R. Grainger, company presi'Marco Polo* Returns
Samuel Goldwyn's "Adventures of
Marco Polo." being reissued by Film
Classics, will open at the Ambassador
Theatre here tomorrow, following Columbia's "The Fighting Guardsman."
After a two-week showing of "Marco
Polo," the Ambassador will revert to
first runs,

N. C. Allied Taking
Over.N.W. Allied
Northwest Allied, which has
not functioned for some time,
is in the process of being dissolved and absorbed by North
Central Allied, Benny Berger,
head of N. C. Allied, said in
New York yesterday. He is
here as an observer in the
Government's anti-trust suit
trial.
Berger said that North Central Allied represents about
200 theatres in that territory.

Murray
Off

Action

to Nov.
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Chicago, Oct. 10. — The new trial I (
granted by Judge William H. Holly
to the remaining defendants in exhibi- i
tor Thomas A. Murray's $1,000,000 ,
conspiracy case, set to be heard Oct.
23, has been postponed to Nov. 13. ^
The original date interfered with ,
other matters in the hands of Judge
William H. Campbell, who will preside at the Murray re-trial.
Defendants are : Henri Elman, independent distributor ; Capitol Film
Exchange, Milo Theatre Corp., Van i.
Nomikos, Milo booker, and John L. I
Manta, owner of the Milo.
Murray, former operator of the
Thalia Theatre, Milo's competitor, \ i
claims that he was forced out of business by conspiracy on the part of the 1
Milo
operators,
distributors, and ■ 1
others, depriving him of obtaining . (
playable product.
In 1941, Murray
sold the Thalia, which he had operated |
35 years.
In April, Judge Holly reversed a
jury's
whichandgranted
Murray
$105,000verdict
damages
dismissed
the |' '(
several national distributors as defendants. Lester Murray, attorney ,
and son of the plaintiff, said he will
hold back his notice of appeal to the
U. S. District Court of Appeals here
until after the new trial.
CBS Merges Television
Technical operations of CBS television are being integrated with the
network's other New York broadcastingvice-president
operations, Lawrence
W. Lowman, CBS
in charge
of
television, announces.
Accordingly,
responsibility for television technical
operations,
routines, ofpersonnel
routine
maintenance
equipment and
has
been assigned to James Seward, director of operations, and Henry Grossman, director of technical operations.
These new duties will supplement their
own previous broadcast commitments.
Television Hearing Today
Mark
Woods, president
ican Broadcasting,
will leadofa Amergroup
of eight ABC executives to the FCC
television hearing in Washington today. With Woods will be Robert
Kintner, Keith Kiggins, Clark Stover,
Joseph McDonald, Frank Marx, Clare
Owen, and Paul B. Mowrey.
Griffith Life Story Aired
The story of David Wark Griffith,
producer of such films as "Birth of a
Nation," "Intolerance," "Way Down
East," "Broken Blossoms" and "Orphans of the Storm," will be dramatized on the
Movies"
program
over"History
WNEW ofontheSunday.
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Reader's

patrons

selling

theatre

Digest?

read

the

books?

If your answer to these questions is "yes" (and we're
betting it is), you have a ready-made

audience waiting to see the

exciting picturization of "Paris-Underground" . . . for the people in
your town are part of the 30,000,000 readers who have thrilled to
this story as a best-selling Book-of-the-AAonth and as a condensation
in Reader's Digest!
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Restoring 10% Levy

Painters

Win

Recognition
Hollywood, Oct. 14. — Results of
the set decorators' election held last
March, announced at the weekend by
local National Labor Relations Board
officials as 55 to 45 in favor of affiliation with Painters Local 1421, a
member of the Conference of Studio
Unions and one of the striking unions,
were not expected to lead to any immediate settlement
of Hollywood's
troubled labor
situation.
The producers announced that they
would abide by the results of the election and recognize Local 1421 as the
collective bargaining agent for the
set decorators as soon as the NLRB
issues its certification.
Herbert K. Sorrell, CSU president,
said : "We'll go back to work when
the producers reinstate our contract
and fire the strike-breakers." Another
(Continued on page 7)

Washington, Oct. 14. — Legislation restoring the admission tax
rate to its former level, roughly
10 per cent, next July 1, as passed
by the House of Representatives last
Thursday by an overwhelming vote,
will come up before the Senate
Finance Committee this week with a
view to sending the measure to the
White House for approval before the
end of the month.
Elimination of the war-time excise
taxes is part of the first tax relief
bill in 16 years, under which the
corporation excess profits tax will be
reduced from 90 to 60 per cent next World Information
Jan. 1 and totally eliminated next
year ; the combined normal and surtax rate for corporations will be re- Unit Going Ahead
duced from 40 to 36 per cent ; the
{Continued on page 6)
Washington, Oct. 14. — Details of
the Interim International Information
Service which is being set up in the
3,000 Pledges for
State Department by Assistant Secretary William Benton, in accordance
with the instructions of President
V-Drive To Date
Truman, are being worked out at
twice-a-week inter-agency conferences
"The first 3,000 exhibitor pledges to and are expected to be perfected by
back
have more
been the end of the month.
signed the
and 'Victory
returned Loan'
in slightly
Attending the meetings are reprethan half the time required to bring
(Continued on page 6)
the same response in the two previous
campaigns,"
distributor
man Claries national
M. Reagan
reports. chair"This operation of the distributor
Ban
division is furnishing a quick 'pulse- Building
feeling' of exhibitor reaction for
guidance
the national
statement offrom
the lattercommittee,"
declares. a
Shortages
Tabulation of the first signed pledges But
(Continued on page 6)
Washington, Oct. 14. — Formal orders lifting the last of the wartime
restrictions
on theatre and other conAir-Trip Priorities
struction have been formalized by the
Are Relaxed Today
War Production Board, making good
on its promise to permit unrestricted
Priorities will be lifted
building as of tomorrow.
from all air travel, except
The Board warned, however, that
the Pacific Ocean, today.
while there will be no limitations on
However, no sudden increase
construction, certain materials are
in foreign travel is expected
still scarce.
by airlines since priority air
The L-41 order limiting constructravel has not been dropping
tion to save critical materials and
since the end of the war
manpower
was originally issued in
and passports, still difficult to
April, 1942, and was not relaxed in
obtain, will be, in effect, a
any material respect until last May.
priority for Atlantic air
travel.
Under the order, theatre construction was cut to the bare minimum
necessary to assure recreational facil-
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DEFENDANTS
DAY

TRIAL

Highlights of First
Week of U. S. Trial

GET

10

DELAY
Government Rests Case;
Arbitration Cases, FBI

Highlights of the trial of U. S. vs. Reports in as Evidence
Paramount et al to date:
By MILTON LIVINGSTON
Government completed introducDistributor
defendants in the
tion of documentary evidence on
which its case is based on the New York anti-trust suit were
fourth day of trial, last Thursday. granted a delay until next Monday,
Trial adjourned to Monday, Oct. Oct. 22, for the beginning of presentation oftheir case after the Depart22, when defense will start presenment of Justice rested its case on the
tation of its case.
fourthtrictday
trialThursday.
in U. S. DisCourt of
herethelast
The three-judge expediting court
As
the
trial
was
adjourned
for the
ruled in favor of the Government Columbus Day holiday last Thursday,
on the admission of 25 industry ar- Judge John Bright asked Robert L.
bitration cases as evidence. Court Wright, Special Assistant to the U.
also admitted Federal Bureau of In- S. Attorney General, what the documentary evidence the Government had
vestigation reports on several hundred cities of less than 25,000 popu- introduced was intended to prove. The
lation where defendants are alleged three-judge expediting court had not
to have interests in all theatres.
had an opportunity to study the evidence. Wright replied that he thought
The Government announced it the trial brief submitted by the Government answered that. With indicawill attempt to prove a monopoly of
exhibition and distribution exists.
tions that the 'Little Three,' Columbia,
The defense attacked the basis of United Artists and Universal, and
(Continued
on page will
6) make a
'five majors,'
the Government's case and asked possibly the
that the Government be required to
prove individual monopolies, rather
than a collective one.
Canada Grouping of
Columbia, United Artists and
Universal sought dismissal from Features Extended
the case but the court has taken no
action yet.
Toronto, Oct. 14.— J. R. Croft of
Toronto, administrator of services in
the Canadian Government, has announced that approval has been
granted
to the groupings of all new
Off
Today
season product for rental contract
purposes for 11 companies in the
Dominion, the lists totalling 500 featContinue
ures under the headings of special
and other classifications.
ities for new and expanding war proRepublic(Continued
tops theonlist
pagewith
6) 70 featduction centers and replacement of
burned-out houses.
Although the halter is now off conPortland Having
struction and a large number of exhibitors are preparing to launch actual
Economic
Troubles
building operations, there were indications that delays would be encounPortland,
Ore., hereabouts,
Oct. 14.—
tered in some areas because of shortTheatre
owners
ages of materials and manpower.
along
with
other
business
Lumber continues to be a serious
men, are disturbed over a
deterrent to large operations, and in
business decline which is almany communities brick is in short
ready bad, and is getting
supply. Steel products are in better
worse, as a result of a comavailability, and so are cement and
bination of conditions, prinsand, but the over-riding consideration
cipally the exodus of former
continues to be labor, of which the
war workers.
building trades reports a definite scarcity in many sections of the country.
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Coming
Personal

Tradewise
By

Mention

PETER RATHVON, RKO
• president, left here for the
Coast Friday for a week of studio
conferences.
•

N

Joanne Cassid-y, six - year - old
daughter of John A. Cassidy, RKO
Theatres' general press representative, who was stricken with polio two
weeks ago, was released Saturday
from Queens General Hospital, much
improved.
•
Charles W. Koerner, RKO Radio
production vice-president, and Phil
Reisman, foreign distribution vicepresident, have arrived in Berlin from
Paris for a week's • stay.
Clement S. Crystal, Paramount
International's theatre department
hdad, has returned to New York
from a seven-week tour of Central
and South America.
•
Jack Lamont, Monogram International manager in Mexico and Central
America, left New York yesterday
for a tour of Central America.
•
George Jessel will leave Hollywood for Washington today and will
speak at a dinner to be given by the
President on Saturday.
•
Rufus Le Maire, 20th Century-Fox
talent director, will be in New York
from Hollywood early
this week.
•
Mitchell Rawson
of M-G-M's
home office publicity department, has
arrived in Hollywood• from New York.
Lillian Browne, secretary to
David O. Selznick, is in New York
from the Coast on vacation.
•
Barney Balaban, Paramount president, arrived in Hollywood from New
York over the weekend.
•
W. H. Workman, M-G-M Minneapolis branch manager, is a patient
in Minneapolis Hospital.
•
Charles S. Steinberg of the Warner publicity department was in Philadelphia at the weekend.
•
Nate Spingold, Columbia executive, will arrive in New York from
Hollywood today.
•
Sam Burkett, Monogram producer, has returned to the Coast from
New York.
•
Ethel Barrymore arrived in New
York from Hollywood yesterday.
Schaefer Leaving
Republic for PRC
Grover C. Schaefer resigned last
Friday as New York branch manager
for Republic to join PRC in a home
office sales post. Schaefer had been
with Republic for the past nine years.
Xo successor has been named yet.

AILURE to follow up with
Eric Johnston's proposal for
the formation of an all-industry
Motion Picture Institute, if persisted in too long, is certain to
deprive the project of much of
the spontaneous enthusiasm
which greeted its announcement.
Many had hoped that Johnston, at his recent trade press
c o n f e rence in Washington,
would elaborate on his proposal
for guiding the industry will to
cooperate into constructive and
mutually helpful peace time
channels. An elaboration did not
materialize because, it could be
inferred, the times are not yet
ripe or the'
ficientlyplan
definite. itself is not sufIn view of the hearty acclaim
the proposal received, any inference that the times are. not ripe
for it may be discarded. Then,
if it is true that the plan itself
is too nebulous to be elaborated
upon now, it is possible that its
announcement was premature.
•
It is to be hoped that in the
interim between the announcement and the more definite development of the plan Johnston
will consult with organizations
of recognized standing in the industry, or their accredited representatives, and obtain their
views and suggestions for the
formation of the Motion Picture
Institute and a full definition of
its aims, interests and activities.
If it is to be a new and representative trade organization it
cannot hope for success without
the participation of organizations which command a real following in the industry. That
participation will not be given
blindly nor can it be pledged by
those who have remained apart
from industry organizations.
If it is to be a makeshift continuation of the War Activities
Committee, as some are now
suggesting, that, too, should be
made known, whether or not it
commits the Institute to a dubious fate. To succeed it must be
built upon a foundation more
solid than a memory of wartime
patriotism. It is too obvious to
need saying that no peacetime
organization of that kind could
command the loyalty, labor and
sacrifice that all give freely to
their country in time of war. A
completely new and wholly different organization is needed to
achieve unity of purpose and interest within the industry in
times of peace.

SHERWIN

KANE

The New Zealand film censor,
according to news dispatches
last week, took no action to bar
Warners' "Objective, Burma"
from theatres there, upon examining the picture subsequent to
its withdrawal from British
screens at the instance of British press criticism that the picture neglected the exploits of the
British 14th Army in Burma.
It will be recalled that along
about last November, Noel Coward went on the air for the British Broadcasting Corp. to tell
of the suffering and hardships
of Britain's "forgotten" 14th
Army.
It was
"forgotten,"
Coward said,
because
British
newspapers, thinking they were
satisfying the public taste, had
preferred to print news of local
trivialities rather than news of
the soldiers in Burma.
In rebuttal, the British newspapers failed to cite agate lines
or column inches devoted to the
14th in Burma, but contented
themselves instead with editorial
abuse of Coward. Now, selfrighteous as you please, they
hurl at Hollywood the identical
charge that Coward hurled at
them last November and which
they never succeeded in answering to anyone's satisfaction except, perhaps,
Which
leadstheir
one own.
to wonder :
Does the British press really believe that it is up to Hollywood
to inform the British people of
the Burma
British campaign?
14th Army's role in
the
• •
The Conference of Studio
Unions is circulating a "Don't
Patronize Unfair Movies"
throw-away through the locals
of sympathetic AF of L international unions throughout the
country. The theme of the circulars is : "8,000 American
Workers, Their Wives and Kids,
vs Billion Dollar Movie CorTheyabout
profess
to tell
truth"
the studio
strike "the
but
porations."
make
no mention of a jurisdictional dispute between AF of L
unions.
On the other hand, Roy Brewer, IATSE Hollywood representative,thatpoints
in a press
release
theoutviolence
at the
Warner studios was precipitated
"just three
before our tocommitteesdays
were scheduled
sit
down in an effort to adjust the
controversy."
charges
that'
it was done to He
prevent
a settlement.

Events
Today — Government's
building restrictions end.
Today— through Oct. 17 — Semi-an
nual conference, Society of Mo
tion Picture Engineers, Hote
Pennsylvania, New York.
Oct. 16 — Texas Theatre Owner
meeting, Hilton Hotel, Lubbock
Oct. 17 — New York 'Victory Loan
meeting, Hotel Astor;
Oct. 19 — Consolidated Film Indus
tries-Republic-Setay merger meet
ing in Wilmington.
Oct. 20 — Warner Club meeting
Warner home office, New York
Oct. 22-23— Allied Theatre Owners
of • Texas, annual convention
White Plaza Hotel, Dallas.
Oct. 23 — Annual meeting, Motion
Picture Theatres Association o
Ontario, King Edward Hotel
Toronto.
Oct. 24 — Silver Anniversary testi
monial for Elmer C. Rhoden, Ho
tel Muehlenbach, Kansas City.
Oct.
drive.29-Dec. 8— Wictory Loan
Oct. 31-Nov. 1— Independent Thea
tre Owners of Wisconsin and
Upper Michigan meeting, Hotel
Schroeder, Milwaukee.
Nov. 5-7 — Michigan Allied conven
tion, Statler Hotel, Detroit.
Nov. 6 — Associated Theatres of
Indiana meeting, Athletic Club
Indianapolis.
Nov.
13.— "Night
Stars" show
Madison
Square of Garden,
New
York.
Nov. 28 — Motion Picture Pioneers
annual dinner, Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, New York.
Nov. 30 (tentative) — Third annual
dinner for Jack Kirsch, by Illinois Buying and Booking Circuit
members,
Blackstone Hotel, Chicago.
Para.

Effects

Closer

Sales Supervision
A plan to effect closer contact between division managers and their respective exchange centers, to promote
more efficient sales supervision, has
been adopted at Paramount, according
to Charles M. Reagan, vice-president
in charge of distribution.
As a vision
result,
the company's
sales chiefs
currently four
are dion
tour of their territories, James J.
Donohue in the Midwest ; George A.
Smith, Western; William Erbb, Eastern, and Hugh Owen, Southern.
Mingle Joins Tribune
Edward Mingle has joined the New
York Herald-Tribune staff, in charge
of amusement and hotel and restaurant
advertising, succeeding Pearce Chauncey, who has become display advertising manager. Mingle has been with
the Journal- American in a similar capacity for several years. Prior to that
he was with The Sun. Don McCloud,
of the Tribune's hotel group, will assume additional duties in the amusement field.
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Trial

Motion

Delay

{Continued from page 1)
move for dismissal of the Government's case when trial is resumed
nextwillMonday,
indicatedon that
he
make an"Wright
oral statement
the
Government's case then.
The court, headed by Judge Augustus N. Hand, permitted the introduction of records of arbitration cases
conducted under the consent decree
as part of the Government's evidence
against the
objections of'five
their majors'
counsel,over
but the
denied
use of this material against the 'Little
Three' who were not parties to the
consent decree and its arbitration provisions.
The court also permitted the introduction of reports made by the Federal Bureau of Investigation dealing
with theatre conditions in several hundred towns of populations of less than
25.000 where the Government alleges
the five distributor defendants with
affiliated circuits own all the theatres.
'Auditors' Reports'
In permitting the records of 25 arbitration proceedings conducted under
the consent decree to be introduced as
the Government asked, Judge Hand
said, "These awards where the defendants had a chance to offer proof
and examine complainants, may be
likened to auditors' reports." He
characterized them as slightly resembling such reports and pointed out
that the parties had consented to this
mode to settle certain disputes. Judge
Hand further explained that they have
the weight of prima faeie m evidence
but are not to be considered violations
of the Sherman Act but rather as to
the facts found in the cases. They
were admitted subject to further motions by the defendants to strike out
material contained therein.
The FBI reports were admitted by
stipulation between the Government
and defendants on the condition that
the Government did not claim that the
defendants operated theatres under the
same conditions in the remaining
towns of the United States with populations of less than 25,000. The
Government confined itself to the introduction of reports covering some
60 towns where Warner Bros, are
supposed to have interests in all- the
theatres, three of them being pooled
situations ; over 100 towns where
Paramount through its partner affiliates have interests ; and a group of
towns -in which 20th Century-Fox theatre affiliates have interests. Loew's
and RKO were only slightly affected
in these reputed 'closed towns'.
Fight Over Receipts
Sharp differences developed between
Wright and counsel for the five defendants with affiliated circuits when
the Government sought to introduce
tabulations of receipts on pictures in
certain territories in which the
Skouras and Randforce circuits were
involved with the defendants. The
defense contended that these were not
affiliated circuits and the basis of
the
Government's
therefore
in error.computations
Indications was
are
that Lt. Peter Borwick, Government
statistician, might be called to the witness stand to explain how the computation was arrived at. Also the subject of some controversy was certain
documentary evidence resulting: from
correspondence between the Department of Justice and William P. Phillips, vice-president of United Artists

picture

Weight of Evidence
Conceded by Davis
Commenting upon the volu m i n o u s documentary evidence being introduced by the
Government in the trial of
the New York anti-trust case,
last Thursday, especially that
relating to United Artists,
John W. Davis, trial counsel
for Loew's, said, "From the
point of avoirdupois, we concede the weight of the Government's evidence."
Theatres Circuit. This information
relating to ownership of Metropolitan
Playhouses, which has an indirect
stock interest in Skouras and Randforce, was finally admitted with provision that Phillips can be called to
give testimony on the basis of this
information.
Wright consumed some time during
the morning session last Thursday to
outline what he explained was the
Government's legal theory of the case
and how the Sherman Act was applicable to the defendants in the New
York anti-trust case, using findings in
the Interstate and Crescent cases.
Wright hailed the Interstate decision
by the Supreme Court as a landmark
in developing the doctrine that uniform action by express agreement
would amount to a violation of the
Sherman Act. Also cited in this connection were the Paramount-Famous
Players-Lasky vs. U. S. and U. S.
vs. First National Pictures et al
cases.
Wright charged that the Little
Three' were co-conspirators since
they sold the market as they found
it when the}- were bound to consider
the aspects of the domination of the
market.
In resting his case, Wright pointed
out that it would be necessary to introduce additional material which has
been provided for, as it becomes available.
Ticket

Tax

{Continued from page 1)
capital stock and declared-value excess profits taxes will be repealed,
and individuals will be given the same
exemptions from the normal tax as
from the surtax, with a reduction in
the latter.
Also included in the bill is a 'freezing' provision maintaining the present rate of one per cent for the Social Security payroll tax for another
year, which will prevent the automatic
increase to two-and-one-half per cent
due to take place Jan. 1.
The Senate Finance Committee is
expected to provide relief beyond that
granted by the House, which attempted to keep the bill close to the $5,000.000.000 reduction which the Administration recommended, and may call for
full repeal of the excess profits tax
Jan. 1, instead of a vear later.
Meet in Schine's Hotel
Albany, Oct. 14. — Louis Schine
presided here Thursday at a zone
meeting of the Schine circuit at the
Ten Evck Hotel, which he recentlv
bought. Schine said the circuit had
no intention of opening a theatre or
staging newsreel shows at the Ten
Eyck.

daily

3,000

Pledges

Monday, October 15, 194
Short

{Continued from page 1)
received by the committee also shows
a greater percentage of 'Bond Premieres' (Victory Shows), more participation in 'Free Movie Day' and more
'Kiddie Shows' than in previous bond
campaigns.
Ray Beall, representing Southern
regional
chairman
O'Donnell, and drive
Charles
Thall, Bob
representing
West Coast chairman Charles P.
Skouras, have arrived in New York
to work as liaisons between national
headquarters and their regions.
Exhibitors of the Newark area will
meet next Thursday at Warner Circuit offices in that city to map local
strategy
"for the
of
Warners
will drive.
preside.Frank Damis
Kinzler Names 9 Publicists;
Four More for States
Morris
Kinzler,
'Victory
paign director
for the
New Loan'
York camarea,
has named the following county and
borough publicity chairmen for the
drive : William Slater, Manhattan ;
Vincent Liguori and Sam Coolick,
Bronx ; Arthur Price and Pat Grosso,
Brooklyn ; Ray Malone and Sid Kane,
Queens ; Larry Cowan, Richmond ; Ira
Morais, Westchester.
Addition of four state publicity men
for the campaign was announced by
Frank Rosenberg, national publicity
chairman, as follows : Bob Kelly and
Frank Starz, both of Interstate Circuit,
for Texas; John Grower, Lyric Theatre, Tupelo, Miss., for Mississippi, and
Elizabeth Graham of the Daily Gazette, Charleston, W. Va., for Southwest West Virginia.

Subjects
"California
Boom-town"
{RKO -Radio)
Beautiful, modern, sprawling Los
Angeles is the subject of this delightful short, No. 12 in Frederic UllmanJr.'s '"This Is America" series. Th
camera caught a wealth of interesting!
detail about the fabulous West Coastl
city, which has Hollywood, film capital of the world, for a suburb.
Interesting
facts about Los
Angeles'
history
and development
are provided
by a commentator, as scenes of teeming business activity, entertainment
centers, vast war factories, residential
areas and motion picture industry operations flash across the screen.
But Los Angeles, like other American war-boom centers, has its problem in what to do with vast numbers
of workers who are losing their war
jobs. Describing this situation, the film
explains what is being accomplished
by civic deavororganizations
city's ento hold to its in
wartheprosperity,
and ends on a note of confidence that
the problem will be overcome. Running
time, 16 minutes.
"Flicker Flashbacks"
{RKO-Radio)
Reaching
into audiences
filmdom's with
archives
provide
modern
laughs,to
this one features a couple of silent
'dramas,' "The Revolutionists' Revenge," produced by1908
Biograph
in 1905,
and a Biograph
opus starring
Blanche Sweet, "The Goddess of Sage
Brush Gulch." Intrigue, villainy and
heroics from the "good old days"
emerge ridiculous in the light of present day cinematic perfection ; the
comedy is enhanced by commentary.
Running time, 7 minutes.

Southern California Meet Today
Los Angeles, Oct. 14. — First meetof the
'VictoryCalifornia
Loan' exhibition
staff ingof
Southern
will be
held tomorrow at the Ambassador
Hotel, here, with 75 theatre executives, including Charles Skouras, regional director, and Gus Metzger,
state chairman, attending.
"Daffydilly Daddy"
{Paramoimt-Little Lulu Cartoon.)
Lulu's daddy gives her a blue posy
to place on exhibition at a flower
Information Unit
show. On her way to the show, Lulu
loses the flower and a bulldog pre{Continued from page 1)
vents her from retrieving it. Finally
she
outwits
dog and gets the
sentatives of the Department, Office flower to the the
show. There she draws
of War Information and Office of In- a bead with her bean shooter on a
ter-American Affairs, whose war-time hummingbird and breaks the stalk of
information activities will form the the
flower. But all is well when she
basis of the new set-up. The inter- tosses the flower into a barrel of
agency sessions will be followed by a 'Vigoro' and the flower suddenly
meeting between Benton and film in- bursts into bloom again, to win first
dustn- representatives, whose views prize. In Technicolor. Running
will be solicited both as to the organization and program of the service. time, eight minutes.
The broad outline for the new service contemplates widespread use of Canada Grouping
{Continued from page 1)
motion pictures abroad. An extensive
library of films already is available
from among those issued by the OWI, ures scheduled for release in 1945-6,
OIAA and other agencies, supplement- and Universal is next with 62, the
ed by pictures produced by industrial smallest being the newly-formed
firms. The motion picture activities of Eagle-Lion Films of Canada with a
the service will be administered by lineup of 24 features, including four
John ture
M.and Begg,
of the
motion
radio chief
division,
which
actspicas specials.
Issuance of the approval order conthe liaison between the Department
firms the report that . the Canadian
and other Federal agencies in matters government proposed to extend wartime
controls of private business.
involving the dissemination of information abroad and heads the development and execution of cultural pro- New ITT Branch
grams using films.
International Theatrical and Television Corp. has opened a branch exSunday Films Approved
change in New Orleans, to handle
Bessemer, Ala., Oct. 14. — Sunday bookings for Louisiana, with a possible
shows have returned to Bessemer by extension of activities to adjoining tera vote of more than ..two to one.
ritory later.
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Win

(Continued from page 1)
spokesman for the strikers stated :
"This removes the only plausible excuse the producers could think of for
refusing to settle the strike. Our
picket lines will continue before every
studio and every theatre until the
strike is settled. It is now up to the
-iroducers to resume their negotiations, which were broken off in July,
>l944."
Michael Luddy, attorney for the
IATSE, whose members have kept
studios running since the strike be"After
stated:question
ago, policy
sixismonths
\gan
this it
a personal
with the producers, not a question of
law. But it has always been our contention that the set decorators' dispute was not the real reason for the
strike." Only Carol Cooper, international vice-president of the IATSE,
held out any hope of prompt settlement. He said: "We'll abide by the
board's decision."
In a huge sympathy demonstration,
more than 3,000 workers from Lockheed Aircraft paraded in front of
Warner Brothers, scene of rioting
earlier last week. Deputy sheriffs left
paraders unmolested, declaring the
assembly peaceful. Technically, the
picket line itself was composed of only
the legal number.
Disturbance at Universal
At Universal, however, a picket line
of several hundred prevented entrance
of studio employes, and the plant was
shut down temporarily. Since the
studio lies outside the jurisdiction of
the
sheriff's
Los protection
Angeles city
officials
were office,
asked for
and
sent three truckloads of city policemen, who dispersed the picket line.
Studio officials expressed the opinion that the mass picketing was instituted by the strikers as a show of
strength. "They want to prove that
they can keep Warners closed and at
the same time close down any other
studio in town," a studio spokesman
said.
Judge Samuel Blake directed Carroll Sax and Roy Obringer, Warner
executives, to appear at a downtown
attorney's office next Thursday, bringing payroll records, cancelled checks
and vouchers which would determine
whether any payments had been made
by the studio to the Chief of Police of
Burbank or any of his officers during the past 13 months. Attorneys for
the strikers filed suits against Warner
Brothers in behalf of 93 persons,
charging injuries sustained as a result
of riots and asking for damages totalling $900,000.
Publicists Here Wire Johnston,
Warner for Settlement Action
The Eastern Screen Publicists Guild,
Local No. 114, United Office Professional Workers, CIO, has sent telegrams to Jack L. Warner on the
Coast and to Eric A. Johnston in
Washington "urging peaceful settlement of the picketing and strike flareups at the Warner studios." The wires
were signed by Harry Hochfeld, SPG
president.
Picketing Continued at WB,
Will Resume Again Today
Picketing continued late last week
in front of the Warner homeoffice and
exchange buildings in New York, and
according to union spokesmen, will be
resumed today. While there are indications that a more extensive picketing
program is being considered, details
have not been disclosed.

Picture

58th

Annual

Will

Start

SMPE

Here

7

daily
Meet

Today

The 58th semi-annual technical conference of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers will get underway today at the Hotel Pennsylvania here
to continue through Wednesday.
Technical peacetime progress in pro^
duction, distribution and exhibition
will be the main subject.
The opening session will begin at
two P. M., with Clyde R. Keith presiding. Following a welcoming address by SMPE president Donald E.
Hyndman, and a report by vice-president W. C. Kunzmann, papers will be
read by Fred Waller, J. H. Waddell,
F. G. Back, M. G. Townsley, E. W.
Schultz and Armour Wallingsford.
This evening's session will be presided over by Nathan D. Golden, and
will feature a talk on I. G. Farben
Agfa color, by Lt. Col. R. H. Ranger,
Signal Corps, on behalf of the U. S.
Technical Industrial Intelligence Commit e the
; program will be sponsored
by the Department of Commerce.
Tomorrow
morning's session"
will beI.
under
the chairmanship
of Earl
Sponable. Papers will be read by C.
E. Ives, C. J. Kunz, N. L. Simmons,
H. L. Baumback, H. E. Gausman, F.
L. Eich, Maj. G. C. Misener and G.
Lewin. Herbert Griffin will preside

at tomorrow's afternoon session at
which papers will be read by A. G.
Smith, F. T. Bowditch, M. R. Null,
R. J. Zavesky, H. J. Benham, Maj.
P. M. Thomas, Capt. C. H. Coles,
Maj. P. W. Klipsch, C. R. Daily and
Lt. H. T. Souther.
President Hyndman will preside at
the 58th semi-annual SMPE dinnerdance tomorrow evening, at which will
be featured introduction of officerselect, presentation of certificates to
fellows-elect and presentation of the
1945 SMPE Journal award.
Maj. Lloyd T. Goldsmith will be
chairman of the Wednesday morningsession, during which papers will be
read by A. C. Zoulis, Lt. Souther, F.
L. Hopper, R. C. Moody, John Flory
and R. B. Austrian. Chairman of the
Wednesday afternoon session will be
E. Allen Williford and papers will be
read by J. A. Ball, R. M. Evans, H.
H. Duerr, H. C. Harsh, R. H. Bingham, R. O. Drew, S. W. Johnson, A.
M. Glover, A. R. Moore and J. D.
Phyfe. The Wednesday evening
session will feature reading of a paper
by R. M. Evans on "The Problem of
Amateur Color
Photography."
Adjournment of the
entire conference
will follow.

Mexico

Kilroe

Ends

Film

2-Year

Labor
Feud

Mexico City, Oct. 14. — Labor peace
has been restored to the Mexican film
industry, with the pioneer labor union,
the National Cinematographic Workers, accepting President Manuel Avila
Camacho's suggestions for ending a
two-year quarrel that became very
acute with the organization of the
Production Union, resulting from six
sections, led by the players, quitting
National last spring.
The President suggested that National devote itself exclusively to
workers making short subjects and
newsreels, and the Production Union
to those making features. Production
immediately accepted the suggestion,
but National held off because it had
started a program for making 20
features of its own. National apparently concluded that it is of no use
holding out any longer, and its decision was endorsed by the powerful
Confederation of Mexican Workers,
of which it is a member.
WE Plans Electronics
Plant at Allentown
As partconstruction
of the Bellprogram,
System's Western
$2,000,000,000
Electric has bought property at Allentown, Pa., and will build there a
new electronic components plant which
will employ about 1,500 people.
C. G. Stoll, WE president, predicted
that vacuum tubes, quartz crystals, resistors and other electronic components will find increasing use in the
telephone system and related fields.
WE Export Meet Ends
The 12-day conference of worldwide managers of Western Electric
Export Corp. at the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, here, concluded Friday with
discussions of company policy and routine matters.

to

Copyright

Santiago
Meeting

Edwin P. Kilroe, copyright adviser
to 20th Century-Fox and Movietonews,
will represent the industry at the Inter-American Bar Association Copyright Conferences in Santiago, Chile,
Oct. 20-29, it was announced at the
weekend by the State Department as
Kilroe flew to Chile via Pan American Clipper. While in South America,
he will visit Buenos Aires, Rio de
Janeiro and other capitals.
Represents MPPDA
Kilroe will represent the MPPDA.
He represented the industry at the
conference of the Inter-American Bar
Association in Mexico City in 1944
and acted in a similar capacity at two
European surveys in 1936 and 1939.
At the conference in Mexico City a
resolution was passed to appoint a
committee of copyright specialists to
draft a Pan-American copyright convention that would be adopted by all
the countries of the Americas. The
Santiago convention is to act as the
basis
vention.of a worldwide copyright conNatalio Chediak of Havana is chairman of both the committee on copyright of the Inter-American Bar As>ociation and the committee of specialists to draft the Pan-American convention.

Reissues
Losing
Ground in Chicago
Oct.one
14. —year
Reissues
in Chicago,
this area,
ago,
consumed almost 35 per cent
of all playing time, but they
.are now losing ground, due,
exhibitors explain, to the
larger tures
number
of newwithin
picmade available
the last few months, plus
the disinterest displayed of
late
rons. in old pictures by patNotable exceptions are
those reissues, scheduled nationally, which benefit by exploitation campaigns, which
create a new interest in the
product.
Video

Time-Sharing

Declared

Harmful

Washington, Oct. 14. — Sharing of
television frequencies was opposed
generally by broadcasters appearing
late last week before the Federal Communications Commission in hearings
on rules, regulations and standards of
engineering for that medium.
Burdened with the necessity of passing on hundreds of applications for
new stations of all types, including
more than 200 television and 500 FM
applications, FCC Chairman Paul
Porter urged that the long list of witnesses desiring to be heard shorten
and consolidate their testimony where
possible so as to permit the hearing
to conclude quickly.
Officials of the National Association
of Broadcasters and the Broadcasting
networks were particularly opposed to
any time-sharing arrangement for telethat with
the lim-it
itedvision,
numberpointing
of out
channels
available
would make network operation highly
difficult and perhaps impossible in
some areas.
Witnesses told the commission that
television is 'ready to go' with the
lifting of wartime controls on construction, equipment and operation, and
that the industry has no doubt of its
ability to provide service of a high
character within a very short time.

First FP-C Regional
In Toronto Oct. 26
Toronto, Oct. 14. — Final revised arrangements were announced at the
weekend by Morris Stein, Eastern
division general manager, for a series
of regional meetings of managers of
Famous Players-Canadian to replace
the usual annual convention, which
was called off this year because of
travel conditions.
The Toronto conference is scheduled
for Oct. 26, the program to conclude with a dinner. Further gatherings will be held at Hamilton, London and Ottawa in Ontario, with a
Fosters Odeon Plan
general meeting in the Maritime
Toronto, Oct. 14. — A recommen- Provinces, all under the supervision of
dation that theatre operators adopt the Stein. Conferences in Western Canto be arranged by Larry
Odeon 'Movie Club' plan for juvenile Bearg,ada are
Western division manager.
shows, as established in Britain and
recently introduced in the Dominion,
was made by trustee Nelson MacFar- Coswick in New Post
land when the school board at Long
Los Angeles, Oct. 14. — Harry
Branch. Ont, discussed the encour- Coswick has been appointed head of
agement of special film programs for
motion picture departchildren,
holidays. especially on Saturdays and Bond-Charteris'
ment. Previously, Coswick was affiliated with George Pal and Columbia.
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Roy Disney, president of Disney
Prod. ; William Levy, head of Disney
sales, and Vernon Caldwell, studio executive, will arrive in New York today from the coast.
This will be Disney's first visit here
since a company reorganization, in
preparation for expansion of its production and distribution, whereby Roy
Disney became president, to concentrate on distribution, and Walt Disney shifted to chairman of the board
to devote himself to production. John
Reeder was brought into the company
as general manager, while Frank
Leahy was named studio manager, and
Leo Katcher, Eastern story and talent
head.
Disney, while in the East, will confer with RKO Radio executives on
distribution plans far "Make Mine
Music", feature which is nearly ready.
He is also expected to further explore
educational film plans, work on which
the studio has withheld pending return of all of its personnel from the
Armed Services. Only about 15 per
cent of those in service have returned.
The services have been slow to relase
Disney workers because of technical
skills.
In addition to "Make Mine Music,"
four other Disney features are in
"The
work. They are "Uncle Remus,"
Little People," "Alice in Wonderland," and "Jack and the Beanstalk."
Another feature, "Princess and the
Nightingale," is casting.

SOS from MacArthur
For More Talent
Washington, Oct. 14. — Gen. Douglas MacArthur has made an urgent request for screen, stage and radio talent
to entertain the Armies of Occupation
in the Pacific, the War Department
announces.
He stated that appearances of _USO
Camp Shows players have contributed
materially to the maintenance of morale
among the troops.
Immediately following receipt of the
message, Major Gen. Joseph W. Byron,
Director of Special Services,_ made
known the specific requests which are
made of Camp Shows : a total of 86
units, comprising 1,200 players, to be
sent to the Pacific within 90 days.

Critics9
Quotes
, . .
"BLITHE SPIRIT" (Two Cities-United Artists)
The English-made Noel Coward production of his successful stage hit sets
a high mark and if the house (Winter Garden) can hold to it, a new ace film
institution has been added. . . . The advertising has called it 'naughty.' Right.
But it is nicely so. — Frank Quinn, New York Daily Mirror.
. . . retains all the prankish fun of the play, and then some. ... If it is sheer
entertainment you want in a film, don't miss Noel Coward's production of
"Blithe Spirit." — Kate Cameron, New York Daily News.
Noel Coward's magical spook play, "Blithe Spirit," has lost much of its
sorcery on the screen . . . fails to sustain the mood of witchcraft and social satire which distinguished the original . . . disappointing. . . . Realism and fancy
are
badly blended in "Blithe Spirit." — Howard Barnes, New York Herald
Trbune.
.... a faithful reproduction of the play . . . absurd, fantastic, charming and
frivolously funny — all of which adds up to delightful entertainment. . . . The
cast assembled for the piece is an excellent one, with top honors going to
Margaret
as the medium. . . . You'll find it fun. — Rose Pelswick,
New
York Rutherford
Journal- American.
Not noticeably dampened in spirit and naughtiness . . . Noel Coward's saucy
"Blithe Spirit" materialized at the Winter Garden in Technicolor last night
to delight a carriage-trade invitation audience. — John T. McManus, PM
(Nezv York).
... a movie which hits the bull's-eye of wit and originality. . . . the play
could not have been any better than the movie which is a delight from beginning to end . . . anyone of the general public who can make the grade as mentally adult is sure to find "Blithe Spirit" an exquisite piece of light and fanciful entertainment. — Archer Winsten, New York Post.
This latest importation from England is a honey, a happy, funny picture.
. . . The Noel Coward comedy, perfect material for motion pictures, comes
out more brightly on the screen than on the stage. . . . From a lively start the
film builds up to a gay and original finish. The director, David Lean, a name
as yet unknown over here, has captured all the Coward wit, both in dialogue
and action. He has an excellent cast. — Eileen Creelman, New York Sun.
... a generally delightful divertissement . . . delicately balanced piece of
whimsy. . . . The dialogue is generally sharp and witty. . . . But it takes more
than a Well-turned phrase to make a good movie, and director David Lean
has not complemented the sparkling dialogue with sufficient pictorial inventivenes .. . does not quite "live up to the high hopes with which it started out."
— Thomas M. Pryor, New York Times:
Noel Coward's sharp, crackling wit crackles as sharply as ever in the Technicolor version of his play . . . the general effect is the same — a flow of steady
if thin laughter over the plight of a man plagued by the simultaneous presence of a wife in the flesh and the jealous shade of a departed first wife. . . .
The high quality of the whole cast is largely responsible for preserving all
the pleasure of the play, only slightly diluted by removal to a medium for
which they were not intended. — Alton Cook, New) York World-Telegram.

Skouras on Coast
For Johnston Meet
Hollywood, Oct. 14. — Spyros P.
Skouras, president of 20th CenturyFox, is due here from New York to
attend conferences with Eric A.
Johnston, president of the MPPDA,
who will meet company officials of the
West Coast, arriving here from Washington this week.
Before returning to New York,
Skouras will discuss forthcoming 20th
Annual Dinner for Century-Fox product with Joseph M.
Schenck, executive head of production,
Kirsch on Nov. 30
and Darryl F. Zanuck, vice-president
Chicago, Oct. 14. — The third an- in charge of production.
nual dinner of the Illinois Buying and
Booking Circuit, honoring its head,
Jack Kirsch, will be held at the Black- 'Imitation of Life' Ban
stone Hotel, tentatively on Nov. 30.
Atlanta, Oct: 14. — "Imitation of
Proceeds will go to La Rabida Sani- Life," Universal reissue, has been
torium, which is regularly supported banned here by Christine Smith, cenby the local Variety Club, of which
sor, on the grounds that it is "conKirsch is chief barker.
trary to the good order of the comScheduled speakers will include
munity" in its treatment of racial
Mayor Edward Kelly.
matters. Local Universal officials immediately conferred with their local
attorneys,
MacDougald, Troutman
Ferguson Presents Booth and Arkwright,
who in turn were in
The Loew - M - G - M information conference by telephone with Adolph
booth at Times Square, originally Schimel, Universal counsel in New
opened
Fair,andin York.
1939, andduring
since the
usedWorld's
for WAC
Merchant Marine recruiting and in
bond campaigns, was turned over to Allen to Paramount
Leonard Allen has been appointed
the U. S. Army for its enlistment
drive in a special ceremony held at the Paramount Atlanta territorial district
booth at the weekend. Presentation advertising representative, it was anof the booth was made by William R.
nounced here by Alec Moss, the com1
Ferguson, M-G-M exploitation di- pany's exploitation manager. He rerector.
places Bud Gray who resigned.

Saffle President of
Northwest Club
Seattle, Oct. 14— Maurice Saffle,
M-G-M branch manager here, has
been elected president of the Northwest Film Club, Seattle. Other officers are Herbert Kauffman, Paramount branch manager, vice-president;
Neal Walton, Columbia manager, and
Keith Beckwith, trustees ; Ed Lamb,
RKO Radio manager, secretary-treasurer.
A. M.

Cohen

Elected

Variety Unit Head
Philadelphia, Oct. 14. — The following officers have been elected by
Variety Post No. 713 of the American
Legion, here, to serve for the 1945-46
term ; Commander, Albert M. Cohen,
to succeed Jack Kraker ; senior vicecommander, Victory H. Blane ; junior
vice-chairman, Everett C. Callow ; finance officer, Ely J. Epstein; adjutant,
Walter A. Donohue; chaplain, Arthur
S. Wilson ; sergeants-at-arms Harry
H. Matthews and William Solomon.
William F. Brooker was appointed
historian and publicity director.
Meyers in New Post
Detroit, Oct. 14. — Norman A.
Meyers, former publicity man for
RKO theatres in Cleveland, has been
named to head the publicity staff of
the new joint operation of the Adams
and Downtown here, of which Charles
Perry is president.

Hollywood
By THALIA BELL
Hollywood, Oct. 14
GREER
Peck areGARSON
set for theand
top Gregory
roles in
"The Fortunes of Richard Mahony,"
M-G-M's version of the book by
Henry Handel Richardson ; Pandro S/
Berman will produce . . . "Saigon,\
story based on the current situation in
Indo-China, has been added to the Paramount production schedule ; Wells
Root is preparing the screenplay. . . .
Richard Hayden has been signed by
20th Century-Fox for a top role in
"Cluny Brown." •
The board of directors of the corporationiswhichnow
will complete,
produce and
"Abie's
Irish Rose"
includes Bing Crosby, Anne Nichols,
Eddie Sutherland, Del Webb, Everett
Crosby, William Becker and Noll
Gurney. . . Sonny Tufts and Marjorie Reynolds have had their Paramount contracts extended. . . . Maureen O'Hara will have a top role in
RKO's next Technicolor special, "The
Strange Adventiires of Sinbad."
Elgin

Decision

Changed

on

Is

Appeal

Ruling of the New York tribunal
in dismissing a clearance complaint
filed by M. and M. Amusement Co.,
operating the Elgin Theatre, New
York, against RKO Radio, 20th Century-Fox and Warners, has been modified by the Appeal Board, the American Arbitration Association reports.
Although • substantially sustaining
the tribunal's award, the Appeal Board
ruled that "the complaint is dismissed
on the merits as to the Playhouse, and
dismissed also as to the Art but without prejudice to a new proceeding involving that theatre
The board
also directed
that alone."
all pictures
not
played by the Playhouse or the Art
should be made available by the distributors to the Elgin not later than
seven days after exhibition of these
picures has been completed at the
RKO's 23rd St. Theatre.
Brighton Theatre Corp., operating
the Eighth St. Playhouse, -New York,
the Grenart Operating Corp., operating the Art, New York, and the
Brooklyn Operating Corp., operating
Loew's Mayfair, were intervenors.
The Mayfair
subsequently dismissed from the was
proceedings.
Complainant had asked for elimination of the and
sevenArtdays'
Playhouse
overclearance
Elgin. of the
Canada Midnight Shows
Toronto, Oct. 14. — Expansion of
advance midnight previews in Canada,
following the same trend in the U. S.,
is reflected in the setting of special
screenings of Warner's "Rhapsody in
Blue"
Thanksgiving
nightCalgary
in the;
Strand,onBrandon
; Capitol,
Capitol, Edmonton ; Capitol, Winnipeg ; Capitol, Vancouver ; Capitol,
Sarnia; Capitol. Chatham, and Capitol, Hamilton.
Y. and R. in Mexico
Young and Rubicam has established
a service office in Mexico City. William F. Geeslin of New York, will be
acting manager.
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Theatres

Holdovers Lead in Strong
Columbus Day Business

Mulvey

Heads

Goldwyn,

Inc.

James A. Mulvey has been elected
president of the newly-established
Samuel Goldwyn Productions, Inc., in
a 'reorganization movewhich
by places
Goldwyn50
per cent of the
company's
in the handsstockof
i n d i v i duals "most vital-

TEN CENTS
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50,000 Jobs Open
In Chicago Area
Chicago, Oct. 15. — Despite
the severe curtailment of war
production activities in this
region, as in others, a total
of 54,764 jobs are available
at present, compared to 50,387 jobs open on July 31, two
weeks der,
before
Japan's
according
to surrenLester
Brown, chief of the U. S. Employment Service here, who
indicated there is a job waiting for anyone willing to
work.

Start of the influx of visitors
into New York in connection with
the arrival of units of the Fleet
thelymaking
concerned"andin
with 30,000 sailors, for the celebradistributing o f
tion of Navy Day, Oct. 27, is already
booming New York's first-run theathe company's
tres, with a bullish atmosphere exTruman Asks Films
product.
pected to continue through Nov. 7.
In an interMost theatres also recorded
view here yesheavy Columbus Day business,
announcing
theterday
change,
and receipts held up strongly
Goldwyn,
who
To Aid 'Dimes'
over the weekend with the reJames A. Mulvey
becomes
chairsult that holdovers are scoring
President Harry S. Truman has inman
of
the
outstandingly, even bettering
vited the industry to serve again in
board
under
the
new
set-up,
declared
the next March of Dimes drive, in
previous week's marks.
(Continued on page 7)
January. Nicholas M. Schenck, who
Radio City Music Hall, with "Weekhas acted as naend at the Waldorf," and the Roxy,
tional chairman
with "The House on 92nd Street," are
of the motion
the lead holdovers. Drawing an out- Offer 4U' Release
standing $84,000 for the first four days
picture
committee since
1941,
of a second week. "Weekend at the
will
again
lead
Waldorf"
and
a
stage
show
at
the
Of
Rank's
Films
the
drive.
Music Hall are expected to bring a
The
President
(Continued on page 6)
London, Oct. 15.— With J. Arthur has requested
Rank. Universal's largest individual the same nationaland state
commitNo
More
Ad
stockholder, getting 'tough' about the
teemen
terms for extending the existing franchise for British distribution of that chairmen to continue in their
company's product, Nate J. Blumberg,
'U' president, who has completed a respective caweek of talks with Rank here, is profpacities during
in '45
Space
cam- Nicholas
„.•'., M.
„.„,„.
a deal bewhereby
Universal's
™,
Schenck
Relaxation of continuing wartime facilitiesferingwould
made available
for the 1946
restrictions on space allocations for the U. S. distribution of British films, paign. Imittee
and
chairmen
have
been
inhe
comfilm advertisements in New York it is learned from authorative sources.
vited by the President to attend a
newspapers will not materialize until It is considered unlikely, however, meeting at the White House on Tues(Continued on page 6)
(Continued on page 6)
after Jan. 1, Motion Picture Daily
learned here yesterday. Meanwhile,
since the war's end, the New York
Times, driving for increased peacetime
circulation, has established a cut in
Senate Bill Proposes 50 Years In Jail,
space for film advertisements to allow
for additional news copy.
$100,000,000 Fine for Trust Law Violators
Although on certain days it would
WASHINGTON, Oct. 15.— Legislation which would practically
(Continued on page 7)
put corporations violating the anti-trust laws and send their
officers to prison for life is pending in the Senate.
The measure, just introduced by Sen. William Langer, North
Dakota, is said to indicate a growing sentiment in Congress that
Organize Managers
the
present
trustrecent
law's announcement
penalties are byinadequate
to be
criticism
of the
Attorney and
General
Toma
Of Fox West Coast
C. Clark that criminal proceedings will not be instituted for violations involving trade practices other than price-fixing.
Pointing out that no industrialist has been sent to prison in this
Los Angeles, Oct. 15.— A proposed
century for violation of the anti-trust laws, Langer proposed to
collective bargaining agency for theaincrease the maximum penalties from the present one year in
tre managers has been organized
prison and $5,000 fine to 50 years in prison and fines up to
among employes of Fox West Coast
8100,000,000.
Theatres, and incorporated under the
Langer told the Senate that the existing law permits anti-trust
name of Associated Theatre Operating
violators to retain the profits of their violations, which he said,
Managers, Inc.
should
be made felonies, instead of misdemeanors as at present.
Executives of the organization in(Continued on page 7)

Give
Full
As

Johnston
Power

Mediator

Presidents Act as SAG
Move Aids Strikers
By THALIA BELL
Hollywood,
Oct.
15. — Eric
Johnston, MPPDA president, tonight was given full powers to represent the industry in an effort to
settle the studio strike. Action was
taken at a meeting of company presidents, including Barney Balaban,
Paramount ; N.
Peter Rathvon,
RKO;
Nicholas
M. Schenck,
M-G-'
M ; Spyros
P. Skouras,
20th CenturyFox, and Harry Cohn, Columbia.
"I am ready to talk to both
sides or to anyone else who has
any ideas for bringing peace to
an industry plagued by violence, bloodshed and turbulence," Johnston said after "being closeted all day with U. S.
Conciliation Commissioner Earl
Ruddy and the major producers.
Plans for
meetings
with7) repre(Continued
on page
Canada
To

Tax

Remain

Ottawa, Oct. 15. — Tax changes announced in the Canadian Parliament
by Hon. J. L. Ilsley, Minister of Finance, bring no revision of the amusement tax, which will continue for at
least another year at the rate of 20
per cent on all theatre grosses, on top
of the ticket tax imposed by seven of
the nine provincial governments. The
only reference to the theatre levy in
the budget(Continued
speech was
on pagethe6) listing of
Set to End

Stock

Export Controls
Washington, Oct. 15.— Export
controls on film raw stock are expected to be eliminated entirely by the end
of this month as a result of the satisfactory supply situation now prevailing, according to recommendations by
Stanley B. Adams, chief of the War
Production Board's consumers' durable goods(Continued
division, onmade
page in
7) anticipa-
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Daff to Open 'IT
Australian Meet

Motion

Picture

Personal

SPYROS SKOURAS, president of
20th Century-Fox, arrived in HolAlfred E. Daff, vice-president of
lywood yesterday, •from New York.
Universal International, will open the
company's 25th "Silver Jubilee" anniversary convention in Australia with
Bob apolis
Workman,
M-G-M's
Minnebranch manager,
is in Cleveland
a telephone broadcast from New York
Clinic,
where
he
was
taken
after
beto Sydney today. While Daff speaks,
coming illWellsville,
while attending
his
father's
a photograph will be made of him at funeral at
O.
•
the telephone, which will be transmitted by radio to Australia and will be
Doris Warner LeRoy, daughter of
received while the meeting is in
Harry Warner, and Charles Viprogress.
dor, director, have announced their
Here Mclntyre, managing director engagement and will be married probof Universal in Australia, who has
ably on Nov. 13. •
also been with the company since it
was established there 25 years ago, is
Louis L. Lioni, RKO-Radio manpresiding at the convention.
ager in Batavia before the war, who
served
with the Dutch forces, has been
Dan Casey, sales manager ; Frank
rescued from a Japanese internment
Holdawayj secretary of Universal in camp.
Australia, and Reg. Perry, manager
•
of South Australia, who also joined
Norman Clark, film editor of the
the company 25 years ago, are attending the sessions.
Baltimore News-Post, has returned to
Daff will tell the conventioneers of that city from a vacation in South
the company's plans for the new sea- Carolina.
•
son.
Frank L. Newman, Sr., president
of the Evergreen circuit, Seattle,
headed a drive that raised $73,229 for
RKO
Appeals on
hospitalized veterans.
•
Robert
B.
Wilby,
Southeastern cirManagers' Award
cuit owner, has written a book "Notes
on Culture and Varieties of Camellias,"
RKO Service Corp., which oper- just
off the press. •
ates 41 theatres in the Metropolitan
area, here, has appealed to the NaWilliam Miskell, Tri - States
tional War Labor Board in Washing- Theatres district manager, has been
ton from the Regional War Labor
a member of the Omaha
Board decision, here, awarding its appointed
Welfare Board.
•
managers and assistant managers a
general wage increase, higher scales
Jules Levey will leave Hollywood
and a 48-hour week, among other pro- this week for London, for conferences
visions. Motion Picture Daily of with William J. Gell, his European
Oct. 10 reported that the appeal was representative.
•
contemplated.
The appeal, filed by Goldwater and
Ray MalonEj RKO Theatres home
Flynn, RKO counsel, has taken ex- office publicist, and Mrs. Malone are
ception to practically all provisions of the parents of a second child, a girl,
the RWLB decision, which covers Jill Karen.
•
personnel in the Motion Picture Operating Managers and Assistant ManFredmaintenance
Haas, Fabian
head,Theatres'
is visiting.home
the
agers Guild. Arbitration and juris- office
diction of the board to rule on the circuit's theatres upstate, from New
York.
managers' case was also questioned.
New Anti-Trust Suit
Filed in Louisiana
Grosz and Grosz, operators of the
Cortez Theatre, New Orleans, have
filed an $800,000 anti-trust suit there
against six distributors and United
Theatres of Louisiana, operated by
E. V. Richards but not affiliated with
Paramount, alleging unfair clearance
and other abuses, it is learned here.
Distributors named are : Paramount,
20th Century-Fox, Warners, RKO
Radio, Columbia and United Artists.
Whitney New State
Department Advisor
Washington, Oct. 15. — The State
Department today announced the appointment of Col. John Hay Whitney
and Ralph McGill, editor of the Atlanta Constitution, as special advisers
and consultants on matters of public
affairs.

William
Rodgers,' returned
M-G-M distribution vice-president,
to New
York yesterday from
• the Coast.
Ed manager,
Morey, has
Monogram's
assistant
sales
left New York
for
a three-week Midwest
tour.
•
Bill Tally, Republic Atlanta
branch manager, has returned there
from South Georgia.
•
Arthur C. Bromberg, head of Monogram Southern Exchanges, and Mrs.
Bromberg, are in New York from
Atlanta.
CFI Stockholder Sues
Los Angeles, Oct. 15. — Charging
conspiracy to defraud stockholders of
Consolidated Film Industries, Fred F.
Gule has filed suit in Superior Court
here to enjoin the company from its
proposed
tures andmerger
Setay. with Republic Pic-

Daily

Mention
CHARLES FELDMAN is en route
J to New York •from Hollywood.
Sam Lefkowitz, United Artists'
district manager here, has left for Boston to visit John Dervin, UA branch
manager there, and on his return will
stop at Albany.
•
William Richardson, Astor Pictures'
Atlantacity
franchise
returned to that
from a holder,
trip though
Alabama and Louisiana.
•
Oscar Howell, vice-president of
Capital Theatre Supply Co., Atlanta,
has returned to that city from a business trip to Chicago.
•
Nat Wolf, Warner zone manager
in Cleveland, again assumes the chairmanship of the local film committee
War Chest drive.
e
Dean Barrett, Hartford Rialto
Theatre manager, is in St. Francis
Hospital, that city, following an appendectomy.
•
William A. Backer, 20th CenturyFox producer, is in New York from
the Coast, en route to Costa Rica to
film exteriors.
•
Senator Mack Jackson of the
Jackson and Strand theatres, is visiting Atlanta Film Row from Alexander
City, La.
•
Sam Hinson, Monogram Atlanta
branch manager, is visiting Charlotte
and Nashville on business.
Tommy Read, city manager of
Georgia Theatres, Atlanta, and Mrs.
Read, are in New York.
•
Arthur Willi, RKO Radio's Easttalent scout,
has returned to NewYorkern from
Chicago.
Ellen Drew, RKO Radio player, is
in New York, from Hollywood, en
route to Montreal.
•
Stanley Barr of the Colonial Theatre, Norfolk, and Mrs. Barr, are
New York visitors.
•
E. W. D'Arcy, chief engineer of
DeVryChicago.
Projector, is in New York
from
•
Alfred N. Sack of Sack Amusement Co., Dallas and Atlanta, is in
New York.
•
Harry A. Romm, Monogram producer, is in New York from Hollywood.
Ben Lyon has left Hollywood for
New York and London.
WALT DISNEY'S
WONDERFUL ADVENTURES OF
PINOCCHIO
ffuelaltuerneg,tnh TECHNICOLOR
Distributed by RKO Radio Pictures, Inc.
MONTH nrniim ia B'waysistst.
i% rd
8:30 A.M.
MERRY kEPUdLIU "'•"■"Of™
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Letter Cowan presents
"STORY OF
PYLE'S
ERNIE
G.I.

JOE

starring BURGESS MEREDITH os ERNIE PYLE
Directed by William A. Wellman
Released thro United Artists

NOEL COWARD'S
In Blushing Technicolor
CONTINUOUS
SPIRIT"
THE
POPULARPERFORMANCE
PRICES
BLI
RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS
WINTER

GARDEN

RADIO CITY
50TH ST. &
Ginger Rogers
Walter Pidgeon

■jf^T

MUSIC HALL
6TH AVE.
• Lena Turner
• Van Johnson

"WEEK-END
XAVIER CUGATAT andTHEhis WALDORF"
ORCHESTRA
A Metro-Gotdwyn- Mayer Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
ON SCREEN
Frank
'ANCSINATRA
HORS
.(athryn GRAYSON
Gene KELLY

IN PERSON
WILLIE
HOWARD
PROF.
LAMBERTI

PARAMOUNT Presents ED GARDNER'S
"DUFFY'S
TAVERN"
Featuring 32 Hollywood
Stars
AWEI
IN GHPERSON
'SISTERS plus TIM
THE ANDREWS
HERBERT. VIC SCHOEN and His Orchestra

EIGHTH WEEK

B'WAY &
PALACE

47th St.

GEORGE JOAN
WHITE'S
TARRING
JACK
DAVIS HALEY
An RKO RADIO PICTURE
SCANDALS"
Samuel Gofdwyn
DANNY KAYE
presents

Broadway
ASTOR
and 45th St.
CONTINUOUS
PRICES
POPULAR

"Wonder
Man"
in Technicolor
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Funny

-how

always

this
draws

guy
a

crowd

OTTO SOGLOW could make a wooden Indian laugh —
he clicks with everybody. So do all the other featured
stars in Sunday Pictorial Review. Louella Parsons, George
Dixon, Barbara Shermund, headliners who produce the
top readership elements in Pictorial Review — pictorialized
news—sophisticated cartoons — amusing columns — stage
and screen news. They draw crowds to the tune of
5,000,000 families every Sunday in 9 major markets, where
235 million dollars a year is spent on entertainment.
Today more than 1000 individual theatres are advertised
in this great pictorial supplement. A Iways draws a crow d!
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New York Journal-Amencan Heral
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Represented nationally by HEARST ADVERTISING SERVICE
Detroit Office: 12-228 General Motors Bldg.
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Motion

Weigh
For

Film

U.S.

Experts

SMPE
Television

Requires

Is

Still at High Level
Theatre business in England is still
maintaining prosperous war levels, according to Cecil E. Graves, branch
manager of the four Northern counties
and Ireland for General Film Distributors, J.Arthur Rank distribution company which handles Universal product.
Graves told a trade press interview
here yesterday that the British rate
food first, clothes second, and entertainment, including films, third.
Graves is here from London on a
visit to New York and Hollywood as
the result of winning the British 'Seidelman Drive' for 1945. He is the first
GFD branch manager to visit this
country.

Fly

Tells

Provision must be made for a good
supply of new and high-quality films
for television, James Lawrence Fly,
former chairman of the Federal Communications Commission, told 400 television representatives at the opening
luncheon session of the two-day Television Institute, at the Hotel Commodore, here, yesterday. Other speakers
were Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, chairman of the luncheon-meeting ; William
J. Haley, director-general of British
Broadcasting Corp., speaking from
London via short wave ; Irwin Shane.
Other guests of honor included Dr.
Allen B. DuMont, Worthington Miner, CBS television programming head,
and Charles Brenner, BBC North
American director.
"Even in chain broadcasting we are
going to have to rely to a great extent
on motion pictures," Fly declared, at
the meeting, being sponsored by Teleznser. He stressed the close relationship between television and motion
pictures as an entertainment medium,
pointing out that this relationship is
even closer than that between television and radio.
Fly explained that it is going to be
difficult for an independent television
station in a small town to support itself.
Dr. Goldsmith observed that "television requires brave men and brave
dollars." He suggested that there will
be friendly competition between England and America in television. Fly
declared that America will take the
lead in commercial television. Other
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daily

Embassies

Washington, Oct. 15. — Broad outlines of the information service to be
set up in the State Department by Assistant Secretary William Benton have
been developed and planning now is
concerned with matters of budget and
personnel.
It is expected that the final set-up
for the organization will provide an
information man, with necessary assistants, at each Embassy, but there
is some question whether a motion
picture specialist will be assigned since
the present plan is to have an extensive film library in the Embassies
from which requests for pictures can
be filled, without bringing pressure in
any country for the showing of U. S.
films.
British

Picture

Reelected

Institute
J. A. Maurer was reelected engineering vice-president of the Society
requirements of television, added Dr. of Motion
Picture Engineers as tha
Goldsmith, are "commercial wisdom, organization opened its 58th semi-anoutstanding engineering and sympathenual technical conference at the Hotel
tic guidance by Government regulatory Pennsylvania here yesterday.
Other new officers are: M. Richard
Stressing international cooperation Boyer, financial vice-president ; Clyde
authorities."
between Great Britain and the United R. Keith, secretary, and Earl I. Spon
States, Haley pointed out that the able, treasurer. The terms begin Dec.
BBC has at last been given the signal 31. Officers of the society whose terms
by the British Government to go ahead do not expire until Dec. 31, 1946, are
with television. Citing the "Hankey Donald E. Hyndman, president ; Herbert Griffin, past president ; Loren L,
Report" on postwar television in Great
Britain, Haley stressed the second
recommendation which provides for Ryder, executive vice-president ; Ar
Downes, editorial vice-presi"an improved television system having thur C.
dent, and William C. Kunzmann, con
a standard definition approaching that vention vice-president.
of the cinema and possibly incorporatGovernors Elected
inging
colorinand
stereoscopic
Television
England
will goeffects."
ahead
Elected to the board of governers
on pre-war standards.
were: Frank E. Carlton (reelected)
Alan
W. Cook, Paul J. Larsen, John)
The Television Institute panel discussions yesterday were devoted to G. Frayne, Wesley C. Miller. Frank
programming, operations, production E. Cahill was named chairman-elect of;
and management. Sessions will con- the Atlantic Coast Section of SMPE
tinue today with another luncheon and and James Frank, Jr., secretarytreasurer-elect. New managers-elect
advertising-merchandising panel dis- ling.
cussions and seminars.
for the section are Herbert Barnett
Hollis D. Bradbury, and Jack A. NorTelevision Within 60
The opening session yesterday heard
an address by E. W. Schultz, of the]
Days
After 'Go-Ahead'
Cincinnati,
Oct. 15. — Television Army Medical Center, who urged that
will be inaugurated within approxi- steps be taken to make available more
mately 60 daysmunications
after Commission
the Federal
Com-a "high quality" 16 mm. documentary
allocates
and educational films needed in the
channel for this territory, it is dis- war veterans' rehabilitation program.
closed by James D. Shouse, vicePapersscribedpresented
the meeting
depresident of the Crosley Corp. in
new motion atpicture
equipment,
charge of broadcasting. The com- including a wide-angle 35 mm. highpany, which operates WLW, has been
speed camera capable of taking 3,500
conducting an experimental station.
pictures per second. A new German
color process discovered in a survey
of the I. G. Farben Agfa plant at
Selznick, Miss Leigh
Wolfen, Germany, was described last
Reach Agreement
night
bySignal
_Lt. Col.
R. H. Ranger of the
Corps.
The Court of Appeals in London Army
The conference will continue
announced yesterday that David O.
Selznick and Vivian Leigh, the act- through Wednesday.
ress, had settled their litigation "in a
friendly manner," according to press March of Time Has
dispatches reaching New York from
London. Selznick withdrew his appeal Promotional Plans
from a Feb. 27 court decision which
March of Time, for its new product,
refused to restrain Miss Leigh from
will present present-day conditions
appearing in "The Skin of Our Teeth," arising out of the war in national camaLaurence
stage production
of her had
husband*
paigns to pre-sell its product to the|
Olivier. Selznick
conpublic, Richard de Rochemont, protended
that
the
actress'
appearance
in
London violated his contract with her. nounces.ducer of the monthly two-reeler, anLegislation to Curb
Billboards in N. Y.
Albany, N. Y., Oct. 15.— Three
bills designed to restrict motion picture and other highway billboard advertising will be sponsored at the 1946
legislative session by State Senator
Thomas C. Desmond, Newburgh Republican, who yesterday disclosed his
intention to introduce the measures in
an effort toward making New York's
highways "more scenic."

Highlighting the promotion, it was
said, will be full-page advertisements
regularly in Time and Life, in addition to publicity, tie-ups and newspaper syndication. Also, it was stated,
with every MOT issue exhibitors will
be
supplied with, gratis, a three-color
one-sheet.

DuMont Forms a New
Television Branch
Dr. Allen B. DuMont, president of
Allen DuMont Laboratories, has appointed Ernest A. Marx as general
Rogers Benefit Show
manager of a new television division,
Roy Rogers, Republic cowboy star, the division to be responsible for the
and his horse "Trigger" will enter- manufacture and sale of all television
tain patients at Bellevue Hospital to- receiving and transmitting equipment.
when show
the Madison
dendayrodeo
makes itsSquare
annual Garvisit
there. In addition to two WOR radio Markey Commendation
appearances scheduled for this week,
Capt. Gene Markey, USN, has
Rogers will also be guest of honor at written a letter to George J. Schaefer,
a dinner tendered by Rodeo Fans of WAC chairman, commending the InAmerica at the Belvedere Hotel here
Saturday.
dustry for "outstanding support and
cooperation" to the Navy.
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HIGH INTENSITY
PROJECTION
LOW INTENSITY
PROJECTION
anything, to lamp operating cost.

The gains you make by switching to "National"
High Intensity Projector Carbons show up not
only on the screen but at the box office.
For High Intensity Projection vastly improves
the quality of your picture . . . and provides more
relaxation and enjoyment for your patrons. For
instance, the One Kilowatt High Intensity arc:

So, briefly, that's how you stand to gain with
this type High Intensity Projection. Consult
National Carbon Company, Inc., for further details and your supply house on the availability
of High Intensity Lamps.
The word "National" is a registered trade-mark
of National Carbon Company, Inc.

• Brightens the screen by 50-100%.
• Produces a snow-white light, especially suited
for color pictures.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

• Throws clearer, easy-to-see images on the screen.
And the cost of One Kilowatt High Intensity

GeneralGH3Offices:

Projection? Considering its advantages, you'd expect it to be high. Yet— based on actual current
and carbon consumption — it adds but little, if

30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
Division Sales Offices: Adanta, Chicago, Dallas,
Kansas City, New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco
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Motion

Canada

Taxes

{Continued from page 1)
the revenue from this source for the
year ending last March at $12,284,000,
which showed a slight increase over
the
previous derived
year's $12,019,000.
The
government
$10,778,000 from
the tax for 1942-43 ; therefore there
was an increase in 1943-44 of more
than 10 per cent.
The Finance Minister did recognize
general complaints about the government's profits
absorption tax
of 100
per cent of
the excess
of corporations
by making a reduction equal to 20 per
cent to help companies in expansion
and reconversion programs. Small
businesses were relieved of the 15 per
cent gross-profits tax and this may
prove eventually to apply to a number
of individually-owned theatres.
The personal income tax was reduced 16 per cent, but it was pointed
out that major taxation relief had not
been considered because of the governagainst
inflation
the
necessityment'sofstandheavy
revenue
for and
Federal
social security commitments, running
to many millions of dollars, and other
increasing expenditures.
Have 5 'Tub' Chapters
Boston, Oct. IS.— Five Tub Thumpers of America chapters are now operating, with 25 more ready to be
formed, it was disclosed by Dan Hickey, executive secretary.
FREE
&
PETERS,
Inc.
James L. Free, Chairman. H.
Preston Peters, President. Since
1932, exclusive national sales
representatives of leading radio
stations from coast to coast.
Offices in New York, Chicago,
Detroit, Atlanta, San Francisco
and Hollywood. Now planning
post-war expansion in FM and
Television representation.
WRIGHT SONOVOX,
Inc.
James L. Free, President.
Since 1941, exclusive developers and licensors of Sonovox
"Talking and Singing Sound,"
exploiting commercial and artisof Gilbert
Wright'sin
basictic uses
patented
invention,
radio and motion pictures.
Headquarters in Hollywood.
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\Production

Lags

as

Strike

Truman

on

'Dimes'

(Continued from page 1 )
day, Dec. 4, at which time plans for
the campaign will be outlined.
President Truman, in his wire to
the
stated : the
"Fornationwide
the first
timechairman,
in 13 years,
March of Dimes will get under way
in January, 1946, without the living
presence of the man who inaugurated
the fight against infantile paralysis
JAMES
L. FREE and who became its symbol — Franklin
D. Roosevelt. The cause in which he
PRODUCTIONS
fought so valiantly now has been bethe American public. The
James L. Free, Producer. Nor- fight is notqueathed toyet
No words from
man Wright, Director. Head- me are needed won.
to impress upon you
quarters in Hollywood,. Fred
Mitchell, New York Represen. the importance of this fight. It is a
tative. Now producing series crusade in which we are all vitally inof one-reel quality shorts for
major release, plus television: terested."
"It is my sincere hope and desire."
"The Wonderful Ears of John- the President continued, "that the
invaluable
assistance which the monie McGoggin,"
using Sonovox
Talking
and Singing
Sound.
tion picture industry of America has
Also producing motion picture given this annual appeal will be incommercials for experimental
tensified during 1946."
television,
"minute movies"
for
theatre and
distribution.
'Spellbound' to Astor
NEW YORK : 444 Madison Ave.
Plaza .54130
David O. Selznick's production of
Hitchcock's
CHICAGO:Franklin
180 N. 6373
Michigan Ave. Alfred
starring Ingrid
Bergman "Spellbound,"
and Gregory
Peck," will open at the Astor Theatre,
HOLLYWOOD: 6331 Hollywood
Blvd., Hollywood 2151
here,
leasing.Nov. 1. United Artists is re-

Universal

- Rank

(Continued from page 1)
that this suggestion will be adopted,
at least in its present form.
Officially, Joseph H. Seidelman,
Universal International president, who
is here with Blumberg, has stated that
the talks concern only franchise extension. An official statement has been
promised for later this week.
United Artists is now distributing
seven of Rank's pictures in this country, with
20th Century-Fox handling
several
others.
Chicago Variety Ball
Chicago, Oct. 15. — The local Variety Club will stage
'Victory
the Blackstone
Hotela Nov.
3, atBall'
whichat
time newly-elected officers will be installed. The board of directors, which
will name the officers, will be elected
at a membership meeting on Oct. 27.
Jack
Kirsch
Jack Rose are cochairmen
of and
the ball.
Technicians to Elect
Election of officers of the Motion
Picture Technicians, Local 702, IAT
SE, here, is scheduled to take place
in the near future, at the Fraternal
Clubhouse. John J. Francavilla is
president.

Grosses

(Continued from page 1)

Delays
New
Films ' Start
PRC
Hollywood, Oct. 15. — Production
continues to lag, as an outburst of vio"Six-gun
for Hire," with
lence in the studio strike delayed the BobStarted:
Steele and
Sid Saylor.
start of .several projected new pictures.
Shooting: "Once and For All.
At the weekend, nine films had been
completed, and eight started, and the
Republic
shooting index then stood at 43. The
Finished: "The Cat-Man of Paris."
production scene follows :
Started: "Conquest of Cheyenne,"
with Wild Bill Elliott, Alice Fleming,
Columbia
Bobby Blake, Peggy Stewart.
'Black
Pending: "Perilous Holiday," "Close
Shooting: "The Madonna's Secret,"
Call for Boston Blackie," "Blondie's "Concerto," "Murder in the Music
Lucky Day," "Gilda."
RKO Radio
M-G-M
Finished "Bad Bascomb,'
Finished: "Bamboo Blonde," "The
Kid from Brooklyn" (Goldwyn).
Started: "Lady Luck," with Robert
Started: "Till the Clouds Roll By,"
with Judy Garland, Robert Walker, Young, Barbara Hale, Frank Morgan,
Sheep."Sinatra, Gloria de Haven, Lu- James
Hall."Gleason.
Frank
Shooting: "Badman's Territory,"
cille Bremer; "Army Brat," with
James Craig, Frances Gifford, 'Butch' "From This Day Forward," "Some
Jenkins, Sharon McManus ; "Star from national
).
Must Watch,"
"The Stra'nger" (Inter-'
Heaven," with Marshall Thompson,
Jim Davis.
20th Century-Fox
Shooting: "Time for Two," "No
Shooting: "Shock," "Centennial SumLeave, No Love," "Holiday in Mexmer," "Sentimental Journey," "Behind
ico," "The Green Years," "The Yearling," "The Postman Always Rings
Green Lights."
United Artists
Monogram
Shooting: "A Scandal in Paris"
Twice."
; "A Night in CasaFinished: "Live Wires" (formerly (Pressburger)
blanca" (Loew-Marx); "The Sin of
"Stepping Around"),* "Under Okla- Harold Diddlebock" (Sturges).
homa Skies" (formerly "Rollin'
"CanUniversal
Along").
Finished:
"The Spider
Shooting: "Face of Marble."
ith
Paramount
"Califor- Strikes Back."
Started:
"Terror
Night," House
Temporarily suspended
Basil
Rathbone,
NigelbyBruce.
Dracula," "Tangier,"
"Because of "The
Him,
Started: "Third Avenue," with of Pending:
Sonny Tufts, Barry Fitzgerald Diana
von Passage." Warners
Lynn.
"Night and Day.
Finished:
Shooting: "Love Lies Bleeding,"
Pending :
nia."
(Wallis) "Monsieur Beaucaire," "Take
"The Verdict."
This Woman," "Blue Skies."

Y.

tremendous $132,000 for their second
seven days ; initial week brought $125,Street,"
92nd featuring
on show
000. "ThewithHouse
combined
a stage
the Copacabana Revue and Carl Ravazza, at the Roxy, brought an unusual $85,600 for the first five days of
a third week, with a heavy $105,500
expected, surpassing the second week's i,
$100,000.
"Her Highness and the Bellboy,"
with a stage show featuring Gene
Krupa and his orchestra, at the Capitol also continues to do heavy business,
with $79,000 expected for a third
week, following a second week of
$70,000; "Kiss and Tell" will follow.
"George White's Scandals," at the
Palace, is the best among new arrivals,
with a strong $30,000 expected for the
week. "The
Storyat oftheG.I.Globe
Joe" with
is con-a
tinuing strongly
big $25,000 expected for a second week,
following
initial week's $27,000.
The
"G.I."anroadshow,
on a reserved
seat basis, at the Gotham, has been
disappointing, with only $6,500 expected for a second and final week,
following an initial week's $6,600.
"Paris Underground" will take over
at the Gotham
'Spirit'Friday.
Holds Up

"Blithe Spirit" is holding up splendidly at the Winter Garden, with a
heavy $37,000 expected for a second
week, following an outstanding initial
Paramoun with
week's $43,000.
"Duffy's
Tavern" The
and a stage t,
bill featuring the Andrews Sisters, continues
to draw big, with $70,000 expected for
week's
equal the
sixth week,
areceipts
for
is set
; the tocombinat
ion fifth

That Blonde"
withbill"Hold
nine weeks,
headlini
and
ng Frank
follow.
Sinatraa tostage
The Rivoli, Astor and Hollywood
also continue to draw big with exholdovers.a good
"Love$40,000
Letters"
expected tended
to bring
to theis
Rivoli for an eighth week following a
seventh for
of $44,000
"Wonder
headed
$22,000 ;for
a 19th Man"
week atis
the Astor, following an 18th week at
the
"Spellbound"
take same
over figure;
at the Astor
on Nov.will1,
while "Rhapsody in Blue" is expected
to bring $19,000 for a 16th week at the
Hollywood, following an $18,000 gross
for the 15th week.
"Mildred Pierce" and a stage bill
with Russ Morgan and his orchestra,
at the Strand, continue to draw heavily, with over $60,000 expected for a
third week, following a second week's
$59,800. "Shady Lady" is headed for
a moderate $18,000 for a week at the
Criterion, and "Guest Wife" will take
over there tomorrow. "The Fall of
Berlin" is headed for a satisfactory
$9,500 for a third and final week at
the Victoria ; Warner's re-issue of "It
All Came True" will open there Thursday. "The Wonderful Adventures of
Pinocchio" continues strong in a rerelease at the Republic, with a strong
$8,700 expected for a ninth week following an eighth's $9,675.
REEVES
SOUND STUDIOS, INC.
1600 BROADWAY, N. Y. 19 Clrtle 6-6686
Complete Film and
Disc Recording Facilities
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{Continued from page 1 )
that this type of sharing and participating arrangement is in keeping with
"theMarvin
trend Ezzell,
of the future
of the world."
Leon Fromkess
and
Pat Duggan. Goldwyn's production
executives in Hollywood, become vicepresidents of the new company, Mrs.
Goldwyn, treasurer ; A. R. Evens, secretary and assistant treasurer, and
•Harry Archinal. assistant secretary.
While Goldwyn, who is transferring
all his production interests to the new
California corporation, capitalized at
?1 0.000,000, will retain 50,000 of the
100.000 shares of stock, he and Mrs.
Goldwyn will be only two of the five
directors. The other three directors
.will be Mulvey, Ezzell and Evens.
Service Rewarded
The stockholders will consist of executives, certain talent, technicians and
administrative personnel whom Goldwyn is rewarding for years of service
to his interests, by permitting them
to participate in the ownership, management and profits of his enterprises.
They will acquire their stock at SI
par value, and have been given new
five-year contracts, according to Goldwyn. Should they, after five years,
desire to sell their stock, they must
sell it back to the corporation at a
book value to be determined by Price
Waterhouse, accountants, or by arbitrators.
Citing the trend toward management-employee participation in business, Goldwyn said he would like to
feel that he is the first one to institute such an extensive arrangement
in the film indutsry. He stressed the
fact that the employes who are being
permitted to acquire stock in the new
corporation will have a definite interest in its activities.
"Everybody
from themselves
cameramen in
to auditors who prove
the
future will be permitted to acquire
similar interests." Goldwyn said, pointing out that in "relinquishing management to the extent of 50 per cent."
he can even be outvoted by his employes.
There will be an advisory committee of eight in addition to the fiveman board. Gregg Toland, cameraman, who Goldwyn said, has been with
him for 20 years, is permitted to acquire stock ; number of shares which
any employe may acquire being governed by his past experience and his
length of service with the company.
Actors and actresses are being excluded for the present since they now
make enough, according to Goldwyn.
Hundreds to Participate
Goldwyn said several hundred employes are expected to participate in
the stock arrangement.
Questioned about other matters,
Goldwyn declared that the present system of distribution is antiquated, adding that it has not kept pace with production. He said that his present distribution deal with RKO expires next
June and he has an option to renew it,
disclosing that he plans no increase
over the four pictures he will make
in 1946.
Asked about, the Hollywood studio
strike. Goldwyn said that the producers are in the middle of a jurisdictional battle between Richard F. Walsh,
IATSE president, and William Hutcheson, head of the carpenters, and
are powerless to do anything about effecting asettlement. He said that his
latest picture, "The Kid from Brook-
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29
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'Spark'
Drive
ler, exhibitor chairman, and Morris
Thirty screen stars of the "Stars
over Hollywood" caravans, which will Kinzles, local campaign director.
tour the country promoting the 'VicNaroff for
Is Named
tory Loan,' will meet in Washington, Al
Chairman
Victory B'way
Loan
Oct. 29 for a rally to 'spark' the inAl
Naroff,
general
manager of
campaign,onwhich
begins on Brandt Theatres, has been
that date dustry's
and ends
Dec. 8.
named
All studios are cooperating with the Broadway chairman for the 'Victory
Hollywood Victory Committee, spon- Loan' campaign for the New York
soring the touring caravans. Routes to area, by Irving Lesser, local chairman.
be taken by the stars of each are now
Lloyd Seidman, vice-president of
being mapped out by industry commit- Donahue and Coe, advertising agency,
tees. Kay Kyser and his company will has been put in charge of all Newbe among those participating in the York newspaper advertisements for the
campaign.
Washington rally.
War Activities Committee representatives from New York will include 'Victory Queen' Bond
S. H. Fabian, national chairman of Contest Set for West
Los Angeles, Oct. 15. — Highlighted
the Loan drive ; Chick Lewis, campaign coordinator ; Oscar A. Doob, by a 'Victory Queen' competition in
campaign director ; Charles M. Rea- 11 Western states, overall plans for
gan, national distributor chairman,
area's industry participation in the
and Max A. Cohen, assistant to this
'Victory Loan' campaign were anFabian.
nounced today by Charles P. Skouras,
A meeting will be held today at the regional chairman.
Exhibitor meetings will be called
20th Century-Fox home office where
by state chairmen to prepare for the
"Hollywood
Victory
Caravan"
will
be
screened and talks will be given by drive, following which efforts will be
Henry Randel, distributor chairman in made to secure signed pledges from
the New York area ; Harry Mandel, each
tory. of the 4,500 theatres in the terripublic relations chairman ; Sam RinzAd-Space
(Continued from page lj

Organize Managers
(Continued from page 1)

appear that there has been an increase
of space granted by papers to motion
picture advertisements, it has been
pointed out by one film advertising executive that the overall weekly picture
of advertisements discloses a continued
adherence to war-fostered space limitations. Itis said, however, that from
time to time since V-J day one or two
New York afternoon papers have permitted film advertisements to consume
space slightly more than that generally
made available at this time.

elude Henry Pines, manager of the
Academy Theatre, Inglewood, president; James Walker, Alcazar Theatre,
Bell, vice-president ; Leslie Barr,
Granada, Inglewood, secretary ; Daniel
MacDonald, Arroyo Theatre, Los Angeles, treasurer.
Demands
covering welfare, working
conditions and wages are being- drawn
up, and will be presented to the Fox
West Coast management. The ATOM
has asked West Coast to recognize it
as the collective bargaining agency for
Fox employes. Failing such recognition, it is expected that the organization will petition the NLRB for an
election to determine the bargaining
agency.

Export Controls
(Continued from page 1 )
tion of an inter-agency committee
meeting scheduled for this week.
Adams based his recommendations
on reports he had secured from the
film-manufacturing companies, which
show that exports are down and production is so high that even if the
companies were able to export at their
best prewar level "they would not
make
dent inofthecontrols
supply."was ordered
The a lifting
by the Foreign Economic Administration early last month, but the action
was reversed on protest from Adams,
who pointed out that the supply situation had not yet been stabilized and
urged that control be maintained for
a few weeks more.
3rd M-G-M Book Contest
M-G-M will conduct a third 'Novel
Award
shortly,
to the plus
winner
of whichContest'
will go
$125,000,
an
additional $50,000 contingent on book
sales. Allen Marple, home office executive in M-G-M's
story department
will supervise
the contest.
lyn." costof him
more tohemake
because
the $500,000
strike, because
had
to employ inexperienced painters and
others.
Goldwyn is going to Saratoga for a
month's vacation.

Roach to Washington
Hal Roach, recently discharged
from the Army, left here for Washington last night from where it is
expected he will leave shortly for Hollywood, where he will resume the production of 'kid' comedies. Five years
ago Roach relinquished to M-G-M the
right to
"Ourstipulation
Gang Comedies,"
with
themake
added
that he
would not make any pictures with children in stellar roles. However, although M-G-M is retaining the "Our
Gang"olasname,
president
Nich-to
Schenck company
has permitted
Roach
make
children.'Roach Streamliners' starring
Schaefer Assists Lynn
Confirming a report in yesterday's
Motion Picture Da ily of the resignation of Grover C. Schaefer as Republic's New York branch manager
to join PRC, Harry Thomas, PRCs
vice-president in charge of sales, discloses the appointment of Schaefer as
a sales executive and assistant to
Lloyd Lynn, assistant general sales
manager.

?

Johnston
(Continued from page 1 )
sentatives of the IATSE and
Conference of Studio Unions
are expected to be announced
tomorrow.
Meanwhile, further curtailment of
production was foreseen as a result
of action taken today by the board of
directors of the Screen Actors Guild,
which instructed its members that
"no screen actor is obliged to cross
any picket line which is of a mass
nature or where any possible threat
of violence exists." Similar advice
was givenniciansits
by Film TechLocal members
683, IATSE.
Strikers resumed mass picketing at
Columbia, RKO Pathe, Warners,
Universal and Technicolor, slowing
down production to a considerable
extent. Scattered cases of violence occurred, and several arrests were
made, including that of Milton Gottlieb, business
Publicists
Guild.agent for the Screen
Over the weekend, J. W. Gillette,
international representative of the
American Federation of Musicians,
granted AFM members permission not
to" enter mass-picketed studios, thus
contradicting an earlier order by president James C. Petrillo. District Attorned Fred Howser met with the producers and promised a full investigation when they demanded the issuance
of felony, conspiracy and false imprisonment charges against the pickets.
Citizens' Committee Here
Studies Strike Tonight
Significance of the recent NLRB
decision on the Hollywood strike and
a report on the strategy of both studios and strikers will be discussed tonight at an open meeting of the film
division
Citizens'
Committeeof ofthetheIndependent
Arts, Sciences
and
Professions at the Hotel Biltmore
here. Abraham Isserman, co-counsel
for the strikers, will analyze legal aspects, and Roger MacDonald, executive secretary of the Eastern Strike
Strategy Committee, will also speak.
Schiffrin to Paris
For Conferences
Simon Schiffrin, head of the French
Press and Information Service film division here, was scheduled yesterday to
leave for Paris by plane for conferences with Jacques Soustelle, Minister of Information, and Fourre Cormeray, film commissioner.
While abroad, Schiffrin will visit
the London office. He will advise on
the Ministry's production program of
documentaries. Recently he sold, as
temporary representative of the
French producers, three pictures to
Loew's International, which the company will dub in English for distributhe U.tionS.here. There are six others in
Services for Harry Scott
Hollywood, Oct. 15. — Funeral services for Harry Scott, 57, who died
suddenly of a heart attack last Wednesday night, were held here at the
Wee Kirk o' the Heather,- Forest
Lawn.tant Scott,
been for
an assisdirector atwhoRKOhad Radio
three
years, had been associated with the
industry since 1920, when he joined
Paramount. He is survived by his
widow, Mrs. Sarah Scott, and a
brother, Charles.

CENTURY-FOX

is tremendously

proud

of the

unprecedented ad

took

you

in Vari-

ety to tell other
great

that

showmen

Chicago's

biggest

crowds

in 20 years
out

for

Wc arc grateful to TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX for making this
splendid production available to Chicago for its world premiere. . .
To their Publicity Department for their able support...
...To GEORGE JESSEL for his enthusiastic end tireless ef- . . .To JUNE HAVER for her complete and unstinted cooperand to the other stars and starlets, Cesar Romero, Phil
o airetheatre
Chicagoand theon finest
In years, Silvers,tion, aVivien
Blaine. Mary Anderson and Fay* Marlowe, for
both Infort* tthe
State show
Street.we'veHis hod
Incomparable
wholehearted efforts on the stage of the theatre, In the
wit end generol showmanship, hit ardor, and his friendliness their
State
Street
parade
In the outdoor
left a marked Impression upon the hundreds of thousends who Madison streets, to sayand nothing
of the I shew of S^^and
witnessed this record-brooking event.
In which they participated.

came

„

THE DOLLY SISTERS in Technicolor starring BETTY GRABLE, JOHN PAYNE AND JUNE HAVER with
S. Z. SAKALL . Reginald Gardiner . Frank Latimore • Gene Sheldon . Sig Ruman • Trudy Marshall
Directed by IRVING CUMMINGS • Produced by GEORGE JESSELL • Original Screen Play by John Larkin and
Marian Spitzer • New Songs: Lyrics by Mack Gordon, Music by James Monaco
• Dances Staged by Seymour Felix
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Says

British

Discriminate
Against

U.

S.

Their Trade Policy Must
Be Revised, Says Senator
Washington, Oct. 16. — British
discriminations against American
companies operating in Empire
countries may raise strong opposition in Congress to any financial
aid to England not made contingent
upon a thorough revision of her
trade policies, it was learned here
today.
Specifically, it was charged,
the British have required American companies to buy material
and equipment from Empire
sources, not only to rebuild facilities during the war but for
new construction. Complaints to
the State Department are under
study, but it has not been disclosed whether any action has
been taken to secure revocation
of the order.
"Aside from ofbeing
expression of
disapproval
our antermination
of
lend-lease,"
it
was
declared
by
Senator
(Continued on page 6)
Gen.

Wainwright

at

'Victory' Breakfast
Gen. Jonathan M. Wainwright, hero
of Corregidor, will be the guest of
honor at the 'Victory Loan' breakfast
rally to be held in the Waldorf-Astoria next Tuesday morning, under
the auspices of the War Activities
Committee, Greater New York Area,
it was announced here yesterday by
Irving Lesser, local drive chairman.
The breakfast rally will be the initialevent
_
inin the
industry's active
participation
the forthcoming
bond
(Continued on page 6)
Gross Reports from
Key Cities Are Back
Motion Picture Daily is resuming publication of individual city box office reports,
discontinued last year because of the newsprint short-'
age. The initial key city reports, in new type format,
appear on page 8 in this issue.

Equipment

Making

Normal

a

for

OCTOBER

Year:

TEN CENTS

17, 1945

Not

at

WPB

Washington, Oct. 16. — ManufacM-G-M Is Checking
turers of 35mm. projectors and accessories who now are requiring 13 weeks
From Home Office
to fill orders which before the war
M-G-M for some time past
they delivered from stock will not get
has been exercising closer
back to normal operating conditions
supervision of its checking,
until October, 1946, it was indicated
centering control in the home
today by the War Production Board.
office, whereas formerly it
A survey also showed that most conwas in the exchanges.
struction materials will not be back
William F. Brenner, manaon prewar delivery time before next
ger of exchange maintenance,
spring, with the exception of certain
is the home office executive
special items such as doors and winin charge of checking.
dows, in which there will be a time lag
in delivery until July. Lumber, which
now requires an average of 13 weeks
for delivery, will be available from Cokell, Paramount
stock again around April.
It was pointed out that conditions
vary from section to section and that Treasurer, Is Dead
the time lags reported may be longer
or shorter in specific areas as a result
of local conditions.
Walter B. Cokell, 57, treasurer of
Paramount Pictures, died at 2:30 P.
Skouras, Randforce M. yesterday at Lawrence Hospital,
Bronxville, which he entered on Mond a y, having
Give 15% Increase
been taken sudhome. denly ill at his
As a result of a "tentative" agreement for a ■ 15 per cent increase
since
With mount
Parareached Monday between IATSE
New York Projectionists Local No.
May, kell1920,
Co306, and the Skouras and Randforce
wasouslypreviengaged
circuits, a general membership meeting has been called for midnight toin railroadcountingacwork
morrow at Manhattan Center for ratiin Denver, and
f
i
c
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
the
agreement.
The
union's
membership will also act on a previous
. jfafa. later
did statisM
tical
agreement reached
between
ing and
workauditfor
negotiating
committee
and the
the union's
Loew
(Continued on page 6)
Walter B. Cokell
American Tele-

Studio

Strike

Conciliation
Moves

Closer

Johnston Welcomed by
Sorrell; To See Walsh
Hollywood, Oct. 16. — The studio strike moved closer to the conciliation stage today when Eric
Johnston, empowered to represent
the industry, attacked the problem
with vigor, conferring with Herbert
Sorrell of the Conference of Studio
Unions, Roy Brewer of IATSE and
U. S. Conciliation Commissioner Earl
Ruddy. Johnston will meet with Sorrell again tomorrow, and also with
Richard Walsh, IATSE international
Chicago. scheduled to arrive from
president,
Johnston refused to disclose results
of today's conferences. "None of us
has anything to announce at this
time," he stated. "We are continuing
Sorrell indicated the willingness of
(Continued on page 7)
negotiations."
Warners
Broadway

Get

Third

Outlet

Warners will have a third Broadway outlet, starting tomorrow, when
"It All Came True," a re-issue with
Humphrey Bogart and Ann Sheridan,
goes
intoit Maurice
Maurer's
Victoria
Theatre,
was learned
here yesterday.
Second booking will be a new Warner
picture, "Danger
(ContinuedSignal."
on page 6)Other new
phone and Co.
TeleHe
was a first lieutenant with graph
the ordnance department in the Army.
Doyle, Lederman In
Cokell joined Paramount as mana- Wilcox and Curtis in
New 20th-Fox Posls
ger of the budget and cost analysis
department. He was transferred to
(Continued on page 6)
Kodak Key Posts
Arthur Doyle has been appointed
branch home office representative in
Rochester, N. Y., Oct. 16. — The
charge of India, Burma and China, it
Eastman Kodak board of directors
was announced yesterday by Murray
met today to name Perley S. Wilcox
Silverstone, president of 20th Cen- Hersholt,* Freeman
as its chairman and Maj. Gen. Edtury-Fox International Corp. Doyle Elected by Academy
ward Peck Curtis as vice-president
is currently enroute to Bombay, where
he will make his headquarters.
in charge of world sales of professional motion picture film.
Also enroute from New York to the
Hollywood, Oct. 16. — Jean HerFar East is Dan Lederman, who is
Chairman
of the onboard
(Continued
page of
6) Tennessholt became the new president of the
headed for Manila, where he will re- Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
open 20th's offices as manager of the Sciences in the annual elections held
Philippines.
last night.
Reviewed Today
Both Doyle and Lederman held Far
Other officers elected were Y.
Eastern posts for 20th prior to the
Review of "Yolanda and the
war and were both interned in Jap Frank Freeman, first vice-president ;
prison camps immediately after Pearl George Murphy, second vice-presiThief is on page 3; "She
Harbor. After they were liberated
Went to the Races," 6; "Club
Emmett Lavery, third viceand returned to the U. S. they spent presidentdent;
; John Cromwell, fourth
Havana," 7.
(Continued on page 6)
several months at the home office.
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Personal
Mention

BEN KALMENSON, Warner
general sales manager, and Arthur Sachson, assistant general
sales manager, arrived in Toronto
from New York yesterday for conferences with Haskell Masters, Canadian district manager.
•
James M. Brennan, assistant
treasurer of Stanley Co., Warner
Theatres subsidiary, is the father of a
boy, born yesterday to Mrs. Brennan
at the Lying-in Hospital,
Philadelphia.
•
Isador Lincer, transportation manager of 20th Century-Fox, became a
grandfather yesterday when a daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lincer.
•
Claude F. Lee, Paramount director of public relations, left New York
for Miami Beach yesterday where he
will be a speaker at a Kiwanis fellowship dinner.
•
Ike and Harry Katz, PRC Atlanta
franchise holders, have returned to that
city from Memphis conferences with
Harry Thomas, national sales manGradwell L. Sears, vice-president
in charge of distribution for United
Artists, will leave here Monday for
the Coast.
•
Joseph Shure, Upstate New York
film booker and buyer for Fabian Theatres, has returned to Albany from
two weeks in the Midwest.
•
Charles Taylor of the Shea Circuit, Buffalo, and state publicity chairman for WAC in that area, spent yesterday in New York.
•
Charles S. Steinberg, assistant to
Larry Golob, publicity director for
Warners in New York, is due back
from Washington today.
•
Harry C. Arthur, Jr., Central regional state chairman for the 'Victory
Loan' yesterday.
Campaign, arrived in New
York
•
Louis Schine, of the Schine Circuit, Gloversville, N. Y., was a New
York visitor yesterday.
•
M. H. Simpson, Paramount studio
comptroller, arrived in New York
from the Coast yesterday.
•
Lex Benton of Benton Brothers
Film Express, Atlanta, is on a business trip to New Orleans.
•
Reeves Espy, PRC studio production chief, has arrived back on the
Coast after a visit East.
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Newsreel
Insider's
By RED
'"pHE
wordEric
from Johnston
Hollywood is
is
*■ that
cloaked with full powers now to
settle the strike which is eight
months old, less a couple of days.
He will proceed, of course, as
the appointed representative of
the major companies, but it is
not clear if the blanket authority vested in him is broad
enough to embrace Warner. Put
is down as no surprise, however,
if the Warner organization joins
with its former associates in the
MPPDA for this purpose.
"I am ready to talk to both
sides or to anyone else who has
any ideas for bringing peace to
an industry plagued by violence,
bloodshed and turbulence," Johnston stated publicly as he took
over the assignment. It is his
most important task to hit surface since he succeeded Will
Hays.
■
Perhaps it will be interesting
to know something further about
the kind of thinking to which
Johnston subscribes. He is an
avowed champion of labor-management. He is, of course, on
record many times with his
views along such avenues. He
is the author of "America Unlimited,'' which houses his economic philosophy and which expounds at length broad outlines
of the processes by which he believes- harmony in the economic
family has its best chance of
success.
A highlight inspection, therefore, should reveal the fundamentals which, it may be reasonably assumed, will guide hini
through the difficulties of the
strained and yaw situation confronting Hollywood. '
"I am not insisting that there
are no differences or conflicts between management and labor,"
Johnston wrote in a chapter captioned "Management and Labor.". "There are. The mere
fact that there is need for — and
now general recognition of —
collective bargaining is an admission of important differences
that need to be continually adjusted. .. . My purpose is only
to emphasize that the two parties to the bargaining process
are fundamentally Americans of
the same human fiber. They
share the same philosophy; their
virtues and their faults are generally of the same nature; their
aims and ambitions are peculiarly American even where the
scale is different. . . .

Outlook
KANN'
"The fact that there are vital
adjustments to be made, conflicting views to be reconciled, must
not be accepted as proof of a
class war between management
and labor in which the intervals
of peace are so many armistices.
That theory is un-American —
worse, it is untrue. . . .
"I consider it essential to
make all concerned in the management-labor process conscious
that, like everything else in the
economic picture, it is constantly changing. Conditions which
might have made certain employersons
'anti-la
bitterlyago
few generati
havebor'
beena
basically altered — but somehow
the bitterness has survived. . . .
■
"Immense strides have been
made in understanding the constructive role of trade unions in
our industrial life. There is no
place for illogical prejudices and
blind opposition. There is no
sense in trying to circumvent
history. The psychological impediments to better relations,
however, are not put up by management only. Labor does more
than its share. It has attained
its maturity in recent years, but
in a great many of its attitudes
it seems to have carried over the
obsessions of its infancy. To put
it bluntly for the sake of emphasis, organized labor hasn't quite
'grown
up'. It has been slow to
shoulder obligations of maturity.
■
"Organized labor, used to be
weak. . . . But all that is history.
Measured in numbers, political
influence, economic weight, or
by any other yardstick, labor is
a power in our land. It can
well afford to throw off its underdog psychology. It need no
longer be sorry for itself. Labor
injunctions, official discriminations, public hostility to trade
union objectives are mostly in
the past. Discrimination is as
likely these days to work in the
reverse direction. . . .
"And the principled supporters
of the labor union idea, too, can
afford to shelve the old assumption that labor is a harassed,
persecuted minority. It is in
deference to that assumption that
many people have almost as a
matter of course sided with labor

in' any dispute, regardless of
merit. They have defended labor even when it was palpably
in the wrong. They have resented any criticism of labor —
even when it seemed well deserved. . . .

Parade
CiUBJECTS featured in current
O newsreels include President Truman decorating war heroes, .record
Canada salmon catach, motion pictures' role in briefing War pilots, the
Annapolis Centennial celebration,
football
games', and
miscellaneous,
items. Contents
of the
individual
reels follow :
MOVIETONE
NEWS,15 No.
14.— President Truman
medals
war
heroes.
How presents
films were
used toto brief
B-29 crews on targets. B-29 pilot tells
of his experiences
in a Japmake
prison.record
Canadian salmon fishermen
hauls. Football: Army-Michigan, Ohio
State- Wisconsin.
NEWS
OF THE DAY, No. 212 —
'Movie magic' a war weapon. Conscientious
objector wins Medal of Honor. Naval
Academy at Annapolis celebrates its 100th
birthday. Serenade for a princess. Bill
Stern against
reportsMichigan,
week's Columbia
'grid thrillers'
Army
against :
Yale, UCLA beats California, Indiana
against Nebraska.
PARAMOUNT
15.— Carrier
Ticonderoga
comesNEWS,
home. No.Fishermen
hit
salmon 'jackpot.' Highest honor for 15
heroes. Calling all cars — new auto radiophone. Football: Notre Dame beats DartMichigan.mouth, Navy beats Penn State, Army beats
RKO PATHE NEWS, No. 17.— Chile's
president
greetedandbyhats.
Truman.
'Plexi-glass'
used for houses
Annapolis
marks
Centennial. Salmon stampede nets record
haul. UCLA and Army grid winners.
UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL, No. 442.—
New 'flatop' launched. Secret maps guided
U. S. bombers. President decorates war
heroes. First freight glider. Annapolis
Centennial. Football: Ohio State 12— Wisconsin 0, Army defeats Michigan 28-7.
"Management, at its end, obviously must revise
traditional attitudes
towardits unionism,
where these have lingered on.
It can no longer blink the fact
that labor will get a large voice
in our people's capitalism.
Neither its feelings nor its interests can be treated lightly.
The workers will increasingly be
told more about the problems of
the business in which they are
engaged, in order that they may
comprehend the larger pattern
and their place in it. Confidence,
hereafter, will have to be based
on knowledge, not on clever
slogans. ... It is a long-range
job requiring long-range vision
and planning. The task of attaining maximally cooperative
relations between management
and labor must, in common
sense, be considered in terms of
years rather than months. . . .
"Hence the sooner we begin
the sooner we will reach our
goal.
can be only
outrooted,Thethesuspicions
barriers razed,

through give and take, through
Goldwyn Visits Truman
goodwill,
through
more extenWashington, Oct. 16. — Samuel
sive contact
and understanding
Goldwyn visited the White House this
around
the
common
council
morning for a brief conference with
President Truman.
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16mm.

For

Operations

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's plans for
globe-girdling 16mm. operations in all
countries of the world, outside of the
U. S. and Canada, started to crystallize yesterday with the announcement here by Arthur M. Loew, president of Loew's International Corp., of
!v the appointment of eight men as 16mm.
||representatives
in Cuba, France,
'/Argentine,
Puerto
Chile, Vene-in
zuela and Belgium.Rico,
Appointments
other countries will follow shortly.
v Loew plans to bring each of the
appointees to this country for eightweeks, training, under the guidance of
Dr. Ronald Carroll, Robert Schmitt
and Haven Falconer, in charge, respectively, oftraining, equipment and
educational aspects of M-G-M's 16mm.
operations abroad. The first contingent of trainees is expected to arrive
in New York within two weeks.
Washington Consultations
The eight trainees will first go to
Washington for consultations with
Department of Commerce film chief
Nathan D. Golden and with officials
of the State Department, and other
government agencies. They will then
spend two weeks at a 16mm. projector
factory, learning screening and repair
operations so that they, in turn, can
train projectionists in their native
lands. Then will follow two weeks in
a town near St. Louis where a model
16mm. roadshow will be set up under
actual conditions. From St. Louis, the
eight will then go to California to
spend
a week
M-G-M's
studios.
their way
back atEast
they will
stop On
off
at the University of Chicago for an
indoctrination course in audio-visual
education, and then will return to
New York.
When they arrive home, active
work will begin to set up 'Metromobiles,' as M-G-M's mobile units are
to be known, and .also stationary
16mm. circuits in theatreless towns.
Loew emphasizes that his goal is to
have local persons buy their own
projectors and own their "Metromobiles.' Existing exhibitors, as well as
newcomers, will be encouraged to enter the field.
The eight representatives and the
countries in which they will operate,
each under direct supervision of the
local territory manager, are : Charles
B. Garrett, Cuba; Gerard Auguste
Lorin and Jacques Andrew Le Monnier, France ; Edward Albert Renom,
Argentine ; Jose A. Liceaga, Puerto
Rico ; Pedro Nolasco Mena-Vives,
Chile; Jose Rafael Solorzano, Venezuela; Camille Henri Buyse, Belgium.
Mooney, Green and
Crouse Leave PRC
Hollywood, Oct. 16. — Martin
Mooney has withdrawn from PRC to
form an independent producing company to release through PRC. Clarence Green and Russel Crouse also
withdrew and are negotiating other releasing arrangements.
Home Named Director
David D. Home, assistant treasurer of Monogram International
Corp., has been elected a director of
the company, it was announced here
yesterday by Norton V. Ritchey, president.
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"Yolanda and the Thief"
(M-G-M)
HT HE idea here is that everyone has, or is entitled to have, a guardian
angel who will lead him to happiness. Based upon a story by Jacques
Thery and Ludwig Bemelmans, the script by Irving Brecher thereafter
proceeds.
What came out is a combination of fairy tale and fantasy, with a long
dance sequence that belongs in the province of the very, very modern. Hopefully, not too modern, and not too complicated for the rank-and-filers to
wonder what is supposed to give. There is a decided question about it,
however.
"Yolanda and the Thief" tells its slim and halting story in a land called
Patria. It's on no map, but out of someone's mind. In this very LatinAmerican
place, — Yolanda
she'swasLucille
reaches
herthemajority,
leaves
the convent
in which— she
raised Bremer
to take —her
place at
head of
the
Aguaviva
fortunes.
It's
a
new
world
and
a
new
experience
for
her.
Fred Astaire, shady in reputation, is prepared to relieve her of all money
troubles and practically succeeds. For moral support is his partner in crime,
Frank Morgan. Astaire does it by posing as a guardian angel, descended
by fast express to earth for the stipulated purpose. But he falls in love with
this mythical yarn about a mythical country in an attraction which some
may feel has mythical box-office values.
Not much of a story strain to surround 108 minutes of playing time.
This may account for that overlength dance sequence in which Astaire is
supposed to be having a nightmare. But it's a nightmare prettied mightily
by attractive, bizarre and extensive sets and artistic color composition, supported by eye-filling Technicolor photography. Always an asset is Astaire
and his footwork, although the impression persistently lingering is that he
has had far better numbers in earlier vehicles.
Miss Bremer, a very attractive readhead, makes a pleasant foil here and
in a colorful fiesta number toward the close. Her acting standards allow
a considerable area for improvement, but undoubtedly she has what it takes
to fill both optics.
Comedy is placed chiefly in the hands of Morgan and Mildred Natwick,
Yolanda's aunt. The honors in this division generally do not come off, not
because these two players lack the ability but because they lack the material.
The attraction is a big one in terms of lavishness and opulence. It is beautiful to look at always, but it is not always an attention-getter along straight
entertainment lines. Yet it has splash and taste in a dream-like sort of way,
which will spell escapism for plenty of those who are after an evening of
diversion at their local theatre. With its faults, of which there are many,
"Yolanda
and the Thief"
Vincente Minnelli
directed.will attract attention. Arthur Freed produced and
Running time, 108 minutes. General audience classification. Release date
not set.
Red Kann
Isman

Promoted

in

Empire-' V Changes
Toronto, Oct. 16. — Further reorganization ofEmpire-Universal-Films,
Toronto, comes with the promotion of
M. J. Isman, Montreal branch manager, to be assistant general sales
manager, according to announcement
by A. W. Perry, general sales manager. versal
Isman,in who
Empire-Uni1940,joined
succeeds
Frank
Vaughan, formerly of the RCAF, who
has been named Toronto branch manager in the place of Harry Painter
who resigned to become general manager of Associated Theatres. Herbert
Mathers, salesman, has been made
manager of the Montreal branch.
Larry Druxerman, at Montreal until
he was transferred to Toronto some
months ago, has been promoted to special sales representative for Eastern
Canada.
Frank Walker, Others
In Tribute to Smith
Unveiling of 'the largest brown
derbywhich
in the
replica
of a
cake
laterworld,'
will bea cut
by Mayor
LaGuardia, will take place in the lobby
of the Rivoli Theatre, here, tomorrow afternoon. Former PostmasterGeneral Frank C. Walker and Morwill unveilof the
which tonwasDowney
the trademark
Alfred'hat,'
E.
Smith. The event is in connection
with the "East . Side-West Side Revue," which will be held at the Rivoli
November 8, for the benefit of the Alfred E. Smith Memorial Hospital.

'45-'46;

Profit

Sets

45

Net

Is $165,161

Hollywood, Oct. 16. — Net profit of
Monogram Pictures for the year ended
June 30, after all charges and Federal
taxes, amounted to $165,161, W. Ray
Johnston, president, announced here
today. This compares with $177,822
for the previous year. Gross profits
werefor$401,764,
compared
835
the previous
year. with $546,According to Johnston, domestic and
Canadian film rentals of Monogram
for the 52 weeks ended June 30, 1945,
increased 9.45 per cent over the previous year,
foreign
creasedand
26.95 per
cent. film rentals inUK Distribution Change
Johnston pointed out that the figures
for the year ended June 30, 1945, included achange
distribution methodinin the
the company's
United Kingdom. Whereas in the past the company was
paidin antheadvance
future
rentals
United against
Kingdom,
its sales policy is now changed so that
in lieu of taking such advances the
company will receive a higher perof the gross
rentals tofrom
turescentagedelivered
subsequent
Aug.pic-1,
1944. Because of the change in the
distribution arrangement in the United Kingdom and also because of the
company's experiences with the United
States releases, it was deemed appropriate to revise the basis of amortizing
the cost of productions, starting with
the 1944-45 program, and the statement for the year ended June 30, 1945,
reflects
tion table.the change in the amortiza"The company's picture inventory
has increased substantially as compared with a eight
year ago,"
Johnston
At present
features
and said.
two
Westerns have been completed for the
1945-46 program, which will total 45
pictures, made up of 33 features and
12 Westerns, the announcement said.
The following are some of the pictures
on this program : "Glamour Girl," directed by Frank Tuttle ; "Sunbonnet
Sue," a musical featuring songs of
Gus Edwards ; "Allotment Wives,"
starring Kay Francis, Paul Kelly, Otto Kruger and Gertrude Michael ;
"The Hunted," a detective murder
mystery, written by Steve Fisher ;
"Dillinger" ; "Suspense"; "Trail of
the Yukon," based on a story by Jack
London ; "Swing Parade of 1946," another musical ; "Joe Palooka, Champ" ;
four "Bowery Boys" films, starring
Leo Gorcey and Huntz Hall ; three
"Charlie Chans."

War Agency Funds to
Go Back to Treasury
Washington, Oct. 16. — Legislation
returning to the Treasury funds for
war agencies no longer needed as a
result of the termination of hostilities will come before the House of
Representatives on Thursday.
Under the legislation, the war agencies and the war activities of the regular Federal agencies will be stripped
of all funds not required for maintenance of operations still essential and
for liquidation.
Considerable sums will be recovered
from the agencies already out of operation, such as the Office of War Information, aswell as those still in existence, such as the War Production
Board, Office of Inter-American Affairs, and others.
US Tax Loss Light
Many of the corporations established
Under
Lower Rate
by the war agencies, including those
of the OIAA, are slated for liquidaWashington, Oct. 16. — Elimination of the wartime increase in adtion.
mission tax rates will cost the Government a revenue of only $65,000,000
Fitzgibbons in New Post
during
that
of 1946 in which the
Toronto, Oct. 16. — Following dis- cut will be part
effective, the Senate Ficharge from the U. S. Army after 44
nance Committee was told by Secremonths in~the Pacific, during which
tary of the Treasury Fred M. Vinson
he was wounded and received two citaat hearings on the tax-relief bill, as
tions, Capt. J. J. Fitzgibbons, Jr., has passed
last week by the House of
been appointed sales manager of The- Representatives.
atre Confections Ltd., Toronto affiliate
The smallness of the loss of 1946
of Famous Players Canadian Corp., of
which his father is president. He was revenue, it was pointed out, would be
an employe of Famous Players in due to the fact that the repeal of
Toronto, London, Ont., and Winnipeg wartime excise taxes is not to take effect until July 1, leaving only half of
before going to Paramount in New the calendar
year.
York, from where he enlisted.
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Let's Finish The Job!
Victory Loan . . . Oct. 29— Dec. 8

PLENTY

BALL!

MUSICAL
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#,TKHNICOl.oSs.

ANCHORS

ZIEGFELD

AWEIGH
^FOLLIES

_
,n"TECHNICOf.O

*

WBmm
Fred Astaire, Lucille Ball, Lucille Bremer, Fanny Brice, Judy
Garland, Kathryn Grayson, Lena Home, Gene Kelly, James
Melton, Victor Moore, Red Skelton, Esther Williams and
William Powell ... and others

Frank Sinatra, Kathryn Grayson, Gene Kelly, Jose Iturbi

^•S/H/ISTERPitc
THEY
OUR

VINES

WERE

HAVE

EXPENDABLE

Robert Montgomery, John Wayne, Donna Reed
Edward G. Robinson, Margaret O'Brien,
Jackie "Butch" Jenkins

^

ROMANCE

wm,

rt£R HIGHNESS
WEEK-

THE
15 THE

AHD

END
BELLBOY

ViUDORf
Hedy Lamarr, Robert Walker, June Allyson

Ginger Rogers, Walter Pidgeon, Lana Turner, Van Johnson,
Xavier Cugat

rHE

HARVEY

YOMNDAAHD

GIRLS
\

THE

THIEF

,N TECHNICOLOR

m TECHNICOLOR
Fred Astaire, Lucille Bremer, Frank Morgan

Judy Garland, John Hodiak, Ray Bolger, Angela Lansbury
(Featuring the song hit "On the Atchison, Topeka and the Santa Fe")
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Gen.

MOTION
Wainwright

(Continued from page 1)
campaign and will be attended by
some 1,200 industry executives._
Gen. Wainwright will arrive in
New York on Monday, accompanied
by Mrs. Wainwright and his aide,
Col' O. I. Holman. Gen. Wainwright
will briefly address the rally, as the
principal speaker.
Skouras Announces New
Western Area Chairmen
Los Angeles, Oct. 16. — New key
committee appointments for the 'VicLoan' were
Campaign
in the yesterday
11 Westerntorystates
announced
by Charles P. Skouras, regional
chairman.
Heading a 'Victory Queen Contest' will be William Geehan, assisted
by Bruce Fowler and William Hendricks. The 'Stars over America'
tour will be handled by Seymour
Peiser, with Harry Marx and Joseph
Kennedy assisting. Victor Adams
will represent Skouras as general
regional coordinator.
Ray Beall Takes Over As
National Publicity Head
Frank P. Rosenberg of Columbia
Pictures, who was serving as pubthe 'Victory
Loan'
drive, licity
has director
beenforcalled
to Hollywood
for new duties at Columbia's studio,
and his campaign duties are being
taken over by Ray Beall of Interstate
Theatres, Dallas.
Rosenberg will continue to serve in
an advisory capacity from the Coast.
100 At Meeting Here Today
More than 100 industry leaders will
participate in the Eastern regional
meetingpaign of
to betheheld'Victory
today Loan'
at nooncam-in
the Hotel Astor here. Among scheduled speakers will be S. H. Fabian,
national chairman; Oscar A. Doob,
campaign director; Chick Lewis, coordinator Charles
;
M. Reagan, distribution chairman; Harry Brandt,
Eastern regional chairman ; Francis
S. Harmon, MPPDA.
Exhibitor, distributor and publicity
chairmen from New York, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware,
Maryland, Virginia and West Virginia and the District of Columbia
also will attend, along with the following liaisons for the six regional
chairmen : Ray Beall, Herman Schleier, Charles Thall, Paul Levi, Ralph
McGowan and Joseph Ryan.
Friedl Presides At Chicago
Chicago, Oct. 16. — Over 50 executive representatives in distribution,
exhibition and publicity in the Midwest attended the 'Victory' Loan'
meeting at the Blackstone Hotel here.
John J. Friedl, Northwest and Midwest regional chairman, outlined the
industry's
efforts also
in the
final S.bond
drive. Speakers
included
H.
Fabian, national chairman ; Chick
Lewis, campaign coordinator ; Charles
Reagan, distributor chairman ; Oscar
A. Doob, campaign director, and
Renslow P. Sherer, Illinois chairman
of the War Finance Division.
Complete State Chairmen
With the addition of W. E. Malin
of the Lura Theatre, Augusta, Ark.,
and Martin Toohey of the LeRoy
Theatre, Pawtucket, R. I., the list of
71 state exhibitor chairmen and cochairmen for the 'Victory Loan'
Campaign is now complete.
The set-up of 68 state publicity
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"She Went
(M-G-M)

(Continued from page 1)

to the Races

\

follow*
Warner product, it is understood, will

The Victoria will not, however, be- fa
come an exclusive Warner 'show- $
case,'which
but will
absorb
WB films
for
there
is nothose
playing
time s(r,
ESj
available at its New York Hollywood gv
or Strand, in order to obtain an open- jj
ing here
before new films are nation- ■. co"w
ally
released.
The Strand requires an average of r.
12 films a year,arewhile
requirements
met the
by Hollywood's
four or five ■ i;
films in the same period. This adds \
up to about 16 or 17 films a year, J (a
while the company has been distribut- ! ffl
ing at least 20. This year there is a \
prospect
the company's
releasing
more
thanofthat.
It is estimated
that
about 20 or 30 weeks of additional t
playing time will be required.
Some pictures have been pulled out I
of the Strand, it is pointed out, before \
their complete drawing power has A
been exhausted, in order to make room
Gardner
close
behind.
Hazard's
screen
play,
based
on
a
story
by
Alan
Friedman and De Vallon Scott, has many amusing sequences. Frederick Sfephani for new product.
produced.
Running time, 86 minutes. General classification. Release
date not
set.
Charles
Ryweck
Wilcox and Curtis
(Continued from page 1)

'dope'
minds'theattempts
of 'scientific
quartet
whenof a the
HATthehappens
\\7
V V out
intricacies
sport-of-kings
supplies
merry to
thematic
matter for "She Went to the Races," a first-rate comedy from M-G-M's
studios. A laugh-studded screen play by Lawrence Hazard provides such
able comedy players — who recognize a laugh when they see one — as James
Craig, Frances Gifford and Ava Gardner, with many crisp lines. Director
Willis Goldbeck sent this one down a fast track ; it is definitely another flashy
Metro entry and should finish up well in the money.
In order to secure the reinstatement of Edmund Gwenn, who has been
dismissed from an experimental laboratory because of lack of funds, Frances
Gifford, young scientist, together with colleagues Reginald Owen, Charles
Halton and Sig Rumann, decide to apply their orderly minds to scientific
betting at the races. After due calculation, they put their money on the horse
of James Craig who, enamored of Miss Gifford and convinced that his horse
is going to lose, switches the bet to another horse, which loses. Miss Gifford
loses confidence in him because of this and Craig turns for consolation to Ava
Gardner, an old flame and fellow horse owner. The professors, undaunted,
again
place ahave
bankroll
horse.
Meanwhile,
Gardner
and Gifford
agreed onto Craig's
relinquish
the coveted
Craigtheto Misses
who ever
picks
the winner of the big race. Although the professors have their money riding
on Craig
the wrong
horse, Gifford
Miss Gifford
emerges inthethe
winner
Craig's
affections.
and Miss
are excellent
leads,forwith
fetching
Miss

chairmen and co-chairmen has been
completed with the addition of Al
Pollard of the Robb and Rowley circuit in Little Rock, Ark., and Roy
Sparrow of Loew's Theatre, Indianapolis. Bernie Hynes of the Denver
Theatre, Denver, in addition to handling publicity for Colorado also will
cover Idaho, and James F. Gillespie of the Malco circuit, Memphis,
will assist Cecil Vogel of the Palace,
Memphis, instead of Todd Ferguson,
former M-G-M exploiteer for that
area.
Paul Sherman of the Brandt Theatres, New York, has been appointed
publicity director for the Broadway
theatre division of the 'Victory Loan.'
$75,000,000 Objective
Los Angeles, Oct. 16. — An objecin 'E'wasbond
tive of $75,000,000
for Southern
California
set sales
at a
meeting of 75 exhibitors at a meeting
in the Ambassador Hotel here.
Also announced was an eight-theatre bond premiere in downtown Los
Angeles in conjunction with the
Downtown Business Men's Association ;'Free Movie Day' in 650 theatres, and the crowning of 11 state
queens in Hollywood.
Speakers at the meeting included:
Charles P. Skouras, regional chairman; Robert H. Moulton, Southern
California War Finance Committee
chairman, and Gus Metzger, state
exhibitor chairman.

British
(Continued from page 1)
E. H.tion ofMoore
of Oklahoma,
the British
appears to"thebe acan
obvious method of exerting pressure
upon the United States to force a more
favorable attitude with respect to postwar financial aid for rehabilitation of
Britain's world trade and commerce.
"At this moment, while the interest
of American nationals in the United
Kingdom is being destroyed by this
arbitrary action, British Government
officials are suggesting that this and
other trade barriers will be removed
if and when we see fit to grant postwar financial aid to the British on
such
terms
as they deem
Moore suggested
that satisfactory."
negotiations
with the British be suspended until
they_ prove
"good orders
faith" bywhich
removingtheir
discriminatory
threaten the expansion of U. S. postwar trade with the Empire.
Skouras, Randforce
(Continued from page 1)
and RKO circuits and Broadway firstruns for a similar increase.
Skouras and Randforce have agreed
to waive all
of "request" for
operators,
it isrights
understood.
The '306' membership will vote on
the wage scale proposals and the "request" issue, the two most controversial issues which deadlocked negotiations and caused the union to hold
out
the
threat ofwas"strike
new contract
not action,"
reached ifbya
Oct. 19.

Albany Rally Oct. 22
Albany, Oct. 16. — Award by the
Army of certificates of merit to the
local War Activities Committee and
Variety Club will feature a bond rally
in the Ten Eyck Hotel here on Oct.
22. C. J. Latta, area exhibitor chair- Decision Upholds Ascap
man ; Ray Smith, distributor _ chairNew York Supreme Court Justice
man, and C. A. Smakwitz, public relations chairman, are in charge.
Paxton Blair has dismissed the complaint against the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers
Hersholt, Freeman
brought by Teddy Hart, brother of the
(Continued from page 1)
late Lorenz (Larry) Hart, ASCAP
who died in 1943. In his device-president; John LeRoy John- member, cision,
Justice Blair upheld the Soston, treasurer ; Gordon Hollingsciety's
to elect
to de-of
head, assistant treasurer ; Wiard
ceasedrightmembers
undersuccessors
its articles
Ihnen, secretary, and Jerome Kern, association.
assistant secretary.

see Eastman Corp., Wilcox succeeds
the late Frank W. Lovejoy as chair- >
man of the board of the parent comGeneral Curtis returned to Kodak
this month after nearly five years
pany.
with the Army Air Forces. In addi<tjion to supervising motion picture
film sales, he will be generally responsible for all sales, advertising
and distribution in Europe.
Other new vice-presidents named
today are Ivar N. Hultman, assistant
general manager of the company and
assistant general manager of Kodak
Park; Edward S. Farrow, also an
assistant general manager, and James
E. McGhee, general sales manager.
Wilcox joined the Kodak organization in 1896 as a mechanical engineer
at Kodak Park. He first worked on
the development and design and later
installation of a continuous process
for manufacturing transparent film
base; In 1906 he became assistant
general manager of the plant. After
World War. I he was made manager
of the new Tennessee Eastman Corp.,
later manbecoming
president
and made
chair-a
of the board.
He was
yice-chairman
of early
Eastman
Kodak's
board
of directors
this year.
Cokell Is Dead
(Continued from page 1)
the executive department in 1926, became assistant to the treasurer in
January,
thereafter. 1933, and treasurer shortly
Born in Denver, he was educated
at Denver
New York
ties. Cokelland
is survived
by hisuniversiwidow,
Mrs. Virginia Cokell, and mother,
Mrs. Lida Cokell.
Funeral arrangements will be announced later.
Services for Tubbert
Syracuse,
Oct. 16.J.— Funeral
vices for William
Tubbert, ser47,
Watertown manager for Schine Enterprises, who died on Saturday, will
be held here tomorrow. Tubbert was
affiliated with the Schine organization
for 20 years.
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(Continued from page 1)
"Club Havana"
(PRC)
"/^LUB HAVANA" is a veritable crazy-quilt of separate and vaguely
V-J interwoven incidents experienced by several pairs of guests on a single
evening at a fashionable Miami night spot. Light comedy shows up in the
film from time to time, and under the watchful eye of director Edgar G.
Ulmer "Club Havana" succeeds in accomplishing what it sets out to — to entertain. Uniformly good performances have been turned in by the cast, which
includes Tom Neal, Margaret Lindsay, Dorothy Morris, Don Douglas, Isabella, Ernest Truex, Renie Riano, Paul Cavanaugh and Gertrude Michael.
Leon Fromkess was the producer and Martin Mooney the associate producer.
Raymond with
L. Schrock's
script,Morris
from onantheir
original
by Fred
Jackson,
recurrently
Neal and Miss
first date,
a suicide
attemptdeals
by
Miss Lindsay upon being jilted by Douglas, a high-pressure promoter being
inveigled into marrying a rich dowager whom he tried to swindle, a comic
middle-aged couple being reunited after a separation, and a young piano
player's annihilation of a murderer's alibi, with the entertainment evolving
therefrom supplemented with several Latin-American musical renditions by
Carlos Monina
orchestra.
The* evening
the nightforclub
ends with
glowing
happinessandforhissome
of the guests
and grimat tragedy
others.
Running time, 62 minutes.
General classification. Release date, Nov. 23.
Charles L. Franke

Ten members of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers were presented
with certificates of fellowship, and
scrolls symbolizing the annual 'Journal Award' were given by Donald E.
Hyndman, president, at a banquet last
night at the Hotel Pennsylvania at the
conclusion of the second day of the
■conference.
organization's semi-annual technical
Herbert E. Goldberg, Charles J.
Kunz and Charles E. Ives, all of
TCodak Research Laboratories, Rochester, received the award for their paper
on "Improvements in Illumination Efficiency of Motion Picture Printers."
Fellowships went to George L. Carrington, Altec Service Corp. ; Charles
F. Hortsman, RKO ; Charles L. Lootens, Paramount; Jack A. Norling,
Loucks and Norling; Charles E. Ives,
Kodak Research ; Lt. Col. John O.
Allberg, Army Signal Corps ; Herbert
Barnett and G. T. Lorance, both of Raibourn Sees Video
International Projector; John G.
Bradley, director of motion pictures at
the Library of Congress, and Maj. Better Than Radio
Lloyd T. Goldsmith, director of pictorial engineering and research, Signal Corps, Long Island City.
While television advertising probably will cost more than radio proManufacturers' Job
motions, itwill still not exceed the
Speaking on "The Wartime Record costs to sponsors for the same effect
and Post-war Future of Projection obtained by newspapers, since it combines sight, with the latter, with the
and Sound Equipment," Allen G. attention
value of sound and action,
Smith, National Theatre Supply executive, told the conference that man- which papers do not, in the opinion of
ufacturers "have a tremendous job Paul Raibourn, Paramount economist
ahead in gratifying the pent up de- in charge of the company's television
mand for equipment in the nation's activities. Raibourn addressed the ad17,000 theatres, in addition to supplypanel at the concluding
sessions ofvertisingTelevision
Institute atday's
the
ing film houses around the world."
Smith stated that only 50 per cent Hotel Commodore here yesterday.
of one normal year's manufacture of Richard F. Hubbell traced the past
projectors and other equipment has 10 years of television at the luncheon.
been allowed for non-military use. Other speakers included Paul Mowsince 1942.
rey, television director of the American Broadcasting, who cited opportunAmong subjects on today's agenda
ities afforded to advertisers to experiis "A Complete
Motion
Picture
Proment with television programming
duction Plant for Metropolitan New
now
while
it can be done inexpensiveYork"
by Ralph B.
Austrian, head -of
RKO Television
Corp.
ly, and Stanley Kempner, who outlined the role of the trade press in
The conference adjourns tonight.
keeping the industry informed on
television developments.
Yesterday afternoon's panel was de'Night
of Stars'
voted to merchandising through teleHeadliners Listed
vision.
First group of headliners to appear in "Night of Stars" benefit show
for the Jewish Appeal of Greater CBS, NBC Film Fleet
CBS television newsreel cameraNew York, at Madison Square Garmen will photograph the arrival of
den on Nov. 13, was made known yesterday by Marvin H. Schenck, pro- units of the Fleet in New York today and will televise the films over its
ducing committee chairman. They include :Sophie Tucker, Henry Young- New York television station WCBW
man, Martha Raye, Jay Jostyn, Perry tonight. NBC is similarly photoComo, Connee Boswell, Willie HowFleet units"within
andarrivalsSanof Francisco,
ard, the Wesson Brothers, Johnny New Yorkgraphing
Johnstone and his orchestra, Cpl. Har- the San Francisco films being flown
vey Stone, Lorraine Rognan, Marilyn to New York for immediate showing
Maxwell, Music Hall Rockettes, on NBC's New York television station WNBT.
Roxyettes ; Wilbur Evans, Betty Bruce,
Harry Hershfield, Louis Jordan and
band, Burgess Meredith, Paulette Two WB Tradeshows
Goddard, the De Marcos, Lewis J.
Warner Bros, will nationally tradeValentine, Duke Ellington and orches- show
two new releases in November, it
tra, Nicholas Brothers *and Fred War- is announced by Ben Kalmenson, gening and his choral aggregation.
sales manager. "Confidential
Serving with Schenck on the pro- Agent"eralwill
screened Nov. S, and
ducing committee are : Barney Bal- "Too Young be
to Know" will be shown
aban, David Bernstein, Nate Blum- Nov. 14.
berg, Jack Cohn, N. Peter Rathvon
and Albert Warner, honorary chairman ;Louis K. Sidney, Ed Sullivan Schermer to Columbia
and Robert M. Weitman, co-chairHollywood, Oct. 16. — Jules Schermen ;Arthur Knorr, Lester B. Isaac
mer,
signedseveral
with Columbia.producer,
Schermerhas
made
in the
and Jesse Kaye, vice-chairman, and
others.
"Henry Aldrich" series for Paramount.

Workers

Win

Morris

Agency Election
Office workers of the William Morris Agency won the right to bargain
collectively when they voted, 39-25, to
join Local No. 1 of the Screen Office
and Professional Employes Guild,
United Office and Professional Workers of America, CIO, in an election
conducted by the New York State
Labor Relations Board.
The organizing drive, led by Mrs.
Ellen Davidson, SOPEG organizer,
marks the entry by the union into the
talent agency field and is part of a
current campaign to enter theatrical
fields other than motion pictures. The
union is also seeking to organize office
workers of Columbia, National and
American broadcasting systems.
The union, which represents almost
3,000 office workers in film home offices and exchanges in New York,
will seek a contract with William
Morris containing provisions on increases, classifications and security.

the striking unions to cooperate with
Johnston in a telegram to the latter,
which read: "You have a national
reputation as a man who believes in
fair dealing between labor and management. Iwelcome your coming to
Hollywood. The producers you represent now find themselves in the unfortunate predicament of maintaining
a lockout by failure to honor the decision of the National Labor Relations
'Sit-Down' at Warners
Meanwhile, mass picketing continued at Warners, where 400 pickets
staged
a 'sit-down' strike in front of
Board."
the
studio when police tried to force
them to disperse. Several of those
blocking the main gate were clubbed.
Inside the studio, workers who have
been living there since the violence
began nearly two weeks ago, prepared
for another night under besieged conditions. All production was suspended,
as actors refused to risk bodily inOnly token lines existed at other
jury.
studios, but mass picketing was expected to spread to Columbia tomorrow following a restraining order issued tonight by Judge Henry Willis,
forbidding "violence, name-calling, and
mass picketing,"
number
of pickets. and limiting the
Charges of conspiracy between the
producers and the IATSE were filed
with the NLRB yesterday by fourteen
of the unions now observing picket
lines.
Cinema

Lodge

Given

Army Citation Here
Cinema Lodge, B'nai B'rith, was one
of 27 organizations which were presented with certificates of commendation
Commandby theat Army's
a militarySecond
review Service
at the
old 71st Armory of the New York
Guard, here, yesterday.
The certificate cited the "meritorious services performed" by members
and associates who voluntarily assisted in the accomplishment of many
missions assigned to local command
in the prosecution of World War
II. Albert A. Senft, president of Cinelodge. ma, received the certificate for the

M-G-M Promotion Tie-up
Exclusive posture and exercise
poses by M-G-M "Ziegfield Follies"
girls are featured in "101 Hints for a
Glamorouse Figure," 50-page abridged
edition of the Home Health Library,
published by the Bernarr Facfadden
Foundation, as a promotional tieup for Ask More Sunday Time
the M-G-M production.
New Haven, Oct. 16. — A petition
from nine of the local larger theatres
Johnston to Paramount
has been presented to the Board of
Hollywood, Oct. 16. — Richard L. Aldermen requesting authority to operate theatres on Sunday from one to
Johnston, formerly affiliated with Hunt
Stromerg, producer, has joined Para- 11:30 P.M. Present hours are from
mount as studio operations manager. 2 to 11.
BANK

OF AMERICA

invites the accounts of all

in the entertainment industry — workers, actors,
stars, technicians, producers and business concerns
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Short

Key
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Grosses

Hollywood

Subject

"Hollywood

Victory

Caravan" S. Treasury)
{Parainount-U.
"Hollywood Victory Caravan" is
the official two-reel subject for the
'Victory mountLoan'
Drive,forandthein Treasury
it Parahas made,
Department, not only a persuasive
bond-seller, but a splendid film ranking high in entertainment values.
Studded with many top stars, the
plot concerns the adventures of a war
hero's sister as she tries to get train
reservations to meet him in Washington. The feat is finally accomplished
by having Bing Crosby and Bob
Hope share the same berth in a
trainload of stars heading for a Washington bond rally.
The subject abounds in songs,
dances and comedy. Between sequences, Crosby and the U. S. Maritime Service Training Station Choir
sing "We've Got Another Bond to
Buy" ; BettyWeaver
Hutton, and
Dona a Drake
and
Marjorie
precision
chorus
across "Plain
Doe" ;
Carmen putCavellero
and hisJaneorchestra
give a rendition of Gershwin's "I Got
Rhythm," and Olga San Juan gives
plenty
witha "Rhumba
Besides
tribute toMatumba."
the exhibitors
by Humphrey Bogart, in which he
urges that bonds be bought in the
theatre in which the film is being
shown, Ted R. Gamble, national War
Finance director, hails the efforts of
producers, distributors and exhibitors.
Running 20 minutes. Some 1,200
prints are to be booked throughout
the drive. It will open in theatres
on Oct. 28.
Celestials Cited
Many film executives were among
the 700 who attended yesterday's
luncheon-meeting of the Celestials,
which is comprised of representatives
of newspaper, magazine, advertising
and graphic arts fields, held in the
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, here.
The occasion was marked by
the presentation of an Army citation
by Brig. Gen. Ralph G. DeVoe, head
of Halloran General Hospital, to Harlan Logan, Celestials chairman, for
the
organization's
efforts in getting
jobs for wounded veterans.
Sign of the Times
Chicago, Oct. 16. — Exhibitors here
are interested observers of the new
24-sheet outdoor advertising campaign
instituted by Emerson Radio and Television Co. in this area, the only copy
accompanying a picture of the company's planned television set reading :
"Coming — a theatre in every home."
Charteris Sues RKO
Hollywood, Oct. 16. — Leslie Charteris today filed suit in Superior Court
here against RKO Radio, asking $100,000 damages and an injunction to stop
showing
the film
series, which,
it is company's
claimed, are"Falcon"
derived
from the Charteris "Saint" character.
Film
Barrymore'
Hollywood,
Oct. 16. — sE. Life
H. Griffith and Gene Fowler have formed an
independent unit to film "Good Night
Sweet Prince," based on Fowler's life
story of John Barrymore.

T~.,OLLOWING are estimated picture grosses for current engagemerits in key cities as reported by Motion Picture
Daily correspondents.
60c-90c)
days, 2nd week. Gross: $11,300.
(Average:6 $12,300)
ST. LOUIS
ANCHORS AWEIGH (M-G-M) —
LOEWS
— (2,074)
days.
Gross:
$15,700 (18c-30c-42c-60c-78c)
(Average: $12,200) 6
A BELL FOR ADANO (20th-Fox)—
Business at St. Louis first-runs SHEA'S
— (2,480)
Gross:
$12,800.(18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)
(Average: $12,800) 6
was steady this week, with new films days.
STRANGE
ILLUSION
and
doing better than average and hold- RADIO STARS ON PARADE(PRC)
(RKO)—
overs about normal. Only one day of
TIVOLI
—
(1,434)
(12c-30c-4Sc)
6
days.
rain marred perfect Indian-summer Gross: $4,200. (Average: $4,400)
weather.
HER HIGHNESS AND THE BELL(M-G-M) and GENTLE ANNIE
Estimated receipts for week end- (M-G-M)BOY—UPTOWN—
(2,761) (18c-30cing Oct. 17:
42c-60c-90c) 6 days. Gross: $10,800. (Average: $9,800)
STATE FAIR (20th-Fox)— AMBASSADOR—(3,154) (40c-50c-6nc) 7 days. Gros?:
$22,000. (Average: $15,700)
JOHNNY ANGEL (RKO) and WEST
OF THE PECOS (RKO)— FOX— (5,038) BALTIMORE
(40c-50c-60c) 7 days. Gross: $19,000.
(Average: $18,700)
OVER 21 (Col.) and BOSTON
Week's business here is average.
BLACKIE BOOKED ON SUSPICION With
ideal weather and minor com(Col.) — LOEWS STATE— (3,162) (40cpetition from other amusement
50c-60c-65c)
7
days,
2nd
week.'
Gross:
sources, film houses could have
$14,500. (Average: $18,900)
RHAPSODY IN BLUE (WB)— MIS- been crowded ; but holdovers are in
SOURI — (3,514) (40c-50c-60c) 7 davs. the majority and newcomers can
Gross: $9,000. (Average: $9,900)
scarcely be classed as major attracBEDSIDE MANNER (UA) and DE- tions.
LIGHTFULLY DANGEROUS (UA)—
Estimated receipts for the week
LOEWS ORPHETJM— (1,900) (40c-50c60c-65c) 7 days. Gross: $8,500. (Average: ending Oct. 18 :
$7,100)
ABBOTT AND COSTELLO IN HOLTHE ENCHANTED FOREST (PRC)
LYWOOD (M-G-M) — CENTURY —
— SHUBERT — (1,900) (40c-50c-60c) 7 (3,000) (35c-44c-55c-and
60c weekends) 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $7,500 (Average: days. Gross: $16,000. (Average:
$15,000)
$6,400)
SHADY(35c-40c-50c-60c)
LADY (Univ.) 7— days.
KEITH'S—
OUT OF THIS WORLD (Para.) and (2,406)
Gross:
BACK TO BATAAN
(RKO) — ST. $12,000. (Average: $14,500)
LOUIS— (4,000) (45c-50c) 7 days. Gross:
STATE (30c-40c-60c)
FAIR (20th-Fox)
NEWweek.—
$6,700. (Average: $5,500)
(1,581)
days,— 4th
Gross:
$8,500. (Average:7 $9,000)
000)RHAPSODY
BLUE (WB)— 7STANLEY—(3,280) IN
(35c-44c-55c-65c)
days.
BOSTON
3rd week. Gross: $12,000. (Average: $17,KISS AND
TELL
(Col.) — HIPPODROME—(2,205)
(35c-44c-55c-65c)
7 days,
Majority of first runs were running
week, with a Stage Show. Gross :
around average here this week, with 2nd
$17,500.
(Average:
$18,000)
holdovers predominating.
PARIS - UNDERGROUND (UA) —
(25c-35c-54c)
Estimated receipts for the week MAYFAIR—
Gross:
$6,000.(1,000)
(Average:
$6,000) 7 days.
ending Oct. 21 :
THAT NIGHT WITH YOU (U) —
BOSTON— (3,200) (45c-55c-$1.10) Stage
show. Gross: $24,975. (Average: $25,900)
PITTSBURGH
PRIDE OF THE MARINES (WB)
2nd week and SCOTLAND YARD INVESTIGATOR (Rep.) — FENWAY —
New entries here this week scored
(1,300) erage:(45c-55c-75c)
Gross: $7,080. (Av$7,038)
heavily, with holdovers running normal or slightly lower, in most cases.
STATE FAIR (20th-Fox) 5th week and
Estimated receipts for the week
STRANGE CONFESSION (U) — MEMORIAL — (2,900) (45c-55c-75c) Gross: ending Oct. 15 :
$22,600. (Average: $23,000)
WONDER (1,700)
MAN (35c-44c-65c)
(Goldwyn-RKO)
TAVERN OF(Para.)
week FULTON—
7 days,—
andDUFFY'S
ADVENTURES
RUSTY2nd (Col.)
2nd week. Gross: $11,500. (Average:
— METROPOLITAN— (4,367) (45c-5Sc75c) Gross: $25,000. (Average: $23,560)
$S,500)
STATE
FAIR(35c-44c-65c)
(20th-Fox) — 4J. days,
P. HARANCHORS AWEIGH (M-G-M) 5th
RIS—(2,200)
3rd
week— ORPHEUM — (3,200) (44c-55c-75c) week. Gross: $6,500. (Average: $10,000)
Gross: $23,900. (Average: $23,307)
RHAPSODY IN BLUE (WB)— PENN
PRIDE OF THE MARINES (WB) —(3,400)
(40c-55c-85c) 7 days. Gross:
2nd week and SCOTLAND YARD IN- $25,000. (Average: $21,700)
ALONG CAME JONES (RKO)— RITZ
VESTIGATOR (Rep.)— PARAMOUNT—
(2,220) erage:
(44c-55c-75c)
Gross: $14,000. (Av- a(1,100)
"(35c-44c-65c)
7 days, Gross:
2nd week,
$13,153)
moveover
from the Stanley.
$3,000.on
$3,000)
ANCHORS AWEIGH (M-G-M) — (Average:
NORTHWEST
MOUNTED
POLICE
STATE — (2,900) (45c-55c-75c) Gross:
$15,000. (Average: $15,500)
(Para.)—
4 days, 2ndSENATOR—
week. Gross:(1,750)
$5,500.(35c-44c-65c)
(Average:
$3,000)
HER HIGHNESS AND THE BELLTORONTO
BOY (M-G-M) — STANLEY — (3,800)
(40c-65c-85c) Gross: $17,000. (Average:
$22,000)
ANCHORS
AWEIGH
(M-G-M) —
Ace houses appear to be enjoying
(2,000) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days,
the peak of the fall season, despite WARNER—
third
week.
Moveover
from
Loew's
an array of football games and the Gross: $10,500. (Average: $9,450) Penn.
last racing of the year at Dufferin
Park. The weather was uncertain but
not exactly contrary.
CINCINNATI
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Oct. 19:
Business currently is better than
STRANGE ILLUSION (PRC) and
RADIO STARS ON PARADE (RKO) — for several weeks, with practically
EGLINTON — (1,086) 18c-30c-48c-60c) 6 every house indicating plus-average
days. Gross: $3,700. (Average: $4,000)
A THOUSAND AND ONE NIGHTS returns, due to quality of offerings,
(Col.) — IMPERIAL — (3,373) (18c-30c-42c- plus pleasant weather. Combined av-

By THALIA BELL
Hollywood, Oct. 16
Bv E signed
N E D George
I C T Raft
BOGEAUS
has
for the lead
in "Congresswoman," Bogeaus' next
production for United Artists release.
. . . Alexander Knox has had his Co-,
lumbia contract extended ; his nex#role
will beKenny."
opposite . Rosalind
in "Sister
. . Hugo Russell*
Haas
has been signed to a long-term contract by M-G-M. •
Lynn Bari and Vincent Price will be
co-starred in "The Embezzler," which
Bryan Foy will produce and Louis <
King direct
Century-Fox.
...
Band
leaderforBud2QthFisher
has formed
an independent publicity association,
together with Lynn Garson, formerly
with Constance Bennett
Productions.
•
Larry Parks has been selected for
the title role in "The Al Jolson
Story,"willwhich
stone
direct H.and Bruce
Sidney HumberSkolsky
will produce for Columbia. . . . Arline Judge and Lionel Stander have
been added to the cast of Preston
Sturges' "The Sin of Harold Diddlebock." . . . "Puzzle for Puppets,"
mystery novel by Patrick Quentin,
has been purchased by Republic,
and
assigned
to William J. O'Sullivan for
production.
•
Margaret"Three
O'Brien
to starwithin
M-G-M's
Wiseis Fools,"
Lionel Barrymore, Lewis Stone and
Frank Morgan in the title role; William H. Wright will produce. . . . The
King brothers have signed three international y-known ice skaters for
their next Monogram production,
"Glamour Girl" ; the skaters are John
Jolliffee, John C. Moore, and Frank
Niemaier. . . . Renee Godfrey has been
chosen for the ingenue lead in Universal's next Sherlock Holmes feature,
"Terror by Night." . . . Lloyd Nolan
has had his contract renewed by 20th
Century-Fox.
erages are approximately 26 per cent
over total grosses.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending
Oct. 16-19:MAIN (RKO)— RKO
THE SPANISH
ALBEE—
(3,300) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7 days,
plus a Saturday midnight show. Gross :
$24,000. (Average: $13,500)
RHAPSODY
IN (2,000)
BLUE (44c-50c-60c(M-G-M)—
RKO
CAPITOL—
70c)
7
days,
3rd
week.
Gross:
$8,000.
(Average: $9,000)
DANGEROUS INTRUDER (PRC)
and SONG OF THE PRAIRIE (Col.)—
RKO FAMILY—
(1,000) $1,600)
(30c-40c) 4 days.
Gross:
$1,700. (Average:
THE CHEATERS (Rep.) and BORDER BADMAN (PRC)— RKO FAMILY
—(Average:
(1,000) (30c-40c)
3 days. Gross: $800.
$800)
KISS
AND
TELL
(Col.) — 7 RKO
GRAND— (1,500) (44c-50c-60c-70c)
days,
2nd week, on a moveover from the Palace.
Gross: $10,000. (Average: $8,000)
MEN IN HER DIARY (Univ.) and
THE CARIBBEAN MYSTERY (20thFox)
— (1,500)
70c) —7 KEITH'S
days. Gross:
$6,000.(44c-50c-60c(Average:
$5,000)
STATE
FAIR
(20th-Fox)
RKO
LYRIC— (1,400) (44c-50c-60c-70c)— 7 days,
4th week, following initial week at the
Albee and two weeks at the Shubert. Gross :
$6,500. (Average: $5,000)
THE HOUSE ON 92ND STREET
(20th-Fox)
— RKO7 days,
PALACE
(2,700)
(44c-50c-60c-70c)
plus a— Saturday
midnight show. Gross: $14,000. (Average:
$12,500)
HER HIGHNESS AND THE BELLBOY (M-G-M) — RKO SHUBERT —
(2,150)
(44c-50c-60c-70)
7 days,
2nd Gross
week, :
on a moveover
from the
Albee.
$6,000. (Average: $5,000)
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Rentals

Are

Gould
Levy,

Set

for

Films

PICTURE

Army

YORK, U.S.A., THURSDAY,
Names

Lowe,

Seidelman

Foreign

Managers

Abroad

To Grade Pictures, Pay
Percentage on Admissions

In line with "modern sales techniques
and new transportation developments"
United Artists is centralizing supervision of its foreign distribution in the
home office,
Walter Gould, rc . _..„
UA foreign
sales manager,
announced here
yesterday
in disclosing the
following foreign divisional
appointments :
Al Lowe, general manager in
South Africa,
to manage the
Far Eastern,
A us tr alas i an
Walter Gould
and South African zone ; William M. Levy to manage Europe and
(Continued on page 6)

Army officials and foreign department representatives of the distributors are understood to have individually arrived at commercial
rental-paying agreements under
which 16mm. prints are to be exhibited to soldiers overseas when
the industry's World War II "freegift"
Oct. 31.contribution terminates on
Under the agreements negotiated separately with each distributor, the Army and representatives ofeach company will
jointly grade each film purchased by the War Department
according to merit, under classifications "AA," "A," "B" and
"C," with the Army paying
20th-Fox,Randforce
rentals accordingly.
Rental scales have been set, ranging
Win Leader Case
from 20 per
cent foron those
(.Continued
page 10)in the "C"
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U.S. Reports Drop
In Film Dividends
Washington,
Oct. 17.— Motion picture corporations
last
month paid dividends aggregating $3,900,000, compared
with $4,200,000 in the corresponding month last year, it
was reported here today by
the Department of Commerce.
For the third quarter, dividends amounted to $4,800,000,
compared with $6,500,000 in
1944, and for the first nine
months amounted to $15,100,000, against $16,200,000 last
year.
Accept
To

Truman

'Dimes'

Bid

Drive

A number of film executives have
accepted the invitations of President
Truman and Nicholas M. Schenck,
national
of the industry's
March ofchairman
Dimes committee,
to serve
in the January
campaignfor
for Infantile
the National Foundation
Paralysis.
Executive committee acceptances include : Harry Brandt and Chas. C.
Moskowitz, national co-chairmen ;
Tom Connors, distributor chairman ;
Walter Vincent, treasurer ; Oscar A.
Doob, S. H. Fabian, Harry Kalmine,
Herman Robbins, Jos. R. Vogel, Richard Walsh, national committeemen,
and Ernest Emerling and Edward C.
Dowden, public relations directors.
Among the state chairmen who have
already enlisted to serve again are:
(Continued on page 3)

Judge Bernard Botein in New York
Supreme
Court yesterday ruled in faMake Victory a Motif
vor of 20th Century-Fox and Randforce Theatres in the action brought
by Leader Theatre Corp. to regain a
Of Drive: Treasury
product franchise. The case was tried
earlier this year.
Judge Botein held that the transfer
"Stress
the spirit
of victory
with
(Continued on page 3)
more
colorful
campaigns,
spectacles,
elaborate demonstrations, decorated
theatres, parades and flags in the
eighth and final bond drive." This is
the Treasury Department's directive to End
Controls
of Export
the industry, relayed by the industry's
'Victory Loan' executive staff to 90
industry showmen at a meeting here Is Seen
10 Days
Within
yesterday at the Hotel Astor.
Represented were New York, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, MaryWashington, Oct. 17. — An ever
Reel Coverage of
land, Virginia and the District of
earlier removal of export controls of
Columbia. It was said that 60 per cent
35mm. raw stock is expected here,
Fleet from Blimp
(Continued on page 6)
probably to become effective within
the next week or ten days as a result
Air coverage of the arrival
of a reconsideration of the situation
yesterday of the first flotilla
Daff Names Mendel
based on figures showing that there is
of 10 Navy fighting ships in
an adequate supply of film to meet
New York Harbor, from the
both domestic and foreign needs.
Scandinavian Chief
war in the Pacific, was afA recommendation that the controls
forded the newsreels yesterbe abandoned was made by Stanley
day. The Navy provided a
Max Mendel has been named Uniberth for one cameraman on
B. Adams, chief of the WPB Consumversal^ supervisor for Denmark,
ers' Durable Goods Division, following
its Blimp Ml and the mateSweden, Norway and Finland, Al
receipt of specific figures on current
rial, in a rota arrangement,
output and prewar exports from the
went to all five reels. Sol
Daff, vice-president of Universal Infilm manufacturers.
ternational Films, disclosed here yesRoizman of 20th - Movietone
terday.
The decision to release raw stock
shot the footage.
Mendel started in motion pictures in
is understood to have been made by
(Continued on page 10)
(Continued on page 6)

Krug
As

Sought

MPPDA

Coast

Chief

Johnston Wants Him on
Labor; Strike Baffling
Los Angeles, Oct. 17. — Capt.
Julius A. Krug, chairman of the
War Production Board, has been
offered the post of executive vicepresident of the MPPDA in charge of
Hollywood activities, president Eric
Johnston told a press conference here
today, adding that he made the offer
with the unanimous approval of the
MPPDA board of directors. Krug,
who is in Los Angeles, indicated that
he would accept or reject the proposition within a week.
The post, which carries an annual
salary of $75,000 is, according to
Johnston,
"completely
Krug
would be in
charge of new."
a long-range
labor program, research on technological improvements and the use of
films as an adjunct to education, as
well as the planning and development
of an overall council of guilds, crafts
and producers
to onformulate
(Continued
page 6) policies
Walsh
Studio

Revokes

Two

Charters

Technically complying with an executive council decision of the American Federation of Labor, Richard
Walsh, president of the IATSE, has
'I A'
issued by inhisHollyrevoked;
to
painterscharters
and carpenters
wood, itwas learned here yesterday.
Three other charters issued by the
'IA' to machinists, arts craftsmen
and studio mechanics, are believed to
be still in force. The studio mechanics received their 'IA' charter early
in September.
Walsh is now on the Coast to confer with Eric Johnston, MPPDA
president, with reference to the studio
strike situation. While in Hollywood,
he may also participate in jurisdictional discussions between a committee of the 'IA' and committees from
other AFL studio locals.
In This Issue
Review of "The Girl of the
Limberlost" is on page 6;
"Riders of the Dawn", 10;
Motion Picture Daily's Booking Chart, 11.
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for

Library Film Space
KOERNER, RKO rp
SMALL
has
returned
LESstudio
CHAR
to Hollywood,
from
New
York.
head, and Phil *-J DWARD
Radio
•
Washington, Oct. 17. — Charging
Los Angeles, Oct. 17. — Roy B. Reisman, foreign sales vice-presiHarry
G.
Black,
former general that the Government has been negliare
next
Europe
from
back
due
dent,
Dickson has been appointed general
manager of Cooperative Theatres, week.
manager for Fabian Theatres in Statgent of its responsibilities in the moen Island, on leave of absence the
tion picture field, Dr. Luther J. EvInc., and Earl J. Johnson has been
ans,
Librarian of Congress, today told
named his assistant, Dickson to have
Phil Tavani, head projectionist of past anthree
has inrejoined
Si Fabias his years,
assistant
War Activities
the
House
the
Studio
Theatre,
Philadelphia,
is
full
chargeandof the
organization's
filmtee that it isPublic
now Buildings
intended toCommitinitiate
buying
booking
departments,
observing a triple-header this week: Committee work. •
a
collection
of
world
films if funds
starting Nov. 1.
his 39th birthday, 15th wedding anniprovided for a projected $5,O0C nex
Lester Sharpe, Republic Eastern are
versary and 15 years with William
Cooperative's
policy will be "toinrepbuilding.
resent its exhibitor-shareholders
all Goldberg's house. •
story and talent head, will address mo- Government film service and stonsse-'
dealings with distributors, and protect
tion picture script-writing classes at
Supported by Dr. Solon J. Buck,
Pfc. Ralph Pielow, Jr., son of New York University, Columbia Unishareholders' established-run and
versity and the New School for Social Federal Archivist, who told the ComM-G-M's New York branch manager,
clearance operations."
winter semester.
mittee that storage space in the NaThe organiaztion's board of direc- has been transferred from the Brook Research during the
•
tional Archives is inadequate, Evans
tors includes LeRoy Pawley, presi- General Hospital, San Antonio, to
explained
that the new building, with
Mrs. Lillian R. Blumenfeld, for
dent ;George Diamos, vice-president ; Halloran Hospital, Staten Island.
100
vaults,
would house not only the
•
Stanley Steck, vice-president; Thomas
19 years secretary to Isadore Lincer,
Library's
own
collection and material
Tobin,
secretary
;
C.
G.
Mullen,
treasJoseph McElhinney, well known 20th Century-Fox's transportation
urer.
on Film Row in Salt Lake City, has manager, has taken a leave of absence for the archives, but also such pictures
as any other Federal agencies or dereturned there from the Far East, from the company. •
partments might seek to store.
where he had been interned by the
Evans estimated that approximately
Phillips at Para.; Japs for 25 months.
Rex Harrison, British film star
•
now under contract to 20th Century- 3,000 reels a year could be added to
New Post for Harvey
Barney Cohen, manager of the Fox, arrived in New York yesterday the Library's collection if space is
D. John Phillips, who was recently Philadelphia Park Theatre, will have from England en route to Hollywood. provided, including 500 foreign reels
•
discharged from Officer Candidate 25.
to be acquired by exchange or pura ninth wedding anniversary on Oct.
School of the Army Air Force has
Norton Ritchey, Monogram Inter- chase.
national head, scheduled to fly to Eurejoined Paramount's home office in
his former capacity as advertisingrope,
yesterday, has postponed his de- Walter B. Cokell
Joe
E.
Brown
will
arrive
in
Columpublicity manager of short subjects
parture until tomorrow.
bus, O., from Hollywood, on Oct. 27,
•
and newsreel, it was announced yes- to receive
Funeral Tomorrow
honors from Ohioan Literday by Oscar A. Morgan, short
Paramount executives Charles M.
brary
for
his
war
services.
Harry
H.
Thomas,
PRC's
general
subjects sales manager.
•
sales manager, has left New York
Reagan,
Mohrhardt and Paul
George Harvey, who replaced PhilBernard Seamon, manager of the for a tour of company Mid-west and Raibourn Fred
will head a delegation of
lips during his leave of absence, will Baltimore
Hippodrome, is in New Southern exchanges.•
company and industry representatives
remain with Paramount and an- York from that city.
the funeral of Walter B. Cokell,
nouncement ofhis new duties will be
•
A. G. Edwards, PRC manager in at
Paramount
treasurer, who died at
made late this month.
Salt Lake City, has returned there
W. T. Murray, manager of Uni- from
Denver.
Lawrence
Hospital,
Bronxville, Tuesversal branch operations, is in Atlanta,
day afternoon. Rites for Cokell will
from
New
York.
be held tomorrow afternoon at the
Monogram
Annual
Harry Graham, Southern division Dutch Reformed Church, Bronxville,
manager
for
Universal,
is
in
Charlotte,
Meeting, Nov. 14
F. A. Bateman, Republic district from Atlanta.
with interment at Ferncliff Cemetery.
is visiting in Salt Lake City
Hollywood, Oct. 17. — Annual meet- manager,
•
Company executives Barney Balaban
from
Los
Angeles.
ing of stockholders of Monogram PicAdolph Zukor will be unable to
Edward Hollander, 20th Century- and
attend the funeral because they are
bany.
tures Corp. will be held at the comRodney Collier, manager of the Fox ad sales chief, is visiting in Al- now on the Coast.
here ofNov.
14 for the
election pany's
of offices
a board
directors.
Baltimore Stanley Theatre, is in Union
The management has renominated Hospital, that city. •
present directors of the company ;
Fred Maas, Fabian Theatres engi- Songwriter Monaco Dies
neer, has been visiting in upstate New
they are : W. Ray Johnston, Trem
Edward A. Aaron, M-G-M circuit
Los Angeles, Oct. 17. — James V.
Carr, Samuel Broidy, Howard Stub- sales head, will return here from the York.
Monaco, 60, 20th Century-Fox songbins, Charles Trampe, Herman Rifkin, Coast at the weekend.
writer, died at his home here today
•
George D. Burrows, William Hurlbut,
of a heart attack. He is survived by
Edward
Morey,
Monogram's
asArthur C. Bromberg and Paul Porsistant general sales manager, is on a his widow, Mrs. Virginia Monaco.
H. V. Gordon, Paramount Internazelt.
Funeral services will be announced
tional representative, is in New York tour of Mid-west exchanges.
•
from Caracas, Venezuela.
•
later. His songs included "You Made
Victor in Michaelides,
Warners'in Me Love You," "Madam Lazonga,"
Heywood Names Simms
Greece, has arrived
J. T. Sheffield, Republic franchise manager
"Pocketful of Dreams," "Mr. Dream
Chicago, Oct. 17. — Al Simms, for- holder, has returned to his Seattle New York.
Man," "Only Forever," and others.
mer district manager here of Hey- headquarters from Salt Lake City.
•
wood-Wakefield, seating manufacturJames S. Burkett, Monogram pro- Weingarten, Sr., Dead
er, who has been discharged from the
Carl Bamford of Publix-Bamford
returned to Hollywood
Army Signal Corps, has been named Theatres, Asheville, N. C, and Mrs. from Newducer, hasYork
Hollywood, Oct. 17. — August
and
• Chicago.
Eastern district manager, replacing Bamford are New York visitors.
Weingarten, 70, father of M-G-M
Les Kinley, resigned. Simms will
•
production executive Lawrence WeinRudy
Berger,
M-G-M
Southern
assume his duties on Nov. 1, with
Rene Clair has arrived in New sales manager, will return to Atlanta
garten,include
died here
today. Mrs.
OtherMinna
surheadquarters in New York.
vivors
his widow,
York from Paris.
from Jacksonville tomorrow.
•
Weingarten, and a daughter, Mrs.
Benny Berger has returned to
Ed Stevens of Stevens Pictures, Mrs. Sol Burke. Funeral services
Federal's First Two
will be private.
Atlanta, is in New York.
Hollywood, Oct. 17. — First two fea- Minneapolis from New York.
tures planned by William Lc Baron
Marines' War Story
and Boris Morros will be "My Im- Flinn Hospitalized
Screen 'House' 32 Times
mortal Beloved" and "Carnegie Hall."
Hollywood, Oct. 17. — Steve SlesJohn Flinn, secretary of the Society
RKO Radio yesterday screened its
They will produce as Federal Films,
publisher who acquired dramatic
Inc., and work at California Studios. of Independent Motion Picture Pro- 10-minute short, "The House I Live inger,
rights to Stars and Stripes, official
ducers, Hollywood, underwent an op- In," with Frank Sinatra, 32 times for Army paper and subsequently sold
eration at Mt. Sinai Hospital here
of civic, cultural and newspa- them to M-G-M, has done a parallel
Joan Harrison Signs
on Tuesday. His condition was re- groups
per representatives. The company is
The Leatherneck, official publiported as good by the hospital last distributing on a non-profit basis, with job on cation
Hollywood, Oct. 17.— Joan Harriof the Marine Corps. Farrar
son has signed to produce for RKO night. He has been in New York on
profits
going
to
aid
organizations
deand
Rinehart
publish an edRadio.
a visit of several weeks.
voted to iuvenile delinquency.
ited version inwill
the first
spring.
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Films

Washington, Oct. 17. — Russian
pictures are being shown in Czechoslovakia and other countries where
American pictures are having difficulties, allegedly as part of 'a comprehensivelarize
campaign'
the and
Soviet
to popu-it
Russian by
ideas
products,
was reported here by Rep. Karl E.
'OL.pdt of South Dakota, member of
^^rfouse Foreign Affairs Sub-committee, recently returned from a 63day tour of Europe and Asia Minor.
Mundt said the sub-committee went
into the film situation in a number of
countries visited, and found that wherever they are shown, American pictures are highly popular with the people, even in Moscow.
State Department officials abroad
are doing good work under handicaps
of inadequate office housing, Mundt
said, but "the reports and recommendations which these on-the-spot foreign officers filed with our State Department are not given sufficient consideration inWashington."
Mundt endorsed
the work of the
U. S. Information Service, operated
by the Office of War Information and
now transferred to the State Department, and recommended that it be
continued.
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Daily
Short

Critics'
Quotes
. . .
"WEEK-END AT THE WALDORF" (M-G-M)
Vastly entertaining . . . catch tunes enliven the score. The entire production
is of the Waldorf standard. . . . All the marquee names give dependable performances, none, however, big or important enough to extend their talents. —
Lee Mortimer, New York Daily Mirror.
. . . smart, up-to-the-minute and thoroughly entertaining . . . sumptuous production background. . . . Because of the clever weaving of the design by
the authors and the smooth, ingenious direction of Robert Z. Leonard, the transition from one story to another is made with the least possible interruption of
the film's continuity. — Kate Cameron, New York Daily News.
The Waldorf-Astoria Hotel has been most accurately documented. . ,m .
Having duction
noto carry
sharp itfocus,
"Week-End
the Waldorf"
asks too
its much
faultless
through
a long twoat hours
; as a result,
of proit is
gaudy but weary film fare ... as a motion picture comedy it is ponderous and
only
intermittently entertaining. — Otis L. Guernsey, Jr., New York Herald
Tribime.

It doesn't take second sight to predict that .'Week-End at the Waldorf"
will be a box office smash. ... It all makes for smart and glittering entertainment, and the more-than-two-hours-long film practically takes its audience
for a sight-seeing tour of the Waldorf. — Rose Pelswick, New York JournalAmerican.
. . . For the guided tour part, which cannot fail to prove equally as engaging
to folks throughout the USA as the romances, chicaneries and polite snobberies of the film, it is almost exhaustingly complete. — John T. McManus,
PM (New York).
. . . has a popular selection of stars plus an inspiring demonstration of
exactly what it takes to make a tired, gloomy person happy. . . . Perhaps it
drags a little when the plot returns are in, but devotees of the stars will
hardly notice that.- — Arthur Winsten, New York Post.
'Week-End at the Waldorf" is a big, slick, shiny piece of entertainment.
. . . the production is handsome, the actors decorative and capable as well,
the lines amusing, the Hollywood glamor plentiful, and the general effect
one to please a vast audience. — Eileen Creelmun, New York Sun.
. . . fitful entertainment, engaging and pleasantly amusing when at its best
and something less otherwise. Scenarists Sam and Bella Spewack have not
Declares Films Are
thought up anything particularly original or intriguing. . . . Running the cast
Essential to Video
credits from Miss Rogers to Samuel S. Hinds, let it be noted that all of the
Films have a definite, essential part performers are quite casual and expert in doing what the script demands. . . .
in television, John Flory of Grant, — Thomas M. Pryor, New York Times.
Flory and Williams, told the technical
conference of the Society of Motion Leader Case
Truman Bid
Picture Engineers in its wind-up ses(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
sion at the Hotel Pennsylvania here
yesterday. He declared films give of the franchise from the Leader M. A. Lightman, Arkansas ; Charles
"greater scope and feeling to the Theatre to the Culver Theatre when Skouras and George Mann, California ;
reality of a program," and are more Randforce abandoned the lease on the A. H. Blank, Iowa and Nebraska ;
sensitive and accurate in reproducing
Fred J. Dolle, Kentucky ; Rodney
color. Present cathode television Leader was not a monopolistic act on Toups,
; John B. Carroll,
tubes fail to properly show red and the part of 20th, and that the subse- Maine; Louisiana
J. Payette and Carter
quent fixing of clearance between the Barron, John
other shades, he added.
District of Columbia ; J. H.
Culver and the Leader was on the
He said films allow "more polished basis of "sound business judgment" Thompson, Georgia ; Elmer Nolte,
performances"
and isa buying.
sponsor knows
Maryland; J. O. Brooks and Paul
advance what he
He alsoin and not on intent to monopolize.
Schlossman, Michigan; William C.
Emil
K.
Ellis,
attorney
for
Leader,
observed that potential world-wide
Sears, Minnesota ; Melvin Morrison,
market for television at a reasonable said yesterday that he would appeal New
Hampshire ; Walter Reade, New
decision to the Appellate Division
cost could be gained by films which the
Jersey
; Harry Nace, Arizona.
of
New
York
Supreme
Court,
and
can be dubbed into foreign languages. even to the Court of Appeals of New
Also, Milas L. Hurley, New MexiRalph Austrian, vice-president of
co; Samuel Rinzler and Max Yellen,
RKO Television Corp., was among York, if necessary ; he said he consid- New York ; F. H. Beddingfield, North
ers "the issues involved of sufficient
the other speakers. He said that the
Carolina ; Ted Schlanger, Pennsylsuccess of military use of educational importance
and precedent."
vania ;Charles Klein, South Dakota ;
Harry Sabath
Bodin and Herbert J.
and documentary films indicates a new Fabricant
of the law firm of Weisman, R. J. O'Donnell, Texas ; Frank Newfield for the industry.
man, Sr., Washington.
Celler, Quinn, Allen and Spett, represented Randforce. Frederick W.
Lorenzen of Dwight, Harris, Koegel Mac Arthur Rescinds
To Liquidate OIAA's and
Fox. Caskey represented 20th CenturyPrencinradio, Inc.
Japs' Film Control
General of the Armies Douglas
Washington, Oct. 17. — Legislation
MacArthur
yesterday ordered the
calling for the 'prompt liquidation' of Legion Ratings for
Prencinradio, Inc., a press-film-radio
Japanese government to rescind all
unit of the Office of Inter-American Seven More Films
control over the film industry and to
Affairs, and return to the Treasury of
"permit it to reflect the democratic
The
National
Legion
of
Decency
$875,000 of its appropriation remainaspirations of the people," the United
ing unspent was favorably reported to has given its A-I rating to "The En- Press reported from Tokyo.
the House today by its appropriations
chanted Forest," PRC, and to "SunGeneral MacArthur's directive orcommittee.
bonnet Sue," Monogram.
dered the government to repeal laws
Classified as A-II by the Legion are which had given it power over proThe money to be recovered was part
"The
Crimson
Canary,"
Universal
;
of a total of more than $52,000,000,000
duction in Japan and over exhibition
to be cut off of outstanding appropria- "A Game of Death," RKO-Radio; of both Japanese and foreign pictures.
"The
Spanish
Main,"
RKO;
"Too
tions as a result of the ending of the
war.
Young to Know," Warners, and "Yo- Establish Ad Studio
landa and the Thief," M-G-M.
John A. Van Orman and Pepe CasMayer-Burstyn Buy
anova, former art department execuFirst Continental import since the 'AngeV Tradeshow Set
tives at the Buchanan Agency have
outbreak of the war, Arthur Mayer
Twentieth Century-Fox will trade- established an advertising art studio
and Joseph Burstyn have acquired show "Fallen Angel" in all exchange in New York. Van Orman worked on
cities
on Oct. 24, William J. Kupper, a number of campaigns for Paramount
American rights to "Marie-Louise,"
general sales manager, announces.
French-Swiss language film.
and International when with Buchanan.

Subjects
"Jasper and the
(Paramount-Pal Pufpetoons)
In thisstal
variation
of the "Jack and
k" nursery-rhyme,
theBean
Beanstalk"
the
Scarecrow trades Jasper a handful of
beans for a mouth organ. Jasper
plants the beans, climbs up the huge
beanstalk that eventually grows, and
at the top finds a beautiful girl in a
golden cage playing a golden harp.
Jasper rescues the girl from the Scarecrow, takes her out of the cage and
brings her down the beanstalk and so
spends the rest of his life happily
dancing to the tunes the girl plays on
the harp. In Technicolor. Running
time, eight minutes.
"A Sunbonnet Blue"
(Warner Bros.)
This cartoon has a hat store for its
setting. Two little love-smitten mice
are constantly being interfered with by
an obnoxious rat who kidnaps the girl
mouse. But her hero, assisted by several other mice, saves her after a
desperate chase, and the sweethearts
marry. Running time, 7 minutes.
ATS

Sets

Program

Plans for 1945-46
Among those who have been invited
to address meetings of the American
Television Society, here, during 194546, are Paul A. Porter, chairman of
the Federal Communications Commission; James A. Farley, head of the
Committee for Economic Development ;Col. Sosthenes Behn, president
of International Telephone and Telegraph; Norman Corwin, radio and
television script writer; Charles H.
Brewer, North American director of
British Broadcasting, and James
Lawrence Fly, former chairman of
the FCC, according to Herbert E.
Taylor, Jr., chairman of the ATS program committee.
According to George T. Shupert of
Paramount, ATS president, ATS
membership
now numbers more than
350.

'306's'

Talks

with

Home Offices Still On
Negotiations between IATSE New
York Projectionists Local No. 306
and company representatives continued
yesterday in an effort to effect an
agreement for a contract covering
projectionists employed in home office
and newsreel projection booths.
At a midnight meeting tonight at
Manhattan will
Center,
here,
the '306'
membership
vote on
ratification
of
a 15 per cent increase accepted by
the union's negotiating committee
from Loew, RKO, Skouras and
Randforce circuits and Broadway
first-runs.
Teaching

Films Screened

tion pictures
was given
yesterday mo-by
A press
screening
of 'classroom'
Encyclopedia Britannica Films, of
Chicago, at the Hotel Pennsylvania
here. According to E. H. Powell, president of the company, visual education
in schools is reaching a new high following the successful use of films by
the Armed Forces.
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IS A SAMPLE
THIS
It's the first shot in the campaign now going
more
out. And you'll find it with a dozen
like it in the press book now on the way
to exchanges.

WARNERS'

NATIONAL

RELEASE

NOV.IO
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Bond

Motion
Drive

(Continued from page 1)
of all bond purchases are made in this
territory.
Harry Brandt, regional chairman ;
Si Fabian, national chairman ; Charles
M. Reagan, distribution chairman,
Oscar Doob, campaign director, and
Chick Lewis, campaign co-ordinator,
told the session the industry's wholehearted support, even greater than in
the past, is needed for complete success.
Doob outlined four themes to channel in campaign showmanship. Put to
use, he said, the bring-home-the-boys
idea, hospitalization for the wounded,
rehabilitation for veterans, and, equally
important in bond selling, home-front
gratitude to the fighting men which
can be shown with bond investments.
The speakers detailed the background of the campaign, the work being done to assist the exhibitor. Radio
shows, newspaper and magazine promotion, available selling devices such
as short subjects, caravans of stars
touring the country and many other
promotional factors.
Pledge by Reagan
Reagan pledged every assistance
possible by distribution. He advocated
more bond premieres, free movie days
and children matinee shows on the
part of the exhibitor. He urged full
use of the "Hollywood Victory Caravan"mount.two-reeler,
distributed
Para-be
He said that
the filmby will
handled in the same way as previous
bond-selling shorts but that double the
number of prints will be available.
Reagan summed up his plea for cooperation with the observation that the
industry's "one requirement for an
'honorable discharge' is to put over
successfully this final drive."
Brandt declared the industry's drive
should have an air of jubilation. "We
have every reason in the world to celebrate," he said, and with that, evincing
the circuit operator's flair for the spectacular, aCoast Guard band marched
in and a group of models descended
upon and sprayed the meeting with
confetti.
Trade Press Tribute
Brandt paid tribute to the trade
press, the work of which, he said, was
a factor in making previous campaigns
so successful.
Lewis described the co-ordination of
the various phases of the campaign and
singled out the work accomplished by
publicity and exploitation men in the
field. Team work is essential, he said,
and for that reason the drive's regional
directors have liaison officers at 'Victory Loan' headquarters.
Treasury
Secretary Vinson has said
that this is the final organized bond
drive, Fabian related, and, quoting Ted
Gamble, National War Finance Director, pointed out that $50,000,000,000
in bonds are held by individuals. This
shows, he continued, that almost every
American "holds a stake in the nawillmore
want bonds.
to augment his
holdingstion" andwith
Reagan Lines Up Film
Sales for 'Victory'
Charles M. Reagan, national distribution chairman for the 'Victory
Loan' Drive, has set machinery in
motion to line up all exchange managers and salesmen as active participants in the 'Victory Loan' Drive.
"Themen areexchange
sales-of
the most managers
effective and
means
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Review
(Continued from page 1)
"The Girl of the Limberlost"
(Columbia)
rTLENE STRATTON PORTER'S immortal novel of rural Indiana, "The
Girl of the Limberlost," produced for the screen several times before,
has again been revived, this time by Columbia. It is the pathetic story of a
domineering mother's supression of a lively, talented daughter. Dislike for
her child — resulting in cruelty at times — stems from the mother's own miserable existence. The film holds moments of pathos, amply emphasized by excellent background music under Mischa Bakaleinikoff's direction, that will
carry strong appeal for feminine audiences especially.
Ruth Nelson renders an able portrayal of the mother, and Dorinda Clifton
handles the title role with competence and appeal. Gloria Holden and Ernest
Cossart, in support, give good performances as the kindly school teacher and
the understanding principal. Others in the cast include Loren Tindall, Vanessa
Brown, James Bell and Charles Arntt. Alexis Thurn-Taxis produced and
Melchor G. Ferrer directed, from Erna Lazarus' screenplay.
Charles L. Franke
contact that the distributor committee
has with exhibitors," says Reagan in
a letter to regional chairmen, notifying them that press sheets are being
shipped to them. "Salesmen can answer a lot of questions through familiarity with this material and encourage theatres to hold the various activiadded.ties carried on the pledge card," he
30-Star 'V Loan Parade
Set for Oct. 30 Here
Thirty Hollywood personalities will
participate in an all-day Victory Loan
parade throughout greater New York
and Westchester County on Oct. 30 in
conjunction with the industry's participation in the 'Victory
Loan'by drive,
was disclosed
yesterday
Irvingit
Lesser, New York general chairman
of the War Activities Committee, who
at the same time announced the appointment of Edward C. Dowden of
Loew's as general director of the "Hollywood Caravan ' arrangements.
Stars already pledged to appear in
the parade are Alan Ladd, Robert
Walker, Carmen Miranda, Paul Muni,
Dane Clark, Peggy Ann Garner,
George Murphy, Laraine Day, Virginia Mayo, Lee Bowman, Martha
O'Driscoll and Hugh Herbert, with
arrangements being completed for
other
nounced.stars to appear, it was anGable to Star in M-G-M
Trailer for *V' Drive
The screen promotion phase of the
Victory Loan Drive yesterday was
given added impetus when arrangements were completed for Clark Gable
to star in the final trailer for the campaign. The 200-ft. film will be titled
"Now We've Got to Pay for It" and
will be produced by Frank Whitbeck
at M-G-M.
This will be Gable's first coast-tocoast screen appearance since before
the war.
Other trailers in the drive include
"Bonds Make History," starring Fred
MacMurray and produced by Paramount, and "Uncle Sam Asks for
11 Billion Dollars," starring Bette
Davis and produced by Warners.
'Caravan' Release Oct. 26.
National release date of "Hollywood
Victory Caravan," all-star two-reeler
produced by Paramount for use in
connection
with moved
the 'Victory
Loan'to
Drive,
has been
up a week
Oct. 26. Prints will be available at all
Paramount exchanges on that date, it
was announced by WAC yesterday.

UA

Managers
(Continued from page 1)

the Near East; and Sam Seidelman,
Latin-American specialist, who will
manage Central and - South America.
Levy was recently released from the
Army after serving 29 months as films
adviser to the director of the Psychological Warfare Branch of Allied
Force Headquarters on the Continent.
The three division managers will
work out of New York, Gould said,
with Tom Mulrooney, assistant foreign manager; Harry Schroeder, foreign sales manager; Emanuel Silverstone, special representative, and Samuel Cohen, director of foreign publicity and advertising. Other global
divisions and sub-divisions will be created as rapidly as possible.
The new organizational set-up,
Gould stated, plus more efficient air
transport, will make it possible to
soon have premieres in foreign territories simultaneously with their release on Broadway. "Publicity outposts" have been established in key
capitals; several exploitation teams of
American publicity men have been
sent to Latin America, he added.
UA will service those foreign situations which use 16mm., he added,
likening this extension to having
"merchandise in all sizes on our
shelves." Further, he said, a service
organization will be set up in Paris
for the benefit of UA offices in Continental Europe and the Near East.
This agency, he disclosed, will be separate from the sales organization, and
function for the speedy dubbing, processing and shipping of prints, the
printing of accessories in diverse languages, and the development of standardized methods for a more efficient
physical operation of exchanges. It
will also serve as a technical research
bureau on the Continent for UA producers.
Gould will conduct a series of international meetings, the first one in
Australasia. He will leave with Lowe
for Sydney within a few weeks. At
the
same time, Levy will depart for
City.
Rome, and Seidelman for Mexico

for
relations with
the labor-management
industry.
Asked about the position of Joseph
I. Breen, Johnston replied that he
would continue as vice-president in
charge of administration of the production code. He added that the
Krug appointment would not affect
the position of Fred Beetson, MPPP
vice-president, nor Pat Casey, exec"6"
studio strike,
tiveConcerning
in chargetheof current
labor relations.
SSf
Johnston said: "This is one of the
most complicated jurisdictional strikes
I have ever known. The skeins spread
all over the country and will take time
to unravel. There is no putting a
patch over an old wound. You must
He said he had postponed his departure for Washington and would
hold further discussions with Herbert
heal
it." of the Conference of Studio
Sorrell
Unions and with Richard Walsh of
IATSE, who arrived here this afternoon, as well as with Frank Fenton, personal representative of AFL
president William Green. Fenton will
arrive tomorrow to observe the situation and will later report to the AFL
council, now in session in Cincinnati.
Johnstontativeswill
alsounions
meet with
of local
and represenwith the
citizens' committee for the strikers.
Johnston said he expected to leave for
Washington next week and would
niake his headquarters there "because
it is central."
SAG Warns of 'Lockout'
Meanwhile,
the board
of directors of the Screen
Actors
Guild
announced that the "Guild will
not remain neutral during a lockout against studio employes who have
been on strike. If, immediately after
official announcement of the NLRB
certification, the producers still do not
recall workers to their jobs, the Guild
will consider that a lockout exists and
willMembers
call a membership
meeting."
of the Screen
Writers
Guild today received telegrams summoning them to an emergency meeting tomorrow night. SWG officials
meeting.
refused to disclose the purpose of the
At Warners production was still
suspended as 300 strikers barricaded
the main gate. Pickets continued the
'sit-down strike' tactics initiated yesterday and refused to disperse. Several were hauled away bodily by Burbank police, and some injuries were
reported. At other studios token
picket lines were maintained, and production was normal.
Mendel Named
(Continued from page 1)

1927, with Parafumet (ParamountUFA-Metro) in Berlin, as salesman
for Northern Germany, becoming
manager of the Hamburg branch in
1929. When Parafumet was dissolved
he joined Paramount as branch manager of the Frankfurt and Munich territories. Aperiod with M-G-M followed, in which he organized a number of branches in France, Luxembourg and Switzerland. Later he was
appointed European representative for
Columbia, covering Holland, SwitzerBlaustein to Selznick
land, Austria, Hungary, CzechosloHollywood, Oct. 17. — Julian C.
vakia, Poland and the Near East.
Blaustein has been appointed editorial
For the last eight years he has been
supervisor for Vanguard and David O. with Paramount's sales department in
Selznick.
New York.
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7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $7,000. (Average:
8,500)
THE SOUTHERNER (UA)— MUSIC
HALL (Hollywood)— (490) (50c-60c-80c)
7 days,age: $5,500)
2nd week. Gross: $5,000. (AverWONDER MAN (RKO)— PANTAGES
(2,000) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00) 7 days, 3rd
week. Gross: $16,000. (Average: $18,200)
LOVE LETTERS (Para.) and SWINGIN' ON A RAINBOW (Rep.)— PARAMOUNT (Downtown)— (3,595) (50c-60c0c-$1.00)
7 days,$19,300)
2nd week. Gross: $26,00.
(Average:
LOVE LETTERS (Para.) — PARAMOUNT (Hollywood)— (1,407) (50c-60c80c-$1.00)
7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $15,000.
(Average:
$11,900)
OUR VINES HAVE TENDER
GRAPES (M-G-M) — RITZ — (1,376) (50c60c-85c-$1.00) 4 days, 3rd week. Gross:
$5,500. (Average: $12,500)
SHADY LADY (U) and MEN IN
HER DIARY (U)— UNITED ARTISTS
(2,100) (50c-60c-SSc-$1.00) 7 days. Gross:
$16,000. (Average: $20,500)
STATE FAIR (2th-Fox) and MAMA
LOVES PAPA (RKO)— UPTOWN (1,716) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days, 2nd week.
Gross: $8,400. (Average: $11,000)
SHADY LADY (U) and MEN IN
HER
DIARY (U)—
VOGUE—
(800)$6,100.
(50c60c-85c-$1.00)
7 days.
Gross:
(Average: $9,300)
MILDRED PIERCE (WB)— WARNER (Downtown)— (3,400) (50c-60c-80c$1.00)
18,400) 7 days. Gross: $29,000. (Average:
MILDRED
PIERCE
(WB)— WAR(Hollywood)—
1.00) NER
7 days.
Gross: (3,000)
$25,000.(S0c-60c-80c(Average:
$16,300)
MILDRED
PIERCE
(WB)— WAR(Wiltern)Gross:
— (2,300)
1.00) 7NER days.
$22r000.(50c-60c-80c(Average:
$14,500)

Despite the opening of a new theatre, box office returns continue at a
top level in every house.
Estimated receipts for the week end.Oct. 16-19:
ffyt VjE
VINES HAVE TENDER
(900)
(M-G-M) — ALDINE—
GKAPES
(40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c)
7 days. Gross:
$17,200. (Average: $14,600)
OVER 21 (Col.)— BOYD— (3,000) (40c? 45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7 days. Gross: $22,500 (Average: $18,000)
CHRISTMAS IN CONNECTICUT
(40c-45c-50c(600) Gross:
(WB)
65c-75c)—ARCADIA—
7 days, 2nd week.
$6,300.
(Average: $4,000)
WONDER MAN (UA) — ERLANGER
(1,890) $28,000.
(40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7 days.
Gross:
DANGEROUS PARTNERS (M-G-M)
(6 days, $34,000) and OVER 21 (Col.) (1
(40c-45c(3,000) including
$2,500 —6 EARLE
day,
50c-85c-95c)
days of —vaudeville,
Cab Callowav. Gross: $37,500. (Average:
$27,600)
STATE FAIR (20th-Fox) — FOX — (3,000) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7 days, 3rd
week. Gross: $20,500. (Average: $20,500)
INCENDIARY BLONDE (Para.)—
KARLTON— (1,000) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c85c)
days, 2nd $6,600)
run, 2nd week. Gross: $6,500. 7(Average:
COUNTER-ATTACK
(Col.) — KEITH'S
— (2,200)
(40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c)
7 days,
2nd run. Gross: $3,000. (Average: $5,800)
LOVE LETTERS (Para.) — MASTBAUM— (4,700) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c)
7 days,
3rd week. Gross: $28,000. (Average: $22,500)
ANCHORS AWEIGH (M-G-M) —
STANLEY— (3,000) (40c-S0c-65c-75c-85c)
7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $26,500. (Average: $20,000)
MILWAUKEE
"THE STRANGE
AFFAIR (1,700)
OF UNCLE
HARRY
(U)— STANTON—
(40c45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7 days. Gross: $15,Indications are that receipts this
500. (Average: $9,400)
week, in spite of the opening of the
"Skating Vanities," should be close
to or slightly above average. Weather
LOS ANGELES
over the weekend was good.
STATE FAIR (20th-Fox) and ADVENTURES OF RUSTY (Columbia) —
Fourteen first-run theatres in this
area offered holdover films and the WISCONSIN—
$14,500. (Average:(3,200)
$14,000)(5~0c-80c) Gross:
OVER TWENTY-ONE (Col.) and
extended playing time generally made
YOUTH ON TRIAL (Col.)— PALACE—
a slow week at box offices.
(50c-80c) Gross: $11,500. (AverEstimated receipts for the week (2,400)age: $11,500)
WONDER MAN (RKO) (3rd week)
ended Oct. 17:
TWICE BLESSED (M-G-M) —
SHADY LADY (U) and MEN IN and
STRAND—
(1,400)
HER DIARY (U)— CARTHAY CIRCLE 000.
(Average:
$4,500)(50c-80c) Gross: $5,(1,516) (50c- 60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days. Gross:
IT
ALL
CAME
(WB) (Re-re$9,000. (Average: $9,800)
lease) and BORN FORTRUE
TROUBLE
(WB)
STATE FAIR (20th-Fox) and MAMA (Re-release)—
ALHAMBRA—
(50cLOVES PAPA (RKO)— CHINESE— (2,- 80c) Gross: $9,500. (Average: (1,900)
$10,000)
300) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 6 days, 2nd week.
RHAPSODY IN BLUE (WB)— WAR
Gross: $14,000. (Average: $15,000)
(2,400)
(50c-80c) Gross: $15,500.
OUR VINES HAVE TENDER NER—
(Average:
$14,000)
GRAPES (M-G-M) —EGYPTIAN— (1,- THE FALCON IN SAN FRANCISCO
000) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 4 days, 3rd week (RKO) and Mills Brothers on stage —
Gross: $5,600. (Average: $14,600)
RIVERSIDE^(2,700) (50c-80c) Gross:
STATE FAIR (20th-Fox) and MAMA $14,000.
(Average: $14,000)
LOVES PAPA (RKO)— FOUR-STAR(900) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days. Gross
$6,000. (Average: $5,000)
STATE FAIR (20th-Fox) and MAMA CHICAGO
LOVES PAPA (RKO) — FOX-WIL
SHIRE— (2,300) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) I
days.'
Gross:LADY
$8,000. (U)
(Average:
$10,600) IN
Business held its own in the Loop,
SHADY
and MEN
HER DIARY (U)— GUILD— (965) (50c aided by ideal weather over the week60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $7,200. (Aver
end and new openings.
age: $9,000)
Estimated receipts for week ending
WONDER MAN (RKO)— HILL
STREET— (2,700) (50c-60c-80c) 7 days Oct. 18:
3rd week. Gross: $16,000. (Average: $19
CAPTAIN EDDIE (20th-Fox)— APOL500)
LO—(1,200) (55c-65c-85c-95c) Gross: $18,STATE FAIR (20th-Fox) and MAMA 000. (Average: $10,000)
LOVES PAPA (RKO) — LOEWS
THE DOLLY SISTERS (20th-Fox)—
STATE — (2,500) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) ! CHICAGO— (3,850) (55c-65c-85c-95c) 2nd
days, 2nd week. Gross : $23,000. (Average week.
On stage, Phil Regan. Gross: $58,000
(Average: $51,500)
$29,700)
OUR
VINES
HAVE TENDER
ABBOTT AND COSTELLO IN HOLGRAPES
(M-G-M) — LOS ANGELES
LYWOOD (M-G-M) and THE HIDDEN
(2,096) Gross:
(50c-60c-85c-$1.00)
4 days,
3rd EYE (M-G-M)— GARRICK— (1,000)- (55c
week.
$10,000. (Average:
$24,200)
65c-85c-95c) 3rd week. Gross: $10,000.
THE SOUTHERNER (UA)— MUSIC (Average: $9,100)
EAST SIDE OF HEAVEN (U Reissue)
HALL (Beverly Hills)— (900) (55c-65c
85c) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $5,500. and IMITATION OF LIFE (U Reissue)
(Average: $5,800)
—GRAND—
(1,350) (S5c-65c-85c-95c) 3rd
100)
THE SOUTHERNER (UA)— MUSIC Loop week. Gross : $8,000. (Average : i
HALL (DOWNTOWN)— (900) (55c-65c
85c) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $15,500
GUEST WIFE (UA)— ORIENTAL—
(Average: $17,500)
(3,200) (55c-65c-85c-95c) Stage: Jimmy
Dorsey. Gross: $40,000. (Average: $24,000)
THE SOUTHERNER (UA) — MUSIC THE
STRANGE AFFAIR OF UNCLE
HALL
(Hawaii)— (1,000) (50c-60c-80c

7

daily

Grosses
City
000)
HARRY (U) and EASY TO LOOK AT
KANSAS CITY
(U)—week.
PALACE—
2nd
Gross: (2,500)
$23,000. (55c-65c-85c-95c)
(Average: $24,PRIDE OF THE MARINES (WB)—
Fair weather most of the week and
ROOSEVELT
(1,000) (55c-65c-85c-95c)
Gross: $25,000. — (Average:
$24,000)
"Dear Ruth" on the Music Hall
LOVE LETTERS (Para.) — STATE stage were factors in a generally
LAKE—
(2,700) (Average:
(55c-65c-85c-95c)
Gross: $28,000.
$29,000)4th week. light week for first-runs.
Estimated receipts for the week
ANCHORS AWEIGH (M-G-M) —
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700) (55c-65cOct.
85c-95c) 5th week. Gross: $24,000. (Aver- ending
ON A16-18:
TRAIN
— ESQUIRE
age: $20,000)
— LADY
(800) (45c-65c)
7 days.(U)Gross:
$7,000.
JOHNNY ANGEL (RKO)— WOODS (Average: $8,000)
—(1,200)
(55c-65c-8Sc-95c)
4th
week.
OUR
VINES
HAVE
TENDER
Gross: $13,500. (Average: $10,000)
GRAPES (M-G-M) and THE HIDDEN
EYE (M-G-M) —MIDLAND— (3,500)
(40c-60c) 7 days. Gross: $20,000. (Average: $14,000)
PRIDE OF THE MARINES (WB)—
CLEVELAND
NEWMAN—
2nd
week. Gross: (1,900)
$11,000. (45c-65c)
(Average:7 days,
$12,000)
CHRISTMAS IN CONNECTICUT
An all-day Sunday rain cramped (WB) and THE FALCON IN SAN
FRANCISCO (RKO)— ORPHEUM— (1,most first-run business.
7 days,
2nd week. Gross :
Estimated receipts for the week 900)
$11,000.(45c-65c)
(Average:
$10,000)
ended Oct. 17:
ON STAGE EVERYBODY (U) and
OUT OF THE NIGHT (PRC)— TOWER
JOHNNY
(RKO)—7 RKO
(39c-60c) 7 days. Stage show.
LEN—(3,000)ANGEL
(45c-55c-65c)
days, AL2nd —(2,100)
Gross- $9,400 (Average: $9,400)
week. Gross: $7,000. (Average: $8,500)
LADY ON A TRAIN (U)— UPTOWN
SPANISH MAIN
(RKO)—(45c-55c-65c)
WARNERS' 7 —(2,000) (45c-65c) 7 days. Gross: $4,900.
HIPPODROME
— (3,500)
(Average: $5,400)
days. Gross: $30,000. (Average: $20,000)
LADYWAY—(700)
ON (45c-65c)
A TRAIN7 days.
(U)— FAIRUNCLE
HARRY
(U)—
WARNERS'
Gross:
LAKE— Gross:
(714) $1,850.
(45c-55c-65c)
7 days,
week
(Average:
$3,200)2nd $1,450. (Average: $1,750)
ABBOTT AND COSTELLO IN HOLLYWOOD (M-G-M)— LOEWS OHIO—
(1,268) (Average:
(45c-65c) 7$5,000)
days, 2nd week. Gross: SAN FRANCISCO
$3,500.
CARIBBEAN MYSTERY (20th-Fox) —
RKO PALACE— (3,300) (55c-65c-85c-95c)
7 days ; on stage, Woody Herman. Gross : Business continues at good speed.
$25,000. (Average: $25,400)
holdovers grossed well against
HER HIGHNESS AND THE BELL Four
four new bills.
BOY
(M-G-M)—
LOEWS
STATE—
(3,300)
(45c-65c)
Estimated receipts for the week
(Average:
$19,000)7 days. Gross: $19,000.
OUR VINES HAVE TENDER ending
17-19:WITH YOU (U) and
THAT Oct.
NIGHT
GRAPES(1,900)
(M-G-M)
— LOEWS
TO
(U)—7ORPHMAN—
(45c-65c)
7 days, 3rdSTILLweek. PURSUIT
EUM—(2,440) ALGIERS
(45c-65c-85c)
days.
Gross: $10,000. (Average: $10,000)
Gross: $18,500. (Average: $18,000)
THE SOUTHERNER
(UA) and
ADVENTURES OF RUSTY
(Col.)—
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200) (45c-65c85c)
BUFFALO
$14,000)7 days. Gross: $18,000. (Average:
THE
SPANISH
MAIN
(RKO) —
GOLDEN GATE — (2,850) (45c-65c-85c) 7
Good product resulted in generally days,
with vaudeville. Gross: $39,500.
$29,000)
good
grosses for all downtown (Average:
houses .here.
OUR
VINES
HAVE TENDER
GRAPES
(M-G-M)
and TWICE BLESSEstimated receipts for the week endED (M-G-M) —PARAMOUNT— (2,748)
ing Oct. 20:
(45c-65c-85c) 7 days, 3rd week. Gross
$18,000. (Average: $24,000)
400)DUFFY'S
TAVERN
(Para.)—
BUFFALO—(3,489) (40c-50c-60c-70c) 7 days,
DUFFY'S TAVERN (Para.) and DI
2nd week. Gross: $14,900. (Average: $17,- VORCE (Mono.)— FOX— (5,000) (45c
65c-85c)
7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $25,
RHAPSODY
IN BLUE
(WB) — 500. (Average: $30,000)
MILDRED PIERCE (WB)— WAR
GREAT
LAKES—
(3,000)Gross:
(40c-50c-60c(2,680) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days
70c) 7 days,
2nd week.
$15,900. FIELD—
Gross: $36,000. (Average: $27,000)
(Average: $16,400)
RHAPSODY IN BLUE (WB)—
IN HOLLYWOOD
(M-G-M)— HIP- 7 STATE—
(2,308) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days, on
PODROME—(1,100)(Average:
(40c-50c-60c-70c)
days. Gross: $12,800.
$9700)
a000.moveover
from the
Warfield. Gross : $12,(Average:
$13,000)
THE SPANISH MAIN (RKO) and
LOVE LETTERS (Para.) and G. I.
MR. MUGGS RIDES AGAIN (Mono.) —
TWENTIETH CENTURY— (3,000) (40c- HONEYMOON (Mono.)— ST. FRANCIS
50c-60c-70c) 7 days. Gross: $14,800. (Aver- —(1,400) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days, 2nd week,
on a moveover from the Fox. Gross: $10,KISSage: $12,200)
AND TELL (Col.) and BOSTON 500. (Average: $13,000)
BLACKIE'S RENDEZVOUS (Col.)—
LAFAYETTE — (3,000) (40c-50c-60c-70c)
7 days. Gross: $17,000. (Average: $12,400)
INDIANAPOLIS
OMAHA
This city's theatres again enjoyed
another good October theatre week.
Estimated receipts for the week end17-18:AFFAIR OF UNCLE
THEing October
STRANGE
HARRY
(U)
and
BOSTON
BLACKIE'S
RENDEZVOUS
— OMAHA
— (2,000) (44c-60c) 7(Col.)
days.
Gross: $8,500.
(Average: $7,900)
JUNIOR MISS (20th-Fox) and
CARIBBEAN MYSTERY (20th-Fox) —
ORPHEUM—
Gross: $9,500. (3,000)
(Average:(44c-60c)
$9,800) 7 days.
PRIDE OF THE MARINES (WB) —
PARAMOUNT — (2,900) (44c-60c) 7 days.
Gross: $9,500. (Average: $9,900)
THE SPANISH MAIN (RKO) and
RADIO STARS ON PARADE (RKO)—
RKO-BRANDES — (1,200) (44c-60c) 7
days. Gross: $8,800. (Average: $6,500)

Crisp October weather is bringing
out theatergoers here this week in
large numbers with all houses experiencing good receipts.
Estimated receipts for the week endTHAT'S
THE SPIRIT (U) and
ing Oct. 16-18:
UNCLE HARRY (U)— CIRCLE— (2,800)
(35c-55c) 7 days. Gross: $10,500. (Average: $11,800) IN BLUE (WB)— INDIRHAPSODY
ANA—(3,200) (32c-55c) 7 days. Gross:
$13,000. (Average: $11,600)
NOTHING BUT TROUBLE (M-G-M)
and HER HIGHNESS AND THE BELL(M-G-M)—Gross:
LOEWS—
(2,800)
(35c55c) 7BOYdays.
$13,500.
(Average:
WONDER MAN (RKO) and WEST
OF
THE PECOS (RKO)— LYRIC— (2,$11,500)
000) Indiana.
(32c-55c) 7Gross:
days, on$5,500.
a move (Average:
over from
the
$4,900)
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Michael Todd's success story is a truly unprecedented record in
showmanship. He emerged during the New York World's Fair
with three attractions — "Streets of Paris," "Gay New Orleans"
and "Dancing Campus"-— that played, literally, to millions. Since
then he has never had a musical show which ran less than a year
on Broadway — among them, "Hot Mikado," "Something For
the Boys," "Star and Garter" and "Mexican Hayride." "Up In
Central Park," his current smash, is still standing them up.

CONTIEl
PIGTURI
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UNIVERSAL

The addition of Producer Michael Todd to Universal's big league
list of producers is further evidence of Universal's progress and
expansion.
Michael Todd hasx proved himself to be an ingenious showman
and we feel it is not only a fortunate thing for Universal, but also
a good thing for the motion picture industry to have him in our
ranks.
There will be no interruption to Mr. Todd's plans for the continuance ofhis Broadway production activities. Todd's lengthy production schedule for this season includes Bobby Clark in "The
Would-Be Gentleman-," Maurice Evans in "Hamlet;" Al Jolson's
return to the stage in the musical tentatively titled "Oh Susanna;"
a musical by Orson Welles and Cole Porter, "Eighty Days," based
on the Jules Verne classic. Also, a new type of entertainment fusing
the theatre arts of music, drama and dance by Jerome Moross and
John La Touche; a musical starring Bert Lahr, temporarily called
"Mr. Winkle of Flatbush;" and a production involving a hitherto
unpublished score by Victor Herbert.
It is expected that some arrangements will be effected to facilitate
the appearance of talent in Universal Studios for some of the Broadway productions and also that some of the talent in the New York
stage productions might find opportunity for motion picture assignments.
Thus, some reciprocal interchange of talent may result from the
plans that are now being completed by Todd and Universal.
Indeed, Universal is fortunate and quite happy to secure the exclusive services of Producer Michael Todd.
So, welcome, Mike Todd!
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Affiliates

99
Review
To Meet Today
(C
Riders of the Dawn
{Monogram)
Hollywood, Oct. 17
Columbia Broadcasting's affiliates
advisory board will hold its third ATYPICAL Jimmy Wakely Western with songs, Charles J. Bigelow's
production is lifted out of the usual by the appearance of an exceptionmeeting of 1946 today and tomorrow
Michael players,
Joseph Ward,
who 'steals'
afterWhite,
scene
at CBS headquarters in New York from ally
a engaging
cast ofchild,
experienced
which includes
Lee scene
(Lasses)
City. Members of the board who will Johnny James, Sarah Padden, Phyllis Adair, Wesley Tuttle and his Texas
attend are: C. T. Lucy, Richmond, Stars.
little boy is found by the cowboys on a deserted ranch, his mother
Va., chairman ; Arthur Church, Kan- andThefather
having been murdered by parties unknown. After an intensive
sas City ; Clyde Coombs, Fresno, Cal. ; search, during the course of which the cowboys, the lady mayor and her
F. C. Eighmey, Mason City, la. ; I. R. lovely niece, are all thrown into jail on a kidnapping charge, Wakely uncovers evidence to prove that the town doctor is responsible for the murders.
E. Hill, Worcester, Mass.; I. R.
Lounsberry, Buffalo; Clyde Rembert, The latter, having learned that the ranch owned by the child's parents overlay
Dallas; John Rivers, Charleston, S. valuable oil deposits, had himself appointed the child's guardian, and later
C; W. H. Summerville, New Orleans. killed the luckless parents. The doctor pays for his crimes, and a happy
CBS executives planning to attend future is in prospect for cowboys and child when the final curtain falls.
are: Paul W. Kesten, executive vice- Oliver Drake directed at a leisurely pace which allows intervals for several
president; Frank Stanton, vice-pres- song numbers.
ident and general manager; Joseph H.
Running time, 58 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Thalia Bell
Ream, vice-president and secretary; Dec. 3.
Frank K. White, vice-president and
treasurer ; Herbert V. Akerberg, vice16mm. Fees
president in charge of station relations J.
; Kelly Smith, director of sta- Export Controls
tion relations ; and William A. Schudt,
{Continued from page 1)
{Continued from page 1)
Jr., Eastern division manager of station relations.
the joint committee on export controls grade, to 40 per cent for those graded
"AA." The Army will supply an estiof the Foreign Economic AdminisWarner Ohio Houses
of the number
of "G. I.'s"
tration, which a month ago took sim- see thematepicture
in a particular
area who
and
ilar
action
and
then
reversed
itself
on
charges
will
be
computed
on
the
basis
Switch to Singles
Cleveland, Oct. 17.— Warner the- the appeal of Adams because of the of 10 cents for each soldier. Thus, if
atres in Ohio have dropped second lack of definite information and a pos- the
reports that
"G.I.'s"
saw Army
a particular
film,500,000
an admission
features over the weekend with higher
sibility that a heavy export demand gross of $50,000 would be set; thus
receipts resulting from increased turn- might jeopardize domestic supplies.
if the picture carried a "C" rating,
over, itis learned here. Second featSince then, Adams has been in- the Army would pay the distributor
ures are retained for the remaining
20
per cent, or $10,000, and if it were
formed bythe manufacturers that even
days of the week, however.
The experiment was instituted by were the export levels of the best of "AA" quality, the distributor would
Nat Wolff, Warner zone manager and prewar years regained immediately it getThe
$20,000.
arrangement will be for six
initial results are said to have led to would not threaten an adequate supmonths
;
thereafter, each territory will
a wider adaptation of the policy for
ply of raw film for domestic film pro- be revaluated
with the possibility by
Warner theatres.
ducers and other consumers.
that time that 35mm. equipment might
be available. At that time, arrangements similar to those now existing
in the European Theatre of War,
where a straight 30 per cent goes to
the companies
will
be set up. for all films on 35mm.,
Little Profit Seen
The distributors do not anticipate
any considerable monetary gain from
the new arrangements, it was learned.
The deals were accepted by the companies almost as offered by Army authorities.
No new arrangements are being
made with the Navy for the present,
with the Navy buying 35mm. films outright, at an estimated Sl/2 cents per
foot, but the overseas showing of
16mm. prints by the Navy will probabbe onArmy.
the same new basis as that
for lythe
The arrangements made with the
Army for showing 16mm. films overseas resembles the method used by
the Army in computing rentals paid to
distributors for domestic showings at
Army camps and other installations,
where admission tickets are available
at the rate of seven for $1, or between
14 and 15 cents per person. The largH er sly ways and sweet words got her a couple
er portion of the admission price retained by the Army is used to purof guys fast, but she got "nicked" in the end. That's
chase equipment and for maintenance
generally what happens to folks who hand out pretty talk
of the screening place.
and don't back it up. That's why we keep promises
out of our business. When we say an Altec contract can
Allied Meeting Delayed
be like a guardian ongel in your projection room,
Pittsburgh, Oct. 17. — Annual conwe can prove it — thousands of times over. Because right
this minute Altec contracts are protecting thousands of
vention and silver anniversary of Allied Theater Owners of Western
houses all over the country. It may be a time
250 West 57 th Street
Pennsylvania, scheduled for Oct. 22and money saver for you to call or write today.
23 in the William Penn Hotel, here,
New York 19, N. Y.
has been set back to Dec. 10-11, M. A.
THE SERVICE ORGANIZATION OF THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY Rosenberg, president, announces.

Hollywood
By THALIA BELL
Hollywood, Oct. 17
ROBERT
until films
recentlyof
in chargeGERARD,
of the Paris
the OWI, has arrived in Hollywood
to take up duties as personal assistant
to Sol Lesser. . . . "Crime on Mv
Hands,"
play production
by Pablo Andrade,
ifex1'
be
the first
to be filr^
by the newly-formed Phil L. Ryan
Enterprises ; it is a psychological
drama based on a crime passionel
which took place in Mexico shortly
before the war.
•
Barbara Reed, one of the title trio
in "Three Smart Girls," has been
signed
to a two-year
contract.by. Monogram
. . Frank McDonald
will
direct Republic's next Roy Rogers \
starring vehicle, "Rainbow Over
•
Eddie Bracken has been selected
for the top role in Paramount's film
version of the radio show, "Manhattan at Midnight." . . . Guy Madison
Texas."
will have the top role in "They
Dream of Home," which Dore
Schary will produce for RKO Radio.
•
Screen rights to "Beachhead on the
Wind," by Carl Jonas, have been purchased by Paramount. . . . Mack Gordon has been signed to a new contract
by 20th Century-Fox, under the terms
of which he will serve as composer
and arranger as well as producer. . . .
Director William Berke has had his
RKO Radio contract renewed. . . .
Mary Astor is set for a featured role
•
in M-G-M's "Fiesta."
Bill Williams, who scored in "Those
Endearing Young Charms," has been
assigned one of the top roles in "They
Dream of Home," which Dore Schary
is producing and Edward Dmytryk directing for RKO Radio. . . . Virginia
Field has been given a long-term contract by Paramount, and is set for
an important part in "Manhattan at
Midnight,"
starshasEddie
en. .. . Benwhich
Stoloff
been Bracksigned
by 20th Century-Fox
to direct
Embezzler,"
which Bryan
Foy "The
will
produce.
•
Eddie Buzzell has been assigned
to direct M-G-M's "Three Wise
Fools," in which Margaret O'Brien,
Lionel Barrymore, Lewis Stone and
Frank Morgan will have leading
roles. . . . Dan Duryea has been
signed for the romantic lead in Eddie Cantor's forthcoming RKO
Radio production, tentatively titled
"Come On Along."
Real
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More

Theatres

Building
War

Ban

as
Ends

Additional Projects Are
Reported from the Field
Formal ending Monday of Governmental war-time restrictions on
new building finds what is probably
the biggest building program ever
witnessed in exhibition with the
building of scores of theatres on unoccupied sites and the replacing of
numerous others, both expansions
either already actually occuring or
contemplated for the immediate future
in practically every state in the country.
To the scores of new theatre
projects already reported in
Motion Picture Daily can be
added hundreds of remodeling
jobs on theatre properties which,
because WPB rules prohibited
any rebuilding costing in excess
of $500, were victims of rapid
deterioration.
One of the more active areas in
current building and remodeling is the
Philadelphia-Southern New Jersey
sector. Several jobs already have
been reported from that territory, and
(Continued on page 4)
Trans

Lux

Expansion

Planning
Program

First two runs in an expansion program contemplated by Trans Lux
Corp., which now owns seven houses,
and is interested in others, will be
erected in Washington, and in Manhattan, Norman Elson, general manager said here this week. The Washington project will be a first-run
feature house and the New York the(Continued on page 5)
War-Surplus Film
Available Nov. 1
Washington, Oct. 18. — Armed
Forces'
surplus onmotion
will be available
Nov. picture
1 for salefilmto
established dealers and to ex-servicemen who can prove they are about to
enter business or own at least 50 per
cent of an established business, according to plans being formulated by
the Department of Commerce through
(Continued on page 5)

50
For

Pictures
Holland

Are

TEN CENTS

19, 1945

Selected

Propose

Exhibition

On

Fifty pictures from eight companies
Kodak Berlin Plant
have been selected for distribution in
Holland by the Motion Picture ExTaken by Russians
port Association, Murray Silverstone,
Rochester,Kodak
N. Y.,here
Oct. 18.—
20th Century-Fox International presiEastman
has
dent and vice-president of the associalearned
that
its
German
plant
tion, disclosed here yesterday.
at Berlin has been dismantled
and "now is in the hands of
"Every company delivered their top
product,"
out that theSilverstone
selections said.
were He
madepointed
from
firm said no company
theTheRussians."
a backlog of five to six years' product.
representative
had plant,
been but
allowed to visit the
The committee that made the designations, with the companies indicating
stated that Marion B. Folsom,
what they wanted to go on the list, he
treasurer, was permitted to
said, was composed of himself, Mort
confer with the superintendent who reported machinery
Spring, Loew's International viceWas ready for shipment to the
president, and Max Westebbe, originally slated to go to Holland for the
Soviet.
Export Association. Westebbe had
to decline the appointment, it is understood, due to the necessity of remaining in this country because of a family
Front
illness ; and Henry Kahn, assistant to Strike
Tom Connors, 20th Century-Fox sales
vice-president, has been named in
Calms
Down
Westebbe's place.
Kahn is slated to leave for his ter(Continued on page 5)
Hollywood, Oct. 18. — Comparative
calm settled over Hollywood's labor
and no new developSenators Approve scene tonight,
ments were expected pending the arrival here next week of the National
Labor Relations Board's certification
Profit Tax Repeal
of Painters Local 1421 as the bargaining agent for screen set decorators.
Washington, Oct. 18. — The Sen- According to Stewart Meacham, local
ate Finance Committee today voted NLRB head, certification should arrive next Tuesday.
outright repeal of the 85l/> per cent
Meanwhile, conferences continued
excess profits levy, with a revenue
loss estimated at $2,555,000,000 spread between representatives of the various
through 1946 and into 1947, rather factions involved in the dispute. Upon
than a reduction of the rate to 60 his arrival here this morning, Richard
per cent through 1946, with a loss of Walsh, IATSE international president, met with MPPDA President
$1,300,000,000, as the House voted.
The committee decided to continu" Eric Johnston. Later, he conferred
with Earl Ruddy, U. S. Conciliation
(Continued on page 5)
Commissioner. All three refused to
comment on the discussions. Asked if
he expected to meet with Herbert
of Studio Unions
Truman Expected to Sorrell, Conference
(Continued on page 5)
Aid Atlanta Drive
Atlanta, Oct. 17. — President Truman, scheduled to visit Atlanta the
weekend of Nov. 3, is expected to
participate
in the
Victory
Caravan bond
show,industry's
to be held
here
on Nov. 5, tentative plans for which
event were outlined by Georgia exhibitors' loan drive chairman W. K.
Jenkins, at a meeting here of 200 local,
state and national Victory Loan
leaders of the industry.
Highlighted by the presence of five
stars,
who willtheappear
at Atlanta's
Fox Theatre,
occasion,
Jenkins
(Continued on page 5)

a Ban

Anti-trust

Law

Repeaters

Company Officers Would
Be Removed by Bill
By BERTRAM

F. LINZ

Washington, Oct. 18. — Legislation which would prohibit habitual
individual violators of Federal antitrust laws from serving further as
officers or directors of incorporated
enterprises is under consideration
by the House
Business
Committee, itwas Small
disclosed
here today
by Chairman Wright Patman of
Texas.
Patman explained that the
suggestion stems from the belief that many high-salaried
officials of large enterprises
have pleaded nolo contendere
(Continued on page 4)
Evidence
On

Film

Prepared
Production

A study of independent production
activities, past and present, has been
made in Hollywood by William Zimmerman, RKO attorney, for possible
use by the five distributor-circuit defendants in the New York anti-trust
case, to answer any further attempt
by the Government to claim that the
defendants have a monopoly on film
production, it is learned here.
Zimmerman has been on the Coast
(Continued on page 4)
Altec

Reconverted

In a Single

Day

Altec Lansing
a 24-hour
reconversion from made
wartime
production
to peacetime production in its loudspeaker
Partial
reconversion
of thedepartments.
amplifier
department
For N. Y. Theatres
has been completed but production of
Radar components for the Armed
Substantial savings of varying na- Services has thns far prevented final
ture will be given to a large number and complete
reconversion
(Continued
on page 5) of Altec
of
New
York
City's
approximately
900
theatres if a new proposed power and
light rate which Consolidated Edison
Reviewed Today
Co. has submitted meets with the approval of the local Public Service
Review
"Pursuit
to AlCommission, David Weinstock, chairgiers" is onof page
4.
man of a special power committee of
(Continued on page 5)
Lower

Power

Rates

2

Personal

Motion
Local
To

Mention

BARNEY BALABAN, Paramount
president, will leave Hollywood
tomorrow for New York.
R. B. Wilby, president of WilbyKincey Theatres, entertained Wednesday at a dinner at the Capital City
Club, Atlanta, for his circuit managers.
•
Adolph Zukor, Paramount board
chairman, and Sidney Justin of the
studio legal department, are due in
New York from the Coast today.
•
Nicholas M. Schenck, Loew's
president, and Howard Dietz, vicepresident, will leave Hollywood for
New York by train at the weekend.
Merle Oberon arrived in New
York from Hollywood yesterday , accompanied by her husband,
Lucien
• '
Ballard, Hollywood cameraman.
•
John S. Allen, M-G-M district
manager, returned to his Washington
headquarters yesterday from New
York.
•
Edward Ugast, special home office
foreign exploiteer for United Artists,
has arrived in New York from Latin
America.
Ben Lyon and Bebe Daniels were
tendered a reception in Chicago Wednesday by Frank Bering, hotel magnate. *
•
Gradwell Sears, United Artists'
vice-president in charge of distribution, has arrived in ^Hollywood-from
New York.
•
Sid Blumenstock, 20th CenturyFox'sarrived
assistant
director,
has
in exploitation
Chicago from
New
York.
•
"Buck'' Stover, Alexandria, Va.,
exhibitor, is visiting in New York until Sunday.
•
Irving Mack of Filmack Trailer
Co., Chicago, will arrive in Kansas
City this weekend.
e
Samuel Goldwyn and Mrs. Goldwyn will leave New York today for
Saratoga for several weeks.
•
N. Peter Rathvon, president of
RKO-Radio,
will return to New
York from the Coast Monday.
•
Sonja Henie is visiting in Chicago.

306

Ratify

Picture

Meets
Raise

Having earlier yesterday secured
approval for the granting of a IS
per cent increase and 50-50 per cent
agreement on other controversial issues for home office, newsreel and
Tran^lux theatre projectionists, the
negotiating committee of IATSE
New York Projectionists Local No.
306 submitted to a mass meeting of
the membership late last night in Manhattan Center the agreement secured
from Loew's, RKO, Randforce and
Skouras circuits and New York firstruns for ratification, together with
the latest agreements reached.
Thus long drawn out negotiations
that threatened at one time to bring
"strike action" from "306" by today's
deadline was seemingly averted. With
approval by the membership of the
agreements won by the negotiating
committee, all that will then remain
is the legal negotiation of the contract,
which will run for two years.
Allvine

Will

Discuss

Films' World Impact
The impact of motion pictures on
international understanding is the
theme of a talk to be given today to
300 women of the Springfield, Mass.,
Motion Picture Council by Glenn Allvine, secretary of the Eastern Public Information Committee.
The film, made at San Francisco,
showing the operations of the United
Nations Charter, will be screened,
along with Disney shorts on health
and hygiene.
Allvine will make the point that the
seeds of another world war can only
be eradicated by a conscious attempt
on the part of intelligent citizenry
throughout the world to understand
each other, and neither books nor radio provide so effective a method of
communication as motion pictures.
Kerske

Named

RKO

Philippine Head
Arno F. Kerske, formerly RKO
Radio's manager in Shanghai, has
been named manager in the Philippines. Kerske wa.s recently repatriated
from a Japanese prison camp.
Kerske, who was scheduled to leave
for his new territory this week is
understood to have delayed his departure until the arrival of Phil Reisman, RKO Radio's foreign sales vicepresident, from Europe, next week.
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Honored

Republic

by-

NEW

YORK

THEATRES

Workers

Republic executives and members of
the advertising and publicity departments feted Charles Reed Jones, who
is leaving his post as director of advertising today at a luncheon at the
Cafe Arnold, here, yesterday.
Mrs. Jones also attended, and so did
Republic executives Edward L. Walton, Walter L. Titus, Jr., Albert E.
Schiller, Edward Seifert, Steve Edwards and staff members, Beatrice
Ross, La Marr Baker, Dennis Carlin,
Roberta Daniel, Nick de Manczuk,
Sylvia Diamond, Joe Dommerque,
Andre Gebstedt, Sybil Levy, Teddy
Michele, Ruth Pologe, Emil Senn,
Florence Silver, Milton Silver, Jackie
Stambler, Blanche Steinberg, Jack
Tell, Marguerite Wayburn, and others.
Robert Selig Chosen
Ricketson Assistant
Denver, Oct. 18.— Robert W. Selig,
district manager for Fox Inter-Mountain Theatres, operating in seven
Western states, has been named assistant to president
Frank H. (Rick)
Ricketson,
Jr.

RADIO CITY
50TH ST. &
Ginger Rogers
Walter Pidgeon

MUSIC HALL
6TH AVE.
• Lanes Turner
• Van Johnson

"WEEK-END
XAVIER CUGATATandTHE
his WALDORF"
ORCHESTRA
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pieture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
'IN
ON CEN
SCREEN
DIARY
IN TECHNICOLOR!
starring

BETTY HUTT0N
a; 'TEXAS GUINAN'

IN PERSON
PHILJRITO
DOROTHY
D0NEGAN
ADDED ATTRACTION
Johnny MORGAN

NDE' ED GARDNER'S
PARAMOUNT BLOPresents
"DUFFY'S
TAVERN"
Featuring 32 Hollywood
Stars
THE ANDREWSIN PERSON
SISTERS plus TIM
HERBERT, VIO SCHOEN and His Orchestra

Lester Cowan presents
Selig went to Fox Inter-Mountain
from 20th Century- Fox and GaumontBritish, serving as Western divisional
manager for the latter. He is sucERNIE PYLE'S
ceeded in the district post by Ray Da- STORY OF G. I. JOE
vis, Inter-Mountain veteran, who re- starring BURGESS MEREDITH as ERNIE PYLE
turned several weeks ago after three
Directed by William A. Wellman • Released throuEh United Artists
year's service in the Merchant Marine.
Continu
ous m**m!*!£
B'way
Performances
LOBE —
Popularat 46thPricesSt.
Weltner in Survey
For Para. Abroad
B WAY &
PALACE
George Weltner, Paramount Inter47th St.
national president, will leave New
York for London by air over the weekend for conferences and territorial
"GEORGE WHITE'S
surveys in Great Britain and on the
STARRING
JOAN JACK
Continent. He expects to visit ParDAVIS HALEY
amount exchanges and branches, to
An SCANDALS"
RKO RADIO PICTURE
discuss the company's 1945-46 product.
He expects
to return
to the15. Paramount home office
about Dec.
Commander Zukor Back
Hollywood, Oct. 18. — Commander
Eugene Zukor, son of Adolph Zukor,
has been discharged from the Navy,
and has rejoined Paramount as an associate of producer William Maiklejohn.

the HOUSE on 92nd STREET
William
Lloyd
Sigue
Leo. G.
EYTHE
NOLAN
HASSO
CARROLL
A 20th Cer.fwc-Fojt Picture
PLUS ON STAGE -CARL RAVAZZA
COPACABANA REVIEW
BUYBONDS
MORE
Monte Proser's

EIGHTH WEEK
ALSO

AT

THE

ROXY

Fourth Week

9
Permanent Quarters
1
THE PALESTINE
PROBLEM
For A cademy Planned
InftJiAIJ
Hollywood, Oct. 18. — Plans for acSEG Petition Accepted
quisition of a permanent building for
Hollywood, Oct. 18. — The National the Academy' of Motion Picture Arts
Broadway
Samuel Goldwyn
and
Sciences
are underway, Jean
Labor Relations Board has accepted
AST0R
NOEL
COWARD'S
Hersholt, newly-elected Academy
the Screen
Extras Guild's
petition
vacate
its certification
of the
Screento president, announced today. Expan"BLITHE
SPIRIT"
DANNY KAYE
In Blushing Technicolor
and
45th St.
CONTINUOUS
Players Union as bargaining agent for
CONTINUOUS
PERFORMANCE
sion of the Academy library, an enpresents
POPULAR
PRICES
extra work and has ordered SPU to
larged educational program, and closer
POPULAR
PRICES
RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS
respond to the petition by Nov. 15, cooperation with other Hollywood or"Wonder
Man"
ganizations are incorporated in the WINTER GARDEN Tsd0r
according to an announcement by
in Technicolor
SEG here today.
new plans.
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(Continued from page 1)
now comes word from Camden that
Warners plan to erect a house on the
present site of its Princess, which has
been used chiefly as a Western and
subsequent-run daily change house.
Another new house will be located
in the mid-town sector, according to
the Murray Realty Co., Philadelphia ;
James Ferrea is building a new theatre on the site of his Lyric in Lan
disville, N. J., which was destroyed
by fire recently ; David Supowitz is
the architect for the Camden Garden,
which is closed for repairs and redeco
ration. The Temple, Philadelphia, is
being renovated and redecorated and
will operate on a full time schedule
when work is completed. At Wildwood, N. J., a Memorial Day, 1946
opening is planned for the new Strand
Theatre, which will be the first and
only completely fireproof building in
this shore boardwalk area; the 2,000seat house will be constructed by
William C. Hunt and a second house
will be built on the site of the old
fire-destroyed Strand.
Other new-theatre or remodeling
projects reported from other areas
follow :
Two for Milwaukee Suburb
Milwaukee, Oct. 18. — Whitefish
Bay, exclusive suburb, heretofore
without a theatre, will have two post
war theatres if plans of Fox Wis
consin and S. and M. circuits mate
rialize. H. J. Fitzgerald, Fox Wis
consin head, reports plans for a struc
ture to be erected at a cost of
$150,000.
'Plans
of S.president,
and M.,call
according
Ben
Marcus,
for a 600-to
seat house to cost $50,000.

"Pursuit to Algiers"
( Universal)
SHERLOCK HOLMES and Doctor Watson, the Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle characters, are again ably personified on the screen by Basil Rathbone and Nigel Bruce, respectively, in "Pursuit to Algiers," which should be
well received by devotees of mystery and detection.
Holmes and his droll friend postpone a fishing trip when they learn that
the Duchess of Brookdale's emeralds have been stolen. When several persons from a Balkan kingdom enlist the aid of Holmes to insure the safe
return of the crown prince whose enemies would prevent that, the two sleuths
are launched on a series of exciting incidents.
Most of the action takes place on a ship sailing from England to Algiers.
Many characters are under suspicion for stealing the jewels, including a
young singer, Marjorie Riordan. In her music case the stolen emeralds were
placed without her knowledge ; Holmes realizes that she is innocent.
Others in the cast include Rosalind Ivan, Martin Kosleck, John Abbott,
and Frederic Worlock. Miss Riordan sings "There Isn't Any Harm in That"
and "Crosswoven
My Heart."
BruceWilliam
sings "Loch
The director,
songs areis
smoothly
into the Nigel
film. Roy
Neill, Lomond."
producer and
responsible for a good detective film. The original screenplay was by Leonard
Lee.
Running time, 65 minutes. General classification. Release date, Oct. 26.

is legal
localtheattorney,
. advisor
for
Durkee who'
Enterprises
Durkee plans to erect a theatre in
Northwood, one of the newer residential community developments in
Baltimore.
The New Theatre, downtown, firstrun house, will close shortly for complete remodeling.

Wonewoc Wants One
Milwaukee, Oct. 18. — Feasibility
of promoting a theatre for the town
is being investigated by a committee
selected by the Commercial Association. Wonewoc is a town of about
750 population.
W. E. Jones to Build
Minneapolis, Oct. 18. — Plans and
specifications for the new Marshall, at
Marshall, Minn., are being completed
$30,000 Oregon House
Jones. The new structure
by
Springfield, Ore., Oct. 18. — J. W will W.be E.
erected on the site known as
DeYoung, theatre architect of Port the Charles Healy corner and will
land, has drawn plans for a 600-seat have 800 seats.
theatre, to cost $30,000, for E. A
Meantime, W. R. Hiller is making
Dodson and Roy Carpenter.
a number of improvements on the
State at Marshall.
Blank to Spend $200,000
Omaha, Oct. 18. — Work is about DuBois Plans New Theatre
to get underway here on a $200,000
Albany, N. Y., Oct. 18— George
theatre in South Omaha, according Dubois will build a theatre in St.
to_ Ralph Blank, operator of the Ad Regis Falls, Adirondack Mountain
miral Theatre Corp. The theatre will town, which has been without films
seat 1,200, will be called The Chief since its only theatre was destroyed
and will carry out an Indian motif by fire some years ago.
in design. John Latenser and Sons,
The Schine circuit has begun reInc., are the architects.
building the Strand Theatre, Carthage,
gutted
by
fire last Winter.
Three Projects in Memphis
Memphis, Oct. 18.— Webber Hall, New Mississippi Theatre
local newsreel cameraman, will build
Miss., Oct. 18. — Clarksa $100,000 theatre to seat 1,500 as daleClarksdale,
has a new theatre, operated by
part of a $3,500,000 residential and A. N. Rossie.
commercial development at Poplar
and Highland, a new Eastern suburb Jesse Jones Acquires Two
of Memphis. The plan has been apDallas, Ore., Oct. 18.— The Gould
proved by the city.
Theatres' Rio and Majestic, have been
Two contracts, calling for $88,000 purchased
by the pioneer exhibitor
worth of theatre construction work, Jesse Jones, who also owns and operwere let last week by David Flexer,
ates the St. Johns and Roseway Theatres in Portland.
of the Flexer-Haberfeld Theatres.
The first calls for enlargement of the
The
two acquistions will be remodeled.
Ritz Theatre, from 900 to 1,000 seats
and the building of a new front, new
boxoffice and new lounges. The sec- To Replace Alaska Theatre
ond contract, for $65,000, calls for the
Portland, Ore., Oct. 18.— B. F.
present theatre to be torn down and Shearer Theatre Equipment Co.,
a completely new building erected at which operates half-a-dozen theatres
New Albany. Miss.
in Alaska and Washington, announce
that their old Revilla theatre, Alaska,
Two New Ones for Baltimore
will be torn down and that J. R.
Baltimore, Oct. 18. — A new the- Heckman and Co., which recently puratre for colored patrons is to be
chased the property, will erect an 800erected here by J. Calvin Carney, seat house at an estimated cost of

Evidence

Prepared

(Continued from page 1)

and paid nominal cash fines for
their share in anti-trust violations, only to participate again
in similar activities.
To forbid such persons to act as
either officers or directors of any
incorporated business in the future
"might cool their ardor for this practice," Patman said, on the assumption
that the high salaries they now receive
might not be available to them if they
were
hold responsible
sitionsforbidden
in the to
various
enterprises po-'
in
which they had an interest.
The committee is seeking information from the Department of Justice
files as to the number and names of
such officials who have been found
guilty of such acts on more than one
occasion, Patman said.
Motion Picture Daily reported on
Tuesdaylation
from
that legiswhich Washington
would practically
put
corporations violating the anti-trust
laws and send their officers to prison
for life is pending in the Senate.
The measure, introduced by Sen.
William Langer, North Dakota, is
said to indicate a growing sentiment
in Congress that the present trust
law's penalties are inadequate and to
be a criticism of the recent announcement by Attorney General Tom C.
Clark that criminal proceedings will
not be instituted for violations involving trade practices other than
price-fixing.
Pointing out that no industrialist
has been sent to prison in this century
for violation of the anti-trust laws,
Langer proposed to increase .the maximum penalties from the present one
year in prison and $5,000 fine to 50
years in prison and fines up to
$100,000,000.

for several weeks. Although the scope
of the survey was narrowed as a result of indications during the first
week of the trial that the Government
is no ■ longer alleging that the defendants have a monopoly on production, counsel nevertheless directed the
completion of the study.
The Government had alleged in its
original complaint that the defendants
have a monopoly of production but the
charge does not appear in the trial
brief now before the court.
Interrogatories posed by the Government and answered by the defendants do, however, deal with their production activities and in their opening
statements counsel for most of the distributor defendants referred to. the
percentage of total production for
which they accounted, in most cases Sudekum Must Divest
the number of films being considerably less than 10 per cent for each Holdings by Jan. 18
company of the total number of feaNashville, Oct. 18.— Tony Sudetures produced in 1943-44 and in prekum, president of Crescent Amusevious seasons.
ment Co., has until Jan. 18, 1946, to
meet the terms of a court order in the
Department of Justice - Crescent
German Film Data
Amusement anti-trust suit, and may
take the full time allotted, according
Now Available
H. Armistead, chief counWashington, Oct. 18. — Reports on to George
sel for Crescent.
film production and methods of GerWithout
discussing what has been
man Agfa and Gevaert of Belgium,
have been turned over by the Army done by Sudekum to withdraw his
in six other circuits, Armisto the Department of Commerce, holdings
tead stated that his client will make a
along with nearly 400 other reports on report to Judge Elmer Davies of the
various phases of German industry, U. S. District Court on or before
compiled by experts sent to Europe,
and all of it will be distributed.
18.
Among the reports are several deal- Jan.
ing with German and French photo- Goodfried Promoted
Hollywood, Oct. 18. — Robert Goodgraphic, radio and television developments, including one on television in fried, who joined PRC several months
as liaison between New York and
France and another on a sound re- ago
cording system developed by Dr. Carl the Coast and assistant to Arnold
Heinz Becker.
Stoltz, advertising-publicity head, has
been
company's
West
Coast appointed
publicity the
director
by Reeves
$65,000. The Shearer organization will Espy, production head, to replace Don
equip, decorate and operate the new McElwaine, resigned.
theatre, which is scheduled to be built
in the Spring of 1946.
'Night
You' Co.,
Tie-in
Universal With
and Pharmaco
sponTed Mann Leases Another
Minneapolis, Oct. 18. — Ted Mann,
sor of the "Col. Stoopnagle Double
operator of the Metro, Minneapolis, or Nothing" radio quiz program, have
has taken a long term lease on the agreed to a series of four promotions
Blue Bird, St. Paul, from Hiller yearly, starting Sunday evening, Oct.
Hoffman, operator of the stand the 21, in Detroit, over the Mutual Netpast 25 years. Hoffman will retire
work, and saluting "That Night With
from the exhibition field.
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Motion
Altec

Walker
Unveil

Picture

Reconverted

Helps
Degb^

Former Postmaster-General Frank
Walker and singer Morton ;Dowiiey
participated in the unveiling of a huge
papier-mache brown derby in the lobby
of the Rivoli Theatre here yesterday
i to launch the sale of tickets for the
"East Side-West Side" revue to be
held in the theatre on the evening of
Nov. 8, the entire proceeds of which
will go to the Alfred E. Smith Memorial Fund. Rivoli director Monty
Salmon and Sid Gross, publicity director, were hosts at the unveiling.
Walker and former PostmasterGeneral James A. Farley are special
events chairman and general chairman, respectively, of the fund campaign, which will feature homage ceremonies to the late Gov. Smith at the
Hotel Astor here on Oct. 31, at which
Kate Smith, former Mayor James J.
Walker, Mayor LaGuardia and others,
including a large gathering of
"Smiths" from every walk of life will
participate.
The Rivoli show will be the first in
a series of 19 theatrical events to be
staged
by Skouras
Theatres' commun
ity
service
department.
Surplus Film
(Continued from Page 1)
the office of Surplus Supply. Motion
picture cameras and other photographic^
equipment will follow and will be
sold on a similar basis.
Dealers will purchase on an equal
footing with veterans but will be
limited to a set percentage of profit.
The equipment will be advertised in
trade journals, newspapers and other
publications, and prospective buyers
will be required to make application
through the Smaller War Plants Corp.
A majority of the service men expected to apply for the equipment
were recruited by the Armed Forces
from the motion picture industry.
Those desiring to obtain film and
cameras for personal only use will be
required to buy through dealers.
Oct. 25 Set for Iwo
Statue Presentation
Date of the presentation of the
Times Square statue of the Iwo Jima
flag raising to St. Albans Naval Hospital by the War Activities Committee
has been changed to Thursday, Oct.
25. Capt. E. D. McMorries, MC,
commanding officer of the hospital,
has sent invitations to several hundred
in the industry. Charles C. Moskowitz, WAC chairman for New
York, will present the statue.
Films for Holland
(Continued from page 1)
ritory as soon as he can secure a
passport and transportation. He will
proceed to set up a distribution organization in Holland to deal with that
government's film monopoly.
Chicago Censor Record
Chicago, Oct. 18.— Police censors
here reviewed and passed a record
number of 92 pictures during September. Only two were classified for
adults : RKO's "Isle of the Dead" and
a Mexican film, "My Friend, the
King."

(Continued from.J>age 1)
Lansing, Hollywpocfj to peacetime pro
ductionj.
Vice-president?" Ward of Altec
Lansings reports that the new line of
loudspeaker systems will be marketed
under the trade name *of the "Voice
of the Theatre" and that a sufficient
quantity of the systems has already
been produced to insure immediate
deliveries to exhibitors when the new
models are displayed for sale on
Nov. 10.
Altec Service Corp. district man
agers have returned to their respective
territories after attending a meeting
at the New York home office, where
they
instructions
as to Altec'sof
policyreceived
in handling
the distribution
the new Altec Lansing loudspeaker
equipment through theatre supply
dealers, sound system manufacturers
and Altec representatives.
Those Attending
Attending the conference were : G. L.
Carrington, president, Altec Service
Corp. and Altec Lansing ; H. M
Bessey, vice-president of Altec Service ;P. F. Thomas, treasurer ; A. A.
Ward, vice-president and general
manager of Altec Lansing: E. O.
Wilschke, assistant to Bessey ; C. S.
Perkins, manager of commercial en
gineering ; H. S. Morris, Eastern
representative of Altec Lansing; and
B. Sanford, district manager, New
York; D._A. Peterson, Philadelphia;
Warreu. .Conner, _Cincinnati ;_ C
Zern, Dallas ; F. C. Dickely, Detroit :
L. J. Hacking, Boston ; H. B. Moog
Atlanta; R. Hilton, Chicago; M.
Wolf, New York sales representative;
S. M. Andersen, purchasing department; Stanley Hand, advertising and
publicity manager, all of Altec Service.
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daily

Strike

Front

Short

(Continued from page 1)
Subjects
president,
havethetalked
to Sorrell Walsh
severalsaid:
times"I in
past
few months, and nothing ever came
"Hare Tonic"
Frank Fenton, representative of (Warner Bros.)
AFL president William Green, ar
Bugs Bunny finds himself about to
rived tonight and will meet Johnston be fricasseed by his arch enemy, Elmer
Fudd. To avoid an unpleasant end,
tomorrow.
the lead of the Screen Bugs fakes a radio warning of an epiit."
ofFollowing
Actors Guild, which yesterday stated
demic of 'rabbit fever,' and himself
that "the Guild will not remain neutral feigns having the fever, scaring Elmer.
The
film
ends in a whirlwind of comic
in a lockout," an emergency meeting
of the Screen Writers Guild was incidents from which both Bugs and
called for tonight. Members were Elmer survive to resume their feud
expected
discuss
SWG'ssituation
posi another day. Filmed in Technicolor.
tion in theto event
the the
current
Running time, 7 minutes.
continues after official NLRB certification is received by Local 1421.
The United Labor and Citizens "Community Sing"
Committee, newly organized by repre- (Columbia)
Dick Liebert at the organ, and the
sentatives ofthe AFL, the CIO, the
Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, Song Spinners, give a touch of the Old
and citizens' committees, called a con- West to such numbers as "Tumbling
"San Antonio Rose,"
ference for Tuesday to "demonstrate Tumbleweed,"
"The Last Round-Up," "Git Along
solidarity
of was
labornormal
and citizenry."
Production
at all studios Little Doggie" and "Pony Boy," as
except Warners, where work was still words to the tunes are flashed on the
halted. Police, arriving before dawn screen for the audience's benefit in
this morning, prevented a recurrence joining
the 'sing.'
nine-and-a-half
minutes.Running time,
of "sit-down" strikes staged yesterday,
and kept the main gate clear. About
300 pickets marched in orderly fashion Truman Expected
before the entrance. No violence oc(Continued from page 1)
curred at Warners, nor at other studios, where token picket lines were said,
"E" bonds
will include
only. a military parade.
maintained.
Admission to the theatre will be by

Baker Is Named UA
South Africa Head
Richard A. Baker has been named
acting manager and secretary of the
United Artists Corp. in South Africa,
replacing Al Lowe, former general
manager, who has become Far Eastern, Australasian and South African
division manager.
Gablick , Warner Art
Baker was recently demobilized from
the South African army after serving
Director, Resigns
Tony Gablik, Warner advertising for three years as a captain.
art director for 15 years, yesterday
announced his resignation in order to Trans Lux
reestablish Gablik Art Studios, which
(Continued from page 1)
he had for many years before going
to Warners, and Gablik intends to atre will be a combination feature and
again make its services available to newsreel house. Trans Lux is conmotion piqture companies, Warners
templating alarge expansion program
among them.
around the country.
The Washington project, Elson disclosed, will include a large office buildEiges' Mother Dies
Sydney Eiges has returned to his
ing, which, with the property alduties as manager of the press departready acquired and the theatre, will
ment of National Broadcasting, here, cost $2,600,000. Elson said that with
adequate
materials virtually assured,
following an absence of several days
because of the death of his mother, the work on this is expected to begin
Mrs. Anna B. Eiges, in New Ken- before Jan. 1 ; it will seat 1,700.
sington, Pa.
The new Manhattan house will be
at Madison Ave. and 59th St.
John Pickett Dies
Willi ma ntic, Conn., Oct. 18.— John
R. Pickett, 75, formerly manager of Profit Tax Repeal
(Continued from page 1)
the Capitol Theater, a motion picture
house, and from 1942 To 1944 Demothrough
1946 the carryback of unused
cratic Representative in the State Leg- excess profits
tax credits, but under
islature, died here yesterday, at his
home. Surviving are his wife, Mary certain restrictions still to be proJane
and a son, John R.
Also voted was the continuance at
Pickett,Pickett,
Jr.
posed.
40
per cent of the maximum combined corporate normal and surtaxes
and
restoration of the 4 percentage
Mayer's Father Dies
Ignatz Mayer, father of Harry points which the House had cut from
Mayer, talent booker for Warner The- each income bracket at a tax saving
atres and Lee Mayer, film salesman of $405,000,000, but under an agreement that before the bill is reported,
in Warners' New York exchange,
died at his home here yesterday. Pri- 'special treatment" shall be given to
vate services will be held today at the 'small business" with net income runWest End Chapel.
ning to $100,000.

Present at the meeting were Si Fabian, national chairman of the industry's War Activities Committee ; Oscar Doob, campaign director ; Charles
Reagan, distributor chairman ; Chick
Lewis, co-ordinator, and Hugh Owen,
publicity director, all from New York.
Sam Shain Named Western
Trade Relations Director
Los Angeles, Oct. 18. — Sam Shain
has been named director of trade relations for the 11 Western states in
the forthcoming Victory Loan campaign, it was announced here by
Charles P. Skouras, regional chairman. Shain will have headquarters
in New York.
Shain functioned as national trade
relations director during the Fourth
War Loan and served for the Western
region
Loans. during the Sixth and Seventh
Lower Power Rate
(Continued from page 1)
the Independent
Owners The
Association of New Theatre
York, discloses.
extent to which the proposed reduction would affect individual businesses,
according to a Consolidated Edison
spokesman, depends on the amount of
power used. The company services all
New York boroughs except Richmond.
Weinstock reports that his committee expects shortly to have at its disposal the services of an electrical engineer who will assist it in formulating a proposal for power and light rates
which would be of even greater advantage to theatre owners than that
now being considered by the PSC.
Crawford Reception
Warners will hold a press reception
for Joan Crawford at the Sherry
Netherland Hotel here on Oct. 25.
Shortly thereafter Miss Crawford will
return to the Coast.
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"This is a sure Academy Award
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"Gay and frivolous, with sparkling dialogue!"
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"A honey — happy and funny . . .
from a lively start the film builds
to a gay and original finish!"
"Delightful entertainment! Charming and frivolously funny with a
cast that is top flight!"
-JOURNAL-AMERICAN
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THE VOICE of the theatre — Altec Lansing's new motion picture
loudspeaker system — sets the postwar standard for theatre sound
reproduction. In Hollywood, the major motion picture studios have
unanimously adopted the voice of the theatre. // is the one
loudspeaker system that faithfully reproduces their own improvements in sound recording. Now it is ready for installation in the
motion picture theatres of the country.
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SMPE Television Head
Sees U. S. in the Lead
British theatre television, in its
initial stages of program resumption, to occur shortly, will provide
the same programs in theatres, for
moderate admission, as those available
to persons who can afford to pay the
expected $500 for a home set, rather
than on a competitive basis, which is
expected to prevail for the United
States, according to Dr. D. R. White
of DuPont, chairman of the Society
of Motion
Picture Engineers' television committee.

CFI
Wins

Merger
in

Vote

OCTOBER

Future Trial Course
In N.Y. Film Case
Early developments expected in the trial of the New
York film anti-trust suit
which will resume here this
morning after a recess of 10
days,
include:
Motions
and arguments by
counsel for all eight defendants for a dismissal of the
Government's case.
Appearance of William F.
Rodgers, M-G-M vice-president in charge of distribution
as the first witness for the
defense if dismissal motions
are denied.
Appearance of other top executives as defense witnesses,
including Leonard Goldenson,
Charles M. Reagan or Adolph
Zukor for Paramount, as individual company defenses be-

Wilmington, Oct. 21. — Stockholders of Consolidated Film Industries, despite the opposition of
a small but determined minority
group, voted for a merger with Republic and Setay at an adjourned
meeting here Friday.
The meeting authorized, filed and
recorded the merger agreement. It
will now be up to the board of directors to decide the matter on further
action and negotiation. It was declared, however, that in the opinion
of the majority the merger will go
through.
The outcome also is predicated on
the result of a suit filed in Los Angeles. Superior Court by Fred F. Yule,
CFI stockholder, who seeks to enjoin the company from merging, as
reported in Motion Picture Daily
Oct. 16. The case will be heard early
next month.
gin.
Ralph I. Poucher, vice-president, Korda
Resigns
was in charge of Friday's meeting.
The merger would provide for con- London Films
(Continued on page 10)

Dr. White, who recently returned from a survey of television developments in Great Britain and
MGM
France, does not expect to make
a formal report to the SMPE telePost
vision committee until late this year,
but he explains now that as a result of
.his survey he is convinced that teleHollywood, Oct, 21. — Sir Alexat
vision in the United' States has far out- Cole Presides
ander Korda, now in Hollywood, has
(Continited on page 10)
resigned as head of M-G-M's London
Films because of ill health, the comDallas Meet Today
pany announced here at the weekend.
Korda became affiliated with
Eyssell, Kingsberg,
Dallas, Oct. 21.— The 26th annual M-G-M in 1943. He planned to produce a number of pictures each year,
Texas Allied Theater Owners meetGoldenson Accept
ing will open here tomorrow with re- and made "Perfect Strangers" in 1944,
ports of president Col. H. A. Cole, but difficulties in obtaining studio
National chairman Nicholas M. Dallas, and treasurer A. W. Lilly, of space and manpower prevented adbe followed by an inherence to the original schedule. ReSchenck of the industry's March of Greenville, troto
cently it was reported from London
duction of visitors, including WilDimes committee, reports additional
liam L. Ainsworth, Fond Du Lac, that Korda desired to remove his
acceptances of chairmanships on the
national committee, including G. S. Wis., treasurer of National Allied. production activities from England to
Eyssell, Leonard H. Goldenson, and Scheduled for discussion are recon- the Continent ; this apparently was not
(Continued on page 8)
Malcolm Kingsberg, and the following
approved by M-G-M.
additional state chairmen : Elmer C.
Rhoden, Kansas ; Maurice M. Rubens
and Jack Kirsch, Illinois ; David New{Continued on page 8)
Johnston
Mediation
Fails;
Dutch Film Trade
Hit by Government
Amsterdam, Oct. 21. — (By
Airmail)— The Dutch Ministry of Education has condemned the Dutch film trade
for the attitude it displayed
during the war, especially
with respect to the showing
of German newsreels and
propaganda pictures. A Government board has been established to remove those industry figures who cooperated
with the enemy. Facist trade
members have been arrested.

cjtion
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22, 1945

Arbitrator
Suggest
May
Hollywood, Oct. 21. — Admitting men back to work, stop violence and
that his efforts here to settle Holly- restore unity to this industry. The proposals made have been rejected by one
wood's labor dispute "have not been
or both of the parties insuccessful," Eric Johnston, MPPDA or the other
volved. Ihave exhausted every avenue
president, said tonight that he would
fly to Cincinnati tomorrow, accom- I know to settle the strike."
Walsh insists that jurisdictional
executiveof matters be settled before the strikers
assistantpanied;byJoyce
Donald O'Hara,
Nelson, hispresident
the Society of Independent Motion go back ; and Herbert Sorrell, presiPicture Producers ; Richard Walsh,
dent of the striking Conference of
IATSE president, and Frank Fren- Studio Unions, insists that the men go
ton, representing AFL president back first, Johnston said, adding : "In
William Green, and there lay the mat- such a case, there's nothing the proter before the AFL executive council.
ducers can do. The international presidents of the
unions oninvolved
"My purpose in coming to Holly(Continued
page 2) must aswood," Johnston said, "was to get the

To

Argue

for

Dismissal

of

US

Suit

Trust

Trial Resumes Today As
Defense Starts Its Case
Arguments by counsel for all
eight defendants in the New York
film anti-trust suit are expected
to consume most of the court day
when trial of the case resumes in
U. S. District Court here this morning after a recess of 10 days since
Oct. 11 when the Government rested
its prima facie case based on industry documents.
Robert L. Wright, Special Assistant to U. S. Attorney General Tom Clark, who is trying
the Government's case, is expected to be the first to address
the
three-judge
court consisting "expediting"
of Judges
Augustus N. Hand, Henry W.
Goddard and John Bright, as
court resumes at 10:3ft AM.
Wright has additional documents
which have to be incorporated into the
record and he will then outline what
the Government's documentary evidence isintended
{Continuedtoonshow
page in
10) the' over-

Appellate
Against

Ruling

Endicott

The Appellate Division, composed
of five judges, on Friday unanimously affirmed a Supreme Court ruling
against the Endicott Circuit (Nelson
and Renner) and in favor of distributors, which charged them with alleged false box office reporting.
The circuit had sought a dismissal
of the complaint brought by the companies, which was refused by the
Court.
The action was brought by Warners, Paramount, 20th Century-Fox,
and Loew's against Irving Renner,
Louis Nelson and other corporations
operating the Endicott Circuit and
also against William Namenson, accountant for the circuit. TwentiethFox and Paramount each asked for
judgments of $25,000; Warner Bros,
for $30,000; and Loew's for $100,000.
Reviewed

Today

Review of "Senorita from
the West" is on page 6.
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Personal
Tradewise
Mention
G

L. CARRINGTON, Altec Ser• vice president, and A. A. Ward,
vice-president, left here at the weekend
for the company's •West Coast offices.
-James R. Grainger, Republic president, and Edward vWalton, executive
aide, left for Gloversville, N. Y., yesterday."
Grainger willCity.
leave there tomorrow for Kansas
•
M. A. Lightman, president of Malco Theatres, Memphis, was recently
elected president of the local chapter
of American Council for Judaism,
Inc.
•
William Murray, assistant booker for'entering
20th Century-Fox
at entered
Albany
before
the Army, has
Rhoads Hospital, Utica, for treatment.
e
Esther Williams, M-G-M actress,
and Richard Thorpe, director, have
arrived in Mexico City to begin work
on a new film.
•
Harry Thomas, PRC vice-president and general sales manager, met
recently with Ike and Harry Katz,
Atlanta franchise holders,
in that city.
•
Howard Herty, M-G-M Los Angeles exploiteer, has arrived here from
the Coast.
•
Frank Williams, Warners' Chicago head booker, is vacationing in
Hollywood.
•
Francis Falkenburg, manager of
the Alabama Theatre, Birmingham,
is visiting in Atlanta.
•
Howard Pettengill of Florida
State Theatres, Jacksonville, is visiting Atlanta.
•
Martin G. Smith, president of Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio,
arrived in New York
• yesterday.
J. J. Unger, United Artists Western sales manager, has arrived in Los
Angeles from Chicago.

By

s
IN a bulletin sent to member
of Allied States Association
last week, Abram F. Myers,
chairman and general counsel of
the organization, indicts the
practice of checking percentage
engagements on four counts :
the contention that it "lays open
to the distributors all the business secrets of the independent
es disexhibitors" ; that it provid
tributors with an opportunity to
exchange among themselves the
information obtained; that frequently checkers are local resi;
dents that
undesirable individuals are employed as checkers.
The bulletin offers, by way of
remedial action, the following
suggestions :"We hope that you
(distributors) will act promptly
to restore the above-quoted provision in your contracts and will
abandon the use of inefficient,
inexperienced local checkers."

.

SHERWIN

.

.

KANE

checker from reaching a distant
theatre.
Confidential Reports, we were
told, is endeavoring to develop
an answer to the problem of
checking by local residents. It
is assigning territories to its
checkers, allocating six to ten
towns to each checker, all within easy reach of his home base.
It is true that this checker will
be assigned to a theatre in his
own town but he is, to all practical purposes, a stranger in the
other five to nine towns in his
territory to which he is sent.
As for the charge that undesirables are employed as checkers, Confidential Reports contends that its representatives
come well recommended; that
despite this they, too, are
checked upon and undesirables
are weeded out as quickly as
they are discovered. The organization isnew and much of
its personnel now and for some
time to come may be said to be
"on trial."
•
It appears to be fairly certain
that Confidential Reports will
account for an increase of something in the neighborhood of
$5,000,000 more in collections
for its five member companies
in the first year of its operation.
That sum is cold and important
business in anybody's language.
No one can contend reasonably
that if one or several endeavors
to account for that revenue have
proved, upon trial, to be ineffectual, that the distributor is not
entitled
methods. to try again, with new

Mediation Fails
{Continued from page 1)
sume responsibility. I shall ask ths
forFailing
a promptsuchandadjustmen
fair adjustment."
t, Johnst
said he will recommend employmei
as in the garment industry, of an arl
trator, half of whose salary would
paid by the producers and half by t /
unions, and whose decisions in jur:'
dictional matters would be binding.
Johnston said J. A. Krug, recent
offered an MP PDA vice-presidenc
had not yet accepted, adding that lab.
problems would not be among Kru^
duties. They will come under a m;
Johnston will select later, he said.
The Screen Writers Guild adopt'
a resolution not to remain "neutra
if the studios refuse to rehire stri
ers following the National Labor R
lations Board's official certification
Local
1421 as bargaining agent ft
set decorators. The Screen Acto
Guild earlier had taken similar actio
Mayor Paul Brown of Burbai
asked Governor Warren to proclai
martial law and use state troops
prevent further violence at the Wa:
ner studio, but a spokesman for tl
Governor said, "Local authorities ai
handling a touchy situation capably

'306' Membership
The contract provision referred to in the bulletin, the
App
Incbetween
reasethe ne
restoration of which is recomThe rov
accordesreached
mended, is quoted by Myers as
gotiating committee of IATSE Nev
follows : "The distributor agrees,
York projectionists local No. 306 am
unless such checker is in the concompany representatives granting a 1
tinuous employ of the distributor
per cent increase to projectionists em
or employed as a checker, not to
ployed
Loew's, RKO,
Randforce
Skouras,byBroadway
first-runs,
Trans
employ as • a representative for
Lux,
home
offices
and
newsreels,
wa:
such purpose any person a resiapproved by a substantial majority a
dent of or employed in the place
a union mass meeting at the weekend
where the said theatre is located,
Agreement on the controversial issut
other than a person engaged in
of "requests," which the parties agreec
business as an accountant."
to compromise 50-50 in most cases
The Allied bulletin says that
permitting the companies to select th<
first projectionist and the union tc
seven companies adopted this
name the next, etc., was also endorsee
provision in the early 1930s but
by the meeting.
that it was eliminated from linew two-year contract will now
cense agreements during the
If the new method is satisfac- be Awritten
incorporating the two prin
tory to him but not to his cus- cipal changes ; other contract provi
"past few years."
tomer, itbehooves the distribu- sions will remain the same.
Allied's
proposal that
the provision be reinstated
in contracts
tor to listen to and investigate
negotiating committee
carefully sincere complaints, and willThemeetunion's
struck us as an eminently reaswith representatives of Fa
Oscar A. Morgan, Paramount
to do whatever can be done by bian Theatres today in an effort to
onable one. The complaint
short subjects sales manager, left yesway of further refining the reach agreement on a contract.
against the employment of local
terday on an extended Midwest tour.
method in use.
checkers is the one most fre•
quently made (for publication)
Morris" Mechanic, owner of the
Meanwhile, it comes to our atby exhibitors. We decided to
New, Baltimor
e, is visiting in New
Asks Veterans9 Func
York.
tention that Earle W. Hamask a few distribution men why
From Films, Sports
•
the provision had been dropped
mons, new president of Ross
Chicago, Oct. 21. — A proposal fo
Federal Service, is making
and what the objections, if any,
Charles Leonard, Eastern repremotion picture and commercial
sentative for James Cagney, is in were to reinstating it.
progress with a new checking the
sports industries to donate between
Chicago. *
The answers were that the
plan that has the interest of two $700,000,000
•
and $900,000,000 annually,
major distribution companies to "voluntarily or compulsorily," for the
procedure of sending checkers
Leonard Picker, Columbia prowhich
it
has
been
outlined
in
rehabilitation
of war veterans was
on
distant
assignments
proved,
day. ducer, left here for the Coast yesterearly stages. Reported to be made here Friday by Harry E. Wentover
a
long
period
of
years,
to
•
basically mechanical, it may worth, California executive committeebe impractical from the distribuE. W. Aaron of MGM will arrive
meet the publicly expressed ob- erans. man of the Disabled American Vettor's
viewpoint.
"The
farther
here from the Coast today.
jections of many exhibitors: a
you send a man, the less chance
Wentworth said the film and sports
machine won't tell your business
he has of getting to his destinaBoris Karloff will arrive in New
industries "have made billions of dol
secrets
to
your
neighbors,
it
has
tion," was the gist of the replies.
York from Hollywood today.
lars in wartime
profits, with
and
Weather conditions, transportano personality to become offen- deferred
draft eligibles
their 4-F's
principal
tion schedules and other factors
sive, and it won't make dates participants in piling up those enorE.
K.
O'Shea
will
leave
here
for
with members of your staff.
Buffalo next Monday.
frequently operate to prevent a
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REMEMBER!

LONG

YOU'LL

THRILL

TOMORROW!

(general Jonathan M. Wainwrightl
He did his job at Corregidor!

BREAKFAST

GENERAL

WITH

Tomorrow

morning

Will

a great

General
But

BELOVED

WAINWRIGHT

WALDORF-

cheer

OUR

grateful

A.M.

has

to take

hero !

done

his job —

part in the

Industry's rousing Victory Loan Breakfast
Where
men of good-will in our business
Join

hands

Tomorrow
Military
Movie

to finish our

job for America!

will be something

heroes,

including

to remember!

daring

Col.

stars, celebrities— everybody's

Boyington—
coming!

It's an event you must not miss!
{Broadcast over Mutual Network Coast-to-Coast, 285 Stations.)
GET

YOUR

TICKETS

THE

SHARP!

hearts

American

Wainwright

he's coming

9

AT

IMMEDIATELY!

Phone Dave Weinstock at Lackawanna 4-4510,
Room 1514 at 1501 Broadway. Do it right now!
Motion Picture Industry War Activities Committee, Greater New York Areat

HAVE YOU SENT IN YOUR VICTORY LOAN
PLEDGE? LET'S FINISH THE JOB!

hears a Wolf crooning at the door!
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Newsreel
Parade
7DETURN of the U. S. Fleet to
various American ports is covered in all current newsreels. Also
featured are court scenes of the Laval
trial, the Duke of Windsor's reunion
with Queen Mary, a newly-developed
floating landing strip, and other items.
MOVIETONE
NEWS, Dramatic
No. 15—trial
U. S.of
fleet
home in triumph.
Pierre Laval. News flashes from England;
Duke of Windsor and landing field in the
sea. Sports: Girl Marines, Keeping fit.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 213— Pearl
Harbor, San Francisco, Los Angeles, PanYork inCity,
Bostontrial.
— Fleet Newest
comes
home!ama, NewLaval
treason
aviation miracle: floating landing strip.
Windsor and mother reunited.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 16.— British
miracle air strips that float. Duke visits
Queen Mother. Tomorrow's "flying flivback. vers." D'eath for Laval. The fleet comes

"Senorita from the West"
{Universal)
Q OME entertaining musical numbers and comedy sequences, built around
^3 the voices and personalities of Allan Jones and Bonita Granville, add up
to an amiable, if inconsequential, little musical.
Miss Granville plays the part of an aspiring singer living on a desert with
her three guardians, who are gold prospectors. Oscar O'Shea, George Cleveland and Fuzzy Knight as the guardians supply the comedy bits. The prospectors find gold but do not tell their ward because they do not wish to spoil
her. Miss Granville sets out for New York to get a singing job in order to
pay back the guardians for their many sacrifices. She gets a job as an elevator girl in a broadcasting studio, where she meets Allan Jones. His singing
voice substitutes for that of the current heart-throb of the bobby soxers, played
by Jess Barker. The latter takes the credit while Jones does the singing.
The girl falls in love with Jones but when. Barker finds out that her guardians
are wealthy men he convinces her of his love. The three guardians arrive
in New York and she discovers that she is really in love with Jones.
Allan Jones sings well. Among his songs are "What a Change in the
Weather," "Am I in Love?" and "Lonely Love." Bonita Granville's three
numbers are "Those Hazy, Lazy Old Hills," "Loo-Loo-Louisiana" and "All
the Things I Wanna Say." The film, from the original screenplay by Howard
Dimsdale, was directed by Frank Strayer. Philip Cahn was associate producer.
Running time, 63 minutes. General classification. Release date, Oct. 12.

RKO PATHE NEWS, No. lg.— Duke
of Windsor sees Queen Mary. Court dooms
Laval to death. Question infamous Jap
emissary.
The fleet comes home.
UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL,
No. 443—
Victorious
S. fleet visits
comes mother.
home. Laval's
death
trial.U. Windsor
Float- Video "Too
ing air strips. Rodeo behind walls.
Hold Back:
Snaper
Withdraws
From N. J. Combine
Dave Snaper, one of its originators,
has withdrawn his four theatres from
the independent Theatre Service of
New Jersey, buying-booking combine.
The combine now has 44 houses.
The Snaper theatres are the Strand,
Keyport ; Capitol, South River ; Empire, South Amboy ; Strand, New
Brunswick.

BIGGEST

Short

Review

Senate
Big" to
Ticket
Gubb

Detriot, Oct. 21. — Television will
become far too big an industry and
is toople to important
"the nebulous
American future
peobe held upto for
developments when the present picture is as good as it is today and can
give the American public so much in
the way of pleasure and entertainment
immediately, declares Larry E. Gubb,
chairman of the board of directors of
Phiko Corp.

SUBWAY IS THE N. Y. C. SUBWAY SYSTEM

BIGGEST
MOTION
PICTURE
EVER PRODUCED...

00^

Group
Tax

Res Is

Action

Washington, Oct. 21. — Final decision as to the extent of the tax relief
to be given the motion picture industry will rest
with a asHouse-Senate
conference
committee
a result of
the refusal of the Senate Finance
Committee to follow the lead of the
House.
Corporations subject to the excess
profits tax will secure more benefits,
but other corporations and all individuals less, under the measure approved by the Committee, which had
been given authority to file its report
up to midnight Saturday, during the
recess of the Senate.
The House voted to reduce the excess profits tax to 60 per cent and
continue it through 1946, but the Senate Committee approved its total elimination at the close of this year. To
offset the increased loss of revenue
which would result, the Committee rejected the House provision for a cut
of four percentage points in the
combined normal and surtax rate for
corporations.
Surtax Change
In a further move to bring the legislation more into conformity with the
recommendations of the Treasury, the
Senate Finance Committee reduced to
three points the four-point cut made
by the House in individual surtax
rates, but concurred in the House
move to extend to the normal tax the
same personal exemptions as apply
now against surtax.
Considerable time of the Senate
Committee was devoted to a discussion
of the excise taxes, which the House
had voted to return to their prewar
level nextcurrentJuly
1. Much of
the under-to
which prompted
opposition
this action was due to the fact that
heavy liquor taxes are involved, and
the admission tax was in no way attacked but was an innocent victim of
the situation.
A House Judicial Subcommittee,
however, will hold a hearing next
Friday on legislation declaring the
date of termination of hostilities, and
adoption of such a measure would call
for return of the admission tax to its
former level six months thereafter.

Subjects
"Musical Novelties"
(Warner Bros.)
Jack Pepper and his 'Society Pets'
gag
way Ferry
through
"Takeplays
Me his
in
i'ourtheir
Arms,"
Corway
musical auto horns, the Stepping Stars
dance on musical steps, the ABC Trio
sing "Dame Un Beso," xylophonist
Dave Monahan plays "Nola" and
"Song of the Islands," Eddie Stuart;
dances on a piano and, finally, Zeb
Carver and his hillbilly group render
"She'll Be Comin' 'round the Mountain." Running time, 10 minutes.

"Community Sing"
(Columbia)
The audience is invited to join with
organist Dick Liebert and the Song
Spinners as words appear on the screen
to such tunes as "You're Not Fooling
Anyone But Yourself," "Just a Prayer
Away," "Every Time I Fall in Love,"
"Who Can Tell" and "Bell-Bottom
Trousers."
half minutes. Running time, nine and a
"Grave Variety
Laughter"
{Universal
View)
This one gives audiences a peek at
tombstone epitaphs at various old New
England burying grounds where our
forefathers minced no words about the
departed. Grim humor comes to the
fore, with many of the epitaphs particularly funny in the light of modern
times. Running time, nine minutes.
Maj, Smith Is New
APS Chief Aide
Washington, Oct. 21.— Major Edwin J. Smith, Jr., has succeeded Lt.
Col. George Muchnic as executive officer to Brig. Gen. Edwin L. Munson,
Jr., Chief of the Army Pictorial SerMuchnic's
separation
from vice,
the uponservice,
it hasrecent
been announced
by the APS. Both Smith and Muchnic
were with RKO-Radio's home office
prior to entering the Army.
At the same time, APS discloses
that Lt. Col. Sidney D. Lund, technical branch chief, and Maj. Ralph
W. Nelson, production branch chief,
have received service discharges and
have returned to the Coast, the former
to take up production duties with Universal.
APS also reports that Capt. Leonard (Pete) Barker, formerly chief of
production under Brig. Gen. Munson, has joined
partment in New NBC's
York. television deEducators Study Video
Possibility of setting up a national
organization of educators to direct the
use of television in education was discussed at a meeting called here this
week by Professor Harvey Zorbaugh
of New York University. Representatives of television interests were present.
Billings Quarantined
Billings,
Mont.,andOct.throughout
21. — All theatres in Billings
the
county have been subjected to rigid
quarantine because of a month-old epidemic of infantile paralysis. The disease has already claimed 45, with eight
deaths to date.
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Philippines
30

Houses:

Need

Almy

Reports from Manila indicate that
to 40
the Philippine Islands require 30 ucted
new theatres, which will be constr
as soon as materials become available
and will be financed by native capital,
_ apCliff Almy, who has just been ines,
pointed supervisor for the Philipp
Cohen,
China and Japan, by Wolfe
Warners' International vice-presidenthis,
discloses. Almy, who will make
headquarters in Shanghai, was formerly WB manager for the PhilipThomas Flores is acting manpines.
ager there.
77 Theatres Operating
Some 77 theatres are now operating
in the Islands, Almy said, with four
first-runs open in Manila. He said that
it is possible that Warners will build
there, but right now the company will
exconcentrate on reopening itsished
changes. Offices will be reestabl
in Manila, Hong Kong, Shanghai and
Tientsin, Almy stated.
It is expected that the Philippines
Army to comwill be returned by intheabout
a month,
mercial operation
superunder
y
currentl
is
It
Almy said.of the Psychological Warfare
vision
best
its
Division. Warners will pick
films to send in, he said.
Almy expects to leave for Shanghai
about November.
Cole

Presides

(Continued from page 1)

g and reversion, including buildin
modeling with referen ce to labor and
inmaterial problems ; competition,
cluding jiew theatres and the prospect
of 16mm. in the field; checking and
auditing of theatre books by film
es, and the Government's trust
compani
suit. Appointment of committees will
complete the first day'ses business
Second day's activiti will include
a luncheon, at the White Plaza Hotel.
taxation with refBusiness will include prices,
film selling
erence toadmission
terms, and discussion of benefits of the
of market
Allied's Caravan's bureau
information in reference to selling
with an
close
terms. The meeting will
election of officers.

New Review Treatment
In selecting United Artists' "Blithe
Week"
theine
e ofMagaz
"MoviLife
as titsissue,
Spirit
has
its "curren
in
its
from
time
first
the
for
departed
stills
customary practice of presenting
from the film. Instead, scenes from the
film in a four-page layout are presented in pen-and-ink drawings created by Herbert F. Roese who illustrated many of the Thorne ("Topper")
Smith books.
F-P Peacetime Meet
Toronto, Oct. 21. — The changing
peacetime theatre situation in Canada
has prompted the calling of a managers
convention for the Eastern Canadian
division of Famous Players Canadian
Corp., at Toronto, Wednesday, under
the direction of Morris Stein, division
manager.
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Gehle

at

Skouras
Greek

Breakfast

Rally

Ted R. Gamble, national director of
the War Finance Committee ; Frederick W. Gehle, New York State director, War Finance Committee ; Si
Fabian, national chairman of the industry's drive, and Sgt. Irving Strobing, Brooklyn boy who sent the last
adio message from besieged Corregidor, have been added to the list of
guests who will attend the Victory
Loan breakfast-rally at the WaldorfAstoria tomorrow morning, at which
Gen. Jonathan M. Wainwright and
Col. Gregory (Pappy) Boyington will
also be guests of honor. Ben Grauer,
radio announcer, will be master-ofceremonies, and will present the speakers.
More than 1,200 from the industry
are expected to attend, representing
700 theatres in the Greater New York
Area, and every phase of the business.
Marshalled under the leadership of
Irving Lesser and Morris Kinzler,
local chairman and campaign director,
respectively, the showmen and women
will spearhead the final bond drive for
the Treasury Department with the
most extensive program ever organized for a bond drive.
WOR-Mutual will do a Coast-toCoast broadcast of the address of Gen.
Wainwright. The invocation at the
breakfast will be delivered by Capt.
Robert D. Workman, senior chaplain.
Third Naval District.

Here

Five Regional Victory
Meetings Are Called
Four exhibitor state chairmen in
the East have called meetings of theatre owners in their territories today
for a go'-^-over of plans for the Victory Loan, which will get under way
on Oct. 29. Luncheons will be held
in conjunction with the meetings.
At Buffalo, Robert T. -Murphy,
state chairman, has called a meeting
at the Statler Hotel ; in Albany, C.
J. Latta will hold a session at the
Ten Eyck ; at Pittsburgh, the William
Penn Hotel will be the scene of the
meeting called by C. J. Latta and
Morris Finkel, chairmen for Western
Pennsylvania.
Two meetings will be held in Alabama, according to R. M. Kennedy,
state exhibitor ch'airm?- and Max
Jackson of Alexander City, co-chairman. The first will be held at the Jefferson Hotel, Birmingham, Oct. 24,
for north Alabama district chairmen,
and present will be Kennedy, Jackson,
William Wolfson, state publicity director, and others.
The second meeting, for south Alabama, will be held in the Whitley
Hotel, Montgomery.
Skouras Gets 100 Per Cent
Bond Participation Pledges
Los Angeles, Oct. 21. — Pledges of
100 per cent participation and con"Victory Victory
Queen"
contest in centration
theon the
forthcoming
Loan campaign was given by Fox
West Coast
Theatres'
California division
at an Southern
organizational
meeting held at company offices here
Friday, called by Charles P. Skouras,
president and regional bond chairman.
The meeting accented potentialities
of the "Queen" contest as a bondselling idea. Skouras cited the contest competition as comparable in
scope
the "Honored
Hundred" idea
of the toFourth
War Loan.

Trumans
Will Entertain
Film Star Bond Tourists
In addition to the six Hollywood
"Star Caravans" that will leave Washington on Oct. 29 for tours embracing
more than 80 cities, a special West
Coast unit is beng assembled for personal appearances in at least a dozen
cities throughout that territory. This
unit is being handled by Charles P.
Skouras, with Seymour Peiser supervising details.
President and Mrs. Truman will be
hosts at a special tea on Oct. 29, at
the White House, for the visiting win.
Other speakers
were Sherrill
*CorCalifornia
co-chairman
Hollywood stars. In addition to the who Southern
had just returned from a tour
stars, company managers and WAC
executives of the campaign will attend. of the area in behalf of the drive ; William Geehan, chairman of the "Victory
Queen" contest for the 11 Western
Max Wolff Again Heads
States, who spoke on the contest setup,
Loew - M-G-M Bond Drive
and Seymour Peiser, who discussed
Max Wolff, chief purchasing agent Hollywood stars' participation and the
for Loew's Theatres, here, has again drive's publicity and advertising.
been named chairman of the LoewMGM-WHN home office Victory St. Louis 'V Luncheon
St. Louis, Oct. 21. — Louis Ansell
Loan committee. Under Wolff's chairmanship $27,378,525 in war bonds was and Fred Wehrenberg, co-chairmen
sold during past drives by direct sale for exhibitors in Eastern Missouri in
to employes and through the payroll the Victory Loan drive, have set a
deduction plan.
luncheon-meeting of all exhibitors of
Wolff has scheduled a home office the territory, tomorrow, at the Hotel
Coronado.
rally for Friday, Nov. 2.
Clark to Fawcett Post
Fawcett Publications has appointed
Harold F. Clark, sales and advertising
executive, as assistant to Eliott Odell,
Fawcett advertising director. Clark
was formerly national sales manager
of Motion Picture advertising. Prior
to that he was an account executive
for Compton Advertising Agency.

Inter venor Appeals
Hatcher Hughes Dies
Kearuth Theatres Corp., intervenor,
Hatcher Hughes, 64, Pulitzer Prize has appealed the clearance award
playwright and professor of dramatics made by the New York tribunal in the
at Columbia University, died Friday Ritzlynd, Inc., case, the American Arbitration Association has reported.
of coronary thrombosis here.

to Talk

Relief

at

Meet

Spyros P. Skouras, president ofj
20th Century-Fox and national presi
dent of the Greek War Relief Asso
ciation, will address the second report
meeting of the women's division of the
New York National War Fund tomorrow morning at the Ritz-Carlton
Hotel, here.
Skouras will describe his visit to
Greece last May and the ruins and
distress he viewed. He toured Greece,
England, France, Italy, Cairo and theHoly Land with Oscar Broneer, executive vice-president of the Greek
War Relief. In England Skouras visited his son, Corp. Spyros P. Skouras,
Jr., then stationed there with an Army1
Signal Corps unit. He arranged to
take his son on the tour with him as
camerman.
The film they took, "This Is Greece
Today," showing the devastation under
the Nazis will be shown today followtalk. campaign, which is
Theing Skouras'
division's
entering its fourth week, has achieved
over 37.5 per cent of its $1,000,000

'Dimes'
goal.

Chairmen

(Continued from page 1)

man, Michigan ; E. J. Schulte, Wyoming ;Robert H. Poole, California ; W.
F. Crockett, Virginia ; Harry C. Arthur, Missouri ; J. L. Schanberger
and F. A. Hornig, Maryland; E. M.
Fay, Rhode Island ; Tony Sudekum,
Tennessee; M. J. Mullin and Samuel
Pinanski, New England ; Edward
Cuddy, Massachusetts ; John Rugar,
Utah ; F. H. Ricketson, Colorado.
Also : Milton Levine, West Virginia ;Moe Silver and Sidney Samuelson, Pennsylvania ; Frank Damis,
New Jersey ; Frank Vennett, Vermont; I. J. Hoffman, Connecticut;
Harry Katz and K. T. Collins, Indiana, and A. Joseph DeFiore, DelaThe drive for 1946 will be conducted
ware.
sometime in January, with collections
in theatres again the principal industry participation.
New

MGM

Press Book

For
'Small
An "action"
press Exhibitor'
book, designed to
aid the "small exhibitor" in promoting
M-G-M pictures, to be published in
addition to the regular press book, has
been innovated by the company.
Produced under the supervision of
Si Seadler, M-G-M advertising directors, the initial edition features "Our
Vinesbook,
Haveavailable
Tenderat Grapes."
The
new
all exchanges,
is
intended
"for
use
in
the
wider
areas
Pep Club Dinner Oct. 26
of the nation, apart from the big metAnnual dinner-dance of Pararopolitan centers, and its approval is
mount's home office Pep Club will be aimed for mass acceptance, with
held on the evening of Oct. 26 in
the Hotel Astor, here. Bob Weit- emphasis on action."
man, managing director of the Para- Power Hearing Oct. 26
mount Theatre, will supply entertainAlbany, Oct. 21. — Because New
ment, as usual, from the Para- York
counsel were unable to attend a
mount's current stage talent.
hearing recently in the Schine Enterprises action against New York Power and Light Corp. for combined
Monogram's Top Budget
Hollywood, Oct. 21. — Monogram meter readings in Gloversville, Amannounces an all-time high budget in
sterdam and Glens Falls theatres, the
its history, of $1,000,000, for the case was adjourned until Oct. 26 folKing Brothers' production of "Glam- evidence. lowing the presentation of defendant
our Girl," to star Belita, ice skater.
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(Continued from page 1)
Disturbances
all allegation that the eight defend- By Labor
ants have a monopoly in distribution
and exhibition.
Hollywood, Oct. 21. — Labor unrest
Shooting: "Once and For All."
Counsel for the defendants are then continued to hamper production during
Republic
expected to move for a dismissal of the week. At Warners, shooting on
"The Verdict" was suspended when
Finished: "The Madonna's Secret."
the Government's charges. While actors
and cameramen refused to risk
one motion might be made for the five
Started: "Crime of the Century,"
distributor defendants with affiliated bodily injury by crossing mass picket with Stephanie Bachelor, Michael
lines.
Brown; "The French Key" (Colmes),
circuits, depending upon the instrucwith Albert Dekker, Evelyn Ankers,
tions of the judges, it is expected that
Nine films were started and eight Mike
Mazurki, Frank Fenton.
counsel for all five, Whitney North others completed. At the weekend,
Seymour for Paramount ; John W. the shooting index stood at 44; the
Shooting : "Conquest of Cheyenne,"
"Concerto," "Murder in the Muisic
Davis
for Loew's
; JudgeBros.
Joseph
M. production scene follows :
Proskauer
for Warner
; John
RKO Radio
Columbia
Caskey for 20th Century-Fox and
George C. Leisure for RKO ; will
Finished: "Close Call for Boston
Finished: "The Silence of Helen
offer individual arguments.
Blackie," "Blondie's Lucky Day."
McCord"
(formerly "Some Must
Louis D. Frohlich, counsel for ColStarted: "Terror Trail," with
Hall."
umbia, told Motion Picture Daily Charles
Starrett, Smiley Burnette.
Started: "Notorious," with Cary
Friday that he intends to make a moGrant, Ingrid Bergman, Claude Rains,
Shooting: "Perilous Holiday," "Gil- Watch.")
tion for dismissal and is prepared to
Leopoldine Konstantine ; "The Dream
argue
for "three
hours if
of Home," with Dorothy McGuire,
M-G-M
to obtain
a dismissal
of necessary"
Columbia
Guy Madison, Bill Williams, Robert
from the case. Should he be unsucFinished:
"The
Postman
Always
Mitchum; "Thanks, God, I'll Take It
cessful in obtaining a dismissal, he
from Here," (Lasky) with Claudette
said that he is prepared to offer a Rings
Twice."
Shooting: "Till the Clouds Roll By," Colbert, John Wayne, Don Defore.
regular defense, calling witnesses in- "Armyda."Brat," "Star from Heaven,"
cluding top Columbia executives.
Shooting: "Lady Luck," "Badman's
"Time for Two," "No Leave, No Territory,"
"From This Day ForEdward C. Raftery, representing Love," "Holiday in Mexico," "The tional).
ward," "The Stranger" (InternaUnited Artists and Universal, said Green Years," "The Yearling."
that he will see what happens in
Monogram
20th Century-Fox
court before deciding on any fixed
plan of action. He indicated that his . Started: "Glamor Girl," with Belita,
Finished: "Behind Green Lights."
line of approach will be predicated Miguelito Valdez ; "The Shadow,"
Shooting:
"Shock," "Centennial
Kane Richmond, Barbara Reed, Summer,"
on developments. He intends to make with
"Sentimental Journey."
a motion for dismissal of UA and Tom Dugan; "The Haunted Mine,"
United Artists
Universal.
with Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond
Hatton, Linda Johnson.
Shooting: "A Scandal in Paris"
Wright told Motion Picture
(Pressburger) ; "A Night in CasaDaily that he does not expect
Shooting: "Face of Marble."
blanca" (Loew-Marx) ; "The Sin of
. that his own activities before
Paramount
Harold Diddlebock" (Sturges).
the court this morning will conUniversal
Finished: "Blue Skies."
sume much time. His summaShooting:
"Third
Avenue,"
"MonShooting: "Terror by Night,"
what thetoGovernment's
sieur Beaucaire," "Love Lies Bleed- "Tangier,"
case tion
is ofintended
show will be
"The House of Dracula,"
ing" (Wallis), "I Take This Woman" "Because of Him," "Canvon Passadjusted to the questioning of
(formerly "Take This Woman").
the judges, he indicated.
PRC
Warners
William F. Rodgers, vice-president
Finished: "Six-Gun for Hire."
and distribution head of M-G-M,
Pending: "The Verdict."
will be the first witness for the defendants with affiliated circuits :
their present trade practices of film admitted the cases as evidence. AnLoew's, Paramount, Warner Bros., licensing and distribution.
other contest was precipitated by the
20th Century-Fox and RKO.
Counsel for the defendants denied
introduction of Federal
Paramount is scheduled to be the in their opening statements to the Government's
age." of Investigation
reports of
first defendant to start its defense. court that they have a monopoly as Bureau
theatre conditions and operations in
First witness for the company is ex- alleged by the Government and at- several hundred towns of less than
pected to be Charles M. Reagan, vicetacked the basis of the Government's 25,000 population which the Governpresident and distribution head. It is case which
seeks to link them togethconsiders
to be "closed
towns"
learned that the company has about
defendants
with affiliated
er in claiming that they act in concert in thatmentthe
14 witnesses which it intends to put with each other. The counsel indi- circuits allegedly own or have an inon the stand including Leonard Goldterest in all the theatres in these
cated that they would insist that the
enson, vice-president and theatre Government prove its monopoly towns. The court permitted these rehead; Y. Frank Freeman, Adolph charges against each defendant inports to be introduced as evidence.
Eukor and the Paramount theatre
dividually and in every situation The arbitration cases are not to be
partners.
Paramount's
defense is ex- where the monopoly is alleged, rather used against Columbia, United Artpected to take
several weeks.
than on an integrated basis.
ists and Universal, which were not
The trial started Oct. 8 with
parties to the consent decree nor to
Frohlich,
representing
ColumWright opening for the Government
the arbitration proceedings set up
bia, and Raftery, representing
under the decree.
and describing the nature of the GovUA and Universal, maintained
that the Government had no
Today is the fifth day in the second
ernment's plan to establish that the
eight defendants through cross-licenscase against them and asked to
trial of the action brought by the
ing of their films , establishing of be dismissed. The court gave
Government on July 20, 1938. The
clearance restrictions and the setting
considerable attention to their
initial trial in 1940 of the action lasted
of minimum admission prices ; have
arguments
and indicated to
three full court days, being recessed
a monopoly in the industry. The
Wright on several occasions
Government is seeking to show that
on the fourth,
threeryearinto'trial'
consent
decree and
wasa entered
bv
that it requires a fuller exdefendants control first-run exhibition
planation ofthe charges against
the
Government
and
the five defendin 73 cities of the United States with
ants with affiliated circuits. Informed
the so-called "Little Three."
Wright started to introduce the
populations of 100,000 and over ; domminds see little possibility of a
inate exhibition in almost 400 cities Government's documents on the after- legal
consent
decree or compromise settlewith populations between 25,000 and
noon of Oct. 9 and completed the
ment
in
the present trial now that the
100,000 ; and even exercise control in introduction of his case at 3:17 p.m.,
Government's
is already in.
several hundred towns with popula- Oct. 11. The Government introduced They point outevidence
if a atconsent
tions of less than 25,000.
cree were to be that
arrived
now, dethe
almost 300 documents.
Its attempt
The Government asks that the five to introduce decisions in some 25 evidence would in all probabilitv stand
defendants with affiliated circuits be arbitration cases conducted under the against the defendants and could be
divested of these circuits and that all consent decree resulted in a bitter used by claimants bringing anti-trust
eight defendants be enjoined from court battle but the judges finally actions against the defendants.

Video

distanced
its development in Great
Britain.
He points out that while our engineers during the war were, understandably, able to devote time to television developments, British engineers
had little or no opportunity to do so.
"British television, when it resumes
shortly, must pick up where it left off
in 1939," Dr. White declared.
Dr. White explained that as of the
present
he seestelevision
nothing inin either
tre or home
Britaintheaor
France which can serve American envision. gineers in their development of teleCurrent
planning
in American
thea-of
tre television
will provide
a type
television program for theatres which
would not be available to home set
owners. Dr. W'hite said that his discussions with British television representatives indicate that British and
American problems in television are
entirely different, explaining that while
Americans are inclined to leave their
homes to seek entertainment in theatres, and elsewhere, the British are
more inclined to remain at home for
entertainment and the British telecasters intend to lure to television
theatres the countless masses in Britain who will not be able to buy a television set for a long time.
Masses Considered
Also, Dr. White believes that the
decision of British television interests,
which are under close supervision of
the government, to provide the same
type of television entertainment for the
masses as is available to the classes,
is in keeping with the principles of the
present Labour government. He further pointed out that the British feel
that they have already licked the programming problem in television and
know what their people want in the
way ofterns
type's
patappearoftoprograms.
be set inWhile
programming for the British, they are not for
American television interests.
The same theatre television equipment used by the British before operations were shut down by the war, in
1939, will be used when service is re-,
sumed shortly, according to Dr.
White.
CFI

Merger
(Continued from page 1)

solidation of all property and assets to
be transferred to the new corporation,
which would have an initial capitalization of 600,000 shares of $1 cumulative convertible preferred of $10 per
share, and 2,750,000 shares of common with a par of 50 cents per share.
The combine would be authorized to
issue $5,200,000 principal amount of
four per cent cumulative income debentures, due June 30, 1965. Stockholders of CFI and Setay would receive securities of the corporation in
exchange for their present shares. Republic isan entirely-owned subsidiar}r
of Setav.
Mono. Books RKO, FWC
Los Angeles, Oct. 21. — Monogram's 1945-46 product has been
booked into RKO theatres, nationally,
also into Fox West Coast, it was announced at the weekend by Steve
Broidy, Monogram vice-president and
general sales manager.

Brains and skills from the motion

picture industry

helped to do one vital teaching job . . .
and now

are doing it again

Now, with reconversion a reality, movies are teaching new
peacetime skills. It's almost as big a task as. the movies'
wartime role of helping switch hundreds of thousands of
new workers to the specialized skills of war production.
Motion picture methods, which saved a substantial
amount of training time in industry during the war, are a
logical choice in this great new responsibility.
So, while the industry can be proud of the wartime training record of motion pictures, it can be just as proud as it
watches the movies do another big training job to help win
the peace.
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adevertofisem
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the movies in peace
... as in war
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50,000

WORK

First

Rodgers
Witness
New

Case

The defense opened in the New
York film anti-trust case yesterday
as the trial in U. S. District court
here went into its fifth day, with
the calling of
William F
Rodgers,
Loew's vicepresident and
d is t r ib u tion head, as a
general ution
distribwitness
for the five de'^^H
fendants with
BiHk
'4 jVH
affiliated Rodgers
c i r1
cuits.
W . jgj iiMtJI consumed part
' -HB^.'SHB 0f the morning
and all afterWilliam F. Rodgers
noon in outlining trade practices of M-G-M and tracing the own(Continited on page 17)
$246,652,209
Aid from

VICTORY

ON

Eric

War

Loew-MGM

Nearly a quarter of a billion dollars
($246,652,209) was collected in Loew
theatres and/or contributed by LoewM-G-M employees and the corporation itself in behalf of the war effort
over the last three years, with another
$30,000,000 expected from the forthdoming Victory Loan drive, the company reveals.
A breakdown of the company's wareffort report discloses $170,508,758
war bond and stamp transactions, made
up of $143,130,233 in sales to the public, and $27,378,525 bought by company
employes; $72,506,500 worth of cor( Continued on page 16)
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Johnston

Hollywood,
Oct. of22. the
— "Negotiations
toward
a settlement
studio strike
have not broken down," MPPDA
president Eric' Johnston said in a
statement following a producers'
meeting this morning and prior to taking off by plane for Cincinnati, where
he will lay the problem before the
AFL executive council.
"This is merely the end of the first
round," Johnston said. "The next
round will be in Cincinnati. The press
is thoroughly familiar with the positions of Mr. (Richard) Walsh
(IATSE) and Mr. (Herbert) Sorrell (Conference of Studio Unions).
Mine is entirely neutral. I have been
attempting to find a formula between
these two positions which will be satisfactory toboth. Both sides have offered plans acceptable to the producers, but neither has offered a plan
satisfactory
to thea policy
other." keynoted by
Implementing
strike leader Sorrell at a mass meeting last night following the breakdown of the Johnston peace conference, the strikers threw mass picket
lines around the Paramount and RKO
Radio studios this morning. Prepared
in advance for this move, both studios
had considerable personnel in the
plants, but operations were seriously
(Continued on page 17)

'IT in 39

Continues

Settlement

$2,955,829

TEN CENTS

INDUSTRY

IN

Strike

in

York

YORK, U.S.A., TUESDAY, OCTOBER

Net

for

Weeks

Universal Pictures' consolidated
net profit for the 39 weeks ended
July 28 aggregated $2,955,829, after
all charges including Federal income
and excess profits taxes. This compares with $2,413,507 for the corresponding period of the preceding year.
Before providing for taxes, profit
amounted to $6,653,829, compared
with $7,566,507 in the same period of
last year.

Theme of Drive — "Let's FinFree Job!"
Movie Day — Dec. 7,
Pearlish theHarbor
Day.
Final Drive — The Victory
Loan will be the final war
bond campaign.

Bond

LOAN
Determination to 'Finish
The Job* Manifest as
Final Drive Tees Off

Work

Facts About the
Victory Loan
Duration— Oct. 29 to Dec. 8,
six weeks.
Objective — To help the
Treasury
$2,000,000,000 in
"E"
Victorysellbonds.

1,200

AT

at Waldorf
Rally

Today

The industry will launch its participation in the Victory Loan this morning with a breakfast-rally at which
more than 1,200 exhibitors and film
executives will pay tribute to General
Jonathan M. Wainwright, guest of
honor,
here. at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
Among the other guests, who will
deliver brief talks, are: Col. Gregory
(Pappy)
Boyington,
Medal
of Honor
winner Congressional
and liberated
Jap prisoner; Sgt. Irving Strobing,
who sent the last radio message from
besieged Corregidor; Ted R. Gamble,
national director of the War Finance
Committee ; Frederick W. Gehle, New
York State chairman of War Finance ;
Si Fabian, national director of the industry drive, and Irving Lesser, general chairman of the New York area,
under
whose
auspices the rally is being
held.
The national anthen will be sung
by Gladys Swarthout ; Capt. Robert
D. Workman, Senior Chaplain of the
Third Naval District, will deliver the
(Continued on page 15)

Topping all big industries both in
number and percentage of personnel actively engaged in working to
put over the final bond drive, approximately 50,000 members of the
motion picture industry are working on the Victory Loan Drive,
according
chairman. to S. H. Fabian, national
On the basis of 205,000 men and
women employed in the industry as
a whole, this means that 25 per cent
cent are giving a substantial part of
their time, and some their full time,
to the bond-selling campaign.
Managers of more than 16,000
theatres constitute the major
group in the 50,000 total. This
exhibitor contingent is augmented by assistant managers,
cashiers, projectionists, ushers,
publicity men, doormen and
other theater attaches, putting
the aggregate of workers from
the theater division well above
35,000.
The distribution force, taking in
home office personnel, branch managers, bookers, the film salesmen who
are
playing
a special
"drumming-up" interest
in part
the in
field,
and
other employes, adds up to another
4,000 or more.
Abou|t the same number is participaitng from the Hollywood end, including everybody from producers,
stars and writers to technical workers.
Then there are the National Screen
Service exchanges,
(Continued onhandling
page 15) distribuVictory Loan Issue
A special section of 13
pages of news, information,
exploitation ideas and advertising Loan
for theDrive
industry's
tory
starts Vicon
page
3
of
this
issue
of Motion
Picture Daily.
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Henry Armetta Dies
From Heart Attack
'Dies' Committee
Hollywood, Oct. 22. — Henry ArControl of ABC
metta, 57, Italian-born stage and
screen actor, died of a heart attack
Mention
Edward J. Noble, chairman of the
Washington, Oct. 22. — Declaring last night in Mercy Hospital, San
board of American Broadcasting Co., that the so-called Un-American Ac- Diego, after collapsing at Russ Audipresi
torium there where he had appeared
vicehas acquired virtually 100 per cent
tivities Committee "has blanketed my
DARRYL F. ZANUCK,
in
"Opening
Night," stage play.
constituents
in
Southern
California
dent in charge of 20th Centurystock,
control of the network's
A film actor since 1929, Armetta
Fox production, is due in New York through
ABC stock with a smear, calling them subversive,"
of
purchase
week.
next
early
ornia
from Calif
■
owned by Time, Inc., and Chester J. Rep. Ellis E. Patterson of Los An- had character roles in many films, inLaRoche. Time and LaRoche each
geles today called upon members of
e
executiv
Jr.,
Walter L. Titus,
the House to sign a discharge petition "Imitationcluding
of "Magnificent
Life." Obsession" and
had
owned
approximately
12^-2
per
aide to James R. Grainger, Republic cent of ABC stock.
to The
abolish
"this dangerous
t, has left here for Pittsburgh
committee,
he said,committee."
has done
presiden
Concurrently with the deal, Roy
and
Indianapolis. •
Larson, president of Time, resigned nothing beyond smearing Hollywood NEW YORK THEATRES
from the board of ABC, and LaRoche and investigating known Communists.
Arthur C. Bromberg, head of
"Now we find that the committee is
as vice-chairman and a di- using
and
resigned
s,
Exchange
Southern
m
Monogra
the name of the United States
rector.
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Mrs. Bromberg, are back in Atlanta
to violate those basic conCongress
from New York. •
In
1942,
ABC's
total
gross
time
50TH ST. & 6TH AVE.
sales were for more than $16,000,000 ;
stitutional guarantees, freedom of
estimated time sales for 1945 will be speech and the press," he said.
Ginger Rogers • Lana Turner
Walter Pidgeon • Van Johnson
es' $41,000,000.
Picturwill
bia er,
Reports of the investigators who
Colummanag
er,
Rube
l sales
genera
ant Jackt
assist
went into Hollywood last summer to
s
Kansa
for
today
York
leave New
"WEEK-END
XAVIER CU GATAT andTHEhis WALDORF"
ORCHESTRA
beenno submithave but
City.
studyted tothethesituation
committee,
action
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
Rylander on Special
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
been' taken, it was said. It is not
Events for Columbia has
expected that anything will be done
M-G-M's
on of
Raws
hell
Mitc
Al Rylander has been appointed further on the film phase of the probe
Eastern publicity department will
leave Hollywood for New York on manager of the special events depart- before next February or March.
'INCENDIARY
ment of Columbia Pictures, and
ON SCREEN
IN PERSON
the Superchief today.
•
IN TECHNICOLOR!
Harry McWilliams manager of the
Leaves
PHILJRITO
starring
Sid Blumenstock, 20th-Fox assist-d exploitation department, it was an- Kennebeck
DOROTHY
nounced
yesterday
by
David
A.
Lipant exploitation manager, has returne
D0NEGAN
to the home office• from Chicago.
ton, director of advertising-publicity. Para. International
Frank V. Kennebeck, recently genThe changes were occasioned by the
BETTY HUTTON ADDED ATTRACTION
transfer of Frank Rosenberg to new
eral
manager
for
Paramount
in
the
travunt
Paramo
ern,
J. B. McGov is visiting the Salt
West Indies,- has resigned
eling auditor,
duties at Columbia's studios in Holly- British
johnny MORGAN
from Paramount International. He
wood.
Lake branch, from New York.
AN'
had
been
on foreign assignments for 5#50 93 'TEXAS GUIN
Rylander in his new capacity will
PARAMOUNT Presents ED GARDNER'S
BLONDE'
Fred Meyers, Universal's Eastern have supervision over both special the company since 1930. and New Zea"DUFFY'S
TAVERN"
Australia
in
He landwas
Featuring 32 Hollywood
Stare
sales manager, has left New York for events and exploitation. Henry Spiefor
becoming
later
years,
several
gh.
Cleveland and Pittsbur
IN PERSON
mangel will be assistant exploitation
•
THE
ANDREWS
SISTERS
plus TIM
ager and George Ettinger will aid general manager for India, Burma and
HERBERT, VIC SCHOEN and His Orchestra
the
latter
department.
with
was
he
ly
Previous
Geylon. t in domestic distribution
J. T. Sheffield of the Sheffield-ReParamoun
returned to Sehas City.
exchange,Lake
exhibition for four years.
and
from Salt
attlepublic
•
Gilbert Rose Joins
Kennebeck will make his plans
PALACE B WAY &
following a short vacation in
known
William C. Gehring, 20th-Fox Para. International
47th St.
Omaha.
manager, was in CinWestern cinnatisales
Gilbert Rose, formerly with Consoli
over the weekend.
STARTS TOMORROW
•
dated Film Industries, Pathe Labora
ATOMIC BOMB HITS JAPAN!
and, more recently, with the Bennett Reelected
e tories
J. A. Bachman, Warner Charlott
Office
of
War
Information,
engaged
in
visitor
branch manager, was a recent
distribution of documentaries and raw Warner Club Head
TOMAn N ERKO
AL - BARBARA
HALEO"
at the Atlanta office.
TOKY
INTOPICTURE
•
stock allocations for Psychological
Martin F. Bennett, assistant to
FIRST YANKRADIO
Warfare, has joined Paramount In- Frank E. Cahill, Jr., director of sound
Ted Zohbel, Republic traveling au- terational
as distribution service man- and projection for Warner Theatres,
Broadway
ditor, has left the Salt Lake City
ager, ithas been announced by George has
been reelected president of the
branch for Chicago.•
Samuel Goldwyn
AST0R
Weltner, president.
the
for
Club
office)
(home
Warner
fourth
term.
succeeds Richard F. O'Donnell,
and
45th St.
Morton Rosen, Baltimore exhibi- whoHe will
move to an overseas division
CONTINUOUS
DANNY KAYE
Others reelected included Bernard
PRICES
tor, was married recently to Hilda of the company as a field representa
POPULAR
LOWENSTEIN.
R. Goodman, vice-president; R. A.
presents
tive.
McGuire, vice-president in charge of
vice-pres; Harryof Mayer,
membersh
Carl Nedley, M-G-M manager in
social activities;
in charge
"Wonder
Man"
ident ip
In Technicolor
Salt Lake City, is in Montana on an Technicians Reelect Ruth Weisberg, vice-president in
extended trip.
Francavilla, Others
L. Gates, viceNINTH WEEK
charge of welfare; F.
in charge of claims ; Robert
J. Francavilla, president, and president
Gene Tierney, 20th-Fox star, is allJohn
;
,
,
Salomons
treasurer
Sam
Wolowitz
other officers of the Motion Picture
in New York from
• Hollywood.
secretary. treasurer, and Stuart Aarons,
Laboratory Technicians, Local 702, assistant
IATSE,
New
York,
have
been
reFrank Jane, Warner Atlanta office
elected for a year.
manager, is in Florida.
John Conrad was voted the first Flinn Improving
John Flinn, secretary of the Society
post,werewhich
been
Holly- vice-president's
George Jessel arrived in on.
vacant. Re-elected
: VerahadDorey,
ProMotion anPicture
Independent
of
wood yesterday from Washingt
ducers, who underwent
operation at
second vice-president; George Waugh,
secretary-treasurer ; Viola D. La Mt. Sinai Hospital, here, last week,
Preste, recording secretary ; James
Milestone Film to 20th
good"
in "very
be by
was reported
hospital auBranch,
sergeant-at-arms.
night
-WALT
DISNEY'S'
last to
condition
between
signed
been
have
URES OF
Contracts
FUL ADVENT
WONDER
thorities.
Cen- Actor Barnes Is Dead
Superior Productions and 20th
PILVOCCHIO
tury-Fox, whereby 20th will distribute
Chicago, Oct. 22. — Howard Barnes, WMCA in Network
"A Walk in the Sun," which Lewis
ffuelaltulereg,tnh
TECHNICOLOR
Station WMCA will serve as the
Milestone produced and directed. The 61, actor, playwright and radio author,
Radio Pictures.
RKO
by
newly
the
ed
of
7
m
erry
REPUBLIC
b?St
died
Friday
in
his
apartment
here.
He
Distribut
affiliate
film is a picturization of the book by
New York City
of the
formed network
O MONTH l»fcrUUi.IV
830 A.M.
p.Associated
ing Cor
Harry Brown. Dana Andrews is star- wrote "Mother's Millions," produced Broadcast
by Liberty Films in 1930.
Jr., Associate Editor. jj^f^^^y.^^
and Publisher; Sherwin Kane Editor; ^MartmY orkQuigley,
Editor-in-Chief
Quigley,Company
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z
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£^
New
York."
Martin
Quigley,
President;
Red Advertising
Kann, Vice-President;
Martin
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Bureau,
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Michigan
Avenue,
Sam Homgberg,
Representa
rurminriiam News Editor; Herbert
V. Fecke,
Manager; David
Harris,
Circulation director, <-™"8o
T nndon
Wl Hope
Burnup,
Manager;
Peter Burnup,
Editor,
Uv" Hori^^Bureau,' Postal Union Life Bldg William R. Weaver - Editor ; London B=
S&Sl MrtTpict»re Almanac, Fame Entered as second
Single
forelgn,
$12
^ $fi & ^ Amencas and
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^
Herald. o, better
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cable address, Sept.
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at the post Other
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Chairmen

i Former
Serving
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T\\ O Hi;.\i>flKJ> BOLI.-A15S

The

Job/

Drive

Again

Robert J. O'Donnell, southern regional chairman for the Victory Campaign, was chairman for the 5th War
Loan when the bond drive started
June, 1944.
Harry Brandt, chairman for the 6th
Loan, which was given the green light
in November, 1944, is now eastern regional chairman.
Sam Pinanski, New England chairman for the current drive, was national chairman for the 7th War Loan,
which got started May, 1945.
The Victory Loan begins Oct. 29
and winds up Dec. 8.
Acting as liaison for the regional
chairmen at WAC headquarters are
the following: Ralph McGowan of the
Fanchon & Marco office in New York
for Arthur ; Charles Thall of National
Theatres, Los Angeles, for Skouras ;
Ray Beall of Interstate, Dallas, for
O'Donnell ; Herman Schleier, New
York, for Harry Brandt ; Paul Levi of
Mullin & Pinanski, Boston, for Pinanski ;and Joseph L. Ryan of Minnesota
Amusement Co., Minnesota, for John
J. Friedl, midwest chairman. Friedl
has acted as midwest regional chairman for several previous drives.

Finish

Tli|. isrvfyik st. ..;•::•>
vi r,s or am k i i i< a

Drives

ALL of the national chairmen who
served in previous War Bond
Drives are associated with S. H.
Fabian and his committee in the
"final" industry bond campaign,
known as t h e
Victory L o a n
Campaign, in a
concerted effort
to make the slo" l|
If
T'S
can H"LETHE
?* FINIS
jSS
/
:w;
Lfj
J 0L !"oneever»J3Sllf lasting
for
the industry.
Fabian,
national chairman
for the current
drive, also was
chairman for
L. C. Griffith
the first war
loan campaign
which got underway in September,
1942. He has been representative for
the industry in the Treasury Department on a $1 a year basis.
The industry did not take part in
the second war loan which was started
in June, 1943.
L. C. Griffith, chairman for the
Third War Loan, is now acting in an
advisory capacity to Harry C. Arthur,
Jr., central regional chairman.
Charles P. Skouras, who acted as
national chairman for the 4th War
Loan, which got under way in January, 1944, is now western regional
chairman with 11 states under his supervision. He is also acting as WACHollywood Victory Campaign liaison.
Chairman in 1944

Its

to

Industry

Urge

Leaders

Greatest

Picture

I

Is

Theme

ByNational
S. H. Chairman
FABIAN
Victory ! This magic word should
inflame and stir our imaginations.
The heavy cares and burdens of the
war have been lifted from us. We
have won the

T)OOST your sales by featuring the new $200 Roosevelt
13 Memorial Bond. Offer two tickets, one for an ex-serviceman guest, to your Victory Bond Show to each purchaser.

war, and, even
more tant, imporwe have
not lost it. That
is why this last
campaign
be happyshould
and

Sees

gay.
this
is the And
last camauthoritypaign,ofby the
Ted
Gamble, national
director of the
War Finance
Committee, and

As

Victory

Joyous

Drive

Event

By OSCAR A. DOOB
Campaign Director

Experienced
Will

Team

Win— Pinanski
By SAM PINANSKI
New England Chairman

This final drive — The Victory Loan
Boston, Oct. 22. — With seven suc— should be a field-day for showmen.
cessful war loan drives under our belts,
The lid is off. The bars are down !
we
of
the
motion picture industry have
The Treasury wants us to supply a
back-drop of spectacle and ballyhoo had sufficient experience to know the
"ins
and outs"
excitement for this campaign. Helpof campaign
ing to arouse the public to a renewed
procedure down
Victory spirit is our job.
to the last de
During the grim war days, our camtail. It's like a
paigns have had to be on the martial,
football team
somber, serious side. This drive
which has been
should reflect the joyous, thankful
through the
spirit of victory and peace!
same play again
There is plenty of emotional appeal
and again, until
in this bond-selling crusade. Who
the players know
wouldn't
buysafety
another
bondman?
in gratievery
last move
tude for the
of their
Who
and motion
and
wouldn't
buy
another
bond
in
memory
of those who will not return? Who
are ansreal
of the vetergame.
wouldn't "welcome home" their boy
So
it
is with us
Sam
Pinanski
with a other
bond?
buy anon this, our last
bond to Who
buy wouldn't
health, bind
the
wounds and restore to civilian life
We'vemangottothe
play.
in acit's
his partand
do signals
up to each
those who were injured?
he
which
of
the
with
abilities
cordance
And what patriotic showman
has proved himself capable in the Grass
wouldn't be happy to use his experi- Roots Seventh. It's perfection and
ence and talent to help sell those ap- teamwork that counts in this or any
peals to the public?
other game, and if each player on the
It's your last chance to be a home- team carries out his assignment then
front fighter in World War II.
success will be assured.

President Truman's Message to You
*« | HAVE been told about the plans being projected by the motion
picture industry in support of the Treasury's Victory Loan.
1"Knowing
and appreciating what the theatres, the exchanges, the
studios and Hollywood stars
have done throughout the
war, I commend you for the
enthusiasm with which your
entire industry is tackling y^ef^/t€fAy^y^yl[0/(yJ>^tt
this remaining big job."

S. H. Fabian

Treasury
Secre-It
tary Vinson.
is also the last organized effort of
the War Activities Committee — our
swan song. Being the last, it will be
the one that will be remembered long
after the others are forgotten. Many
people in this country still remember
the Victory Loan of World War I.
I want to take this opportunity to
thank the thousands of exhibitors in
every section of the country, and the
men in distribution and production who
have cooperated so splendidly, and enabled the War Activities Committee,
in all its endeavors, to perform the
most effective and outstanding war
job of any industry in the United
States. It is my opinion that this cooperation, unselfishly given our country and our industry, and which was
born in war, can continue in peace.
And now. let's roll up our sleeves
for the LAST chance to be a homefront fighter — the last opportunity to
give a helping hand to our government
in World War II.
We have
FINISH
THEcome
JOB!this far — LET'S

Kuykendall Predicts
Success for Drive
Although prevented by illness from
making a detailed statement in connection with the Victory Loan Drive,
Ed Kuykendall, president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, sent the following message to Victory Loan Headquarters :
"This drive will be a complete success, the same as all the other efforts
of the motion picture industry. In the
stress of war, our industry has much
to be proud of as to our cooperation
with the Government."
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daily
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Of
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Role

Theatre

Will
By OSCAR A. DOOB
Campaign Director

1WY
Aid

Cites

Theatres

TREASURY officials urge cooperation between theatres and
posts and organiNavy
and
Army
zations throughout the nation on
the Victory Loan. They declare such
proven "tretieups in the past have
mendously successful."
Treasury officials deTo effect this, are
to work through
clare exhibitors
their local War Finance Committee in
order to reach the Army-Navy liaison
officer. He will be abreast of local
conditions bearing on tieups, will know
what promotions are permitted and
what will be possible with parades,
demonstrations and decorations. In
displays of military equipareas,,
many ment
and the use of official personnel
will be possible.
Chairmen of state War Finance
Committees and where they may be
reached follow :
Alabama— Ed Leighm McMillan, 2002 Comer
Bldg., Birmingha 3.
New Post
R. Bimson,
Walter
Arizona—
eni215x.
.
Pho
Office Bl,
East Capi114
Campbell,
W.
W.
Arkansas—
tol Ave., Little Rock.
rn)— Wm. W. Crocker,
ia (Northe
CalifornMonadno
ck Bldg., San Francisco 5.
733
rn)— Robert H. Moulton,
California (SoutheSt.,
Los Angeles 14.
621 S. Spring
Colorado
Philip K. Alexander, 551 EquiColorado—
table Bldg., 17th & Stout Sts., Denver523,2.
Rm.
E.d Wilson,
Eugene
icut—
Connect
3.
36 Pearl St.,
Hartfor
Hotel
1064
Ross,
P.
Donald
Delaware— Bldg., Wilmington 99.
duPont
Waller,
J.
Wilmer
Columbia— Washington 5.
District of gton
Bldg.,
452 Washin
Florida— W. W. McEachern, 404-08 Federal
C&S Natl.
CS
Atlanta 3. 1202
Bldg., tk
Bank JS
Uirst
Idaho
634
over,
Schoon
A.
Sohn
—
Idaho
Natl. Bank Bldg., Boise.
s
Banker
600
Sherer
P.
low
7«i»<n>-Rens
St., Chicago 3.
Bldg., 105 WestC. Adams
Illinois
816
,
Pulliam
- Eugene
Mian*
Bldg., Indianapolis 4.
S. Nollen,
r,™,a— Herbert L. Horton, John Bldg.
, Des
^-Chairmen, 800 Walnut
Bldg.,
Federal
208
Kan?a^—\V. Laird Dean,
Jr.,
Ben Williamson
(Eastern)—Bank
xlnU^kySecond
Bldg Ashland.
Natl.
808
Phillips,
Albert
(Western)-S.. ille
Kentuc
2.
510 kyRepublic Bldg., Louisve,
Office
Post
Tujagu
G.
Leon
—
Louisiana
Box 83 512 Pan American Bldg., Camp
6
s
New Orlean
and Po'ydraSs Sts.,
142 High St.,
M. Payson,
M^e_P
Rm. hUliP
305, Portland
3.
601 Maryland
Nelson,
S. Page
Maryland—
Trust Bldg.,
Baltimore
2. ~ • 70
Demo, 79
F. Winchester
Massachusetts—
Milk St., Boston
9.
Michigan
Isbey26. 600 Union
gan-*
Michi
Bldg.. N.Detroit
an ***
Guardi
J Arnoldolis 570
I. Northwestern
Jf«a
Bldg . Minneap
P,anV -0.
Larnpton
1005
on 106.
tf,X/
747, Jacks
P. O. BoxI. B^rown
Bide S-Rex
W Head 208200N. Federa
AfSw-Wal.er
Broad
Commerce and Trust Bldg.,
MjZ'Jl^t liibbard, 28 Union Bank
^le Clark, 636 WorldvS^M
B^ovefock, 35 East 4th
t
rtf
^^o
Bldg.,,
Eliot A. Carter, Bell ^
Ne^w
Q?2 'Hampshir
Elm St..e —Manchester.
Broad
972
r,
D'Olie
Nel /W-Franklin
Federal
V^'M^r^-Gale W. Carson, 101
Vr^i-Fre™ek W. Gehle, 1270 SixthO.
ach P.
C^ T. Leinb
^Tcfrt7jGreensboro.
204 FSuttoL.n Bldg.
Box G-2,
,. *?£
rinhnta
Conklin, Neirlmg
own
^Stock 108'/ First St. E.,536Jamest
ComO^Philmerce J.Bldg.,Trouns
and 14. Union
Cleveltine,

A verybyspecial
assigned
the U. "mission"
S. Treasuryhastobeen
the
small rural exhibitors of the nation
during the Victory Loan The
drive. little,
small - town,

MOVIH

PAY

IF YOU CANNOT BUY A BOND, YOU MAY PURCHASE
A TICKET, AS USUAL, AT OUR REGULAR PRICES!
Wm Activities Commit te«— Mot icwi" Picture Industry Irt Co-opetotlon with the United...
States Treasury_Deportment

JJd

YOUR BEST BET— IT DESERVES YOUR BEST EFFORT. Free Movie
Day has proved the best bond seller of them all. In the Victory Loan Drive,
Dec. 7th, Pearl Harbor Day, is Free Movie Day. Book a good picture and
offer free admission to all who purchase a bond at your theatre. Then
PLUG IT. Posters like the above and plenty of other accessories are available.
Oklahoma — A. E. Bradshaw, 203 Drew
Bldg., Tulsa 3.
Oregon — E. C. Sammons, 1233 American
Bank Bldg., Portland 5.
Pennsylvania
G. Philadelphia
Ruhland Rebmann,
21
South 12th— St.,
7.
Rhode Island — Roderick Pirnie, 1808 Industrial Trust Bldg., Providence 3.
South Carolina — Christie Benet, Farm Credit
Adm.
29. Bldg., 1401 Hampton St., Columbia
South Dakota — Walter H. Burke, Post Office Bldg., Sioux Falls.
Tennessee— G. Cecil Woods, 330 Third Natl.
Bank Bldg., 170 Fourth Ave., Nashville 3.
Texas — Nathan Adams, Twelfth Floor, Dallas Power & Light Co. Bldg., Dallas 1.
Utah — Charles L. Smith, 3rd Floor, Union
Pacific Bldg. Annex, 19 W. Temple St.,
Salt Lake City 1.
Vermont — Levi P. Smith, P. O. Box 108,
135 Main St., Burlington.
Virginia— Francis P. Gaines, 214 N. Fifth
St., Richmond 19.
Washington — Reno Odlin, 901 Federal Office
Bldg., Seattle 4.
West Virginia — A. C. Spurr, 608 Security
Bldg., Charleston 1.
Wisconsin — Walter Kasten, Room 630, 735
N. Walter St., Milwaukee 2.
Wyoming — Fred W. Marble, 203 Federal
Bldg., Cheyenne.
3,000 Pledges Set
Campaign Record
Indicating that exhibitors
throughout the country are enthusiastically behind the final
bond drive, National Distributor Chairman Charles M. Reagan reports that the first 3,000
pledges to back the Victory
Loan have been signed and returned in slightly more than
half the time required to bring
the same response in the two
previous campaigns.

Friedl

Expects

Records

to be

New
Set

By JOHN J. FRIEDL
Midwest Regional Chairman

crossroads,
rural movie man
becomes
a
keyfactor in this
bond drive.
The Treasury
has a definite
problem to solve
duringtorytheLoan Vicand
is asking the
small, country
movie theatres
Oscar A. Doob
to help solve it.
It is estimated by Treasury statisticians
that
there will be some $18,000,000,000
of harvest money in the hands of
farmers during the period of the
Victory Loan. The Treasury is eager
to tap that vast mountain of money.
The farmer is not as easy to reach
with personal solicitation as is the
city dweller. It is hoped that rural
movie houses will be made the rallying
point for War Finance workers assigned to the country areas. Bond
rallies for farmers, special farmer bond
premieres and other events are urged
as
cooperation in these rural communities.
With industrial communities going
through the throes of reconversion, a
probable slackening of payroll deductions, etc., this farm activity gives the
rural exhibitor a special and most important job. We are hoping that this
group of exhibitors will rise to the
opportunity and develop new and effective means of aiding the Treasury
in reaching farmers.

Brandt
Says Goal
We all have a job ahead of us — every
exhibitor, every distributor and every
one of us on the national committee. Can Be Exceeded
The Victory Loan is going to be
tough, but the job is going to be done
By HARRY BRANDT
Eastern Regional Director
in typical
showman style
and
this last bond
drive will finish
This is a time for rejoicing. The
in a blaze of fighting has stopped in Europe and in
Pacific, and victory is ours. The
glory. We are the
in the rubble of his homefortunate, i n - enemyland,lies
to his knees by the strong
deed, to have the forces of beaten
democracy.
great
leadership
of Si Fabian,
But our job is not yet over. Though
who, together soldiers 'are coming home, though we
with Max Co- can settle down to the ways of peace,
though weera,canstillcelebrate
end of
Chick Doob
Lew- horrible
we have the'
a vital
taska
is,hen,Oscar
to
accomplish.
Government
obligations
and Charles Rea- have to be met and inflation must be
John J. Friedl
gan arenight
working
and curbed. In this huge task, the motion
day to provide those of us in the field picture industry has again been called
upon to spearhead •the Victory Loan,
with everything we need.
The enthusiasm that is going into the final and most glorious bond drive
this job is evident on all sides. The yet to be held.
response of those given assignments is While our efforts in the past have
spontaneous and eager.
been crowned with magnificent success, we will be most remembered by
Distribution, organized right down
mark we hit in the Victory Loan.
to the bookers in every town, will de- the
liver arecord of exhibitor cooperation Not only must we accomplish our set
never reached in any previous drive. goal, but we must surpass it. We must,
Exhibitors everywhere are submitting as in the past, set a pace for the rest of
the nation to match.
new and fresh ideas to sell bonds.
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Motion

Hollywood
Huge
Drive

in

Victory
Effort

Hollywood, Oct. 22. — As with
every previous bond drive, .Hollywood is proceeding as a unit on
behalf of the Victory Loan/ this
time under the
chairmanship of
Louis B. Mayer.
Par amount
has p r o d u ced
and will distribute a tworeeler, wood
"HollyVictory
Caravan"
with
these in the
cast : Robert
Benchley, Humphrey Bogart,
Bing Crosby,
William Dema1,. B. Mayer
rest, Donna
Drake, Bob
Hope, Betty Hutton, Alan Ladd, Dianna Lynn, Noreen Nash, Franklyn
Pangborn, Olga San Juan, Barbara
ie
Stanwyck, Charles Victor, .Marjor
Weaver and Virginia Welles Music
stems from Carmen Cavallaro and his
orchestra and Joe Carioca as well as
the U. S. Maritime Service Training
Station Choir stationed at Avalon,
Calif.
Additionally, there will be three
available throughfor Natrailers, to be Service.
the
Spaced
tional Screen
most effective impact throughout the
campaign will be "Uncle Sam Asks
For Eleven Billion Dollars" with
Bette Davis, "Bonds Make History"
with Fred MacMurray and "Now
We've Got to Pay for It." The drive
committee in New York urges theatremen to play a different one every two
weeks. Bond-selling events, as they develop in the news, will be covered in
regular editions of the newsreels.
Importance Realized
"Hollywood has responded to every
call made upon it by the various
branches of the Government, the Army
"Now
states
the Navy,"
and have
we
from our
newMayer.
Secretary of
the Treasury Vinson, a call to help
put over the Victory Loan. We will
answer that call with unabated enthusiasm and complete cooperation. All
of us in Hollywood fully realize the
importance of this Victory Loan as a
continuation of our war effort and a
beginning
of our peace
activities."
Ken Thomson,
chairman
of the
Hollywood Victory Committee which
has a long and honorable record of
wartime service, states, "Hollywood
will plunge into this drive with a determination tomake its participation
a rousing climax to all its previous
efforts."
Once again, within-industry sales
are in the hands of Henry Ginsberg.
Made 21 Drive Films
Hollywood, Oct. 28. — The production of a two-reel featurette and three
trailers for the forthcoming Victory
Loan will round out a notable record
of cooperation with the Treasury Department on the
of theActivities
Hollywood division
of part
the War
Committee. The studios have produced eighteen trailers and three tworeel films in the past two years.

71
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Daily
More

Chairmen
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Days

Field

Free
Seen

In Victory
MANY of the veterans of earlier war bond drives, and some new ones,
comprise the 71 exhibitor chairmen organized and poised to go, on behalf of the Victory Loan which gets under official way Oct. 29.
These showmen, many of them the most enterprising in the entire exhibition structure, are one point of contact between the participating theatre
and the national committee and are available for advice and help in order to
make the industry's showing in this last of the bond drives its most sweeping. The roster:
Alabama
— R. M. Kennedy, Alabama Theatre, New Hampshire — Mel Morrison, Strand,
Birmingham.
Dover.
— Harry
Lowenstein,
Arizona — Harry L. Nace, Orpheum, Phoenix. New24 Jersey
Walnut(Northern)
St.; Frank
Damis,
Warner
Arkansas — -W. E. Malin, Laura Theatre,
Bros., 17 Academy St., Newark.
Augusta.
New Jersey ( Southern) — Isadore Epstein,
Theatres, 1505 Race St., PhilaCalifornia
(Southern)Los— Gus
Metzger, 536 Atlantic
South Broadway,
Angeles.
delphia.
New
Mexico
— George Tucker, Kimo, AlbuCalifornia
(.Northern)
— Roy
Cooper,
Golden
State Theatre
Realty
Corp.,
995 Market
querque.
New York (Metropolitan) — Irving Lesser,
St., San Francisco.
Roxy, New York.
Colorado
— F. H. Theatres,
(Rick) Denver.
Ricketson, Fox New
YorkBros.,
(Albany
Intermountain
Warner
Albany.Area) — C. J. Latta,
Connecticut — I. J. Hoffman, Warner Bros., New York (Buffalo Area)— Robt. T. Mur70
20th Century Theatre, Buffalo.
NewCollege
Haven.St.; Harry Shaw, Poli Theatre, North phy,Carolina
— H. F. Kincey, 120 E.
Third St., Charlotte.
Delaware — A. Jos. Defiore, Park Theatre,
Wilmington.
North Dakota — M. Cooper, Forx, Grand
Forks; Ed Kraus, Fargo Theatre, Fargo.
District
ColumbiaWashington.
— Frank LaFalce, Earle
Theatreof Bldg.,
Area) — Myer Fine, Assoland. (Cleveland
Florida — J. L. Cartwright, Florida State Ohio
ciated Theatres, Film Exch. Bldg., CleveTheatres, P. O. Box 1887, Jacksonville.
Georgia
— Wm. St.,
K. Jenkins,
Georgia Theatres, Ohio (Cincinnati Area) — Col. Arthur Frud154 Walton
N.W., Atlanta.
cinnati.
enfeld, 301 Palace Theatre Bldg., CinIdaho — Walter Lee Casey, Bonners Ferry.
Illinois — John Balaban, B. and K. Corp., Oklahoma — C. B. Akers, Griffith Amuse. Co.,
Chicago Theatre Bldg.; Jack Kirsch, 1325
11 }4 No. Lee Ave., Oklahoma City.
So. licWabash
Ave.;Theatres,
Jules J. 175
Rubens,
Pub- Oregon— O. J. Miller, 1931 N. Kearney St.;
Great States
N. State
Albert Finke, Evergreen State Amuse.
St., Chicago.
land.
Corp., 303 Orpheum Theatre Bldg., PortIndiana — Marc Wolf, Y & W Mgmt. Corp.,
946 Illinois Bldg., Indianapolis.
Pennsylvania
(Eastern)
— JohnScranton.
P. Nolan,
Iowa — A. H. Blank, Central States Theatres,
Comerford-Publix
Theatres,
Paramount Bldg., Des Moines.
Pennsylvania
(Westerii)
—
M.
A.
Silver,
Warner Bros., Clark Bldg.; Morris Finkel,
Kansas — Howard Jameyson, Wichita.
800 Washington Ave., Pittsburgh.
Kentucky—
Lew
Hensler,
Ben
All
Theatre,
Lexington.
Rhode Island — Ed Fay, Providence; Martin
Toohey, Pawtucket.
Louisiana
V. Richards,
Jr., ParamountRichards— E.Theatres,
608 Canal
St., New South Carolina — Warren Irvin, Palmetto,
Columbia.
Orleans.
Maine — C. J. Russell, Bijou, Bangor.
South Dakota — Byron McEUigott, Capitol,
Maryland — Lauritz Carman, Uptown; J. Aberdeen; Fred Larkin, Sioux Falls.
Tennesseenessee
(Eastern)
— E. W. Street, TenLawrence Schanberger,
Keith's,
Theatre, Knoxville.
Massachusetts
— M. J. Mullin,
M &Baltimore.
P Theatres, 60 Scollay Sq., Boston.
Tennessee (Western) — M. A. Lightman.
Michigan — Ray Branch, Strand, Hastings;
Malco Theatres, 128 So. Main St., MemCarl Buermele, Fox Theatre Bldg., Detroit.
Texas — John Q. Adams, Interstate Circuit,
Minnesota — Gilbert Nathanson; William El- Majestic Theatre Bldg., Dallas.
son, 301 Pence Bldg., Minneapolis.
Utah
Rugar,
Park Bldg.,
City; Tracy
Barphis.— John
ham,
Capitol
Theatre
Salt Lake
City.
Mississippi
Columbus.— Burgess Waltmon, Princess,
Missouri press;
(Eastern)
— Louis K.2735
Ansell,
Em- Vermont
land. — Frank Venett, Paramount, RutFred Wehrenberg,
Cherokee
Virginia
— Ben Pitts, Fredericksburg.
St., St. Louis.
— Frank
Missouri (Western) — Elmer C. Rhoden, Fox Washington
State
Amuse.
Corp.,Newman,
Seattle. Sr., Evergreen
Midwest
sas City. Theatres, 3706 Broadway, Kan- West Virginia — J. C. Shanklin, P. O. Box
Montana — J. A. English, Washoe Theatre
E, Ronceverte.
Wisconsin
— H. J. Fitzgerald, Fox Wisconsin
Bldg., Anaconda.
Theatres,
1324 W. Wisconsin Ave., MilNebraska — William Miskell, Orpheum Theawaukee.
tre Bldg., Omaha.
Nevada — Homer Leballister, Majestic, Reno. Wyoming — Les Newkirk, Lincoln, Cheyenne.
Warns

Against

Attitude

on

Smug

Drive

By CHICK LEWIS
National Campaign Coordinator
Never was the element of genuine
team work as important as it is to the
success of the Victory Loan Drive.
There are several reasons why this
angle is being emphasized in all our
contacts with the various divisions
throughout the country.
This is the eighth drive the industry
has spearheaded. Most of the experimenting tofind the best way to get the
public to buy "E" bonds has been done
on the preceding seven drives. Every
avenue of approach and every conceivable kind of stunt has been tried and
either discarded or found successful
and improved on with each succeeding
campaign.

Sell 'V
Film

Bonds

Heroes:

for
Myers

Abram F. Myers, general counsel
for Allied States Exhibitors Assn. and
the Conference of Independent Exhibitors, in a statement to the War Activities Committee and addressed to all
exhibitors, said :
"The Victory Loan Campaign ought
to be a final Thanksgiving drive.
Everybody
shouldto give
he's
got as a tribute
thoseeverything
in the Armed
forces, such as Jimmy Stewart, who
did everything on his own and came
up from the ranks. The industry
should be proud of him and there
should be no stone unturned to make
this drive the greatest industry event.
Surely there is the best of manpower
available to do it, and it would be a
happy Thanksgiving for which we will
all be proud;"

Movie

Needed
Drive

By R. J.Regional
O'DONNELL
Southern
Chairman
Those of us who make up the motion
picture industry are now confronted
with our final opportunity, through the
medium of the Victory Loan Drive, to
demonstrate our
gratitude to our
millions of
womenmen who
young
and
have sacrificed
so much in the
winning of the
war, that our
way of life and
our form ofernment
govmight
be
preserved.
Most of us have
ing these durwar
prospered
years.
If we
showmen should
drop everything else and devote our entire time and talent for 30 days to insure the success of this Victory Loan,
it would still be an infinitesimal contribution in comparison with what
millions of young Americans have
had to sacrifice in precious years lost
in bloodshed and in loss of life.
It is apparent at this stage that the
national campaign will largely rely
upon "emotional appeal" to sell bonds,
and with that approach I cannot help
but concur, but viewing our objective
realistically I deeply believe that showmen will play a larger part in this loan
drive than in any prior campaign.
While showmen are masters at the art
of "emotional appeal," I feel that it is
going to take something more to reach
our quotas. We are going to be compelled to resort to every trick of ballyhoo, come-on artifice and stimulation
to encourage the great bulk of our
people
investever
in more
bonds. we
More tothan
before,"E"I think
should resort to Free Movie Day and
similar activities. In other words, and
to put it bluntly, I think we will need
to encourage a lot of our people to buy
bonds by "giving 'em something for
nothing," or as I said earlier in this
statement, "stimulate" them into buying bonds.
It. J. O'Donnell

Cohen Sees Victory
Loan as Peace Aid
"Remember when you sold
bonds to 'Honor Every
Mother's Son in Service?' And
how
And you
'Sold'Backed
a BondtheforAttack?'
Every
Seat?' And took off your coats
for 'The Fighting Fifth?' And
pushed
the 'Smashing
Sixth?' hard
And onwowed
them in
the"Now
'Mighty
the Seventh?'
Victory Loan is
the final answer to everything
for which we hoped and
prayed. Let's roll up our
sleeves
to work.
prove toandthego world
that Let's
our
industry really means to help
win and preserve the peace.
"Let's Finish the Job — In a
MAX A. COHEN
Blaze of Action!"
Assistant to National Chairman
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Reagan

Sees

Final

Heads
Drive

Opportunity

Distribution
Unit

of

By CHARLES P. SKOURAS
Western Regional Chairman and WAC
West Coast Representative

Drive

T IKE the other major branches
of the industry, distribution is
gearing for an all-out push in the
forthcoming Victory Loan Drive.
Charles M.
Reagan,
national d i s tributor
chairman, views
the impending
campaign toas the
"a
climax
service record
in which we
can all feel a
p a r d o n a ble
As a member
ofpride."
the distribution committee,
Charles M. Reagan
he
adds,
know I speak"I
for the entire
committee in saying that we will leave
nothing undone to make this, the final
war loan drive, a successful one. The
distribution committee has again
agreed to make pictures available for
Bond Premieres, Free Movie Days
and Children's Matinees. It is our
hope to secure pledges from every operating theatre in the country."
Eleven Districts
Aiding him is Jerry Zigmond as assistant, while the nation has been divided into 11 districts. These are:
Metropolitan New York — Henry Randel,
Ed Bell, Paramount.
Northeastern-New York-Albany — Ray S.
Smith; Boston: G. W. Horan; Buffalo: Ai
Herman; New Haven: Carl Goe, all of
Warners; Norman Ayers, district manager,
Warner, New York.
Eastern — Philadelphia: George E.
Schwartz, Universal; Washington: John
S.
Allen, Loew's; Salem E. Applegate, district
manager, Universal, Philadelphia. ClevelandJoe Kernitz; Pittsburgh: Peter F. Dana;
Daveof Miller,
Universal.district manager, Cleveland,
all
Eastern Central — Cincinnati: Allan Moritz; Detroit: Joe Gins; Indianapolis: W.
Guy
Craig;
Shalit, district manager!
Detroit,
all ofCarlColumbia.
Southeastern — Atlanta: William Zoellner,
Loew's;
Charlotte: Luke
Benn Rosenwald,
Loew's;
New Orleans:
Conner, Warner;
Charles E. Kessnich, district manager,
Loew's, Atlanta.
Southwestern
Southwestern — Dallas: Fred Larned, Paramount; Memphis: Tom W. Young, 20thFox; Dallas.
Phil Longdon, district manager; 20thFox
Midwestern — Chicago: J. Harold Stevens; Milwaukee: Harold Wirthwein; Minneapolis: Ben Blotcky; Allen Usher, Chicago, district manager, all of Paramount.
River-— Kansas
William E. Truog,
United Artists; St.City:
Louis: B. J. McCarthy
United Artists; Ward E. Scott,
district
manager, 20th-Fox, Kansas City.
Prairie— -Ties Moines: D. C. Kennedy,
Loew's;
V. McLucas
United
Artists; Omaha:
Moe A. D.Levy,
district ,manager,
20th-Fox, Minneapolis.
Rocky Mountain — Denver: Arthur AbelesLake City: Charles L. Walker, both
ofSalt20th-Fox.
West Coast— Los Angeles; Harry C.
Cohen, RKO Radio: Portland: Mark E.
Cory RKO Radio; San Francisco
Newton
h.. Jacobs, RKO Radio; Seattle:: Maurice
D.
Saffle.
Loew's;
J.
Maclntyr
e,
manager, RKO Radio, Los Angeles. district

Text of the Distributo
agreement
to furnish pictures forrs' War
Bond
premieres is published elsewhere in
this issue.

Richard Walsh

Herman Robbins

Si Seadler

Los Angeles, Oct. 22. — From the
first day of the war, the motion picture
industry has written a brilliant record
of going all-out to fulfill its duty in
cooperating with
our government.
Now for the last
time we are
called upon to
serve the nation and accomplish what we
can to make the
Victory Bond
drive a success.
We still owe our
fighting
real
debt.men
Theya
have completed
their job but

Max Cohen

finished until each and every one of
s
s p- Skoura
charIe
be ed
these
boys not
is return
home.
The recours will
ord of our accomplishments in the
coming drive will help speed that day.
Therefore, it gives every American
showman one last opportunity to write
a fitting finish to an outstanding record
of service and achievement on the home
front and because it is our last chance
we all owe to our government a 100
per cent pledge of our untiring support,
our complete facilities and our knowledge of showmanship to make the Viccess. tory Bond drive an overwhelming suc-

Abe Schneider

Industry
Its Power:
Jerry Zigmond

Charles. E. Lewis

Herman Gluckman

SERVING in key posts on the industry's Victory Loan Drive under
national chairman S. H. Fabian, in addition to those listed elsewhere in this issue, are the following: Max Cohen, Assistant to
National Chairman; Si Seadler, trade paper advertising chairman;
Frank Rosenberg and Ray Beall, publicity chairmen; Jerry Zigmond,
assistant to district chairman; Herman Robbins, special consultant ;
Richard Walsh, chairman of labor participation; Abe Schneider,
industry sales in East; Charles Thall, Herman Schleier, Paul Levi,
James Ryan and Ralph McGowan, liaison for regional chairmen;
William Ornstein and Don Gillette, trade paper contacts; Walton
Ament, newsreel chairman; Herman Gluckman and Walter Brown,
for WAC; Chick Lewis, Coordinator, and Tom Baily, Washington
liaison.

Secretary Vinson Sends Victory
Drive Message to Film Industry

Loan

"It is most gratifying and reassuring to know that the outstanding cooperation given by the motion picture industry in the past
War Loan Drives is to be continued and even augmented in the
Victory Loan. The many expressions of loyalty and support I have
received from leaders of your industry are greatly appreciated.
I know how effective you showmen can be in this campaign, especially in the very important sale of "E" bonds.
"It is not necessary for me to emphasize how important this
Victory Loan is. We all know that the problems of peace are
closely linked with the success of this campaign.
"The knowledge of wide-spread public support of which that of
your industry is such a splendid example enables the Treasury
Department to move confidently toward the success of the Victory
Loan."

Can

Prove

Arthur

By HARRY C. ARTHUR, Jr.
Central Regional Chairman
We of the motion picture industry
are all keenly cognizant of the fact
that we face our biggest job in putting
the Victory Loan campaign over the
top. With the
war's end, a definitetitude
lethargictoward
atbacking the
country's
treasu r y became
prevalent
this can onlyandbe
overcome by
each and every
one of us putting forth atallourof
the effort
command
to insure the ultimate
H. C. Arthur, Jr.
success of the
coming Victory Loan.
Let us all forget our personal trials
and tribulations and put our collective
shoulders together in the greatest battle we have ever had to win. No industry in the nation boasts a record
comparable to ours, from the turbulent
days before Pearl Harbor through the
years to final victory.
Let us once again prove the power
of the motion picture industry by combining our efforts in making the Victory Loan a smashing success.
Pull every trick out of the tried and
proven showman's bag and open up a
new bag with every idea you can possibly put forth.
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Proven

Line up a number of local holders !
of the Purple Heart to officiate as auc- 1
tioneers "selling" the trophies to the 1
person
bidding
the highest amount in> 1I
Victor-"E"
Bonds.
For at least one week before the
auction display the trophies, with a ' I
card giving brief source and name of i
serviceman-owner, in the windows of \
prominent
stores together
with '
an
attractiveleading
sign announcing
the War
Trophy Victor-"E" Bond Auction at
your theatre.
SCHOOL ESSAY CONTEST

BOND PREMIERES

VICTOR-"E" BOND TASK
FORCE!
Recruit a task force of World War
II veterans to canvass your town and
tell all citizens possible personally
about Victor-"E" Bonds, why they
should buy all they can possibly afford, where they can buy them, and
other details.
The veterans should impress the

Stunts

in the Drive.

Loan camVictory
THE industry
paign'scommittee
has prepared
suggestions and directions for new activities and has selected a number of
the better exploitation stunts tested in
earlier bond drives. The following
are among a number of these which
are recommended by the committee
for use in the current campaign.
Certified by showmen everywhere
as the most effective of all bond-selling stunts. It is suggested that for
this, the final drive, Premieres be given a glamorous new dress and be
called "Victory Shows."
With the returning veteran taking
the spotlight, the Victory Shows can
be made doubly productive by angling
them as "WELCOME HOME" Shows
for the Fighting Men and Women of
Blanktown who have returned. Make
a big thing out of giving two tickets
for the $200 Roosevelt Bond— so that
the buyer can take in a veteran free !
Your sales appeals should stress
that the bonds bought for the Victory
Show will aid in rehabilitation, hospitalization, and training to take up
civilian life ; as well as holding prices
down.
across JOB
the !slogan: "LET'S
FINISHGet THE
Here are the steps to follow to arrange for your Victory Show feature :
1. Contact your regular exchanges
and secure a picture under the rules
of the Victory Show Distributors'
Agreement.
2. Give your Distribution Chairman
several alternative picture choices. He
will arrange a booking and notify you
promptly.
Make your show a "Combined Operation" byother
distributing
yourin tickets
among the
theatres
town.
You can thus increase your sales by
making tickets available from several
sources.
Dress up the theatre. Assign tasks
to other members of your local theatre group. Line up volunteer organizations to help issue bonds, and to
staff theatre on evening of the Premiere.
Use all media to sell your Victory
Show : newspaper publicity stories,
radio spots, regular display ads and
co-op ads,, and lobby, all of which are
on this page. You make up a special
trailer !
Make every effort to obtain a picture that will appeal to all types of
prospective bond buyers. Augment
that picture with stage personalities,
radio
or local
Bring personalities,
out on the stage
some"biggies."
Purple
Heart men and War Heroes, and build
an appeal around them for additional
sales.

Your

BUY VICTORY
LOAN BONDS

Hold an auction on your stage in
which
the highest
in Victor"E" Bonds
gets thebidder
services
of the

COMF ON. VIOVIK-GOt RS
LET'S FINISH THE JOB!
'

-ti^/^

1

YOUR

BOY

IS SAFE!

make If a real Joyous

Victory loan
BONDS ON SALE HERE

BJ^

^%

'

*
* ^^

With the approval of the Board of
Education, or through the columns of
a cooperating newspaper, invite the
school children of your city to write j
essays of not more than 250 words
on the subject of "Why Does America Need a Victory Loan?" A publicspirited citizen, a group of citizens or
store might offer Victory Bond prizes j
to the winning students of different
age groups or schools.
SLAVE AUCTION

—

(or some
Mayor
for
a stated,
limitedother
time local
— i.e.,"biggie")
one hour '
or onefore andday,
etc.be It's
it can
done been
againdone
— to besell
plenty
Get of
theVictor-"E"
Mayor or Bonds.
whichever well
known "local" agrees to cooperate on
your stage and have the audience bid
for his services, the winner being the

the largest
Bond.
The ofauction
should Victor-"E"
be conducted
on
^^ buyer
^^
the style of a "slave-sale," the person ;,
whoseing to do
services
are being
"sold"
agreethe bidding
of the
successful
buyer for a certain stated time! All
bidders — even those who don't win —
must buy bonds in the highest amount
they
bid, to make
sale impressive
! the evening's total
Get newspapers
to coverandwith
porters and photographers
try re-to
VICTORY LOAN
BONDS ON SALE HERE
get a local radio station to carry the i
event over the airwaves !

STREET BALLYHOO
TYPES of Victory Loan posters being sent to you in Free Poster Kit.
Additional supplies are available from National Screen Service. Upper
Use your regular
left, block one-sheet. Upper right, 40 x 60. Lower left, 40 x 60. Lower Victor-"E"
Bonds !street
Dressballyhimto sell
(or
right, (Presidential Message) one-sheet.
her) in an eye-catching costume with
a big cardboard "V" in front and back
out heVictor-"E"
him hand
Victor-"E" Bond Drive over the top, and
Bond have
applications
to folks
meets on
folks
fact atthat
Victor-"E"
Bonds with
can bethebought
movie
theatres and award guest tickets to the writers the street, in restaurants, hotels, on
the
street
cars
and
buses,
etc.
the three best slogans each week of
day and NIGHT ! Make up special of
the drive!
Bond applications should be stamped
cardboard badges for the ex-servicemen to wear to lend a little authority
Don't miss this bet to get people "(Name) Theatre, Issuing Agent," so
that
after the folks fill them out, they
to their talks. Arm them with good personally interested in the campaign.
solid facts and their door-to-door bell- Slogan-writers will subconsciously sell will come to your theatre to purchase
ringing efforts will really ring the themselves Victor-"E" Bonds in their the bonds. If you don't regularly use a j
streetimportant
bally, get
It's
! one for this drive.
bell for the Victor-"E" Bond Cam- efforts to think up selling phrases!
WAR TROPHY BOND AUCTION
paign !
VICTOR-"E" SLOGAN CONTEST!
Members of your theatre staff
With the cooperation of the
should
plug Victor-"E" Bonds every
Set up a Victor-"E" Bond Slogan
organizations or a newspa- time they possibly can! Your phone
Writing Contest in cooperation with a veterans'
per, invite returned servicemen to con- operator, when answering phone intribute trophies collected by them in
local newspaper or radio station — or
quiries, should remind
to "Buy
both ! Ask the folks in town to de- the war to a War Bond Trophy Auc- your Victor-'E'
Bondscallers
at (Name)
vise slogans that will help put the
tion to be staged in your theatre early
Theatre !"
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Distributors* Bond
Premiere Agreement

Rally

Day, December 7, 1945, and agree
that admission may be accorded
free on that particular day to each
bond purchaser.
5. The distributors will also provide for showing at War Bond
Premieres wherever exhibitors desire same.
6. Excluded from every part of
this agreement are such features as
may be handled at advance admission prices.

JOB

•

• •

in Drive

{Continued from page 1)
tion of trailers and accessories for the
drive ; the film deliverers, laboratory
workers, and many other miscellaneous
employes of the industry.
This enormous contribution of services, in addition to the several million
dollars in boxofnce receipts being sacrificed asstimulate
a result public
of "Free-Movie"
shows to
purchasing
of Victory Bonds, is in sharp contrast
with the bond-selling activities of other
industries which are conducted on a
cost-plus 10 per cent basis, and
charged accordingly to the Treasury
Department.
Promotional Activities
Major promotional activity in the
Victory Loan drive is being concentrated on "Victory Parades," designed
to give the campaign a big sendoff on
Oct. 29; "Victory Shows," previously
known as "Bond Premieres," with admission to the preview of an unreleased picture restricted to buyers of
bonds,
"FreeHarbor
Movie Day,
Day,"tosetbring
for
Dec. 7,andPearl
the drive to a smashing conclusion.
An important keynote of the Victory Loan, stressed by both Treasury
officials and leaders of the film industry's campaign, is the need of stronger
ballyhoo and "bait" than ever before,
in the form of free shows, auctions
and other inducements to make folks
buy
The public's
of
the bonds.
government
financingawareness
needs has
materially lessened since hostilities
ended, it is pointed out, and they
must be aroused emotionally in order

invocation, and the master of ceremonies will be Ben Grauer, noted radio announcer. The proceedings will
be broadcast over a network of 285
stations of Mutual Broadcasting and
will also be heard over WMCA and
WNYC here in New York.
Among those from the industry expected on the dais are : Harry Arthur,
Ray Beall, Harry Brandt, Max Cohen, Jack Cohn, Tom Conners, William
Cotter, Joan Crawford, Ned Depinet,
Oscar Doob, Wilbur England, Herman Gluckman, Leonard Goldenson,
Francis Harmon, Herbert Heller,
Malcolm Kingsberg, Morris Kinzler,
"Chick" Lewis, Harry Mandel, W. C.
Michel, Abe Montague, C. C. Moskowitz, Merle Oberon, Clarence
Pritchard, Henry Randel, Samuel
Rinzler, Herman Robbins, James
Sauter, George Schaefer, William
Scully, George Skouras, Spyros Skouras, Joseph R. Springer, Jacob Starr,
Major L. E. Thompson, David Weinstock, Robert M. Weitman, William
A. White.

THE

DAILY

50,000

{Continued from page 1)

1. Between October 29, 1945, and
December 8, 1945, inclusive, the distributors will furnish for one performance only, known as a War
Bond Premiere, any picture the exhibitor has under contract, but not
earlier than 30 days prior to its
availability for booking at his theatre, provided the exhibitors having
clearance do not object. Reissues
will be considered the same as new
pictures.
2. As a special inducement for
sales of bonds to and by all children
the distributors further agree to
also furnish a picture for a
Children's
Morning Premiere,
underin
the same conditions
as outlined
paragraph 1.
3. To increase the number of bond
purchases in small towns, the distributors agree to furnish a picture
for such purpose to any exhibitor
requesting same, even though that
exhibitor may not have the picture
under contract and regardless of
whether that exhibitor is a regular
customer of the distributor or not,
provided
A. The population of the exhibitor's town is not over 7,500, and
B. The picture
booked for the
Premiere shall have been generally
released prior to April 15th, 1945.
4. The distributors endorse the
plan of the Victory War Loan Campaign Committee for a national
Free Movie Day on Pearl Harbor

FINISH

PICTURE

IN

A

BLAZE

Forced to Cancel
Stars' Bond Tour
"Unsurmountable difficulties" in the problems of
transportation and hotel accom odations, has caused the
industry's Victory Loan committee to cancel the "Stars
Over America" bond-selling
toursr
"We could have put on the
tours in a limited way, reaching a comparatively small
number of cities with smaller
groups
players,"
explained
national ofdrive
chairman
S. H.
Fabian. "However, we felt
that any half-way measures
would be out of keeping with
the all-out plans of the camhe added.
Plans paign,"
were
immediately set
up
for
a
"kick-off"
show from Hollywood onradio
the
night of Oct. 29.
to bring about the bond-buying inclination necessary to make the Victory Loan a success. This, the Treasness. ury says, is the big job of show busiCommend Albany WAC
Albany, Oct. 22.— Lt. Col. Mark R.
Gwilliam today presented Second Service Command certificates of commendation to the local district War
Activities Committee and the Albany
Variety Club for contributions to the
war effort, at a Victory Loan luncheon
in the Ten Eyck Hotel here.
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Hollywood:

Tugend

New York dramatists and novelists
are unaware of the vast Hollywood
market for story material in any form
— ranging from the birth of an idea to
the completed work, Harry Tugend,
executive assistant to Henry Ginsberg
at the Paramount Coast studios, now
visiting here, told the press at the
company's
office yesterday.
Writers home
and agents
here, he said,
consider motion pictures as secondary
to their immediate objective, either
the play or the novel, on the incorrect
belief that Hollywood considers material only after it has been successfully published or produced.
While there is a backlog of pictures
to keep theatres running for a year
and a half and probably more, he stated, there is a scarcity of material because most writers today treat topics
which become dated quickly.

(Continued from page 1)

'Don't Fence Me In
(Republic)
substantial
THE already large ranks of Roy Rogers' devotees are due forDon't
Fence
augmentation by virtue of the customer-corraling quality of
Me In," and the box office activity attendant thereupon should produce a fine
crop of exhibitor smiles, for here is a Western in the modern vein, abounding
in song, polished in story, and laden with comedy, action and suspense — 71
minutes of excellent escapist entertainment. Credit director John English with
seeing to it that performances, song styling and camera work measured up to
the meaty script handed to him by Dorrell and Stuart E. McGowan.
The proceedings stem from a magazine editor's suspicion that the "Wildcat"
Kellylonely
of theprairie
title grave
song's marked
fame, anwith
oldtime
Western
buriedOutin
the
his name,
but desperado,
is actually isstillnotalive.
West to the scene of "Wildcat's" ancient exploits the editor sends his pretty,
ace photographer-reporter, played by Dale Evans, who, after some expert
sleuthing discovers that George (Gabby) Hayes, now an old peace-loving
dude-ranch hand, is "Wildcat" Kelly in person.
Rogers, "Gabby's" friend, fails to prevent her from turning her story and
picture evidence
over tofrom
the apublication,
after theenemy.
news Remorseful
breaks "Gabby"
narrowly
misses death
bullet by anandunknown
over
having
placed
the
old
man's
life
in
jeopardy,
Miss
Evans
sets
out
to
apprehend
the assailant, notwithstanding the admonitions of Rogers who is bent on the
same purpose. But when the assailant himself is mysteriously murdered and
the finger of suspicion is directed on Hayes, Rogers and Miss Evans are
launched upon a series of exciting and frequently-humorous adventures which
lead to capture of the real culprit.
A goodly portion of the action occurs in a fashionable Western night club
where Rogers and The Sons of the Pioneers neatly vocalize on the title song,
and on "My Little Buckaroo," "The Last Roundup," and other cowboy melodies, while Miss Evans does justice to "A Kiss Goodnight." The cast is nicely rounded out with Robert Livingston, Moroni Olsen, Marc Lawrence, Lucille Gleason and others. Associate Producer Donald H. Brown and Republic
can be well proud of this one. Encore.
Running time, 71 minutes. General classification. Release date, Oct. 20.
Charles L. Franke

60 Kenny Drive Heads
Hollywood, Oct. 22. — Bing Crosby,
national chairman of the 1945 Sister
Kenny Foundation drive, has named
60 prominent persons from all parts of
the country as division chairmen, including the following: Harold Lloyd,
Wally Westmore, Damon Runyon,
Martin S. Smith, Jerry Geisler, Michael Todd, John Golden, Johnnie Weismuller. Patrick Michael Cunning and
Rosalind Russell.
Fete Harvey, New
Eddie Dowling, New York ; John
'Last Chance'
Golden, Shepherd of The Lambs Club, Handling
Al Margolies will handle advertis- Para. Pressbook Head
New York, and Michael Todd, Abbott
ing and publicity for Lazar WechsGeorge W. Harvey, recently in
of The Friars, New York, have been
ler, whose Swiss-made film, "Last charge of Paramount's short subjects
appointed co-chairmen of the drive.
Chance," is an M-G-M release.
publicity department, has been named
head of the company's pressbook department, and was guest at a luncheon
at Sardi's, given by Oscar A. Morgan,
sales manager of shorts and newsreels.
Attending were: Morgan, Monroe,
Goodman, Alec Moss, D. John Phillips, Stanley Shuford, Pat Scollard
MAKE
IT
YOUR
and Al Wilkie.
Jonas Arnold, pressbook editor of
Paramount, has resigned in order to
complete a history of Westchester
GREATEST
County, upon which he has been working several years.
CAMPAIGN!

VICTORY

Lee to Two Conventions
Claude F. Lee, Paramount director
of public relations, will leave New
York Oct. 28 to attend the Montana
Theatre Owners Association Convention at Butte, where he will be joined
by district sales manager Hugh Braly.
Thereafter both will visit Midwest exchanges, and Lee will address the
Theatre Owners of Wisconsin convention in Milwaukee scheduled for
Oct. 31 -Nov. 1.
Cotton Names Ramsey
Hollywood, Oct. 22.— W. M. Cotton has named Walter Ramsey, now
a lieutenant commander in the Navy,
executive Western editor of the
Ideal "Women's Group" of publications, which include Movie Life,
Movie Stars Parade, Movies and
Personal
will assume hisRomances'.
duties Nov. Ramsey
15.

LOAN
PRC
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PICTURES

INC.

Hollywood,Mulls
Oct. 22.'Harrow'
— Gary Cooper
Cooper
may appear in "Clarence Darrow for
the
the Irving Stone novel
ing. Defense,"
for
which Stuart Heisler, director
under contract to Cooper, is negotiat-

porate bond purchases ; $1,229,896 in
Red Cross donations ; $163,765 contributed to the National War Fund;
$2,000 Boy Scouts of America donations;$1,737,079
Dimes"
collections
; $2,545in "March
collected offor
Finnish relief; $69,482 for the USO ;
$143,337 in United Nations collections ;
$225,522 donated to and collected for
Army and Navy Emergency relief,
and $53,321 in Greek war relief collections.
Tickets sold to servicemen at reduced price totalled 27,973,683.
Berlin Joins
'Army'
Bow-out
in Honolulu
Irving Berlin flew last weekend to
join the company of his Army musical,
"This Is the Army," for the show's
final performance in Honolulu, last
night. Berlin's production made $10,000,000 for the Army Emergency Relief in the U. S. and $500,000 for British war funds in England and has
played around the world.
Report Levi Slated
To Join Paramount
Capt. Pilade Levi, officer in charge
of
Psychological
Board'sof
filmthesection
handlingWarfare
the Office
War Information distribution for the
American companies in Italy, is slated
to become
Paramount's
director for Italy
upon his managing
release from
the Army, it is understood. A Paramount spokesman, when questioned,
would neither deny nor confirm the
report.
Before the war, Levi was associated
in Rome.
with
20th Century-Fox and M-G-M
Wood Changes Plans
Hollywood, Oct. 22. — Sam Wood
has set back "Tatiana" on his producing schedule and will next make "The
Land Is Bright" instead. He will
follow
with "Tatiana,"
Troop"
and "Turnip's
Blood.""Jubal
Meanwhile,
the producer-director is completing
"Heartbeat" and plans a trip to London to tiana"
arrange
there. for production of "TaB. and K. Club Elects
Chicago, Oct. 22.— Milton C. Officer,
manager of the Will Rogers Theatre,
here, has been elected president of the
Balaban and Katz employes club.
Others elected include Dorothy F.
Delre, James Savage, Ted L. Regelin,
vice-presidents; Sam E. Stott, treasurer; Miriam Shayne, secretary. Directors are Charles Davidson, Laurence Wittiker, Anne Flaherty, Leo N.
Bonn, and Myron J. Landy.
EXPERIENCE
in making tickets for over 60 years
has taught us that
ACCURACY
in numbering is first in importance, and the years have given us
DEPENDABILITY
— a priceless asset.
GLOBE TICKET COMPANY
154 West 14th St., New York City
Tel. W Atkins 9-1486
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N. Y. Trial
(Continued from page 1)
ership and condition of first-run theatres in 92 cities with populations of
100,000 and over, under direct questioning by John W. Davis, counsel
for Loew's, Inc.
Other highlights of the fifth trial
day included motions by the defendants
jfor dismissal of the Government's
monopoly charges against them, which
were taken under advisement by the
three-judge statutory court consisting
of Judges Augustus N. Hand, Henry
' W. Goddard and John Bright. The
use of clearance and run in licensing
of motion pictures for exhibition and
the setting of minimum admission
prices also came in for some spirited
discussion as a result of questions by
the judges. Also figuring in the proceedings were the Interstate, Crescent
and Goldman anti-trust cases.
Dismissal Doubtful
As Louis D. Frohlich, counsel for
Columbia, rose to ask for a dismissal
of Columbia from the case, Judge
Hand
"It isn't
at this
all likely
that wedeclared,
will dismiss
you at
stage
of the game." Judge Hand indicated
that the three judges had had an opportunity to study the case during the
10-day recess. Whitney North Seymour, representing Paramount, and
Davis then sought to have the Government's evidence as it applied to
Paramount and Loew's stricken out
but the judges reserved decision. Similar moves were made on behalf of the
other defendants with Edward C.
Raftery, representing United Artists
and Universal, seeking to have Universal Productions, Inc., eliminated
immediately but these moves met with
the same negative responses.
Asked by Judge Bright whether he
claimed that the defendants had a
monopoly of production, Wright explained that "the market control enjoyed by the defendants, made effective through their distribution practices, did restrict production activiDiscussion of theto possible
ability ofties."
independents
have their
pictures distributed under the present
set-up, ensued. Under questioning by
Judge Bright, Wright developed the
argument that the distribution and exhibition practices, ipso facto, create a
restraint in production. Wright contended that independents would be
better off if there were 20 to 30
distribution companies.
Competition Conceded
Wright conceded that competition
does exist between the. defendants in
the securing of story properties for
production and to a lesser extent in
the signing up of talent, but held
that it is somewhat nullified by the
interchange of such production talent.
He reiterated his charge that the defendants' control of distribution and
exhibition, has a restrictive control on
production.
At this point, Wright was challenged to show where one control offered in evidence comes under the
scope of the Sherman Act.
It then developed that the three
judges were interested in having an
open discussion of the issues involved
in the Interstate, Crescent, Goldman
and other anti-trust cases. The discussion revolved around the issue of
price . fixing with Judge Hand attempting to explain the inherent similarities with the B®bbs-Merrill case
while counsel for the defendants cited

Motion
100

Picture

Exhibitors
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Will

Attend

Johnston
(Continued from page 1)

Ontario

Convention

Today

Toronto, Oct. 22. — Upwards of 100
theatre managers and owners will attend the annual one-day convention
tomorrow of the Motion Picture Theatres Association of Ontario in the
King Edward Hotel, here, under the
chairmanship of N. A. Taylor, operating head of 20th Century Theatres.
The assembly will include circuit officials and managers, circuit partners,
independents and film exchange executives. Besides Leon J. Bamberger
from RKO-Radio, New York, and
president J. J. Fitzgibbons of Famous Players Canadian Corp., speakers will include provincial treasurer
Leslie M. Frost, Mayor R. H. Saunders, Toronto, and O. J. Silverthorne, chairmen of the Ontario
Board of Censors.
Reports for the year will be presented by secretary Floyd Rumford,
Mayor of Forest, Ont. ; Joe Garbarino, Toronto, treasurer ; W. A. Sum-

merville, Jr., chairman of the
membership committee, and Arch -H.
Jolley, executive secretary. The delegates will hear that the active enrolment had reached a peak of 278
theatres in Ontario which is the jurisdiction of the association, and where
there is a potential list of 408 theatres.
Secretary Jolley will be commended
for his public relations work in travelling in the province to speak in behalf of the industry and its co-operative policies, his engagements before
community groups having taken him
to 24 towns in recent months. He
attended meetings of educationalists
to emphasize that exhibitors are
anxious to provide acceptable screen
programs for juveniles. This presentation of policy was in answer to
criticisms that films had contributed
to the wave of crime and juvenile
delinquency which followed the war.

the General Electric case. A lively
interchange of views resulted with
the judges ringing in clearance and
run as another element of price-fixing
in the protection of the motion picture
copyright.
Wright contended at this point, in
answer to a question by Judge Goddard about clearance, that the use of
clearance has been abused. He declared, "Clearance is so organized
that it doesn't protect the copyright in
motion pictures but rather protects a
theater from its operating competi-

about atres,
$115,000
Loew's
theaccordinga toweek.
Rodgers,
are used
as show windows and test spots to
establish the value of pictures.
Davis introduced charts to show the
distribution revenues derived by MG-M from "As Thousands Cheer,"
for which a domestic gross of $3,537,588 was recorded in the face of production costs, cost of prints and royalties, aggregating $2,016,000. The film
played in 14,981 theatres with the

The lengthy arugment was concluded when Wright sketched what the
tors."
government
was contending about the
use of clearance and what he understood the defendants to maintain.
Judge Goddard asked Wright, "In the
absence of any combination, is clearance illegal?," but Wright indicated
that it was the purpose of the court
to determine what was legal and what
was illegal.
Misrepresentation Charged
Davis, at this point, took over after
generally refraining from the interchange of arguments, to introduce
Rodgers as the first witness for the
defense. He declared flatly, "The
stubborn refusal of the government
to state its position in the case is only
equalled by its stubborn misrepresentation of the case of the defendants."
He said it merely resolved itself into a question of whether owner of a
copyright has stayed within the borders of his grant or exceeded it, and
in the case of the defendants they
had not overstepped the boundaries
of the grant. «
Rodgers then took the stand and
under questioning by Davis, he traced
his history in the industry ; described
the various trade terms emploved, and
then proceeded into a detailed description of M-G-M sales policies and operations. He traced the history of
the granting of clearance and run and
explained how minimum admission
prices were set by the theatres themselves, sometimes exceeding these
nrices of their own accord. M-G-M
during the 1943-44 season obtained
over 15,000 playdates for a single picture, according to Rodgers. He explained that home office overhead for
distribution ran between $5,000,000 and
$6,000,000 a year with field cost being

PUT

crossdiothe
picket
lines. Warners'
remained
completely
shut down.stuIt was expected that the producers
would seek an injunction against the
new mass picketings.
affiliated circuits accounting for only
1,843 of the engagements.
Several hours were then consumed
as Davis had Rodgers explain the
first-run set-up in the 93 cities with
populations of 100,000 and over.
Others Present
Several sales executives were present at yesterday's sessions besides
Rodgers, including Charles M. Reagan, Paramount; Robert Mochrie,
RKO; William Kupper and A. W.
Smith, Jr., 20th Century-Fox; Henderson M. Richey, M-G-M ; and a
group of Paramount executives, including Adolph Zukor, Leonard Goldenson and Paramount theatre partners
Martin Mullen and Earl J. Hudson.
Rodgers will continue on the stand
when trial resumes this morning, subject to further questioning by the
other defendants before he is turned
over to Wright for possible cross-examination.
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affectedmountbyreported
mid-afternoon.
Parashooting in progress
on the five pictures, and RKO claimed
shooting was proceeding on four of
the six in work there. Other sources
reported that numerous stars and at
least one director had declined to
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Ruling

Is

Warners to Rebuild
Teddington Studio
London, Oct. 23. — Application has been made by Max
Milder, general manager for
Warner Brothers in Great
Britain, for a license permitting the rebuilding of the
company's
Studios, whichTeddington
was destroyed

Barring

$22,000,000

Films

from

[s Approved

Copenhagen, Oct. 13. — (By Air
Mail).— The National Bank of Denmark has advised the Film Board
jf Trade, representing American film
listributors here, that no allotment
during
the expect
Nazi "blitz."
Warners
to have the
of foreign currency will be set aside
new plant ready by the end
of 1946.
.or payment for purchases of American films.
The bank's decision, in effect, would
exclude Hollywood product from
Denmark. At present, however, Republic Closed; 50
there is a sufficient number of Amercan films already in release here, and
not affected by the ruling, to supply Hurt at Paramount;
Danish theatres for the immediate future. Thereafter, without competition 1st Local Talk Ends
from American films, it is believed
here that British, Swedish and French
films will be offered their best opporHollywood, Oct. 23. — H. J. Yates,
( Continued on page 6)
Republic chairman, arriving at the
company's studio this morning and
finding a mass picket line, dismissed
6U'
e
Leav
all employes for the day, promising
Stern Will
they would be paid in full and inAfter Thirty Years
structing them to return tomorrow
"There must be no trouble," he said.
Herman Stern, manager of Univer- "Any clash would only give the motion picture industry a bad name."
sal's non-theatrical department is retiring after 30 years with the company.
Fiftynoonpersons
injured in
after-a
He will be honored with a testimonial
violence atwere
Paramount,
where
dinner tonight . at the Hampshire studio spokesman said production was
House, here.
proceeding on five films. Superior
He joined Universal in 1914, ad- Judge Henry Willis issued a temporary restraining order against mass
■mcing from poster clerk to booker,
salesman, special sales representative, Vcketing at Paramount and RKO,
(Continued on page 6)
(Continued on page 3)

RKO's board of directors is understood to have approved a plan
yesterday under which the company
will borrow $22,000,000 for 20
years from an insurance company, believed to be Equitable Life, at an interest rate of less than three per cent,
enabling the company to retire its
preferred stock and finance operations,
at an estimated saving of $900,000 a
year.
'involve
The plantheis sale
also understood
of two RKOto
theatres, outside of New York.
Also, stockholders of B. F.
Keith Corp. are scheduled to
meet here today to approve a
merger
of Keith's
Theatre Corp.
with B. Memorial
F. Keith
Corp.
The $22,000,000 will be used to
eventually retire the 115,000 shares of
(Continued on paqe 6)
LaGuardia
Picture

Guest

Pioneers

of

Denmark

TEN CENTS
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Seen

Saving of $900,000 Yearly;
Two Theatres To Be Sold

U.S.

OCTOBER

Mayor Fiorello H. LaGuardia will
be the guest of honor at the Picture
Pioneers' annual "Harvest Dinner,"
which will be held at the Waldorf-As- Gen.
Wainwright
in Strong
toria, here, Wednesday evening, Nov.
28.
Nineteen new applicants for memto the Industry
bership, who will be inducted at the Tribute
dinner, are : John A. Cassidy, Harry
Mandel, Dr. Emanuel Stern, H. C
By GENE ARNEEL
Honor Elmer Rhoden
Bissell, Irving Samuels, Donald A.
High tribute to the industry was
Stewart, J. Burgi Contner, Dave
On 25th Anniversary
(Continued on page 3)
paid yesterday by Gen. Jonathan M.
Kansas City, Oct. 23. —
Wainwright,
in an 11 -minute address
Scores of theatremen and inover 200 Mutual stations, from the
dustry leaders will gather at
British Will Slash
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, here, where
the Hotel Muehlenbach here
more than 1,200 Victory Loan drive
tomorrow night to honor
Excess Tax 40%
participants from production, distribuElmer C. Rhoden, veteran
tion and exhibition, assembled at a
exhibitor, at a banquet combreakfast-rally launching the New
memorating
his
25
years
in
London, Oct. 23. — In a move to
York area's campaign.
the industry. Rhoden is vicestimulate reconversion of industry
"Who, better than you, representapresident
of
Fox
Rocky
Mountive of one of the great industries of
here the present war-time 100 per cent
tain and Fox Midland Theatre
excess profits tax will be reduced to
our
country, can help put over this
companies,
operators
of
200
60 per cent on Jan. 1, it was anhouses in the Central West
Victory
Loan Drive?," he observed.
nounced before the House of Com"You of the motion picture indusand Rocky Mountain states.
mons today by Hugh Dalton, Chanceltry, with the wonderful facilities for
He was one of the original
lor of the Exchequer.
publicity at your disposal, can do a
First National distribution
great deal to assist this worthy cause;
The 60 per cent part of the Laborfranchise holders.
He Governments'
taxpage
program
will
your slogan(Continued
might well
be : 6)'Buy bonds
on page
(Continued on
6)

Freeman
Zukor
Stand

and
on

at Trial

Give Story of Theatre
Acquisitions by Para.
By MILTON LIVINGSTON
Paramount Pictures, first to open
its defense in the New York antitrust suit, in U. S. District Court
here, yesterday afternoon, called
Adolph Zukor,
chairman of the
board,
and Y.
Frank Freeman,
vice - president,
to the stand as
its first
and second witnesses.
The morning
session of the
sixth day of the
trial was devoted to cross-of
examination
RWilliam
o d g e r sF ,.
Y. Frank Freeman
Loew's vicepresident and
distribution head, by Robert L.
(Continued on page 6)
U. S. Releases
Secret

Film

of Germans

Washington, Oct. 23.— Formulae
and methods for the manufacture and
development of a motion picture negative-positive color process, developed
since 1939 by AGFA, a subsidiary of
I. G. Farben, at Wolf en, Germany, one
of the many industrial secrets brought
back by U. S. technical missions
which went into the country with the
invading forces, were made available
to American industry today by. the
Department of Commerce.
The report was submitted by Lieut.
Col. R. H. Ranger of the Army Signal Corps, and was released by the
Department's publication board which
S in charge of the distribution of
industrial information seized from the
e'-emy with
the hope
that 6)it will be
(Continued
on page
In This Issue
of "Fallen
Angel"
andReview
key city
grosses are
on
page 3.
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Personal

Motion
Cole

Sees

Lower
Mention

BEN KALMENSON, general sales
manager of Warners, left here for
.
the Midwest yesterday
•
Leon J. Bamberger, RKO-Radio
sales promotion manager, will speak
at the Convention of the Independent
Theatre Owners Association of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, to be held
at the Hotel Schroeder, Milwaukee,
Oct. 31-Nov. 1. Rodney Bush, exploitation manager
of 20th Century-Fox, left here yesterday for Dallas to confer with R. J.
O'Donnell, Interstate circuit executive.
Thomas Alquist of M. and P.'s
Allyn Theatre, Hartford, and Antoinette Lepor, also of that city,
have announced their
• engagement.
Sam Lefkowitz, United Artists district manager, will leave New York
today
■ ville. for New Haven and GloversSid Rogell, RKO-Radio executive
producer, and Mrs. Rogell, will leave
New York for Hollywood today following atwo-week• visit here.
Jules Levey, independent producer, is due in New York from Hollywood next weekend.
•
Sir Alexander Korda left Hollywood yesterday on the Superchief for
New York, en route• to London.
Norton V. Ritchey, head of Monogram's foreign
in London
fromdepartment,
New York.has arrived
•
Manny Gottlieb, Midwest district
manager for Universal, is on a tour of
his territory.

Need

Picture
for

Admissions

Dallas, Oct. 23. — A two-day meeting of Texas Allied ended here today with the reelection of all officers :
Col. H. A. Cole, president ; Rubin
Frels of Victoria, C. D. Leon and
B. R. McLendon of Dallas, and Mrs.
Martha McSpadden of Electra, vicepresidents, and A. W. Lilly of Commerce, secretary-treasurer.
Cole warned that theatre owners
should be making plans for reconstruction and remodeling and bringing
in new equipment as the surest way
to head off competition and said that
prices raised during the wartime boom
might in some cases need rescaling as
a means to stopping competition.
Eight}' per cent of the members have
plans for remodeling or building new
theatres as soon as materials and labor
are available.
Film selling terms and the benefits
of exchanging market prices among
members were discussed and commended, and the membership voted to
send a resolution to Attorney General
Tom Clark commending him and the
Justice
Department
on "the infirmbusiness
stand
taken against
monopoly
and particularly in the motion picture
industry in the Government suit."
Skouras
For

Organizing

Cancer

Fund

Kansas City, Oct. 23. — Charles P.
Skouras, National Theatres president,
has been asked to head a committee
to correlate a theatre campaign with
the
American
raising
drives Cancer
and has Society's
set up afundpro
forma organization in the industry,
with Frank Ricketson of Denver as
executive vice-chairman, assisted by
the
of National's
K. presidents
C. Rhoden,
Midwest ;divisions
George :
Bowser, Southern California ; Frank
Newman, Evergreen ; Harold Fitzgerald, Wisconsin ; Richard Spier,
Northern California, and Dave idzal,
Detroit.
Announcement of the organization
was made last night at a two-day
meeting
of National's
division
in the Muehlenbach
Hotel
here. heads
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Koerner
RKO

Reports

Deals

on

Abroad

In a joint production arrangement,
RKO Radio and J. Arthur Rank interests will make two pictures in
England, according to Charles W.
Koerner, RKO vice-president in
charge of production, now in New
York following a five-week trip to
London and the Continent, accompanied by Phil Reisman, vice-president in charge of foreign distribution.
"So Well Remembered," James
Hilton novel, now being adapted by
Hilton in Hollywood, will be the first
of the two.
In another deal, RKO will jointly
produce with Pathe, Inc., in France,
bi-lingual films, Koerner reported.
While in Paris he conferred with
Adrien Remague, managing director
of Pathe.
Koerner will leave here for the
Coast tomorrow.
MPTA
Elects

of

Ontario

Directors

_Oct.Picture
23. — The
conference
of Toronto,
the Motion
Theatres
Association of Ontario concluded today
at the King Edward Hotel with the
election of a directorate including N.
A. Taylor, Morris Stein, Jack L.
Hunter, Clare Appel, W. A. Summerville, Jr., Herb Allen, Ed Warren,
Ralph Dale, Joseph Garbarino, Sam
Fine, Floyd Rumford and E. S. Meehan. The new directors will elect officers at a meeting next month.
John J. Fitzgibbons, head of the
War Services Committee, addressing
the session, paid tribute to exhibitors
for "generous and valuable support."
In turn, Taylor, chairman of the association, expressed the theatremen's
appreciation
Fitzgibbons' program.
leadership
in the wartimeof cooperative

Newsreel
Parade
POLITICAL
riots shots
in Belgium,
hitherto unreleased
of Navy
submarine operations, the nation's honits sailorareheros,
and in
the current
week's
footballoring ofupsets
covered
newsreels, together with other items j
contents follow:
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 16.— Millions
flock to see Pacific hero ships in V. S.
Gen. de Gaulle visits Belgium as crisis
grips nation;
in Brussels.
submarine filmedriots
in action
against U.theS. Japs.
Football upsets: Alabama beats Tennessee;
Perdue wins over Ohio State.
NEWS rine-war
OF epic revealed
THE DAY,
No. Navy.
214.— Submaby the
Political riots in Brussels; de Gaulle visits Belgium. All faiths join nation-wide tribute to
Navy dead. Death for Nazi war criminals
— Franz Strasser. Films cheer Yanks in
jungle. Gridiron thrillers of the week: Pernee. due upsets Ohio State; Alabama vs. TennesPARAMOUNT
No. 17.—justice;
Navy re-24
leases submarine NEWS,
films. Allied
Nazis
indicted.
"Big
Ten"
upset:
Perdue
vs. Ohio State.
RKO PATHE NEWS, No. 19.— Submarine operations
Alabama tops Tennessee; Perdue revealed.
upsets Buckeyes.
UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL,
No. 444. —
Warships on display. Nazi war criminals
sentenced. Belgians riot over politics; De
Gaulle visits Belgium. 500,000 at Guadaloupe
festival. Football: Alabama 25, Tennessee
7; Indiana 62, Iowa 20.
Managers
On

RKO's

Appeal
Award

Hyman N. Glickstein, counsel for
the Motion Picture Operating Managers and Assistant Managers Guild,
has appealed to the National War
Labor Board, in Washington, from
certain provisions of the New York
Regional
War Labor
on
the contract
disputeBoard's
betweendecision
RKO
Service Corp. and the union. About
41 Metropolitan RKO theatres are
involved.
The union, which was awarded a
48-hour week by the regional board,
is appealing for a 40-hour work
week, and for double time on Sundays and eight annual holidays with
pay. The union is not contesting the
general weekly increase of $7.63, new
wage scales and other phases of the
board's decision.

20th's 'Angelf Set
For Dallas Premiere
World premiere of 20th CenturyFox's "Fallen Angel" will be held at
the Majestic, Dallas, on Nov. 7, and
will be attended by Linda Darnell,
star of the film. The event will be
under
direction
of R. and
J. O'Donnell,
Interstate
executive,
Frank O.
Starz,
publicity
director,
who will lay
Newsmen Honor Sinatra
for other Texas enGen. Dwight D. Eisenhower, Mrs. the groundwork
gagements, among them being the Ma- Joins Canadian Board
Eleanor Roosevelt, Frank Sinatra and
jestic, Houston, Nov. 8, and the Worth,
Ottawa, Oct. 23. — Preceding John
Jo Davidson, sculptor, have been Ft. Worth, Nov. 16.
Grierson's
resignation
film commischosen for the 1945 "Page One
sioner of the
Canadian asNational
Film
Awards" of the New York News- Skouras Al Smith Drive
Board at the end of the month, prepaper Guild which will be made Dec.
liminary reorganization has taken place
A circuit-wide collection of funds
6 at Madison Square Garden. Sinatra
in
the
68
Skouras
theatres,
hereabouts,
in
the
board
of directors of that buwill be honored
his last
"outstanding
reau through the appointment of
contribution
duringfor the
year and will be made during the week of
Brooke
Claxton,
Minister of National
22 on behalf of the Alfred
a half to the cause of racial tolerance." November
E. Smith Memorial Hospital Drive, Health, to replace Senator T. A.
it is announced by Nick John Mat- Crerar. There are eight members.
Strike Hits Crosley
soukas.
Cincinnati, Oct. 23. — A strike of
Form New Schine Firm
1,200 electrical workers was inauguAlbany, N. Y., Oct. 23.— The Schine
Rogers
to
Greet
Navy
rated late today at the Crosley manuinterests, in a move separating their
facturing plant to protest the comRoy Rogers, Republic cowboy-actor, candy business from theatre operations,
pany's alleged refusal to consider a will entertain Navy personnel at a have incorporated Hildemart Corp. at
Geraldine Fitzgerald is in New
special
free matinee of his Madison Miami Beach, Fla.
wage demand.
radio station Square Garden
York from the Coast.
WLW
is also Crosley's'
being picketed.
rodeo tomorrow.
Saturday,
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Dan Michalove, National Theatres' vice-president,
is in Kansas City
from New
York.
•
Michael Curtiz, Warner director,
is due in New York from the Coast
today.
•
Joseph Kinsky of the Sanitary
Automatic Candy Corp., left NewYork yesterday on • a Midwestern trip.
George Bagnall, United Artists
vice-president, has returned to the
Coast from New York.
•
Harry Tugend, Paramount studio
executive, will return to the Coast
from New York on Friday.
•
M. E. Wiman. Monogram branch
manager in Atlanta,
• is in Miami.
A. J. O'Keefe, Universale Western
sales manager, is in• Kansas City.
Francis Alstock has arrived on
the Coast.
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«
Fallen Angel
(20th Century-Fox)
Angel" starts .playing its first dates, approximately
"Fallen
time will
BY twotheyears
have elapsed since an Alice Faye production has gone to
All Here"— a musical, of course — with
was "The
last date
market.
an
officialHer
release
of Dec.Gang's
24, 1943. Meanwhile, Miss Faye has been
engaged with family matters and an ambition to forego musicals for roles
more serious. Her new attraction is an answer to her ambition, but the
answer, nevertheless, is yet to come.
In this uneven melodrama, ending in murder, Miss Faye plays a small-town
girl, repressed, until Dana Andrews, who seems hardly worth _ the trouble
he causes, sets her afire emotionally. Knowing nothing about him and with
reason to suspect plenty until the truth proves it, she succumbs in a lightninglike romance. They marry, and trouble really gets going. She marries him
because it's love. He marries her because it's not love but a short cut to
and without which she won't
the money
marry
him. he has promised sultry Linda Darnell
Miss Darnell is "hot stuff," it appears. Percy Kilbride, roadside eatery
owner for whom she works, thinks so. Charles Bickford, former New York
cop, thinks so. Bruce Cabot, slot machine character, also. And, of course,
Andrews thinks so to a degree that makes his already shady character turn
decidedly more shady. The temperature goes down, however, when Miss
Darnell is slugged into eternity with a lead pipe. Andrews becomes more
suspect than the others, but Miss Faye— his wife by this time — stands by to
the hilt. Under her loving care, he changes his spots which are credited to a
much misunderstood youth. In dialogue, but not on the screen, he_ traces the
essential clew — a woman's watch chain — to Bickford. The inevitable way
is cleared for Andrews and Miss Faye to head into the sunset.
Performances at large range from good to satisfactory. There is little
call on Miss Faye to demonstrate whether or not she can be dramatic so
that "Fallen Angel" constitutes no test on this score. Low-key photography
adds decidedly to the mood of things. Production values are thoroughly
expert for the kind of story this is. But the treatment itself is too sprawling
and, consequently, too diffused to retain full strength for its 97 minutes.
Since Otto Preminger both produced and directed, from a script by Harry
Kleiner, the fault evidently rests on his shoulders for results of only average
interest.' Anne Revere and John Carradine are in the support.
Running time, 97 minutes. Adult audience classification. Release date, December.
Red Kann

Indian summer weather is having a
stimulating effect on attendance for
■holdovers, as well as for new arrivals.
Combined grosses will reach an approximate $76,600, compared with $60,400
average.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Oct. 23-26:
MILDRED PIERCE (WB) — RKO
ABLEE (3,300) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7 days,
phis a Saturday midnight show. Gross :
$17,000. (Average: $13,500)
THE SOUTHERNER (UA) — RKO
CAPITOL (2,000) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7
days. Gross: $10,000. (Average: $9,000)
FLAMING BULLETS (PRC) and
WHITE PANGO (PRC) — RKO FAMILY (1,000) (30c-40c) 4 days. Gross:
$1,700. (Average: $1,600)
SHADOWS OVER SHANGHAI (Popular) and THEY MET IN THE DARK
(English)
— RKO
(1,000) $800)
(30c40c) 4 days.
Gross:FAMILY
$900. (Average:
SPANISH MAIN (RKO) — RKO
GRAND — (1,500) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7
days, 2nd week on a moveover from the
Albee. Gross: $8,000. (Average: $8,000)
RHAPSODY IN BLUE (M-G-M) —
KEITH'S
(44c-50c-60c-70c)
days.
4th
week on(1,500)
a moveover
from three 7 weeks
at the Capitol. Gross : $5,500. (Average :
$5,000)
THE HOUSE ON 92ND STREET
(20th-Fox) — RKO LYRIC (1,400) (44c50c-60c-70c) 7 days, 2nd week, on a
moveover from the Palace. Gross : $6,500.
Average: $5,000)
British Trade Talks
DUFFY'S TAVERN (Para.) — RKO
PALACE (2,700) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7 days,
plus a Saturday midnight show. Gross :
$22,000. (Average: $12,500)
Not Encouraging
KISS AND TELL (Col.) — RKO
SHUBERT— (2,150) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7
days, 3rd week, on a moveover from the
Washington, Oct. 23. — Possibilities
Grand, following an initial week at the
Palace. Gross: $5,000. (Average: $5,000) that the Anglo-American discussions
which have been going on here for the
past six weeks in an effort to work out
CHICAGO
the basis for an agreement are questioned by the Earl of Halifax, who did
not specify the stumbling blocks which
Record out-of-town crowds continue had arisen, but it has been made known
to
give grosses.
the Loop's first runs above that the British have been reluctant to
normal
deal directly with the trade barriers
Estimated receipts for the week end- which Department of State officials ining Oct. 25 :
sist must be leveled if financial assisCAPTAIN EDDIE (20th-Fox) —
tance is to be provided.
APOLLO — (1,200) (55c-65c-85c^95c)
It was learned, for example, that _the
Gross: $13,000. (Average: $10,000)
THE DOLLY SISTERS (20th-Fox)—
had suggested
elimina-a
tion of international
cartelsthethrough
CHICAGO (3,850) (55c-65c-85c-95c) 3rd Department
week. Stage show. Jack Owens. Gross : multi-lateral agreement among the
$54,000. (Average: $51,500)
THE HOUSE ON 92ND STREET principal trading nations, and that the
(20th-Fox) — GARRICK (1,000) (55c-65c- British officials had countered with a
85c-95c)
Gross: $21,000. (Average: $9,- proposal for establishment of an inter100)
national consultative group to make
BORN FOR TROUBLE (WB) and
IT ALL CAME TRUE (WB) — GRAND recommendations as to which cartels
(1,350)
Gross: $14,000. should be abolished.
(Average:(55c-65c-85c-95c)
$9,100)
The discussions are moving much
GUEST WIFE (UA)— ORIENTAL
(3,200) ((55c-65c-85c-95c) 2nd week. On more slowly than had been anticipated,
stage: Jimmy Dorsey. Gross: $38,000. due, it is reported, to the reluctance of
(Average: $24,000)
LADY ON A TRAIN (U) and MAMA the British negotiators to disturb their
LOVES PAPA (RKO)— PALACE (2,500) present economic set-up which operates
(55c-65c-85c-95c)
Gross: $29,000. (Aver- to the advantage of British trade over
age: $24,000)
good part of the world, and to the
PRIDE OF THE MARINES (WB) — adisadvantage
of our nitionals.
ROOSEVELT (1,000) (55c-65c-85c-95c)
2nd
000) week. Gross: $17,000. (Average: $24,LOVE LETTERS (Para.) — STATE Mayor LaGuardia
LAKE— (2,700) (55c-65c-85c-95c) 5th
(Continued from bnge 1)
week.
Gross: $21,000. (Average: $29,000)
OUR VINES HAVE TENDER Bader, Tack Fuld, Irving Gottlieb,
GRAPES (M-G-M)— UNITED ART- R. K. Hawkinson, Fred W. Lange,
ISTS (1,700) (55c-65c-85c-95c) Gross: Lewis J. Levy, George Matthews,
$30,000. (Average: $20,000)
JOHNNY ANGEL (RKO) — WOODS Benjamin Mindlin, George J. Riester,
(1,200) (55c-65c-85c-95c) 5th week. Gross Louis T. Rogers, Abraham Shenk and
$13,000. (Average: $10,000)
Charles Steiner.

Czechs
To

Seek

Name

Agent

U.S. Films

Miles Sherover, an American businessman, has been appointed by Vacslav Kopecky, Czechoslovak Minister of
Information, as exclusive Government
aarent for the purchase of American
motion pictures, according to a wireless dispatch from Prague to the New
York Herald Tribune.
The Czechs, it is understood, hope
Sherover will succeed in persuading
American film producers to desist
from their present stand of not selling
pictures to Czechoslovakia because of
the nationalization of the film industry there.
Stern Leaves TP
(Continued from Page 1)
branch manager, district manager and
assistant sales manager. Fifteen vears
ago, calStern
organized
non-theatridepartment
which, thetoday,
handles
all Universal business with the War
and Navy Departments.
Universal executives and others
who will attend dinner include : Morris Alin, Walter Barber, Maurice
Bergman, Lt. Comm. Clark, Al Daff.
Rill German, E. T. Gomersall. Al
Horwitz, J. J. Jordan. Harrv Kapit
C. Kirby, J. Ludwig. Hank Linet. D.
A Levy, Ben Lorber, J. D. Miller,
Tom Mead, R. Miles, F. J. McCarthv,
S. Machnovitch, E. L. McEvov, G.-J.
Malafronte. T. Martell, J. H. Murphy,
Tohn J. Rogers,
O'Connor,William
Comm. A.
O'Handley.
Budd
Scully,
Adolph Schimel, A. J. Sharick, Irving Stolzer and E. Walsh.

Grosses
Strong

Still
Here

New York had a return of summer
which contributed, along with the arrival of the fleet, in bringing out-oftowners and natives alike to Manhattan, with the result that the downtown
theatrical district here, either the initial
objective or a subsequent attraction,
was swarmed with visitors.
Still a powerful magnet to the Music Hall box-office, "Weekend at the
Waldorf," with a stage presentation,
is the outstanding holdover, being
headed for a $125,000 third week; it
will continue.
Re-Release Scores
The Warner re-release of "It All
Came tures
True,"
one of the
new pichere is chalking
up few
a remarkably
high $30,000 in a first week at the
Victoria.
another new"Paris
entry, atUnderground,"
the Gotham, will
do a moderately attractive $15,000 for
its first week. The initial week of
"Guest Wife," at the Criterion, will
bring $22,000, showing some weight.
"The House on 92nd Street," supported by a stage show featuring the
Copacabana Revue, continues to show
strength at the Roxy, with an $86,000
fourth week likely ; it will go a fifth.
"And
lows. Then There Were None" fol"Her Highness and the Bellboy"
and Gene Krupa's orchestra is slowing
down at the Capitol, bringing about
$62,000 for the fourth and final week.
The third week's gross- was $73,900.
"Kiss and Tell" bows in there tomorrow.
"Mildred Pierce" and Russ Morgan's orchestra, at the Strand, are
rolling up a fairly healthy fourth
week's gross of $56,000 ; the show did
over $60,000 in its third week. "Rhapsody in Blue" will give the Hollywood
a relatively fair $16,000 in its 17th
week; $18,000 was the 16th week's
"Duffy's Tavern" with the Andrews
figure.
Sisters on stage, is running at a
slower pace at the Paramount, dropping to about $60,000 for its seventh
week, which is $10,000 short of the
previous
income.
The continue
show is
still held week's
in favor
and will
another two weeks before bowing out
for
"Hold That Blonde" and Frank
Sinatra.
'Spirit' Holding
"Blithe Spirit" will do a fairly robust $28,000 in a third week at the
Winter Garden where it drew $34,000
last week and will hold over. At the
Rivoli, "Love Letters" is still profitable ;although now in its ninth week,
it will wind up with $38,000. The
eighth week's business was $42,000 ; it
also holds. "G. I. Joe," at the Globe,
is holding well enough and will gross
$19,000 for its third week, following
a $23,000 second week.
"George White's Scandals" is good
for $21,000 in its second week at the
Palace and will be succeeded today
by "First Yank Into Tokyo" ; "Spanish Main" is booked to open Nov. 6.
"Wonder Man" will bring the Astor
$22,000 for its 20th week and will be
followed bound."
there
on Nov. 1 Adventures
by "Spell"The Wonderful
of Pinocchio" is still going at the Republic and will finish its 10th week
with a fair $7,000. The first week of
"Strange Holiday" will provide the
Rialto with a modest $8,500; it will
hold.

This message was prepared and inserted in the Trade
Press by: Columbia Pictures Corp., Metro-GoldwynMayer Pictures, Paramount Pictures Inc., RKO-Radio
Pictures, Inc., Twentieth Century-Fox Corp., Universal
Pictures Company, Inc., Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.
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Motion

Trust

Trial

(Continued from page 1)
Wright, Special Assistant to the U. S.
Attorney General, who is trying the
Government's case. Rodgers
the previous day as a generaltestified
distribution witness
for the five defendants with
affiliated circuits.
Zukor under
direct questioning by Whitney
North Seymour, counsel
for Paramount,
traced the early
history of Fam o u s Players,
predecessor o f
the present
Adolph Zukor
Paramount company, and described the circumstances under which
Paramount entered exhibition as a
result of the operations of First National's control of production and exhibition. He traced the development
of the Paramount theatre enterprises
following the formation of Southern
Enterprises with S. A. Lynch in the
1919-1920 period.
Freeman testified concerning the
nature of competition in production.
He described competition in the purchase of story material and the signing of talent. Freeman said that the
cost of films in the top brackets has
increased between 100 and 150 per
cent since the 1937-38 season. According toFreeman, Paramount's 1944
program cost $28,000,000, with 28 to
30 films now being produced annually,
compared with 55 to 60 a year before
the war. Freeman described in detail
under questioning by Seymour the
system of loaning stars by one company to another, with independent producers participating in these arrangements. He estimated that there are at
present 40 independent producers in
Hollywood, more than there have
ever been at any time before. Some
24 independents are members of the
Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers, according to Donald
.M. Nelson, SIMPP president, Freeman said.
As former theatre operations head of
Paramount, Freeman was questioned
about the Paramount bankruptcy and
theatre reorganization between 1933,
when Freeman joined the company,
and 1935. He said that he considered
it important for Paramount to own
theatres since through them it was
able to gain first-hand knowledge of
public tastes in films.
Charts Introduced
Wright took over the cross-examination of Rodgers shortly after the
morning session began. John W.
Davis, counsel for Loew's, introduced
charts to show how M-G-M sold firstruns to independents as well as affiliated circuit houses in 101 cities and
also the division of total revenues
from affiliated and independent theatres between 1936 and 1944. Considerable discussion developed following a question by Judge John Bright
about an item in one of the charts
which indicated that M-G-M had sold
its films away from the Saenger circuit and other theatre interests of E.
V. Richards in Louisiana.
Freeman will be cross-examined bv
Wright when the trial resumes this
morning.

Picture

Receivers At Helm
On Freeman Arrival
Seeking to establish the
"decentralized" nature of
Paramount's theatre operations following the bankruptcy proceedings which led
to a reorganization, Whitney
North Seymour, counsel for
Paramount, asked Y. Frank
Freeman during testimony in
the New York film anti-trust
suit, here, yesterday, who was
running the theatres when he
rejoined the company in 1933.
"Most of them were operated by receivers when I got
there," Freeman replied.
Denmark
(Continued from page 1)
tunity ever for expansion in this
market.
Danish trade with those countries
is said to be in sufficient volume to
permit the earmarking of part of the
incoming foreign currency for use in
the entertainment world.
Preceding the bank's decision, negotiations between American distributors and Danish exhibitors on new
playing terms had reached an impasse. Danish exhibitors who hitherto paid a ton of 30 per cent of
receipts for films, insisted they could
not meet the new terms running up
to 45 per cent being asked by distributors.
Meanwhile, more than 75 American
features, most with prints and already
titled, are in the free harbor here
awaiting entry permits. M-G-M has
one rvcture remaining to be released
and 10 not yet admitted, among them
"Thrill of a Romance," with Lauritz
Melchior. popular Danish headliner.
The situation for other companies
is : 20th Century-Fox, one picture
admitted and 20 in free harbor ; Columbia, no releases on hand and 16
awaiting- entry : Warners, no releases
on hand, but 17 awaiting entry.
Agfa Color
(Continued from page 1)
of
direct benefit to U. S. science and
industry.
The new process is said to have
the advantage that multiple positive
prints of equal quality may be made.
Sound may be recorded on the film,
but for best results a new type photo
cell developed by Ziss Icon in Dresden and AGE in Berlin must be used
;n the projector; the cell, however,
:s equally good on black-and-white
sound recording, it is claimed.
Ranger renorted that the color of
nictures he saw was excellent, although the definition was a little-short
of what is expected from black-andwhite, and sound reproduction is described asalso excellent. He observed
that color film manufacture was set
up better in Paris than in Germanv
because the UFA studios in Berlin
were never completely working due
to construction dHays and bombing.
"Goebbels kept the film industry going full blast during the entire war.
to the growing unrest of the people."
Ranger
commented.
high salaries
to the "Expensive
artists, withgowns,
want
increasing on all sides, did not please
the public despite the fact that films
were their only possible relaxation."
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(Continued from page 1)
Subject
'til your bank balance is barely enough
to live
on. doBuyour bonds
it' hurts.
Let
us all
bit to till
prevent
an- "Story of a Dog"
other Pearl Harbor, another Bataan, (WB-Vitaphone Varieties)
This subject opens in a Coast Guard
another
Corregidor'."
Col. Gregory
(Pappy) Boyington, War Dog Center, where the dogs are
holder of the Congressional Medal of processed and have a physical fitness
Honor, joined with Wainwright in test. The dogs are then given serial
commending the performances of this numbers, photographed and finally as-j
and other industries in supporting the
signedsimulated
to handlers
train themHighun-"
war who
conditions.
fighting front, giving ample evidence der
lighted are shots of canine calisthenics,
of the need for continuing to fight
hurdling, wall scaling and jumping and
here through bond investments.
Irving Lesser, New York chairman crawling
the
are feats.
sent toAfter
the 'graduation'
Pacific, where
of the campaign, introduced Wain- dogs
one
of
the
trainees
has
been
filmed
wright. Other speakers were : Sgt.
a Jap sniper. Produced in
Irving Strobing, who sent the last ra- catching
cooperation with and photographed by
dio message from besieged Gorregi- the U. S. Coast Guard. Running time,
dor; Ted Gamble, national director of 10 minutes.
the War Finance Committee ; Frederick W. Gehle, War Finance director
in New York; Morris Kinzler and
S. H. Fabian.
The National Anthem was sung by Republic Closed
Gladys Swarthout ; the invocation was
(Continued from page 1)
said by Capt. Robert D. Workman,
senior chaplain of the Third Naval while the latter proceeded with four
District, while Ben Grauer was mas- of six pictures in work.
ter of ceremonies.
Inter-local negotiations between a
committee representing IATSE and
WAC Trade Press Division
the
been striking
completed,Carpenters'
according Union
to Royhave
M.
Host to Drive Committee
"IA" international represenThe trade press division of the War Brewer, tative,
and several unsettled points
Activities Committee will be host to will be forwarded
to the international
the industry's Victory Loan commit- presidents for adjustment within five
tee, of which S. H. Fabian is chairman, on Friday, Oct. 26, at an Astor days, as previously ordered by the
Hotel luncheon, here. Jack Alicoate, AFL executive committee. Discussions
chairman of the trade press division, by committees of other locals will
follow the carpenters', which may
will preside.
In addition to Fabian, other national prove a test case.
Herbert Sorrell, Conference of Stuofficers attending will include. Oscar
dio Unions president, was ordered by
A. Doob. campaign director ; Max A. Superior Court Judge Henry M. Mills
Cohen, assistant chairman ; Chick to show cause next Monday why he
Lewis, co-ordinator ; Charles M. should not be held in contempt for
Reagan, distributor chairman. Guests
also will include the six liaison men in causing wholesale violations of the orheadquarters for regional chairmen : four. der limiting pickets at Warners to
they are : Charles Thall, representing
The Council of Hollvwood Guilds
Charles Skouras, San Francisco ; Paul
and
Unions last night adopted a resoLevi, representing Samuel Pinanski.
lution calling on the producers to reBoston ; Toseph Rvan. representing
store striking employes in view of the
John J. Friedl. Minneapolis ; Ralph
McGowan, for Harry Arthur, St. NLRB decision in the set decorators'
Louis ; Herman Schleier, for Harry
Brandt, New York, and Ray Beall. Johnston, AFL Executives
Confer on Strike Today
representing
O'Donnell,
Beall also is Bob
publicity
director Dallas.
of the
campaign.
Cincinnati, Oct. 23. — Meetings between Eric Johnston, MPPDA presiDuring the luncheon a plaque atdent, and the American Federation of
to Doobs'
ship oftestingthe
WAC former
public chairmanrelations Labor's executive committee, on the
division, will be presented by George Hollywood strike situation, will begin
here tomorrow morning. Others who
J. Schaefer. WAC chairman.
will be on hand for the conferences
are:Johnston
Joyce O'Hara.
assistant
to
; Donald executive
Nelson, president
RKO Refinancing
of
the
Society
of
Independent
Motion
(Continued from page 1)
Picture Producers ; Richard Walsh,
RKO six per cent preferred at a price IATSE president, and Frank Fenton,
of $105. Under the new loan, carry- representing AFL president William
Green.
ingnesscharges
of the company's
indebtedare expected
to be reduced
from
the present $1,200,000 annually to an British Taxes
estimated $300,000.
(Continued from page 1)
RKO's 2,873,000 shares of common
stock will not be affected by the re- provide about $1,000,000,000 to be
financing, nor will an estimated 2,the next few years in re600,000 outstanding common stock spent over
storing British industry, it was said.
warrants, which entitled holders to
Restoration of pre-war income tax
purchase a share of common stock for exemptions also was ordered, to become effective next April, and which
$15. Previous common stock warrants,
which
entitled
holders
to
purwill
free
2,000.000 persons from aschase common shares at the rate of
sessments. The program calls for
$5 for a half share, have expired. The continued price controls and curtailment of dollar imports, pending the
common stock closed at 12^ on the
New York Stock Exchange vesterday, outcome of financial discussions now
with preferred closing at 105^4.
going on in Washington.

Have You Sent In Your Victory Loan Pledge?
LET'S FINISH THE JOB!
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NO

for

Nixie,,
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amorous

There's
a YES
in my
whistle!
It goes like

this!'.'...

7^

W/frrife*

COLUMBIA
PfCTURES
presents

USSEttBOWMAN
on.

with
CHARLES WINNINGER
JERGENS
HARRY DAVENPORT • SARA HADEN
Screenplay by Virginia Van Upp, John Jacoby and Sarett Tobias
Produced by
Directed by
ADELE

VIRGINIA

VAN

UPP

• ALEXANDER

HALL

* Every fan is going to know about Nixie in
"She Wouldn't Say Yes" through the magazine
campaign reaching 100,000,000 readers . . . and
through huge merchandising tie-ups.
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Learns

Trust

Paramount,

Loew
Reagan

Dispute
Explains Some

Paramount's

of

Policies

By MILTON LIVINGSTON
Failure to agree on terms for the
exhibition of Paramount films in
Loew's Metropolitan New York
theatres and a dispute over an audit
to d e t e rmine
rentals, prevented Paramount pictures
from reaching
s u b s e q uentrun exhibitors
in the New
York area, for
15 months, even
in the absence
of any written
contr act between Paramount and
Loew's, Robert
Charles M. Reagan
L. Wright, government attorney, brought out during cross-examination of Charles M. Reagan,
(Continued on page 11)
Slow

on

Surplus

Release

of

Equipment

Washington, Oct. 24.— Very little
Army photographic and projection
equipment has so far been declared
surplus and there are indications that
1 the
surpluswillstock,
whenandit eventually
develops,
be less
in poorer
condition than originally anticipated.
So far,
none ofintothetheoverseas
equipment has come
hands of
the
Surplus Property Administration,
where plans have been developed for
its sale at very low prices to schools
(Continued on page 11)
r
$250,000,000 for
Theatres Predicted
An estimated $250,000,000
will be spent in the U. S. on
construction of new theatres
and remodeling of existing
ones during the next five
years, it is predicted by the
Tile Council of America.

Are

Appeals

Delayed

OCTOBER

TEN CENTS

25, 1945

STUDIO

STRIKE

IS

ENDED
BY
AFL
Decisions on the filing of appeals by
defendants in both the Schine and
•Goldman Government anti-trust cases
AFL Strike Action
Terminate Picketing at
in which judgments were recently
May
Be
Precedent
Once; Return Workers
rendered, in favor of the U. S. in the
Schine case, and in favor of Goldman
Cincinnati,
Oct.
24.
—
The
To Jobs, By Resolution
AFL executive council action
in that case, will probably await further determinations by the courts of
to settle the Hollywood studio
the specific nature of the injunctive
strike may make labor hisCincinnati, Oct. 24. — The
relief and damages to be granted, both
tory in that it is believed to
executive council of the Ameribe the first instance of a
industry and Government attorneys
can Federation of Labor meetdisclose to Motion Picture Daily.
council directive being used
ing
here today directed that the
to
end
a
strike.
Previously,
In the Goldman case, counsel point
the council could only sugout that in rendering its decision the
Hollywood studio strike be terminated immediately and that all
gest a settlement and could
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals instructed the District Court to fix
not bind the ordinarily austudio employes return to work
tonomous member unions to
at once while efforts are being
damages suffered 'by Goldman. Alaccept its recommendations.
made during the next 30 days
though the Circuit
Court's
ruling was
announced
on Aug.
2, neither
the
damages or the injunctive relief to be
to iron out the jurisdictional disgranted Goldman, has yet been deter- Promises Action on
putes which gave rise to the
mined by the District Court, as directseven months' old strike which,
ed in the decision. Counsel for the
it is estimated, cost the industry
distributor defendants indicate that U.S. Excise Taxes
000.
they are awaiting this determination
before deciding their future course of
between $7,000,000 and $10,000*action. Suggestions that the defend(In Hollywood it was reported
Washington, Oct. 24.— As the Sen(Continued on page 11)
last night that settlement proate went. into the question of excise
visions advanced by the AFL
rates today, Chairman George of the
executive council are those proFinance Committee promised, that the
whole matter of excise levies would
posed earlier by U. S. ConciliaU. S. Winding Up
tor Earl Ruddy, and include the
be gone into thoroughly soon after
reinstatement
of union conJanuary 1. The House bill provides
tracts and the return of strikfor
return
of
excises
to
prewar
rates
Italy Operations
ers to their status quo on
on July 1, next.
Marchment9,workers
1945.
Somebe retained
replacewould
The Senate today passed a $5,788,Negotiations are currently under 000.000
tax-reduction bill and sent it severance
and
those
discharged
would
get
pay.)
way in Rome between U. S. company to conference with the House, which
and Psychological Warfare represen- has offered $5,350,000,000 in relief.
tatives to complete arrangements for
(Inhead
Hollywood,
Herbert Sor-of
rell,
of the Conference
the formal transfer of film operations
Studio Unions' strike faction,
there to a commercial basis, it is unsaid : "All picket lines are being
derstood.
U.S. Will Continue
withdrawn from the studios immediately. Arrangements for
Mario Luporini,
20th Italy,
Century-Fox's
managing
director for
is now in Raw Stock Advice
them to go back to work will
Rome setting up combined physical
distribution facilities for the companbe made
The
AFL later.")
action was taken followies; each company will, however, sell
Washington, Oct. 24. — The Photoindividually.
ing the initial meeting here with Eric
graphic Film Manufacturers Industry
(Continued on page 4)
Advisory Committee was designated
today as one of a number of such
Spain Offers More groups which will be retained when
* Basis for Labor
the Civilian Production Administration
takes
over
the
War
Production
Liberal Film Terms
Peace': Johnston
Board on Nov. 3, for consultation on
reconversion problems.
Cincinnati, Oct. 24. — Eric
Johnston, MPPDA president,
The
long-term
set-up
will
follow
Negotiators for the Spanish govern- the lines of the interim organization
before leaving here for Washment in Madrid have offered to admit
ington by plane today, said:
being worked out by Assistant
a total of 180-200 films annually into now
"Today's agreement provides
Secretary
William
Benton,
details
of
that country and accord U. S. films
the basis for labor peace in
the same treatment as given those of which are near completion.
the industry. We hope to
any other country, foreign managers
make the labor relations of
The over-all plan calls for the ashave been informed, it has been
signment of informational experts to
the industry the best of any
learned here. The Spanish negotia- each U. S. Embassy and Legation abroad, and the building up of
tors, who must eventually have their
Donald Nelson, SIMPP
in the world."
offer approved by the appropriate film libraries comprising the best and
president,
present at the time,
Spanish ministry, and then must refer more important Government producconcurred.
it to the full cabinet, have also protions, industrial films and documen(Continued on page 11)
taries produced in Hollywood.
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Fabian

Personal
Mention

RTHY, Universale
A. MCCA
FJ.
rn and Canadian sales
• Southe
manager, will leave New York this
morning for Dallas, returning next
week.
•
Miriam Hopkins, in Alexandria,
Ya., from Hollywood, was married
there on Tuesday to Raymond B.
Brock, war correspondent. Both are
en route to New York.
•
Harry Brand, 20th Century-Fox
director of Coast studio publicity, will
arrive in New York from Movietone
City on Sunday.
Luke Stein and Carl Floyd,
Florida circuit partners, are New
. York visitors, accompanied by their
wives.
Louis J. Kaufman, a Warner
Theatres executive, left New York
last night for Cleveland, returning at
the weekend.
•
Walter sales
Branson,
Western
manager,RKO
is enRadio's
route
to "the Coast.
Harry Goldberg, Warner Theatres'
advertising-publicity director, was in
New Haven yesterday.
•
Niles Trammell, NBC president,
will address the Milwaukee Advertising Club today on radio
and television.
•
Henry Blanke, Warner producer,
is at the Sherry-Netherlands, here,
from Hollywood, for a short visit.
•
Cedric Gibbons, M-G-M art direchere. tor, is at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
•
Mort Spring, vice-president of
Loew's
International, was home with a
cold yesterday.
Leo Jaffee, assistant home office
treasurer of Columbia, was home ill
yesterday.
•
Michael Curtiz is at the SherryNetherland Hotel, here, from Hollywood.
•
Jack Ellis, United Artists' New
York exchange manager,
is home ill.
•
William Thomas entrained at
Hollywood yesterday for New York.
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Insider's
By RED
-G-M-International will inM
augurate its import plan
next month when "The Last
Chance," Swiss-made feature,
opens at the Criterion right here
in Times Square. This will be
the leadoff in what Arthur
Loew, sponsor of the move, anticipates may total from 15 to 20
films annually. The entire idea,
like the same company's program of 16mm. distribution
overseas, is interesting. If it
succeeds, a pattern will have
been established. Since patterns,
no matter where or by whom
drawn, have the habit of growing in this industry, other distributors may follow suit.
It is not at all an illogical
possibility, therefore, that producers of foreign pictures yet
may see the happy day when
their worthwhile efforts are
confronted with a competitive
scramble for place in the domestic market. Some would mark
down such a day and such an
event as millennium's arrival.
■
Loew already has read into
his plan the belief it will prove
a springboard for creating international understanding and goodwill. Ahead of the fact as this
may be, the impression is that
he is not reading in too much.
Important members of the
British industry, for example,
have been sounding often and
long on what they term the inequities of the Anglo-American
situation ; how we take out
something in the neighborhood
of $80,000,000 yearly and return
only a pittance of that amount
through sale of English films in
our home market. It is on the
very basis of dollar inequality
that they have built their case
and the fact American films, in
the main, feed the necessary
commercial sustenance to their
own theatres is commonly neglected byconscious default.
Yet, if this is one world compressed these days into constantly diminishing boundaries and if
cooperation among nations is to
become deed rather than theory,
it follows as an obvious corollary that we cannot maintain
celluloid isolationism any more
than we can hope successfully
to maintain a political and military vacuum.
■
The identifying yardstick applies to motion pictures precisely
as to other commodities. For reasons of nationalism and pride,
there are many who aver the

Outlook
KANNyardstick fits even more snugly
where motion pictures are concerned. Metro unquestionably
recognizes this. It comprehends
how international cooperation
may be increased by undertaking a genuinely serious job of
merchandising worthy foreignmade product in the rich domestic market. To prove it, there is
Loew observing, "Providing the
producers of other countries
with a big outlet here should
make our own market in those
countries the more stable."
The approach is commercial,
of course, but it likewise happens to have the merit of broadgauged thinking on its side. We
can use all of that commodity
anyone anywhere can bring to
bear.
■
As a demonstration of earnestness, there is this to add: If
a smattering of imports shows
up, their handling will clear
through the existing Metro sales
force, presumably differentiating
between the foreign and the
Hollywood-made product by selling the former on its own. If
production abroad recovers to
an extent which will give the
company as many as 15 to 20
each year, a special force functioningwill
apart from
Metro's regular staff
be developed,
using existing physical facilities
for
ence. their ready-made conveni■ ■
"Just saw your squib about me
in Motion Picture Daily. [It
was "Goodman to Munich,
reads a contemporary headline
in part. Hope he leaves his umbrella behind."] I had some
difficulty getting its significance," writes Morris Goodman. "First I thought maybe
you were having a lot of rain
and umbrellas were scarce and
you were hinting my umbrella
should be sent on. But when
somebody who remembers his
history better than I do mentioned Chamberlain, I was sure
he fathomed correctly the
thought behind it.
"I know you will be glad to
know I have no intention of
taking my umbrella ; instead, I
will carry along a trench coat
which is of a color that will get
more respect. Furthermore, I
feel reasonably sure that, in the
present situation, the individuals
. I shall have to make contact
with in my present assignment
will display a more reasonable
attitude than the kind the man

Raise

for

Projectionists
The negotiating committee of
IATSE New York projectionists local
No. 306 reached an agreement yesterdaytractwithtermsthecovering
Fabian thecircuit
on conprojectionists
employed
the circuit's
Paramount, atStrand
and Fox Brooklyn
theatres.
Approximately a 15 per cent increase
was granted by the circuit and the issue of "request"
was comprom'sed
to
permit
the companies
to select the
first projectionist and the union to
name the next for hiring.
The contract, which is for two
years, starting Sept. 1, 1945, will not
necessitate a special membership meeting for ratification, but will probably
be lefting for
to membership
the next "306"approval,
general meetit is
understood.
The "306" agreement with Fabian
thus concludes all contract negotiations for new two-year projectionist
contracts in New York City. Motion
Picture Daily reported on Monday
that the "306" membership had ratified
the accord reached with Loew's, RKO,
Randforce, Skouras, Broadway firstruns, the Trans-Lux, home offices and
newsreels.
Col. Cohen

Leaves

Army This Week
Col. Emanuel Cohen, executive producer of the Army Signal Corps
Photographic Center at Astoria, L. I.,
since May, 1944, will retire from the
Army this week.
Following his entry into the Army
with the rank of major in 1942,
Cohen was at various times commanding officer of the Signal Corps
Film Library, commanding officer of
the Army-Navy Screen Magazine
and head of the Special Coverage
Division before becoming SCPC executive producer.
Cohen was at one time production
head of Paramount and also viceCoast studio.
preseident
in charge of the company's
General

Precision

Reports $355,841 Net
General Precision Equipment Corp.
and subsidiary companies report a
consolidated net profit of $355,841 for
the three months ended Sept. 30, after
taxes and renegotiafor all
provision
tion and other
contingencies
subject to
year-end adjustments.
Luncheon for Rios
Hollywood, Oct. 24. — President
Juan Antonia Rios of Chile will be
to be
at a luncheon- Society
guest of honorMotion
the
giventheby Americas
Los Angeles
, thePicture
for
Chamber of Commerce and Mayor
Fletcher Bowron at the Beverly Hills
Hotel on Oct. 31.

Zoning Change Here
Opposed by Reade
Walter Reade, circuit operator,
urged the City Planning Commission
yesterday to reject a proposed zoning
change intended, in. his opinion, to
prevent him from transforming the
old Anderson Art Gallery at the
with the umbrella had to deal
southeast corner of Park Avenue and
with
— at least,
I hope
so."
59th house
Street designed
into a "unique
Goodman
leaves
momentarily
film
to meetand theartistic"
needs
of a subscription clientele.
to help launch American films in
occupied Germany.
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Warners' 'Mildred Pierce is the big date of the day! Starring
JOAN
CRAWFORD
• JACK
CARSON
• ZACHARY
SCOTT
m
MICHAEL CUKTIZ directed/
[VE ARDEN • ANN BLYTH ■ BRUCE BENNETT • Screen Play by Ranald MacDougall • Based on the Novel by James M. Cain • Music by Max Steiner • Produced by JERRY WALD
"Have

You Sent in Your Victory Loan Pledge?

Let's Finish the Job!

4
600

Motion
Skouras

In Drive

Picture

Houses

on Cancer

Kansas City, Oct. 24. — Procedure
for participation by National Theatres in the American Cancer Society's
fund-raising campaign was decided at
a meeting here yesterday by Charles
P. Skouras, company president, who
heads the theatre-campaign correlating
committee : Frank Ricketson, of Denver, committee executive vice-chairman, and national division presidents
Elmer C. Rhoden, Midwest; George
Bowser, Southern California; Frank
Newman, Evergreen Circuit; Harold
Fitzgerald, Wisconsin ; Richard Spier,
Northern California, and Dave Idzal,
Detroit.
The committee will promote participation of all of the 600 National theatres. It is expected that in areas of
National Theatres divisions, arrangements for cooperation from other theatres will evolve so that eventually
there will be considerable participation
by others.
The first drive in the 600 National
theatres will be during Easter Week.
2 Additional Trailers
For Victory Loan
Following the Fred MacMurray
subject already completed by 20th
Century-Fox, two more trailers for
use in the Victory Loan driye have
been- set. Rosalind Russell will star
in ."Uncle Sam Asks for 11 Billion
Dollars," to be made at RKO Radio's
Coast Studios by Leon Goldberg, assisted by Gordon Hollingshead of
Warner Bros. Hollingshead and DeLeon Anthony of Warners had tentatively prepared this subject. Bob
Faber of the Hollywood .Writers
Mobilization wrote the script.
Edward Arnold will narrate another
trailer, "Now We've Got to Pay for
It,"
produced
at M-G-M's
studiosbeing
by Frank
Whitbeck,
from a
script by Robert Lees and Fred Rinaldo.
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Strike

Background

The Hollywood studio strike was
started on Monday, March 12, by the
Conference of Studio Unions on behalf of Local 1421 of the Brotherhood
of Painters, Decorators and Paperhangers of America, AFL, which
the War Labor Board had recognized as bargaining agent for set
decorators, pending a final decision by
the National Labor Relations Board.
The producers said they were "caught
in a jurisdictional dispute," referring
to
notification by Richard F. Walsh
that he would order his IATSE membership not to report to work if 1421
was recognized.
By mid-week approximately 17,000
industry employes were idle, and, as
the labor forces gradually lined up,
IS AFL locals settled down to picketing the studios of Columbia, Samuel
Goldwyn, M-G-M, Paramount, RKO
Radio, Republic, 20th Century-Fox,
Universal and Warner Brothers, with
RKO Pathe and General Service
later
added,
well color,
as' the auxiliar
service
Nationaly
s of asTechni
Screen and Foote, Cone and Belding.
Twelve AFL locals remained on the
job, later supplemented by five new
ones established by Walsh.
Early in the strike, Walsh supported his position by a threat to call
out
the
projectionists,
and
two monthsnation's
later the
strikers started
a box office boycott.
AFL president William Green ordered the strikers back- to work last
spring but later changed his position

Strike

(Continued from page 1)

Johnston, MPPDA president, and
Donald Nelson, SIMPP president.
Under the settlement resolution
adopted by the AFL executive
council the international unions affected will "make every attempt to
settle the jurisdictional questions involved inthe dispute" during a 30-day
period. After the expiration of 30
days, a committee of three members of
the
AFL vestigate
executive
council
inWashington
ruled
virtually
all
'the
and determine
ballots valid, and a few days later the
within"shall
30 days
vote was announced as 55-45 in favor all jurisdictional questions still unof the strikers.
The resolution also directed that all
On Sept. 19 Green called to Washington the presidents of the interna- parties concerned, namely, the IATSE,
tional unions involved in the dispute, Carpenters & Joiners, Machinists,
and they worked out a settlement Plumbers & Steamfitters, the Painters,
solved."
& Paperhangers, the Elecformula whereby committees from the Decorators
trical Workers and Building Service
various locals involved would meet
."on
the local level" to iron out their Employees unions, "accept as final and
differences.
binding such decisions and determinaMeanwhile, production, although
tions as the executive council commitslowed somewhat, had gone on ; and, in
tee of- three may finally render."
an effort to stop it altogether, the
Effective at Once
strikers, early this month, resorted to
mass picketing at the Warner studio,
All time periods referred to in the
followed by a similar move at several resolution are effective as of today.
All
strikers are expected to resume
other plants. Warners and Republic
were closed, and Paramount and RKO work and no one will be displaced, it
were considerably hampered. The ation.
was said here, without further explanmass picketing resulted in outbreaks
of violence, with hundreds being sent
The AFL executive council committo hospitals.
tee is comprised of the following:
Two weeks ago, Eric Johnston, Felix H. Knight, president, Railway
MPPDA president, was given blanket Carriers International Union; A. C.
authority by the producers to act Burkright, president, Barbers International Union, and W. C. Doherty,
for them in an effort to effect a settlement.
vice-president, Letter Carriers Union!
and ordered the IATSE to dismantle
its new locals. This move, backed by
the AFL executive council, was disregarded by Walsh.
Results of an NLRB election to
determine the bargaining agent for
extras were held up several months
when Local 1421 and the IATSE
challenged
eachboard
other'sin
members. the
On votes
Oct. 10of the

SLRB
Hearing on
$13,730 Back Pay
Cinema Oct, 31
For 21 Operators
Formal hearings will begin before
Camden, Oct. 24.— A total of $13,730 in retroactive pay from Jan. 1, the New York State Labor Relations
Board on Wednesday, Oct. 31, on the
1944,tiontowithdate,
plusboth
one 1944
week's
pay for
and vaca1945 petition of the Theatre Operating
and Assistant Managers
has been approved for 21 projection- Managers
ist members of Local No. 418, IATSE, Guild for certification as collective
by the War, Labor Board. The re- bargaining agent for managers and
troactive total represents 80 weeks. assistants of Cinema Circuit theatres,
Astor Oct. 31 'Spellbound'
Bond Goal Is $1,000,000
Those benefiting by the decision headed by Max Cohen.
In prior informal hearings before
With $1,000,000 worth of Victory work for independent theatres.
Bond sales as a goal, the premiere of
an SLRB examiner, Abraham MopCinema counsel, claimed that the
DavidsetO.forSelznick's
has Office Workers Sign per,
been
Oct. 31 at"Spellbound"
the Astor Theacompany could not be construed as an
employer since individual companies
tre here. Admission will be by pur- Loew-Robbins Music
own the various theatres of the circhase of $50 to $5,000-denomination
Motion Picture Home Office Emcuit, and that the board did not have
bonds, with special interest centered in
ployees Union No. H-63 IATSE has jurisdiction over managers since they
the new $200 Roosevelt memorial
signed a contract with Robbins Music are executives. I. Philip Sipser reprebond.
sented the union.
Corp.,
affiliatedofwith
Loew's,
ing employees
Robbins,
Leo coverFeist
Clure Owen Joins ABC
and Miller Music Corp.
Clure H. Owen has joined the genThe contract provides for a closed Legion Classifies Six
eral engineering department of Ameri- shop, general increase of 15 per cent, Additional Pictures
can Broadcasting as allocations engi- job classifications and arbitration of
The National Legion of Decency has
grievances. The increases are retroactive to June 22, and the contract may given its A-I rating to Universal's
be reopened by the union on Oct. 1, "Pursuit to Algiers" ; classified A-II
1946 for further salary negotiations. were "Hold That Blonde," ParaMcDonald in Bed on
Contract expires Oct. 1, 1947 and was
mount"Pardon
;
My Past," Columbia ;
25th Anniversary
negotiated by business manager Rus- "The Spider," 20th Century-Fox, and
sell
M.
Moss,
for
the
union
and
Abe
"The Stork Club," Paramount.
Charles MeDonald, RKO
Olman for the companies.
A Class B rating was given "She
Theatres home office execuWent to the Races," M-G-M.
tive, will observe his 25th anniversary with the company
$50,000 Illinois Fire Loss Armetta Rites Tomorrow
and its predecessors today.
St. Louis, Oct. 24. — The Strand
Hollywood, Oct. 24. — A Requiem
McDonald joined Greater New
Theatre in Fairfield, 111., has been de- Mass
for Henry Armetta, screen and
York Vaudeville Circuit, headstroyed
by
a
fire,
with
damage
estied by B. F. Keith and B. S.
stage actor, who died of a heart atmated
by
Mrs.
Harry
L.
Pitner,
astack
at Mercy Hospital, San Diego,
Moss, on Oct. 25, 1920.
sistant, manager, at $50,000, insured.
last Sunday, will be read Friday
A celebration will not be in
morning" at the Church of the Good
order as McDonald is resting
Shepherd, here. Interment will be
'Spider' Tradeshow Set
at West Side Hospital here
Holy Cross cemetery, Los Angeles.
following a recent illness.
Twentieth Century-Fox's "The Spi- in
der" will be tradeshown in all ex- Armetta is survived by his widow,
two sons and a daughter.
change centers on Nov. 1.

Hollywood, Oct. 24.— Herbert Sorrell, CSU
head,aresaid
tonight:
7,000
members
being
returned"Ourto
their studio jobs, with all contract
protection reestablished as of the time
A spokesman for the CSU said
mass picketing would continue at Warthey ners
left."
and General Service, inasmuch as
those studios were not included in
the agreement. However, Harry M.
Warner announced that his company
would "abide by whatever settlement
has been arrived at between the industry and the unions," so it was expected that the picketing plans would
be abandoned.
A meeting of the 15 CSU unions
was scheduled for tonight, when leadment.ers would explain terms of the agreeMeanwhile, it was expected that
charges against several hundred pickets,, arrested earlier in the day for
violation of a court order, ultimately
would be dropped.
Puerto Rico Film Workers
Granted 40-Cent Minimum
Washington, Oct. 24. — A minimum wage of 40 cents an hour was
ordered today by the Wage and Hour
Division of the Labor Department for
workers engaged in film production
and distribution in Puerto Rico.
ling.
The order was issued under the
Fair Labor Standards Act by WageHour Administrator L. Metcalfe WalActors Support SEG
Hollywood, Oct. 24. — The Screen
Actors Guild is asking all AFL locals here to support the Screen Extras
Guild in its jurisdictional dispute with
the Screen Players Union, George
today.
Murphy, SAG president, announced
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Estimates
FOLLOWING are estimated pic■*- ture grosses for current engagements in key cities as reported by
Motion Picture Daily correspondents.
PHILADELPHIA
Box-offices were generally slack
even though the mid-town sector reported crowds. The sudden rise in
the temperature sent most city folks
'to the shore resorts. Full gas - tanks
also permitted car owners to take
advantage of mild weather.
Estimated receipts for the week ending Oct. VINES
23-26:
OUR
HAVE TENDER
GRAPES (M-G-M) — ALDIXE (900) (40c45c-50c-65c-75c-S5c) 7 days, 2nd week.
Gross: $14,600. (Average: S14,600)
MILDRED PIERCE (WB) — BOYD
(3.000) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7 days.
Gross: $35,000. (Average: $18,000)
RHAPSODY IN BLUE (WB)— ARCADIA (600) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c) 7
days, 2nd run. Gross: $6,500. (Average:
$4,000)
WONDER MAN (UA) — ERLAXGER
(1,890) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $21,000. (Average:
$14,000)
SHADY LADY (U) 6 days, $21,000,
and MILDRED PIERCE (WB) 1 day,
$5,500 — EARLE (3,000) (40c-50c-85c-95c)
Six davs of vaudeville. Gross: $26,000. (Average: $27,600)
HOUSE ON 92ND STREET (20thFox) —7 FOX
85c)
days. (3,000)
Gross: (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c$35,000. (Average:
$20,500)
JUNIOR MISS (20th-Fox) — KARLTOX (1,000) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7
days, 2nd run. Gross : $7,000. (Average :
$6,500)
THE HURRICANE (Goldwyn-UA) and
ARROWSMITH
(UA)— KEITH'S
(2,200)
(40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c)
7 davs, revivals.
Gross: S6.800. (Average: $5,800)
LOVE LETTERS (Para.) — MASTBAUM (4.700) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7
days,
$22,500)4th week. Gross : $20,000. '(Average :
ANCHORS
AWEIGH
(M-G-M) —
STAXLEY (3,000) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c85c) 7 days, 3rd week. Gross: S21.200.
(Average: $20,000)
STRANGE AFFAIR OF UNCLE
HARRY (U)— STAXTOX (1,700) (40c45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7 days, 2nd week.
Gross: $8,500. (Average: $9,400)
LOS ANGELES
Grosses were unspectacular at 21
first-run
theatres
weather was
ideal. here, although the
Estimated receipts for the week
ended Oct. 24:
THAT NIGHT WITH YOU (U) and
STRANGE CONFESSION (U)— CARTHAY CIRCLE (1,516) (50c-60c-85c$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $7,700. (Average:
$9,800).
THE HOUSE ON 92ND STREET
(20th-Fox)— CHIXESE (2.300) (50c-60c85c-$1.0O) 7 days. Gross: $18,400. (Average: SI5.000)
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF
(M-G-M)— EGYPTIAX (1,000) (50c-60c85c-$1.00)
age: $14,600)7 days. Gross: $22,500. (AverTHAT NIGHT WITH YOU (U) and
STRANGE CONFESSION (U) — GUILD
(965) (50c-60c-85c-$l.OO) 7 days. Gross:
$6,100. (Average: $9,000)
KISS AND TELL (Col.) — HILLSTREET (2,700) (50c-60c-80c) 7 days.
Gross: $26,000. (Average: S19.500)
THE HOUSE ON 92ND STREET
(20th-Fox) — LOEWS STATE (2.500)
(50c-60c-85c-S1.00) 7 days. Gross: $32,500.
(Average: $29,700)
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF
(M-G-M)— LOS AXGELES (2,096) (50c60c-85c-$1.00) 7 davs. Gross: $40,000. (Average: $24,200)
THE SOUTHERNER (UA)— MUSIC
HALL (Beverly Hills) (900) (55c-65c-8Sc)
7 days, 3rd week. Gross: $3,600. (Average:
$5,800).
THE SOUTHERNER (UA) — MUSIC
HALL (Downtown) (900) (55c-65c-85c) 7
days, 3rd week. Gross: $12,400. (Average:
$17,500)
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THE SOUTHERNER (UA)— MUSIC
HALL (Hawaii) (1,000) (50c-60c-80c) 7
days, 3rd week. Gross: S5,000. (Average:
$8,500)
THE SOUTHERNER (UA) — MUSIC
HALL (Hollywood) (490) (50c-60c-80c) 7
days, 3rd week. Gross: $3,400. (Average:
$5,500)
KISS AND TELL (Col.) — PAXTAGES
(2,000) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00) 7 days. Gross:
$23,000. (Average: $18,200)
LOVE LETTERS (Para.) and SWINGIN' ON A RAINBOW (Rep.)— PARAMOUNT (Downtown) (3,595) (50c-60c80c-S1.00) 7 days, 3rd week. Gross: $18,000.
(Average: $19,300)
LOVE LETTERS (Para.) — PARAMOUNT (Hollywood) (1,407) (50c-60cSOc-Sl.00) 7 days, 3rd week. Gross: $10,000.
(Average: $11,900)
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF
(M-G-M)7 days.
— RITZ
$1.00)
Gross:(1,376)
S18.500.(50c-60c-85c(Average:
$12,500)
THAT NIGHT WITH YOU (U) and
STRANGE
CONFESSION (U)
— UNITED ARTISTS (2,100) (50c-60c85c-S1.00) 7 days. Gross: $12,000. (AverTHEage: $20,500)
HOUSE ON 92ND STREET
(20th-Fox)— UPTOWN (1,716) (50c-60c85c-$1.00)
7 days. Gross: S14.300. (Average: $11,000)
THAT NIGHT WITH YOU (U) and
STRANGE CONFESSION (U) —
VOGUE (800) (50c-60c-85c-S1.00) 7 days.
Gross: $7,000. (Average: $9,300)
MILDRED PIERCE (WB )— WARNER
(Downtown) (3,400) (50c-60c-S0c-$1.00) 7
days.
$18,400)2nd week. Gross : $22,000. (Average :
MILDRED PIERCE (WB)— WARNER
(Hollywood)
(3,000) (50c-60c-80c-S1.00) 7
days,
S16.300)2nd week. Gross: S16,500. (Average:
MILDRED PIERCE (WB) — WARNER
(Wiltern) (2.300) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00) 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $15,500. (Average:
$14,500)
ST. LOUIS
Grosses at first runs were slightly
above average, with new films well
out in front. A rainy Sunday was the
only blot on seasonable fall weather.
Estimated receipts for the week
ended Oct. 24:
STATE FAIR (20th-Fox)— AMBASSADOR (3,154)S14.000.
(40c-50c-60c)
7 days,
2nd
week. Gross:
(Average:
$15,700)
THE HOUSE ON 92ND STREET
(20th-Fox) and THE WOMAN IN
(U)— $22,000.
FOX (5,038)
(40c-50c-60c)
7GREEN
davs. Gross:
(Average:
S18.700)
OUR VINES HAVE TENDER
GRAPES (M-G-M) and I LOVE A
BANDLEADER (CoL) — LOEWS
STATE (3,162) (40c-50c-60c-65c) 7 davs.
Gross: $19,000. (Average: S18.900)
JOHNNY ANGEL (RKO) and WEST
OF THE PECOS (RKO)— MISSOURI
(3,514)
(40c-50c-60c)
7 days, onS9.900)
a moveover. Gross:
S8.500. (Average:
OVER 21 (CoL) and BOSTON
BLACKIE BOOKED ON SUSPICION
(CoL) — LOEWS ORPHEUM (1.900)
(40c-50c-60c-65c) 7 days, on a moveover.
Gross: $6,000. (Average: S7,100)
THE ENCHANTED FOREST (PRC)
— SHUBERT (1,900) 40c-50c-60c) 7 days.
3rd week. Gross: $5,800. (Average: S6.400)
CHRISTMAS IN CONNECTICUT
(WB) and YOU CAME ALONG (Para.)
—ST. LOUIS (4,000) (45c-50c) 7 davs.
Gross: $8,500. (Average: $5,500)
BOSTON
The trend toward better business
continued here this week.
Boxoffice receipts for the week ending Oct. 28:
JOHNNY ANGEL (RKO) Plus Stage
Show—
BOSTON (2,300) (55c-75c-$1.10)
900)
2nd week. Gross: $22,389. (Average: $25,HOUSE
92ND TUGBOAT
STREET (20th-Fox)
2nd
week,ON and
ANNIE
(M-G-M)
—
FENWAY
(1,700)$7,038)
(44c-55c75c). Gross: $6,555. (Average:
TAVERN OF(Para.)
week,
andDUFFY'S
ADVENTURES
RUSTY3rd (Col.)
— METROPOLITAX (4,367) (45c-55c75c) Gross: $22,200. (Average: $23,261)
MEN IN HER DIARY (U) 2nd week
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and UNCLE HARRY (U)— MEMORIAL
(2,900) erage:
(45c-55c-75c)
Gross: $22,307. (Av$23,307)
OUR VINES HAVE TENDER
GRAPES (M-G-M) 2nd week, and HIDDEN EYE (M-G-M) — ORPHEUM
(2,200) erage:
(45c-55c-75c)
Gross: $23,000 (Av$24,461).
HOUSE ON 92ND STREET (20thFox)
2nd week and TUGBOAT ANNIE
153)
(M-G-M)— PARAMOUNT (1,200) (45c55c-75c) Gross: $11,555. (Average: $13,OUR VINES HAVE TENDER
GRAPES (M-G-M) 2nd week, and HIDDEN EYE (M-G-M) — STATE (3,200)
(45c-55c-75c) Gross: $14,598) (Average:
$15,576)

hockey.ball and the first of the season's
Estimated receipts for the week ending Oct. 26 :
PRIDE OF THE MARINES (WB) —
EGLIXTOX
days.
Gross: (1,086)
S4.200. (18c-30c-48c-60c)
(Average: $4,000)6
JUNIOR PERIALMISS
(20th
- Fox) — IM(3,373) (18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)
days. Gross: $12,800.
(Average: $12,300) 6
ANCHORS AWEIGH (M-G-M) —
LOEWS'
(2,074) Gross:
(18c-30c-42c-60c-78c)
days, 2nd week.
$13,700. (Aver-6
age: $12,200)
RHAPSODY IN BLUE (WB) —
SHEA'SGross:
(2,480)
days.
$16,800.(18c-30c-42c-60c-90c0
(Average: $12,800)6
PRIDE OF THE MARINES (WB)—
T1VOLI
(1,434)
(12c-30c-48c)
Gross: $4,900.
(Average:
$4,400) 6 days.
HER HIGHNESS AND THE BELLCLEVELAND
BOY (M-G-M) and GENTLE ANNIE
(M-G-M) —UPTOWN (2,761) (18c-30c42c-60c-90c)
6 days, 2nd week. Gross:
Cleveland, Oct. 24. — Plenty of rain SS,800. (Average:
$9,800)
was reflected in generally reduced box
office receipts, although two takes
were above average.
Estimated receipts for the week KANSAS CITY
ended Oct. 24:
\\ eather was fine, with several
GEORGE WHITE'S SCANDALS
(RKO)—
RKO Gross:
ALLEX $11,500.
(3.000) (Average:
(45c-55c- bills drawing extra well ; non-cinema
65c)
7 days.
attractions, chiefly musical, are hav$8,500)
ing good attendance, adding up to an
SPANISH MAIN (RKO) — WARNERS' HIPPODROME (3,500) (45c-55c unusually high total of patronage for
65c) 7 days, 2nd week on a holdover.
Gross: $17,000. (Average: $20,000)
all, with outstanding week-end records.
JOHNNY
ANGEL
(RKO)
—
WARLAKE (714)
days,: Estimated receipts for the week
3rd weekNERS' and
second(45c-55c-65c)
moveover. 7Gross
ending Oct. 23-25 :
$3,200. (Average: $3,200)
THE HOUSE ON 92ND STREET
OUR VINES HAVE TENDER
— ESQUIRE
(800) (45c-65c)
GRAPES (M-G-M) — LOEWS OHIO 7(20th-Fox)
days. Gross:
$9,000. (Average:
$8,000)
(1,268)
(45c-65c)
7
days,
4th
week
and
THE SOUTHERNER (UA) and
second moveover. Gross: $5,000. (Average:
NAUGHTY
MARIETTA
(M-G-M)
—
$5,000)
MIDLAND
(40c-60c)
SHADY LADY (U)-RKO PALACE Gross:
$13,000.(3,500)
(Average:
$14,000) 7 days.
(3,300)Robinson.
(55c-65c-85c-95c)
7 days. On
stage:
Bill
Gross: $24,000.
(Average:
DUFFY'S
MAN- (1,900)TAVERN
(45c-65c) (Para.)
7 days.— NEWGross:
$25,400)
$23,000. (Average: $12,000)
THE SPANISH MAIN (RKO) and
DUFFY'S TAVERN (Para.)— LOEWS
STATE (3,300) (45c-65c) 7 davs. Gross: RADIO STARS ON PARADE (RKO)—
$21,000. (Average: S19.000)
ORPHEUM (1,900) (45c-65c) 7 days.
HER HIGHNESS AND THE BELL- Gross: $18,000. (Average: $10,000)
BOY (M-G-M) — LOEWS STILLMAN
GANGS OF THE WATERFRONT
(1,900) (45c-65c) 7 days, 2nd week on (Rep.) and ROAD TO ALCATRAZ (Rep.)
moveover
from
Loews
State.
Gross:
$10.—TOWER
(2.100) (39c-60c) 7 days. Stage
000. (Average: $10,000)
show. Gross: $9,400. (Average: $9^400)
THE HOUSE ON 92ND STREET
(2,000) (45c-65c)
7(20th-Fox)—
davs. Gross:UPTOWN
$6,500. (Average:
$5,400)
THE HOUSE ON 92ND STREET
BUFFALO
(700) (45c-65c)
7(20th-Fox)—
days. Gross:FAIRWAY
$2,000. (Average:
$1,750)
Sammy Kaye and his orchestra at
the Buffalo marked the new season's BALTIMORE
first stage revue. There were two
holdovers in town and grosses were
fair despite a week of- Indian summer.
New films of major importance,
Estimated receipts for the week end- along with ideal weather, combined to
ing Oct. 27:
bring big business to downtown theaCAPTAIN
(20th-Fox)—7 BUFtres this week. Openings were strongFALO (3,489)EDDIE
(40c-50c-60c-70c)
days,
er than has been the case for several
with aage: SIstage
show.
Gross:
$21,400.
(Aver7,400)
weeks.
STATE (3,000)
FAIR (40c-50c-60c-70c)
(20th-Fox) — GREAT
Estimated receipts for the week endLAKES
7 days.
Gross: S20.300. (Average: $16,400)
ing Oct. HOUSE
25 :
THE
ON 92ND STREET
DUFFY'SDROME (2,100)
TAVERN
(Para.)— HIPPO(40c-50c-60c-70c)
7 days. 55c
(M-G-M)
—
and 60cCENTURY
weekends) (3,000)
7 days.(35c-44cGross:
3rd week, on. a moveover. Gross: $9,700.
(Average: S9.700)
$18,000.
(Average:
$15,000)
THE SPANISH MAIN (RKO) and
THAT NIGHT WITH YOU (U.)—
MR. MUGGS RIDES AGAIN (Mono.) — KEITH'S (2,406) (35c-40c-50c-60c) 7 davs.
TWENTIETH CENTURY (3,000) (40c- Gross: $14,000. (Average: $14,500)
50c-60c-70c) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross : STATE FAIR (20th - Fox) — X E W
$10,400. (Average: $12,200)
(1,581) (30c-40c-60c) 7 days, 5th week.
KISS AND TELL (Col.) and ADVEN- Gross: $7,500. (Average: $9,000)
LOVE LETTERS (Para.)— STAXLEY
TURES
OF
RUSTY
(Col.)
—
LAFAY(3.000)KISS
(40c-50c-60c-70c)
days. (3,280) (35c-44c-55c-65c) 7 days. Gross:
2nd weekETTEfor
AND TELL. 7 Gross:
$20,000. (Average: $17,000)
$12,400. (Average: $12,400)
JOHNNYDROME (2,205)
ANGEL
(RKO) — HIPPO7 days.
Stage show.
Gross(35c-44c-55c-65c)
: $19,000. (Average,
$18,000)
MEN (1.000)
IN HER
DIARY—7 days.
(U.)— Gross:
MAYTORONTO
FAIR
(25c-35c-54c)
$7,000. (Average: $6,000)
First-run theatres had sidewalk lineups much of the time during the
in Cleveland
week, even with holdovers, and balmy Motiograph
Oct. 22. — Motiograph
weather encouraged the public to await hasCleveland,
opened a new sales office here.
entry. Chief counter-attractions were Ben L. Ogron is in charge.
a circus at Maple Leaf Gardens, foot-
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Trust

Trial

(Continued from page 1)
Paramount vice-president and general
sales manager, here yesterday.
This came to light as Wright started
to cross-examine Reagan near the end
of the seventh day of the trial of the
New York film anti-trust suit in U. S.
District Court here. Reagan had been
on the witness stand for more than
four hours under direct questioning
by Whitney North Seymour, Paramount counsel, on company trade practices, including the determination of
I clearance, run and minimum admission prices.
Earlier Y. Frank Freeman, vicepresident, had completed direct testimony and had been cross-examined by
Wright.
Prolonged Audit
As Wright took over his cross-examination of Reagan, he handed him
a letter written by Reagan to Charles
C. Moskowitz, of Loew's, dated May,
1945, settling the long-standing controbetween Paramount
and that
Loew's
in NewversyYork.
It developed
the
1941-42 contract between Paramount
and Loew's,
politan circuit,covering
had been Loew's
signed Metrosubject
to a review ■ of terms. But a controversy subsequently developed about expenses and other conditions attendant
upon Loew's exhibition of Paramount
films, and an audit was started which
consumed several years.
Loew's played Paramount films during 1942-43, without a written contract being executed, and during 194344 without any agreement being
drawn. However, Wright contended,
between Sept. or Oct., 1943-, and May,
1945, Paramount films were not made
available to subsequent-run exhibitors
in the territory.
While it appeared that Wright was
attempting to show that run and clearance meant little if pictures were not
made available and that undue control
could be exercised involuntarily if pictures were not sold away from Loew's,
the three- judge statutory court, consisting of Judges Augustus N. Hand,
Henry W. Goddard and John Bright,
asked Wright whether he was trying
to establish a separate conspiracy between Loew's and Paramount.
Wright will continue his cross-examination ofReagan on the New York
Loew situation when trial resumes
here this morning.
There were indications yesterday
that trial procedure might be speeded
up by having the government and the
defendants agree by stipulation to direct testimony of witnesses which
could be taken as affidavits outside of
court ; the witnesses would then be
produced for cross-examination by the
government. It also appeared possible
that the government might call witnesses in rebuttal.
Interest in Clearance
Considerable interest in the determination of clearance in selling films
was evidenced by the judges, who posing their own questions to Reagan on
several occasions. Reagan contended
that the setting of clearance resulted
from competition and was determined
as a result of negotiation between distributor and exhibitor.
Reagan said that he had not been
able to secure any information from
Paramount's theatre department on the
nature of deals made by Paramount
circuit affiliates with the other defendants.
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Review

'This Love of Ours
(Universal)
"HP HIS Love of Ours" is a "woman's picture," tugging as it does at the
* heartstrings of the sex that is peculiarly susceptible to unabashed
emotional appeal ; but at the same time it will be no great surprise to see
the menfolk, too, flocking in ample numbers to view the film. Undeniably
there is powerful box office appeal in the sound story, the outstanding performance of Merle Oberon, Charles Korvin and Claude Rains and the sure
direction of William Dieterle, all encased in lavish production. In short, here
is one of the season's big ones with the Universal trademark.
Using a Pirandello play as the springboard, this is essentially about a
mother's struggle to regain the love of her child. Into the idyllic family life
of Korvin and Miss Oberon, in Paris, stalks the disrupting influence of
jealousy. Korvin, a doctor, had married Miss Oberon, an actress, and she
bore him a daughter. Overhearing some chance gossip concerning his wife,
and the victim of the resulting emotional turmoil over her supposed unfaithfulness, he takes away his little daughter without offering Miss Oberon the
opportunity to defend herself. Years later they meet. She is now a piano
accompanist for Claude Rains, a clever caricaturist in a night club. Korvin
saves her from a suicide attempt and prevails upon her to return as his wife,
although she has proclaimed her hatred for him.
The daughter, Sue England, rejects this "new" woman in their lives,
because she has practically canonized the memory of her mother, who she
supposes to be dead. This state of affairs continues until Miss Oberon is
persuaded
that has
she since
cannotdiscovered
win back that
her daughter's
love realized
and decides
to leave,
although she
her husband
he had
been
mistaken about her infidelity and had attempted to find her. Rains' deft
sketching is instrumental in reuniting mother and daughter.
Korvin and Miss Oberon as a romantic team will evoke many responses
from the distaff side, and Rains is his usual capable self. Miss England, as
the young daughter, is convincing. • A large and capable supporting cast
include Carl Esmond, Jess Barker, Harry Davenport, Ralph Morgan, Fritz
Leiber, Helen Thimig, Cora Witherspoon and Maris Wrixon. The screenplay, by Bruce Manning, John Klorer and Leonard Lee, is literate, and by
and large manages to avoid the many pitfalls inherent in the thematic matter.
The last sequence, however, scarcely rings true. Howard Benedict produced ;
Edward Dodds was associate producer.
Running time, 90 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Nov. 2.
Charles Ryweck

Hollywood
By THALIA BELL
Hollywood, Oct. 24
SAM
BISCHOFF
hasradio
purchased
screen rights to the
show,
"Mr. District Attorney," and will produce it independently for Columbia. . . .
Louis D. Lighton has been assigned to
produce "The Black Robe" for 20th
Century-Fox; it will be filmed in
Technicolor. . . . Paramount has acacquired "By Reputation," novelette
by Nelia Gardner White.
•
Jan Clayton, currently starring in
the Broadway stage play "Carousel,"
is set for the lead in ' Jenny Was a
Lady," which Sam Marx will produce
for M-G-M. . . . H. A. Spanulh is in
Hollywood to complete filming of a
newsreel,
first which
of a series
"Woman Speaks,"
is beingtitled
produced
by Film Studios of Chicago; the series
will be devoted to the activities,
achievements and interests of women.
•
"The Goldbergs and the Kellys,"
original by Martin Van Laas, has
been purchased by Republic as the
first in a projected new series. . .
Universal bought "Cowtown Sailor,"
by Jack O'Donnell, and assigned it
to Wallace Fox for production. . .
Joan Harrison's initial production
for
Radio
be "Nocturne,"
whichRKOis to
star will
George
Raft; Edwin L. Marin will direct.
•
"Wild Beauty," original story idea
dealing with a herd of wild horses, has
been assigned to Wallace Fox to produce for Universal. . . . Anne Triola
has been signed by Jesse L. Lasky and
Mervyn LeRoy, and will make her
screen debut in "Thanks, God, I'll
Take It from Here." . . . Anita Louise
is set for the lead in "The Head,"
next in Columbia's "I Love a
Mystery" series.

Surplus Equipment
(Continued from page 1)

Spain
Offers
(Continued
from page 1)

and organizations unable financially
to buy projectors in the open market.
A considerable amount of equipment
will have to be retained by the Armed
Forces for the entertainment of troops
in Europe, Japan and the island bases
which will be maintained in the Pacific.
The work of classifying Army films
which will be released for educational
purposes is still far from complete and
only a bare start has been made on the
task of securing releases of copyrights from owners of clips which
were included in the greater proportion of them, as secured from studios
and other sources when the pictures
were made.

posed more satisfactory conditions on
taxation, dubbing, etc.
Meanwhile, Fayette W. Allport,
MPPDA European representative,
who participated in the negotiations
along with representatives of the
American Embassy in that country,
has returned to his London headquarters from Madrid. The American Drop Network Music
companies have not approved the new
Frequency modulation stations
offer, which, although more satisfac- throughout the country are scheduled
tory than those of the past, does not to drop on Monday all network promeet all of their demands.
grams containing music, it was disclosed yesterday, as a result of the
demand of James C. Petrillo, presiRepublic-Schine Deal
dent of the American Federation of
James R. Grainger, president of
double crew of inRepublic Pictures, has closed a deal Musicians, thatstrumenatalists be hired
if a musical
for
1945-46
program
program is broadcast simultaneously
with the
the company's
Schine Circuit,
covering
126 on
both FM and standard outlets.
theatres in the Albany, Buffalo, Cincinnati, Cleveland and Washington
territories.
Smakwitz Variety Head
Albany, N. Y., Oct. 24— Variety
Seek Mexico Films
Qub .Tent has elected new officers,
Mexico City, Oct. 24— Dutch dis- to take office Dec. 1, as follows :
tributors are reportedly seeking Mex- Charles A. Smakwitz, chief barker ;
ican films for Holland, their country, C. G. Eastman, first assistant ; Harry
Belgium and Switzerland, and Manila Lamont, second assistant; Eugene
distributors are seeking Mexican pro- Lowe, secretary ; James P. Faughductions for the Philippines.
nan, treasurer.

Appeals Delayed
(Continued from page 1)
ants might not take an appeal have
been denied.
Decision on an appeal in the Schine
case is expected to be held up until
the method of dissolution, realignment or reorganization of the circuit
is decided upon by the Government
and Schine, as directed by Judge John
C. Knight in rendering his decision in
U. S. District Court in Buffalo on
Oct. 8.
Columbia Renews Condon
Columbia Pictures has renewed its
contract with Richard Condon, Inc.,
public relations counsel, according to
Ed. Schreiber, Condon vice-president.
This is Condon's third renewal.
New RCA Video Camera
A new television camera will be
demonstrated today by RCA at National Broadcasting studios here.
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Theatre

Interests
At

63

Set

Millions

Goldenson Tells Court of
Holdings in 1,550 Houses
By MILTON

LIVINGSTON

Leonard H. Goldenson, Paramount vice-president in charge of
its theatre department, testified in
U. S. District Court here yesterday
on the decentralizedn, i d ependent operations of Paramount's
affiliatestheatre
and
the extent of
the
theatrecompany's
h o 1d ings, which, he
disci osed involves interests
ranging from
12y2 to 100 per
cent in some 1,550 theatres in
I/. H. Goldenson
the U. S., with
the company's
interests valued at $63,000,000.
Other highlights of the eighth day
(.Continued on page 11)
U. S. Steps
Danish

in

Situation

on

Same or Better Job
Offered to Veterans
A check of 10 New York
film company home offices indicates that all are offering
discharged service men and
women the jobs they held at
the time they entered the
service, or better positions.
Most of the company spokesmen declared that the "superseniority" law has not created
any serious conflicts over jobs
between present civilian employes and veterans.

Optimistic
Victory

on

Drive

The industry has completed its nationwide Victory Loan drive machinery and indications point to marked
success, S. H. Fabian, national chairman, reported last night, following a
Coast-to-Coast checkup by long-distance telephone and telegraph.
Fabian said that many situations
already have begun the campaign and
others will jump the opening gun
tomorrow for Navy Day tie-up purposes and on Sunday when parades
and other events will have a potentially larger audience.
The stage is set for "Victory
Shows," which will take the place
of the former "bond premieres," for
"Free Movie Days," "Bond Auctions," "Kiddie Shows" and other
bond-selling devices, Fabian reported,
adding that "if the public responds
(Continued on page 11)

Washington, Oct. 25— The State
Department today instructed Monett
B. Davis, U. S. Minister at CopenTheatre
hagen, to make a study of the situa- New
tion arising from the ruling of the
National Bank of Denmark that no
allotment of dollars will be set aside Now
Gaining
for the purchase of American motion
pictures, with a view to assisting the
Tangible action on theatre conU. S. film industry, especially if there
struction contemplations is gaining
(Continued on page 10)
momentum daily, since the War
Production Board lifted its wartime
ban on new building, last Oct. 15.
•Motion Picture Daily has alEngland's Admission
War Tax Remains
ready published several reports
from field correspondents on both
London, Oct. 25— The enternew theatres planned or started and
tainment tax in England reon wholesale remodeling, with not
mains unchanged in the
a single state in the country an exHouse of Commons' budget.
Admission taxes here range
ception. Many subsequent projects
from the equivalent in U. S.
have been placed on the drawing
money of one cent for an adboards.
mission price of seven cents
Manpower and materials still are
to 40 cents for tickets priced
tight in several sectors, but are easat 50 cents.
ing perceptibly in many others, with
actual construction already started

Strike

26, 1945

TEN CENTS

Settlement

Production

Is

Is Satisfactory,
Now
TA' Spokesman

Says

Richard Walsh, IATSE president,
was reported to be "extremely satisfied"
thesettlement,
nature of directed
the Hollywoodoverstrike
on
Wednesday by the American Federation of Labor executive council meeting
in Cincinnati,
an "IA"
said here
yesterday.
He spokesman
advanced
four reasons why the agreement is
satisfactory from the point of view of
the "IA." They follow:
"Studio replacements within all
'IA' unions are to continue in their
employment ; the strikers, contrary to
published reports, are not to receive
any retroactive pay from March 12,
1945, the date of the strike's inception,
but will be paid only for work performed since their reinstatement; no
agreement has been reached to date on
the reinstatement of the contract of the
Inking unions, this matter being dis(Continued on page 7)
French
Millions

Tax

Raises

for Films

government's
seven has
per
centThetaxFrench
on theatre
grosses, which
been in effect since April, is expected
to bring in some 400,000,000 francs
yearly and will be utilized to finance
native production, Henri Lartigue,
M-G-M managing director in France,
told Motion Picture Daily here.
(This will amount to $8,000,000 at the
(Continued on page 10)
Building

Is

Momentum
in numerous parts of the country.
One of the biggest concentrations of
new theatre building, comparatively, is
in the Carolinas, where announcements of 16 new structures, nearly all
bv independent operators, have been
made within the past few days.
Darlington Theatres Corp. (WilbyKincey) has purchased property and
will build another theatre, a companion
to its Liberty in Darlington, S. C.
Mrs. Runa E. Curtis, owner of the
Curtis in Liberty, N. C, has awarded
a contract for a new theatre in Liberty. J. L. King, Jr., will shortly
open the new Pix in Bethune, S. C.
D. M. Love, W. T. Love and W.
C. Dawson have started construction
(Continued on page 10)

For

Headed
New

High

End of Strike Releases
Workers for Expansion
Hollywood, Oct. 25. — Production
is expected to rise to an all-time
high between now and Jan. 1 as the
long dammed-up labor supply flows
back in larger than pre-strike volume,
it is predicted here by studio executives, following today's start of pickets
returning from the 33-week-old strike
which resulted from the jurisdictional
dispute over set decorators.
Although
production
tives are hesitant
at thisexecutime
to reveal full schedules, it is
learned that not less than 12
upper-bracket producers are
known to have been ready for
the construction of sets waiting only until studio space and
manpower should become available.
Parallel conditions appear to prevail among the major companies,
(Continued on page 7)
DeMille

Turns

Commercial

To

Field

Hollywood, Oct. 25. — Announcing
the formation of Cecil B. DeMille
Pictures Corp., DeMille this morning
outlined plans for entry into the commercial film field, to make "industrial,
educational and religious motion pictures," which will be distributed
through established 16mm. distribution
channels. DeMille is board chairman
of the new corporation, Ralph Jester
is president, and William C. Thomas
is vice-president. DeMille and
Thomas will continue their present
production relationships with Paramount.
DeMille told pressmen summoned
to his estate that the new company
has several undertakings in preparatory stages. Space will be leased at
the PRC studio for production, he
(Continued on page J)
In This Issue
Estimates of key city grosses are on page 8: reviews of
"The Seventh Veil," "Prairie
Rustlers," 10.
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Personal

, vice-pr
SEARS
GRADWELL
e of
for
sales esident in charg
United Artists, will leave the Coast
for New York enplane
by
South owAmeric
to tomorr
route
Oct.
• a.
drive.29-Dec. 8 — 'Victory Loan'
Oct. 31-Nov. 1— Independent TheaIrene Kuhn, NBC war corretre Owners of Wisconsin and
spondent and assistant director of inUpper Michigan meeting, Hotel
formation, and former member of the
Schroeder, Milwaukee.
editorial staff of Motion Picture
Nov. 3— Variety Club ball, Black- Daily, has arrived in San Francisco
stone Hotel, Chicago,
by plane en route to New York, after
tion, Statler Hotel, Detroit.
two months in the •Orient.
Nov. 5-7 — Michigan Allied convenNov. 6— Associated Theatres of InEdward C. Simmel, Monogram
diana meeting, Athletic Club, In- Near Eastern representative, arrived
dianapolis.
in Hollywood yesterday for a fortNov. 13 — "Night of Stars" show,
night before leaving for Cairo to esMadison Square Garden, New
tablish new company offices there.
York.
Nov. 14 — Monogram annual stockLouise Bramblett and Olive Monell of the Wil-Kin Theatre Supply
holders' meeting, Hollywood.
Nov. 28 — Motion Picture Pioneers' Co., have returned to Atlanta from
annual dinner, Waldorf-Astoria a New York vacation.
•
Hotel, New York.
Nov. 30 — Third annual dinner for
New
t's Duke
Paramoun
Donohue,
J. J.division
Jack Kirsch, given by Illinois York
manager,
and
Buying and Booking Circuit Clark, Dallas district manager, vismembers at the Blackstone Hotel,
ited Memphis this • week.
Chicago.
Harry Paul, branch . manager of
Wil-Kin Theatre Supply Co., Atlanta,
is in Alabama on business.
Syndicate
Report
Sgt. Lew Ayres of the Army Medical
arrivedin in
FranciscoCorps
after 22hasmonths
the San
Pacific.
Buying Baehr's 13

Daily

Mention

Friday, October 26, 1945
Disney Files for
Television Permit
Hollywood, Oct. 25. — In line with
its previously disclosed intention of
erecting a television studio on its Burbank property and a transmitter atop
Mt. Lowe, Walt Disney Productions
has asked the Federal Communications Commission for approval.

C. GEHRIN
WILLIAM
20th
managerG,of Central division
Century-Fox, has returned to the
tory. office after a tour of his terrihome
•
Kathleen Lamb Whalen will return to New York from Macon, Ga.,
where she was publicity director of
Lucas and Jenkins theatres while her
husband, David Whalen, also a film NEW YORK THEATRES
publicist, was in •the Army.
Herman Goldberg, Warner purRADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
chasing agent and exchange mainte50TH ST. & 6TH AVE.
nance supervisor, will leave New
Ginger Rogers • Lane Turner
York tonight for a visit to the ChiWalter Pidgeon • Van Johnson
cago and Kansas City branches.
•
"WEEK-END
Joseph Gottesman will leave New
XAVIER CU GATATandTHEhis WALDORF"
ORCHESTRA
York on Oct. 31 to make his home
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
SPECTACULAR
STAGE
PRESENTATION
in California, having left his Warner
home office publicity post.
•
Harold Groves, Harold Saxe and
IN PERSON
Jules Willing have returned to New
ON SCREEN
York from an Atlanta regional meetBILL McCUNE
Irene DUNNE
ing of Confidential Reports personnel.
Alexander KNOX AND ORCHESTRA
•
HARRY
Charles COBURN
Martin Smith, president of national Allied, will return to Toledo
STOCKWELL
today from New York.
'OVER 21'
•
John J. Scully, Jr., former Universal Philadelphia booker, has been
made an Armv captain.
PARAMOUNT Presents ED GARDNER'S N
f
•
"DUFFY'S
TAVERN"
Featuring 32 Hollywood
Stare
Maurice Gable, Warner Philadelphia
district
manager,
observed
a
IN
PERSON
Minneapolis, Oct. 28. — NegotiaTHE ANDREWS SISTERS plus TIM
Harry Hobolth, Imlay City, Mich., birthday this week.
tions are understood to be under way
HERBERT. VIC SCHOEN and His Orchestra
•
for the purchase of the Baehr circuit circuit owner, is celebrating his 40th
of 13 theatres in Minnesota and North year in the industry.
Milton Kauffmann, manager of
•
Dakota, by a syndicate headed by Ted
Loew's
Orpheum,
St. Louis, is vacationing
in New York.
Jules Lapidus, Warners Eastern
NINTH WEEK
Bolnick, at present general manager
•
for the Berger Amusement Co., opera- division sales manager, is due to return here today from New England.
tors of theatres in Minnesota, Iowa
Harold D. Field's Pioneer Theatre
•
and Wisconsin.
Circuit, Iowa, is celebrating its ISth
Frank Beddingfield, of B. and L. anniversary this month.
The deal has been temporarily held
•
up but is expected to be consummated Enterprises, Charlotte, and Mrs. BedBob Hope has been awarded the
dingfield are visiting Atlanta.
when Ed Baehr, one of the Baehr
•
circuit executives, returns from New
Disabled American Veterans' Certificate of Merit.
York shortly.
•
J.
J.
Unger,
United
Artists'
WestChiefly interested with Bolnick in
ern sales manager, will return here
the Baehr deal are said to be 10 or from the Coast today.
Helen Bolstad has ~ resigned from
•
the Balaban and Katz publicity de12 members of the booking service in
Minneapolis headed by Frank MantzY. Frank Freeman, Paramount partment.
ke. Deal is expected to be closed in studio executive, will leave New York
THE HOUSE on 92nd STREET J
Joseph Wechsberg, Paramount in
time for the syndicate to take over for Hollywood today.
William Lloyd Sigue Leo. G.
writer, has arrived in Hollywood from
operations of the houses about Jan. 1.
EYTHE NOLAN
HASSO CARROLL
New York.
Bolnick would be general manager, in
A
20th
Century-Fox
Picture
•
Phil Langdon, district representaaddition to remaining in the same post
PLUS ON STAGE - CARL RAVAZZA
tive for 20th Century-Fox at Dallas,
William Thomas, Paramount prowith Berger.
COPACABANA REVIEWr
ducer, has arrived in New York from
The Baehr circuit comprises three visited Memphis this week.
BUY MORE
Monte Proser's
Hollywood.
houses in International Falls, two each
BONDS
•
Shirley
Temple
has
written
an
auin Brainerd, Bemidji and Thief River
Harry Waxman, Atlantic City exFalls, and one each in Breckenridge,
tobiography, entitled "My Young
hibitor, injured his arm in a fall.
Ely and Park Rapids, all in Minnesota,
ALSO AT THE ROXY
and the Valley, Wahpeton, N. D. The
third house in International Falls is
FIFTH WEEK
SOPEG
Workers to Rank Signs Ann Todd
closed.
Life."
TUI UCU/ 1
The deal would include outright Get Checks Today
To Make 14 Films
purchase of all equipment and other
THE PALESTINE
MARCH
London, Oct. 25. — J. Arthur Rank 1
theatre assets, with long term rental
Starting
today,
"white offices
collar" ofworkPROBLEM
ers employed
at home
five has acquired "The Seventh Veil," inB'WAY
leases on the theatres and adjoining companies
dependently produced by Sydney Box ;
of
TIME&
here will begin to receive
properties.
checks representing a five per cent his General Film Distributors will reincrease in salaries, retroactive to
lease it. Moreover, Rank was so imPALACE
pressed with its potentialities, that he
Army Film Screening
July, 1944.
47th St.
About 2,000 workers, members of made an unprecedented three-way conA press preview of the new Army
tract between himself, Box and Miss
the Screen Office and Professional
Air Force film, "Thunderbolt," produced and directed by Lt. Col. Wil- Employes Guild, employed by Loew's, Todd, whereby Miss Todd will make
liam Wyler, will be held today, here. RKO Radio, 20th Century-Fox, Par- no fewer than 14 films for Rank. Box
YO"
IRSTNEALYANK■ BARBARA
INTO TOKHALE
"FTOM
amount and Columbia, will receive ap- will make a number of them in HollyThe same unit which made "Memphis
RADIO PICTURE
proximately
$250,000
in
both
back
pay
An
RKO
("The 10Seventh
Belle" runs
worked
on '.'Thunderbolt,"
viewedwood.
on page
of this Veil"
issue.) is rewhich
44 minutes;
it is in color. and wage increases.
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Events

starring

and JOHN

BETTY

GRABLE

PAYNE

S.

Z.

JUNE

HAVER

SAKALL

Reginald Gardiner • Frank Latimore • Gene Sheldon • Sig Ruman • Trudy Marshall
Produced by
Directed by
IRVING

CUMMINGS

GEORGE

JESSEL

Original Screen Play by John Larkin and Marian Spitzer • New Songs: Lyrics by Mack Gordon, Music by James Monaco • Dances staged by Seymour Felix
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Strike

RCA
(Continued from page 1)
cussed in negotiations now going on
and to be conducted in the future,"
the spokesman stated, "and, finally,
the 'IA' expressed satisfaction that the
AFL international presidents are going to do the negotiating on jurisdicsaid. tion and not other elements," it was
Busy Unsnarling Strike
Settlement Problems
Hollywood, Oct. 25. — Efforts to
unsnarl knotty minor problems inherent in implementation of the strike
settlement agreements made in Cincinnati were under way all along the
Hollywood labor front today and tonight.
Following morning and afternoon
meetings, the producers issued the
following interpretations
statement : "Because
of
conflicting
here of the
Cincinnati settlement, there are sevearl matters still to be clarified. We
are endeavoring to get the needed
clarification so that the strike settlement can be put into effect as
quickly as possible.
Strike leader Herbert Sorrell was
in virtually constant session with his
policy committee during the day, and
another meeting was to be held tonight.
In a statement this morning, IATSE
international representative Roy M.
Brewer declared: "The end of the
Hollywood strike is a complete repudiation of the irresponsible leadership of the Conference of Studio Unions, and it is the first step in the exposure of the anti-AFL program of
the Communist Party and the eventual
removal of this sinister influence from
the Hollywood motion picture industry and from Southern California."
For 'Honest' Settlement
He asserted : "The settlement is in
accord with the basic position taken
by the IATSE from the beginning of
the controversy. We are prepared
to work out any honest settlement of
any honest points of conflict, but we
are uncompromising in our stand that
Communist influence and the conspiracies of the Communist-CIO
agents must be permanently wiped
out."
Brewer said IATSE replacements
would continue to work alongside
strikers returning to their jobs during the 30 or 60 day period which
may be required to work out jurisdictional questions. He asserted his belief that IATSE will retain all the
jurisdiction it has claimed, possibly including that over set decorators,
which, he said, AFL leaders have the
power to restore to IATSE in spite
of the NLRB decision in CSU's favor.
SAG Statement
The Screen Actors Guild issued a
statement that "more than 8,000 members of SAG are unanimous in welcoming the news that the long-drawnout strike has ended. The guild is
hopeful the settlement will lead to
permanent union peace in Hollywood,
for only through unity can organized
labor progress."
Meanwhile, mass picketing was
continued at the Warner studio despite Harry
Warner's
assurance
thatM. the
companypublished
would
abide by the Cincinnati settlement, and
arrests were made when a non-striker
drove his automobile through the
picket line, seriously injuring two
pickets and a policeman.
Early today Sorrell had declared
no settlement would be made with

's

'Super-Sensitive

Television

Camera

A television camera described as
"revolutionary," and said to employ a
"super-sensitive" pick-up tube, which
was designed for televising events remote from studios, and also where
brilliant lighting is either impracticable or undesirable, was demonstrated
by the Radio Corporation of America atsionNational
Broadcasting's
studios here,
yesterday, televibefore
a gathering of press and radio representatives. It was designed and
developed by RCA engineers at
Princeton and Camden, N. J., and at
Lancaster, Pa., according to Meade
Brunet, general manager of the company's engineering products division.
RCA said it will make possible
"round-the-clock" television coverage
of news and special events. Deliveries
on the camera are expected to be
made to television broadcasters in
about six months.
The new tube employed, called the
"Image Orthicon," is 100 times more
sensitive than conventional pick-up
tubes, according to E. W. Engstrom,
Westinghouse,
Experimental

RCA
Units

Washington, Oct. 25. — Westinghouse Radio Stations, Inc., has been
granted permission by the Federal
Communications Commission to build
five development stations to test a new
method of broadcasting which it calls
"stratovision," and RCA Communications, Inc., has received FCC construction permits for eight Class Two experimental stations for research into
the relaying of radio messages by
micro- wave.
Under the Westinghouse experimental program, four of the new stations
will be installed in airplanes which
will transmit television, frequencymodulation, and facsimile programs
over large areas from an altitude of
30,000 feet, while the fifth station will
be located on the ground to communicate with the planes.
Kroub in WB Cairo Post
Jacques Kroub has been named
Warner International manager in
Cairo, Egypt, by Joseph S. Hummel,
vice-president of the foreign affiliate,
it was disclosed here yesterday.
Kroub succeeds Emile De Leon, who
resigned.

7

Daily

Shown

research director of RCA laboratories
at Princeton.
He said the tube makes use of the
most advanced results of more than
20 years of research not only in television pick-up tubes but in electron
optics, photo-emission processes, electron multipliers and special materials.
During the war it was kept a military
secret.

Short
Subjects
"Star in the Night"
(Warner Bros.)
This featurette has for its theme the
spirit of Christmas. The film opens
with three cowboys traveling on the
desert on Christmas Eve carrying gifts
which they have just bought. They
see a bright star which turns out to be
an electric light advertising an auto
court, run by J. Carrol Naish and his
wife, Rosina Galli. Naish refuses
coffee to a forlorn hitchhiker, played
by Donald Woods, and gets into arguments with customers and tourists.
Finally, a young couple arrive and ask
for lodging so the girl can have her
child in comfort. Miss Galli houses
them in a shed nearby, and the cowboys who have also arrived. Naish,
and others, realizing what is happening, drop their worldly harshness and
help out. Running time, 20 minutes.

yesterday's
demonstration
of the
newAt camera,
subjects
lighted only
by
candlelight appeared clearly visible on
the screen
virtue of the
tube's capacity forbyextensively
stepping
up
illumination. A telecast of events at
the Madison Square Garden rodeo
was made while subdued lighting prevailed. First public use of the camera
will be either for televising Navy Day
celebrations, on Saturday, or the
forthcoming New York Herald Tribune forum in New York.
Because of its sensitivity the camera
is not adaptable to color televising "Paper Magic"
under subdued lighting conditions, (Universal Person-Oddity)
This subject deals successively with
Engstrom said. — CLF
a man who makes paper out of clothing, a woman who makes three di250 Pay Tribute to
mension pin-up girls for soldiers, a
Navy veteran and his brother who
built
a
restaurant from shipping
Elmer C. Rhoden
crates, and, finally, a one-handed professional golf player. Running time,
nine minutes.
Kansas City, Oct. 25. — Tributes
were paid to Elmer C. Rhoden, head
of Fox Midwest, at a banquet tendered
him last night at the Muehlebach Ho- Mrs. M. B. Comerford
tel, here, celebrating his 25 years in Stricken Suddenly
the business in Kansas City. National
Theatres Amusement Corp. held a
Scranton, Pa., Oct. 25. — Mrs. Anna
meeting here to coincide with the Comerford,
widow of the late M. B.
"silver jubilee."
Comerford, former general manager
The 250 present included a hundred of the Comerford Enterprises, died
leaders in the industry from all over suddenly at her home here today of a
the country. Arthur Cole of the heart attack. She is survived by her
Paramount Kansas City exchange mother, three sons with the Armed
was toastmaster. Mayor Gage of Forces, three daughters and two
grandchildren. Funeral will be held
Kansas
Cityareaspoke
of Rhoden's
vice to the
in numerous
civic serac- from St. Paul's Church Saturday,
tivities. Ben S. Blyen, publisher of with interment in St. Vincent's Cemetery, Larksville, Pa.
Boxoffice,
of Rhoden's
early
days in thespoke
business.
A. H. Blank
was introduced as having sent Rhoden
to Kansas City 25 years ago to man- Herbert A. Yost Dead
age a Blank Enterprises office. Other
Herbert Alms Yost, 65, character
speakers included F. A. Ricketson,

Denver,tionaland
napresidentRobert
of the O'Donnell,
Variety Clubs.
Charles P. Skouras, expressing appreciation on Rhoden's energy and
counsel in National Theatres, remarked that some day he might wish
to reduce his activity and become
chairman of the board while Rhoden
would become president. Rhoden responded briefly.
Warners until claims against the
About 50 telegrams were received
studio for injuries to strikers, esti- from industry leaders.
matedformed
at $200,000,
were paid,
but insources believed
conferences
reportedly in progress late this after- Production High
noon would alter this situation.
(Continued from page 1)
A second statement issued by the
Producers Association, of which War- whose stages have been kept occupied,
ners is not
member, Brothers,
said : "At Eric
the but whose rate of production was cut
request
of aWarner
Johnston represented that studio at down seriously tinder strike limitations.
Cincinnati and is representing it in all Also, the construction of additional
negotiations. The strike settlement stages provided for in previously-announced peacetime expansion programs
included Warner Brothers studio on
the same basis as member studios of by nearly all studios, and which were
frozen because of a lack of carpenters
theAllMPPDA."
other studios were freed of and other craftsmen required for their
picketing today, although the actual building, is expected to get under way
return of the strikers to work is not shortly, affording facilities for an even
expected before Monday.
further increase in production.

actor,other
who early
appeared
in "The Raven"
and
film productions
in addition to many stage plays, died here
Wednesday.
DeMille
(Continued from Page 1)
said, and films, whether 16mm. or
35mm., will be given "Hollywood
production values." Orders will be
taken on a flat sum basis for commercial pictures of any size or kind, he
said, and if business justifies it, the
company will later establish its own
studio and distribution outlets.
Jester, recently in charge of Army
Air Force Combat Film Services, was
formerly associated with DeMille in
production.
Green Stands by SEG
Hollywood, Oct. 25. — William
Green, AFL president, today telegraphed the Screen Extras Guild that
he will not accede to the Screen Players Union's
that he revoke the
charter
issuedrequest
to SEG.
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TBA

Washington, Oct. 25. — A feasible
method of allocating the 13 commercial television channels to provide
the widest distribution of television
stations tosubmitted
the nation's
140 major
markets,
by first
the Television
Broadcasters Association, is now being studied by the Federal Communications Commission. The proposal, if
accepted by the Commission, would
make possible the establishment and
operation of at least 401 high-powered
television stations in 135 of the 140
leading markets — said to be 59 more
than is possible under the FCC allocation plan, announced Sept. 20 and
revised Oct. 3.
The TBA plan calls for the use of
antenna directivity in 48 out of 401
assigned metropolitan stations in order
to provide maximum utilization of the
13 commercial channels.
DuMont
to Enlarge
Television Facilities
Expanded production facilities for
building television transmitters, camera chains and studio equipment, in
addition to early production lines on
telesets, are announced by Allen B.
DuMont Laboratories, Passaic, which
has leased additional space in Passaic.
President Dr. Allen B. DuMont also
announces the appointment of Ernest
A. Marx as general manager of the
television division. He disclosed that
DuMont, in addition to equipping its
New York and Washington telecast
stations, with several more DuMont
station, to follow, will build transmitting and studio equipment for other
teiecasters both here and abroad.

Key

City

Grosses

77* OLLOWING are estimated picture grosses for current engagements in key cities as reported by Motion Picture
Daily correspondents.
GUEST WIFE (UA) and CRIME
DOCTOR'S WARNING (Col.)— RIALTO
SAN FRANCISCO
(900)
7 days $5,000)
on a moveover.
Gross: (35c-45c-74c)
$8,400. (Average:
MILDRED PIERCE (WB) and
Business here continues brisk at all SENORITA FROM THE WEST (U)—
houses. Weather has been ideal.
WEBBER (850) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days.
Estimated receiots for the week Gross: $7,875. (Average: $4,500)
ending
24-26:WITH YOU (U) and PITTSBURGH
THAT Oct.
NIGHT
PURSUIT TO ALGIERS (U) — ORPHEUM
(2,440)
(45c-65c-85c)
2nd
week. Gross:
$11,000.
(Average:6 days,
$18,000)
New entries here this week scored
THE SOUTHERNER (UA) and AD- heavily, with holdovers running
VENTURES OF RUSTY (Col.) —
UNITED ARTISTS (1,200) (45c-65c-85c) slightly better than normal, in most
7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $18,500. (Aver- cases.
age: $14,000)
Estimated receipts for the week
THE SPANISH MAIN (RKO) — ended
Oct: 22.
GOLDEN GATE (2,850) (45c-65c-95c) 7
davs, 2nd week, with vaudeville. Gross .
WONDER MAN (Goldwyn-RKO) —
$31,500. (Average: $29,000)
FULTON (1,700) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days,
HER HIGHNESS AND THE BELL- 3rd week. Gross: $8,500. (Average: $8,500)
BOY (M-G-M) and BEWITCHED
STATE FAIR (20th-Fox) — SENATOR
(M-G-M) — PARAMOUNT (2,748) (45c- (1,750) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days, 4th week,
65c-85c) 7 days. Gross: $28,000. (Average: on a moveover from the J. P. Harris.
Gross: $4,500. (Average: $3,000)
$24,000)
STATE FAIR (20th-Fox) and IN OLD
RHAPSODY IN BLUE (WB)— PENN
MEXICO (Mono.) — FOX (5,000) (45c- (3,400) (40c-55c-85c) 7 days, 2nd week.
Gross:
$15,500. (Average: $21,700)
65c-85c) 7 days. Gross: $31,000. (Average:
$30,000)
ANCHORS AWEIGH (M-G-M)— RITZ
MILDRED PIERCE (WB) — WAR- (1,100) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days, 4th week, on
FIELD (2,680) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days, 2nd a moveover from the Warner. Gross : $4,000.
week. Gross: $27,000. (Average: $27,000) (Average: $3,000)
RHAPSODY IN BLUE (WB)— STATE
GI JOE (Lester Cowan-UA) — J. P.
(2,308)
(45c-65c-85c)
days,Fox.
2nd Gross
week, : HARRIS (2,200) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days.
on
a moveover
from 7 the
Gross: $16,000. (Average: $10,000)
$10,000. (Average: $13,000)
DUFFY'S TAVERN (Para.) — STAN(40c-65c-85c) 7 days. Gross:
DUFFY'S TAVERN (Para.) DI- $26,000.LEY (3,800)
(Average: $22,100)
VORCE (Mono.)— ST. FRANCIS (1,400)
HER
HIGHNESS
AND THE BELL(45c-65c-S5c) 7 days, on a moveover from
BOY (M-G-M)— WARNER (2,000) (35cthe Fox. Gross: $16,000. (Average: $13,000)
44c-65c) 7 days, 2nd week, on a moveover
from the Stanley. Gross : $9,000. (Average :
DENVER
$9,450)
The weather helped theater managers here during the week, with all
houses showing better than fair average due to a mild October week.
Estimated receipts for the week ended Oct. 22-25:
RHAPSODY IN BLUE (WB)— ALADDIN (1,400) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days on a
moveover. Gross: $8,400. (Average: $5,600)
DUFFY'S TAVERN (Para.)— DENHAM
(1,750) $9,500.
(35c-45c-70c)
Gross:
(Average:7 days,
$9,000)3rd week.
MILDRED PIERCE (WB) and
SENORITA FROM THE WEST (U) —
DENVER (2,600) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days.
Gross: $26,250. (Average: $15,000)
MILDRED PIERCE (WB) and
SENORITA FROM THE WEST (U)—
ESQUIRE
(35c-45c-74c)
Gross: $7,875.(740)
(Average:
$4,500) 7 days.
PENNIES FROM HEAVEN (Para.)
and MR. DEEDS GOES TO TOWN
(Col.)— PARAMOUNT (2,200) (35c-45c74c) 7 erage:
days,
$9,300)re-issue. Gross: $11,625. (Av-

Student Group Sees
Six M-G-M Shorts
A group study of documentary and
other informative films was begun
yesterday by the Motion Picture
Wing of the Metropolitan Youth
Council, at a meeting at Hunter College, here, before which Iris Barry,
curator of the Museum of Modern
Art Film Library, outlined strides
made in that field during the war and
indicated the potentialities for expansion along that line.
Additionally, six new M-G-M shorts
were screened for the purpose of
evaluating the progress made in industry-produced subjects. One short
from each of the M-G-M series was
shown, including "Crime Does Not
Pay," "Pete Smith Specialty," "Pass- Painter to Associated
ing Parade," "Miniature," "M-G-M
Cartoon" and "Traveltalks."
Toronto, Oct. 25— Manager of the
Toronto branch of Empire-UniversalFilms for many years, Harry Painter
Marshall Rejoins M-G-M has been appointed general manager
Indianapolis, Oct. 25. — Capt. Harold of Associated Theatres, Toronto, in a
Marshall, released from the Army Air move to broaden the scope of this longForce, has rejoined M-G-M as ex- operated booking and buying enterploitation representative here. Norman
prise. Harry Law, formerly in charge
Linz, who served as Indianapolis rep- of Associated, continues with the company in special duties, with George
resentative during Marshall's absence,
has been transferred back to his for- Law as booker.
mer position with 'Show Builder Unit
No. 2:
British Film to W.B.
London, Oct. 25. — British distribuAFC Elects D'Armand
tion of "Gaiety George," musical film
Hollywood, Oct. 25. — American in production at Denham Studios, will
be
handled
by Warner Bros., Max
Films and
Corp.
todayandelected
Bert D'Armsecretary
engaged
Harold Milder, the company's managing director to Great Britain discloses. The
Lewis, formerly in charge of the RKO
Pathe studios, as production execu- picture is based on the life of the
tive.
London showman, George Edwards.

INDIANAPOLIS
The opening of ice hockey games at
the Colliseum appeared to be the cause
of slightly lower box office receipts
here this week.
Estimated receipts for the week
ended
23-25 JOHN
:
THE Oct.
GREAT
L. (UA) and
BEDSIDE MANNER (UA) — CIRCLE
(2,800)
(32c-55c)
7
days.
Gross:
$11,000.
(Average: $11,800)
ALONG CAME JONES (RKO) and
STEPPIN' IN SOCIETY (Rep.)— INDIANA (3,200) (32c-55c) 7 days. Gross:
$13,500. (Average: $11,600)
THE SOUTHERNER (UA) and MR.
EMMANUEL (UA) — LOEWS (2,800)
(35c-55c) 7 days. Gross: $10,000. (Average:
$11,500)
RHAPSODY IN BLUE (WB)— LYRIC
(2,000)
7 days,$5,500.
on a (Average:
moveover
from
the (32-55c)
Indiana. Gross:
$4,900)

Hollywood
By THALIA BELL
Hollywood, Oct. 25s
baum
and
WITH the signingClarence
of Richard Upson
MaiYoung to Paramount writing conthat studio's
roster
of contract
writers tracts,
reaches
a hew
high,
with 41
writers now on the Paramount lot, all
currently
next year's
prod-to
uct. working
Maibaum hason been
assigned
develop the screenplay of "O. S. S."
and
now Gen.
in New
York Donovan
conferring'
with isMaj.
William
of
the Office of Strategic Services. Young
is preparing the screen treatment of
"By Reputation," a romantic drama .
scheduled for spring• production.
Jean Renoir has been signed by RKO
Radio
Woman,"
which to
Vol direct
Lewton"Desirable
will produce
with
Joan Bennett, Charles Bickford and
Ann Richards in top roles. . . . Eugene
Pallette has been selected for an important role in the King brothers' current Monogram picture, "Glamour
Girl." . . . 20th Century-Fox has acS. Ollivant's
quired rights to Alfred
•
dog story, "Bob, Son of Battle."
Three directors have been assigned to forthcoming Columbia
pictures: George Sherman will directducer
"Lullaby
Broadway" forJoseph
proAlexis ofThurn-Taxis;
H. Lewis will work on Ted Richmond's "So Dark the Night"; William Castle is set to direct the next
of
the . studio's
Doctor"
series.
. . Lewis "Crime
Stone has
been
signed
to
a
new
contract
by
M-G-M.
. . . Alan Hale has been borrowed
from Warners by Phil L. Ryan for
a top role in his current Columbia
picture,Faylen
"Perilous
Frank
has Holiday."
been added. .toI
the cast of Paramount's "Third
•
Claire Trevor has been signed by
RKO
Radio for the top role opposite
Avenue."
Pat O'Brien in "Crack-Up."
Torp Is Named Para.
Manager in Norway
Kristian Torp has been appointed
Paramount manager for Norway, with
headquarters in Oslo, under supervision of Carldivision
York,manager,
the company's
Scandinavian
who is
stationed in Stockholm.
Meanwhile, Paramount Film of
Norway, Inc., has been incorporated
in Albany, N. Y., to operate a film
business with headquarters in New
York. Incorporators were : George
Weltner, Paramount International
president;
Roger C. Clement and
Milton Kirshenberg.

Levine, Ferron to WB
Warner Bros, film checking service
has appointed two new field supervisors, both just out of the Army.
A. S. Levine, who was a checker for
the company before he went into the
armed service, becomes supervisor for Greeley Leaves PRC,
the New York and New Haven territories, replacing Sid Levinson. Earl Dapice Is Successor
Ferron succeeds M. V. Martin as suLt. Anthony (Tony) Dapice will
pervisor for the Cincinnati area.
join PRC, here, as magazine press
contact, following his discharge from
Conway in Odeon Post
the Army within the next few weeks,
Toronto, Oct. 25. — Expansion of after three years service. He will replace Anne Greeley, who has resigned
Odeon 'Movie Clubs' for young Canadians among theatres across the Do- to join her husband, stationed at
minion has necessitated the appoint- Chanute Field, 111.
ment of Hilliard Conway, manager of Lt. Dapice is at present stationed at
the Colony Theatre, Toronto, for three Ft. Lewis, Wash. Prior to joining
years, as assistant to Tom Bowyer, the Army, he was with Warner Theaclub supervisor at the Odeon head
sitions.tres in publicity and managerial pooffice here.
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Washington, Oct. 25. — Coming expansion inthe field of recreation, both
'. in publicly-sponsored programs and in
j, private enterprises, including theatres,
i offers an important source of postwar
, jobs and business opportunities, it is^
reported by Watson B. Miller, acting
administrator of the Federal Security
j Administration.
I Miller pointed out that estimates of
j the annual prewar expenditure for
, recreation vary widely but that they
|!srun
than $5,000,000,000
1 to asfrom
much notas "less
$15,000,000,000.
The growing demand for more and
better recreation opportunities, he said,
i is due in part to the recreational programs provided during the war for
members of the Armed Forces and for
l war workers.
The sums spent annually on commercial amusements, entertainment and
professional sports and the investment
!■ in large-scale industries that produce
the means and tools of entertainment
and recreation "add up to a very large
slice of the national economy," Miller
declared. "It is a total that has increased steadily in size and importance
for some decades and gives promise of
continuing to increase."
Richey, Brooks to
Exhibitor Meetings
H. M. Richey, exhibitor relations
head for M-G-M, will leave here next
Tuesday for Milwaukee to attend the
two-day meeting of the Independent
Theatre Owners of Wisconsin and
Upper Michigan, at the Hotel
Schroeder, opening Oct. 31.
Walter Brooks, assistant to Richey,
plans to sit in at the meetings of
Michigan Allied at the Hotel Statler,
Detroit, Nov. 5, and of the Associated
Theatres of Indiana, Nov. 6, at the
Athletic Club, Indianapolis.

WORK

SCHEDULE

Mexico

For
Victory
Loan
WHICH STARTS OCT. 29

r I ' HIS is a condensed check list of things to do to insure the
J- success of your individual Victory Loan effort. Refer to it. If
you fulfill ail of the 20 essentials listed here you can't help topping
in the Victory Loan Drive the results achieved in all previous drives.
1. Maintain close cooperation with your War
Committee.

Finance

2. Be an issuing agent or become a sub-agent yourself.
3. Start with Victor-"E"
Home angle.

Shows

Features

using the Welcome

4. Make Free Movie Days the biggest ever.
5. Stage Kiddie Victor-"E" Shows and Contests.
6. Make sure that your bond booth is entirely different.
7. Arrange for local organizations and veterans to
staff bond booth.
8. Have your trailers and accessories on hand.
9. Prepare to extract full cooperation from local radio
outlets.
10. Stress bonds sold at your theatre in all theatre ads.
11. Book "Hollywood Victory Caravan" (2 reels) now.
12. Check local merchants for co-op ads.
13. Kick off your drive in atom-style (Victory Loan
Parade Day, Monday, Oct. 29).
14. Peg your big appeals on special days during drive,
such as Armistice Day, Thanksgiving Day, Marine
Corps' 170th Anniversary (Nov. 10).
15. Follow up mailing lists of bond buyers with postcards.
16. Plan parade or something ambitious for the halfway mark.
1 7. Advertise fact that theatres are open for bond sales,
day
'em.and night, every day.
18. Buy a bond yourself, along with all your staff. Let

Variety Installations
Philadelphia Oct. 25. — A dinner
preceded the installation of new officers of the American Legion Variety
Post No. 713, at the Bellevue-Stratyour patrons know you're 100% behind drive.
ford Hotel, at which the following
19. Watch for bulletins from WAC headquarters. Use
were installed: Albert M. Cohen,
commander; Victor H. Blanc, senior
vice-commander ; Everett C. Callow,
20. Calendar a campaign activity for each day. Keep
junior vice-commander; Walter A.
it humming !
Donohue, adjutant; Ely J. Epstein,
finapce officer ; Arthur S. Wilson,
chaplain; Harry Matthews and William Solomon, sergeant-at-arms ; Wil- Crew Members Named
liam F. Brooker. historian.
UA, Loew's on WNEW
United Artists and Loew's have
Albany, N. Y., Oct. 25.— Eleven
crew members to direct the affairs of signed with radio station WNEW,
RAF Feature Due Here
New
York, for air time to promote
the Albany Variety Club for the next
their product. UA contracted for a
year
have
been
elected
;
they
in
turn
"Journeyphotographed,
Together," British
feature
written,
recorded
and will choose officers for 1945-46. The series of 39 announcements for "Paris
acted by members of the Royal Air new crew consists of : Charles A. seven
Underground,"
while Loew's bought
spots.
Force, which is now playing in Lon- Smakwitz, James D. Faughn, Harry
don, will shortly be ready for the Lamont, Neil Hellman, Joseph Shure,
U. S., Thomas Baird, director of Harry Alexander, Clayton Eastman, Sunday Shows Extended
the film division of the British In- Arthur Newman, Eugene Lowe, RichHartford, Oct. 25. — The cities of
ard Hayes, Nate Winig. Smakwitz, New
formation Services here, has anLondon, Norwalk and South
nounced.
Norwalk have each passed ordinances
present
scheduledfirst
to as'sistant
be namedchief
chiefbarker,
barker,is permitting
theatres to show films from
succeeding Herman L. Ripps.
one P. M. to 11:30, instead of from
Ken Craig to United
two to 11, on Sundays, following
Toronto, Oct. 25. — Resigning a
months of theatre negotiations.
month ago as manager of the Tivoli CBS Promotes Smith
J. Kelly Smith, general sales manTheatre, Famous Players' . ace house
ager of radio sales for Columbia Howard, Harris Shifted
in Hamilton, Ken Craig has been appointed general supervisor of the five Broadcasting, has been appointed diPhiladelphia,
Oct. 25.
— 'Hank'to
has been named
successor
rector of station relations, effective Howard
theatres in that city of United Amusement Co., headed by.H. W. Braden, Nov. 1, Herbert V. Akerberg, CBS 'Bucky' Harris as RKO Radio exploitation head here. Harris will move to
an associate of Famous Players Can- vice-president in charge of station readian.
the Albany area.
lations, announces.

Next

from
Year

Mexico City, Oct. 25. — Production
of 200, new high for Mexico, is forecast for 1946 in production circles.
That high expectancy is based on continued picture labor peace, recently attained after nearly two years of
wrangling that hampered production.
During the last few years Mexico has
had
from an60 average
to 65. annual production of
The industry's own bank, Banco
Cinematografico, S. A., established
here seven years ago jointly by the industry and the government, is reported to be arranging to raise some
$6,000,000 to help the 1946 program.
During the first nine months of this
year, the bank financed the industry to
the amount of $2,658,735.
Five studios that will be in action
early next year are the three already
established : Clasa, Azteca and Jorge
Stahl's, and two new ones, those
which RKO and a Mexican syndicate,
headed by Emilio Azcarraga, exhibitor and radio station operator, are
completing, and one which Howard
Randall, American sound engineer,
and Theodore Gildred, U. S. exhibitor
in Mexico, are finishing.
25 From

France

for

French-Canadians
Montreal, Oct. 25. — France Film,
Inc., has received 25 French-language
features from France in the first shipment from that country in five years
and the company is planning a gathering here of exhibitors specializing in
French programs for French-Canadians for pre-release screenings.
Announced as well is the return to
Montreal from France of Nantel
David to become distribution manager
of France Film.
Odeon Appeal Granted
Toronto, Oct. 25. — Justice J. A.
Hope of Osgoode Hall, Toronto, has
granted the appeal of Paul L. Nathanson, president of Odeon Theatres of
Canada, from an order of Ontario
Supreme Court to produce the actual
partnership
between
Nathanson and J.document
Arthur Rank
of London
which was signed in 1944. The appeal was preliminary to the hearing of
a suit for $55,000 by Mrs. Jean Gregpartner withforNathanson
in And-of
well ory,
Theatres,
the operation
three Hamilton, Out., theatres owned
by the plaintiff. Mrs. Gregory claims
misrepresentation and asks for dissolution of the Andwell partnership agreement, dated Jan. 7, 1943. Plaintiff alleges the Nathanson-Rank agreement,
unknown to her, had prevented the
sale of her share for $50,000.
EXPERIENCE
in making tickets for over 60 years
has taught us that
ACCURACY
in numbering is first in importance, and the years have given us
DEPENDABILITY
— a priceless asset.
GLOBE TICKET COMPANY
1 54 West 1 4th St., New York City
Tel. W Atkins 9-1486
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"The Seventh Veil"
of a new theatre in Elizabeth City, (Sydney Box-General Film Distributors)
N. C. S. W. Taylor, owner of the
London, Oct. 25
Taylor in Edenton, N. C, has had
plans drawn for. a new house. Shep <fTp
HE SEVENTH
VEIL" acclaim.
has had itsTeamed
premiere
at the for
Leicester
A Theatre
to extraordinary
together
the firstSquare
time,
Brinkley, owner of the Plymouth in
Ann
Todd
and
James'
Mason
in
one
bound
have
become
Britain's
most favored
Plymouth, N. C, will build another in
"screen lovers." The picture has sufficient warmth and delicacy in unfolding
Plymouth. Claude Lewis will open to
surmount a potentially awkward story. It should cash in on an astonishing
his new Middlesex Theatre in Middle- mood for symphonic music currently permeating the whole of Britain.
sex, N. C, around Thanksgiving.
The film tells of a famous concert pianist, played by Miss Todd, who suffers
Fin Davis of Morganton, N. C, an- a psychological
that she may lose the use of her hands. She had been
nounces that property has been pur- beaten by a cane fixation
at school on the eve of a music examination and the memory
chased for building new theatres in
Morganton, Marion and Brevard, N. of her agony then and the fear it aroused developed into a deep-sunken psychosis. The fixation drives her to an attempt at suicide when her guardian, who
C. Dick Royster will open the new
Fallston Theatre at Fallston, N. C, had devoted years transforming her from a neophyte music student into an
on Nov. 1. John Kime, owner of the artist, lashes at her hands on learning she plans to run off as the mistress of
State in Roseboro, N. C, is building a man painting her portrait.
a new theatre, the Alice, in SalemInterwoven
in theis pattern
a parade
of Europe's
most
burg, N. C, expecting to open around famed
opera houses,
the storyofofdistinction
how, under and
hypnosis,
the shadow
of a dread
Dec. 1. R. O. Tarkington, owner of fetish is lifted from Miss Todd's mind. Also, there's that music. Miss Todd
theatres in Four Oaks, N. C, and on the screen appears to play the Grief Concerto and several other numbers
Bath, N. C, plans a house in Eoun- in a fashion alone meriting the price of admission, although it is really the
tain, N. C. L. L. Overton, owner playing of Eileen Joyce, one of. Britain's best-known pianists. Also, there is
of the Levon in Enfield, N. C., plans
Mason
the guardian.
He'sappear
a solitary
eccentric,
handsplaying
of another
actor might
to be and
the wealthy
hamiest of
hams. who,
Mason,in
a theatre for Aulander, N. C. An- the
other theatre for Ayden, N. C, is
who is easily tops among Britain's stars, and was so voted in Motion Picture
being built by Charles E. Myers. W. Herald's
last poll, makes of the part something vitally real, nevertheless. It
D. Joyner has opened the new Gay is predicted
that the film's instantaneous success in the West End will be
Theatre in Gibsonville, N. C. ; the old reflected in theatres
For the sake of England's prestige and also
Gay was destroyed by fire many American box office everywhere.
profits, the film should make a trans-Atlantic crossing
months ago.
as soon as a print is available. American audiences should revel in this top
Field reports on new construction film, produced by Sydney Box and directed by a newcomer, Compton Bennett.
and remodeling planned or under way
Adult audience classification. Release date not set. Peter Burnup
elsewhere follow :
Lightman Plans New House;
Many Others for Tennessee
Memphis, Oct. 25. — Application of
M. A. Lightman, Sr., president of
Malco Theatres, Inc., for permission
to build a $200,000 theatre and group
of store buildings at Cleveland and
Overton Park is before the Board of
Adjustment. His plan calls for a theatre with 1,400 seats.
Memphis Oct. 25. — Film Row also
hears that the Strand, a new house,
has been opened in Black Oak, Ark.,
by A. R. Flippin, owner, and a new
theatre at Tuckerman, Ark., opened
this week under the management of
M. D. Livingston.
Memphis has half a dozen additional theatre projects well developed or
already contracted for and others will
be announced soon.
David Flexer, of Flexer-Haberfield
Theatres, announces the awarding of
a contract to Shelby Construction Co.,
Memphis, for the remodelling of the
Ritz, at an estimated cost of $23,000;
1,000 new seats are being installed by
American Seating Co. Work should
be completed by Jan. 1. Flexer also
announces that a contract will be
awarded immediately for the construction of a new house for his circuit at
New Albany, Miss., at a cost of $65,000. It will seat 720.
Poplar-Highland House
A residential and commercial development at Poplar and Highland
proposed by L. Hall Jones, of JoynerHeard Co. and John Goodwin, estimated to cost $3,500,000, will include
a 1,000-seat theatre, to cost $100,000.
A contract has been set for the remodel ing ofthe Princess Theatre in
Shelbyville, according to plans prepared by Marr and Holman, architects of Nashville.
In Nashville, Tony Sudekum of
Crescent Amusement Co. has purchased a site and is expected to announce plans for a theatre and amusement center, in addition to a previously announced similar "super-suburban"

"Prairie Rustlers"
(PRC)
STANDARD Western fare with ample servings of gun fighting, fisticuffs
and chase sequences revolving around Buster Crabbe in the dual role of
both a respectable and a transgressing cousin, "Prairie Rustlers" should prove
demands of "horse opera"
fully commensurate
enjoy the slapstick antics of Al (Fuzzy)
thosethewhoentertainment
particularlywith
enthusiasts,
St. John.
Bad-cousin Crabbe heads a band of cattle rustlers bent on depriving every
rancher in the county of his stock, and he makes considerable progress in
he covets the herd of Evelyn Finley's father.
that connection up to the time
At that point good-cousin Crabbe steps in on behalf of the law, determined
career. This he accomplishes,
predatory kinsman's
to put an end to hisafter
the smoke of much desperate battling has cleared
finally, but not until
and he is almost lynched on one occasion when mistaken for the rustler.
Karl Hacket, Stanford Jolley, Bud Osborne and Kermit Maynard complete
from Fred .My ton's screenplay. Sigmund
ed.
Sam Newfield directed,
Neufeld
cast.produc
the
date, Nov. /.
Running time, 56 minutes. General classification. ReleaseCharles
L. Franke

theatre and amusement combine on
Gallatin Road, besides improvements
to his Princess and Fifth Avenue
theatres uptown, and possible early
jected theaof the long-pro
on Warner
completi
Building, on which
tre in the
he has a long lease. Sudekum also
recently bought sites for theatres in
Donelson and Goodlettsville, near
Nashville.
Loew's announces plans for the construction of a new building for
Loew's Theatre in Nashville, estimated to cost $1,000,000. If the same site
is used it would mean the closing of
for months. Nashville's
the house
Loew's
is unique in that it is the only
"white" theatre in the city not owned
and operated by Crescent Amusement
Co.
Construction of a new marquee tor
Crescent's theatre on 4700 Charlotte
Avenue has been completed.
Four Theatres To Be Built
In Portland, Ore., Area
Oct. 25— Four add, new Ore.,
Portlanditional
theatres will be built in
steel and concrete
Three
area.
this
neighborhood houses, seating approximately 1,000, will be built by Ted R.
Gamble Enterprises of Portland at a
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cost of approximately $500,000. Also,
working drawings are ready for Harry
Johnson, owner, to let a contract for
the construction of a 750-seater.
St. Louis Territory Will
Also Get New Theatres
Sam Komm, head of the Komm Circuit, has been purchasing property on
Clayton Road in the vicinity of the
Esquire Theatre, of which he is part
owner, and plans to improve the site
purchased.
Plans have been announced for the
construction of a new 500-seat theatre in Metropolis, 111., in this territory.
The" new building, which will also include office space, will be erected on
the site of the old Illinois Theatre
which was destroyed by fire several
months ago. The building will be
built for Robert C. Cluster, who owns
and operates the Royal and Massac
theatres in Metropolis. The Royal will
be remodeled.
Glen W. Dickinson, owner of a
number of theatres in Missouri and
Kansas, is erecting a 500-seat theatre
at Webb City. The building, which
will have an all-glass front decorated
in neon, is expected to be ready for
opening on Christmas.

appears
involved. to be any trade discrimination
Confidence was expressed in State
Department circles, however, that the
situation
is due exchange,
entirely to and
Denmark's
lack
of dollar
it was
pointed out that provision has already
been made for the granting of exchange against the 40 pictures taken
into the country by the OWI, which
are now in distribution. Primarily
affected, it was explained, are the pictures which have piled up awaiting admittance. However, the American
companies are releasing many old pictures, long held in Denmark, for
which the government does not have
to expend any exchange.
The situation was seen as giving
British and Swedish companies a temporary advantage,without
since both
operate in Denmark
any can
exchange
difficulties. The British are understood to have about 20 pictures, taken
in under the same conditions as the
OWI films, and the Swedes are break-,
ing into the market with approximately the same number, but their films
never have had much first-run attraction.
French Tax
(Continued from page 1)
official exchange rate of 50 francs to
the dollar, or to $4,000,000 at the unof icial, or "black market" rate of 100
to the dollar.)
Exhibitors have not paid this tax as
yet, Lartigue said, but have kept the
money in escrow until the government
decides on its exact disposition, at
which time it will be turned over by
exhibitors, he said. Already the government has advanced French producers 200,000,000 francs.
Atlanta Film Censor
Would Extend Bans
Atlanta, Oct. 25.- — Films banned
in Atlanta by film censor Christine
Smith, soon will not be shown anywhere in Fulton County, if a plan proposed before the county commission is
worked out. Miss Smith, accompanied
by Aubrey Milam, chairman of the
board of trustees of the Carnegie Library, appeared before the commission
and proposedrangementthat
of filma cooperative
censorship arbe
worked out.
This proposal would not only prevent the showing of films offensiye to
Southern taste, but also would prevent theatre managers outside the city
from capitalizing on publicity given
films banned within Atlanta.
Samuel Joining Y. & R.
Milt Samuel, Western publicity director of American Broadcasting, has
been appointed West Coast radio publicity director for the bureau of industrial service of Young and Rubicam.
Rank Film Switched
"The Man in Gray," J. Arthur
Rank-United Artists release, will be
shown at the Winter Garden here instead of "Adventure for Two."
At Sweet Springs,. Charles Thomas
has reopened the Uptown, which was
damaged by fire on Sept. 5, the people
of that town of 1,600 having_ assisted
materially in obtaining materials, and
in the actual restoration work.
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Trust
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Awaits

Opening

(Continued from page 1)
Of
of the trial of the government's New
York film anti-trust suit developed
during the cross-examination of
Charles M. Reagan, Paramount vicepresident and distribution head, under
questioning by Robert L. Wright,
Special Assistant to U. S. Attorney
General Tom Clark, who is trying the
government's
Wright againcase.questioned Reagan at
length about a controversy between
Paramount and Loew's Metropolitan
| New York theatres on terms for
Paramount films ; about an alleged
product split between Loew and RKO
circuits in New York ; and about the
company's
"formula"
with National
Theatres. product deals
1944-45 Films Involved
Although Wright had sought to establish that the product dispute between the Loew's New York theatres
and Paramount had kept Paramount
films from those theatres for 15
months, thereby blocking their availability tosubsequent-runs, Reagan explained that only 1944-45 Paramount
films were involved and that they were
not to have become available to Loew's
until early in 1945, while an agreement
was reached in May, 1945.
Reagan further testified that negotiations between Loew's and Paramount relative to the New York situation continued throughout the dispute
and that since Paramount could get
higher film rentals for its films by
selling
themhe toindicated
Loew's that
than noby attempt
selling
to others,
was made to set the films elsewhere.
He declared that Paramount sold its
' films
rental. where it could get the most
Outlining the dispute, Reagan explained that Paramount was dissatisfied with the rental terms it secured
from Loew's in New York, while
Loew's maintained that it could not
pay more.
An inaudit
of Loew's
expenses incurred
exhibiting
the films
was decided, and it took several years
to complete ; it was started in Dec,
1941, according to Reagan.
Playing Continued
Meanwhile, Loew's continued to
play Paramount films, even in the absence of a written agreement on terms.
However, when direct negotiations between Loew's and Reagan, resumed in
the fall of 1944, failed to bring about
an agreement, Paramount films for
1944-45
playing
Loew'sJanuary
theatres forstopped
the period
between
and June, 1945, according to Reagan.
Wright sought to imply that there
was a definite product split between
Loew's and RKO in the New York
territory. He contended that Paramount films were licensed to Loew's
without specifying minimum admission
prices, clearance, or any other conditions embodied in other licensing
agreements, but Reagan explained that
a pattern established in previous engagements was understood to apply
and the customary licensing agreement was part of the contract.
Wright cross-examined Reagan
about the "formula" deal with National, but his intent was not clear and
he "refused to throw any further light
on the situation when questioned by
reporters after the day's sessions. Reagan described
dealpaid
as
one under
whichthe the"formula"
license fee
was a specified percentage of the national gross of a picture. Paramount
also has such deals with several of its

Loan

Drive

11

daily

Monday

Thousands of employes in 750 film
theatres in the Metropolitan New
York area have been enlisted for the
industry's all-out Victory Loan effort,
Irving Lesser, local general chairman,
and Morris Kinzler, campaign director here report on the eve of the start
of the drive, on Monday.
In cooperation with the War Finance Committee, a program has been
evolved for the six-week campaign,
which will continue until Pearl Harbor Day, on Dec. 7.
A mass rally Monday at the Statue
of» Liberty replica in Times Square
will officially open the drive to the
public. Directed by Sam Rauch, talent chairman, this will feature bands
and glee clubs from various Armed
Services * newly-returned heroes, film,
stage and operatic stars, and industry
and Washington officials will also be
on hand.
Statue Events Daily
Daily events will be staged at the
Statue. Outstanding among these
will be a repetition of the festivals arranged by various United Nation and
foreign groups under the direction of
George A. Generalis, foreign language
chairman.
Special events in theatres throughout the New York area are planned
by the committee. In addition to
hundreds ofpromoted
school children's
special
matinees,
in cooperation
with neighborhood teachers and principals, there also will be approximately
100 bond "Preview Premieres." "Free
Movie Day" will be observed on Dec.

7. Individually engrossed bonds will
be issued on that occasion.
Theatre managers will stage "welcome home" celebrations for groups of
returning G I's in their own neighborhoods, in cooperation with the
boys' families
surrounding
chants. Specialand
theatre
features meralso
will mark Election Day, Armistice
Day and Thanksgiving Day.
Jewelry Auctions
The jewelry auctions of the Seventh
War Loan, put on through the cooperation ofthe Retail Jewelers Association of Greater New York, have
spurred the latter, as well as the
various county committees, to double
the number of auctions for this drive.
It is expected that over $500,000 in
donated jewelry, watches, alarm clocks,
pen sets, etc., will be promoted by
the jewelers for this stunt.
The campaign program again calls
for sightseeing plane rides from LaGuardia Field, as well as flying lessons given by noted aviators and
aviatrixes. Through the cooperation
of the Armed Forces, bond buyers
also will, for the first time, take
amphibious "duck" rides around New
York Bay. Arrangements are also
progressing for staging special tugboat trips to meet incoming troop
transports arriving in this port.
A number of secretaries, through
the courtesy of Fred A. Bopp of the
New York Life Insurance Co. will
handle bond writing details throughout this area.

affiliates. He disclosed that Paramount
has been able to get a higher percentage of increase of its film rentals
under this type of deal than by any
other deals he has negotiated.
No final settlement is made on film
rentals on "formula" deals, according
to Reagan, until a year or more after
the picture has first played, although
an estimate is made of the anticipated
national gross and a payment on account is made at the time National
plays a film.
Judge Augustus N. Hand, presiding
justice, expressed annoyance during
the morning session over a mild controversy between the defendants and
Wright over the admission of some
evidence. He decried "the uncertain
exchanging
of words"
when to itagree
appeared that both
sides meant
on certain material. He declared that
the record was being confused.
Says All Compete
Goldenson declared during his testimony that all theatres in the United
States are in competition with each
other, whether they be first-run or
subsequent-run and that there is no
segment of the market which can be
considered to be the first-run market.
He testified as to the first-run situation in over 40 cities with populations
of 100,000 or more where Paramount
owns first-run theatres.
During cross-examination of Goldenson, Wright questioned him about
independent theatre ownership in those
cities. Louis D. Frohlich, counsel for
Columbia, questioned Goldenson about
Paramount's Florida Theatres, Inc.,
formerly the Sparks Circuit, contending that in 37 out of 43 towns in
Florida, the circuit owned all theatres.
Goldenson said that this was the case

in only 32 towns rather than 37.
Goldenson explained that the generally-accepted formula is that there
should be one theatre seat in a town
for every 10 people. He declared that
there were good show towns where
this ratio could be less and poor show
towns in which it was greater. Seasonal towns, like summer resorts, require a greater number of seats, according to Goldenson.
All matters of operating policy of
Paramount theatre affiliates are left
to local managers, Goldenson testified.
The decentralized method of operation was adopted because the trustees
who took over when the Paramount
bankruptcy proceedings were started
believed that this was the best method
of operating, according to Goldenson.
A national policy for all Paramount
theatres had previously proved to be
unsuccessful since it was not possible
to operate a small-town theatre in the
same manner as the Paramount Theatre in New York was operated, Goldenson explained. The Paramount theatre department in New York in no
way controls or directs the purchase
or selection of product for affiliates, he
said. Some control is exercised over
the capital expenditures of the affiliates, however.
Partners' Meetings
Wright questioned Goldenson about
periodic meetings of the so-called
"Paramount partners" in New York
in an apparent attempt to ascertain
whether product terms were discussed,
which Goldenson denied, as he completed his cross-examination and the
day's
session
was concluded.
Martin Mullen
or Earl J. Hudson,
operators of Paramount affiliates, will
probably take the stand today.

Substitute Sought
For Caravan Tours
Perturbed over the forced
cancellation of the scheduled
tours of Victory Loan caravans of screen stars, the campaign's executive staff here is
understood to be seeking additional bond-selling devices
loss.
to make up for the caravans'
Enlisting the assistance of
industry "idea" men, the matter was placed before a meeting of thelations
Eastern
ReCommittee Public
yesterday
at the Athletic Club here.
Suggestions were sent to the
executive staff for consideration.

Victory

Drive

(Continued from page 1)
as eagerly and with the same enthusiasm tnat our workers are putting into the drive, we are sure of success."
"The inuustry will carry more than
its share of tne $^,000,000,000 in 'h.
bond sales," Fabian predicted, relating
that every state chairman has his state
organization alerted and every regional chairman is optimistic
More bond snows than in any previous drive are planned, while lurther
exhibitor interest is shown in the larger orders for accessories to decorate
theatres, lHabian said.
WAC Erecting Large Stage
At Times square for Drive
One of the largest outdoor stages
is being built near the Statue of Liberty replica in Times Square for the
victory Loan campaign by the New
ifork War Activities Committee,
Frederick W. Gehle, chairman of the
War Finance Committee for New
Vork, announces.
The stage will be used daily for
"in person" shows which will be
supervised by Sam Rauch, talent chairman, and James Sauter, talent coordinator between the United Theatrical
War Activities Committee and the
film industry.
Paramount Rally Monday
A Victory Loan rally of Paramount
home office and exchange employes
will betion held
the company's
recrearoom onin Monday.
Robert
H.
O'Brien, special assistant to Barney
Balaban, president of Paramount,
heads the committee in charge.
Speakers will include Adolph Zukor, chairman of the board of directors ;Jim Sternberg, Treasury Department, and Major Henry George
Plitt, army officer who captured Julius
Streicher.
Oberon to Participate
In Bond Launching
Hyde Park, N. Y., Oct. 25.— Merle
Oberon will join with Mrs. Eleanor
Roosevelt, U. S. Marine Lieut. -Col.
James P. Devereaux of Wake Island
fame, and others at a bond rally in
front of the Roosevelt Library here
on Sunday afternoon for the launchthe new $200 Roosevelt memorialing ofbond.
A. & L. Dissolves
Albany, N. Y., Oct. 25.— A. and L.
Theatre Concessions, Inc., of New
York, has dissolved.

price to see a movie? Not a bit.
A ,high
For in thousands of theaters all over
the country, when Americans paid $18.75
and more to see a single show, the admittance was really "on the house."
To motion picture exhibitors — long
accustomed to doing their bit in the interest ofcommunity undertakings — helping put over the War Loan Drives was a

cheerfully accepted duty. The 1 5,618 free
days which exhibitors gave "The Mighty
7th" are just a sample of this public spirit.
^^^^^
^^
The coming "Victory Loan" campaign
can expect the same type of unselfish
support. For in peace as in war, the motion picture house continues as a modern
counterpart of the old town meeting in
advertisements
0?e °f ° ^i
spirit and in action.
es ofby
KODAK testifying ,o

Eastman

Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y.
J. E. BRULATOUR, INC., Distributors
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the achievements of
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[5,500 Theatres Have
Ugned for Campaign
More than 47,000 free shows, inluding over 16,000 "Free Movie
Shows," 15,000 "Victory Shows"
Bond Premieres), 10,000 "Free
Liddie Shows," and about 7,000 other
erformances involving only the purhase of a Victory Bond for admision, have been scheduled by exhibitors
f the country, according to the latest
ound-up of reports received by S. H.
rabian, national industry drive cham)ion. The drive starts today and
uns through Dec. 8.
Eventual total, taking in
many small communities not yet
heard from, is expected to boost
the figure another several thousand.
Charles M. Reagan, distributor
hairman, who is receiving pledges of
(Continued on page 9)

Discharges
Midwest

Are

OCTOBER

Not

Solving

Manpower

Herb Wheeler, district manager of
Warner Theatres here, looks for a
continued shortage of ushers and does
not expect many Warner ushers now
in service to look for their former jobs
upon discharge. Most of those employes are two to four years older
and want a better-paying position, he
explains.
The Warner plan, to take action
when all of its managers are discharged, is to institute a reshuffling
process, so that all managers, including those hired during the war years
will be retained in managerial or other
jobs of equal importance.

Columbia

Tax

Is $1,945,167

Columbia Pictures's net earnings for
the year ended June 30, were $1,945,167, or $4.43 per share on 393,902
shares of common stock outstanding,
after deducting Federal taxes amounting to $1,529,687. For the prior year,
net earnings were $2,005,834, or $4.89
2, 700
Army
per share on 369,161 shares outstanding, after Federal taxes of $4,229,625.
Films
Made
Current assets were $24,960,174, and
current liabilities were only $3,244,758, leaving working capital of approximately $21,715,000.
Washington, Oct. 28. — The Army
The
figures
are subject to comple-Mctorial Service of the Signal Corps
tion of an audit of the accounts of an
iroduced more than 2,700 motion picures used by the Army ground forces English subsidiary.
ind distributed 302,000 prints during
he war, it was disclosed at the week:nd in the annual report of Gen.
3rehon Somervell, commanding the Theatre Collections
\rmy Service Forces.
In addition to these films, which
were used for tactical, technical, stra- For Al Smith Drive
:egic, reconnaissance and training purooses, Somervell said, the ASF used
An entertainment division of the
motion pictures for educational purposes.
Alfred E. Smith memorial hospital
drive has been formed and has already formulated national plans for
aiding the overall $3,000,000 quota.
Strike Settlement
The money will build a wing to St.
Vincent's Hospital, here, to perpetuate
Details Pending
the name of the "Happy Warrior."
The division contemplates theatre collections in New York City only.
William F. Rodgers is chairman of
Washington, Oct. 28— Eric Johnston, president of the MPPDA, re- the motion picture branch ; H. M.
turned to Washington Friday with no Ritchey will be assistant to Rodgers;
comment on the results of his partici- Irving Caesar is chairman of music ;
pation in the settlement of the Holly- Max Kase, chairman of sports ; John
wood strike.
F. Royal, radio ; James Reilly, head
Joyce O'Hara, Johnston's assist- of the New York Theatre League,
ant, explained that there still re- representing Marcus Heiman, chair(Continued on page 9)
(Continued on page 9)

Quiz

Keough

Problem

Chicago, Oct. 28. — The accelerated
speed of discharges from the Armed
Forces is scheduled to cause some reshuf ling of theatre jobs in the upper
brackets, but will not solve the manpower shortage within the low-paying
ranks, a Motion Picture Daily survey of this territory indicates.
It has been noted during the past
three months that less than one-third
of discharged chiefs of service, assistant managers, ushers and others even
bother to look up their former employers. On the other hand, managers
show up promptly upon their discharge, due to favorable salaries.

Net

TEN CENTS
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Revenue

Drops

Again

Theatres'
On
Film
Problem
May Complete Defense in
2 Weeks; Mullin on Stand
By MILTON LIVINGSTON
Whether the Paramount theatre
department or distribution department was in any way connected
with the inability of Verner U.
Young to secure Paramount product
for his theatres in Gary, Indiana, several years ago after Balaban and Katz
acquired theatre interests there, and
whether Donald M. Jacocks was actually denied first-run product by distributors after he leased the Strand
Theatre in Taunton, Mass., which had
been held by M. and P. Theatres, provided two dramatic moments during
the cross-examination of Austin C.
Keough, Paramount vice-president and
general counsel, in the New York
anti-trust suit trial in U. S. District
court here Friday.
■ The ninth day of the trial also
brought Martin J. Mullin, vice-president and general manager of the Paramount M. and P. affiliated theatres,
to the witness stand.
Several dicated
defense
attorneys inwhen questioned
by
Motion Picture Daily after the
(Continued on page 9)

Washington, Oct. 29.— Federal admission tax collections, declining for
the second successive month, dropped
to $29,589,568 for September, from
$33,289,381 for August but remained
a half-million dollars above the $29,042,669 recorded for Sept., 1944, it
was reported
morning by the Internal RevenuethisBureau.
For the nine months ended with
September, however, collections continued well ahead of last year, amounting to $266,659,053, against $208,051,838, the Bureau announced.
Export
More than 25 per cent of the loss Stock
between August and September was Controls
Off
(Continued on page 9)
Cite
For

Trade
War

Press

Service

Commendation of the trade press
for service to the industry and the
country "beyond the call of duty" in
helping with the work of the War
Activities Committee was expressed
by Walter T. Brown, WAC associate
coordinator, Friday at a luncheon
given in the Astor Hotel here by the
WAC trade press division to members
of the Victory Loan committee.
Oscar A. Doob, director of the bond
drive, which opens today, was presented with a plaque by George J.
Schaefer, WAC chairman, for his service as former chairman of the public
relations division. Doob accepted it on
behalf of "hundreds of publicity and
exploitation men and theatre managers
(Continued on page 9)

Washington, Oct. 28. — Revocation
of export controls on both negative
and positive raw stock has been announced by the Office of International
Trade Operations, the Department of
Commerce branch which has taken
over the export activities of the Foreign Economic Administration.
Heretofore subject to a requirement
that a license be secured for each individual exportation, raw stock now
is on general license for export to all
destinations in "Group K." The only
restrictions now applicable, it is understood, are to shipments to Argentina
and Spain.
Reviewed

Today

Review of "Danny Boy" is
on page 5; "Battle for Music," 8.

2

Personal

Motion

Picture

Tradewise

Nicholas M. Schenck, Loew's
president, and Howard Dietz, Loew's
vice-president in charge of advertishave returned to NewYork from theing-publicity,
Coast.
•
Harry Tugend, executive assistant
to Henry Ginsberg, Paramount vicepresident in charge of production, is
due in Hollywood today from New
York.
•
John J. Friedl, head of the Minnesota Amusement Co., has arrived in
- •
New York and attended
Friday's session of the N. Y. film anti-trust suit.
Steve Broidy, Monogram vicepresident and general sales manager,
returned to Hollywood at the weekend
from a tour of Southern exchanges.
•
Charles W. Koerner, RKO Radio
vice-president in charge of production,
entrained for Hollywood from New
York at the weekend.
•
Charles Leonard, Eastern representative for Cagney Prod., will return to New York today from Chicago.
•
Ben Kalmenson, Warners general
sales manager, returned to New York
over the weekend from the Midwest.
•
Rube Jackter,
Columbia's
assistant
general
sales manager,
returned
here
over the weekend from Kansas City.
•
Mitchell Rawsox
of M-G-M's
home office publicity department, has
returned here from Hollywood.
•
Nicholas Napoli, President of Artkino, left here over the weekend for
Chicago. Detroit and Cleveland.
•
Ted Morris of the M-G-M studio
publicity department, has returned to
the Coast from New York.
•
Harry Goldberg, Warners director
of theatre advertising and publicity,
will be in Albany today.
•
Lt.' Frank Sparrow, Navy booker
with headquarters in Miami, Fla., is
in Atlanta.
•
E. K. (Ted) O'Shea, M-G-M Eastern sales manager, will -leave for Buffalo tomorrow.
•
Ike Katz, PRC Atlanta franchise
holder, is in Florida on business.
•
Harry Katz of PRC, Atlanta, has
returned to that city from Charlotte.
•
Jinx Falkenburg is in New York
from the Coast.

Monday, October 29, 1945
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By 8HERWIN

Mention

DARRYL F. ZANUCK, 20th Century-Fox vice-president in charge
of production, will entrain from the
Coast for New York on Wednesday.
•

Daily

A LL in the industry can appreciate the sincerity which
was behind the producers' statement with respect to the announced ending of the studio
strike last week.
"The report," said the statement, "is the greatest news this
industry has had since the end
of As
the a war."
matter of fact, to many
in Hollywood during the last
weeks of the strike, it must have
seemed that the war was not
over but merely confined to Los
Angeles county.
While the strike did not succeed in halting production, even
when it went into riot stages in
its eighth month, company executives in the East never have
tried to minimize the seriousness
of the situation. Production always was hampered and often
crippled, if it was not halted.
New and inexperienced replacements added to production difficulties and to production delays
and costs.
•
One ranking home office executive estimated recently, after
deliberation, that the strike had
cost the studios between $7,000,000 and $10,000,000 through the
end of its seventh month, Oct.
12. The after-effects of delayed
production will be felt in the studios and elsewhere in the industry for months to come.
News of the end of the strike,
if it is the end, is indeed the best
industry news since the end of
the war. The "if" appears to
be called for only because the
knotty problems of union jurisdiction, which gave rise to the
strike, and the reemployment of
strikers and disposition of replacements, presumably remain
to be solved. Although picketing
of studios has been halted and
workers are back at their jobs
by AFL directive, the settlement
remains to be effected. The
unions involved have until Nov.
23 to effect a settlement. If they
are
unable council
to do so,
the AFL'sof
executive
committee
three will seek the answers during the then ensuing 30 days,
the committee's decisions presumably to be accepted by the
Hollywood unions as final.
•
Although no official version of
the part played by Eric Johnston, MPPDA president, in the
ending of the strike has been
made public up to the time of
this writing, it is apparent that
whether it was instrumental or

.

.

KANE

incidental, the outcome has addindustry.
ed greatly to his prestige in the
The question of the importance of Johnston's contribution
to the result was, in all likelihood, raised by Johnston himself. He told newspapermen in
Hollywood at the conclusion of
his talks with leaders of the studio unions involved that his efforts to settle the dispute "have
not
been
successful,"
have exhausted
every adding:
avenue "II
know
to settle
strike." day,
Then,
on thethe following
Johnston told newsmen that settlement negotiations "have not
broken down" and that "This is
merely the end of the first round.
The next round will be in Cincinnati" (where the AFL executive council was in session.)
The question has been heard:
What happened between the two
statements ?
On leaving Cincinnati, the
only statement made by Johnston reported in the press was:
"Today's agreement provides the
basis for labor peace in the industry. We hope to make the
labor relations of the industry
the best of any in the world."
Perhaps Johnston is too modest. It should be a rather simple matter to describe the steps
leading
to the steps
"agreement"
and
to say whose
they were.
The end result is so important
that there is sure to be enough
of gratitude for all who played a
part in bringing it about. No
one, however remotely connected
with the outcome, is undeserving of credit.
There may be a key to the
complete
in Johnston's
Hollywoodpicture
statement
that the
heads of both warring factions
of Hollywood unions had submitted proposals that were acceptable to the producers, but
that neither union side had made
a proposal that was acceptable
to the other union side. Quite
clearly, that left it up to the
AFL's top officers.
It is recalled that William
Green, at the conclusion of a
three-day meeting with heads of
the Hollywood unions in Washington, told newsmen on Sept. 21
that "the strike will be terminated within a reasonably short
(The italics are ours.)
The AF of L order directing
its Hollywood unions to end the
strike was issued just 33 days
time."
later
at Cincinnati.

Show 21 Pictures
In German Zone
Twenty-one pictures are
circulating in the 150 theatres
operating in the American
occupation zone in Germanv,
Fred Schwartz, chief of film
exhibition-distribution for the
Army's Information Control
Division there, told Motion
Picture
Daily at the weekend.
day.
Schwartz arrived here from
Germany by plane last ThursSchwartz will confer here
with Interim International
Information Service officials
and with Morris Goodman,
vice-president of the Motion
Picture Export Co., who is on
loan as film adviser to the
ICD.

Kerske

to OpenRKO

Philippine

Office

Arno F. Kerske left New York yesterday by boat for Manila, to reopen
RKO Radio's exchange in the PhilipAfter 16 years in the U. S. Navy,
Kerske, in 1934, joined the Shanghai
pines. operated by Leon Britton which
office
distributed RKO Radio product and
which was later acquired by the latter.
Kerske then became RKO manager
for China following Britton's appointment to the post of Far Eastern supervisor. Kerske was recalled to the
Navy in 1940 and was taken prisoner
by the Japs when Corregidor fell.
After being rescued in February of
this year, he returned to this country
and was recently appointed RKO
Radio manager for the Philippines.
FM

Music

Dropped

By Networks Today
Following a demand of James C.
Petrillo, AFM president, calling for
the employment of double crews of
musicians on musical programs broadcast simultaneously on both Frequency
Modulation and standard outlets,
FM stations throughout the country
will discontinue all network programs
containing music beginning today until a settlement is reached.
American Broadcasting does not
have FM affiliates, and independent
stations are so fax not involved in the
controversv.
Fairbanks

a Guest

at

Pioneers' Dinner
Comm. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., recipient oithelastPicture
of Honor"
year, Pioneers'
will appear"Scroll
with
Mayor Fiorello H. LaGuardia as
guests vest"ofdinner
honor
the atannual
"Harto beatheld
the Waldorf
Astoria Hotel here Nov. 28.

Show 'Canary' Tuesday
"Crimson Canary" will be tradeshown in LTniversal's home office projection room tomorrow at 4:15 P.M.
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Picture

Parade

for Korda

Rene Clair, director of the independently-produced "And Then There
Were None," which 20th Century-Fox
is distributing, and which opens at the
Roxy this week, will make a film in
France for Regina-London Films,
jointly operated by George Lourau
and Sir Alexander Korda, the director
disclosed at the weekend. Regina will
distribute in France, while London
Films will handle distribution abroad,
Clair said.
(Korda last week resigned as MG-M production head in Great Britain,
officially because of illness, but reportedly due production
to a desire toto remove
Metro's
London
the Continent.
Laudy Lawrence, former M-G-M Continental manager, has joined Korda,
presumably to aid him in distribution,
and the Clair production for Korda
could conceivably be a move by Korda
to establish his own production on the
Continent.)
Clair, who returned to New York
after staying abroad since July, said
that his trip to London and Paris was
also to examine the import-export situation between France, England and
the -U. S.
'Bi^ Films in Spring
France will not be able to produce
any
"big"About
pictures
before next
he said.
200 pictures
were spring,
made
in France during the German occupation, about half of normal production,
Clair said.
The director said that, in addition
to producing in France, he plans to
again make pictures in Hollywood,
and will return to the Coast after
finishing direction on "The French
Touch," the Joseph Fields-Jerome
Chodorov play for Broadway production, to look over script possibilities.

" Oberon Party Here
After Boston Rally
Boston, Oct. 28. — Merle Oberon
will be in Boston tomorrow at the
Purple Heart Rally for 7,000 wounded
soldiers at Camp Edwards. She is
making personal appearances in conjunction with territorial openings of
Universal's "This Love Of Ours," and
will meet with the press at luncheon
Tuesday at the Ritz Carlton Hotel.
The picture
will 1.open at RKO's Memorial on Nov.
On Wednesday afternoon Miss
Oberon will be the guest of Universal
at a party at the Hampshire House
here.

"Danny
(PRC)

Boy"

Hollywood, Oct. 28
THE
combination
of a boywillandlovea dog
ensure
this will
picture's
at theunbeatable
box office.
The youngsters
it , the
women
weep.future
All
but the most sophisticated audiences, in fact, should respond to its strong emotional appeal. Robert (Buzzy) Henry does an outstanding job as the tenyear-old hero. He makes his love for his dog, Danny, so real and so touching
that plot defects are easily overlooked.
Raymond L. Schrock's screenplay, based on a story by Taylor Caven, opens
with the return of Danny from service in the South Pacific with the K-9
Corps. His small master greets him with joy, although Danny, after two
years overseas, appears to have forgotten the boy. A dog-hating neighbor,
inspired by fear and just plain cussedness, contrives to have the dog stolen.
Danny escapes, and returns home, despite terrific lashings administered by the
thief. Later, when the dog re-encounters the thief, he flies at the latter's
throat. Thereupon the law steps in, Danny is condemned as vicious, and sentenced to death. Several fortunate coincidences prevent execution of the
sentence.
Producer Leon Fromkess and associate producer Martin Mooney have given
the
picture fine production values. Terry Morse's direction is sensitive and
restrained.
Running time, 64 minutes. General classification. Release date, Dec. 5, 1945.
Thalia Bell
Seek
For
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Distribution
'Thunderbolt'

"Thunderbolt," Government film, in
color, of Army Air Force activities
alternately at a base on Corsica and
then over Italy, was shown here to the
press, and others, on Friday.
Col. William Wyler, who, with
Capt. John Sturges, is credited with
direction and editing, reports that the
film has been offered to the War Activities Committee; a WAC" spokesman says some members have seen
the picture, but no action regarding
distribution has been taken.
Documentary in style, with evidences of Hollywood technique that
brings out the full dramatic value of
a sequence,
offers
an
account
of an "Thunderbolt"
action-laden flight
of the
57th Fighter Group over Italy with a
dozen cameras in participating planes,
attesting to its photographic thoroughness and accuracy.
Plenty of Action
The planes are seen taking off,
maneuvering into formation, scaling
over rugged Italian terrain, spotting
and diving down on targets^ with
bombs and a rain of bullets.
There are scenes of lighter pilots'
activities at the base — playing, reading, wondering about home. And in
sharp contrast, a plane crashes nearby
and the grotesque remains of the pilot
are brought into view.
The film is as thorough an account
as its 44 minutes allow. Expert cutting and forcefully terse commentary
also contribute to its value. But the
action recorded occurred in the
spring and summer of 1944 and while
it is a good job of making a war picture, it is dated.
G. A.

Skouras Heads Drive
Spyros P. Skouras, president of 20th
Century-Fox, is chairman of the motion picture division of the 1945 campaign for the Visiting Nurse Service
of New York to raise $400,000. His
division will seek contributions from
men in this field. Philip D. Reed,
chairman of the board of General Elec- "Last Chance" Here
tric, is general chairman of the camThe negative of "The Last Chance"
has arrived from Switzerland and, acpaign.
cording to Arthur Loew, president of
M-G-M International Films Corp.,
Todd Ferguson Quits
prints will be struck off immediately
Memphis, Oct. 28. — Todd Fergu- for distribution to theatres in this
son, M-G-M exploitation representa- country. "The Last Chance," which is
tive for this territory, has resigned to scheduled to open at Loew's Criterion
enter business with his brother, a con- Theatre, here, next month, was actractor, in Oklahoma City. Ferguson
quired for world release by M-G-M
was also state publicity chairman for from Lazar Wechsler, producer of the
war loans in Tennessee.
picture.

■*■
for compulsoryTRUMAN's
peacetime military
PRESIDENT
appeal
training is featured in all current
newsreels. Also covered are the Navy
Day fleet, wartime electronic developments, G.I.'s vacationing in France,
and other subjects; contents of the
reels follow.
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 17.— Fighting
ships come home. President urges military
training before Congress. Nazi war crimibehind prison
barbed
wire. ofG.I.'s
relaxnalson Riviera.
Secret
weapons
the war
rocket.
revealed:
Proximity . fuse and Nazi V-2

NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 215.— President urges military
First films
of "miracle"
fuse. training.
British - study
blitz
rockets. Atom bomb scientist warns America of dangers ahead. Mighty U. S. warships join nation's Navy Day.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 18— British
test
weapon.
Mo"
comes German
home. terror
Shangri-la
returns."BigTruman
asks for military training. The V-T fuse.
RKO PATHE NEWS, No. 2*.— Proximity
Smith to MGM
from fuse. Truman asks for one year universal
training. Germany's V-2 robot launched in
tests. G.I.'s take it easy along the Riviera.
UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL,
No. 445.—
State Department
Truman asks one year's Army service.
Navy Day fleet. Air heroes cited in Germany. Fourteen-year-old graduates from
Frank Smith, acting chief of the
overseas film bureau of the Interim Yale. Wartime electronic miracles.
International Information Service of
the State Department, has resigned to Newsreels Use Full
join M-G-M International.
Frank Beckwith, formerly a direc- Crews for Navy Day
tor for Warners and for Howard
Full crews of all five newsreels gave
Hughes Productions, has become act- President Truman and Navy Day their
ting chief of the IIS bureau, while
attention on Saturday. CamTheodore M. Schoenfeld, former spe- :omplete eramen
were spotted at all points of
cialist in the management planning
particularly at Central Park,
and budget division of the OWI, has '.ctivity,
lere, where President Truman spoke.
succeeded to the post of administra- The
will go into the reels
tive officer. John Lefebre continues as ;eing material
made up tonight.
theatrical operations officer, in charge
of IIS distribution of commercial NBC Station Televises
films.
Truman and Navy Day
Although the domestic bureau of the
IIS will be liquidated by Nov. 1, two
WNBT, NBC's television station in
months ahead of schedule, the overseas New York, filmed Navy Day events
branch is understood to be unaffected for sponsored telecasts last night and
by this, order and, presumably, will in Saturday night. Camera crews were
continue to operate until Jan. 1, when jnder the direction -of Paul Alley,
it is scheduled to be completely ab- NBC television newsreel editor, who
ilso worked with video camermen in
sorbed by the State Department.
;overing President Truman's address.
Free Tickets at Albany
'Bells' to Music Hall
Radio City Music Hall, here, has
Albany, Oct. 28. — Joseph Shure,
booked RKO-Radio's "The Bells of Fabian division manager, and C. J.
St. Mary's," starring Bing Crosby Latta, Warner zone head, presented
and Ingrid Bergman, for its Christ- 1,500 tickets for five downtown houses
mas holiday program, opening early end.
o sailors over the Navy Day weekin December, G. S. Eyssell, the theatre's president and managing director
announces.
Cleveland Variety Fete
Cleveland,
Oct. 28.dinner-dance
— V ariety Club's
annual
installation
will
be held on Saturday, Nov. 24, in the
Statler Hotel. At that time, M. B.
Horwitz and Meyer Fine will enter
their second terms as co-chief barkers.
I. J. Schmertz, 20th-Fox branch manager, is chairman of the entertainment
committee; others are Morrison Orr,
U. A. branch manager ; Edwin R.
Bergman, PRC branch manager ; Lester Zucker, Columbia manager, and
Tony Stern, Warner theatre booking
K-MTA Meet Nov. 27-28
manager. Bergman is in charge of
Kansas City, Oct. 28.— The Kan- reservations.
sas-Missouri Theatre Association will
hold its annual convention at the
Hotel Muehlebach, here, on Nov. 27- Rishworth at NBC Again
28, with its annual banquet held on
Thomas D. Rishworth has returned
the evening of the second day. Tom to NBC from the Army Air Corps to
Edwards is president of the associa- assume the position of assistant mantion.
ager in the package-sales division.

Orchard
Back whotowas'Time*
Thomas Orchard,
called to
fill a tion
postpicture
in program,
the Navy'swill
wartime
returnmo-to
March of Time in his former capacity
as an associate producer in a few
weeks. Recently he was loaned by the
Navy to the OWI, where he produced
"Attack in the Pacific."
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'Battle for Music'
(Four Continents Films)
LOVERS of fine music will find a crowded platter of delights in this new
British film. In the course of the picture, which tells the story of the
London Philharmonic Orchestra's struggle for existence during the war years,
tantalizing excerpts are played from the pens of such masters as Wagner,
Elgar, Beethoven, Grieg, Tchaikowsky, Rachmaninoff, Saint-Saens, Mozart
and Delius.
As the time war broke over England, the orchestral organization was about
to dissolve for lack of financial backing, when the musicians decided they
would carry on by themselves, on a co-operative basis. For a time the unit
had some rough going. They went on a tour, taking good music to all parts
of the country, and with the aid of such men as J. B. Priestley, the novelist,
they were able to overcome the financial hardships of war, arid in so doing,
emerge as a symbol of the survival of good music over wars and brutality.
With the members of the orchestra playing out their parts, the film
occasionally reveals a lack of professional acting talent, but this is of minor
importance since the dramatic moments serve only to hold together the
musical interludes. While the film is likely to have little appeal to the general
film-goer, it will prove a feast to the music lover and "art" film patron.
Donald Taylor produced and directed.
Running- time 74 minutes. General classification. Release date Oct. 13.

"18 Million Orphans"
(March of Time-20th Fox)
March of Time presents in "18 Million Orphans" a swiftly-paced, powerful and kaleidoscopic analysis of the
severe hardships facing the Filipinos
with the return of peace. In contrast
to scenes of war's devastation are
flashbacks reviewing the culture and
prosperity formerly enjoyed on the
Islands.
Vividly and dramatically unfolded
to the accompaniment of crisp, intelligent commentary, are sequences of
revived Filipino political activity, the
difficulties brought about by economic
instability,
and U.President
Osmena's
efforts in the
S. in behalf
of his
people. The film contains exclusive
shots of Gen. MacArthur and then
Major Eisenhower at work in the
Philippines in pre-war days. Engrossing, thought-inspiring and edu- Atlas to Call 100,000
cational,
"18 Million Running
Orphans"time,
should17 Shares of Preferred
be well received.
Directors of the Atlas Corp., a large
minutes. Release date, Nov. 2.
holder of RKO and other film company stocks, on Friday ■ voted to call
"A Minor Affair"
100,000 shares of preferred for re(Columbia)
demption at$55 a share, continuing a
of retirements which began
Andy Clyde and Charles Rogers, en- program
deavoring toraise $500 for an opera- in 1936 and which, according to
B. Odium, president, eventually
tion on a crippled boy's leg, fall in with Floyd
will result in. complete elimination of
a crook who cheats them on the pre- the
issue.
tense of selling them a hidden treasure.
Of
the 469,253 preferred shares outThey
themselves
"taken,"
standing atthe time Atlas was formed
the endfindmanage
to capture
the but
crook,in
only 243,711 shares will reget a reward for his apprehension, and in 1936,
main after the redemption announced
give the child enough for his operation.
today.
The
premium of five dollars
Running time, lSy2 minutes.
a share was set aside in 1943 on all
Atlas preferred stock, so there will be
no charge to surplus or earnings in
"Solid Senders"
connection with the 100,000 shares
( Universal)
Jan Garber and his orchestra get the aow to be redeemed.
spotlightalsoin features
this "Name-Band
which
Lorraine Musical"
Krueger Paramount Pep Club
doing a tap routine, vocalizations by Officers Installed
Julie London and the Clawson Triplets, and young Carole and Jodie_ Gray
The Paramount Pep Club, celebratgiving some xylophone renditions.
ing its 25th anniversary, held its aninaugural dinner-dance at the
Numbers presented include : "King Hotel nual
here, Friday evening,
Porter Stomp," "The Boy with the markingAstor,
the installation of Irving
Wistful Eyes," "Garber Blues," "Swing Singer, president
Linda Salzberger,
It, Mother Goose," "Second Hungarian vice-president ; ;William
Ramage,
Rhapsody" and "920 Special." Run- treasurer; Catherine Quinn, secretary.
ning time, 15 minutes.
Among those present were Paramount president Barney Balaban,
Louis Lioni Is Safe
Mrs. Balaban, and their son, Burt ;
Louis L. Lioni, former RKO gen- Adolph Zukor ; Louis Philips and
eral manager in Java, is now in Bang- Mrs. Philips ; Austin C. Kebugh ;
kok, Siam, awaiting transportation, Charles Reagan, Leonard Goldenthe
company's
foreignhaddepartment
here son and Mrs. Goldenson ; Fred Mohrhas learned. Lioni
been interned
hardt and Mrs. Mohardt, and. representatives of the trade press.
by the Japs.
Following the dinner, entertainment
was furnished by Bob Weitman.
To Screen 'Expendable'
M-G-M's
"They Were
Expendable"in 'Trunk' Premiere Nov. 21
will
be tradeshown
for exhibitors
all exchange cities on Nov. 15. It World premiere of "Saratoga
was produced and directed by Capt. Trunk" has been set by Warner Bros,
for Nov. 21 at the Hollywood Theatre,
John Ford, USNR.
here. "Rhapsody in Blue," nnw in its
18th week at the house, will remain
Handle Altec Speakers
there another three weeks, which will
Northern Electric Co. and its sub- giye it the longest run of any picture
sidiary, Dominion Sound Equipments, that has played there to date.
both of Canada, will handle the new
Altec Lansing theatre line of loud- Film on Narcotics
speakers in Canada and Newfoundland.
Sidney Buchman will produce for
Columbia
Treasury,"
which will "Assigned
deal with theTonarcotics
and
customs
divisions
of
the
Treasury
De"Dillinger" Near Memphis
Memphis, Oct. 28. — Banned in
partment. The picture will be produced with the cooperation of the
Memphis by the censors, "Dillinger"
Treasury Department.
has opened in West Memphis, Ark.

Molina

Named

Para.

Manager in Colombia
Enrique Molina has been named
Paramount's manager for Colombia,
according to A. L. Pratchett, Latin
American division -manager for Paramount International Films. He succently. ceeds Alvaro Reyes, who resigned reMolina has been .assistant branch
manager for Paramount in Mexico for
10 years. He will be installed in his
new post in Bogota by Robert L.
Graham, assistant to Pratchett, who
has been at the Colombia branch for
the past two weeks.
Apprise Exhibitors
Of Tax Measure
Washington, Oct. 28. — Because of
the Senate declaration that excise
taxes, including the Federal admission
tax, will not be taken up until early
next year, Allied States Association,
in a bulletin issued to members, points
out that hearings will be held on the
bill and that exhibitors will have to
expend effort if there is to be a reduction in the admission tax by next

By THALIA BELL
Hollyzvood, Oct. 28

cently formed by
Morros
reion and
organizat
g Boris
producin
THE LeBaron
William
has engaged Borden
Chase to write the screenplay for
"Carnegie Hall," which will be filmed
in Technicolor, and is budgeted at
$3,500,000. . . . Warner Anderson has
had his M-G-M contract extended. . . .
The King brothers have borrowed
Barry Sullivan from Paramount for
the lead opposite Belita in "Glomour
•
Robert Stanton has been chosen for
the top role in Columbia's musical
romance,
"Lullaby has
of Broadway."
..
Bonita Granville
been signed . for
an important part in the King brothers'
current Monogram
ice spectacle,will"Glamour
which
release. Girl,"
. . .
Girl."
"That Girl from Memphis," Wilbur
Danial Steele's current novel, will be
John Housemanfs first production under
his new contract at RKO Radio.
•
John Carroll has been cast in the
romantic lead opposite Esther Williams in "Fiesta." . . . "One Life Too
Many,"tlieb aand radio
script
by Alex
GotMaxwell
Shane,
has been
purchased by Columbia and will be
produced by Leonard Picker. . . .
Gene Lockhart has been selected
for the role of Hedy Lamarr's husin "StrangeandWoman,"
which
Hunt band
Stromberg
Jack Chertok
will
lease.produce for United Artists ree
Paramount has purchased a story by
Julian Zimot, "The Ladies of Ayachie."
"Lonely Hearts" will be Republic's
next starring vehicle for Jane Withers.
.,. . M-G-M has purchased rights to
an unpublished novel by Kenneth
Horan, "Papa Went to Congress" ;
June head
Allyson
and Margaret O'Brien
will
the cast.

Don Costello Is Dead
Hollywood, Oct. 28. — Don Costello,
42, veteran film arid stage character
Senate
July
1. conferees on the tax bill are : actor, died suddenly at his home at
Senators George of Georgia, Walsh of Van Nuys on Thursday. A native of
Massachusetts, Barkley of Kentucky, New Orleans, Costello launched upon
LaFollette of Wisconsin and Taft of a stage career at an early age ; for
Ohio.
the past 15 years he appeared in films.
In Nov., 1944, he was signed to a contract by Gary Cooper.
Chisholm Is PRC Booker
Washington, Oct. 28. — Howard
Chisholm has been appointed head
booker for PRC in Washington, it R. E. Brasher Retires
Roy E. Brasher, travelling auditor
has been announced by George Gill,
for Paramount, has retired, after 30
franchise owner of the exchange here. years
the company. Brasher
Chisholm was formerly with Para- started with
with Paramount in 1915 at
mount as booker. At the same time, the Pittsburgh
exchange.
Gill announced that Danny Rosenthal,
former booker, will move up to salesman in Virginia.
Cohn Rejoins Columbia
Hollywood, Oct. 28.— Capt. Robert
Cohn,
directortheat Air
Columbia's
To Show 'Signal' Nov. 19 studio assistant
before entering
Corps,
National tradeshowing of "Danger four years ago, has been released from
Signal" has been set by Warner Bros,
for Monday, Nov. 19. Picture will the Army and has rejoined the comhave its Broadway premiere at the
pany as production assistant to BenVictoria Theatre, following the ex- nie F. Zeidman.
tended run of "It All Came True."
Quebec Allied to Meet
92 with Kirsch Unit
Montreal, Oct. 28. — Quebec Allied
Chicago, Oct. 28. — The Allied Theatrical Industries, representing all
Booking and Buving Combine, here of branches of the film and theatre business in Quebec Province, is holding its
which Jack Kirsch is president, reveals that the organization is now annual meeting on Nov. 7, at the
representing 92 independent theatres. Mount Royal Hotel, Montreal,
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{Continued from page 1)
participation from exhibitors, discloses that while the actual number of
returns reaching him has passed 11,000, more up-to-the-minute reports
received by wire and long-distance
from regional and state chairmen indicate that no fewer than 15,500 theatres already had signed up for the
drive.
Number of gratis performances
during the Victory Loan campaign
will exceed all previous drives by a
wide margin. Box-office receipts lost
>to exhibitors — and consequent rental
given up by producer-distributors — is
estimated in excess of $7,300,000.
Fabian, Reagan, assistant national
chairman Max Cohen, campaign director Oscar A. Doob, campaign coordinator Chick Lewis and national
publicity director Ray Beall all expressed optimism at the weekend that
the drive will go "over the top.

Motion

Coast
For

Picture

Studios

Boom

in

Hollywood, Oct. 28. — Production
remained static during the week, as
studios brought shooting plans into line
with the terms of the strike settlement,
preparatory to an expected production
boom. Four films were started, and
four were completed. At the weekend
the shooting index stood at 43 ; the
production scene follows :
Columbia
Started: "The Al Jolson Story,"
with
LarryDonath,
Parks, 'William
Ludwig
Tamara Demarest,
Shayne,
Scotty Beckett; "The Lone Wolf on
Broadway," with Gerald Mohr, Janis
Carter, Eric Blore, Adele Roberts ;
"Lullaby of Broadway," with Robert
Stanton.
Shooting: "Terror Trail," "Perilous
Holiday," "Gilda."
M-G-M
Shooting: "Till the Clouds Roll By,"
"Army Brat," "Star from Heaven,"
"Time for Two," "No Leave, No
Love," "Holiday in Mexico," "The
Green Years," "The Yearling."
Monogram
Finished: "Face of Marble."
Shooting: "Glamour Girl," "The
Haunted Mine."
Paramount
Started: "Swamp Fire" (PineThomas), with Johnny Weissmuller,
Virginia Grey, Buster Crabbe, Cecelia
Callejo, Pedro de Cordoba, Edwin
Maxwell.

Opening Victory Campaign
Rally for Times Square
The Victory Loan campaign here
will be officially launched by a bond
rally in Times Square, today at 12 :30
P.M., when 35 stars of the theatre,
screen, radio and night clubs appear
on the new outdoor Victory stage.
Over 100,000 are expected to witness
the demonstrations.
In addition to talent, assembled
through the cooperation of the United
Theatrical War Activities Committee,
Irving. Lesser and Morris Kinzler,
there will be a delegation of honored
guests, including Frederick W. Gehle,
state chairman of War Finance, and
other officials of the Treasury", and
state and city governments. The film
industry will be further represented.
Military Forces will be represented Strike Settlement
(Continued from page 1)
by top officers, and music will be furnished by a 56-piece Infantry Combat
band.
mained "a lot of details to work out"
and said that Johnston wanted to see
the whole situation cleared up before
Mutual Contributes
he made any statement.
Half-Hour Program
O'Hara disclosed that Johnston
Mutual turned over a special 30- made
no effort while in Hollywood
minute broadcast to "Queen for a to bring about the return to MPPDA
Day" last night as its network con- of Warner Brothers and United Arttribution to the opening of the Vicists, pointing out that Johnston has
tory Loan drive. The show, which
will be the next film on the program stated that he would not attempt' to
them. At the same time, he
of Edward A. Golden Prod., orig- influence
added, there were no overtures from
inated
at
St.
Albans'
Naval
Hospital
on Long Island with Brian Aherne as either of the two companies while
master-of-ceremonies and with Margo Johnston was available on the Coast.
and Morton Downey on the Eastern
end ; the show was switched to Wash- Al Smith Drive
ington and then to Birmingham Gen(Continued from page 1)
eral Hospital at Van Nuys, Cal.
'Hollywood Quiz Show'
Broadcasts Tonight
The "Hollywood Victory Loan Quiz
Show,"wide radio
firstbroadcasts
of a series
of nationin which
film
and radio stars will be heard from the
Coast, will be broadcast tonight at
8;30, over the ABC network.
Stars who will broadcast include:
Frank Morgan, Jack Carson, Virginia
O'Brien,
Alan
Lad'd,Charles
RosalindCantor,
Russell, Dick
Powell,
Janet Blair and Ken Carpenter.
S. H. Fabian, national industry drive
chairman, and Ted Gamble of the
Treasury Department, will speak from
Washington. Bill Welch was the
shows' author.

man of theatres ; Carl Erve, chairman
of the restaurant and allied industries ;
Father Conrad McCoy, co-ordinator,
representing the Most Rev. Francis
J. Spellman ; Frank C. Walker, chairman of special events ; Harry Brandt,
entertainment division ; Morton Sunshine, assistant to Brandt; Robert A.
Loeberfield, director of the commerce
and industry division.
The drive will open Nov, 1 and
will last about two months.

Preparing

Production
Shooting: "Third Avenue," "Monsieur Beaucaire," "Love Lies Bleeding" (Wallis), "I PRC
Take This Woman."
Shooting: "Once and For All."
Republic
Finished: "Concerto," "Conquest of
Shooting: "Crime of the Century,"
"Murder
Cheyenne."in the Music Hall," "The
French Key" (Colmes).
RKO Radio
Shooting: "Notorious," "The Dream
of Home," "Thanks, God, I'll Take It
From Here" (Lasky), "Lady Luck,"
"Badman's Territory," "From This
Day Forward," "The Stranger" (International).
20th Century-Fox
Shooting: "Shock," "Centennial
Summer," "Sentimental Journey."
United Artists
Shooting: "A Scandal in Paris"
(Pressburger) ; "A Night in Casablanca" (Loew-Marx), "The Sin of
Harold Diddlebock" (Sturges).
Universal
Finished: "The House of Dracula."
Shooting : "Terror by Night,"
"Tangier," "Because of Him," "Canyon Passage." Warners
Shooting : "The Verdict."
Trade Press
(Continued from page 1)
who have received little or no recognition for their devotion to all war
S. H. Fabian, Victory Loan national industry chairman, asked the
trade
press to assist in stimulating the
causes."
workers in the field.
With the WAC soon to be inactivated as a wartime unit, Brown remarked that "its imprint upon the industry and nation is permanent, its
influence
will be included
lasting." Chick Lewis,
Other speakers
campaign coordinator ; Jerry Zigmund,
assistant distributor chief ; Ray Beall,
publicity director, and Francis Harmon, executive vice-president of the
MPPDA. Jack Alicoate, chairman of
the trade press division, presided.
Tax

9

Daily

Revenue .
(Continued from page 1)
recorded in the third New York
(Broadway) district, the Department
disclosed in reporting that collections
in that sector dropped from $4,826,175
to $3,855,943. All categories of collections in the district showed losses,
it was said, receipts from box-office
admissions declining from $4,068,071
to $3,437,065 ; tickets sold bv brokers,
the Ritz-Carlton Hotel for final co- from $80,452 to $21,524.
ordination of plans to put the campaign over. Gen. Jonathan M.- Wain- WE Asks Strike Vote
right will be honor guest.
A petition for a strike vote under
John Nolan, exhibitor chairman for
Eastern Pennsylvania, will preside at the Smith-Connally Act has been
the luncheon session. Other speakers filed by the Western Electric EmPhiladelphia Meet Today
will include George E. Schwartz,
ployes Association after a breakdown
Philadelphia, Oct. 28.— Leaders of distribution chairman; S. E. Apple- in wage negotiations with the comthe Victory Loan drive for this ter- gate, district manager ; Everett Calpany, counsel for the union, announced
ritory will meet at noon tomorrow in
at the weekend.
low, publicity chairman, and others.

N.Y.

Trial

(Continued from page 1)
day's session that the distributors might be able to complete
their testimony in about two
more weeks of court sessions,
giving rise to the belief that
original estimates of the length
of the trial might be pared in
half.
Robert L. Wright, government counsel, had asked Kaough to specify instances inwhich Paramount lost some
of its theatre interests to independents
as a result of competitive bidding in
theatre deals. When Keough mentioned
the Strand Theatre in Taunton and
the Young situation in Gary, Wright
provided some of the most exciting
cross-examination in the trial thus far.
Handing Keough what purported to be
the court transcript of his testimony in
the North Dakota divorcement case
about conversations between Young
and Barney
BalabanParamount
about Young's
failure
to obtain
films,
Wright read the transcript which indicated that the Paramount theatre
department was involved in the situation. Keough stated flatly that he had
testified that it was the Paramount
distribution department and that the
transcript was in error.
Jacocks Situation
In the case of Jacocks, Wright
sought to bring out that Jacocks did
not get product for the Strand Theatre until he brought an anti-trust suit
against the distributors. It was
brought out that Loew's had- licensed
films to Jacocks and contracts were
signed before he brought his action
and that 20th Century-Fox offered to
license the same type of films to the
Strand under Jacocks as it had previously licensed to it when it was a
Paramount affiliate.
Under direct questioning by Whitney North Seymour, Paramount counsel, Keough testified on the evolution
of the Paramount licensing contract.
Mullin Testimony
Mullin testified as to the division of
ownership between M. and P. and
Paramount of the 94 theatres of the
circuit in New England. He stated
that 37 per cent of the theatres are
owned 100 per cent by Paramount and
that M. and P. holds a management
contract which gives it a portion of
the profits resulting from the operation of the theatres. He declared that
the theatre circuit conducts spirited
negotiations for films with all the defendants and indicated that none of
them receive preferences. In making
deals, he pointed out, M. and P. has
the sole determination of the conditions. Individual contracts are made
for each picture or group of films for
each of its theatres, except with Warner Bros., where a master contract is
used covering several theatres. Mullin explained. Mullin said that the
circuit spends $500,000 annually for
advertising the films it exhibits and
an average of $2,000 for a film in a
first-run theatre such as its Metropolitan in Boston.
Mullin will continue on the stand
morning.
when the trial is resumed here this
Warner to Testify
Hollywood. Oct. 28. — Harry M.
Warner, president of Warner Bros.
Pictures, is expected to leave here
Tuesday to testify in the New York
film anti-trust suit.
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Eleanor

Expect

Roosevelt

Krug
Commends

To

Industry

As
Offer

Would Fly to Hollywood
To Take AMPP Post
By BERTRAM F. LINZ
Washington, Oct. 29. — Formal
announcement of acceptance by J.
A. Krug of the presidency of the
Association of Motion Picture Producers, Hollywood, is expected to be
made tomorrow by president Eric
Johnston of the MPPDA following
a final conference at which a few details not yet settled will be worked out.
Krug's
resignation
as chairman of the
War Production
Board becomes effective at the
end of this week, and he is expected to go to Hollywood without delay to acquaint himself
with the problems of his new
job.
While
it was
emphasized in
MPPDA circles that Krug had not
yet formally
acceptedon page
Johnston's
offer,
(.Continued
11)
Quebec

Will

Censorship

Revive
Laws

Montreal, Oct. 29. — A battle looms
over film censorship in Quebec with
the announcement by Premier Maurice
Duplessis that laws governing the
standard of motion pictures will be
brought into force Nov. 7 after such
provincial statutes had lain dormant
since 1937.
Duplessis intimated the whole question of censorship was being reviewed
by orovincial authorities, and it is
promised there will be a tightening of
standards by a newly constituted
board of censors at Montreal, the per(Continued on page 11)
Para. Plans 'Frisco
Television Station
Hollywood, Oct. 29. — Television
Productions, Inc., which operates station W6XYZ at the Paramount
studios, has filed application with the
Federal Communications Commission
for construction of a television transmitter and studios in San Francisco.
Klaus Landsberg, West Coast director of television for the company,
has returned to Hollywood from San
Francisco where he made investiga(Continued on page 11)

6V

Drive

Trans Lux May Open
British Theatres
Percy N. Furber, board
chairman of Trans Lux Corp.,
is in England exploring the
possibilities of increasing the
company's interests there to
include newsreel theatre operation. Trans Lux has an
English subsidiary dealing in
stock tickers for brokerage
houses. If the situation looks
favorable for theatre acquisitions, Norman Elson, general
manager, will leave New York
for England in the near future for that purpose, it was
learned.
Furber, who is 79, made the
trip by plane.

Accept

MPPDA

30, 1945

Opens

Joining in the huge Times Square
Victory Loan Dedication Rally staged
yesterday by the industry's New York
area bond drive committee, Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt expressed appreciation
for "what the people of the entertainment world have done" in behalf of
the war effort and are doing for the
final war loan.
Harry Brandt, who introduced Mrs.
Roosevelt, purchased from the former
First Lady a $100,000 Victory bond on
behalf of Trans Lux Theatres, to open
the
here. rally and the Victory Loan drive
The rally, attended by an estimated
100,000 people, got under way at 12 :30
P.M. with the playing of the national
anthem by the Roxy Theatre band, 3 Films
Lead
followed by invocation by the Rev.
(Continued on page 11)
B 'way Field
National Buys Into
New York first run grosses ranged
Mexican Theatres
from sub-par to top levels over the
weekend with the less impressive business attributable to the extended playing time of many holdovers. Navy
National Theatres, 20th CenturyFox subsidiary, has acquired a sub- Day ceremonies Saturday afternoon
stantial interest in the Federico Rodri- were a minor competing factor while
quez circuit of 33 theatres in North- the evening, in the main, was unusualern Mexico in a deal having the aply busy with many of the Navy Day
proval of the Mexican Government. celebrants remaining in the city.
B. V. Sturdivant, National Theatres
"Kiss and Tell," a newcomer playexecutive, represented the latter in the
deal.
orLes Brown's
with Youngman
Capitoland.Henny
ing the chestra
on the
National and Rodriquez will jointly
stage; "Weekend
the10)Waldorf,"
(Continued on page 11)
(Continued onatpage
Local

1421

Settlement

Certified,
'Kinks

Washington, Oct. 29. — The National Labor Relations Board today
formally designated the Screen Set
Designers, Local 1421, as the bargaining agent for set decorators in the
Hollywood studios, on the basis of a
count of ballots cast in the election
held May 24.
The Board also released its opinion
supporting its decision of Oct. 8, ordering the ballots of both the striking
set decorators and the replacement
members of the IATSE to be counted,
holding that the strike was legal and
the producers were not justified in discharging the strikers.
The opinion admitted that the 1942
contract between the producers and
the Society of Motion Picture Interior
Decorators was not in effect at the
(Continued on page 11J

But

TEN CENTS
20th-Fox
Defense
Trust

in
of

Charge

Kupper, Friedl, Beatty,
Mullin Give Testimony
By MILTON LIVINGSTON
Twentieth Century-Fox started
its defense in U. S. District Court
here yesterday in the New York
anti-trust suit with John Caskey,
company counsel, reading an affidavit
by Spyros P. Skouras, company president, on the nature of his theatre holdings. Thereafter, William J. Kupper,
general sales manager, took the wittions. ness stand to testify about sales operaParamount temporarily rested its
defense after bringing John J. Friedl,
president of Minnesota Amusement
Co. ; Edward C. Beatty, president of
Butterfield Theatres ; and Martin J.
Mullin, vice-president of M. and P.
Theatres, to the stand to describe the
operating methods of these Paramount
affiliates. In resting his defense tem(Continued on page 10)
Kimble

Named

Anti- Trust

to

Post

Washington, Oct. 29. — Kenneth L.
Kimble, 35-year-old former chief of
the appellate
of the
Trust
Division, section
was named
todayAntibv
Attorney General Tom C. Clark to
be first assistant in the Anti-Trust
Division, where he will have general
supervision of all anti-trust matters,
including (Continued
motion pictures,
on page 10)under the

9 Remain

Hollywood, Oct. 29. — Edgar J.
Mannix, Cliff Work and Y. Frank
Freeman of the Association of Motion
Picture Producers and Richard Walsh,
IATSE president, left here by plane
for Washington tonight to confer with
Eric Johnston, MPPDA president, on
clarification of last week's studiostrike-settlement agreement reached
in Cincinnati. This move follows a
strikers' mass meeting last night at
which Herbert Sorrell, president of
the Conference of Studio Unions, announced that either the men would
be back at their jobs on Wednesday
morning or would resume picketing.
Rock where the settlement plans
have gone aground, at least temporarily, was IATSE refusal to yield to
the strikers'
contention
(P—^tinued
on pagethat
11) the Cin-

Goodman Is En Route
To German Station
Morris Goodman, newly-elected
vice-president of the Motion Picture
Export Association, left here by plane
Sunday night for Europe where he
will supervise distribution of American films in the American zone of occupation, John Lefebre of the Motion
Picture Bureau of the International
(Continued on page 11)
In This

Issue

Review of "Burma Victory3'
is on day,"
page
6; "Strange
12. Estimated
key Holicity
grosses are on page 7.
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Release Delay Aid
Mention
E.
To Color Situation
Ready on Dec. 4th
C. GRAINGER, manager of the
UGH OWEN, Paramount division sales manager, returned to
Shea Circuit, Cleveland, was
Oct. 29. — Despite the lack
"Your Priceless Gift," a 105-page New York yesterday following a tour host to territorial managers of the of Chicago,
Technicolor stock, the release of
of
exchanges.
report
for the
industry's
circuit
at a meeting over the week- color films in this region is proceeding
March book
of Dimes
drive,
prepared1945
by
end.
on schedule, due to the late general I
Oscar A. Doob and Ernest Emerling,
George W. Erdmann, secretary of
release of all product in Chicago, givwill be off the presses in time for dis- the Cleveland Motion Picture ExhibLt. Ralph F. Clark, USNR, foring distributors ample time to obtain
tribution to state chairman at the
merly in Australia for Warners, son additional prints from other exchanges
White House conference Dec. 4 and
itors Association, and Stuart CagCurrently in release here are th
for general mailing to all theatres at ney, manager of the Broadvue, Cleve- of R. H. Clark of Warners' home
the same time, according to C. C. North. land, are on a hunting trip in the office, and now executive officer at the color films "A Song to Remember,'
Navy
Motion
Picture
Exchange,
"Nob Hill," "Son of Lassie," "Wil I
Moskowitz of the executive committee.
H1
Brooklyn, has been promoted to Lieu- son," "Thrill of a Romance" and "1001
S/Sgt. Mac Jarrett is back in the tenant-Commander. •
The book, described as the _ most
Nights." . Coming up are "Wonder
complete ever made up for an indus- States from Italy and expects to return
Harry Crawford, manager of Man," "Where Do We Go from'
try drive, will contain the names of to the Southern Amusement Co., Lake
Blonde," "Advenover 13,000 theatres and the amount Charles, La., as director of theatre op- Fanchon and- Marco's Missouri The- Here," tures"Incendiary
of Pinocchio" and "Anchors !»
each collected in the last campaign, as
erations shortly.
atres, has made more than 375
well as numerous other features.
speeches in the last two years to St.
Shortage Until April
audiences to promote better pubEdward C. Simmel, Near Eastern Louislic relations.
Sufficient
prints for reissues of color
representative for Monogram, is
•
films will not be available before next
Services Today for
Aweigh."
spending two weeks in Hollywood beIrving Wormser, vice-president in April, local exchanges have been adfore going to Cairo to establish new
Gilbert Emery, 70
offices for the company
there.
vised. As a result, playdates of "The
charge of Eastern sales for Film
•
Hollywood, Oct. 29. — Funeral servof Tom Sawyer" and
Classics, has left New York for Buf- Adventures
ices for Gilbert Emery, 70, veteran
"Northwest
Mounted Police" are befalo to install Leo Murphy as branch
Paul L. Nathanson, president of
writer and actor, who died here Sat- the Odeon circuit, Toronto, has en- manager there for the company.
ing held back.
•
urday, will be held tomorrow in
tered a local hospital for a check-up
Hollywood, with cremation following. and rest.
Claude F. Lee, Paramount director
There are no survivors.
of
public relations, will attend the
Emery began screen work in 1920
Allied Theatre Owners of Michigan
Norman
H.
Moray,
short
subjects
after ten years on the stage in New
annual convention in Detroit, Novr
York and Europe. Among the many sales manager for Warners, returned
NEW YORK THEATRES '
• films in which he had a hand were to New York yesterday from the 5-7.
•
"The House of Rothschild," "Cardi- Coast.
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
J. J. Maloney, M-G-M division
nal Richelieu," "Peter Ibbetson," "The
50TH ST. & 6TH AVE.
Major Robert E. Malm has. been manager, was in Cleveland over the
Life of Emile Zola," "Magnificent Ob- discharged
conferring with Jack Sogg,
from the Army and is weekend
session" and "A Man to Remember."
Ginger
Rogers • Lana Turner
branch manager.
back at his Loudenville Theatre, LouWalter Pidgeon • Van Johnson
•
denville, O.
Lt. James E. Donnelly, Jr., for- "WEEK-END
Herb Berg
Resigns
XAVIER CUGATATandTHE
his WALDORF"
ORCHESTRA
mer member of the NBC press deMrs. Henry Ginsberg, wife of the
A
MetroGoldwynMayer
Picture
From United Artists
partment,
has
been
awarded
the
SPECTACULAR
STAGE
PRESENTATION
Paramount vice-president in charge of
Herb Berg, well known film publi- production, has arrived in New York Legion of Merit. •
cist, and former trade paper man, has from Hollywood for a visit.
•
Andrew M. Roy, manager of Warresigned as aide to Tom Waller, UnitIN PERSON
Utica, has been elected
ed Artists publicity manager. The
city. ners' Stanley,
Tom Alley has left the 20th Cen- president
ON SCREEN
of the Kiwanis Club of that
company said the post would be distury-Fox
exchange
in
Cleveland
after
BILL
McCUNE
Irene DUNNE
continued and no successor to Berg 20 years to go into business for him•
would be appointed.
Alexander KNOX AND ORCHESTRA
self.
Delight Evans, editor of ScreenBerg formerly was trade press conCxi**!
Charles COBURN
HARRY
tact for United Artists, Paramount
land, and Liza Wilson, Western ediHarry Levy, 20th Century-Fox
tor of Liberty Magazine, will leave
and other major companies after salesman,
STOCKWELL
has
been
transferred
from
'OVER 21'
working in the trade paper editorial Omaha to Minneapolis and has been New York for the •Coast on Thursday.
field for many years.
replaced in Omaha • by Terry Smoot.
Joyce Balchenheimer, secretary at
the Cagney office here, will be married
PARAMOUNT Presents ED GARDNER'S
William Thomas of Pine-Thomas Sunday, Nov. 4, to Lawrence H.
To Examine Raftery
Productions is in New York from the Mever
"DUFFY'S
TAVERN"
of
New
York.
Featuring 32 Hollywood
Star*
•
Coast.
IN
PERSON
•
THE
ANDREWS
SISTERS
plus TIM
In Chaplin's Suit
Nicky
Goldhammer,
general
sales
In an opinion handed down SaturHERBERT. VIC SCHOEN and HI* Orchestra
George
Jacoby,
RKO
home
office
day in the Supreme Court of New
manager of Film Classics, is in ChiB'WAY &
York County, Justice Shientag awarded representative, is spending a few days cago.
•
at
the
Cleveland
exchange.
David O. Selznick the right to have
•
Lou Pollock, film advertising man,
Edward C. Raferty, president of
United Artists, examined before trial
Jack Flemm has reopened his Ti- is the author of "Stork Bites Man,"
PALACE
in the case of Charles Chaplin versus voli Theatre, Akron.
47th St.
just
published.
Selznick, in which Chaplin has sued
YANK STAGES ONEMAN INVASION
for an accounting of Selznick's talent
Contract for Markey
and literary dealings with 20th Cen- Allport in Holland
tury-Fox.
London, Oct. 29. — Fayette Allport,
Hollywood, Oct. 29. — Gene Mar• BARBARA
HALE
"FIRST
INTOPICTURE
TOKYO"
TOM NEALYANKRADIO
MPPDA European representative, has key, who produced several ShirleyAn
RKO
arrived
in
Holland
from
here
in
an
atTemple pictures during his early asAndre Lord Elected
tempt to straighten out problems consociation with 20th Century-Fox, has
Andre Lord, former banker and film
fronting American film companies been given a contract by the company
NINTH WEEK
executive, has been elected executive there. The Dutch have a government under which he will function either as
vice-president of the endowment film film monopoly which will be dealt with a producer or producer-writer.
division of the Intercontinental Audio through the Motion Picture Export
Video Corp., Mark H. Hawley, presi- Association.
dent, announced yesterday.
Alperson Company Set
Lazarus Out of Army
Hollywood, Oct. 29. — Edward L.
Paul Lazarus, Jr., former advertis- Alperson has formed Alson ProducThird 'Lassie' Coming
Hollywood, Oct. 29. — M-G-M has
ing-publicity director of United Arttions to produce "Black Beauty" as
ists, was released from the Army at the first
film under his releasing conannouncedduction by"Lassie
the Third" for pro- the weekend.
Sam Marx.
tract with 20th Century-Fox.
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Grierson
McLean

Abroad
Takes

as

Picture

Short

Review

Over

"Burma Victory
Ottawa, Oct. 29.— John Grierson, (B ritish A rmy- Columbia )
London, Oct. 29
whose resignation as commissioner of
the National Film Board is dated SWIFTLY following upon the controversy touched off here by Warners'
Nov. 1, has left here for England
"Objective, Burma," starring Errol Flynn, has come the British Army's
for the announced purpose of survey- own screen account, titled "Burma Victory," of the most fantastic campaign
against
the Sons of Heaven hiding their scores of thousands in the seemingly
docuof
distribution
ing the foreign
mentary films.
impenetrable jungle. Max Milder was wise in withdrawing Hollywood's
In some quarters it is believed his synthetic account of this campaign, for here's something really worth waiting
for.
resignation has been postponed pendProduced by Col. David MacDonald and Capt. Roy Boulting, who were
ing a new appointment. Meanwhile,
responsible for "Desert Victory," the film, which runs for 62 minutes and was
Ross McLean is acting film commis- photographed
by British, American and Dutch cameramen, emerges as an
sioner in the government service dur- impressive document
not only with convincing authenticity but as a story
ing .Grierson's absence.
records unimaginable terrors of the jungle and the unconquerable human
The board has been transferred that
spirit. The stars of the film are not professional actors but fighting men
from the jurisdiction of the Depart- recruited from the armies of Britain, America, China, India and Holland, and
ment of National War Services to the their commanders, Lord Louis Mountbatten, General Stilwell and that slim
Department of Health and National and incredible, yet characteristically English, figure of Wingate, leader of the
Welfare
Chindits, a curious force fighting strangely with strange weapons in an
Brooke Claxton Minister of Health, unbelievable campaign.
has been appointed chairman of the
all here, staff
compounded
a magnificent
thrillingvigil
whole
MacDonald
board in succession to J. J. McCann, andIt'sBoulting:
planning, into
soldiers
standing lonely
in theby eerie
jungle,
who was made Minister of National with fingers forever on the trigger, terrifying noises of strange beasts lurking
Revenue in a recent cabinet shake-up. behind the next tree and the wiles of the Japs. The film rises to a glory
seldom exceeded by Hollywood in a grand vista of road hewed out by blood,
toil and sweat deep into China for sustenance of our hard-pressed Allies there.
Legion
Classifies The film is a grim and thrilling account of civilization's struggle not only
against Japan but the stark horrors of nature. The picture, produced at the
7 Additional Films
behest of the British Army, is being released by Columbia. Milder has displayed wisdom that has been widely applauded by insisting on a pre-release
The National Legion of Decency
this week classifies seven more films. run in the West End at the Warner Theatre. The enthusiastic plaudits to be
In Class A-I, unobjectionable for gen- heard there is the film's best recommendation. Peter Burnup
eral patronage, are Columbia's "LawSunday Film Vote in
less Empire" and Monogram's "The Score Sunday Film
Lost Trail. In class A-II, unobjecPennsylvania Cities
tionable of adults, are Republic's Shows in Atlanta
"Don't Fence Me In," Columbia's
Philadelphia, Oct. 29. — Sunday
Atlanta, Oct. 29.— About 400 ministers and laymen from 92 churches films will be on the ballot at the
"My Name Is Julia Ross" and Paramount's "People Are Funny."
in the Atlanta Association of Bap- Nov. 6 election for the following citChurches at a meeting here scored
The Legion rated Paramount's whattistthey
term desecration of the ies and towns in Pennsylvania : West
"Kitty" and "Love on the Dole,"
Sabbath by fairs, rodeos, films and Chester, Bloomsburg, Downingtown,
Four Continents
Films,
in
class'
B,
objectionable inpart.
other forms of Sunday entertainment.
Carlisle, Catawissa, ' Middletown, Lemoyne, Steelton, Emaus, Catasauqua,
East Greenville, Sunbury, Selinsgrove,
Hellertown, Northampton, Boyertown,
Birdsboro and Topton.
New Philadelphia was expected to
BIGGEST
DIAMOND WAS THE CULLINAN
be among those voting on the issue but
church interests opposing Sunday
shows won a decision from Judge
James J. Curran of the Schuylkill
County Court against putting the issue to the public. Pottsville and
Tamaqua were also ruled out when it
was shown that election petitions were
defective and incomplete.

BIGGEST
MOTION
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Research Council and
Eastman Join TEA
Directors of the Television Broadcasters Association have approved applications for membership made by the
Research Council of the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences,
Hollywood, and by Eastman Kodak
Co., Rochester, N. Y.
John P. Livadary and Gordon S.
Mitchell will be the Council's TBA
representatives, while Donald Hyndman and Waldo Potter will represent
Eastman.
Already affiliated with the group
were Television Productions, Inc.
(Paramount), RKO Television Corp.,
20th Century-Fox, Cecil B. DeMille
Prod, and E. I. du Pont de Nemours
Co.
Golden Productions
has acquired
Golden
Gets 'Queen'
the screen rights to the Mutual
Broadcasting System's program,
"Queen for a Day," it was announced
yesterday by Sam Dembow, Jr., president of the film company.

Subjects
"Gabriel Heatter
(Universal 'Person-Oddity')
Commentator Gabriel Heatter preRepoparesrtin
to deliver
g" his nightly broadcast
and with the camera's collaboration
he tells collection
of a lady who
has the another
world's
largest
of pitchers,
who displays a collection of Indian
relics, and he then takes the audience
to Ginkgo Petrified Forest in Washington. Finally, the antics of a
trained rooster are shown. Running
time, nine minutes.

( Tott
Universal
'Person-Oddity')
s' several unThis ery
subjectPoet
features
usual items, such as the manufacture
of ceramics, a man who was AWOL
from the Army 14,998 days since
Spanish-American war, an intricatelybuilt miniature cathedral, one of the
world's largest collections of smoking
pipes. Running time, nine minutes.
"Dance,
(Columbia) Dunce, Dance!"
Eddie Foy, Jr., flat broke, passes
himself off as a masseur to a Hollywood producer who regards Foy as
crazy when he displays ignorance of
the art. Ultimately, the producer sees
that Foy is an accomplished actor and
hires him for a new film, but not before Foy almost gets killed trying to
escape the motion picture mogul. The
film was produced and directed by
Jules White. Running time, 18J4
minutes.
ASCAP's
Monopoly
Dismissal Is Upheld
A decision that the American Society oflishers
Composers,
was not in Authors
violationandofPubthe
anti-monopoly
York's
Donnelly Act, Section
upheld ofby New
the Appellate Division last January, was unanimously affirmed by the New York
Court of Appeals on Friday.
Suit against ASCAP was brought
by the Hotel Edison Corp. in 1942,
and
the Society's
the complaint
was motion
granted tobydismiss
State
Supreme Court Justice Morris Elder
in June, 1944.
John W. Davis appeared on behalf
of the plaintiff before the Court of
Appeals, while ASCAP was represented by Louis D. Frohlich, general
counsel.
FP-C

Conference

on

Theatre Operation
Toronto, Oct. 29. — Regional managers of Famous Players Canadian
Corp. discussed various phases of
post-war theatre operation in a conference concluded late last week at the
King Edward Hotel here. Morris
Stein, Eastern general manager, and
J. J.meeting.
Fitzgibbons, president, conducted
the
Attending were: R. W. Bolstad,
Norman Robertson, James R. Nairn,
Ben Geldsaler, Larry Bearg, Jack
Arthur, Dan Krendel, Charles Querrie, Fred Morley, Jules Allen, N. A.
Fine.
Taylor, Sam Boll Bloom and Sam
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Estimates
TpOLLOWING are estimated pic■*- hire grosses for current engagements in hey cities as reported by
Motion
Picture' Daily correspondents.
BALTIMORE
:
I
First-run downtown theatres were
crowded over the weekend. Navy Day
celebrations created a holiday atmosswhere that was reflected in box office
receipts.
Estimated receipts for week ending
Nov. 2:
THE HOUSE
ON 92ND STREET
(20th-Fox)—
55c
and 60c CENTURY
weekends) 7 (3,000)
days, 2nd(35c-44cweek.
Gross: $15,500. (Average: $15,000)
DUFFY'S
TAVERN (Para.)—
KEITH'S
(2,406)
(35c-40c-50c-60c)
7 days.
Gross:
$19,000. (Average: $14,500)
LOVE LETTERS (Para.)— STANLEY
(3,280) $17,000.
(35c-44c-55c-65c)
days. 2nd week.
Gross:
(Average:7 $17,000)
JOHNNY ANGEL (RKO) — HIPPODROME (2,205) (35c-44c-55c-65c) 7 days,
2nd week. Stage Show. Gross: $17,000.
(Average: $18,000)
THE CHEATERS (Rep.)— MAYFAIR
(1,000) (25c-35c-54c) 7 days. Gross: $6,000.
(Average: $6,000)
DANGEROUS PARTNERS (M-G-M)—
—VALENCIA (1,466) (35c-44c-55c and
60c weekends) 7 days. Gross: $5,500. (Average: $4,600)
BUFFALO
New pictures and two revivals,
coupled with good weather, kept three
houses here at better than average
grosses.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Nov. 3 :
HER HIGHNESS AND THE BELLBOY (M-G-M) and DANGEROUS
PARTNERS (M-G-M) — BUFFALO
(3,489) (40c-50c-60c-70c) 7 days. Gross:
$19,600. (Average: $17,400)
STATE FAIR (20th-Fox) — GREAT
LAKES (3,000) (40c-50c-60c-70c) 7 days,
2nd
400) week. Gross: $17,000. (Average: $15,THE ADVENTURES OF MARCO
POLO (Goldwyn) and THE HURRICANE (Goldwyn) — HIPPODROME
(2,100) (40c-50c-60c-70c) 7 days, revivals.
Gross: $11,000. (Average: $9,700)
THE SPANISH MAIN (RKO) and
MR. MUGGS RIDES AGAIN (Mono.)—
TWENTIETH CENTURY (3,000) (40c50c-60c-70c)
7 days,
3rd' week. Gross :
$9,000.
(Average:
$12,200)
KISS AND TELL (Col.) and GIRL
OF THE LIMBERLOST (Col.)— LAFAYETTE (3,000) (40c-50c-60c-70c) 7
days, 3rd week for KISS AND TELL.
Gross: $9,000. (Average: $12,400)
CLEVELAND
"Rhapsody in Blue," with a record
opening, and "The Southerner" high•lighted a week in which four of seven
pictures were holdovers :
Estimated receipts for the week
ended Oct 31 :
SPANISH MAIN (RKO) — RKO
ALLEN (3,000) (45c-55c-65c) 7 days, 3d
week on moveover from Hippodrome.
Gross: $10,000. (Average: $8,500)
RHAPSODY IN BLUE (WB)— WARNER'S HIPPODROME
(3,500) (Average:
(45c-55c65c) 7 days.
Gross: $26,000.
$20,C00)
GEORGE
WHITE'S SCANDALS
(RKO)— 7WARNER'S
LAKE on (714)
(45c55c-65c)
days, 2nd week
move-over
from Allen. Gross : $2,200. (Average :
$3,200)
HER HIGHNESS AND THE BELLBOY (M-G-M)— LOEWS OHIO (1,268)
(45c-65c) 7 days, 3d week and second moveover. Gross: $5,500. (Average: $5,000)
THAT NIGHT WITH YOU (UNIV.)
—RKO PALACE (3,300) (55c-65c-85c-95c)
7 days: on stage, Marion Hutton, Prof.
Lamberti and vaudeville. Gross : $22,000.
(Average: $25,400)

Motion

of

Picture

Key

DUFFY'S TAVERN
(PARA.) —
LOEWS STATE (3,300) (45c-65c) 7 days,
2nd week on a holdover. Gross: $17,000.
(Average: $19,000)
THE SOUTHERNER (UA) — LOEWS
STILLMAN (1,900) (45c-65c) 7 days.
Gross: $12,500. (Average: $10,000)
CINCINNATI
Business generally is above that of
recent weeks, the over-all average being the best for some time. Exceptionally pleasant weather is credited with
some of the improvement.
Estimated receipts for the week ending Oct. 30-Nov. 2:
THE DOLLY SISTERS (20th-Fox)—
RKO ALBEE (3,300) (44-50c-60c-70c) 7
days, plus a Saturday midight show. Gross:
$17,200. (Average: $13,500)
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF
(M-G-M)— RKO CAPITOL (2,000) (44c50c-60c-70c) 7 days. Gross: $10,000. (Average: $9,000)
THE BODY SNATCHER (RKO) and
THE BRIGHTON STRANGLER (RKO)
—RKO FAMILY (1,000) 4 days. Gross:
$1,900. (Average: $1,600) KENTUCKY
BLUE
STREAK
(Popular)
HELL'S
KITCHEN
(Popular)
3 days. and
Gross:
$800.
(Average: $800)
DUFFYS TAVERN (Para.) — RKO
GRAND (1,500) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7 days,
2nd week, on moveover from the Palace.
Grcss: $10,000. (Average: $8,000)
MILDRED
PIERCE (WB)—
KEITH'S
(1,500)
(44c-50c-60c-70c)
2nd Gross
week, :
on
a moveover
from the7 days,
Albee.
$8,000. (Average: $5,000)
THE HOUSE ON 92ND STREET
(20th-Fox) — RKO LYRIC (1,500) (44c50c-60c-70c) 7 days, 3rd week. Held over
after an initial week at the Palace. Gross :
$6,000. (Average: $5,000)
THE FIRST YANK INTO TOKYO
(RKO)—
(2,700) (44c-50c60c-70c) 7RKO
days,PALACE
plus a Saturday
midnight
show,
and personal appearances of stars
500)
one day. Gross: $10,000. (Average: $12,THE SPANISH MAIN (RKO)— RKO
SHUBERT (2,150) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7
days, 3rd week, on a moveover from the
Grand after an initial week at the Albee.
Gross: $4,000. (Average, $5,0001
TORONTO
Despite hold-overs at all but one of
the first-run theatres good business
prevailed here.
Estimated receipts for the week ending Nov. 2:
PRIDE OF THE MARINES (WB)—
EGLINTON (1,086) (18c-30c-48c-60c) 6
days, 2nd week. Gross: $3,500. (Average:
$4,000)
OVER 21 (Col.)— IMPERIAL (3,373)
(18c-30c-42c-60c-90c) 6 days. Gross: $13,800. (Average: $12,300)
ANCHORS AWEIGH (M-G-M) —
LOEW'S
(2,074)Gross:
(18c-30c-42c-60c-78c)
days, 3rd week.
$13,200. (Average:6
$12,200)
RHAPSODY
IN BLUE
(WB) —
SHEA'S
(18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)
days,
2nd (2,480)
week. Gross:
$12,800. Average: 6
$12,800)
PRIDE OF THE MARINES (WB) —
TIVOLI
(1,434)$3,500.
(12c-30c-48c)
days,
2nd week. Gross:
(Average: 6$4,400)
HER HIGHNESS AND THE BELLBOY (M-G-M) and GENTLE ANNIE
(M-G-M) — UPTOWN (2,761) (18c-30c42c-60e-90c) 6 days, 3rd week. Gross :
$8,300. (Average: $9,800)
PITTSBURGH
Two new arrivals at downtown first
runs are doing better than average
business here, while five holdovers
are keeping close to normal in a
week of fairly good business.
Estimated receipts for the week ended Oct. 29 :
WONDER
MAN
(Goldwyn-RKO) —
FULTON (1,700) (35c-44c-65c) 5 days,
4th week. Gross: $6,200. (Average: $8,500)

7

Daily

City

Grosses

THE STORY OF GI JOE (UA)— J. P.
HARRISGross:
(2,300)
(35c-44c-65c)
2nd
week.
$8,400.
(Average:7 days,
$10,000)
OUR VINES HAVE TENDER
GRAPES (M-G-M)— PENN (3,400) (40c55c-85c) 7 days. Gross: $26,000. (Average:
$21,700)
HER HIGHNESS AND THE BELL(M-G-M)
RITZ moveover
(1,100) from
(35c-44c65c) 7 BOY
days,
3rd— week,
the
Stanley. Gross: $3,700. (Average: $3,000)
THE FIGHTING GUARDSMAN (Col.)
and ON STAGE EVERYBODY (Univ.)
—SENATOR
(35c-44c-65c)
Gross: $3,200. (1,750)
(Average:
$3,000) 7 days.
DUFFY'S
TAVERN
(Para.)—
STANLEY (3,000)$16,000.
(40c-65c-85c)
7 days,
2nd
week. Gross-:
(Average:
$22,000)
RHAPSODY IN BLUE (WB)— WARNER) (2,000) from
(35c-44c-65c)
7 days,
3rd
week, movover
Penn. Gross
: $8,000.
(Average: $9,450)
PHILADELPHIA
A big "Navy Day" weekend brought
crowds to the center of the city. Theatres managed to hold their own, but
did not profit much from the activity.
Estimated receipts for the week ending Oct. 30-Nov. 1:
OUR VINES HAVE TENDER
GRAPES (M-G-M)— ALDINE (900) (40c45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7 days, 3rd week.
Gross: $15,000. (Average: $14,600)
MILDRED PIERCE (WB) — BOYD
(3,000) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7 days,
2nd week. -Gross: $25,900. (Average:
RHAPSODY IN BLUE (WB)— ARCADIA (600) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c)
7 days,
*
$18,000)
2nd run.
2nd week. Gross : $5,80"0. (Average: $4,000)
WONDER MAN (RKO)— ERLANGER
(1,890)
(4Oc-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c)
7 days,
3rd
week.
Gross: $13,000. (Average:
$14,000)
MEN IN HER LIFE (Univ.) — EARLE
(3,000) (40c-45c-50c-85c-95c) 6 days, vauincludingGross:
Johnny$18,800.
"Scat" Davis
and
Beatricedeville
Kay.
(Average:
$27,600)
THE HOUSE ON 92ND STREET
(20th-Fox)7 —days,
FOX2nd(3,000)
75c-85c)
week. (40c-45c-50c-65cGross: $22,000.
(Average: $20,500)
STATE FAIR (20th-Fox) — KARLTON
(1,000) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7 days,
2nd run. Gross: $10,000. (Average:
$6,600)
OVER 21 (Col.)— KEITH'S
(40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c)
7 days, 2nd(2,200)
run.
Gross: $7,000. (Average: $5,800)
DUFFY'S
(Para.)— MAST BAUM
(4,700)TAVERN
(40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c)
days. Gross:
$47,000.
(Average: $22,500)7
ANCHORS AWEIGH (M-G-M) —
STANLEY
(3,000)
(40c-45c-50c-65c-75c85c)
7 days,
4th week.
Gross: $17,200.
(Average:
$20,000)
BACK TO BATAAN (RKO)— STAN(1,700)$17,500.
(40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c)
days. TON
Gross:
(Average: $9,400)7

CHICAGO
The combination of ideal weather
and strong film offerings is giving the
Loop another fine business week.
Estimated receipts for the week ending Nov. 1 :
HER HIGHNESS AND THE BELLBOY (M-G-M)— ArOLLO (1,200) (55c65c-85c-95c). Gross: $18,000. (Average:
$10,000)
THE DOLLY SISTERS (20th-FOX)—
CHICAGO (3,850) (55c-65c-85c-95c) 4th
week. On stage : Vaudeville. Gross :
$46,000. (Average: $51,500)
THE HOUSE ON 92ND STREET
(20TH-FOX) — GARRICK (1,000) (55c65c-85c-95c). Gross: $16,500 (Average:
$9,100)
BORN FOR TROUBLE (WB) and IT
ALL CAME TRUE (WB) — GRAND
(1,350)
Gross: $12,000.
(Average:(55c-65c-85c-95c).
$9,100)
BLOOD ON THE SUN (UA) —
ORIENTAL (3,200) (55c-65c-85c-95c). On
stage:age:Allan
$35,000) Jones.' Gross: $45,000. (AverTHIS LOVE OF OURS (UNIV.) and
MEN IN HER DIARY (UNIV.) — PAL-

(2,500) (55c-65c-85c-95c)
Gross:
$23,000. ACE (Average:
$24,000)
STATE FAIR (20TH-FOX)— ROOSE
VELT
(55c-65c-85c-95c).
Gross:
$31,000. (1,000)
(Average:
$24,000)
RHAPSODY IN BLUE (WB) —
STATE $39,000.
LAKE (Average:
(2,700) (55c-65c-85c-95c).
Gross:
$29,000)
OUR VINES HAVE TENDER
GRAPES (M-G-M)— UNITED ARTISTS
(1,700) (55c-65c-85c-95c).
Gross: $24,000.
(Average:
$20,000)
JOHNNY
ANGEL
(RKO)—
(1,200)
Gross: WOODS
$15,000.
(Average:(55c-65c-85c-95c).
$10,000)
SAN

FRANCISCO

With good weather prevailing and
an influx of out-of-towners here for
the Navy Day weekend fete, new
bills did outstanding business.
Estimated receipts for the week ending Oct. AND
31-Nov.TELL
2:
KISS
and BOSTON
BLACKIE'S
RENDEZVOUS
(Col.) —
ORPHEUM
(2,440) (Average:
(45c-65c-85c)
days.
Gross: — $28,000.
$18,000) 7
THE SOUTHERNER (UA) and ADVENTURES OF RUSTY (Col.) —
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200) (45c-65c85c) 7 days, 3rd week. Gross: $16,500.
(Average: $14,000)
THE SPANISH MAIN (RKO) —
GOLDEN GATE— (2,850) (45c-65c-95c) 7
days, 3rd week, with vaudeville. Gross :
$26,000. (Average: $29,000).
HER HIGHNESS AND THE BELLBOY (MGM) and BEWITCHED (MGM)
— PARAMOUNT — (2,748) (45c-65c-85c) 7
days. 2nd week. Gross: $21,000. (Average: $24,000)
WEEK-END
AT THE WALDORF
(MGM)—
FOX—$45,000.
(5,000)
(45c-65c-85c)
days. Gross:
(Average:
$30^000).7
MILDRED
PIERCE
(WB)—
WARFIELD—Gross:
(2,680)
(45c-65c-85c)
7 $27,000),
days,
3rd
week.
$25,000.
(Average:
000)STATE FAIR (20th-Fox) and IN OLD
MEXICO (Mono.) —STATE— (2,308)
(45c-65c-85c) 7 days, on a moveover from
the Fox. Gross: $16,000. (Average: $13,DUFFY'S TAVERN (Para.) and DIVORCE (Mono.)— ST.
400)
(45c-65c-85c)
days, FRANCIS—
2nd week,$15,500.
on(1,-a
moveover
from the7 Fox.
Gross:
(Average: $13,000)
ST. LOUIS
Indian summer weather which kept
Sunday crowds outdoors, together with
competing attractions and the presence
of several holdover engagements, cut
into grosses of St. Louis first runs this
week.
Estimated receipts for the week ending Oct. 31 :
KISS AND TELL (Col.) and THEY
MET IN THE DARK
(English) —7 days.
AM(3,154) (40c-50c-60c)
Gross: $14,500. BASSADOR(Average:
$15,900)
THE HOUSE ON 92ND STREET
(20th-Fox) and THE WOMAN IN
GREEN
(Univ.)—
60c)
7 days.
2nd FOX
week. (5,038)
Gross: (40c-50c$11,600.
(Average:
$18,700)
OUR VINES HAVE TENDER
GRAPES (M-G-M) and I LOVE A
BANDLEADER
(Col.) — LOEW'S
STATE (3,162) (40c-50c-60c-65c)
7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $11,500. (Average:
$18,900)
PRIDE OF THE MARINES (WB)
and JOHNNY ANGEL (RKO)— MISSOURI (3,514)$10,500.
(40c-50c-60c)
7 days, $9,900)
moveover. Gross:
(Average:
THE ADVENTURES OF COLONEL
BLIMP (UA) and THE GREAT JOHN
L(40c-50c-60c-65c)
(UA)— LOEW'S7 days.
ORPHEUM
Gross: (1,900)
$5,500.
(Average: $7,100)
STATE FAIR (20th- Fox)— SHUBERT
(1,900) $7,500.
(40c-50c-60c)
7 days,
Gross:
(Average:
$6,400) moveover.
BIG HOUSE FOR GIRLS (Mono.)
and FLAME OF THE WEST (Mono.)—
ST. LOUIS
Gross:
$9,500. (4,000)
(Average:(45c-50c)
$5,500) 7 days.
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Says Survey Finds
18,468 Houses Open
William J. Kupper, 20th
Century-Fox general sales,
manager, said during testimony in U. S. District Court
here yesterday that a survey
just made by his organization
found that there are 18,468 active operating theatres in the
United States.
He did not specify, however,
whether this figure included
theatres which operate but a
few days a week and possibly
even places other than theatres where film showings are
held. The War Activities
Committee has used 16,500
theatres as the basis of its
customary calculations. Motion Picture Daily reported
early this year that there are
about 15,500 theatres operating six or seven days a week.
N. Y. Trial
{Continued from page 1)

New

Picture

Federal
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Daily

Division

to

N.Y.

Grosses

(Continued from page 1)
Correlate

Information

Washington, Oct. 29. — Informational policies of the Federal Government were today ordered correlated
through a Media Programming Division established in his office by Reconversion Director John W. Snyder
at the direction of President Truman.
The work of the Division will include the coordination of the various
government information programs, ascertainment oftheir relative importance, determination of the media to
be used and allocation of the programs among the media selected. The
major aim will be to avoid duplication

of effort between the various agencies
and to throw behind the various programs the proper amount of effort to
put them over. The move was made
at the request of the Advertising
Council, a public service organization
comprising representatives of the various media of information.
The Media Programming Division
will be under the direction of Anthony
Hyde,tion Deputy
and Reports,Director
and willforbeInformadirectly
headed by Drew Dulley, former chief
of program coordination of the office
of War Information, who was recently discharged from the Navy.

asked, "What proof is it of the abor presence indicated
of a conspiracy?"
Other sence
defendants
that they
intend
to
present
similar
statistical information.
The three-judge court which comprises Judges Augustus N. Hand,
Henry W. Goddard and Bright,
evinced considerable interest during
Kupper's testimony in pre-release engagements, seeking to establish a comparison with first-run engagements.
They also asked about simultaneous
first-run engagements in different geographical centers.
In this connection, Kupper detailed
the clearance of the Roxy Theatre,
New York, which, according to him,
involves most of New Jersey, most of
Long Island and as far as Stamford,
Conn. He also contended that pictures
can clear New York in seven or eight
weeks after they go to the Albee
Theatre in Brooklyn, which follows
the Roxy.
Clearance Differences

10 per cent interest, while each have a
one-third interest in Butterfield-Michigan. Beatty was questioned about
the operating agreement between Butterfield and RKO Midwest Corp. in
Grand Rapids.
Friedl was question about the ownership and operation of the Minnesota
Amusement Co., and on operating
agreements with RKO in Minneapolis
and St. Paul. In cross-examination,
Wright sought to establish that the
extent of clearance granted theatres
was conditioned in some cases on admission prices charged. He questioned
Friedl at length about the situation
in Duluth, where a M-G-M licensing
contract indicated that clearance for
subsequents was to be 56 days ; 70 days
if the theatres' top admission price
was 20 cents and 112 days ■ where the
price was 15 cents. It also- developed
that whereas in previous cases testified to, clearance was reckoned from
the end of a moveover first-run, in
Minneapolis and St. Paul it is reckoned from the end of the first-run engagement without consideration being
given to a moveover run.
Paramount owns all of the stock of
the Minnesota Amusement Co., which
operates 94 theatres at present, six of
them are closed and seven of which
are operated by partners, according to
Friedl.
Mullin Cross-Examination
In cross-examining Martin J. Mullin, Wright sought to point out the
different types of clearance in several
towns in which M. and P. operates.
Seymour questioned Mullin about the
nature of discussions at meetings at
which Paramount theatre operating
heads were present to establish that
there are never any discussions at
these meetings as to the product
booked and the prices paid by the
various Paramount theatre operating
companies.
Witness after witness testified that
he had no knowledge of the product
deals made by the other Paramount
affiliates, with Caskey questioning the
Paramount operating heads to establish that they did not condition their
licensing of films from the distributor
defendants
upon what
the distributor's
theatre operating
affiliate
was able to
bargain for with the distribution company with which they were affiliated.
Further indications developed yesterday that trial procedure will be
speeded up by having affidavits taken
from key witnesses rather than have
them make personal appearances on
the witness stand. Wright is retaining the right to cross-examine them
even though he might stipulate to their
direct testimony.

porarily, Whitney North Seymour,
Paramount counsel, told the court that
he will try to arrive at stipulations
with the government on affidavit testimony of other witnesses he would ordinarily call and thereby reduce the
time to be consumed in court.
Attitude of the three-judge "statutory" court toward the voluminous
testimony introduced by the government in the form of some 300 documents was given by Judge John
Bright,
the 10th during
day ofyesterday's
the trial.sessions,
Judge
Bright explained that the court does
not know what's in the 300 exhibits
"Periods of clearance are longer in
introduced by the government except
as detailed in the brief and document smaller cities than in larger cities, and
in the Midwest, West and Southwest
list. "We have here a blind plaintiff's
case and we haven't had time to look than in the East," Kupper declared.
A verbal interchange developed durat the exhibits," Judge Bright pointed
ing Kupper's testimony between Casout.
"We
don't
know
what's
In
them,"
he said.
key and Wright
on theWhile
government's
argument
of monopoly.
Wright
Kupper Continues Today
was willing to concede that every picture played is in competition for pubKupper will continue on the witness
lic patronage and that the distributors
stand when trial resumes this morning. attempt
get as much revenue out of
In his testimony yesterday under ques- them as topossible,
he would not contioning by Caskey, Kupper detailed
cede
that
the
distributors did not use
the distribution and selling methods of artificial restraints
when it came to
the company. He said that 20th Cen- securing playing time, especially in
tury-Fox sells as many as 16,000 theatres and as few as 5,000, depending theatres they control.
Kupper explained that 20th Centuryupon the quality of the film sold. ExFox released only 25 films in 1944-45,
amples he used were "Sweet Rosie as
compared with 54 pictures in 1941O'Grady," in release 104 weeks as of
this decrease as reOct. 5, 1945, which had 15,527 book- 42 and described
sulting from the loss of talent and
ings, 12,203 of them being on per- technicians
because of the war and the
centage arrangements ; "The Sulli- limitations on the use of raw stock.
vans," 15,640 bookings in 83 weeks, 7,
Skouras'
testimonyTheatres
dealt withwith
his in980
percentage;of and
terest in Skouras
his
15,582on bookings,
which"Buffalo
11,404 Bill,"
were
Charles and George, but he
on percentage. "Heaven Can Wait" brothers,
has already had 15,004 bookings in denied that this circuit was affiliated
112 weeks, according to Kupper.
with 20th Century-Fox. He also denied interest in United Artists TheaWhen Caskey attempted to show
tres Corp. in Detroit and the Randthe breakdown of these bookings in
force Circuit. He did admit that both
the
of of"Sweet
RosieStates
O'Grady"
in 412case
cities
the United
with Randforce and Skouras Theatres have
populations of 25,000 or more, and franchises for 20th-Fox product.
that more than half of the accounts
Beatty explained the operating policies of Butterfield Theatres and the
paid rentals which did not compenextent
of the interests of Paramount
sate the company for the cost of the
prints, Robert L. Wright, government and RKO. W. S. Butterfield Theaattorney, objected on the basis that
tres, Inc., and Butterfield-Michigan
the information was already in evi- Theatres operate 116 theatres. Paramount has a 25 per cent interest in
dence in different form. This brought
a question from Judge Bright, who W. S. Butterfield and B. F. Keith's a

and the Warner re-issue, "It All Came
True," are leading the field. "Kiss and
Tell" will finish a first week with a
very robust $85,000. "Weekend at the
Waldorf" with a stage presentation at
the Music Hall is still drawing tremendously. Its fourth week should
bringprovide
$121,500.
"It All Came
True"
will
the Victoria
with $21,000
in
a
second
week,
showing
plenty
■of
box-office weight.
"First Yank Into Tokyo," another
new entry, is going over .very well at
the Palace and will take about $23,000
in its first week. The fifth and final
week of "The House on 92nd Street"
with a stage show at the Roxy will
bring a modest $73,000 and will be
followed tomorrow by "And Then
There Were None."
At the Strand, "Mildred Pierce"
with Russ Morgan's orchestra on the
stage is losing some ground and will
finish a fifth week with $53,000. The
fourth
at the
Winter week
Gardenof "Blithe
will bringSpirit"
a moderate
"Duffy's Tavern" with the Andrews
$22,000.
Sisters at the Paramount will complete an eighth week with about $60,000, fairly favorable in the light of
the length of playing time. Another
old timer,
"Love its
Letters,"
at the with
Rivoli,
will finish
10th week
$39,000, which is fair.
The fourth
week forof 'Joe'
"The Story of
$14,500
G. I. Joe" is good for $14,500 at the
Globe. "Paris Underground" at the
Gotham will garner $10,000, a mediocre figure, in its second week. "The
Wonderful Adventures of Pinocchio"
is not holding up too well and will
gross about $6,300 in its 11th week at
the Republic.
"Spellbound" goes into the Astor
Thursday, replacing the long-resident
"Wonder Man." The latter, completing its 21st and final week with $17,000, is said to have set a new record
for that house.
"This Love of Ours" bows in at the
Criterion tomorrow as "Guest Wife"
checks out with a second week's gross
of $14,000, short of good, after a first
week's gross of $18,500. "Rhapsody in
Blue"
do $15,500 in its 18th week
at
the will
Hollywood.
Kimble
(Continued from page 1)
direction
of Assistant
eral Wendell
Berge. Attorney GenThe position which Kimble takes is
generally considered a springboard to
higher opportunity in the Department.
Both Clark and Berge served in that
capacity, where they received the exnecessaryjob.
for the top antitrust perience
enforcement
Kimble joined the Department upon
his graduation from the University of.
Minnesota Law School in 1934. During thetenant
war
he served
as first lieuin military
intelligence,
and
was demobilized last week.
Howard Incorporation
Albany, Oct. 29. — Howard Film
Corp. has been incorporated to conduct a business in films, motion picture theatres and television exhibitions, with offices in Kings County.
Incorporators are Jacob D. Fuchsberg,
Blank. Samuel S. Parmet and Laura
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34 in UA's Foreign
Department 20 Years
Thirty-four foreign department employes of United Artists, including three in the
home office, have been with
the company over 20 years.
Henry Weiner, manager in
Cuba, is the oldest in point of
service, having joined the
company in March, 1921.
The three veteran home office employes are Walter Liebler, foreign comptroller; Walter Gould, foreign manager,
and Tom Mulrooney, assistant
foreign manager.

'V

Motion

Picture

Settlement 'Kinks'
(Continued from page 1)
cinnati pact entitled the striking
unions to supply from their ranks
workers required for jobs, within the
disputed jurisdictions, not actually
held by strikers on March 12.
IATSE had agreed to withdraw its
men from jobs from which the strikers had gone out but insisted other
jobs should be given the IATSE
craftsmen thus replaced.
Delay Sorrell Hearing
Meanwhile,
Sorrell's
appearance on contempt
chargescourt
growing
out
of the mass picketing of the past several weeks was postponed until next
Monday.

Drive

(Continued from page 1)
Col. George J. Zentgraf, U.S.A. James
Sauter, of the United Theatrical War
Activities Committee, acting as master
of ceremonies, introduced the induslocal drive
Lesser,try'swho
urged chairman,
the public toIrving
buy
bonds in the 700 Greater New York
area theatres. Si Fabian, national industry drive chairman, who followed
Lesser on the program, said "we can
be proud of the jobs our bonds did,"
adding that "our motion picture theatres throughout the country, and especially in New York, are ready 'and
eager to
serve" included
in the Victory
Loan.
Other
speakers
Sam Rinzler,
co-chairman
of theW.industry's
WAC; Frederick
Gehle, local
state
chairman of the War Finance Committee; Major Paul Roland, a former Jap
prisoner of war ; and William E. Cotter, New York chairman of the War
Finance Committee.
Speeches and Entertainment
Entertainment and speeches in behalf of the Victory Loan drive were
provided by Roy Rogers, Carl Ravazza, Michael O'Shea, John Barry, Henny Youngman, Frank Fay and members of the cast of "Harvey" ; also
members of "The Glass Menagerie,"
"Oklahoma," "Dear Ruth," "Marinka"
and other New York stage productions June
;
Havoc, Jay Jostyn, Lucy
Monroe, The Andrews Sisters, Alan
Young,ment world.
and others of the entertainAstor Bond Premiere
Sales Pass $200,000
Bond sales for the Victory Bond
premiere of David O. Selznick's
"Spellbound"
the Astor
here
Wednesdayat have
already Theatre
passed
the $200,000 mark, indicating the million-dollar quota set for the event will
be reached, it was announced yesterdayman ofbythe
Irving
general
chairWar Lesser,
Activities
Committee
in the New York area.
Orders not yet tabulated indicate
that the house will be a sellout, with
seats restricted to purchasers of Victory Bonds in denominations from
$50 to $5,000.
18 Illinois Meetings
Chicago, Oct. 29. — Eighteen meetings throughout the state have been
set by Illinois leaders in the Victory
Loan drive, with a view to exchanging ideas, arousing enthusiasm and
generally bringing about the most effective possible bond-selling campaign.
Exhibitor state chairmen John Balaban, Jack Kirsch and Jules Rubens ;
down-state co-chairman Ralph Law-

Set Decorators
(Continued from page 1)
time of the controversy but held, nevertheless, that the former breached
it by failing either to substitute the
Painters Union for the Society or to
declare the contract null and void.
The decision to call the strike during Board's hearing of the controversy
called but
not a "well
by thewas Board
matterconsidered"
in which
it could take no action under the law.
However, it held, the IATSE employes taken on by the producers to
fill the strikers' places, were bona
fide replacement employes and, accordingly, both groups were entitled
to vote in the election.
In a dissenting opinion Gerard D.
Reilly contended that the avowed objective of the strike was to compel
the producers to commit an act which
the board has repeatedly held to be
an unfair practice, to force them to
recognize the painters' union as marepresentativebefore
while thethe Board,
questionjority
was pending
and charged the Board majority with
"avoidance" of the "inexorable logic"
of
previous decisions in similar circumstances.

National-Rodriquez
(Continued from page 1)
operate the circuit known as Circuit
del Norte. Details in corporate structure are now being worked out. It is
understood that Sturdivant, until recently San Francisco district manager
for National, will supervise operations
for it.
The houses are in the three MexiReilly's Reasoning
can states of Nuevo Leon, Tamailipas
and Coahuila. Culmination of the deal,
Reilly held that the votes of the
which had been pending for some time, striking decorators should not have
clears the way for further expansion
been counted,
declaring
"if weto
by National in Latin America.
may
not ignore
strike that
attempts
compel violations of other Congressional legislation, it would seem absurd
Quebec Laws
to deem a strike which had no other
(Continued from page 1)
^'irposes than to bring about a violation of this very statute within the
sonnel of .which has not been disclosed.
scope of the 'concerted activity' which
The Quebec government, records Congress meant to protect.
"I also have difficulty in understandshow, has in the past followed prining how the policy of the Act is prociples of censorship differing from
those of other provinces. Pictures
moted by this kind of a decision," he
dealing with divorce, for instance, added. "Since one of the express obhave been banned in Quebec.
jectives of the Act is to promote industrial peace, it would seem to be
our duty to encourage resort to the
administrative processes rather than
DuPont Promotes Clark
Wilmington, Oct. 29. — Du Pont resort to economic warfare. The practical effect of this decision accomannounces that Dr. John M. Clark,
assistant production superintendent of
plishes the very opposite."
the Chambers Works, Deepwater, N.
Meanwhile, reports to Washington
J., has been appointed to the newly of continued disturbances at the
created post of the Photo Products Hollywood studios were discounted by
MPPDA officials, who declared that
Department with headquarters here.
Eric
to settle
the
strike Johnston's
had borne efforts
fruit and
predicted
ler ; distribution chairman J. Harold
Stevens, and publicity chairmen W. G. that the situation "will straighten itself out in a few days."
Bishop and Norman Kassel head the
drive.
Producers Accept Decision
Rallies Today in Three
Hollywood, Oct. 29. — The producers have announced that they will
New York Boroughs
Borough Presidents John Cashmore recognize Painters Local 1421 as the
of Brooklyn, James A. Burke of bargaining representative for set decorators in accordance with the NaQueens and James J. Lyons of the
Bronx will officiate at Victory Loan
tional
Relations
Board's
certificationLaborhanded
down in
Washington
rallies in their respective boroughs
however
"This willof
today fostered
by the industry's
have no adding,
effect upon
the :settlement
Activities
Committee.
Theatres War
will today,
set up bond booths at- the rallies which the numerous jurisdictional disputes
will cast the spotlight on local heroes between the AFL unions which are
and will include parades and enter- the subject of the directive of the
tainment.
AFL council and which are the real
causes
of the strife."
Universal Invests Half
Million in 'V' Bonds
Hollywood, Oct. 29. — A Universal
corporate purchase of $500,000 worth
of Victory Bonds highlighted the first
day in the Hollywood Motion Picture
War Finance
Committee's
The
committee,
of whichcampaign.
Henry
Ginsberg has been chairman from the
first, has sold $110,000,000 worth of
bonds since its inception.
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Di Maggio
will 'Stars'
head a group of
o To
DiJoeMaggi
sports figures who will appear in the
12th annual "Night of Stars" on Tuesday, Nov. 13, at Madison Square Garden. They will supplement other talent in a show which is being presented
on behalf of the United Jewish Appeal
of Greater New York.

IATSE

Studio

Big Parley

Jobs

Issue

Hollywood,
Oct. 29.— ofRichard F. Walsh, president
the
IATSE, and producers agreed
in conference at Cincinnati to
obtain or provide employment
for studio replacement workers whose jobs may be terminated in the course of the 30strike arbitration period,
Motion Picture Daily has
learned.
However, whether IATSE
replacements will or will not
retain their studio posts and
work alongside the returning
strikers, stands as one of the
major issues to be ironed out
during the arbitration period,
it is learned.
Goodman
(Continued from page 1)
Information Service here, told Motion
Picture Daily last night. He replaces Fred Schwartz, now returned to
this country, Lefebre said.
Goodman, who took his European
post as a result of a request from
Brig. Gen. Robert A. McClure, Chief
of the Information Control Division
of the Office of Military Government
in Germany, put to MPEA, is expected to stop over in London before
proceeding to Munich, where he will
make his headquarters. Prior to joining MPEA, Goodman was head of
the
foreign
Pictures,
here.department of Republic
Para. Television
(Continued from page 1)
tions concerning construction of the
transmitter on Mt. Tamalpais. The
station's studios will be located in the
Paramount Theatre Building on Market Street.
The plans also include a West
Coast relay network embracing the
Hollywood and San Francisco outlets,
as
coast-toKrpart
utelevision
g of the nationwide
coast
network which
has
been projected by Paramount.
(Continued from page 1)
there appeared little doubt that he
would. As head of the WPB, he and
Johnston, who is also president of the
U. S. Chamber of Commerce, were in
intimate contact during the war, and
each has a high respect for the other.
Cinema Lodge Meets
Cinema
of B'naiat B'rith
will
hold
its firstLodge
fall meeting
the Astor
Hotel tonight with a dramatization of
the Hillel inter-faith activities of
B'nai B'rith. Major Henry George
Plitt, nephew of David Levy of Universal, and Lt. Comdr. David Victor
Senft, son of Albert A. Senft, Cinema
president, will be inducted tonight.

REEVES
SOUND STUDIOS, INC.
1600 BROADWAY, N. Y. 19 Circle 6-6686
Complete Film and
Disc Recording Facilities
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Czechs

Motion
Eager

Hollywood

for
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Review

Films

Russian and British war films and
newsreels are practically the only films
currently being exhibited in Prague,
and, as a result, the city is eagerly
awaiting Hollywood films, according
to advices reaching foreign departments from that city.
The only U. S. films on Czech
screens are those from the Frank Capra
"WhyAmerican
We Fight"
documentary
series.
distributors
have
been reluctant to enter the Czechoslovak market because of the existence
of the monopoly. The Russians are
reported to have obtained an agreement with the Czechs for 60 per cent
total screen time.
Houses Well Filled
Czech houses are well filled, according to reports, despite the lack of air
conditioning in recent warm weather.
The public has considerable money to
spend on entertainment, it is stated,
since the shortage of consumer goods
leaves the public with unspent money.
The Russians are producing pictures
in Prague studios, in color, taking
about three months to turn out a film.
They flew in players, equipment, etc.
The Czech government, meanwhile,
Motion Picture Daily reported
Tuesday, has appointed Miles Sherover, an American, as exclusive government agent for the purchase of
U. S. films, hoping that he will persuade American producers to sell them
films despite the presence of a government film monopoly.
Rose

Picture

Chief

Barker

Hollywood
"Strange Holiday"
(Levenson-Elite Pictures)
A PICTURE with a "message" perhaps noble in purpose, "Strange Holiday" views with a great deal of alarm, a reputedly inertia-stricken
American public on such matters as "what to do with Germany."
Appraisal of the picture would be easy if it were simply a matter of
enumerating its technical merits. But entering into it, and very prominently,
is the basic idea of using the screen for a message with neither intent nor
pretense of entertaining. It dwells wholly on the indictment of the so-called
"apathetic
American
There is inno picture
evidencemaking
of even
desire toprovide
bring
into
the picture
any ofcitizen."
those qualities
thata usually
entertainment.
Plaudits
are in He
orderalsoforproduced.
Arch Obler's
open
to question.
Claudedirection,
Rains isalthough
the star his
and script
gives isa
fine, dramatic performance. Mike Levenson is listed as the distributor for
Elite Pictures. Gloria Holden and Martin Kosleck are featured.
Rains is seen in almost every sequence. Apathetic to important international
questions,
now vacation.
that peace
is here, home,
he is he
firstfinds
foundthat,"away
frompurpose
it all"ofonthea
North woods
Returning
for the
film, the swastika and Mein Kampf have replaced the American Eagle and
the Bill of Rights. The American people are stunned. Rains bewildered, is
unable to learn from his friends what has happened, until he is apprehended
by the leaders of the new "glorious state." He is flogged and beaten for disciplinary purposes. Badly bruised, and imprisoned, he reflects upon the happy
life which he lost through unwillingness to carry on the fight against
Democracy's enemies after the war.
Superior direction and highly skilled lighting and photographic effects are
in evidence throughout the picture, sustaining the mood of a tense documentary, but its effectiveness as material for the general theatre-goer is lost to a
large extent in the heavy, serious nature of the subject matter.
Running time, 61 minutes. General audience classification.
Gene Arneel
Raw

Stock

Dropped

Rationing
in Mexico

Mexico City, Oct. 29. — Producers
here are to have all the raw stock they
need within reason, provided they do
not allow any of it to reach markets
that are still under rationing due to
international policy, the cinematographic supervision department of the
Ministry of the Interior has advised
the industry.
The producers are confident that
they can now push to full completion
programs that had been hampered by
the raw stock shortage. The department ruled that producers must account for all raw stock they use.

Of Chicago Variety
Chicago, Oct. 29. — Jack Rose of the
Manta-Rose Circuit here was elected
chief barker of the local Variety Club
tent at a membership meeting on Saturday. He succeeds Jack Kirsch,
president of Illinois Allied.
Other officers elected are : Ed Brunell, first assistant chief barker ; Henri Elman, second assistant ; John Balaban, treasurer; Harold Stevens, secretary; Irving Mack, national representative ;Kirsch, national canvassman ;
Will Baker, James Coston, Tom Gil- Monogram in Product
liam, William Hunt, Jack Irving and
Deals with 3 Circuits
Lester Simansky, directors.
Los Angeles, Oct. 29. — Monogram
has signed three additional circuits,
comprising 207 theatres, for its 1945F P -C Increasing
46 product, it has been announced by
Candy Sidelines
Steve Broidy, vice-president and general sales manager.
Toronto, Oct. 29. — Following the
appointment of John J. Fitzgibbons,
The circuits are : M. and P. TheaJr., as general manager of Theatre
tres, operating 104 houses in New
Confections, Ltd., which is an affiliate England; Jamestown Amusement Co.,
of General Theatre Supply and sub- with 44 theatres in New York, Ohio,
sidiary of Famous Players Canadian, Massachusetts, New Hampshire and
new attention will be given to the cir- Pennsylvania, and Warners' Philadelphia houses, totaling 59.
cuit's sidelines and particular stress
will be placed upon candy-selling when
the supply of sugar is more abundant.
New counters will be installed and, Hearing on Tax Vote
additionally, popcorn will be offered.
San Francisco, Oct. 29. ■— The
Theatre Confections will service other Third
District Court of Appeals has
houses as well as the FP-C circuit.
set Nov. 9 as the date for a hearing
on the petition of T. and D. Jr. Enterprises, Chico theatre operators, for the
Weil to Europe
Chico City Council to call a referendum on the city amusement tax.
Joe Weil, chief of the motion picture section of the American Red
Cross, will fly to Europe this week
to obtain motion pictures of Red Cross Howard Rejoins Para.
operations with the armies of occupaDetroit, Oct. 29. — Lt. Commd. John
tion and in overseas emergency relief. T. Howard, USNR, recently released
Some of this material will be incor- by the Navy, has rejoined Paramount
porated in a March of Time film for in his former capacity as branch manthe Red Cross.
ager of the local exchange.

Mexico
Nov.

City

Strike

5 Threatened

Mexico City, Oct. 29. — Local exhibitors are threatened with a National Cinematographic Industry
Workers Union staggered strike Nov.
5 to close all theatres here, unless pay
increases of 30% to 50% are granted.
The Federal Board of Conciliation
and Arbitration is striving to avert
the strike, which includes a movement
against local radio station XEW, 150,000 watts, and its sister station, XEQ,
50,000 watts, and the smaller ones,
XEM, XEDA, XEHR and XEOY,
unless they agree to make a new work
contract allowing a pay increase of an
unspecified amount.
The union threatens to start the
strike by closing one first-run and eight
subsequent-run theatres, with shutdowns of the rest of the 67 houses
here day by day, at the rate of from
six to 10 per day, and then start closing the radio stations on November 12
and 13.
Palace Drops Shows
Cleveland, Oct. 29. — Harry Schreiber, district manager for RKO Theatres, announces the discontinuance of
stage shows at the RKO Palace Theatre, starting Nov. 1. Schreiber also
announced the appointment of Shirley
Fishman as publicity director for RKO
theatres in Cleveland.

By THALIA BELL
Hollywood, Oct. 29
LOTHAR MENDES has been
signed to direct "The Walls Came
Tumbling
Down,"
a murder
-mystery
which
Albert
J. Cohen
will direct
for
Columbia. . . . Adele Mara has been
assigned the leading romantic role opposite Alan Lane in "Night Train to
Memphis," which Lesley Selander is
directing for Republic. . . . Pianist Eddie Hey wood and his band have been
engaged
by for
Samtheir
Katzman
and Maurice Duke
next Monogram
production, "High •School Kids."
The second
the "Johnny
series,
which inWalter
ColmesFletcher"
is producing and directing for Republic, will
be "The Talking Clock," and will star
Albert Dekker. .■ . . Tom Tully has
been added to the cast of Dore Schary's
current RKO production, "They Dream
of Home." . . . Leon Ames has been
given a new long-term contract by
MGM, and assigned a key role in "No
Leave, No
Love," the Van Johnson
.starring
vehicle.
•
Elena Verdugo has been selected
for the role of Lou Costello's sweetheart in Universal's next Abbott
and Costello comedy, "On the Carpet." . . Bill Perry
Ward, Ward,
six-year-old
son
of comedian
has been
signedersforcurrent
a partMonogram
in the King picture,
broth"Glamour Girl." . . . Richard Nash,
New York playwright, has been
signed to a writing contract by
Paramount.
•
John Garfield has signed a contract
with RKO Radio under the terms of
which he will star in one picture a year
for the next five years ; his first assignment will be a mystery, 'Build My
High,"Z. by
Geoffrey
.Gallows
. . Robert
Leonard
willHomes.
direct
"Lucky Baldwin," next starring vehicle for Clark Gable • at M-G-M.
Columbia has purchased screen
rights to Cromwell MacKechnie's
story,
"His Face
TheirMacDonald
Fortune,"
and assigned
it to Was
Wallace
for production. . . . Leon Ames, who
scored in M-G-M's "Week-end at the
Waldorf," byhasthatbeenstudio.
given . a. long-term
contract
. Charles
Dingle has been signed by 20th Century-Fox for a featured role in "Cen•
tennial Summer."
"The Case of the Ghost Who
Wasn't There," a radio script by
Leonard St. Clair, has been purchased by Republic for producer
William J. O'Sullivan 20th Century-Fox has signed newcomer Margaret Bannerman to a long-term
contract; she will make her first
film
in "Cluny has
Brown."
. . .appearance
Herbert Marshall
been
added to the cast of David O. Selznick's "Duel in the Sun."

Turner in Hospital
Chicago, Oct. 29. — Terry Turner,
RKO Radio exploitation manager, entered Augustana Hospital here at the
weekend for a physical check-up. He Judge Succeeds Smith
is expected to return to New York
Wednesday.
London, Oct. 29. — Henry Burford
Judge, brother-in-law of Sam W.
Smith, late managing director of BritFirst Army Television
ish Lion Film Corp., has been appointed interim chairman. Smith died
Chicago, Oct. 29. — The first television show to be presented by the Oct. 8 at his home in Denham from
illness contracted on shipboard
Army will be produced over WBKB an
cently.
in Chicago by the Sixth Transporta- when returning from America retion Zone on Nov. 13.
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$outh America Is Also
Included in New Deal
London, Oct. 30.- — Universal will
landle United States and South
American distribution of some Britsh films produced by the J. Arthur
iank companies, it was stated in a
oint announcement by Universal and
■lank officials here today.
At the same time, it was disclosed
hat Universal product will continue
:o be distributed in Great Britain by
bank's General Film Distributors
mder a long-term extension of the
10-year deal which was to expire at
:he end of this year.
The first British films to be distribjted by Universal in the Western
Hemisphere under the new agreement
will be Gainsborough Studios' "The
Seventh Veil," and Sydney Box's
''Madonna of the Seven Moons," it
was announced. The balance is expected to be made up of later productions, in view of previously existing
(.Continued on page 3)
Newsprint
May

End

Controls
by Jan.

1

on

After
Parleys

Hollywood, Oct. 30. — Peaceful resumption ofstudio woi'k tomorrow afternoon by employes who have been
on strike over eight months appeared
likely tonight as Herbert Sorrell, president of the Conference of Studio
Unions, prepared to read at a mass
meeting instructions to the strikers
received in a telegram from Washington, where meetings on the terms
of
last
settlement agreement
had been week's
in progress.
The instructions specified that
workers who were on call March 12
should communicate with their employers and await assignment to jobs,
with the employers retaining the right
to designate the work to be done by
each. The strikers' reaction to this
development was not fully known at a
late hour.
Prior to receiving the telegram,
(Continued on page 8)
Trace A tomic Fogging
To Packing Material
Rochester, N. Y., Oct. 30.— Film
fogging as a result of atomic bomb
tests in New Mexico can be traced
in most instances to paperboard made
in that region and used to pack and
ship film, according to Eastman Kodak experts here. Thomas J. Hargrave, president, said the contamination was discovered before any of the
paperboard was used in production
packing and none was released.

OCTOBER

Owen
Terms

31, 1945

Sets Flexible
in South

Hugh Owen,
divisional salesParamount
manager, has
returned here from a Southern trip during which he
worked out with film salesmen a series of flexible terms
for exhibitors consistent with
conditions existing in each locale, it is reported by the
home office.

Levey

to Produce

2 Films

in '46

Jules Levey, independent producer
releasing through United Artists, will
make at least two, and possibly three,
films in 1946, he disclosed at an interview here
yesterday. The
first, "Con-spiracy in
Jazz,"
color will
and bewillin
have muma budget
mini-of

ot Paul is Ellinow
$1,000,000.
doing the screen
play, which
about
the birthis
of jazz, Levey
said. The film,
which will start
Jules Levey
after Jan. 1, at
the Samuel
Goldwyn Coast studios, will be directed by Herbert Biberman.
The 16mm. market, especially in
Hollywood, Oct. 30. — Despite published New York newspaper reports foreign countries, will be a big thing,
(Continued on page 8)
(Continued on page 8)

Washington, Oct. 30. — Prospects
of the lifting of U. S. newsprint controls by Jan. 1 appeared bright yesterday as reports that "sympathetic
consideration"
being given
the
War Productionis Board
to a by
recommendation from the WPB Newspaper
Industry Advisory Committee that "Spellbound"
Order L-240, which controls the use
of newsprint, be ended on Dec. 31. [Selznick International-United Artists]
In addition, WPB sources have denied
(Continued on page 3)
DAVID O. SELZNICK'S nameplate is imprinted with its customary craftsmanship on "Spellbound," a crackerjack attraction
now poised for its leap into the upper reaches of smashing grosses.
The man at the helm was Alfred Hitchcock. He directed with the
Columbia 25 - Year
usual array of those distinctive touches which have become known as
uniquely characteristic of his work. But behind him as the alert
Anniversary Jan. 1
and meticulous Pooh-Bah Supreme was David O., the producer and
Columbia Pictures will celebrate its silver anniversary
court of last resort. Split the credit or divide it as you may, "Spellbeginning Jan. 1, 1946, when
bound" isgood enough to accommodate both of them.
Hilary St. George Saunders, collaborating with Leslie Palmer, wrote
it embarks on the 25th year
of the producing-distribution
a novel called "The House of Dr. Edwardes" and published it under the
history of the company.
pen name of Francis Beeding. It deals with psychiatry, psychoanalysis,
The program of. events to
murder and a love story. They mix all right. The fact is they mix so
take place during the anniverwell under their producing auspices that the results are fascinating, if
sary year is now the subject
not
of discussion among company
script.spellbinding, as Hitchcock filmed them from Ben Hecht's excellent
executives.
With lovely Ingrid Bergman as the young psychoanalyist in love with
(Continued on page 3)
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Kupper

On20th-Fox
Sales
Witness

Policy
on Stand Entire

Day; Cites Sales Figures
By MILTON LIVINGSTON
In cross-examination yesterday
of William J. Kupper, 20th Century-Fox general sales manager, in
the trial of the New York film antitrust suit in U. S. District Court here,
Robert L. Wright, government counsel, sought to establish alleged favoritism by the defendant company in licensing its film to affiliated circuits
and the use of other alleged undue
controls against independent exhibitors.
Kupper was on the stand the entire
day, the 11th of the trial, under direct
questioning by John Caskey, 20th-Fox
counsel, and cross-examination by
Wright.
When questioned by Wright, Kupper could(Continued
not cite any
instances
other
on page
3)
House

Drops

Aim

at

Excise

Tax

Repeal

Washington, Oct. 30. — Continuance of the present admission tax rate
for an indefinite period was in sight
tonight following passage by the
House of a conference report on the
tax-relief bill, in which the House
abandoned its attempt to include a
repeal of the wartime excise taxes
July 1, next.
The onSenate
(Continued
page 3)is expected
Action on MPPDA
Name on Dec. 12
Dec. 12 is the date set for
the next board meeting of the
Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America, in
New York, at which action is
expected to be taken on supplanting the present name
with tion
thePicture
titleAssociation,
American Inc.,
Mowhich was registered with the
Secretary of State in Albany
several weeks ago.
The December meeting will
mark the first quarterly session presided over by Eric
Johnston, president.
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rn )sales
• Easte
here yesterday for Buffalo and will
return at the weekend.
•
Leon J. Bamberger, RKO Radio
sales promotion manager, will be a
speaker at the Michigan Allied convention in Detroit, Nov. 5-7, following an appearance at the ITO of
Wisconsin meeting in Milwaukee today and tomorrow. •
Alex Evelove, Warner studio publicity director, is at Cedars of Lebanon
Hospital, Los Angeles, for observation
of what is believed to be an infected
appendix.
•
Joel left
Levy,
booker,
here Loew's
yesterday out-of-town
for a tour
of New England exchanges and will
return early next week.

to

Picture

Make,

Films

Formation of Siritzky International
Pictures, Inc., to engage in production
and distribution of French language
films, was announced yesterday by
Sam and Joe Siritzky, operators of
the Ambassador and other New York
theatres.
The Siritzky brothers who, before
the war, with their father, Leon, now
in Paris, were operators of 75 theatres
in France,"
have Pagnol,
closed
with
French stated
producerthey
Marcel
who will supervise for them in France
the production of three or four pictures per year, which along with several other French productions, will be
distributed
by the inSiritzky's
or 12
first-run theatres
the U. S.10 Meantime, as part of the organizational setup, they intend to distribute in their
theatres in France "a few carefully
selected
American
pictures."brothers
The company,
the Siritzky
said, will have a main office in Hollywood where they intend eventually
to have an associate producer make
for them
American films for distribution in France.
Leon Siritzky is expected to arrive
in this country in a month.

Joseph Bernhard, president of
United States Pictures, Inc., returned
to
New York yesterday from Hollywood.
•
Charles W. Koerner, RKO Radio Para. Far East Meet
production head, is due in Hollywood
today following seven weeks in Eu- In Sydney Nov. 14
rope.
Australian and New Zealand districts of Paramount
International's
division will
hold their
Lazar Wechsler, Swiss producer, Far Eastern
will leave Hollywood today for New first convention since the beginning of
York.
the war, starting Nov. 14, according
•
to J. E. Perkins, division manager.
The convention will be held in Syd
Merrittmanager,
Davis, isRepublic's
Southern
division
in Savannah
from ney, with Harry Hunter, managing di
rector for the two districts, in charge.
Atlanta.
Approximately 60 branch managers,
William H. Thomas will arrive salemen and bookers from Sydney,
in Hollywood today from New York. Melbourne, Brisbane, Perth and Adelaide in Australia, and from Welling
ton and Auckland in New Zealand
Describe Peacetime will attend, Perkins said.
Telecasts by Planes
Washington, Oct. 30. — A wartime
television development whereby a pilot
in a plane was able to transmit t©
ground forces pictures of what he saw
may make possible a peacetime broadcast and relay system by which a few
planes strategically located will afford
nation-wide television far more cheaply than could be accomplished by the
laying of wire-line connections, it was
forecast here today by Paul A. Porter, chairman of the Federal Communications Commission, before a
joint House and Senate Committee
studying a postwar program, for scientific research.

MGM Names Moulton
To Studio 16mm Post
Hollywood, Oct. 30. — Herb Moulton, for the past three years a producer of "Miniatures" and of John Nesbitt "Passing Parade," at MetroGoldwyn-Mayer, has joined the studio's international department to coordinate production at the studio of
16mm versions of all regularly-produced features and shorts.
As recently announced by Arthur
M. Loew, president of Loew's International Corporation, world-wide distribution of the 16mm prints will in
no way compete with 35mm product.
Former will be used only in localities
M. J. Isman Feted
outside the United States and Canada
Toronto, Oct. 30. — M. J. Isman of where the wider gauge equipment is
Montreal, recently appointed assistant unavailable.
general manager of Empire-Universal
Films, Ltd., in Toronto, was honored
at a dinner given by circuit and film Grant in Kordu Deals
Arnold Grant, president of Mervyn
exchange executives at the Royal
York Hotel. A. W. Perry was chair- LeRoy's Arrowhead Prod., will leave
man. J. J. Fitzgibbons, president New York tonight for Hollywood conferences with LeRoy, Betty Hutton,
of Famous Players ; T. J. Bragg, acting head of Odeon Theatres of Can- David Rose and others as a representative of Sir Alexander Korda in a
ada, and Nat Taylor of 20th Century
number of film deals.
Theatres, were among the speakers.
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Reports

Film

Share

Brisk

Trading

Washington, Oct. 30. — A sale of
15,000
shares
of Loew's,
Inc.,treasurer,
common
stock by
David
Bernstein,
was the largest transaction in industry
securities by officers and directors in
September, the Securities & Exchange
Commission reported today in its
monthly summary. The leading transaction was through a corporation
which still had 39,850 shares at the
close of the month.
Hines Transaction
The next largest operation was the
sale of 6,000 shares of General Precision Equipment capital stock by Earle
G. Hines, president, who held 5,000
shares at the. end of September.
The sale of 4,000 Universal common warrants by William A. Scully,
vice-president, leaving him with 3,000,
and the sale by Cliff Work, vice-president, of his entire holdings of 1,900
shares of common, also was reported.
In Columbia, Jack Cohn, vice-president, made a series of buys of com.non through various trusts, including
5,000 shares through the Ralph Cohn
.rust, increasing it to 5,050 shares ;
1,500 shares through the Joseph Cohn
trust, increasing it to 4,269 shares ;
1,000 shares through the Jeanette
Cohn trust, giving it 1,205 shares, and
1,000 shares through the Robert Cohn
trust, giving it 6,947 shares ; Harry
Cohn, president, sold 1,300 shares of
common, reducing his interest to 96,917 shares.
Other Reports
Other reports showed the sale of
100 shares of Consolidated Film Industries part preferred by Albert W.
Lind, New York director, leaving him
with 100 shares ; purchase of 200
shares of Monogram Pictures common by Arthur C. Bromberg, Atlanta director, through Monogram Southern Exchanges, which held 15,372
shares at the close of the month ; sale
of 1,050 shares of Paramount common
by Maurice Newton, New York director, leaving him with 9,365 shares ; and
purchase of 1,500 RKO common warrants by Gordon E. Youngman, general counsel, his entire holdings.
A delayed report on Trans Lux
Corp. showed the sale of 2,000 shares
of common by Harry Brandt, New
York director, in July, leaving him
with 50,915 shares.

Newsreel
Parade
DAY, Truman's
with its parades
■LT^fAVY
V President
address andin
New York is featured in all current
newsreels to the exclusion of all else
but football games. Contents follow :
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 18.— Navy Day
— President Truman leads the nation ing
tribute to the victorious fleet. Pigskin"
Parade:
vs. Penn!
Duke, Northwestern vs. s
Perdue, Army
Navy vs.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. Zlft— Navy
Day Parade in New York. Navy beats Penn
in Philadelphia.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 19. — Navy Navy
Navy — Day.
Penn — game
season's thriller. Salute the
RKO PATHE NEWS, No. 21.— Navy Day.
Football: Navy beats Penn 14-7.
UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL, No. 446.—
NavyballDay
New York. Navy-Penn footgame inin Philadelphia.
FP-C Regional Meets
Displace Convention
Toronto, Oct. 30. — Famous Players-Canadian Corp. has replaced the
usual general convention this year
with a series of regional meetings for
division, district and branch managers. The change was caused by
railroad congestion.
Larry Bearg, Western division manger with headquarters in Toronto, is
now covering his territory with conferences which started at Winnipeg,
and will continue at Regina, today ; at
Calgary, Nov. 1 ; Vancouver, Nov. 5,
and Victoria, Nov. 7. Meanwhile, Morris Stein, Eastern manager, will preside at Famous Players meetings at
Hamilton, Ont,, Wednesday ; London,
Nov. 2, and Ottawa, Nov. 7. He will
go to Halifax at a later date for a
managers'
Provinces. conference in the Maritime
Would Curb Violators
Of No-Strike Pledge
Washington, Oct. 30.— The House
Military Committee voted today to
strip collective bargaining rights for
a year from any union violating a nostrike agreement in a contract with an
employer. The employer would be relieved of all contract liability, and the
union would be made liable for civil
damages. The committee abo voted
to repeal a section of the Smith-Connally act under which organized labor
has been conducting government-supervised strike ballots.
The legislation may not reach the
House for several weeks and is expected to be the subject of a bitter
battle.

Noyes on Reconversion
Hollywood, Oct. 30. — David Noyes,
vice-president of the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers,
flew to Washington today to represent SIMPP president Donald Nelson
at a meeting called for Thursday by
John W. Snyder, reconversion direcRios to Honor Disney
tor.
Hollywood, Oct. 30. — President
Juan Antonio Rios of Chile, visiting
Astor Filming Here
Astor Productions started produc- this vicinity tomorrow, will present
tion on its first all-colored picture at Walt Disney with a Legon of Merit
the American Studios in New Jersey, medal from the Chilean government
yesterday. Title of the subject is for his "splendid work as creator of
'Tall, Tan and Terrific"; it stars Man- a new art" and for "efforts toward
tan Moreland, from a story written by humanity and understanding of Latin
John E. Gordan, to be directed by Bud American countries without distincPollard.
tion of race or languages."

Cunningham, News Editor; Herbert V. Fecke, Advertising Manager; David Harris, Circulation Director; Chicago Bureau, 624 South Michigan Avenue, Sam Honigberg, Representative; Hollywood Bureau, Postal Union Life Bldg., William R. Weaver, Editor; London Bureau, 4 Golden Sq., London Wl, Hope Burnup, Manager; Peter Burnup, Editor;
cable
address,Sept.
"Quigpubco,
Publications:
Motionthe Picture
Herald,3, Better
International
as second
class matter,
23, 1938. London."
at the post Other
office atQuigley
New York,
N. Y., under
act of March
1879. Theatres,
Subscription
rates per Motion
year, $6Picture
in theAlmanac,
Americas Fame.
and $12Entered
foreign;
Single
copies, 10c.
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{Continued from page 1)

"Spellbound"
{Continued from page 1)
harassed and amnesia-victimized Gregory Peck, the mixture becomes what
any audience ought to have and unquestionably will want. Both do superior
jobs. They are aided substantially by the superb Michael Chekhov who
steals whatever scenes he is in, the suavity and polish of Leo G. Carroll,
and intelligent performances by others who include John Emery, Norman
Lloyd, Wallace Ford, Bill Goodwin and Rhonda Fleming in a long and
worthy cast.
Psychoanalysis is the unashamed base. It is applied in its theory and
practice, which average audiences cannot be expected to understand, to unravel the mental obstacles which lead Peck to believe he murdered Dr. Edwardes. By probing the mind and meeting the danger that Peck's amnesia
will degenerate into outright murder, Miss Bergman convoys him over forgotten highways to the root of his difficulties. By applied psychoanalysis,
she
demonstrates
Edwardes'
deathcleared,
was caused
by a Edwardes
skiing accident.
this
point, when all seems
clear and
it develops
also wasAt shot
in the back. Miss Bergman sets forth again as Peck goes to prison and pins
the murder on Carroll whom the murdered man was to replace as presiding
physician at Green Manors, institution for the mentally unbalanced.

id \ than in Pittsburgh, where 20th-Fox
;. , permitted independents operating
,11 first-runs in 92 cities of 100,000 and
I over to move over its films where affiliated theatres had second-run, although this practice was permitted to
i affiliated theatres playing first-run in
\ h the cities ahead of independents, it was
\'f established.
Under direct questioning by Caskey,
iI> Kupper
recited 20th-Fox's
for
selling particular
accountsreasons
in many
of the cities of 100,000 and over, citing the long-established relationship
between the company and these customers. Considerable testimony was
given over to an attempt to establish
what constituted a roadshow engagement, with Kupper giving one version,
Wright another, and the three- judge HITCHCOCK suspense again is in decided evidence. The well-explored
channels of his direction appear to have enjoyed a field day in "Spellcourt, consisting of Judges Augustus
bound." Dealing in the shadowy regions of the mind where insanity invades
N. Hand, Henry W. Goddard and the normalities,
John Bright, questioning both sides been duck soup. this time he had a type of story which, for him, must have
without evolving a fixed definition.
There is much about "guilt complexes" and "guilt images" interlacing the
dialogue. For a weird dream sequence Salvador Dali, surrealist painter, deDetails on 'Tree'
signed the nightmarish sets. It would be requiring too much of the run-ofStatistical information brought to mine audiences
to understand what gives while all this gives, but if they
light details of the exhibition of "A don't get the technical psychoanalysis they'll certainly get the eye-and-ear
Tree Grows in Brooklyn," which
opened at the Roxy, New York, Feb. chills. They'll also get the explosive tensions of the psychiatric ward which
28 of this year and by the week end- so skilfully figure in the goings-on among the inmates of Green Manors.
"Spellbound" is a "whodunit," very expertly packaged by its sponsors who
ing Oct. 13 had brought the company
$3,175,000 in domestic revenue out of demonstrate they knew all the tricks of dramatic merchandising. For future
See "Key City Grosses" in Motion Picture Daily, issues curan anticipated $3,375,000. First-run referencerently: undated.
exhibition in the 92 cities of populaRunning
time,
111 min. Adult audience classification. Release Red
date,Kann.
not set.
tions of 100,000 or over brought $966,894 or 28.62 per cent of the gross,
according to Kupper. Approximately
11 per cent of this first-run revenue
Newsprint Curb
came from companies affiliated with Excise Tax
{Continued from page 1)
the defendants other than National,
{Continued from page 1)
according to Kupper. Under crossa report that a decision had been made
examination, Wright sought to estab- to approve the report when it meets to
continue present controls after the
lish that about 83 per cent of the again on Thursday.
While the House failed in its effort end of the year. Only a marked deterioration ofthe newsprint supply, it
revenue earned by "Tree" from all ex- to set a date for ending the wartime
hibitions thus far has come from afwas
felt,
would
keep L-240 in effect
levy,
there
is
still
a
chance
that
it
may
filiated circuits, while only 16^ per
cent was derived from independents. be repealed within the next few after Jan. 1.
One group in the printing and pubKupper testified that revenues derived months under legislation now before
lishing division of WPB, however, is
from first-runs of "Tree" in the 92 the House Judiciary Committee fixing reported opposed to lifting controls on
cities of 100,000 and over was as fol- a date for the termination of hostili- Dec. 31, on the ground that the supply
ties. The present admission tax would
lows: $175,300 from the Roxy Theatre, N. Y. ; $416,704, or 12.34 per cent be repealed six months after such situation cannot be relieved before effects of this winter's pulpwood cutting
from theatres operated by National; date, which it has been proposed to fix are felt.
Nevertheless, continuation of
$40,192, or 1.19 per cent from RKO at either Aug. 14 or Sept. 2.
newsprint
and all other WPB controls
affiliates; $191,178, or 5.66 per cent,
The Senate also has promised a review of the whole subject of excise depends partly, on the fate of the Secfrom Paramount affiliates, with the
ond War Powers Act, on which the
exception of Oklahoma City, and the taxes early next year.
orders are based. A bill extending the
Butterfield Circuit, Michigan, where
act, which expires Dec. 31, is now
$4,230 and $6,813, respectively, was
before Congress.
New
'U'-Rank
Deal
earned; $19,467 from Skouras first{Continued from page 1)
runs ; $56,172 from Warner theatres ;
'News' Drops Film
and $159,216, or 4.72, from first-runs
in those cities in which defendants had arrangements by which United Artists
no interests.
will
release a number of Rank's films Ad Space Rationing
in America.
By virtue of having in. reserve
6,680 Billings in Week
Universal executives who partici- newsprint which can be spared at this
pated in the negotiations with Rank time, the New York Daily News has
Kupper testified that there were
over 6,680 billings or engagements of were : Nate J. Blumberg, president ; abandoned continuance of wartime-imposed restrictions on film and most
20th-Fox films during the week end- J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman ;
ing Oct. 13, of which 1,642 were of Charles D. Prutzman, Joseph Seidel- other amusement advertising space alJ. Fox, vice-presilocations, Motion Picture Daily
the company's 1945-46 product ; 4,547 man and Matthew
They are scheduled to leave learns.
of 1944-45 product, and 492 of 1943-44 here for dents.
New York this weekend.
films. He explained that during that
A similar lifting of restrictions by
the News occurred about this time
week, as examples, "Diamond Horseshoe" of the 1944-45 season, 21 weeks entered certain information into the
in release, had 402 engagements, and record negating conspiracy to which last ' year, remaining for about two
montbs. A spokesman of the paper's
"Where Do We Go From Here?", in Tom J. Connors, 20th-Fox vice-presi- advertising department asserted yesrelease 17 weeks, 419 dates. Of 1945dent and distribution head, and A. W.
terday that it is likely that they will
46 product, "Bell for Adano" and Smith, Jr., Eastern sales manager, not return to rationing of film adver"Junior Miss," both in release 10 would have testified had they been on
tising space again.
weeks, had 293 and 281 engagements the witness stand, although they were
that week.
present in court. RKO, which was ITOA Milwaukee Meet
John W. Davis, counsel for Loew's, to have taken up the defense following
indicated yesterday that he might not 20th-Fox, may be delayed by the illMilwaukee, Oct. 30. — The Independent Theatre Owners of Wisconsin and
call any more witnesses but may enter
ness of George Leisure, counsel.
into a stipulation with the government
20th-Fox is expected to call J. Upper Michigan will hold a two-day
on the testimony of one person whom Noble Braden of the American Arbi- convention at the Hotel Schroeder
he would be inclined to call. Caskey
here beginning tomorrow.
tration Association this morning.

6,000 Air 'Plugs'
Aid Film Bond Sale
The use of radio cooperation in the
film industry's Victory Loan is being
carried to a greater degree of coverage
than ever before, with special focus
being put on a series of Coast-to-Coast
broadcasts throughout the drive, national drive chairman Si Fabian announced yesterday. Networks and
local stations are cooperating with
regional film committees to prorecord
screen"
bond
sellingvide a he
said "air
; some
6,000forspecific
theatre bond-selling announeements are
contemplated during the drive.
Every possible outlet has been
tapped, Fabian declared, to bring home
to America's listening public the fact
that the country's
theatres place
are thetomost
convenient
and accessible
buy
bonds day and night, seven days a
week. Fabian also pointed out that in
the network shows, exhibitors have an
opportunity to arrange local promotions on stations in their own communities at the end of the broadcasts, calling attention to their own theatres.
Battleship Broadcast
For last night, Carl Rigrod, head of
the drive's radio activities, arranged
a national broadcast from the deck of
the battleship Missouri, over Mutual.
Stars participating included Fredric
March, Katharine Hepburn, Ellen
Drew and Capt. John Murray of the
Missouri, and others. WOR rebroadcast the show at 11 :30 p.m. On Nov.
11, Armistice Day, Mutual will carry
a Hollywood bond show, including a
talk by Secretary of the Treasury
Vinson. Thanksgiving Day will bring
a broadcast on Columbia system. On
Dec. 6 or 7, NBC has allotted the film
drive Coast-to-Coast time.
A series of special 30-minute shows,
two during each week of the drive, is
being set up. It is planned to work
into these broadcasts a salute to various cities and give local theatre groups
a chance to put on special bond-selling
activities as part of the broadcasts.
Spot Announcements
Scores of spot announcements, urging listeners to buy bonds at film theatres are assured through cooperation
of such programs as : Bob Hope show,
Eddie Cantor show, Ed Gardner's
Duffy's Tavern, Blondie show, Pabst
Blue Ribbon show, Joan Davis show,
Kraft Music Hall, Jack Carson show,
Request Performance show, Lionel
Barrymore's Mayor of the Town show,
Frank
SherlockSinatra
Holmesshow,
show,Basil
DickRathbone's
Haymes
show and the Great Gildersleeve show.
Similar breaks also are being arranged for the Ginny Sims show, Abbott and Costello show, the Dinah
Shore broadcast, Edgar Bergen show
and others.
All film companies with regular time
on the air have agreed to add a motion
picture bond promotion to their announcements.
Radio chairmen have been set up for
every state. Each is to secure theatre
promotions on all theatre broadcast
time in his territory.
$1,314,500 Bond Sale at
'Spellbound' Premiere
The Victory Bond premiere of
David
"Spellbound,"
scheduledO.for Selznick's
tonight at the
Astor theatre, here, has gone over the top with
a complete sellout of the house netting
$1,314,500 in bond sales.
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Have You Sent In Your Victory Loan Pledge?
LET'S FINISH THE JOB!
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for Levey

{Continued from page 1)
Levey declared, and he, therefore, is
retaining 16mm. rights for himself.
The producer said that he has been
invited to England by General D wight
Eisenhower and will screen his forthcoming release for UA, "Abilene
Town."
there.
of Abilene, Kan.Eisenhower is a native
Levey admitted there is a possibility
that he will produce some pictures in
England. He will also look at story
properties there and study the talent
situation. William Geil. his European
representative, will join him in conferences abroad.
The producer will leave Xew York
tomorrow for Toronto with the print
of "Abilene Town," \vhich will be released in from six to eight weeks.
Upon his return to Xew York, next
week, he will set plans to visit most
United Artists exchanges in the U. S.
in connection with the production.
Atomic Fogging
(Continued from page 1)
quoting Eastman Kodak president
Thomas J. Hargrave of Rochester,
X. Y., to the effect that some film
had been spotted by radio-activity
about a month after a test atomic
bomb had been fired in Xew Mexico,
film executives said today that motibn
picture stock here was not spotted.
Alfred Kappeler Dies
JSfr'red
who acted
siteht
filmsKappeler..
and had 68,
48 y§ars
of stagein
experience, died of a heart attack yester day^ at his home here.

coming

soon!...

Key

City

Grosses

T70LL0WIXG arc estimated pkture grosses for current eiPJP gagements in key cities as reported by Motion Picture
Daily correspondents.
60c-85c-S1.00) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross:
S31.000. (Average: S24.200.)
LOS ANGELES
COLONEL BLIMP (UA) — MUSIC
HALL
(55c-65c-85c7 davs. (Beverly
Gross: S3,Hills)
500. (900)
(Average:
S5,880.)
The weather man turned on the
COLONEL BLIMP (UA) and RIVER
GANG
(U)
MUSIC
HALL
(Downtown)
season's first rain Sunday night, with (900) (55c-65c-85c) 7 days. Gross: 512,a promise to keep it going for several 500.
(Average: S17,500.)
COLONEL BLIMP fUA) and RIVER
days, dapening grosses appreciably for
GANG (U)— MUSIC HALL (Hawaii)
many houses.
(51,000)
(50c-60c-80c)
(Average:
S8.500.)7 days. Gross: S5,Estimated receipts for the week end- 500.
COLONEL BLIMP (UA and RIVER
ing
Oct.
31
:
THAT NIGHT WITH YOU (U.) and GANG (U.)— MUSIC HALL (Hollvwood)
(50c-60c-80c) 7 days. Gross: 53,200.
STRANGE CONFESSION (.U.) — CAR- (490)
THAY CIRCLE (1,516) (50c-60c-85c- (Average: S5.500.)
S1.00>^£ days, 2nd week. Gross: 54,200. 200.)
KISS
AND TELL (CoL) — PAX(Average: S9.800.)
TAGES (2.000) (50c-60c-80c-S1.00) 7 days.
THE HOUSE ON 92ND STREET 2nd week. Gross: S16,500. (Average: 518,(20th-Fox) and DIVORCE (Mono.) —
LOVE LETTERS (Para.) and
CHINESE (2,300) (50c-60c-85c-S1.00) 7
davs, 2nd week. Gross: S16.000. (Aver- SWINGIN' ON A RAINBOW (Rep.)—
age: 515,000.)
(3,595)Gross:
(50cWEEKEND AT THE WALDORF PARAMOL'NT
60c-80c-S1.00) 7 (Downtown)
days, 4th week.
(M-G-M) — EGYPTIAN (1,000) (50c-60c- S13.000. (Average: 519,300:)
85c-S1.00) 7 days. 2nd week. Gross: 517,LOVE LETTERS (Para.) — PARA500. Average: 514,600.)
MOL'NT
(1.407)
JOHNNY ANGEL (RKO Radio) and 80c51.00) (Hollywood)
7 days, 4th week,
Gross:(50c-60cS8.500
RADIO STARS ON PARADE (RKO RaWEEKEND
AT
THE
WALDORF
(Average:
511,900.)
"
dio)— FOX-YVILSHIRE (2.300) (50c-60c85c-S1.00) 7 days. Gross: S12,000. (Aver- (M-G-M) — RITZ (1,376) (50c-60c-85cage: S10,600.)
7 days,
2nd week. (Gross: S15.000*
(Average:
512.500.)
JOHNNY ANGEL (RKO Radio) and S1.00)
RADIO STARS ON PARADE CRKO
JOHNNY ANGEL (RKO Radio) and
Radio)
GUILD
STARS ON PARADE (RKO Ra5L00) -7— days.
Gross:(965)
59,000.(5Se-60c-85c(Average: RADIOdio)—UNITED
ARTISTS (2.100) (50cS9.000.)
60c-85c-51.00) 7 days. Gross: S20,500.
520,500.)
KISS AND TELL (CoL)— HILL- (Average:
THE HOUSE ON 92ND STREET
STREET (2.700) (50c-60c-80c) 7 davs.
"2nd
week. (Gross: S18.500. (Average: (20th-Fox) and DIVORCE (Mono.)—
S19,500.)
(1,716)
THE HOUSE ON 92ND STREET UPTOWN'
davs, 2nd week.
Gross:(50c-60c-85c-S1.00)
513.500. (Average:7
(20th-Fox) and DIVORCE (Mono.) — 511,000.)
JOHNNY ANGEL (RKO Radio) and
LOEWS STATE (2?5fl0) (50c-60c-85c51.00) 7 days. 2nd week. Gross: 526,400. RADIO STARS ON PARADE (RKO
(Average: 529,700.)
Radio)
VOGUE
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF S1.00)
S9.300.) 7— days.
Gross: (800)
58,500.(50c-60c-85c(Average:
(M-G-M)— LOS ANGELES (2,096) (50cMILDRED
— WARNER BROS. PIERCE
(Downtown)(WB)(3.400)
(50c60c-80c-S1.00) 7 davs, 3rd week. Gross:
S20.000. (Average: 518,400.)
MILDRED PIERCE CWB)— WARNER BROS. 7(Hollywood'*
(3.000)Gross:
50c60c-80c-S1.00)
davs, 3rd week.
513,500. (Average :r 516,300.)
MILDRED
PIERCE fWB)
WARNER BROS. (Wiltern)
(2.300) — (50c-60c80c-S1.00) 7 days, 3rd week. Gross: S14,000. (Average: 514,500.)- ,
INDIANAPOLIS

Important theatres tlirougltoul the country are note installing THE voice OF the theatre. We will soon announce
their names. Simultaneously, a national advertising campaign in leading movie magazines lajjgk bring the story of
this new loudspeaker system to millions of fans.

your patrons will expect this
mark on your box-office.
This theatre is equipped with

IkVOICE
OF THETHEATRE
The Voice of the Theatre
THEATRESOUNDSUPPLY
DEALERS
SYSTEM
MA.VUFACTURERS
ALTEC REPRESENTATIVES
in the U. S.

is available through:
NORTHERN" SOUND
ELECTRICEQUIPCO
DOMINION
„„ MENTS.
LTD.
WESTERN ELECTRIC EXPORT
jn foreign countries
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Shots from Sedan
Fired at Sorrell
Hollywood, Oct. 30.— Police
today were scouring Southern
California for a black Packard
sedan from which shots were
fired late last night at Herbert Sorrell, president of the
Conference of Studio Unions
and leader of the long and
bitterly fought Hollywood
strike.
Strikers
(Continued from page 1)
Sorrell had reiterated that picketing
would be resumed tomorrow if a work
call, on satisfactory terms, was not
forthcoming ; and the strikers had
been
expected toto close
carry-all tostudios.
extremesA
their attempts
similar stiffening attitude had been
shown in IATSE quarters, where sentiment had been mounting in favor of
calling out all key TA' craftsmen in
case president- Richard F. Walsh's interpretation oflast atweek's
agreement
was not supported
the capital
session.
JudgetinuedBen
Rosenthal
todayon conuntil Xev.
14 action
the
arrests of more than 300 pickets late
last week.
j
Film, Labor Leaders
Meet in Washington
Washington, Oct 30. — The highly confused Hollywood studio strike
situation was laid before top men of
the industry- and organized labor
today by filmresentatives
producer
and union
repwho conferred
with Eric
Johnston, president of the MPPDA,
and Joyce
his aide, andof William F. O'Hara,
Green, president
the
American Federation of Labor.
Flying ington,from
Holts-wood
to Washthe producer
representatives
met in a hotel with Johnston and
O'Hara while the union men arranged
a conference wTith Green, which began
late in the afternoon.
Attending the conferences were Y.
Frank Freeman of Paramount, E. J.
Mannix of M-G-M, Cliff Work of
Universal and Maurice Benjamin of
the lawyers committee, for the producers, and Richard F. Walsh, president
of the IATSE, and Frank Fenton.
AFL trouble-shooter, for iabor.
The meeting with Green was designed to lead to a clarification of the
directive issued last week at Cincinnati while the producers also were
anxious to consult w ith Johnston, who
represented the industry- at the meetings there.

The opening here of the Indiana
State Teachers convention brought
many additional theatergoers to town
this week, accounting for an increase
in receipts at nearly all runs.
Estimated receipts for the w«ek ending Oct.30-Xov.
1 : TOKYO (RKO
EIRST
YANK INTO
Radio) and'
RADIO (2,800)
STARS
ON
PARADE
— CIRCLE—
(32c-*5c1
7 days. Gross: 59,000. (Average: 511.800.)
DUFFY'S TAVERN (Para.) and A
GUY, A GAL AND A PAL (CoL) INDIANA — (3,200) (32c-55c). 7 davs.
Gross: 514,000. (Average: S11.600.)
KISS AND TELL (CoL)— LOEWS— Smiths Meeting Today
(2.800)
(35c-55c)
7 davs. Gross: $18,000.
(Average:
SI 1.500.)
Morton Downey will lead comALONG CAME JONES f RKO Radio)
munity singing and other theatrical
^nd
STEPPIN'
IN
SOCIETY
(Rep.)—
figures
will also assist in launching of
LYRIC — (2,000) (32c-55c) 7 days, on a
■^overover from the Indiana. Gross : 56.000. the Alfred E. Smith Memorial Hos( Average: 54.900.)
pital drive with a meeting of several
thousand local residents bearing the
name of Smith at Hotel Astor here
OMAHA
this afternoon.
Offering of several attractive bills
carried Omaha first-runs to their best
business in weeks.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending October 31-Xovember 1 :
LADY ON A TRAIN (U) and MR.
EMMANUEL (Two Cities) — OMAHA —
(2,000) (44c-60c) 7 days. Gross: 59.400.
f Average: 57.900).

THE HOUSE ON 92ND STREET
(20th-Fox) and EASY TO LOOK AT (U)
—Gross:
ORPHEUM—
(3,000) (44c-60c)
512,000. (Average:
S9,800). 7 dav*.
DUFFY'SMOUNT—(2,900)
TAVERN
(Para.)— PARA(44c-60c)
516,900. (Average:
59.900). 7 davs. Gross:
OVER 21 (CoL) and FATAL WITNESS
(Rep.)—7 RKO-BRANDEIS
— (1.200) (44c60c)
56.500). days. Gross : 57.300. (Averaee :

"Put The Victory Spirit In The Victory Loan

Starring

EDDIE

BRACKEN

VERONICA

LAKE

t's
mounof
Para
Atomic
Bombshell
Laughter
with ALBERT

DEKKER

• WILLIE

BEST

Produced by PAUL IONES • Directed by GEORGE MARSHALL
Screen Play by W 'alter DeLeon, Earl Baldwin and E. Edwin Moran
Based on a Play by Paul Armstrong
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POSTER — One-sheet or 40 x 60 available FREE from National Screen
This message was prepared and inserted in the Trade Press by: Columbia Pictures Corp., Metro-Gold wyn- Mayer Pictures, Paramount
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B. WARNER
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• PAMELA

SAUNDRA

BLAKE

BERKOVA

Directed by PHIL ROSEN • Original Screen Pray by GEORGE CALLAHAN • Based on Characters Created In The Saturday Evening,
Post stories by norman reilly raine • Producer JAMES S. BURKETT
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7,000
To

Return

Studios

NEW YORK, U.S.A., THURSDAY,
Col. Curtis
Named

Mitchell

Paramount

Ad-Publicity

After

Strike

60 - Day Double Payroll
As ' I A' Wages Continue

Head

NOVEMBER

Walsh

TEN CENTS

1, 1945

To Negotiate

For
New F. 'IWalsh,
A' Help
Richard
IATSE
international president, said
here yesterday that he intends
to start negotiations with
Hollywood producers soon for
continued employment of be1,500 and
'IA'
workers tweenwho
were 3,000
employed
as replacements during the
studio strike.
Explaining that he was
confident that the American
Federation of Labor would
settle the remaining jurisdictional disputes, he hailed the
outcome as a victory for the
IATSE, alluding to a "serious
dispute" which had developed
at the last moment and had
been settled to his satisfaction, but which he did not
describe.

Col. Curtis Mitchell, recently pictorial chief for the W ar Department
bureau of public relations, has been
appointed director of advertising and
publicity
for
P aramount,
Charles M. Readent invice-presicharge
gan,
of distribution,
announced yesterday.
Col. Mitchell
is nowminal leave
on from
terthe Army after
four and onehalf years of
service. He will
assume his new
Col. Curtis Mitchell
Paramount post
on Nov. 1. The
Bond
position has been vacant since last Hays Opens
(Continued on page 3)
Drive in Indiana

Hollywood, Oct. 31. — Peace
came in fact today to strike-beset
Hollywood, with both union factions expressing confidence there
would be no more walkouts, picketing
or stoppage of work during the 30day period provided in the Cincinnati
and Washington agreements for arbitration of jurisdictional disputes and
the 30 days beyond that provided for
final settlement of remaining differences.
Back to work this afternoon went
approximately 7,000 strikers. Already
at work but instructed and ready to
yield their jobs were several thousand replacement workers supplied
during the strike by the IATSE.
Under the plan set up in Washington
and put into effect, they will continue
Indianapolis, Oct. 31. — The memon the payrolls for the next 60 days, Korda to Produce
ory of Carole Lombard, one of the
but only the returning strikers will
first motion picture stars to participerform the work to be done. The Own Films in UK
studios thus will be, for that period,
in thehonored
U. S. atTreasury's
bond
drives,patewas
a Victory Loan
under a double payroll.
rally here today in an address by Will
Late today
the strikers'
Sir Alexander Korda plans no pro- H. Hays, who opened the local bond
(Continued
on page 9)office said
duction of his own on the Continent, drive. It was following a bond appearance here that Miss Lombard met her
as reported, but will center his future
death in a plane accident three and
M-G-M Sets Five in activity in England, the producer told one-half
years ago.
Motion Picture Daily yesterday.
Ann
Sheridan
was the Hollywood
Fourteenth Block
Korda, former M-G-M production
(Continued on page 9)
(Continued on page 8)
M-G-M's next block— Block 14 —
will be comprised of five features for
release in November and December,
William F. Rodgers, vice-president in
charge of distribution, divulged yes- Adler
of ITOA
Calls
for
terday. In the order listed, they are:
'What Next, Corporal Hargrove?,"
"She Went to the Races," "Vacation
Leadership
Unity
from Marriage," produced in Eng- Exhibitor
land as "Perfect Strangers," "A Letter for Evie" and "Yolanda and the
tion of all concessions in theatres. He
By SAM HONIGBERG
Thief."
stated that, as a result of exhibitor
The first will be trade shown in
Milwaukee, Oct. 31. — Members of work, members of the local censor(Continued on page S)
the Independent Theatre Owners of
board are more cooperative and
Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, which that ship
former methods of pulling picopened
a
two-day
convention
at
the
out of theatres with little or no
Raibourn to Coast
Schroeder Hotel here today, were notice tures
are no longer employed.
told
by
retiring
president
John
Adler
On Television Plan
An association study of pre-fabriWis.,will
thatreally
"the indehas brought the conPaul Raibourn, in charge of tele- of Marshfield,
pendent exhibitor
have cated theatres
clusion that they will not be workable
vision activities for Paramount, will something to worry about if the
leave for the Coast on Saturday for government loses the New York anti- in this country due to rigid building
laws in most states, and in the long
a two weeks' study of company teletrust suit" and urged greater mani- run are not even economical, Perlevision plans for that area.
festation oforganized leadership among
vitz revealed.
The plans include a transmitter and theatre owners to combat future
William A. Aschmann of the Devry
studios in San Francisco, supplement- problems.
ing station W6XYZ, operated at the
Business secretary Harry Perlevitz, Corp., Chicago, warned the exhibitors
Paramount studio in Hollywood by in a review of the association's work that they should invade the 16mm.
Television Productions, Inc., and the for the year, revealed that the of- field in their neighboring small towns,
establishment of a West Coast relay
ficers succeeded in killing state bills to avoid new competitors. He said
network as part of a nationwide pro- which would have levied a theatre ad- Devry receives,
(Continuedan onaverage
page 9)of 25 in! jected television network.
mission tax and forced the elimina-

Sales
Of

Policies

Columbia

Are

Defended

Montague Counters U. S.
Trust Trial Complaints
By MILTON LIVINGSTON
The defense of Columbia Pictures
in the New York anti-trust suit in
U. S. District court here yesterday,
the 12th day of the trial,
was highlighted
by
thwarted atert L. tempts
Wright,
by Robgcounsel,
o v e r n mentin
nation of A.
c r o s s -examiMontague,
Columbia general
sales manager,
dents of alleged
to develop
inci"f a v o r i t ism" in the
A. Montague
which

company's sales
filiated
policies
to circuits,
afwere completely
negated
by
(Continued on page 8)

Arthur Case Before
Court of Appeals
St. Louis, Oct. 31. — The transcript
of the record in the proceedings before U. S. District Judge Richard M.
Duncan in the anti-trust damage and
injunction suit of Fanchon & Marco
and Harry C. Arthur against the
American Arbitration Association and
(Continued on page 8)
Sears

to

London,

Drops Trip to S. A.
Gradwell L. Sears, United Artists
vice-president in charge of distribution, is understood to be considering
a trip to London in place of his preAmerica. viously projected trip to South
Sears, (Continued
it is understood,
on page 3)planned toIn This Issue
Review of "Crimson Canary"
appears on page 8. Estimated
key city grosses are on page
3. Motion
Picture
lease Chart
will beDaily's
found Reon
page 12.
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Daily
Al

Smith

Memorial

Personal
Mention

LEO M. DEVANEY, Canadian
district sales manager, and David
Prince, Southeastern district sales
manager for RKO Radio, are in New-o
York from their home ports — Toront
and Atlanta, respectively.
•
Lieut. Bolivar Hyde, Jr., USNR,
goes on inactive duty today. For
the past year, he was attached to the
Navy M. P. Service and now intends
resuming with Florida State Theatres
as district manager.
•
Ben Tauritz, former manager of
Century's Farragut, Brooklyn, is now
manager
the same
Quentin. Bob ofAlbino
takescircuit's
the Parkside
and Sam Tilford will be assistant
manager of the Nostrand.
•
Harvey Day, Jr., former salesman
in 20th Century-Fox's Dallas exchange, andU.electrician's
mate,
3rd
class, in the
S. Navy, has
arrived
in Seattle from Shanghai.
•
Harry Hynes, Jr., son of Universale St. Louis branch manager, is en
route home from the Philippines. He
was a booker with the company before
entering the Army.
•
Lazar Wechsler, Swiss producer
whose "Last Chance" will be released
domestically by M-G-M, arrives in
New York from California the end
of this week.
Sam Seidelman, United Artists'
division manager for Latin-America,
left New York yesterday on a swing
of his territory.
Joan Fontaine reached New York
from the Coast yesterday.
• Harry Graham, Universal's South
ern district manager, is back at his
Atlanta desk after installing J. W
Bishop as manager in Charlotte.
•
Cecil E. Graves, winner of a Uni
versal sales contest for England and
Eire last year, arrived in Hollywood
yesterday for two weeks at the studio
•
Rudy Berger, M-G-M Southern
manager, will leave Charlotte at the
weekend for his New Orleans headquarters.

Insider's
By RED
DIECES which may/may not
make a picture :
In this selfsame column, October 17: "The word from
Hollywood is that E-ric Johnston
is cloaked with full powers now
to settle the strike . . . but it is
not clear if the blanket authority
vested in him is broad enough
to embrace Warner. Put it down
as no surprise, however, if the
Warner organization joins with
its former associates in the

Outlook
KANN
to say months. Of course, its
sponsorship must have had a
pretty good idea when it would
be ready for British audiences.
Thus, a question at once arises.
Inescapable, too. The question
is what political manouevrings,
and how much, were set afoot to
clear the decks for Britain's own
account and how much of a sacrifical
"Objective,
became lamb
in the
process? Burma"
■ ■

MPPDA
for this purpose."
The Association
of M. P.
Producers, in a Hollywood
statement issued October 23 :
"At the request of Warner
Brothers, Eric Johnston represented that studio at Cincinnati
and is representing it in all negotations. The strike settlement
included Warner Brothers studio on the same basis as member
studios of the MPPDA."
Motion Picture Daily reporting JoyceinO'Hara,
assistant
to Johnston,
Washington
on

If you think it's automatic,
please note the extremely interesting observations offered by
Bill Kupper, general sales manager of 20th Century-Fox, at the
Government trial. His company
rolls up as many as 16,000 sales
on the peak side and slides down,
toboggan-like, to 5,000. The
quality of the merchandise holds
the answer, provides the differential.

October 26: ". . . disclosed
Johnston made no effort while
in Hollywood to bring about the
return to MPPDA of Warner
Brothers and United Artists,
pointing out that Johnston has
stated he would not attempt to
influence them. At the same
time, he said, there were no
overtures from either of the two
companies while Johnston was
available on the coast."
For the present, this case history rests.
I I
In England, such a fuss was
generated over "Objective,
Burma" on the never-strong
grounds the British Army had
been ignored that the film was
withdrawn by Warner. Trailing
the fumings by a mere handful
of weeks, "Burma Victory"
comes along. This is a documentary in 62 minutes, produced by
Col. David MacDonald and
Capt. Roy Boulting who are
credited with the excellent "Desert Victory." Peter Burnup.
London editor, immediately betook himself to the cables with a
long and enthusiastic account.
"Burma Victory" is the British Army's sponsored account of
that tough and rough campaign
in which England's sons undoubtedly bore the brunt. Of
course, its final editing must
have been in work for weeks, not

His statistics on percentage
deals were something, as well.
For example : "Sweet Rosie
O'Grady" had chalked up 15,527 bookings by October 5, its
104th week of release. Of this,
12,203 were on percentage.
"Buffalo Bill" had 15,582 bookings at the time of testimony
and 11,404 on percentage. On
the other side of it, "The Sullivans" had recorded 15,640
dates and only 7,980 on split
deals.
■ ■
The cycle continues forever
more :
"Behind the Rising
'■ ■ Sun."
Then "Blood on the
Sun."
Coming up are "Walk in the
Sun" and "Duel in the Sun."
One and two dealt with the
Japs. Three is a war yarn dealing with the Italian front. Four
is a Western. Indoctrinated
with the first pair, will the public think the second brace is
about the bovs in Tokvo. also ?
Rumor hath it David O. Selznick has zoomed right past the
$4,000,000 mark on "Duel in
the Sun." The shooting is still
on, moreover.
■ ■
The Curtis Mitchell-to-Paramount appointment has been
bouncing around on the inside
for wreeks. When attempts were
made at a confirmation, it was
denied.
Verv flatlv denied.

Drive

Is Launched

large ofgathering
"Smiths"
from
all Awalks
life met atof the
Hotel Astor
here yesterday to launch the nationwide drive to raise $3,000,000 for the
Alfred E. Smith Memorial, a 16-story
addition to St. Vincent's Hospital in
New York. Former Postmaster-General
James memorial
A. Farley,fund,
general
chair-a
man of the
presided
the meeting which was addressed b;
Kate Smith, Former Mayor James J.
Walker, former Postmaster-General
Frank C. Walker, Mayor Fiorello H.
LaGuardia and others. LaGuardia performed a cake-cutting ceremony atop
abrown
hugederby.
replica of Smith's famous
Organization
a "Smiths'
Club"
took
place duringof the
drive-launching
ceremonies,
of the the
club'sNov.first8
functions willandbe one
to support
all-star stage show at the Rivoli
Theatre here, proceeds of which will
go to the Smith Memorial Fund.
Freeman

Feted

by

Loew's International
N. Bernard Freeman, M-G-M managing director for Australia, who was
scheduled to leave last night for the
Coast en route to his post, was ten
dered a farewell luncheon here yes
terday by Loew's International.
Mort Spring, presided
Loew's International
vice-president,
in the ab
sence of national
Arthur
Loew's
president,Loew,
who is
home Internurs
ingAmong
a bad those
cold. present were : Henry
Krecke, Joe Rosthal, Dick Brenner.
Hazen Falconer, Charles Goldsmith
Dave Lewis, Louis Lober, Bill Melniker, Ilya Lopert, Paul Crane, Dr
Carroll, Ben Cohn, Harold Goldgraben, Dave Blum, Maurice (Red)
Silverstein, Harry Kleindienst, Nor
man Ogilvie, Dick Schmidt, Leon
Sternberger, Arthur Pincus, Morris
Franz, Leon Algranti and I. Cohen.
Universal Is Host
To Merle Oberon
Universal was host at a cocktail
party at the Hampshire House here
yesterday
for Merle Oberon and Lucien Ballard.
Among those present were : Charles
Moss,
Earl Wilson,
field, Charles
Simonelli,Harry
ThyraHirschSam
ter Winslow, Adrienne Ames, Archer Winsten and Cal Swanson.

Ritchey Arrives in Paris
Sidney Schwartz, Loew's InternaNorton V. Ritchey, head of Mono
tional traveling auditor, will be married in Montevideo today.
gram International, arrived in Paris
from London yesterday, according to
•
the home office. His plans are to tour
Stanley Rose, Hollywood story
the Continent to survey the film situa
agent, will return to the Coast today
from New York.
tion theretributionand
facilitiesarrange
for the further
company. dis•
Jules Lapidus, Eastern division
sales manager for Warner, is in BosBurnside Quits Rank
ton. Back tomorrow.
Hollywood, Oct. 31. — William H
•
Henry Ainley Dies at 66
'take its Burnside has resigned as Hollywood
'Main
Get
to
e
Palac
"The
Spanish
Main"
will
London, Oct. 31. — Henry Ainley, Broadway bow Nov. 6 at the Palace representative for the J. Arthur Rank
Carl Leserman, general sales manager at UA, returns from Hollywood 66, actor, who appeared in the film Theatre.
interests, effective Nov. 15, and inMonday.
tends entering production on his own
"As You Like It," died here today.
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Amgot Bans 'Rhine'
After OWI Approval
Warners' "Air Force" has
apparently become the subject
of a conflict between two
Government agencies in regard to its psychological value
as screen material for the
German people. The film was
among those selected for
showing in Germany by the
Office of War Information
Overseas Division, now a part
of the Interim International
Information Service of the
State Department. In contrast with this, according to
an Associated Press dispatch,
the picture has been banned
in the American Zone of Occupation. No reason was given
by the ' Allied Military Government. Also banned, but
not on the OWI list, were "My
Sister Eileen," Columbia, and
"Watch on the Rhine," Warner.
Col. Mitchell
(Continued from page 1)
July, when Robert M. Gillham resigned to become head of a new television account department of the J.
Walter Thompson advertising agency.
In the interim, Stanley Shuford, advertising manager ; Al Wilkie, publicity manager, and Alec Moss, exploitation manager, directed the rerespective departments at Paramount.
Starting on the Mexico, Mo., Daily
Ledger, Col. Mitchell subsequently
went to the United Press and was
with the publicity department of General Electric Co. After a period of
free-lance writing and traveling, he
joined the Leslie-Judge Co., publishers
of Film Fun and other magazines.
Later, he was with Dell Publishing Co.
To Colors in 1941
Joining the Annenberg newspaper
and magazine publishing organization
in 1935, he became vice-president and
editorial supervisor for Triangle Publications, the Annenberg magazine
subsidiary. As a reserve officer, he
was called into service in 1941 and
became head of the pictorial division
of the Army public relations department. He was in charge of pictorial
coverage of Army activities on all
fronts, including the furnishing of material for features, shorts and newsreels and still photographs.
He conceived the original Hollywood Stars Caravan for Army Emergency relief, worked with Irving Berlin on "This Is the Army," and on
the War Department's military circus,
"Here's
Army." Hein represented
the WarYour
Department
connection
with production and distribution involving Hollywood producers and the
industry War Activities Committee.
He also represented the Department
in London in the planning of "The
True
His Glory."
Army career included six
months of active service in Italy and
Germany.
Hanbury, B-L Producer
London, Oct. 31. — Victor Hanbury
has, been appointed executive producer of Wortonhall Studios, it has
been announced by British Lion, owners. The studio has been derequisitioned by the British government.
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Programs

Will

Key

City

Grosses

Year
's 25th
is headed by Sheldon B. Hickox, Jr.
The nation's radio networks and staJohn T. Murphy, former liaison beof that
tions, in celebrationduring
tween affiliated stations and the pro25th anniversary
the industry's
week of
gram department, replaces Lyford,
Nov. 4, are making arrangements to
replacing Murphy is Carl Cantelescope into programs scheduled for while
Navy. non,
recently discharged from the
that period various features to mark
the occasion.
Other NBC personnel changes include return of Cecil K. Carmichael to
NBC's public service and sustaining
programs have scheduled a special
the network's advertising and promoprogram create"Do
You and
Remember?",
to retion department, following his disin music
story historical
charge from the armed forces, and the
milestones in radio's history in broad- transfer of Albert V. Cole, former
casts on Nov. 5, through 9, according promotion manager of Station WRC,
to C. L. Menser, network vice-presi- Washington, to the advertising and
dent in charge of programs. Other promotion department in New York as
NBC programs during the week will assistant to Charlotte F. Stern, maninclude a resume of historical radio
ager of television promotion.
highlights participated in by a wide
variety of artists.
Radio Engineers Will
Similar celebration of the event has Make Service Awards
been scheduled by American BroadTwo major annual awards are
casting, which will have for its high- scheduled to be made at the 33rd anpro25" ofa Paul
First
"The the
nual technical meeting of the Instilightductionprogram
built around
music
tute of Radio Engineers at the Hotel
Whiteman, ABC director of music,
Astor, Jan. 23-26. Edward J. Conthe evening of Nov. 7.
tent, chairman
the meeting's
arrangements, willofspeak.
The Institute
Mutual's Plans
Medal of Honor will be awarded "in
Mutual in the same vein, has set up recognition
of distinguished service in
a program schedule dedicated to the radio communications," and the Morobservance of the progress of radio
ris Liebmann Memorial Prize will be
with views and aims of the network
focus on the future. On Nov. 3, Boy made "to a member of the Institute
has made public during the reScouts and Girl Scouts of America who cent
past an important contribution to
every
the network's
in
radio
communications."
To be featured
participate
will
activity to commemorate the occasion.
anCBS also has scheduled for Radio in addition
nual banquetareon the
Jan.organization's
24, appointment
Week a variety of programs "reflect- of new fellows to the Institute, an address by president William L. Everitt,
of America's
ing the contribution
broadcasters
to the cultural,
spiritual and the
reading of scientific papers
in
connection
and material well-being of the nation," developments. with the latest electronic
Call"
"Transatlantic
highlighted
be
broadcast byfrom
England Nov.
4. to
Launch RKO Promotion
Boston, Oct. 31. — Station managers
Lyford Named Aide
of the Yankee Network, launching a
To Hickox at NBC
new RKO Radio promotion campaign,
station relaE. B. Lyford, formerlybetween
NBC attended a screening of "First Yank
tions department liaison
Tokyo" here today, followed by
affiliated stations and the sales depart- Into
luncheon at the Copley Plaza Hotel
newlythe
to
named
been
ment, has
of submarines and battlecreated post of assistant manager of and a shipstour
in Boston harbor.
the station relations department, which
Mark

Radio

Reception Tomorrow
For Coast Quarterly
Hollywood, Oct. 31. — A reception
marking the first appearance of the
Hollywood Quarterly, which goes into
distribution Friday, will be held that
evening at the home of Provost and
Mrs. Clarence A. Dykstra of the University of California at Los Angeles,
which is joint sponsor of the publication with the Hollywood Writers
Mobilization.
HWM chairman Emmett Lavery,
Donald Nelson, Marsha Hunt and
True Bardman will engage in a round
table discussion of issues covered in
the first edition, including the publication's challenge to the contention
that escapism and pure entertainment
300 on Coast Honor are the "only acceptable function of
motion pictures and radio."
President of Chile
Los Angeles, Oct. 31. — Inter- Sears
(Continued from page 1)
American amity was the theme of
today's
at
Chilean
U. S. and in
luncheon
the speakers
Beverly Wilshire go to South America with his wife at
Hotel honoring President Juan An- the behest of the UA board of directors to survey market conditions. Now
tonio Rios of Chile. Louis B. Mayer
expected to proceed to Lonpresided, and Mayor Fletcher Bow- Searsdon ison matters
pertaining to Odeon
ron spoke for Los Angeles. Three
hundred members of the industry and Theatres, in which UA of England
has an interest.
the press attended.

Benedek, Stout Form
Producing Company
Hollywood, Oct. 31.— Theodore
Benedek and George Stout, formerly
with Paramount and Columbia, today
announced the formation of an independent producing company to make
three pictures for 1946. They will
have a total budget of $3,500,000, according tothe announcement.
Benedek, now in New York, is negotiating for a releasing arrangement
with one of the major distribution
companies. Boston and New York
capital is reported to be backing the
venture.

FOLLOWING
estimated
picture grosses forarecurrent
engageents. ments in key cities as reported by
Motion Picture Daily correspondBOSTON
Good business continued here, with
"The House on 92nd Street" still a
big attraction.
Estimated receipts for the week ending Nov. 4 :
JOHNNY ANGEL (RKO) — BOSTON
(2,900) Show.
(55c, 75c,
$1.10)$23,900.
7 days, (Average:
3rd week.
Stage
Gross:
$25,900)
HOUSE ON 92ND STREET (20th-Fox)
and CAPTAIN
TUGBOAT ANNIE
(Rep).
— FENWAY
(74c)(Average:
7 days,
4th week.
Gross:(1,700)
$6,045.
$7,038)
RHAPSODY ROPOLITAN
IN (4,367)
BLUE
(74c)(WB)—
7 days,MET2nd
week. Gross: $22,900. (Average: $23,261)
GEORGE WHITE'S SCANDALS
(RKO) and THE CRIMSON CANARY
(U) — MEMORIAL
(2,900) $23,307)
(74c) 7 days.
Gross:
$22,888. (Average:
OUR VINES HAVE TENDER
GRAPES (M-G-M) and HIDDEN EYE
(M-G-M) — ORPHEUM (2,200) (74c) 7
days, 3rd week. Gross: $22,500. (Average:
$24,461)
OUR VINES HAVE TENDER
GRAPES (M-G-M) and THE HIDDEN
EYE (M-G-M)— STATE (2,200) (74c) 7
days, 3rd week. Gross: $14,600. (Average:
$15,576)
HOUSE ON 92ND STREET (20thFox) and CAPTAIN TUGBOAT ANNIE
(Rep.)
— PARAMOUNT
(1,200) $24,461)
(74c) 7
days. Gross:
$12,100. (Average:
KANSAS

CITY

First runs enjoyed good business in
the face of a 30,000 attendance at a
free matinee and evening show Saturday, sponsored by a drug company.
Estimated receipts for the week ending Oct. 30-Nov. 1 :
BREWSTER'S MILLIONS (UA) —
ESQUIRE (800) (45c-65c) 7 days. Gross:
$7,000. (Average: $8,000)
ABBOTT AND COSTELLO IN HOLLYWOOD (M-G-M) and DANGEROUS
PARTNERS (M-G-M) — MIDLAND
(3,500)
(40c-60c)
(Average: $14,000) 7 days. Gross: $12,000.
DUFFY'S
(Para.) 2nd
— NEW(1,900) TAVERN
(45c-65c)
Gross: MAN$18,000.
(Average:7 days,
$12,000) week.
THE SPANISH MAIN (RKO) and
RADIO STARS ON PARADE (RKO)—
ORPHEUM
2nd
week. Gross: (1,900)
$15,000. (45c-65c)
(Average:7 days,
$10,000)
WHY GIRLS LEAVE HOME (PRC)
and THE BEAUTIFUL CHEAT (U)—
TOWER
(2,100)
(39c-60c)
7 davs.
Stage
show. Gross:
$10,500.
(Average:
$9,400)
BREWSTER'S MILLIONS (UA) —
UPTOWN
(45c-65c)
Gross: $5,000.(2,000)
(Average:
$5,400) 7 days.
BREWSTER'S MILLIONS (UA) —
FAIRWAY
(700) $1,750)
(45c-65c) 7 days. Gross:
$1,700.
(Average:
Goldwyn Returns
Gloversville, N. Y., Oct. 31. —
Samuel Goldwyn, who is vacationing
in Saratoga with Mrs. Goldwyn, visityesterday
to addressHotel.
a men'sIt
clubed here
at the
Kingsborough
was Goldwyn's first visit here in 35
years, having at one time worked for
a Gloversville glove manufacturer
prior to entering the film industry.
'Mexicana' to Gotham
Republic's "Mexicana" is slated for
a pre-release run at the Gotham Theatre here, following the current run
of "Paris Underground," and in Denver, Baltimore,
St. Louis, Charlotte
and Salt
Lake City.

'ave You Sent in Your Victory Loan Pledge?
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(Continued from page 1)
Montague in a verbal tilt which lasted
for several hours.
Montague effectively sought to establish thatold
the company's
is to
deal with
established policy
customers
even if it gets less for its films. A
suggestion made by Wright that Columbia favored Loew's in its dealings
was refuted in testimony given by
Montague. Wright also failed to establish any undue elements of favoritism in the fact that Columbia made
contracts with the Sparks circuit in
Florida for its 1936-37 product where
the circuit was given the license to
show each Columbia picture for that
season 85 times in the circuit without
theatres being specified and clearance
being set forth, since Montague testified that the clearance of opposition
theatres had been established in prior
deals.
Boston, Salt Lake Sales
Failure of Columbia to sell its product away from affiliate
Loew's in
and
a Paramount
in Boston
Salt Lake
City when bookings accumulated, were
adequately testified to by Montague
with the presentation of the facts. . In
other instances, Wright sought to imply that Columbia sold pictures individually to some affiliated circuits
while it generally sold on the basis
of an entire year's product to independents, but Montague asked Wright
to cite specific instances and answered
fully on the basis of these incidents
to show that such was not the case.
The reason for the establishment
of Confidential Reports, Inc., theatre
checking organization of which Columbia is one of the subscribers, was
thoroughly aired in court when
Wright brought up the subject. Following Wright's cross-examination of
Montague, Whitney North Seymour,
counsel for Paramount, questioned
the Columbia sales manager about the
previous method of checking percentage pictures under the service
rendered by Ross Federal. Seymour
inferred in court that some of Ross
Federal checking reports were inaccurate because of alleged manipulations of checkers, and Montague referred to suits filed in court about
inaccurate exhibitor records of films
played on percentage.
Defends Yearly Method
Under direct questioning by Louis
D. Frohlich, Columbia counsel, Montague recited the dire necessity of Columbia's continuing to sell its pictures under its present method of licensing an entire year's product at
once. "This method of selling is
absolutely vital and necessary to Co"If weto
were to lumbia,"
changeMontague
we declared.
would have
change the entire financial base of the
company," he said. "We do not have
enough money to keep inventories of
films," he pointed out. "The block
booking makes it possible for Coclared. lumbia to operate," Montague deAt one point, Judge Augustus N.
Hand, presiding justice of the threejudge statutory court, asked Montague, "Could one of the reasons why
block booking is so necessary to Columbia be that it* has no theatres?"
Montague said that it was. He pointed out the company has no money
to hold pictures on the shelf and that
rapid turnover had provided success.
Montague testified that Columbia's
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"Crimson Canary"
(Universal)
AGAINST a background of "hot" jazz, which devotees of this type of
music will enormously relish, Universal has wedded in "Crimson Canary" elements of a murder mystery to much music in the modern jazz idiom
that issues piping hot from the soundtrack. Such elite musicians as the
Esquire Ail-American Band Winners, Coleman Hawkins, Oscar Pettiford
and the folk singer, Josh White, have contributed their talents toward results
that are generally pleasing.
The story has to do with a group of Navy veterans, who have joined in a
"swing" aggregation to achieve success in the musical world. They are
momentarily stymied when Claudia Drake, a singer with the band, is murdered
and Danny
Morton,
the drummer,
suspected.
Noah Beery,
band'sto
front
man and
trumpeter,
believingis his
buddy innocent,
ordersJr.,thetheband
split up until the publicity attendant on the murder has blown over. John
Litel, a detective with a flair for jazz, traces the boys to San Francisco but
defers arresting Beery, whom he suspects, until he can snare the entire group.
Eventually the musicians reunite at the night club where the murder has been
committed
and withis the
aid ofassome
sleuthing
Beery's fiancee
the real murderer
exposed
Steven
Geray, bytheLois
nightCollier,
club owner.
Although Beery and the others are competent in their roles, the dramatic
phases of the film tend to be overshadowed by the musical portions. White is
especially
good infrom
his arendition
the Henry
mournful,
"One and
MeatPeggy
Ball."
John
Hoffman directed
screenplayof by
Blankfort
Phillips,
derived from her original ; Blankfort was associate producer and Bob Faber
was executive producer.
Running time, 64 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Nov. 9.
Charles Ryweck
1943-44 revenue from its pictures was
$20,000,000 with one-third of it coming
from the affiliated theatres. The company sells its major product to between 10,500 and 11,000 theatres usually but sold 13,700 accounts with one
picture which he did not designate,
but
appeared
"Cover offered
Girl."
On which
the basis
of 44to be
pictures
during the 1943-44 season the company
averaged 32 pictures sold to each of
its customers during that season,
Montague testified. He denied the
company forced the licensing of its
short subjects and .Westerns to exhibitors who bought its other product.
He
also
the company's
policy oftestified
making about
adjustments
on its
terms to its established customers.
Opposition to Charts
Considerable opposition developed
on the part
the five distributor
defendantsofwith affiliated
circuits when
Frolich attempted to introduce charts
showingturesthe
playing of Columbia's
picby independents
as contrasted
with affiliated circuits. Counsel for
these five defendants also fought the
introduction
of a list
of cities
Columbia's
first-run accounts
in 92
with
populations of 100,000 and in 418
towns with populations of 25,000 or
more, which characterized certain situations as being
"closedbytowns."
Theseas
charts were
admitted
the court
they applied to Columbia's accounts
with the "closed town" designations
being excluded. Further controversy
ensued when Wright tried to refer to
the "closed town" designation in
cross-examining Montague. Objection to the charts was on the basis
that they lumped all affiliated theatres
together rather than presenting each
defendant's theatres separately.
While questioning Montague, Edward C. Raftery, counsel for United
Artists and Universal, directed Montague's
attention to
Columbia's
ficulties in selling
pictures
which difdid
not have a good first-run engagement
in a key theatre. Montague pointed
out under questioning by Raftery that
exhibitors apparently wanted a return to the old method of selling a
season's product and that he had never
heard an exhibitor ask for a continuation of selling in blocks of five. When

Raftery sought to point out through
the witness that it was the Attorney
General who desired pictures to be
sold in blocks, Wright objected to this
line of testimony and it was stricken
out. Raftery attempted to establish
that United Motion Picture Industry
conferences following the decree did
not favor the block-selling method.
Montague testified that in Boston,
where Columbia product was committed to Loew's,
whentookplaying
time was
blocked
Columbia
back films
and
sold them elsewhere. Under questioning by Raftery,
admitted' inthatselling
Columbia had greathe difficulty
its pictures in some towns where there
was a single theatre. About 75 per
cent of the theatres sold by Columbia
have double-feature policies, Montague
said.
Montague said that while a top Columbia picture cost the company $400,000 ten years ago, today, with prints
and advertising, the cost runs to $2,300,000 to $2,400,000.
Foreign Competition
Foreign pictures released in the
U. S. also compete with Columbia for
playing
Montague
lich time,
introduced
a list ofsaid,
someandofFrothe

head in England, said that Laudy
Lawrence, one time M-G-M Continental European manager, will handle distribution of those films controlled by
London Films, future Korda productions and the French films which Regina Films of France and London
Films are jointly sponsoring. Rene
Clair hasfilm.
been signed to produce one
French
Mrs. Esther Pallos will continue to
represent him in America, Korda said.
Films.
Mrs. Pallos is story editor of London
Korda will leave New York for
London sometime next month and
thereafter take a long rest.
Arthur Case
(Continued from page 1)
the major film companies has been
forwarded to the U. S. Circuit Court
of Appeals, now in session in Kansas
City. The suit was dismissed in
August by Judge Duncan and has been
appealed by the plaintiffs.
The Princess Theater case, pending before the St. Louis tribunal of
the AAA, which was one of the direct
causes of the federal suit being filed,
will not be pressed until the federal
case is disposed of by the court of appeals. Adolph Rosecan is the owner
of the Princess.

M-G-M Sets Five
(Continued from page 1)
all exchange areas Nov. 15. "Vacation
from Marriage" follows on Nov. 27.
"Yolanda and the Thief" was shown
Oct. 16 in New York and Los Angeles and is to be screened in other exchanges Nov. 20. "She Went to the
Races" was shown generally on Oct.
16. Plans for "A Letter for Evie" will
be designated later.

age terms. He indicated the company
sold most of its independent accounts
on a flat rental.
Judge Joseph M. Proskauer, counsel
for Warner Bros., asked Montague at
one point toward the end of yesterday's session why Columbia did not
put its pictures on an auction block
and sell them to the highest bidder.
Montague replied that at no time did
the company negotiate with two competitors at the same time and exbiggest money-making foreign films
plained that a definite continuity of
during the past few years. Under releasing pictures to regular theatres
cross-examination by Wright, Mon- was a desirable policy.
tague cited certain of these films as
being very successful, but he could not
At the
yesterday's
sesgive details as to playing time other
sions, Johnopening
Caskey, of20th
Century-Fox
than to say that he believed that some counsel, introduced affidavits from
of them played in as many as 6,000 to Joseph M. Schenck as chairman of
7,000 or more theatres.
the board
andCorp.,
president
United Art-as
ists Theatre
givingof testimony
Montague
denied
that
Columbia's
customers were permitted to see the to his interests in theatres as an inproduct before they bought, as Wright
vestment and the reason for the circuit's coming into existence. Felix
tried to suggest was the case. Montague said that they buy the picture A. Jenkins, secretary of 20th-Fox, outfirst, then see them. He admitted the
lined the company's financial history
company might sell only 10 or 12 of through similar affidavit procedure.
its films annually to a customer for Caskey indicated he would introduce
a key city first-run, but that these other testimony through this method
deals depended upon the bargaining and might bring a witness on from
power of. the particular customer. California.
Wright also cross-examined Montague
Wilfred J. Eadie, 20th-Fox compon instances where Columbia sold
troller, might be called to the witness
special films apart from its contract stand by Caskey this morning. Indications are that Warner Bros, might
for a season's product. Montague said
that twice in the history of the com- start its defense today if George Leipany it had pictures which it sold on
sure, RKO counsel, is unable to take
separate contracts on special percent- over due to continued illness.
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star representative at today's rally.
In his
HaysLombard
said : "The
lovely
and address,
loyal Carole
died
in the service of her country like any
soldier on a battlefield. We shall never
forget or cease to honor her memory.
In joining Miss Sheridan in tribute to
Miss Lombard we pay her our appreciation and gratitude."
Hays likened the purchase of Victory Bonds to premium payments on
insurance policies. The Victory Loan,
he said, represents the last payment on
an insurance policy to "protect the
destiny of our free America."
Victory Bond Queen
To Get Film Contract
Los Angeles, Oct. 31.— Individual
state winners in the Victory Queen
contest will be given trips to Hollywood where three will be selected for
screen tests and one of the three named
Victory Queen and will receive a
year's
with aWestern
major studio,
Charlescontract
P. Skouras,
states
chairman. of the industry Victory Loan
committee, announced today.
The contest is limited to California,
Washington, Oregon and Arizona.
Two winners will be designated in
California and one each in the other
three states. Contests to designate the
"Queens"
will be inheldas inmany
as many
atres as possible
townstheas
possible in the four states. Votes for
candidates for the title will be cast by
bond purchasers, an $18.75 bond being
entitled to one vote, higher denominations to proportionately more votes.
Votes will be cast by ballots which
will be obtainable only at theatres, by
purchasers of "E" bonds. A candidate
must have at least $5,000 of "E" bonds
purchased to her credit to be nominated.

Motion

USO

Begins

With

Big

Picture

Fifth

Work

Four years ago today the first USOCamp Show unit left to blaze a 13,000mile circuit through the Caribbean.
Since then over 700 units have brought
amusement to a cumulative audience of
over 85,000,000 overseas servicemen in
practically every theatre of war, the
USO reports. Asked officially by the
War and Navy Departments to continue its overseas and domestic work
through 1946, the organization will
stay in existence for at least that much
longer supported by funds collected in
the National War Fund Drive which
ended yesterday in some sections of
the country and will last approximately 10 days longer in the New
York area.
Immediately following V-E Day,
principal speaker Major Henry George
Plitt, captor of Nazi war criminal
Julius Streicher. Other speakers inLeo Brody of
publicitycludeddepartment
whothewascompany's
recently
discharged from the Air Force, and
James Sternberg of the Treasury Department.newspaper,
"Paramount Pilot,"
weekly campaign
will bea
published during the bond drive. Robert M. Weitman is co-chairman of the
Paramount drive. Others on the
committee include Joseph L. Macsalka,
William J. Healy, Paul E. Ackerman,
Sid Mesiboy, Mary Butler, Linda
Salzberger and Gilbert Sullivan.

First of War Heroes at
Statue Rally Tonight
First Lt. Rosemarie Sanseo of the
U. S. Nurse Corps, holder of the
Bronze Medal, six combat stars and
Meritorious Service Wreath, will meet
Victory Bond buyers at the Statue of
Liberty rally in Times Square here toFabian Urges Better
night. She is the first of recently-reBond Drive Booths
turned war veterans who will be preAsserting that the Victory Loan
sented at the statue nightly, except
drive "needs
the that
whip"bond
in view
definite
feeling
sales ofarea Sundays, between five and seven P. M.
"slightly below a similar period in the Columbia Bond Rally
7th War Loan," S. H. Fabian, nation- Opens Company Drive
al chairman of the industry's Loan
Members ofexploitation
Columbia's departments
advertising,
drive, yesterday called a "council of publicity
war" with his drive cabinet and the conducted and
a bond-selling rally at the
six regional representatives stationed
here, during which it was determ- home office yesterday under co-sponsorship
of
the
company and its Screen
ined that one weakness in the indusPublicists Guild unit. Leo Pillot and
line of offense lay with theatre Jose Schorr, war veterans who recentbond try's
booths.
ly returned to their Columbia posts,
Taking into consideration that theatres were having some difficulty in spoke. The company will continue its
staffing bond booths at all times, policy of awarding bonds each week
Fabian urged a concerted effort as a reward to those buying or selling bonds through the company, with
toward making -the booths function
better and called upon theatres to a grand prize of a $100 bond again to
be awarded at the conclusion of the
"provide the public easy, convenient
places to buy bonds." "If you do drive along with other prizes.
nothing else, you must do that," he Stars Spark Boston Drive
said, adding
you your
do everything else and that
fail "if
to have
bond
Boston, Oct. 31. — Spencer Tracy,
Frances Dee, Paul Kelly and Merle
booth functioning, you're falling down Oberon
headed a list of celebrities who
on your full job."
appeared in the Victory Loan Drive
kickoff at a rally on Boston Common.
60 to Aid Paramount's
Victory Loan Drive
This was the first of a series of daily
Sixty members of Paramount's New shows to be staged during the camYork office, exchange, Paramount
Theatre, Paramount News, studio, paign.
laboratory and storehouse volunteered Philadelphia Kicks Off
Philadelphia, Oct. 31. — All film
to work as bond-selling solicitors
throughout the Victory Loan drive, exchanges closed for the mammoth
following a rally held in the com- parade and Victory Loan Drive meeting at the Ritz-Carlton with General
pany's home office
here yesterday.
rally, attended
by more
than 1,200 The
em- Jonathan M. Wainwright as guest of
ployees, was presided over by Robert honor. "Welcome Home" bond premieres were sponsored by the Navy
H. O'Brien,
chairman
the cam-as
paign
committee,
and offeatured
League, Hadassah, Fraternal Order of

Daily

Year

Schedule
Gen. Eisenhower asked the USO to
supply a minimum of 40 entertainment
units to replace those which were
scheduled to depart the European theatre. Shortly after V-J Day, Gen.
MacArthur requested 86 additional
units for the Pacific theatre, according
to Myron Eichler, USO publicity director.
As of Sept. 30, the USO provided
entertainment for a cumulative total of
over 155,000,000 servicemen here and
abroad. At present, 409 camps and 180
hospitals in this country are being
regularly serviced by the USO, Eichler said. Thus far, almost 6,000 men
and women of show business, making
un USO units, have followed America's armies to far-flung outposts and
battlegrounds.
7,000
Return
(Continued
from page 1)
the return to work had been done
without a major incident, although
marginal confusion existed in some
quarters until details were ironed out.
Similarly, an IATSE spokesman said
the implementation of the agreement
worked out in Washington had been
accomplished without any untoward
incident. Each faction expressed confidence that it would win most of the
jurisdictional disputes, conferences in
settlement of which will proceed immediately.
Police and other organizations at the
Mastbaum, Fox, and Boyd theatres
downtown, followed by other Victory
Shows and the Free Movie Day
throughout the city.
Utah
Salt Cities
Lake "Bombed"
City, Oct. 31. — Seven
Utah
key
cities
were leaflets
"bombed"
by air
with Victory Loan
as part
of
the send-off program for the final
bond-selling drive. A mid-day rally
featured contestants in the state-wide
Victory Queen contest, one of hundreds of similar promotions being
staged in 11 western states.
Denver Closes Schools
Denver, Oct. 31. — Schools dismissed
their classes so students might attend
the big military parade and other ceremonies launching the Victory Loan
drive. The Civic Auditorium, seating
15,000, was sold out for a celebration
with Rise Stevens as the star attraction.

Hall Gives Columbia
12 Weeks Each Year
Testifying in U. S. District
Court here yesterday in the
anti-trust suit, A. Montague,
Columbia general sales manager, declared the contract
which his company holds with
the Radio City Music Hall
commits this theatre to give
Columbia 12 weeks of playing
time each year.
The arrangements are such
that, if the Music Hall does
not play 12 weeks of Columbia
pictures, the distributor,
nevertheless, gets paid for 12
weeks. This developed during cross-examination of Montague by Robert L. Wright,
government counsel who
sought to infer that Columbia
made single-picture deals with
with first-run theatres.
ITOA
(Continued from page 1)
quiries daily from servicemen who
have operated projectors and from
men in other fields. His company, he
said, has a backlog of orders for 1,800
16mm. projectors.
Claude Lee, Paramount public relations director, credited the exhibitors
for the success of the War Activities
Committee, due
to the theatre
cooperation
in making
all WACowners'
subjects available to the patrons. Leon
Bamberger, sales promotion manager
of RKO Radio, stated that a change
in theatre-going habits will speed the
rebirthrentofbusiness
showmanship
to hold curand to cultivate
new
audiences.
Other Speakers
Other speakers this afternoon included Harold Werthwein, local Paramount exchange manager, who replaced Harold J. Fitzgerald, called to
New York to testify at the trial ;
Walter Brooks of M-G-M'.s exhibitor
relations staff and Paul Mooney, assistant to the National Screen Service
president.
At a closed meeting tomorrow, preceding the election of officers, Allied
leaders, among them Abram F. Myers,
Martin Smith, and Sidney E. Samuelson, are scheduled to report on the
progress of the anti-trust trial and to
discuss Allied's caravan service.
Paramount entertained tonight with
a party, and one will be given tomorrow by 20th-Fox. A banquet will
close the convention tomorrow night.

Fall River Parades
Fall River, Mass., Oct. 31. — A
mammoth two-hour parade, with four
naval units, one navy air unit and 500
men from the cruiser Fall River,
sparked the Victory Loan drive here.

400 Michigan Allied
Members to Convene
Detroit, Oct. 31. — More than 400
are expected to attend the 26th annual
convention of the Allied Theatres of
Michigan to be held at the Statler
Hotel, here, Nov. 5 through 7, to be
presided over by president Ray Branch
of Hastings, Mich.
The convention agenda calls for discussion of peacetime planning and expansion, and election of a new president and directors. An annual general
banquet will mark conclusion of proceedings.

Newspaper Pays Tribute
Portland, Ore., Oct. 31. — The Oregonian carried a special section paying tribute
to Oregon's
picture
theatres
pledged 226to motion
break
records in the Victory Loan.

Bishop
'U' 31.—
Manager
Charlotte,Is Oct.
J. W. Bishop
has been installed as acting manager
of Universal's Charlotte branch during
the illness of J. V. Frew.

Tieup with Navy Day
Wilmington, Del., Oct. 31. — Highlight of the Navy Day program here
was the selling of Victory Bonds
aboard five warships. Those wishing
their pictures
taken with
the additional
ship's officers were required
to buy
bonds.
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Truman

Cites

Industry

for

Its War

Work

Message Delivered to
Film Leaders by Snyder
President Truman's "gratitude to
the industry for the extraordinary
service it rendered the government
during the period of war preparations and during
the
war
itself"
was expressed
in a letter to
John W. Snyder, director
of the Office of
War Mobilization and Reconversion, who
read it yesterday at a Washington meeting
with industry
representatives.
President Truman
Snyder, at the
same time,
asked the industry to extend to the
{Continued on page 6)
Exchange
For

New

Units

Ask

Contracts

Tax Relief Bill Ignores Admission Levy;
Excess Profits Cut, Individuals Gain
Washington, Nov. 1.— The Senate today put the final touches on
the tax relief bill and sent it to the White House for President Truman'sadmission
approval tax.
minus any provision for early repeal of the wartime
Companies and individuals in the industry, however, will benefit
from the repeal of the excess profits tax and the lower individual
taxes which will become effective Jan. 1.
With the failure of the House effort to have the admission tax
reduced next July 1, the only hope for relief now is in early action
on legislation setting a date for termination of hostilities, from
which the six months' final period of this and other war legislation
may be figured.

Sees
By

Competition

New

Henry

Sound

to Represent

Universal

in U. K.

London, Nov. 1.— Ben Henry, British production and distribution executive, who has held various posts in
the industry here, has been appointed
the United Kingdom representative for
Universal with headquarters at General Film Distributors offices here, it
was announced today by Joseph H.
Seidelman, vice-president and export
manager, here from New York.
Henry will assist in sales and exploitation ofall "U"
product, bydistribution of which
is handled
GFD.
Prior to the war, during which he presented film shows at all the battlefronts, he was with Columbia Pictures,
Ltd., as an associate producer of the
George Formby films and producer of
others. He had joined Columbia following associations with Moss Empires, Wardour Films, Associated
Film Distributors, Ltd., and other
companies.

Albany, N. Y., Nov. 1.— Union
Locals B-43 and F-43, consisting of
backroom and front office employes,
respectively, of local exchanges, are
negotiating for new contracts.
The front office employes are reported to be asking for a two-year
deal, incorporating a 10 per cent salary increase for the current year and
20 per cent for next year. The backroom unit is said to be seeking a oneyear contract establishing a 40-hour, Spain Weighs Tax
five-day week.
On Foreign Films
The Spanish Government is considering imposition of a tax on foreign
Violence Aspect of
pictures,
the revenue of which would
Strike Under Probe
be used to subsidize native product,
it was learned here yesterday.
Los Angeles, Nov. 1. — A
The tax, if imposed, would run to
committee appointed by the
about 10 per cent, and would either
State Assembly to investigate
be
on exhibitors'
contractsto
the "breakdown of law and
or imposed
theatre admissions,
according
order" which accompanied the
foreign
department
sources.
Hollywood strike opened hearIn recent negotiations conducted in
ings here today.
Madrid between the U. S. Embassy
Twenty-five witnesses, inand the Spanish Government, an offer
cluding city officials, judges,
was made to admit 10 pictures from
police officials and others are
eight companies yearly in return for
expected to testify.
a quantity of raw stock. The com(Continued on page 6)
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Allayed

Recording

Exhibitor

Companies
Trust

Aids

in

Defense

Competitive Conditions
Favorable: Thalhimer
By MILTON LIVINGSTON
' Morton G. Thalhimer, independent exhibitor operating 29 theatres
in Virginia, including first and
subsequent run houses in Richmond
in opposition to
Loew's, Fabian
and W i 1 m e r
and Vincent,

"s u rpwas
r i s e"a witness
By SAM HONIGBERG
for the
defendants in the
trial
Milwaukee, Nov. 1:— To meet the
of the New
new competition expected from FM,
York anti-trust
television and improved radio and
suit in U. S.
District Court
phonograph sets, motion picture producers will soon employ greatly imhere yesterday.
proved sound recording devices, such
Thalhimer apas a control track and stereophonic
peared for 20th
recording, which will increase the
Century
-Fox
quality and dramatic effects of pic- M. G. Thalhimer
and testified
tures and thereby draw greater audiwas territory
in sucences. So stated John Hilliard, repcompetition inhe his
resentative ofthe Academy of M. P. with the cessful
two circuits and that he had
(Continued on page 6)
Arts and Sciences' research council
of Hollywood, before the Independent
Theatre Owners of Wisconsin and
Upper Michigan at the concluding
business session of its two-day contoday. vention at the Schroeder Hotel here
16mm. Projectors'
Exhibitors must be prepared for the Availability
Slow
technical improvements and new recording
techniques
planned
for
mo(Continued on page 7)
Manufacturers of 16mm. sound projectors will not be able to overtake
their steadily building backlog of
6 Distributors Sue orders for such equipment until the
end of 1946, it is disclosed by Wilfred
L. Knighton, executive secretary of
On Box-Office Take the Allied Non-Theatrical Film Association, Inc. Knighton told Motion
Picture Daily yesterday that manufacturers are engaged at present in
New Haven, Nov. 1.-— Six actions
were filed here yesterday in the U. S. making some 1945 models, which are
District Court by Columbia, Univer- in reality identical with the 1942 modsal, Paramount, United Artists,
els, and that priority is being given
Loew's, and Warners, respectively, to orders from educational institutions.
against Michael J. Daly, operating the He said he has examined a new 1946
Plainfield, Plainfield, Conn.
model, of which but comparatively
Each suit charges the exhibitor few have been made thus far, and
"regularly and continuously" furnished described it as having many improveto the plaintiff distributor "intention(Continued on page 7~)
ally false and incorrect written statements" of grosses on percentage pictures. It is alleged in each suit that
In This Issue
the exhibitor misrepresented the
Review of "Confidential
grosses not only to induce the distribuAgent" appears on page 3,
tor to ask and accept less than it was
"Dakota"
on page
entitled to on its percentage pictures,
tour" on page
6. 3 and "Debut to obtain lower terms for flat and
(Continued on page 7)

2

Coming
Events

Continuing to Dec. 8— Victory
Loan drive.
Nov.. 3— Variety Club ball, Blackstone Hotel, Chicago.
Nov. 5-7 — Michigan Allied convention, Hotel Statler, Detroit.
Nov. 6 — Associated Theatres of Indiana meeting, Athletic Club, Indianapolis.
Nov. 13— 'Night of Stars" show,
~ York.
Madison Square * Garden, New
Nov. 14 — Monogram annual stockholders' meeting, Hollywood.
Pioneers'
Nov. 28 — Motion Picture
annual dinner, Waldorf-Astoria
-Hotel,'
Nov.
3(1—New
ThirdYork.
annual dinner for
Jack Kirsch, given by Illinois
Buying and Booking Circuit
members at the Blackstone Hotel,
Chicago.
Dec. 10-11 — Associated M.P.T.O. of
Western Pennsylvania meeting,
William Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh.
Brien, QP Winner,
On PRC Pressbooks
Lige Brien, winner of the Quigley
Grand Silver Award for 1944 for outstanding showmanship and former
manager of Warner's Enright, Pittsburgh, has been named pressbook editor of PRC. He replaces Gertrude
Gelbin who has resigned to join her
husband, Lt. Stefan Heymn, Army
officer and author who is returning
from 20 months' duty in the European theatre of war.
Brien is winner of a number of
first prizes in national competitions
conducted by various distributors on
behalf of their product.
Nine in UA's Backlog
As Two Are Finished
With production completed on Edward Small!s "Getting Gertie's Garter," and Jules Levey's "Abilene
Town," of
United
Artists' backlog now
consists
nine films.
The others are "The Outlaw,"
"This Happy Breed," "Henry V,"
"2,000 Women," "Johnny in the
Clouds," "Adventure for Two" and
"The Man in Grey."
Sears Drive Extended
Because branch and district managers believe December will bring peak
billings throughout the country,
United Artists' Grad Sears sales
drive has been extended through that
month, it was declared yesterday by
Edward M. Schnitzer, home office
executive and national drive captain.
Originally, the contest was to run
from Aug. 4 through Nov. 30.

Motion

Picture

Personal
A • J.
Universal
ern O'KEEFE,
sales manager,
is due Westto return to New York today from Chicago.
•
Art Moger, Warner field man for
New England, and Earl Evans, his
assistant, are in Portland, Me., whipping up a campaign for "Rhapsody
•r
in Blue."
Charles O. Julian, RKO Radio
managing director in the India-BurmaCeylon district, arrived in Hollywood
yesterday en route to New York and
the Middle East.
•
Norman Z. McLeod, the director,
is here from Hollywood. Other Coast
visitors include Virginia Mayo,
Steve Cochran, Walter Abel and
Johnny Downs. •
Robert Bench ley, now in New
York, was advised yesterday Paramount had exercised its option on his
acting 'services.
•
Richard, Mealand, Paramount
story head, is due in Hollywood today following an Army-sponsored
tour of the nation's• airfields.
Andrew Dietz, PRC's St. Louis
manager, is back in that city from a
sales trip through Southeastern Missouri.
•
John J. Scully, district manager
for Universal, is visiting Albany and
Gloversville accounts.
•
Arthur Hornblow, Jr., M-G-M
producer, is in from California and
stopping at the Waldorf Towers.
•
Edward L. Schoen, Warner field
representative in Cincinnati, is visiting key cities in that
• state.
Charles
K. will
Stern,leave
Loew's
ant treasurer,
hereassistnext
week for Buffalo and Cleveland.
Films

Can

Promote

Unity: Dr. Clinchy
"Films can be the most powerful
single technical force for American
unity,"identDr.
R. Conference
Clinchy, pres-of
of theEverett
National
Christians and Jews, said yesterday in
commenting on his annual report.
"In the
past yearwhich
more interpret
pictures have
been
produced
the
essential goodness and decency of the
American people than in any previous
year. Wartime human relations were
better because of the screen's service
andMartin
interest."
Quigley, David O. Selznick
and J. Robert Rubin are board members of the organization.
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Daily

Mention
Tj^DWARD SMALL, United Artists
' producer, returns to the Coast
from New 'York on
• Sunday.
Frank Sinatra yesterday received
an award from the Bureau of International Education for his efforts in
seeking to eradicate racial and religious intolerance. •
Norman Linz, now assigned to
M-G-M's "Showbuilder Unit No.
2"
is in
an Indianapolis hospital for
minor
surgery.
•
Marilyn Maxwell, player under
M-G-M contract, is here from California to rehearse for "Nellie Bly,"
stage play.
•
William R. Ferguson, exploitation director for M-G-M, planed to
Kansas
in New City
York yesterday.
Monday. He' re-arrives
•
Edwin W. Aaron, M-G-M circuit
sales manager, left for Milwaukee
yesterday.
He returns to New York
Tuesday.
•
Rodney Bush, exploitation manager of 20th Century-Fox, left yesterday for Dallas.
Paul Muni left Hollywood yester-1
day for a USO Camp Show tour in
Utah and Colorado.
•
Vernon C. Caldwell, Disney Prod,
executive, has returned to Burbank
following two weeks in New York.
•
Harry Goldberg, director of advertising and publicity for Warner Theatres, returns from Cleveland today.
•
Norman Elson, general manager
of Trans-Lux Theatres, will be off
to Washington on Monday again.
•
Phil March, head of Wayne Theatres, Wayne, Neb., and Mrs. Wayne
are the parents of a 7^-pound boy.
2y2 Million Veteran
Gifts, Cantor Aim
Eddie Cantor's "Give a Gift to a
Yank Who Gave" campaign this year
will have the cooperation of 12,950
American Legion Posts, 950 auxiliaries, 60,000 retail druggists and
6,000 department stores, it is anticiThe campaign, which last year propated. vided 1,500,000 gifts, this year will
aim for 2,500,000 Christmas presents
for wounded servicemen still hospitalized in this country. In addition
to devoting time to the campaign on
Cantor's radio show, Bristol-Myers
Co., his sponsor, will provide suitable
campaign window streamers for all
the nation's retail druggists.
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• Lana Turner
• Van Johnson

"WEEK-END
XAVIER CUGATATandTHEhis WALDORF"
ORCHESTRA
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE. PRESENTATION.
IN PERSON
ON SCREEN
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AND HIS REVUE
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Expand Fairbanks Sales
Washington, Nov. 1. — The Treas- Increase Price Scales
j of TIME
ury Department today approved the
GREGORY PECK !
Hollywood, Nov. 1. — A national
Columbus,
O.,
Nov.
1.
—
RKO
Palsales organization will be established appointment of an Indiana exhibitor
ace and have
Grand,increased
and Loew's
Ohioprices
and
night
for Scientific Films, Inc., 16mm. com- as Collector of Internal Revenue in Broad
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3-Dimensional Film
Made by Russians
The first full-length threedimensional motion picture
reputedly ever made, based on
the story of Robinson Crusoe,
is nearing completion at a
Russian studio on the Black
Sea coast, according to a Reuter press dispatch received in
New York yesterday.
The film, the report states,
was produced in color under a
process pioneered by Sergei
Ivanov, and has a speciallyconstructed screen as part of
the method which reportedly
gives the picture the illusion
of realistic depth.

WPB

Revokes

United

Newsreel Approval
Washington, Nov. 1.— WPB has
notified the Department of Justice
that its approval of production and
distribution abroad of newsreels by
the United Newsreel Corp., issued
July 3, 1942, will be revoked effective
Dec. IS.
Murray Silverstone, president of
United Newsreel Corp., recently announced in New York that the reel
already has discontinued and the company will dissolve Dec. 15. At the
time he said a meeting of American
distributors represented in United
Newsreel would be called to discuss
the State Departments' desire to continue the use of 16mm. newsreel prints
in an overseas non-theatrical program.
United was set up under the auspices ofthe State Department to provide reels, to which all the commercial companies contributed, for exhibition overseas in areas which could
not be entered by the companies. It
is now being liquidated since commercial reels are now allowed, or will be
shortly, to operate in many of those
areas.

Motion

Picture

Short

Reviews
"Confidential Agentf'
{Warners)
A FINE cast herewith tells a story which boasts considerable action and
some suspenseful moments. You are offered such names as Charles Boyer,
Lauren Bacall, Victor Francen, George Coulouris, Peter Lorre and Katina
Paxinou, among others, arrayed beneath a ticket-selling title.
Boyer goes to England in 1937 as an agent of the Spanish Republicans, his
mission to obtain coal or, that failing, to prevent the opposing side from obtaining it. Miss Bacall is the sympathetic daughter of the mine owner and
casts her lot with his. Frustrated audiences may complain that the serious
business of confidential agents keeps her too long from the arms of Boyer or
that her role, on the fringes of international intrigue, is not the best showcase
for the young lady's talents.
However,
is a role that
testslarge
Missfollowing.
Bacall's abilities in a new direction and
should
prove itinteresting
to her
Several weaknesses inherent in the story detract from a full realization of
the possibilities of a plot of this kind. Boyer's role has him, evolve from a
musical artist into confidential agent, ostensibly because, though ill-equipped
for it, he was the best the Spanish Republicans had available for the assignment. His inexperience leads to many blunders and to deviations from the
main mission which occasionally give the proceedings a comic-opera flavor.
These, however, have an attraction of their own, which strengthens their
audience appeal.
Coulouris and Francen, as Franco agents ; Miss Paxinou and Peter Lorre,
as traitorous Republicans, and Wanda Hendrix as an orphan who meets a
tragic fate after being befriended by Boyer, give excellent performances. Herman Shumlin's direction is diffused, highly effective at times and lacking in
vigor at others. Robert Buckner produced.
Running time, 118 minutes. General audience classification. Release, Nov. 12.
Sherwin Kane
"Dakota
(Republic)
HERE is, at once, choice entertainment in the Western manner that makes
an impressive bid for a fair share of big-time recognition.
"Dakota" has John Wayne, Vera Hruba Ralston and Walter Brennan handling the principal roles, with definite assistance by the scores of featured and
extra performers. Joseph Kane has contributed substantially with his knowing
direction and, as associate producer, with his general supervision. The flow
of the story is fairly smooth ; the script is a good one, containing a minimum
of inconsequential situations and a good deal of valuable ingredients, all capably presented.
There's gun play, hard riding, and fisticuffs aplenty interwoven in the very
fictional story of the coming of the railroad and the quest by underhanded
operators for the land which will be needed. It opens as Miss Ralston and
Wayne — she is the daughter of a railroad magnate and he is just a goodhearted guy — eloping from her place in Chicago while her irate father pegs
shots at them. Brennan, a river boat operator, is encountered on the trip and
lingers on through the film with them. Wayne aims to buy the choice real
estate at a fair profit, but there are others who try to thwart his plans so they
can grab it at a huge profit. A series of battles and murders culminate with
Wayne winning out.
The highlight comes near the end when the outlaws set the countryside
ablaze
so they
can take possession
the property.
It's a terrific
fire that
they
start and
the attendant
confusion of
among
the townspeople,
all nicely
recorded
by the camera, makes exciting footage.
Ward Bond, Ona Munson, Hugo Haas, Mike Mazurki, Nicodemus Stewart
and many others are in the cast. Lawrence Hazard and Howard Estabrook
are the writers.
Running time, 83 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
not set.
Gene Arneel

Disney Implementing
Stock Exchange Plan
Hollywood, Nov. 1.— Walt Disney
Prod, today distributed a 20-page
brochure
submitting the
company'sof
plan
of recapitalization
to holders
preferred stock.
Approved by the stockholders at a
meeting Aug. 23. the plan permits exchange of each share of preferred for
$10 face amount of four per cent Cohen Back as MGM
debentures, Series A, and two shares
of common. The exchange is volun- Philippine Manager
I. Cohen, M-G-M Philippine mantary, and the offer will remain open
ager before the war, will return to his
until Dec. 1, with the company empowered to extend it beyond that date. post in Manila, planing out from the
West Coast on Nov. 12.
Cohen, who was interned in Manila,
Switz Joins Britannica
was transferred by the Japanese in
_Dr. Theodore M. Switz, formerly September, 1942, together with a
director of the export department of group of Shanghai residents, to that
Hercules Powder Co., has been apwaited there for a year pendpointed vice-president in charge of city. ingHerepatriation
negotiations and in
overseas sales, for Encyclopaedia Bri- December,
1943, returned to the U. S.
tannica Films, Inc. Switz is now in
Gripsholm.
Europe attending visual education con- on IntheMarch,
1944, he became acting
ferences inEngland, Switzerland and
manager for Trinidad.
Sweden.
More M-G-M Cartoons
Hollywood, Nov. 1.— The M-G-M
cartoon department, which was closed
down by the studio strike, will establish two new units shortly to augment
its output.
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Binyon Rejoining Para.
Hollywood, Nov. 1.— Capt. Claude
Binyon, Paramount writer for 10 years
prior to entering the service, will reioin the studio on a term /contract
Nov. 12 following his Army discharge.

New

Eastman

Plant

Subjects
"Lease On Life"
(Emerson Yorke-NTA)
_ Polished characterizations from a
highly competent cast headed by Gene
Lockhart lend pronounced entertainvalue to "Lease on Life,"
a 25minute mentnarrative-documentary
designed
primarily to inspire health-consciousness and sickness prevention action.
Produced for the National Tuberculosis Association in cooperation with
the U. S. Public Health Service, the
film is being made available by NTA
units nationally, free of charge, in
35mm. and 16 mm., to theatres, community service organizations, clubs and
others.
The narrative concerns a typical
small-town American family's efforts
in maintaining good health with the
aid of public medical facilities, while
from out of eternity, and in a commentatory capacity, Lockhart, as an old
horse-and-buggy-days doctor, witnesses
with satisfaction the progress attained
by medical science. Running time, 25
minutes. Release, Nov. 1.
"Front Line Artists"
(Universal Person-Oddity)
Featured in this subject are an exhibition ofCanadian war artists' work
at the Ottawa national gallery, a Claremore,nouses
Okla.,built
man's
collection
bird
by Camp
Davis,of N.guns,
C,
soldiers,
a
Tulsa
woman's
collection
of 600 dolls, and finally a Troy, N. Y;,
museum devoted to collars of all ages,
descriptions and sizes. Running time,
nine minutes.
Don

Bennett

Joins

Shappe-Wilkes, Inc.
Don Bennett, former editor of Photonews, and film producer, has joined
Shappe-Wilkes, Inc., advertising agency, here, for whom he will write on
photography, radio and related topics.
At one time a teacher of photography at New York Institute of Photography, Bennett was awarded the
1939 Grand Prix in the Rome competition for his production for the
Department of Agriculture of "PoulA Billion
Dollarwith
Industry."
hastry—been
associated
William HeJ.
Ganz Co., Warners, Wilding Productions and Byron Studios. Bennett is
a _member of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers and of the Photographic Society of America.

For Color Negatives
Rochester, N. Y., Nov. 1.— A new
building, to be devoted entirely to the Cinema Hearing Delayed
processing of color negatives, will be
Formal hearing, set for Wednesday,
constructed as part of the Eastman before a trial examiner of the New
Kodak plant here.
York State Labor Relations Board, on
the petition of the Theatre Operating
Managers and Assistant Managers
has been postponed to Monday.
Postpone
'Spellbound'
Los Angeles,
Nov. 1. — Follow- Guild,
ing a press and profession premiere of The union is seeking certification as
bargaining agent for manDavidCarthay
O. Selznick's
"Spellbound"
at collective
agers and assistants of the Cinema
the
Circle Theatre
here last
night and an extensive newspaper ad- Circuit.
vertising campaign of its scheduled
opening at the Fox West Coast Chin- Silverstone Returns Soon
ese,atres
Loew's
Statetheandengagement
Uptown TheEmanuel Silverstone, special repretomorrow,
has
sentative of United Artists foreign
been postponed a week, because, according to an exchange announcement, department, is expected to return from
Europe after staying abroad for six
a dual bill consisting- of "The House on months.
Silverstone, who is currently
92nd Street" and "Divorce" grossed in Paris, is due back in the U. S.
"so far above the holdover figure that about the middle of the month.
it could not be set out."
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'PRC)
(Continued from page 1)
no complaints of unfair trade practices "Detour"
or undue restrictions against the defendants.
""TXETOUR" ventures so far from familiar story patterns and established
The 13th day of the trial also saw
philosophic treatment as to be branded "extraordinary," especially in
of
the low budget on which it was nurtured. Martin Goldsmith's somber
the "Little Three" practically complete light
their defense with A. Montague finish- screenplay, ably translated by director Edgar G. Ulmer, makes no compromise
ing his testimony for Columbia; Paul with "happy ending" advocates, but, nevertheless, rates applause for making
N. Lazarus, manager of the United the
anguished, defeated central character's outcome dovetail with the incidents
Artists contract department ; Stephen which make it inevitable.
Tom
Neal, with obvious relish, portrays a shabby wanderer who, over a
W. McGrath, assistant contract man- cup of coffee
in a Las Vegas diner, opens his mind to the audience in a
ager, and Harry J. Muller, treasurer,
testifying for -UA ; and William A. recitation of the events which led to his downfall. Punctuated with his narration, these events unfold on the screen starting when he, a piano-player in a
Scully, Universal vice-president and
general sales manager, taking the third-rate New York night club, decides to hitchhike to Los Angeles to
stand for Universal.
marry his sweetheart. Enroute he gets a ride in the car of a dissipated socialite who tells him of an altercation he has just had with a girl hitchhiker.
Under direct questioning by John Later, while Neal drives, the stranger dies on his hands. Fearful of being
Caskey, 20th-Fox counsel, Thalhimer
testified that he owns three first runs accused of murder, Neal conceals the body, takes the man's clothes, car and
money and assumes his identity. In Arizona he picks up a girl hitchhiker,
in Richmond and a so-called "action"
playedruthlessly
by Ann sets
Savage,
turns out toNeal.
be the
deadtheir
man'sarrival
formerin
house. He plays 20th-Fox, RKO, Co- excellently
and who
aboutwhoblackmailing
Upon
lumbia and Universal film first run, rider,
Los
Angeles
a
series
of
taut
and
suspenseful
incidents
revolving
about
their
although two of his three first runs are
in the Richmond suburbs and not enmity climax in the girl's being accidentally killed by Neal, who with the
stigma of two deaths upon his conscience, never rejoins his sweetheart. The
downtown,
whereallegedly
Loew's pooled.
and Fabian
closes with a preview of his ultimate apprehension by police.
first
runs are
He filmExcellent
in supporting roles are Claudia Drake, Edmund MacDonald, Tim
cited clearance in Richmond as being
and Esther Howard. Leon Fromkess was the producer, Martin Mooney
favorable for his subsequent run thea- Ryan
tres where he plays the product of all the associate producer.
Running time, 69 minutes. General classification. ReleaseCharles
date, Nov.
30.
distributors on a 30-day clearance for
L. Franke
second run and 45 days for sub runs.
Thalhimer said he started in business
in Richmond in 1927 with the Capitol was established for the purpose being Fawcett Promotes 2
and clearance in that city has remained bought out by Thalhimer for approxithe same with other independent sub
and In 4-City Campaign
Loew'ssought
paid to
runs and the Wilmer and Vincent Wilmer mately
and $14,000,
Vincent.
Wright
Fawcett Publications, Inc., has emtheatres, now operated by Fabian, en to learn w-hether Thalhimer had been
on a $200,000 three-month
joying the same clearance. Thalhimer ubpoenaed by 20th-Fox or whether radio andbarkednewspaper
promotional test
is also a real estate dealer.
he had appeared of his own volition. campaign for two of its magazines,
Thalhimer testified that he appeared
True, the man's magazine, and ToFor Long Holdovers
voluntarily. Wright, in questioning Erickson
day'sagency.
Woman, through the McCann
the
witness,
sought
to
imply
that
the
"Pictures do very much better in
The first campaign will center in
the sub runs if they play extended exhibitor did not have to worry about
holdovers in first runs, since a long competition in his neighborhood thea- New York, Chicago and Harrisburg,
tres, before directing attention to the Pa., while the campaign for Today's
run is indicative
of good
pictures,"
W oman will be concentrated in
Thalhimer
said. He
testified
he is 14.000 payment.
Montague, under questioning by Washington, D. C.
permitted
"moveover"
first
runs
in
his
theatres and also plays some films Louis D. Frolich, Columbia counsel,
day-and-date in his first runs. He also cited 12 situations where Columbia has 1944. Wright attempted to quiz Muldescribed the nature of his other thea- old awray from affiliated to indepenler about U.A.'s interest in the four
dent theatres in the 92 cities with Blumenfeld
tre holdings in Virginia, which include
theatres in Los Angeles,
first runs in nearb}" towns which play populations of 100,000 and over. - He but the witness was not familiar with
films behind Richmond and also two also clarified certain testimony given details of the deal.
theatres in South Boston, Va., one of the previous day about clearance
Scully on Revenue
which is closed because of the inability granted to the Bailey Theatre in Bufof the town to support two theatres. falo.
Scully testified Universale domestic
revenue increased from $10,000,000
Lazarus Testimony
Questioned by counsel for the other
in 1938, when he became sales head,
defendants, including Joseph M. ProsLazarus described United Artists' to over $29,000,000 in 1944 as a result
kauer for Warner Bros., and Edward selling
operations, pointing out that of better product made and sold by
C. Raftery for United Artists and
each one
the company's
releases the company. He explained the comUniversal, Thalhimer declared flatly which
are of
distributed
for independent
that he could in no way be benefited
pany attempts to sell in advance as
if the Government were to achieve producers are sold separatelv. He es- man}' of its 50 features, seven Westtimated that between 300,000 and 400,erns, and other current product as postheatre divorcement. Asked by Raf- 000 contracts are handled annually.
sible but it has difficulties since extery whether he would like to bid for Raftery introduced a statistical tabulahis pictures on the auction block,
hibitors are willing to tie up the prodtion to show the first run playoff of
Thalhimer explained that he would
uct but not play it in many instances.
"Stage
Door
Canteen"
in
73
cities
of
not, since the bigger theatres, which 100,000 and over, which he described Product quality has increased since
could pay the higher prices, could buy
exhibitors' demand for
Artists' "guinea pig" pic- 1938, but the
the best pictures and he would have as United
hasn't decreased to any
ture. McGrath identified the tabula- selectivity
to play the less important films since
great
extent,
Scully declared under
tion as one which he had prepared
his theatres are much smaller than
questioning by Raftery, as counsel for
from ture
thewas company's
records.
The picthose of his opposition.
sold to 12,000
accounts
and Universal. Scully also testified there
grossed over $4,300,000 domestically, are many situations where Universal
Seeks Steady Supply
cannot get its product played, includhe said.
Thalhimer told Proskauer it was
Lazarus was cross-examined by Tony ingSudekum
theatres operated
by Crescent's
in Tennessee,
and E.
extremely important in the conduct
licensing agreeof his business that he be able to Wright mentsonmade master
by U.A. with Warner V. Richards' operations in the deep
make permanent arrangements for a theatres in 1936, and a similar agree- South.
steady supply of films and that the
ment with Fox West Coast for all of Raftery provided an amusing incident during the sessions yesterday by
auction-block method would prove to the product distributed by U.A. for
be disastrous.
the year in an apparent attempt to agreeing through stipulation with
Cross-examining Thalhimer, Rob- upset the contention that U.A. licensed Wright that, were he to take the
stand as president of United Artists,
ert L. Wright, government attorney, one film at a time.
directed his attention to a situation
Muller testified that the first 43 he would answer in the negative questions concerning alleged conspiracy.
which occurred in Richmond in 1940, weeks of 1945 indicated U.A. was
Scully will complete his testimony
headed
for
the
biggest
year
in
its
hiswhere,
it
was
alleged,
Loew's
and
Wilmer and Vincent sought to build
tory but that distribution costs were this morning, with Warner Bros, exan opposition neighborhood house. up 10 per cent and advertising and
ecutives expected to follow as the next
This resulted in the corporation which promotion costs up 35 per cent over defendant to take over the defense.

Friday, November 2, 1945
Truman
(Continued from page 1)
government and to his organization
the same cooperation in reconstruction
days which it gave during the war and
promised the aid of the OWMR in the
industry's reconversion problems.
The President's gratitude, -his letter
said, "is shared by every responsible
agency of the government that needed
to obtain the attention and understanding of the American people in
those difficult times. We are aware
that without the assistance of the
screen we could never have presented
our problem to the people as fully as
was necessary in order to assure a
united national effort.
"And so," he concluded, "this expression of thanks to the men of the
screen for their great contribution to
our common cause. This surely is due
them, and I am happy to know that
you are calling on them to carry their
cooperation into the equally difficult
period of reconversion to the ways of
Time to Think
Snyder did not ask the industry
representatives to give an immediate
reply to his request which, in effect,
calls for continuance of the War Activities Committee, and each of the
men present will discuss the matter
peace."
with his own organization. The decision probably
be given
conversion will
director about
the the
timere-a
large number of exhibitors convene
in Washington on the 1946 March of
Dimes campaign, at which time the
theatre owners also will be asked to
continue to lend their screens for Government films as required, with the
same generosity they showed during
the war.
Snyder told the group that government information programs using motion pictures would be coordinated in
his office through the Media Programming Division set up Monday under
the deputy director for information.
Frank McNamee of Philadelphia, who
has been identified with the film industry for a quarter century and who
was formerly deputy chairman of the
War Manpower Commission, has been
appointedsultant,
to without
Snyder's
staff as it
a concompensation,
was
announced.
Those Present
Present at the conference were :
Eric Johnston, president of the
MPPDA ; David N. Noyes, vice-president of the SIMPP ; Francis S. Harmon, executive vice-president of the
War Activities Committee; Colonel
William T. Powers, 20th CenturyFox; Major Albert Warner, Warner
Brothers ; John M. Whitaker, RKO ;
Robert O'Brien, Paramount; Floyd
Weber, Columbia ; Howard Dietz,
Loew's ; Robert B. Wilby, chairman
of the program committee of the
WAC; Robert Denton, Paramount
Day. ; Anthony Muto, MovietoneNews
news
; James
Lyon,
Universal
reel, and
George
Dorsey,
News Newsof the

(Continued from page 1)
Spain
panies are reported to have turned
this offer down because of the fear
of accepting a quota system. Additionally, they say they feel that the
days
of the Franco government are
numbered.

Friday, November 2, 1945
Columbia
Foreign

Motion

Picture

in 16mm.
Market

London, Nov. 1.— Columbia will
enter the 16mm. market abroad, viewing the sub-standard films as presenting no interference with the 35mm.
field, Joseph A. McConville, president
of Columbia International, reports
I here. "Control of the 16mm. market,
' 'that
ihowever,
is necessary,"
he said, adding
is the
reason Columbia
plans
i to engage in the narrow-gauge pictures. Joseph Friedman, Columbia
sales chief here, in agreement with
McConville, observed that there is a
i "great field for sub-standard performi ance"
theatres.in areas away from regular
Indicating that Universal is considering 16mm. product, Nate J. Blumberg, president, said the company will
not engage
such activity
in "opposition to the inrecognized
exhibitor
who
has a building, investment and goodwill. That will be the cardinal principle."
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The

Victory

Greeks Sponsor Rally
First of a series of International
Victory Festival Days will be marked
at the Statue of Liberty in Times
Square tomorrow with a rally sponsored by the Federation of Greek
Societies of Greater New York, the
George Dilboy Post American Legion,
and the Phalanx and Great Alexander,
Greek war veteran organizations.
Town Officials Launch Drive
The mayors of various Westchester
County, N. Y., cities in a promotional
arrangement have purchased the first
Roosevelt Bonds in their respective
communities. Russell Emde is bond
chairman there.
Jacksonville Gets Steam Up
Jacksonville, Fla., Nov. 1. — A
bang-up celebration was held here
for the local start of the Victory Loan

'LP Executives Returning
London, Nov. 1.— Nate J. Blum- Sound Recording
berg, president of Universal; Matty
Fox, vice-president, and Joseph H.
(Continued from page 1)
Seidelman, president of Universal International, are expected to sail for tion pictures by maintaining modern
New York Saturday.
equipment in their theatres, he said.
Harry secretary,
Perlewitz,urged
the the
association's
members
Allvine Will Join in business
to study their neighboring towns
Radio Forum on Films where the operation of 16mm. shows
is advisable, and advised them to inThe pros and cons of the question,
vade the 16mm. field before outside
"Do Our Movies Influence Foreign competition comes in. Perlewitz took
Relations?" will be explored in a
by
Williamfollowing
Aschmannyesterday's
of Devrytalk
Corp.,
round-table discussion by Glen All- action
vine, secretary of the Public Infor- who revealed that thousands of prosmation Committee ; music critic
pective 16mm. projector operators are
Deems Taylor ; New York Times film invading show business.
critic Bosley Crowther, and Jocelyn
The New York anti-trust trial was
Selson of Britain who is working in discussed at the meeting by the assothe U. S., on New York station
ciation officers, as well as Benny
WQXR's "What's On Your Mind?" Berger, head of North Central Allied,
program to be broadcast Nov. 6, from Minneapolis, and Sidney Samuelson,
3:30 to 4:00 p.m.
executive secretary of Allied of Eastern Pennsylvania. Abram F. Myers
Iphigene Bettman will serve as moderator.
and Martin G. Smith, Allied general
counsel and president, respectively,
were unable to be present.
New Duties for McCall
Behind closed doors, Confidential
Francis C. McCall, manager of Reports was attacked, particularly its
alleged use of local checkers.
NBC'strate onnews
concenactive operations,
supervision will
of all
news
Adler Again President
and commentary programs, with special attention to the development of J. P. Adler of Marshfield, Wis., was
operational and on-the-spot material. reelected president for a second term,
Adolph J. Schnei4er, assistant man- and Perlewitz was reelected business
ager of news operations, will develop manager for a sixth year. Others
and supervise all special events pro- elected were : Charles Trampe, Milgrams for the network, while Joseph
waukee, vice-president ; Russell Leddy,
C. Meyers has been appointed assist- Green Bay, Wis., secretary, and
ant to the director of News and Spe- George Langheinrich, Milwaukee,
cial Events to coordinate facilities and treasurer. Directors, in addition to
bookings in both fields. He also will the officers, include Henrietta Eckhart,
clear bookings, schedules and circuit Wisconsin Rapids, Wis. ; Roland
orders with other departments.
Black, Edgerton, Wis. ; William Ainsworth, Fond Du Lac, Wis. ; George
Panka, Prairie du Chien, Wis. ; George
Lyman Returns to NBC
Fischer, Milwaukee; Jack Yeo,
Thomas Lyman, associated with Burligton,
Wis.; L. B. Bergtold,
NBC's guest-relations department be- Westby, Wis.; F. J. McWilliams,
fore he joined the Army Air Force,
Portage, Wis., and Edwin Schwalbe,
has returned to the network as assist- La
Crosse, Wis.
ant to William Seth, Jr., advertisingA record number of 750 turned out
promotion manager of the radio recording division.
for tonight's banquet, toastmastered
by William Ainsworth. Guests included J. J. Donohue, Allen Usher
WJW Files for Video
and Claude Lee, Paramount ; Jack
Washington, Nov. 1. — An appli- Lorentz, 20th-Fox; Dave Palfreyman,
cation has been filed with the Federal MP PDA ; Paul Modney, National
Communications Commission by WJW, Screen ; Leon Bamberger, RKO
Inc., Cleveland, for permission to erect Radio ; Ralph Maw and Walter
a commercial television station in that Brooks, M-G-M, and Al Kvool, Warner Theatres.
city; channel No. 4 is sought.

Loan

Front

Awards

Servicemen

Go

to

Writers

For the purpose of encouraging
members of the Armed Forces, the
Merchant Marine and others honorably discharged in the writing of fulllength books for publication, 20th
Century-Fox has established literary
fellowshipclares.
awards,
the made
company
deAwards are
on the
basis of individual merit, non-competitively and without specific time within which applications must be made.
Thus
far, the company has made five
such awards.
Each totals $1,500, of which $150
is paid immediately upon presentation
of the scholarship, a like sum six
months later, and the balance of $1,200 in monthly installments of $100
dating from the award. In addition,
each award carries an option on the
motion picture rights, while $18,500
extra will be paid if the book is published by a recognized publisher. All
types of narrative will be considered.
Twentieth Century-Fox is also associated in another fellowship with
Reynal and Hitchcock, publishers, and
Projectors Slow
Hawley Publications, reprint publishers, restricted to men who have
(Continued from page 1)
written for Yank, Stars and Stripes,
or any other military publications.
ments and being considerably lighter That award pays $4,000.
in weight compared to its 1945 counterpart.
Shortly before the Office of War 36 In Line to Join
Information was abolished, as such, Picture Pioneers
to become the Interim International
Seventeen additional applications for
Information Service in the State Department, that office reported only a membership in the Picture Pioneers
fraction of the approximate 40,000 were acted upon this week, bringing
16mm. sound projectors which were to 36 thus far the number of candidates to be inducted to membership at
purchased by the Armed Forces during the war is expected to become the association's
annual Harvest Dinsurplus. Many of those projectors, Nov. ner28.at the Waldorf Astoria Hotel,
the OWI reported, were lost in action,
Among those whose applications
captured by the enemy or damaged have
been accepted are : John C.
in use and transit, and a large quanOliver Brooks, A. Jultity of those remaining will be used Bolte,ian James
Brylawski, Benjamin D. Cockrill,
for rehabilitation of veterans and
peacetime military training programs. John T. Doran, Abraham H. EisenIt is understood many that are de- stadt, David M. Idzal, Bert J. Menclared surplus will require servicing delson,
Alex
Schreiber,David
MartinA. G.O'Malley,
Smith, Henry
and repairs.
Greenberger, Walt Disney, Harry
Lewis, Arthur H. Pelterson, Edward
Distributors Sue
H. Rowley and Irving Samuels.
(Continued from pag* 1)
Blumenstock Names 2
percentage pictures to be shown in the
future. In certain suits, it is also
Two more appointments to Warners' field publicity staff have been
charged that
the
exhibitor
secured
reductions inrentals on pictures already made by Mort Blumenstock, advertising and publicity director. They are
shown by misrepresenting the grosses
on such pictures.
Matthew Cantillon, temporarily asThe court was requested by the
signed toGeorge Fishman in the Philadelphia territory, and Earl Evans
plaintiff distributor in each suit to re- to Art Moger,
with headquarters in
strain the defendant from disposing or Boston.
altering any theatre records pending
an audit and accounting, and to enter
judgment for the damages allegedly Joseph Cooper Dies
suffered by each plaintiff.
Portland, Ore., Nov. 1. — Joseph
Joseph F. Berry and James W. Car- Cooper, 54, assistant publicity manpenter of Hartford are attorneys for
ager of the Hamrick and Evergreen
the distributors.
circuits, died today after a three-day
illness. He was a representative of
Two Radio Incorporations the Seattle Herald and Boxoffice and
an entertainer on the old Orpheum
St. Louis, Nov. 1.— Two new Mis- circuit. His widow and two children
souri broadcasting stations have been survive.
granted certificates of incorporation by
the Secretary of State. They are Capital Broadcasting Co., Jefferson City,
WANTED SECRETARY
and St. Louis County Broadcasting
Co., Clayton. Incornnrators of Capital
Wantedtor. Secretary
to producer
distribuMust be familiar
with — exhibitor
are R. C. Goshorn, Bett J. Hamilton
contracts and capable statistician. Reply
and R. L. Rose, all of Jefferson City;
complete details.BOX 264
incorporators of the St. Louis County,
MOTION PICTURE DAILY
are Edgar J. Motherway, Loraine H.
Rockefeller Center 20, New York
Alsbury and Edgar L. Alsbury, all
of St. Louis.

Drive. With cooperation of Army and
Navy, a mammoth parade took place,
winding up with a mass meeting in
the City Stadium.
Ft. Worth Develops Twist
Ft. Worth, Nov. 1. — Prisoners of
war appeared on stages of local suburban theatres as part of the Kiddie
Bond Shows put on to inaugurate the
Victory Loan Drive. Downtown
theatres also presented big shows, with
giveaways as added inducements.
Other ideas are being developed from
week to week.
Promotion on Ferries
Lou Goldberg, Staten Island chairman for WAC, has arranged for the
display of banners on Staten Island
ferries, promoting bond premieres.
Additionally, bond investments are being solicited by volunteers on the boats,
and in the waiting rooms.
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Motion

Building
Are

Fewer

Bars
Now

Washington, Nov. 1.— Only a few
primary construction materials are
now in such tight supply as conceivably to impede theatre and other construction this fall and winter, it is reported byJohn L. Haynes, chief of the
newly-organized construction division
of the Department of Commerce.
Haynes listed lumber, brick, clay
sewer-pipe and castiron soil-pipe as
the potential bottlenecks and warned
that if these basic materials are not
more abundant by spring new construction will be faced with costly delays.
Lumber Still Low
"Despite
military
cut-backs, lumber
stocks
in mills
and concentration
yards
are still very low," Haynes said.
"For this reason, lumber is still on
the critical list, although it is hard to
see how the shortage can continue if
lumber
is maintained."
Until production
recently military
requirements
took approximately 45 per cent of the
lumber output at the present rate of
production, and if those demands are
halved there should be ample to supply the estimated demand for the 1946
construction program, Haynes explained.
"But even if there is an adequate
over-all supply, there may still be local shortages or shortages of particular
types of lumber, which might cause
serious delays," he added.
The current supply of brick is improving, due in part to OPA action in
granting a price increase to producers
East of the Rockies, but the 1946 supply may be 30 per cent short of demand unless the industry can recruit
sufficient labor to step up production,
Haynes reported.
U.A. Shifts Managers
Chicago, Nov. 1.— Nat Nathanson,
former branch manager for United
Artists, here, has been appointed head
of the San Francisco office, succeeding
J. J. O'Loughlin, who has moved to
Los Angeles.
has who
filled was
the
vacancy
made O'Loughlin
by Sid Rose,
returned to his local post.
Lefko Branch Manager
George Lefko, formerly circuit sales
manager for Warner Bros, in Chicago,
has been promoted to branch manager
in Des Moines, succeeding E. J. Tilton, who is retiring due to ill health.
Lefko joined Warners as salesman in
Cincinnati five years ago, after being
a branch manager for RKO in Cleveland and Pittsburgh.

New
Plans

Picture

Theatres,
Still

Remodeling

Developing

New theatre construction plans continue to be advanced throughout the
nation. Additional reports to Motion
Picture Daily reveal scores of new
projects under way or on the boards.
Easing
of theinmanpower
and mate-of
rials situation
several sections
the country is spurring the movement.
Also, where labor or materials are still
tight building plans continue to be
formulated in preparation for times
propitious for actual construction.
The Philadelphia area is one where
an extensive peacetime theatre building boom is now in progress. In the
Barren Hill section there the Federal
Housing Authority has approved construction of a 25-acre development
which will incorporate homes, stores
and a large theatre, while Stanley
Woods has announced plans for building a theatre on a site recently purchased in South Philadelphia. Four
other new theatres have been previously reported for the area.
Chicago Activity
In Chicago, Harry and Elmer Balaban, heads of the H. and E. Balaban
Corp. there, have announced that they
are ready to start work on their $2,500,000 proposed suburban shopping
and amusement center on North Ave.,
which will include a 1,500-car drivein theatre and a regular 900-seater.
Pre-war plans for reconstruction and
renovation of Warner theatres in
Wilmington, Del., were revealed when
Ted
Schlanger,zonehead
company's
Philadelphia
; A.ofJ.theVanni,
head
of the outside-of-Philadelphia zone,
and
Wirth, ofvisited
the company's
real Benjamin
estate department,
that city
on a tour of inspection. Immediately
scheduled is reconstruction of the Savoy, while plans are ready to be put in
force for streamlining the front of the
Arcadia.
Additional reports from various sections of the country on plans for construction and remodeling follow :
Plan New Theatres in
Minnesota, Wisconsin
Minneapolis, Nov. 1— Two more
small Minnesota towns will have new
theatres if plans now under way materialize.
Village officials at Clarissa, a town
of 520 _ population, have granted M.
D. Plaisted a permit to erect a theatre building estimated to cost $35,000,
and at Royalton, the local civic club
has
ing. asked the village authorities to approve and finance a new theatre build-

_ Royalton has been without a theatre
since the structure formerly housing
the amusement center was destroyed
Brauer in 'U' Shift
Cleveland, Nov. 1.— Leroy Brauer by fire several years ago. Clarissa has
has taken over as local Universal not had a permanant theatre in many
branch manager, succeeding Joe KrenMeanwhile, the city council at Mora,
years.
itz, city
who sales
resumes
his former
' position
of
manager.
Brauer
was Minn., has issued a permit to Ben
transferred here from Atlanta in a Krawwiecki to erect a $40,000 theatre
shuffle to make room for returning building, for the town's second theatre. He plans to open the new house
veterans.
Jan. 6. And at Zumbro Falls, William
Lang has opened the Falls in the
old opera house building.
Hoss in Seattle for 'U'
At Spring Valley, Wis., K. H. DaSeattle, Nov. 1. — Lon E. Hoss has
vis announced plans to erect a new
been named acting branch manager of
theatre building, and at the suggestion
Universal's
exchange
here,
following
the resignation of Sam Milner, who is of the city council the house will be
starting his own business in Los An- built by Davis and leased to Cecil
geles. Hoss was Los Angeles sale.* Charboneau, operator of the present
manager for Universal.
Spring Valley theatre.
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Anti-Bias Ordinance
Sought in St. Louis
St. Louis, Nov. 1.— A proposed city ordinance which
would affect theatres, has
been introduced in the Board
of Aldermen by Alderman Jasper C. Caston, Negro, of the
Sixth Ward. It would prohibit dismissal or denial of
promotion to any employe because of race, creed, or color
and would make it unlawful
for any public or private employer to practice racial discrimination.

N.

Y.

Paramoun

In

19th

Birthday

The New York Paramount Theatr
will celebrate its 19th anniversar
starting next Wednesday with a pro
gram
featuring stage
"Hold appearances
That Blonde'b:
and in-person
Frank Sinatra. The film will be tfo
675th picture to play the Paramoun
since the theatre formally opened ii
November, 1926, with "God Gave Ml
Sinatra is listed as one of thi
Twenty
Cents." star discoveries. Hji
theatre's
made his greatest
Broadway debut on his owijj
at the Paramount two years ago, after
having been featured there previously
with
Tommy Dorsey's
From I
that appearance
he wentorchestra.
on to stardom

in films and on radio. Other current1
stars listed as Paramount Theatre discoveries include Bing Crosby, R|l
Bolger, Ginger Rogers, Martha Raye,
Rudy
Vallee,Andrews
Danny Kaye,
Red Benny:
SkelFour More Projects for
ton, the
Sisters,
Cincinnati and Cleveland
Goodman and Tommy Dorseyr In its
Cleveland, Nov. 1.— A $1,000,000 19 years of operation the theatre has'
building project to include a shopping featured stage appearances of scores oil
center, a 2,000-seat theatre, bowling Hollywood stars.
hall and a home development, has been
announced by Memphis Shopping Cen- Harris Takes New Post
ter, Inc., headed by Morris S. Arnoff
at Brooklyn Village.
Albany,
Y., Nov.new1. —duties
'Bucky'as
has N.assumed
In Cincinnati, a 1,200-seat theatre Harris
will be built on upper Vine Street, director of publicity and promotion
with construction to be started in 60 for RKO Radio in the Albany dis4
days, it was announced by Nat Galley, trict. He is the first RKO man td
head of local Valley Amusement Co. serve on a full-time basis in Albany,
Alan Wieder, who has been covering
The house, to cost $200,000, is the city.
first theatre project in the downtown both Albany and Buffalo, will hereafter work exclusively in the latter
area since "V-J Day."
The Park-In Theatre Co. has
been incorporated at suburban Mt.
Healthy to construct and- operate an Seek All-Night Shows
800 -car drive-in on a tract already
San Francisco, Nov. 1.— -A move-j
acquired, with a tray-service restau- ment is underway to repeal the munrant to be operated in conjunction.
icipal code requiring theatres to close
Officers of the new project, first between one A.M. and six A.M. Enforcement was relaxed during the war
of its kind in this area in several years,
are : Robert Tusch, president ; William because of overcrowded conditions
Shafer, vice president ; Harry H. here.
Shafer, secretary-treasurer.
Elstun Dodge, manager of the sub- Talk Newsreel Theatre
urban Elstun Theatre, who, since his
St. Louis, Nov. 1.— The old Hollyrecent discharge from the Air Servwood on St. Charles St., which has
ice Command, has renovated the air been dark
for several years, is beconditioning system and redecorated
ing remodeled and may reopen as a
the house front, will install 800 new
shortoffsubjects
theater.
It is'
seats, a new box office, a lobby shop news
locatedandjust
the main
downtown
and an enlarged foyer.
shopping center.
Mugridge, Wingreene Plan
Kulick, Shelton in Deal
New 1,000-Seat Theatre
Bert Kulick has acquired distribuBismarck, N. D., Nov. 1. — Construction of a new 1,000 seat theatre from tionWilliam
rights to "While
Fiddled"
Shelton,Nero
representing
here is planned by H. O. Mugridge,
Gus Wingreene and associates. Cost Paul Graetz. The picture was pro-'
of the new house is estimated to ex- duced by Ealing Studios, London.
ceed $125,000.
Work on the new structure will be New Warner Exchange
started as soon as materials and labor
New Haven, Nov. 1. — Warner
become available, according to Win- Brothers has taken out a building permit here for the construction of a film
greene. House will be built on the
site of the old Rex.
exchange building on Meadow Street,
. The Mugridge-Wingreene combina- at an estimated cost of $150,000.
tion now operates the Bismarck and
Capitol, at Bismarck, the former un- To Book for Sanders
der lease from Fred Cubberley.
Rudolph Sanders has returned his
three theatres in Brooklyn to the buyDrive-in Company Formed
ing-booking setup jurisdiction of
. Albany, Nov. 1.— Mohawk Thea- Brandt Theatres ; involved are the
tre Corp. has been formed to build and Elton, Globe and Sanders.
operate a drive-in house here under a
partnership arrangement between Neil Kress Joins NSS Sales
Hellman and the Fabian circuit. OfMemphis, Nov. 1. — Milton Kress,
ficers are : Hellman, president ; S. H. formerly
with the Martin circuit and
Fabian, vice-president ; Harry Hell- Ross Federal, has become Tennessee
man,
secretary,
and
Sam
Rosen,
and Mississippi salesman for National
treasurer.
Screen Service.

What

your

does

penny

buy?

L/ESS than one cent out of every dollar spent on movie production is
spent on negative film.
But are you getting the most for your money? Invested in Ansco Supreme
Negative film it can mean a better motion picture.
For though all negative films are much

alike, there's a difference in Ansco.

And that difference comes out in competent
hands.
A combination of high speed, color balance,
fine grain, and a delicate gradation scale — all
these qualities of Ansco Supreme Negative
film add up to better, greater photography.
Investigate today's Ansco Supreme Negative
film. Discover its superiority for yourself.
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to

Get

2,500,000
Bond
Dooh

Passes

Says Industry

Gift

Tops 'Free Day' Quota

Independent

Producer

NOVEMBER

Is Not

TEN CENTS
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Bound

Scully

By Arbitration, Appeal Board Rules
The Arbitration Appeal Board has sustained the award of the
Boston tribunal in dismissing a some-run complaint brought by
the Atlantic Amusement Co., Inc., operating the Empire Theatre,
Fall River, Mass., against RKO Radio, the American Arbitration
Association reported at the weekend.
Nathan Yamins, who operates the Empire, demanded that RKO
license "It's
a Pleasure,"
an International
pictureTheatre,
which RKO
tributed, to this
theatre instead
of the Durfee
which dishe
also operates in Fall River. RKO, however, insisted that it would
only license the picture for the Durfee on the grounds of obtaining larger financial returns than if it played the Empire.
Yamins, in his appeal, asserted that he was interested in determining the rights of the exhibitor under Section 6 of the decree,
declaring that as operator of both the Empire and the Durfee he
was entitled to decide which theatre should play the film.
The Appeal Board, however, refused to rule on this point, observing that only one distributor was involved in the proceeding and
that it would not, therefore, have the benefit of the other four
distributor views. The Board concluded that, since "It's a Pleasure"
was not an RKO picture, and that since International Pictures, its
producer, was not bound by the decree, it could not be bound by
an award. It therefore concurred with the Boston arbitrator in
dismissing the complaint.

No less than 2,500,000 admissions
will be given by theatres during the
Victory Loan drive, it was estimated
at the weekend- by campaign director
Oscar Doob following a tabulation of latest
returns from the
field, indicating
that theatre
owners are
making general,
free - admission
offers far beyond the limits
set for bond
premieres and
Labor-Management
"Free Movie
Day."
Parleys on Today;
Oscar Doob
"R e a 1 i z ing that a tough
job is ahead
and that the public needs extra in- Johnston Attending
(Continued on page 11)
Washington, Nov. 4. — Thirty-six
representatives of labor and management, with as many alternates, will
British Export Unit
meet tomorrow for the national labormanagement conference called by
Used in Czech Pact
Presdent Truman to explore methods
of minimizing industrial disputes, with
The British Film Producers Asso- one of its objectives the prevention or
ciation has formed an export subsid- lessening of strikes which come from
iary, the British Commonwealth Film jurisdictional or other inter-union dissuch as has marked the film
Corp., which was successful in nego- industryputes,for
the past seven months.
tiating a film agreement with the
Czechoslovak film monopoly, Sidney Eric Johnston, MPPDA president,
L. Bernstein, film adviser, to the Brit- will participate in the conference.
On the eve of the meeting, repreish Ministry of Information and chief,
sentatives ofboth groups emphasized
film section of SHAEF, disclosed at
a trade press interview here on Fri- that a solution of the problem of industrial disagreements would not be
day. Bernstein, who is chairman of
(.Continued on page 11)
Granada Theatres, Ltd., a British circuit operating 35 theatres in the London area, is here from England on a
lecture tour.
E. J. Peskay with New
The export subsidiary, which is -the Pickford Company
American Motion Picture Export AsEdward J. Peskay will be executive
sociation's counterpart, Bernstein said,
may next go into Italy. Not all Brit- vice-president, and Charles (Buddy)
(Continued on page 6)
Rogers, vice-president and treasurer
of the production company being
formed by Mary Pickford to produce
"streamlined" 60-minute features for
United Artists release, Miss Pickford
No Paper Tomorrow
announced on Friday. She is presiMotion Picture Daily will
dent of the new company.
not be published tomorrow,
I.
J.
Prinzmetal will be secretary of
Tupsday, November 6, which
the company. Its first of six 1946
is Election Day.
productions is scheduled to get under
way in January.

Decision

May

Precedent

Banning

Re-Issues

Set

Editing

In a decision which, if sustained,
might have a far-reaching effect on
future handling of re-issued pictures
by distributors, the New York Supreme Court has denied a petition by
Irvin Shapiro, owner of the rights to
"Africa Speaks," to dismiss a complaint filed against him by Walter
Futter, who produced the film for
Columbia release in 1930. Harold M.
Goldblatt represents the plaintiff.
Futter, acknowledging that the defendant is the rightful owner of the
distribution rights to the film, charges
the ' latter with changing the continuity and sequence of scenes in such
a way as to impair the dramatic interest of the picture. Moreover, the
plaintiff alleges, in his presentation of
the film Shapiro credits his Mascot
Pictures Corp. with having produced
* (Continued on page 14)

Denies

Affiliates
Better

Get

Deals

Buying Combines Cited;
Kalmenson, Joy on Stand
By MILTON LIVINGSTON
Robert L. Wright, government
counsel, attempted to show during
cross-examination of William A.
Scully, Universal vice-president and
general sales
manager,
in the
trial of the New
York
suit inanti-trust
U. S.
District court .
here Friday that
were instances
where Universal
charged higher
percentages t o
independents in
subsequent runs
than to affiliated
first run houses,
and that buying
William A. Scully
booking'
combinations were organized and
by independents
to combatfiliatedthe
buying
power
of
the afcircuits.
Scully testified that while the
initial percentage charged affiliated
first runs might start lower than
(Continued on page 14)
$325,000
a Week
4IA'
Stand-by
Pay

Hollywood, Nov. 4. — The studios
will be required to pay approximately
$325,000 per week for stand-by
(IATSE) labor during the_ 60-day
period of arbitration of the jurisdictional affiliated
disputes between
'IA'Conferlocals
and those
with the
ence of Studio Unions, according to
computations
made at the
final strikesettlement conference
in Washington
last
week,
Motion
Picture
Daily
Michigan Allied in has learned.
The TA'
late lastonweek
that
Three-Day Meeting
(Continued
page insisted
14)
Detroit, Nov. 4. — The matter of
16mm. shows playing in competition
with regular theatre operation is exIn This Issue
pected to beoftaken
at the three-day
convention
Alliedup Theatre
Owners
October
gross summary is
of Michigan, which opens tomorrow
at the Hotel Statler here.
on pagement3;Wives,"
reviews of "AllotRay Branch, operator of the Strand
Do," page 6. "How Do You
Hastings, president of the Allied
unit, will preside.

2

Personal
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A COUPLE of weeks ago we
ing cheated of about $75 night- PRESIDENT TRUMAN opening
the Victory Loan Drive and adwere enticed into the field
ly or, within
even his comparadressing the nation on wage increases,
tively small operations,
$27,375
of theatre checking as a result of
the trial of Jap war criminal Yamaa perusal of an Allied States
a year. He is an enthusiastic
shita, and opening of the Al Smith
supporter of checking but he Memorial drive are featured in the
Ass'n bulletin on the subject
believes refinements in methods
current newsreels. Contents of the
which raised some points of obnow in use are desirable and he reels follow:
jection which impressed us as
Harry Mandel, RKO Theatres nabeing worthy of an answer.
MOVIETONE
Presidentin
has the average
exhibitor's
re- Truman
talks toNEWS,
nationNo.oa 19.—
increase
sistance to percentage
engagetional director of advertising and pubIn addition, the bulletin ofments.
licity, and Mathew Polon, chief film
wages. Secretary of State Byrnes anfered a suggestion for checking
nounces Charter of United Nations in efWe believe there are many
buyer, left Saturday for a tour of Midfect. Victory Loan drive off to a good
west houses and will return before the procedure (the reinstatement of
start eral
throughout
nation.
Japanese
Genlike him and, therefore, we cana clause formerly carried in liend of the week.
Yamashita onthe trial
for war
atrocities.
•
cense agreements prohibiting
not subscribe to any general as- Homeless Germans create problems in war's
sumption that an objector to aftermath. British wives of G.I.'s ask to
the engagement of local resitheir husbands in U. S. Al Smith
Irene Jones, RKO Radio Memchecking
is,
per se, dishonest or join
Memorial Hospital national drive launched.
dents
as
checkers)
which
soundphis cashier, was married last Sunday
even
insincere,
which
is
the
coned
practical
and
appeared
to
be
to Guy B. Harrison of Blytheville,
tention of many.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 217.— Unrest
able to meet one of the princiin Germany as winter nears. Jap war
Ark., and is being succeeded at Mem•
criminal Yamashita on trial. The President
phis by Jean Yarborough, formerly
pal objections to checking.
assistant cashier.
speaks honors
on post-war
wages.
"Brown
Derby"
Well, sir, the farther we penOne of the most amazing stor- part}Al Smith.
Victory
LoanStranded
Drive
launched. Rockettes
overseas.
etrated this subject of checking,
ies we encountered in the wilderBritish
brides
yearn
for
Yank
husbands.
Fred Meyers, Universal Eastern
the more fascinating we found
ness of the subject of checking
sales manager, left here over the wekit, and the more we realized
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 20.— Chicago
(and
we were told that signed
fire razes grain elevator. President opens
end for a visit to exchanges in Washwhat a big subject it is and how
confessions
substantiate
it)
was
ington, Philadelphia, Albany, Buffalo,
Victory Loan Drive. For Sale— 30,000 G.I.
little most people in the industry
aftermath: Displaced Gerand New Haven. He will be back
of one exhibitor who by collu- horses. mans.Nazi
World
Charter
becomes
really
know
about
it.
next week.
sion
with
a
vast
network
of
coltions.
Thunder
over Japan.
. law
, of na•
•
PATHE NEWS, No. 22.— Top Japs
As we wrote in these columns
successfully "froze"
film rentals inlaborators,
his community
for in RKO
Marilyn Starr, daughter of Herprison, Yamashita trial opens. President
more than three years.
Truman calls for labor -employer unity.
two weeks ago, it involves milman Starr, Warner vice-president,
Traitor Pierre Laval faces firing squad.
lions of dollars in theatre
will marry Andrew M. Weiss of
In this case a rigid ceiling Allied
problems in ruined Berlin. F.D.R.
grosses and distribution revenue.
New York. The engagement was anwas maintained on receipts bond in 8th loan drive. LaGuardia opens
We talked to exhibitors as well
nounced Friday.
"Smith
Club." Cordless iron is post-war
which were to be reported for
•
as distribution and checking
individual theatres on individual
Seymour Nebanzal, whose latest people, and we found many small
UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL,
No. 447.—
nights. Receipts reported could gadget.
urges war wage adjustcircuit owners who are equally
for
is 'Whistle
Stop,"to isconfer
due
be any amount less than the Presidentment.Truman
America
goes
back
to
peace.
from UACalifornia
this week
tried for war crimes. SupportYamayour
as anxious as the latter to plug
agreed upon ceilings but could Victoryshita Loan.
with playwright Philip Yordan on
Al Smith Memorial Fund
the
leaks
that
from
day
to
day
drive.
not
exceed
them.
future plans.
•
may amount to but a few dolThe case was broken by indelars, but in the aggregate and
pendent'checkers. We are told
M. E. Morey, assistant sales manathat details of it will soon be a RCA 9 Months Net
ger for Monogram, has returned to "over a period of months, involve
matter of court record.
New York after a three-week trip staggering sums for even small
Up to $8,204,470
theatre operations.
through the Midwest.
Net income of RCA after all
•
Unfortunately, much of the
charges and taxes for the first nine
record of checking experience is
Boris Morros is in New York from
Dave Blum of Loew's home
so bad that it tends to discredit
office foreign department dis- months of 1945 was $8,204,470 comthe Coast for talent and story conferthe sim-of
putes aDepartment of Commerce
any and all objections to the
ences in preparation for his next proilar pared
periodwithin$6,734,670
1944 or anforincrease
duction.
practice
which
may
be
raised.
It
report,
published
in
Motion
according to Brigadier
•
Picture Daily recently, that $1,469,800,
is unfortunate, because many
General David Sarnoff, RCA presiPerc Westmore, head of the wholly sincere criticisms of
dubbed versions are less popudent.
makeup department at the Warner
lar in some Latin American
can be and are made
After payment of preferred divistudio, left New York Friday for the checking
countries, notably Chile, than
and if these are to be shrugged
dends, earnings applicable to common
Coast.
stock
for the first nine months of
•
off superciliously, improvements
films with Spanish or Portu1945 was 42 cents per share, comin methods of checking and the
John Jenkins, president of Astor
guese subtitles.
pared with 31.5 cents per share for the
ultimate solution of the huge
Pictures, Dallas, and Jay-Bee Film
Says Dave,
for subTotal gross income destantiation visiting
a calling in
member
of 1944 period.
Co., Atlanta, is visiting the latter city. problems wrapped up with it are
clined to $222,002,916. Provision for
•
bound to be delayed.
Federal
income
taxes declined $5,153,the
company's
Latin
American
•
Michael Curtiz, Warner direcstaff : "It is quite possible that 100 from the 1944 period to $16,592,tor, will arrive in Hollywood tomorthe Department of Commerce
One exhibitor, who operates
400, for the current year.
row from New York.
reports are based on information
•
five theatres, told us that he besupplied by representatives who
came suspicious of some emEmory Austin, M-G-M Atlanta
may contact only the foreign or Editors, Publishers
ployes when, preparing to leave
publicity representative, has returned
town for a vacation, he changed
there from Nashville.
international colonies in the capTo Welcome Mitchell
•
itals and principal cities, rather
his visiting schedule to the
Col. Curtis Mitchell, newly apthan the nationals en masse,
houses and covered the five in
Henry Blanke, Warner producer,
pointed national director of advertisarrived on the Coast yesterday from
who comprise the biggest martwo nights instead of his cusing and publicity for Paramount, will
New York.
ket.
It
is
to
be
expected
that
be welcomed by trade press editors
•
tomary four nights. The differthe international set would pre- and publishers at a luncheon Wednesence in receipts on the nights of
Bill Zoellner, M-G-M Atlanta
fer subtitles ; as natural as for
day at the Monte Carlo here. Host
branch manager, is on a trip to his visits- were so much higher
the natives to prefer dubbing in will be Linonel Toll, editor of The
Miami.
than on equivalent nights previIndependent, who worked with
•
ously that he asked to have his
Mitchell while the latter served as
a familiar language."
Loew's
foreign
department
is
Charles Kessnick, M-G-M Souththeatres checked during his abhead of the Pictorial Branch of the
sence
from
the
city.
committed
to
the
dubbing
procern division manager, is in Charlotte,
War
Department Bureau of Public
N. C.
ess.
Relations.
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ET. GOMERSALL, Universal as• sistant general sales manager, left
here Friday for Denver, Salt Lake
City, Portland, Seattle and Los Angeles. He will return in about three
weeks.
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USIS

Making

French

Film

to Aid

U.S.

Motion
October
Moves

In a step to further better relations
between the French people and the U.
S. Army, the United States Information Service of the State Department
in Paris is producing a thnee-reel film
to be titled "Le Retour" in France
and "Homecoming" in England, dealing with the return of French prisoners of war to France after they were
liberated from Nazi prison camps by
the U. S. Army.
Former French prisoners of war in
cooperation with U. S. Army officers
are participating in the production
under the supervision of Noma Rathner of USIS in Paris. U. S. Army
Captain Jerrold Krimsky is the director. Henri Cartier-Bresson, an exprisoner of war and former assistant
to Jean Renoir, is technical advisor.
Lt. Richard Banks of the U. S. Army
is production manager and Claude
Roy and Robert Lanney, two other
French prisoners who have returned,
wrote the scenario and music score
respectively. Music will be conducted
by Roger Desormiere, orchestra head
of the Opera Comique.

Lewis Studies 'Art*
Theatre for South
Atlanta, Nov. 4. — Martin J.
Lewis, director of New York's Little
Carnegie Playhouse, was in Atlanta
last week to survey prospects for
operation here of an "art" theatre of
the type of the New York house.
There are few such houses in the
South, although the Emory here operated on that policy for a time under
Daniel Demetry.
Initial reaction to Lewis's plans was
favorable. The house would play
revivals of film classics and British,
French and other foreign product.
Mono,

to Establish

Up

Picture

lst-Run

Income

2 War

Dept.

Set

Release

for

Films

Impressively

First-run business in the key cities
around the country graduated to more
impressive levels during October as
compared to the previous month's income and this year's grosses continue
to hold the
over Picture
last year's,
according toedge
Motion
Daily
field correspondents' reports.
The week ending Oct. 13 was particularly strong as the result of the
Columbus Day holiday with an average of $18,200 registered at 136 "sampled" houses. The box office intake
during the following two weeks which
had no holiday assistance fell off
slightly.
Manyperformers
of September's
box
office
continuedbetter
to draw
well around the country at the beginning of October, but in some instances
their drawing power began to lag in
1945
Average
Week
No. of Total Per
Ending Theatres Gross Theatre
Jan. 5-6
136 $2,828,300 $20,796
Jan. 12-13
133 2,393,400 17,995
Jan. 19-20
136 2,289.400 16,826
Jan. 26-27
149 2,543,400 17,069
Feb. 2-3
148 2,534,300 17,123
Feb. 9-10
144 2,506.700 17,407
Feb. 16-17
141 2,491,800 17,672
Feb. 23-24
143
March
2-3
134 2,448,000
2,462,100 17,118'
18,373
March 9-10
144 2,448,700 17,000
March 16-17 .... 152 2,530.500 16,648
March 23-24 144 2,248,900 15,687
March 30-31 .... 137 2,123,100 15,446
April 6-7
; 129 2.293.900 17,782
April 13-14
138 2,265,600 16,349
April 20-21
123 1,893,700 15,395
April 27-28
137 2,179.500 15.908
May 4-5
132 2,141,000 16,219
May 11-12
123 2,166,400 17,613
May 18-19
141 2,390,000 16,950
May 25-26
127 2,052,800 15,153
June 1-2
119 1,902,700 15,989
June 8-9
128 2,020.800 15,788
June 15-16
136 2,266,600 16,666
June 22-23
125 1.903,400 15,227
June 29-30
119 1,952,800 16,410
July 6-7
132 2.248.900 17,371
July 13-14
143 2,586,S0O 18,089
July 20-21
131 2,271,300 17,384
July 27-28
123 2,156.100 17,529
Aug. 3-4
136 2.395,400 17,613
Aug. 10-11
120 2,316,100 19,300
Aug. 17-18
129 2,367,500 18,352
Aug. 24-25
147 2.699.200 18,362
Aug. 31 -Sept. 1.. 146 2,676,100 18,334
Sept. 7-8
139 2.689.600 19,350
Sept. 14-15
141 2,484,600 17,621
Sept. 21-22
143 2,535,700 17,732
Sept. 28-29
140 2,360,100 16,858
Oct. 5-6
146 2,512,400 17,208
Oct. 12-13
136 2,475,200 18,200
Oct. 19-20
137 2,454,100 17,913
Oct. 26-27
139 2,476,700 17,818

Subsidiary in Rio
Monogram International will establish a subsidiary in Brazil with headquarters inthe offices of British Films
of Brazil, Ltd., Rio de Janeiro, which
handles Monogram distribution in that
country.
Charles Rosmarin, newly appointed
manager for Argentina, now in New
York, will stop off in Rio on his way
to Buenos Aires to set up the company. He is scheduled to leave here Walsh to Warners
Thursday.
Mort Blumenstock, director of advertising and publicity for Warner
Centro Buys Two Films
Bros., has appointed Everett Walsh,
"The Last Chance," MGM's first of formerly art director of MacFadden
19 foreign films acquired for release Publications, Liberty Magazine and
in the United States, has been bought Buchanan and Co., to the post of sufor distribution in Argentina, Urupervisor of art. Walsh recently completed nearly four years of service as
guay, Paraguay, Colombia and Venezuela by Centrofilm, here. Another a Lieutenant-Commander in the U. S.
European production which Centro- Coast Guard.
film has acquired for distribution in
some Latin American territories, is
W. B. December Releases
"Marie-Louise."
Award for Gene Kelly
Gene Kelly has been elected winner
of the "Page One Award" for outstanding performance in the dance
field for 1945. The award will be
presented to the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer star at the "Page One Ball," to be
held under the auspices of the Newspaper Guild of New York at Madison
Square Garden on Dec. 6.
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the final days of lengthy holdover engagements.
Among the newer entries in the field
which are rolling up attractive grosses
are "Weekend at the Waldorf", "The
House on 92nd Street," "The Dolly
Sisters," "Kiss and Tell," and "Mildred Pierce." which remain in the reAttractions
ports on money makers are "Rhapsody
in Blue," "Anchors Aweigh," "Wonder Man," "Love Letters," "State
Fair," "Our Vines Have Tender
Grapes," "Duffy's Tavern," "The Story
of G. I. Joe," "Johnny Angel," "Over
21," "You Came Along," "The Great
John L" and "The Spanish Main."
Composite key-city box office reports
for 1945, to date, compared with corresponding weeks of 1944, follow:
1944
Average
Per
Week
No. of Total
Ending Theatres 417,700 Theatre
Gross
Jan. 7-8
117
311.400
040,700
Jan.
14-15 149
134
15,229
15,513
Jan. 21-22
$20,664
16,090
Jan.
28-29
147
365^200
220,000
Feb. 4-5
153
512,200 16,419
Feb. 11-12
137
16,:04
459,800
Feb. 18-19
155
760,100 15,870
Feb. 25-26
ldl
16,307
17,144
.397.100
March 3-4
147
463,400
March 10-11
147
March 17-18
153
661.100 16,758
18,761
March 24-25
150
487,700
025,000 16,585
March 31 -Apr. 1.. 152
13,329
15,298
340,600
17,530
April 7-8
153
506,800
April 14-15
143
564,200 17,326
16.084
April 21-22
148
090.900
238,700 15,655
April 28-29
130
May 5-6
143
338,700 14,926
May 12-13
146
417,000
349,400 16,018
May 19-20
162
May 26-27
155
242,500 15.157
June
2-3
143
15,683
938,000
13,752
June 9-10
141
934,400
June 16-17
135
14,726
17,288
002,800 14,322
Tune 23-24
136
178;300
490.900
June 30-Julv 1... 126
17,178
July 7-8
145
15,478
228,500
July 14-15
144
321,400 15,685
July 21-22
148
245,400 16,632
July 28-29
135
324,500
Aug. 4-5
141
15,913
355,200 15,777
Aug. 11-12
148
514,100
Aug. 18-19
153
516,800 17,850
16,433
Aug. 25-26
141
,313,600 18,217
Sept. 1-2
127
703,600
18,775
Sept. 8-9
144
638,200 16,697
Sept. 15-16
158
Sept. 22-23
146
16,927
505,900
640,700 17,164
Sept. 29-30
156
411,500 17,732
Oct. 6-7
136
16,165
Oct. 13-14
152
457,200
641,300 16,824
Oct. 20-21
157
Oct. 27-28
145
450,900 16,902

Two War Department documentaries,Home,"
"AppointmentHave
in been
Tokyo"set and
"Welcome
for
distribution, the former in December and the latter on Nov. 22, it was
announced by the industry War Activities Committee.
At the request of the War Department, Warners will release "Appointment inthe
Tokyo,"
depicting
Pacific awar52-minute
from the film
fall
of the Philippines early in 1942 to the
surrender ceremonies in Tokyo Bay in
September, 1945, which has been produced by the U. S. Army Pictorial
Service. Also at the request of the
department, M-G-M will handle
"Welcome Home," two-reel short
dealing
with life,
servicemen's
readjustment
to civilian
in the Albany,
Des
Moines, Oklahoma City and Portland
exchanges, while United Artists willdistribute in all others. "Welcome
Home"nethwas
produced
MajorshotKenMacKenna
from by
footage
by
Army, Navy, Air Forces and Marine
cameramen.
Morgan Sees Public
Demand for Shorts
"The cutting down of war shorts
has created an increased demand for
entertaining short subjects by both exhibitors and public," declared Oscar
A. Morgan, Paramount short subjects sales manager, upon his return
from an extended trip throughout the
Midwest and South at the weekend.
In support of his optimistic assertion,
Morgan cited a leading Kansas City
circuit operator's forecast to him of
a definite trend toward single bills
supported by shorts and newsreels.
Events of the past two years have
been responsible for this movement,
Morgan
said, describing
it as "the
result of public
clamor which
is impressing theatre owners with the fact
that single bills supported by a newsreel and short subjects are more to
the public's taste than double feature
bills." He said armed forces' attendance
for which
the government's
wartimefigures
theatres,
featured single
bills plus newsreel and shorts, "proved
the soundness of this policy."
Four 'Dakota' Dates
Following its world premiere last
Thursday,
"Dakota"
opened daywhen
and Republic's
date at the
Paramount Hollywood and Downtown
Theatres in Hollywood and Los Angeles, respectively, the production is
slated for pre-release engagements at
the Woods, Chicago, and the Uptown
Theatre, Salt Lake City, on Nov. 13,
and at the Fox, St. Louis, on Nov. 27.

Four Jessel Air Spots
George Jessel, producer of 20th
Century-Fox's "The Dolly Sisters."
was set by the company's radio
department to appear on four Coastto-Coast programs, all emanating from
Hollywood ; the four programs :
Eddie Cantor, Friday, over 130 stations of National Broadcasting; Jack
Killed in Accident
Haley, Sealtest Village Store, Saturday, over 70 stations of National ; Memphis, Nov. 4.— John Terry
Jack Benny, yesterday, over 142 NBC
stations ; Joan Davis, today, over 143 patrons
Cljapman,of Sr.,
who was
"Pop"hereto
the 67,
Princess
Theatre
stations of Columbia.
where he worked as doorman, was
killed by an automobile last weekend
Warners' second general release for
on a local street corner.
December will be "Danger Signal," on
Palace to Show 'House'
Dec. previously
15. "Tooannounced
Young for
to Know"
was
release
"The House I Live In," non-profit
on Dec. 1.
featurette starring Frank Sinatra, will Freese Takes Ad Post
have its world premiere tomorrow at
John Freese, director of motion picture operations for the Jam Handy
the Palace Theatre here. The film,
Will Elect Nov. 27
produced by Frank Ross, directed by organization for the past 17 years,
Cincinnati, Nov. 4. — The Cincin- Mervyn LeRoy and being released by has joined the staff of Foote, Cone and
nati Variety Club will hold its annual RKO-Radio, was made in the interests Belding, advertising agency, in New
of better Americanism.
York.
election on Nov. 27.
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FLASH! Watch for details and tiein with CBS Thanksgiving Night
Broadcast!
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37

Motion
Pictures

Shooting
Strike

as

Ended

Hollywood, Nov. 4. — Production
dropped last week, as plans were reshuf led to meet new situations arising
out of settlement of Hollywood's longstanding labor dispute. Although only
three films were started, many others
were being prepared to go before cameras at an early date. Nine pictures
were completed, which brought the
shooting index down to 37 as compared
with last
week's
scene
follows
: 43. The production
Columbia
Finished: "Terror Trail."
Shooting: "The Al Jolson Story,"
"The Lone Wolf on Broadway," "Lullaby of Broadway," "Perilous Holiday," "Gilda."
M-G-M
Shooting: "Till the Clouds Roll
By," "Army Brat," "Star from Heaven," "Time for Two," "No Leave, No
Love," "Holiday in Mexico," "The
Green Years," "The Yearling."
Monogram
Finished: "The Haunted Mine."
Shooting: "Glamour Girl."
Paramount
Shooting: "Swamp Fire" (PineThomas) ; "Easy Come, Easy Go"
(formerly "Third Avenue") ; "The
Imperfect Lady" (formerly "I Take
This Woman") ; "Love Lies Bleeding"
(Wallis) ; "Monsieur Beaucaire."
PRC
Finished: "Once and For All."
Republic
Finished: "Crime of the Century,"
"The French Key" (Colmes).
Started: "West of God's Country,"
with Monty Hale, Adrian Booth, Sons
of the Pioneers.
Shooting: "Murder in the Music
Hall."
RKO Radio
Finished: "From This Day Forward."
Shooting: "Notorious," "The Dream
of Home," "Lady Luck," "Badman's
Territory," "Thanks, God, I'll Take It
from Here" (Lasky), "The Stranger"
("International).
20th Century-Fox
Finished: "Shock," "Sentimental
Journey."
Shooting: "Centennial Summer."
United Artists
Shooting: "A Scandal in Paris"
(Pressburger) ; "A Night in Casablanca" (Loew-Marx) ; "The Sin of
Harold Diddlebock" (Sturges).
Universal
Finished: "Because of Him."
Started: "Genius in the Family"
(Skirball - Manning), with Myrna
Loy, Don Ameche, Molly Lamont,
Richard Gaines, Sarah Padden, Clara
Blandick, John Gallaudet ; "On the
Carpet," with Abbott and Costello,
Jacqueline DeWit, Elena Verdugo,
Mary Gordon, George Cleveland.
Shooting: "Terror by Night," "Tangier," "Canyon Passage."
Warners
Shooting: "The Verdict."
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Reviews

'Allotment
{Monogram)

Hollywood

Wives

Hollywood, Nov. 4
MONOGRAM, which appears to have cornered the market in exploitation
pictures, here offers another, this one exposing the racket whereby young
women with no scruples against bigamy collect undeserved allotment and insurance checks from the governments Office of Dependency Benefits by the simple
device of marrying several servicemen.
The film is the second in a projected series to be co-produced by Kay Francis
and Jeffrey Bernerd. Its topical interest, as well as its melodramatic presentation, should reap a healthy harvest at the box office. The screenplay by
Harvey Gates and Sidney Sutherland, based on an original by the latter, is
lively and exciting, and William High's direction takes full advantage of its
possibilities.
Kay Francis, as a wealthy society woman whose sidelines are running a
beauty
service
canteen,
and aside
flourishing
bigamyquite
racket,
is a bit
too muchshop,thea lady
to men's
make the
criminal
of her career
convincing.
The same may be said of her associates, Otto Kruger and Selmer Jackson. So
gallant, so gentlemanly, so kind are they that their extra-legal activities — extortion, kidnaping and murder — seem less reprehensible than such crimes actually
are. On the other hand, Paul Kelly is extremely convincing as the government
agent who exposes the whole sordid racket.
Miss Francis, having graduated without honors from reform school, takes
up organized crime as a means of protecting her daughter from the seamy side
of life. She takes up charity — in the form of a service men's canteen — as a
means of furthering her criminal career. The canteen, obviously, offers ideal
opportunities for the pursuit of the marriage racket.
Everything
one Unsuccessful
of Miss Francis'
reform-school
appears,
with
blackmailis onrosyheruntil
mind.
in this
project, shechums
entices
Miss
Francis' daughter away from home, and introduces her to the fleshpots. By
the time the frantic mother recovers the daughter, the latter is in the hands of
the
government
are closing chosen.
in, and there
doesn't everyone
seem to be
any police,
solutiontheexcept
the one agents
the writers^have
Practically
in
the cast gets killed, with the exception of Paul Kelly and Teala Loring, the
latter portraying the errant daughter.
Running time, 80 minutes. General classification. Release date, Nov. 17,
1945.
Thalia Bell
How Do You Do
(PRC)
A FROLICSOME offering wherein the supporting cast is engaged fundamental y in feeding straight lines to comedian Bert Gordon (The Mad
Russian), "How Do You Do" should provide lots of fun for devotees of the
"Russian's" type of humor.
The Harry Sauber-Joseph Carole screen play, from an original by Sauber,
who also produced, concerns a vacation taken by a group of radio artists :
Gordon, Harry Von Zell, Cheryl Walker, Ella Mae Morse and Claire Windsor
— all playing themselves. They become innocently involved in a murder which
takes place at the resort hotel, and Gordon recruits some film detectives,
including Keye Luke, Thomas Jackson, James Burke and Matt McHugh, to
solve the crime and clear himself and friends. The actor-sleuths show up as
miserable real- life detectives, to highlight director Ralph Murphy's wholesale
tongue-in-cheek treatment of the proceedings. The murdered man reveals
himself to be very much alive, thus ending the film which, it turns out, had
been screened in a Hollywood projection room before the players, who agree
that the "victim" should have stayed dead to satisfy regular audiences. Thereupon, Gordon calls for a re-running of the film's last hundred feet and from
his projection room seat shoots the picture's revived murder victim who falls
in a heap on the screen.
Miss Morse vocalizes nicely on a couple of boogie-woogie numbers, and
Frank Albertson, as a sleuthing newspaper reporter, shares in the slight
romantic interest with Miss Walker.
Running time, 80 minutes. General classification. ReleaseCharles
date, Dec.
17.
L. Franke

By THALIA BELL
Hollywood, Nov. 4
MARK HELLINGER
acquired the screen rights has
to Ernest Hemingway's famed short story,
"The Killers," for use as the basis of
Hellinger's
first independent
tion for Universal.
. . . Leonard producPicker
is planning to produce a sequel to Columbia's "Adventures of Rusty," to be
titled "The
of Rusty."
. Paramount hasReturn
exercised
its option. . on
the
services of William Russell, and assigned him to direct "Manhattan at
Midnight," which will star Eddie
Bracken, Virginia Welles, Virginia
Field, Johnny Coy, and Spike Jones
and his band.
•
As a result of his performance in
"Holiday in Mexico," Bill Phillips
has been given a new long-term
contract by MGM. . . . John Payne
has been assigned the role of the
detective in Raymond Chandler's
mysteryRobert
story, Bassler
"The High
which
willWindow,"
produce
for 20th Century-Fox. . . . Walter
Colmes has acquired the screen
rights to Frank Gruber's detective
story, "The Silver Tombstone," and
will produce and direct it for Re•
Fred Zinneman has been assigned by
public.
MGM to direct "Louie, My Brother
Who Talked to Horses," which Sam
Marx will produce. . . . Terry Kilbourn has been engaged by Edward L.
Alperson for a featured role in "Black
Beauty," the horse story which Alperrelease.
son is making for 20th Century-Fox
•
Lillian Fontaine, mother of Joan
Fontaine and Olivia de Havilland, has
been added to the cast of Paramount's
current
"The Imperfect
. . . Uponcomedy,
his discharge
from the Lady."
Coast
Guard, Victor Mature will report to
20th Century-Fox for the romantic
in "ThreeArnold
Little has
Girlsbeenin chosen
Blue."
.lead
. . Edward
for a top role in MGM's "Three Wise
Fools," which
William H. Wright is
scheduled
to produce.
•
Vernon Keays has been engaged
to direct the
"Durango
Kid" eighth
series inof Columbia's
Westerns.
Titled "Landrush," it will co-star
Charles Starrett and Smiley Burnette. . . . Jack Skirball-Bruce Manning Productions, now filming "Genius in the Family" for Universal
release, have arranged to borrow
eight-year-old Bobby Driscoll from
Walt Disney for a top role in the
picture. . . . Henry Morgan has been
assigned one of the three male leads
in
"Johnny
Home,"
which
Ben Comes
StoloffMarching
will direct
and

Denham still has two stages occupied by the government, and Pinewood
is
still occupied.
Export Unit
Bernstein will lecture on "Films
(Continued, from page 1)
and International Relations" at various American universities and before
ish producers are a part of the export film groups in key cities throughout
subsidiary, he said, as some prefer to the
U. S.
Bryan Foy produce for 20th Cengo (The
it alone.
Crown to Continue
Czech agreement, to which
tury-Fox.
France, in addition to England, was
•
The Crown Film Unit of the BMOI
"Assigned to Treasury," an original
a party, called for an exchange of
will
probably
continue
production
of
newsreels and the importation into
story by Jay Richard Kennedy, has
Czechoslovakia of 10 features and information films, Bernstein declared. been acquired by Sidney Buchman
Production
People
who
have
something
to
say,
s for Columbia release. . . .
eight documentaries from the Alliance
Francaise Cinematographique and 65 and yet cannot use the production fa- William Gargan is set for a featured
cilities of commercial studios, may
British features.)
that they can use this agency, role in Dore Schary's current RKO
The government, which requisi- find
"TheyhasDream
Home."
tioned about half of British studio he observed. He predicted the rise of production
. . . Janet ,Martin
had herof Republic
theatres in England and the contract extended. . . . Jules Levey has
space during the war has released half special
Continent devoted to the screening of engaged the noted writer, Elliot Paul,
of this space to date, Bernstein esti- what he termed
informative films.
to write an original screenplay titled
mated, leaving about 25 per cent still
He was scheduled to leave here yes- "Conspiracy in Jazz." Herbert Biberin its hands. M-G-M's new Amalterday
for
the
Coast.
man
will direct.
gamated studios are still not free ;
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Passes

{Continued from payc 1)
ducements and added bait for bond
buying, hundreds of theatres are indicating that they will go further than
ever before in donating the on» thing
they have to sell — tickets — to help
the Victory Loan," said Doob.
For instance, Senn Lawler, public
.relations
chairman in Kansas City,
,r
IWired that the C. A. Schultz and O.
K. Mason circuit, operating some 60
theatres in small towns around Kansas City, has directed all its managers to put on a "Victory Bond
Week" and offer to the public free
admissions for bonds purchased at the
theatres or anywhere else in town. In
Buffalo, the Shea theatres opened
the drive with a "Free Movie Day."
Bond premieres, in theatres having
some 2,000,000 seats, will- involve the
giving of free admissions to at least
1,500,000 persons, Doob said. "Free
Movie Day" (Dec. 7) will mean another 750,000 seats occupied by bondcusfomers instead of cash-customers.
Special events in which tickets play
a part will account for another 250,000, he estimated.
Special Events Exceed
400 Mark in Carolinas
Charlotte, Nov. 4. — Pledges by
Carolina exhibitors to hold "Free
Movie Days," "Victory Shows" and
"Juniordrive
Victory
Shows"
in the
Loan
crossed
the 400
markVictory
over
the weekend, thereby topping former
bond-selling campaigns by a good
margin, according to H. F. Kincey,
WAC head for the Carolinas. Both
North Carolina, of which Kincey is
exhibitor chairman, and South Carolina, with Warren Irvin as exhibitor
head, have come through with greater
participation in the present drive.
The increased activity is partly the
result of a campaign among theatre
operators following the appointment
of 17 exhibitor district chairmen : J.
H. Webster, Lyle M. Wilson, Harry
Cooke, T. F. White, O. T. Kirby, W.
H. Hendrix, Worth Stewart, Roy
Rosser, A. F. Sams, Jr., George D.
Carpenter, Carl Bamford, Frank
Lundy, J. I. Sims, Hermit High, Bill
Drace, Ben Strozier and M. F.
Schnibben.

The

Victory

'Peace' Film Out Today
"To Win the Peace," a three and
one-half minute film depicting phases
of hospitalization for wounded veterans, is being made available, starting
today, through all key city distribution chairmen for the Victory Loan
drive. The subject is a Treasury Department production and contains a
strong bond-selling message.

Washington WAC Outlines
'V Loan Drive Plans
Washington, Nov. 4. — Ways and
means of increasing Victory Loan
participation throughout the Washington territory were discussed at a
meetingdustryofWar the
local distributors'
inActivities
Committee here,
presided over by M-G-M district sales
manager John S. Allen, permanent
chairman. Mechanics of the drive
were reviewed by vice-chairman EdJ. Fontaine, Paramount. Virginia
Theatres drive director Tom Baldridge spoke on behalf of the Old
Dominion exhibitors, giving a resume
of the program throughout that state
to encourage exhibitor cooperation.

Giveaways in San Antonio
San Antonio, Nov. 4. — A new
1946 model automobile will be given
away at a Victory Loan drawing in
the Majestic as one of the stunts under
way for the current bond-selling drive.
Another tieup, with a jewelry store,
involves giveaway of a $1,000 Victory Connecticut Is in Line
Bond. Seven suburban houses also are
New Haven, Nov. 4. ■— Harry
giving away electric refrigerators,
exhibitor chairman for Connecsewing machines, radios and other Shaw, ticut,
reports there will be 100 per
articles at bond premieres.
cent participation by exhibitors of this
state in Free Movie Day and other
Pittsburgh Area Moves Along
Victory Loan events. In addition,
Pittsburgh, Nov. 4. — Already set 54 Victory Shows and 21 Free Kiddie
in this territory are 155 Victory Shows had been set, with many others
Shows and 75 Kiddie Shows with
arranged. A Victory Bond ralmany more still being arranged, ac- being
ly also took place in conjunction with
cording~lo exhibitor chairmen Moe the Yale-Dartmouth football game
Silver and Morris Finkle and distribu- yesterday.
tor chairman Peter Dana. Practically
100 per cent cooperation is pledged
in the drive.
Rugar Replaces Barham
Salt Lake City, Nov. 4.— Due to
Portland, Me., On Its Way
injury sustained when he fell off a
Portland, Me., Nov. 4. — A gala
Tracy Barham, exhibitor state
Victory Bond rally aboard the U.S.S. horse,
chairman
for Utah in the Victory
Portland, followed by a formal dinner
with city, state and military officials Loan drive, has been compelled to
attending, got the Victory Loan withdraw. John Rugar, co-chairman,
Drive off to a good start here. The
entire program was broadcast over a has assumed full charge of the drive.
New England hookup.
$9,103,750 Loop Premiere
Chicago, Nov. 4. — A bond premiere
at the Chicago Theatre, staged last
week in co-operation with the State
Street Council, resulted in bond sales
totaling $9,103,750. The program included the first local showing of
"Duffy's
Tavern," plus Kay Kyser's
band on stage.

Shutter for Parade
Kingsport, Tenn., Nov. 4— All local stores closed last Monday, so sales
Quota First Day
people and others could participate in
Rich'stown
Square,
N. the parade and town meeting launchC, Charles
reports Myers
that hisof home
reached
ing the Victory Loan Drive here.
its bond quota on the first day of the Merchants offered big prizes to the
drive.
best salesmen in the campaign.
Bamford says that on Thanksgiving
Day the banks of Asheville will as- "Free Movie Day" in Series
Buffalo, Nov. 4. — Every Monday
sign their bond-selling personnel and
facilities to theatres, which are lunch- will be Free Movie Day here, with
ing a special Thanksgiving drive with theatres offering two guest tickets
free admissions to bond-buyers. An- free to Victory Bond buyers. The
other special drive, to induce buying campaign was launched with a big
of Victory Bonds as Christmas gifts, Heroes' Welcome Home Victory Bond
will follow.
parade.
Working with the exhibitor contingent are Benn Rosenwald, distribu- Five-Ply "Victory Show"
Buffalo, Nov. 4.— Five local theator chairman ; Roy L. Smart, WAC
tres—Shea's Buffalo, Great Lakes and
coordinator for the Carolinas and
North Carolina publicity chairman, Hippodrome, and the Lafayette and
and Sam Suggs, South Carolina pub- 20th Century — will join forces in a
five-way Victory Show to be held Delicity chairman.
cember 3. Each house will offer the
premiere of a new picture.
Southwick Returns
After more than two years in Army Portrait Goes with Bond
service, Gilbert G. Southwick has re- _ Investors in $100 bonds will be entitled to crayon portraits of themselves
joined the advertising sales staff of
Triangle Publications. He will cover sketched by Allan Jedl, noted artist,
national accounts for Seventeen and in
the lobby of the Criterion on
Broadway.
Screen Guide.

"Coming Events ..."
When, in a recent publicity
release, the Picture Pioneers
announced
that "Commander"
Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., would
be a guest of honor at its
annual Harvest Dinner, at
the Waldorf-Astoria, WednesNov. 28,
'phone day,was
kept Jack
busy Cohn's
by individuals who reminded him
that only the Navy Department could promote Doug,
Jr., fromtenanthisCommander.
rank of LieuThree days later the Navy
announced that Fairbanks
had been promoted to the
rank of Commander.

Front

Loan

Labor - Management
{Continued from page 1)
reached overnight, but were equally
emphatic that it could be dealt with
without
the enactment
of "tough"
labor legislation
by Congress.
The elimination of jurisdictional disputes is one of seven topics proposed
for consideration by the agenda committee, all designed to make the collective-bargaining procedure work and
assure that agreements once made
shall be observed.
Lengthy Conference Seen
Indications that the conference
would be lengthy were seen in proposals for the creation of a number of
committees, each to deal with specific
phases of labor-management relations,
which would develop their own programs and report them back to the
whole body for consideration.
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Trial

(Continued from page 1)
those to independent subsequent runs,
the sliding percentage terms arranged
with the affiliated theatres led to
higher proportionate rentals than from
the subsequent run independents. He
admitted that the independent buying
combinations enabled its members to
buy films easier and cheaper.
Other witnesses who were on the
stand during the 14th day of the trial
were Benjamin Kalmenson, Warner
Bros, general sales manager, and Col.
Jason S. Joy, 20th Century-Fox studio
executive in charge of all professional
personnel except actors and actresses.
Joseph M. Proskauer, Warner Bros,
counsel, also introduced testimony by
Harry M. Warner, president of Warner Bros., in affidavit form by stipulation with Wright.
Defendants Winding Up
Counsel for several of the defendants indicated in court at the close of
Friday'sicallysessions
thatthetheypresentations
are practthrough with
of their defense. RKO, which has not
yet put it in its defense because of the
illness of George Leisure, its -counsel,
indicated that it would require a day
for its defense. Whitney North Seymour, representing Paramount, and
John
W.
Davis,
indicated that
theyrepresenting
each intend Loew's,
to call
a brief witness. Proskauer and several other counsel explained that they
will present some statistical information in the form of charts.
With indications being that defendants will be able to complete their case
before the end of this week, Judge
Augustus N. Hand, presiding justice
of the three-judge expediting court,
complimented both sides for the manner in which they have presented their
cases without burdening the court
with confusing and voluminous evidence. He said that everybody had
cooperated very well in stating the
case.
Rebuttal Period
After the defense is completed there
will be an indeterminate period for
rebuttal without any indication at present whether it will be through briefs
or the production of witnesses. Wright
refused to state when questioned by
reporters
Friday's
sessions,
whether orfollowing
not he will
call witnesses
in rebuttal.
In direct testimony under questioning by Edward C. Raftery, counsel
for Universal, Scully cited additional
instances where the company had not
been able to sell its product, continuing on the stand from the previous
day. In this connection he mentioned
various buying combinations in Detroit, Chicago, Pittsburgh and Boston.
Proskauer attempted to show through

MITCHELL

MAY, Jr.

CO., INC.
INSURANCE
•
Specializing
in requirements of the
Motion Picture Industry
75 Maiden Lane, New York
510 W. 6th St., Los Angeles

Critics'
Quotes
. . .
"SPELLBOUND" (Selznick International-United Artists)
. . . the kind of picture you know must click ... a distinguished piece of
picture-making combining top-drawer direction with superb acting ... if you
bite off your fingernails, blame Selznick for an all-time thriller. — Lee Mortimer, New York Daily Mirror.
Director Hitchcock has failed to distill as pure and potent a drama of screen
suspense by his mixture of psychoanalysis, love and murder mystery, as he
has obtained in his simpler tales of horror and crime. — Kate Cameron, New
York Daily Nezvs.
Hecht has filled his script with eloquence as well as excitement. Miss Bergman and Peck make the most of it under Hitchcock's inspired staging. . . .
"Spellbound" is in the great tradition of such films as "Private Worlds." It
is the best of the lot. — Hpward Barnes, New York Herald Tribune.
a diverting
melodrama
if not keeps
an exciting
one.heroine
. . . It'sjust
at aitsjump
best when,
as ...
in most
of his films,
Hitchcock
hero and
ahead
of the law. — Rose Pelsvsick, New York Journal-American.
. . . best job Hitchcock has done since "Rebecca," which puts it in very
high brackets indeed . . . gripping quality . . . crisp, grownup story-telling. —
John T. McManus, PM, New York.
Seldom has there been a picture more aptly titled. . . . Miss Bergman again
demonstrates her sincere artistry . . . must rank among the better, seriousminded entertainments. — Archer Wins ten, New York Post.
"Spellbound" deserves its title, as a melodrama not so much mystifying but
always fascinating in detail, sustained in interest, and acted, photographed and
produced to perfection. — Eileen Crcclman, New York Sun.
. . . the flow of continuity and dialogue, the shock of the unexpected, the
scope of image — all are happily here. . . . His (Gregory Peck's) performance,
restrained and refined, is precisely the proper counter to Miss Bergman's
exquisite role. . . . David O. Selznick has a rare film in "Spellbound." —
Bosley Crozvther, New York Times.
Top Hitchcock, maybe the best he ever has done . . . based on the most
unlikely theme any movie ever undertook . . . absorbing and exciting. — Alton
Cook, New York World-Telegram.
the witness that when the defendants
had their own theatres they were able
to protect themselves from these combines and sought to have Wright state
whether he had ever proceeded against
any of these combines. When Proskauer asked Wright to stipulate that
the government had never proceeded
against any buying combines, Wright
reminded the court that the present
case was against an alleged buying
combine of affiliated circuits and that
the government had proceeded against
Crescent, Schine and Griffith as well.
500 'U' Franchise Deals
Scully testified that Universal has
about 500 franchise deals for its
product in that pictures are sold to
theatres for more than a one year
period and that this has been the
case with Universal ever since he
took over as sales head in 1938.
In his attempt to show alleged pre-,
ferential terms by Universal to affiliated theatres over independent subsequent runs in Philadelphia, Wright
introduced specific grosses for "ChristHoliday" init was
several
subsequent
runs. masHowever,
contended
that
comparison of rentals was not possible
because of different theatre conditions
and Proskauer finally set up a different set of theatres to establish a comparison. Itwas established that some
of the theatres mentioned had played
the picture on percentage terms and
others on flat rental. The possibility
of sliding-scale percentages was also
involved.
Kalmenson Testimony
Testimony and cross-examination of
Kalmenson was brief in contrast with
previous sales heads who have appeared on the stand. Kalmenson testified that Warner Bros, presently
sells its films individually although it
had sold in blocks at one time. The
company has less than 10 or 20 master agreements in effect, and averages
about 14,000 accounts on its better
pictures, he said. He cited the outadvantage ofas the
company's
ownership standing
of theatres
enabling
it to
give its pictures the proper exploita-

'Letters'

Millionth
Gets Rivoli Prize
Art Eigen, Jamaica, N. Y., ex-serviceman, received a $100 Victory Bond
for being the one-millionth patron to
see "Love Letters" at the Rivoli Theatre here.
Rivoli manager, Monty Salmon,
presented the bond to Eigen, as the
day.
latter purchased his ticket last Frition. He also stated that the exhibition of Warner films in Warner theatres aided the subsequent run showing of these films. Wright was left
with little opportunity to cross-examine Kalmenson and sought to infer
that Kalmenson received information
other than routine daily statements of
receipts of the exhibition of the films
of other defendants in Warner theatres. This was hotly denied by Kalmenson in a verbal tilt with Wright.
Joy described the operations at the
20th-Fox studio and the. nature of
the competition encountered in the
acquisition
sonalities. of story material and perWarner Denial

Monday, November 5, 19-1

Joy Cites Increase
In 20th-Fox Costs
Testifying to increased procosts of in20ththeCenturyFox sinceduction1940
trial of
the New York anti-trust suit
here Friday, CoL Jason S. Joy,
studio executive, said the
company produced 44 films at
a cost of S19.000,000 in 1940.
while
' season.it cost $35,282,000 for 28
pictures during the 1943-44
Joy explained
20th-Fox
had onlythat
five while
films
costing over $1,000,000 during
1940, it had seven films costing over S2,000,000 and 14 over
$1,000,000 during the 1944-45
season.
Re-Issues
(Continued from page 1)
the film without mentioning Futter.
Also a defendant in the case is Perfect Amusement Corp., operator of
the
W^orld
Theatre here which played
cently.
the edited version of the picture reSeeks Injunction
Futter seeks an injunction restraining the showing of the film in any
form other than the original, that
credit be given to him as the producer, and asks damages of $100,000.
In denying the defendants' dismissal
petition on the ground that the complaint isinsufficient upon its face, the
Court
that if thea plaintiff
"had
written ruled
and published
book without
obtaining a statutory copyright such
book would have been thereby dedicated to the public and any member
of the public would have a right to
publish it ; but no one would have a
right to publish it in changed form or
as the book of another person. The
same is usually true of a motion picThe defendants have taken an appeal of the decision.

Stand-by Pay
(Continued from page 1)

its ture."
replacement workers report at the
studios daily to stand by on full pay
while the ex-strikers performed the
work, but it was finally agreed that
they should remain at home unless instructed otherwise by the employers.
Thus Hollywood relaxed over its
first strike-free weekend since early
with production now enH. M. Warner denied the govern- last March,
abled to proceed at will to an exment's conspiracy charges in his afpected new high.
fidavit testimony. He traced the history of the company; its part in the
development of sound films and the
EXPERIENCE
beginning of its acquisition of theatres in which to install the sound
in making tickets for over 60 years
equipment which cost $25,000 per set
at the time.
has taught us that
Warner Bros, presently has an in- ACCURACY
terest in 547 theatres, according to
Warner, which is under the 1931 peak
in numbering is first in imporreached by the company when it had
tance, and the years have given us
interests in 591 theatres. Of the 14,DEPENDABILITY
090 accounts played - by "Princess
O'Rourke," made during the 1943-44
season, Warner testified that 12.926 of
— a priceless asset.
these engagements averaged $78.40 in
GLOBE
TICKET COMPANY
film rental per theatre, or less than
the cost of a positive print, while the 154 West 14th St., New York City
remaining 1,164 engagements averaged
Tel. W Atkins 9-1486
$943 per theatre.
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Every Showman knows that TURKEYS and BOX OFFICES don't mix . . . BUT
a TURKEY ... and turn it into PROFITS ... and THAT
is the real secret.
e
/i
^
ty-business ... and THANKSGIVING
NOVEMBER
is a great month for show

... we know how to CARVE
is the BEST

day of the month!

, . . That's the time to turn on your SHOWMANSHIP
. . . full blast!

7fan&&acwt*tg>
7>uat&i

Sentiment

7?tS-755.
TEXT

. . *3.50
~

On this day, our hearts are filled with
gratitude for the deliverance of PEACE to
a war-torn world . . . for the safety of our
loved ones, whose lives have been in
jeopardy . . . for the re-union of families,
long separated . . . and for the courage
of those whose sacrifices have been
greater than our own. We give thanks to
Almighty God for HIS blessing on this
THANKSGIVING 1945.
Order from your nearest NSS exchange!

Sell your SHOWS! . . . Run SPECIAL EVENTS
. . . Give every picture an Extra boost . . . and SHOUT to
your patrons that things are happening . . . hot and heavy
... in YOUR theatre ... in THEIR place of amusement!
MISTER SHOWMAN
will present you with his
whole "bag of tricks" ... on his November visit to your
theatre . . . HEADERS
and TRAILERETTES
to sell
your whole month of big hits . . . TEASERS ... to sell
those extra -special pictures . . . THANKSGIVING
SENTIMENT
TRAILER and promotional trailers for
GIVEAWAYS
. . . KIDDIES SHOWS . . . SPECIAL
MATINEES
. . . and a Feast of profit-garnering activi
ties . . . that are tried-and-proven Box Office successes . .
through the medium of NSS SPECIAL TRAILERS!
are thd
and added PROFITS
GOOD-WILL
MEAT on this TURKEY . . . so . . . CARVE, brother

. . . and prevent your Box Office from getting the BIRD!
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RKO'sNeed
Of

Its Theatres

YORK, U.S.A., WEDNESDAY,

Court
Schine
Of

Wants
Plans

Dissolution

Loan

NOVEMBER

TEN CENTS
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Drive Gains

Impetus: Fabian
The industry's Victory Loan
Drive picks up speed as it
goes into its second week,
according to the first weekly
progresstionalreport
by nachairman issued
S. H. Fabian,

and the campaign now is movBuffalo, Nov. 6. — Federal Judge
Eadie Also Testifies in
ing along on schedule.
Distributor chairman
John Knight has given Schine
Trial; No Session Today Chain Theatres and the Department
Charles M. Reagan states indications are that the 4,800
of Justice 60 days in which to subBy MILTON LIVINGSTON
bond premieres of the Seventh
mit plans for dissolution, realignWar Loan will be equalled,
The financial stability of RKO
ment or reorganization of the cirsince almost that number alcuit and to serve copies of the rewould be jeopardized if it were to
ready are pledged.
spective
plans
on
opposing
counsel.
be forced to divest itself of its theatre holdings, most of which are
Then, according to a .judgment signed by the court,
first-run "show
cases" for its
"within 30 days after service of
$500,000
Paid to
films, N. Peter
such a plan counsel shall advise the court in writing of
Rathvon, RKO
their objections, if any, to such
president,
'White Collarites'
fied in U.testiS.
plans and such counter or subDistrict court
stitute proposals for the carAn estimated $500,000 in increases
here Monday in
rying out of this provision."
and retroactivity is being paid out to
the trial of the
The judgment, following an opinNew York antiion by Judge Knight of slightly less MGM,
2.500 home
office employes
at Loew'sParamount,
Columbia,
RKO,
trust suit. Rath(Continued on page 9)
von said the
20th Century-Fox, National Screen
theatres enable
Service, United Artists and Universal,
according to the Screen Office and
the company to
Professional Employees Guild.
give its films Michigan Allied to
Negotiations for new wage increases
proper
exploitaN. Peter Rathvon
tion and pres- Air New Problems
are pending at Republic, DeLuxe Labs,
Artkino and Paramount. About 200
tige, in addition
to yielding lucrative returns.
employes are involved. At Republic,
By SAM HONIGBERG
I Rathvon was on the stand most of
SO PEG informs, negotiations are
(Continued on page 9)
Detroit, Nov. 6. — Peace-time prob- about to be concluded.
Company and union committees are
lems confronting the independent exhibitors, highlighted by a discussion working on computation of retroactivTo Review Chicago of the growing 16mm. field as a theity, according to union spokesmen.
atre competitor, will be aired behind Date of retroactivity at Loew's-MGM,
closed doors tomorrow afternoon at RKO, Columbia and 20th is Oct. 1943 ;
Jackson Park Case
the closing business session of the Paramount's date is July, 1944, with
three-day convention of Allied Thea- further retroactivity to be determined
tres of Michigan at the Hotel Stat- by an arbitrator's decision, which is
Washington-, Nov. 6. — The U. S.
(Continued on page 2)
expected this month.
j Supreme Court has agreed to review
■ a decision of the Seventh Circuit
1 Court of Appeals reversing a $360,000
Federal District Court decision in
FP-C Acquired 60 Theatres in Five
favor of the Jackson Park Theatre,
| Chicago, in a treble-damage trust suit
Years; Has 335, Says Fitzgibbons
against RKO, Lpew's, 20th CenturyToronto, Nov. 6.— Famous Players-Canadian Corp. during the
' Fox, Paramount; Balaban and Katz,
past five years, almost the period of the war, acquired whole or
- and Warner Brothers, alleging monopJ oly and price-fixing conspiracy as a
part interest in 60 theatres to bring the circuit's total in
result of which the theatre is said to
and Newfoundland to 335. The addition of these units means Canada
45,000
more seats to give Famous Players a seating capacity of 400,000,
compared with 729,000 seats in all of the 1,298 operating theatres
in the Dominion.
Rank and Universal
Details of Famous Players expansion since 1941 were revealed
by president J. J. Fitzgibbons in connection with the holding of a
In 16mm. Project
series of regional meetings for managers, first in the Toronto
J. Arthur Rank, on behalf of all the
district and subsequently at Hamilton, London, Ottawa in Ontario
Rank British producing interests, and
and in Western Canadian key cities.
J. H. Seidelman, president of UniverFitzgibbons pointed out the actual purchase of theatre properties
sal International Films, have entered
formerly only leased by Famous Players represented an expenditure
• into an agreement to form a new
of §2,400,000 in the five years. It was brought out that approxiworld-wide company to distribute and
mately 20 theatres had been recently acquired by the circuit. He
promote 16mm. films for educational,
asserted consideration is being given to latest developments in
religious, scientific and non-theatrical
equipment and theatre facilities. Such equipment will be installed
purposes.
as speedily as possible after availability.
The company will have available the
(Continued on page 2)

New

Peacetime

WAC
For

Is

Set

Exhibition

Will Deal with Matters
Outside the Industry
Exhibition will answer President
Truman's call for continued cooperative assistance with an organization of theatremen to function
somewhat similarly to the industry's War Activities Committee,
and also toinrepresent
nation's
exhibitors
matters the
originating
outside the industry.
The organization is in the
process of formation, following
a meeting of executive
WAC's theatre
division
committee, Si Fabian told a trade
press meeting
quarters Monday.at WAC headThe framework of the projected organization will be onsetpage
up 2)at a meet(Continued
Lazarus,
At

United

Jr. Back
Artists

Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., who left as
advertising-publicity director of United Artists to join the Army in April,
1944, returned to his post at the company Monday.
Barry Buchanan, later appointed to Lazarus' position,
sim u 1 t a was
n e ously
named director
of public
relations with headquarters at
fice.
United
Artists'
Hollywood
ofThe latter
represents
Paul X. Lazarus. Jr.
a new
executive post
with
the company
in line onwith
ac(.Continued
page expanded
9)
Schwartz

Cites

Job

Of Films in Reich
The job of motion pictures in Germany is to dispel the hatred of the
Germans for others and to bring to
them recognition that their present
disaster was brought upon themselves,
Fred Schwartz, Century Theatres executive and former
(Continued
on pageexhibition-dis2)

2

Motion

Personal
Mention
JCHEEVER COWDIN, Universal
* board chairman, and Charles D.
Prutzman, vice-president and general
counsel, arrived in New York from
London by plane Monday
night.
•
Si Fabiax, national chairman of the
industry's
Victory
Loan coordinator,
drive, and
Chick Lewis,
campaign
will be in Washington today conferring with Treasury Department officials on the drive.
•
Kate J. Blumberg, Universal president, and Joseph H. Seidelman, president of Universal International, are
en route from London to New York
on the Queen Mary.
•
Edgar J. MAnnix of the Association of Motion Picture Producers and
Richard F. Walsh, IATSE international president, have returned to
Hollywood from Washington.
•
Edgar Kobak, Mutual Broadcasting
president, was given a weekend reception in Atlanta by J. W. Woodruff
and Walter P. Speight, Jr. He will
return to New York in a week.
•
Arthur Horxblow, Jr., producer,
and Lenora Morris, were married
Sunday in the home of Bennett Cerf,
publisher, here.
•
Paul Raibourn, Paramount television executive, arrived in Hollywood
Monday
to survey
the company's plans
for television
activity.
•
Doris Warner LeRoy, daughter of
Harry Warner, was married last
Saturday night to Charles Vidor,
director, at Beverly Hills.
•
George A. Smith, Paramount Western divisional sales manager, has returned to the New York office from a
month's swing through
his territories.
•
George Chasanas, M-G-M Near
East head, planed from Hollywood to
New York at the weekend.
•
Claude Morris, exploitation manager for Samuel Goldwyn, has returned here from Canada.
•
Red Kann, vice-president of Quigley Publications, left New York for
the Coast on Monday night.
•
Harry Graham, Universal Southern division manager, has returned
here from New Orleans.

Michigan

Picture

Allied

(Continued from page 1)
ler here. Officers and directors will
be elected tomorrow morning.
Yesterday the convention was
opened by president Ray Branch with
a Victory Loan luncheon, attended by
over 200 and featuring talks by Frank
N. Isbey, Michigan War Finance
chairman ; Marshall Field and John
Knight, publishers. All praised the
industry's efforts on behalf of all bond
drives.
This afternoon's open meeting has
on schedule talks by Claude Lee, Paramount public relations director ; and
Leon Bamberger, sales promotion
manager for RKO Pictures, among
others.
Members at tomorrow's closed meeting will also hear Kim Sigler, special
prosecuting attorney for Michigan,
who is expected to interpret the New
York anti-trust suit, and Sid Samuelson, head of Allied of Eastern
Pennsylvania, who will explain Alfred's Caravan service.
The convention will close tomorrow night with a banquet, to be attended by dignitaries from all branches
of the industry. Paramount was host
at a cocktail party this evening, and
a similar affair will be given by 20thFox tomorrow afternoon.
Schwartz on Reich
(Continued from page 1)
tribution chief of the Information
Control Division of the U. S. Army
in Germany, declared here Monday.
Schwartz envisioned a long-term educational job for films until German
children are won to a democratic way
of life. Parallel with this, he said
films can be used to impress upon the
American people the long task in
sight.
Discussions are under way among
the Allies for an exchange of films
between the four zones of occupation.
Of 4,500 theatres in Germany, 1,500,
mainly the largest, were bombed out,
Schwartz said. About 150 out of 800
in the U. S. zone are in operation,
with authorities attempting to open
about 50 houses a week.
Schwartz was in Germany for threeand-a-half months, having been succeeded by Morris Goodman, Motion
Picture Export Association vice-president.

Brand,
Schlaifer
Conclude Meetings
A series of conferences between
Harry Brand, 20th Century-Fox studio
publicity director, and Charles Schlaifer, with a view toward a closer liaison
of their departments was concluded
Schulberg,Rubine Set this week at the company's home office
Public Relations Firm in New York. Detailed plans for advertising and exploiting the company's
1945-46 program were discussed.
Hollywood, Nov. 6. — B. P. Schul- day.
Brand
returned
to the Coast yesterberg, who handled publicity for Famous Players at its inception in 1912,
has announced the formation of an
independent public relations organiza- Herman Bland Services
tion in association with Irving Rubine,
Chicago, Nov. 6. — Funeral services
who has been associated with Warners and Columbia since coming West for Herman Bland, 57, president of
eight years ago and has lately had his Bland Brothers Circuit, who died here
Nov. 1, were held last Friday.
own publicity firm here.
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WAC

(Continued from page 1)
ing Dec. 5 in Washington, probably at
the Statler Hotel, to be attended by
31 local exhibitor chairmen of the
WAC as well as other theatremen. Fabian, circuit operator, and chairman of
the WAC theatre division executive
committee, who on previous occasions
advocated such an organization to follow WAC when it dissolves on Dec.
31, reported that he was empowered
by the committee to call the December meeting. It is expected to get the
organization rolling before Jan. 1.
Fabian emphasized that the new organization will not concern itself with
intra-trade practices and policies, but
will deal exclusively with pertinent
matters from the outside, specifically
the government, acting as liaison be
tween Federal agencies and exhibition,
accepting and handling government
films, supporting drives and the like
The organization, Fabian also
stressed, is proposed to be a definite
service to exhibition, protecting theatres from too much quantity and in
ferior quality of pictures, combating
adverse legislation and unreasonable
taxes, and like matters. He said that
"the main office of the organization"
mav be in Washington. He reminded
that the organization is in its infancy
tage. adding distribution is another
matter as yet unsettled.
Fabian described the organization
as in no way a part of WAC or any
other group. Moreover, he said, it is
not intended to take the place of, or
eliminate, any trade organization.
Regarding financing, Fabian declared that each "local chapter" will
support itself and contribute a percentage to the national organization.
Rank and Universal
(Continued from page 1)
library of Gaumont-Bfitish instructional films, the features and shorts of
the Rank producing groups and all
Universal features, documentaries and
shorts.
Both Rank and Seidelman stressed
that they will not permit the 16mm.
activities of the company to enter into
competition with existing commercial
theatres or exhibitors of 35mm. product.
Siegel Assists Ginsberg
Hollywood, Nov. 6.— Henry Ginsberg, Paramount vice-president in
charge of studio production, announces
the appointment of Sol C. Siegel as
his assistant on all production activities. The post parallels that held by
Harry Tugend.

Report Leserman to
J oin Ben Bogeaus
Hollywood, Nov. 6— Carl Leserman, United Artists sales manager, reportedly will join Benedict Bogeaus,
independent producer, in a special executive sales capacity in the near
future.
Bogeaus'
pictures are distributed by United Artists.
Leserman, who has been on the
Coast on business for the past several
weeks, was reported yesterday to be
en route to New York from there and
could not be reached for comment on
the Hollywood report. Several months
ago Leserman was reported to be discus ing adeal with Howard Hughes.

NEW

YORK

THEATRES

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
50TH ST. & 6TH AVE.
Ginger Rogers • Lana Turner
Walter Pidgeon • Van Johnson
"WEEK-END
XAVIER CUGATATandTHEhis WALDORF"
ORCHESTRA
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayar Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
ID O. SEIZNICK pnunn
INGRID

BERGMAN

GREGORY

PECK

... ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S
Spellbound
ASTOR 3KE
CONTINUOUS f*OM93QA.M. • LATE. SHOW £V£*Y NIGHT
IN PERSON
ON SCREEN
1st N. Y. SHOWING John CALVERT
AND HIS REVUE
DANGEROUS
JAMES CRAIG
SIGNE HASSO

M ! GU ELI TO
VALDES

EDDIE PARTNERS'
BRACKEN - VERONICA LAKE
IN PERSONBLONDE"
HOLD THAT
FRANK SINATRA
Extra! JAN SAVITT and His Band

O'HARA
PALACE
Paul
Maureen
HENREID

B WAY &
47th St.
SLEZAK
Walter

Radio Picture
"TheAn RKO
SPANISH
MAIN"

Boyd
GetsNov.'Cassidy'
Hollywood,
6. — William Boyd
has acquired screen rights to "Hopalong
Cassidy"
fromfilms
Harry
Sherman
and will
make six
in the
series
during 1946.

ELEVENTH WEEK

Selznick Names Ross
Hollywood, Nov. 6. — David O.
Selznick has appointed Robert Ross
his Eastern production manager.
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How are you feeling?
★ ★ ★ ★
Isn't
it
the
one and
movieanother
gives
you one kindtruthof that
feeling,
another?
★ ★ ★ ★
We're recommending a dancing-onclouds, falling-in-love feeling —

The feelingspectacular
you get new
fromTechnicolor
M-G-M's
wonderful,
musical, "Yolanda and the Thief".
And the feeling you get from those experts in make-love- while-you-dance U
Fred Astaire and Lucille Bremer. /§:

Ycu met Fred before, but never more
dashing or debonair.
★ ★ ★ ★
You met lovely Lucille in "St. Louis",
clanging along in that well-known trolcar. And
her leyfrom
now you'll
on. see plenty more of
★ ★ ★ ★
No matter what the dictionary says
about "extravaganza", you'll find more
of it in "Yolanda and the Thief".

It's a musical fiesta as colorful as a
cockatoo, with a story to match and
music in the mood.
★ ★ ★ ★
You'll be humming like a humming bird
after hearing "Will You Marry Me?",
"I've An Angel", "This Is A Day For
Love", "Yolanda", and "Coffee Time".
Arthur Freed and Harry Warren really
wrote their hearts into these.
Frank Morgan is in the fun— frolicsome
and festive — with Mildred Natwick (of
Broadway fame), Mary Nash, and
Leon Ames. Jacques Thery and Ludwig
Bemelmans wrote the story and Irving
Brecher fashioned it to the screen.
★ ★ ★ ★
Director Vincente Minnelli brings his
M-G-Magic
"Yolanda".
Arthurit
Freed felt sotouch
good toabout
producing
that he helped write the songs.
★ ★ ★
How do we feel
about it? Oops
. . . there we go !
We've got that
dancing-onclouds, fallingin-love feeling
again !

"I'm

blushing
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Having
Week

A sharp drop in temperature spurred
downtown New York theatre going
over the weekend ; the closing of
schools for fuel conservation contributed to business on Monday, and the
holiday yesterday further bolstered receipts. Holiday prices prevailed yesterday. Four new shows performed
spiritedly at the box-office while holdovers generally showed renewed
strength.
"Spellbound" is setting a very robust pace at the Astor, where it finishes its first week tonight with a
gross expected to exceed $55,000. This
is unusually high for the house and indicates another lengthy run. "This
Love of Ours," at the Criterion, is
headed for a relatively top-notch initial week with a huge $43,000 seen. At
the Strand, "Confidential Agent" and
Vaughn Monroe's orchestra on stage
is another healthy attraction,' the show
reportedly having broken a record over
the weekend, building to a $70,000
week.
$84,000 at Roxy
At the Roxy the fourth new entry,
"And Then There Were None," plus
Carl Ravazza, Jay Jostyn, Nicholas
Brothers and Dave Apollon on stage,
are taking a fair share of the harvest,
with
a first week's business of $84,000
indicated.
Holdovers are bringing in grosses
equaling or barely under last week's
takes. "Weekend at the Waldorf" at
the Music Hall is zooming over last
week's
with $123,500
This is figure,
tremendous
since the expected.
show is
in its fifth week.
The Capitol show, consisting of
"Kiss and Tell" and Les Brown's
orchestra with Henny Youngman on
stage, also is holding a fast pace ; the
present week will bring $81,000, only
slightly short of last week's gross. "It
All Came True" will finish a third
week at the Victoria with a very favorab$20,000.
le _
And "Duffy's Tavern," with the Andrews Sisters at the
Paramount, managed to draw $59,000
in its ninth and final week ; bowing in
there
today Sinatra
is "Holdheading
That the
Blonde,"
with Frank
stage
show.
$39,000 at Rivoli
"Love Letters," at the Rivoli, is
rolling up a $39,000 for an 11th week,
which is good ; the film continues.
"Rhapsody
in Blue,"
the $15,000
Hollywood, is chalking
up at
a fair

Key

City

Grosses

"FOLLOWING are estimated picture grosses for current engagements in key cities as reported by Motion Picture
Daily correspondents.
TARZAN'S DESERT MYSTERY
(RKO) and TARZAN TRIUMPHS
SAN FRANCISCO
(RKO)— RKO FAMILY (1,000) (30c-40c)
4 days. Gross: $1,700. (Average: $1,600)
THE ROGUES' TAVERN (Popular)
Business has remained at good lev- and FLYING FISTS (Popular)— RKO
FAMILY
(1,000) $800)
(30c-40c) 3 days. Gross:
els, although holdovers predominate.
(Average:
The weather has been good, with $850.
THE DOLLY SISTERS (20th-Fox)—
weekend temperatures well up.
RKO GRAND (1,500) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7
Estimated receipts for the week days, 2nd week, on a moveover from the
Albee. Gross: $11,000. (Average, $8,000)
ending
7-9. (Col.) and BOSTON
THAT NIGHT WITH YOU (U) —
KISS Nov.
AND TELL
KEITH'S$5,000.
(1,500)
(44c-50c-60c-70c)
BLACKIE'S
RENDEZVOUS
(Col.) — Gross:
(Average:
$5,000) 7 days.
ORPHEUM (2,440) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days.
ARROW SMITH (UA Reissue) and
Gross: $22,500. (Average: $18,000.)
THE AVENTURES OF TOM SAWYER
THE SOUTHERNER (UA.) and AD- (UA Reissue)— RKO LYRIC (1,400) (44cVENTURES OF RUSTY (Col.) - 50c-60c-70c) 7 days. Gross: $5,500. (AverUNITED ARTISTS (1,200) (45c-65cage: $5,000) AND COSTELLO IN HOL85c) 7 days, 4th week. Gross $13,000.
ABBOTT
(Average: $14,000.)
LYWOOD (M-G-M)— RKO PALACE (2,THE SPANISH MAIN (RKO Radio) 700) (44c-50c-60c-70c)
7 days, plus a Satur—GOLDEN GATE (2,850) (45c-65c-95c)
dayage:midnight
show. Gross: $11,000. (Aver7 days, 4th week, with vaudeville. Gross:
$12,500)
$24,000.
(Average: $29,000.)
DUFFY'S TAVERN (Para.)— RKO
THE HOUSE
ON 92nd STREET
SHUBERT (2,150) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7
(20th-Fox)— PARAMOUNT (2,748) (45c- days,
week, on a moveover from the
65c-85c) 7 days. Gross: $32,000. (Aver- Grand,3rdfollowing
an initial week at the
age:
$24,000.)
Palace.
Gross:
$6,000. (Average: $5,000)
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF
(M-G-M) — FOX (5,000) (45c-65c-85c) 7
days, 2nd week. Gross $27,500. (Average: $30,000.)
MILDRED PIERCE (WB) — WAR- OMAHA
FIELD (2,680) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days, 4th
000.) Gross: $20,000. (Average: $27,week.
Outside competition kept Omaha
STATE FAIR (20th-Fox) and IN OLD
MEXICO (Mono.) — STATE (2,308) (45c- ness.
65c-85c) 7 days, 2nd week, on a moveover theatres pretty close to average busifrom the Fox. (Gross: $12,500. (AverEstimated receipts for the week
age: $13,000.)
DUFFY'S TAVERN: (Para.) and ending Nov. 6-8 :
DIVORCE (Mono.) — ST. FRANCIS (1,DUFFY'S TAVERN (Para.) and THE
400) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days, 3rd week, on a MAN WHO WALKED ALONE (PRC)
moveover from the Fox. Gross: $13,000. —OMAHA (2,000) (44c-60c) 6 days, 2nd
(Average: $13,000.)
week, on a moveover from the Paramount.
Gross: $8,900. (Average: $7,900.)
THE CALL OF THE WILD (UA.)
and FOLLOW THE FLEET (RKO
BUFFALO
Radio) — ORPHEUM (3,000) (44c-60c)
7 days. Gross: $9,100. (Average: $9,800.)
THE DOLLY SISTERS (20th-Fox)—
PARAMOUNT (2,900) (44c-60c) 7 days.
New products and Christmas shop- Gross:
$12,800. (Average: $9,900.).
ping crowds which have begun apRHAPSODY IN BLUE (WB)— RKO
pearing downtown kept grosses high. BRANDEIS
(1.200) (44c-60c) 7 days.
Weather has been cold but pleasant.
Gross: $7,400. (Average: $6,500.)
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Nov. 10 :
MILDRED PIERCE (WB) — BUF- CHICAGO
FALO (3,489) (40c-50c-65c-70c) 7 days.
Gross: $19,800. (Average: $17,400.)
LOVE LETTERS (Para.) — GREAT
Business continued strong in most
LAKES (3,000) (40c-50c-60c-70c) 7 days.
Gross: $23,800. (Average: $16,400.)
Loop first-runs. The downtown sector
HER HIGHNESS AND THE BELL- is
heavily crowded with convention
BOY (M-G-M) and DANGEROUS trade.
PARTNERS (M-G-M) — HIPPODROME
(2,100) (40c-50c-60c-70c) 7 days, 2nd week,
Estimated receipts for the week endon a moveover. Gross: $11,000. (Average:
ing Nov. 8 :
$9,700.)
HER HIGHNESS AND THE BELLNORTHWEST MOUNTED POLICE
BOY (M-G-M)— APOLLO (1,200) (55c2nd week. Gross: $13,000.
(Para. Reissue)
and TWENTIETH
SWINGIN' ONCEN-A 65c-85c-95c).
RAINBOW
(Rep.)—
(Average: $12,000)
TURY (3,000) (40c-50c-60c-70c) 7 days.
THE
DOLLY
SISTERS (20th-Fox)—
Gross: $8,200. (Average: $12,200.)
CHICAGO (3,850) (55c-65c-85c-95c) 5th
LADY ON A TRAIN (U.) and week.
On
stage
:
Vaudeville.
Gross : $43,000
PENTHOUSE RHYTHM (U.) — (Average: $51,500)
LAFAYETTE (3,000) (40c-50c-60c-70c) 7 THE HOUSE ON 92nd STREET (20thdays. Gross: $15,000! (Average: $12,400.) Fox)— GARRICK (1,000) (5Sc-65c-85c-95c)

for its 19th week. "The Story of G. I.
Joe" is still holding up well at the
Globe with a- $17,000 fifth week's
gross. The third week of "Paris Underground," at the Gotham, is fair at
$8,500.
"Spanish Main" opened at the Pal- CINCINNATI
ace yesterday, following "First Yank
Into
which
its final
five
davs Tokyo,"
of a second
weekin drew
$11,400.
Unusually pleasant weather lured
"Strange Confession" goes into the the public into the open, with the result that plus signs in current averRialto today ; "Pursuit to Algiers"
there grossed $5,500 in five-and-a-half
ages are the rule rather than the exdays of a second week.
ception for holdovers as well as the
new arrivals.
Estimated receipts for the week
Clark to Talk Tonight
ending Nov. 6-9 :
LOVE LETTERS (Para.)— RKO ALAttorney General Tom Clark will be BEE
(3,300) (44c-50c-60c-70c), 7 days,
one of the speakers at the dinner plus
a Saturday midnght show. Gross:
$18,000.
(Average,AT$13,500)
which the Supreme Lodge of B'ani
WEEKEND
THE WALDORF
B'rith will give in honor of Henry (M-G-M)— RKO CAPITOL (2,000) (44cMorgenthau, Jr., former Secretary of 50c-60c-70c) 7 days, plus a Saturday midthe Treasury, at the Hotel Astor here
night show; 2nd week. Gross: $13,000.
(Average: $9,000)
tonight.

RKO
HEW

RADIO

YORK

3rd week. Gross: $20,000. (Average:
100)THE ADVENTURES OF TOM
$12,000).
SAWYER (UA) and THE SHANGHAI
COBRA (Mono.)— GRAND (1,350) (55c65c-85c-95c). Gross : $10,000. (Average: $9,BLOOD ON THE SUN (UA)— ORIENTAL— (3,200) (55c-65c-85c-95c) On
stage: Allan Jones. 2nd Week. Gross:
$40,000. (Average: $35,000)
THIS LOVE OF OURS (U) and MEN
IN HER DIARY (U)— PALACE (2,500
(55c-65c-85c-95c)
2nd week. Gross: $20,000.
(Average: $24,000)
STATE FAIR (20th-FOX) — ROOSEVELT (1,000) (55c-65c-85c-95c)
Gross: $25,000.
(Average: $24,000)2nd week.
RHAPSODY IN BLUE (WB) —
STATEweek.
LAKEGross:
(2,700)
(55c-65c-85c-95c)
2nd
$30,000.
(Average:
$29,000)
OUR VINES HAVE TENDER
GRAPES (M-G-M) — UNITED ARTISTS
(1,700) (55c-65c-8Sc-95c) 3rd week. Gross:
$20,000. (Average: $20,000)
JOHNNY ANGEL (RKO)— WOODS
(1,200) (55c-65c-8Sc-95c)
7th week. Gross:
$15,000.
(Average: $15,000)
TORONTO
Business among first runs was fair
to good in the current week in the face
of competing attractions.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Nov. 9 :
THE TRUE GLORY (PRC) and THE
COWBOY AND THE LADY (Goldwyn
Reissue) — EGLINTON (1,086) (18c-30c48c-60c) 6 days. Gross: $4,000. (Average:
DUFFY'S TAVERAN (Para.)— IM$4,000)
(3,373) (18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)
days. Gross:PERIAL$13,800.
(Average: $12,300)6
ANCHORS
AWEIGH
(M-G-M) —
LOEWS
(2,074)Gross:
(18c-30c-42c-60c-78c)
days,
4th week.
$11,700. (Average:6
$12,200)
RHAPSODY
IN BLUE
(WB) —
SHEA'S
(2,480)
(18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)
davs, 3rd week. Gross: $13,300. (Average: 6
$12,800)
THE TRUE GLORY (PRC) and THE
COWBOY AND THE LADY (Goldwyn
Reissue)— TIVOLI (1,434) (12c-30c-48c)
6 days. Gross: $4,400. (Average: $4,400)
THE SOUTHERNER (UA) and PENTHOUSE RHYTHM (U)— -UPTOWN (2,761)
$8,800.(18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)
(Average: $9,800) 6 days. Gross:
ST. LOUIS
Holdover and moveover pictures at
some first-run theatres, plus Indian
summer weather which kept many
persons outside box-offices over the
weekend,
kept receipts at about normal this week.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Nov. 7 :
700.)
KISS AND TELL (Col.) and THEY
MET IN THE DARK (British)— AMBASSADOR (3,154) (40c-50c-60c) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $17,000. (Average: $15,GEORGE WHITE'S SCANDALS
(RKO) and, RADIO STARS ON PARADE (RKO)— FOX (5,038) (40c-50c60c) 7 days. Gross: $15,000. (Average:
$18,700.)
ABBOTT AND COSTELLO IN HOLLYWOOD (M-G-M) and THE HIDDEN
EYE (M-G-M)—
LOEWS
(3,{Continned
on page STATE
9)

PICTURES,

TRADE

Inc.

SHOWING

OF
"SING
YOUR
WAY
HOME"
Tuesday, Nov. 13, at 2:30 P. M.
RKO Projection Room, 630 Ninth Ave., New York, N. Y.
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They started putting the Indian sign
on Shakespeare
Here's how

Romeo

on page 41.

and Juliet met, Indian style . .

"Coming in caution near the tiny fire that gleamed thru the woods
from the Mohawk camp, Oniataire (Romeo as heap big Indian — Ed.)
saw her whom he sought seated by the fire, with an ancient
squaw. She was leaned forward with a hand upon her cheek, and the
flames seemed to play with her thick braids. Into the outer circle of
darkness her eyes looked, as if unafraid of shapes that prowl at nightfall, for,
like one other, 'She doth teach the torches to burn bright, her beauty hangs
upon the cheek of night.' "The
lodge of Ethona (Juliet— 'Oh,
The Ring-Dove Calls from beneath the Balcony
there once was an Indian maid' —
Ed.) was far back upon a crag or balcony of rock, and when the call of a ring-dove came
from beneath it, she stood up and walked to its front. "'Beautiful Huron,' she
said, bending over the edge, 'what do men call thee?' "'My people call me Oniataire,' he
said, 'Great Reaches of Water; for on the sands of the long sweet-water lake was I born, and
bathed, and grew tall and slender thereby.' "... And when the fire had burned low, and
Neok, the old squaw, lay sleeping, the meeting of Ethona, the River-flower, proud
daughter of the Mohawks, and Oniataire, Great Reaches of Water, prince of their
sworn enemies, the Hurons, continued under the light of the stars . . ."

And, by darn, it ended
this, when

The River - Flower Longs for
the Great Reaches of Water

Romeo

like

and Juliet

played Indian —
'0 happy dagger, this is thy sheath; there rust, and let me die!'
"Ethona, the River-flower, plucked the weapon out, and held its crimson
blade above her breast. 'Swift, swift!' she said. 'Great Manitou,
let me seek his spirit on the trail. If thou hast so willed that he become
a tortoise, or noble elk, or only an eel gliding in the water, stay the
spirit of Oniataire, I implore, until I can come up with it; then, therefore,
will I become as him.'

She whom I Loved Greater than Myself

"So saying, Ethona lay back beside Oniataire, and the
night wind whirled leaves around and over the
sleepers, and fluttered the trailing feather in his hair."
MOT/OA/
foagdzine has
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Motion Picture Magazine is as old and as young
as pictures are. It's alert, alive, and aggressive.
Motion Picture has always been the interesting
screen magazine, because its pioneering has set
new patterns. Straight from the days of classic
corn, excitement and authority have made
Motion Picture different. Almost 1,000,000

ytehJ a, gnj

^

^

^

people a month buy Motion Picture Magazine
regularly to keep posted on your pictures.
FAWCETT PUBLICATIONS, INC.
World's Largest Publishers of Monthly Magazines
1501 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.
295 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
8555 Sunset Boulevard, West Hollywood 46, Calif.
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BUILDING
for your
Sound

BLOCKS
NEW

Recording

System!

Put them together in any numher of
ways to build the right recording system for your individual needs. Smaller,
better, all brand new, these standardized packages can be combined to make
a "tailor-made" sound system for any
studio. New units can be added . . . old
units can be re-arranged... in short, the
entire system is adaptable to an almost
infinite variety of uses.
A few of these versatile "building
block" recording units are shown on
this page. They are not available yet,
but they will be by the middle of next
year. Watch for them.
FIVE

ADVANTAGES

NEW

BUILDING

OF

THE

BLOCKS

!• A recorder that can be converted quickly
from 35mm to 16mm — a screwdriver is the
only tool required.
2* Magnetically sealed light valve — cannot
be affected by particles of metal or stray
magnetic currents.
3* Maintenance is simple and inexpensive —
all parts are easily accessible.
4» Compact and portable — for example, the
complete newsreel sound system, with new
features added, weighs only 85 pounds.
5* Standardized units — select your own combination, add to it as required.
Buy all the Victory Bonds you can
— and hold them!
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Grosses
(Continued from page 5)
162) (40c-50c-60c-65c) 7 days. Gross:
$13,000. (Average: $18,900.)
IT ALL CAME TRUE (WB Reissue)
and BORN FOR TROUBLE (WB Reis ue)— MISSOURI (3,514) (40c-50c-60c)
7 days. Gross: $11,500. (Average: $9,900.)
OUR VINES HAVE TENDER
GRAPES* (M-G-M) and I LOVE A
BANDLEADER* (Col.) — LOEWS
ORPHEUM (1,900) (40c-50c-60c-65c) 7
days. Gross: $7,500. (Average: $7,100.)
STATE FAIR* (20-th-Fox) — SCHUBERT (1,900) (40c-50c-60c) 7 days. Gross:
$5,500. (Average: $6,400.)
WHITE PONGO (PRC) and APOLOGY FOR MURDER (PRC) — ST.
LOUIS (4,000) (45c-50c) 7 days. Gross:
$9,500. (Average: $5,500.)
Indicates moveover picture.
BOSTON
Business has been fair in the Hub
this week.
Estimated receipts fdr week ending
Nov. 10:
PURSUIT TO ALGIERS (U) — Plus a
stage show— BOSTON (2,900) (74c-$1.10).
Gross: $23,900. (Average: $25,900.)
DUFFY'S TAVERN (Para.) and. ADVENTURES OF RUSTY (Col.) — FENWAY (1,700) (74c-$1.10). Gross: $6,900.
(Average: $7,038.)
THIS LOVE OF OURS (U) and THE
PILLOW OF DEATH (U)— MEMORIAL (2,900) (44c-75c). Gross: $22,800.
(Average: $23,307.)
RHAPSODY IN BLUE (WB)— METropolitan
(4,367)$23,261.)
(55c-74c). Gross: $23,000. (Average:
DUFFY'S TAVERN (Para.) and ADVENTURES OF RUSTY (Col.) — PARAMOUNT (1,200) (44c-74c). Gross: $13,000. (Average: $13,153.)
KISS AND TELL (Col.) and CRIME
DOCTOR'S WARNING (Col.)— STATE
(3,200) (44c-74c). Gross: $16,000. (Average: $15,500.)
INDIANAPOLIS
A stage show, good pictures and
nice fall weather held receipts high
here.
ON STAGE EVERYBODY
(U) —
CIRCLE (2,800) (55c-70c) 7 days. Gross:
$18,000. (Average: $11,800)
STATE FAIR (20th-Fox) and BOSTON BLACKIE'S RENDEZVOUS (Col.)
—INDIANA (3,200) (32c-55c) 7 days.
Gross: $14,000. (Average: $11,600)
KISS AND TELL (Col.)— LOEWS
(2,800) (35c-55c) 7 days, on a holdover.
Gross: $11,000. (Average: $11,500)
A GUY, A GAL AND A PAL (Col.)
and DUFFY'S TAVERN (Para.) —
LYRIC (2,000) (32c-55c) 7 days, on a
moveover from the Indiana. Gross : $6,500. (Average: $4,900)
PHILADELPHIA
Business here has been off, despite
fair weather.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Nov. 6-9 :
OUR VINES HAVE TENDER
GRAPES (M-G-M) — ALDINE (900)
(40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7 days, 4th week.
Gross: $10,500. (Average: $14,600.)
MILDRED PIERCE (WB) — BOYD
(3,000) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85cJ 7 days,
3rd week. Gross: $24,500. (Average: $18,000.)
RHAPSODY IN BLUE (WB) — ARCADIA (600) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c) 7 days,
2nd run, 3rd week. Gross : $4,900. (Average: $4,000.)
WONDER MAN (RKO) — ERLANGER
(1,890) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7 days,
4th week. Gross: $10,000. (Average:
$U4,000.)
MAN ALIVE (RKO) (6 days) and
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF
(M-G-M) (1 day)— EARLE (3,000) (40c45c-50c-85c-95c) 6 days of vaudeville, in-
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cluding Russ Morgan and orchestra. Gross :
$18,500. (Average: $27,600.)
THE HOUSE ON 92nd STREET
(20th-Fox) — FOX (3,000) (40c-45c-50c65c-75c-85c) 7 days, 3rd week. Gross :
$18,000. (Average: $20,500.)
STATE FAIR (20th-Fox)— KARLTON
(1,000) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7 days,
2nd run, 2nd week. Gross: $7,500. (Average: $6,600.)
LOVE (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c)
LETTERS (Para.) — KEITH'S
(2,200)
7 days,
800.)
2nd run. Gross: $10,000. (Average: $5,DUFFY'S TAVERN (Para.) — MASTBAUM) (4,700) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c)
7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $28,500. (Average: $22,500.) AT THE WALDORF
WEEKEND
(M-G-M)
— STANLEY
50c-65c-75c-85c)
7 days. (3,000)
Gross: (40c-45c$37,500.
(Average: $20,000.)
BACK TO BATAAN (RKO Radio)—
STANTON
(40c-45c-50c-65c-75c85c)
7 days, (1,700)
2nd week.
Gross: $13,200,
(Average: $9,400.)
PITTSBURGH
Two of the four new entries did
better than average business, the holdovers being a little below normal in
most cases.
Estimated receipts for the week
ended Nov. 5 :
THE HOUSE ON 92nd STREET
(20th-Fox) — FULTON (1,700) (35c-44c65c) 7 days. Gross: $14,000. (Average:
$8,500.)
UNCLE HARRY (U)— J. P. HARRIS
(2,200)(Average:
(35c-44c-65c)7
000.
$10,000.)days. Gross: $9,OUR VINES HAVE TENDER
GRAPES (M-G-M) — PENN (3,400) (40c55c-85c)
7 days, second
000. (Average:
$21,700)week. Gross: $18,RHAPSODY
IN BLUE
"RITZon
(1,100)
(35c-44c-65c)
7 days, (WB)—
4th week,
a moveover from the Warner. Gross : $3,500. (Average: $3,000)
I LOVE A BANDLEADER (Col.) and
THE GAY SENORITA (Col.)— SENATOR (1,750) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days. Gross:
$3,100. (Average: $3,000)
JOHNNY ANGEL (RKO Radio) —
STANLEY (3,800) (40c-65c-85c) 7 days.
Gross: $17,500. (Average: $22,000)
DUFFY'S TAVERN (Para.)— WARNER (2,000)
(35c-44c-65c)
days,Stanley.
third
week on
a moveover
from 7the
Gross: $8,500. (Average: $9,450)
CLEVELAND
Local theatres have enjoyed a fair
week, although Saturday business was
hurt by the Navy-Notre Dame football game.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Nov. 7 :
PINOCCHIO (RKO)— RKO ALLEN
(3,000)(Average:
(45c-55c-65c)
000.
$8,500.)7 days. Gross: $12,RHAPSODY IN BLUE (WB)— WARNERS'2ndHIPPODROME
65c) 7 days,
week on a (3,500)
holdover.(45c-55cGross:
$15,500. (Average: $20,000.)
SPANISH
(RKO) — 7WARNERS'
LAKE
(714)MAIN
(45c-55c-65c)
days. 3rd
week following 2 weeks at the Hippodrome.
Gross: $4,000. (Average: $3,200.)
DUFFY'S TAVERN (Para.)— LOEWS
OHIO (1,268) (45c-65c) 7 days. 3rd week
following 2 weeks at the State. Gross :
$4,500. (Average: $5,000.)
DOLLY SISTERS (20th-Fox) — RKO
PALACE (3,300) (45c-55c-65e) 7 days.
Gross: $25,000. (Average: estimated at
$19,000.)
LOVE LETTERS (Para.) — LOEWS
STATE (3,300) (45c-65c) 7 days. Gross:
$23,000. (Average: $19,000.)
PARIS UNDERGROUND (UA) —
LOEWS STILLMAN (1,900) (45c-65c)
7 days. Gross. $8,500. (Average $10,000.)
KANSAS

CITY

A popular Philharmonic concert and
other events failed to drive business
here below par.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Nov. 6-8:
AND THEN THERE WERE NONE
(20th-Fox) — -ESQUIRE (800) (45c-65c)
7 days. Gross: $8,000. (Average: $8,000.)
HER HIGHNESS AND THE BELL-

Schine
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(Continued from page I]
than a month ago, enjoins and restrains each of the Schine defendants :
1— From monopolizing the supply of
top first-run films in any situation
where there is a competing theatre
suitable for first-run exhibition thereof, and from monopolizing the supply
of second-run films in any situation
where there is a suitable theatre for
second run exhibition.
2— From demanding or receiving
clearance over theatres operated by
others which unreasonably restrict
their ability to compete with a theatre
owned or operated by a defendant, or
corporation owned by it.
3— From conditioning the licensing
of films in any competitive situation
outside of Buffalo upon the licensing
of films in any other situation.
4— From selling or acquiring any
theatre interests without approval of
the court.
'Non-Theatrical Purposes'
5— From enforcing any existing
agreements heretofore entered into not
to compete or to restrict the use of any
real estate to non-theatrical purposes.
6— From using any threats or deception as a means whereby a competitor is induced to sell.
7— From continuing any contract,
conspiracy or combination with each
other or with any other person which
has the purpose or effect of maintaining the exhibition or theatre monopoies of the defendants or of preventing
any other theatre or exhibitor from
competing with the defendants or any
of them, and from entering into any
similar contract conspiracy or combination for the purpose or with the
effect of restraining or monopolizing
trade and commerce between the
states.
"The defendants and their affiliated
corporations shall be dissolved, realigned or reorganized in their ownership
and control so that fair competition between them and other theatres may
be restored and thereafter maintained," said the court.
Jackson Park Case
(Continued from page 1)
have been prevented from showing pictures until after they were shown in
B. and K's competing houses.
Lazarus Returns
(Continued from page 1)
tivities and producer services. Buchanan will leave for the coast next
week, and was commended by Lazarus at a meeting here yesterday atby the for
company's
advertisingpublicitytendedstaff,
his accomplishments
during the absence of Lazarus.
BOY (M-G-M)(Col.)and— CRIME
DOCTOR'S
WARNING
MIDLAND
(3,500)
(40c-65c) 7 days. Gross: $17,000. Average: $14,000.)
DUFFY'S TAVERN (Para.)— NEWMAN (1,900) (45c-65c) 7 days, 3rd week.
Gross: $13,000. (Average: $12,000.)
THE SPANISH MAIN (RKO Radio)
and RADIO STARS ON PARADE
(RKO Radio)— ORPHEUM (1,900) (45c65c) 7 days, 3rd week. Gross: $10,000.
(Average: $10,000.)
SONG OF OLD WYOMING (PRC)
and SONG OF THE PRAIRIE (Col.)—
TOWER (2,100) (39c-60c) 7 days. Stage
show. Gross: $10,500. (Average: $9,400.)
AND THEN THERE WERE NONE
(20th-Fox) — UPTOWN (2,000) (45c-65c)
7 days. Gross: $5,400. Average: $5,400.)
AND THEN THERE WERE NONE
(20th-Fox) — FAIRWAY (700) (45c-65c)
7 days. Gross: $1,750. Average: $1,750.

Trust

Trial

(Continued from page 1)
Monday, the 15th day of the trial,
which saw the defendants turn to
charts, graphs and maps in endeavors
to establish the independence of their
operations and the minor percentages
of total film revenues they derive from
their own theatres and from other affiliated theatres. The only other witness Monday was Wilford J. Eadie,
comptroller of 20th Century-Fox, who
traced the company's distribution revenues and the breakdown between foreign and domestic revenues during the
past few years. John W. Davis, representing Loew's, took over late on
Monday to introduce charts
showing
the breakdown
of
that
company's
revenues from 1931 to date.
There will be no court session today due to the absence of Judge Augustus N. Hand,
justice.
Rathvon describedpresiding
72 of the 106
theatres operated by RKO as being
former vaudeville houses in key cities
and explained that most, with the exception of certain concentrations in
New York and Cincinnati, are firstrun "show cases" for RKO pictures,
with
one or two being operated in
each only
key city.
Cites 'Safety Factor'
RKO has operated as an integrated
company of producing, distributing and
exhibiting departments since its inception, according to Rathvon, since that
offers great advantages. Describing the
production of motion pictures as a
hazardous undertaking in view of the
time lapse between the production and
distribution of a film, in addition to
varying public tastes, Rathvon explained that the mere ownership of
theatres by a producer-distributor, regardless ofrun, is a great safety factor in stabilizing this hazardous aspect
of film production. He characterized
the operation of theatres as a stable,
predictable retail business, where the
average_ number of admissions yearly
has varied no more than five per cent
in
the case
RKO's theatres. He
explaine
d thatof for
five years prior to
1944 RKO lost $5,000,000 on production and distribution but made §9,000,000 profit on theatre operation
RKO could never have come out s.of
receivershiD in 1940 were it not for
its theatres, Rathvon declared. The
company might have gone back into
receivership in 1942 were it not for
its theatres, on which it borrowed $3,000,000 to make pictures, he said.
Limited Cross-Examination
Robert L. Wright, government
counsel, limited his cross-examination
to the operating contract made in 1927
by
B. F.circuit
Keith'sforCorp.
terfield
its 10with
per the
centButinterest.
Eadie said that the 26 pictures made
bv 20th-Fox during 1943-44 cost the
company $28,211,902. An additional six
films released that year brought domestic distribution costs to $13,000,000,
while domestic revenue was $40,657,152. According to Eadie, the company's total domestic revenues for nine
seasons prior to the 1944-45 season
was $282,596,433, and distribution costs
were about 40 per cent, or $113,038,573, leaving revenue of $169,557,860,
which, when added to production costs
for the nine-year period of $215,944644, left about $46,000,000 short of
paying distribution and negative costs
from domestic distribution.
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Warner Brothers'
Reaf filiation Dec. 12

Parliament

Public Demand Justifies
Expenditure: Dalton

NOVEMBER

Branch Is Reelected
To His 14th Term
Detroit, Nov. 7. — Ray
Branch was reelected president of Allied of Michigan
for a 14th term at the conclusion of its annual convention here today. Fred E.
Pennell was retained as general manager for a third
term, and E. E. Kirchner was
reelected secretary-treasurer.
Three new directors were
named to the board: Glen
Wallace, Henry Carley and J.
R. Deniston; the others, all
reelected, are: Pennell, W. A.
Cassidy, Harry Hobolth, J. E.
Stocker, Glenn A. Cross, P. C.
Schram, Thomas H. Ealand,
William J. Schulte, J. P.
Uvick.

Warner Bros, request for reaffiliation with the MPPDA is expected to
be considered at the next regular
quarterly board of directors meeting of
that organization, scheduled to be held
about Dec. 12. The meeting, which
is technically an adjourned session of
the annual meeting, will presumably
approve Warners'
application
for readmission,
as Eric
A. Johnston,
MPPDA president, has previously announced that it was his intention to
induce Warners and United Artists to
return to the MPPDA.
A spokesman for United Artists said
that it was unlikely that the UA producers, who endorsed withdrawal from
the MPPDA, would want to rejoin at
this time. "Our set-up is different
from that of Warners, which produces N. Y. Trial Over By
itsThe
own Association
pictures," he
explained.Picture
of Motion
Nov. 17, U. S. Says
(Continued on page 12)

London, Nov. 7.— Threats that
U. S. film revenues in Great Britain
might be frozen by the government
apparently were ended yesterday
when Hugh Dalton, chancellor of the
exchequer, told the House of Commons that "remittances with respect
to films are governed by the same exchange control rules as apply to other
transactions."
Dalton's statement was made
in answer, to questions as to
why the government authorized
an expenditure of over $80,000,000 annually for the purchase of
American pictures despite the
current dollar shortage in
Britain.
Dalton pointed out
that the expenditure last year
Truman
Invites 90
was "only" about $68,000,000.
When a House member asked Dalton why even that amount had been To 'Dimes' Meet
spent for "these not very good films,"
he replied : "We must, within wide limNinety industry leaders, including
its, meet the public entertainment deMarch of Dimes chairmen from all 48
(Continued on page 9)
states, have been invited by President
Truman to attend the White House
meeting on Dec. 4 which will precede
More Percentage
the National Foundation for Infantile

TEN CENTS

Mich.

Industry

Backs
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For

Showmen

Ray Branch Reveals Plan
To Develop Theatremen
By SAM HONIGBERG
Detroit, Nov. 7. — The solution
to thelemsindependent
lies within his exhibitor's
own abilityproband
willingness to becomehis a community,
leader in
speakers at the
convention
of
Allied
Theatres
o f Michigan,
which closed a
three-day
meetler
Hotel today,
ing at the StatWith that in
agreed.
mind, president

vRay
e a 1Branch
e d that
reWashington, Nov. 7.— Department
plans
are being
of Justice officials today expressed the
formulated
to
belief that there is little chance of the
start
a
course
Ray
Branch
defendants in the New York suit comin practical
ing in now sent-decree
with proposals
for pointed
a con- showmanship at Wayne
University,
settlement. They
(Continued on page 12)
out that at its present rate of progress
the intrial
may be
withthe next
10 expected
days or totwoend weeks,
with a decision coming down shortly Forced Collections
thereafter. They said that none of the
companies had made any move toward
In Theatres Hit
Paralysis' 1946 solicitation in thea- reopening decree negotiations.
Suits Are Filed
Attorney General Tom C. Clark antres throughout the country, in Jannounced that a new division would be
uary.(Continued
The chief onexecutive's
recep(Continued on page 12)
Indianapolis, Nov. 7. — Associated
page 9)
theatre owners of Indiana, at its fall
Providence, Nov. 7.— Additional
meeting here yesterday, passed a resosuits alleging fraudulent grosses relution recommending that members
ported on percentage pictures have
and all other independents abandon the
been filed in Federal Court here by War
Brews
Over
Theatre
| each of five distributing companies
practice
of taking
their patrons
are collections
trapped in "when
their
against William Deitch and West
Warwick Theatres, Inc. of West
Warwick, R. I.
"It is the obligation of theatres to
Complaints filed in behalf of RKO. Groups 9 Plan
for Peace
supplysionsentertainment
for paid
admisand not to embarrass
patrons
by
Loew's,
Paramount,
20th theCentury-Fox
A "show me" attitude marked the
and
Warners
claim that
defendants
first reactions received here yesterday asking for contributions to charitable
No Distributor Plan
(Continued on page 12)
operated the Palace, Gem and Thornfrom exhibitor leaders to a proposal
(Continued on page 9)
For Peacetime Unit
for a peace-time organization, based on seats."
Heads of distribution questhe War
Activities
Committee's
thea- Ontario Exhibitors
tres division
and designed
to represent
12 New Mexico City
tioned here yesterday said
exhibtion in external affairs.
that no discussions have been
Houses, One for WB
Most exhibitor leaders who com- Demand War-Tax Cut
held or are planned concernMexico City, Nov. 7.— Twelve more
mented on the plan, which was anToronto,
7.— The
newly-electing
the
formation
of
a
peaceed directorsNov.
of the
Motion
Picture
theatres have either started construcnounced last Monday by Si Fabian,
time organization similar to
Theatres
Association
of
Ontario at
chairman
of
the
WAC
theatres
divithat proposed for exhibition,
tion or are about to start it here, bringing to 85 the total of local houses. The
sion, expressed willingness to support their first meeting, here, framed a
to maintain liaison with govnew houses are to be opened next year,
ernment agencies. Decisions
any
constructive
movement or organi- resolution calling on the Dominion
most of them before the end of the
zation in the best interests of exhibi- Government to abolish the 20 per cent
on
forming
such
an
organizasummer.
tion but expressed reservations with amusement tax on theatre grosses
tion, it was said, would have
been created as a war reveBuilders are Warners, the William
to be made by distribution
respect
to the proposed new organiza- whichnuehad
measure. A copy of the resoluOscar Jenkins interests (operator of a
company presidents.
tion on the grounds that the information is being forwarded to J. L. Ilsley,
tion at hand concerning it is too
large circuit in the provinces), the
(Continued on page 12)
(Continued on page 9)
(Continued on page 9)
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Luncheon
AMP'A Will Honor
Curtis, Brulatour
Maj.-Gen. Edward (Ted)
Curtis, Eastman Kodak vicepresident in charge of the
motion picture division, and
Jules E. Brulatour, agent for
Kodak film, will be honored
by the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers at a luncheon in the Hotel Astor, here,
on Nov. 14.
Curtis will return to civilian life on Nov. 17.
RKO

Recasts

Its

B. F. Keith Corp.
Albany, N. Y., Nov. 7.—B. F
Keith Corp. has been incorporated
here with a capital stock of $19,400,000, consolidating the Keith Memorial
Theatre Corp. and B. F. Keith Corp.
Consolidation of Keith Memorial
Theatre Corp. into B. F. Keith was
forecast by Motion Picture Daily
on
Oct. 24itsas indebtedness
part of RKO's
plan to
refinance
by borrow
ing $22,000,000 at an interest rate of
less than three per cent.
Smith Fund Will Use
N. Y. Theatre Lobbies
All film theatres in New York will
permit lobby collections for four days
commencing Nov. 22, for the Alfred
E. Smith Memorial. A specially-made
trailer will be shown.
Committee in charge of the cam
paign is comprised of Edward N.
Rugoff, chairman; David Bernstein,
treasurer, Charles C. Moskowitz,
Malcolm Kingsberg, William A.
White, Walter J. F. Higgins, Si
Fabian, Max A. Cohen, Samuel Rinzler, Samuel Straussberg, David Weinstock, Leo Brecher and Martin
Levine.
Rodgers Will Preside
At MGM
Sales Meet
Chicago, Nov. 7. — William F.
Rodgers, vice-president and general
sales
of Loew's-M-G-M,
will
presidemanager
at a divisional
sales meeting
to be held at the Blackstone Hotel,
here, starting Sunday and continuing
through Tuesday.
In attendance, in addition to division
executives,
will E.be W.E. Aaron
K. O'Shea,
H.
M. Richey and
from the
home office, and John J. Maloney,
Central division manager ; G. A.
Hickey and R. Berger, district managers.
Selznick Aids NCCJ
David O. Selznick has been named
a national co-chairman of "American
Brotherhood Week," Feb. 17-24, which
is sponsored by the National Conference of Christians and Jews.
Lee to Kansas Meeting
Claude F. Lee, Paramount director
of public relations, will address the
Kansas-Missouri Theatre Association
at its 27th annual convention to be
held in Kansas City, Nov. 27-28.

Personal

Of
DARRYL F. ZANUCK, 20th Century-Fox production vice-president, has postponed a contemplated
trip to New York from this weekend
to after Thanksgiving.
•
Leon J. Bamberger, RKO Radio
sales promotion manager, is due back
at the home office today from the
Allied convention in Detroit and the
Independent
Theatre Owners convention in Milwaukee.
•
Leon Cameron, who left his New
York Astor Theatre managerial post
the day after Pearl Harbor, to enlist
in the Marines, was promoted to a
captaincy this week.•
Nat Wolf, Warner zone manager,
and Mrs. Wolf have gone from Cleveland to Valley Forge, Pa., to visit
their son, Donald, at military school
there.
Nate J. Blumberg, Joseph H.
Seidelman and Matthew J. Fox of
Universal are scheduled to arrive in
New York from London on the Queen
Mary tomorrow. •

in Honor

Mention
JAMES R. GRAINGER, Republic
Pictures' president, returned to
New York last night from Toronto.
•
William B. Brenner, National
Screen operations vice-president, was
presented with a wrist watch by home
office personnel in celebration of his
22nd year with the company. He is
now spending a few days in New
England.
•
Walter Gould, United Artists foreign manager, has postponed his scheduled departure this weekend for Australia and the Far East for about a
week, due to illness.
•
Herman Rifkin, Monogram Boston franchise holder, arrived in Hollywood yesterday to . attend the company's stockholders' and board of directors' meeetings• Nov. 14.
Charles
K. Stern,
Loew'scompany
assistant treasurer,
is visiting
branches
urday. at Buffalo, Cleveland and Detroit, returning to New York on Sat•

Curtiss

Mitchell

Curtiss Mitchell, newly appointed
advertising-publicity director of Paramount, was introduced
trade press
publishers and editors at toa luncheo
n at
Monte Carlo here yesterday at which
Lionel Toll, editor of The Independent, who served under Mitchell in the
Army pictorial service, was host.
In his remarks to the guests,
Mitchell described the high regard
in
which the industry's war work was
held within the War Department. That
work, he said, impressed him with the
power and influence of the industry
through the communication of ideas by
pictures and established his desire to
be associated with the medium.
Among those present were: Barney
Balaban, Charles M. Reagan
, Martin
Quigley, Jr., Jack Alicoate, Abel
Green, Terry Ramsaye, Sherwin Kane,
Harry Brandt, Stan Shuford, Al Wilkie, Alec Moss, Chester Bahn, James
Jerauld, Herman Schleier, Jack Harrison, Don Mersereau, Tom Kennedy
Al Picoult, Mel Konecoff and Frank
Leyendecker.

WLB
Verdict Today
William R. Ferguson, national diJules Lapidus, Warners' Eastern
exploitation, has re- On
's Contract
division sales manager, is in Pitts- City. rectorturnedof M-G-M
HollySPG
wood,
to New York from Kansas
Nov. 7.— The War
burgh today and will be in Cleveland
Labor Board in San Francisco will
tomorrow, leaving there tomorrow
render a final decision tomorrow on
night for New York.
•
Rudy Berger, M-G-M Southern the
Wage Stabilization Division's
day on
sales manager, will leave his New recommendations made yester
William F. Hosford, vice-president Orleans
the_
Screen
Publici
headquarters
tomorrow
for
sts
Guild
contrac
t,
and director of Western Electric, com- Dallas.
which has been .in contention several
pletes
45
years
with
the
company
to•
month
s.
day.
Recommendations provide
•
pay increases averaging about $9
Jay Bonafield, RKO Radio short for
per man, retroactive to Oct. 9, 1943.
The SPG in a meeting Tuesday
Sam Lefkowitz, United Artists'
LarryforO'Reiland leave
producer, will
ly, photographer,
Tokyo night decided against levying
district manager, left New York yester- subjects
general
day for Philadelphia, Washington and shortly on a filming
• project.
penalties upon members who disreBaltimore.
•
E. W. Aaron, circuit sales manager
garded the Guild's instructions to observe
picket lines during the strike,
for M-G-M, has returned to New
Charles M. Reagan, Paramount York
from Milwaukee.
and ruled that no publicists who took
•
vice-president in charge of distribupublicity jobs in struck studios will
tion, is scheduled to leave New York
H.
M.
Bessey,
vice-president
of Al- be admitted to Guild membership.
for the Coast 6n Sunday.
tec Service Corp., has returned to New
•
York from New England.
Tom Mulrooney, United Artists asCouncil Backs SEG in
sistant foreign manager, will return
E. K. (Ted) O'Shea, Eastern sales
to New York Monday from a vacation.
manager for M-G-M, has returned to Fight with SPU
New York from Buffalo.
•
Hollywood, Nov. 7.— The Los An•
geles Central Labor Council has
Emanuel Silverstone, special repadopted
a resolution calling upon all
Leo Spitz of. Spitz-Goetz
Interna•
resentative of United Artists fortional
Productions
is
expected
in
town
AFL
unions
to support the Screen
eign department, is en route here by from the Coast early next week.
Extras Guild in its struggle with the
boat from London.
unaffiliated Screen Players Union for
•
W. C. Gehring, 20th-Fox Central jurisdiction over extra players.
J. H. Lubin, head of the Marcus sales
manager, is in Detroit from
Loew Booking Agency, and Mrs.
•
Lubin are celebrating their 49th Cleveland.
Kahn Returns to 20th
wedding anniversary.
Lazar Wechsler, Swiss producer,
•
Lt. Irving B. Kahn, who left his
Roy Rogers will conclude his fall has arrived in New York from Holly- position as radio manager of 20th Century-Fox to join the Army Air
rodeo tour with a show opening today wood.
Forces, three years ago, resumed his
at the Garden, Boston.
e
Si Seadler, M-G-M advertising post this week, according to Charles
Edward M. Schnitzer, United Art- manager, will leave New York for Schlaifer, supervising the publicity,
ists home office executive, has returned the Coast tomorrow.•
advertising, exploitation and radio dehere from the Coast.
•
partments.
Henry Blanke, Warner production
executive, has returned to Hollywood
Fred
M.
Jack,
United
Artists'
Southern division manager, has arrived from New York. •
in New York from Dallas.
Bischoff
Hollywood, Sets
Nov. 7.—'Mr.
Sam DA'
Bischoff
Herman Ripps, M-G-M Albany has formed an independent company
Sir Alexander Korda will leave district manager, is at the home office
to
produce
Attorney,"of
on circuit deals.
to be
based "Mr.
on theDistrict
radio program
New York on Monday for London.
the same title, for Columbia release.
Eddie Cantor is in town from the
William Wyler has returned to Edward G. Robinson is expected to
Coast.
Hollywood from New York.
play the title role.

Cunningham, News Editor; Herbert V. Fecke, Advertising Manager; David Harris. Circulation Director; Chicago Bureau, 624 South Michigan Avenue, Sam Homgberg, Representative; Hollywood Bureau, Postal Union Life Bldg., William R. Weaver, Editor; London Bureau, 4 Golden Sq., London Wl, Hope Bumup, Manager; Peter Burnup, Editor;
cable
address, "Quigpubco. London." Other Quigley Publications: Motion Picture Herald Better Theatres, International Motion Picture Almanac, Fame. Entered as second
class
matter,
copies, 10c. Sept. 23, 1938, at the post office at New York, N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879. Subscription rates per year, $6 in the Americas and $12 foreign; Single
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Czechs
ndustry

Seize

Motion

Picture

All

Equipment

Washington, Nov. 7. — The Department of Commerce discloses the
drastic extent to which Czechoslovakia's recently enacted film industry
state monopolization law is being applied, disclosing that operators of all
film enterprises must turn over to
the Ministry of Information all installations, equipment stocks, and also the
premises which they own, rent, or use
wheresoever in Bohemia and MoraviaSilesia or abroad. The Ministry takes
over all rights and obligations of the
present operators, and their entire
property is transferred to the ownership of the Czechoslovak State. For
this property a compensation will be
given in accordance with instructions
to be issued by the Ministry in agreement with the Ministries of Finance,
Industry, Domestic Commerce, and the
Price Administration. No compensation shall be given for property belonging to Germans, Magyars, traitors,
collaborationists, and "nationally unreliable persons."
Profits to Home Industry
Profits from nationalized film enterprises shall be used by the Ministry for
operation, production, and development
of the Czechoslovak motion picture industry. The Ministry is authorized to
take temporary measures to safeguard
the execution of this decree before the
pertinent instructions are issued.
The decree stipulates that the Czechoslovak State is exclusively entitled to
operate film studios and laboratories,
to produce, distribute, and exhibit films
in public, as well as to import and export films, the U. S. Department of
Commerce adds.

'Angel' Premiere Is
Staged in Dallas
Dallas, Nov. 7.— World premiere
of 20th Century-Fox's "Fallen Angel"
at the Majestic Theatre here today,
marked with the personal appearance
of Linda Darnell, co-star of the film,
and spearheadeed by newspaper, radio,
store display and other promotional
campaigns, attained the stature of a
major event in Dallas.
Rodney Bush, 20th Century-Fox
exploitation manager, had flown here
from New York to cooperate on the
campaign with R. J. (Bob) O'Donnell,
Interstate's general manager and with
Interstate's
Frank O. Starz, Bob Kelly
and J. O. Cherry.

The

Victory

Lewis to Coast on
Drive Coordination
Chick Lewis, campaign coordinator
for the industry's Victory Loan drive,
will leave here for the Coast on Sunday to confer with the Hollywood
Victory Loan committee in connection with Coast radio shows and other
activities for the bond-selling campaign.
Times Square Booth Sells
$250,000 Bonds in Week
Over $250,000 in Victory Loan
bonds were sold by the industry at
the Statue of Liberty in Times Square
during the first week of the drive,
Irving Lesser, industry New York
drive chairman, discloses.
Odeon, FP-C Purchase
$1,340,000 in Bonds
Toronto, Nov. 7. — Purchase of
$800,000
bondscampaign
in Canada's
Ninth
Victory in
Loan
by Odeon
Theatres of Canada, Ltd., and purchase
of $540,000 in bonds by Famous Players Canadian Corp., has been announced bythe National Victory Loan
Committee here.
$ 1 70,0 00 Invested at
Loew's New York Rally
Several hundred employes of
Loew's Theatres, M-G-M and station
WHN held a Victory Loan rally at
the Loew home office here yesterday,
highlighted by an address by William
F. Rodgers, vice-president in charge
NBC

Fetes

Fibber

McGee and Molly
Almost 300 representatives of the
press, NBC executives, radio and film
personalities and others paid tribute to
Fibber McGee and Molly at a reception given in their honor by NBC at
the Rainbow Room here yesterday.
Among those present were Fred
Allen, Fred Waring, Hildegarde,
Walter Huston, Niles Trammell,
Clarence E. Menser, Frank Mullin,
O. B. Hanson, John Royal, Roy Witmer, William Hedges, Clay Morgan,
Charles P. Hammond, Sydney Eiges
and William Brooks.

Dempsey on Video Sales
Commander Jack Dempsey, USCG,
will become president of a new fight
promotion company which will specialize in selling advertisers the television
Leserman Denies Move
rights to its bouts, he has reported
Hollywood, Nov. 7.— Carl Leser- from Birmingham, Ala., where he has
man, United Artists general sales been on a Victory Loan tour.
manager, on leaving here today for
New York denied reports that he
would become associated with Benedict Begin Lee Studio Jan. 1
Bogeaus in an executive sales capacity.
Hollywood, Nov. 7. — Groundbreaking ceremonies for the Don Lee
Broadcasting
System'sto new
$1,250,000
Hollywood studios,
be located
on
Sorrell Trial Nov. 14
Vine
Street,
will
be
held
shortly
after
Los Angeles, Nov. 7. — Superior
Judge Henry M. Willis has continued Jan. 1.
the trial of Herbert K. Sorrell, studio
strike leader, on contempt charges, to Contract for Wright
Nov. 14.
Hollywood, Nov. 7.— M-G-M has
given William H. Wright a new, longterm contract as a producer.
Capra to Star Stewart
Hollywood, Nov. 7.— James Stewart's first picture following his Army New Jersey Theatre Fire
Berlin, N. J., Nov. 7.— A fire of undissharge will be "It's a Wonderful
Life,"
for
Liberty
Films.
Frank
Capra
determined origin
gutted Sam Frank's
Berlin
Theatre
here.
will produce and direct.
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Daily

Loan

Front

of sales, and with entertainment provided by Henny Youngman, John CalDanny O'Neil, Happy Felton
and Joevert,Ripley.
Max Wolff, chairman, announced
that $170,000 was invested in bonds
at the rally.
1,00€ Prints Ordered
For Bing Crosby Reel
The Treasury Department has
doubled the original print order for
"We've Got Another Bond to Buy,"
the 220-foot reel of Bing Crosby singing the official Victory Loan song. The
1,000 prints which will now be made
available will make it possible to
double the previous allotment of prints
for each exchange territory.
Bond Broadcast Sunday
Hollywood,
Nov. radio
7.— The
second
nationwide
showindustry's
on behalf of the Victory Loan drive will be
broadcast Sunday over the Mutual
network from 11 A. M. to 1 P. M.,
PST, the
Hollywood
mittee announced
today. Victory Com-

Irish Have Unique
Treat for Vandals
Dublin exhibitors have devised the idea of flashing the
names of vandals on their
theatre screens when boys behaving badly in film houses
receive court summonses, according to press dispatches
reaching
New York from Ireland.
Their offenses range from
ripping upholstery seats to
street attacks on theatre patrons.
Will Reproduce Early
Films from Paper
Washington, Nov. 7.— Described
as a workable method of transferring
to film some of the first motion pictures produced in this country and
printed on paper for copyright purposes, has been announced by the
National Archives. The method, devised by Dr. Carl Louis Gregory of
the motion picture division, will permit the reproduction of a large number of features and historically valuable pictures, paper copies of which
were found in the storage vaults of
the Library of Congress in 1942, it
was said.
The pictures were produced between 1894 and 1912.

Nebraska Forges Ahead
Omaha, Nov. 7. — With 54 premieres, 125 Free Movie Days and 60
Kiddie Matinees lined up to date in the
Victory Loan drive, Nebraska is far
ahead of previous bond-selling cam- Grierson Resignation
paigns. Several big radio shows also Effective on Oct, 31
will originate here, with a bond purOttawa, Nov. 7.— Following a
chase being required for admission.
meeting of the National Film Board,
of which he is chairman, Brooke
Claxton, Minister of Health formally
RMA, IRE Schedule
announced the resignation of John
Joint Annual Meet
Grierson as government film commiswas "officially recognized" as
Washington, Nov. 7.— The Radio of Oct. sioner
31. This declaration was virManufacturers Association's engineertually
a
denial
of a recent statement
ing department and the Institute of
undisclosed source that GrierRadio Engineers will hold their annual from sonanhad gone
to England to deal with
fall joint meeting at the Sheraton foreign distribution
for the Board and
Hotel, Rochester, N. Y., Nov. 12-13. that Moss McLean was acting comfirst day's
program
will over
include
missioner during his absence.
twoThesessions
to be
presided
by
W. L. Everitt and J. E. Brown, respectively, tobe followed in the evening with a dinner and a general ses- Terrell
Rejoins
Dan Terrell,
former Loew's
publicist for
sion with George Town presiding.
Washington theatres, who has
On Nov. 13 there will also be two Loew's
returned from overseas assignments
sessions, to be presided over by R. A. with the Office of War Information,
Hackbusch and L. M. Clement, reLoew's home office adverspectively, during the course of which has joined
tising department. At present he is
L. C. F. Horle, chief of the RMA
data bureau, will report. R. M. Brophy, dividing his time between the Loew
office and the national Victory Loan
president of Canadian RMA, will be committee.
toastmaster at a banquet on the evening of Nov. 13.
60-Cent CBS Dividend
'Evie' Tradeshow Set
The board of Columbia Broadcasting yesterday declared a cash dividend
"A Letter for Evie," recently anof
60 cents per share on the present
nounced as one of M-G-M's next block Class
A and Class B stock of $2.50
of five pictures, to be released during
November and December, will be par value, payable on Dec. 7~, to
tradeshown for exhibitors in all ex- stockholders of record at the close of
change areas on Nov. 30.
business on Nov. 23.
Pal Armstrong Short
Hollywood, Nov. 7.— George Pal,
producer of Puppetoon comedies, will
combine live action with his present
production method in a short featuring
Louis Armstrong, band leader.
Sanctions Sunday Films
Charlotte, N. C, Nov. 7.-— Following a heated debate, the City Council
has
here. endorsed Sunday motion pictures

Columbia Dividend Set
The directors of Columbia Pictures
have declared a stock dividend of 50
per cent on its common stock, payable
on Dec. 29 to stockholders of record
on Dec. 14. Cash will be paid where
fractional shares of stock are held.
Monogram Signs Drake
Hollywood, Nov. 7.— Monogram
has sighed Oliver Drake to produce
and direct three pictures.
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6IT Franchise Open
In Griffith Area
Since the Griffith theatre interests
"are no longer customers of Universal" and their theatres, generally, have
not years,
playedUniversal
'U' product
the last
two
films for
in situations
controlled by the Griffiths are now
available on a franchise basis to others,
a home office spokesman has told
Motion Picture Daily. Universal
is offering a contract to those exhibitors who play its films, but does not
contemplate financing of new theatres,
he said.
Universal Film Exchanges, Inc., has
invited war veterans, through newspaper advertisements placed in Midwestern and Southwestern newspapers,
the opportunity of entering the theatre
business, offering to make available
100 features and numerous shorts, serials and newsreels.
Towns listed by the Universal ads
as situations where "theatre opportunities Griffith
exist" are those
controlled
by
the R. E.
circuits
in Texas
and New Mexico, the Long-Griffith
interests in Arizona and H. J. Griffith
in Missouri and Kansas. The ads suggest the acquisition of properties adaptable to theatre purposes.
Mineola Clearance
Ordered Abolished
Declaring that competition does not
exist between the Mineola Theatre,
Mineola, L. I., operated by the
Calderone-Mineola Theatre Corp., and
the Floral Theatre, Floral Park, L. I.,
operated by the Queens Park Operating Corp., William P. Cavanaugh,
New York arbitrator, has eliminated
seven-day clearance of the Floral
over the Mineola, the American Arbitration Association reported here yesterday.
Complainant filed a clearance complaint against the five consenting
companies, alleging a lack of competition between the two theatres and
citing a survey of the areas involved
and the theatre-going habits of the
residents.
Fabian

Will

Resume

Strand Management
Fabian Theatres will resume direct
management of the Strand, Brooklyn
first-run, following the withdrawal of
Paramount from the pool in which
Fabian handled operation of both theatres along with the Fox. Meanwhile,
Fabian operation of Paramount will
cease Nov. 21, after 11 years. The
Fox is a Fabian house; the Strand is
Warners.
Charges Deaf Ridiculed
Asserting
that "many
scenes use
in re-of
cent motion pictures
portraying
hearing aids tend to hold up to public
ridicule the deafened people of America," Dean Babbitt, president of the
Sonotone Corp., has filed a protest
with Eric Johnston, president of the
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America.
$60,000 for 'Spellbound'
David itsO.initial
Selznick's
"Spellbound"
finished
week at
the Astor
Theatre, here, with a gross close to
$60,000,
according
to Unitedare Artists'
home office.
Most pictures
shown
nine times daily at the house, but
"Spellbound" was screened only eight.

Key

Picture

City

Daily

Grosses

OLLOWING are eshmated picture grosses for current enJ- gagements in kev cities as reported by Motion Picture
Daily correspondents.
town)
(900) $7,500.
(55c-65c-85c)—
6 days,
2nd
week. Gross:
(Average:
$17,500).
BALTIMORE
COLONEL BLIMP (UA) and RIVER
GANG (U)— MUSIC HALL (Hawaii)
(1,000) (50c-60c-80c) 6 days, 2nd week.
New films here are doing big busi- Gross: $3^000. (Average: $8,500).
COLONEL BLIMP (UA) and RIVER
ness this week. Strong openings gave
a substantial start which kept its pace GANG (U)— MUSIC HALL (Hollywood)
(490)
6 days,
2nd week.
$2,600. (Average:
$5,500).
with capacity crowds. Nothing of im- Gross: (50c-60c-80c)
KISS
AND
TELL
(Col.)—
PANTAGES
portance is offering outside competition and the weather is just right.
—(2,000)
3rd
week. Gross:(50c-60c-80c-$1.00)
$16,500. (Average:7 days,
$18,200).
Estimated receipts for the week endDAKOTA (Rep.) and SCOTLAND
ing Nov. 8 :
YARD INVESTIGATOR (Rep.)— PARAHER HIGHNESS AND THE BELLMOUNT (Downtown) — (3,595) (50c-60cBOY (M-G-M) — CENTURY — (3,000) 80c-$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $31,000. (Aver(35c-44c-55c-60c)— 7 days. Gross: $19,500.
age: $19,300).
DAKOTA (Rep.)— PARAMOUNT
(Average: $15,500).
(Hollywood)— (1,407) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00) 7
DUFFY'S
TAVERN
(Para.)
—
KEITH'S
Gross: $16,000. (Average: $11,900).
— (2,406) (35c-40c-50c-60c) 7 days, 2nd days.
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF
week. Gross: $15,000. (Average: $14,500).
(M-G-M)—
R I T Z— (1,376) (50c-60c-85cMILDRED PIERCE (WB) — STAN- $1.00) 7 days,
3rd week. Gross: $13,500.
LEY— (3,280) (35c-44c-55c-65c) 7 days. (Average: $12,500)
Gross: $23,000. (Average: $17,000).
JOHNNY ANGEL (RKO Radio) and
FIRST YANK IN TOKYO (RKO Ra- RADIO STARS ON PARADE (RKO
dio) — HIPPODROME — (2,205) (35c-44c- Radio) — UNITED ARTISTS — (2,100)
55c-65c) 7 days. Stage Show. Gross: (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days, 2nd week.
Gross: $16,000. (Average: $20,500).
$18,500. (Average: $18,000).
WHY GIRLS LEAVE HOME (PRC)
THE HOUSE ON 92nd STREET (20th— MAYFAIR — (1,000) (25c-35c-54c) 7 Fox) and DIVORCE ^Mono.) — UPTOWN
—week.
(1,716)
7 days,
3rd
days. Gross: $5,500. (Average: $6,000).
Gross:(50c-60c-85c-$1.00)
$11,300. (Average:
$11,000).
DON'T FENCE ME IN (Rep.) and
JOHNNY
ANGEL
(RKO
Radio)
and
RIVER GANG (U) — MARYLAND— RADIO STARS ON PARADE (RKO
(1,400) (25c-44c). Gross: $7,500. (Aver- Radio) — V O G U E— (800) (50c-60c-85cage: $7,000).
$1.00)
7 days,
(Average:
$9,300).2nd week. Gross: $6,600.
MILDRED PIERCE (WB)— WARNER
LOS ANGELES
BROS. (Downtown) — (3,400) (50c-60c-80c
$1.00) 7 days, 4th week. Gross: $17,500
(Average: $18,400).
MILDRED PIERCE (WB)— WARNER
Holdovers at all but two first-run BROS.
(3,000)Gross,
(50c-60c-80ctheatres in this area accounted for $1.00) 6(Hollywood)—
days. 4th week.
$9,500.
slow business at most box-offices this (Average: $16,300).
MILDRED
PIERCE
(WB)—
WARNER
week.
(Wiltern) — (2,300) (50c-60c-80cEstimated receipts for the week BROS.
$1.00)
7 days,
4th week. Gross: $10,000.
ended Nov. 7 :
(Average:
$14,500).
THE HOUSE ON 92nd STREET (20thFox) and DIVORCE (Mono.)— CARTHAY DENVER
CIRCLE— (1,516) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7
days. Gr.oss: $11,200. (Average: $9,800).
THE HOUSE ON 92nd STREET (20thFox) and DIVORCE (Mono.)— CHINESE
The weatherman has helped swell
—(2,300) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days. Gross: gross receipts of nearly all downtown
$14,500. (Average: $15,000).
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF theaters here this week.
Estimated receipts for the week end(M-G-M)— EGYPTIAN— (1,000) (50c-60c85c-$1.00) 7 days, 3rd week. Gross: $15,ing Nov. 5-8 :
500. (Average: $14,600).
THE HOUSE ON 92nd ST. (20thJOHNNY ANGEL (RKO Radio) and Fox)
and THE CHEATERS (Rep.)—
RADIO STARS ON PARADE (RKO Ra- ALADDIN— (1,400) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days
dio) — FOX WILSHIRE— (2,300) (50c- on a moveover. Gross: $8,400. (Average:
60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $5,600).
$8,800. (Average: $10,600).
DUFFY'S
(Para.) DENHAM
and MIDJOHNNY ANGEL (RKO Radio) and
NIGHTTAVERN
MANHUNT (Para.)—
RADIO STARS ON PARADE (RKO (1,750) (35c-45c-70c)
7
days,
Radio)— GUILD— (965) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) Gross:
$9,500. (Average: $9,500).5th week.
7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $6,500. (Average:
THE ENCHANTED FOREST (PRC)
$9,000).
KISS AND TELL (Col.) — HILL- and PURSUIT TO ALGIERS (U)— DEN(2,600) (35c-45c-74c)
STREET— (2,700) (50c-60c-80c) 7 days, $22,500.VER (Average:
$15,000). 7 days. Gross':
3rd week. Gross: $18,500. (Average:
THE ENCHANTED FOREST (PRC)
$19,500).
PURSUIT TO ALGIERS (U)—
THE HOUSE ON 92nd STREET (20th- and
ESQUIRE
(740)
(35c-45c-74c)
Fox) and DIVORCE (Mono.)— LOEWS Gross:
(Average:
$4,500). 7 days.
S T A T E— (2,500) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7 THE $6,750.
GREAT JOHN L (UA) and
days, 3rd week. Gross: $23,000. (Average: FROZEN
GHOST (U)— PARAMOUNT
$29,700).
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF (2,200)
(35c-45c-74c)
7 days. Gross: $13,950.
(Average:
$9,300).
(M-G-M)— LOS ANGELES— (2,096) (50cMILDRED PIERCE (WB) and SE60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days, 3rd week. Gross:
$25,000. (Average: $24,200).
NORITA FROM THE WEST (U)—
COLONEL BLIMP (UA) — MUSIC RIALTO (900) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days on
HALL (Beverly Hills)— (900) (55c-65c- moveover. Gross: $7,500. (Average: $5,000).
THE ENCHANTED FOREST (PRC)
85c)
6 days,
2nd week. Gross: $2,700.
(Average:
$5,800).
and PURSUIT TO ALGIERS (U)—
COLONEL BLIMP (UA) and RIVER WEBBER
(840) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days.
GANG (Univ.) — MUSIC HALL (Down- Gross: $6,750. (Average: $4,500).
Kelly Wins €P. V Award
Gene Kelly, M-G-M star, has been
elected winner of the New York
Newspaper
Guild'sperformance
"Page One" in
award
for
outstanding
the
field of dance for 1945. The award will
be presented to Kelly at the "Page
One" ball which the Guild will hold at
Madison Square Garden Dec. 6.
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Hollywood
By THALIA BELL
Hollywood, Nov. 7
LANA
star in
M-G-M'sTURNER
"Frankie will
from Frisco,"
which Arthur Hornblow is to produce ;
the story deals with the construction of
the railroad between San Francisco
and New Orleans, back in 1865. . . .
David O. Selznick has arranged to
borrow Alan Marshal from RKO
Radio for one of the top roles in
"Christabel Caine" ; Joan Fontaine is
set for the feminine lead. . . . Marjorie
Reynolds
has had her Paramount contract extended.
Edward L. Alperson, who is producing "Black Beauty" for 20th Century-Fox release, has closed a deal
with Paramount to borrow Mona Freeman and Richard Denning for the romantic leads. . . . M-G-M producer
Sam Marx has left for Washington,
where he will prepare an original,
tentatively titled "The Washington
Story." . . . Louis Calhern has been
chosen fortorious,"
an whichimportant
role inis "NoDore Schary
pro•
ducing for RKO Radio.
Sylvia Sidney has been signed by
Hall Wallis for the lead opposite
Robert Young in "The Searching
Wind," screen version of Lillian
Hellman's play which Paramount
will release. . . . Stephanie Bachelor
and Robert Livingston have been
selected for the romantic leads in
Republic's "Passkey to Danger,"
which Herman Millakowsky is producing. .. . Vladimir Sokoloff has
been added to "A Scandal in Paris,"
which Arnold Pressburger is making for United Artists release.
Capital Trade-Spur
Discussion on Today
Washington, Nov. 7.— Methods of
improving the foreign-trade promotion
service of the State Department will
be discussed tomorrow at a meeting of
the Advisory Committee on Commercial Activities of Foreign Service, recently set up by the Secretaries of
State and Commerce.
The committee will examine and
formulate recommendations regarding
commercial and other economic reporting by the foreign service for the use
of American business interests, including the motion picture industry.
Globe Pyle Broadcast
A special broadcast over WNEW
here, saluting Ernie Pyle, originated
in the lobby of the Globe Theatre
here last
program
featured evening.
Inez Robb, TheLarry
LeSeuer,
Jimmy Young and other overseas reporters, whoG.worked
withis Pyle.
Pyle'sat
"Story of
I. Joe"
playing
the Globe.

Lasky Rejoins Para.
Hollywood, Nov. 7.— Jesse Lasky,
Jr., has rejoined Paramount following
To Honor Wismer
his Army discharge and is writing the
Harry Wismer, American Broad- screenplay for Cecil B. DeMille's
casting Co. and Universal Newsreel "Unconquered."
sports commentator, voted outstanding sports announcer of the year for 'Way Home' Tradeshow
the third consecutive time by Sport"Sing Your Way Home," RKO
ing News, will be presented with his Radio, 'will be trade-shown in New
and Los Angeles on Tuesdav,
awardtonight.
at a reception at Toots Shor's York
Nov. 13.
here

anuary

1, 1946 marks

the beginning

of Columbia

Pictures Corporation's twenty- fifth year.

A milestone at which one can look back upon a quartercentury of unceasing progress and ever-improving

For this we

are profoundly

recognition.

grateful to our thousands

of exhibitor friends.

Such a milestone is given greater emphasis when
forward to even greater achievement.
that our Silver Anniversary

respect; a symbol

There is every indication

Year will be memorable

of Columbia's

it points

in every

present strength and future

potentialities.

It is our plan to express these sentiments
tangible manner,

in terms of the most noteworthy

to bear the trademark

in a precise
product ever

of Columbia.

President
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90
Review
"Rough
(Republic)

Riders

Invited
(Continued from page 1)

{Continued from page 1)
meager to justify a decision at this
time.
Indications that the plan will be
critically received by large segments
of exhibition aligned with the Conference of Independent Exhibitors came
from Abram F. Myers, chairman and
general counsel of Allied States ; Robfchert H. Poole, executive secretary of
?J the Pacific Coast Conference of Independent Theatre Owners, and exhibitor officials in attendance at the
conventions of Allied Theatre Owners
v of Michigan in Detroit and Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana at Indianapolis.
Many of these observed that Fabi- an's description of the purposes of
the proposed new organization duplicated those of the Conference of Independent Exhibitors.
Poole Statement

9

Daily

of Cheyenne"

Hollywood, Nov. 7
THE patrons of Hollywood's Hitching Post Theatre, a film-hardened folk
ranging in age from eight to 80, burst into spontaneous applause and earpiercing
whistlesthe atWestern
the close
of Sunset
latest starring
has everything
addict
craves :Carson's
action, suspense,
unusual vehicle.
plot twistsIt
and convincing characters.
Sunset, as the last of the Carsons, finds himself smack in the middle of a
feud that makes the famous Martin-Coy dispute look like a mild wrangle
between a couple of Sunday-school kids. When the Carsons and the Sterlings
start feuding, no holds are barred, and even the women folk of the family pitch
in with rocks and rifles. Indeed, the feminine members of the cast have a great
deal more to do than usually falls to the lot of Western actresses, for Mira
McKenney, as the widow Sterling, turns out to be the instigator of the feud.
Her daughter Melinda, portrayed by Peggy Stewart, settles the feud and
brings peace to Paradise Valley by falling in love with Sunset. But before
this happy event takes place, numerous Carsons and Sterlings, as well as several innocent bystanders and a gang of crooks who hope to gain possession of
the valley by urging the two leading families to exterminate each other, have
met
deathbyatthea rifle's
The village
shambles,
saloonsudden
is a shell,
time theend.
principals
decide isto acall
it quits. and the local
Elizabeth
Beecher's
screenplay
is associate
a refreshing
changeand from
the
standard
Western
plot. original
Bennett Cohen
was the
producer,
Thomas
Carr directed at a pace that leaves the audience limp and breathless.
Running time, 56 minutes. General classification. Release date, Nov. 1,
1945.
Thalia Bell

Said Poole : "Fabian's announcement
of the planned formation of a new exhibitor organization to handle legislative and tax matters affecting theatres, among other things, is, in those
respects, following the policy of the 01 A A Documentaries
Conference of Independent Exhibitors
which was organized in Chicago in Viewed by 200,000
Hollywood, Nov. 7. — Some 200,000
January, 1944, representing a majority Latin
Americans have viewed Office of
• of independent exhibitors nationally.
Inter-American Affairs 16mm. documentaries since the inception of the
"The scope
activities
of the onCIE,
its
broad
of acting
all with
matters
service in 1941, according to Harold
affecting independent theatre opera- Hopper, MPSA president. The films
tion, have been announced from time have been made available in isolated
to time in the trade press, evidencing areas by 338 projectors and 65 sound
trucks, he added.
its unity and effectiveness."
Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA president,
During the same period, an estimated
said: "MPTOA naturally favors any- 50,000,000 persons in the U. S. have
thing that would be in the best inter- seen documentaries concerning other
ests of exhibitors. The War Activi- Latin American republics, Hopper's
ties Committee is non-existent insofar report stated.
as exhibitors are concerned, the war
being over.
Nine More Pictures
"It would be premature for
MPTOA to take a position regarding Get Legion Ratings
the organization that Si Fabian proThe National Legion of Decency has
poses without further and more com- classified as A-I "Code of the Lawplete details as to its purposes. Exless," Universal, and "Prairie Rushibitors are more and more demanding
the right to make decisions within tlers,"PRC. In Class A-II the Legion
"Detour," PRC; "River Boat
their own organizations. Autonomy placed
Rhythm", RKO, and "This Love of
has always prevailed within Ours,"
Universal.
MPTOA."
Class B ratings were given "Bandits
Myers Statement
of the Badlands," Republic ; "Confidential Agent," Warners ; "The Fallen
Said Myers, in effect : Allied States Angel,"
20th Century-Fox, and "Pilunits have authorized the Conference
low of Death," Universal.
of Independent Exhibitors to act for
them in matters of legislation and tax- and, as for future drives, they would
ation and onlv action by the Allied
on the same basis.
board at its meeting next January participate
Leo
F.
Wolcott, president of the
could change the procedure. Myers
expressed the view that the sponsors on
ITO'of
Iowa-Nebraska,
"We are
record as favoring asaid:
constructive
of the proposed organization would exhibitor
organization but need furconsult only with what he termed "a
ther details of the organization prohand-picked
said business
he felt
posed by Fabian before we could defithat
Fabian, group"
because and
of his
nitely commit ourselves to it. We
associations with "Loew's and Para- anticipate these details will be forthmount" might
as anto
coming at the initial Washington
officer of
thenotnewbe acceptable
organization
meeting, if possible at that time."
many independent exhibitors.
In' Detroit, where Allied of MichiMyers was questioned on the plan
gan was in session yesterday, the proposed new organization met with a
after leaving Loew's home office sales
department here yesterday.
generally cool reception, although none
Myers said that insofar as he knows of the exhibitor officials present, inAllied has not been asked to have
cluding Martin Smith, national Allied
representatives at the organizational president ; Ray Branch, Michigan Allied president, and Sidney Samuelson,
meeting announed by Fabian for Dec.
5_ in Washington, adding that no de- general manager of Allied of Eastern
cision on having representation at the Pennsylvania, would comment for
meeting would be made until a bid publication.
At Indianapolis, a resolution critical
is received. He said that Allied exhibitors participated in wartime cam- of WAC audience collection petitions
paigns because they desired to do so Iwas adopted by the ATO of Indiana.

Name Lipsky Warner
Colombia Manager
Louisoffice
Lipsky,
formerly
in Warner's
home
foreign
department,
has
been appointed branch manager for
Colombia, South America, succeeding
Stanley F. Gaiter, resigned. Lipsky
will make his headquarters in Cali.
Appointment was made by Wolfe
Cohen, vice-president
Warner
International, now,on a oftour
of South
America.

tion follows a precedent set by President Roosevelt last year.
Among those invited are : Nicholas
M. Schenck, national chairman of the
Dimes drive ; Barney Balaban, Joseph Bernhard, Harry Brandt, Oscar A.
Doob, Gus Eyssell, S. H. Fabian,
Harry Kalmine, Malcolm Kingsberg,
Charles C. Moskowitz, Herman Robbins, Spyros Skouras, Martin Quigley,
Joseph
R. Vogel,
Richard
Walsh,
Ernest
Emerling,
Edward
C. Dowden,
Tom Connors, Leonard Goldenson
and Walter Vincent, all of the national
campaign committee.
The Invitation
The President's invitation said, in
part nationwide
: "For the March
first time
13 years
the
of in
Dimes
will
get under way in January without the
living presence of the man who inaugurated the fight against infantile
paralysis and who became its symbol
— Franklin D. Roosevelt. The cause
in which he fought so valiantly now
has been bequeathed to the American
public. The fight is not yet won. No
words from me are needed to impress
upon you the importance of this fight.
It is a crusade in which we are all
vitally interested."
Mexico Houses
(Continued from page 1)

Espinosa Iglesias brothers, the Granat
brothers, Jesus Cuevas, Juan Bustillo
Oro, Fernando Soler (actor), Miguel
Zacarias (director), Fernando de Fuentes (director), and Maria Antonieta
Pons (actress-producer) and her partOrol. that the estate of the
Percentage Suits
It ner,
is Juan
reported
(Continued from page 1)
late Gen. Maximino Avila Camacho,
the Communications
President's brother
and Secretary
ton Theatres in Arctic, R. I., and that of
and Public
Works,
Deitch is associated with Oscar Gold- here.
is also to build a large first run theatre
berg in the operation of the Weymouth
Theatre, Weymouth, Mass.
Suit was instituted, according to
each complaint, because of the de- British Imports
fendants' refusal to permit audits re(Continued from page 1)
quested in behalf of the plaintiffs at
various times in 1943 and 1944, and
each complaint charges a conspiracy sire. Also, it happens that lots of
among the defendants and with Oscar
Goldberg of Massachusetts to defraud people
The go
critic
gavethese
noticefilms."
that he would
to see
the plaintiffs by furnishing falsified bring up the issue again, but did not
percentage returns, and that as an aid say when he would do so.
in carrying out the alleged deception,
checkers were induced to join in the
falsification of percentage reports.
Lack of Legislation
Stalls UK Reforms
54,790 Appearances
Hollywood, Nov. 7.— Film personLondon, Nov. 7.— Questioned
alities made 54,790 free appearances in
in the House of Commons rethe patriotic interest between the outbreak of the war and Nov. 1, according
tended
on the Board
garding theaction
government's
into a report by the Hollywood Victory
of
Trade's
"monopoly
report,"
Committee.
Robert Ellis Smith, Parliamentary secretary to the
BOT said yesterday that a
Mrs. N. Vinegrad Dies
Funeral services for Mrs. Bessie
could not recbe
majority of the ommendations
report's
Vinegrad, wife of Nathan Vinegrad,
implemented without legislaowner of the Tower Theatre, Bronx,
tion, also that it raised
who died at her home there on Nov. 6,
will be held tomorrow noon at the
"issues the
of great
While
mattercomplexity."
has been
Riverside Memorial Chapel here.
given preliminary consideration, no final decisions have
Services for Sparks Kin
been reached. Expiration of
the Quota Act in 1948 is seen
Augusta, Ga., Nov. 7. — Funeral
as affording an opportunity
service for Mrs. J. B. Crouch, mother
of Mrs. E. J. Sparks, who died at the
for new, comprehensive legislation.
Sparks summer home in Asheville,
N. C, on Nov. 5, were held at the
Elliott Chapel here yesterday.
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"A TREMENDOUS
"A masterful thriller . . . the best

HIT! "-Hollywood reporter

of the lot!" — N.Y. HERALD TRIBUNE'

"Exciting film fare! Abound in
-BOXOFFICB
boxoffice potentialities!"

"Headed for top grosses!"
— FILM DAILY

"A thriller! It's always
— NEW exciting!"
YORK SUN

An all time thriller!'
■N. Y. MIRROR

-VARIETY
"Top grosses should be assured!"
"Top notch drama for heavy
business !"
- exhibitor

0
o
o

"A very strong boxoffice
-SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW
attraction!"
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EXCITING
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HIT!

"Exciting entertainment!"
—N. Y. JOURNAL-AMERICAN

'An entertaining thriller!"
-N: Y,SUN
'One of the best!"
—N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM

'Tense, realistic with suspense
"Thrilling and exciting!"
and humor!"
-n. y. news
-n. y. POST
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(Continued from page 1)
here, which will produce the type of
men who will not only be in a position to operate a theatre successfully
but also will be trained to take an
active
affairs. part in their community's civic
The course at Wayne will be promoted by the entire industry here,
Branch said. A committee will be
selected in the near future which will
include representatives of both independent and circuit operators, as well
as from distribution ; the committee
will map out subjects of study.
Branch indicated that among those
who have already accepted invitations
to lecture on topics they know best are
Cecil B. DeMille, producer ; Tom
Connors, 20th-Fox sales manager, and
Earl Hudson, head of United Detroit
Theatres.
United theatres will also be made
available to students for practical experience purposes. Annually, Branch
said, an award will be made to the
best student, with a guarantee of a
good theatre job.
Civic Activity Urged
Other Allied leaders urged exhibitors to make their theatres available
for civic affairs when the houses are
not in operation, and to take an active
interest in all civic problems.
Claude F. Lee, Paramount public
relations head, voiced approval of such
projects, and warned exhibitors that
they must remain organized for their
own welfare and the welfare of the
industry in general.
During a discussion of the 16 mm.
field as a threat to established theatre
business, Lee assured the group that
Paramount will not make available
any product at any time to 16mm.
film-show operators in competition
with "regular" exhibitors. Present
Paramount contracts for 16mm. prints
assure such protection, he concluded.
W. E. McKee, of Ross Federal
Service, claimed that 16mm. equipment
on the market today can offer no serious competition to theatre equipment.
He urged exhibitors to test 16mm.
equipment in their own communities, if
they plan to expand into that field,
before investing any money.
Branch said he sees definite expansion signs in the 16mm. field and told
members to examine their own territories for such opportunities.
Television Not Ready
Regarding television as a theatre
competitor, Branch stated that such a
possibility is five to six years away
because of the lack of technical developments. When perfect home television will be ready, the women will
still prefer entertainment in the atmosphere of a theatre rather than the
familiar background of their homes,
Branch opined.
In his annual review Branch cited
the
the state's
The strength
proof, heof said,
can be organization.
found in the
absence of adverse industry legislation in the state.
During the closed meeting this
afternoon, industry problems were discussed by Branch and Sidney Samuelson, head of Allied of Eastern Pennsylvania. Mounting prices for film
rentals and the employment of local
checkers by Confidential Reports were
attacked. It was reported here without verification that Allied may shortly take national action against Confidential inthe form of a boycott against.
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Short

Subjects

"Little Witch"
(Paramount Musical Parade)
Olga San Juan, night club singer
and dancer, is in love with Bob
Graham, in the role of Pedro, the
club's orchestra leader. She does not
know he is the wealthy son of the
Castillo family, and when Pedro, seekhis family's
to her,
marrya
Olga,ing reveals
his consent
identity to
temporary breach between the lovers
is caused over the question whether
she is marrying
him All
for ends
his family's
money,
or for love.
happily
at a fiesta when she proves her love.
In Technicolor. Running time, 20
minutes.
"Merida and Campeche"
(M-G-M Traveltalk)
The quaint Mexican cities of Merida
and Campeche, where remnants of an
ancient Mayan civilization mingle with
modern day improvements, are the
subjects of this Fitz-Patrick Traveltalk. The majestic beauty of buildings and countryside is heightened by
Technicolor photography, and the
film's educational value is amply emphasized with enlightening narration.
Running time, eight minutes.
"Beware of Redheads"
(RKO-Radio)
Leon Errol gets into all sorts of
trouble with his wife when she finds
a woman's compact in his pocket after
a big party. The woman, a beautiful
redhead, calls on Errol demanding reall distributors employing its checkers.
Samuelson also discussed Allied's
'Caravan" service and the anti-trust
trial in New York. He voiced confidence of a Government victory.
discussion of the 'Caralengthy
In a van,'
Samuelson
stated that the exchange of information on film prices
paid by independents throughout the
country is "a real weapon against unreasonable rental demands."
The certainty
of overbuilding in
Michigan and its feared unfavorable
effects on future product-buying was
a major topic of discussion among exhibitors between sessions of the 26th
annual convention.
15 to 20 New Ones
Satisfied that the present 537 theatres in the state meet the needs of
normal business, they hold that an additional 15 to 20 theatres now in the
planning stages are expected to create
unusually keen competition for patronage in many localities, and will bring
higher prices for films. Most of the
theatres will be located in small towns
with populations of 500 to 1,000 people now patronizing houses of neighboring towns.
J. P. Uvick, Flint exhibitor and
theatre broker, reports that there has
never been such a purchase demand
for existing theatre properties, due to
war-accumulated earnings in numerous
Michigan industrial towns currently
seeking an investment outlet.
A new and more severe fire act,
regulating theatres and other business
establishments, is being drafted for the
1947 Michigan legislature to replace
the antiquated law of 1913, Arnold
Renner, state fire marshal, told the
convention.
Exhibitors are being invited to look
over the act, Renner said, and to suggest any changes which they feel

to Pass

(Continued from page 1)

turn of her compact, which she had
placed in his pocket while dancing.
But Errol's wife was under the impression he had bought the compact
as a present for her. Not only does
Errol have to contend with his wife's
false suspicions about him and the redhead, but he is made to keep one jump
ahead of the latter's jealous husband.
Running time, 17 minutes.

Producers, Hollywood affiliate of the
MPPDA, has received a letter from
Jack L. Warner, executive producer,
requesting readmission as a member of
the AMPP. munication
' Although
similar
comhad not yet a been
received
in New York at a late hour yesterday,
way.
it was understood that one was on the

enterprises," the resolution declared.
It also opposed the War Activities
Committee and other groups "pledging
our theatres for fund-raising purposes
without our consent," but urged that
"screens will be used to support all
proper movements for the good of the

N.Y. Trial
(Continued from page 1)

In a statement issued jointly by
Harry M. Warner, president, and
Jack L. Warner, the company said :
"Warner Bros, has rejoined the Motion Picture Producers and Distrib"The
Mayor's
Husband"
(Columbia)
utors of America, Inc. This will include full participation in all phases
When Hugh Herbert's wife runs for
Mayor on the promise that she will of the Motion Picture Producers Asclean up the city, the opposition sends
sociation both in New York and Hollyahispretty
girl
to
Hugh's
house
to
steal
Without Precedent
wife's evidence. Hugh falls for the
girl's line, but his wife returns before
Although no precedent exists for
the thief can get away with the papers.
Hugh, meanwhile, in his usual inept procedure to be followed in readmitting a former member, the by-laws of
style, manages to save the papers and
clear himself with wife. Running time, the MPPDA provide that member16 minutes.
ship applications shall be handled at
wood."
the next quarterly meeting, in this instance, Dec. 12. Although it is a customary
procedure seeking
to examine
qualifi"Story
of DDT"
cations of those
membership
(British Information
Services)
Out of the disaster of war can come in the MPPDA, it is believed that this
will be waived in the case of
Warners.
the inventions to help make a better step
world. Early in the war British and
The AMPP in a statement said that
American scientists undertook experiments with DDT and found it to be
Warners
requestat for
acted upon
the readmission
next meeting"willof
one of the most effective killers of dis- be
the
board
of
directors.
We have been
ease-spreading insects. This British
Ministry of Information short relates representing Warner Bros, in all labor
the story of the discovery of the for- negotiations
Warners since
resigned
Oct. 22." from the
mula. Running time, 23 minutes.
MPPDA last December, giving the
organization the required six months
notice. The resignation became effectForced Collections
ive May 30.
(Continued from page 1)

Truman Rembusch of Franklin was
elected president, succeeding Roy Harrold of Rushville. Maurice Rubin,
Michigan
City, was
vice-presipeople."
dent, and Marc
Wolfnamed
of Indianapolis,
treasurer.
would be of mutual benefit to exhibitor
and patron.
Renner termed Michigan's fire
record in theatres last year "deplorable," claiming that "poor housekeeping conditions caused most of the several serious fires, only one of which
originated in a projection booth."
Inspection Stressed
He urged exhibitors to have a school
of instructions for their staffs, and to
teach them how to inspect a theatre.
He warned the showmen not to leave
a theatre in the hands of minors who
have
tions. no conception of safety regula-

set up in the Federal Bureau of Investigation tohandle all anti-trust and
other Department investigations, and
an appellate
section
is being
estab-to
lished under the
Solicitor
General
handle all appeals in court cases.
Anti-trust division, accordingly, Clark
said, will be relieved of work which in
the past has required much of its time
and effort. Heretofore, anti-trust attorneys have conducted the investigations, but Clark believes that such
matters can be handled more effectively by the FBI with its trained men
operating nationally, and that lawyers
should devote themselves to court
work.
Demand War-Tax Cut
(Continued from page 1)
Minister of Finance at Ottawa, for
immediate action.
. Morris Stein of Famous Players
Canadian Corp. was elected president
by thelor, directors,
Tayhead of 20thsucceeding
Century Nat
Theatres,
while Joe Garbarino, a Toronto independent exhibitor, became vice-president, and Ralph Dale and Jack L.
Hunter were named secretary and
treasurer, respectively, with Arch H.
Jolley cutive
continuing
permanent
exesecretary in ascharge
of Toronto
headquarters.

Tonight's
attracted
a record
turnout
of banquet
over 500.
Among
the
guests were Dave Palfreyman of the
MPPDA : Paul Mooney, National
Screen Service ; Leon Bamberger,
RKO sales promotion manager, and
Kim Sigler, special state prosecutor, 20th Bids on Brown
the main speaker ; Martin E. Smith,
Twentieth Century-Fox is
National Allied president, and Walter
Brooks of M-G-M's exhibitor rela- on Beth Brown's new comedy,
tions department.
Out the Sun," the author

Play
bidding
"Hang
reports.
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Alfred

Hitchcock's
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production

.

of

"Spellbound",

starring Ingrid Bergman

and

Gregory

Peck, has set an all-time high gross
for its first week
Theatre,

New

at the Astor

York.

This

is a new

record

for this famous Broadway
4
showcase which has housed the
industry's most
pictures.
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War

'
Independents
Product
Helps
RKO

Compete

Mochrie Cites Sales Help
In Trust Trial Testimony
By MILTON LIVINGSTON
The competitive position of RKO
Radio Pictures during the 1943-44
season would have been adversely
affected if the company had not had
the independent
product it released, Robert
Mochrie, RKO
Radio general
general sales
manager, testified in the New
York anti-trust
suit in U. S.
District Court
here yesterday,
the 16th day of
trial. Mochrie
explained that
six independent
films, added to
Robert Mochrie
the "A" films
produced by RKO Radio, enabled the
(Continued on page 12)
New
Army

Ruling

Governs

Surplus

Restrictions
RKO

On
Near

Distribution
End

in Britain

TEN CENTS

9, 1945

License

Form

Now 'Streamlined'
RKO Radio has a "streamlined" sales contract, Robert
Mochrie, general sales manager, testified at the trust trial
yesterday. Contract simplification had previously been
announced by M-G-M, Paramount and 20th Century-Fox.

By PETER BURNUP
London, Nov. 8. — General revision
of wartime emergency distribution arrangements in this country has been
withheld pending the outcome of a
current census of government raw
stock requirements, according to an
official letter issued by the Kinemato- Film Classics Will
graph Renters Society. However,
Reginald Baker, KRS president, is
satisfied from official interviews that, Enter Production
though stock rationing continues, it
will be eased shortly.
Film Classics has formulated an exBelieving
warpansion program which will include
time boom is that
over, the
KRS industry's
has appointed
its supervision of production by inde(Continued on page 14)
pendent producers of from 12 to 18
pictures
the co m pwhich
any
will distribute,
Rank's Program In
Nickey GoldEire Well Underway hammer, vicepresident and
general sales
manager, said
By TOM SHEEHY
here yesterday
upon his
Dublin, Nov. 8. — J. Arthur Rank, from
the arrival
Coast.
who has completed the first section
of his film expansion campaign in
N e with
g o t proi aEire, including filming here of "Hun- tions
ducers on the
gry Hill," from Daphne Du Maurier's Coast are now
book; and the spy picture, "I See a under way, he
Dark Stranger," has arranged for a
tour of English studios with Irish said, adding that Nickey Goldhammer
film critics to begin Jan. 21.
fi- be provided by the
The Rank buildup in Eire began in part of the
nancing might
(Continued on page 11)
(Continued on page 14)

Sales

Plans
Projected
Washington, Nov. 8. — Surplus Theatre
Army projectors and films will be
sold to non-profit educational and
public health institutions at a discount
the Country
of
per cent under
from the
"fair regulation
value" of Throughout
the40property,
a new
issued today by the Surplus Property
Building plans, for remodeling,
Administration.
U. S. to Aid Workers
erection of new theatres and acquiOther non-profit institutions will be
sition of theatre sites, continue to
To Get Old Positions
permitted to purchase surplus property
be
reported
from various sections
at the "fair value!,'.' defined )as a
of the country.
Nov. 8.— The
Washington,
price not to exceed the lowest price
United
States Employment
offered at any trade level at the time
With relatively
conService today is announcing a
struction materialsfew
in primary
tight supply,
of acquisition.
interwith
te
coopera
considerable theatre construction is
plan toested
The regulation is. designed to put
management and labor
seen for this fall and winter. Man(Continued on page 14)
in those areas where the local
too, is becoming more abundwartime manpower stabilizatry. ant in power,
several sections of the countion program had included a
Leaders at AMP A
provision intended to protect
the reinstatement rights of
Additional reports from various
Tribute to Curtis
workers transferring to war
sections of the country on plans for
Ned Depinet, Nicholas Schenck,
construction and remodeling follow :
jobs who now want to return
Barney Balaban, Grad Sears and
to their former employment.
Francis Harmon are among those who
St. Louis, Nov. 8. — The St. Louis
Robert C. Goodwin, director,
Amusement Co. has awarded a conhave signified their intention to be
ns
explains
that
such
provisio
tract to Sol Abrahams & Son Conpresent at the AM PA luncheon salute
existed in only a few of the
struction Co. for construction of a
to Major General Ted Curtis and
ation
ed
locally
develop
stabiliz
Jules Brulatour on Wednesday, in the
one story,
32 foot
by 35 foot,tobrick
addition to the
Manchester
provide
Hotel Astor. Charles Alicoate is
programs.
(Continued on page 14)
chairman of the committee.

To

Dissolve

Coast

Trade

Association
Johnston Program Calls
For Consolidated Unit
The Association of Motion Picture Producers, Hollywood, will be
consolidated with the MPPDA here
in order to form a single, industrywide trade association of member companies, it was learned authoritatively
yesterday.
The new consolidated association very probably will be
known as the American Motion
Picture Association, Inc. Action on both the consolidation
of the Hollywood and Eastern
organizations and adoption of
the name for the new association is scheduled to be taken at
(Continued on page 12)
Krug

Decision

Maverick

Soon;

Gets

Bid

Washington, Nov. 8. — Final decision whether former War Production Board chairman J. A. Krug will
join the MPPDA is expected next
week, following a meeting with
MPPDA president Eric Johnston
tentatively scheduled for Monday, it
was learned today.
It was disclosed that Krug, who
had been asked to meet with Johnston
early this
has to
asked
tional timeweek,
in which
makeforupaddihis
(Continued on page 12)
Virginia Group Likes
Theatre Unit Idea
William F. Crockett, president of
the MPTO of Virginia, told Motion
Picture
ginia Daily
exhibitors yesterday
will be gladthatto "Virmeet
with Si Fabian and others in Washington on Dec. 5 and to work with
them in establishing an organization
to handle government and public rela- t
tions" for theatres in peace time.
Crockett referred to the proposal for
(Continued on page 14)
In This Issue
"Girls of the Big House" is
reviewed on page 12. Motion
Picture Daily's Booking Chart
is on 15.
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Personal
Mention

y20th Centurr,
ING,
WC.• FoxGEHR
al sales
Centr
manage
will return to New York today from
a tour of exchanges.
•
S/Sgt. Nick Mamula, former
Paramount New York newspaper contact under Al Wilkie, publicity manager, has been discharged from the
Army and will return to the company
on Monday.
Lon T. Fidler and William
Hurlburt, Monogram franchise holders, will arrive in Hollywood today
for the company's stockholders' and
directors' meeting enext Wednesday,
Lt. Jeff Livingston, formerly with
M-G-M's
publicity
has
been discharged
from'department,
the Army Air
of
staff
publicity
the
Corps and joined
the Lawrence organization.
•
E. L. Walton, assistant general
sales manager and executive aide to
Republic presiJames R. Grainger,Atlanta
yesterday.
dent, left here for •
William Collins, Atlanta showman, has disposed of his interests in
that city and will leave there soon to
enter business in Hollywood.
•
Sam Galanty, Columbia district
manager, was in Cleveland this week
visiting with Lester Zucker, branch
manager.
Edith Head, Paramount studio
fashion designer, will leave Hollywood
on Sunday for a 10-dav visit in New
York.
Henry duction
Ginsberg',
Paramount
provice-president,
will leave
Hollywood Nov. 16
• for New York.
Rodney Bush, 20th Century-Fox
exploitation manager, will return to
the home office today from Dallas.
•
Hunt Stromberg, United Artists
producer, will arrive in New York
from Hollywood on Monday.
•
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NEW
Insider's
Hollywood, By
Nov.RED
8
p"
"Cawho
someone
or R
KrugHE
it'selse
ET
WHto
become head of the
is
MPPDA's West Coast branch,
all the evidence points to the
need of taking on a full-time
executive for that important
Hollywood job. The evidence,
moreover, is hardly new.
Down through all the years of
the Hays administration, the
Coast producers' association was
headed up by a man from studio ranks. It can be argued, and
with some success, that the intricacies ofthe Hollywood scene
which we are again viewing indicate, and perhaps dictate, this
as the most efficient method. But
there have been handicaps.

While strong values reside in
falling back on an executive
who has the know-all and to
whom the complicated ropes are
familiar, the head of any major
lot inevitably is a busy man. The
problem thereby thrown up is
one on the clock and the difficulty of allocating enough time to
handle the post in conformity
with its requirements, while the
business of making pictures suffers no neglect.
An inability to accommodate
both, consequently, has brought
about interludes where the producers' group functioned
no authoritative
head and under
held
few meetings. It was a trade association inname and it did foregather when problems considered of the greatest urgency developed.
But
those
sessions were
spotty and so, too, naturally was
any record of accomplishment.
■

Outlook
'
KANN
Committee
on Un-American Activities paid their visit to Hollywood during the summer. Here
they checked into the wholesweep charge of rampant Communism, directives from Moscow and plots to overthrow the
constituted Government. The
findings, whatever they may be
but over which we recommend
no widespread concern, reportedly have been submitted. Thus
far, no succeeding action has
been forthcoming and now the
Washington word is the film
phase of the probe will hibernate until February or March.
■
Meanwhile, by earlier declaration, officials of the committee
with which Representative Rankin, that outstanding reactionary, is not having entirely his
own way are on record with
this observation :
"The word 'Hollywood' has
been used entirely too loosely.
When we
say 'Hollywood'
we
appear
to indict
a lot of people
who never should be smeared.
Those distortions are going to
cause poor relations between
those who would like to have
the affair cleaned up and those
whoPigeon
are trying
up."
holes,tobyclean
lastitreport,
continue part of the Washington
equipment. There could be one
for this episode. There ought
to be.
■ I
Abram F. Myers, in a recent
Allied bulletin roaring away at
percentages and checkers, had
this to remark at one point:
"From the sometimes unguarded admissions of sales representatives, the impression has
long prevailed among exhibitors
that distributors interchanged
information gained through
checking. Reported instances
where one distributor blindchecked another's pictures made
it fairly certain that the distributors had no regard for the exhibitors' right to privacy in their
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Behind Eric Johnston's offer
to Krug undoubtedly is this general knowledge. Responsible executives in Hollywood have felt
for some time now that it was
Charles Rosmarin, Monogram's
unfair to ask any one of their
Argentine manager, left here yesterday by plane for Buenos Aires.
membership
to set aside his reg•
ular duties and perhaps neglect
Red Kann, Quigley Publishing Co.
some of them for an assignvice-president, arrived on the Coast
business
affairs."
ment which might be handled
Here are
two connected sen- * A 2(
RENE CLAIR'S
yesterday from New York.
tences which combine into an
•
completely by an individual enPictures
Fox E Popular
■
PLU
Century20th
obvious
contradiction.
The
first
NONE'
gaged
for
the
purpose.
1 AND
JAv THEN THER
Irving Wormser, Film Classics
on WERE
Producti
A
RAVAZZ
treats
with
the
alleged
swapping
CARL
—
STAGE
ON
PLUS
Existing,
as
well,
has
been
the
BROS.
AS
NICHOL
JOSTYN
r
Eastern sales manager, will leave to- belief the job at hand can be
EXTRA! DAVE APOLLON
day for Indianapolis.
of information among distribuBUYBONDS
MORE
•
the better done by an outsider
tors of data learned through
1 'AN!
uninfluenced by one group or
Edward Golden will leave Hollychecking. Yet the second senwood Tuesday on the Superchief for an array of groups sypmathetictence speaks of one distributor
New York.
ally bound to a single viewpoint.
•
blind-checking another's picROXY
BEAUTY K—
2nd WEE
ture.
_
Appraisals
are apt tothe
be cleartuc UC11/
Richard Condon, public relations
er and conclusions
more
counsel for Columbia, has gone to the
The question : If the informasound.
tion of one distributor is availCoast from here.
■ I
AMERICAN
•
MARCH
able to another, why then is it
Does
this
indicate
the
end?
Lester Cowan arrived on the Coast
necessary for the latter to blindInvestigators for the House
yesterday from New York.
check the former's picture?
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Services
Jolley on Industry
Promotional Tour
Toronto, Nov. 8.— Arch H.
Jolley, executive-secretary of
the Motion Picture Theatres
Association of Ontario, is
making a missionary speaking
tour of the province in behalf
of the film industry as a
whole. His itinerary of community club luncheons for the
balance of November includes: London, Nov. 12; Cobourg, Nov. 16; Orillia, Nov.
19; Parry Sound, Nov. 21.
Honor
At

FP-C

Ottawa

Heads

Parley

Ottawa, Nov. 8. — Famous Players
managers from Eastern Ontario attended the regional conference at the
Chateau Laurier Hotel here yesterday
for discussions, under direction of
Morris Stein, Eastern Division manager, and Robert Meyers, headoffice
booker, both of Toronto, and T. R.
Tubman, district manager.
A feature of the session was the
presentation of awards to managers
who turned in outstanding campaigns
for the company's "Silver Anniversary
Week."
Themedallions
eight who were:
received A.sterling silver
T.
Forhan, Belle Theatre, Belleville; Ernie Smithies, Capitol, Kingston ;
Louis Gauthier, Cartier, Hull ; J. R.
McLennan, Capitol, Brockville, and
the following Ottawa managers : Isser
Singerman, Imperial ; Henry Marshall, Regent; A. Stevens, Rideau ;
Ray Tubman. Capitol.
Previously, at the regional meeting
in London, Ont, the following received
similar awards from Stein: W. K.
Trudell, Capitol, London; Tom McKnight, Patricia, London ; Les Preston, Capitol, St. Thomas ; I. M. Meretsky, Palace, Windsor ; J. Bolinsky,
Imperial, Sarnia ; Hamilton Bowes,
Capitol, Sarnia.

FP-C and Odeon Buy
Republic Product
Deals covering the company's 194546 program with Famous Players-Canadian Corp., covering 94 theatres, and
Odeon Theatres of Canada, covering
55 houses, were closed by Republic
president James R. Grainger during
his visit to Toronto this week. .
J. J. Fitzgibbons, Famous Players
president, and Ben Geldsaler, chief
film buyer, represented the circuit,
with A. W. Perry, general manager of
Empire Films, Republic distributor in
Canada, present with Grainger. The
Odeon deal was closed with Frank
Fisher, chief film buyer.

Canadian
Theatre

Exhibitors

Robbery

Toronto, N o v. 8. — Aggressive
measures are being taken by Canadian
exhibitors to combat the wave of theatre robberies and hold-ups, one feature
of the current crime epidemic in the
Dominion. Special watchmen are
patrolling theatre properties and new
burglar alarm systems have been installed, while managers are removing
all but small change from box-offices
at frequent
ance hours. intervals during performThe safe of the Granada Theatre,
St. Thomas, was carted away by a
gang and was located in 15 feet of
water in a nearby river with its $1,000 contents intact. No trace has
'How We Controlled
Raw Stock; By WPB
Washington, Nov. 8.— A history
of the. wartime control of raw stock
and motion picture equipment is being
written as part of a voluminous report
on the five years' operation of the production program by the War Production Board and its*predecessor agencies, so that its mistakes and accomplishments may be available for study
in the event of another emergency.
Eventually, parts of the report may
be made public, but many of its details
will be suppressed in order that industrial secrets may not be divulged.
Continental

Films

Set Up by Warners
Warner Bros, has incorporated Continental Films, Inc., at Albany, to handle distribution of the company's films
in some countries of Europe, according to Edward K. Hessberg, incorporating attorney for the company.
No officers have yet been set for
the new corporation, which, according
to present indications, will be used
to supplement existing subsidiary corporations ofthe company, both operating and dormant. .
Production

Started

On Kenny Video Film
Hollywood, Nov. 8. — Tel-Cine
started production here yesterday on
"Nor beAll
Tears,"to aallfilm'which
will
madeYour
available
television
stations for use in promoting the 1945
Sister Kenny Foundation Fund appeal.
Patrick Michael Cunning, named
drive chairman by national chairman
Bing Crosby, is producing and directing the subject.
B&K Gets 11 A 2nd Runs
Chicago, Nov. 8. — While United
Artists has sold away first run playdates of its product from Balaban and
Katz to the independent Oriental, B.
and K. will continue to play UA
pictures in its outlying houses. A deal
was made for "Guest Wife" which
will play leading B. and K neighborhood theatres. Deals for other U.A.
pictures are pending.

Canada Gets 'Wilson'
Toronto, Nov. 8.— Held back in
Canada because of the ban on roadshowing of pictures at advanced prices
by the Wartime Prices and Trade
Boad,
is only
nowDominion
making
its
first"Wilson"'
appearances
in the
on regular release schedules. The
feature had its first run at the Palace
in Windsor, Ont., before its forthcoming playdate in Toronto.
Engel To Supply Firm
Philadelphia, Nov. 8.— Jack Engel
Kenway in ABC Post
has opened a popcorn supply company
Ivor Kenway has been made director here and additionally will act as disof advertising and promotion for the
tributor for the Viking Popcorn Machine Co.
American Broadcasting Co.

Fight

Wave

been found of robbers who cracked the
safe of the Palace Theatre, Windsor,
for $1,100 in cash and war bonds.
There have been no arrests in connection with three break-ins at the College
Theatre, Toronto,
"a man
who attempted
to hold although
up the cashier
at the Toronto Imperial was arrested.
The hold-up of the Victoria Theatre, Vancouver, was followed bv a
conviction. The State Theatre, Winnipeg, was robbed but there have been
no arrests as yet. Crooks who cracked
the safe of the Somerset Theatre, Ottawa, secured $450. A man was arrested when found in the Parkdale
Theatre, Toronto. The Brock, also in
Toronto, was ransacked.
'U' Renews

Gutlohn

16mm. Picture Deal
Universal has renewed for another
year its deal with Walter Gutlohn
Films, controlled by George Hirliman's International Theatrical and
Television Corp., for domestic rights
to the company's 16mm. films. In
Canada, Empire Universal will continue to distribute Universal product
in both 16mm. and 35mm.
J. Arthur Rank and Universal recently concluded an agreement to form
a new world-wide company to distribute and promote 16mm. films for educational, religious, scientific and nontheatrical purposes. This does not, of
course, include 16mm. rights of Universal product in the U. S. and Canada.

Coast

Today

on

for Edwards

Hollywood, Nov. 8— Services will
be held here tomorrow afternoon at
the Malinow and Simon funeral parlors for Gus Edwards, 66, veteran
song writer, actor and director, who
died Tuesday night from a heart attack, following a long illness. •
Beginning his career as a vaudeville
comic, Edwards early branched out as
a talent agent and is credited with
helping discover or develop Eddie
Cantor, George Jessel, Mae Murray,
Ray Bolger, Lila Lee, the Duncan.
Sisters, Helen Mencken, Earl Carroll, Walter Winchell. Lew Brice,
Bobby Watson, Louise Groody. Lillian
Walker, Herman Timburg, Mitzi
Mayfair, and others, many of them as I
children. He turned to the film field
in 1928 after being with the stage
for 30 years.
Music Publisher.
Proprietor of the Gus Edwards
Music Publishing Co., he wrote many
songs, including
"School
Days," "Tammany," "If I Were
a Millionaire"
and
"By the Light of .the Silvery Moon."
Surviving are his widow, Mrs. Lillian Edwards ; two brothers, Ben and
Leo. and a sister, Dorothy.

Sherman To Reenter
Production in Spring
Hollywood, Nov. 8.— Harry Sherman, who recently sold William
Boyd the screen rights to the "Hopalonging Cassidy"
series,
planswith
reenterproduction next
spring,
Joel
setEvening
to star
SatPostin "Ramrod,"
story by Luke
Col. Kenneth Clark Is McCrea urday
Short,
as
his
first
upper-bracket
feaOn Terminal Leave
ture. Release through a major comCol. Kenneth Clark, newspaper
pany is being negotiated, Sherman
man, publicist, and former public re- said here today.
lations director of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of
America, at headquarters here, is now
at his home in Washington, on ter- CBS Has Nine-Month
minal leave, after three years in the Net of $4,234^47
Columbia Broadcasting reports for
Army. He has already completed pronine months ended Sept. 29, 1945, net
cessing, through Camp Meade.
Col. Clark received several decora- income of $4,234,247, after all charges,
tions for his front-line services as including provision of $4,935,000 for
press relations officer with Gen. Mark Federal income and excess profits
taxes. This is equivalent to $2.47 a
Clark.
share. Net income for the period includes an extraordinary" gain in $1,000,000 from the disposal of radio staSack
'Crime'
Dallas,Acquires
Nov. 8.— Negative
and all
tion WBT, after deducting contingency provision for possible Federal
rights to "What
production,
has Price
been Crime,"
acquiredBeacon
from taxes.
Alexander Brothers, Hollywood, by
Net income for nine months ended
Sack Amusement Enterprises, which
30, after
1944, taxes
was S3,399.081,
or S1.98
will reissue the subject nationally. aSept.
share,
of $5,985,000.
The feature is currently being re-edited and a new line of color accessories isin work, according to Alfred Skinner Suit Dismissed
N. Sack.
The New York Supreme Court yesterday dismissed a complaint by Cornelia Otis Skinner and Emily KimLadd Lay-Off Revoked
against Paramount in which
Hollywood, Nov. 8. — Paramount brough
the plaintiffs had sought an injunction
today lifted Alan Ladd's suspension, to restrain the company from disHenry Ginsberg, company production executive, has disclosed, adding tributing a sequel of "Our Hearts
Young Paramount.
and Gay." Louis Nizer
that
Ladd's within
next assignment
will has
be Were
represented
announced
a month. He
been given a new contract.
Autry Petition to Court
Delivery Firms Merge
Los Angeles, Nov. 8.— Superior
Toronto, Nov. 8. — The Mavety Judge William Parker has taken unFilm Delivery Service, headed by
der submission a petition filed by Gene
Charles Mavety, has acquired the film Autry for termination of his contract,
delivery
& Son, service operated by Harper which Republic claims has three years
to run.
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ROBERT C U M MINGS,
LIZABETH SCOTT, DON
DeFORE in HAL WALLIS' Production "YOU CAME ALONG"
with Charles Drake, Julie Bishop,
Kim Hunter, Helen Forrest
Directed by John Farrow • Screen
play by Robert Smith and Ayn Rand

cite

Now

in its 3rd Month

after breaking every attendance record in the N.Y.
Rivoli's 27-year history.

Topping "Affairs of Susan"
and "Practically Yours"
in 77% of its engagements!

JOAX FOXTAIXE and GEORGE
BREXT in HAL WALLIS' Production "THE AFFAIRS OF SUSAN"
with Dennis O'Keefe, Don DeFore,
Rita Johnson, Walter Abel
Directed by William A. Seiter
Screen Play by Thomas Monroe,
LaszloGoroeand Richard Flournoy

fJ7/te

<j40M/ib
of f/man
Led all other contemporary
releases in M.P.
of nation-wide

Daily survey

grosses.
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The distinguished Broadway success by
Lillian Hellman, who also wrote the screen play

From the Broadway play by Samson Raphaelson
Screen play by Leonard Spiegelgass
(Tentative Title)
Starring
BARBARA STANWYCK
VAN HEFLIN
LIZABETH
with

From the Oscar Serlin stage production written by Theodore

SCOTT

Reeves, who wrote the screen play of "National Velvet"

Kirk Douglas
Directed by Lewis Milestone
Screen play by Robert Rosson
Story by Ramona Stewart, to be serialized in
Collier's Magazine and published in book form

To be produced in England by Hal Wallis
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Offices

Ricardo Canals has been appointed
RKO-Radio manager for Peru with
headquarters in Lima, replacing Harry Davis, who has been transferred
to the company's new Colombia office
in Bogota, it was announced here yesterday by Phil Reisman, vice-president in charge of foreign distribution,
who also reports that Antonio Garcia, under whose direction RKO established its new Colombia office, has
been made manager for Venezuela
with headquarters at Caracas. Garcia
replaces Mike Havas, who will depart
for New York shortly for conferences
on a new assignment.
Britton to Far East
Former Argentina manager Leon
Britton, who had escaped from Singapore prior to its capture by the Japs
when he was manager there, will return to supervise the Far Eastern
territory, leaving New York tomorrow. India manager Charles O. Julian,
who has been on leave of absence in
Vancouver visiting his family, is expected here today preparatory to returning to his Bombay headquarters.
Film Classics
{Continued from, page 1)
company. Product will be bought
either outright or distributed on a percentage basis.
Goldhammer reported that Film
Classics has more than 7,500 contracts
fbr some of its top reissues. Forthcoming new releases include "Adventures of Marco Polo," "Stella Dallas,"
"Wedding Night" and "Come and
GetAl It."
Zimbalist, formerly with RKO
Theatres, has become advertising, publicity and exploitation chief of the
company, the appointment having been
made in line with promotional plans
which include a stepped-up advertising program.
Goldhammer disclosed that the company has acquired from Harry Mandel his franchise-operated Film Classics exchange in Indianapolis, bringing
to five the number of exchanges now
owned. Others are in New York,
Chicago, Buffalo and Los Angeles.
Robert Sherman, former Columbia
salesman in St. Louis, will operate the
Indianapolis branch, beginning Monday. Goldhammer said he hopes to
acquire eventually all the other exchanges now operated by franchise
holders.
Goldhammer will leave here Sunday
for the Coast for production talks with
Edward L. Alperson, co-owner of the
company.
New FC Corporation
Albany, N, Y., Nov. 8. — Film
Classics Distributing Co. of Buffalo,
Inc., has been incorporated to operate
in that city. Incorporators are : Hans
Mosner, Edward Grossman and Sidney H. Levin, New York. Stillman
and Stillman, New York, were incorporating attorneys.
Television Application
Lancaster, Pa., Nov. 8. — An application has been filed with the FCC
by the Lancaster Television Corp. for
permission to erect and operate a commercial television station here. Channel No. 2 is sought.

The

Victory

Loan

Front

Torchlight Parade, Jeep
who will sing the "Star Spangled BanChristening Rally Set
ner," and Helen Portnoy of the home
A torchlight parade of 70 jeeps, con- office accounting department, who will
a song recital.
Nazi Herman
cap- give
James Sternberg of the Treasury
turedvoying
personal
car down Goering's
Seventh Avenue to the industry's Statue of Liberty Department will deliver a message
on Times Square will open a Victory from Secretary of the Treasury VinLoan rally there today. Screen, stage, son.
radio _ and nightclub celebrities will
participate in the rally, which will be Announcer Kent Named
addressed also by Frederick W. Gehle,
C."
state War Finance Committee chair- Liberty
Randy Booth
Kent, "M.former
Canadian
Broadcasting System announcer, who
man, and others.
is now a staff announcer for WINS
here, has been appointed master of
Ukrainian-American Day
ceremonies for the nightly Victory
At Square Tomorrow
Tomorrow will be Ukrainian-Amer- Loan bond rallies at the industry's
ican Day at the Statue of Liberty in Statue of Liberty in Times Square,
Times Square, marking the second of Irving Lesser, chairman of the New
a series of international Victory Loan York drive, announced yesterday.
bond rallies staged by the local in- Bonds to RKO Servicemen
dustry. The occasion will feature as
speakers, Nicholas Hawzylko, chairRKO Radio's home office "Adopt-aman of United Ukrainian-American Soldier Fund" will provide a $25 Victory Bond to every RKO man and
Organizations ; Frederick W. Gehle,
state chairman of the War Finance woman in the Armed forces as of
Aug.
1. The fund, started in July,
Committee; George A. Generalis, director of foreign relations for the in- 1942, was continued for 168 weeks,
during which average mailing
dustry's
others.
tainment willWAC,
Be and
provided
by Enternative amounted to over 100 packages a
Ukrainian singers and musicians ; a month.
group of war heroes of UkrainianAmerican extraction will appear. Also Push "Queen" Contest
to be featured is the 150-voice UkrainWaycross, Ga., Nov. 8.— A Victory
Queen contest, in which purchase of a
ian Choir
Church,
here.of St. George's Catholic $25 bond is good for a vote, is being
heavily promoted in this area. The
winner will be crowned from the stage
Tlerney, Lehr, Ravazza
of a local theatre. All civic clubs and
To Join 20th-Fox Rally
A home office rally for the Victory organizations are entering contestants,
while merchants are contributing gifts
Loan campaign will be held here to- for
the winner.
day atatre,
20th
Thewith Century-Fox's
company driveLittle
chairman
William J. Kupper presiding and Lew "Bond Auction" Lined Up
Lehr as master of ceremonies. There
Des Moines, Nov. 8. — A Farmall
will be a two-hour show for the Tractor, a jeep and at least $1,000
bond purchasers featuring Gene Tier- worth of additional merchandise will
ney, Carl Ravazza, Jay Jostyn, Dave be given away at a Victory Bond aucApollon, Louise Corrigan, a SPAR,
tion in the Capitol Theatre Dec. 6.
United Artists Sets
Seven Release Dates
United Artists has set national relows :lease dates on seven pictures, as fol"Getting Gertie's Garter" (Edward
Small), Nov. 30; "Blithe Spirit"
(Coward-Cineguild), Dec. 14; "Spellbound" (Selznick-International), Dec.
28; "Abilene Town" (Jules Levey),
Jan. 11 ; "Whistle Stop" (Seymour
Nebenzal), Jan. 25; "The Outlaw"
(Howard Hughes), Feb. 8; "Johnny
in
Feb. the
IS. Clouds" (Gabriel Pascal),

Seven Circuits Buy
United Artists Films
Six circuits have bought United
Artists' current group of pictures :
"Story of G. I. Joe," "Blood on the
Sun" and "Guest Wife." The circuits
are Great States, Dickinson, TriStates, Central States, Louis Dent and
Intermountain. UA has also sold the
Schine circuit, comprising 100 theatres, "The Southerner," "Paris Underground" and "Getting Gertie's GarFord to Use Films
Ford Motors plans extensive promotional use of motion pictures, it is
announced by George Gladden, head
of the J. Walter Thompson motion
picture department, which handles the
account.
ter." Plans call for production of
travelogues,
'minute movies,'
theatricals, institutional
subjectsone-reel
along
with various training pictures for internal use, with both theatrical and
non-theatrical distribution contem-

Mestanzu-Algazy Deal
H. Alban-Mestanza's Foreign Screen
Corp. has entered into an agreement
with Andre E. Algazy, French producer, for sales rights in Latin American to "Katia," "Quelle Drole De
Gosse," "Les Arenes Joyeuses" and
"Le Grand Refrain." Alban-Mestanza
has also acquired the 1944-45 PRC
franchise for Colombia, under an
agreement entered into with Harry H.
Thomas, PRC sales manager.
plated.
Porteous Promoted
Raise Film Carrier Wages
Roy Porteous, assistant manager of
Chicago, Nov. 8. — The Film Chauf- NBC's program sales division, has
fers and Carriers Union, Local 755, been named promotion manager by
AFL, has negotiated a raise of two Charles P. Hammond, director of the
dollars per man, per week in the network's advertising and promotion
Chicago area.
department.

Hollywood
By THALIA BELL
Hollywood, Nov. 8.
THOMAS
selected by MITCHELL
M-G-M for a has
key been
role
in "Three Wise Fools.". . . Abe Lyman has been signed as musical director on "High School Kids," first of
Monogram's "Teen-Ager" series,
which Sam Katzman will produce and
Arthur Dreifuss will direct. . . .
Mannydepartment,
Wolfe, head
Radio's
story
has ofhadRKO
his contract
extended.
PRC producers Alexander and
Stern have chosen Jeanne Bates for
the romantic lead opposite Erich
Von Stroheim in "The Mask of
Diijon.". . . Adele Roberts has been
cast in the ingenue lead of "ExCrime Doctor,"
soon
to startposed byattheColumbia.
. . . George
Coulouris is set for a key role in
Paramount's Technicolor drama of
the gold-rush days,
• "California."
New York stage star Lenore Ulric
has been signed by RKO Radio for
"Notorious," which Alfred Hitchcock
is producing and directing. . . . David
Bruce has had his Universal contract
extended. . . . Joseph Crehan will haz>e
a key role in Republic's "Night Train
on
toSLRB
Memphis'." Hearing
Cinema on Nov. 14
A New York State Labor Relations
Board trial examiner, who is seeking
to arrive at a formula for a possible
settlement leading to a consent election or to recognition of a unit agreeable to the union, will hear further
arguments on behalf of the Theatre
Operating Managers and Assistant
Managers Guild, and Cinema Circuit
next Wednesday, Nov. 14.
Earlier this week, he heard discussion on the
petitionbargaining
for certification union's
as collective
agent
for the circuit's managers and
assistants.
Reelect Dick

Connors

Albany,
Y., Nov.to8.office
— Tuesday's
election
hereN. returned
as alderman Sgt. Dick Connors, former
Motion Picture Daily correspondent
now serving with the Army Signal
Corps in the Philippines, whose wife
is acting as alderman in his absence.
He was cited recently by three generals, acolonel and a major for his
Garble,"
"Group Philippine
editor of Group
work
Signal asOperations

'E'
Rochester,
N. .Y.,of
Nov.
8. — picture
Peacepaper.
ives
Rece
Corp
er manufacturers
time
motion
Web
sound equipment, Weber Machine
Corp. has received the Army-Navy
production 'E' award for wartime
production
precision
equipment. Theofaward
was military
made by
Lt.
Col. Ronald C. Hands, ordnance district director of purchase, and was received by Carl M. Weber, president
of the company.
Variety Election Today
St. Louis, Nov. 8. — The St. Louis
Tent of Variety will hold its annual
election of officers at a luncheon at the
Hotel Mark Twain tomorrow.
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{Continued from page 1)
company to contact exhibitors on a
better competitive basis.
Mochrie was on the stand during
most of the day under direct questioning byGeorge Leisure, RKO counsel, and under cross-examination by
Robert L. Wright, government counsel. Only other witness on the stand
was James D. Miller, certified public
accountant, who testified on a comprehensive analysis of RKO 1943-44 firstrun distribution revenues and bookings as broken down between affiliated,
semi-affiliated and non-affiliated circuits in 92 cities, with populations of
100,000 and over, and 415 towns with
populations of 25,000 and over.
There is a possibility that defendants may conclude their case today.
J. Noble Braden of the American Arbitration Association is expected to
take the stand today to testify about
arbitration proceedings under the consent decree. Most of the defendants
have additional statistical information which they plan to introduce and
some testimony which they hope to introduce in affidavit form by stipulation with the government.
Detailed Selling Policies
Mochrie testified in detail as to
RKO
selling policies
methodsRadio's
of distribution
of both and
its
own product and that of independent
producers which it releases. The annual cost of the domestic distribution
of its product and that of the independents, including pictures of Samuel
Goldwyn, Walt Disney and International Pictures, is in excess of $7,000,000, Mochrie said. The company averages 8,000 playdates on its own pictures and 10,000 on those of the independents, he said.
During the 1943-44 season, the comdomestic
gross
000,000 pany's
on 13
of its
own exceeded
pictures $1,and
four independent productions. The
two highest grossing films of that
season were independents, "Up in
Arms" bringing $2,775,000, and "Lady
Takes a Chance" just short of $2,000,000, according to Mochrie. During the 1944-45 season when the company released 22 of its own films and
eight for independents, 14 of its own
films grossed over $1,000,000 and six
of the independent films also topped
$1,000,000, he said. The two top
grossing films during that year were
Goldwyn's "Princess and the Pirate"
and added.
International's "Casanova Brown,"
he
Blocks of Five
Mochrie said that RKO makes every
effort to sell its films in blocks of five
and to sell all five. Films distributed
for independents are sometimes included in these blocks except where contractual obligations prevent such a
procedure, he explained. Citing the
first block of five films distributed by
RKO during the 1943-44 season,
Mochrie said the top picture, "Lady
Takes a Chance," had 14,000 engagements, while
Seventh
considered
the"The
weakest
filmVictim,"
in the
block, had only 6,250 engagements.
"So This Is Washington," in the same
block, had 8,500 domestic engagements, he said.
Mochrie testified RKO's policy is
to try to play its films first-run in
RKO theatres. It enables the company to exhibit its films on an excellent basis, yielding the best results
financially ; enabling quicker play-offs ;
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(Continued
from page
the quarterly meeting of the
'Girls of the Big House"
MPPDA board of directors on
(Republic)
Dec. 12.
ASSEMBLED herein is as unlikely a collection of characters, all female
Hollywood
trade association officers
delinquents in a hotel-like prison, as one is likely to find anywhere. Of
will, in the future, be officers of the
the
inmates,
the
most
"colorful"
is
"Alma,"
who,
while
awaiting
her
own
execution, murders another inmate who has stolen her boy friend. Then, too, new national organization, rather than
of an association of the production
the
picture
givesthanattention
to theherpretty
lass who
to acceptmatter
a year's
sentence
rather
try to prove
innocence
in a chose
pocketpicking
lest community, as was the case heretofore. Thus, J. A. Krug, if he accepts
her father, newly elected college president, might become involved in the
the Hollywood post proffered him by
unpleasant situation.
The Houston Branch screenplay shifts from wordiness to melodrama and the association, will become executive
back again during its course with not too much regard for plausibility. The vice-president of the new organization
performances in the main are somewhat labored, and the direction undistin- in charge of its Hollywood office.
the appointment of an ofThus "Girls
of the Big House" rates something less than tops for Similarly,
ficer in charge of studio labor relaboth effortguished.and
achievement.
tions,
as
now
proposed, would be an
Lynne Roberts is the victim of the miscarriage of justice who after a very
eventful stay behind prison walls during which she becomes involved, inno- appointment of the national organizacently, in murder and other less extreme situations, finally is pardoned. Virginia Christine, Marian Martin, Adele Mara, Richard Powers and Geraldine
It was with the proposed consolidation of the Hollywood and New York
Wall have supporting roles. It seems to follow that the title may prove to be tion's.
associations in mind that
Joseph I.
the film's greatest asset.
Breen, head of the Production Code
Rudolph E. Abel was the associate producer and direction was by George Administration
in Hollywood was
Archainbaud.
Running time, 68 minutes. General audience classification. Release date, elected vice-president of the MPPDA
at the annual meeting of the board in
Nov. 2, 1945.
Gene Arneel September and that, at the same meeting, -the by-laws of the association
were changed to provide for the elecand providing opportunities for spe- Col. Mitchell to Meet
tion of multiple vice-presidents, where
cialized exploitation, he said.
before provision existed for the elecExecutives on Coast
Mochrie
described
the
company's
tion of but one vice-president.
handling of the current exhibition of
Charles M. Reagan, vice-president
Johnston Proposal
"Spanish Main" in several key cities in charge of Paramount sales, and Col.
and its plans for "The Bells of St. Curtis Mitchell, newly-appointed naFormation of the consolidated trade
Mary's." He said the company has to
tional director of publicity and adver- association is understood to have been
bargain for terms in selling to RKO
tising, will leave New York for Hol- proposed by Eric A. Johnston,
theatres.
lywood on Sunday, to introduce MPPDA president, in line
with his
'Gossipy' Business
Michell to studio executives and perfor solidifying and strengthsonalities and to discuss with George program
While describing situations where
ening its administ
ration.
RKO sold its product away from an Brown, studio publicity-advertising di- A sidelight on the
consolidation has
rector, co-ordinated promotion plans. a bearing
affiliated theatre to an independent
on procedure for acting upon
first-run, following inability to set
deals with the affiliated, Mochrie was could not identify a copy of a letter Warners' present application for membership in MPPDA. Warners' letter
by Wright as one which he
questioned by Judge John Bright as to produced
of application was sent t© the Assowhether competing theatres made an had received.
ciation
of M. P. Producers in HollyGranville Whittlesey, RKO counsel,
effort to secure the product and how
wood
which,
presumably, will be unthey learned of disagreements between questioned James D. Miller, indepenable to take action on it in view of
dent CPA. It was established that
RKO and its regular customer in a
the
impendin
g dissolution of that orparticular situation. Mochrie described Miller used lists furnished the governTherefore, the Warner
by the various defendants and in membership ganization.
application, it appears,
the business as a "gossipy" one and some mentinstances,
government
lists,
of
explained that competitors know what
to be referred to the consoliaffiliated and non-affiliated theatres in will have
is going on.
dated organization here for action.
Mochrie testified that in his opinion the 92 cities of 100,000 and over popuHeadquarters of the new association,
there is no such thing as an extended
lations. For the purposes of calculations and preparing charts introduced it is believed, will be established by
first-run since there are established
holdover figures in contracts and the by Whittlesey and objected to by Johnston in Washington. The new
holdover is automatic if this figure is Wright, RKO used first-run exhibi- name of the association was registered
tions in each of the cities and not several weeks ago with the Secretary
reached. He explained the operation
of sliding percentage deals. He also necessarily those in customary first- of State at Albany.
cited instances where pictures released run theatres. The compilations also
for Goldwyn were sold to theatres eliminated the RKO theatres in establishing comparisons and set up Krug
(ContiDecision
nued from page 1)
other than RKO's regular customers
since longer first-runs were possible separate comparisons between affiliatin smaller theatres than those to
ed theatres in which a 50 per cent or
more interest is owned and those in mind. He is understood to be studywhich RKO usually sells first run.
ing other offers he has received, one
which both the interest was less than
Percentage Basis
of them reportedlv from Ford
50 per cent and 50 per cent and over. Motor
Co.
Mochrie
questioned
Bench Displeased
Because of the situation in Hollystances was
where RKO
sold itsabout
films inon
wood, MPPDA officials are anxious
Considerable controversy resulted
the basis of securing a percentage of
explained that he un- that Krug reach a decision as early as
the theatre's profits and also on con- as Whittlesey
derstood the government interroga- possible, but feel it only fair that he
tracts based on theatre operating extories to ask for information about should have ample time in which to
penses.
Wright cross-examined Mechrie on first-run exhibitions and Wright main- make a decision of such importance.
a contract made with United Detroit
tained that information already intro- Maury Maverick, former CongressTheatres for the exhibition of RKO
man from Texas and now chairman of
duced by other defendants established
product, seeking to establish that certain criteria for first-run theatres. the Smaller War Plants Corp. also is
RKO had to know the profit of the The bench also took a hand on several reported to have received offers of
theatre to set the sliding percentage occasions to express displeasure with employment from the film industry.
terms it obtained. Mochrie said the the proceedings. Judge Augustus N.
terms were set in negotiation with Hand, presiding justice, declared at
United Detroit, with the theatre set- one point, "We don't love exhibits
Boston, Nov.
8.'Follies'
— Exhibitors Max
$80,000
ting the various step-up percentages
Finn
and JoeforLevine
are reported to
ranging from 20 per cent to 40 per here
RKO's
exhibits were finally admit- have
a
bit."
been offered $80,000 for the
ted subject to correction. Court was
cent. Wright also sought to infer
that there were occasions when the adjourned for the day as Joseph M. British rights to their film produc"Gaslight Follies,"
which will
company sold two different runs to Proskauer, Warner Bros, counsel, was have itstion,world
simultaneously
the same theatres by using informa- preparing to introduce charts which he at the Tremont premiere
and
Old
South
theatres
tion gathered about the Bibb Thea- predicted "were going to be like ani- here shortly.
tre in Macon, Georgia, but Mochrie
mated cartoons."
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Patrons of these leading theatres throughout the United States
are the first to enjoy THE

New York City PARAMOUNT
LOEWS CRITERION
ROXY
RIVOLI
WINTER GARDEN
. SELWYN
NEW AMSTERDAM
Brooklyn
DUFFIELD
FOUNTAIN SQUARE
Indianapolis
RIALTO
Atlanta
BROOKLEY
Mobile
ARKANSAS
Little Rock
KNICKERBOCKER
Nashville
METROPOLITAN
Boston
RADIO CITY
Minneapolis
FOX
UPTOWN
Kansas City
FOX
WISCONSIN
Milwaukee

VOICE

OF THE

Cincinnati
Ft.
Wayne
Wheeling

THEATRE.

San Francisco

RKO SHUBERT
EMBOYD
CAPITOL
RIALTO
FOX
MAJESTIC
MAJESTIC
JEFFERSON
RITZ
WILL ROGERS
PANTAGES
ACADEMY
FOX-GUILD
PARAMOUNT
FOX

Oakland

PARAMOUNT
FOX

Louisville
St. Louis
Dallas
San Antonio
Beaumont
Tulsa
H oily wood

CALIFORNIA
Stockton
Chillicothe, Mo. RITZ
LIBERTY
Seattle
Detroit
FOX
RIALTO
Baltimore
Muncie
RIVOLI
AMERICAN
Roanoke
Lansing
MICHIGAN
Also Hollywood and New York Executive Review Rooms,
Sound Department Studios and Preview Facilities.

ALTEC
LANSING CORPORATION
Hollywood California

£TAe "f/cice of t/ie ST/ieul'te
ar-fu'/aS/e //ilcuyp/i:
NORTHERN ELECTRIC CO.
THEATRE SUPPLY DEALERS
SOUND SYSTEM MANUFACTURERS
DOMINION SOUND EQUIPMENTS, LTD.
WESTERN ELECTRIC EXPORT CORP.
ALTEC REPRESENTATIVES
In the United States
In Foreign Countries ^
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in Eire

Theatre

{Continued from page 1)
February when Brian Desmond Hurst
announced that the Du Maurier story
would be filmed in an Irish setting.
Later, Frank Launder of Individual
Pictures, also backed by Rank,
brought over actors and camera crews
and hired Irish extras for the latter
film, for which the Players Theatre
group of Dublin supplied younger exAbbey Players for small parts and
Eithne Dunne and Liam Redmond,
two Irish stage stars, were enlisted
as accent coach and general advisor,
respectively. The film is now being
completed in English studios.
So far Rank has no theatre holdings
in Eire. "Henry V" and "Life and
Death of Colonel Blimp," his two
"prestige" productions, were presented,
not in the large first-run cinemas,
but in the 756-seat Regal Rooms,
where the former did nine weeks. In
spite of its local interest, its run was
not sensational. It began well, sagged
in the middle, but finished strongly.
It has been succeeded by "Colonel
Blimp." Both pictures will be generally released in only a few of the
larger provincial cities.
Legion of Decency
Advocated in Eire
Letters to national newspapers reveal that a small section of people
wish to establish a Legion of Decency
because they regard the present censorship as too lax ; while another
group advocates that the censor use
his power to segregate films into
"adult" and "universal" exhibition
categories, claiming that this would
enable a relaxing of the present censorship which professedly caters to
child audiences.
National Film Institute
Presents 'Thomas Davis'
Meanwhile, the National Film Institute of Ireland, approved by Catholic
Hierarchy and backed this year by the
government to the tune of £2,000
(about $8,000), has followed up its
government sponsored newsreel of the
Presidential inauguration, which the
critics condemned, by another government-backed film, this time on
"Thomas Davis" ; whose centenary is
currently being celebrated throughout
Eire.
9 Films

PICTURE

Completed

by

Short

Subjects

"Stairway to Lighf
(M-G-M Passing Parade)
John Nesbitt delves into the story of
Dr. Philip Pinel, a French physician
who pioneered in the treatment of
mental cases and whose humane treatment of the insane was a forerunner of
today's psychiatry. Providing an interesting examination of the fundamentals in doctoring mental ills, the
narrative is so set forth as to meet the
comprehension of all types of audiences. Running time, 10 minutes.
"Athletic Items"
(RKO-Pathe Sportscope)
This subject deals with sports to be
found on Florida beaches. Included
are a new ball game, imported from
Rio de Janeiro ; former football star
Tom Harmon hunting for the giant
Ray ; some high-diving exhibitions ;
Gar Wood maneuvering a racing PT
boat,
a girl's time,
professional
baseball
league.andRunning
eight minutes.
War

Restrictions
(Continued from page 1)

a committee to examine cases of hardship among exhibitors who are compelled to book a picture for three
days when they would like to run it
only two, also among those authorized to give four days to one film
and two to another provided only one
distributor is concerned.
Adopting a proposal of the Film
Industry Publicity Circle, KRS has
agreed to approach the Cinematograph
Exhibitors Association and the British
Film Producers Association with a
view to establishing an organization
to "propagandize the good name of
the industry," and safeguard its prosperity. In this connection, revenue
losses by the British Broadcasting Co.
and the Royal Variety performance
were cited, as were recurrent attacks
against the industry in Parliament.
KRS also is reviving the industry's
reception ' committee, following a suggestion by Francis L. Harley, 20th
Century-Fox's managing director in
London.
The wartime ban on horror films
has been removed, according to the
KRS, but, in light of a request by
the British Board of Film Censors
that the companies refrain from flooding the market with such pictures, it
has been decided to release . only one
per month. Thus, the 23 banned during the war will not be distributed
immediately.
KRS has accepted an invitation to
discuss the 16mm. film situation with
the CEA and J. Arthur Rank.

Rank's Producers
Nine new films have been completed
by the J. Arthur Rank producing
group in England, according to the
Lawrence Organization, which represents Rank here. These include
"Caeser and Cleopatra," Gabriel Pascal top budget production which United
Artists will distribute here. The film,
in the final stages of cutting, co-stars Glass Joins Loew
Vivien Leigh and Claude Rains.
George Glass, formerly United Artists Western advertising-publicity diOther Pictures
rector, has become Coast publicity representative for David Loew, independThe others are : "Brief Encounter,"
ent producer releasing through UA.
with Celia Johnson and Trevor How- Glass previously was with Samuel
ard; "The Rake's Progress," Rex Goldwyn in a similar capacity.
Harrison and Lilli Palmer ; "Men of
Two Worlds," Eric Portman and Smith Memorial Show
Phyllis Calvert;
"The Wicked
Margaret
Lockwood,
James Lady,"
Mason
An all-star show, "The East SideSide Review,"
was presented
and Patricia Roc ; "The Seventh Veil," West
last
evening
at the Rivoli
Theatre,
Ann Todd and James Mason ; "Carnival," Sally Grey and Michael Wild- here, to raise funds to build the Aling; "Beware of Pity," Gladys Cooper fre'd E. Smith Memorial Hospital,
and Cedric Hardwicke, and "I Know as
tal. an addition to St. Vincent's HospiWhere I'm Going."

.

.

.

Unit

(Continued from page 1)

formation of a liaison organization for
day.
exhibition based on the theatres division of the War Activities Committee, as announced by Fabian last MonThere were indications also that the
proposed organization would be supported by the Southeastern Theatre
Owners Association and the MPTO of
North and South Carolina, both of
which recently formed committees to
handle a large part of the work which
it is proposed the new national exhibitor organization will undertake,
such as intervention in legislative and
tax matters affecting exhibition, in
"Great Circle"
addition to maintaining liaison with
(British Information Services)
How flying has completely altered government agencies.
Others Cool
pre-war ideas of distance, and how little known and faraway places will
shortly become familiar to travelers is As reported in Motion Picture
shown in this informative British Min- Daily yesterday, a large segment of
principally that aligned
istry of Information subject. Excel- exhibition,
the Conference of Independent
lent photography and interesting nar- with
ration enhance the subject. Running Exhibitors, reacted coolly and critically
to the announcement of the proposed
time, 13 minutes.
organization, contending that the CIE
already
is acting
for ain"majority"
of
independent
exhibitors
a number of
New Theatres
the matters which the new organization proposes to handle.
(Continued from page 1)
Allied States and the Pacific Coast
Conference of Independent Theatre
new rest rooms. The cost is estimated Owners are among the larger organizations comprising CIE.
at $15,000.
The De Soto, De Soto, Mo., is being
Other
exhibitor organization leadremodeled. A new front of glass brick
ers, notably Ed Kuykendall, president
is being installed and a new lobby. of MPTOA, and Leo Wolcott, presiThe De Soto is owned by W. A.
dent of the ITO of Iowa-Nebraska,
Collins, who also plans construction of withheld endorsement of the new ora new 700-seat theatre there.
ganization pending disclosure of furThe 450-seat Windsor, Windsor,
ther details of its aims and administraMo., will be remodeled, according to tion.
Max P. Shelton, president of Allied
Theatres, Inc., of St. Louis.
Army
Surplus
Remodel Roxy at Lockland
(Continued
from page 1)
Cincinnati, Nov. 8. — Plans have
been completed for remodeling of the into effect the policy expressed in the
Roxy at suburban Lockland to include Surplus Property Act of 1944, and is
an entire new front and marquee. The designed to channel surplus goods on
interior will be enlarged and new
basis of need to non-profit school
seats added. A refreshment bar will the
systems, libraries, universities, rebe constructed parallel with the auditorium. The house is owned by Lowell izations. search institutions and similar organM. White, of Maderia, O.
The eligibility of institutions for the
discount will be determined by the
Burned Theatre Reopens
Federal Security Agency, with the
Bardwell, Ky., Nov. 8. — The United States Office on Education
Bardwell Theatre, owned and operat- handling procurements by schools and
ed by John Milwain, which burned in other educational institutions. These
March, 1943, recently rebuilt, has been and other preferred institutions will
reopened. Inability to get building be advised by the disposal agencies as
material during the war left the entire surpluses in which they may be interested become available.
county without a theatre.
Under the regulation, schools acquirTo Build in Springfield, O.
ing projectors or films will not be
Springfield, O., Nov. 8. — M. A. permitted to resell them within three
Chase and'H. H. Hunt, who operate years without the written consent of
a circuit of suburban houses in Cin- the disposal agency.
cinnati, have purchased a site here on
which
they
build with
the city's
first
neighborhoodwill
theatre
a capacity
for Kidd
of 1,000 at an estimated cost of $43,000
"Captain Kidd's
opening day gross
$100,000. .
on Tuesday points to a $43,000 week
in its engagement at the four Music
House for Columbus, O.
Hall theatres in Los Angeles, United
Columbus, O., Nov. 8. — Livingston Artists' home office reported here yesterday. A minimum four-week run
Enterprises, Inc., has acquired a suburban site, on which a 1,000-seat the- is being predicted for the Benedict
atre will be erected, with construction
scheduled to start in the Spring, ac- Bogeaus' production.
cording to Troy A. Fiebel, secretary.
C. M. Felt Builds Theatre
Century -Altec Tie-Up
New Century Projector Corp. sound
Trenton, Nov. 8. — Cecil M. Felt, equipment will be supplied with Altec
independent circuit operator, is build- Lansing Corp.'s new loudspeaker sysing a theatre in Hamilton Township
tems exclusively, it is announced by
near here. David Supowitz has been W. D. Hausler, Century vice-president
named architect for the project.
and general manager.
(Columbia)
"Carnival
Courage*'
According to this Color Rhapsody
Cartoon,
after itSamson's
was
trimmed,
was knitmagical
into a hair
cap,
the wearer of which can be the strongworld".
currenta
ownerest manis inthethehero
of theThecartoon,
strong man in the circus to whom
everything happens, but who always
manages to come out on top — so long
as he keeps his hat on. Running time,
seven minutes.
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Brains and skills from the motion

picture industry

helped to do one vital teaching job . . .
and now

are doing it again

Now, with reconversion a reality, movies are teaching new
peacetime skills. It's almost as big a task as the movies'
wartime role of helping switch hundreds of thousands of
new workers to the specialized skills of war production.
Motion picture methods, which saved a substantial
amount of training time in industry during the war, are a
logical choice in this great new responsibility.
So, while the industry can be proud of the wartime training record of motion pictures, it can be just as proud as it
watches the movies do another big training job to help win
the peace.

Eastman
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Dep't
Over

State
Take

to

Services
David
Loew's

CIAA

Jan.

1

Francis Alstock Quits
Film Division Nov. 30
The Office of the Coordinator of
Inter-American Affairs, will terminate more than five years of activity on Jan. 1, when it is absorbed
by the U. S. State Department as
part of the International Information
Service, under the overall supervision
of William Benton, assistant secretary in charge of information.
In line with this reorganization, Francis Alstock has submitted his resignation, effective
Nov. 30, as director of the motion picture division of the
CIAA He will remain available,
however, as consultant.
The CIAA was established in the
summer of 1940, under the direction
of Nelson Rockefeller, as coordinator;
(Continued on page 6)
Top
To

Bondmen
Fly

Ocean

Six all-expense round-trips to London in a flagship of the American Airlines will be awarded to the six theatre
managers, one from each regional territory, who do the most outstanding
job in "E" bond-selling during the
Victory Loan drive, ending Dec. 8, it
was announced at the weekend by S.
H. Fabian, national drive chairman for
the industry.
The trips will begin and end in
Washington, and each exhibitor will
receive all expenses to and from his
home town and that city. They will
remain eight days in London.
The top contestant of each state
will be selected by a committee consisting of his state exhibitor, distrib( Continued on page 5)
125

Get

Prizes

in

'Montague
Drive'
More than 125 members
of Columbia's sales
force,
representing
exchanges, as well as six division21managers, have been cited for awards in
the "Montague 20th Anniversary
Campaign,"
sales March
and billings
drive
which
ran from
16 through
August 30.
Prizes, given for excellence in bill( Continued on page 5)
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Bernstein,
Treasurer

Funeral services for David Bernstein, 63, vice-president and treasurer
of
Loew's,
at his homeInc.,at who
730 died
Park Friday
Ave!, night
here,
will be held at
2 P. M. today
at Temple
Israel, 91st St.
between
A m sterdam Ave.
and Broadway.
Burial will be
at Mount Hope
Cemetery,
Westchester, N. Y.
Bernstein app a r e n t1y
had been in
good health up
to the time of
David Bernstein
his death. He
had been at his office on Friday.
•He had been with Loew's since
1905, when he joined Marcus Loew's
People's Vaudeville Co. The story of
his
having answered a classified ad
for a corporation accountant and
studied the work immediately prior
to joining the company is well" known.
He was an expert in the industry's
financial
field, credited with having
innovated many refunding and tax
procedures which became models for
the industry. He devised the international corporation.
Bernstein was active in charity
works both inside and outside the industry, including the Federation of
Jewish Charities and the Hospital for
Joint Diseases, of which he was vicepresident and trustee.
home office will be closed
allLoew's
day today.
Survivors are his wife, Ruth B. ;
three sons, Lt. Comm. Arnold J. ; Sgt.
Robert
M. ("both in New York) and
Lt. Comm.
Daniel J., now at sea;
three brothers. Julius, Albert and Maj.
Harry M.. and three sisters, Mrs.
Goldie Kay, Mrs. Eva Krohn and Miss
Sara Bernstein.
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Paramount Has All
'45-46 Films Ready
Everv Paramount picture
scheduled for release during
the current 1945-46 season is
completed and ready for delivery and in addition at least
six pictures for the 1946-47
season are either completed
or before th? cameras, Barney
Balaban, president of the
company, reported here following his recent seasonal
visit to the studio.

Jerome

Kern

Composer

Dies;

Was

60

TRIAL

Court Refuses to Give
Wright Its Views on
Defendants' Testimony
By MILTON LIVINGSTON
Robert L. Wright, government
counsel, sought to ascertain from
the three judges hearing the New
York film anti-trust suit, what significance they attached to what he
characterized as the generalized testimony of defense witnesses and the alleged failure of the defendants to meet
the government's charges, so that he
could be guided in preparing his rebuttal, after the defendants (rested
their case in U. S. District Court
here Friday, the 17th day of the trial.
Wright will start his rebuttal Wednesday. No sessions will be held today or tomorrow. Judge Augustus
N. Hand, presiding justice, told
Wright that the court could not tell
him what weight was being attached
to the evidence presented by the defendants. He suggested that Wright
should show or should have shown the
way in which there was discrimination
by the defendants and to what extent.
Another highlight of the final day
of defense(Continued
testimonony page
was 5)a spirited

Jerome Kern, 60, composer of many
hit tunes for screen and stage musicals
during the past 30 years, died yesterday at Doctors Hospital here after
being stricken with a cerebral hemorrhage on Nov. 5 upon arriving from
a stay in Hollywood.
Kern's tune, "The Way You Look
Tonight," from "Swing Time," won an
Academy award in 1936. Other films
for which he wrote music were "Cover
Girl," "You Were Never Lovlier" and Arbitration
"One Night
the Tropics."
He plays
contributed to thein scores
of various
which were brought to the screen.
Success
Told
More Leaders Joining
In Tribute to Curtis
An inventory of the arbitration proceedings brought under the consent
Will H. Hays, Maj. Albert Warner, decree was
presented by J. Noble
Harry M. Warner, George J. Schaefer
Braden. tribunal vice-president of the
are among the latest accepting invita- American
Arbitration Association and
tions to Associated Motion Picture
executive
director
of the motion picAdvertisers' luncheon for Maj. Gen.
ture arbitration system, as a witness
Ted Curtis and Jules Brulatour at
for
Paramount
in
the
trial of the New
Hotel Astor Wednesdav.
York film anti-trust suit, here, on
Friday. The effectiveness of the
(Continued on page 5)
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"It is for us the living to be dedicated to
the unfinished work which they who fought
have thus far so nobly advanced."
— ABRAHAM LINCOLN.

Owners' Aid Asked
For Smith Memorial
Exhibitors throughout the country
are asked to support the Al Smith
Memorial national drive, in a letter
sent to them at the weekend by William F. Rodgers. M-G-M distribution
vice-president, and national chairman
of Irving
the drive's
picture division.
Caesarmotion
has composed
a song,
entitled "The
Fame
of
a
Name
(Continued on pane 6) Never
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Personal
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By

Mention

HARRY M. WARNER, president
of Warner Bros., arrived in New
York Friday from the Coast.
•
Leo Spitz of International Pictures
left Hollywood Saturday for New
York for conferences with Ned E.
Depixet, RKO Radio president, and
Alfred W. Schwalberg, International's Eastern representative.
•
Louis B. Mayer, M-G-M production vice-president, - and Howard
Strickling, studio advertising-publicity director, left Hollywood Friday
on the Superchief for a week to 10
days in New York.•
« Paul Porzelt, Charles W.
Trampe and Arthur C. Bromberg,
Monogram board members, arrived in
Hollywood over the weekend to attend
the stockholders' meeting Wednesday.
Fred Sammis, editorial director of
Photoplay, will arrive on the Coast
from New York today
• - to make arrangements
for
the
magazine's
annual
Gold Medal awards.
•
Danny Kaye left the Coast over
the weekend for New York, following
his return Friday, with Leo Durocher, from a tour entertaining the
Armed Forces in Japan.
•
Thomas Baird, director of the British Information Services film division,
and Lt. Col. David MacDonald left
here at the weekend for Hollywood.
•
Barry Buchanan will leave here
for the Coast Wednesday to assume
Jiis new post there as director of public relations for United Artists,
e
Lt. Armand Cardea will return to
the Paramount advertising-publicity
department here today after three
years in the Army Air Force.
•
Wolfe Cohen, Warner International vice-president, left Peru over
the weekend for a week in Eucador
and two in Columbia.
•
James R. Grainger, Republic president, left here yesterday by plane for
New Orleans and will return at the
end of the week.

FORMATION
of an organization to represent
exhibition on Federal tax matters, adverse legislation and in the continuing relations of theatres with
government agencies appears to
be a logical and desirable aim.
Such a proposal was described
by Si Fabian, chairman of the
theatres division of the War Activities Committee (Isn't it about
time to re-name it the Reconversion Activities Committee, or
such like?) and is said to be
sponsored by a majority of the
members of that division.
Though much broader in scope
than was the projected but illfated national exhibitor tax
council of last year, the new organization obviously is prepared
to undertake the work which had
been cut out for the national
council before it was abandoned
by Allied States and the
MPPDA. That in itself should
make it worthwhile.
There will be a job of prime
importance to be done in relation to elimination or reduction
of the wartime Federal admissions tax within the next few
months, if exhibition is to obtain
relief from that tax by next July
1. The record shows that when
diverse exhibitor interests
sought
to present the
story, individually,
to theatre's
Federal
tax bodies in the past, the efforts were confused and unsuccessful. Every experience of
that kind pointed to but one
remedy : a coordinated group
representing all of exhibition.
•

.

SHERWIN

.

.

KANE

part of the basic wartime spadework, the bows for which often
were taken by the front office
idea men.
With this in mind, such matters as representation on administrative bodies and in voting
committees and groups" of the
new organization are of prime
importance. If fairly determined,
there would appear to be little
reason why the collaboration of
all could not be enlisted for the
new organization.
• •Industry executives recently
returned from London are not
inclined to do too much rejoicing
over Chancellor of the Exchequer Hugh
in Commons
lastDalton's
week of defense
dollarpoor Britain's expenditures of
approximately $70,000,000 annually for American films.
They point out that the continuation of unrestricted expenditures of this kind is almost
wholly dependent on the outcome
of the current negotiations in
Washington for an American
loan to Britain. They returned
convinced that Britain's financial situation is critical ; that if
it is not alleviated, there is almost sure to be a return to currency freezing there.

Events
drive.
Continu
ing to Dec. 8— Victory Loan
Today
and sales
Tomorrow — M-G-M
divisional
meeting, Blackstone Hotel, Chicago.
Today and Tomorrow — Radio Manufacturers Association's engineering department and Institute of
Radio Engineers annual joint
meeting, Sheraton Hotel, Rochester, N. Y.
Tomorrow— 'Night of Stars" show,
Madison Square Garden, New
York.
Nov. 14 — Monogram annual stockholders' meeting, Hollywood.
Nov. 14 — Ampa luncheon honoring
Maj.-Gen. Edward (Ted) Curtis
and Jules Brulatour, Hotel Astor,
New York.
Nov. 27-28 — Kansas-Missouri Theatres Association 27th annual convention, Kansas City.
Nov. 28— Motion Picture Pioneers'
annual dinner, Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, New York.
Nov. 30 — Third annual dinner for
Jack Kirsch given by Illinois Buying and Booking Circuit, members, Blackstone Hotel, Chicago.
Dec. 4 — Industry leaders to meet
with President Truman on
"March of Dimes" drive at the
White House.
Dec. 5 — Meeting of theatre men to
organize peacetime successor to
WAC for exhibition, probably at
the Hotel Statler, Washington.
Dec. 10-11— Associated MPTO of
Western Pennsylvania meeting,
William Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh.
Dec. 12— Quarterly MPPDA board
of directors meeting, New York.

Universal's deal for distribution of J. Arthur Rank films
here and in South America is for
Companies Observe
no specified number of pictures
Armistice Day Here
and no stated period of time.
Home offices and exchanges here of
The deal primarily is on the
Columbia, Monogram, RKO, 20th
basis that Universal will handle
Century-Fox, United Artists and Nathe product it likes as it is comtional Screen Service will be closed
pleted, and which it believes to
It appears now that Allied
be suitable for the markets for all day, today, on the legal obStates, the Pacific Coast Conservance of yesterday's
which it is responsible.
I Armistice
Day. ClosedWorld
after War
one
ference and other organizations
The
deal
for
British
distribuo'clock
will
be
M-G-M,
Paramount,
within the Conference of Indetion of Universal product by Universal, Warners and the MPPDA.
pendent Exhibitors are disposed
Also closed all day, or half, will be
Rank's
General Film Distributo look upon the taxation and
day.
tors was extended for 10 years
part of the industry herelegislation activities of the prowith an option to cancel after a . large abouts.
Republic will remain open all
posed new organization as an infive years.
vasion or a duplication of CIE
Universal executives returned
activities in the same fields.
from London were enthusiastic
WB Buys 4 from UA
It need not be concluded, howStephen Ames, RKO-Radio assoover many of the new British
United Artists has sold the Warner
ever, that CIE cannot act in
ciate producer, and John Twist, conpictures and were outspoken in circuit four pictures on the comtract writer, are visiting in New York
unison with the proposed new
their praise of the production
from the Coast.
organization in these and other
pany's current list : "The Southerner,"
•
improvements they observed.
matters.
"Captain Kidd," "Getting Gertie's
•
•
F. J. A. McCarthy, Universal
Garter" and "Paris-Underground."
The wariness apparent in
Southern and Canadian sales mansome exhibitor quarters over the
The industry again has occaager, will leave here• for Atlanta today.
sion for great pride in and
Stars" has a unique significance,
new organization is understandthankfulness to those of its asable in view of circumstances
not shared by its predecessors.
Norton V. Ritchey, president of
sociates who, in their work for
Monogram International, left Paris by that, rightly or wrongly, made
Not only have the years of deand contributions to the Victory
plane for Rome on • Saturday night.
struction and misery for the
them feel that they enjoyed little
many whom it has sought to aid
"Night of Stars," to be presentmore
than
a
rubber-stamp
staArthur Willi, RKO-Radio Easted at Madison Square Garden
ture in the administration of the
been ended, but the cause it
ern talent scout, left here at the weekserves stands ready now,
theatre division of the War Achere tomorrow night, have addend for the Coast.
tivities Committee, despite the
•
ed to this industry's reputation
strengthened
by itstheaid,
to redeem and rebuild
shattered
for generosity and compassion.
fact that they were called upon
Frank Capra will arrive here tolives of those who have survived.
to. and did perform, a very large
day from Hollywood.
This twelfth annual "Night of
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Trust

Trial

{Continued from page 1)
defense of the arbitration system under the consent decree by the defendants with Joseph M. Proskauer, representing Warner Bros., declaring:
"To strike down the arbitration system would be a terrible thing." "We
of the industry cannot say enough
about the arbitration system set up
,"ed ProsI by Judge
that
suggest
declared.W.He Goddard
kauerHenry
given to
be
should
ation
great consider
the improvement of the system.
J. Noble Braden, vice-president _of
the American Arbitration Association
and executive director of the motion
on
picture arbitration system, was put
the witness stand by Paramount to
testify as to the disposition of the 416n
cases brought under the arbitratio
system between Feb. 1, 1942, and Oct.
8, 1945, dealing with clearance, some
run, designated run, withholding of
prints and forcing of shorts, as well as
combinations of these complaints.

Motion

Picture

Review

(Columbia)
My Name

Is Julia Ross"

5

Daily

Top

Bondmen
(Continued from page 1)

utor and publicity chairmen and the
state War Finance chairman.
Each contestant must submit his
E" bond records to the exhibitor
chairman not later than midnight,
Dec. 31. Records of the 48 selected
state winners then will be submitted
to Price, Waterhouse and Co., which
will examine them and decide upon
the final winner from each of the six
regions.
Basis of judging will be a percentagepacitycomparison
of bond-per-seat
caof each theatre
as against the
number of "E" bonds sold, with the
$25 bond used as the unit basis. The
potentialities of each theatre also will
be taken into consideration.
The national committee of the industry's Victory Loan drive is hopeful that the contest will spur the nation's prize bond-sellers to an all-out
effort in the final campaign. The contest was arranged with the cooperation of the Treasury Department.

A NOTEWORTHY addition to mystery offerings is "My Name Is Julia
Ross," which, despite low budgeting, received enthusiastic direction by
Joseph H. Lewis who proves himself no mean hand at fashioning the kind
of cinematic suspense and terror that brings the customers to the edges of
their seats. A similar exhibition of relish for the concise screenplay which
Muriel Roy Bolton fashioned from Anthony Gilbert's novel, "The Woman
in Red," was displayed by a good cast, consisting of Nina Foch, Dame May
Whitty, George Macready, Roland Varno, Anita Bolster, and others. The
topped off by camera work essential to the story's mood of susunited effort,tearfulness
and suspense, results in a gripping 65 minutes of entertained
tainmentit; is definitely right up the mystery devotee's alley.
Miss Foch plays' Julia Ross, a young woman who takes a private secretarial position in the London home of a wealthy dowager, Miss Whitty, who
Awakening
her new in"employe."
potent ato prisoner
a sleeping
administers
immediately
mansion
a cliffbound
finds herself
sleep Julia
from a two-day
on the seacoast of Cornwall, where Miss Whitty and her brooding son,
Macready, pass, off the girl to the local citizenry as his insane wife, the
plot being to drive Julia into losing her mind to the extent of committing
suicide, thus relieving Macready of the fear of being discovered as the murderer of his legitimate wife whom, not long before, he had killed in a rage.
Julia extricates herself from her plight, finally, but not until after a series
of horrifying incidents leading up to a spine-chilling climax that almost
doom the girl. Wallace MacDonald produced.
Boston Industry Joins
ions
Decis
l
date, Nov. 27.
Appea
Running time, 65 minutes. General classification. ReleaseCharles
L. Franke In 'Victory' Parade
the
_
The defendants also introduced
Boston, Nov. 11. — An Armistice
records of specific appeal decisions
Arbitration
Day parade will be held here tomordealing with most of the types of 125 Winners
row, sponsored by the WAC and the
governcomplaints upon which the its
Treasury Department. A series of
monment is alleged to have based
floats will highlight a military parade.
(Continued from page 1)
introfurther'
They sales
(Continued from page 1)
charges.from
opolyaffidavits
Among the participants will be units
executives
duced
system was extolled by some of the representing all branches of the
and others by stipulation with Wright, mgs achievement, were awarded to defendants.
Armed Forces, together with high
as well as charts and statistical in- four groups of five branches each,
to Braden, out of the ranking military, political and civic
formation relating to their distribu- with all of the branches in each group 416According
cases filed between Feb. 1, 1942 officials, and a group of New Engtion and exhibition activities.
receiving the same award.
land war heroes.
and Oct. 8, 1945, 112 resulted in with
sound out
move tojudges
Wright's unusual
drawals,
while
settlements
and
awards
awards
rs'
Following
the break-up of the parmanage
n
divisio
and
Special
three
the
of
r
the sentiments
went to Midwest division manage were entered in 283 cases, 177 result
ade,townthefilmfloats
willto proceed
to seek direction from the bench B. C. Marcus and Southwestern divis- ing in the granting of some or full
houses
conduct toa downseries
Underwood, who relief to exhibitor claimants and 106 of bond rallies and auctions.
which would presumably enable him
Jack
manager
ion
extent,
great
a
to
to limit his rebuttal
stern divis- resulting in denials of relief. The re
for first place, Southea
came after the defendants had rested tied ion
Robert Ingram who took maining 22 cases are pending ; one
manager
in
inclusion
their case except for the
clearance and some run ; two with
and Mid-Eastern division case was brought twice.
the record of some additional affi third spot,
clearance, some run and designated
divisCentral
,
There
were
122
appeals
filed
with
Galanty
Sam
r
judges
manage
davits. He explained to the
Western appeal boards from decisions ren run ; two with some run and desigand
Shalit
Carl
manager
ion
mo
that he was preparing elaborate
nated run ; and one with forcing of
n manager Jerome Safron, all dered, of which some or full relief was
tions to strike out a large portion of divisio
tied for fourth place.
whom
shorts, some run and designated run.
of
granted
to
exhibitors
in
65
cases,
bedethe
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cases
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that he could limit the scope of his
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some run; four with clearance and
tive testimony. He
with
clearance
complaints
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with
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run ; three with clearance,
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with
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and
some
run
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with
No Production Monopoly
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with
make
testimony of many of the witnesses stricke
n out.
clearance
;
18
with
some
run
;
seven
especially the sales executives, dealt
Of the 46 appeal cases in which
Seen as Strategy
with designated run ; three with clear exhibitors
with generalities rather than specific
were denied relief, 32 dealt
ance
and
some
run
;
six
with
clear
. complaints.
Wright leveled his atSome attorneys suggested, when ance and designated run ; one with with clearance; four with some run;
tack at what he alleged is the market
by reporters after the ses withholding of prints and one with three with designated run ; four with
control enjoyed by the five defendants questioned
sion, that the move by Wright was clearance and withholding of prints. clearance and some run ; one with
with affiliated circuits. He did indi part
of a strategy to gauge the senti
the 177 cases granting some or some run and designated run ; and two
cate, however, that there were situa- ments of the judges and their reac .allOfrelief
claimed by exhibitors, 142 with clearance and some run.
tions where the independents enjoyed tions to the case thus far.
Of the 22 cases now pending, 19
dealt
with
clearance; nine with some
competitive advantages in the absence
Considerable
argument resulted
clearance ; two with clearof ownership of theatres by the affili when Proskauer sought to introduce run; six with designated run; seven deal with
ance and some run ; and one with
with clearance and designated run
ated circuits.
a chart showing Warner Bros, op nine
with clearance and some run ; one clearance, some run and designated
Judges Hand, Goddard and John erated at a loss between 1937 and
run. Five appeal cases are pending,
1942 when foreign distribution rev with clearance, some run and desig- three
dealing with clearance; one
Bright listened
Wright' enues were deducted from its earn
nated run ; one with clearance and
lengthy
argumentpatiently
and theto exposition
withholding of prints ; and one with with some run ; and one with clearof his theories as to what constituted ings.
"You don't ordinarily have
ance and some run.
monopoly under the Sherman Act and monopolies which operate at a loss,' some run and designated run.
The annual budget for arbitration,
Of the 106 cases in which exhibitor
how he believed the defendants were he suggested. Proskauer characterized
fully affiliated
assumed circuits,
by the isfive
defendants
implicated by their control of the the consent decree as a permanent claims were denied, 66 dealt with with
$285,000,
with
copyright of films and price fixing in document and suggested that the gov- clearance; 16 with some run; seven
the exhibition of films. Toward the
ernment was seeking a modification of with designated run; eight with clear expenses for this year estimated at
ance and designated run ; four with $278,000 or more.
end of his argument he explained that it in its present action.
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Motion
Variety
Hospital

Units

to

Drive

Progress
in national
Heart
Hospital
Fund wasVariety
markedClubs'
last
week with the raising of over $6,000
by Philadelphia Variety and completion of a trailer to be used by Minneapolis theatre members of Tent No.
12 of that city.
The trailer, made by Warners, features Ronald Reagan in an outline of
the purposes of the campaign.
Clark Plans Not Set,
Will Take Vacation
Washington, Nov. 11. — Col. Kenneth Clark, who left the MP PDA to
accept a commission in the Army and
is now on terminal leave after long
service in North Africa and the
Mediterranean theatre, said at the
weekend that he plans to take a rest
of several weeks before returning to
work.
Clark said he has talked with president Eric Johnston
O'Hara,
his aide,
but has and
not Joyce
discussed
any
post he might fill in the Association.
Mooney, Shrock to
Quit PRC Nov. 17
Hollywood, Nov. 11. — Producerwriter Martin Mooney will leave PRC
Nov. 17, terminating an association
with the company dating from its inception.
Mooney told Motion Picture Daily
he will announce an affiliation with a
major studio following the consummation of plans now in the making, with
financial backing being arranged.
Raymond Shrock, who wrote several Mooney scripts, will accompany
the producer in the new venture.

CIAA

Picture

Shift

(Continued from page 1)
the motion picture division was
formed in 1941 under the direction
of John Hay Whitney; in 1942, Alstock succeeded Whitney. Activity
of the division is divided into non-theatrical 16mm. production and distribution in Latin America, and a theatrical
branch, which served as a liaison with
Hollywood to insure accuracy of
Latin-American backgrounds, inclusion of material in features of special interest in South America, and
fostering development of a film industry in Latin America.
More than 600 short subjects have
been sent to Latin America by the
CIAA in the last four years. Another
job ofman the
CIAA
was toAmerica
offset Gerinfluence
in South
and
to "sell" America.
"Saludos Amigos," the Walt Disney
feature, was produced at the request
of the CIAA and guaranteed against
loss. The CIAA acquired 400 projectors of its own and 150 sound trucks
for its film activities.
Weekly Newsreel
The CIAA also produced a weekly
newsreel, containing material of special interest to Latin America. Pictures about Latin America were distributed bythe CIAA in the U. S.
The Hollywood office of the CIAA
— the Motion Picture Society for the
Americas- — is headed by Harold Hopper, with Merwin Travis, executive
director. The CIAA also maintained
an office in Washington.
In the New York office, Robert C.
Maroney, assistant director in charge
of distribution, will leave this week
to join the RKO Radio foreign department. Jack Connolly, chief of
the newsreel section, has become assistant director.
Alstock left New York on Friday
for Mexico City, where he will wind
up the affairs of the office there. He
is expected to confer in Hollywood
with Whitney about Nov. 26 on plans
now under consideration for the eventual form of the CIAA in the State
Department.

Paramount' s Third
Block Is Announced
Paramount's third block for 1945-46
has been disclosed by Charles M.
Reagan, vice-president in charge of
distribution, as follows :
"Miss Susie Slagle's,'' released
Feb. 8 ; "Masquerade in Mexico,"
Feb. 22 ; "Tokyo Rose," Mar. 8, and Smith Memorial
"Road to Utopia," Mar. 22.
(Continued from page 1)
PRC Lindsay Reception
A press reception honoring Margaret Lindsay and Phillip Reed, PRC
stars, will be given by Harry H.
Thomas, PRC vice - president in
charge of distribution, at the Hotel
Warwick here tomorrow afternoon.
Elder Krellberg Dies
Louis Krellberg, 80, father of Sherman S. Krellberg, independent distributor, died at Post Graduate Hospital here on Friday. Other survivors
are his widow and two daughters,
Mary and Florence.
Postpone Allied Meet
Minneapolis, Nov. 11. — T.he meeting of North-Central Allied Theatre
Owners which had been scheduled for
Nov. 27-29 has been postponed. A
new date will be set later.
Dreifuss Leaves UA
Jerome Dreifuss has resigned his
post with United Artist's publicity
department to join Fawcett publication's magazine True.

Dies," and exhibitors will be asked to
play it in their theatres as exit music
during the drive, which is now in
progress to raise $3,000,000 to build a
wing
St. Vincent's
New
York. at The
music willHospital
also be inplayed
over the air on national programs and
in one-minute spots. The government
is issuing a special memorial stamp
for the occasion.
Henderson M. Richey, for Rodgers,
reports that exhibitor state chairmen
are accepting their posts rapidly.
Rodgers was asked to serve as chairman of the drive's
by
Archbishop
FrancisfilmJ. division
Spellman,
James A. Farlev and Frank Walker,
ex-Postmaster-General
and head "of
Comerford
Theatres.
In his letter to exhibitors, sent
through their respective theatre organizations, Rodgers points out that
Al Smith "was a tested friend of the
motion
picture
industry,"
exhibitors
contribute
to and
the asks
drivethat
as
individuals, adding that "all exchange
personnel
be invited
also.
Filmwillsalesmen
willto becontribute"
asked to
call
the
drive
to
the
attention
of exhibitors.
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Publishers

In Film-Book

Newsreel

Tieup

Parade

Potential book best-sellers will be
put on sale just prior to the release
of screen versions of the books under
a plan arranged by Paramount and
several publishers. The merchandising value of bringing out a book
shortly before its release as a film,
rather than far in advance of release
is said to be recognized by publishers
and Paramount says it sees in the
plan
film. benefits in the exploitation of a

If LECTION
■d
Neiv York DAY
and roundups
Detroit, thein
Washington labor-management conference, the Victory Loan drive, conditions in Berlin,
and are
Adm.featured
Halsey'sin
hometown
welcome,
current newsreels, along with miscel I
laneous other subjects. Contents of tlii
reels follozv:
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 21.— Berliners
prepare for cold winter in ruined city.
HalseyDenmark
presentshails
plaque
Enter-,
King toon carrier
75th birthday.
National May Double prise.
O'Dwyer
elected
Mayor
of
New
Workmen dare dizzy heights to repairYork.
St.
Pension Benefits
Patrick's Cathedral. New weapons revealed
Los Angeles, Nov. 11. — National — largest mortar gun, "wakeless" torpedo.
Theatres has asked the government twist.
Fashions in hats. Water sports with a newfor permission virtually to double its
employes' pension benefits, with those
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 219.— Gerin the lower salaried brackets profiting
many onfaces way
deathoutandafter
famine.
Mayor
La12 years
in New
most, Charles P. Skouras, president, Guardia
office. Home town welcomes Halsey.
told Fox West Coast executives and York
"G.I.'s" hunt missing heir. All aboard! —
managers here at the weekend.
Uncle
"Little
David" Sam's
takes Victory
a bow — Loan
mortarspecial.
gun. Turkey
dinner a la Neptune.
AMPA-Publicity Meet
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 22.— World's
A joint meeting between Associated
mortar. Elizabeth, N. J., welMotion Picture Advertisers and the mightiest
comes
Halsey
Thanksgiving.
Insidehome.
Berlin.Underwater
Election roundup:
Publicity Club of New York, the first Detroit and New
York.
such meeting of its kind, will be held
shortly to discuss mutual problems,
RKO PATHE NEWS, No. 24— Jeffries,
according to Will Yolen of Warner O'Dwyer elected. Bus and car strike hits
Washington.
labor state their
Bros., president of the Publicity Club. cases. Victory Management,
Loan train travels U.S. New
mortar biggest in world.
Moore Heads Writers
UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL,
No. 449 —
Hollywood, Nov. 11. — Sam Moore Management, labor seek agreement. Berlin
finds
hard
winter.
World's
biggest
cannon.
has been elected national president of Danish King cheered on 75th birthday.
Victhe Radio Writers Guild.
tory Loan speeds full steam ahead.

A. M.

P. A. SALUTES-

Another returning war hero who did his job, and did it
mighty well, — ■
MAJ.

GEN.

TED

CURTIS...

Leaders of the industry, front page personalities, wellwishers and friends will gather in luncheon session for
this salute on
WEDNESDAY.

NOV.

14

— at 12:30 Noon, Hotel Astor (North Ballroom) to welcome back to the motion picture ranks Eastman Kodak's
new Vice-President, Maj. Gen. Ted Curtis. . . .

Watch the trade dailies for further details about this
important luncheon.
FOR

RESERVATIONS— CALL
Chet Friedman

1270— 6th Avenue

Circle 7-3100

OR

WRITE

Room 3015

MOTION

PICTURE
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Downtown

Grosses
Some

Vary;

Hit

Peak

Five Shows Stand Out;
Light Rains Lend Aid
Intermittent rains and threatening weather were generally regarded as a box-office asset over the
three-day Armistice Day weekend,
further bolstering the drawing power
of many first-runs here. While a few
theatres are experiencing a somewhat
dull week, business in the main is at
peak levels.
Estimated box office grosses for
the current week for other key
cities will be found on Page 7 of
this issue.

YORK, U.S.A., TUESDAY, NOVEMBER

Film Industry to Play Importantly
In Edison Centennial, Feb. 11, 1947
Formation of the Thomas A. Edison Centennial Committee which
will conduct the international observance of the 100th anniversary
of the birth of the late Thomas A. Edison on Feb. 11, 1947, has been
announced by Edison Pioneers; honorary chairmanship of the committee has been accepted by Henry Ford, long a close associate of
the inventor. A spokesman for Edison Pioneers told Motion Picture
Daily here yesterday that motion pictures will play an important
part in Kinetoscope,
the observation,
view oftheEdison's
havingbeginning
developedof the
the
Edison
whichin marked
commercial
motion
industry, president
in the lateof 1890's.
Charlespicture
F. Kettering,
the American Association for
the Advancement of Science, and chairman of the National Inventors Council, will be chairman of the Edison Centennial Committee.
It was Thomas A. Edison who first applied the principle of
organized research to invention. This principle or method of invention made it possible for him to obtain nearly 1,100 patents before his death in 1931. Scores of the patents apply to the film
industry and related fields.
Edison Pioneers, an association founded in 1918 by men who
worked with him, announced that more specific plans for the cenwill be Ford
revealed
Kettering's
committee
is set up.
To servetennialwith
on theafter
honorary
committee
are members
of
the Edison family, including Mrs. Mina Miller Edison, the inventor's widow; Mrs. John E. Sloane, his daughter; and his son
Charles Edison, former governor of New Jersey.

The Frank Sinatra-"Hold That
Blonde" show, "The Spanish Alain,"
"Spellbound" and "Weekend at the
Waldorf" are all scoring SRO busi- E. A. Schiller, 67,
ness. Also
in top bracket
(Continued
on page 7)is "It All Dies on the Coast
Canada
Soldier

Ends

Free

Showings

Toronto, Nov. 12. — Free Sunday
afternoon film shows for soldiers at
Toronto's chief theatres will end next
month by agreement with Canadian
military heads whose cooperative plan
provided military police to regulate
the admission of uniformed personnel
and to maintain order.
Four large
theatres, Players
Shea's and
the
Imperial
of Famous
circuit,
and Loew's
and theon page
Uptown
(Continued
8) of the
Theatre

Music

Fees

Debated

in Canada

Ottawa, Nov. 12. — Continuance of
the scale of performing-rights fees
charged theatres in Canada on a seat
basis in 1946, is sought in the application of the Composers, Authors and
Publishers Association of Canada to
the Canadian Copyright Appeal Board,
here.
The board will hold a public hearing
in the Canadian capital next month for
the presentation of arguments by rep(Continued on page 8)

TEN CENTS

13, 1945

Disney

Working

3 -Year

Program

on

Schiller beler's.
associatecameof anMarcus
Loew in 1918 at
a time when the
circuit
was beE. A. Schiller
to expand ;he ginning
took
charge of Loew
houses outside
)f New York. He became vice-presi(Continued on page 10)

Hollywood, Nov. 12.— With the announcement here yesterday that Carl
Carmer. author, had arrived at his
Burbank studio to work on a picture
based upon
American folklore, Walt Disn e y disclosed
that he has lined
up a group of
other ersnoted
writto develop
h i s expanding
program
which
is being planned
to cover the next
three years.
Disney controls
the rights to a
number of
Walt Disney
American
folklore stories,
which will be welded into one picture.
Carmer is to work with the Disney
(Continued on page 8)

Hundreds in Tribute
To David Bernstein
More than 1,000 friends and associates of David Bernstein, Loew's
vice-president and treasurer, paid tribute to the veteran industry executive
at funeral services held at Temple Israel here yesterday afternoon.
Special services were held at the
(Continued on page 10)

New
Jersey Allied
Names Committees
Allied Theatre Owners of New Jer:
sey hasmit e snamed
the following new comExecutive committee : Harry H.
Lowenstein, chairman ; Louis Gold,
Ralph Wilkins, Haskell Block, David
Snaper, Edward Lachman, Maurice
(Continued on page 8)

Los Angeles, Nov. 12. — E. A.
Schiller,
vice-president
of Loew's,
died today67,after
a long illness
at his
home in this city.
His death
followed by only
two days of
David Bernstein,
also a L o e w
v i c e- president,
and life-long
friend of Schil-

Moss
As

Resigns

License

Commissioner
Considering Offers
Return to Film Field

to

Paul Moss, New York license commissioner, has resigned, effective Dec.
31,
retiring
Mayor Fiorello H. LaGuardia announces.
Moss, who
license com-to
missioner sincehas
1934,been
is understood
have received several offers in the
film industry, but he has made no commitments.
During his tenure as license commissioner, Moss was a rigid administrator in enforcing safety measures
in New York theatres with the general
approval of most exhibitors, although
he was the center of several controversies with both film and legitimate
theatres.
Under Moss, New York burlesque
theatres went out of existence and
theatre ticket selling agencies were
forced to "toe the line" on many occasions as a result of "ticket scalping."
Downtownonfirst-run
(Continued
page 10) theatres

Krug Rejects Offer
Post
Of MPPDA
Washington, Nov. 12.— An offer
of a high salaried post with the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors Association of America, as West
Coast vice-president, was rejected toJ. A. Production
Krug, former
of theday byWar
Board.chairman
Krug's decision was announced by
Eric
office between
following thea
series Johnston's
of conferences
MPPDA president and the former
government official.
20,000
Of

Due

Stars'

at 'Night

Tonight

A capacity audience of 20,000 is expected to attend the 12th annual presof the Garden,
"Night here,
of Stars"
Madison entation
Square
tonight,at
with entertainment being supplied by
more than 500 from every branch of
the amusement world.
The affair will be in behalf of the
United Jewish Appeal of Greater New
York, which is the collective fundraising agency
for onthepage
Joint
(Continued
10) Distribu-
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MGM
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Mention

To

Meet

Chicago, Nov. 12. — Because of illness, George A. Hickey, West Coast
sales manager, has been unable to attend the three-day session of M-G-M
sales managers being conducted at the
Blackstone Hotel here by William F.
Rodgers, vice-president and general
sales manager. As a result, Edwin W.
Aaron, an assistant to Rodgers, will
leave tomorrow for Los Angeles, arriving there Thursday when he will
meet with Hickey and branch managers from Coast offices for a discussion of the Chicago agenda.
Rodgers, who arrived Saturday from
Xew York, may stay over until Wednesday before returning East. Edward
M. Saunders, assistant general sales
manager ; Henderson M. Richey, head
of exhibitor relations, and E. K.
O'Shea,
sales manager,
leave
for
Xew Eastern
York tomorrow,
while other
field executives will depart for their
headquarters at the same time.
Principal topic under discussion at
the meetings is both current and future product, in addition to general
business affairs.
A period of meditation was called by
Rodgers
at this
session,heldto
synchronize
withafternoon's
services being
in New York for David Bernstein,
late treasurer, vice-president and board
member, who died late Saturdav night.

More

of adver, director
JOHN JOSEPH
l,
y for Universa
tising and publicit
will leave Hollywood for New York
Nov. 17.
•
Charles M. Reagan, Paramount
distribution vice-president, and Col.
Curtis Mitchell, advertising-publicity director, have been delayed en
route to the Coast by bad flying
weather, causing Henry Ginsberg,
production vice-president, to postpone
leaving for New York from Friday
until the" middle of• next week.
Charles K. Stern, assistant treasurer of Loew's, has returned to New
York
after ina week's
to M-G-M
exchanges
Buffalo,trip
Cleveland
and
Detroit.
•
Wendell Berge, chief of the antitrust division of the Department of
Justice, has arrived in Hollywo.od for
a two-day visit which he said has no
connection with the film business.
•
Maurie H. Orodenker, Philadelphia
correspondent for Motion Picture
Dally, became the father of a son,
Jerry Stephen, born at the Jewish
Hospital, there. •
David Lewis, producer, left Hollywood by train at the weekend for
New York, where he will stay two
weeks.
•
Silas Seadler, M-G-M advertising
manager, has arrived in Hollywood
from New York.
•
Harry Brand, 20th Century-Fox
studio publicity director, has returned to Hollywood• from New York.
Tom W. Baily, industry War
Finance Division liaison for the Victory Loan drive, is• in Washington.
Bob Crosby has received his honorable discharge from the Marines.

Bellman, Sohmer Join
PRC Sales in N. Y.
Jack Bellman, formerly Republic
branch manager in Buffalo, has joined
PRC as a home office sales executive,
it was announced here yesterday by
Harry H. Thomas, vice-president in
charge of distribution. Bellman was a
branch manager for Republic for 10
years, six of which he spent in Buffalo.
Thomas has also announced the appointment of David H. Sohmer as
New York, Long Island and Brooklyn
sales
manager,
workingSohmer
out ofhadPRC's
Xew York
exchange.
been
with Republic in New York since that Moss
Sets Dec. 3
company's
inception
in 1935. for
Previously he was
sales manager
the Paramount Meeting
New York exchange of Harrv GloeckA three-day
meeting
of Paramount'sto
field
advertising
representatives,
be held in New York beginning Dec.
Goldwyn Productions 3, has been called by Alec Moss, company's exploitation director.
Capital Is $1,151,000
Two-fold purpose of the conclave is
to
have
the exploiteers meet Col.
Albany, Nov. 12. — Samuel Goldwyn Productions, Inc., has filed with Curtis Mitchell, Paramount's newlythe New York Secretary of State a appointed director of advertising and
statement designating a New York publicity, and discuss plans for the
office, disclosing that the company is merchandising of forthcoming pictures and field operations generally.
capitalized at $1,151,000, consisting of
10,000 shares of preferred, at $100 par
value, and 151.100 shares of common
'V Promotes Schimel
at $1 par value.
James A. Mulvey is president of Alex Schimel, of Universal's home
the company. Olvany, Eisner and office contract-playdate department,
has been promoted to salesman out of
Donnelly were the attorneys.
the Boston office, it has been announced by W. A. Scully, general
RKO Capra Reception
sales manager.
Frank Capra will be honored at a
reception to be given tomorrow afternoon by RKO-Radio at the 21 Club Kaye, Durocher Return
here, which representatives of the
Danny Kaye and Leo Durocher,
trade press will attend. Capra is asso- back from Tokyo where the}' entertained American troops, will meet the
ciated with William Wyler and
Samuel Briskin in Liberty Films, and press today at USO Camp Shows
will make pictures for RKO release. headquarters here.

YN andto Mrs.
L GOLDW
SAMUE
Goldwyn
have returned
New
York from Saratoga and will remain
here for several weeks.
•
Charles Turner and Sam Perloff
are returning to M-G-M's Atlanta ofers. fice, where they were formerly book•
H. J. Yates, Republic chairman,
will entrain at Hollywood Thursday
for New York.
•
Frank Sinatra will receive the
"American Unity Award" on Saturday
at Carnegie Hall, • here.
Joseph Saperstein, manager of
Fabian's Grand, Albany, N. Y., has a
new granddaughter.•
Carl Floyd and Luke Stein of the
Floyd-Stein Circuit, Jacksonville, Fla.,
have been visiting • in Atlanta.
Jack Bellman, PRC home office
sales executive, left New York yesterday for Philadelphia.
•
Charles Goldfine, Philadelphia
theatre executive, is on his way to
Mexico for a vacation.
•
Jack Rose of the Manta-Rose Circuit, Chicago, has returned there from
Indianapolis.
•
Henry Koster, director, will entrain at Hollywood today for a 10-day
visit to New York.•
Rufus Davis of Dothan, Ala., coowner of the Martin-Davis Circuit, is
in Atlanta on a business-pleasure
trip.
•
Celeste Holm is in New York following an overseas tour with USOCamp Shows.
•
Tom Jones has been named booker
supervisor for M-G-M in Atlanta.
To

Probe

Film

Leaders

Salute

Curtis

Additional acceptances by industry
leaders to join in the salute to Maj.Gen. Ted Curtis and Jules Brulatour
at the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers luncheon tomorrow at the
Hotel Astor, here, were reported yesterday. Among them are Spyros
Skouras, Jack Cohn, Nate Blumberg,
Herman Robbins, Jack Alicoate, Abel
Green. Previously reported were Will
H. Hays, Maj. Harry M. Warner,
Albert Warner, George J. Schaefer,
Ned Depinet, Nicholas Schenck, Grad
Sears, Francis Harmon.

NEW

YORK

RADIO CITY
50TH ST. &
Ginger Rogers
Walter Pidgeon

THEATRES
MUSIC HALL
6TH AVE.
• Lana Turner
• Van Johnson

"WEEK-END
XAVIER CUGATATandTHEhis WALDORF"
ORCHESTRA
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
DAVID O SEIZNICK pr.i«"H
f INGRID BERGMAN
GREGORY

PECK

%

SPELLBOUND
ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S
ASTOR
CONTINUOUS f ROM 9 30 » M ■ L*tE SHOW EVERT NIGHT
S*5^ ON SCREEN
IN PERSON
1st N.Y. SHOWING
Franchot Susanna Radio Program
TONE
FOSTER "GUESSwith WHO"
'TH
AT • NIG
David
LouiseHT
BRUCE ■ ALLBRITT0N HAPPYFELTON
ADDED ATTRACTION
KEYE LUKE
WITH YOU'
-

Influences

EDDIE BRACKEN • VERONICA LAKE
In Hollywood Strike
— N
Los Angeles, Nov. 12. — Hearings / IN PERSON
BLONDE"
THATSINATRA
on alleged Communist activities in the
HOLD FRANK
film colony will be begun by the CaliExtra! JAN SAV1TT and His Band
fornia legislative Committee on UnAmerican Activities as soon as an AsB'WAY &
sembly committee completes its inp/t*A*tot//vr
vestigation oflawlessness in the studio
strike, State Senator Tenney, chairman of the former group, announces.
PALACE! 47th St.
Tenney said his committee has the
Paul Maureen Walter
background of those who "pulled the
HENREID O'HARA SLEZAK
strings behind the scenes".
Spanuth Here on Deal
RKO Radio Picture
H. A. Spanuth, general manager of
"TheAn SPANISH
MAIN"
Film Studios of Chicago, is in New
York to negotiate for the release of a
TWELFTH WEEK
twice-a-month one reel production entitled
"Woman
Speaks."
It
is
described as the first endeavour of the
screen to parallel the attentions of
women's magazines. The material is
edited for the screen by Allyn Butterfield. Spanuth is to be remembered
among the pioneers as the producer of
one of the earliest of American fivereel Goodwin
features, as"Oliver
Nat
Fagin. Twist" with
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PICTURES

presents

A

GEORGE

ABBOTT

PRODUCTION

Stageplay and Screenplay by

LOUIS

SOLOMON

.Robert

and HAROLD

BENCHLEY

•

BUCHMAN

Vera

VAGU

The story of a returned boy-hero whose
post-war problem is his family!

Janis

WILSON

•

Jimmy

LLOYD

JANIS

RKEY

•

Nanette

PARKS

Produced

and Directed by JACK

MOSS

th

after

Month

«

"SNAFU"

SHE

WOULDN'T

"PARDON

GILDA

MY

SAY

YES "

PAST"

starring Rita

Rosalind

starring Fred

Hayworth

Russell

• Lee

Bowman

MacMurray

• Glenn

Ford

"RENEGADES'^

"TARS

"The

and

SPARS"

BANDIT

PERILOUS

starring Alfred Drake
• Janet
Blair
and Marc
Piatt with Sid Caesar

fee>
of SHERWOOD

HOLIDAY'

FOREST"

starring Pat

starring Cornel

Wilde

O'Brien

. . . Now
in successful

"KISS

"OVER

"A

distribution

AND

TELL

21"

THOUSAND
I4t

and

ONE

NIGHTS

FINISH THE JOB \H A BLAZE OF ACTION!
VICTORY IN THE VICTORY LOAN!
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Grosses

{Continued from page 1)
Came True." Yesterday, despite dense
fog and rain, brought throngs to the
theatrical district ; holiday scales were
charged.
Sinatra's appearance at the Paramount, with "Hold That Blonde," will
have
initial them
week'singross
$102,000. anPacking
at theof Astor,
"Spellbound" is headed for a tremendous $57,500 for a second week, a
matter of a few tickets under last
week's business.
"The Spanish Main" is moving
speedily at the Palace, where a new
house record is being chalked up, reportedly— the first week's business is
expected to reach $50,000. "Weekend
at the Waldorf,"
with Hall
a stage
presentation atthe Music
continues
to vie for top honors ; although now
in a sixth week, the show will gross
$118,000, which is unusually impressive.
$17,000 at Victoria
"It All Came True," Warner reissue, is-holding up well at the Victoria,
where it will sweep in $17,000 during
its current fourth week. A new booking this month has been cancelled by
the house in order to continue the reStory a ofhealthy
G. I. Joe"
giving issue.
the "TheGlobe
$15,000is
sixth week.
"Confidential Agent," with Vaughn
Monroe's orchestra, at the Strand, is
on its way to a $69,000 second week,
not too impressive, while at the Capitol, "Kiss and
with Youngman
Les Brown'sis
orchestra
and Tell"
Henny
good for a $75,000 third week. "And
Then There Were None," with a stage
show, at the Roxy, had a good day
yesterday, but the expected week's income is rather thin at $68,000. "The
Dolly Sisters" will open there tomorstill ashowing
strengthrow. at"LovetheLetters"
Rivoli, is
where
$36,000
12th week is apparent.
'Trunk' Coming
"Saratoga Trunk" will tenant the
Hollywood on Nov. 21, following a 21week engagement of "Rhapsody in
Blue,"tant which
gross an20th
unimpor$13,000 inwill
its current
week.
"Mexicana" will open at the Gotham
Friday, succeeding "Paris Underground," in
which its
figures
bring a
. modest $6,200
fourth toweek.
"Pinocchio" had a poor weekend at
the Republic, the rain holding the kiddies at home ; its 13th week will bring
$6,500. "Strange Confession" will
rake in $8,000 in eight and one-half
days, to be followed Friday by "Man
Alive."

Key

City

Grosses

TZ OLLOWING are estimated picture grosses for current enJ- gagements in key cities as reported by Motion Picture
Daily correspondents.
THE HIDDEN
EYE (M-G-M) —
LOEW'S
OHIO (Average:
(1,268) (45c-65c)
SAN FRANCISCO
Gross: $5,000.
$5,000) 7 days.
THE DOLLY SISTERS (20th-Fox)—
RKO PALACE (3,300) (45c-55c-65c) 7
Business was satisfactory in a week days. 2nd week on a holdover. Gross :
of cold weather spotted with light $17,000. (Average: $19,000)
rains.
LOVE (3,300)
LETTERS(45c-65c)
(Para.) 7 — days.
LOEW'S
2nd
Estimated receipts for the week STATE
week
on
a
holdover.
Gross:
$17,000.
(Average:
$19,000)
ending Nov. 14-16:
KISS AND TELL (Col.) and BOSTON 000)DANGEROUS PASSAGE (Para.) —
BLACKIE'S
RENDEZVOUS
(Col.) — LOEW'S STILLMAN (1,900) (45c-65c)
ORPHEUM (2,440) (45c-65c-8Sc) 7 days, 7 days. Gross: $9,000. (Average: $10,000)
3rd Week. Gross: $20,000. (Average: $18,THE SOUTHERNER (UA) and AD- BUFFALO
VENTURES OF RUSTY (Col.) —
UNITED ARTISTS (1,200) (45c-65c-85c)
7 days, 5th week. Gross: $14,500. (AverThe return of warm weather cut
THEage: $14,000)
FALCON IN SAN FRANCISCO
into
grosses here but new pictures did
(RKO) — GOLDEN GATE (2,850) (45c65c- 85c) 7 days, with vaudeville. Gross : well. Thursday shopping nights con$31,000. (Average: $29,000)
tinue popular and grosses are high for
THE DOLLY SISTERS (20th-Fox)
shows on those nights.
and THE TIGER WOMAN (Rep.)— FOX lastEstimated
receipts for the week
(5,000)(Average:
(45c-65c-85c)
7 days. Gross: $40,000.
$30,000)
ending Nov. 17 :
THE HOUSE ON 92nd STREET
OUR VINES HAVE TENDER
(20th-Fox) — PARAMOUNT (2,748) 45c- GRAPES (M-G-M)— BUFFALO— (3,489)
65c-85c)
7
days,
2nd
week.
Gross:
$23,(40c-50c-60c-70c)
7 days. Gross: $18,000.
500. (Average: $24,000)
$17,400).
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF (Average:
LOVE LETTERS (Para.)— GREAT
(M-G-M)— WARFIELD (2,680) (45c-65c- LAKES — (3,000) (40c-50c-60c-70c) 7 days,
85c) 7 days on a moveover from the Fox. 2nd
week. Gross: $14,400. (Average:
Gross: $23,000. (Average: $27,000)
MILDRED PIERCE (WB) and THE $16,400).
MILDRED
PIERCE (WB)— HIPPOWAY AHEAD (20th-Fox) — STATE (2,(40c-50c-60c-70c) 7 days,
308) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days on a moveovet 2d week, onDROME—(2,100)
a moveover. Gross : $8,700.
from the Warfield. Gross: $14,000. (Aver- (Average: $9,700).
age: $13,000)
FIRST YANK INTO TOKYO (RKO
DUFFY'S TAVERN (Para.) and Radio) and TELL IT TO A STAR
DIVORCE (Mono.)— ST. FRANCIS (1,—TWENTIETH CENTURY—
400) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days, 4th week, on a (Rep.)
(3,000) (40c-50c-60c-70c) 7 days. Gross:
moveover from the Fox. Gross: $13,000. $14,600.
(Average: $12,200).
(Average: $13,000)
UNCLE HARRY and MEN IN HER
DIARY— LAFAYETTE— (3,000) (40c-50c60c-70c)
$12,400). 7 days. Gross: $7,500. (Average:
PITTSBURGH

Three of the four newcomers did far
better than average business, and the
holdovers stayed close to normal because of excellent holiday volume.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Nov. 15 :
THE HOUSE ON 92nd STREET
(20th-Fox)— FULTON (1,700) (35c-44c65c) 7 days, second week. Gross : $8,200.
(Average: $8,500)
KISS AND TELL (Col.) — J. P. HARRIS (2,200) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days. Gross:
$17,000. (Average: $10,000)
LOVE LETTERS (Para.) — PENN (3,400) (40c-55c-85c) 7 days. Gross: $26,600.
(Average: $21,700)
OUR VINES HAVE TENDER
GRAPES (M-G-M)— RITZ (1,100) (35c44c-65c) 7 davs, third week. Gross: $4,000.
(Average: $3,000)
MILDRED PIERCE. (WB) — STANLEY (3,800) (40c-65c-8Sc) 7 days. Gross:
$22,200. (Average: $17,500)
JOHNNY ANGEL (RKO)— WARNER
(2,000) Gross:
(35c-44c-65c)
days. $9,450)
Second
week.
$7,500. 7(Average:
CARIBBEAN MYSTERY (20th-Fox)—
42 Key City Houses
CRIME
WARNING
SENATORDOCTOR'S
(35c-44c-65c)
7 days. (Col.)—
Gross:
Get New Altec 'Voice' $3,000. (Average: $3,000)
Altec engineers are now supervising the installation of "The Voice of
the Theatre," new peacetime loud- CLEVELAND
speaker systems by Altec Lansing, in
42 key city theatres throughout the
The double holiday helped boost
U. S. Advertising accessories are
available to tie in local exploitation grosses here this week.
Estimated receipts for the week
campaigns with a national advertising
ending Nov. 14 :
campaign.
RHAPSODY IN BLUE (WB) — RKO
ALLEN (3,000) (45c-55c-65c) 7 days, 3rd
week
2 weeks at Hippodrome
C laim 'S pellbound' Record Gross: following
$9,500. (Average: $8,500)
David O. Selznick's office here
THE HOUSE ON 92nd STREET
claims a record $14,000 gross for his (20th-Fox) — WARNERS' HIPPODROME (3,500)(Average:
(45c-55c-65c)
"Spellbound," last Friday, and an ad- Gross: $28,000.
$20,000)7 days.
ditional record $15,000 on Saturday,
PINOCCHIO
(RKO) — 7WARNERS'
combined intake at Grauman's Chin- LAKE
(714) (45c-55c-65c)
days. 2nd
ese, Loew's State and Fox Uptown week, following the Allen. Gross: $4,700.
(Average: $3,200)
in Hollywood-Los Angeles.

CINCINNATI
Comparatively, holdovers and moveovers are heading for better figures
than new bookings, although combined returns will point downward
from recent previous weeks. A rainy
weekend depressed attendance.
Estimated receipts for the week ending Nov. 13:16:
BLITHE SPIRIT (UA)— RKO ALBEE
(3,300) (44c-50c-60c-75c) 7 days, plus a
Saturday
(Average: midnight
$13,500). show. Gross: $14,000.
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF
(M-G-M)— RKO CAPITOL (2,000) (44c50c-60c-70c) 7 days, 3rd week. Gross:
$8,500. (Average: $9,000).
BLAZING THE WESTERN TRAIL
(Col.) and THE FATAL WITNESS
(Rep.)— RKO FAMILY (1000) (30c-40c)
4 days. Gross: $1,500. (Average: $1,600).
THE LOST TRAIL (Mono.) and
PRISON SHADOWS (Popular) — RKO
FAMILY
Gross:
$700. (1,000)
(Average:(30c-40c)
$800). 3 days.
THE DOLLY SISTERS (20th-Fox)—
RKO

RADIO

BUFFALO

RKO GRAND — (1,500) (44c-50c-60c-70c)
7 days, 3rd week, heldover at this house
following an initial week and moveover from
the Albee. Gross: $8,000. (Average:
THE FIGHTING GUARDSMAN (Col.)
$8,000).
and
I LOVE A BANDLEADER (Col.)—
KEITH'SGross:
— (1,500)
clays.
$6,000. (44c-S0c-60c-70c)
(Average: $5,000).7
DUFFY'S TAVERN (Para.) — RKO
LYRIC— (1,400) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7 days,
4th
week following an initial week at the
000).
Palace and moveovers to the Grand and
Shubert. Gross: $5,000. (Average: $5,AND THEN THERE WERE NONE
(20th-Fox) — RKO PALACE — (2,700)
(44c-50c-60c-70c) 7 days, plus a Saturday
midnight
show. Gross: $14,000. (Average: $12,500).
LOVE LETTERS (Para.)— RKO SHU
BERT — (2,150) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7 days,
2nd week, on a moveover from the Albee.
Gross: $9,000. (Average: $5,000).
TORONTO
With Nov. 12 a semi-holiday in
Toronto for Remembrance (Armistice) Day, most first-run houses were
flush with patronage which was also
encouraged by comfortable weather.
There were
football and professionalcollege
hockey games.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Nov. 16 :
GEORGE and
WHITE'S
SCANDALSIN
(RKO-Radio)
THE FALCON
SAN FRANCISCO
( RKO-Radio) — EGLINTONGross:— (1,086)
days.
$4,200. (18c-30c-48c-60c)
(Average: $4,000).6
DUFFY'S TAVERN (Para.) — IMPERIAL— (3,373) (18.c-30c-42c-60c-90c) 6
days, 2nd week. Gross: $12,800. (Average: $12,300).
ANCHORS AWEIGH (M-G-M) —
LOEW'S— (2,074) (18c-30c-42c-60c-78c) 6
days, 5th week. Gross: $11,700. (Average: $12,200).
STATE (18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)
FAIR (20th-Fox) — SHEA'S —
(2,480)
Gross: $16,300. (Average: $12,800)6 days.
GEORGE WHITE'S SCANDALS
(RKO Radio) and THE FALCON IN
SAN FRANCISCO (RKO Radio)— TIVOLI — (1,434) (12c-30c-48c) 6 days.
Gross: $4,800. (Average: $4,400).
THE GREAT JOHN L. (UA) and
SENORITA FROM THE WEST (U.)—
— (2,761)
6UPTOWN
days. Gross:
$9,300. (18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)
(Average: $9,800).
KANSAS

CITY

First runs had moderate business,
while the suburban enjoyed a big
weekend. The weather turned cooler.
Stores were open yesterday ; government buildings, closed.
Estimated, receipts for the week
ending Nov. 13-15 :
THAT NIGHT WITH YOU (U)— ESQUIRE (800) (45c-65c) 7 days. Gross:
$7,000. (Average: $8,000)
HER HIGHNESS AND THE BELLBOY (M-G-M)
DOCTOR'S
WARNING
(Col.)and— CRIME
MIDLAND
(3,500)
(40c-60c)
7
days,
2nd
week.
Gross:
$13,500. (Average: $14,000)
MILDRED PIERCE (WB)— NEW(4Sc-65c)
$20,000. MAN (1,900)
(Average:
$12,000)7 days. Gross:
GEORGE WHITE'S SCANDALS
(RKO) and WEST OF THE PECOS
(RKO) — ORPHEUM (1,900) (45c-65c)
(Continued on page 8)
PICTURES,

TRADE

Inc.

SHOWING

"CORNERED"
MONDAY,
NOV. 19, at 10:30 A. M.
FOX PROJECTION ROOM, 290 FRANKLIN ST., BUFFALO, N. Y.
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Disney

FCC

Picture

Program

(Continued from page 1)
Delays

Video

staff for several weeks on the development of the folklore yarn. Also engaged is Aldous Huxley, considered
an authority on Lewis Carroll, author
of "Alice in Wonderland." Disney is
preparing "Alice" for production,
planning to use the combination oi
live action and cartoon which he
developed in "The Three Caballeros" and is now featuring in "Uncle

Television receivers will not be on
the market before the latter part of
1946, according to present indications
and the blame is traced to an underbudgeted Federal Communications
Commission, among other things, Allen B. DuMont, president of DuMont
Laboratories, told a luncheon-meeting
of the Advertising Club of Newark
at the Essex House in that city yesterday.
Commission Understaffed
An impasse in video development is
the consequenceFCCof to
the act
"inability
of the
understaffed
promptly
on

Following "Make Mine Music" next
Remus."
feature up,in and
"Uncle Remus"
currently
production,
Disney also
will
film "Midnight and Jeremiah," Sterling North's novel. North did the preliminary work on his own book, with
the story treatment now being developed by Edwin Justus Mayer.
Marc Connolly has just completed a
treatment on another feature for the
Disney schedule, "The Emperor and
the Nightingale." a Hans Christian
Andersen story. George Ripley Stewart has been in consultation with Disney on his folklore and educational
material. Lee Pape, author of the
syndicated
been
engagedstrip,
by the"Little
studio Benny"
to work has
on
a story, as yet unannounced.
Disney's 1946 releases for RKO
Radio, will be "Make Mine Music" and
"Uncle Remus." "Midnight and Jeremiah" will go into production early
next spring. All Disney feature plans
call for Technicolor.

applications
for television
stations,"
well as hundreds
of F-M and
standardas
broadcast applications, he charged.
DuMont said a continuing delay in
the building of new stations may be
expected until the FCC is expanded,
reporting that action has yet to be
taken on President Truman's request
to increase the FCC yearlv appropriation by S700,000 to a total of
S2,000,000.
Other stumblmg blocks, he said, are
labor strikes and the refusal of suppliers to provide manufacturers with
component parts due to Office of Price
Administration ceilings which would
have the former operating at a loss.
Television receivers will be ready late
next year only if the OPA is eliminated and labor conditions improved,
he concluded.
Soldier Shows
(Continued from page 1)
Loew circuit, started early in the war
to rotate in presenting Sunday performances with current films. The
theatres paid all costs as a patriotic
service. The Lord's Day Alliance protested originally that it meant the establishment ofSunday amusements in
Toronto.
Now
that the
are ending, theatres
will soldiers'
again beshows
dark
Sundays.

Key

Daily
Grosses
(Continued from page 7)

000)
7 davs. Gross: $11,000. (Average: S10,ARSON SQUAD (PRC) and THE
LADY CONFESSES (PRC) — TOWER
(2,100) $9,500.
(39c-60c)
7 days.$9,400)
Stage show.
Gross:
(Average:
THAT NIGHT WITH YOU (U) —
CPTOWX
Gross
:S5, 000. (2,000)
(Average:(45c-65c)
$5,400) 7 days.
THAT NIGHT WITH YOU (U) —
FAIRWAY
(700) (45c-65c)
SI. 500. (Average:
$1,750) 7 davs. Gross:
PHILADELPHIA

New films and holdovers are both
doing well.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Nov. 13-19 :
YOU CAME ALONG (Para.) — ALDIXE (900) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-S5c) 7
davs. Gross: $16,500. (Average: $14,600)
MILDRED PIERCE (WB) — BOYD
(3,000) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7 days.
4th
week. Gross: S21.500. (Average:
$18,000)
ANCHORS AWEIGH (M-G-M)— ARCADIA (600) (40c-45c-65c-75c) 7 days.
2nd run. Gross: S8.000. (Average: $4.000)
WONDER MAN (UA) — ERLAXGER
(1,890)
(40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c)
7 days.
5th
week.
Gross: $10,500. (Average:
$14,000)
ARSON SOUAD (PRC) (6 days) and
YOU CAME ALONG (Para.) (1 day) —
EARLE (3,0n0) (40c-45c-50c-65c-85c-95c)
6, days of vaudeville featuring Andy Kirk
and the King Cole Trio. Gross: $36,800.
(Average: $27,600)
AND THEN THERE WERE NONE
(20th- Fox) — FOX (3.000) (40c-45c-50c-65c75c-85c) 7 davs. Gross: 526,000. (Average: $20,500)
UNCLE HARRY (U) — KARLTOX
600)
'
ander
'Alex
(1,000) (40c-45c-50c-65e-75c-85c) 7 days.
SeeNov.
Judg
St. es
Louis,
12. — A special 2nd
run. Gross: $5,600. (Average: $6,screening of 20th Century-Fox's
"Alexander's
Band" here
was preLOVE(40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c)
LETTERS (Para.) — 7 KEITH'S
sented at theRagtime
Art Theatre
for (2,200)
days, 2nd
2nd week. Gross : $8,000. (Average :
judges of the U. S. Circuit Court of run,
$5,800)
Appeals John B. Sanborn, J. W.
DUFFY'S TAVERN (Para.) — MASTWoodrough and Harvey M. Johnsen, BATJM
(4.700) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7
after John F. M. Caskey, attorney for davs. 3rd week. Gross: $17,200. (Average:
$22,500)
the company, argued a motion for apWEEKEND AT THE WALDORF
peal from damages returned in Fed— ' STAXLEY
(3.000)
eral Court in March, 1944. The plain- (M-G-M)
50c-65c-75c-85c)
7 davs. 2nd
week.(40c-45cGross:
tiff is E. Marie Cooper, who alleged $29,000. (Average: 520,000)
the film used material from her book.
BACK TO BATAAN (RKO)— STAXTOX 3rd(1.700)
(40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7
"Love Girl."
days.
$9,400) week. Gross: S8.500. (Average:
OMAHA

M-G-M
TRADE
SHOWS
NEW YORK -NEW JERSEY and LOS ANGELES
TERRITORIES ONLY

"THE
NEW

LAST

YORK- NEW

CHANCE
JERSEY

TERRITORY

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 15th, 1945
M-G-M SCREEN ROOM, 630 NINTH AVE., N. Y. C.
9:30 A.M. ALSO AT 1:30 P.M.
NOTE: "THE LAST CHANCE" WILL BE TRADE-SHOWN
WITH "WHAT NEXT, CORPORAL HARGROVE?" PREVIOUSLY
ANNOUNCED FOR SHOWING ON THIS DATE
LOS

ANGELES

TERRITORY

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 15th, 1945-10:30 A. M.
FOX SCREEN ROOM, 2019 SO.. VERMONT AVENUE

Three of four Omaha theatres did
better than average business ; weather
turned cooler.
THE DOLLY. SISTERS (20th-Fox) and
MADEMOISSELLE FIFI (RKO-Radio)
OMAHA — (2.000) (44c-60c) 7 davs. 2nd
week. Gross: S9,400. (Average: S7.900).
BEDSIDE MANNER (UA) and BEWITCHED (M-G-M) — ORPHEUM —
(3.000) — (44c-60c) 7 days. Gross: $9,600.
(Average: $9,800).
OUR VINES HAVE TENDER
GRAPES (M-G-M) — PARAMOUXT —
(2.900) (44c-60c) 7 days. Gross: $11,000.
(Average: S9.900).
BORN FOR TROUBLE (WB) and IT
ALL CAME TRUE (WB)— RKO-BRAXDEIS— (1.200) (44c-60e) 7 days. Gross:
$7,400. (Average, $6,500).
Mono. Directors Arrive
Hollywood, Nov. 12. — A. C. Bromber°\ president of Monogram Southern exchanges, Atlanta : Lon T.
Fidler, franchise holder in Denver and
Kansas City territories, and William
Hurlbut., Detroit franchise owner and
member of the board of directors, have
arrived here to attend the company's
stockholders'
on 'Wednesday.and directors' meetings,

Tuesday, November 13, 1945

'Johnny

in the

"Johnny in the Clouds,"
Two Cities British production, which was tradeshown
here Friday by United Artists,ds'
American distributor of
Clou
the film,
was reviewed in
Motion Picture Daily on June
11, from London, under its
original title, "The Way to
In his review, Peter Burnthe Stars."
up, Motion Picture Daily's
London editor, said: "Anthonythat
Asquith's
makes a film
any direction
Englishspeaking
person,
whether
Manchester or Minneapolis,in
will understand. If Rank has
done nothing else, he has
made herewith a film which
wins applause from every
man who took to the sky in

Jersey
battle." Allied
(Continued front page 1)
Spewak ; finance : Snaper, chairman ;
Airs. Helen Hildinger, Wilkins and
George Gold ; membership. South
Jersey, Simon Myers, D. R. Faunce
and Sam Frank ; North Jersey, Snaper, Lachman, Maurice Parks and J.
Gravany.
Entertainment : Irving Dollinger,
chairman ; Henry Brown, Louis Martin, Gold. Harry Hecht, Sam Frank ;
"cheer": Lachman, chairman; M. H.
Fogelson ; public relations : Lee Newbury, chairman ; Gold, Dollinger and
Myers ; business relations : Jack Unger, chairman ; Samuel Hochberg,
Frank Henry and Martin, and Eastern regional directors : finance, Snaper : business relations : Newbury and
Wilkins ; public relations : Gold and
Myers.
Theatre Music
(Continued from page 1)
resentatives of theatres and other
music-users for a revision of proposed
schedules.
The scale of theatre fees runs from
five cents per seat for houses having
800 seats or less and operating only
three days weekly, to 15 cents per seat
for theatres of 1,600 capacity or more.
The association is the successor to the
Canadian Performing Rights Society.
A visitor in Toronto following a
tour of South America, Leslie Boosey,
vice-president of the International
Confederation of Societies of Composers. Authors and Publishers, has
conferred with officers of the Canadian
association. He said the jurisdiction of
the international group had been extended throughout South America and
a council
tal Europe.is to be formed in ContinenTaplinger a Producer
Hollywood, Nov. 12. — Robert S.
Taplinger, former Columbia executive
assistant, has returned from military
service and rejoined the studio, this
time as a producer.
Uhr Leaves Republic
Hollywood, Nov. 12. — Ira Uhr has
resigned as Republic talent executive.
No successor has been named.

NATURALLY, patrons will enjoy your showings more if you have the quality of projection illustrated on the right, above.
Then why not use it? It costs little, if any, more.
And Simplified High Intensity Projection, in any
of its forms, will give you the last word in quality
and quantity of screen illumination.
For instance, consider the many advantages of
using "National" One-Kilowatt High Intensity
Carbons:
• a brighter screen by 50-100%

• a snow-white light— especially suited for
color pictures
• clearer, easier-to-see images on your screen
This will mean more relaxation, more enjoyment
for your patrons. It will mean showings on a par
with any top-notch movie house in the land ! And
that will pay off at the box office.
For more details on this type of High Intensity
Projection, consult National Carbon Company,
Inc. Also ask your supply house about the availability of High Intensity Lamps.

The word "National" is a registered trade-mark of National Carbon Company, Inc.
NATIONAL
CARBON
COMPANY,
INC.
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
ucc
General Offices: 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
Division Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City, New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco
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Quebec
For

ATI

16mm.

Girds

Threat

Montreal, Nov. 12. — Apparent
anxiety over growing potentialities of
competition with 16mm. films has
caused the Quebec Allied Theatrical
Industries to pass a resolution that distributors beasked to agree to the condition of the following clause to standard exhibition contracts :
"It is also a condition of this contract that the distributor shall not rent,
except for military reestablishment
purposes, any 16mm. version of this
film for at -least a year after the presentation ofsaid film by the exhibitor
in his theatre," and that no presentation of a 16mm. version at the expiration of such delay shall be made
within a radius of 10 miles from said
theatre, except, also, for military purposes."

Officers Chosen
The organization has elected the following officers : B. E. Norrish, honorary president; J. Arthur Hirsch
president ; George Ganetakos, vicepresident ; William Lester, treasurer ;
Eugene Beaulac, secretary, all of
whom, with the exception of Norrish,
are members of the executive committee, along with C. Bourassa, J. M.
deRoussy, Maurice West, Gordon
Dahn, B. C. Salamis and T. H. Trow.
Directors include A. Adelman, Albert
Bey, C. H. Brock, Leo Choquette,
Ovila Cote, Edouard Gauthier, Charles
A. Magnan and George Rotsky, and
the aforementioned, except Norrish.
Paul Moss
(Continued from page 1)
were called on the carpet on many
occasions by Moss as a result of complaints bythe Board of Education that
they admitted children unaccompanied
by adults when they were truants from
school.
Moss is the brother of B. S. Moss,
who once operated 24 theatres in the
Metropolitan New York area which
are now part of the RKO circuit ; he
now owns another. Before entering
the LaGuardia administration, Moss
was connected with the industry in
many capacities. A member of the
Motion Picture Pioneers, he was associated with his brother in the early
days of the industry in production
and exhibition. In 1922-24 he was
associated with the Theatre Guild and
later produced several Broadway plays,
including "Subway Express" and Noel
Coward's "This Was a Man." He is
at present general manager of the cityoperated Center Theatre.
James Whitham Dies
Toronto, Nov. 12. — James Whitham, 87, president of Palace Amusement Co., which operates the Palace
and Capitol in Cornwall, Ont, where
he opened his first theatre in 1909,
died there last night after a brief illness. His son, the late Ben Whitham,
was manager
Famous
structionofdepartment
here. Players' con-

REEVES
SOUND STUDIOS, INC.
1600 BROADWAY, N. Y. 19 Glrde 6-G686
Complete Film and
Disc Recording Facilities

Picture

Bernstein
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daily

E. A. Schiller

Loew, RKO
4E' Sales
Near Million Mark

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

home of the deceased, 730 Park Ave.,
yesterday morning, and memorial services will be held at Temple Israel
Friday evening and Saturday morning. Bernstein died in his sleep last
Friday night after having been at his
office throughout the day. His devotion and assistance to the industry,
to friends and to worthy causes was
eulogized at the public services yesterday by Rabbi William F. Rosenblum. Assisting with the services
were Cantor Joseph E. Wolfe and
choir.
Burial was in mount Hope Cemetery, Westchester County. Bernstein
was born in Utica, N. Y., in 1882. He
became associated with Marcus Loew
in 1905. He was recognized for years
as the industry's leading ure. #financial figAmong Those Attending
Among the hundreds who attended
the afternoon services yesterday, in
addition to members of the immediate
family, were : Nicholas M. Schenck,
Louis B. Mayer, J. Robert Rubin,
Charles C. Moskowitz, Joseph R. Vogel, Leopold Friedman, Howard
Dietz, Howard Strickling, Oscar
Doob, Ernest Emerling.
Also, Barney Balaban, H. M. Warner, Spyros Skouras, Albert Warner,
Joseph Hazen, Tom J. Connors, Murray Silverstone, A. W. Smith, Jr.,
William Kupper, Martin Quigley, Jr.,
Sherwin Kane, Commissioner Paul
Moss, James J. Walker, Harry
Buckley, Bert Sanford, Harry Gold,
David Warfield, Jules Brulatour, William Ferguson, William Ornstein,
Herb Pettey, Harry Moskowitz, Marvin Schenck, Gene Picker, Joseph
Moskowitz, John Murphy, Joseph Pincus, Dean John T. Madden and others.

dent of the company in 1926
He was born in New York City of
poor parents. His first job was driving
a laundry wagon ; then he became a
tobacco salesman. One night he witnessed a repertoire performance in
Watertown, N. J., in which "Cyclone"
Dan Ryan was the star. Young Schiller went backstage to congratulate
Ryan and became his manager.
Schiller built a theatre at Bayonne,
N. J., and branched out into sponsoring shows in the South. Among later
stars who
troupes
were began
Dorothy with
Dalton,Schiller's
Harry
Carey, Lew Cody and others. In 1918,
Schiller came to New York to seek a
connection with Loew's. His theatres
in Nashville, Birmingham and Memphis became part of the Loew circuit.
Six
yearshisago,
Schiller's
He and
family
moved health
to the failed.
Coast.
SurvivingMrs.areElizabeth
Schiller'sAkins
widow; two
; a
daughter,
brothers, David and Arthur, and two
grandsons, Edward and Robert Akins.
. Rabbi Edgar Magnin will conduct
services tomorrow morning at the
Church of the Recessional, Forest
Lawn. Pallbearers will be Louis K.
Sidney, Harry Rapf, George Sidney,
Ernest Pagano, Jack Chertok, Ben
Thau, Al Lichtman, David Loew and
Arthur Stebbins.

'Night
of Stars'
(Continued
from page 1)
tion Committee, the United Palestine
Appeal, National Refugee Service and
the National Jewish Welfare Board.
Marvin H. Schenck is chairman of
the producing committee ; co-chairmen
are Robert M. Weitman, Ed Sullivan
and Louis K. Sidney ; honorary chairmen include Barney Balaban, Nate J.
Blumberg, N. Peter Rathvon, Jack
Cohn and Albert Warner. Mrs. Hal
Horne is co-chairman of the women's
division.
Among those scheduled to appear
are Gene Kelly, Fibber McGee and
Molly, the Rockettes and the Roxyettes, Paulette Goddard and Burgess
Meredith, Martha Raye, Connee Boswell, Kate Smith, Phil Baker, Henny
Youngman, and others.
Rites for J. B. Koppel
Chicago, Nov. 12. — Funeral services
were held here today for Joseph B.
Koppel, hibitor,
50, whoveteran
exdied of independent
a heart attack

Services for Kern
Private funeral services for Jerome
Kern, composer, were held yesterday
in the chapel of Ferncliff Crematory,
Ardsley-on-the-Hudson, N. Y., with
50 friends present.

A.

P.

$750 in Stamps from
Variety Bond Show
Albany, N. Y., Nov. 12.— The local
Variety Club's sponsorship of an Albany appearance in the State Armory
of "The Jungleers," Negro Ground
Force band, in behalf of the Victory
Loan drive, resulted in the sale of
$750 in War Stamps. In addition to
the band, which is making a countrywide tour for the drive, the rally featured Maj. Jacob H. Herzog, recently
returned from the Pacific ; chief
barker Charles A. Smakwitz was
chairman of arrangements.
Ballentine
To Be Held

Services
Thursday

San Francisco, Nov. 12. — Funeral
services will be held in San Mateo
Thursday for George M. Ballentine,
20th Century-Fox district manager
here, who
morial died
Hospital.yesterday at Mills MeBallentine joined 20th-Fox in 1919.
He became district manager some
three years ago.

A.

Invites you to join the leaders of the industry, front
page personalities, well wishers and friends in a welcome back to the motion picture ranks to
Major

General TED CURTIS
and a salute to
JULES

Tomorrow,

BRULATOUR

November

14th

At 12:30 noon, Hotel Astor (North Ballroom)
Among the industry leaders who have signified their
intention to join the well wishers include
Barney Balaban
Jack Cohn

Nate Blumberg Ned Depinet
Nicholas Schenck Albert Warner

Major Harry Warner

Grad Sears

Friday. borhood
Koppel
operated atthetheneighBertha Theatre
time
of his death. He is survived by his
widow.
'Lady's' Kiefer Killed
Beacon, N. Y., Nov. 12. — Commo.
Dixie Kiefer, 49, widely known as
"Capt. Dixie" of the documentary
film "The
was killed
identified as oneFighting
of the Lady,"
six victims
when a naval plane crashed near here
early today.

M.

$1,000,000
bonds werein
soldNearly
by Loew
and in
RKO"E" Theatres
the New York area during the first
week of the Victory Loan drive. In
reports to Irving Lesser, general
chairman for the War Activities Committee of New York, the Loew circuit
listed sales of 5,700 bonds with a maturity value of $518,675, and RKO
sold 2,634 bonds with a maturity value
of $340,550.

Francis Harmon

Spyros Skouras
FOR

RESERVATIONS— CALL
diet Friedman

Circle 7-3100
1270 Ave. de Americas

Room 3015
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Theatre

New
Boom
Far

NEW

Surges

and

Wide

Philadelphia Among the
Most Active Territories
Added to the numerous theatre
construction projects already reported by Motion Picture Daily
before the wartime building bah
was lifted on Oct. 15, and since then,
are many more new theatre jobs now
reported from several places in the
U. S., Canada and Mexico.
The Philadelphia territory currently
is among the most active in this
respect.
Supplementing
already extensive
list of Philadelphia's
proposed new
theatres are two more, now under
construction. One, in the residential
section, is being built by Serena
Brothers and the other, a Drive-In on
the outskirts of the city, is being
constructed for operation by E. M.
Loew, New England theatreman and
nightclub owner.
Meanwhile, a transfer of ownership
has been reported on the Airport
''Continued on page 6)
$88,753
Net

Monogram

for 13 Weeks

YORK, U.S.A., WEDNESDAY,

'Free Movie Day' in
10,000 Theatres
Close to 10,00© theatres have
pledged to participate in
"Free Movie Day" to promote
Victory Bond sales, which is
considerably over the number
in the corresponding period
of the Seventh Loan, Charles
M. Reagan, distributor chairman, disclosed here yesterday,
adding that the figure is not
a final one since many theatres have not yet reported.
Additionally, 4,000 "Bond
Premieres" are on the books,
as well as 1,400 "Children's
Matinees," either already held
or slated to be offered shortly.
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30

Key

To

Serve

Drive

Exhibitors

for

on

TEN CENTS

14, 1945

Sales

U.

S. Rebuttal

In

Film

Case

Connors

Thirty showmen have agreed to
serve as exhibitor chairmen of the
"Tom Connors Drive," in 27 key
cities in the U. S. and six in Canada.
Twentieth Century-Fox says
that this is the
first time that
top-flight
men willshowtake
such a part in a
company sales
competition.
The
exhibit-in
ors and cities
which they will
function for the

May

Be

Brief

Wright May Ask Delay in
Start Until Next Week

The trial of the New York film
anti-trust suit will resume in U. S.
District Court here this morning
after a recess since last Friday,
with the possibility that rebuttal by
the Government might be completed by
the end of next week.
While the government is
scheduled to start its rebuttal
this morning, Robert L. Wright,
Rubin Calls NCCJ
government counsel indicated
yesterday to Motion Picture
tribute
Meet of Leaders
d is t rtoi 20th's
b u •tion vice-presiDaily sions
that
today's be
court
sesTom Connors
will probably
devoted
dent, follow :
to
up "loose might
ends" seek
and
J. Robert Rubin, chairman for the Meyer andAlbany ; Martin Mullin
thatclearing
the government
amusement division of the National Louis Schine,
anextfurther
postponement
until
(Continued on page 6)
Monday.
Conference of Christians and Jews, at
a meeting here with industry execuCounsel for several defendants intives, decided to call a general NCCJ
dicated that they plan no extensive remeeting-luncheon at the Astor Hotel
buttal testimony unless the government
on Dec. 14.
(Continued on page 7)
Nate Spingold has been named Postpone Murray's
chairman of the program committee, Suit to February 6
which also includes Herman RobWhite Collarites to
bins, Barney Balaban, Harry Brandt,
David Weinstock, Gen. John Reed
Chicago, Nov. 13. — The new trial
Kilpatrick and Dr. Edward Clinchy. granted the remaining defendants in
Weinstock also heads the ticket com- the Thomas A. Murray conspiracy Meet on Wage Rise
mittee. Will H. Hays has been ap- case, scheduled to be heard by Judge
H. Campbell in Federal
The calling of a special peacetime
pointed
of the
"special
gift" William
Court here today, was postponed to convention
committee, ofchairman
which
Jules
Brulatour
of the United Office and
is a member.
Feb. 6. Defendants are : Henri Elman, Professional Workers of America,
Attending the meeting, at which independent distributor ; Capitol Film CIO, to be held in Cleveland, during
plans were laid for the all-industry Exchange, Milo Theatre Corp., Van the week of Feb. 18, 1946, was angathering, were Balaban, Brulatour, Nomikos, Milo Booker, and John L.
nounced byUOPWA president Lewis
(Continued on page 7)
(Continued on page 6)
Merrill, following action by the
union's general executive board. The
UOPWA
thousand
"white
collarites" has
in several
the film
industry,
on
both coasts and elsewhere.
1st
State
Censor
Attack
The board voted to push up the date
(Continued on page 3)

Los Angeles, Nov. 13. — Monogram
Pictures and subsidiaries, in its report
for the 13 weeks ended Sept. 29, made
public today by W. Ray Johnston,
president, shows a consolidated net
profit of $88,753, after all charges, including provisions for Federal income
and excess profits taxes. This compares with net of $37,170 for the same
period last year, adjusted to a comparable basis with respect to accruals of
executive profit participation, sales
commissions and Federal taxes. Gross
domestic and foreign film rentals for In Years
Faced
the current quarter showed an increase of 21 per cent as compared with
{Continued on page 6)
Legislators Ask for
Defeat of Film Tax
Sol Lesser Planning
St. Louis, Nov. 13. — The
House Committee on Taxes
Three for 1945-46
and Revenue of the Missouri
Sol Lesser will produce three piclegislature has recommended
tures, budgeted at about $2,700,000, for
the defeat of House Bill No.
1945-46, Louis Hyman, vice-president
637 which would have amendof the Lesser company, told Motion
ed the Missouri sales tax law
Picture Daily here yesterday. Hyto
apply the present two per
man is here from the Coast to buy
cent rate to film rentals, film
story properties and to arrange for fucontracts, leases, and to film
ture Lesser releases.
equipment.
The three films, which will be pro(Continued on page 7)

in

Georgia

M-G-M

to Hold

5

Division Meetings
Atlanta, Nov. 13. — The film indusChicago, Nov. 13. — Meetings of
try will face its first state censorship
attack in many years when a bill is district and branch managers in MG-M's
five divisions will be conintroduced in the Georgia legislature
ducted by division managers Thursin January for the creation of a board
day and Friday to relay the discusof censors, Motion Picture Daily
sions on future product undertaken
learns here.
(Continued on page 7)
The bill has already been drawn,
and is understood to embody the principal features of censorship laws on
In This Issue
the books of the seven states where
censors already prevail : Kansas, MaryReview of "Danger Signal"
land, Massachusetts (censors films for
is on page 6; estimated keySunday showings only), New York,
city grosses, 7.
Ohio, Pennsylvania
and 6) Virginia ;
(Continued on page

2
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nt of
W,ons, preside
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and WilERG
hn, Paramou
nt
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Meikeljo
has entered HENRY liam
Producti
GoldenDEMBO
es,
d here
studio
executiv
are
expecte
l
check-up
a
for
Hospita
York
New
The 12th annual "Night of Stars," and rest.
from the Coast shortly.
presented at Madison Square Garden
•
here last night before a capacity audience of 20,000, was responsible for
Bob Tobin and Celia Hart, 30Gloria Ann Clausen, daughter of
raising §110,000 for relief overseas Carl H. Clausen, budget director
employes
20th Centuryand for the settlement in Palestine of at Paramount's home office advertis- year
Fox, were
givenwith
a dinner
party in
a number of stateless and homeless
Chicago
Monday
night
by exchange
ing department, and Capt. George W.
Jews of war-ravaged Europe, accord- Kelly, A. A. F., were married this personnel there. •
ing to Sylvan Gotshal, president of week.
Herman Goldberg, purchasing
the United Jewish Appeal of Greater
agent and supervisor of maintenance
New York and chairman of the beneJames
Bracken,
a
civilian
again
fit show.
for Warner exchanges, is back in
with the Army en- City.
New York from Chicago and Kansas
Agencies which will benefit are the after twogineers,years
will return to the Warner
Joint Distribution Committee, United Circuit in New
England
as
contact
•
Palestine Appeal, National Refugee manager tomorrow.
Tom Fizdale is handling publicity
Service and National Jewish Welfare
•
Board.
"Stork Bites Man," book written
Joan V. Curtis, editor of Motion for
by Louis Pollock, formerly of United
Gotshal paid tribute to Marvin H. Picture
Magazine,
has
taken
a
short
Artists
and Universal.
Schenck, chairman of the producing leave of absence to join her husband,
•
committee
of last
night'sM.show,
which Sgt. Peter Curtis, recently returned
also included
Robert
Weitman,
Haskell Masters, Canadian divifrom the South Pacific.
Louis K. Sidney and Ed Sullivan as
sion manager for Warners, will re•
co-chairmen, and Lester B. Isaac,
York. turn to Toronto today from New
Capt.
Herbert
Lazarus,
out
of
the
Arnold Knorr, as viceJesse Kaye and
•
chairmen,
and honorary chairmen, Army after almost five years of servhas returned to the Paramount
Chick Lewis, co-ordinator of the
Barney Balaban, Nate J. Blumberg, home ice,office
legal department.
industry's Victory Loan campaign,
Jack Cohn, N. Peter Rathvon and
•
Albert Warner.
left
here by plane for the Coast yesterday.
Arthur Willi, RKO Radio's East•
ern talent scout, arrived in Hollywood
from
New
York
yesterday.
in
Job
Wants
Roy
Haines,
Eastern
division manKrug
•
ager for Warners, left New York for
Which He Is Versed
Charles Levey, Eastern publicity Detroit last night.
•
Washington, Nov. 13. — J. A. representative for Walt Disney, is
Roy Disney has returned to the
Krug, former chairman of the War in Chicago from •New York.
Coast from New York.
Production Board, disclosed today
•
that he had declined an offer to head
Fred Meyers, Universal's Eastern
Sol Siegel is back on the Coast
the Motion Picture Producers Asso- sales
manager,
will
be
in
Boston
toafter a visit here.
ciation in Hollywood at a reported
day and tomorrow.
$75,000 a year because of his desire to
enter an industry in which he had
had experience.
Lt. Col. Muchnic
to Buchanan Feted Prior
Krug said he would spend 'the next
To Leaving for Coast
several months in making industrial
Loew's Shortly
Barry Buchanan, United Artists
surveys before deciding upon his Join
Lt. Col. George Muchnic, assistant public
relations director in Hollywood,
treasurer of RKO before the war, will
"permanent responsibility."
was feted yesterday at a luncheon at
join Loew's International Corp. upon the Monte Carlo, attended by UA
Hirshfield Will
Be completion of his terminal leave from home office executives and producers
the Army, it has been announced by
Arthur M. Loew, company president, and representatives of Buchanan and
advertising agency. Buchanan
Lunch 'M.C'
Muchnic will be administra- Co.,
Curtis
will leave here tomorrow to assume
Harry Hirshfield, radio and. news- to whom
tive assistant.
paper humorist, will be master of
Muchnic was commissioned in 1942 his new post on the Coast. John
Jr., of Buchanan, was host
ceremonies at today's Associated Mo- and served as executive officer to Gen. Hertz,
tion Picture Advertisers' luncheon at Lyman Munson of the Army Pictorial and toastmaster.
the Hotel Astor here honoring Maj.- Service of the Signal Corps.
Among those present were: Harry
Gen. Ted Curtis and. Jules Brulatour.
Gold, Ed Schnitzer, J. J. Unger,
About 300 members of the industry
Harry Buckley, Paul Lazarus, Sr.,
here are expected, including New Honor Dora Goldman
Paul Lazarus, Jr., Howard LeSieur,
York staffs of the Brulatour company
Dora Goldman, veteran secretary to Mori
Krushen, Tom Waller, Jules
International
Projector
officials,
here,
and of Eastman Kodak, to which CurBudd Rogers, Archie Mayers,
tis returns from the Army.
was honored at a luncheon yesterday Levey,
at the Hotel Piccadilly given . by Capt. Harold Auten, Jock Lawrence,
women in the technical branch of the Jerry Dale.
Almy to Philippines industry. Present were : Lee Schindler, Century Circuit; Betty Connolly, M-G-M Import Dated
As WB Supervisor
Warners; Elizabeth White, Frances
"The Last Chance," the • story of
Cliff Almy, recently promoted to
RKO ; Florence O'Neill, the escape across the Italian border
supervisor for Warners in the Philip- Tannenbaum,
Clara
Schmidt,
National
Theatre
Supof a group of hunted internationals,
pines, China and Japan, will sail Nov.
ply ;Margaret Marayno, Evelyn Gang,
21 from the Coast for Manila to reor- Local
premiere
at Loew's
306; Lillian Morgan, Veronica will haveterionitsTheatre
on Nov.
19, it Criwas
ganize the company's
. activities
those countries.
The job
is expectedin Stock, Loew's ; Lillian Perlman, Par- announced by Arthur M. Loew, presamount; Toby Roth, Prudential Cirto take about IS months.
International Films,
cuit ; Ruth Entracht, International which identisof M-G-M=
releasing the picture.
Almy has been in this country since Projectionist.
his release from a Jap prison camp in
Manila early this year.
Grosses Tax Proposal
Pagnol to U. S.
Los Angeles, Nov. 13. — The Los
Marcel Pagnol, French producer,
city council has postponed
Siegel Joins Rogers
will make a trip to the U. S. around Angeles
until
the middle of this week the first
Hollywood, Nov. 13. — David W. Christmas, for discussions with Sam
Siegel, stage producer, has joined and Joe Siritzky relating to the pro- reading of a proposed measure providing for a five per cent tax on theduction program of the new Siritzky
Charles R. Rogers as a company exatres grosses.
International Pictures, Inc.
ecutive and associate producer.
By

'Night
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Newsreel
Parade
rPHE Truman-Attlee-King conference in Washington is featured in
all current newsreel s. Other subjects
include weekend football classics, Gen.
Eisenhower honored by Oxford University, the surrender of Peiping and
the French election. Contents of the
reels follow :
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 22.— Truman,
Attlee greeand
King. University.
Gen Eisenhower
deat Oxford
Huge gets
throng
sees
Chinese since
at Peiping.
FrenchJapsholdsurrender
first freeto election
fall of '
France. Touchdown parade: Baltimore,
Philadelphia, New York.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 220-Atom
bomb hower
conference.
honors
and Allied warOxford
leaders.
NylonsEisenare
on the way. Football: Army-Irish grid
classic; Penn topples Columbia.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 23— Three wheel "whizzer." Bye-bye baby by air.
Meteor breaks air record. Attlee, Truman
face peace problems. Navy vs. Michigan ;
Army vs. Notre Dame.
RKOi PATHE NEWS, No. 25— Attlee sees
Truman. Penn routs Columbia; Army
crushes Irish. 24,000,000 Frenchmen create
new republic.
rendered by foe.Ancient Chinese capital surUNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL,
No. 450—
Attlee here
for parley.
yacht.
Three-wheeled
car President's
tested. Jet new
aircraft sets record. Football: Army 48 —
Notre Dame 0; Navy 33 — Michigan 7.
Norman Weiss Joins
Goldman Theatres
Philadelphia, Nov. 13. — Capt.
Norman Weiss, now on terminal leave
from the Army Air Forces, will become associated with William Goldman Theatres, Inc., as vice-president
and executive assistant to Goldman,
president of the company, which operates the largest independent circuit
in this area. Previous to joining the
Armed Service, in 1942, Weiss was a
realty broker associated with the Goldman organization in the acquisition of
many theatres. While in the service,
he was a special service officer at
Mitchel Field, Long Island.
Mamula

Named

UA

Publicity Contact
Nick Mamula, who was discharged
from the Army last week, has joined
United' Artists as national publicity
contact, it was announced here yesterday by Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., advertising-publicity director.
Mamula, a staff sergeant with the
original B-29 Bombardment Wing in
the CBI, enlisted in the Army almost
three years ago. Prior to his enlistment he handled Metropolitan newspaper publicity for Paramount at the
company's home office.
Paramount in Cuba
Havana, Nov. 13. — Eugene Street
of Paramount arrived here yesterday
to take over, for his company, the
management of eight theatres in this
city and three in Camaguey. Acquisition of these houses represents Paramount's first venture in the Latin
American exhibition field.
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{Continued from page 1)
of the union's biennial sixth constitu■ membership
tional convention
to give the
union's
an immediate
opportunity
to consider salary problems facing
i "white collar" workers and organizI ing opportunities in their fields.
The board also authorized the calling of a general salary conference to
whith all white collar unions, whether
v affiliated with the CIO or independ' ent, will be invited.
Paramount Signs New Contract
For 'White Collar' Workers
Paramount has signed a new two'year
with Employes
IATSE Motion
Picturecontract
Home Office
Union,
Local No. H-63, covering "white collarites" at Paramount News here, and
granting an eight per cent wage increase, retroactive to Dec. 1, 1944, and
an additional eight per cent increase
effective Dec. 1, 1945. The new contract will continue in force until Nov.
30, 1946.
Previous contract between the
MPHOE and Paramount was for one
year and established job classifications with minimum and maximum
■ wage scales. The new increases will
be computed on the basis of the minimums of the classifications rather than
• upon
salaries received by the
workersactual
involved.
Negotiations on the new contract
have been going on for several months
between Russell Moss, MPHOE business manager, and Paramount officials.
MPHOE also has contracts covering
Warner and Universal home office
"white collarites."
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More

Films

Hollywood, Nov. 13. — Production
activity increased as 11 new films
went before the cameras, and only
three were completed ; the shooting
index stands at 45, compared with 37
in the previous week ; the production
scene follows :
Columbia
Finished: "The Lone Wolf on
Broadway."
Started: "Exposed by the Crime
Doctor," with Warner Baxter, Mona
Barrie, Craig Reynolds, Ludwig
Donath, Peggy Converse, Robert
Barratt ; "Landrush," with Charles
Starrett, Smiley Burnette, O z i e
Waters and his Colorado Rangers.
Shooting: "The Al Jolson Story,"
"Lullaby of Broadway," "Perilous
Holiday," "Gilda."
M-G-M

Shooting: "Till the Clouds Roll
By," "Army Brat," "Star from
Heaven," "Time for Two," "No
Leave, No Love," "Holiday in Mexico," "The Green Years," "The YearMonogram
Started:Stewart,
"High Jackie
School Moran,
Kids," Judy
with
ling."
Freddie
Clark, Noel Neill, Abe Lyman and
his orchestra, Eddie Heywood and his
band.
Shooting: "Glamour Girl."
Paramount
Started: "Ladies' Man," with Eddie
Bracken, Virginia Welles, Cass
White Collarites Party
Daley, Virginia Field, Johnny Coy,
A party celebrating its collective "Spike" Jones and his band.
bargaining gains for 2,500 "white collar"
Newthe York
offices willemployes
be heldin by
ScreenfilmOffice
Exporters Use Films
and Professional Employees Guild,
Local No. 1, UOPWA, in the Hotel To Reenter Markets
Diplomat, here, on Friday.
American manufacturers and exporters, interested in reestablishing
Miss Lindsay, Reed their product in foreign markets and
awareseeking
that "trade
followstieups
the film,"
Entertained by PRC
are
to effect
with
PRC was host at a cocktail party American films. Consequently, Amerat the Hotel Warwick here yesterday
ican producers of standard brands are
for Margaret Lindsay and Phillip
being
useddepartment
by United in
Artists'
foreign
Reed.
publicity
international
Guests included Sam Rinzler, Mau- tieups.
rice Maurer, Gordon White, Terry
London Campaigns
Ramsaye, Sherwin Kane, T. J. Sullivan, Harold Mirisch, Lou Brandt,
In London, national advertising
Herb Fecke, Al Steen, James Jerauld, campaigns have been launched by the
Mel Konnecof, Matty Polon, Bingo distributors of Lux Toilet Soap, Calox
Brandt, Irving Kaplan, Ray Gal- Tooth Powder and Max Factor Panlagher, Al Picoult, Sam Berns, James Cake Makeup in conjunction with the
Cron, Tom Kennedy, Charles Becker
of "Since You Went Away."
and others ; from the company were release
America, especially in ColHarry Thomas, Arnold Stoltz and In South
ombia
and Argentina, full page newsLige Brien.
paper and magazine ads, many of them
in color, were used to tieup PanHoward McCoy Rites Cake Makeup with Sylvia Sidney of
"Blood on the Sun."
On Coast Tomorrow
Personna Razor Blades will adverLos Angeles, Nov. 13. — Funeral
Don Ameche in "Guest Wife,"
services will be held at Forest Lawn Fred tise
Allen in "It's in the Bag," and
on Thursday for Howard W. McCoy, Burgess
Meredith in "Story of G. I.
veteran exhibition executive, who died Joe." General Electric radios will
here Sunday at 52.
promote Marie McDonald in "Guest in
In retirement since 1939, due to ill the House" and Jane Russell in "The
health, McCoy had been in show business since boyhood. The last of various posts he held was that of division Outlaw."
manager for Saenger Theatres, New Mrs. M. Shenker Dies
Orleans. Prior to that he had been
Cleveland, Nov. 13. — Mrs. Max
division manager for Publix, South- Shenker, wife of the local Berlo
ern division manager for Loew's and Vending Co. representative, died here
supervisor for B. S. Moss.
this week after a long illness. Also
McCoy's widow and a son survive. surviving is a son, Irwin.

Show
Bond

Will
Drive

Started
An all-star Victory Bond Show will
be staged by the War Activities Committee of New York at Madison
Square Garden on Monday night, Dec.
3, it was announced here yesterday by
Irving Lesser, chairman of the local
committee.
Celebrities of screen, stage, radio
and night clubs, orchestras, military
leaders, government officials, and war
heroes and heroines will participate in
Republic
the program, which is being presented
Started: "Night Train to Mem- in cooperation with the War Finance
phis," with Roy Acuff, Allan Lane, Committee of the Treasury.
Adele Mara, Roy Barcroft, Emma
Theatres Participating
Dunn, Kenne Duncan, Leroy Mason ;
"Specter of the Rose," with Ivan
Admission will be free only to purKirov, Viola Essen, Michael Chekof "E" Bonds at the Astor,
hov, Judith Anderson, Lionel Stander, Capitol, chasersCriterion,
Globe, Gotham,
George Shaanoff , Juan Panalle,
Hollywood, Music Hall, Palace, ParaCharles Marshall, Billy Gray ; "Passmount, Rivoli, Roxy, State, Strand
and Victoria theatres.
key to Robert
Danger,"
with Stephanie
Bachelor,
Livingston,
Richard
The
show
will be the climax of the
Fraser.
industry's
participation
in the eight
Shooting: "West of God's Coun- war loan campaigns.
try," "Murder in the Music Hall."
RKO Radio
Stewart, Richard Crane, Charles RusStarted: "Sister Kenny," with
sell, Henry Morgan.
Rosalind Russell, Alexander Knox,
United Artists
Dean Jagger.
Shooting: "A Scandal in Paris"
Shooting: "Notorious," "They
(Pressburger) ; "The Sin of Harold
Dream
of
Home,"
"Lady
Luck,"
"Badman's Territory," "Thanks, God, Diddlebock" (Sturges) ; "Adventure
I'll Take It from Here" (Lasky) ; in Casablanca" (formerly "A Night
in Casablanca" (Loew-Marx).
"The Stranger" (International).
Universal
20th Century-Fox
Finished:
"Terror
by Night."
Finished: "Centennial Summer."
Shooting: "Tangier," "Canyon PasStarted: "Three Little Girls in
sage," "On the Carpet," "Genius in
Blue," with Victor Mature, June
Haver, Vivian Blaine, Cesar Romero, the Family" (Skirball-Manning).
Warners
Celeste Holm, Vera- Allen ; "Johnny
Comes Flying Home," with Martha
Shooting: "The Verdict."
Shooting: "Swamp Fire" (PineThomas) ; "Easy Come, Easy Go,"
"The Imperfect Lady," "Love Lies
Bleeding" ( W a 1 1 i s ) ; "Monsieur
PRC
Beaucaire."
Started: "Mask of Diijon," with
Erich Von Stroheim, Jeanne Bates.
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MRS.

LEO

PACKS

A

BUNDLE!

DEE-LICIOUS!

"WHA

T

Everybody

NEXT

a second

helping of Hargrove. They'll
like this even better. Robert Walker

,

clicks again

CORP

ORAL

HARG

wanted

and

takes another

Keenan

Wynn

step towards

stardom.

ROVE

?

>5
DEE-LOVELY!
SHE
TO

WENT
THE

The folks liked the
romantic
"Our

team

Vines

from

Have

Tender

Grapes"

so now you'll see James Craig
and Frances Gifford in a

"

RACES

PUT THE VICTORY SPIRIT IN THE VICTORY LOAN

new

and

exciting love story.

DEE-LUXE!
The screen's next big
Technicolor musical extravaganza!
Fred Astaire

and

Lucille Bremer

(of "Meet Me In St. Louis") a team
dancing lovers in a magical
musical to thrill the fans.

of

DEE-UGHTFUL!
What a joy is this romance!
Two soldiers find a letter and
trace the girl who
A howling
Marsha
and

it!

delight, full of surprises.

Hunt, John

Hume

wrote

Cronyn

Carroll
are swell!

DEE-LUSCIOUS!
At last! Robert

Donat,

the

beloved Mr. Chips, returns to
the screen in another
heart-touching
beautiful
and

romance.

The

girl is Deborah

Kerr

their story's a honey!

"UM-M-M-M-M!"
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Motion

New

Theatres

(Continued from page 1)
Theatre, assessed at $29,000, for which
the Ritz Theatres Corp. paid Abraham
Rose $45,000, and in nearby Burlington, N. J. the Fox has reopened after
an enforced shutdown several months
ago when the 1,300-seat Atlantic Theatres house was damaged by fire. Another Philadelphia property transfer
will be effected on Nov. 30, when
David Moliver, who operates the Viola
and
Gem. Regis there, takes over K. Katz's
At Hamilton Township, Trenton,
Walter Reade, in connection with
RKO, has acquired property on which
he will erect a community-type theatre
immediately. William I. Hohauser,
New York, is the architect ; seating
capacity will be 1,200.
In Wilmington, Del., peacetime
plans for reconstruction and renovation of Warner theatres there were
dusted off when Ted Schlanger, A. J.
Vanni, and Benjamin Wirth, company
executives, made a tour of inspection.
The first Warner war-abandoned
project set for reconstruction there is
the Savoy, a downtown theatre. Another is the Arcadia, where a new
streamlined front will be installed to
conform with improvements of the interior.
Minnesota Amusement Co.
Buys Property for Theatre
Minneapolis, Nov. 13. — Activity
here has taken a spurt with the Minnesota Amusement Co. purchasing two
pieces of property from Northwestern
National Bank, and contracting for the
construction of a 1,000-seat theatre, to
cost $90,000 in suburban Richfield, being awarded byCo.
the Mans
and O'Reilly
Amusement
to Svenson
and
Edstrom, film row contracting firm.
The Mans and O'Reilly project provides for a deep set-back from the
street for landscaping.
Plans of the Berger circuit in Minneapolis to start immediate theatre improvements have been stymied until
next spring, due to continued shortage
of materials and uncertain labor conditions, itis revealed by Ted Bolnick,
general manager. Meanwhile, the only
theatre in the circuit to undergo extensive improvements is the Lyric,
Duluth, on which work is underway
for a new canopy, box office and front.
New carpeting is being installed in
most
said. of the circuit's houses, Bolnick

Picture

Monogram
Net
(Continued from page 1)

'Danger
(Warner
Bros.) Signal"
AN example of what can be accomplished by skilled cinematic craftsmen,
working with modest physical resources, but giving richly of their
talent, thesisisof the
best varied
seen inarts
suchof athefilmmotion
as "Danger
Here characterizations
is an able synpicture :Signal."
the finished
of Faye Emerson and Zachary Scott, the acute directorial touch of Robert
Florey, a workmanlike script by Adele Commandini and Graham Baker,
and
AdolphWhat
Deutsch's
music which
woven with
into the
very and
fabric
the film.
emergessuperb
is a picture
that isischarged
tension
buildsof
relentlessly to a pitch of suspense that will have theatregoers clutching at their
chair-arms.
The screen play, from a novel by Phyllis Bottome, concerns the attachment that Miss Emerson, a young stenographer with a limited social life,
forms for Scott, a writer whose smooth exterior conceals a treacherous personality. Scott pretends to return her love until Mona Freeman, Miss Emerson's younger sister, becomes infatuated with him and Scott switches his
attentions to her when he discovers that she is to inherit $25,000. Miss
Emerson, momentarily distraught, resolves to poison Scott and lures him
to a beach house on the pretext that she wants to renew their attachment.
She cannot go through with it, however, and Scott meets his death when
he plunges over a cliff in hurrying to escape a man who is the husband of a
woman Scott has slain.
In addition to Miss Emerson and Scott in the leads, Dick Erdman, Rosemary DeCamp, as a helpful psychiatrist, Bruce Bennett, Miss Freeman and
Mary Servoss are excellent in support. William Jacobs produced.
Running time, 78 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Dec. 15.
Charles Ryweck

the same quarter for last year, it was
said.
Domestic sales figures to Oct. 26
of the current year's product show an
increase of 15 per cent over the sales
at the same time last year.
Consolidated net profits, before provision for taxes, were $229,150, compared with $90,416 for the corresponding quarter of 1944, the latter figure
adjusted to provide for executive participation inprofits and sales commis-

gold, New York theatrical real estate
brokers, who handled the property
transfer in conjunction with Whitney
H. Roddy, Inc., of Bloomveld. The
projected house will be of Colonial
design and it is planned to install
television equipment as soon as it becomes available. Blueprints are being
prepared by John and Drew Eberson,
New York ; construction is scheduled
to get underway in the near future.
McLean and Dibble Plan
$50,000 Remodeling Job
San Francisco, Nov. 13. — Dan McLean and Lee Dibble, owners of the
Embassy, have signed a new 25-year
lease on the house, and plans have beenapproved for complete modernization
of the front as well as the interior
at a cost to exceed $50,000. The remodeling will start before Jan. 1, they
report.
To Erect Theatre on
Ben Bush Property
Kalamazoo, Mich., Nov. 13. — Michigan Theatre Corp. announces that
it has purchased the property of
the late Ben Bush in Kalamazoo, and
said the company plans to erect a
modern theatre on the site where the
Academy
of Music and Regent Theatre were located.
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Stanley Sobelson to Add
To New Jersey Holdings
Has Many Projects
Bloomfield, N. J., Nov. 13. — A new Canada
For Theatre Construction
850-seat theatre has been set by Stanley Sobelson, who operates a number
Toronto, Nov. 13. — Allen Circuit has
of theatres in Newark and the Oranges, purchased a site in suburban Toronto,
it has been reported by Berk & Krum- whereupon a new theatre will be built
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IavSinags
ASSOCIATION
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FEDERAL DEPOSIT
INSURANCE
CORPORATION
23 conveniently located branches in the
Nation's motion picture and radio center.
CALIFORNIA'S STATEWIDE BANK
When you travel carry Bank of America Travelers Cheques

New
Today
ElectBoard
Monogram's
Los Angeles, Nov. 13. — The annual stockholders' meeting of Monogram Pictures will be held here tomorrow to elect a board of 10 directors.
All present members of the board
have been renominated by the management and include W. Ray Johnston, president; Trem Carr, executive
director ; George D. Burrows, vicepresident and treasurer ; Samuel Broidy, vice-president and sales manager ;
Herman Rifkin, president of Liberty
Theatres, Inc. ; Howard Stubbins,
Censor Attack
president of Monogram Pictures of
California ; Charles Trampe, owner of
(Continued from page 1)
Monogram Midwest Film Co. ; William Hurlbut, president of Monogram
names of the sponsoring Georgia
Pictures, Inc., Detroit; Arthur C.
legislators are being closely held.
Bromberg, president of Monogram
The proposed legislation, it is zelt.
learned, would be strict in its banning Southern Exchanges, and Paul Porof films which are felt to have an improper influence on juvenile minds ; it
would, jn addition, bring considerable Connors Drive
revenue into the state treasury.
(Continued from page 1)
As the situation now stands in Georgia, the censoring of pictures is largely and Sam Pinanski, Boston ; Vincent
a community function, with one place
censoring a production and a neigh- McFaul, Buffalo ; John Balaban, ChicagoCincinnati
;Maurice White
; Meyer andFinePhilandChakMilt
hibition. boring community permitting its ex- eres,
Mooney, Cleveland; R. J. (Bob)
O'Donnell, Dallas ; Rick Ricketson,
when restrictions are lifted, and Denver ; A. H. Blank, Des Moines
B. S. Okun, president of Biltmore and Omaha ; Jim Sharkey, Detroit ;
Theatres, Ltd., has announced the Fred Dolle, Indianapolis. •
Also : Elmer C. Rhoden, Kansas
purchase of property in Ottawa, on
; George Bowser, Los Angeks,
which a 1,000-seat theatre is to be City
erected when government building per- Harold Fitzgerald, Milwaukee ; John
mits are forthcoming. Meanwhile, from Friedl, Minneapolis; I. J. Hoffman,
Ottawa comes word that Vincent New Haven ; Sam Rinzler, New
Kelley has bought a former theatre York ; Horace Falls, Oklahoma City ;
from T. K. Allen at nearby Kempt- Ted Schlanger, Philadelphia ; Moe
ville in which he plans to install sound Silver, Pittsburgh ; Al Finke, Portland ;Harry Arthur, St. Louis ; Hal
equipment along with other improve- Baetz,
Salt Lake City ; Dick Spier,
ments before re-opening.
A Canadian-wide contest for the San Francisco ; Frank Newman, Sr.,
best plan for a theatre and four mo- Seattle ; Morton G. Thalhimer, Washtion picture houses to be installed in ington.
John J. Fitzgibbons, president of
the proposed $7,000,000 cultural center
in Montreal, will shortly be competed Famous Players-Canadian Corp., with
headquarters
in Toronto, has assumed
in by Canadian architects. Charles
the
exhibitor
for all of
Phillipp, French motion picture pro- Canada, takingchairmanship
in Calgary, Montreal,
shortly.
ducer, is expected to announce details
St. John, Toronto, Vancouver, WinniMexico City to Get
Another New Theatre
Mexico City, Nov. 13. — Word is received that Maria Antonieta Pons, film
actress who recently formed a production company here, has effected a
partnership with Juan Orol, local exhibitor, tobuild a theatre in the downtown district. Building is expected to
start before Jan. 1.

NCCJ Meet
(Continued from page 1)
peg.
Edward Churchill, Jack Cohn, Dr.
Clinchy, Emil Friedlander, Francis
Harmon, Hays, Gen. Kilpatrick, O.
A. Kingsbury, Robbiris, William F.
Rodgers, Densmore A. Ross, Morris
Seider, Nate Spingold and Weinstock.

Gillette Gets Property for
New Theatre in Utah
Salt Lake City, Nov. 13— Gillette
Theatres plans a new theatre on property recently purchased in Tooele,
Utah, to seat 1.000. J. J. Gillette said.

Lewis Returns to RKO
James W. Lewis, recently discharged by the Army, has resumed
his former post as manager of the
RKO Radio branch in Kansas City,
the home office discloses.
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S. Rebuttal

(Continued from page 1)
introduces new material of sufficient
importance which it is felt necessary
to refute.
While Wright could not say
whether or not he will call rebuttal
witnesses, it was learned elsewhere
that he has asked for additional film
contracts from distributor defendants,
including those relating to clearance in
Middleboro and Ayers, Mass.
Testimony about the granting of
clearance by Paramount in those two
situations was featured in last FriWright sought
establishday'sthatsession.
Paramount
did notto change
its clearance in the two towns following an arbitration award because its
affiliated M. and P. Theatres were involved. Whitney North Seymour,
Paramount counsel, demonstrated
through contracts he introduced that
clearance actually was changed.
Wright pointed- out that there were
complaints as recently as last summer
that the terms of the arbitration
award were not adhered to.
There still remains some documentary evidence and affidavits which
the defendants plan to introduce, as
well as material asked for by the
government.
Motions Expected
It is expected that a major portion
of
today'sup session
will be
devotedTheto
clearing
all of these
matters.
government has already indicated that
it has prepared several motions to
strike out portions of the defendant
testimony and these motions will also
probably be made.
There is a possibility that Wright
might not start his rebuttal today and
if his request for a postponement- until Monday is granted, it will probably
not start until then.
Murray Suit
(Continued from page 1)
Manta, owner ..of the Milo theatre here.
M'urray, forfrier operator of the
Thalia that
Theatre,
competitor,
claims
he was Milo's
forced out
of business by conspiracy on the part of the
Milo operators, and by distributors
and others, depriving him of playable
product. In 1941, Murray sold the
Thalia, which he had operated 35
years.
In April, Judge William H, Holly
reversed a Federal jury's verdict which
granted Murray $105,000 damages and
dismissed several distributors as defendants.
Lesser
(Continued frontpage 1)
duced at RKQ Pathe studios, will be
"Pride of Kentucky," in color, story
of the first Kentucky Derby ; "The
Red House," the Saturday Evening
Post serial by George Agnew Chamberlain, and a "Tarzan" picture, Hyman said. Lon McAllister, who is under contract to Lesser, will be starred
in the first two pictures upon his release from the Navy. Hyman revealed that he purchased "The Red
House" ongotiatingthis
is also
nefor the trip.
screenHerights
to two
Broadway plays.
the Leopard
the"Tarzan
latest and
Tarzan
picture, Woman,"
will be
ready for January release, Hyman
said. He expects to return to the
Coast at the weekend.
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Key

City

Grosses

/T^ OLLOWING are estimated picture grosses for current enJl gagements in key cities as reported by Motion Picture
Daily correspondents.
PURSUIT
TO ALGIERS
(U.) — PANTAGES (2,000) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00) 7 days.
BOSTON
Gross: $22,500. (Average: $18,200)
DAKOTA (Rep.) and SCOTLAND
YARD INVESTIGATOR (Rep.) — PARAMOUNT (Downtown) (3,595) (50c-60c-80cBoston's first big peacetime con- $1.00) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $18,000.
vention, "Victory Shoe Market (Average: $19,300)
DAKOTA (Rep.) — PARAMOUNT
Week,"
sent
grosses
beyond
ordinary
averages.
(Hollywood)
Gross: (1,407)
$10,000. (50c-60c-80c-$1.00)
(Average: $11,900)7
Estimated receipts for the week davs.
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF
ending Nov. 18:
(M-G-M) — RITZ (1,376) (50c-60c-85cFIRST YANK IN TOKYO (RKO- $1.00)
7 days, 4th week. Gross: $12,200.
Radio) — BOSTON — (2,900) (74c-$1.10). (Average: $12,500)
Stage show. Gross: $27,000. (Average:
JOHNNY ANGEL (RKO-Radio) and
RADIO STARS ON PARADE (RKO$26,300).
RHAPSODY IN BLUE (WB)- FEN- Radio)— UNITED ARTISTS (2,100) (50cWAY— (1,700) (74c) Gross: $7,900. (Aver- 60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days, 3rd week. Gross:
age: $7,300).
$18,700. (Average: $20,500)
THIS LOVE OF OURS (U) — MESPELLBOUND (UA.-Selznick) — UPMORIAL— (2,900) (44c-74e) 2nd week.
TOWN (1,716) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00)
Gross: $26,900. (Average: $24,800).
Gross: $20,500.
(Average: $11,000)7 days.
MILDRED PIERCE (WB) and
CONFIDENTIAL
AGENT (WB)
WANDERER OF THE WASTELAND WARNER BROS. (Downtown)
(3,400)—
(RKO) — METROPOLITAN — (4,367) (50c-60c-S0c-$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $24,(55c-74c). Gross: $26,000. (Average: 000. (Average: $18,400)
$25,200).
CONFIDENTIAL
AGENT (WB)
KISS AND TELL (Col.) 2nd Week and WARNER
BROS. (Hollywood)
(3,000)—
7 days. Gross: $18,500.
CRIME DOCTOR'S WARNING (Col.)— (50c-60c-80c-$1.00)
ORPHEUM— (2,200) (44c-74c). Gross: (Average: $16,300)
$24,000. (Average: $22,700).
CONFIDENTIAL AGENT (WB) —
RHAPSODY IN BLUE (WB) — WARNER BROS. (Wiltern) (2,300) (50cPARAMOUNT— (1,200) (44c-74c). Gross: 60c-80c-$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $17,500.
(Average: $14,500)
$15,200. (Average: $13,000).
KISS AND TELL (Col.) 2nd Week and
CRIME DOCTOR'S WARNING (Col.)
—STATE— (3,900) (44c-74c). Gross: $18,200. (Average: $17,300).
BALTIMORE
LOS ANGELES
Grosses at 13 local theatres are
exceeding house averages this week,
while those at nine are falling be. low.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Nov. 14:
THE HOUSE ON 92nd STREET
(20th-Fox) and DIVORCE (Mono.) —
CARTHAY CIRCLE (1,516) (50c-60c85c-$1.00) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $8,900.
(Average: $9,800)
SPELLBOUND (UA-Selznick) — CHINESE (2,300) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days.
Gross: $27,500. (Average: $15,000)
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF
(M-G-M)— EGYPTIAN (1,000) (50c-60c85c-$1.00)
7 days,$14,600)
4th week. - Gross: $13,600.
(Average:
JOHNNY ANGEL (RKO-Radio and
RADIO STARS ON PARADE (RKORadio— FOUR STAR (900) (50c-60c-85c$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $5,300. (Average:
$5,000)
JOHNNY ANGEL (RKO-Radio) and
RADIO STARS ON PARADE (RKORadio)— FOX-WILSHIRE (2,300) (50c60c-S5c-$1.00) 7 days, -3rd week. Gross:
$7,000. (Average: $10,600)
JOHNNY ANGEL (RKO-Radio) and
RADIO STARS ON PARADE (RKORadio);s-GUILD (965) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00)
7 da^s, 3rd week. Gross: $6,500. (Average': $9,000)
THIS LOVE OF OURS (U.) and
PURSUIT TO ALGIERS (U.) — HILLSTREET (2,700) (50c-60c-80c) 7 days.
Gross: $25,000. (Averagf- $19,500)
SPELLBOUND (UA.-Selznick) —
LOEW'S
STATE
$1.00) 7 days.
Gross:(2,500)
$44,500.(50c-60c-85c(Average:
$29,700)
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF
(M-G-M)— LOS ANGELES (2,096) (50c60c-85c-$1.00)
'7 days,
'4th week. Gross:
$24,000.
(Average:
$24,20Q.W11.
CAPTAIN K I D D (U AWbgeaus) —
MUSIC HALL (Beverly Hills) (900) (55c65c-85c) 7 days. Gross: $7,300. (Average:
$5*800)
CAPTAIN KIDD (UA.-Bogeaus) —
MUSIC HALL (Downtown) (900) (55c65c-85c) 7 days. Gross: $19,000. (Average: $17,500)
.CAPTAIN KIDD (UA.-Bogeaus) —
MUSIC HALL (Hawaii) (1,000) (50c60c-80c) 7 days. Gross: $10,200. (Average: $8,500) .,
CAPTAIN KIDD (UA.-Bogeaus) —
MUSIC HALL
(490) (Aver(50'c60c-80c)
7 davs. (Hollywood)
Gross: $7,000.
age: $5,500)
THIS LOVE OF OURS (U.) and

Something of a holiday air over the
entire weekend, what with Armistice
Day and the Navy-Michigan grid
game here, boosted boxoffices. Half
rainy weather was none too pleasant
for outdoors and amusement seekers
flocked to theatres.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Nov. 15 :
HER HIGHNESS AND THE BELLBOY (M-G-M) —CENTURY— (3,000)
(35c-44c-S5c-60c) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross:
$15,500. (Average: $15,500).
DUFFY'S TAVERN (Para.) —
KEITH'S— (2,406) (35c-40c-50c-60c) 7
days, 3rd week. Gross: $11,000. (Average: $14,500).
MILDRED PIERCE (WB) — STANLEY—(3,280) (35c-44c-55c-65c) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $18,000. (Average:
$17,000).
RADIO STARS ON PARADE— (RKORadio) — HIPPODROME— (2,205) (35c44c-55c-65c) 7 days. Stage show. Gross:
$19,000. (Average: $18,000)
WITHIN THESE WALLS — (20thFox) — MAYFAIR — (1,000) (25c-35c-54c)
7 days. Gross : $6,000. (Average: $6,000).
SONG OF THE PRAIRIE (Col.) and
GIRLS OF THE BIG HOUSE (Rep.)
—MARYLAND— (1,400) (25c-44c) 7 days.
Gross:
$7,000).RACES
SHE $7,0'00.
WENT(Average:
TO THE
(M-G-M)— VALENCIA— (1,466) (35c-44c55c and 60c weekends) 7 days. Gross:
$6,000. (Averages $5 f000).
CHICAGO
The Armistice Day holiday and a
big weekend kept nearly all Loop theatres in the above-average box office
columns.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Nov. 15 :
HER HIGHNESS AND THE BELLBOY (M-G-M)— APOLLO— (1,200) (55c65c-85c-95c) 3rd week. Gross: $12,500.
(Average: $12,000).
DUFFY'S TAVERN (Para.)— CHICAGO — (3,850) (55c-65c-85c-95c) On
stage : Glen Gray and orchestra. Gross :
$64,000. (Average: $51,500).
THE HOUSE ON 92ND STREET
(20th-Fox) — GARRICK — f 1,000) (55c65c-85c-9Sc)
4th week. Gross: $19,000.
(Average: $12,000).
NOTHING BUT TROUBLE (M-G-M)
and DANGEROUS PARTNERS (M-G-M)

Meetings

(Continued from page 1)
during 'the three-day sales cabinet
meeting
which
stone Hotel
hereclosed
today. at the BlackRudolph
Berger's
division will meet
at Southern
the Roosevelt
Hotel, New Orleans, with district
managers Charles Kessnich and
Burtus Bishop, Jr., in attendance.
Central manager John Maloney will
hold his meeting at the Statler
Hotel, Cleveland, with district managers Jack Burne and Jack Allen.
E. W. Aaron from the home office
will conduct the West Coast division
meeting
Hickey. at the Ambassador Hotel,
Los Angeles, for the ailing George
Eastern Meeting
Eastern
E. K.
called
his Manager
meeting for
the O'Shea
Astor
Hotel,gersNew
York.
District
manaMaurice Wolf, Herman Ripps
and Robert Lynch will be on hand.
Western manager John E. Flynn
will hold his meeting at the Blackstone Hotel here. In attendance will
be (district managers Ralph Maw,
Sam Shirley and Henry Friedel.
General sales manager William F.
Rodgers and his home office contingent, including H. M. Richey and E.
M. Saunders, returned to New York
this afternoon.
—Gross:
GRAND
— (1,350)
$10,000.
(Average:(55c-65c-85c-95c).
$9,100).
BLOOD ON THE SUN (UA)— ORIENTAL—(3,200) (55c-65c-85c-95c). On
stage : Allan Jones. 3rd week. Gross :
$38,000. (Average: $35,000).
THIS LOVE OF OURS (U) and MEN
IN HER DIARY (U)— PALACE— (2,500)
(55c-65c-85c-95c) 5 days, 2nd week. Gross:
$18,000. (Average 7 days: $24,000).
STATE FAIR (20th-Fox) — ROOSEVELT—(1,000) (55c-65c-85c-95c) 3rd
000).
week. . Gross: $25,000. (Average: $24,RHAPSODY
IN BLUE
(WB) —
STATE
LAKE—
(55c-65c-8Sc-95c)
3rd week.
Gross(2,700)
: $30,000.
(Average :
$29,000).
JUNIOR MISS (20th-Fox)— UNITED
ARTISTS
— (1,700)
Gross: $27,000.
(Average:(55c-65c-85c-95c).
$20,000).
FIRST YANK INTO TOKYO (RKO)
— WOODS — (1,200) (55c-6Sc-85c-95c).
Gross: $26,000. (Average: $15,000).
ST. LOUIS
First-run theatre business here
this week was mixed aplenty, with
four going over average and three
going
below. receipts for the week
Estimated
ending Nov. 14 :
MILDRED PIERCE (WB) and THE
GAY SENO RITA (Col.) — AMBASSADOR (3,154) (40c-50c-60c) 7 days. Gross:
$18,000. (Average: $15,500)
AND THEN THERE WERE NONE
(20th-Fox) and LOVE, HONOR, AND
GOODBYE (Rep.)— FOX (5,038) (40c50c-60c) 7 days. Gross: $14,500. (Average: $18,700)
HER HIGHNESS AND THE BELLBOY (M-G-M)— LOEW'S STATE (3,162) (40c-50c-60c-65c)
7 days. Gross: $16,000.
(Average: $18,900)
FIRST YANK INTO TOKYO (RKORadio) and THE FALCON IN SAN
FRANCISCO (RKO-Radio)— MISSOURI
(3,514)
(40c-50c-6Cc)
000: (Average:
$9,900)7 days. Gross: $12,ABBOTT AND COSTELLO IN HOLLYWOOD (M-G-M) and THE HIDDEN
EYE:
(M-G-M)
— LOEW'S7 days.
ORPHEUM
(1,900) (40c-50c-60c-65c)
Gross:
$5,000.
(Average:
$7,100)
KISS AND TELL (Col.) and GEORGE
WHITE'S SCANDALS (RKO)— SCHUBERT (1,900) (40c-50c-60c) 7 days.
Gross: $7,500. (Average: $6,400)
NORTHWEST MOUNTED POLICE
(Para. Reissue) and THIS GUN FOR
HIRE (Para. Reissue) — ST. LOUIS
(4,000) (45c-50c)
(Average:
$5,500) 7 days. Gross: $8,500.
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U.S.
Film
In

Cites

High

Profits

Trust

Case

Map Future Trial Course;
Adjourn Until Monday

By MILTON LIVINGSTON
The increase in net profits of defendants in the New York antitrust -suit during the war period
provided considerable discussion in
U. S. District Court here yesterday
when Robert L. Wright, government
counsel, putting his first witness on
the stand, attempted to introduce in
rebuttal analyses of film company
earnings made by the Federal Bureau
of Investigation from reports subts to the Semitted by andthe defendan
curities Exchange Commission.
While, among other things, Wright
attempted to show that increased
profits could not have been earned
under a competitive system and that
the public absorbed the increases in
film- costs, Joseph M. Proskauer,
counsel for Warner Bros., pointed to
(Continued on page 8)
Canada

to

End

Restrictions

NOVEMBER

Gov't Citation for
Industry War Work

HOUSE

Washington, Nov. 14. — In
recognition
its united
efforts in warof and
continued
assistance in peacetime, the
industry will be given a Government citation signed by
President Truman and the
War, Treasury and Navy Departments, on Dec. 4, here.

FILM

Bond

Elects

President,

Johnston
Industry

GROUP

EXPORT

Monogram
Broidy

Chairman

Sets

Pace

While no comprehensive figures
are available yet on the amount of
bond sales already chalked up by
theatres — for which no specific
quota has been set — returns from
scattered communities show that
"Bond Premieres" and other activities of the industry are accounting
for anywhere from one-third to
more than half of local sales for
the Victory Loan drive, S. H. Fabian, national industry drive chairman, reports.
This, said Fabian, "empha*
sizes the tremendous importance of the film industry's
participation and its showmanship in assuring the success of
the drive."
Figures
reported to date, Fabian
also pointed out, do not reflect the
(Continued on page 8)

TEN CENTS

15, 1945

AID

Cite Restrictions Upon
U. S. Pictures Found
In Many Foreign Lands
Washington, Nov.
recommendations
that 14.
the— StrongU. S.
motion picture business abroad be
fully protected in all future dealings with European countries were
laid before the House of Representatives today by its special Committee on Postwar Economic Policy and Planning.
The recommendations were
based on the observations of a
group of committee members,
headed by Rep. William M.
Comer of Mississippi, chairman,
who recently made a personal
survey
dle East.of Europe and the MidIn its report, the committee held
that the protection of American copyrights in the countries under Russian
control in Eastern Europe should be
a condition for loans to those countries
and, in addition,
should
(Continuedthere
on page
9) be full

Hollywood, Nov. 14. — Steve Broidy
was named president of Monogram
Pictures Corp. and W. Ray Johnston
chairman of the board at the company's directors' meeting here today.
Johnston, president since he
founded the company in 1931, was
given a five-year extension of his
present contract, which carries it to
1955. Broidy joined Monogram in
1933 as a salesman, later becoming
general
manager, vice-president
and boardsales
member.
The board, also named Trem Carr
executive director in charge of production, and George L. Burrows executive vice-president and treasurer.
Other officers were retained without
change of status.
A dividend of 13^4 cents on preferred stock, payable Dec. 15 to stockholders of record Dec. 1, was declared.
The company's stockholders reelected all members of the board, includ- New
ing Johnston, Broidy, Carr, Burrows,
Herman Rifkin, president of Liberty
Films, Inc.(Continued
; Howardon Stubbins,
page 9) presi- Set

Montreal, Nov. 14. — The Federal
government's wartime policy of refor so-called non-esquiring
sentialpermits
civilian projects will be
in AMPA's
Join
at the end of No- Hundreds
dropped completely
vember, thus enabling an immediate
Tribute
start in the erection of many the- Curtis-Brulatour
atres planned by Famous Players Canadian, Odeon Theatres of Canada
(Picture on page 7)
and many other companies, according
Chicago
Will
Have
More
than
300 prominent members
{Continued on page 8)
Record 63 Releases
of the room
industry
filled the
NorthhereBall-to
of the Hotel
Astor
capacity
yesterday
to
participate
in
Chicago, Nov. 14. — General
Associated Motion Picture AdvertisHazen, Wallis to
release schedule in this terriers' tribute to Major General Edward
tory for December has a recP. Curtis, vice-president of Eastman
ord number of 63 features, inKodak and highest ranking member
cluding among them a new
England in April
of the industry in military service in
record of 29 re-issues. In adWorld War II, and to his industry
dition to re-issues from loassociate, Jules E. Brulatour.
Joseph Hazen, president of Walliscal, independent distributing
Hazen Prod., and Hal Wallis, viceIn addressing the luncheon gatherfirms, Monogram will again
president in charge of production, will
ing, General Curtis disclaimed the ocsell "Bowery at Midnight" and
leave New York for London next
casion as a personal tribute, saying
and
"Streets
of
New
York;"
he felt that it was in honor of all the
April to prepare for their first BritWarner Brothers will offer
men and women of the industry who
ish production, tentatively titled,
"Across the Pacific" and Uniserved in the war.
"Whenever I Remember," which will
versal
will
have
"East
Side
of
start shooting next June, Hazen
Introduced by Will H. Hays, Gen.
Heaven"
and
"Imitation
of
told Motion Picture Daily here
Curtis spoke briefly of what he described(Continued
as "the important
•yesterday. As soon as facilities peron page part
7) which
(Continued on page 8)
Life."

FOR

Film
in

Law

Italy

New film legislation has been officially published in Rome, displacing
the old Fascist decrees which fostered
a monopoly against the American industry, itis learned here. It is understood,
commercial
distribution hasfurther,
beenthatresumed
in Italy
by U. S. distributors through the
instrument of the physical distribution
pool set up by Mario Luporini, 20th
Century-Fox's managing director in
Italy, representing the industry.
The new film laws were promulgated by the Italian Government after
consultation with the State Department,(Continued
PsychologicalonWarfare
page 9) Branch
In This Issue
Review of "The Daltons
Ride Again" is on page 4;
"Too Young to Know," 8;
"Sing Your Way Home," 9.
Motion
Picture
Booking Chart
is on Daily's
10.

2

Motion

Picture

Briton

Personal
Mention

MA. LIGHTMAN, head of Mal• co Theatres, Memphis, has become a "Life Master" in the National
Bridge Association, following his
winning of another tournament in
New York.
F. J. A. McCarthy, Southern and
Canadian sales manager for Universal, is due back in New York from
Atlanta today.
•
Lucy Diamond of the Warner
home office publicity department, and
Bernard Goodman are to be married
here on Saturday. •
S/Sgt. Leo Pillot has returned
from the Pacific, been discharged, and
has
rejoined
home office
special
events Columbia's
staff.•
Franklyn Fisher, recently with
the Warner special events department,
has rejoined the Eastern News Service.
R. P. Dawson, former Universal
salesman in Memphis, is visiting Film
Row in that city, on terminal leave
from the Army. •
N. Bernard Freeman, M-G-M
managing director for Australia and
New Zealand, has left Hollywood for
Australia.
Tobby Stuart, owner of the Mayfair Theatre, Senandoah, la., has returned there following a stay at a
Council Bluffs Hospital.
•
Carl Leserman, United Artists
general sales manager, has returned
to New York from the Coast.
•
Leo Jones, independent exhibitor
from Upper Sandusky, O., will return
there from New York today.
•
Major Kenneth MacKenna, U- S.
Signal Corps, will return to his production post at M-G-M
shortly.
•
William Gleicher of M-G-M's
sales department here has returned
from Buffalo and Detroit.
Al Santell, Republic producerdirector, is en route to New York
from Hollywood.
•
David Brodstein, manager of the
Orpheum, Reading, Pa., is seriously
ill.
•
Tom Watson, with RKO in Charlotte, and Mrs. Watson are visiting
in Memphis.
•
Walter Creal, owner of the North
Star and Beacon theatres in Omaha,
recently married Helen Livingston.
Benjamin Harris of American
Film, Philadelphia, has become a
grandfather.
•
Maurice White, Cincinnati circuit
operator, is in town.
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Insider's
■By RED
Hollywood, Nov. 14
"XITHEN Warner withdrew
y * from the Hays organization early this year and broke
the solid line which had held for
over two decades, it was not remote that the rift could be
healed under certain conditions.
The necessary conditions have
come about.
Officially, no one comments
on reasons why. But the howcome may be found in these contributing factors:
Warner long had felt the
MPPDA has turned sluggish
under Will Hays' administration; that, as a Presidential aspirant once remarked, that's
why it's time fof a change.
Among the beefs was the beef
of labor relations which the
protestant felt were being
handled archaically.
Before and after the deal with
Eric Johnston was made, Warner listened to the arguments arrayed on the side of a return to
the fold, although it is not indicated that Johnston directly did
the persuasion. Shortly thereafter the strike broke and Warner joined the other studios — all
MPPDA members — in a united
front.
Warner, moreover, is believed
to have been impressed with
Johnston's broad policy base —
industrial peace within the industry, best-foot forward and a
fair shake in foreign markets,
a qualified listening post in
Washington and an activated
producers' bureau here in Hollywood under a competent executive. Chiefly, however, was
the strike, the Cincinnati formula looking toward a final settlement and an awakening interest
in problems-at-large which, in
the Warner viewpoint, need attention which they had not been
getting.
■ ■
When

Sam Goldwyn remarked, "The ideal way to show
pictures in our bigger cities was
to play them simultaneously in
about 50 situations in theatres
with a seating capacity of 1,200
to 1,400," he was resting comfortably and principally on his
experience at the Astor, New
York, and the Woods, Chicago.
Out of both of these theatres, his
end on the run of "Wonder
Man" will bulk in the neighborhood of $400,000 to $500,000.
Not to wonder is why Sam
sees a nation-wide setup along
these lines as ideal. If it
worked, who wouldn't?
While obviously any producer's first interest is in the big

Outlook
KANN<
town, long run engagements, he%
also wants all the loose change
he can pick up. Loose change,
and wads of it, comes from
RKO theatres and all those circuits and theatres with which
RKO Radio regularly does business. Consequently, it must be
that Goldwyn is interested emphatically in subsequent run
revenue
he failed
to'
crystallizealthough
his position
in the
rapid cross-fire of a recent press
interview and thereby left much
room for doubt.
■ ■
Offce Memo
To : Red Kann
From: Bill Weaver
Those exhibitors who've
made up their mind war pictures
! are dead ducks due to the peace
are in for a surprise when
"What Next, Corporal Hargrove?" gets into circulation.
Metro could do things this time
it couldn't in the first Hargrove
picture on account of Army restrictions which are now lifted.
On the basis of one audience reaction here, the answer may
turn out to be that the same
public which doesn't want to see
any more fighting and bleeding
is all set and eager to laugh its
head off at the funny side of the
war.
You remember it was that
way after the last one when
Beery and Hatton slayed 'em
with "Behind the Front" and
some other doughboy comedies.
The second Hargrove indicates
it may be the same way this
time. Then there's the Abbott
and
CosetlloLooks
sequellike
to one
"Buckto
Privates."
watch for.
■ ■
Edward, the Golden Boy,
made a film once on social diseases, followed it with "Hitler's
Children," and pursued that one
hard with "The Master Race."
Now it's "Breakfast in Hollywood," which has nothing to do
with anything but entertainment.
This being finished, the Doctor
is en route to New York. But
before leaving The Town, he
let go this policy fundamental
on an unprepared world through
this column :
"We got careless for a time,
but we're not saving humanity
■ ■
Schneiderman,
impressed with
any more."
the success of "Along Came
Jones,"
intendsWesterns.
making a series
of Yiddish
First
will be "Along Came Schwartz."
Reported by Joe E. Lewis, via
the Copacabana, New York.

Sees

St.', Now

492nd

Approves

By PETER BURNUP
| LoNdOn, Nov. 14. — Sir Leslie Hill,
Cornwall delegate to the general council of Cinematograph Exhibitors As-,
sociation, who last month criticized
2(|th Century-Fox's "The House on
92nd Street" as an example of Hollywood's failing to "realize that Britain
participated
war,"
yesterday stated inhe winning
has sincethehad
an
opportunity
to seemisled
the filmregarding
and realizesit.
he had been
Hill's previous action had been motivated
by his "great and
desirepromote
to removeonlymisunderstanding
Anglo-American friendship," he said.
Protest Anyhow
Despite the Cornwall delegate's
speech, made at a CEA council meeting, the South Wales delegate moved
that a letter be sent the American
producers
requesting
themAllied
"notwarto
make
pictures
about the
efforts which do not give credit to the
respective Allies." His resolution was
adopted.
The council referred back for discussion inits branches a proposal that
CEA continue cooperation with the
British Ministry of Information by
showing propaganda films. Several
of the delegates
maintained that continuance isnow unnecessary.
RKO

Entertains

for

RKO RadioCapra
Pictures was
Frank
at host
'2Vto
Frank Capra at a cocktail party at
"21" here yesterday. Liberty Films,
the new Capra- William Wyler-Sam
Briskin producing company, will release through RKO Radio. The first
production
be "It's
a Wonderful
Life," with will
Jimmy
Stewart.
Guests at the cocktail party included ;Ned E. Depinet, Robert Mochrie,
Martin Quigley, Ralph Austrian,
John Whittaker, N. Peter Rathvon,
Malcolm Kingsberg, Sherwin Kane,
Chester Bahn, Tom Kennedy, James
Ivers, S. Barret McCormick, Rutgers
Neilson, Harry Mandell, Al Steen,
Phil Reisman, L. E. Thompson, Leon
Bamberger and representatives of fan
magazines and New York newspapers.
80% of Pioneers to
Attend Dinner Here
More than 80 per cent of the Picture Pioneers' membership is expected
to
attend Dinner,"
the organization's
Harvest
which is to "Annual
be held
at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, here,
on Nov. 28, according to Jack Cohn,
president. Pioneers from such distant
points as Washington, California and
Arizona have signified their intention
to be present at the event which will
be in tribute to Comm. Douglas FairJr., and said.
Mayor Fiorello H. LaGuardia,banks, Cohn
Bank Elects Johnston
Los Angeles, Nov. 14. — The Bank
of America today announced the election of Eric A. Johnston, MPPDA
president, to its board 'of directors.
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Short

Subjects
(Universal)Daltons Ride Again"
T70LL0W1NG are estimated pic- "The
for current engageP turements grosses
Hollywood,
Nov.
14
in a key city as reported by
herewith dips deep again into the annals of the Dalton "Americans in Paris"
aent.Motion Picture Daily correspond- UNIVERSAL
brothers and comes up with a Western equal in all respects to its ex- (RKO-Pathe)
A brisk, dramatic unveiling of the
tremely successful "When the Daltons Rode." If times and tastes have not
changed, and if the public does not confuse the titles, there are no visible rea- allurement of Paris is presented in
DENVER
sons why this dipping should not bring up the same kind of grosses this time. No. 13 of the "This Is America"
The bandit brothers are played by Alan Curtis, Kent Taylor, Lon Chaney series as the audience accompanies an
and Noah Beery, Jr., who make the quartet as forthright and credible as it American "GI" on a tour of the
Holiday crowds helped swell the
was the other time. And Martha O'Driscoll is an additional name for the French capital. Shown are the Arc
gross of all downtown theatres this marquee,
Triomphe, tomb of the .unknown
while Jess Barker, Thomas Gomez, John Litel, and some others sup- de
'
week.
soldier, the broad boulevards and
ply telling support.
Estimated receipts for the week
Produced by Howard Taylor, from an original screenplay by Roy Chanslor bridges of the city, French lassies on
ending Nov. 12-16 :
Paul Gangelin, the picture opens with Emmett Dalton about to receive a bicycles, Eiffel Tower, American
ENCHANTED FOREST (PRC) and and
sentence for his crimes, the other brothers having died of bullets. Emmett is Embassy, River Seine, quaint sidePURUSUIT TO ALGIERS (U) — ALAD- persuaded
walk cafes and impressive La Madeto tell the court how come the boys got themselves into the outlawry
(1,400) $8,400.
(35c-35c-74c)
7 days,
over. DIN— Gross:
(Average:
$5,600)move- which led to their destruction, and it is his story that makes up the film. In buried. leine, where the great of France are
LOVE LETTERS (Para.)— DENH AM his version the boys are all for going straight, but in coming to the rescue of
Informative as it is entertaining, the
(1,750)
(35c-45c-70c)
000. (Average:
$9,000)7 days. Gross: $17,- an old lady, whose land is being stolen, they find it necessary to employ their subject will also serve to evoke pleasguns
and
other
resources
of
wrong
in
the
interests
of
right.
Being
widely
SHE WOULDN'T SAY YES (Col/)
ant memories for many returned
and. VOICE OF THE WHISTLER (Col.) misunderstood by the plainsfolk, this arrangement makes for all-out desperado—DENVER— (2,600) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days. ing and excitement in a measure always sought, but not often found, by the "GI's." Produced by Frederic UllGross: $26,250. (Average: $15,000)
man, Jr., the film was prepared in
followers of Western films.
SHE WOULDN'T SAY YES (Col.) and
Running time, 72 minutes. General audience classification. Release date, collaboration with the editor of This
VOICE OF THE WHISTLER (Col.)— Dec.
Week magazine. Running time, 16
21.
William R. Weaver minutes.
ESQUIRE (740) (3Sc-45c-74c) 7 days.
Gross: $7,875. (Average: $4,500)
MEXICANA (Rep.) and GANGS OF
THE WATERFRONT (Rep.) — PARTheatres
to "Heir to the Throne"
AMOUNT (2,200) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days. NAB's Engineering Loew
(British Information Services)
Gross: $11,625. (Average: $9,300)
THE HOUSE ON 92ND STREET
An interesting, timely motion picture
(20th-Fox) and THE CHEATERS (Rep.) Meetings to Resume Aid Al Smith Fund
album of an 18-year-old girl who may
— RIALTO (900) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days,
moveover. Gross : $7,500. (Average $5,000)
some day become queen of England —
Washington, Nov. 14. — The NaLoew's theatres have concluded Princess Elizabeth — is offered in this
WOULDN'T
SAY YES (Col.)
tional Association of Broadcasters anandSHE
VOICE
OF THE WHISTLER
(Col.)
British Ministry of Information film.
for "all-out"
participa—WEBBER (850) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days.
nounces that the Broadcast Engineer- preparations
tion in the coming
Alfred E.
Smith The subject unfolds the significance of
Gross: $7,875. (Average: $4,500)
ing Conference will be resumed, with Memorial Fund drive to assist in the her crowded life from infancy to the
the 1946 meeting to be held at the raising of $3,000,000 for the building second World War when she joined
Ohio State University in Columbus
F. M. Folsom Outlines during the week of March 18-23. This of an addition to St. Vincent's Hos- the Auxiliary Territory Service and
pital. Loew managers and publicity learned how to change automobile tires
is a continuation of the annual con- men throughout the city are prepar- and
check motors. Running time, 9
Video Possibilities
minutes.
ferences held during the years 1938-42.
ing
exploitation,
publicity
and
adverThe television industry should sell The conference will again be held antising stunts to swell the fund treasbetween 300,000 to 400,000 television
nually, and the place of meeting will
receivers in 1946 at an average price alternate between the campus of the
ury beyond
itsyesterday
quota, itbywasC. an-C. Salute to Television
nounced here
of about $300 in the New York City, Ohio State University and that of
Moskowitz,
Loew's
general manager. At REC Meet Today
Albany-Schenectady, Philadelphia, Chi- the University of Illinois.
The drive, scheduled' for Nov. 22cago and Los Angeles areas alone, acEmphasis in the program for the
The Radio Executives Club of New
Loew's
Metrocording to Frank M. Folsom, ex- forthcoming meeting will be placed 25, in all
politan area,
will betheatres
officiallyinlaunched
York will salute the television indusecutive vice-president in charge of on the impact of developments since in typical
theatrical tradition when,
try at a luncheon-meeting to be held
RCA Victor.
on operating problems in broad- on Friday, Nov. 23, an Al Smith at the Hotel Roosevelt, here, today,
In 1947, according to his forecast, 1942 cast
engineering.
rally
on
the
lower
Eastside
will
be
with
the program for the day to be
600,000 to 700,000 sets would be sold
Conferences are under the joint held. A grandstand which will be
at a total retail value of approximate- sponsorship of the Ohio State Uni- erected at Delancey and Suffolk given over to the Television Broadcasters Association, under the chairly $200,000,000. He further believes
versity and the University of Illinois, Streets will seat James Farley, Eddie
manship ofJ. R. Poppele, TBA presithat by the end of 1947, 1,000,000 with the National Association of Cantor, Jimmy Walker, Robert Moses
homes in the U. S. will have television Broadcasters and the Institute of Radio and other old friends of Smith. Boy dent.
speaker for the occasion will
receivers and by 1950, this figure will Engineers cooperating.
Scouts, schools and settlement houses be Guest
Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, vice-president in
skyrocket from 5,000,000 to 7,000,000
Dr.
W.
L.
Everitt,
now
head
of
the
will
also
participate.
Loew
theatre
homes.
Department of Electrical Engineering managers assisting are Al Gutterman, chargeton, N.ofJ. RCA laboratories at Princeat the University of Illinois, Urbana, Joe Citron, Stanley Marks, Frank
Co-chairman of the committee on
111., will again direct, with Prof. E. M. Doherty and Marty Rosenburgh, all arrangements is Ralph B. Austrian,
'Antonio' Opens Nov. 21 Boone of the State University as working in cooperation with Loew head of the TBA program committee ;
"San Antonio" has been set by associate director.
district manager Maurice Seidlitz
Warner Brothers for a world premiere
TBA board members, as well as offiand Sam Coolick of Loew's publicity
at the Majestic Theatre, San Antonio,
cers, are serving as a general commitdepartment.
Army Cites Paley
tee. Murray B. Grabhorn heads REC.
Nov. 21. 'Mort Blumenstock, director
Campaign
Brochure
William
S.
Paley,
president
of
Coof advertising-publicity for Warners,
lumbia Broadcasting, has been awardhas sent Will Yolen, who has charge
An eight-page campaign brochure
of special events, to San Antonio to
ed tion
the with
Army's
Legion of Merit
Cita- has been prepared by Loew's press Farrow to England
the
presentation
being
made
work with George Bannan, WB field
; specially prepared one
Hollywood, Nov. 14. — John Farrow
here Tuesday night by Brigadier department
man. He stopped at Dallas to con- General
sheets for lobby display and other will go to England to organize a film
Robert A. McClure, chief of use
have been made available, along training program for the British Navy,
fer with Robert J. O'Donnell, head of
Interstate Circuit, and Frank O. Starz, the Army's Psychological Warfare with photos and blow-ups of Smith at the request of the Admiralty, upon
advertising director, on plans for Division in General Dwight D. Eis- which every Loew theatre here will
"California,"
whicha
launching the picture.
enhower's Supreme Allied Command. use as part of a lobby campaign. Re- the
he iscompletion
directing. of
Farrow
has received
Paleyder was
deputy
chief
of
PWD
uncitation
from
Sir
James
Somerville,
p
r
o
d
u
c
t
i
o
n
s
o
f
the
original
Al
Smith
Gen. McClure.
"brown derby" will be used as con- admiral of the fleet, in Washington,
To Welcome Veterans
tainers during lobby collections. for his services in the Royal Canadian
The Catholic Actors Guild, here, Arthur Miller on Own
Brown derby lapel tags inscribed "Al and Royal British Navies.
will hold its annual dance and enterArthur Miller, manager of the Smith Memorial" are to be given to
tainment atthe Hotel Astor tomorrow magazine division of press informa- all who contribute to the fund.
McManus Heads Critics
tion of Columbia Broadcasting will
night as a welcome-home party for
returned veterans. Gene Buck, pres- leave his position Nov. 16 to open his New 16mm. Projector
John T. McManus, of PM, has been
ident of the organization, and Edward own public relations office here. Miller
elected president of the New York
Film
Critics Circle, succeeding Edgar
A
new
16mm.
sound
projector,
inP. Mulrooney, chairman of the advis- has been with CBS for three years.
ory board, will be on hand to greet Before that he was in the Army Air
corporating wartime technical ad- Price of the Brooklyn Citizen. Abe
vances, isannounced by RCA Victor.
members, guests and veterans, and Forces and prior to that was an editor
Neiv York Times, sucpersonal appearances by stars of the of Movie-Radio Guide, Click an<^ Initial units are now rolling off the Weiler,ceedsofIrenetheThirer
of the Neiv York
production line.
stage, screen and radio will be made. Radio Digest.
Post as secretary.

Balloting of America's movie-going millions by
Dr. George Gallup's Audience Research, Inc.
to pick the nation's screen favorites of 1945
is now approaching its final stage. The industry
press will soon report the date set for the
announcement of the award winners.
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'nd — this year and in each year hereafter — Photoplay's Gold Medals will also be awarded to •
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MEDALS
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All those receiving screen credit
in America's best-liked picture.

The Photoplay Gold Medals are
the only film awards based upon
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Appeal

The New York Appeal Board has
modified the award of the New York
tribunal in the clearance complaint
against the five consenting companies
filed by the Hobart Theatre Corp.,
operating the Hobart Theatres, Queens,
N. Y., the American Arbitration Association has reported here.
Early in the hearings, proceedings
were dismissed against 20th CenturyFox under Section IS of the consent
decree, which states that its provisions
shall not apply to any franchise signed
1 prior to June 6, 1940. Twentieth Century-Fox has a long term franchise
with Skouras Theatres Corp., intervenor and operator of the Crescent
and Granada theatres.
The amended award upheld the dismissal of any complaint against 20thFox, dismissed the complaint against
Paramount insofar as it relates to the
Crescent and eliminated three-day
clearance of the Crescent over the
Hobart onproduct.
RKO The
Radio,arbitrator
Loew's and
Warner
had
previously abolished seven-day clearance of the Granada over the Hobart
and this the board upheld.
Seven

Picture

Pictures

Get Legion Ratings
The National Legion of Decency has
placed in its A-I category "The Bells
of St. Mary's," RKO-Radio ; "The
Daltons Ride Again," Universal ;
"Ding Dong Williams," RKO-Radio,
and
M-G-M."They Were Expendable,"
Given an A-II rating are "The Last
Chance," M-G-M ; "Spellbound," Selznick International-United Artists, and
"The Voice of the Whistler," Columbia.
O'Toole Rejoins Para,
As Calcutta Manager
Capt. Larry
A. O'Toole,
Jr., has
rejoined
Paramount
International
to become the company's manager in
Calcutta, India, J. E. Perkins, manager for the Far Eastern, Australian,
New Zealand and South African division, has announced here.
O'Toole, formerly Paramount's assistant manager for Central America, served with the 26th Fighter
Command of the U. S. Army Air
Force, receiving six overseas service
stripes. He wears the Air Medal
with two combat stars and also the
Brazilian Merit Medal.

'St.
Trades
RKOMary's
Radio' will
hold how
a trade
showing of Rainbow Productions'
"The Bells of St. Mary's" on Wednesday, Nov. 21, except in Cleveland and
Spokane where the date is Nov. 23,
and Charlotte, where the showing will
take place on Nov. 25. All screenings
will be held in theatres. The New
York showing will take place in the
Normandie.
Title Rights to Loew
An arbitration board, sitting in New
York, has granted David L. Loew
permission to use "Adventures in
Casablanca" as the title of his current production, starring the Marx
Brothers, for release through United
Artists. The use of "Casablanca" in
aners.
film title had been opposed by War-

Curtis-Brulatour

Tribute

Hollywood
By THALIA BELL
Hollyzvood, Nov. 14
HUTCHINSON,
«JJOSEPHINE
who will be remembered
as the star
of
"Oil her
for screen
the Lamps
will
resume
careerof inChina,"
a starring
role in "Somewhere in the Night,"
which Andy Lawler will produce and
Joseph Mankiewicz will direct for 20th
Century-Fox. . . . Jeff Donnell has
been chosen for the feminine lead in
Columbia's
River Serenade."
Bill Williams"Smoky
and Barbara
Hale will

be
teamedBerger
in "A will
Likely
Story,"
Richard
produce
for which
RKO
Radio.
•
Cyd Charisse has been set for a top
Photo by Staff Photographer role in M-G-M's forthcoming production, "Three Wise Fools." . . . RepubCenter-dais at Ampa's tribute to Major General "Ted" Curtis and
Jules E. Brulatour yesterday. Left to right: Brulatour, Harry Hirshlic has purchased "Lady in Love," melodrama by Charles Schnee. . . . Warfield, David Bader, Will H. Hays, Curtis, Adolph Zukor and Martin
ren Wilson has been assigned by UniQuigley.
versal to produce Joan Davis' next
(Continued from page 1)
At its conclusion, Hays observed starring vehicle, "Love Takes a Holid
a
y
.
" . . . Sol Lesser has acquired
that Brulatour would be much in
motion
pictures
played
in
the
war."
screen
rights to "The Red House,"
demand
in
the
future
as
a
public
He assured the distinguished industry
George Agnew Chamberlain's latest
gathering that the films which had speaker and admonished him to noz'el.
his order book" with him.
been donated to the services were ap- "bring
David Bader, Ampa president, prepreciated byall, even General Eisensided and Harry Hershfield was
hower, whom he described as "a great toastmaster. He introduced those Canadians Fight to
filmGeneral
man and
a sucker
for isWesterns."
Curtis
said he
not one of seated at the dais, who were, in addition to those mentioned : Adolph
those who believe a third world war
Zukor, Barney Balaban, Harry M. Abolish War Levies
is inevitable, not, he said, "if we ap- Warner, Spyros Skouras, Martin
ply to peace the same efforts that
were devoted to war. But if another Quigley, Tom Connors, Ned E. DeMontreal,Industries,
Nov. headed
14. — Allied
Thepinet, Gradwell Sears, J. Cheever
by Arthur
war
does Itcome,"
he said,
will be Cowdin, Nate J. Blumberg, Jack Hirsch atrical
the last.
will mean
the "it
destruction
of
Consolidated
Theatres,
has
Cohn, Herman Robbins, George J. taken action to secure relief from
Schaefer, Jack Alicoate, Abel Green, double taxation in amusement levies
of Incivilization."
what was described as his first Oscar
Doob, Louis Nizer, James
by the Quebec
Provincial
and are
the Dopublic speech, Brulatour referred hu- Jerauld and Francis Harmon.
minion Governments
which
said
morously to his business career, delo constitute the heaviest impost on
Ampa citations were read and pre- this
continent.
he hadmade"drifted
the
industry scribing
and howthere
friendsinto
whom
sented to the two guests of honor byPetitions Signed
I will remember always, and there Hays. Arrangements for the luncheon were in charge of Bader, Charles
eked out a living. I am glad," he
During the conference of the organsaid, "that you have helped me keep
ization here petitions were signed and
the wolf from my door, and I hope Alicoate, Chester. Friedman and now have
been forwarded to both
Harry Blair.
you will keep on doing it."
governments seeking removal of the
duplication. This follows the resolution of the Motion Picture TheFilm Players Made
Rank's 'Caesar' Opens
atres Association of Ontario demandIn
London
on
Dec.
13
ing abolishment of the federal 20 per
54,790 Appearances
Free appearances by Hollywood
J. Arthur Rank's $5,000,000 produc- cent amusement tax. Additionally, expersonalities since the beginning of the
hibitor organizations in other Canadtion of "Caesar and Cleopatra" will
ian provinces are preparing similar
war have reached 54,790, according to have its world premiere on Dec. 13 at demands
cancellation of what
a report by the Hollywood Victory the Odeon Marble Arch Theatre, Lon- started as for
a wartime levy only.
don, it was learned here yesterday.
Committee, received here this week
by the WAC. Figures announced
The Dowager Queen Mary will attend as guest of honor. Proceeds will Rosmarin Now in Rio
cited 765 appearances in 108 events
go to the Princess Beatrice Hospital.
in October.
Los Angeles, Nov. 14. — Charles
The Victory Committee has sent
Rosmarin, newly appointed Argentine
122 entertainment units overseas, 138 Screencraft Has Six
manager
for Monogram International
on hospital tours and 256 on camp
Six Sol Lesser features formerly Corp. who left New York on Montours since Pearl Harbor, and has
day, has arrived in Rio de Janeiro, by
by RKO-Radio, are being
assigned 4,086 individual artists to released
plane,
where he will select a manager
reissued
by
Screencraft
Pictures,
as
appearances in 7,539 events.
handle indistribution
of the proceeding
company's
follows : "Rainbow on the River," to
product
Brazil before
"Everything
on
Ice,"
"Hawaii
Calls,"
to
his
headquarters
in
Buenos
Aires.
Al Steffes Recovering
"Peck's Bad Boy at the Circus,"
Minneapolis, Nov. 14. — Al Steffes, "Fisherman's Wharf," "Escape to 'Clouds' Debut Today
owner of the World Theatre, here, Paradise." A new line of accessories
and prominent in exhibitor affaris for and advertising material will be made
in theBritish
Clouds,"
an Anatole
De"Johnny
Grunwald
production
for
many years, is recovering at Univer- on each.
sity Hospital from a heart attack.
Two
Cities
Films,
which
is
being
disHospital officials said that he will
tributed here by United Artists, will
Shuberts Acquire Ritz
probably be released in a week.
open
at
the
Winter Garden on BroadThe Shubert interests have purway today.
chased, for cash, the Ritz Theatre
Smith Has Own Agency
here, assessed at $345,000, from Leon- E. R. Johnson Dies
ard H. Burns, Margaret F. Doyle and
Hollywood, Nov. 14. — Lou Smith,
Moorestown, N. J., Nov. 14. — E. R.
who recently resigned from the Mar- Harriet P. Stieff through O'Gara and
garet Ettinger organization, here, has Co., brokers. Built in 1925, the 865- Johnson, 78, founder of the Victor
opened his own publicity office to seat house is currently occupied as a Talking Machine Co., forerunner of
RCA-Victor,
died of a stroke at his
studio, under lease to home
handle screen, radio and industrial ac- broadcasting
here today.
Station WJZ.
counts.

8
Trust

Motion
Trial

{Continued from page 1)
the enormous increase in theatre attendance during the period as being
responsible for the profit increases.
Wright indicated in court yesterday, the 18th day of the trial, that
he hopes to be able to complete his
rebuttal in two court days. Although
he sought a longer postponement for
his rebuttal, which he said will include specific instances of discrimination by defendants against independents, putting on the witness stand Lt.
Peter Borwick, government statistician, and the introduction of more
documentary material, Judge Augustus N. Hand, presiding justice, limited
the postponement to Monday.
These is every indication that the
court presentation of the case will
be completed by next Wednesday.
Arguments by January
In discussion of the future course
of the case, Judge Hand declared that
he desires to have the interchange of
briefs completed by the beginning of
January so that oral arguments on
briefs can begin. He pointed out that
the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals resents the necessity of tying up the
present three judges on the case as
a result of the governments' request
for the three-judge statutory court.
Judge Hand indicated that he may
give the government two weeks after
the close of the case to serve its brief
on the defendants, and the defendants
about 10 days to answer. Proskauer
and Whitney North Seymour asked
for more time, Proskauer suggesting
an interchange of briefs between the
government and defendants, and
Wright suggesting simultaneous submission. Defendants indicated they
will file separate briefs. Judge Hand
said both sides would have sufficient
time to file and interchange their
briefs in the time between the close
of the trial next week and Jan. 2,
and that he would not postpone the
deadline for submission and interchange of briefs beyond Jan. 2 or 3.
In directing that sessions be resumed next Monday rather than
Tuesday or Wednesday as suggested
by Wright, who claimed that he has
not yet been supplied with specific
contracts he has requested from all
defendants, Judge Hand took into
consideration Edward C. Raftery's
scheduled departure for England,
Nov. 25, and the need to complete
the case if possible before the
Thanksgiving holidays next week.
Ruling Next Week
Judge Hand will make a final ruling on the future course of the case
upon its completion next week. Oral
argument on the basis of the briefs
will probably start Jan. 2 or 3 and
there will be no intervening court
sessions between the conclusion of
the case next week and then. Judge
Hand suggested that the briefs may
be shorter and better if both sides
have less time to prepare them.
The information asked by Wright
relates to film contracts covering the
licensing of films to some 23 theatres
in eight cities where arbitration cases
were brought. In rebuttal, it is believed he will attempt to show discrimination against independents in
these cases in film licensing terms.
Wright's introduction of the analyses of the film company profits in
rebuttal resulted from what he alleged
were claims by some of the defendants
that their domestic operations were

Picture

Daily

Review
Too Young to Know
{Warner Bros.)
ALTHOUGH it gets off to a leisurely start, and it is inclined to be a bit
• verbose, "Too Young to -Know" emerges, however, as a rather touching
discussion of a young couple's fight to achieve happiness against the handicap
of immature years. Joan Leslie delivers a splendid performance as the wistful
young wife whose cup runs over when the marriage breaks up ; while Robert
Hutton is properly belligerent as the young husband who will brook no nonsense from his wife's friends. With a baby looming in the background, there
is no doubt that the film will wreak havoc with women's emotions, which is
probably sufficient assurance of its eventual success.
Hutton, an Air Force captain in India, runs across Dolores Moran, an old
friend of his former wife, who informs him that he is the father of a son by
Miss Leslie. A flashback takes the story back to pre-war days when Hutton,
about 20, and Miss Leslie, 18, elope. Although they are madly in love, Miss
Leslie's friends give them no privacy and this leads to the breakup. Hutton
walks out on his wife, ignorant of the fact that she is pregnant, and they are
divorced. Feeling abandoned, Miss Leslie permits another couple to adopt
the baby when it is born. Upon his return to the U. S. Hutton immediately
seeks out his former wife and demands to know the identity of his son's foster
parents. When she is unable to tell it to him, he seeks the counsel of Harry
Davenport, children's court judge, who is instrumental in bringing the couple
together again with their son.
In addition to Miss Leslie and Hutton, Rosemary DeCamp and Arthur
Shields
are role,
good and
as Hutton's
; Miss as
Moran
lends judge.
her blonde
slinkinessde
in a brief
Davenportparents
is credible
the wise
Frederick
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Victory

Bonds

{Continued from page 1)
new
the industry's
drive impetus
by the given
announcement
of six
free round-trips by airliner to London to be awarded the six theatre
managers who do the most outstanding job of bond-selling. This contest,
being conducted with the cooperation
of the Treasury Department, is expected to be a big factor in spurring
the theatres of the country to greater
effort, it was said.
At the end of the second week of
the six-week Victory Loan drive,
sales of bonds to all individuals (excluding corporate sales) have reached
$1,036,000,000, slightly more than
one-fourth of the national campaign
quota of $4,000,000,000, according to
figures obtained yesterday from the
Treasury in Washington by Fabian.
"E" bond sales, which are included
in the $1,036,000,000 total, amount to
$441,000,000, somewhat less than onefourth of the national quota of $2,000,000,000
drive. set for these bonds in the
Full-Quota Hope

Cordova directed, from Jo Pagano's screenplay, adapted from Harlan Ware's
story. William Jacobs produced.
Results to date, Treasury officials
Running time, 86 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Dec. 1.
Charles Ryweck told Fabian, are sufficiently encouraging to warrant the hope that the full
quota of $11,000,000,000 set for the
Victory
Loan will be realized.
generally not conducted at a profit and Hazen, Wallis
of proIt
was
pointed out that the film
that, despite increased costs
duction, the increase in admission
industry's bond - selling activities,
{Continued from page 1)
charged the public was relawhich are regarded as the major facprices tively
minor.
tor in stirring up the public to buy
mit,
Hazen
said,
the
company
may
Putting James J. Maloney, special
bonds, have not yet gone into full
agent of the FBI, an accountant, on make a second film in England. David swing in most parts of the country.
the stand, Wright had him tell about Rose, Paramount's British managing
part of the "bond prepreparation of the analyses and in- director, is lining up studio space for Only a small
mieres," "children's
matinees,"
creases in the excess profits taxes 'Remember," Hazen said.
"bond auctions" andbond
other special
events
have
been
held
Deto
date,
defendants.
while
the
of
some
by
paid fense counsel developed that Maloney will
Shooting
on "Love
Bleeding"
be finished
in Lies
another
week, the big- climactic event of
the
drive
had not prepared the charts himself Hazen said, and "The Searching "Free-Movie Day" with an all-time
and also pointed to certain discrepan- Wind" will go into production the record participation by theatres of the
nation, does not come until the end
cies. John F. Caskey, 20th Century- middle of next month, he said.
Fox counsel, had the chart showing
Hazen will leave for the Coast one of the drive.
week from tomorrow and will remain
his ancompany's
profitswhich
excluded
in view
of
alleged error
did not
take there for about three weeks before re- Staten Island Rally
into consideration that the company
On Times Square Today
turning to New York.
filed a consolidated statement after it
•
Today Staten Island
acquired a 100 per cent interest in
invade
Times Square to staff thewill
. SStatue of
National Theatres in 1943, while the Canada Bans
Liberty
and
to
present
a
special
bond
FBI charts showed a tremendous in{Continued from page 1)
rally under the auspices of the War
crease in film rentals without taking
Activiti
es
Committ
ee,
which
will
have
the consolidated statement into ac- to word received from reliable circles
count.
here. However, with the lifting of among its entertainment features •
Warner Bros.
government restrictions actual work Vaughn Monroe and his orchestra,
Douglas, Jackie Kelk, Will
still be limited by the extent of Larry
In the case of Warner Bros., ac- may
Geer, Paul Duke, Philip Coolidge
available
materials
and
equipment.
,
cording to the government, the comThe anticipated federal move is Jack Arthur, Etta Price, Rosemary
pany paid excess profits taxes of
Costell
o,
$7,150 in 1941; $4,000,000 in 1942; said to be due to growing unemploy- Mercer andCharita Bauer, Ernestine
the Army band from Fort
ment in Canada, and theatre compa$9,990,000 in 1943 and $9,135,000 in
nies have already said that building Jay. Randy Kent will be master of
1944. Proskauer took repeated excepare intended to take up the ceremonies.
tion to the FBI's
approach
to the projects
conversion slack as well as to provide
presentation.
He said
that Warners
will introduce its own version of the circuit expansion held up by the war Sears,
Raftery Are
for several years. Previously the govprofits.
ernment's
stand
had
been
that
lowParamount figures cited were $39,ng to London
784 in excess profits taxes for 1941, priced housing would enjoy exclus- Flyi
Gradwell L. Sears, United Artists
ive priority in construction programs,
rising to $20,355,359 in 1944. Similar
sident in charge of distribuincreases were cited for other defend- but with an employment crisis loom- vice-pre
tion, will leave for London by plane
ing officials are said to be concerned
ants.
next Monday, to be followed there by
Wright also went into considerable over developments.
Edward C. Raftery, UA president, one
detail
in
examining
the
"formula"
deal
later.
made by Paramount with its affiliated the right to license their films as they week
Sears and Raftery expect to be back
and to charge whatever they
circuits, attempting to show that it saw
could fitget.
in the U. S. by Christmas, and shortly
was necessary to disclose film rentals
after Jan. 1 Sears expects to make
and percentages of the national gross
openedaffidavits
yesterday's
of a Paramount picture paid by other by Caskey
introducing
from sessions
Charles a scheduled trip to South America.
circuits including those of the other P. Skouras, president, and Dan
defendants, in computing final rental Michalove, vice-president of National Postpone Sorrell Trial
payments. He cited testimony to the Theatres, and from 20th Century-Fox
Los Angeles, Nov. 14.— The trial
effect that this was not done.
sales executives Harry D. Ballance,
Herbert Sorrell, Conference of
Answering alleged charges made by W. C. Gehring and Herman Wobber, of
Wright of discriminations in film rent- denying the government's conspiracy Studio Unions head, on contempt
als charged independents, counsel for charges. George Leisure, for RKO, charges arising from picketing activities during the recent Hollywood stusome of the defendants pointed out' presented similar affidavits from Ned
dio strike was postponed for the third
that their companies were not public E. Depint, Malcolm Kingsberg and
time today until Nov. 19.
utilities and that they therefore had Harold Mirisch.
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Mt Wilson Video Unit
Hollywood, Nov. 14: — Construction
of the "highest television transmitter
in the world" on the summit of Mount
Wilson, will start Nov. 19, Klaus
Landsberg, West Coast director of
Television Productions, Inc., which
operates Station W6XYZ at Paramount's studio, announces.

'Sing Your Way Home'
(RKO -Radio)
AN unpretentious, but sparkling offering of songs and comedy, "Sing Your
Way Home," centers about personable Jack Haley in the role of a conceited war correspondent-author upon whom is foisted the guardianship of a
group of vivacious repatriated "hep-cats" because of his being unable otherwise to secure
Haley's numbers,
charges, requiring
but the
slightestpassage
excuse toforAmerica
burstingfrom
forthEurope.
with musical
endeavor
to ward off his strict disciplinary measures by engineering a shipboard romance
between him and Anne Jeffreys, a returning singer.
The humorous situations developing therefrom reach a climax when international diplomacy is set agog by Miss Jeffrey's having penciled misguidedly
adestined
jealous for
annotation
to awho
newsarecablegram
"love code"
had
his editors
jailed forin having
printedwhich
the Haley
outrageous
story stemming therefrom; Haley is also jailed. The situation rights itself,
however, when Miss Jeffreys is told of her error.
Under Anthony Mann's direction, from a screen play by William Bowers,
slapstick comedy is freely blended with chuckle-lines, delivered by Haley in
characteristic poker-faced fashion. Engaging Marcy McGuire majors in most
of the vocal presentations, which include "I'll Buy That Dream," currently
among the "top ten" songs and "Heaven Is a Place Called Home" and "The
Lord's Prayer." Pleasing performances, attuned to the story's frivolous vein,
are rendered by the cast, which also includes Glenn Vernon, Donna Lee, Patti
Brill, Emory Parnell, Ed Gargan, and others. Bert Granet produced.
Running time, 72 minutes. General classification. Release Charles
date not L.set.Franke

Allport

in Holland

To

Film

Seek

Law

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)
freedom of entry of motion pictures.
The advantages afforded by loans
and other settlements, it was pointed
out, are our best bargaining asset in
securing political and economic conces ions in the interest of world stability.
export of our
best asmeans
of spreading"The American
ideals,
well
K,as distributing American goods in
WJ nations desiring and in need of them,
namely, books, magazines, papers and
films of this country, should be freely
promoted," it was declared.
! The committee urged that an international economic conference be called
as soon as possible for the purpose of
considering not only the reduction of
tariffs,
but quotas,
"also such
trade subsidies,
controls
as import
export
exchange controls and other forms of
state interference with the movement
of Ingoods
countries."
the between
negotiation
of a loan to
England, it was recommended, the removal of discriminatory treatment of
quotas, exchange controls and tariff
preferences should be demanded, with
an agreed schedule based on the vol
ume of trade, and flexible time schedules for their removal.
The report held that unwillingness
on the part of the Soviet Government
to protect American copyrights in
Russia, permit the free entry of
American planes flying ordinary air
I routes, and give visas in adequate
quantities would raise barriers to
economic cooperation between the
United States and that country.
Barter Agreements
During its tour the committee paid
considerable attention to the problems of barter agreements and import
control systems, and in its report
pointed out that the abolition of tariffs,
as adopted in France, is of less importance than- the imposition of exchange controls.
"It is also clear that the administrative procedures which govern the
allocation of quotas for imports extend in fact into controlling the private importer," it commented. "Quotas
on the import of American films and
an attempt to control them in terms
J of the amount they gross in box-office
receipts is a similar device initiated
in France, but being widely imitated
by other European countries.
"All these devices are rooted in
the undoubted need for controlling
foreign exchange in the period of reestablishing a sound economy. At
! the same time there is no guaranty
that these devices will disappear once
loans enable them to bridge over the
, period prior to the resumption of exports. They must be eliminated, as
American aid and their natural re. covery permit, on an agreed basis."
In its final summation, the comdeclared "it
does to
not admit
see how
countriesmitteewhich
refused
the
validity of American copyrights or
to permit the distribution of American
books, periodicals, films and other
cultural media can afford the basis for
a normal economic cooperation."

Italian

Relief

Washington, Nov. 14. — A report
to Washington today states that Fay
Allport, European representative of
the Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America, is in the
Hague for conferences with Dutch
officials, in cooperation with Ambassador Stanley Horbeck, regarding the
authority vested in the Bioscoopbond
by the Netherlands Government when
it recently abandoned its plan for a
state film monopoly.
Exact details of the new set-up have
not yet been reported to the State Department, but it is understood the
Bioscoopbond, a private organization
in the film industry, has been given
the right to "freeze" the distribution
structure so as to prevent new distributors from entering the market
and to restrict theatre construction by
foreigners, and it may have some authority with respect to the allocation
of foreign exchange to pay for imported films.
The situation is said to be unsatisfactory toU. S. companies, which operated in Holland under similar disadvantages before the war, and Allport and Ambassador Hornbeck have
been working to secure the adoption
of a less restrictive policy on the part
of the Government.

Seeks
Radio

Law

to Curb

Opinion

Washington, Nov. 14. — Ernest
Adamson, counsel for the House Committee Investigating Un-American Activities, announces that he is drafting
a bill providing for stricter supervision
of radio broadcasters, with prompt
opposition
committee. developing from outside the
Adamson's proposed legislation would
specify that radio stations must clearly
identify commentators, including an
announcement whether they are reporting news or opinions ; radio stations would also be required to have a
legal agent in each state, so they can
be prosecuted through state courts by
any
casts. person damaged by their broadRepresentative Ellis E. Patterson
(Cal.) issued a statement terming the
proposal "an unconstitutional attempt
. . . to
the Co.
airways."
Amer-to
ican control
Broadcasting
is opposed
any attempt by Congress to restrict
the freedom of news commentators
whether on its network or other networks or on individual stations, according to a letter to Adamson by
Mark Woods, ABC president.
Broidy,

Johnston

(Continued from page 1)
Grierson's Work Cited
Ottawa, Nov. 14. — In accepting
the resignation of John Grierson as
Canadian Film Commissioner, the directorate ofthe National Films Board
has adopted a resolution of appreciation- for his services. "Owing to his
successful efforts," the resolution said
in part,widely
"Canadian
become
more
knownfilms
and have
appreciated
and have been an important factor in
making our country better known to
our own people and throughout the

dent of Monogram Pictures of California ;Charles Trampe, owner of
Monogram Midwest Film Co. ; William Hurlbut, president of Monogram Pictures, Inc., Detroit ; Arthur
C. Bromberg, president of Monogram
zelt
Southern Exchanges, and Paul Por-

Air Hookup for WU
Washington, Nov. 14. — Another
link
in Western
Union'sat developmental
program
which aims
connecting by
radio all principal traffic centers withScreen
Writers Elect
world."
in the U. S. has been forged with the
Hollywood, Nov. 14. — The Screen company's being granted permission to
Writers Guild held its annual election construct a chain of 22 experimental
of officers here tonight. Emmet Lavery, radio stations to connect Washington,
incumbent president, was unopposed burgh.
New York, Philadelphia and Pittsfor reelection.

and the former
Office of War Information and others.
One section repeals the old law,
which included various restrictive
measures such as a dubbing tax, etc.
Otherbate ofkey
include
a rethe provisions
admission tax
for Italian
films and the establishment of prizes
for various film categories. In addition to a rebate of 10 per cent offered
to producers, they can obtain further rebates at four per cent if their
product is of very good quality. The
new law also makes provision for a
three per cent rebate on documentary
shorts and newsreels.
Rebates will be available to all Italian films released by June 30, 1948.
Films produced in Northern Italy
during the German occupation will
not be eligible, however, for the rebates as the Mussolini Government
already granted subsidies for those
productions.

Van Volkenburg to
Head CBS Sales
J. L. Van Volkenburg, assistant to
Columbia Broadcasting vice president Leslie H. Atlass, in charge of
the network's Western division office
in Chicago, has been named general
sales manager of radio sales, with
headquarters in New York. Replacing Van Volkenburg in his former
post iseralFrank
former genmanager B.of Falknor,
KMOX, St. Louis,
who, in turn, has been replaced by
Wendell sales
P. Campbell,
the assistant
station's
former
manager and
general manager.
David Sutton, special account executive inradio sales at the time he entered military service, from which he
was recently released, succeeds Campbell at KMOX. Other promotions include that of Robert A. Carlborg to
Eastern sales manager, and Wilbur
Edwards
in Chicago.to Western manager of sales
New Television Unit
From Westinghouse
_Baltimore, Nov. 14. — Television
pickup units for processing both black
and white and color pictures and
sound, for simultaneous transmission
on the same radio carrier wave, will
shortly go into production by Westinghouse Electric Corp. here. The basic
development on the new unit was done
by Columbia Broadcasting.
Designed as studio experimental
equipment, the units will be made available to the radio industry generally.
BeddingReld Elected
Charlotte, Nov. 14. — Frank Beddingfield who, with Thomas A. Little,
operates two theatres in Charlotte and
nine in other cities, was elected chief
barker of the local Variety Club. He
succeeds Ben Rosenwald. Others officers elected include : Cy Dillon, first
assistant chief barker ; Tom Little, second assistant ; Harry Jones, property
master, and H. F. Kincey, dough guy.

'Garter' Premiere

Set
"Getting Gertie's Garter," Edward
Small-United Artists release, will
have its world premiere at Loew's
State, Memphis, on Nov. 22. Harry
Kosiner, Eastern representative for
Small, will leave here for Memphis
tonight to arrange final details.
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^Television
Ready,
RC

As

Is

Says
Jollif

No Technical
For Delay, He

fe

Reason
Adds

Greatly improved by wartime developments, television is ready to
go, Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, vice-president
in charge of RCA Laboratories,
told the Radio Executives Club at
the Hotel Roosevelt, here, yesterday.
All the elements necessary to
the immediate expansion of an
eminently satisfactory television service to the public have
been developed, he said, and
there is no technical reason for
further delay in welding them
into a system.
"We have the makings of art industry that in all likelihood eventually
will produce an annual income of be(Continucd on page 10)
$3,941,830
RKO

Net

Depinet Drive to
Start on Dec. 21
Annual "Ned Depinet
Drive," to run 20 weeks, will
start Dec. 21, with Southeastern district manager Dave
Prince as captain, Robert Mochrie, RKO Radio general
sales manager, announced
here yesterday. The latter will
leave today for Atlanta to
wind up district affairs before
leaving for St. Louis where he
will meet Harry Gittleson, assistant tothe Western division
manager, representing the
Western division and Frank
Drumm, assistant to the Eastern division manager, representing the Eastern division
for a "tee-off" rally on Dec. 3.

Goldman
To

Rule

Asks

Jury

on Damages

A move to have a jury determine
the extent of damages and the nature
of the injunctive relief to be granted
to William Goldman in the anti-trust
suit decided in his favor by the U. S.
Circuit Court of Appeals in Philadelphia, is underway
is learned
here. 'by his attorneys, it
Counsel for Goldman have prepared
a motion to have a jury selected, following a meeting with Warner and
distributor defense counsel before
Federal Judge William H. Kirkpatrick in U. S. District Court in Philadelphia last week. According to counsel for some of the defendants the
meeting did not result in anything
definite as to what the damages should
be and how the injunctive relief
should be established.
The Circuit Court reversed Judge
(Continued on page 11)

Radio-Keith-Orpheum yesterday reported a net profit of $3,941,830, after
; all charges, for the 39 weeks ending
Sept. 29, 1945, an increase of more
than $300,000 on the $3,364,863 net for
the same period last year. Profits
from operations before charges were
$10,789,584, against $10,293,035 for
1944. Written off for general depreciation was $977,753, slightly under
last
year's
for the
39 weeks of$979,856.
this yearTaxes
amounted
to
$5,870,000; taxes were $5,656,000 for
International
the corresponding period last year.
Intense

Battle

Publicists'

f LOAN
OCT.29-DIC.8

DAILY

for

Control

Hollywood, Nov. IS. — With the
War Labor Board scheduled to announce this week a decision reached
last Friday on the Screen Publicists
Guild's
terms,
the studio
union
scramble contract
for control
in the
publicity field is becoming intensified.
Motion Picture Studio Publicists
Association, consisting of SPG members who(.Continued
ignored the
guild's10) orders by
on page

For

Kalmine
WB

Harry M. Kalmine yesterday became general manager of Warner
Theatres, Harry Warner disclosed at
a meeting of Warner circuit zone
managers and
home office executives,Joseph
succeeding
Bernhard, a s
p r e d i c ted in
Motion
Pic-on
ture Daily
Sept. 27, when
B e r n h a r d's
resignation
as
a vice
president of Warner
Brothers Pictures was reBernhard hadported.reHarry M. Kalmine
signed to form
his own producing company, United
States Pictures, with Milton Sperling.
However, Bernhard had continued as
general manager of Warner Theatres.
Kalmine had been assistant general manager of Warner Theatres
since 1941, when he was promoted to
the home office post from zone manager in Pittsburgh. Before that he
(.Continued on page 10)
to Make

2 at $2,700,000

Move

to

Schine

of

Circuit

U. S. Will Oppose Motion
To Be Heard on Dec. 10
In an attempt to upset the decision of the U. S. District Court
in Buffalo in 'the Schine Chain
Theatres case, counsel for the circuit have filed a motion to modify
Federal Judge John Knight's decision for Schine's dissolution; the
new motion will be argued in Buffalo on Dec. 10, it is learned here.
Robert L. Wright, government
counsel, described the move as
an attempt to "argue the case
all over again" and he plans to
be in Buffalo to fight the motion when it comes up for hearing. The move is not an appeal,
(Continued on page 11)

Para.

Profit

$13,841,000
Earnings of Paramount for the nine
months ended on Sept. 29 are estimated at $13,841,000 after interest, taxes
and all charges, according to a report
issued for publication today. This
amount includes $2,868,000 that represents Paramount's direct and indirect
net interest as a stockholder in the
combined (Continued
undistributed
for
on page earnings
11)

Meets
Foundation

Upset

Dissolution

Seymour Nebenzal, independent producer releasing through United Artists, will make two pictures during
1945-46, to cost $2,700,000, he told
Motion Picture Daily yesterday.
Nebenzal is here from Hollywood to
deliver a (Continued
print of "Whistle
on page 10)Stop," his 5 M-G-M

District

Under

Way

Edward sales
K. O'Shea,
M-G-M
manager, Eastern
yesterday
started the first of a two-day meeting
at the Astor Hotel of four district
managers and six branch managers in
A. Adamson, Canada ; Stuart Legg his division, in addition to five home
and Raymond Spottiswoode, Great office assistants to sales managers in
Britain ; Robert Flaherty and Mary the field. (Continued
At the same
on pagetime,
10) Rudolph
Losey, United States ; Jean BenoitLevy, France, and John Fernhout, the
Netherlands.
The foundation, which represents
In This Issue
the first formal step in correlating
Review of "What Next, Corand promoting the international exchange of documentary films, will not
poral Hargrove?" is on page
"Cornered."
11. Chance," 10;
8; "The Last
itself engage in production or distribution. Its purpose will be to provide research and production and dis(Continued on page 10)

Documentaries

A non-profit-making film foundation, designed to promote the production and circulation on an international scale of motion pictures dealing
with economic, social and educational
subjects, has been chartered in Washington, under the name of International Film Associates, it was learned
here yesterday.
Trustees and founding members of
the organizaiton, and the countries
which they represent are John Grierson, former commissioner of the National Film Board of Canada, and M.

Heads

Theatres

Nebenzal

TEN CENTS
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Set
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Coming
Events

Motion

Picture

Personal

M-G-M's
F.ng SEADLE
advertisi
director,R,is due
to re
SILAS
turn to New York from the Coast on
Tuesday.
•
Ed Rosenbaum, Columbia exploi
teer, has a leave of absence from his
duties with the company because of
poor health and is resting at his home
near Philadelphia.
•
Ralph W. Pries is the new Philadelphia manager for National Screen
Service. He served the company for
many years in San Francisco and Los
Angeles.
•
Harry Freeman, public relations
head of the Fox Theatre, Philadelphia,
became the father of a boy, born at
St. Luke's Hospital,• there.
Ed Freyburger, National Screen
Service head in Philadelphia, is experimenting with Arabian horses on his
Quakertown (Pa.)• farm.
Norman Rolfe is out of the Army
and will return to the Lockwood and
Gordon circuit as district manager in
Hartford.
•
George Singer has returned to his
post as manager of the Warner Theatres maintenance department in Chicago following release from the Army.
•
Matt Cantillon, former Army
lieutenant, has joined Philadelphia
Warners' exploitation
• department.

Daily

Mention
TJ ENRY KOSTER, M-G-M diis due
in New' York
today rector,
from the
Coast.
•
M. E. Cammack, formerly with the
Chicago Theatre, Chicago, will become
an exhibitor on his own next month
when he opens the Menominee Opera
House, Menominee, Mich.
•
Lt. Edward B. Arthur, former
assistant general manager of Fanchon
& Marco, St. Louis, now on leave
here, has been awarded the Silver
Star.
•
Comm. Emil Bernstacker, recently
released from the Navy, has been made
Knoxville city manager for WilbyKincey, succeeding Eugene Street,
who resigned to take a theatre post in
Latin America for Paramount.
•
Major Robert E. Button, on military leave from National Broadcasting since 1941, has rejoined the network as assistant to Thomas McCray,
Eastern program manager.
•
Capt. Claude Binyon, former Paramount screenwriter, recently discharged from the Army, has returned
with the company to begin a term
writing contract. •
Capt. John O'Leary, son of J. J.
O'Leary, general manager of Comerford Theatres, Scranton, has returned
to his home; there from the ETO.
•
Bernard M. Bard, ex-service man
from New York, is a new student
booker at United Artists exchange,
Philadelphia.
•
Bert Armm, recently returned to
civilianbanystatus,
PRC's Jack
Alsales staff.has joined
His father,
Armm, manages the
office
there.
•

Friday, November 16, 1945
Hollywood makes merry
with romance, song and laughter

B'A
MEXICAN
way
A grand musical starring
TITO CUIZAR
Constance
Leo Estelita
Moore
Carrillo Rodriguez
Produced and directed by
ALFRED SANTELL
A Republic Picture

Continuing to Dec. 8 — Victory Loan
drive.
Nov. 22-25— New York theatres'
participation in the Al Smith
Memorial Fund drive.
Nov. 24 — Annual conference, American Civil Liberties Union, Hotel
Biltmore, New York.
NOW GOTHAM & 47th St.
Nov. 26 — United Artists Theatre
Circuit annual stockholders' meetBrandt's
ing, Baltimore.
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Nov. 27-28 — Kansas-Missouri TheaS0TH ST. & 6TH AVE.
tres Association's 27th annual conGinger
Rogers • Lana Turner
vention, Kansas City.
Walter Pidgeon • Van Johnson
Nov. 28— Motion Picture Pioneers'
annual dinner, Waldorf-Astoria
"WEEK-END
XAVIER CUGATATandTHE
hit WALDORF"
ORCHESTRA
Hotel, New York.
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
Nov. 30 — Third annual dinner for
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
Jack Kirsch given by Illinois BuyDAVID O. SEIZNICK mwn
ing and Booking Circuit, Blackstone Hotel, Chicago.
INGRID BERGMAN
Dec. 3 — Bond drive rally show,
Madison Square Garden, New
GREGORY
PECK I
York.
Dec. 4— Industry leaders to meet
with President Truman on "March
Spellbound
^ .,. ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S
of
Dimes" drive * at the White
House.
CONTINUOUS
f COM 9:30 * M. • LATE SHOW45thEVERTSt.NIGHT•
ASTOR
Dec. 5 — Meeting of theatre men to
organize peacetime successor to
WAC for exhibition, Statler HoIN PERSON
ON Edward
SCREEN
tel, Washington.
O'BRIENG.
ROBINSON
Dec.
LEO
atres.7— "Free Movie Day" at the'OURMargaret
VINES HAVE
Dec. 10-11— Associated MPTO of
CARRILLO
Western Pennsylvania meeting,
Added Attraction
William Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh.
Dec. 12— Quarterly MPPDA board
Lee SULLIVAN
of directors meeting, New York.
W. A. Finney, Loew's Atlanta disDec. 14 — Meeting-luncheon of the
trict manager, is on a trip to EvansNational Conference of Christians ville and Indianapolis.
EDDIE BRACKEN - VERONICA LAKE
•
and Jews, Hotel Astor, New
TENDER GRAPES'
York.
Fred Jacks, Southern division manHOLD
THAT
BLONDE"
IN PERSON
.
ager for United Artists, is visiting the
FRANK SINATRA
Atlanta branch from New York.
•
Perkins Named Para.
Extra! JAN SAVITT and His Band
Al
Aaron
has
joined
Supreme
PicB'WAY &
Philippines Manager
tures, Chicago, as city and suburban
Norma
Hirshon
of
M-G-M's
pubRobert V. Perkins has been ap- salesman.
licity department, is the bride of Lt.
•
pointed Paramount manager for the
Michael Schatz, USNR, of HartPALAO'HARA
CE
Philippines, following termination of
ford, Conn.
Eddie Walton, Republic's assistant
•
WalterSt.
his office of War Information assign- sales
Maureen
47th
manager, is visiting the comment in Manila yesterday, according
HENREID
Paul
SLE2AK
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W.
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Japan before the war.
Lester Levy, now out of the of Films Mundiales, Mexico City, is
Army, has joined the Columbia sales doing research work in Rio de Janeiro.
staff in St. Louis.
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Censorship Office
•
Betty GRABLE John PAYNE June HAVER
Ed Stevens, president of StevensJoseph Krenitz has become special Ideal
Closes at Capital
Pictures, Atlanta, is visiting
"THE
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SISTERS"
A 20th CenturyFox Picture
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at PRC's Cleve- New York.
Washington, Nov. 15. — The Office sales land
exchange.
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of Censorship, which had been in
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&
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■
Extra!
Maurice Rocco
process of litigation since the end of Tom Alley has joined the Republic
William Lester has been elected
BUY MORE
the war, has closed its doors. At the sales
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board
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United
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end, the agency had only 75 employees,
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manager in Cincinnati, is observing USN, has returned to Altec Service in
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its predecessors. •
WB Club 'Kiddie Party'
Harry Stevens, manager of the
The Warner Club's annual "Kiddie
Harry Gans has been named dis- Hart, Wilkes-Barre, is a patient at
Christmas Party," given each year for
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1
trict manager for the Lewen Pizor General Hospital, in
children, grandchildren and brothers
•
and sisters of Warner employees, will circuit, Philadelphia.•
be held at the Hollywood Theater,
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foxy opening day Broadway's Event of the
Week! Matching the sensational performance of all key spots! Proving again that it's
the biggest grossing musical ever
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Barton MacLane • J. M. Kerrigan • Fritz Leiber • Nancy Gates
Jack LaRue • Mike Mazurki • Ian Keith
Executive Producer ROBERT FELLOWS • Associate Producer STEPHEN AMES
Directed by FRANK BORZAGE
SCREEN PLAY BY GEORGE WORTHING YATES AND HERMAN J. MANKIEWICZ
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Daily
New

Districts

in Jan.- Feb.

Washington, Nov. 15. — A series of
district meetings to be held in 10 cities has been set by the National Association of Broadcasters, beginning
Jan. 7-8 in the Hotel Roosevelt,
Hollywood, following a meeting of the
NAB board of directors at that location on Jan. 3-4.
A "thorough discussion of industry
problems
will
take
placeandat NAB
all of activities"
the meetings,
which will be attended by NAB president Justin Miller. Part of the meetings will be participated in by executive vice-president A. D. Willard. Jr.,
C. E. Arney. Jr., secretary-treasurer.
Places of other meetings are as
follows: Jan. 10-11, Hotel Fairmont,
San Francisco ; Jan. 14-15, Hotel
Olympic. Seattle; Jan. 22-23, Hotel
Nicollet. Minneapolis, Jan. 25-26,
Hotel Fontenelle, Omaha ; Jan. 2829, Hotel Brown Palace, Denver ;
Jan. 31-Feb. 1, Hotel Baker, Dallas;
Feb. 4-5, Hotel Tulsa, Tulsa; Feb.
7-8, Hotel Peabody, Memphis, and
Feb. 11-12, Hotel Gibson, Cincinnati.
RCA

Picture

Television

Sets

Ready In Six Months
Present plans of the Radio Corporation of America call for the start
of shipments on television receivers in
about six months, Frank M. Folsom,
executive vice-president of RCA, said
last night in an address at the banquet of the National Heavy Outerwear Association at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel. The sets, he said, will
range from "sight and sound" table
models selling under $200 to a large
de luxe screen projection receiver
p_rjced at about $450. Size of the television picture, he added, will range
from four by five inches to approximately that of a full newspaper page.
Loew's and Others
Seek Television
Washington, Nov. 15— The following applications are pending before
the Federal Communications Commission for commercial television stations :
Marcus Loew Booking Agency, National Broadcasting, Philco, Allen B.
DuMont, Bamberger Broadcasting,
Capital Broadcasting, Scripps-Howard, and Evening Star Broadcasting.
R. E. MacAlarney Dies
Robert Emmet MacAlarney, 71,
former scenario editor of Famous
Players-Lasky in this country and
production manager of Famous Players-Lasky British Producers in London, as well as director and general
production manager of the Chronicles
of America Picture Corp., died here
yesterday after a long illness. He was
also a newspaper editor, educator and
author. His widow survives. Services will be held tomorrow at 4 :30
p.m. in St.
Chapel onbytheburial
ColumbiaPaul's
Campus, followed
in Harrisburg, Pa.
Would Free Newsprint
In line with a recommendation of
the Newspaper Industry Advisory
Committee, the Special Newsprint
Committee of the American Newspaper Publishers Association adopted a
resolution yesterday calling for the removal of existing government control
of newsprint Dec. 31.

The

Victory

Loan

Front

Garden Victory Bond Rally
'Victory
Committees Are Set Up
Circle
Formation of an executive commitHilde'garde,
Guy
other celebrities
tee and a committee on arrangements
launched the " 'Saratoga Trunk' Vic- for the $8,000,000 Victory Bond show
will be presented by the industory LinetributioRailway,"
Warner Comcon- which try's
n to the War aActivities
War Activities Committee of
New York at Madison Square Garmittee Victory Loan drive, at Co- terday.
lumbuse Circle, here, yesterday. The
den Dec. 3, was announced here yesminiature railroad will remain at CoThe executive committee will conlumbus Circle, giving free rides to
sist of Max Cohen, William A. Cotbond buj^ers, for the remainder of the
drive.
ter, Oscar A. Doob, Si Fabian, Morris Kinzler, Harry Brandt, Irving
There was a nationwide broadcast
Lesser,
C. Moskowitz and Samuel
over a Mutual hookup, with Paula Rinzler.C. Committee
on arrangements
Stone as mistress of ceremonies. Ted
Ti. Gamble, War Finance director, will consist of G. S. Eyssell, FrederW. Gehle, Kinzler, Lesser, Al Naspoke in behalf of the drive. Others roff,ickMontague
Salmon, James Sauter,
who participated included Edith FelFabray. lows, Wilbur Evans and Nannette Joseph R. Vogel and Robert M. WeitLaunch Warners'
Line' at Columbus
Danny Kaye,
Lombardo
and

2'/2 Millions Sold by
Loew's in Two Weeks
First two weeks of bond-selling effort by 160 Loew theatres in the Victory Loan drive resulted in the sale
of more than 25,000 bonds with a
value exceeding $2,500,000. Leader in
sales is the State, Cleveland, with
over §250,000 in Victory bonds disposed of in the two weeks period.
The Capitol, Washington, is second,
with $130,000, and the Pitkin, New
York, third, with $122,000.
Football for Bonds
Houston, Nov. 15. — A big football
game between two Army Air Force
teams, and a rodeo given by Texas
Prison Systems have been arranged by
local film industry leaders in the Victory Loan Drive. At least $25,000,000 in bonds is expected to be sold.
Giveaways already lined up for Victory Bond shows and auctions include
washing machines, refrigerators, Victrolas, a $1,000 diamond ring and
several bonds.

N. Y. Reach
Theatres'
First Week
Sales
$2,007,575
Film patrons of Greater New York
purchased $2,007,575 in bonds in the
first week of the Victory Loan drive,
it is announced by Irving Lesser, general chairman of the War Activities
Committee of New York. Seven
hundred and fifty theatres are participating in the drive.
Knoxville Already Has
125 'Free-Movie Days'
Kxoxville, Nov. 15. — There art
now set 125 "Free-Movie Days" in
Tennessee, which is an all-time high
for this state. In addition there are
set five "Children's Bond Premieres"
and 29 "Adult Bond Shows."

French

Imports

Approved in Canada
Montreal, Nov. 15.— The Wartime
Prices and Trade Board of the Canadian Government has issued an approval order for the groupings of
French-language pictures for the current season, such prints again moving
freely to the Dominion from France.
In a list of approximately 100
French features, 12 are placed in th
category of "specials" but it is ruleu
by the government control board that
no
theatre will be required to buy any
special release in order to obtain part
of the balance of available films. The.
order provides that an exhibitor may
buy any or all of the specials.
Exhibitors, principally in Quebec
who held a franchise with the releasing company, Canadian Cinematographic Co., Ltd., Montreal, or its
predecessor, France-Film Ltd., during
the basic period five years ago are en
titled to first rental rights on the lat
est product.
If there is an unforeseen and substantial reduction in the number of
pictures received from France, the
Canadian war-control board will re
vise the grouping order, it is an
nounced.
Humphries New Head
Of Philadelphia MP A
Philadelphia, Nov. 15.— William G
Humphries, 20th Century-Fox sale;
manager, was elected president of th<
Motion Picture Associates of Phila
delphia
at theheldorganization's
sixth Hoan
nual dinner
at the Warwick
tel, here. Other officers elected are
John J. McFadden, Jr., vice-presi
dent; William J. Doyle, treasurer
Lester H. Wurtele, secretary.
The new board is headed by retiring
president George T. Beattie and pas
president Al J. Davis, and include
Joe Engel, Ely J. Epstein, Lou For
mato and Harry Weiner.

20,000 Kids Enrolled
Macon, Ga., Nov. 15. — Theatres
throughout the county have enlisted
more than 20,000 school children to
work as Victory Bond salesmen, with
each kid to receive tickets to a special
show in December. A war hero from
Cochran Field is making a personal
i
Their Goal: $75,000,000
tour of the schools to line up the kids. Sloane, Others Form
Los Angeles, Nov. 15. — Over 650 School bringing in the most sales will
Southern California theatres are be guest of Cochran Field for a day; Advisory Group Here
Paul H. Sloane, director-writer
pledged in the Victory Loan drive, also will receive a fighter plane.
John W. Butler, formerly with Para
with an announced goal of $75,000,000
mount, and Thomas A, Palmer, artist
in "E" Bond sales. Highlight will "Victory Bowl", New Plan
formerly with Walt Disney, have re
be the Victory Queen Contest, which
Washington, Nov. 15. — Forty-sev- ceived a charter from Albany for Mo
has the backing of the Los -Angeles
en theatres in this district have joined
Examiner. Clubs and organizations in a "Victory Bowl" plan whereby tion Picture Counsellors, Inc.
Sloane told Motion Picture Daei
throughout Southern California have any person buying a Victory Bond
entered contestants.
that the company will func
during the drive will be eligible to win yesterday
tion in an advisory and consultativ<
a prize bond, valued at from $100 to capacity
on commercial pictures anc
Use Real Auctioneers
$1,500. Frank La Falce, local chair- television.
man,
has
enlisted
the
cooperation
of
Toledo, Nov. 15. — Professional farm
all former chairmen to cooperate in
auctioneers are being used at Bond the
final campaign.
Barnhart Joins CBS
Auctions put on by rural theatres of
this area to promote the Victory Loan
Harry H. Barnhart, Jr., formed)
Drive. All local bond booths are Lexington, Ky., Organized
of the Lennen and Mitchell Advertis
staffed by veterans of World War II.
Lexington, Ky., Nov. 15. — Tieup ing Agency, has joined Columbi;
has been made by all local theatres Broadcasting's advertising and sale!
with
merchants for a gigantic Victory promotion department, Paul Hollister
Air Hook-up in Denver
Denver, Nov. 15. — "Truth or Conse- Loan bond-selling campaign with ex- vice-president in charge of that de
hibitors giving free passes as an incen- partment, announces. Barnhart wil
quences," coast-to-coast radio show,
tive. Local drive was initiated with concentrate on developing the net
will originate here before an audience
of at least 15,000, Nov. 26. Purchase a Victory Bond Jamboree. Main street work's
television sales promotion anc
advertising.
of a Victory Bond will be a requisite was blocked off for street dancing
and
a
bond
auction.
for admission.
ABC Moves Schoenfeld
Philco Press Preview
Declare Philco Dividend
Merritt R. Schoenfeld, assistant
The board of directors of Philco
general manager of the Central divi
A
press
preview
of
Philco
Corp.'s
sion
of American Broadcasting, ha;
new
1946
line
will
be
held
at
the
WalCorp. has declared a dividend of 20
dorf-Astoria Hotel, here, on Monday been transferred to New York, where
cents per share of common stock,
payable Dec. 12 to stockholders of afternoon. Earlier in the day the com- he will assume* a special sales assignrecord on Nov. 28. The previous
ment, reporting directly to C. P
will conduct
meeting
place afordealers'
announcement
dividend was also 20 cents per share, at thepanysame
Jaeger,
vice-president in charge ol
of
sales
and
merchandising
plans.
paid on Sept. 12.
sales.
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Review
Hollywood

Subjects
"Football Thrills of 1944"
(M-G-M Pete Smith Specialty)
This is Pete Smith's 1945 compendium of exciting moments from 14 of
last season's grid classics, an eightminute screen compilation of pigskin
highlights that made football history.
With action-loaded shots of America's
rough-and-tumble game, plus vivid
commentary, the film provides engrossing entertainment. Running time, eight
minutes.
"Where thePest Begins"
{Columbia)
A famous scientist, experimenting
on a new explosive, moves next door
to Shemp Howard. The latter tries to
be helpful and aids the scientist in getting settled. However, in usual Howard style, he breaks everything in sight
and almost ruins an important experiment before the scientist throws him
out. Running time, 17 minutes.
"Good Old Corn"
(Warner Bros.)
This short is composed of a group
of selections from old Mack Sennett
comedies, including such old_ and
familiar standbys as the bathing beauties, the chase sequence featuring the
Keystone cops, the flirt and the irate
father
his daughter's
friend
throughputting
the hurdles.
Montyboy Banks,
Larry Sempn and Billy Bevan are
featured. Running time, 20 minutes.
Begin WB
$300,000
Cleveland Theatre
Cleveland, Nov. 15. — Warner
Brothers broke ground recently for
a new 2,000-seat theatre in Shaker
Heights. Maxwell White, Cleveland
architect, prepared the plans. Estimated cost of the structure is $300,000.
Also started here recently was a
$500,000 shopping center on Lake
Road, Avon. Owner and builder is
William Frielingsdorf. This is to be
a U-shaped group of buildings with
a theatre.
To Pay Extra Dividend
Montreal, Nov. 15. — United
Amusement Corp., affiliated with
Famous Players Canadian Corp., and
operating 25 theatres in Quebec, has
declared an extra 25-cent dividend in
addition to its regular semi-annual
dividend of 50 cents, both payable to
shareholders of record on Nov. 30.
Sliter, Schine Manager
Albany. N. Y., Nov. 15. — Harold
Sliter, recently released from the
Navy, has been appointed Schine Theatres'
manager,
succeedingWatertown
the late city
William
Tubbert.
Sliter had been the circuit's district
manager at Bellefonte, O., and, previously was publicity director at
Gloversville.
Bessemer Open Sunday
Bessemer, Ala., Nov. 15. — Sunday
films, prohibited here since last May
by a city ordinance, will return to
Bessemer immediately as the result of
a vote of 656 to 279. The referendum
was made compulsory by a special act
of the Alabama Legislature.

"What
Next, Corporal
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

Hargrove?"
By THALIA BELL
Hollywood, Nov. IS
Hollywood, Nov. 15
ROBERT WALKER and Keenan Wynn continue to impede the progress
of the U. S. Army in a second series of adventures which take them
years ofForces,
service David
in the
BritishsixArmed
across the fields of France, in and out of Paris and, incidentally, in and out of AFTER
Niven will return to Hollywood next
the guardhouse.
Now that the war is over, and the grim burden of reality lifted, the imag- month to star in "The Perfect Marriage," which Hal Wallis will produce
adventures than
of a couple
imaginary
"GI's" provoke
more andboyslighterheartedinarylaughter
was theof case
when thousands
of American
were for Paramount release ; Leonard Spiestill battling their way through Normandy. Therefore, audience reaction gelglass is currently writing the screenplay, an adaptation of the stage play
against
not note
applyin toit. this one, for it's a comedy pure and
simple. war
Therepictures
is not should
a serious
by Samson Raphaelson. . . . Frank
Pershing, nephew of General John
Harry
Kurnitz'
screenplay
opens
"D-Day," portrayed
and finds by
Hargrove,
again
played
by Robert
Walker,
and just
his after
pal, Mulvehill,
Keenan Pershing, has been signed by M-G-M
Wynn,
in thea short
mud while
the Army"
by. for a featured role in "No Leave, No
Hargrovebogged
decidesdown
to take
cut in the
orderrestto ofrejoin
his unitpasses
more them
quickly,
•
and from that decision stem half-a-dozen humorous mishaps. The boys end
Samuel Spiegel, who is currently
up, as might be expected, in a peck of trouble from which only the timely
intervention of their sergeant, played to perfection by Chill Wills, extricates producing "The Stranger" for Interthem at the last.
national, has been given a new longJudging from the reaction of a bobby-sox audience at the Westwood Thea- term contract by the studio. His
production will be "For the
tre, the picture has all the necessary ingredients of a hit. George Haight's next
Love."of Mary," by Charles O'Neal
production is completely convincing, and Richard Thorpe's direction keeps the Love
and Fritz
Rotter. . . . Marion Avery
laughs coming like a staccato of machine-gun bullets.
Doran has been engaged by David
Running time, 96 minutes. General classification. Release date, not set.
the latter's
story
editor.
Thalia Bell L.
. . .Loew
John asFulton
has been
signed
by
Samuel Goldwyn to a five-year contract as director of special effects.
RMA
Reorganizes
Golden Reports on
•
John Alexander, who scored as
"Teddy Roosevelt" in "Arsenic and
Foreign Markets
Equipment Division Old Lace," has been signed by Columbia for an important role in "The Al
Washington, Nov. 15. — With only
Washington, Nov. 15. — The Radio Jolson Story". . . . Gale Sondergaard
725 theatres in all of Africa, future Manufacturers Association's amplifier has been chosen for a role in "Anna
potential markets for American equip- and sound equipment division, under and the King of Siam," soon to go
ment manufacturers are sharply lim- the chairmanship of Lee McCanne of into production at 20th Century-Fox.
ited, and only in the Union of South Rochester, N. Y., has reorganized. . . . Imogen Carpenter, leading lady
Africa, with about 450 theatres, does Topped by a division executive comBroadway
any sizable immediate market appear
mittee of five members, also under Mc- of the
can Hayride,"
has production
been signed"Mexito a
probable, it has been disclosed by
Canne, five formal sections of the divi- long-term contract by M-G-M.
Nathan D. Golden, chief of the motion
sion have been organized, as follows :
•
picture unit of the Bureau of Foreign
Commercial sound equipment secMabel Webb, mother of Clifton
and Domestic Commerce.
tion, for projects covering auditoriums, Webb, will make her screen debut in
Very favorable conditions prevail schools, hospitals, banks, etc., also rail- the
Jesse Lasky-Mervyn LeRoy proin Peru, where only 20 per cent of
road and aircraft equipment. The secduction, "Thanks, God, I'll Take It
the equipment of the 85 theatres is
tion will cooperate with the over-all from Here,"
which stars Claudette
less than five years old, it was stated. RMA committee for "school equipColbert and Johnny Wayne. . . . LuNo service is now available for theacille
Ball
has
been signed by 20th
ment," dealing especially with the intres operating with German-made
terests of sound equipment manufac- Century-Fox to play the lead opposite
projectors, with the result that it
turers. An acoustic section will proFred MacMurray in "The Dark
should be possible to replace all Germote interests of manufacturers of mi- Corner."
. Ada Adams, star of silent
crophones, accessories, horns, baffles, films, will. . return
man equipment with American prodto the, screen in a
Iffits when the latter become available. etc. An intercommunication section
A report on the motion picture mar- will handle development and promotion featured role in M-G-M'S- "The Green
ket in Bermuda, prepared for Golden of office and other public address ap•
by William H. Beck, Consul-General
Paulette Goddard and Sonny Tufts
at Hamilton, shows that the American paratus.
industry currently is supplying 90 per Connor Is WB Club Head will be starred in Paramount's vercent of the pictures used, with no indision of Heywood Broun's novel,
Sun Field," which Danny Dare
Philadelphia, Nov. 15. — Maurice "The
cations that the situation will deteriYears."
orate, since there are no laws of any Connor has been elected president of will produce in January. Sidney
naturefect U.inS. Bermuda
which might af- the Warner Club of Philadelphia. He Lanfield is scheduled to direct. . . .
films.
manages the Aldine Theatre. Another Robert Sterling, having been discharged from the armed forces, has
newly-elected officer is Harold Brason,
manager of the Diamond Theatre, as returned to M-G-M to resume his
F-M Permits Granted
vice-president in charge of entertain- screen career; he has been signed
St. Louis, Nov. 15.— The Federal
ment. Reelected were Adele M. Plech- to a long-term contract.
Communications Commission has
ner, vice-president in charge of welgranted conditional grants for frefare; Edna Conner, local office, vicequency-modulation radio stations in president in charge of membership ; Ronan Successor Later
St. Louis to KXOK, operated by the Helen Mahoney, secretary; and J. ElChicago, Nov. 15. — The post of
St. Louis Star-Times; <to KFRU of
lis Shipman, treasurer.
Great States district manager in SouthColumbia, Mo., also operated by the
ern Illinois, vacated by the recent
Star-Times; Missouri Broadcasting Martin Mooney to RKO
death of Tom Ronan, will remain open
Co., which operates KWK, and to the
Hollywood, Nov. 15. — Martin until several GS employees, now in the
St. Louis Post-Dispatch, which operMooney, former PRC writer and pro- service, are discharged, within the next
ates KSD.
J. J. Rubens, GS head, exducer, will join RKO-Radio on Mon- 90 days.
plains that the circuit will henceforth
day as a producer with the Sid Rogell
unit. He will take with him two story attempt to fill all vacancies with rePyramid Incorporates
turning servicemen.
PRC.
purchased by him from
Albany, Nov. 15. — Pyramid Photo- properties
sound, Inc., has been incorporated to
conduct a motion picture business.
Incorporators are : Cy Avnet, Brook- Tennessee Theatre Blaze Republic Names Luber
lyn; Andrew L. Gold, Forest Hills,
Hollywood, Nov. 15. — Bernard LuKingsport, Tenn., Nov. 15. — The
and Edward Hendelman, New York. Garden
ber has been appointed talent executive
Theatre has been completely
Hendelman was incorporating attor- lost.
ney.
destroyed by fire ; entire contents were of Republic. He succeeds Ira Uhr,
resigned.
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(Continued from page 1)
tween one and five billion dollars.
the war,"
he said,
"we used
the"Before
Iconoscope
to televise
drama.
The
quality was good and the picture was
reliable, but we needed an excessive
amount of light in the studio and fair
weather outdoors. We also had the
Orthicon, a pick-up tube approximate
ly 10 times as sensitive as the Icono
scope. It was particularly useful for
outdoor events, but because it did not
provide quite as much picture detail
as the Iconoscope, the Orthicon did
not solve the studio problem."
The next step, , Dr. Jolliffe said,
was the Image Orthicon, a development only recently demonstrated,
which provides a camera tube 100
times more sensitive than the Orthicon.
Equipment Portability
Portability of equipment, he said,
has been helped greatly by the development of a complete set of cameras
and associated units that can be placed
in a station wagon.
By utilizing experience gained
through their work on radar, Dr. Jolliffe said, engineers are now able to
build transmitters that will produce
all necessary power.
Improvements in home receivers, he
pointed out, are comparable to those
made in cameras and transmitters.
"The picture detail and contrast
are good," he declared. "The result
is comparable to the best 16mm. motion picture."
Knowledge gained during the war,
Dr. Jolliffe continued, will contribute
not only to an improved quality in
television pictures but also to lowering the cost of television receivers.
"We feel confident that we can
manufacture direct-viewing and projection-type receivers at prices within the reach of the public in various
income groups. ' The range probably
will be from $150 to $200 for directview table models, to $500 for the
large
projection
consolehetype."
Network
facilities,
said, are
available in two forms, radio-relays
and coaxial cables, both of which are
ready fur immediate commercial use.
An automatic unattended radio relay
system developed by RCA and used
as the basis of the multi-channel telegraph demonstration by Western
Union a month ago can be utilized for
the distribution of television for long
distances across country.
Others in Field
"We are not alone in the field," he
said. "American Telephone and Telegraph recently revealed its radio-relay
developments, and has announced its
intention of carrying on experiments
in television relaying between New
York and Boston."
A comparable station interconnecting system, he said, using coaxial
cables installed by the Bell System,
is spreading out across the nation and
will span 1,500 miles by the end of
this year.
Discussing permanency of present
standards, Dr. Jolliffe stated that "the
bugaboo of quick obsolescence in television has been over-emphasized. Of
course, there will be obsolescence ;
that is the only way the industry can
grow. As long as research and development men work in the field there
will be new things.
"The time is here when management
must take television out of the engineering laboratory and give it a
chance to grow."

Review

(Continued from page 1)

"The Last Chance"
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

Hollyzvood, Nov. 15
FITTED with super-imposed subtitles to translate dialogue passages spoken
in tongues other than English, and lacking known names for selling, this
imported production comes to American exhibition with at least two strikes
on it. Filmed in Switzerland, it has eye-arresting mountain settings in its
favor, but its title does not suggest its content and there is no royal exploitation road to convey the fact that herein are depicted hardships suffered by
refugees under Nazi persecution, nor assurance that knowledge of this fact
would bring customers in profitable numbers.
"Artistic masterpiece" might be the phrase with which to exploit the film,
which has some aspects susceptible to that interpretation, but this has never
meant lush grosses, heretofore.
Richard Schweizer's screenplay concerns two soldiers, one British, the
other an American, who escape from a Nazi prison camp in Italy and try
to reach Switzerland, meeting and taking with them eight or ten refugees
of various nationalities. Most of the band survive harsh experiences — which
would have had more impact before actual details of Nazis' persecutions
and atrocities were disclosed by press and screen — and are given sanctuary
by the Swiss. Subtitles and other deviations from technological norm
detract from its forcefulness.
L. Wechsler produced and Leopold Lindtberg directed.
Running time, 106 minutes. General audience classification. Release date
nC>t Se '
William R. Weaver

Harry

Kalmine

(Continued from page 1)
was New Jersey zone manager. He
has had both a theatrical and motion
picture career, which began at the
age of 10 and which included the leand theagitimate theatre, road shows
in New York and other
tre operation
spots.
Eastern
Kalmine is a veteran of World War
I. He served with the 29th Division
in France and was wounded in the
Meuse-Argonne offensive. He has
been a leader in Variety Club Activities and during his years in Pittsburgh devoted much of his time to
boys' welfare work.
Also Major
presentAlbert
at yesterday's
were
Warner, meeting
Samuel
Schneider, Harry Goldberg, W. Stewart McDonald, Clayton Bond, Rudy
Weiss, Nat Fellman, Herbert CopeIan, L. J. Kaufman, Frank Marshall,
Abel Vigard and Harry Rosenquest.
Zone managers included James Coston, Chicago ; Nat Wolf, Cleveland ;
I. J. Hoffman, New Haven; Frank
Damis, Newark ; C. J. Latta, Albany ;
Ted Schlanger, Philadelphia; M. A.
Silver, Pittsburgh; J. J. Payette,
Washington, and Howard Waugh,
Memphis.
Republic-Griffith Deal
Griffith Amusement Co., operating
70 theatres in Oklahoma, has signed
for Republic's 1945-'46 program, according to James R. Grainger, president of the company, who is now in
New Orleans, the home office announced here yesterday. N. J. Colquhoun, Southwestern district sales manager and Oklahoma City branch manager, represented Republic, and Horace Falls, chief film buyer, and his
assistant, Charles Guthrie, signed for
the circuit. Grainger will return to
New York on Monday.
More SWG Elections
Hollywood, Nov. 15. — The Screen
Writers Guild, which reelected Emmett Lavery president, as previously
reported, has also elected Lester Cole,
Howard Estabrook and O. H. P.
Garrett as vice-presidents ; Maurice
Rapf, secretary, and Harold Buchman, treasurer.

Meetings

Foundation

Set

(Continued from page 1)
tribution planning for international
agencies, government bodies and all
organizations or individuals interested
in films of a broad informational
nature.
According to its prospectus, it will
also "aid dependent or underprivileged peoples in securing the
means of production and distribution
for provide
films promoting
their service
welfare,"in
and
a consultative
matters involving expert knowledge
of visual and aural aids.
The foundation will be financed on
a consultative-fee basis and by grants
from public-welfare institutions, a few
of which, it is understood, already
have made initial contributions. Offices will be established at first in
New York, Ottawa and London, with
extensions anticipated later to the European Continent. Grierson, who has
been the prime organizer of the foundation, isnow in London and plans to
visit the Continent before returning
here.
Publicists'
Control
(Continued from
page 1)

Berger, Southern sales manager ; John
J. Maloney, Central sales manager ;
John E. Flynn, Midwestern sales manager, and George A. Hickey, West
Coast sales head, conducted or planned
similar sessions with district and
branch managers under their supervision.
Edwin W. Aaron, an assistant to
William F. Rodgers , vice-president
and general sales manager, will attend
the Hickey meetings and relay the information discussed by Rodgers in
Chicago last week. Hickey was absent
froming the
Chicago
will open
today.sessions. His meetAt O'Shea Meeting
Attending the O'Shea conclaves
are: Maurice N. Wolf, Boston district manager; Tom Donaldson, Boston branch manager; Herman Ripps,
district manager for Buffalo, Albany
and New Haven ; Jack Mundstuk,
Buffalo manager; Harry Rosenblatt,
New Haven manager ; John J. Bowen, Metropolitan New York district
manager; Ralph Pielow, New York
branch manager; Ben Abner, New
Jersey manager;
Lynch,
adelphia districtRobert
manager,
and PhilLou
Formato, Philadelphia manager.
The five home office assistants to
sales managers attending include
Paul Richrath,
O'Shea;
Leonard
Hirsch, assistant
assistant to
to Berger;
Charles F. Deesen, assistant to Maloney ; Joe Bezahler, assistant to
Hickey.
Flynn ; Irving Helfont, assistant to
In addition, home office executives
who joined them at luncheon yesterday included Rodgers, H. M. Richey,
Alan F. Cummings, Harold Postman,
William R. Ferguson, Mike Simons,
William Gleicher, Arthur Sachs, William G. Brenner, Jay Gove and E. M.
Saunders.
Nebenzal
(Continued from page 1)
next UA film, which will go into release next Jan. 25, and to view the
Broadway shows.
His first new production, titled
"Tempest," will be the Philip Yordan
screen version of "Brothers Karamazov." Budgeted at $1,200,000, the film
is scheduled to start next January at
the Goldwyn Studios. With the delivery of this film to UA, he will have
fulfilled his contractural commitments
with the company, the producer said.
Nebenzal's following production will
be "Mayerling," budgeted at $1,500,000, he said. He is seeking to obtain
color for the film, Anatol Litvak as
the director, and Cornel Wilde and
Joan Fontaine for the leads. Nebenzal
produced
the original "Mayerling," in
France,
the
U. S.in 1935; it had distribution in
Nebenzal is scheduled to return to
the Coast tomorrow.

working during the studio strike, has
filed a petition with the National
Labor Relations Board for certification as the bargaining agency for publicists employed at the M-G-M, 20th
Century-Fox, Columbia, Republic,
RKO Radio, International, Edward
Small, Sol Lesser and Samuel Goldwyn studios.
Meanwhile, the NLRB has certified
SPG as the bargaining agent for
American Broadcasting Co. publicists.
The NLRB has taken the MPSPA
petition under advisement and appointed an investigator to determine
essary.
whether the election requested is nec- Wendie Barrie Aids FJP
Actress Wendie Barrie will play the
lead in a half-hour dramatization, "A
Crump Rejoins Warners broadcast
Primer for
Hesitant,"
be
overtheStation
WOR, tohere,
Hollywood, Nov. 15. — Owen Sunday afternoon in connection with
Crump, former Warner producer re- the current building fund campaign
cently discharged from the Army, has
rejoined the company in that capacity. of the Federation of Jewish Philanthropies of New York. Dom EttHis first assignment is "Tomorrow Is linger, formerly
with 20th CenturyFox, wrote the script.
Another Day."
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3 Clearance

Award,

Motion

AAA Reports Shifts
Of Tribunal Clerks
William M. Renner, Jr., has replaced Harold Connor as clerk of the
St. Louis arbitration tribunal, while
Dennis Sheehan has replaced J. M.
Carney as clerk in the Milwaukee
tribunal, the American Arbitration Association announced here yesterday.
IRE Elects Llewellyn
The election of Dr. Frederick B.
Llewellyn, Summit, N. J., as president of the Institute of Radio Engineers for 1946, has been announced
by the board of directors. He will
succeed Dr. William L. Everitt, head
of the Department of Electrical Engine ring ofthe University of Illinois.
Dr. Llewellyn is a consulting engineer
on the staff of Bell Laboratories.
Close Portugal Deal
Mexico City, Nov. 15. — Setting of
the distribution of Mexican films in
Spain and Portugal has been effected
by Santiago Reachi, president of Posa
Films, S.A., exclusive producer of pictures of "Cantinflas," Mexico's "Charlie
Chaplin,"
Reachi
recent
return
from reported
Spain. upon his
Bellow Joins U. A.
St. Louis, Nov. 15. — Ed Bellow is
the new advertising-publicity manager
for United Artists in this territory.

Daily
Para.

Review

Cases

One arbitration consent award has
been entered in the Boston tribunal,
while three additional clearance complaints have been filed in the Chicago,
Boston and New York tribunals, the
American Arbitration Association reported here yesterday.
William A. Kneeland, Boston arbiI trator, has made the following consent
award : maximum clearance of New
Bedford, Mass., first-runs over second-runs shall be 49 days on product
of the five consenting companies, maximum clearance of New Bedford firstTuns over Keith's at Fairhaven, shall
be 14 days.
In Chicago, James Jovan, operating
the Monroe Theatre, filed a clearance
complaint against the five consenting
companies. Complainant alleges that
clearance granted to the Chicago,
Roosevelt, United Artists, Garrick,
Apollo, Oriental, State-Lake, RKO
Palace and RKO Grand Theatres is
excessive and unreasonable and asks
that he be granted relief.
Weymouth Complaint
The Weymouth Cameo Theatre Co.,
operating the Cameo at Weymouth,
Mass., also filed a clearance complaint against the five consenting companies. The Cameo, according to the
complainant, is subject to the following "unreasonable and unjust" clearance: seven days after the Weymouth, Weymouth, and 14 days after
the Strand, Rockland. Elimination
of the above clearances or their reduction to one day is asked by the
complainant.
In New York, the M. and M.
Amusement Co., operating the Elgin Theatre, New York, has filed a
clearance complaint against RKO
Radio, 20th Century-Fox and Warners. Complainant asserted that the
three defendants have granted clearance to the Art Theatre, New York,
which is unreasonable as to time and
area and asks that it be eliminated.

Picture

"Cornered"
(RKO Radio)

Profit

11

(Continued from page 1)
the
period of
partially owned nonconsolidated
subsidiaries.
The earnings are equal to $3.69 a
share mononstocktheoutstanding.
3,752,136 shares
of comThey compare
with the estimated net of $12,476,000,
or $3.32 a common share earned in
the corresponding period a year ago,
which included a $2,797,000 share of
undistributed earnings of partially
owned non-consolidated subsidiaries.
Earnings for the third quarter are
estimated at $5,354,00, including a $1,270,000 share of undistributed earnings
of partially owned subsidiaries, equal
to $1.43 a common share. For the
corresponding quarter of last year, the
earnings were $4,581,000, or $1.22 a
share, including a $1,261,000 share of
undistributed earnings of the same
subsidiaries.
Directors yesterday authorized the
retirement at par of the Remaining

Hollywood, Nov. 15
THE "new" Dick Powell who came to light and high success in "Murder,
Sweet," the innon-singing,
and isvery
determined
Powell
whoseMy perseverence
the interestsunpretty
of justice
not to
be stayed Dick
by beatings
or frustrations, is the star, hero and mainspring of this melodrama, produced
on
larger Showmen
scale by Adrian
Scott inand
directed
with picture
intensity'
by Edward
Dmytryk.
are justified
citing
the other
in their
billing
of this one, and Powell's performance here proves his portrayal in "Murder,
My Sweet" was no "fluke."
"Cornered" is as timely as a headline. John Paxton's screenplay, from a
story and adaptation by John Wexley, opens in France, after the war, with
Powell as a Canadian pilot, discharged, seeking a Vichy collaborationist,
officially reported dead, whom he holds responsible for the execution of
his French bride. The trail leads him to Buenos Aires, where he experiences
a long series of puzzling and violent adventures before finding the man he
seeks, whom he beats to death with his fists in a sequence which may prove
too powerful for some beholders. In the course of the dialogue, which is
expertly written and spoken, United Nations policy for treatment of Fascists
is firmly and adroitly underscored.
Walter Slezak's is the best of the secondary portrayals, although Michaline
Cheirel, Nina Vale, Morris Carnovsky, Edgar Barrier, Steven Geray, Jack
LaRue, Luther Adler and Gregory Gay contribute importantly to a balanced
whole.
$3,000,000 of the company's outstand3 per cent debentures due 1952Running time, 102 minutes. General audience classification. Release date 54. ingThe
payment will make a total of
not set.
W. R. W.
$9,000,000
reduction
interest-bearing obligations
of theof company
and
consolidated subsidiaries since Jan, 1,
1945, leaving outstanding $7,000,000 of
Goldman Asks Jury S chine Circuit
company debt, consisting of $5,000,000
of notes due 1947-51 and $2,000,000
(Continued from page 1)
of convertible notes due in 1951, also
(Continued jr>om page 1)
approximately
$5,300,000 debt
of apayable
Canabut an attempt to alter the
dian theatre subsidiary
Kirkpatrick's decision on Aug. 2. In
court's ruling.
its decision, written by a visiting jurin
Canadian
funds.
All
domestic
conist, District Court Judge Paul C.
On Nov. 6, Judge Knight gave
solidated subsidiary funded or bank
Leahy of Wilmington, the court said Schine and the Department of Justice debt, including a bond issue on the
that Goldman "unquestionably suffered 60 days in which to submit plans for Paramount Building, New York, has
loss," but added that "we have no dissolution, realignment or reorganiza- been paid in full. The company plans
means of knowing the extent of the
tion of the circuit and to serve copies to continue its debt reduction program
loss." It returned the case to Judge of the respective plans on opposing in 1946.
Kirkpatrick for the injunctive relief counsel. This apparently paved the
Directors also voted the regular
originally sought and determination of way for Schine attorneys to file the
the damages.
quarterly common stock dividend of
new motion within a 10-day period 50
cents a share, payable Dec. 21, to
"The form of decree we leave to the
holders of record Nov. 30.
court below after it has made inquiry to modify the court's judgment.
The government's contentions that
into sion
thesaid. damages question," the deci- Schine and affiliates maintained an
unlawful combination and a monopoly
Goldman had asked injunctive ac- of theatre operations in its territories Para. Buys Cobian
tion against Warner Bros, and the in violation of the Sherman Act was Interests in Cuba
other defendants and treble damages upheld on Oct 8 by Judge Knight in
Paramount International, which toof $1,350,000.
a 45-page opinion. Judge Knight digether with Ramos Cobian, Cuban exrected that a decree be issued requirhibitor, operated 12 houses in that
ing
that
the
defendants
"be
dissolved
Placement Service
in their ownership and control, so country, has acquired Cobian's interest and will thereby become the sole
that fair competition between them
For OWI Workers
and other theatres may be restored operator.
A placement advisory service has
Engene Street,
Paramount
hereafter be maintained."
representative,
will have Internacharge
been established by the labor manage- andWillard
S. McKay, Schine counsel of the tional
ment committee of the Interim Inter- who perpared
theatres,
which
include
eight
in
motion, said that Havana and three in Camaguey
national Information Service, here, to it asks that thethepresent
findings
of
assist a large number of employees in fact in the case should be amended,
the war-time Office of War Information who are not being transferred to that Judge Knight make new findings 'Tokyo' Shown Nov. 26
he modify his judgment. Mcthe permanent State Department in- and that
Kay said that Schine counsel feel that
ternational information organization.
"Appointment
in Tokyo,"
"featurette," which
Warner52-minBros,
Judge Knight did not give proper ute
will distribute for the War Activities
The former OWI employees consti- weight
to
the
case
of
the
defense.
tute asubstantial pool of specialists in
Committee, at the request of the War
press, motion picture and public relaDepartment, will be given a press
tions work, it was said.
preview on Monday, Nov. 26, at the
Hollywood,
Nov. 15.
— Toma'Baird, Warner home office. The picture was
'Burm
Acqui
WB
director
of theres
film division of the made by the Army Pictorial Service,
'Antonio' Shown Dec. 3
with the cooperation of the Army Air
National tradeshowing of "San An- British Information Services, an- Forces and the Navy. It depicts the
that
"Burma
Victory"
will
be
tonio," in Technicolor, has been set by released nounces
soon throughout the U. S. Pacific war from the fall of the PhilWarner Bros, for Monday, Dec. 3.
ippines to surrender ceremonies in
The picture is scheduled for release by Warner Bros. "Burma Victory," Tokvo Bay.
National release date is
late in December following its world produced by Lt. Col. David MacDon- Dec. 8.
premiere at the Majestic, San Antonio, ald, is a pictorial record of "the foron Nov. 21.
gotten army" — ofthemany
British
14th and
of the soldiers
nations.
FWC Managers Organize
Stock Requirements Up
Los Angeles, Nov. 15.— The Association of Theatre Operating ManaMexico City, Nov. 15. — Rawstock Refuse Admission Cut
gers has applied to the National Labor
Mexico City, Nov. 15. — Moves by
consumption by the Mexican industry
this year is estimated at 50,000,000 feet. citizen organizations and some senators Relations Board for approval as a unit
Because a production program of 200 and congressmen to force local ex- representing managers and assistants
features, a new high for Mexico, is
hibitors, particularly operators of first- in relations with Fox West Coast. The
forecast for 1946, raw stock use in this run houses, to reduce admittance application cites the alleged improper
dismissal of one manager.
country promises to set a record.
charges, have seemingly failed.
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Friedman
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"Mexicana" is reviewed on
page 3; "They Were Expendable," 7.

Most
For

Product

Peacetime Unit Is
Seen Assured Here
Key theatremen sufficiently
representative of exhibition
to crystallize
national
successor to the aWar
Activities
Committee theatre division
will attend the organizational
meeting at the Statler Hotel
in Washington Dec. 5, as proposed by Si Fabian, according
to War Activities headquarters, here.
Earlier plans to invite from
75 to 100 key theatremen have
been stepped up to bring the
total to 125, including WAC
state theatre chairmen.

Loop

"Honor
Scroll"
C i n em
a 's
will b e presented to Weitby Maurice A.manBergman,
Universal
Pictures Eastern
advertising-publicity director,
for his efforts
Robert M. Weitman
on behalf of
philanthropic
and onservice
(Continued
page 6) organiza-

in

First

Chicago, Nov. 18. — A tendency
among distributors to lend a willing
ear to product appeals from Loop
houses not listed as their regular clients has created the most favorable
first-run situation here in months.
Typically, the Edwin SilvermanEmil Stern Woods Theatre has made
considerable progress with RKO,
getting not only the Samuel Goldwyn pictures, but of late it has
secured "Johnny Angel," "First Yank
Into Tokyo" and during the holiday
season
will Palace,
run "Bells
Mary's."
The RKO
whichof isSt.committed
to give RKO Radio and Universal
product equal time, has been unable to

TEN CENTS

19, 1945

Minneapolis, Nov. 18. — North Central Allied's board of directors has
approved a proposal made by Ben
Berger, mation
president,
calling offorexhibitors
the forof a conference
patterned after the Pacific Coast Conference of Independent Theatre Owners, to be comprised of theatre owners
in Minnesota, Montana, Idaho, Utah,
Iowa, Nebraska and the Dakotas.
The NCA board has named
Berger and Irving Green, secretary and general counsel, as
delegates to a committee to furCinema Lodge Will
ther study the plan and explore
its possibilities, and to bring
Honor Weitman
the Iowa-Nebraska Allied unit
into the movement. Two delegates from the Montana unit
have already been named to
Cinema Lodge, B'nai B'rith, here,
serve on the committee and
will pay tribute to Robert M. Weit(Continued on page 6)
man, managing director of the New
York Paramount Theatre, at its next
"Honor Night"
at the Hotel
Leserman Tenders
Astor, Albert A.
Senft, Cinema
U.A. Resignation
nounces.
president an-

Charles C. Moskowitz, vicepresident in charge of Greater New
York theatres of Loew's, Inc., was
elected treasurer of the company to
succeed the late
David Bernstein, and Leopold Friedman,
general counsel
and secretary,
was elected to
a vice - presidency, at a
meeting of the
company
board of direc-'s
tors in the
home office
here on Friday.
M o s k o witz joined the
C. C. Moskowitz
Loew organizain 1913 as a
bookkeeper, never having been previCarl Leserman, United Artists general sales manager, has submitted his
ously connected with any other theatrical organization. Born in New resignation to the company, Motion
York, he received his education at the Picture Daily was authoritatively in{Continued on page 6) .
formed on Friday. Lese.rman will remain with the company for a brief
time to clear up unfinished business,
it was further stated.
Delay
Schine
Upon leaving United Artists it is
believed Leserman will become associated with Benedict Bogeaus and DaCase
Appeal
vid Loew, independent producers re(Continued on page 6)
Appeal of the decision of the District Court in Buffalo in the Schine
Theatres anti-trust case to the U. S.
Supreme Court will probably hinge on
the type of decree on the dissolution,
realignment or reorganization of the
circuit which can be worked out between Schine counsel and the government, Motion Picture Daily learned
here at the weekend.
Indications are that Schine counsel
will attempt to work out the decree
with the government, even if unsuccessful in their motion asking Federal Judge John Knight to strike out
some findings of fact and substitute
others, make additional findings of fact
(Continued on page 6)

NOVEMBER

Months
Runs

give all RKO pictures first-run playdates,
and, as a result, other houses
are benefiting.
With the help of the RKO Grand,
which has been dating product outside
of its customary RKO and Universal
reserves, M-G-M released its entire
13th block here on schedule, and Paramount has kept up-to-date with the
general release program.
Shortly, United Artists will be in
step with other companies. The Oriental, exclusive UA house, has two more
films of 1944-45 to play. UA announces
that it is making plans to world prerieme both "Breakfast in Hollvwood"
and "Diary of a Chambermaid" here.

Ask
In
Of

50%

UK
US

Cut

Imports
Films

o Top on Rentals Is
Also Urged in Commons
By PETER BURNUP
London, Nov. 18. — A demand
that U. S. films entering Britain
be limited to 50 per cent of their
present
as pictures
a "lever"on for
the
showing supply,
of English
American screens, also that money exported
for film rentals be limited to "something like" $80,000,000 annually, was
made in the House of Commons at the
weekend by Robert Boothby, whose
criticisms the week before elicited a
defense of the status quo from Hugh
Dalton, chancellor of the exchequer.
Boothby also asserted that American
companies operating here evade proper income tax payments by overestimating operating expenses, and suggested that itlocal
is the government's
duty
to step-up
(Continuedproduction
on page 6) not only

Final
N

Week

YFilm

of

Case

Final days of the New York film
anti-trust case will get underway in
U. S. District Court here this morning, with every indication pointing to
the completion
of its formal court presentation by Wednesday.
Robert L. Wright, government
counsel, will continue his rebuttal,
which is expected to be highlighted by
statistical information prepared by
(Continued on page 6)
Say Maverick May
Get MPPDA Post
Washington,
Nov. reported
18. — Industry officials were
here at the weekend to have
discussed with Maury Maverick the possibility of his becoming associated with the
industry, presumably in the
post
of vice-president
of the
MPPDA
in charge of
the
Hollywood office. There was
no confirmation of the report.
Maverick, former Texas
Congressman,
now chairman of the isSmaller
War
Plants Committee.
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Tradewise
By SHERWIN

Parade
KANE

URITAIN'S Prime Minister adbecause
it
also
produces
and
disdressing Congress, the Pearl Hart
presiden
,
HERBERT J. YATES
HpESTIMONY
the antigovtributes films. Showcases, at
*■ ernment's Newin York
bor
probe's opening, Gen. Eisenhower
of Republic Productions, is exleast, opinion holds, appear to advocating
compulsory military traintrust suit having been concludpected back at the home office today
after seven weeks on the Coast.
have
been
established
as
legitied,
leaving
only
such
formal
leand furtherin"inside
Japan"
events
•
featured
current
newsreels,
mate and necessary appurte- are ing,
gal remnants as rebuttal, briefs
Leo Israel is chairman, and Ed
and summations to be placed in
nances of the business of produc- along with miscellaneous other subjects, including a Universal Newsreel
the record before the trial can
ing and marketing films.
Hollander, co-chairman, of a 20thCentury-Fox home office gin rummy
The impression also prevails presentation of the thronged site of the
be
marked
"closed,"
speculation
tournament tomorrow at the Henry
that some trade practices are due Bronx,tion.N.Contents
on the outcome is increasing
Y .,ofboy's
religious
visitathe reels
follozv:
Hudson Hotel here.
for
revision by the court and
•
daily in the industry. The specMOVIETONE NEWS, No. 23. — Attlee
that this is most likely to come
ulation isabundant, varied, conHenry L. Nathanson, president of
speaks to U. S. Congress. Bomb secret ta
about through the retention of be
tradictory, wise and foolish.
Regal Films, Toronto, will be in town
kept. Congress opens Pearl Harbor investigation. News from silver
Japanbullion
under found,
occuMuch of it is interesting, also.
the industry arbitration systoday for conferences with William
pation: war criminals,
tem, which it is expected will war equipment
For example, two will get you
F. Rodgers, M-G-M• distribution chief.
destroyed, Japs surrender
in Malaya. Princess Elizabeth presides at
be broadened and strengthened.
ten on Broadway if you happen
Britain's Sandhurst military graduation.'
Leon Schlesinger, general manager
Eisenhower
to be of the opinion (and willto
U. S. sees military training essential
of the by-products department of Waring
to
back
it
with
the
stuff
that
There is a wide strata of opinner cartoons, is in New York from
talks) that the government will
ion, too, which holds that the
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 221.— Atom
the Coast for a six-weeks'
stay.
•
bomb agreement. Congress hears Attlee.
win its primary objective which,
trial may result in a new decree
Pearl Harbor inquiry. Eisenhower's warnArthur Schwartz, producer, left it has insisted all along, was
embodying these or similar
ing. British
Tojo awaits doom.
Blast Jap
weapaids children
in Berlin.
"GI" ons.
song onmercy
the Rhine.
regulations, and that the court
the. Coast on the Super chief Friday
complete
divorcement
of
affiliated
theatres.
itself
ultimately
may
urge
the
for New York following the expiration of his Warner contract.
Most of the speculation on the
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 24.— Eisenparties
to thea suit
to get togeth•
er on such
decree.
hower says "train or perish." Inside Japan.
subject runs something like this:
the of
Rhine.
hisValentine Williams, M - G - M
More considered opinions are Holidaytory:onOpening
Complete divorcement is highly
PearlHeadlines
Harbor for
inquiry.
writer, has sailed for England to work
Attlee before Congress.
to
be
heard,
too.
For
example,
improbable.
Something
is
likeunder Ben Goetz, production head for
sober legal minds point out that addresses
RKO PATHE
NEWS,
— Attleein
ly to be done about so-called
Congress.
TrumanNo.and26. Attlee
thi company's British
• unit.
"closed" situations and, if it is,
it is next to impossible to ap- atom bomb accord. Eisenhower on universal training. Gen. Tojo after suicide bungle.
Charles Skouras, head of National
it will probably follow that indepraise the government's case
Theatres, left Los Angeles yesterday
solely on the basis of the maspendent, as well as affiliated cirPlan
children. "GI's" in
serenadehelps
alongBerlin's
the Rhine.
cuits, which can be proved to
for Denver from where he will consive data plucked from defendtinue on to New York.
control
such
situations,
will
be
UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL,
No. 451.—
ants' files and archives, which it
•
served the same or a similar
has introduced in evidence, and Attlee talks to Congress. Pearl Harbor
Eisenhower
conwhich constitutes its case. It probe opens.
Si Seadler, M-G-M advertising di- compulsion in due time.
ferences. Berlin
kids caredreturns
for by for
British.
•
rector, will arrive here from the Coast
was
pointed
out
that
even
Thirty thousand
await visitation. "GI"
by plane today instead of tomorrow as
song-fest
on the Rhine.
It is widely reasoned that
originally scheduled.•
Robert Wright, Special Assistant to the U. S. Attorney Gendominant operations in any loWeiss Is New WB
eral, may have betrayed his own
Manny Wolfe, RKO-Radio studio
cality may be restricted as to
story editor, is due to arrive here from
uncertainty over the value of
product they may contract for.
that material as evidence when
the Coast this week, to remain several
Real Estate Head
This is one of the more interestweeks.
he asked the court 10 days ago
ing
theories
.
currently
being
•
for an appraisal of the defendaired. One version of it sugDelight Evans, editor of ScreenRudolph Weiss has been named head
ants' testimony and guidance in
gests that an affiliated circuit
land Magazine, has returned to New
the matter of answering it. All of Warner Theatres' real estate deYork after a three»week visit on the might be limited to the product
is announced by Harry
the court did about that was re- M. Warner,partment, itWB
Coast.
of its producing-distributing afpresident.
•
mind Wright, in effect, that it
filiate and that of only one or
An
executive
of
two other companies.
J. E. Alford, McComb, Miss., theaestate department the
forcompany's
the pastreal
15
was his the
job,defense
not theor court's,
counter
to decideto years,
tre operator, has been elected presiObviously, such a speculative
Weiss
operated
his
own
real
whether it needed countering.
dent of the McComb• Rotary Club.
estate business from 1920, following
idea has many potentialities. It
Cautious observers also be- his discharge from the Navy in World
could
conceivably
result
in
a
treRichard Powers, music coordinator
lieve that point may be given War I, until 1930. Following a period
mendous increase in production
as a Wall Street investment salesman,
for
M-G-M's
studios,
is
in
New
York
by the studios concerned to
from the Coast for a brief visit.
the
government's
case whennext
its
brief
is
filed,
probably
•
he joined
Warners'
guarantee adequate film supplies
ment in Feb.,
1931. real estate departmonth, and that speculation on
for the affiliated theatres. Or,
Edward A. Golden, independent
the outcome is idle and useless
it could result in increased deproducer, has arrived here from HollyFPC Heads to Meet
at this time. And there are remand
for
independent
product
wood for a two-months'
visit.
•
minders that the Supreme Court
from first-run theatres that
In Chicago Nov. 29
Jacob Horowitz, Hollywood writer,
likely will have the last word.
formerly shared the output of
Toronto, Nov. 18. — Executives of
• •
has been discharged from the Army in defendants' studios but which
Famous Players Canadian will meet
New York.
Reports
from
Washington
•
might be deprived of it because
the circuit's numerous Canadian partners and associates at the Stevens
have it that the five billion dolof the affiliated theatres' restrictA.
J.
O'Keefe,
Universal's
Western
Hotel
in Chicago on Nov. 29-Dec. 1
ed
buying.
It
could
also
do
lar
loan
which
Britain
is
negosales manager, has gone to Detroit
tiating for with this country will to discuss the company's policy and
from here.
away with double featuring and,
•
include an agreement that, after
if it did, could revitalize the
J. J. Fitzgibbons, FPC president,
Benedict Bogeaus has left the Coast
short subjects market.
a
stated interval, future accumuprogram.
will
preside. It is expected that more
•
lations
of
pound
sterling
balthan 40 circuit officials and partners
on the Superchief for a week's visit
here.
ances
in
England
will
not
be
will attend.
The most widely expressed
•
blocked, but will be permitted to
opinion holds flatly that the
Myles Connolly, M-G-M writer,
be converted into other currengovernment has not succeeded
has, arrived in New York from the
cies.
in demonstrating that the right
Coast.
Hollywood,
Nov. ns
18. — Jack
'U' OtterRejoi
Which, if true, is good news
•
Otter
to engage in theatre operation,
son
hasson
rejoined
Universal as superdustry.
direction, after three years
Bebe Daniels has left New York
without qualifications, should be
and important news to the in- with visor
theof artArmy.
for Hollywood.
denied to any company merely
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Daily
Censor Fee: $212,500;
Expenses: $24,341
Bowling Green, O., Nov. 18.
— Annual report of Dr. Clyde
Hissong, state censor head,
discloses that the board reviewed 5,510 reels of film in
1945, for which it received
viewing fees of $212,500; operating expenses were $24,341,
leaving a profit of $188,159.
Dr. Hissong, in his report,
declared that censorship is a
necessary control because so
many persons attend film theatres.

"Mexicana"
(Republic)
SUCCESSFULLY
"Goodhandclasp
Neighbor"
policy,
Republic's
Herbert Yates, Sr.,implementing
has extendedthea firm
South
of the
Border
in the studio's stunning production of "Mexicana." Good-will of theatre-going
North Americans, too, will be consolidated by this latest ambitious project
to emanate from Republic. To the firm -beat of the rhumba, with an occasional side excursion
the lazy
rhythms
the tango,Latin
"Mexicana"
is a
sheer musical
treat ofinto
melodies
served
in a offlavorsome
tempo. Tito
Guizar has a way with a song as a Mexican Frank Sinatra, and possesses the
additional advantage of good looks. Constance Moore is just right as a
visiting
American
singer,
whilean Estelita
Rodriguez,
Latin "bombshell"
in the best
tradition,
makes
auspicious
dancing another
screen debut.
Check this
up as top-flight musical entertainment.
Guizar, in order to ward off the onslaughts of Mexican bobby-soxers,
decides that he needs a wife, to preserve some shreds of a private life. His
manager,
Leo Carrillo,
prevails
upon star
Howard
Freeman,
Moore's andman-to Capitol Fete for
ager, to induce
the musical
comedy
to venture
down Miss
to Mexico
pose as Guizar's wife, whom he is supposed to have wed three years ago. The
two are, at first, mutually antagonistic, and when the hoax marriage is exposed Industry Is Set
by Miss Rodriguez, who wants Guizar for herself, Miss Moore runs away.
They are reunited, however, at the Pan-American Festival, when they realize
Washington, Nov. 18. — Carter
that they are in love.
Alfred Santell, prdducer-director, has encased the doings down Mexico way Barron, Loew's Theatres division manager,
and Frank
Falce, Warin a production that can only be described as lavish. The music, by Gabriel
nerhere,
Theatres
city Lamanager,
are
Ruiz
and
Ned
Washington,
is
in
the
authentic
idiom,
and
Santell
has
seen
to
representing the industry, while Ted
Warner Sales Meet
it that it is spotted to the best advantage. Topping the score are : "De Corazon Gamble, national director of the War
a Corazon" and "Heartless." There are several lovely sequences, featuring Finance Division, is representing the
St. Luke's Choristers and the Peter Meremblum Junior Orchestra. Others in
In Chicago Nov. 29
in arranging the testithe cast are Steven Geray and Jean Stevens. Frank Gill, Jr., wrote the Government
monial dinner to be given here Dec.
screenplay and Walter Scharf was musical director.
4 by high Government officials to inRunning time, 83 minutes. General classification. ReleaseCharles
date not Ryweck
set.
dustry leaders in recognition of their
meeting of Warner disA two-day
war work.
trict managers and home office sales
The idea of the tribute is said to
executives will be conducted by Ben
Kalmenson, general sales manager, at
have originated with Government ofCanadian Pioneers
the Blackstone Hotel, Chicago, Nov. 18 Benefit Shows for
ficials anxious to express their appreciation for the efforts of all branches
29-30. •
To Meet Nov. 28
Al
Smith
Drive
Samuel Schneider, vice-president,
of the industry. Since Government
Toronto,
Nov.
18.
—
Leo
Devaney,
and Mort Blumenstock, director of adStarting Friday, 18 star-studded
funds cannot be used for such a purvertising-publicity, also will partici- stage, screen and radio shows are be- president of the Canadian Motion Picpose, however, the arrangements were
pate in the sessions.
ing presented in this area by Skouras
taken over by industry representatives.
ture meeting
Pioneers, hasforset Nov.
the group's
fifth
annual
28
at
the
Other home office sales officials at- Theatres' community service departCabinet Invitation
ment on behalf of the Alfred E. Smith King Edward Hotel here, with trade
tending will include Arthur Sachson,
assistant general sales manager ; Roy Memorial Hospital drive, announces veterans from all parts of the DoIt is expected that members of the
minion expected to take part.
President's cabinet will be invited to
Haines, Western and Southern divi- Nick John Matsoukas. They will be
sion sales manager ; Jules Lapidus, presented at popular prices. Harry
attend, including the Secretaries of
Eastern division sales manager ; Nor- Alexander Fuchs of Skouras Theatres Two Named to Pioneers' Dinner
War, Navypartmentsandwith which
Treasury,
the three was
dethe industry
man H . Moray, short subject sales is in charge of staging the shows.
Gilbert Josephson and Jack Levin
manager ; I. F. Dolid, supervisor of The 18 theatres where the shows are have been appointed to the dinner most closely in contact during the war.
exchanges ; Ed Hinchy, head of the being staged follow : Lafayette, Suf- committee which is in charge of ar- Since the Office of War Information
playdate department.
fern, last Friday ; Midway, Forest
it cannot be reprerangements for the Picture Pioneers' has beensentedliquidated
formally, but men who served
District managers will be Norman Hills, today ; Fox Theatre, Hacken- "Annual Harvest
Dinner" to be held with the organization
and were in
Ayers, Eastern ; Robert Smeltzer, sack,
Roosevelt, Flushing, and Play- at the Waldorf-Astoria, Wednesday,
contact with the industry will be inMid- Atlantic ; Charles Rich, Cenhouse,
Great
Neck-tomorrow
;
Bronx
Nov.
28,
by
Billy
Brandt,
chairman.
vited, as will representatives of the
tral; Harry A. Seed, Midwest; Hall ville, at Bronxville, Capitol, Port
Walsh, Prairie; Ralph L. McCoy, 'Chester, State, Jersey City, and Vic- Josephson will supervise decorations Office of Inter-American Affairs.
Levin has been given a "secret
Southeastern ; Doak Roberts, Southtoria, on Wednesday ; Rivoli, Hemp- and
westernHenry
;
Herbel, West Coast ;
stead, Nov. 26 ; Boulevard, Jackson assignment" to spring as a surprise.
Fly, Slesinger
at
Haskell Masters, Canadian.
Heights, Nov. 27 ; Interboro, Bronx,
Civil Liberties Meet
Jamaica, Jamaica, Riviera, Manhattan, Schwalberg Names
Censorship of motion pictures and
Rogers to Represent Ward, Bronx, Academy of Music, Minsky to Sales
Manhattan, and Park Plaza, Bronx,
radio,
among other subjects, will be
Joseph
Minsky,
discharged
from
all on Nov. 28.
Nebenzal in East
taken up at a conference of the Amerithe
Army
after
four-and-one-half
Budd Rogers has been appointed the
can Civil Liberties Union, next Saturyears of service, has been appointed
Eastern representative of Seymour
day at the Hote| Biltmore, here.
special sales representative for InterRepublic
Names
Wir
Nebenzal, independent producer reState
boards,"
city licensers,
national
Pictures,
to
handle
"Tomorleasing through United Artists, it was To Caribbean Post
would
promote
greater "changes
freedom
row Is Forever" exclusively, it was that
on
the
air
and
remedies
that would
learned here Friday.
announced
by
A.
W.
Schwalberg,
genRichard
W.
Altschuler,
Republic
Rogers, who is a member of the foreign sales manager, has appointed
overcome restraint on the press, radio
eral sales manager, here.
Universal board of directors and rep- Paul M. Wir as supervisor of the
Minsky spent 15 years in both ex- and screen," are on the agenda.
resents several other independent pro- Caribbean territory.
hibition and distribution. •
Among
in the discussions willparticipants
be James Lawrence
Fly,
ducers, succeeds David (Skip) WeshWir goes to the post following six
former
chairman
of
the
Federal Comner
as
Nebenzal's
Eastern
representaMestanza-Algazy
Deal
■ tive.
years as manager of Republic's branch
munications Commission, and DonForeign Screen Corp. here has enNebenzal, accompanied by his wife, office in Panama. His new territory
ald Slesinger of American Film
was scheduled to return to the Coast includes Puerto Rico, Guatemala, Saltered into an agreement with French Center.
vador, Honduras, British Honduras, producer Andre E. Algazy for the
from New York on Saturday.
Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Panama, distribution of four of his pictures in Buchanan to Handle PRC
Ecuador, Colombia, Venezuela, Trin- Latin America, including "Katia" and
Buchanan and Co. has been named
idad, Cuba, Haiti, and Santa Domingo.
RKO's
Dewberry
Killed
Joyeuses," soon to be re- advertising agency for PRC, the latter
Word has
been received
by the Wir will leave Thursday for a survey "Arenesleased inthe
U. S., it was disclosed by company announced here Friday, with
family of Sgt. John Dewberry, for of the territory, and will return to H. Alban-Mestanza, FSC president, at
merly manager of the Strand in New York the latter part of the year. the
that PRC and Buchweekend following a reception for the disclosure
anan are now completing plans for
Yonkers and assistant manager of the
Algazy held in the company's offices additional national advertising camRKO Fordham, that he has been
listed as dead. Reported missing in
paigns. The first new picture to
rns18. to
action over German since Nov. 4, Cripp
s Retu
Hollywood,
Nov.
— 'U'
Leonard Donat Joining Rank
come
under
plan will be "The
Cripps has rejoined Universal as story
London, Nov. 18. — Robert Donat is Wife of Montethe Cristo."
Charles M.
1944,theSgt.number
Dewberry's
death employees
brings to editor,
35
of RKO
joining
the
J.
Arthur
Rank
group
as
following
three
years
in
the
Army.
AmOry
will handle PRC's account at
an independent producer.
who have been killed in action.
Buchanans.

Hollywood, Nov. 18. — IATSE
strike replacements on full stand-by
pay until Dec. 31, will be free to accept other employment during the interim without foregoing their standby compensation, under a plan which
the IATSE and producers expect to
finalize. Workers who were formerly members of basic IATSE locals
will rejoin them, while those recruited
from outside may obtain jobs elsewhere. All are subject to recall to
the jobs held during the strike, if and
| when arbitration gives the IATSE
jurisdiction over studio work which
: they did during the strike.
In addition to this right to collect
: two salaries during the arbitration
i period, all workers ultimately dismissed
will receive severance pay in a thus
far undetermined amount. Although
estimates vary, roughly 3,000 replacements are involved.
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(Continued from page 1)
of costly features but also of short
subjects, "in which Britain leads the
world."
Claiming that U. S. producers are
"out
to exploit
screens,"to
Boothby
said he the
was world's
not objecting
this but wanted Britain also to have
its share of global film revenues. He
demanded that the Americans reduce
their film rentals, suggesting a 33 per
cent maximum, which he said would
save Britain $12,000,000 yearly.
Other debaters pressed the same
point, one asserting that British exhibitors
world's films,
highest while
percentagepaidforthe
American
others proclaimed the necessity of
limiting the showing of U. S. pictures
for cultural reasons. "A country
without a healthy indigenous film industry," said Col.
"is
as unbalanced
as Walker
a countrySmith,
without
literature. The British people deserve
all the entertainment they can get,
but it need not necessarily be exclusively American," he added.
Government Reply
Replying for the government, Prof.
Marquand said, "The expenditure for
American films is larger than the nation can truly afford." The obvious
remedy, he held, is the fostering of
production of high quality films here.
Progress toward that end, however, is
not helped by "ruthlessly discrediting
the interests of American producers,"
he added. Marquand said it is essential that the largest part of the reduction of film rental remittances be at
the expense of American companies,
but that it is also desirable that
America play a part in the increased
showing of British pictures abroad.
British production of high quality
films, Marquand further noted, is impossible without equipment, and, accordingly, the government authorized
the importation of $280,000 worth of
American equipment during the past
nine months, and has authorized another $400,000 worth for the next two
years.
Leserman
(Continued from page 1 )
leasing through U. A., in an executive
and sales capacity. On his departure
from Hollywood one week ago, following conferences with Bogeaus and
Loew, Leserman said that a deal had
not been concluded. Presumably, his
resignation from United Artists now
makes that possible. Bogeaus is
scheduled to arrive here from the
Coast today.
Leserman could not be reached on
Friday for comment.
Indications are that the post of general sales manager will not be filled,
at
least
for the will
present.
Leserman'sby
duties probably
be absorbed
Gradwell L. Sears, vice-president in
charge of distribution, and home office
sales executives. Sears' immediate
trip to London is not expected to be
of
more than three or four weeks'
duration.
MPPDA Title Reserved
Albany, N. Y., Nov. 18. — A new
membership name, Motion Picture Association ofAmerica, Inc., has been reserved for the MPPDA by William J.
Healy of Paramount Pictures, New
York. The name The American Motion Picture Association, Inc., reserved
Oct. 1, was consequently cancelled.
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An upsurge in bond-selling activities throughout the industry, particularly among theatre men, has taken
place following announcement of the
six free round-trips to London by
airplane to be awarded to the six outstanding theatre managers in the Victory Loan drive, according to a Coastto-Coast checkup made by S. H.
Fabian, national drive chairman.
Regional chairmen and other key
workers contacted by Fabian reported bond sales had spurted an average of 30 per cent over the previous
week and in many sections were gaining momentum.
At the same time, Charles M.
Reagan, distributor chairman, turned
in a bond-show tabulation showing
that numerous exchange territories already have chalked up more "Free
Movie Days," "Bond Premieres" and
"Children's
Matinees" than in previous
drives.
With three weeks of the Victory
Loan drive still to go, Reagan said he

and to strike out certain language
from other findings, as reported in
expected a majority of other exchange Motion Picture Daily Friday.
list.
territories to join the over-the-top
Schine counsel have agreed to extend the time for the government to
More than 3,000 telegrams and file any
motions it desires on Judge
letters already have been received by
findings
Dec. 7.
The i
Fabian and regional chairmen from Knight's
Schine motion
willuntil
be heard
on Dec.
theatre managers announcing their in- 10 in District Court in Buffalo, withi
tention to compete for the free trips to ing.
London.
Schine counsel
retaining the
amend
and supplement
the right
motionto"
from
now
until
the
time
of
the
hearCompanies Pledge
$31,100,000 Bonds
Robert L. Wright, government ■
Victory Bond purchases by cor- counsel, plans to be present at the
porate units of the industry, accord- hearing in Buffalo on Dec. 10 to argue
ing to pledges made to date, total $31,Schine motion. It is pos100,000, it is announced by Abe againstsiblethe
that the government will file,
Schneider, vice-president of Columbia Pictures, who heads the corporate before
7, itsjudgment
version of
the '
nature December
of the final
which
sales division of the industry's drive. Judge Knight should render in the
in the light of his past findings
Final results of Schneider's cam- case
paign among film companies, theatre and decision. Final determination of
circuit operators, supply firms and this move will be made in Washington
other organizations within the indus- following the conclusion of the New
try will not be in for another two York anti-trust case, now expected by
Wednesday.
weeks.
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(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

they tions
arewith Idaho
carrying
and on
Utahnegotiaunits.
"The main idea behind the proposed
move is to strengthen the position of
the independent exhibitor, particularly
in
matter
of trade
Ber-a
gerthesaid,
adding
that problems,"
he expected
meeting of the appointed delegates
would be held in the next 30 days at
a place yet to be designated, at which
time plans for the conference setup
would be crystallized.
The Pacific Coast Conference is
composed of theatre owners of California, Arizona, Oregon, Washington,
Northern Idaho and Alaska.
The NCA recently cancelled plans
to hold an open meeting of exhibitors
this month, following receipt of adice that MPPDA president Eric
fohnston would be unable to accept an
nvitation to address the gathering,
)erger disclosed.

Lt. Peter Borwick, government statistician. Ifit is possible to arrive at
an agreement with the distributor defendants on the material assembled by
Lt. Borwick, the government will
probably not have to put him on the
witness stand.
Other rebuttal by the government is
expected to center around actual distribution contracts made by the defendants with independents operating
some 23 theatres in eight cities which
the government hopes to use to establish discrimination in rental licensing
terms menttohad independents.
The ofgovernreceived a number
these
contracts from the defendants last Friday, with more expected, and will be
able to go ahead with its rebuttal on
this material, according to one of
Wright's associates.
Wright will probably adhere to his
original rebuttal plans, indicated to
the court last week, and not call any
independent exhibitors as rebuttal witnesses. He has been contacted by independents and representatives of
their organizations.

Honor Weitman
(Continued from page 1)
tions and the Government's war bond
drives. In recent years, Weitman has
staged and produced most of the fundraising shows conducted by New York
and national charitable and service
organizations, including "The Night
of
Stars,"
"All American
For the Red
Wounded,"
shows
for the
Cross,
Army Emergency Relief, and many
others. Weitman is a vice-president
of Cinema Lodge.
A special program is being arranged by Jack H. Levin, program
chairman of Cinema.

129 FCC FM Grants
Atlanta, Nov. 18. — The Atlanta
Constitution has been granted authorization for a new frequency-modulation station by the Federal Communications Commission. The authorization was in the second group to be
issued since the lifting of the wartime
"freeze" on station construction, and
brings to 129 the total number of conditional grants in the nation. The effect of the conditional grant is to
announce that the Commission had
Landon in New Post
approved
the aapplicant's
and allocated
channel ; a qualifications
construction
Herbert Landon, recently a field di- permit will be issued when the Comrector in Normany for the American
mission has examined each application
Red Cross, and previously with the for engineering details.
CBS press department and publicity
director of radio station WOV, New
York, has joined the radio publicity Seek Two FM Permits
department of Kenyon and Eckhardt
Washington, Nov. 18. — Radio
Pro-'ects, Communications
Inc., New York,Commission
has asked
and will concentrate on the "County Federal
Fair" air show, currently on American Broadcasting network and short- authority to operate FM radio stations
ly to move to CBS.
in Syracuse and Newark.

19 Findings Attacked
The Schine motion, prepared by Edward F.Willard
McClennen,
Samuel counsel,
S. Isseks and
S. McKay,
attacks 19 out of 28 findings of fact
in the case and asks that substitute
findings be made in these instances.
Counsel ask for an additional 55 findand, finally,
ask for
the eliminationingsof nine
additional
findings
on the
grounds they involve language and
statements which in substance consti- I
tutes conclusions of law or conclusions
not warranted by evidence or exhibits.
The government's
Schine
and affiliatescontentions
maintainedthata
monopoly of theatre operations in its
territories in violation of the Sherman
Act was upheld on Oct. 8 by Judge
Knight. Judge Knight on Nov. 6
gave Schine and the Department of
Justice 60 days in which to submit
plans for dissolution, realignment or
reorganization of the circuit.
Moskowitz
(Continued from page I)
College of the City of New York, and
at New York University School of
Commerce, graduating from the latter
institution in 1913 with the degree of
B.C.S. In December, 1934, he became
a director of Loew's, Inc., and M-G-M
Pictures Corp., later becoming a vicepresident.
Friedman began his career with
Loew's as a junior member of the legal
department in 1911, when he was just
out of law school. Born in Saalfeld,
Germany, in 1887, he came to the
United States in 1892. He was educated in public and high schools and
in New York Law School, where he
earned his LL.B. degree. Friedman
became
Loew's
1921 and general
has beencounsel
active for
in the
execu-in
tive affairs of the company, of which
he
is a director, ever since. In 1918
Navy.
he
served as a seaman in the U. S.
Rumple Returns to NBC
Barrysearch forT.theRumple,
of reNational director
Association
of
Broadcasters and formerly associated
with
Nationalrejoined
Broadcasting's
research
department,
NBC as manager
of its research department last week.
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Toronto, Nov. 18. — Second annual
meeting
Famous
Club willofbegin
here Players'
on Jan. 25-Year
23, the
26th anniversary of the granting of a
charter to the organization. Western
meetings of the club will be held within the following two weeks.
a The meeting will follow the pattern
in Jan.,as 1945,
,'laid
and down
their wives
guestswithat members
dinners,
at which presentations will be made to
new members.
Among those expected to attend are :
^Thomas W. Johnston, Florence Ginn,
Christina Aulseybrook and Ernest A.
Moule, all of the Capitol Theatre,
Brantford ; Sam Mantle, Royal at
Guelph; Stanley G. Grigg, Strand,
- Hamilton ; Charles L. Queerie, Palace, Toronto ; Thomas Callendar,
head office, Toronto ; Robert Knevels,
Capitol, Windsor ; William Dineen,
Tivoli, Toronto ; Jessie Latus, Capitol,
Calgary; Fred Broadbent, Capitol,
Edmonton ; Fred Tickell, Capitol,
Fort William ; Howard Rennebohm,
Capitol, Regina ; Harry Gordon, Capitol, Regina ; Alfred Wishart, Capitol,
Winnipeg ; Norman Code, Capitol,
Winnipeg ; Vic Armand, Western
head office ; Robert Pollock, Capitol,
Vancouver ; Richard Jones, Dominion,
Victoria ; Walter Hoffman, Loew's,
Montreal ; Ivan F. W. Ackery, Orpheum, Vancouver.

War

Claims

Review
"They
Were
{Metro-Gol dwyi
i-MayerExpendable"
)

Hollywood, Nov. 18
CUPERB photography, by Joseph August, and special effects, by A. Arnold
^ Gillespie, are among the chief assets of this film which, dealing as it does
with the part the P-T boats played in the Battle of Bataan, arrives a little
late in a war-surfeited world.
Robert Montgomery, as a naval lieutenant, relies more on his Hollywood
training than on that which he received as a commander in the Navy. John
Wayne plays a similar role with far greater conviction. Donna Reed furnishes the love interest — a comparatively minor contribution — with competence
and charm.
The film, which was produced and directed by John Ford, with the cooperation of the Navy, is both factual and spectacular. Highlights are the battle
scenes, magnificent displays of pyrotechnics. The screenplay, by Frank Wead,
based on a book by William L. White, follows a familiar pattern, and the
facts which are its foundation were newspaper headlines only three years ago.
At the story's
still reigns
in the Pacific.
commanding
officeropening,
of Motorpeace
Torpedo
Boat Squadron
No. 3, Montgomery,
has a hard timeas
convincing fellow-officers of the value of his command. With the entrance of
the U. S. into war, however, he is given ample opportunity to demonstrate
the battle-worthiness of his small, speedy craft. The body of the picture is
a day-by-day description of the lives and achievements of the fighting personnel of the P-T boats, climaxed by a mission in which the craft are used
to transport General Mac Arthur and other key officers from* the war zone
to Australia. .
The musical score, by Herbert Stothart, composed of scraps of too-familiar
tunes, is at times annoyingly obtrusive, and detracts from the impact of the
picture. Cliff Reid was associate producer.
Running time, 136 minutes. General audience classification. Release date
not set.
Thalia Bell
Molin New Head of
DuPont Film Sales
Wilmington, Nov. 18. — Karl T. Molin, assistant manager of The DuPont
company's Defender Division, has been
appointed director of sales of the photo
products department with headquarters here, the company has announced.
He succeeds the late L. L. Allison.
Leonard R. Moore, control manager
of the Defender Division, becomes assistant manager of the division. Moore
started with the Defender organizationvious
in 1924,
following
years' preexperience
in the 12photographic
field.

Williams Again Head
Of Cincinnati Club
Cincinnati, Nov. 18. — Ross Williams, RKO-Radio salesman, former
president of the Cincinnati Cinema
Club, has been returned to that office,
to succeed the late Rudolph Knoepfle.
IrvingidentSochin
named
and Peter' was
Niland
was vice-presreelected
secretary-treasurer. Nat Kaplan, J.
P. Eifert, Milt Gurian and R. J.
Burns were elected directors.
Williams, Sochin, Kaplan and
Gurian were chosen delegates to the
meeting of salesmen from the clubs in Four Theatres for State
exchange centers, scheduled for Dec.
Nashville, Nov. 18. — The state of
1-2, at the Blackstone Hotel, Chicago,
at which plans will be formulated for Tennessee is expected to be given four
motion picture theatres, along with
a national organization.
hospitals, stores and other installations
on the 40,000 acres at Tullahoma,
Cinema Hearing Nov. 28 which were leased to the War DeHearings before a trial examiner of
partment
for the Army
constructionbyofthe
CampstateForrest,
the New York State Labor Relations
training
center.
Board, on the petition of the Theatre
Operating Managers and Assistant
Managers to managers of the Cinema Greenberg Leaves Fox
Circuit, will be continued on WednesPhiladelphia, Nov. 18. — Jack
day, Nov. 28. Both sides were under- Greenberg
disposed of his stock
stood to be far apart last week on the in Melvin has
Fox Theatres, Inc., and
question
of the
union's agent.
claim to be is withdrawing from the local Hollythe
collective
bargaining
wood film exchange. Buying and
booking for the house will hereafter
be handled by Mrs. Marion Fox.
er Joins 'Go'
Mill
Llewellyn Miller, formerly editor of
Screen Play, Screen Life and Movie B. and K. Asks for FM
Life, and former drama editor of the
Chicago, Nov. 18. — Balaban and
Los Angeles Record, has signed with Katz,
owner of local television station
Capt. Arthur G. Brest, editor-publisher, WBKB, has made an application for
to return from Hollywood to New a full-time commercial FM station,
York on Dec. 1, and take over the ex- William C. Eddy, B. and K. radio diecutive editorship of his Go Magazine.
rector, announces. The outlet would
supplement
WBKB's per
activities
15 hours of programs
day. with
$200,000 WB Exchange
Minneapolis, Nov. 18. — Plans for
the construction of a $200,000 film Vogel Joins Willard
Willard Pictures has appointed
exchange to serve Minneapolis and the
Northwest have been announced, here Peter Vogel as account executive.
by Arthur W. Anderson, district man- He was formerly advertising manager
ager for Warner Bros.
of International Plastic Corp.

Mexico

Exhibitors

to

to April

1

Washington, Nov. 18. — Individuals or companies in the motion
picture industry who have any claims
against property or copyrights vested
with the Alien Property Custodian
during the war have been given an extension of time, until next April 1, in
which to file them.
Announcing the extension recently,
Alien Property Custodian James E.
Markham explained that vesting
orders generally provide for a oneyear period in which notices of claims
may be filed, but in the absence of desired legislation the deadline has been
extended several times.
He pointed out that legislation now
is pending before Congress which may
clarify his powers with respect to
such claims, and the extension of time,
which may be the final one, was ordered so that no undue hardship or
inequity would be caused prospective
claimants.
Markham disclosed that more than
4,700 claims had been received.
Argentina Weighs 3%
Tax on Film Pacts
A large three per cent tax on foreign film contracts is being considered
by the Argentine government, it is
learned here. This would affect American, as well as other foreign films.
As reported in Motion Picture
Daily of Nov. 2, Spain has under
consideration a similar tax running to
about 10 per cent, the revenue of
which would be used to subsidize native

Convene Nov. 28-30
Mexico City, Nov. 18.— Improvements in exhibition and the modernization of theatres will be prime subjects for discussion at the fourth
national convention of exhibitors of
Mexico, to be held here, Nov. 28-30. production.
There will also be an election of
officers. The arrangements committee War Fund Attainments
comprises Emilio Azcarraga, Arcady
Philadelphia, Nov. 18. — An addiBoytler, Luis R. Montes, Federico for thetional
report of War
the industry's
efforts
United
Fund shows
the
Rodriguez and Jose A. Quiroga.
producers' and distributors' division,
under Mrs. Edna R. Carroll, Penn2 New Incorporations
sylvania State Board of Censors,
Albany, N. Y., Nov. 18. — Transat reached 66.7 per cent of its quota ; the
Operators, Inc. has been incorporated independent theatres, under David
to deal in motion pictures ; incor- Barrist and Jack Beresin, 77.8 per
porators are : Saul Bernstein, Alice cent, and Stanley-Warner theatres,
Garabrant and Max Levy. Irvin under Ted Schlanger and Ellis ShipBelenken, New York, was incorporat- man, 81.7 per cent.
ing attorney.
Intercontinental Cinetron, Ltd., has Prints Lost in Blaze
been incorporated to carry on a motion picture business in New York ; Mexico City, Nov. 18. — The ex- incorporators are : Sidney H. Levin, change at Lima, Peru, of Clasa and
Edward Grossman and Ruth Robert- Films Mundiales, leading Mexican
producers, was destroyed by fire of
son, New York. Stillman and Still- undetermined
origin with the loss of a
man,
New
York,
were
incorporating
attorneys.
large number of Mexican pictures,
Eduardo Ibarra, manager of the exchange, has advised the companies
Ad Firm Incorporates
here.
Albany, N. Y., Nov. 18.— Ad-VoPic, Inc., has been incorporated to
conduct an advertising film business Add Four Odeon Clubs
Toronto, Nov. 18. — Arrival here of
in New York City. Incorporators are
Charles H. Levitt, Anne Levy and J. Howard Boothe, Odeon Theatres
Helen Matthes ; William Lambert, British Columbia district manager, for
a headoffice conference brought the
New York, was incorporating attorney. announcement
that four Odeon Movie
Clubs had been inaugurated in circuit
Theatre Incorporates
houses in Vancouver. It was stated
Albany, N. Y., Nov. 18.— The Con- that 50 Saturday morning clubs would
cert Theatre, Ltd., has been incorpo- shortly be operating in Canada.
rated to conduct business in New
York. Fitelson and Mayers, New
York, were incorporating attorneys.
ACCOUNTANT — HEAD ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT . . .
New Theatre Corporation
FILM DISTRIBUTION EXPERIENCE
Philadelphia, Nov. 18. — With
plans to build, lease, manage and operate motion picture theatres in this Box 363, Motion Picture Daily,
area, Abbey Theatre, Inc., has filed 1270 Sixth Ave.. New York 20
papers of incorporation.
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British
Film

World
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Near

Climax

Washington Unaware of
Any Discussion There
London, Nov. 19. — Weekend
discussions in the House of Commons on the international film situation were highlighted by an
oblique reference by Lord Winterton
to the effect that "very important negotiations are now nearing completion which would give Britain a much
increased share of the foreign market."
Lord Winterton is a director of
Odeon.
His remark is widely construed here
as an indication that films are figuring in the current Anglo-American
conversations in Washington.
In the course of the discussions of
the film situation, Commons was told
by H. A. Marquand, secretary of the
Overseas Trade Department, that discussions will be undertaken with
American film producers to reduce the
British dollar outlay for motion pictures.
Marquand also said that the gov(Continued on page 9)
Threaten
French

to

Stop

Production

61

State

Called

Strike
in

Is

Eire

By TOM SHEEHY
Dublin, Nov. 19. — A strike has
been called for Monday, Nov. 26,
against 20th Century-Fox in Dublin
by the Cinema Section of the Irish
Transport and General Workers
Union. If there is a strike, it is anticipated that the offices of all dis(Continued on page 10)
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British Finance Bill
Aligns Dual Taxes
London, Nov. 19. — The finance bill, now moving to a
second reading in the House
of Commons, ratifies the dualtaxation convention agreed
upon between Britain and the
U. S. last April, thus removing a long-standing grievance
of this country's film industry
by bringing
taxationin America
on British pictures shown
into line with the taxes on
American films shown here, it
was stated today by Glenvil
Hall, financial secretary of the
British Treasury.

With more emphasis being placed
on publicity and public relations in the
forthcoming 1946 March of Dimes,
Ernest tional
Emerling,
of Loew's,
napublicity director
for theanddrive,
announces that the roster of field publicity chairmen is more extensive than
ever before.
Each state has at least one publicity
chairman, some of the larger states
have several, all appointed by the state
exhibitor chairman, instead of by the
national drive committee, as in previous years, and this to assure closer
cooperation between the publicity and
exhibitor drive leaders.
Lead
One objective of the publicity cam- 5 Films
paign will be to inform the public of
the part being played by theatres in
this humanitarian cause.
N. Y. 1st Runs
Following is the list of state publicity chairmen : Alabama, William N.
Wolf son ; Arizona, A. G. Pickett ; Department stores lured a sizeable
(Continued on page 9)
portion of potential matinee business
away from theatres last week as New
Yorkers got off to an early start in
Christmas buying. While evening performances were unaffected the afterIndustry's Aid to
noon trade fell off as much as 25 per
cent in some instances.
US Navy Lauded
However,
in theshows
downtown
theatrical district five
are away
out
Washington, Nov. 19. — The mo- front, boosting the overall average considerably. Current champions are
tion picture industry's contribution to
the U. S. Navy during the war "Spellbound," the Frank Sinatratranscends assessment, Comm. Gene "Hold That Blonde" combination,
Markey, USNR, Special Assistant to "The Dolly Sisters," "Spanish Main"
the Secretary of the Navy, declared and "Week-end at the Waldorf."
on the eve of his return to civilian
"The Dolly Sisters," with a stage
show, at the Roxy, became a hit at
life, after
tive duty. four-and-a-half years on acinitiala week's
exreach
smash gross
$100,000.
Markey, who, as director of Navy once withpected tothe
photographic services, was in com- Frank Sinatra and "Hold That
mand of all Navy photographic activi- Blonde" are providing the Paramount
ties, declared the industry performed with a huge second week that will
(Continued on page 8)
(Continued on page 10)

Paris, Nov. 19. — Outright cessation
of film production in France, starting
Jan. 1, has been decided upon at a
general meeteing of the French Film
Producers Syndicate, if the government does not favorably receive six
demands it has laid down.
Spearheading the syndicate's demands is a petition calling for reduc- New
tion of heavy taxes on theatre grosses,
(Continued on page 10)
Industry
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U.

S. Rebuttal

Charts

By Defendants
Court Excludes Data on
92 Cities in Trust Case
By MILTON LIVINGSTON
Tabulated statistics purporting to
show the division of first-run product between affiliated and independent theatres in 92 cities of the
U. S. with populations of 100,000 or
over, which the government sought to
introduce as rebuttal evidence in the
New York film anti-trust suit, was
successfully challenged in almost every
day.
instance by the defendants in the trial
in U. S. District Court here yesterAfter a day of protracted arguments
— the 19th day of the trial — with some
defendants taking the position that
(Continued on page 10)

Equipment Dealers
Continue War Quota
Toronto, Nov. 19. — The wartime
quota for Canada of theatre equipment
and parts, particularly projection and
sound systems, is being continued by
manufacturers in the United States,
according to notification received by
supply houses
in Toronto.
(Continued
on page It9) has been
Rank

a Partner

Australia
Studio,

4

Specials

in

Monogram
9s Plans:
Broidy
plete independence and participation.
Hollywood, Nov. 19. — Monogram
is shopping for a site on which to Other specials mentioned are to come
build a new studio costing more than from other independently functioning
Monogram financed, with
$1,000,000, and the company will re- producers,
lease four upper bracket specials dur- whom negotiations are in progress,
ing 1946-47, newly elected president Broidy said. All specials will be sold
Steve Broidy told a press conference separately and are to be geared for
this afternoon.
playing revealed
time.
Monogram now
Broidy disclosed that a deal has been topBroidy
closed with Roy Del Ruth under which ■"sells to between 7,500 and 8,000 accounts regularly and is pointing its
he will produce and direct three specials within the next two years, each operations, under his presidency,
costing a million or more, with Mon- toward a goal of 10,000. To achieve
ogram financing the operation and this, he said, production must take its
(Continued on page 9)
Del Ruth functioning with the com-

Hit

of

Circuit

London, Nov. 19. — John Davis, on
behalf of the Rank group, and Norman Rydge of Greater Union Theatres, Ltd., Australia, today completed
negotiations whereby the Rank group
has entered into a partnership with the
Rydge group for the running and development of the Greater Union Circuit in Australia, which is interested
in 72 theatres.
There will be no changes in the
management(Continued
of Greater
Union,
on page
9) but repIn This Issue
Estimated key-city grosses
are on pages 8 and 9.
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Princeton
Expand

Center

to

Nationally

Princeton, N. J., Nov. 19. — An
immediate nationwide expansion of
motion picture documentary production
and distribution facilities of the Princeton Film Center, calling for the opening of Hollywood facilities early next
year and, later, extension of operations to Chicago, Dallas and Atlanta,
has been announced by Gordon Knox,
PFC executive director. The organi-*
zation's first step in its expansion program will be the opening of a New
York office shortly.
Meantime, at Princeton, new production equipment ordered for peacetime, is already being received, including new lighting and camera equipment, Knox reports. Also received
here is initial shipment of a new sound
recording system which will include
facilities for recording sound on both
35mm. and 16mm. film.
Additional personnel, many from
motion picture sections of the Army
and Navy are being added to participate in the accelerated operations of
the Film Center, which will soon include the production of specialized
types of motion pictures for television
programming, Knox stated.
Doubt Maverick Was
Offered MPPDA
Post
Washington, Nov. 19.— MPPDA
officials are still casting about for a
vice-president to head the Hollywood
office but today refused to name the
man or men who were being approached.
There was no indication as previously reported without confirmation,
Maury Maverick, former Texas Congressman now at the head of the
Smaller War Plants Corp., was
under consideration for that particular job, but is was said he might
have been approached by one of the
companies seeking to strengthen its
organization.
Moskowitz

Named

to

PICTURE

Personal

United
GRADWELL L. SEARS,
Artists vice-president in charge
of distribution, is en route by plane to
London. Edward C. Raftery, UA
president, is set to leave on Saturday.
•
Sam Lesner, former night club editor of the Chicago Daily News, was
discharged from the Army last week
and yesterday succeeded Adele Hoskins as film reviewer for the paper.
•
Nickey Goldhammer, Film Classics
general manager, will leave Chicago
this week for California for confer-;
ences with E. L. Alperson, co-owner
of the company.
•
Jack Brown, former Paramount
salesman in New Haven and Boston,
recently discharged from the Army,
has
Albany sales
staff.joined the company's
•
Fay Wray, actress, and her husband Robert Riskin, writer, are parents of a daughter born Sunday in
Good Samaritan Hospital, Los An•
geles..
Edward L. Hyman, Paramount
theatre department executive, attended
a meeting of the directors of New
England Theatres, Inc., in Boston
yesterday.
•
Omar Ranney, film critic of the
Cleveland Press, will go to Hollywood
this week for studio visits. Jack Warfel will substitute for him.
•
Rob Finkel, former booker-salesman for Universal in New Yorlq has
been appointed salesman with the
company's Albany • office.
Aldyth Reichenbach, secretary to
Barney Balaban, Paramount president, yesterday celebrated her 25th
year with the company.
•
Andrew MacLeod has rejoined the
advertising sales staff of Triangle
Publications, having returned from the
Army.
•
Ralph McCoy, Warner Southern
division manager, has returned to
Atlanta from Florida.
•
Agnes De Mille, choreographer, is
en route to this country after an assignment inEngland.
•
John Jenkins, president of Astor
Pictures, Dallas, is in New York on
business. .

65 Loew Companies
Charles C. Moskowitz, vice-president and newly elected treasurer of
Loew's, has become director and
treasurer of more than 65 other corporations operating the M-G-M
studio, theatres throughout the United
States and Canada, and radio station
WHN.
He will ofalsotherepresent
in the
operation
Robbins Loew's
Music Corp.,
Leo Feist, Inc., and the Miller Music
Corp. ized
; also
Loew's
recently
organphonograph
record
division,
all
of which are Loew affiliates.
Carolina's Theatre
Owners Meet Jan. 20

Tuesday, November 20, 1945
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Mention
EMANUEL
United ArtistsSILVERSTONE,
special home office
foreign representative, arrived here
yesterday after a six-month survey of
Europe.
the
company's offices in Continental
•
Leon J. Bamberger, RKO Radio
sales promotion manager, has submitted the idea of a commemorative postage stamp to bear the likeness of
Thomas A. Edison on the 100th anniversary of the inventor's
birth.
•
Harold L. Groves, Confidential Reports national field director, and
Jules Z. Willing, manager of branch
operations, have returned here after a
Western regional conference and tour
of Western branches.
•
E. T. Gomersall, Universal assistant general sales manager, and C. J.
Feldman, Western district manager,
are in Portland, Ore., after a visit with
Buck Wade, the company's Salt Lake
City manager.
•
H. B. Meiselman, independent exhibitor of Charlotte, N. C, is in New
York to observe the trial of the New
York anti-trust case.
•
Henry Ginsberg, Paramount studio
executive, will leave the Coast Friday
for New York by the Superchief, accompanied byWilliam Meiklejohn.
•
John Joseph, Universal director of
advertising, publicity and exploitation,
is expected here from the Coast today
or tomorrow.
•
Mildred Webb, Paramount contract
clerk
at Memphis, was married Sunday
Army.
to Joe Young Cooley, just out of the
•
Grahame Susman, Monogram Salt
Lake City salesman, has returned there
after a trip through the Intermountain
region.
•
Harry Kosiner, Eastern representative for Edward Small Prod., has
returned to New York from Memphis.
•
Rube Jackter, Columbia assistant
general sales manager, left here yesterday for Jacksonville, Fla.
•
Al Rook, recently discharged from
the Marines, has become a salesman
for Columbia in Atlanta.
•
Ralph Pas ho, manager of the Gem,
Naugatuck, Conn., is vacationing in
Maine.
McElwaine

to Stone

As His Assistant
Hollywood, Nov. 19. — Andrew
Stone has appointed Don McElwaine
his executive assistant, to handle casting and production details. McElwaine, who recently resigned his post
day.
with PRC as publicity director, left
here by plane for New York yester-

NEW
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THEATRES

Hollywood makes merry
with romance, song and laughter
MEXICAN
A
A grand musical starring
TITO CUIZAR
Constance
Lea Estelita
Moore
Carrillo Rodriguez
Produced and directed by
. ALFRED SANTELL
A Republic Picture
Brandt's B'way
NOW GOTHAM

& 47th St.

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
50TH ST. & 6TH AVE.
Ginger Rogers • Lane Turner
Walter Pidgeon • Van Johnson
"WEEK-END
XAVIER CU GATATandTHEhis WALDORF"
ORCHESTRA
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayar Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
DAVID O. SELZNICK pr„<mli
F INGRID BERGMAN
GREGORY
PECK

$
I

,„ ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S
Spellbound
ASTOR K
CONTINUOUS f ROM 9 30 A. M • LATE SHOW (VERY NIGHT
IN PERSON
ONSCREEN
Edward G.
LEO
O'BRIEN
ROBINSON
'OURMargaret
VINES HAVE
CARRILLO
Added Attraction
Lee SULLIVAN
TENDBRACKEN
ER GRAPES'
EDDIE
■ VERONICA LAKE

'HOLD

THAT
IN PERSONBLONDE"
FRANK SINATRA
Extra! JAN SAVITT and His Band
B'WAY &

O'HARA
PALACE
••Paul '
Maureen
HENREID

47th St.
Walter
SLEZAK

In Technicolor
Radio Picture
"TheAn RKO
SPANISH
MAIN"

Charlotte, Nov. 19. — The Theatre
THIRTEENTH WEEK
Murphy Quits 'U' to Owners of North and South Carolina
Join Republic Here
will hold its annual convention at the
William P. Murphy, sales super- Charlotte Hotel here, Jan. 20 and 21,
visor of the Big U (Universal) New A. F. Sams, Jr., president, has anYork film exchange for the past two nounced.
T. A. Little and Walter Griffith
years, has resigned, effective Saturday, Nov. 24, and will become man- have been named general chairmen for
agerchange
of Republic's
New Max
YorkGillis,
ex- the convention. H. F. Kincey is proDon McElwaine arrived in New
on Monday, under
gram chairman and Mrs. Walter Grif- York
yesterday.
fith is in charge of reservations.
district manager here.
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Academy to Show
Production Steps
Hollywood, Nov. 19. — Jean
Hersholt, president of the
Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences, has appointed Dore Schary to produce an Academy-sponsored
documentary showing all steps
in making a picture. The production, to be shown for the
first time at the Academy
awards ceremonies at the
Chinese theatre in March, will
be supplied in 16mm. to
schools, colleges, etc., subsequently.

Motion

Salesmen
In

Victory

Picture

Aiding
Loan

3

daily

Managers
Driv&

Video Boom Apparent
On Coast: Raibourn
The West Coast is completely television - conscious
with many film company interests, radio networks, newspapers and others seeking
permission to enter the field,
Paul Raibourn, head of Paramount's video department,
said yesterday following his
return from Hollywood. Scores
of applications have been filed
with the Federal Communications Commission for permission to erect stations and
transmitters, he said.

used by theatre managers in making
their final report on bond sales. _ No
entry form is required for exhibitors
to take part in the contest.
82 in N. Y. to Have
Bond Premieres
Eighty-two film theatres in Greater
New York will each donate one evening's performance in the interests of
the bond-selling program of the industry's Victory Loan, announces Irving
Lesser, local chairman.
All of the theatres will present special premieres of forthcoming films to
which
bond purchasers will be admit20th-Fox Officials
ted free. In addition, each theatre will Lust Files Clearance
augment its program by personal appearances of stars, as well as military
At Sales Meeting
heroes and civic officials.
Complaint in Capital
Included among the circuits that will
Sidney Lust Theatres, operating the
stage these
Victory Theatres,
Loan bond
preWith the "Tom Connors Drive"
mieres are Skouras
Century
Kaywood Gardens Theatre, Maryreaching its climax, and some of 20th
has filed a clearance complaint
Theatres,
RKO Theatres
Theatres,andLoew's
The- in the land,
Century-F
product ready
for es
1946,is
W ashington tribunal against the
aters, Fabian
Randforce.
a series ox's
of executive
conferenc
five consenting companies, the Amertaking place in the home office. Spyros
ican Arbitration Association reportsP. Skouras, president, Tom Connors,
Complainant asks that in licenses
vice-president in charge of distribuHicks Set to Head granted
for features produced by the
tion, and W. J. Kupper, general sales Churches Organize
five companies, clearance be equalized
manager, were the principal speakers
between his theatre and the Newton
of the week-long sessions, which startLoew's 16mm. Unit and Village theatres, Washington,
ed early last week and were held daily Film Making Unit
both operated by Louis Bernheimer,
over the weekend into this week.
Lt. Col. Orten Hicks, director of since the Kaywood is a new house.
W. C. Michel, executive vice-presiClimax- the distribution division of the Signal The Kaywood, which is situated in
Albany, N. Y., Nov. 19.—
attended a number of the sesing nearly two years of negotiations Corps Photographic Section, is slated Maryland, just across the District of
sions. dent,
Columbia border, is not in the same
g among various denominaFour sales managers in attendance and plannin
head of Loew's Internationtional leaders, the Protestant Film to become
al 16mm. operation upon his release competitive areas as the two above
include W. C. Gehring, Central sales Commission
rated
has been incorpo
from the Army, scheduled within the theatres, the complainant stated.
manager; A. W. Smith, Jr., Eastern;
next few weeks.
us motions picAt the same time, the AAA reporte religio
provid
Herman Wobber, Western, and Harry here to
the
tures and to foster among churche
ed that the Queens Park Operating
Col. Hicks entered the Army as a
G. Ballance, Southern. The latter two use of audio-visual materials. The new
Corp., an intervenor, has appealed an
major
in
Dec,
1942,
leaving
Walter
flew in from San Francisco and Atagency proposes, through the creation O. Gutlohn, Inc., of which he was award by the New York tribunal elimlanta, their respective headquarters.
of a large production fund, to supply chairman
inating the seven-day clearance of the
of the board. He was with
Floral Theatre, Floral Park, over the
non-theatrical films in various classifirequired for church use, and to Army Special Services until the be- Mineola Theatre, Mineola.
Pleshette to Manage stimulatecations
of 1944,
whenCorps.
he was transchurch and other agencies to
ferredginning
to the
Signal
produce their own films in the field.
Brooklyn Paramount Burke
Col. Hicks will head the special Johnston, Skouras
and Burke, New York, were
Gene Pleshette, assistant manager the incorpo
16mm. division created for world dis- In UNRRA
rating attorneys.
Campaign
at the New York Paramount, will be- Elected directors of the commission
tribution of M-G-M features, shorts
A national clothing drive commitcome manager of the Brooklyn Par- are: Rome A. Betts, American Bible and educational and documentary films,
amount when that theatre becomes an Society; Winfred B. Elson, Foreign in 16mm.
tee, which will devote the month of
exclusive Paramount operation, be- Missions Conference of North AmerJanuary to a nationwide clothing collection on behalf of the United Nait was
Pierce, Methodist Publish- Columbia Plans New
;
ica Lovick
tions Relief and Rehabilitation Adyesterdayginning
byThursday,"
Robert
M. announced
Weitman,
Christian
Pantle,
D.
C.
House;
ing
ministration, included on its roster
managing director of the New York Board of Publications; Dr. J. W.
Paramount, who will also direct the Marshall, Southern Baptist Foreign Preferred Stock
Eric A. Johnston, MPPDA presimanagement of the Brooklyn house.
dent ;Spyros P. Skouras, president of
Columbia Pictures is planning for
Mission Board; Nathaniel F. For- nublic
Robert Shapiro has been named house sythe,
offering 75,000 shares of new 20th Century-Fox ; actress Helen
Education;
of
Board
Methodist
manager of the Times Square house
preferred stock bearing warrants Hayes ; Edward Arnold, executive
Robert D. Jordan, Protestant Epis- $100
under Weitman.
of the Permanent Charicopal National Council ; Dr. Ralph H. to subscribe to common, involving the vice-president
ties Committee of the Motion Picture
John E. Mclnerney, publicity-adver- Long, National Lutheran Council ; Dr. recall of all outstanding preferred
tising director of the New York Par- H. R. Bowler, Northern Baptist Con- stock. Full details have not been Industry, and Jean Hersholt, actor,
amount will also direct publicity-adlief.
of American Denmark Revention ;Rev. S. Franklin Mack, worked out, but it is expected that the president
dividend rate will be around four and
vertising of the Brooklyn run, with
ian
MisForeign
of
Board
Presbyter
Henry Spiegel, who recently resigned
one-quarter per cent.
Henry
J. collection.
Kaiser is national chairsions, and James B. Burke.
man of the
from Columbia, assigned to the post
The underwriting group is expected
of publicity in Brooklyn. DeWitt
to include Hemphill Noyes and Co.,
Celsor, recently released from the
and Hallgarten and Co. However, the Tribute to Joe DiPesa
Girls'
Army, will return to the New York 'Teen-Age
entire matter is described as "still in
Boston, Nov. 19. — A tribute lunchParamount as assistant manager, re- Withdrawn in UK
eon, arranged as a surprise for Joe
placing Pleshette.
Following upon the withdrawal of the discussion stage."
DiPesa,
who is celebrating his 35th
Warners'
"Objective,
Burma,"
from
British distribution because of protests Mandell Promoted
agent
with Hotel
Loew'sStatler
Thewas held
in the
Bob Cooper to Levey
resulting from the alleged omission of Harry Mandell has been promoted year asatres,press
Among
those
who
atJules Levey, producer for United the British Army's role in Burma, the to Chicago branch manager of Film here today.
tended were Charles E. Kurtzman,
Artists, has named Bob Cooper as his March of Time subject, "Teen Age Classics, succeeding A. H. Fisher, reLoew district manager ; George Krasexploitation and publicity representa- Girls," has also been withdrawn from
Nickey Goldhammer, viceHarry Browning, Gov. Maurice J.
tive. Cooper formerly was a member of that country, it was learned here yes- president signed,
and general sales manager, ka,
terday.
Tobin,
Jack Floyd
Saef, L.George
UA's
"Red" King,
Bell. Kraska,
ment. home office exploitation departhas
announced.
Mandell's
promotion
takes effect immediately.
Judge Scores Sorrell
L. A. Tax Postponed
Screen 'Garter' Tonight Hollywood, Nov. 19. — Federal
Los Angeles, Nov. 19. — Bill for a
Set 'Game' Tradeshow
orally
today
Willis
W
Henry
Universal will be host to the trade Judge
five
per cent tax on boxoffice receipts,
RKO
Radio
will
tradeshow
"A
leader of the
scheduled for submission to the City
press at dinner at Toots Shor's here scored Herbert Sorrell
Game
of
Death"
in
New
York
and
failing
for
tonight, followed by a screening of recent Hollywood strike,
Los Angeles tomorrow in its local Council here Friday, has been postHe exchanges.
appear on contempt charges.
poned until Tuesday.
"Getting Gertie's Garter" at the May- I to
case.
the
of
trial
for
26
set Nov.
fair Theatre
Film salesmen throughout the counchairof distributor
behest
try,menat inthetheir
territories,
are playing
a double role in helping six theatre
managers to win airplane trips to London for outstanding work in the Vicdrive, it is shown in retoryports
Loanreceived
yesterday by S. H.
Fabian, national chairman of the industry's campaign. »
By checking up in their territories
to make sure that every one of their
exhibitor accounts is taking an active
part in the contest, the salesmen are
automatically bringing greater participation and effort into the bond-selling
activities, thereby resulting in higher
Victory Bond sales, it was said.
A special mailing piece, giving all
details about the London-trip contest,
arranged with the cooperation of the
be in the
Treasury Department, willwithin
the
hands of all exhibitors
next day or so. This gives rules of
the competition, a blank form to be
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Every theatre manager in the forty-eight states auto* ■ matically is entered in the "FLIGHT TO LONDON" contest.
^

All bonds sold from October 29th to December 8th,
■ 1945, will be counted in the contest. Only sales of
"E" bonds will be considered.

O
All "E" bond sales must be supported by "E" bond
orange triplicate stubs, in order to verify accuracy
thru the Federal Reserve Bank and the United States
Treasury.

OF

THE

LONDON

CONTEST

Trans-Oceanic

Flagship

£

Upon
receipt of the records by the National Victory
Loan Committee,
the state winners, totaling fortyeight theatre managers, will have their submitted bond
sales records audited by Price, Waterhouse and Company, who will select the SIX CONTEST WINNERS,
one from each of the six Victory Loan regional districts.
J THE SIX WINNERS WILL BE SELECTED ON
■ ■ THE BASIS OF THE HIGHEST PERCENTAGE
RATIO OF "E" BONDS SOLD TO THE NUMBER OF
SEATS IN THE THEATRE.

A THE FINAL REPORT FORM, which is attached,
^m must be filled in, signed and mailed to your STATE
EXHIBITOR CHAIRMAN not later than midnight,
December 31st, 1945, together with triplicate stubs for
all "E" bonds sold.

The $2 5 "E" Bond is to be the bond per-seat
unit basis. For example, one $2 5 "E" Bond
equals one unit; one $50 "E" Bond equals
two units; one $100 "E" Bond, equals four
units. The $200 Roosevelt Bond equals
eight units and so on, etc.
O
Announcement of the SIX WINNERS
of the
THEATRE MANAGERS ' 'FLIGHTTO LONDON"
contest
will be made as soon as possible after the close
of
the contest.

C Selection of one theatre manager nominee from
+*m each state for the "FLIGHT TO LONDON" contest will be made by the State Exhibitor, State Distributor,
State Publicity and State War Finance chairmen.

^M 1° case of a tie duplicate awards will be given.
VICTORY LOAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE
S. H. Fabian, Chairman

To receive full credit for bonds sold between October
29th and December 8th, you will submit to your State
Exhibitor Chairman a statement listing in detail the total
number of "E" bonds sold in each denomination.
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Grosses
City
Key
of
MEXICANA (Rep.) and MEN IN
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF (MHER DIARY (U)— MISSOURI (3,514) G-M)— GREAT LAKES (3,000) (40c-50cpiced
estimat
are
G
OWIN
(40c-50c-60c)
7 days. Gross: $10,000. 60c-70c) 7 days. Gross: $26,200. (Aver- N. Y. Grosses
FOLL
$11,100)
age: $16,400)
ture grosses for current engage- (Average:
THE
SOUTHERNER
(UA) and
OUR VINES HAVE TENDER
ments in key cities as reported by
GRAPES
(M-G-M) — HIPPODROME
CRIME
DOCTOR'S
WARNING
(Col.)
{Continued from page 1)
Motion Picture Daily correspondLOEWS ORPHEUM (1,900) (40c-50c- (2,100) (40c-50c-60c-70c) 7 days, 2nd week,
ents.
60c-65c)erage:7$7,100)days. Gross: $9,000. (Av- on a age:
moveover.
Gross:
%12,400.
(Aver$9,700)
KISS
AND
TELL*
(Col.) and
THE PRISONER OF ZENDA (Casaabout spiritedly
$98,000. "Spellbound"
is stillwith
running
at the Astor
CINCINNATI
GEORGE WHITE'S SCANDALS* (RKO nave-Artlee) and THE ADVENTURES finish
Radio)— SHUBERT (1,900) (40c-50c-60c) OF TOM SAWYER (Casanave-Artlee) — where it will bring $51,000 in its third
CENTURY
(3,000)
(40cdays, erage:2nd$6,200)week. Gross: $6,500. (Av- TWENTIETH
50c-60c-70c)
7 days. Gross: $11,500. week. "Spanish Main" is giving the
Although there was some room for
(Average: $12,200)
Palace a very healthy $40,000 in a
THE
HOUSE
ON
92nd,
STREET*
improvement here and there, business (20th-Fox) and JOHNNY ANGEL*
THE SOUTHERNER (UA) and THE second week.
(RKO)—
ST.
LOUIS
(4,000)
(45c-50c)
7
as a whole was satisfactory. Inter- days. Gross: $7,400: (Average: $7,900) BEAUTIFUL CHEAT (U)— LAFAY"Weekend at the Waldorf" is still
ETTE (3,000) (40c-50c-60c-70c)
mittent rains and threatening weather
Indicates moveover picture. ,
Gross: $13,600.
(Average: $12,400)7 days. hot" at the Music Hall where with a
over the weekend somewhat depressed
stage presentation it will gross a topthe box-office curve.
notch $102,000 in its seventh week;
TORONTO
Estimated receipts for the week CHICAGO
the show will continue through a ninth
ending Nov. 20-23 :
week, bowing out for "Bells of St.
THIS LOVE OF OURS (U)-RKO
Four
of
the
six
first
run
houses
in
The American Legion convention,
Mary's," opening on Dec. 5. "This
ALBEE (3,300) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7 days,
plus a Saturday midnight show. Gross : attracting over 50,000 visitors to the Toronto had holdovers and apparently Love of Ours" at the Criterion is good
$13,000. (Average: $14,500)
there was some shift of patronage to for $27,000 in its third week; it will .
Loop
and
the
Thanksgiving
Ball
are
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF (M->
neighborhood theatres which continue.
G-M) — RKO CAPITOL (2,000) (44c-50c- expected to combine to give first-runs leading
had that crowded look. There was a
60c-70c) 7 days, 4th week. Gross: $7,000. one of their biggest weeks.
'Kiss and Tell" with Les Brown's
(Average: $10,000)
stretch of rain Saturday which orchestra
and Henny Youngman, at
Estimated receipts for the week end- long
RUSTLERS OF THE BADLANDS
interfered somewhat with film traffic.
ing
Nov.
22
:
(Col.) and WHY GIRLS LEAVE HOME
the
Capitol,
will complete a four-week
Estimated receipts for the week stand tomorrow
night with $46,000 in
HER HIGHNESS AND THE BELL(PRC)— RKO FAMILY (1,000) (30c40c) 4 days. Gross: $1,500. (Average:
BOY (M-G-M)— APOLLO (1,200) (55c- ending Nov. 23 :
view for the final week ; the show took
65c-85c-95c)
4th
week.
Gross:
$15,000.
$1,600)
GEORGE WHITE'S SCANDALS
THE FALCON IN SAN FRANCIS- (Average: $12,000).
last week. "Yolanda and the
(RKO Radio) and THE FALCON IN $59,600
CO (RKO Radio) and PHANTOM OF
SAN
FRANCISCO
(RKO Radio) — EG- Thief" is slated to open Thursday.
DUFFY'S
TAVERN
(Para.)—
CHITHE PLAINS (Rep.) — RKO FAMILY
CAGO
(3,850)
(55c-65c-85c-95c).
On
LINTON (1,086) (18c-30c-48c-60c) 6 'Johnny in the Clouds" is not too
(1,000) (30c-40c) 3 days. Gross: $700. stage : Glen Gray and orchestra, 2nd week. days,
2nd week. Gross: $3,500. (Aver- impressive at the Winter Garden where
Gross: $65,000. (Average: $51,500)
(Average: $800)
age: $4,000)
THE DOLLY SISTERS (20th-Fox) —
THE HOUSE ON 92nd STREET (20thDUFFY'S
TAVERN (Para.) — IM- it will gross $21,000 in it's opening
RKO GRAND (1,500) 44c-50c-60c-70c) 7 Fox) — GARR1CK (1,000) (55c-65c-85cweek. "Love Letters" is still showing
PERIAL (i,i7i)Gross:
(18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)
days, 4th week, following initial week at J5c) 5th week. Gross: $21,000. (Aver- days, 3rd week.
$11,800. (Aver 6 some strength at the Rivoli where it
the Albee and two weeks at the Grand.
age: $12,000)
age:
$12,800)
THIS LOVE OF OURS (U) and
Gross: $6,500. (Average: $8,000)
OUR VINES HAVE TENDER is headed for $30,000 for a 13th week ;
AND THEN THERE WERE NONE MEN IN HER DIARY (U)— GRAND GRAPES
(M-G-M)— LOEWS (2.074) 'The Lost Weekend" will open there
(1,350) (55c-65c-85c-95c) 3rd Loop week. (18c-30c-42c-60c-78c)
6 days. Gross: $13,- Dec. 1.
.(20tb-F:ax)
-KEITH'S.
(1.500)
(44c-50c- Gross:
$10,500. (Average: $9,100)
6O0-/O0V 7 days,
2nd week,
on a moveover
700.
(Average:
$13,200)
THE GREAT JOHN L. (UA)
from the Palace. Gross: $5,000. (Average: .*5.000)
• (3,200) (55c-65c-85c-95c) . (2,480)
STATE
FAIR (20th-Fox)—
SHEA'S
(18c-30c-60c-90c)
6 days,
2nd
week
ADVENTURES
OF MARCO POLO —ORIENTAL
$9,500 for "Mexicana"
: Johnny$35,000)
Johnston. Gross : $44,- Gross: $13,800.
(Average:
$13,800)
(Film Classics) and KID MILLIONS On
000. Stage
(Average:
first week
Gotham,
is not oftoo"Mexicana,"
exciting, withat
GEORGE WHITE'S SCANDALS theThe
THE SPANISH MAIN (RKO Radio) (RKO
(Film Classics) — RKO LYRIC (1,400)
Radio) and THE FALCON IN
(44c-50c-60c) 7 davs. Gross: $6,000. and RADIO STARS ON PARADE SAN FRANCISCO
(RKO Radio)— TIV open500atapparent.
will
(Average: $5,000)
(RKO Radio)— PALACE (2,500) (55c- OLI (1,434) (12c-30c-48c)
the Globe "Captain
Thursday,Kidd"
succeed6 days.
2nd
FALLEN ANGEL — (20th-Fox) — RKO 65c-85c-95c). Gross: $35,000. (Average: week.
Gross:
$4,000.
(Average:
$4,500)
"The Story
of G. I.$9,200
Joe" which
PALACE (2,700) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7 days $24,000)
THIS LOVE OF OURS (U)— UP will ingbring
a mediocre
in its
plus a Saturday midnight show. Gross:
STATE FAIR (20th-Fox) — ROOSE- TOWN
(2,761)
(18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)
(
$16,500- (Average: $13,500)
VELT
(1,000)
(55c-65c-85c-95c)
4th
week.
days.
Gross:
$9,800.
(Average:
$9,300)
seventh
week,
short
a
day.
"Pinocchio"
LOVE LETTERS (Para.)— RKO SHU- Gross: $25,000. (Average: $24,000)
is fairly satisfactory at the Republic
BERT (2,150) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7 days,
RHAPSODY
IN
BLUE
(WB) —
where it finishes its 14th week with
3rd week, following an initial week at the STATE
LAKE
(2,700)
(55c-65c-85c-95c)
DENVER
Palace and a moveover to the Shuhert 4th week. Gross: $32,000. (Average:
Gross: $5,500. (Average: $5,000)
$29,000)
"Confidential Agent" and Vaughn
JUNIOR MISS (20th-Fox) — UNITED
Mild November weather is helping Monroe's orchestra are giving the
ARTISTS
(1,700) (55c-65c-85c-95c) 2nd
000)
Strand
ST. LOUIS
week. Gross: $20,000. (Average: $20,- to swell theatre receipts this week.
$7,000. a rather slow third week with
Estimated receipts for the week
FIRST YANK INTO TOKYO (RKO)
$53,000
expected.
in Blue"
finally will
leave "Rhapsody
the Hollywood
to(1,200) (55c-65c-85c-95c) 2nd ending Nov. 19-23 :
000)
Business is good in all local first —WOODS
night
with
$9,000
chalked
up
for the
week.
Gross:
$17,000.
(Average:
$15,SHE
WOULDN'T
SAY
YES
(Col.)
runs this week. Milder than usual
and VOICE OF THE WHISTLER 21st week; "Saratoga Trunk" will
weather prevails, with downtown the
(1,400)Gross
(35c-45c-74c)
move the
in tomorrow.
"Man $6,500
Alive" forwilla
7(Col.)—
days, ALADDIN
on a moveover.
: $5,600 give
atres profiting from Christmas shop- INDIANAPOLIS
Rialto a modest
(Average:
$5,600)
ping crowds.
LOVE
LETTERS
(Para.)—
DENHAM
week,Game
beingof replaced
Estimated receipts for the week
(1,750) (35c-45c-70c) 7 days, 2nd week "A
Death." Friday by RKO's
ending Nov. 21 :
Gross:
$11,005. (Average:
$9,000)
Business
is
just
fair
at
local
theatres
CONFIDENTIAL
AGENT
(WB)
and
MILDRED PIERCE (WB) and, THE on account of the heavy pull of Sonja
THE CRIMSON CANARY
(U)— DEN
GAY
SENO RITA
(Col.)— AMB ASSA
MEN IN HER DIARY (U.)— ORVER (2,600) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days. Gross
DOR (3,154) (40c-50c-60c) 7 days, 2nd Henie's
"Hollywood
Ice
Revue"
at
the
Coliseum.
PHEUM (3,000) (55c-70c) 7 days,
week. Gross: $19,000.
(Average: $17
$26,250.
(Average: $15,000)
CONFIDENTIAL
AGENT (WB) and Sonny Dunham's Revue and Fred Low200)
THE HOUSE ON 92nd STREET
ery
on
stage.
Gross: $14,500. (Average:
CANARY
(U)— ES
THE DOLLY SISTERS (20th-Fox) (20th-Fox) and BLONDE FROM THE CRIMSON
and THE SPIDER (20th-Fox) — FOX (5 BROOKLYN (Col.)— CIRCLE (2,800) QUIRE (740) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days. Gross $15,900)
WEEK-END
AT THE WALDORF
(Average: $4,500)
038) (40c-50c-60c)
7 days. Gross: $31 (32c-55c) 7 days. Gross: $11,000. (Av- $7,875.
A STAR IS BORN (Film Classics) and (M-G-M)— PARAMOUNT (2,900) (44c000.
(Average: $17,000)
erage: $10,500)
HER HIGHNESS AND THE BELL
LOVE LETTERS (Para.) and MEN KID MILLIONS (Film Classics)— PARA 60c) 7 days. Gross: $15,000. (Average:
BOY (M-G-M)— LOEWS STATE (3, IN HER DIARY (U.)— INDIANA (3,- MOUNT
(2,200) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days, 1 $9,900)
FIRST YANK IN TOKYO (RKO
162) (40c-50c-60c-65c) 7 days. 2nd week 200) (32c-55c) 7 days. Gross: $13,500. issue. Gross: $9,300. (Average: $9,300)
Gross: $17,500. (Average: $17,100)
Radio)
and DIVORCE
(Mono.)—7 RKO$11,500. (Average: $11,500)
THE
GREAT
JOHN
L
(UA)—
RIAL
BRANDEIS
(1,200) (44c-60c)
days.
(35c-45c-74c) 7 days, on a move Gross:
SHE WOUDN'T SAY YES (Col.) and TO (900)
$6,800. (Average: $6,700)
Gross: $7,500. (Average: $5,000)
MY NAME IS JULIA ROSS (Col.)— over.
CONFIDENTIAL
AGENT
(WB)
and
LOEWS (2,450) (35c-55c) 7 days. Gross:
$11,500.
(Average:
$11,500) (WB) and, THE CRIMSON CANARY (U)— WEBEXPERIENCE
MILDRED
PIERCE
BER (840) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days. Gross: BALTIMORE
SWINGIN'
ON
A
RAINBOW
(Rep.)— $7,870. (Average: $4,500)
in making tickets for over 60 years LYRIC (1,600) (32c-55c) 7 days,
on a
moveover. Gross: $5,500. (Average:
has taught us that
$5,000)
OMAHA
This capacity
week's business
ACCURACY
with
audiencesis "spotty"
attending
mounted
major
attractions
and others doing no
BUFFALO
Theatre
business
in numbering is first in impor' than average.
Weather was
weather turned better
tance, and the years have given us
favorable for weekend crowds.
this
milder.week ' as the
again
All houses here reported fine
Estimated receipts for the week
DEPENDABILITY
Estimated receipts for the week
grosses this week.
ending Nov. 21 :
Estimated receipts for the week ending
— a priceless asset.
21-22 : HAVE TENDER
FALLEN ANGEL (20th-Fox) — CENOUR Nov.
VLNES
TURY (3,000) (35c-44c-55c-60c)
ending
Nov.
24.:
GRAPES
(M-G-M)
THE LADY Gross: $19,000.
(Average: $15,500) 7 days.
GLOBE TICKET COMPANY
TOO YOUNG TO KNOW (WB) and CONFESSES (PRC)—and
OMAHA (2,000)
THIS
LOVE
OF
OURS (U)
154 West 14th St., New York City THE CRIME DOCTOR'S WARNING (44c-60c) 7 days, 2nd week, on a move- —KEITH'S
(2,406) on(35c-40c-50c-60c)
7
(Col.)—
BUFFALO
(3,489)
(40c-50c-6Oeover
from
the
Paramount
for
"Our
Vines
(Continued
page
9)
Tel. W Atkins 9-1486
70c) 7 days. Gross: $17,500. (Average: Have Tender Grapes." Gross: $9,400
(Average: $8,200)
$17,400)

Estimates
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Key

Grosses

(Continued from page 8)
days. Gross: $10,500. (Average: $1-2,000)
MILDRED PIERCE (WB) — STANLEY (3.280) (35c-44c-55c-65c) 7 days, 3rd
week.
Gross: $15,000. (Average: $17,500)
MAN ALIVE (RKO Radio)— HIPPODROME (2,205) (35c-44c-S5c-65c) 7 days.
Stage show. Gross: $19,500. (Average:
$18,000)
THE ENCHANTED FOREST (PRC)
I — MAYFAIR (1,000) (35c-45c-54c) 7
days. Gross: $9,000. (Average: $6,000)
ADVENTURES OF RUSTY (Col.) and
BAD MEN OF THE BORDER (U)—
MARYLAND (1,400) (25c-44c) 7 days.
Gross: $6,000. (Average: $7,000)
LOS ANGELES
With the exception of three theatres, grosses here fell below average
during the week.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Nov. 21 :
THE HOUSE ON 92nd STREET
(20th-Fox) and DIVORCE (Mono.)—
CARTHAY CIRCLE (1,516) (50c-60c-85c$1.00) 7 days, 3rd week. Gross: $7,100.
(Average: $9,800)
SPELLBOUND (UA-Selznick) — CHINESE (2,300) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $26,500. (Average:
$15,000)
YOLAND AND THE THIEF (M-GM)— EGYPTIAN (1,000) (50c-60c-85c$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $9,500. (Average: $14,600)
FIRST
YANK' INTO TOKYO (RKO
Radio) and ADVENTURES OF RUSTY
(Col.)— FOUR STAR (900) (50c-60c-85c$1.00) 7 days. GrKss : $5,400. (Average: $5,000)
FIRST YANK INTO TOKYO (RKO
Radio) and ADVENTURES OF RUSTY
(Col.)— FOX-WILSHIRE (2,300) (50c60c-85c-$1.00)
7 days. Gross: $6,500.
(Average: $10,600)
FIRST YANK INTO TOKYO (RKO
Radio) and ADVENTURES OF RUSTY
(Col.)— GUILD (965) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00)
7 days. Gross: $7,000. (Average: $9,000)
THIS LOVE OF OURS (U.) and
PURSUIT TO ALGIERS (U.)— HILLSTREET (2,700) (50c-60c-80c) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $15,000. (Average:
$19,500)
SPELLBOUND (UA - Selznick) —
LOEWS STATE (2,500) (50c-60c-85c$1.00) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $42,500.
(Average: $29,700)
YOLANDA AND THE THIEF (M-GM)— LOS ANGELES (2,096) (50c-60c85c-$1.00)
7 days. Gross: $15,000 (Average: $24,200)
CAPTAIN KIDD (UA-Bogeaus) —
MUSIC HALL (Beverly Hills) (900)
(55c-65c-85c) 7 davs. 2nd week. Gross:
$5,000. (Average: $5,800)
CAPTAIN KIDD (UA - Bogeaus)—
MUSIC HALL (Downtown) (900) (55c65c-85c) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross :
$17,000. (Average: $17,500)
CAPTAIN KIDD (UA-Bogeaus) —
MUSIC HALL (Hawaii) (1,000) (50c60c-80c) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross:
$8,000. (Average: $8,500)
CAPTAIN KIDD (UA-Bogeaus) —
MUSIC HALL (Hollvwood) (490) (50c60c-80c)
7 days.$5,500)
2'nd week. Gross:
$5,000. (Average:
THIS LOVE OF OURS (U) and
PURSUIT TO ALGIERS (U)— PANTAGES (2,000) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00) 7 days,
2nd
week. Gross: $17,000. (Average:
$18,200)
HOLD THAT BLONDE (Para.) and
NORTHWEST TRAIL (Screen Guild
Prods.) — PARAMOUNT (Downtown)
(3,595) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00) 7 days. Gross:
$21,000. (Average: $19,300)
HOLD THAT BLONDE (Para.)—
PARAMOUNT (Hollywood) (1.407) (50c60c-80c-$1.00)
7 days. Gross: $16,000.
(Average: $11,900)
YOLANDA AND THE THIEF (MG-M)— RITZ (1,376) (50c-60c-85c-$l .00)
7 days. Gross: $8,500. (Average: $12,500)
FIRST YANK INTO TOKYO (RKO)
and ADVENTURES OF RUSTY (Col.)
UNITED ARTISTS (2,100) (50c-60c-85c$1.00)age:7$20,500)
days. Gross: $16,000. (AverSPELLBOUND (UA-Selznick) — UPTOWN (1,716) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $18,500. (Average:
$11,000)
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March
of Dimes
(Continued from page 1)
Arkansas. Herbert Kohn ; Southern
California, Seymour Peiser ; Northern, Lloyd S. Thompson ; Colorado,
Harold E. Rice ; Connecticut, Lou
Brown; Delaware, Edgar Doob ; District of Columbia, Frank LaFalce ;
Florida, J. L. Cartwright; Georgia,
Emery Austin ; Idaho, Roger Mendenhall, Milton Kenworthy, Frank P.
Larson and Charles Alderson ; IllinoisGeneral
(
) Maurice M. Rubens,
(Foundation) W. E. Fay, (Northern)
Roy Rogan, (Central) Ralph Lawler, (Southern) I. Wienshienk.
Also : Indiana, Harold Marshall ;
Iowa, Myron Blank ; Kansas, Elmer
Rhoden; Kentucky, Floyd D. Morrow ; Louisiana, Maurice M. Barr ;
Maine, Harry Botwick ; Maryland.
Rodney Collier and Tom Baldridge ;
Massachusetts, Harry Browning ;
Michigan, Alice N. Gorham ; Minnesota, Norman W. Pyle ; Mississippi,
Kenneth Toler ; Missouri, M. L.
Plessner ; Montana, John H. Moran ;
Nebraska, Myron Blank ; Nevada,
Carl F. Krueger ; New Hampshire,
Lloyd Brigham ; New Jersey, George

Kelly; New Mexico, C. V. Beimfohr;
New York, Harry Mandell, Seymour
L. Morris and Charles B. Taylor.
Also : North Carolina, Cy Dillon ;
North Dakota, M. C. Cooper ; Ohio,
Kenyon O. Bliss ; Oklahoma, Earl K.
Stuart ; Oregon, Earl R. Hunt ; Pennsylvania, Everett C. Cellow and James
M. Tottman ; Rhode Island, John P.
Carroll ; South Carolina, Al Burks ;
South Dakota, E. H. Lighter; Tennessee, Mrs. L. C. Neff ; Texas, Frank
O. Starz; Utah, Helen Garrity ; Vermont, Frank A. Vennett ; Virginia.
Brock Whitlock; Washington, Vic
Gauntlett ; West Virginia, Louis
Shore ; Wisconsin, Bryn Griffith ;
Wyoming, E. J. Schulte.
Schenck Names Shubert
Nicholas M. Schenck, national
chairman, has appointed Lee Shubert
as chairman of the national legitimate
theatres committee for the 1946 March
of Dimes drive.
In lastin year's
campaign
legitimate
theatres
New York
and other
cities
reported collections totalling $67,161.

Monogram's Plans
(Continued from page 1)

Equipment Dealers
(Continued from page 1)

cue from distribution and provide the
kind of pictures that will command
top billing in "A" theatres. Citing
the company's progress during the past
five reached
years, Broidy
"Monogram
has
a turningsaid,
point,
where it
must go ahead and upward or sit back,
and we intend that it shall go forward into the larger field justified by
the fine work that's been done by
everybody
concerned."that his ascension
Broidy declared
to the presidency had come about
through the necessity for giving distribution more influence in the company's
operations,
not forthere
any would
other
reason. Asked
whether
be
a change
in W. Ray
Johnston's
duties
as chairman
of the
board,

pointed out that production has not returned to peacetime level largely because technical labor has not re-attained its pre-war strength.
There is still a dearth of opera
chairs and carpets but colored electric
lights are once more obtainable in fair
quantity.
******
.

9
British

Talks

(Continued from page 1)
ernment's program of assistance to the
British film industry includes the return by Easter of 90 per cent of the
studio space which had ben requisitioned, inaddition to aid in alleviating the manpower and equipment
shortages in film production.
Marquand listed the annual dollar
remittances for films to the United
States during the war as follows : To
Oct., 1940, $4,800,000; to Oct., 1941,
$5,700,000; to Oct., 1942, $8,500,000;
to Oct., 1943, S26,500tOOO; to Oct.,
1944, $15,600,000, and for nine months
to July, 1945, $13,300,000.
It had been charged in Commons
that American films cost Britain in
excess of "$80,000,000" annually and
that American companies remove not
less
per cent of their total
"take"than
out 50
of England.
Washington Unaware
Of Film Conversations
Washington, Nov. 19.— Informed
Washington sources today scouted reports from London that discussions
were being held in connection with the
negotiation of an American dollar
loan to England which would give
British films an increased share of
the foreign markets.
A high State Department official
pointed out that there is nothing this
country can do to give English pictures a better position in France or
other countries, if the London report
meant that, and that there is no likelihood of any talk of changes in the
British quotas in the course of the loan
discussions.

*******

BIGGEST, MOV IE STUDIO

IS M-G-M

*

T:
ES
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MOTION
PICTURE
EVER
PRODUCED...

*

Broidy said, "Ray is the father of the
company, and nothing has ever been
done or will be done by Monogram
in which he does not concur."
Joe Kaufman will be associate producer of the Del Ruth pictures.
Rank a Partner
(Continued from page 1)
resentatives of Rank will join the
board of that company.
The arrangements will ensure availability of British films in Australia.
Arrangements have also been made
whereby Rydge will market, through
the National Theatre Supply Co. of
Australasia, Ltd., by arrangement
with Gaumont British Kalee, a complete range of theatre equipment which
does not compete with Australian domestic products, thus increasing exports from Great Britain. Rydge is
returning tomorrow to Australia by
air.
CONFIDENTIAL
AGENT
(WB) —
WARNER BROS. (Downtown) (3,400)
50c-60c-80c-$1.00) 7 days, 2nd week.
Gross: $21,000. (Average: $18,400)
CONFIDENTIAL AGENT (WB)WARNER BROS. (Hollywood) (3.000)
(50c-60c-80c-$1.00) 7 days, 2nd week.
Gross: $13,000. (Average: $16,300)
CONFIDENTIAL AGENT (WB) —
WARNER BROS. (Wiltern) (2.300) (50c60c-80c-$1.00) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross:
$13,000. (Average: $14,500)
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Motion

Trust

Industry

than one-third of a defendant's product
■ or six or less pictures were sold away
from a regular account. When Lt.
Borwick admitted that there might be
some
government's
charts, errors
because in
of a the
controversy
as to
whether a first-run theatre and a firstrun account in these cities were the
same thing, counsel for the defendants
opened fire.
Government Computations
... Accordingputations
to the
involvinggovernment's
the divisioncom-of
first-run product in the 92 cities, Warner Bros, sold its product to affiliated
theatres in 70 of the cities ; sold to independents inIS and split the product
between affiliated and independent
theatres in the remaining seven cities ;
20th Century-Fox sold affiliated houses
in 68, independents in 21 and split in
three ; Paramount to affiliated houses
in 74, independents in 13 and split in
five ; Loew's to affiliated in 84, independents in five and split in three;
RKO to affiliated in 63, independents
in 23 and split in six ; United Artists
to affiliated in 79, independents in nine
and split in four ; Universal to affiliated in 59, independents in 29 and split
in four ; and Columbia to affiliated in
RADIO

YORK

Aid

to

Navy

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)
Robert L. Wright, government counsel, was attempting to use material
that was not evidence in the record
and thereby properly belonging in a
trial brief, and with Wright defending
his position through Lt. Peter M.
Borwick, government statistician on
the witness stand, Judge Augustus N.
Hand, presiding, suggested that nothing had been done yesterday.
Most Excluded
Most of the charts which Wright
sought to introduce were excluded after heated opposition from counsel for
the defendants. Their objections were
based on the methods used in tabulating the material and alleged errors
which they pointed out in the charts.
Wright repeatedly explained that the
tabulations were meant to guide the
court in considering the voluminous
evidence and that in the main they
indicated a proper presentation of the
material. He declared that the charts
gave a true picture in the light of the
conclusions he desired to draw from
them in preparing his trial brief.
The initial controversy resulted on
the basis of a chart for 1943-44 product. Through Lt. Borwick, who prepared the charts, Wright explained
that the material was allegedly based
on answers by the defendants to the
government's interrogatories, but that
in figuring out the division of firstrun product in the 92 cities between
affiliated
theatres,less"a
split
was and
not independent
considered where

NEW

daily
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Strike

Trial

RKO

Picture

in Eire

(Continued from page 1)
tributors, as well as every theatre in
the city will close down.
The dispute has arisen out of the
union's determination to extend its
control over all clerical workers in
the industry. No question of wages
or working conditions is involved.
Already the 1,500 union membership
includes all the Dublin area theatre
staffs, from cleaners to chief projectionists, film shippers, and most of the
clerical employees in distribution offices.

outstanding service to the Navy in
many ways.
"Skilled personnel who manned the
cameras in combat, provided the Navy
with accurate, and vitally necessary,
reconnaissance photographs, and operational film on which many phases
of our strategy and tactics were
based," Markey said.
"Writers, directors, producers, actors, cutters, technicians, and other
personnel from the industry prepared
hundreds of training and informational films for study by naval personnel."
Markey also praised the high devotion to duty and acquired professional skill of Naval personnel whose
first exposure to the field of photographv
came from
duringallthewalks
war. of
"These
men, coming
life,
most of them far removed from the
motion picture industry, developed into

outstanding photographers and technicians during the war, and they will
bring to the industry fresh talent,
serted.
ideas, and experiences," Markey asThrough the War Activities Committee of the industry, the Navy was
able to provide the public with factual
film reports of the war in the Pacific.
These included "With the Marines at
Tarawa," "Brought to Action," "Fury
in the Pacific," "To the Shores of
Iwo Jima" and "The Fleet That
Came to Stay" and through the newsreels, the Navy was able to give the
public other up-to-the-minute film reports of the fleet in action.
"And," continued Markey, "it is a
well established fact that entertainment films so generously provided by
the industry to the personnel of the
fleet and shore stations were the keystone of our morale program."

56, independents in 24 and split in two.
While this tabulation was first admitted by Judge Hand, repeated attacks by defendants on the basis of
errors discovered in similar charts
dealing with the 1936-37, 1939-40 and
1941-42 seasons, finally led to the exclusion of the chart dealing with 194344, as well as the others, with the suggestion by Hand that Wright attempt
to straighten out the alleged mistakes,
and remodel the exhibits out of court.

234 paid by Warner Bros. Theatres,
$17,982,440, or 76.7 per cent, went to
Warners and the other four ; of $49,835,611 paid by theatres in which
Paramount has an interest, $40,774,212, or 81.8 per cent, was paid to Threaten to Stop
Paramount and the other four ; and
(Continued from page 1)
of $20,001,602
by Loew's
tres, $14,288,128,paid
or 71.4
per cent, Theawent
to M-G-M and the other four.
which affect producers' income. Secondly, the producers want an increase
Smaller Towns
in the maximum percentage allowed
bookings. *
Checkmated in his attempt to intro- forThefilmremaining
demands call for induce his charts relating to the 92 cities
quota less
on
of 100,000 and over population toward screening stitution
timeof anof exhibitors'
foreign pictures,
the close of yesterday's sessions, official control on exhibitors' receipts,
Wright turned his attention to charts
ease French films' expordealing with the sale of the first block measurestation,toand limitation
of film censorof 1943-44 pictures of the five deship to moral and public security matfendants with affiliated theatres in
towns of populations between 25,000 ters.The cost of a French picture, apand 100,000.
proaching today 18,000,000 francs inIn those towns, according to
stead of 2,600,000 Francs, as in 1939,
Wright's charts, the first-run product makes it impossible to pay production
of all defendants are licensed to af- expenses, according to the French producers. (At the present rate of
filiated theatres in 135 towns; to independents in 93 ; independents had the French exchange, with francs at 100
product of only one defendant in 19, to an American dollar, the presentwhile affiliated theatres did not confine day figure of 18,000,000 francs is
themselves to first-run product of one equivalent to about $180,000; at the
of the defendants in any of the towns ; 1939 rate of 20 to a dollar the 2,600,000).
independents had the product of two 000-francs
figure approximated $130,defendants in 20 towns, while affiliated
theatres had this split in two towns ;
the product of three defendants went came from all exhibitors in the 92
to independents in 31 towns and to af- cities with populations of 100,000 or
filiated houses in three towns ; there
$775,000 of the sum representing
were 17 towns in which independents over,
rentals paid by first-run theatres in
licensed first-run product of four of those
cities. Caskey objected to the
the defendants and 13 towns in which
government's methods of computing
affiliated first-runs got more of the 20th-Fox's
profits for charts citing the
product than the independents. There different bases
of calculations before
are an estimated 418 towns in the cate- and after National Theatres became a
gory of populations between 25,000 and
100 per cent owned-affiliate.
100,000.
The government served notice yesterday that it intends to introduce in
Defendants Blamed
rebuttal this morning material dealing
Wright alleged that the mistakes in with the licensing of films in New
the charts resulted from the type of York, New Orleans, Texas, Washinginformation supplied by the defendants
ton and Kansas City by the defendants
at the request of the government. where there have been decisions by the
While some defendants, he claimed, appeals board under the arbitration
supplied
the government
run accounts
which were with
the its
samefirstas system. Information Lacking
a list of first-run theatres, others gave
While some of the defendants have
the name of the first-run customer,
which the government claims is not supplied the government with all the
always the first-run theatre and recog- material it requested, according to
nized as such in the city.
Clarence Shears, government counsel,
During the morning session, John others have failed to deliver any of
F. Caskey, 20th-Fox counsel, intro- the contracts requested. Fixing of the
time for the use of this material in
data on of"Sweet
Rosie O'Grady"
to showduced that
the $2,821,000
grossed tabular form was in the nature of an
ultimatum,
by the film in the U. S., $1,301,693

Wright's Intention
Wright said that he expected to
show in his brief, on the basis of the
1943-44 chart, that first-run product
of the defendants was sold exclusively to affiliated theatres in 39 of the 92
cities, while there were only four cities
where independents derived all firstrun product. Wright said that there
were an additional 12 cities where independents got first-run product of
only one of the eight defendants,
while there were no cities where affiliated theatres licensed the product
of only one defendant.
Although defendants claimed that
this particular chart showed no relationshipcircuits
betweenand
revenue
paid derived
by_ affiliated
receipts
by distributors with affiliated circuits,
the government introduced a tabulation dealing with the period between
Dec. 26, 1943, and Nov. 30, 1944,
which purported to show that of $12,812,560 paid by RKO theatres to the
eight defendants in film rentals, including newsreels and shorts, $9,509,354, or 73.3 per cent went to RKO
and the four other defendants with
affiliated circuits; of $25,341,536 paid
by 20th-Fox's National Theatres, $19,034,851, or 78.2 per cent, went to 20thFox and the other four; of $23,442,-
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SHOWING

OF

DEATH"
OF
GAME
"A
Wednesday, Nov. 21 at 2:30 P. M.
RKO PROJECTION ROOM
630 Ninth Avenue
•
New York, N. Y.

Only 30 Outside
Since last May, only 30 clerical employees in thebeen
distributing
companies'
offices have
outside the
union.
Four meetings have been held between
the union and company representatives, under the auspices of the Minister for Industry and Commerce, the
most recent being last Saturday. By
last week the number of non-union employees had fallen to 12, all of whom
are on the-20th-Fox payroll. Seven
have refused to join, despite a final
appeal by Frank Robbins, union
leader.
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NATIONAL

ENTERTAINMENT
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COMMITTEE

SMITH

ST. VINCENT'S

FOR

MEMORIAL

HOSPITAL

Room 192. Hotel Astor. New York 19. N. Y.

Dear Mr, Theatre

Circle 5-7127

Owner:

During the month of November, the nation will pay
tribute to a great American — Alfred E. Smith,
As you know, he is being honored by his Government
in having a special stamp with his likeness on it
and the entire nation will join in supporting a
suitable memorial to him in the form of a hospital,

tiE

A

Al Smith was a tested friend of the motion picture
industry.
He was a friend of the common man and
his charitable activities spread over the entire
nation.

WAS
D

GOO

At the request of Archbishop Francis J. Spellman,
Honorable James A. Farley, Honorable Frank Walker,
ex-Postmaster General and himself a theatre owner,
and others, I have been asked to act as Chairman
of the Motion Picture Industry, that every person
identified in this great business, regardless of
where located, be given an opportunity to make his
or her contribution to this deserved memorial to a
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We realize that many states have similar activities
occupying their attention and that you as a theatre
owner have been called on many times, but we felt
that every public spirited citizen should know of
the memorial and make whatever contribution they
desire, and this of course includes you and your
staff.
All exchange personnel will be invited to
bute and we would suggest you do the same
your employees.
The services of salesmen
been requested to call this cause to your
and we bespeak your consideration when he
[Checks
Llfred
iotel
lonies

yours,

Smith.
W . TP . ^ftODGERS ■

PLEASE
THIS

READ

LETTER'.

contriwith
have
attention
calls.

and securities should be made payable to the
E. Smith Memorial and sent to Room 192,
Astor, New York 19, N.Y. and receipts for all
received will be mailed to you.
Sincerely

THE

IN

WONDER

SPECIAL

LAND

REQUEST

by Elaine V. Emans
Walk noiselessly beside me, Lord
Lest for an interval I stray
In thinking or in deed or word
From faithfulness to him away . . .
He is so far, and life is so
Confused, and often lonely,

Ttf£R£'SA
G/RL /HOUR
OFF/C£...

Straying is easy, even though
He is this dear to me. So through
The dawn and noon, the dusk and night,
Walk here with me and make it seem
He is beside me, too, in bright
Are
YOU On
Your Way to

Completeness, though it be a dream.

Becoming An OLD MAID?
by Carol Lucas
Once there was a girl who lived alone and didn't like
it a bit. This girl had hardening of the hearteries at
the age of 25. She did have a sweetheart once. Bob was
attracted to her looks and style, but her spinsterisms
didn't wash with him at all. Pretty soon he began to
feel like a naughty boy who had wandered into a
museum by mistake. And so, one day he said "Brr!",
turned up his coat collar, and walked out on her. If
you find yourself getting angular, it's time to defrost.

HIS BUDDIES

CAME

BETWEEN

US ^

"You must remember,"
Mabel reminded me,
"that in the Army our
men made new ties.
When homesickness struck,
their buddies had to take
the place of the people they
loved Nowbut they
couldn't
be
with.
are back,
but part of their hearts still
belongs to those buddies of Army
days. We must be patient" — I couldn't
help interrupting her, "But Cas and I have
waited three years to lead our own life again,"
I said.
Mabel replied,
"that
Cas
and "You
Joe andforget,"
Dice Webster
have a feeling
of all for one and one for all — something no
civilian can understand." "Cas is a civilian
now," I said defiantly . . .

True Confessions "makes you think." Its readers say so — say that's why it helps them. The
things that are in it — like these selections from last
September's issue — come out of our readers' lives —
they use True Confessions to plan their tomorrows.
If we were to get "long-haired" about it, we could
call True Confessions "a social force." It is the
magazine for a better life that is followed, believed in, and trusted. It is the magazine whose
growth and development are being watched with
great interest by alert advertising men (in a recent
survey they also agreed that today's True Confessions keeps on "surprising" them).
Few magazines ever published have been more
influential than True Confessions consistently is.

onfessions
Bought at newsstands by 2,000,000 women
a month for the living service it gives

FAWCETT PUBLICATIONS, INC., 295 Madison Ave., New York 17, N.Y., World's Largest Publishers of Monthly Magazines
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Connors

Picks

Distribution
'Dimes'

Heads

Salesmen Also to Aid
On Exhibitor Pledges
District and key-city chairmen for
the 1946 march of Dimes drive, Jan.
24-30, were announced here yesterday by national distribution drive
chairman Tom Connors.
The distributor chairmen, mobilizcouning every film salesman in the
try, will cooperate with exhibitor
chairmen in an effort to speed up the
pledging of theatres.
Connors announced the following
appointments :
Distribution district chairmen:
Atlanta, Paul Wilson, 20th CenturyFox; Boston, A. M. Kane, Paramount; Dallas. J. B. Underwood,
Columbia; Detroit, Jack Goldhar,
United Artists; Kansas City, Ward
Scott, 20th Century-Fox; Los Angeles, Henry Herbel, Warners; New
York, Jack Bowen, Loew's.
Key city distributor chairmen : Albany, C. G. Eastman, Paramount ; Atlanta, William Zoellner, Loew's ; Boston, I. H. Rogovin, Columbia; Buf(Continued on page 10)
Mochrie
Meeting

Calls
Nov.

RKO
26-28

A district managers meeting to be
held in the Waldorf-Astoria Nov. 2628, has been called by Robert Mochrie,
RKO Radio sales manager.
Among business to be discussed at
the sessions will be the future sale of
Rainbow Productions' "The Bells of
St. Mary's," world premiere of which
has been set at Radio City Music Hall
early next month.
Nat Levy, Eastern division sales
manager, and Walter E. Branson,
Western sales manager, will assist
Mochrie in the discussions. District
(Continued on page 9)
In This Issue
In addition to the reviews
of "The Bells of St. Mary's"
and "Saratoga Trunk" (in adjoining columns), "Blazing the
Western Trail" is reviewed on
page 4; "Navajo Kid," 9. Estimates of key-city grosses
appear on page 8; Motion
Picture Daily's Booking Chart
is on page 11.

Industry at Smith
Stamp Ceremonies
Industry leaders here have
been invited by Postmaster
General Robert Hannegan to
attend the ceremonies placing
on first-day sale an Alfred E.
Smith commemorative postage stamp, in the lobby of the
General Post Office, here,
Monday at 11:30 A. M.
The industry is participating, under leadership of William F. Rodgers, in the drive
in behalf of the Alfred E.
Smith Memorial, which will
take the form of a wing to
St.
Vincent'sis aHospital.
C. Walker
sponsor. Frank

20th-Fox

Nets

N.

Y.

ENDS

Boom

TEN CENTS

TRUST
ON

20th

Abroad

— Silverstone
American films face the prospect of
doing "greater business" in Europe
than before the war, despite the obstacles of quotas and the growing comtive prodpetitionuof nac t,
Emanuel Silverstone, United
Artists special
home office fori
tive, declared
sign representahere yesterday

$7,529,287

after
seven-of
month asurvey
the Continent,
Twentieth Century-Fox and subsidiaries, including National Theatres
and Roxv Theatre, Inc., reports a
ing" theatre
citing
business "boomnow in
net profit of $7,529,287 after all
charges, including a reserve for contingencies of $1,000,000, for the 39 Emanuel Silverstone European countries. He accomweeks ended Sept. 29. After deductpanied Walter
ing dividends on prior preferred
and convertible preferred stock this
UA forand remained
abroad,toGould,
manager,
amounted to $3.31 per share on 1, after eign
Gould
returned
the U. S.
Silverstone said that the quality of
911,238
standing. shares of common stock outHollywood films, plus the factors of
Comparable net profit -for the 39 greater attendance, percentage selling,
(Continued on page 10)
(Continued on page 10)
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of

44 Saratoga
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Mary's
[Rainbow-RKO
Radio]
St.
Hollywood, Nov. 20

[ Warner Brothers]
Hollywood, Nov. 20

rabl
ng Myof
memo
"Goiucer
Y,'e prod
ARE
1EOtheMcC
^ Way," has done the well nigh
impossible. Thematically, he has
dared to re-trace the general patern of his first outstanding success,
adding dramatic variations and
switching the central character and
combining the whole into as fine,
if not a finer, motion picture than
its predecessor. Beyond all question and with every doubt re's"
moved, "The
Marygreat
is destined
to Bells
be oneof ofSt.the

e from a
traction gets its titl
Trunk"
elayed Warner atlon
THIS
, g-d
railroad
not a piece of baggage. But it has the baggage as
well, played very warmly by the
capable Ingrid Bergman.
"Saratoga Trunk," by virtue of
its constituent parts, looks like an
attraction of size. It has its female
star in an hitherto unessayed role,
Cooper as the counterwith Gary
foil. It is based on a best-selling
novel by Edna Ferber. The film
has been publicized extensively, and
will be the more. It reunites the
leads of "For Whom the Bell Tolls."
values — New OrIts production
leans and Saratoga in the 75s and
thereabouts — are large-scale and
(Continued on page 4)

money-makers of the current season and a champion among the
ts in latter-day industry hisgrea
tory.
Bing Crosby again plays a priest,
(Continued on page 5)

TRIAL
DAY

Government and Defense
To Exchange Briefs;
Final Argument Jan. 15
By MILTON LIVINGSTON
Trial of the New York anti-trust
suit which began in U. S. district
court here Oct. 8, was concluded at
5:10 p.m. yesterday, the 20th day
of court sessions and the fifth anniversary of the entry of the consent
decree in the case on Nov. 20, 1940.
Thereafter, Judge Augustus
N. Hand, presiding justice of
the three judge statutory court,
which heard the case, set Dec.
15 for the government to serve
its brief on the defendants;
Jan. 7 for the defendants to
serve their briefs on the government; and set court arguments on the briefs for Jan. 15.
One ofwasthe provided
highlightsby ofJudge
yesterday's
session
Hand
when he told Robert L. Wright, government counsel, who had been arguing about clearance, that it seemed to
him,
Judge Hand, that clearance is
inevitable.
Wright had attempted to introduce
(Continued on page 9)
Hoyt
At

Will

Capital

Preside
Dinner

Washington, Nov. 20. — Palmer
Hoyt, publisher of the Portland Oregonjan,
former
of theInformation
films division of the
Officeheadof War
in Hollywood, and subsequently with
the wartime Office of Censorship, will
be master-of-ceremonies at the industry dinner to be held in the grand
ballroom of the Willard Hotel, Washington, on Dec. 4.
Operations
of thewill
industry
War Activities Committee
be reviewed
by
government agencies at the dinner.
Approximately 300 members of the
industry are expected to attend. Many
of them will be in Washington at the
time to attend the March of Dimes
(Continued on page 9)
No Paper Tomorrow
Motion Picture Daily will
not
iday. be published tomorrow,
Thanksgiving Day, a legal hol-
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Personal
Mention

Insider's
Bv RED

Hollywood, Nov. 20
the fuss and all
in
T
dent
HOU
presi
WIT
vice,
NER
JACK WAR
the work, Consolidated
er
Warn
of
ction
produ
of
e
charg
Film Industries. Inc., has been
Brothers, is en route here from the
Coast.
imentawaging
olor exper
photography
two-csive
tion in exten
Lawrence H. Lipskix, assistant to for several years. The process
iis Magnacolor. The junction
N. B. Spixgold, Columbia vice-pres
dent, and Mrs. Lipskin on Sunday
is in sight now where Herbert
became parents of a second son, SamJ. Yates, who divides, his many
uel Edmoxd, born at the French Hosworking hours between the
pital, New York.
laboratory company and Republic, is ready to proceed. How
his
James Bracken- has resumed
ts to proceed:
expec
he
post as contact manager for Warner
First, a Western in color and
Theatres in New England, with headquarters atNew Haven, after two and _probahlv the forerunner of all
a half vears with the
• Army engineers.
Republic's Westerns in tints.
Definitely on the list of early
Leox J. Bamberger, RKO Radio
is Roy Rogers in color,
futures
sales promotion manager, will address
r, 1946.
the convention of Independent Theatre
probably by mid-yea
■
Owners of Missouri and Kansas in
Kansas City, Nov. •27-28.
It's merely a beginning, as
are presently contemmatters
Southern
Fixxey, Loew's
W. A. manager,
plated. Yates intends to go
division
will spend the
much beyond. He has in mind a
Thanksgiving holidays in Daytona
three-color process, maybe to
Beach, Fla., his home
• town.
"Tricolor." Not
known as
be offshoot
Eddie Bracken and Mrs. Bracken
an
or a development of
on Monday became parents of a son,
Magnacolor, it will be entirely
different in method.
born at St. John's
Edward,
Michael
Hospital, Santa Monica.
•
Essentially planned as an accessory for Republic, which will
Interna
John Leroy Johnston.
call, it seems inevifirst
have
will
head,
ity
tional Pictures' public
leave the Coast on the Chief tomorrow
table and logical that the threefor New York. •
color system, if and when, will
be made available to those who
E. R. Boroff, American Broadcastto use it. Yrates talks
may want
charge of the
ing's vice-president inNew
a plant to be constructed
about
from
York
in
is
,
central division
in the East and an opposite
Chicago.
number in the West. Anyway

Tom Young, 20th Century-Fox
manager, has reMemphisturned branch
there after a business trip to
Dallas.
•
Harry Blonsteix, formerly with
Film Classics, Chicago, has joined Supreme Pictures there, in charge of
sales.

Johx Joseph, Universale director
ation,
of advertising - publicity - exploit
arrived here from the
• Coast yesterday.
Henry Koster, M-G-M director,
and Mrs. Koster, have arrived in
New York from the
• Coast. .
Arthur Gerbel, Jr.. commercial
manager of station KJR, Seattle, is
visiting in New York.
•

c's assistant
n, Republi
Waltomanage
E. L. sales
r, will leave here
general
Boston today. •
for
Jack Carsox left by plane for the
Coast vesterday from New York.

it is approached, it spells comlor.
petition for Technico
■
Republic's experience with
"I've Always Loved You," the
Frank Borzage Technicolor job
at a reputed negative cost of $1800,000 — the company has never
had anything to approach it—
serves to sharpen Yates' color
plans and ambitions.
Technicolor is so jammed with
work and so much of its facilities even now are employed by
the Navy that the rate of print
delivery moves most producers
toward the border line of despair. No criticism attaches to
this state of affairs. In fact,
compliments commonlv go the
wav of Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus
for the task he has done for all
companies under exceedingly
difficult conditions.

Outlook
KANN
be later. At any rate, if July
does mark delivery date, October will be release month as
Yates calculates it. There were
for "In
at Republic, intoo,color,
plans
Old Sacramento"
but
the idea was abandoned when it
was established prints could not
exchanges until Dec.
reach
1946.
Efforts to relieve the jam explain why Metro is using Cinecolor on' one film. Paramount
was unhappy over the need to
in black-and"Kitty"
producewhen
realized
the studio
white
full well here was a subject
literallv yelling for color. "Can't
doin yet
has been
Help Singing"
mestic release many
months,
so far. Universal awaits color
■ distribution.
prints for foreign
Meanwhile, Hollywood opinion varies on relative values of
the process developed by AGFA,
subsidiary of I. G. Farben. One
of the many German industrial
secrets brought to this country
technical misby Government
sions, formulae and methods of
manufacture
and development
were released a few weeks ago
to American industry by the
Department of Commerce. At
the time, Lt. Col. R. H. Ranger
of the Army Pictorial Service
gave the process a high rating,
declaring the color was excellent
if shy on the side of definition
as
white.compared
Partial with
commentblack-andhere is
on behalf of
encouraging
not
development, but
the German
also to be heard is uncertainty
over the status of patents and
equipment
Yet, a measure of relief, after
Hollywood's way.
all. is heading
Technicolor will proceed with its
long-awaited new plant and its
plans to push the use of Monohappens, compack. When this
mon anticipation is the use of
color will flower the further,
more such films will be turned
out and many subjects, particularlv adaptable for color but
withheld because of lack of
production.
facilities, willI enter
■

It could be described as competition. Italso could be. called
kind of timing The
the worst
facts
:
Late Winter and the months
three attracfind Bergma
on withwill
piling tions
n on
Ingrid
the market battling one another.
It's Bergman [with Gregory

Parade

an Legion
the Americ
invesHarbor
CONGRESS' tigation,Pearl
convention in Chicago, weekend football highlights and the Army-Navy
d discuss
unified turedcomman
feals, are
in current
newsreeions
together
with miscellaneous other subjects, ins. Contents' <
cluding women'sow
fashion:
foll
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 24. — Inside
information disclosed in Pearl Harbor testimony. Cordell Hull wins the Nobel Prize
for 1945. American Legion in convention,
in Chicago. Army and Navy war planes
scrapped as out-of-date. Slow-motion study
of the Army's 11 in action. 87,000 see
UCLA defeat St. Mary's in big upset,
NEWS revelations.
OF THE DAY,
Pearir.
Harbor
FathersNo.and222.—
sons
first postwar Legion conclave. First trip o:
Carrier FDR. "Dame Fashion" invades the
halls
of learning.
touchdown
parade
described
bv Bill Army's
Stern. UCLA
upsets
St
Mary's.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 25.— Billiondollar
FashionUnified
goes tocommand
school.
Behindscrap
Pear!heap.
Harbor.
drama. Pigskin parade nears climax: Irish
wallop Wildcats; Army vs. Penn.
RKO PATHE NEWS, No. 27.— Carrier
FDR leaves Navy yard. Army ousts President
Brazil.Germans
42 injured
in In-in
dianaVargas
railroadofsmash.
trained
democracyon atunification.
Rhode Island.
Nimitz
UCLAEisenhower.
tops St.
Mary's; Army beats Perm.
UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL,
No. 452.Surplus planes junked. Legion holds 27th
meeting. Flattops on parade. Clothes _
to college. War hero gets farm. Robo:
brain. Army-Penn game.
also Bergman [with Gary Coop"Saratoga
Trunk." Ina
order,er] inshe
plays a psychiatrist,
nun
tues. and a lady of doubtful virThe public, exercising its inalienable prerogative, will decide.
■ ■

Club,"
"21 HollyCharlie's of
and Mecca
Jacktual
perpe
wooders inbound for New Y"ork,
r idea
The
is bound.
hatched"
in "Spell
fine plug
gets a murde
within its prosperous portals,
sions are
psycho
drawn analyt
fromical
theconclu
digits in the
name. The principal male character, Gregory Peck, is merely
"J. B." for much of the footage
and later identified as "John
"Ballyntine" is the phonetic
of Ballantine. And Balmate
Ballyntine."
lantine
is a widely known
at "21"
and
nationally
through
21
plugged
Scotchsoldwhiskey
Brands, Inc., whenever Charlie
Berns can get a shipment.

The tretown:
the business
Talk of mendous
amassed by
"Spellbound" in its opening

Nevertheless. Republic does
Munson to 20th-Fox
not
expect to get its prints on
Hollywood, Nov. 20.— Brig. Gen.
at the
The
week
Uptown.Loew's
Fox Chinese.
State and
Edward L. Munson, Jr., head of the the Borzage film until next
average
ion,
combinat
in
three,
been
has
anArmy Pictorial Service,
although
July, other
studio whothehadhead
heardof this
" It's
"Spell
in
Peck] n inTwith
Crosby]
Binsbound.
signed by 20th Century-Fox as a
Bergma
S75.0OO. "Spellbound" d i d
S92.000.
production executive, effective Jan. 1. is willing to make book it will
and
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"WHAT NEXT, CORPORAL
HARGROVE?"
ROBERT
WALKER
• KEENAN
WYNN
with Jean
Story and
Characters
Thorpe •

Porter, Chill Wills, Hugo Haas, Wm. "Bill" Phillips
Screen Play by Harry Kurnitz • Based upon the
Created by Marion Hargrove -Directed by Richard
Produced by George Haight • An M-G-M Picture
PUT THE VICTORY SPIRIT IN THE VICTORY LOAN
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Irving

Asher

Rainbow

Heads

Coast

Unit

"Saratoga

Trunk
(Continued from page 1)
for the box-office.
interesting. In other words, it is undoubtedlyof aa setup
New Orleans aristocrat,
Miss Bergman is the illegitimate daughter
It's a handicap to start
hell bent to revenge her unmarried mother's name.
branches
with, but it is done by badgering and shaking down the legitimate
or without fame,
of the proud family tree. She is also out for fortune, with
and almost has her way with the scion of a wealthy railroad family. But
when she sees Cooper bloody and bleary after a thug-of-war between opposing
forces seeking control of the Saratoga trunk (line), she decides Gary is her
him or not is up to the audience to deter-is
man. Whether she ever marries with
him in the earlier days in Louisiana
mine. Whether she carried on
another something subject to varying interpretation. This reviewer interprets

$6,250,000 Bonus
'.7or Kodak Workers

Rochester, N. Y., Nov. 20. — ApHollywood, Nov. 20. — Irving Ashproximately 40,000 Eastman Kodak
er, former M-G-M producer, has beProducmployes
in the Western Hemisphere
come president of Rainbow
tions, independent producing unit
will share a wage "dividend" estimated
formed last February by Leo Mcat $6,250,000 voted today by the comBing Crosby, David Butboard paid
of directors.
Careyler andwith
dendpany's
will be
in March.The diviB. G. DeSylva participating.
Mcion
A dividend of $2.50 a share for the
At the time of its organizat
Carey, will now confine his acquarter
was also stock,
declaredtogether
on the comrelintivities to production, having
pany's common
with '
quished the presidency; Butler is
the
regular
$1.50
on
preferred
stock.
vice-president.
payable
Jan. 5.2 Into each
stockholdin an attractive black wig to frame the whole- Bothers ofare
Anyhow, Miss Bergman,
Asher also will produce one or two
record
on Dec.
of the
some and pleasant face that seems to belie the kind of character she has to
films annually for Rainbow. "The be in this, is called upon to be fiery, volatile, amorous, crafty, unscrupulous past three quarters the common dividend has been $1.50.
Bells of St. Mary's" is the first Rain- and charming. It is a compliment to her dramatic range that she manages
bow picture for RKO Radio release.
„,..,
.
•. .
the gamut.
Under the wage dividend formula
of Gone With the the rate rises or falls with the amount
"Saratoga Trunk," in a way, reminds of certainoutaspects
of context it has to be of dividends paid on common stock.
are reached
"St.
Mary's"
to
Play
All
conclusions
any
before
But
Wind."
RKO Houses Outside N. Y.
set down hard and fast that it is considerably removed from GWTW as a The amount to be paid employes in
Leo McCarey's "The Bells of St. job of picture-making. "Saratoga Trunk" runs 135 minutes, which are too March compares with $3,652,762 paid
which last March. Of the estimated 40,000
Mary's," starring Bing Crosby and many minutes. It is very talkative. It is repetitive in its development, stilted
Ingrid Bergman, will be the Christ- hampers the progression of the action such as it is. It is frequently old employes, 27,000 work in Rochester.
an
and
mas-New Year holiday attraction in and it is often dull. But it has a thrilling head-on train crash
.
• .
.
every RKO situation outside the New fashioned fight sequence.
York Metropolitan area, as arranged
While this sounds like a series of contradictions, the point, however, is it
by Sol A. Schwartz, general manager is undoubtedly an attraction. "Saratoga Trunk" could have been made a $1,700,000 in Film
of RKO out-of-town theatres; Har- much better film, but whether it can be a better drawing card than it will
old Mirisch, general manager of RKO prove to be means peering into too many futures.
Dividends in Month
d for his abilities
Theatres' film booking office, and
Cooper is his always competent self in a part hand-turne
Robert Mochrie, general sales mana- The script occasionally dictates that he is to get tough, and dutifully he tries
ger of RKO Radio.
But when Cooper is made to talk about slapping women around, credulity
Washington, Nov. 20. — Film corThe picture will be given a stepped- is sometimes strained. Florence Bates, who practices blackmailing in a highporation dividend payments in October
up advertising campaign ; all engage- society sort of way, wraps up the picture in her several scenes. Flora Robson aggregated $1,700,000, against $3,900,ments will be for extended runs.
difficult
handicaps
given
is
maid,
Negro
a
as
makeup
000 in September and $4,000,000 in
in outlandish theatrical
as Cupidon, the dwarf • Oct., 1944, it was reported here today
to surmount. Others in the cast are Jerry Austin,
Ethel Griffies and Helen Freeman by the Department of Commerce.
John Abbott, John Warburton, Curt Bois,
Schofield Is MOT
While dividends vary greatly from
Hal B. Wallis
Sam Wood directed, from a script by Casey Robinson.
month
to month, the Department said
Production Manager
date that over the long period they level
Robert W. Schofield has been ap PrRairmfog time, 135 minutes. Adult audience classification. Release
Red Kann out. During the first 10 months of
pointed production manager of March Jan. 23.
the year they amounted to $16,800,of Time, succeeding James Wolcott,
000, compared with $16,600,000 in
who resigned to become general man- "Blazing the Western Trail"
1944.
20
Nov.
ager of Audience Research Institute, (Columbia)
,
Hollywood
announces MOT producer Richard de
Kid" series is a standard Western
THE latest on Columbia's "Durango
Rochemont.
is nothing particularly new or noteworthy about the story, but all
Having once done pioneer work in the There
Toronto Managers'
familiar thrills are included, and climaxed by a stagecoach race in which Association
Formed
motion pictures for D. W. Griffith, the
,
...
"Kid" rides home to hard-won victory.
Schofield returned to the business
usual
their
in
cast
the
Toronto,
Nov.
20.
—
More than 20)
head
Taylor
Dub
Charles Starrett, Tex Harding and
when he joined March of Time two
occasionally managers in Toronto of 20th Century
and
,
subordinate
strictly
is
time,
this
comedy,
Taylor's
roles
years ago as a director. In the years
Theatres, affiliated with Famous Playbetween, he spent 13 with Tidewater seems labored. Bob Wills and his Texas Playboys furnish a couple of musiers Canadian Corp., have organized a
Oil of New England.
mutual-benefit association under the:
°aj ilBentOnSCheney's original screenplay tells of two rival stagecoach lines presidency of Al Perly of the Midtown
by his victim's daughter. These facts, of Theatre. Business luncheons are
murderer, the other
one headed by agenerally
known, but they are soon suspected by the Durango scheduled for the first Thursday of
course are not
Ross Joins Selznick
Kid " who uses every weapon at his command— trickery, a powerful left, and
As Eastern Agent
cold steel— to bring the facts to light and send the villain to a well-deserved each month at the Royal York Hotel, social
programs midnights,
have beenwhile
arRobert Ross, who recently returned doom Colbert Clark was the producer, Vernon Keays the director.
ranged for Thursday
from a six months overseas tour with
Running time, 60 minutes. General audience classification.
Thalia Bell special screenings of forthcoming features Will be conducted Sunday nights,
Catherine Cornell's "Barretts of
for the information of members.
Whimpole Street," has been signed as
Eastern production representative of
Jack Theatre,
Alexander,
manager of and
theSelznick-International Pictures, it was N. J. Allied Scores Speigel Lunch Guest Brock
is vice-president
announced here yesterday by Daniel T. Confidential Reports
On Leaving Columbia the secretary-treasurer is Fred Fink
of the Broadview Theatre.
O'Shea, president of Selznick's VanAllied Theatre Owners of New
assistant, exploitaSpeigel,
Henry
guard Films. Ross was at one time
tion manager
at Columbia
will be
This is the third managers' associaa resolution conadopted
hasdemning
connected
tion in Toronto, the others being idenConfidential Reports, Inc., guest at a farewell luncheon to be
York office.with Warner Brothers' New Jersey
given
today
at
the
Hotel
Taft;
he
its
and
service,
theatre checking
tified with Famous
F.
Theatres,
Ltd. Players and B. and1
Ross' appointment, following the re- methods of operation, the association has been appointed publicity manager
cent appointment of Julian Blaustein disclosed here yesterday. _ _ of the Brooklyn Paramount Theatre.
as editorial supervisor, is in line with
The association asserts that it is Among Columbia and other execu
David O. Selznick's plans for the impresent will be N. B. Spingold,
in- fives
mediate expansion of Vanguard and impossible to keep confidential the ReHollywood,Plans
Nov. 20.'Vague'
— Queried! on
David A. Lipton, Maurice Bergman, Hecht's
formation obtained by Confidential
Selznick-International, it was learned.
M. Weitman, Jack Mclnerney, reports that he .would terminate his.
are R.
checkers
that
and
checkers,
ports'
Ben Serkowich, Lawrence Lipskin, three-picture deal with Republic on
The companies' production schedule
enced and incompetent.
calls for the beginning of multiple pro- inexperi
Hortense Schorr, Sidney Alexander, completion of the first production, Ben
duction before Jan. 1.
Al Rylander, William McHale, Harry Hecht today told Motion Picture
Arthur Mayer in Tokyo
McWilliams, Jack Meyer, H. L Daily that his plans are "still vague,"
Arthur Mayer, managing director Smith and Ralph Martin.
Crouch Sets Feature
and that he expects to "make an anof the Rialto Theatre, here, has arnouncement intwo
has been with Columbia for
"Talent Scout," feature based on an
his capacity as as- sixSpeigel
in
Tokyo
in
rived
Today Hecht
wiredweeks."
H. J. Yates of
years, going with the company in
original by William Forest Crouch and
chairman
r,
O'Conno
Basil
to
sistant
1939
as
a
member
of
the
exploitation
make
I. J. Alexander, will be made at Film- of the American Red Cross, to
Republic, nowandin making
New York:
"I am
all my
craft Studios, here, starting shortly. a survey of Japan for the Red Cross. department ; prior to that he was stayingtureshere
here unless I can carry
out picmy
shortly
with Loew's publicity department,
Crouch, executive producer of Film- He will remain there until
of having my own studio at
craft Productions, will produce and after Dec. 1 when he will leave for from 1933 to 1939, and with the project
Oceanside, Cal., which has been a
Paramount as assistant to dream
direct the film, which will feature 15
that Lee Garmes and I have
to spend a week in the Philip- Brooklyn
Maurice
Bergman,
publicity
director,
to 20 musical acts, several name bands Manila pines.
He is expected to arrive back
from
1928
to
1933.
and various other name talent.
s.
in New York shortly after Christma
had for some time."
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Trade Press Cited
For Campaign Work
St. Louis, Nov. 20 — Citing
the highly satisfactory progress being made by the industry in the Victory Loan
drive, Harry C. Arthur, Jr.,
regional chairman for the
Central area, said a large part
of the credit is due to the
speedy and comprehensive
services rendered by trade
publications in presenting the
news, showmanship ideas and
other data pertaining to the
campaign, as well as in giving
recognition and inspiration to
the workers.

CBS Sets Tarty'
Bond Broadcast
The "Hollywood Party" broadcast
scheduled to emenate from Beverly
Hills Hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif.,
Thanksgiving Eve starting 8 :30 Hollywood time and 11 :30 Eastern time,
over
Columbia
Broadcasting's
in connection with
the Victorynetwork
Loan
drive, will feature Harpo and Chico
Marx, Ronald Coleman, Frances
Langford, Tony Romano, Lauritz Melchior, Beulah of the Fibber McGee
and Molly program, Arthur Treacher
and Robert Alda, with Charles Vanda
as the producer of the show. Two
hundred and fifty servicemen will be
entertained at the hotel during the
broadcast and similar parties for veterans will be held at all CBS stations
while the program is being "piped-in."
60 FWC Theatres Issue
$2,135,655 in Bonds
Los Angeles, .Nov. 20. — Sixty Fox
West Coast houses in Northern California already have sold 25,275 Victory Bonds, with a total value of $2,135,655, according to Charles P. Skouras, West Coast regional chairman.
Among principal Bond Premieres
already reported are the following :
El Capitan Theatre, San Francisco,
$242,000; Paramount, Oakland, $325,000; Peninsula, Burlingame, $210,300;
St. Francis, San Francisco, $107,175;
Hippodrome, Sacramento, $132,440;
California Theatre, Berkeley, $80,000.
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Bells of St. Mary's"
(Continued from page 1)

Hollywood

who comes to St. Mary's, which is "knee deep in nuns" and where the
parochial school is succumbing to age and disrepair. Whereas, in "Going My
Way," Barry Fitzgerald first was arrayed against him and ultimately
learned to respect and admire him, this time it is Ingrid Bergman as Sister
Benedict, with whom Crosby finds himself at occasional but never fundamental, odds. Their differences of opinion' are never serious until Miss Bergman
flunks Joan Carroll, unhappy offspring of an unhappy marriage which Crosby
undertakes to mend and succeeds in doing.
In the end, his influence persuades Miss Bergman to forego the rigidity of
scholastic standards, in this one instance at least, so that the youngster may
graduate on the eve of her parents' reunion. The other good deed manifests
itself in the prayers of the nuns that Henry C. Travers, hard-bitten and
crusty plutocrat, will donate his modern building adjacent to St. Mary's as
the 'site of its new school. That happens, too, through., a series of amusing
incidents caparisoned by Travers' off-side remark that. "donations to the church
areButdeductable."
the hardest road Crosby has to travel is to brave the misunderstanding
of Miss Bergman, who develops a touch of tuberculosis and faces transfer to
a milder climate. She believes her failure to graduate the young girl is the
reason when, in fact, it is the doctor who advises explanation of the ailment
may hamper recovery. Before she goes, Crosby, however, explains and Miss
Bergman leaves her cherished St. Mary's happy at heart.
In the original story by McCarey and the script by Dudley Nichols, incident
rides higher than actual story. But it is rich incident, always warmly human,
homely and touching. In many passages, it is laughter, not drama that holds
the stage. While the essential characters are clothed in religious habiliments,
above all they are human beings. They are understanding. They are compassionate. They appreciate the need for wholesome fun and gayety as well
as the strength and the need of a good heart. Thus, Miss Bergman teaches
Dickie Tyler how to box and takes one on the chin herself. She sings a
song and Crosby sings several, including the famous song from which the
picture draws title and two others of which much unquestionably will be
heard. These are "Aren't You Glad You're You?" and "In the Land of Beginning Again." Finally, all the nuns, plus Crosby, go into an orchestration
of the thematic composition.
McCarey's direction is absolutely top level. His episode of the httlebetter-than-infants interpreting the play of the nativity is a gem and will
Miss Berglinger long. Performances are top-grade, led by the incomparable
in smaller vignettes. Disman with Crosby trailing but never by very much,
tinction must be accorded to the supporting players, who include Travers,
Miss Carroll, young Tyler, Ruth Donnelly, Martha Sleeper, Rhys Williams,
_
r.
Una O'Conno
William
General audience classification. Release date not set.
minutes.
time 126and
Running Gar'gan

UOPWA

Will Meet

On Radio's History
of the United OfThe Radio Guildsional
Workers of
fice and Profes
r a fortsponso
will
CIO,
a,
Americ
Its Past,
nightly series titled "Radio —promin
ent
Present and Future," with
branches of the indusfigures from all
try participating, starting today.
The forums will help mark the 25th
anniversary of radio broadcasting in
the U. S. and will be held on alternate
Publicity Chairmen Have
Wednesdays in the auditorium of
New Newspaper Layouts
UOPWA's White Collar Center here.
Two six-column newspaper layouts, UOPWA is seeking to unionize "white
one a series of drawings of film stars, collarites" employed by the networks.
to be designated as the
and the other titled "Movie Stars in It is seeking
bargaining representative of
collective
Uniform,"
showing
actors
who
have
CBS
help.
been in service, were sent yesterday
by Ray Beall, national publicity director for the industry's Victory Loan James Waters Dies
drive, to all state publicity chairmen.
James R. Waters, radio and stage
comedian, who appeared for 15 years
in "The Goldbergs" program, died
PRC Pledges to Buy
yesterday atL. Winkler's
Woodmere,
I. He leavesSanitarium,
a widow,
$2,500,000 in Bonds
Mrs. Clarice Waters ; two daughters,
PRC will purchase $2,500,000
Mrs. H. I. Silver of London and Caliin Victory Bonds, Harry H.
fornia and Mrs. R. M. Jeffrey of Great
Thomas and Robert Young,
Neck, L. I., and four grandsons.
company executives, have informed Abe Schneider who is
in charge of corporate sales
Coast Canteen Closing
in
the industry's Victory Loan
drive.
Hollywood, Nov. 20. — The Hollywood canteen will close its doors toCorporate pledges received
morrow night and turn its resources
by Schneider to date indicate
over to a newly-created Hollywood
that those sales will run close
Canteen Foundation, which will adto $35,000,000.
minister a$500,000 trust fund for the
benefit of service personnel.

Gould, Lowe Leave
Soon for Australia
Walter Gould, United Artists foreign manager, will leave here early
next month for Sydney, Australia,
there to conduct the first of a series
of international meetings.
He will be accompanied by Al
Lowe, newly-appointed divisional manager for the Far Eastern, Australasian
and South African zone.
At the same time, William M.
Levy, UA divisional manager for
Europe and the Near East, and Sam
Seidelman, Central and South AmerCity. ican manager, are expected to leave,
respectively, for Rome and Mexico
British

Films

Are

Belittled by Korda
London, Nov. 20. — British films are
still having no real success in America
and British producers must beware of
false optimism about their chances in
the United States, Sir Alexander
Korda warns in an interview in The
London Evening News.
He said that British films now being
shown in America are not really popular and that British producers are
still making the same old mistakes.

'Marie' Held Over Here
"Marie Louise," a Mayer and Berstyn release, is being held over for a
second week at the Little Carnegie
Theatre, here. A Swiss picture, it
has English titles.

By THALIA BELL
Hollywood, Nov. 20 '
daughter
Z, star,
KOSHET
A noted
of the
opera
has
MARIN
been chosen for a top role in "Holiday in Mexico," which Joe Pasternak is producing for M-G-M. . . .
Chester Morris will have an opportunity to demonstrate his sleight-ofs
hand
ability
in the series,
next oftoColumbia'
"Boston
Blackie"
be titled
• the Magician."
"Boston Blackie and
Jesse L. Lashy and Mervyn LeRoy
have signed Louella O. Parsons for
a bit part in their current production
for RKO Radio, "Thanks, God, I'll
Take It from Here." . . . The next in
the series
of mystery-dramas
James
S. Burkett
will producewhich
for
Monogram will be titled "Charlie
Chan in Alcatraz." . . . Mikhail Rasumny has been signed by 20th Century-Fox for one of the top roles in
"Anna and the King
• of Siam."
Vera Hruba Ralston has had her
Republic
. .Boyd
Daviscontract
has been extended.
added to . the
cast of William Jacobs' current
Warner production, "The Verdict."

Hopper Asks MPS
Basis
On World

A

Hollywood, Nov. 20. — Motion Picture Society for the Americas President Harold Hopper today urged continuance of the agency, functioning
on a worldwide basis.
In letters to MPSA directors, Eric
Johnston, Donald Nelson and all company presidents, Hopper said in part,
"Current events, particularly the rapid
changes in personnel in our own government, as well as all of the other
governments of the world, have convinced me more than ever of the
fundamental soundness of such an operative organization as the Society,
fusing as it does government policy
and motion picture production through
persuasive rather than coercive methods, which have brought about constructive and equitable results."
Complete Report
The letters were accompanied by a
complete report of MPSA operations
to date, and Hopper said he will call
a meeting late this month to consider
plans for continuing the work after
termination of the MPSA contract
with the
Office31.of Inter-American Affairs on Dec.
Y. K. Yao Delivers
The
Goods
for
'U' Chi-in
Y. K.
Yao,
nese
manager,Universal's
has arrived
Shanghai from Chungking
after traveling for six weeks
by truck, junk and on foot,
according to advices reaching
Al Daff, Universal International vice-president.
Yao reached his destination
with no personal possessions
but he carried a print of Universal's "His Butler's Sister."
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Daily

City

Grosses

MILDRED PIERCE (WB)— STANFOLLOWING are estimated picLEY (3,800) (40c-65c-85c) 7 days, 2nd
ture grosses for current engage- week. Gross: $17,000. (Average: $23,000)
ments in key cities as reported by IT ALL CAME TRUE (WB) and
TROUBLE (WB)— WARMotion Picture Daily correspond- BORN NER FOR
(2,000) (35c-44c-65c)
ent.
514,000. (Average:
$7,500) 7 days. Gross:
VOICE OF THE WHISTLER (Col.)
and THIS GUN FOR HIRE (Para, reBOSTON
(35c-44c-65c)
7 days. issue)—SENATOR
Gross: $3,200.(1,750)
(Average:
$3,000)

(2,308)(Average:
(45c-65c-85c)
500.
$13,000)7 days. Gross: $13,DUFFY'S TAVERN (Para.) and THE
WAY AHEAD (20th-Fox) — ST FRAN- Managers'
Guild
CIS (1,400) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days, 5th
week, on a moveover from the Fox. Gross : Files Against Two
$11,000. (Average: $13,000)

Business continued good in spite of
a week of bad weather.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Nov. 25 :
SHADY LADY (U)— BOSTON (3,200) (55c-$1.10) plus a stage show. Gross:
$26,000. (Average: $26,300)
MILDRED PIERCE (WB) and WANDERER OF THE WASTELAND (RKO
Radio) — FENWAY (1,300) (55c-74c).
Gross: S8.000. (Average: $7,300)
SPANISH MAIN (RKO Radio) and
SWING YOUR WAY HOME (RKO
Radio) — MEMORIAL (2,900) (55c-74c).
Gross:
$25,000.
(Average:
$24,800)and ' THE
DOLLY
SISTERS
(20th-Fox)
SPIDER (20th-Fox) — METROPOLITAN (4,367)
*(45c-74c). Gross: $25,500.
(Average:
$25,200)
ABBOTT AND COSTELLO IN
HOLLYWOOD (M-G-M) and VOICE
OF THE WHISTLER (Col.)— ORPHEUM (2.900) (55c-74c). Gross: $22,900.
(Average: $22,700)
MILDRED
PIERCE
(WB) and WANDERER OF THE
WASTELAND
(RKO
Radio)—
PARAMOUNT
(55c-74c).
Gross: $15,000. (Average:(1,700)
$14,200)
ABBOTT AND COSTELLO IN
HOLLYWOOD (M-G-M) and VOICE
OF THE WHISTLER (Col.)— STATE
(3,200) (55c-74c). Gross: $17,400. (Average: $17,300)

The pre-holiday slump was felt at
all theatres, with holdovers of big
pictures making the best record.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Nov. 21 :
THE DOLLY SISTERS (20th-Fox)—
RKO ALLEN (3,000) (45c-55c-65c) 7
days,
week, on $10,000)
a move-over. Gross :
$10,000.3rd(Average:
800)THE HOUSE ON 92nd STREET (20thFox)— WARNERS' HIPPODROME (3,500) (45c-55c-65c) 7 days, 2nd week, on a
holdover. Gross: $15,000. (Average: $20,RHAPSODY IN BLUE (WB)— WARNERS' LAKE (714) (45c-55c-65c) 7 days,
4th
week,(Average:
and second
$3,000.
$3,270)move-over. Gross :
SHE WENT TO THE RACES (M-GM— LOEWS OHIO (1,268) (45c-65c) 7
days. Gross: $5,000. (Average: $6,200)
000)CONFIDENTIAL AGENT (WB) —
RKO PALACE (3,300) (45c-55c-65c) 7
days. Gross: $16,500. (Average: $20,700)HOLD THAT BLONDE (Para.)—
LOEWS STATE (3,300) (45c-65c) 7
days. Gross: $16,500. (Average: $20,LOVE LETTERS (Para.)— LOEWS
STILLMAN (1,900) (45c-65c) 7 days. 3rd
week,
two weeks$11,000)
at the State.
Gross: following
$10,000. (Average:

KANSAS

CITY

PHILADELPHIA
Most midtown first-run film theatres are holding their own here this
week in the midst of holiday shopping
and football competition.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Nov. 24-26 :
YOU CAME ALONG (Para.)— ALDIXE (900) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7
days, age:
2nd$14,600)
week. Gross: $10,500. (AverMILDRED PIERCE (WB)— BOYD
(3,000) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7 days,
000)
5th week. Gross: $18,500. (Average: $18,ANCHORS AWEIGH (M-G-M)— ARCADIA (600) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c) 7
days, 2nd run, 2nd week. Gross: $7,500.
(Average: $4,000)
WONDER MAN (RKO Radio) — ERLAXGER
(40c-45c-50c-65c-75c85c)
7 days,(1,890)
6th week.
Gross: $8,500.
(Average: $14,000)
ABBOTT AND COSTELLO IN
HOLLYWOOD (U) (6 days: $27,000)
and CONFIDENTIAL AGENT (WB) (1
day:
$4,300) — Six
EARLE
65c-85c-95c).
days of (3,000)
vaudeville(40c-45cfeaturing Lanny Ross and variety show. Gross :
$31,300. (Average: $27,600)
AND THEN THERE WERE NONE
(20th-Fox) — FOX
(40c-45c-50c65c-75c-85c)
6 days,(3,000)
2nd week.
Gross:
$18,000. (Average: $20,500)
OUR VINES HAVE TENDER
GRAPES
(M-G-M)— KARLTOX
(40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c)
7 days, 2nd(1,000)
run.
Gross: $8,000. (Average: $6,600)
THE HOUSE ON 92nd STREET (20th800)
Fox)—
KEITH'S
75c-85c).
Gross: (2,200)
$9,500. (40c-45c-50c-65c(Average: $5,CONFIDENTIAL
AGENT
(WB) —
MASTBAUM (4,700) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c85c) 7 davs. Gross: $38,700. (Average:
$22,500)
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF (MG-M)— STAXLEY (3,000) (40c-45c-50c65c-75c-85c) 7 days, 3rd week. Gross:
$22,500. (Average: $20,000)
THAT NIGHT WITH YOU (U)STAXTOX (1,700) (40c-45c-65c-75c-85c)
7 days. Gross: $9,500. (Average: $9,400)

Pleasant fall weather and high-class
musical attractions on the Music Hall
stage were incidents of a week in
which first-runs had generally good
business.
Estimated receipts for the week ending Nov. 20-22:
FALLEN ANGEL (20th-Fox) — ESQUIRE (800) (45c-65c)
S9.000. (Average:
$8,000) 7 days. Gross:
CAPTAIN KIDD (UA) and COLONEL
BLIMP (UA) — MIDLAND (3,500) (40c60c) 7 days. Gross: $14,000. (Average:
$14,000)
MILDRED PIERCE (WB)— NEW(1,900) (45c-65c)
7 days,
2nd week.
Gross: MAN$14,000.
(Average:
$12,000)
FIRST YANK INTO TOKYO (RKO
Radio) and SING YOUR WAY HOME
(RKO Radio)— ORPHEUM (1,900) (45c65c) 7 days. Gross: $8,500. (Average:
$10,000)
TELL IT TO A STAR (Rep.) — TOW- SAN FRANCISCO
ER (2,100) (39c-60c) 7 days. Henry
Busse, in person, orchestra and stage revue
on
400) stage. Gross: $13,500. (Average: $9,Grosses kept at a comfortable level,
FALLEN ANGEL (20th-Fox) — UP- with
most bills heldover.
TOWN (2,000) (45c-65c) 7 days. Gross:
$6,000. (Average: $5,400)
Estimated receipts for the week
FALLEN ANGEL (20th-Fox) — FAIR- ended Nov. 16 :
WAY (700) (45c-65c) 7 days. Gross: $2,KISS AND TELL (CoL) and A GUY,
000. (Average: $1,750)
A GAL AND A PAL (Col.)— ORPHEUM (2,440) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days,
000)
4th week. Gross: $15,000. (Average: $18,PITTSBURGH
THE SOUTHERNER (UA)— UNITED
ARTISTS
(1,200) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days,
000)
6th week. Gross: $12,500. (Average: $14,Despite rainy and generally deCORNERED (RKO) — GOLDEN
pressing weather, two theatres did far GATE
(2,850) (45c-65c-95c) 7 days, with
000)
better than average business, one with vaudeville.
Gross: $33,000. (Average: $32,a holdover and the other with a double
THE
DOLLY
SISTERS (20th-Fox)
bill.
THE TIGER WOMAN (Rep.)—
Estimated receipts for the week end and
FOX (5,000) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days, 2nd
week.
ing Nov. 21 :
000) Gross: $24,500. (Average: $34,000)
THAT NIGHT WITH YOU (U)—
THE HOUSE ON 92nd STREET
FULTON
(1,700)
(35c-44c-65c)
Gross: $6,000.
(Average:
$9,000) 7 days. (20th-Fox) — PARAMOUNT (2,748) (45c65c-85c)
days. 3rd week. Gross: $19,000.
KISS AND TELL (Col.) — J. P. HAR- (Average:7 $24,000)
RIS
(2,200)
(35c-44c-65c)
7
days,
2nd
WEEK-END
AT THE WALDORF
week. Gross: $12,600. (Average: $10,500)
(M-G-M)— WARFIELD (2,680) (45c-65cLOVE LETTERS (Para.)— PENN (3,- 85c)
7
days,
2nd
week,
on a moveover from
400)
7 days,
the Fox. Gross: $18,000. (Average: $27,Gross: (40c-55c-85c)
$17,000. (Average:
$23, 2nd
COO) week. 000)
TOHNNY ANGEL (RKO Radio) —
IT ALL CAME TRUE (WB) and
RITZ (1,100) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days, 3rd
BORN FOR TROUBLE (WB)— STATE
week. Gross: $2,800. (Average: $3,500)

CLEVELAND

MINNEAPOLIS

The Motion Picture Theatre Operating Managers' and Assistant Managers' Guild, through its attorneys,^
Boudin, Cohn and Glickstein, Ne\^»:
York, yesterday filed charges against
Cinema Circuit Corp., Inter-City Circuit, Inc., and affiliated corporations,
charging
them with ofunfair
labor practices in violation
the New
York
State Labor Relations Act.
The Guild asserted, among other
things, dated,
thatcoerced
theandcircuits
had "intimidischarged
several
managers and assistant managers who
hadGeorge
joinedDunn
the 'is
Guild."
chairman of the
Guild, and manager of the RKO 81st
Street Theatre.
Max Cohen, head of Cinema Circuit, said yesterday that he had not
received any notice of the charges.
Monogram
Signs 12
Additional Circuits
Los Angeles, Nov. 20. — Twelve
more circuits, representing 662 theatres,
have signed for Monogram program
for 1945-46, according to Steve
Broidy, president and general sales
manager. Contracted were Skouras
Theatre Corp., operating 73 houses
in New York and New Jersey ;
Bijou Amusement Co., with 42 in
Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana,
Mississippi, North and South Carolina,
Oklahoma, Tennessee and Texas ;
Atlas Theater Corp., with 11 in
Colorado ; S. W. Graver Theatres,
with 12 in the Carolinas and Virginia ;Butterfield Theatres, with 118
houses in Michigan ; Strand Enterprises, with 20 theatres in Arkansas,
Kentucky, Mississippi and Tennessee ;
Randforce Amusement Corp., with 43
outlets in New York ; Rosenblatt- Welt
Theatres, with 12 in New York and
New Jersey; and M. A. Lichtman
Theatres,
with 24 in Virginia and District of Columbia.
Also, R. E. Griffith Theatres, operating 41 houses in Kansas, Nebraska,
New Mexico and Texas; Brandt. Theatres, operating 115 in New York,
New Jersey
and and
Interstateand
Circuit,Connecticut;
151 in Texas
seven in Albuquerque, N. M.

Grosses ran close to average in a
pre-holiday week which saw only one
opening.
Receipts for the week ending
Nov. 23-24:
KISS AND TELL (Col.)— RADIO
CITY
2nd week.
Gross: (4,000)
$12,000. (44c-60c)
(Average:7 days,
$10,000)
SHE WOULDN'T SAY YES (Col.)—
State
days, 2nd week.
Gross: (2,300)
$10,000.(44c-66c)
(Average:7 $10,000)
UNCLE HARRY (U)— ORPHEUM
(2.800) (44c-70c) 7 days. Gross: $9,500.
(Average: $7,500)
LOVE LETTERS (Para.)— CENTURY
days, 2nd run. Gross:
(44c-60c) 7$7,000)
(1,600) (Average:
$5,000.
AND THEN THERE WERE NONE
)— LYRIC (1,100) (44c-60c) 7
(20th-Fox
run. Gross: $3,000. (Average: $4,2nd
5°MEXICANA (Rep.)— GOPHER (1,000)
, , (Aver„ .
Gross: $2,800.
7 days.$3,000)
(40c)age:
(20th-Fox)
STREET
92nd
ON
HOUSE
(44c-80c) 2nd run.
D (350)
—WORL
Gross: $2,000.
(Average: $2,000)
(Col.)
CRIME DOCTOR'S WARNINGWASTEER OF THE
and WANDER(RKO
(900) Newfield Working Here
ASTER
Radio)—
LAND
(15c-25c). Gross: $2,200. (Average:
Sam Newfield, Hollywood director
$2,200)
now in New York with Toddy Pictures is now shooting his first feature
MILWAUKEE
in the East. This is an all-colored cast,
headedNewfield
by "Pigmeat"
Markwill directAlamo
four Markmas shop- ham.
Unprecedented early Christ
ham
pictures
a
year.
He
is
under
contract
to
Toddy.
the receipts of the
cut into
ping rushfirst-r
un houses.
six local
Estimated receipts for the week end- Le Baron - Morros Plans
ing Nov. 21 :
TOHNNY ANGEL (RKO-Radio) and
Nov. 20. — The Wil(RKO-7 Hollywood,
STARS ON PARADE(50c-80c
liam Le Baron-Boris Morros Federal
RADIO
)
Radio)— ALHAMBRA (1,600)
:
Films
will
produce
a modern vision of
(Average
$5,000.
days. 2nd week. Gross:
$4,000)
Eugene
Sue's
"Wandering
Jew," in
(Para.)— Technicolor, as the third film
HOLD THAT BLOND)E 7 days.
of its
Is*
(55c-85c
(2,275)
E
PALAC
$12.5001
:
(Average
$13,500.
schedule.
Gross:
week
HER HIGHNESS AND THE BELL
BOY (M-G-M)— WISCONSIN (2,8001
1st week. Gross: $15,- 2nd week. Gross: $16,000. (Average:
7 days,$13,000)
(55c-85c)
000.
(Avreage:
THE HOUSE ON 92nd STREET
PIERCE (WB) — WARNER $13,00)
MIDRED
(20th-Fox) and(1,200)
LOVE(55c-85c)
LETTERS
(Para.)
(50c-80c) 7 days, 3rd week. Gross: —STRAND
(2,400)
7 days,
2nd
$11,000. (Average: $15,000)
week.
Gross:
$5,500.
(Average:
$6,000)
) —
(RKO-Radio
MAIN(50c-80c)
THE SPANISH
E
RIVERSID
(2,600)
7 days.
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Trust

Trial

(Continued from page 1)
in rebuttal charts tabulating clearance
provisions in first-runs in 412 cities
of populations of 25,000 and over, citing the number of days granted and
the distances over which clearance extended.
These tabulations were attacked by
defendants as failing to present an accurate picture of clearance in these
Situations since Lt. Peter M. Borwick, government statistician, who was
■ on the witness stand, had taken what
■ was characterized by Whitney North
Seymour, Paramount counsel, as arbitrary four-week periods to set up the
i charts. It was contended by defendants
that general practice is to grant seven,
14, 21, 30, 45, 60, 90 and 120-day
clearance periods and that the charts
should have been set up either on that
- basis or on 10-day periods. Judge
Hand finally excluded the tabulation
since, in no case, were all the situa- tions in the 412 cities accounted for on
" behalf of any of the defendants.
Wright was directed to supply supplemental information showing the re( maining situations where, he ex' plained, there was either no definite
clearance provided for or no mention
made of clearance.
Judge Skeptical
Judge Hand permitted introduction
] of the chart showing the breakdown
of clearance as to distances but he in■ dicated that he did not consider the
■ chart worth much. Lt. Borwick had
admitted on the stand that he had
used automobile road maps to compute distances where clearance was
; stated in terms of surrounding towns
and he likewise admitted that where
: more than one town was involved, he
had taken the town furthest away.
Seymour brought out that the
'■ records of Republic, PRC and Monogram have been under subpoena since
the trial started, a statement which
Wright did not deny, but Lt. Borwick
declared that no information received
from these distributors, who are not
parties to the suit, has been used.
Protracted Argument
Yesterday's session was again
marked by protracted arguments over
introduction
of theas government's
charts
and statistics
evidence in
rebuttal. However, when the afternoon session got underway, Wright
declared that he would offer his remaining charts and if the court wanted them despite the objections of the
defendants, the court could have them.
This resulted in a speed up of procedure and saw the introduction of
charts showing revenues derived from
eight specimen pictures of the 1943-44
season in the first four runs in cities
with populations of 1,000,000 and
over ; the first three runs in cities
with populations between 200,000 and
1,000,000; and the first two runs in
cities of populations between 50,000
and 200,000. The films were "Princess O'Rourke," Warner Bros. ;
"Sweet Rosie O'Grady," 20th Century-Fox ;"Let's Face It," Paramount; "Lady Takes a Chance,"
RKO; "As Thousands Cheer,"
M-G-M ; "Cover Girl," Columbia ;
"Stage Door Canteen," United Artversal.ists, and "Christmas Holiday," UniFurther argument resulted when
Curtis Shears, assisting Wright,
sought to introduce tabulations
which he claimed showed price and
clearance discriminations in the licens-
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Hoyt to Preside
(Continued from page 1)

"Navajo
Kid"
(PRC)
THIS latest Bob Steele entry gets off to an interesting start, as the determined "Navajo Kid" sets out to average the murder of his foster
father. What transpires thereafter, and until his mission is accomplished,
makes appropriately robust, if not always polished outdoor material on about
an even keel with the average of the Steele series.
Harry Fraser's direction of his own original screenplay gets the story told
although his script contains a rather glaring flaw in a situation where the
"Kid" and his true father accidently become known to each other. Arthur
Alexander produced.
Steele hits the trial immediately upon learning of the crime, traces the
murder to four suspects, played by heavies well known to Western audiences, namely Stanley Blythstone, Edward Howard, Charles King, Jr. and
Budd Buster. Edward Cassidy is the sheriff who turns out to be Steele's
father. Syd Saylor handles the typical Western comic assignment and Caren
Marsh has the feminine lead, which actually is a minor role.
Running time, 59 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Nov. 21.
Gene Arneel

meeting at the White House on the
same day, and also the meeting to discuss a peacetime successor to the theingatres
day. division of WAC, on the follow-

SOPEG Seeks Union
For RKO Service Co.
The Screen Office and Professional
Employees Guild of the United Office
and Professional Workers of America,
Local No. 1, CIO, which represents
RKO Radio employes and other
organizaa union
startedRKO
hasamong
groups,
tion drive
Service Corp.
employes. Wage inequities are charged.

M-G-M

Sets

Up

New

The dinner previously had been
planned for the Hotel Carlton but was
transferred to the Willard. Speakers
at the dinner will be announced later.
Carter Barron of Loew's and John J.
Payette
Warners are co-chairmen
on
dinnerofarrangements.
Mochrie-RKO Meet
(Continued from page 1)
managers in attendance will be ::
Charles Boasberg, Metropolitan New
York ; Gus Schaefer, Northeastern ;;
R. J. Folliard, Eastern ; B. G. Kranze,,
East Central ; David Prince, Southeastern ;Ben Y. Cammack, SouthwesternH.
; H. Greenblatt, Midwestern ;R. V. Nolan, Prairie ; J. H. MacIntyre, Rocky Mountain and Western ;
and L. M. Devaney, Canadian.

Film-Book Promotion
A film-book promotional manual,
containing a review of book exploitation with pictorial illustrations of
window displays, contests, tie-ups and
other stunts, has been prepared by
M-G-M's exploitation department,
under supervision of Howard Dietz,
vice-president and director of adver- John Ellmer, 86, Dead
tising-publicity, and William R. FerguJohn Ellmer, Sr., 86, father of Anna
son, exploitation head, and is being D. Ellmer of Loew's Theatres home
ing of films as between affiliated and mailed to all exhibitor accounts.
office advertising department, died Monindependent theatres. It developed
day, after a long illness. Services at
that the government had prepared
the Dowdall Funeral Home, Astoria,
this information for only Warner U Inter to Stromberg
Long Island, will be followed by a reBros, and RKO. Shears explained
quiem, 10 A. M., today, at Our Lady
Hollywood, Nov. 20. — Hunt Stromthat his charts showed Warners
of
Mt. Carmel Church, Astoria. Two
berg
has
signed
Edgar
Ulmer
to
dicharged the Peacock Theatre, New
rect "Strang Woman," starring Hedy other children, John Jr. and Katherine,
Orleans, between 35 and 40 per cent
survive.
in film rental, while it sold films to Lamarr.
the 57 United Theatres, operated by
E. V. Richards, for 15 per cent, and
to 114 theatres booked by Theatre
Service Corp., also operated by Richards, on flat rentals. Joseph M. Proskauer, Warner counsel, hit the government's apparent
suggest
that favoritism
wasattempt
shown toRichards
because
mount. of his affiliation with ParaOther arguments resulted when
Wright sought to introduce charts
taken from the government's 1939 inn ?
ter ogatories and dealing with the ex-s^ma
a
hibition of films in Philadelphia, Kant
y
only
sas City and Atlanta. Defendants attacked this as an arbitrary selection
of cities but Wright explained that
these cities were used as examples of
Never met a fellow who'd admit he'd done a
the revenues received where affiliated
halfway job. But it takes a heap of smart opertheatres were the first-runs.
ating to make a showman of an exhibitor. More
476 Exhibits
than grade-A billings and gingerbread fronts.
total of Wright's
The showman reckons with the comfort of his
theThegovernment
when heexhibits
rested for
his
case at 4:40 P.M. was 476. He intropatrons. He's as much concerned with the imduced several franchise agreements
pression they take away as the admissions they;
and highlighted clauses in several
leave at the box-office. Always he insists that
other agreements for the record.
listening be pleasurable at his theatre, so his
Counsel for defendants followed by introducing additional charts in sur-resound equipment gets the same careful attenbuttal, with Proskauer putting in
tion as his billings.
charts of Warner's versions of its
profits between 1929 and 1944.
Despite the higher cost, 6,000 showmen haveEdward C. Raftery, counsel for
turned to Altec to service their booth and!
United Artists and Universal, and
Louis D. Frohlich for Columbia, made
sound equipment: They entrust its care only to>
the finest technicians.
motions ior dismissal of the "Little
Three,"ment tobut
JudgeNorHand
no commake.
did had
he comment
upon a motion suggested by Seymour
for the other defendants to strike out
ATLANTA • BOSTON CHICAGO • CINCINNATI » DALLAS
information where the government has
DETROIT
• LOS ANGELES NEW YORK • PHILADELPHIA • SEATTLE
250 Wejl 57lh Street
attempted to link the defendants to es.ALTEC
New York 19, N. Y.
tablish
a
conspiracy.
Wright's
motion to strike out defense testimony
also went by the wayside.
THE SERVICE ORGANIZATION OF THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY
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Silverstone

Production

(Continued from page 1)
and establishing of rates of exchanges,
will enable U. S. companies to compete successfully.
The trend towards nationalism is
growing in Great Britain, where the
public is increasingly supporting its
own pictures ; consequently, British
films will occupy a larger portion of
screening time than they ever had before, Silverstone said.
In France, Silverstone stated, GeorRoubier,and
UA'sUA managing
was ges
located
assets weredirector,
found
to be intact there. Average theatre
grosses are about 10 times those before
the war, with total admissions up four
or five times. U. S. product being
shown, he said, is mostly old, but it is
given screening time in the best theatres.
The last quota demands made by
the French, Silverstone said, was to
reserve a little less than 50 per cent of
screen time to native product, which
American companies resent.
The admission tax in France is
about 49 per cent, compared to 20 per
cent
in the U. revealed,
S., UA's of
special
representative
whichforeign
seven
per
cent
is
used
to
foster
native
production.

Stands

Seven French Exchanges
UA has six French exchanges, in
addition to the one in Paris, in operation. There are 4,000 theatres in
France, having a seating capacity of
2,000,000. The French franc will
shortly be devalued from its official
present rate of 50 to the dollar to 125
to 150 to the dollar, according to reports in French financial circles, Silverstone predicted.
Silverstone found Belgium to have
more stability than France ; there are
about 1,000 theatres operating, of
which 100 are used by the Armed
Forces. UA has one exchange in Brussels. Pictures are admitted freely, he
said, and 60 per cent of the screen
time is devoted to U. S. films.
Pirating of prints in Europe, he
said, "has been pretty well cleaned
up" ; most pirated prints have been
bought back by U. S. companies, Silverstone asserted.
Switzerland has about 300 theatres
operating, but admission prices are
low due to ceiling prices, he said.
American companies are not selling
product in Denmark because they want
a higher scale than the 30 per cent
rental permitted by the government,
he said.
Business is also booming in Italy,
where any number of films can be imported. The cost of distribution is very
high there, however, compared to
France, because of relatively poor
transportation.
20th-Fox Net
(Continued from page 1)
weeks of 1944 was $9,487,929, equal
to $4.67 a share on the 1,742,840
shares of common stock outstanding.
The increase of 168,398 shares of
common stock outstanding between
Sept. 23, 1944 and Sept. 29, 1945 was
occasioned by the conversion of convertible preferred stock in the ratio
of 1.251 shares of common for one
share of convertible preferred.
It is not anticipated that further
provision for reserve for contingencies will be made during the balance
of the current fiscal year, the company said. Based on present esti-

at

45

on
in

Daily
Coast
Work

Hollywood, Nov. 20. — The produc- Powers, Sheldon Leonard, Ben
tion picture was relatively unchanged Welden, Adele Mara.
last week as six films were finished
Shooting: "Night Train to Memand five were started. At the weekphis," "Specter of the Rose," "Passend, the shooting index stood at 45 ;
key to Danger," "Murder in the Music
the production scene follows :
RKO Radio
Columbia
Shooting: "Sister Kenny," "NotorFinished: "Lullaby of Broadway,"
ious," "Till the End of Time" (for"Landrush."
merly "The Dream of Home"), "Lady
Shooting: "Exposed by the Crime Luc k," "Badman's Territory,"
Hall." God, I'll Take It from
Doctor," "The Al Jolson Story," "Thanks,
"Perilous Holiday," "Gilda."
ternational).
Here" (Lasky) ; "The Stranger" (InM-G-M
Started: "Three Wise Fools," with
20th Century-Fox
Margaret
O'Brien,
LionelArnold,
Barrymore,
Lewis Stone,
Edward
Cyd
Started: "Black Beauty," (Alson
Productions), with Mona Freeman,
Charisse, Thomas Mitchell.
Richard Denning, Evelyn Ankers,
Shooting: "Till the Clouds Roll Terry Kilburn, Clifford Brooks,
By," "Army Brat," "Star from Charles Evans.
Heaven," "Time for Two," "No
Shooting: "Three Little Girls in
Leave, No Love," "Holiday in Mexico," "The Green Years," "The Yearl- Blue," "Johnny Comes Flying Home."
United Artists
Monogram
Shooting: "A Scandal in Paris"
Shooting:
"Glamour
Girl.""High School Kids," (Pressburger) ; "The Sin of Harold
ing."
Diddlebock" (Sturges) ; "Adventures
Paramount
in Casablanca" (Loew-Marx).
Finished: "The Imperfect Lady,"
Universal
"Swamp Fire" (Pine-Thomas).
Started:
Shooting: "Ladies' Man," ."Easy Rondo
Hatton."The Brute Man," with
Come,
Easy Go," "Monsieur Beaulis).
Shooting: "Tangier," "Canyon
caire," "Love Lies Bleeding" (WalPassage," "On the Carpet," "Genius
PRC
in the Family" (Skirball-Manning) .
Warners
Finished: "Mask of Diijon."
Republic
Started:
"Escape
Never,"
with
Errol
Flynn,
Ida Me
Lupino,
Eleanor
Finished: "West of God's Country." Parker.
Started: "The Last Crooked Mile,"
with Don Barry, Ann Savage, Tom
Shooting: "The Verdict."
Legion Rates Three,
Reclassifies One
The National Legion of Decency has
placed in its A-I rating "What Next,
Corporal Hargrove?" M-G-M; an
A-II rating was given to "Dakota,"
Republic. M-G-M's "She Went to the
Races" has been reclassified from B to
A-II.
Columbia's "Snafu" has been given
a Class B rating.
mates of earnings for the fourth
quarter, it is believed final net profit
*or 1945 will approximate that of the
000.
previous year, which totaled $12,480,For the third quarter ended Sept.
29, 1945, consolidated net profit, after
all charges, was $2,095,927, compared
with a profit for the second quarter
of 1945 of $2,577,875. Profit for the
third quarter of 1944 was $3,149,496.
The board of directors of 20th Century-Fox yesterday declared a quarterly dividend of $1.12>4 per share on
outstanding prior preferred stock,
payable Dec. 15, to stockholders of
record on Nov. 30.
A quarterly dividend of 37l/2 cents
per share for the fourth quarter of
1945 on outstanding convertible preferred was also declared, payable Dec.
20, to stockholders of record on Nov.
30.
A quarterly dividend of 50 cents
and an extra dividend of 50 cents on
outstanding common were declared,
also payable Dec. 20 to stockholders
of record on November 30, 1945.
The record date for all three classes
of stock was changed to Nov. 30,
from Nov. 26, as previously announced.

Wednesday, November 21, 1945
Short
Subject
"Justice Comes

to

(March of Time-20th-Fox)
With the Nuremberg war criminals
trial Germ
havingany"
already begun, March
of Time has brought forth a film of
notable timeliness and interest. "Jus-/
tice
Comes
to records
Germany,"
military
court,
the filmed
trial andin'
conviction of a Nazi for the shooting
of Lt. Woodruff Warren, an American aviator and prisoner of war.
The subject reveals the fair but inexorable workings of the U. S. Military Tribunal — the strict complaince
to military law as the accused is permitted to testify in his behalf and is
granted an American defense counsel.
It has an intense, dramatic quality,
from the opening of the trial until the
sentencing "to be harfged by the neck
Credit for production goes to
cameramen
until
death." of the U. S. Strategic Air
Force film unit, as well as March of
Time crews. Running time, 20 minutes. Release date, Nov. 30.

Fanchon and Marco
Contract Extension
St. Louis, Nov. 20. — The Fanchon
and Marco- St. Louis Amusement Co.
of 34 houses in St. Louis and St. Louis
County has signed a six-year extension
of its working agreement with the
Theatrical Employes Union, Local No.
B2, an affiliate of IATSE.
Under the renewal, doormen, ticket
takers, ushers, porters, cleaners and
chiefs of staff will receive wage increases of from five to 15 cents per
Egolf Named Special hour, the new scales ranging from 55
cents an hour for service help in neighCounsel of NAB
borhood and suburban houses to 75
Washington, Nov. 20. — Willard D. cents an hour for chiefs of staff in first
Egolf, tions
former
director Association
of public rela-of runs.
of . National
Broadcasters, has been named special Harkins Leaving U.A.
counsel to the NAB, and J. Allen
Hollywood, Nov. 20. — John HarBrown, general manager of WFOY,
kins is resigning his United Artists
St. Augustine, Fla., will report to publicity post, effective on the arrival
NAB Dec. 1 to become assistant direc- of Barry Buchanan, who will take
tor of broadcast advertising, the asso- over here.
ciation announces.

'Dimes' Leaders
(Continued from page 1)

Francisco, B. Rose, Universal ; Seattle, E. A. Lamb, RKO; Washington,
R. Smelzer, Warners.

falo, M. A. Brown, Paramount ;
Charlotte, Rovy F. Brannon, RKO ;
Chicago, Tom Gilliam, 20th CenturyFox ; Cincinnati, Leavitt Bugie, 20th
Century Fox ; Cleveland, Lester
Zucker, Columbia; Dallas, Sol M.
Sachs, RKO; Denver, Earl A. Bell,
Warners ; Des Moines, M. Evidon,
Columbia; Detroit, F. J. Downey,
Loew's ; Indianapolis, George Landis,
20th Century-Fox ; Kansas City, W.
E. Truog, United Artists ; Los Angeles, Clyde Eckhardt, 20th CenturyFox; Memphis, T. W. Young, 20th
Century-Fox ; Milwaukee, H. L.
Beecroft, 20th Century-Fox; New
Haven, B. Pitkin, RKO.
Also : New Orleans, James Briant,
Loew's ; New York, Charles Boasberg, RKO; Oklahoma City, C. H.
Weaver, Paramount; Omaha, F. J.
Hannon, Warners ; Philadelphia, Sam
Gross, 20th Century-Fox; Pittsburgh,
Sol Gottlieb, Loew's; Portland, R. O.
Wilson, Universal ; St. Louis, Lester
J. Bona, Warners; Salt Lake City,
William F. Gordon, Warners ; San

White House to Continue
Sponsorship of Polio Crusade
_ That the White House will congive its officialto"blessing"
and
activetinue tosponsorship
the annual
March of Dimes polio crusade; is indicated in developments attending industry plans for the 1946 March of
Dimes, national committee headquarters reported here yesterday.
It was said there has been conjecture as to whether the March of
Dimes would still have White House
sponsorship after the passing of 5
Franklin D. Roosevelt, and it is now
pointed out that President . Truman
personally requested Nicholas M. )
Schenck again to act as national chairman of the motion picture March of
Dimes drive. And to further indicate his cooperation and interest in the
forthcoming drive he has invited to
the White House all of the state chairmen and executive committee of the
film group, it was further pointed out ; 3
the White House visit is set for
Dec. 4.
I
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Walter ramsey, five-star film magazine
editor, is heading back to Hollywood and
a booming big job. Just out of the Navy,
he's on his way to take over as Executive
Western Editor of W. M. Cotton's Ideal
Women's Group in its spacious headquarters at 8278 Sunset Boulevard.

movie stars parade. Completely new
editorial ideas are all cooked up and
ready to serve. The go-ahead has been
given on more and more of the kinds of
stories, columns, candids and portraits
that have gone over loudest with the fans
and made Ideal the fastest-selling of all
movie magazines.

He and his fast-stepping staff are raring
to move into Ideal's post-war program of
Plans like these call for people like
expanding every activity in every direcWalter Ramsey, who's spent many notion until Hollywood is covered as it's
table years in Hollywood's publishing
never been covered before.
business. He acted as magazine editor for
All plans have been made and action is Twentieth Century Fox, and as Western
set for Ideal's movies, movie life, and editor of leading fan magazines.

With operators like Ramsey on the
job, Ideal is well on the way to keeping
its post-war resolution both to see to it
that readers know all the best news from
Hollywood — and to do an increasingly
constructive and progressive job as liaison officer between the Industry and the
movie-going public.

Publisher • Ideal Movie Group
Movies — Movie Life — Movie Stars Parade
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD
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Television's
Rules

Lanes,
Fixed

by

FCC

Permits Many Stations
In Several Key Cities
Washington, Nov. 22. — Television allocations under which
seven stations will be possible in
the New York City area without
directional antennas and setting forth
specifically the channels to be used in
other cities were announced yesterday
Communications Comby the Federal
mission in a report dealing with the
seven rules on which oral argument
was heard last month.
The assignment of seven stations to
New York was pressed by the Television Broadcasters Association as
(Continued on page 8)
Hines

Establishes

Research

Plant

The establishment of General Precision Laborato'ry, Inc., to conduct
centralized research for General Precision Equipment Corp. and its subsidiaries is anil o u n c e d
by Earle G.
Hines, president. The subsidiaries include
Ampro Corp.,
Askania Regulator Co., CineSimplex Corp.,
Hertner Electric Co., International Projector Corp.,
L i b r a s c ope,
Inc., J. E. McE. G. Hines
Auler Manufacturing Co., Motion Picture Engineering Corp., Na(Continucd on page 8)
Belgians
Trade

Form

a

Association

By LOUIS QUIEVREUX
Brussels, Nov. 3.— To handle pressing industry problems, the Professional
Council of Cinema has been formed
here. It includes six distributors, seven
• theatre managers, a technician, and a
(.Continued on page 8)

YORK, U.S.A., FRIDAY, NOVEMBER

Coast Air Travel to
Be Cut After Dec. 3
Washington, Nov. 22. — On
and after Dec. 3, and continuingmentindefinitely,
of industry the
and moveother
civilian personnel from Hollywood to New York by plane
will be seriously hampered by
the order of the Office of Defense Transportation to airlines to reserve 70 per cent of
their space for Eastbound
transportation of servicemen
returning from the Pacific.
ODT officials explain that
the peak of Eastbound military traffic will be reached in
December and January.

Korda
World

flOAN
TEN CENTS

23, 1945

Setting
Unit

Sir Alexander Korda, recently resigned as M-G-M's production head in
Great Britain, is setting up a worldwide production and distribution organization, with himself in charge of
production, and Laudy Lawrence to
head distribution, it was learned here
on Wednesday.
Korda will be able to supply product
from three sources : his production in
England, which for the time being
will be at least two films a year until
further studio space is available ; films
from Regina Films of France, of
which Korda has acquired the controlling interest and which has been turning out six to seven pictures a year,
and the old Korda pictures.
Korda, through
the distribution
ganization that Lawrence
is setting orup
11,000
'Free
in Europe, will be able to handle distribution everywhere with the exception of the U. S.
Korda, who is now in London, is
Days '
Movie
Number of theatres that have made expected back in the U. S. with Lawrence about Dec. 7 to set his American
arrangements to participate in "Free- distribution.
Movie Day" exceeds 11,000, already
topping the final total of the Seventh
War Loan by about 100, according to
the latest tabulation of reports from
the field by Charles M. Reagan, dis- Possible 6U' Release
tributor drive.
chairman for the industry's For International
Victory Loan
With two weeks still to go before
the
date of further
"Free Movie
Day,"
Hollywood, Nov. 22. — William
Dec. actual
7, a sizeable
boost in
the
of International
Pictotal is anticipated by Reagan. The Goetz, tures,president
isgoing East
to join Leo Spitz,
unusual number of theatres conducting chairman of the board, on negotiations
"Free Movie Day" on other occasions
during the drive, besides the Pearl regarding International's future which
Harbor anniversary, Reagan pointed may result in a switch from RKO Radio to Universal as the company's disout, means that the ultimate total will
tributor,
Goetz has been nonbe well in excess of 15,000.
com it al onalthough
the subject.
These special occasions have been
Locally published reports include J.
impetus by the competition for round Arthur Rank of England in a threetrips by air to London, to be awarded way production merger through an exchange of stock.
the nation's six top-seiling exhibitors.
Newsprint Gains in Chicago, and
So Does Space for Amusements
Chicago, Nov. 22. — Film press agents here are benefiting bylocal
newsprint gains, which, however, do not prevail in many cities.
Newspapers, here have been generous with space on various film
matters, and for the past two months have even been paying more
attention to pictures of visiting film personalities.
Ed Johnson, color photography editor of the Chicago Tribune,
recently made a trip to Hollywood studios and returned with 110
subjects which are being used in the paper's Sunday rotogravure
sections. The Chicago Sun is now using pin-up photos of starlets
regularly,
"planting"
daily picture
page. them in both news sections as well as on its
All dailies here have announced that larger amusement sections
will be published as soon as more newsprint is available. Henry
Murdock, amusement editor of the Sun, has announced that he is
trying to develop a six-page Sunday amusement section, to be
introduced as soon as conditions permit.

Stabilizing
Europe
To

Hit

Millions
Currency

of

Money
Films

Seen Lost by
Devaluation

Stabilization of European currencies, with consequent devaluation from present inflated values,
will result in losses of literally
millions of dollars to U. S. film companies, which have accumulated
enormous sums of "blocked" funds
abroad, it is learned here from foreign
department headquarters.
Currency devaluation is expected to
occur any day now in France, according to informed officials, with the
present rate of 50 to the dollar being
revalued to around 100 to the dollar.
The French decision might conceivably be held up until French ratification of the Bretton Woods Agreement, but that is expected within the
next several weeks. Stabilization of
the French franc will, according to
banking circles here, foreshadow subsequent stabilization of other currencies, itis declared.
At present,
U. S.
film 8)companies
(Continued
on page
Vogel

in Charge

All Loew

of

Theatres

Joseph R. Vogel, a vice-president
and
member
now board
has entire
chargeof ofLoew's,
all of Inc.,
that
company's theatres, Nicholas M.
Schenck, president, having announced Vogel' s
promotion
the postfromof
supervisor o f
out-of-town theatres.
I n assuming
control of all
Loew houses,
Vogel takes
over
GreatertheNew72
York Loew
merly handled
properties
formJoseph R. Vogel
by
CharleswhoC.
Moskowitz,
will devote his
entire time to the treasurership, to
which he was promoted one week ago
today.
The circuit operates a total of
139 theatres.
Vogel started in exhibition 36 years
ago, when, at 14, he became an usher
(.Continued on page 8)
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Leserman
Bogeaus,

Motion
Confirms
Loew

Move

Carl Leserman, United Artists general sales manager, confirmed on
Wednesday that he will leave the
company to join Benedict Bogeaus and
David Loew, independent producers
releasing through UA. Leserman said
that he will remain with the company
until the return of Gradwell L. Sears,
UA vice-president in charge of distribution, who is currently in London
but is expected back in the U. S. by
Christmas. Leserman declined to comment on a
report that he has an interest in
Bogeaus' "Captain Kidd" and "Diary
of a Chambermaid" and also in a
forthcoming picture of Loew's.
Bogeaus, who will return to the
Coast today from New York, refused
to comment -on Leserman's association
with his company.

Picture

Personal

JA.CK L. WARNER, production
head of Warner Bros., has postponed his scheduled trip to New York
from the Coast. •
Major Daniel A. Jenkins, son of
Felix A. Jenkins, secretary of 20th
Century-Fox, is en route back to the
States from Japan where he was
awarded the Bronze Star.
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Mention

ParaREAGA
CHARLES mountM.vice-presi
dent N,
in charge
of sales, and Curtis Mitchell, director of advertising and publicity, are
expected back at the home office today from Hollywood.
•

Lou LieseS, former Republic salesman in Scranton and Wilkes-Barre,
has been named PRC branch manager
at Buffalo.
William Boyd is due here from the
•
Coast this weekend on the Superchiej
to arrange for distribution of the
William Basil Holden, M-G-M
will leave Holly"Hopalong Cassidy" series, which he Londonwood executive,
for New York today on the
plans to produce. •
Superchief, en route
• to England.
William E. Osborne, Far Eastern representative of Monogram InAlmy, Warner manager in
ternational Corp., left New York on theCliff
Philippines and China, left here
Wednesday on the S.S. Titama for for
Manila Wednesday to reorganize
Karachi, India.
•
•
the company's activities
Hugh Campbell, manager of the
Central, Hartford, has been appointed
Walter Rooney, ^manager of the
to the board of directors of the West Capitol, Wilkes-Barre, is undergoing
treatment at the Nesbitt Memorial
Hartford Chamber • of Commerce.
Hospital, Kingston,• Pa.
Theo Albrecht, owner-partner of
William Fadiman, head of the
the Ritz Theatre, Newberry, S. C,
has been released from the Navy and M-G-M story department, will leave
has returned to the• theatre.
Hollywood by train today for three
weeks in New York.
•
Walter Bibo of Excelsior Pictures
Jack H. Levin, general manager
Corp. is scheduled to leave New York
for London tomorrow on the Pan of Confidential Reports, Inc., is in
American Clipper. •
Washington today visiting the com•
pany's branch there.
John K. Hilliard, chief engineer
for Altec's motion picture and theatre
Irving Greenfield, Loew's attorney, and Mrs. Greenfield, will leave
division* has arrived in New York
New
from Hollywood. •
Mexico.York Sunday for a vacation in

Hollywood makes merry
with romance, song and laughter
MEXICAN
A
A grand musical starring
TITO CUIZAR
Constance
Leo Estelita
Moore
Carrillo Rodriguez
Produced and directed by
ALFRED SANTELL
A Republic Picture
2

nd Smash
"J™"*'?.
Week GOTHAM

B waVSt.
47th

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
50TH ST. & 6TH AVE.
Ginger Rogers • Lana Turner
Walter Pidgeon • Van Johnson
"WEEK-END
XAVIER CU GATATandTHEhit WALDORF"
ORCHESTRA
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
DAVID O- SEIZNICK pmKli

A GoPmleuzs
20tho
Sn

"T

HI

Banner, Greif Form
f INGRID BERGMAN
Publicity Company
GREGORY PECK I
Tack Banner and Ed Greif have
formed a public relations firm, Banner
and Greif, with offices here, to specialSpellbound
ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S
ize in radio publicity and special exploitations for films.
ASTORK
Banner was released last week from
CONTINUOUS fBQM 3 30 * U • LATE SrtQVr EvE*Y NlCMl
the U. S. Maritime Service as Lieut.
i ONSCREEN
Comdr., assistant chief public relations
H lstN.Y. SHOWING IN PERSON
officer. Previously he was public relaENOCH LIGHT
tions director of station WNEW, radio
Ml ABBOTT
& ORCH.
editor and columnist for Motion Picture Daily and associate editor of
HALLeROY
Radio Guide Magazine. Greif recently
EXTRA !
LOU 00STELL0 Patricia
resigned as exploitation and feature
WORISON
editor of National Broadcasting ; previously he was film reviewer and radio
Joseph H. Hazen of the Walliseditor of Motion Picture Daily and Hazen organization is scheduled to
Eric Von Stroheim arrived in
managing editor of Trade Journal arrive in New York from the Coast New York from Hollywood yesterday
EDDIE BRACKEN - VERONICA LAKE
this
weekend.
Syndicate.
IN HOlfflOOD'
and will leave for • Europe tomorrow.
•
'HOLD THAT
IN PERSONBLONDE"
Rud Lohrenz, United Artists disBryan
Foy,
producer,
left
HollyFRANK
SINATRA
Kirsch, Harrison
trict manager, is back at his desk in
wood by train on Wednesday for New
Extral JAN SAVITT and His Band
Chicago following a two-week hunt- York, where he will• spend two weeks.
B'WAY &
ing trip.
Form B'naiB'rith
•
Chicago, Nov. 22. — The Chicago
"Bingo" Brandt left here for Los
Norton V. Ritchey, president of Angeles by plane yesterday. He will
Cinema
Lodge
has
been
formed
-hereofbyB'Nai
some B'rith
70 leading
Monogram International, has arrived stay
at the Beverly• Hills Hotel there.
O'HARA
Film Row executives. Lou Harrison
IPALACE! 47th St.
in Rome from Paris after a week's
of the Harrispn. and. Goodman circuit, delay.
Harry
Brillman,
office
manager
•
^aul
Walter I
and Jack Kirsch, president of Allied
Maureen
for Film Classics, PhilSLEZAK I
HENREID
of Illinois, are- organizing the lodge.
Arthur C. Bromberg, president of and salesman
a
d
e
l
p
h
i
a
,
i
s
on
the
sick
list.
•
A member-ship -drive for the next sev- Monogram Southern Exchanges, has
eral weeks will be held before a for- lanta.
left
Los
Angeles
for
his
office
in
AtA. J. O'Keefe, Universal Western
In Technicolor
mal request for a charter will be
"TheAn RKO
SPANISH
MAIN"
Radio Pietnre
sales manager, has returned to New
•
made.
York from Detroit.
Among charter members are : John
•
George B. West, Monogram direcBalaban, Harry Seed, Eddie Heiber,
tor, is en route back to Chicago from
IAIN" I
Rudy Berger, Southern division
Irving Mack, Harris Silverberg, Sam the Coast.
sales
manager
for
M-G-M,
is
in
New
Honigberg, Jack Shumow, Jack Rose,
Betty G RABLE Jehn PAYNE JuneHAVER
Orleans.
s
Al Raymer, Ben Bartlestein, Sam
Sam Buchwald,•
cartoon producer,
•
is
in
Hollywood
from
New
York.
Lamansky, Harry Nepo, Arthur Da•
"THE
DOLLY
SISTERS"
vidson, and Jack Irving.
A 20th CenturyFox Picture
In Teehnleolor
Gregory Ratoff, 20th Century-Fox
Plus on Staae — Carl Ravazza - Beatrice Kay
Lt. Tyrone Power has arrived on cago.
producer, is spending a week in ChiGomez 4. Beatrice - Extra! Maurlee Roeeo
the Coast from Japan.
BUY MORE
Quigley
on
'Dimes'
Drive
BONDS
National- drive chairman Nicholas
M. Schenck announces the appoint- Kentucky Exhibitors Two Weeks of M-G-M
ment of Martin Quigley as chairman Association Elects
THIRTEENTH WEEK
Sales Meetings Here
of the trade press committee for the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer will shortly
1946 March of Dimes.
Louisville, Nov. 22. — The board of
directors of the Kentucky Association announce an unusually lengthy series
of Theatre Owners has elected Lt. of sales meetings at the home office,
Myers Quits Alperson
Commd. Gutheir F. Crowe, former La here, bringing in groups of the field
Hollywood, Nov. 22. — Edward L. Grange attorney, president, succeeding sales forces over a period of two
Alperson and Zion Myers have jointly Andy Anderson of Hartford. W. Free- weeks.
man Smith was named chairman of
William F. Rodgers, vice-president
announced the Iatter's withdrawal, "by the board,
and Willard Gabbard was in charge of distribution, will preside
mutual consent," as associate producer
i
at the sessions, it is understood.
reelected vice president.
of "Black Beauty."
MOTION PICTURE DAILY, Martin Quigley, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher; Sherwin Kane, Editor; Martin Quigley. Jr., Associate Editor. Published daily except Saturday.
Sunday and holidays, by Quigley Publishing ;Company, Inc., 1270 Sixth Avenue, Rockefeller Center, New York 20, N. Y. Telephone Circle 7-3100. Cable address: "Quigpubco.
New York." Martin Quigley, President; Red Kann, Vice-President; Martin Quigley, Jr., Vice-President; Theo. J. Sullivan, Treasurer; Leo J. Brady, Secretary; James P.
Cunningham,
News Bureau,
Editor; Postal
Herbert Union
V. Fecke,
Manager;
David Harris,
624 South
Michigan
Avenue,
Sam Honigberg,
Representative; Hollywood
Life Advertising
Bldg.. William
R. Weaver,
Editor;Circulation
London Director;
Bureau, 4 Chicago
Golden Bureau,
Sq., London
Wl, Hope
Burnup,
Manager;
Peter Burnup,
Editor;
cable
address,
"Quigpubco,
London."
Other
Quigley
Publications:
Motion
Picture
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Better
Theatres,
International
Motion
Picture
Almanac,
Fame.
Entered
as second
class matter, Sept. 23, 1938, at the post office at New York, N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879. Subscription rates per year, $6 in the Americas and $12 foreign;
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CHARLES

ANNE

BRUCE

Screenplay by Harry Kleiner • Based on the novel by Marty Holland
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Finds

Little Communism
Washington, Nov. 22. — The House
Committee on Un-American Affairs is
expected to issue a report late next
month on its investigation of alleged
communism in the motion picture industry, giving a clean bill of health to
the executives of all but one company,
but charging that communistic influences dominate three talent organizations, it was learned yesterday.
Whether any action will be taken to
develop the situation in the one company whose executives were held by
committee investigators to have been
inclined to encourage communism will
be decided by the committee before the
end of the year.
Even in the three organizations
where evidence of communistic tendencies have been uncovered, it is
understood, committee investigators
■found that probably less than half of
the members are sympathetic but
have been unable to combat the domination of the socialistic element.

UA Theatres to Buy
$200,000 in Bonds
A Victory Bond purchase of
$200,000 is being made by
United Artists Theatres, announces Abe Schneider, Columbia Pictures vice-president,
who is chairman of corporate
sales
the industry's Victory
Loan in
Drive.
Telenews is buying $100,000
worth.

Ask

Review

To

"San Antonio"
(Warner Bros.)
IN lusty
"SanTechnicolor
Antonio," saga
Warner
Bros,oldhave
up with
lavishsupply
and
of the
West,come
replete
with another
a generous
of action and romance, which should enjoy the same measure of box-office
success as its predecessors in this category from the same company, including
"Dodge City," "Virginia City" and "The Santa Fe Trail," all of pre-war
vintage.
Starred in this melodramatic tale of the Southwestern Texas cattle war of
1877 are Errol Flynn and Alexis Smith, with. good support coming from S. Z.
Sakall, Victol Francen, John Litel, Paul Kelly and Florence Bates. Producer Robert Buckner provided an attractive series of indoor sets of old San
Antonio to blend with the overall gunplay, fisticuffs and horsemanship, while
David Butler's direction manages to provide an even keel of action and suspense. This is a film which should provide entertainment value for every
member of the family, since it possesses all of the familiar ingredients which
marked films of this type with success.
Flynn is Clay Hardin in the film, a bold and stubborn Texas rancher who
has been robbed of his cattle, riddled with bullets and driven into Mexico
by cattle rustlers, headed by Paul Kelly as Roy Stuart. The betting is that
Flynn will not be able to return to San Antonio to resume his fight to drive
Kelly away, but with Litel's help and the support of other ranchers, Flynn
does just that, armed with evidence to convict Kelly for his nefarious activities. Miss Smith as Jeanne Starr, popular singer and her entourage, consisting of Sakall and Miss Bates, are also headed for San Antonio to fulfill
an engagement at the Bella Union Music Hall, operated by Kelly and his
partner, Francen. The U. S. Cavalry maintained law and order in San
Antonionewal offollowing
cattle warto and
return is ahissignal
for the and
rethe strife.the Needless
say, Flynn's
Flynn overcomes
adversaries
wins Miss Smith.
Flynn is more convincing as the handsome, romantic rancher than he is
as the fearless crusader who boldly walks into, the lair of Kelly and his
henchmen. Miss Smith is luscious in Technicolor ; she is highlighted in
several songs. Alan LeMay and W. R. Burnett fashioned an acceptable
screenplay, which makes much use of the Alamo for gunplay. Max S.teiner
provided some interesting musical backgrounds to the action.
Although "San Antonio" does not quite measure up to "Virginia City" and
"Dodge City" in colorful action and lustiness, a fault which would seem to be
attributable to the nature of its story, the results are nevertheless satisfactory
in all deparments.
Running time, 111 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Dec. 29.
Milton Livingston

Wood's Bill Threatens
Meanwhile, legislation has been
written by Committee Chairman
John S. Wood of Georgia which,
while aimed directly at broadcasting,
might have an important effect on the
film industry.
Wood's bill would regulate the
broadcasting of opinion and propaganda by commentators and require
stations to have legal agents in all
states within 500 miles of their transmitters so that they may be sued
locally.
Legal experts are said to have held
that this might be the opening wedge
for applying similar restrictions with
respect to motion pictures but that, be- CIE Meet Dec. 3 to
cause of the national distribution of
films, legal representation might be
Weigh Fabian Plan
required in every state.
A meeting of the Conference of Independent Exhibitors, comprised of
N.Y.RallyTodayWill representatives of various exhibitor
around the country, inLaunch Loeufs Drive organizations
cluding National Allied, the Pacific
Loew'sE. theatres'
participation
the Coast Conference of Independent TheAlfred
Smith Memorial
Fund in
drive,
atre Owners and others, has been
which opened yesterday and continues called for Dec. 3 at the Statler Hotel,
through Nov. 25 in Loew houses, will Washington, presumably to consider a
be launched this afternoon when an Al peacetime organization to replace the
Smith "rally" will be held on the lower W^ar Activities Committee theatres
East Side, here. A grandstand has division, as proposed by Si Fabian.
been erected at Delancey and Suffolk The organizational meeting of the
streets, to seat Mayor-elect William latter is slated for Dec. 5, likewise at
O'Dwyer, Manhattan Borough Presi- the Statler.
dent Edgar J. Nathan, former-Mayor
Also on the CIE meeting agenda,
James J. Walker, Eddie Cantor, Com- it is understood, is a report on the
missioner Robert Moses, Judge Jonah New York trust trial, to be given by
Goldstein, James A. Farley, Father Abram F. Myers, board chairman and
James
Keene
of St.director
James' of
Church,
Elizabeth
Nelson,
Reis general counsel for Allied.
House, and others. Boy Scouts,
schools, settlement houses and nurses
from St. Vincent's Hospital will also $1,000,000 in 'E' Sales
participate.
At Statue of Liberty
More have
than been
$1,000,000
"E"
bonds
sold inworth
the 22of days
since the industry's "Statue of Liberty" in Times
SquareIrving
has been
operation,
announces
Lesser,in
general chairman of the New York
industry's War Activities Committee.

Sheridan-Warner Pact
Hollywood, Nov. 22. — Ann Sheridan
has signed a new long-term contract
with Warners, Jack L. Warner, executive producer, has announced. Miss
Sheridan, now in New York, is
scheduled to return to Hollywood next
month.
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Postpone Convention
Of Canada Pioneers
Toronto, Nov. 22. — Because of a
conflict with a conference of Famous
Players-Canadian executives and partners the annual convention of Canadian Picture Pioneers, scheduled for
Toronto Nov. 28, has been postponed and a new date has not yet been
selected.
The FP-C conference, at the Stevens Hotel, Chicago, for three days
starting Nov. 29, will include a study
of television, which may be introduced
in the Dominion sooner than has been
expected.
Golden's 'Breakfast'
To Open in Chicago
Producer Edward A. Golden, who
arrived in New York from Hollywood aweek ago to remain until after
the holidays, reports that his recentlycompleted "Breakfast in Hollywood,"
which is being released through United Artists, is slated for an opening in
Chicago in February. The film features Tom Brenneman and Bonita
Granville. .
Golden said he has several key
properties pending on the Coast and
will take up production of one of them
upon his return to Hollywood about

Through
Coast

Coast

Pullmans

The Chesapeake and Ohio Railway,
of which Kenneth M. Young, PRC
and Pathe executive, is one of the
principal owners, has started a move,
in conjunction with the Nickel Plate
Road, service
to obtain
railroad pullman
fromthrough
Coast to Coast, by
eliminating the usual changeovers in
Chicago and other terminals, such as
St. Louis, Memphis and New Orleans.
Citing inconveniences to railroad
passengers traveling across the continent from making double reservations,
as well as being delayed, the two : rail
lines publicly declare that they stand
ready to join
with any combination of
railroads
to set
up through sleeping
routes.
car service, on practical schedules and
The two. roads state that the problem can be solved and should be, in
the interest of the traveling public;
they urge public support of the move.
The Western passenger terminus of
Chesapeake and Ohio is Cincinnati,
while the Nickel Plate runs to Chicago
and St. Louis.

Robert
Dies

Benchley

Here

at 56

Robert Benchley, 56, writer and
screen comedian, died Wednesday
morning of a cerebral hemorrhage in
Harkness Pavilion of Columbia Medical Center here. Although in recent years Benchley spent much , of
his time in Hollywood, he returned
to New York a month ago to fill
radio engagements and had been ill
a little over a week.
Benchley entered motion pictures in
1927 with a sound-film version of his
"Treasurer's Report," which he had
previously given at private meetings
and then in the "Music Box Review."
This was
his "How to.tofea— "
series
of followed
shorts. by
Advancing
tures, he appeared in "The Gay Divorcee," "China Seas," "The Major
and
others.the Minor," "See Here, Private
Hargrove," "Song of Russia," and
A native of Worcester, Mass., and
graduate of Harvard, Benchley began his literary career as associate
editor of the New York Tribune SunHe was
editor-dayof Magazine.
the old Vanity
Fair managingand-dramatic editor of the old Life magazine
and the New Yorker, as well as the
author of numerous books.
Academy Names LeRoy
Hollywood, Nov. 22. — The board
of governors of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences has
elected Mervyn LeRoy fourth vicepresident and appointed Al Newman
to the directorate and Joseph Sistrom
as assistant secretary, succeeding the
posts.
late Jerome Kern, G who held both

Crash Kills Tom Berta
Tom Berta, Wyoming exhibitor who
Jan. 1.
had been prominent in industry war
loan work, was killed last Friday in
Keough's Mother Dies
Funeral services were held Wed- an automobile accident, according to
nesday for Mrs. Jennie J. Keough, word received Wednesday at War Activities headquarters here. At the time
mother of Austin C. Keough, Para- of the crash
Berta was accompanying
mount vice-president and general two war heroes
to Rock Springs,
counsel. Mrs. Keough died last SunWyo., for a Victory Bond show.
day at her home in Brooklyn.

s

Motion

Belgium

Television

Association

(Continued from page 1)
representative of the newsreels, under
the presidency of M. Bourland.
As soon as it begins its function, the
Council will have to find solutions to
three important problems : the percentage rate on films for distribution, wage
ceilings, and methods of enforcing
obedience to professional regulations.
The Council, under Governmental
supervision, may refuse permits for the
opening of new houses and will offer
technical advice for the improvement
of theatres.
The latest Belgian film to be comfrom
pleted is "Baes Gansendonck,"
by the Flemish writer, Henthe novel
drik
Conscience. The picture has
opened at the Empire theatre in Antwerp.
Father Damien Biography
Now in production is the biography
of Father Damien, famous Belgian
priest who sacrificed his life to work
with lepers. Robert Lussac, who was
starred in two recent resistance films,
"Soldiers Without Uniforms" and
"Barrick I," is playing the lead. French
technicians, assisted by the Belgian
technician and producer, Henri Storck,
have completed the first scenes of the
picture.
■ The film magazine, Cine Revue,
commenting on the success of the annual Hollywood awards, has decided
to award three gold medals this year ;
the first to the best Belgian film of
1945, the other two to the best Belgian
actor and actress.
Emile Gourrdon, Paramount head in
Belgium from 1925 to 1940, died recently in Brussels at the age of 64.
He had resumed activities for Paramount immediately after the liberation.
A series of educational films on biology, hygiene, natural history, sports
and geography will be presented to
Belgium by Gaumont British Instructional Films.
Connolly Rejoins 20th
Boston, Nov. 22. — Lt. James M.
Connolly, who was coordinator of
Navy Film distribution for Navy Photographic Services, under Commodore
Gene Markey, has been released from
the Navy and has returned to his
former post as sales manager at 20th
Century-Fox's exchange here. In the
Navy Connolly was previously distribution officer for Naval Aviation
Films.
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"RAINBOW
theTO RIVER"
(CHANGED
"IT HAPPENED
IN NEW ORLEANS")
"HAWAII

CALLS"

"EVERYTHING
(CHANGED TO "FROLICSONON ICE"
ICE")
All with New Press and Advertising
Material After Being Highly Streamlined
•fa Watch for Further Announcements
SCREENCRAFT PICTURES. INC.
341 W. 44th St.. New York 1 8, N.Y.
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Daily
Lanes

{Continued from page 1)
preferable
to the
nal proposals
for Commission's
four stations,origiand
was accomplished by providing for
community stations in the smaller
cities and a somewhat closer location
of stations in the East than was
originally contemplated.
The stations
Commission's
provides
seven
also fortable
Chicago
and
Los Angeles, and six for San. Francisco. It has pending applications for
14 stations in New York, seven in
Chicago, 11 in Los Angeles and three
in San Francisco.
The new rules provide that all commercial television stations must operate aminimum of 28 hours a week
with a minimum of two hours a day.
No provision is made at this time for
compulsory sharing of television channels, but applications are invited
from persons who desire to enter into
voluntary sharing arrangements.
On the question of multiple ownership, the FCC ruled that no person,
directly or indirectly, may own, operate or control more than one station in any single area, or more
than one station except upon showing that such ownership, operation
or control would foster competition or
provide a service distinct and separate from existing services, and would
General

Aniline

Sets

$3 Stock Dividend
General Aniline and Film Corp. has
declared a dividend of $3.00 per share
on common A stock and 30 cents per
share on common B, both payable Dec.
24 to stockholders of record on Nov.
27. In determining the amount of the
dividend the board considered, among
other things, a non-recurring profit of
more than $8,000,000 (before taxes)
realized earlier in the year from sale
of itscal Co.investment in Winthrop ChemiAny stockholder, in lieu of the cash
dividend,tionale
can Gesellschaft
take stock
Internafuer inChemische
Unternehmungen A. G., (I. G.
Chemie) Basle, Switzerland. In lieu of
$3.00 on each share of common A
stock, monl/30th
fully-paidwillcom-be
stock ofshare
I. G.of Chemie
paid and in lieu of 30 cents on each
share of common B stock, l/300th
share.
Allen

SCREENCRAFT PICTURES. INC.
ANNOUNCES!
THE RE-RELEASE OF

Picture

Named

Coast

Rank Representative
Reginald Allen, former head of Universal^ scenario department, has been
named Hollywood representative ~ of
J.
Arthur
Rank's here
Eagle-Lion
Films,
it was
announced
Wednesday
by
Capt. Harold Auten, the U. S. comvice-president.
Allen,pany's
nowexecutive
a lieutenant
commander
in the Navy, will return to civilian
status shortly. He will assume his new
post after Jan. 1, succeeding William
Burnside, who recently resigned.

'Chance' Opens Nov. 27
"The Last Chance," Switzerlandmade film on the escape across the
Italian border of a group of hunted inernationals, will have its premiere at
Loew's Criterion on Tuesday, Nov.
27th, it was announced by Arthur M.
Loew, president of M-G-M International Films. M-G-M is releasing the
picture in this country.

not result in a concentration of control of television facilities inconsistent
with the public interests.
Ownership, operation or control of
more than five television stations under any circumstances will be considered to constitute a concentration of
control inconsistent with the public
interest. The chain broadcasting regulations are made applicable to television stations.
Under the rules, licensees will be
required to make available to other
broadcasters any particularly suitable
sites which they may have, where no
other comparable site is available in
the area and exclusive use of the site
by the applicant would unduly limit
the number of stations that can be
authorized in a particular area or
would unduly restrict competition between stations.
Mechanical reproductions will have
to be announced either at the beginning or end .of the program in which
used, except where used for background or incidental effect or station
identification. Station identification
announcements, both aural and video,
will be required at signing on and off,
and announcements, either video or
aural, will be required at least once
each hour on the hour.
Suggest Johnston for
President in 1948
Hollywood, Nov. 22. — Hollywood
is speculating over publication in the
Los Angeles Examiner, morning
Hearst paper, of a petition enlisting
editorial support of the Hearst press
for the Republican nomination of Eric
Johnston for the presidency in 1948.
v'ance I. Morris, Jr., yeoman first
class, USN, of Long Island City,
signed tional
thenames.petition, bearing 31 addiE. G. Hines
(Continued from page 1)
tional - Simplex - Bludworth, Inc., and
Strong Electric Corp.
The new laboratory company has
contracted for the purchase of the
Manville estate at Pleasantville, N. Y.
Acquistion of the property follows
a trend pioneered by leading industrial
organizations of the country to establish research laboratories in a collegelike atmosphere where creative and
fundamental developments can thrive
to best advantage.
Dr. R. L. Garman, director of research and development, will head the
staff and direct its technical activities.
Coordination of the laboratory's program with the operations of the manufacturing units located in some of the
principal cities in the country will be
conducted by H. Barnett, coordinator
of research projects of General Precision. The staff of the laboratory
will be composed of a score of physicists and engineers, largely recruited
from universities and war research
laboratories.
Activities of the laboratory will be
devoted chiefly to research and development in the fields of precision meoptics, electronics,
sonics andchanics,
hydraulics
as they superapply
to motion pictures, television, industrial process control and air-marine
navigation equipment, as well as fire
control and other specialized equipment for the Army and Navy.

Friday, November 23, 1945
Europe

Money

(Continued from page 1)
have accumulated an estimated 500,000,000
funds. Thisof
has beenfrancs
built inup"frozen"
from exhibition
pre-war pictures, from funds collected
by thetion and
U. some
S. Office
Warwhich
Informanew of
films
have
been permitted entry by the French.
Although the French have permitted
the use of a portion of this money, it
is believed that only a negligible part
of the total amount has been released.
At the present rate of 50 francs to
one dollar, 500,000,000 francs would
represent about $10,000,000 earned by
the companies. If the franc is devalued to 100 to the dollar, then film
money in France would be immediately cut to $5,000,000.
Second Devaluation
If, as some authorities believe, the
franc is further devalued to 125 to
150 to the dollar in a second devaluation step by the French government
to bring the franc further into line
with its real value — the black market
rate is currently 175 to the dollar —
then the $5,000,000 would be further
reduced to $3,000,000, or even less.
Italy
presents
even a worse
problem from
the standpoint
of currency
devaluation, it is said, as it is commonly acknowledged that currency inflation has taken place there on an
even more drastic scale than in
France. Present official rate of the
lira is 100 to the dollar, which is out
of all proportion to its real value, as
demonstrated by the black market rate
of 330 to 350 to the dollar, it is believed that the lira will have to be reduced to at least three or four times
its present rate, and will be pegged
closely to the eventual rate of the
French franc, or two lira to the franc.
In this event, although film revenues
in Italy have not been as large as
those
in France,
it will still cut heav"frozen"
in Italy.
ily into the
estimated 200,000,000 lira
Belgium Situation
Belgium is another country which
has blocked funds of American film
companies, but it is understood that
the U. S. Treasury has reached an
agreement with that country which
will shortly permit the flow of some
of this money to the U. S. The Belgium franc is currently 44 to the
dollar, and will be adjusted in revaluation to the French franc.
Switzerland and Sweden have no
restrictions on remittances, but Denmark is understood to have a shortage
of valuta, which hinders remittances
of dollars.
Vogel in Charge
(Continued from page 1)
in Brooklyn. At 18 he was a manager,
at the Brooklyn Fulton, and at other
theatres until 1921, when he became
manager of Loew's State in New
York. Two years later he became a
Loew's home office executive. He
was named a vice-president in 1941.
Sturges to Columbia
Hollywood, Nov. 22. — Capt. John
Sturges, former RKO-Radio film editor, will join Columbia as a director
on his discharge from the Army.
While in service Sturges co-produced
Air Force documentaries.

MEW

YORK

—Palace . . . Record-break-

ing second week follows opening week that
reached a new all-time high for the house . . .
3rd week looks like a record-breaker, too!

NEW

ORLEANS

- Orpheum

new all-time record gross opening week.
OMAHA
— Brandeis . . . 'Way ahead of
any other RKO picture ever to play the house.

CHICAGO
— Palace . . . Opening three
days set new high mark for the theatre!

ROCHESTER

CINCINNATI

history excepting one . . . Moves
and Temple.

— Albee . . . Ranks with

the best ever to play the house . . . Moves to
the Grand, then the Shubert.
CLEVELAND

—Hippodrome

. . . All-time

high opening week . . . all-time high for second
week. Moves to Allen, then to Lake.
COLUMBUS

— Palace ... An all-time

high with one exception. Moves
DENVER
first week.

— Orpheum

to Grand.

. . . Record-breaking

... A

SAN

— Palace . . . Biggest in

FRANCISCO

to Regent

_ Golden

Gate

. . . Four weeks of record-breaking business.
SIOUX

CITY

_0 rpheum . . . All-time

high for the house.

SYRACUSE

— Keith . . . Top business in

years. Moves to Eckel.
DETROIT

—Michigan ... 1st RKO picture

to play 3 weeks.
DAVENPORT
_o rpheum . . . Within
dollars of house record.

CHARLESTON,

W.

VA.

_caP„oi

. . . Highest for year — and then some.

DAYTON
— Keith . . . Biggest in years.
Moves to Colonial.

DES

MOINES

— Orpheum . . . Biggest
gross of any RKO picture all-time.

KANSAS

CITY

— Orpheum . . . First
week hits highest gross in the history of the
house.

HUNTINGTON,
Albee . . . Among

W.

VA.

_KeiiK

the all-time tops.

MILWAUKEE

_ Riverside . . . Highest

RKO grosses for 2 weeks.

GLEN

FALLS,

N.Y.

gest of any RKO picture.

R,a|t0

Bg

MASS," Warner's
LD,
ING
SPRol
Capit
. . FIE
. Peak
business. Moves to Art for
3rd week.
N. Y -Auburn ... Highest
AUBURN,
RKO ever played. Moves to Jefferson.
20th Century . . . Beats allBUFFALOtime record for every week of three weeks.
N I AG AR A FALLS-Cataract ... Top
gross of any RKO picture.
N. Y.-Oswego
OSWEGO,
gross prize of all RKO's.

O.-Palace

- One of the
State Biggest
CITYEYto play
JERS
few
ever
holdover.
week of
any RKO.

. Highest grosses
PATE
for
the RSON
house from— Fabian
RKO. . .
All-time high
" .Montauk
s AI
froCm RKO
gro
SS
PAsse

Takes

O. - Palace . . . Tops for
CANTON,
RKO picture in the house.
LORAIN,
on record.

money
• • • More
EN- RKO.PoliMoves
NEW
than
from HAV
any other
to College.

. . . Highest RKO

UptownMoves
CITY
LAKE
SALTall-tim
e records
for two- weeks.
Beats
to Rialto.

Better
OVERWHELMING

Than

Ever...

favorites of the industry, Eastman Negative Films are ready

to help raise picture quality to new heights — each in its own field: Plus-X for general studio use; Background-X for backgrounds and general exterior work;
Super-XX with its extra speed, for use when little light is available.
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER 4, N. Y., J. E. BRULATOUR, INC., Distributors, FORT LEE, CHICAGO, HOLLYWOOD
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International

'IT

with

Deal

Closed

Today

No Executive Changes,
No Stock Buy Involved
Hollywood, Nov. 25. — Arrangements for an affiliation of International Pictures with Universal are
to be concluded in Newscheduled
York
tomorrow, when William Goetz,
president of International, will arrive
theredeal,
to be
present
closing outof
the
which
has at
beenthe"worked
by Leo Spitz, chairman of the board
of International, with top Universal
executives in New York.
Neither Universal nor International
executives would disclose details of
the affiliation in advance of an announcement scheduled to be made tomorrow. However, it is learned that
no executive changes in Universal will
be made and that no purchase by International ofa stock interest in Universal is involved in the deal.
Related to the Universal-Interna(Continued on page 7)
Schimel

Gets

Production

New

Post

Adolph Schimel has been named
Universal executive to coordinate
New York activities in the literary,
dramatic and talent departments. In
making the an.n o u n c e ment, Nate
Blumberg, 'U
president, explained that this
new post will
serve to coordinate all of those
activities with
the studio.
Schimel will
continue as attorney for the
company in addition to the
Adolph Schimel
new duties.
"It is our intention," Blumberg stated, "to gradually expand our Eastern story-talent
department in view of our recently
{Continue
In This Issue
"Getting Gertie's Garter" is
reviewed on page 7.

MPPDA

Board

Approves
Of Warner

NOVEMBER

Vote
5VZ Million Tickets
For Servicemen
More than 5,500,000 of the
11,000,000 free tickets distributed by the New York
City Defense
Recreation Committee to servicemen
over
the past four years were
donated by motion picture
theatres, here, it is disclosed
by Robert Baral, committee
executive. Some 2,000,000
tickets were for stage productions and 3,500,000 were for
other entertainment.
The committee, Mrs. Julius
Ochs Adler, co-chairman, announces, will continue.

Return
Brothers

Reinstatement of Warner Brothers
Pictures, Inc., and Warner Brothers
Distributing Corp. as members of the
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, was announced
Friday by Eric Johnston, MPPDA
president, following a meeting of the
association's board of directors which
unanimously approved an application
filed by Harry M. Warner, president
of Warners. In announcing the return
of Warners,
Johnston with
said:my "This
directly
in accordance
idea ofis

having
a united
industry."
Company
executives
present at the
meeting were : Barney Balaban, pres- Further
Delay in
ident of Paramount ; Nate J. Blumberg, president,of
and Universal
John O'Connor,
vice-president
; Jack Naming N.Y. Censor
Cohn, Columbia vice-president; N.
Peter Rathvon, president of RKO ;
Albany, Nov. 25. — Further delay is
Nicholas M. Schenck, president, and
apparent in filling the post of director
{Continued on page 7)
of the picture
State Education
Department's
motion
division (censor
board) ,
Freston Named WB now held on a temporary basis by
Dr. Irwin Conroe, assistant commissioner for Higher and Professional
Education. Dr. George D. Stoddard,
Vice-President
Commissioner of Education designated
Conroe to handle the job, which includes reviewing and licensing films,
Herbert Freston of the Los Angeles firm of Freston and Files was upon the retirement, sometime back, of
Irwin
Esmond.
elected a vice-president of Warner
Brothers Pictures, Inc., at a meeting
It is now probable that a competiof the board of directors on Friday,
tive examination on a state-wide basis
the home office announced.
will determine who is to become the
John E. Bierwirth, president of the permanent film division chief, although
New York Trust Co., was elected to a date for this has yet to be decided
the Warner board and also to that upon. Conroe will not compete in the
of the Stanley Company of America, examination.
which met at the same time. Harry
The film division's annual report,
M. Kalmine, recently made general usually made public in summary form
manager of W arner Theatres, was in September, has yet to be released
elected to a Stanley vice-presidency. this year.
U. S. May
And

Report

Equipment

Washington, Nov. 25. — A large
volume of data on inventories, production, shipments, materials consumption and other activities of raw stock
and theatre equipment manufacturers
during the war may be developed by
the Civilian Production Administration on the basis of inquiries which it
is inviting from business men generally.
During the war years more than
3,500 different reporting and application forms were used by the War Production Board and its predecessor
agencies on which detailed information regarding materials and activities was required.

on

TEN CENTS
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Distributors
Hit
Film

by

New

Shortage

Releases

Face

Delay,

Manpower

Is Blamed

Distributors are facing daily
mounting difficulties in maintaining
current release schedules in the face
of a new and increasingly serious
shortage of raw stock for .positive
present shortage is exprints.The pected
to continue with increasing severity until at least the
end of January, and possibly
even beyond that unless raw
stock manufacturers are able
to
increase their output substantially.
Spokesmen for raw stock manufacturers attribute the present curtailed
output to their inability to operate
plants more than 40 hours a week and
one shift, pointing out that workers
refuse to put in more than 40 hours,
with the (.Continued
result thaton output
page 7) has been
Col.

Krim

Treasurer

Elected
of NSS

Lt. Col. Arthur B. Krim, recently
released from Army Service Forces,
where he served as special labor and
manpower representative for the commanding general and Under Secretary
of War, has been elected treasurer of
National Screen Service, it has been
announced by Herman Robbins, NSS
president. (Continued
Krim will
continue
as a
on page
7)

Film

Stocks

To ascertain the type of information
the various industries desire, the CPA
has compiled files of approximately
1,500 of these forms, segregated by industries, which may be consulted by
business men visiting its offices, who
then may ask for the information on
any
specific forms in which they are
interested.
No figures are included in the forms
themselves, but on the basis of requests received the CPA will prepare
for publication, tabulations which it is
indicated are of broad interest to any
industry, except where to do so would
disclose the activities of an individual
company.

Worldwide Academy
Award Considered
Hollywood,
Nov. 25-—
The
Academy
of Motion
Picture
Arts and Sciences may inaugurate an international
award this year to honor
screen achievement on a
worldwide basis, if discussions now in progress establish an equitable basis for
determining a winner.
The regular Academy
awards will be made this year
on the same voting basis as
last, with presentations on
March 7 at the Chinese Theatre.
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Coming

Personal

Tradewise
By SHERWIN

Mention

BERG, vice-presiHENRY dent in GINS
charge of production for
Paramount, and William Meiklejohx. West Coast talent head, are
today.
expected in New York
•
Fox proBryan Foy, 20th Centuryducer, and Gregory Ratoff. director,
arrived in New York from the Coast
over the weekend for conferences with
Joseph Moskowitz, vice-president
and Eastern studio • representative.
Benedict Bogeaus, United Artists
producer, left for the Coast at the
weekend after spending the ThanksPaulettehere.Godholiday withMeredith
dard andgivingBurgess
•

D

URING

the war raw film

numerous improvements in acetate film and its production, as a
result of which an enthusiastic
and increasingly numerous
group within the industry is
prophesying that, in the near
future, it should supplant nitrate
film in all commercial usage.
In its 16mm. f9rm, acetate
film unquestionably withstood
severe trials throughout the war
and emerged with a splendid,
practical record. It was shipped
to all parts of the world and by
a wide variety of transportation
means. It served well in all
W. C. Gehrixg, Central sales mankinds of weather conditions, in
ager for 20th Century-Fox, left here
over the weekend for a tour of exmakeshift projection booths and
changes in his territory.
in the hands of inexperienced
•
projectionists.
Harold S. Bareford of the WarIf it is true that it is ready, in
ner legal staff here was given a "welits present improved state, to
come back" luncheon by company executives Friday following his three
challenge the position of nitrocellulose film in theatrical usage,
Years in the Army. •
the advantages to exhibition and
Si Fabian became a grandfather
distribution are obvious and inon Friday when, a son was born to
triguing. Safety in the booth
Navy Lieut, and Mrs. Edward Lawand, therefore, safety in theatres
rence at the Lenox Hill Hospital
would be greatly increased. In
here.
consequence, insurance premium
Duke Goldstone, assistant to rates would be lower. And what
George Pal, producer of Puppetoons
about that argument that a secfor Paramount, arrived here from
ond man is required in booths
Hollvwood over the weekend.
for
reasons of safety?
•
In distribution, metal conHarry- Swanson, manager of the
tainers w?ould be unnecessary,
Republic branch in Salt Lake City,
has returned there after a trip to which would mean less expense
Idaho and Montana.
for containers and lower ship•
ping charges for the lighter
Chick Lewis, campaign coordinator
packaging which would replace
for the Victory Loan drive, returned
metal containers. Considerable
to New York Friday from Hollyeconomies in cost and space uswood.
age could be realized in exchanges, for fireproof storage
Norman C. McLeod, Goldwyn
vaults would be unnecessary.
Productions director, returned to HolThe latter is important at this
lywood last week after a vacation in
New York.
time in view of current plans for
•
building new exchanges and remodelling present ones as conH. D. Hearn, of Exhibitor's Serstruction materials become
vice, Charlotte, will arrive in New
available.
York today for a brief visit.
•
Meanwhile, representatives of
Herb McIntyre, RKO district manfilm manufacturers say that aceager, was a Salt Lake City visitor
tate film could be produced
last week.
•
cheaply and in quantity to meet
William Pine was scheduled to the industry's maximum needs
leave Hollywood by plane on Satur- ■ on relatively short notice. It
would, however, take more than
day for New York.
•
a year to use up nitro-cellulose
Edwix L. Marix, director, will arprints now on hand. Arrangements for production of huge
rive in New York from Hollywood
today.
quantities
of acetate film could
•
be completed in far less time
Eric Yon Stroheim left New York
than that, it is said.
for Europe on Saturdav.
Lillie Messixger of M-G-M on the
Coast is in New York.

KANE

of any advances it may succeed
in making in the 35mm. field.
M-G-M's and Universal's plans
for 16mm. distribution in markets abroad are certain to be
followed by similar moves by
other companies. In addition,
the expanding educational film
field will use large quantities.
The experiences of the armed
services demonstrated that not
only mobile and portable units
are capable of satisfactory
16mm. projection, but that it is
equally good within structures
of as much as 600-seat capacity.
Any genuine development and
use of pre-fabricated theatres
also would give greater impetus
to the market for acetate film.
The

exhibitor organization

sion of by
thetheWar
Activities
projected
theatres'
diviCommittee, which is scheduled
to come to a boil in Washington on Dec. 5, might serve a
A'ery important industry function
by an endeavor to win for itself
credentials from the thousands
of exhibitors throughout the
country who are not now members of any exhibitor organization, national, regional or local.
There surety exists the possibility that, by virtue of the new organization's non - controversial
objectives and its maiden opportunity to side-step alliances and
politics in its makeup and administration, itwill be potentially attractive to many theatre
owners who have remained aloof
from other organizations.
Should succeed
the peacetime
theatres'
division
in rallying
any
appreciable
the nonjoiners to itsnumber
banners,of obviously
it would then be in a position
not only to initiate liaison work
between exhibition and Federal
agencies, but also to collaborate
effectively with the Conference
of Independent Exhibitors and
MPTOA in fields in which those
and other organizations already
are active, such as taxation and
legislation.
It does not seem that these
older organizations should be
asked or expected to submerge
their long-standing activities in
these fields within the newcomer but, rather, that the newcomer should arrive prepared to
make what contributions it can
to the existing organizations,
whose activities it proposes to

Events

Continuing to Dec. 8— Victory Loan
Drive.
Today through the weekend — Theatres' participation in the Al Smith
Memorial Fund drive.
Today — United Artists Theatre
Circuit annual stockholders meeting, Baltimore.
Today
— Cinema
Lodge,
B'nai B'rith
tribute
to Robert
Weitman,
Hotel
Astor, New York.
Today — Al Smith commemorative
postage
stampNew
ceremony,'
Post Office,
York. General
Today through Wednesday — RKO
Radio district managers meeting.
Hotel Waldorf - Astoria. NewYork.
Nov. 27-28 — Kansas-Missouri Theatres Association's
27th annual
convention,
Kansas City.
Nov. 28 — Picture Pioneers' annual
"Harvest Dinner," Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Nov. 28-30 — Mexican exhibitors
convention, Mexico City.
Nov. 29 — Meeting of Warner district managers and home office
sales executives, Blackstone
Hotel, Chicago.
Nov. 29-Dec. 1 — Famous PlayersCanadian meeting, Stevens Hotel,
Chicago.
Nov. 30 — Jack Kirsch dinner,
Blackstone Hotel, Chicago.
Dec. 3— Conference of Independent
Exhibitors meeting, Statler Hotel, Washington.
Dec. 3— Victory Bond Drive rally
and show, Madison Square Garden, New York.
Dec. 4— Industry leaders to meet
with President Truman on
"March of Dimes," Washington.
Dec. 4— Government testimonial for
the industry, Willard Hotel,
Washington.
Dec. 5 — Meeting of theatremen to
organize peacetime successor to
War Activities Committee exhibition division, Statler Hotel,
Washington.
Dec. 7— "Free-Movie Day."
Dec. 10-11— Associated MPTO of
Western Pennsylvania meeting,
William Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh.
Dec. 12 — Quarterly MPPDA board
of directors meeting, New York.
Dec.
14 — Meeting-luncheon of the
York."
National
Conference of Christians
and Jews, Hotel Astor, New
done stems from the state and
regional organizations, which
are close to their own representatives, in Washington. National organizations can do nothing
effective in this field without
them and, in the main, serve
merely
to guide and counsel
them.
That is why it is important
that the projected organization,
w-hen it appears, must appear
with some grass-roots credentials from the as-yet-unorganized areas of exhibition, if it is
to make any
vital or lasting
contribution toexhibitor
teamwork.

Non-inflammable film will
have an increasingly larger
supplement.
Billy De Wolfe has arrived here
The effectiveness of any tax
market within the industry in
from the Coast.
and legislative work that mav be
the months to come regardless
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<IA' Workers
Arbitration

Paid;

Parade

Lags

Hollywood, Nov. 25. — Studio strike
rereplacement workers onof Friday
wages for
ceived payment in full
free
are
and
31
the period ending Dec.
to accept other employment of any
kind pending recall in case jurisdiction
over their jobs is awarded to the
IATSE. In the event jurisdication is
worknot awarded to the IATSE,willthe receive
ers then terminated
yet
not
severance pay in an amount
determinated.
30-day arbiExpiration of the first
tration period, Nov. 30, will find no
achieved by
ctions
settlement of jurisdi
to
local representatives, according will
IATSE officials, and arbitration
continue under guidance of the three
ed in the CinA.FL arbitrators appoint
innati strike settlement meeting. They
ill arrive here Dec. 3. The second
rbitration period ends Dec. 31.

Schimel

Review

Elevated

(Continued from page 1)
e our proannounced plan to increas
duction budget, and, at the same time,
of concertto further the development
ed activity between the East and West
Coast departments.
"In the last year or so, we have acquired anumber of properties, some
of which are now in production and
some of which will be in production
within the next year, and it is our
hope to continue a search for both
story material and' new talent in the
Coast."
the West
as onUnivers
as welljoined
East,
al in 1925
Schimel
shortly after his admission to the
bar.

'Getting
Gertie's
(United
Artists-Edward
Small) Garter'
PRODUCER Edward Small serves up an hilarious comedy-of-errors in
this sprightly Allan Dwan-Karen DeWolf adaptation of the stage play
by William Collison and Avery Hopwood, and if the frequent, heavy laughter
which it evoked from a general theatre' audience which witnessed its preview
at New York's Mayfair Theatre is an adequate gauge of its status as an
anecdote for the "reconversion blues," exhibitors concerned with putting their
customers in a happy mood these days can use it to good advantage.
Dwan, who directed, set a vigorous pace of physical and verbal activity for
the cast, particularly for Dennis O'Keefe, in the story of an absent-minded
young scientist who, in order to avoid a scandal which would threaten his
reputation and anger his wife, endeavors to pursuade his one-time sweetheart,
Gertie, played by Marie McDonald, to return a present — an expensive, early
19th Century lady's garter which he has had inscribed with words of endearment.
Gag-spotted dialogue, to which Joe Bigelow contributed, accompanies the
actors in their slap-stick comedy, in, around and atop the country home where
most of the action takes place, and where scientist O'Keefe's garter-hunting
expedition climaxes in a hectic fusion of marital misunderstandings among
four couples. All ends happily, however, with the garter losing its scandalprovoking value when word reaches O'Keefe that an embezzling jewelrystore toclerk,
whoin had
garter toa O'Keefe,
and functioning
against whomwellO'Keefe
was
testify
court,soldhastheconfessed
crime. Also
in the
comedy roles are Barry Sullivan, Binnie Barnes, Sheila Ryan, J. Carrol Naish,
Jerome Cowan, and others.
Running time, 72 minutes. General classification. Release date, Nov. 30.
Charles L. Franke

Film Shortage
(Continued from page 1)
cut considerably and is insufficient to
meet current needs.
Distribution officials readily admit
that there is no favoritism being
shown
by the Eastman
industry'sandmain
raw
stock suppliers,
DuPont,
to any of their old customers, with the
result that all distributors are being
affected similarly.
New users of raw stock are expected to be the hardest hit as the situation continues, since suppliers point
out that they are unable to fill orders
of new customers. No estimates are
NSS Elects Krim
available on the amount of the overall
(Continued from page 1)
curtailment, but is understood to be
member of the law firm of Phillips, considerable.
Nizer, Benjamin and Krim.
Prior to his entrance into the ser- Pioneers Meeting
was associated with Navice, KrimScreen
final pre-dinner luncheon-meeting
tional
as general counsel. In ofA the
executive committee of the
he will continue as coun- Picture Pioneers will be held at the
post,
his new
sel, at the same time assuming general Waldorf-Astoria here tomorrow _ to
administrative duties, formerly handled
complete details for the induction
by Toby Gruend and Jack Leo, both ceremonies
which will add 65 memof whom relinquished active participa"Annual Harvest Dinner"
the
bers
at
s
time tion
ago.in the company' affairs some to be held Wednesday at that hotel.
Honored guests will be Maj.-Gen. Ted
Curtis and Frank Sinatra.
Linn Is Promoted
Scranton, Pa., Nov. 25. — Byron R. Remit Duty on Cameras
Linn, for the past two years manager
London, Nov. 25. — Because similar
of the Strand Theatre, has been ad- equipment cannot be produced in Envanced to advertising director of the
gland at present, the government has
Comerford Theatres. A native of In- decided to remit the key-industry
diana, Linn has been associated with duty, amounting to 50 per cent, on
the Comerford organization for the individual imports of Mitchell campast 20 years.
'Remember' to English
English Films has acquired U. S.
Istribution rights to the British
usical,
Remember,"
ased
on "You
the lifeWill
of Leslie
Stuart,
nglish composer, starring Robert
lorley. The film will shortly have a
Broadway premiere.

SPG Christmas Party
Harry Hochfield, president of the
New York Screen Publicists Guild,
has appointed a committee of 15 to
make preparations for the Christmas
party which the SPG will hold on
Dec. 14 at The Fishery. Dancing and
entertainment will be featured.

Party for Mitchell
'Walk' Tradeshows Set
Paramount will be host at a recep"A Walk in the Sun," starring Dana
tion at 21 Club, here, tomorrow for
Andrews, will be trade-shown Wednesday, ithas been announced by William Col. Curtis Mitchell, recently apJ. Kupper, general sales manager of
pointed national director of publicity
and advertising for the company.
20th Century-Fox.

Warners in MPPDA
(Continued from page 1)
J. Robert Rubin, vice-president of
Loew's-M-G-M ; Spyros P. Skouras,
20th Century-Fox president, and
Harry M. Warner, Maj. Albert Warner and Sam Schneider, the latter two
being Warner vice-presidents.
Foreign managers present were:
John J. Glynn, Warners; Arnold N.
Picker, Columbia; J. W. Piper, Paramount Philip
;
Reisman, RKO-Radio ;
Joseph Seidelman and Alfred Daff,
Universal ; Murray Silverstone, 20th
Century-Fox, and Arthur Loew and
Morton
of Loew's.
WarnersSpring,
resigned
from the MPPDA
last December, giving the organization the required six months notice,
the resignation becoming effective on
May 30.
Withdraw Sunday Bill
New Haven, Nov. 25. — The aldermanic petition of local film houses to
extend showings to hours of one to
11 :30 P.M. on Sundays has been withdrawn, according to John J. Leary,
chairman of the committee on ordinances for the Board of Aldermen.
Present hours are from two to 11
P. M. Herman M. Levy, executive
secretary of the Connecticut MPTO,
announced that the petition would be
renewed later.

y'AMASHlTA atrocity revelations,
the _ American
Legion's
Chicagoas
convention,
Eisenhower
and Nimitz
new Chief s-of-Staff, the B-29 record
flight and strike scenes are featured
in current newsreels, along with other
subjects; contents of the reels follow :
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 25— Chicago
Legion in convention. Yamahails
shita American
trial witnesses
tell of Jap atrocities.
News flashes: B-29 ends record flight, "Big
Mo" goes for repairs. Linda Darnell hailed
Angel,"
of "Fallen
Dallas
at
Marshall
andpremiere
King retire.
Eisenhower
named.
Nimitz
and

NEWS
DAY, No. 223-Legion
hails NimitzOF andTHEEisenhower.
Jap atrocities
exposed at war crimes trial. Superfort sets
new non-stop flight mark. Bill Stern selects "All -American" football stars.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 26-Legion
"takes ' Chicago Nation watches strike
scenes. "G. I." .dream
comes true. Jap
atrocities revealed.

RKO PATHE NEWS, No. 28-Legion
award for Eisenhower.
UAW strikes shut
General Motors. School trams
disabled vets
Eighth Cavalry in Tokio barracks
: Overhaul
Queen Elizabeth. B-29 and "meteor
" set
records.

UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL, No. 4SS-Horr°r|
°f Yamashi
ta regime told.B-29NewsetsChiefs of- Staff
at Legion
stop record. Army meeting.
cavalry moves into nonJap
barracks
. Push-but
benefit. ton hospital bed. Shriners
' big- top"
International, iJ'
(Continued from page 1)
tional affiliation is the formation of a
separate subsidiary, which will handle
the mutual interests of J. Arthur
Rank of London and Universal for
distribution of Universal
pictures in
Britain and Rank's pictures here.

Korda Quits BFPA
London, Nov. 25.-Sir Alexander
Korda, without explanation, has resigned from the British Film Producers Association.
He recently resigned
as head of M-G-M's British production, later stated in an interview that
British pictures being made today
are
unsuitable for American audiences
and, as part of a new worldwide production-distribution
, has
acquired a controlling interest'organization
in Regina Films of France.

SCREENCRAFT PICTURES. INC.
ANNOUNCES!
THE RE-RELEASE OF
PRODUCTIONS

'Sears Drive' Leaders
With little more than a month remaining before the conclusion of
United Artists' $100,000 "Grad Sears
Drive," the New England District is
leading all others on overall performance. In branch standings, Charlotte
is in first place, followed by Dallas,
Buffalo, Philadelphia, Boston, New
Haven, Atlanta, Omaha, Washington and Pittsburgh, in that order.
Poli to Redeem Bonds
Poli-New England Theatres has
called for redemption, on Nov. 30, 152
of its first mortgage bonds, due Nov.
15, 1958, valued at $136,850. The
bonds will be retired at the price of
100 per cent with accrued interest.

O
IN TWO GROUPS |
ER M
6 GROUPSOL.NO.LE1SS
—NOW

"RAINBOW
(CHANGED
theTO RIVER"
"IT HAPPENED
IN NEW ORLEANS")

"HAWAII

CALLS"

"EV
ERY
NG CSONGN ICE"
(CHANG
ED THI
TO "FROLI
ICE")
AH
with
New
Press
and Advertising
Material After Being Highly
Streamlined
•kWatch for Further Announcements
SCREENCRAFT PICTU
RES, INC
341 W.44th St.. New York 18. N.Y
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Cinema

Lodge

To Weitman

Honor

3,948,000

Victory

Loan
3 Rank

Tonight
Film

Cinema Lodge, B'nai B'rith, here,
will cite the activities of Frank Sinatra on behalf of religious tolerance
and inter-racial amity when it honors Robert M. Weitman, managing
director of the New York Paramount
Theatre, at the Hotel Astor tonight.
Weitman and the Paramount are generally credited with having "discovered" Sinatra. RKO's inter-faith
short,
"The
In," will
be
shown and aHouse
specialI Live
resolution
citing
Sinatra will be made.
Weitman will be presented the
Cinema "Honor Scroll" by Maurice
A. Bergman, Universal's Eastern advertising-publicity director, for his
efforts on behalf of philanthropic and
service organizations and the Government's war bond drives. Another
feature will be the appearance of Law1
rence White, executive secretary of
B'nai B'rith's District Grand Lodge
No. 1,in toconnection
discuss the
work
with organization's
the induction
of a large group from the industry
into the lodge.

Showing

Washington, Nov. 25. — Theatres of
the nation have scheduled 3,948,000
showings of Victory Loan subjects during the current bond-selling
campaign, it is shown in a report
submitted to Ted R. Gamble, national
director of the War Finance Division
of the Treasury, by T. W. Baily, film
industry consultant in the drive.
More than 14,000 theatres already
have booked the "Hollywood Victory
Caravan" two-reeler, and 1,200 prints
of this subject are in circulation for
a seven-week period for a total of
2,058,000 screenings, Baily reveals.
In addition, the industry through
the War Activities Committee, contributed three shorter subjects, featuring Fred MacMurray, Rosalind
Russell and Edward Arnold, respectively, and each of these pictures is
playing at least 15,000 theatres on an
average of three times daily for 14
days.
With the addition of local trailers
and newsreel bulletins, it is estimated
Sinatra to Receive
by Baily that each person in the U. S.
will see and hear 78 Victory Loan
Golden Slipper Award
Philadelphia, Nov. 25. — Frank messages from theatre screens.
Sinatra has been chosen to be the
recipient of the first annual Golden
Slipper Unity Award, according to Schaefer Associate
an announcement by Morris Sobel,
president of the Golden Slipper
Square Club. The award goes to in- Of Arthur Green
dividuals who promote tolerance and
understanding among people of all
Hollywood, Nov. 25. — George J.
races, creed and religion.
Sinatra was elected unanimously by Schaefer, who, as an executive of
members, and will be present at the Le'ster Cowan Prod., has an interest in
meeting in the Bellevue Stratford "The Story of G. I. Joe" and "ToHotel here Monday evening, Dec.
the World,"
is retaining
that
interest, morrow
although
Cowan
has disposed
10, to receive the award.
of his holdings to Arthur Green,
Schaefer stated here at the weekend,
adding that he will function in the
Crosby Heads 'Rose9 Green organization as he did in
Production Company
Also, Schaefer declared, he will
Hollywood, Nov. 25. — Bing Crosby Cowan's.
has been elected president of Crosby not join the Howard Hughes organProductions, Inc., the company formed
ization, as had been considered probable, because Hughes desired that he
to produce "Abie's Irish Rose," with give full
time to the post discussed.
Everett Crosby vice-president and
general manager ; Del Webb, viceMeanwhile, Schaefer has under consideration several other deals, the
president ; John W. O'Melvany, vice- nature of which
he would not disclose
president ; R. A. Becker, secretarynow. He will leave here Monday or
treasurer
;
Todd
W*.
Johnson,
vicepresident-assistant secretary-assistant Tuesday by train for New York.
treasurer ; Harry L. Crosby, Sr., and
Basil F. Grillos, assistant secretariesassistant treasurers.
RKO Managers' Meet
Opens Here Today
Para. Meet Dec. S
A three-day
meeting
called bydistrict
Robert managers'
Mochrie,
May Name Treasurer RKO Radio sales manager, will open
A successor to the late Walter in the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel here toCokell as treasurer of Paramount is
day. Nat Levy, Eastern division sales
manager, and Walter E. Branson of
expected
to
be
named
at
the
company's
next board meeting, slated for Dec. 6, the Western division will assist in the
at the home office here. Fred Mor- discussions, which will include future
hardt, Paramount controller who has sales of Rainbow's "The Bells of St.
been handling many, of the treasurer
duties, is generally regarded as a likely candidate for the post.
Mary's."
'Spellbound'
Grosses
Pre-release engagements of David
Drops Threat of Fine
O. Selznick's "Spellbound," United
Hollywood, Nov. 25. — Screen Office Artists, grossed over $6,000 on the
Professional Employes Guild, which first and second days, combined, at
had threatened to fine members who the Capitol, Cincinnati ; $3,500 on the
crossed picket lines in definance of its opening day at the Palace, Dallas, and
orders during the studio strike, has over $15,000 on the first and second
announced that "no general financial days, at the Warfield, in San Francisco, United Artists reports, adding
penalties will be levied." The action
parallels that taken earlier by the that the grosses broke all opening day
Screen Publicists Guild.
records for those houses.

Scheduled
Meanwhile, at the final special
event in the Victory Loan drive, more
than 500 cities already are at work on
plans for a "Victory Dance" to be
held Dec. 8, according to field reports
received Friday by S. H. Fabian, national chairman of the film industry's
bond-selling campaign, in New York.
At the request of James C. Petrillo,
president of the American Federation
of Musicians, union locals are cooperating to put on the wind-up celebrations and Fabian has urged that theatre managers contact their local War
Finance Committee and lend their
showmanship to help the affairs.
$5,000,000 in Bonds
Sold for Garden
Sale of Victory Bond tickets to the
"All- Star Show" to be presented at
Madison Square Garden Monday evening, Dec. 3rd, by the War Activities
Committee, has already passed the $5,000,000 mark in "E" bonds, according
to Irving Lesser, general chairman.
The Garden has been scaled to set the
all-time indoor high record of $8,076,625.
Ten

Win

Distribute

$250

'Tomorrow'

in

Event

Hollywood, Nov. 25. — Prize winnersation
in International
Pictures'
exploit-of
contest, conducted
in behalf
"Tomorrow Is Forever," have been
announced by William Goetz, president.
Ten top prize winners, who receive
$250 each are : Alice N. Gorham,
United Theatres, Detroit; I. C. Holloway, Center Theatre, Lenoir, N. C. ;
William and Rita Morton, RKOAlbee, Providence ; Seymour Morris,
Schine Theatres, Gloversville, N. Y. ;
Dave Martin, Fox West Coast, Los
Angeles
; Arthur
Cohn,
Warner'sC.
Roosevelt,
Philadelphia
; Fred
Souttar, Fox Mid- West, St. Louis ;
Lou Cohen, Loew's Poli, Hartford;
M. L. Plessner, Franchon and Marco,
St. Louis.
Special Prizes
Special" prizes of $100 each go to
John A. Goodno, Palace, Huntington,
W. Va. ; Al Zimbalist (formerly with
RKO Theatres), New York; C. J.
Remington, State, Auburn, Cal. ; Marlow • Conner, Capital, Madison, Wis. ;
L. B. Freund, Nostrand, Brooklyn. A
gift from Claudette Colbert has been
sent to each of 100 other winners.
Under the supervision of A. Mike
Vogel, International sent synopses of
the film to more than 12,000 theatremen, bookers and publicity and exploitation men to make their entries
productive
of practical merchandising
ideas.

UA

Films

American distribution of three J.
Arthur Rank British films, previously
announced for release by United Artists, has been taken over by Universal.
The films are "Man in Grey," "Ad"2,000
"Man ventureinfor Two"
Grey"andwill
openWomen."
at the
Winter Garden, Rank's New York,
showcase, on Thursday, following the'
run ofother"Johnny
in theUAClouds,"
anis distribRank film which
uting. "Man in Grey" will be followed
by "Adventu
re for Two," starring
Lawrence
Olivier.
Rank, whoandhas isconsiderable
in1!!
Universal,
a member stock
of the
board, is understood to have been disap ointed atthe showing of his films
to date in the U. S., and may be plan- J
ning eventually to release practically ;
all of his pictures here through Universal.
Two of the larger Rank films,
"Caesar and Cleopatra" and "Henry
V," bothschedule,
in color,
on CowUA's
release
as are
is thestillNoel
ard production,
Happy will
Breed."be
Other
Rank "This
films which
available to Universal, and will soon
play in London, are Pressburger and
Powell's "I Know Where I'm Going" ;
Cineguild's "Brief Encounter," a Noel
Coward production; "The Rake's
Progress," "The Wicked Lady" and
Michael Balcon's "Pink String and
Sealing Wax."
/. /. Moloney, Former
Keith Head, Dies
Garden City, L. I., Nov. 25.— John
J. Maloney, former general manager
and treasurer of B. F. Keith New
York Theatres Co., died in his home
Thursday morning after a brief illness.
His age was 77.
Maloney was first associated with
Percy G. Williams, eventually being
named general manager of the Williams circuit. In 1912 the theatres
were purchased by Keith and Maloney
was named general manager for Keith
in the New York area. He retired in
1928, when the circuit was taken over
by HeRKO.leaves a widow, the former
Elizabeth M. Baxter; a daughter,
Mrs. Robert W. Thompson, and a son,
John M.
Edwards Funeral Today
Funeral services for the late Gus
Edwards will be held this afternoon at
Riverside Memorial Chapel here.
Among the honorary pallbearers will
be
JohnFrohlich
J. O'Connor,
HermanVincent.
Starr,
Louis
and Walter
Mrs. Pyle Dies
Albuquerque, N. M., Nov. 25. —
Mrs. Ernie Pyle, 45, widow of the
war correspondent whose book was
filmed as "The Story of G. I. Joe,"
died at St. Joseph's Hospital here
Friday after a long illness.

UA Stockholders Meet
Robert Benchley Rites
Private funeral services for Robert
Annual
stockholders'
meeting
of
the
United Artists Theatre Circuit is Benchley were held Friday at Fernday.
scheduled to be held in Baltimore to- cliff Mausoleum, Ardsley-on-Hudson,
N. Y.
Charles Coborn Dies
Show 'Grey' Tomorrow
"The Man in Grey" will be tradeLondon, Nov. 25. — Death of Charles
shown injectionUniversal's
pro- Coborn, 93, comedian and song
room tomorrowhome-office
at 2:30 P.M.
writer, was announced here Friday.
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FCC

Rule

May

Yates

and

Elected
Curb

Films'

Video

New

Plans

Companies Study Order
Limiting Stations
Film companies and their theatre
affiliates which have filed applications or plan to file with the Federal Communications Commission
Ifor permission to build and operate
more than one television station are
iwondering whether the new FCC
regulations will preclude them from
one
owning and operating more than least
station. The executive of at
,one company plans to consult with
FCC officials in Washington shortly on
interpretation of the order.
g the edownership to one staLimitin(Continu
on page 11)
Promotion

High

Set

Grainger

Heads

Republic

of
Unit

At a meeting of the board of directors of Republic Pictures Corp., held
here yesterday, Herbert J. Yates, Sr.,
was elected president and chairman
of the board.
The tioncorporarepresents
a merger and
consolidation of
ConsoliInddated
u s t rFilm
ies and
i ctRepublic
u r e s PCorp.
with Setay Co.,
■m « • Inc.
\ '" ''
«V\ Grainger
James wasR.
elected executive vice-presiH. J. Yates, Sr.
dent ;other officers are : Walter L. Titus, Jr., Edward L. Walton,
Arthur
J. Miller and
John O'Connell,
all
vice-presidents
; Herbert
J. Yates,
(Continued on page 11)

'Waldorf

Gives Hall

$955,000 in 8 Weeks
"Weekend at the Waldorf,"
M-G-M, has joined the very
limited group of box-office
performers to be held for
more than eight weeks at
Radio City Music Hall, here.
The film will complete eight
weeks tomorrow night with a
total gross close to $955,000;
it will be held for a ninth.
Other Music Hall longevity
champions were: "Random
Harvest," 11 weeks; "Mrs.
Miniver," 10 weeks, and "Valley of Decision," nine weeks,
all M-G-M.
Salesmen

TEN CBNTS

27, 1945

Are

Organizing
Chicago, Nov. 26. — A two-day
meeting to organize a national group
of film salesmen will begin at the Continental Hotel here on Saturday.
Jack Armgart, local delegate, emphasized to Motion Picture Daily, that
the group, to consist of all local Reel
Fellow Clubs, will be nationalized for
social purposes only, much along the
pattern of Variety Clubs.
In attendance will be some 25 delegates, representing the 11 present local
clubs, as well as delegates from cities
interested in forming such groups.
The meetings on Saturday and Sunday
will be open to delegates only, while
all salesmen have been invited to attend the daily luncheons. Officers will
be elected on Sunday.
Following are delegates elected to
attend : Armgart
Simon, Chi(Continuedandon Milt
page 11)

International
Deal

Ratified

By 'IT Board
Formal Statement From
Companies Ready Today
Deal for the affiliation of International Pictures with Universal
was concluded here yesterday and
was approved by the Universal
board tionofwas directors.
The occurred
board's too
acsaid to have
late for yesterday.
release of the companies'
statement
While Universal and International
executives continued to maintain silence on details of the deal, it was reported that under its arrangements International will produce at the Universal studio and release through that
company for a term of years. International has several pictures still to
deliver to RKO under its present releasing deal before the new affiliation
can become effective.
As reported
(Continuedyesterday
on page in
11) Motion

Price Is Mentioned
By 'Queen' Contest
greatLos Angeles, Nov. 26.— The
Emerling, Dowden,
Post
est joint co-sponsorship effort by For MPPDA
motion pictures, radio and the press
Doob in New Posts
has been
on record in the West
Washington, Nov. 26. — MPPDA
edtory
the
in
achiev
"Vic
officials today refused to comment on
Oscar A. Doob yesterday was apQueen" contest industry reports that MPPDA prespointed general theatre executive of
of the indusident Eric Johnston was dickering
Loew's Theatres, to be chief aide to
try's Victory with Byron Price, former director of
Joseph R. Vogel, in the
Loan campaign,
of management
all Loew
theatres. Vogel
it was revealed censorship and more recently personal
here by Charles investigator abroad for President Truwas named
man, over the Hollywood post which
P. Skouras, in(Continued
on
page
11)
head cuit
of lasttheweek;
cirdustry regional
drive chairman.
he is also a
A total of 381
vice-president.
For 16 years
newspapers i n
11 Western theDoob has been
atre bond com Griffith
Million
to Spend
national advermittee areas
Charles P. Skouras have joined in
tisingdirector
and pub-of
licity
promoting the On
Loew's. Prior
ram
ding
Prog
Buil
competition, and in Southern California
to that he was
alone 132 newspapers, including the
(.Continued on page 11)
Oklahoma
City, building
Nov. 26.program
— OutStreamlined Forms
publicity
lines of a $1,000,000
tor formountdirecParaOscar A. Doob
theatres
are revealed here by L. C. Griffith,
in
Detroit
and
MPTOA
Advocates
president of Griffith Amusement Co.
Loew's
by
Studied
Chicago.
While
a
newspaper
editor
in
and
Griffith
Consolidated
Theaters,
Streamlining
of
forms
and
records
Acetate Film Use
(Continued on page 10)
between the home office and exchanges Inc., affiliated circuits operating in
Advantages of acetate film over with a view to eliminating duplication, more than 50 Oklahoma and Texas
nitrate film are discussed by Ed Kuy is under study by Charles K. Stern, cities.
In This Issue
kendall, MPTOA president, in an or Loew's assistant treasurer, who wili
J. McKenna, vice-president of
ganizational bulletin sent to members report the results of his survey to the theB.circuits,
commented that the proyesterday. (The subject also was con sales department for implementation.
gram is "only the beginning of the
"Appointment
Tokyo" is
reviewed
on page in3. Estimates
Revision of the present system of expansion program we have in mind
sidered in Motion Picture Daily';
Tradewise column, published yester maintaining records, including con- for the next few years," and added :
of key-city grosses are on
day.)
tracts, iseventually expected to affect "We can't say where or when our expages 6 and 10.
pansion program will show up next ;
Kuykendall, after enumerating ad
every phase
of the onsales
(Continued on page 11)
(Continued
pagt department's
10)
(Continued on page 10)

2
Cinema
Weitman

Motion
Lodge

in

Picture

Personal

Mention

Tribute

Several hundred from the industry
were present at the Hotel Astor here
last night when Cinema Lodge, B'nai
B'rith,
Weitman,
managinghonored
directorRobert
of theM. New
York
Paramount Theatre, for his help to
philanthropic and service organizations. The Cinema "Honor Scroll"
was presented to Weitman by Maurice
A. Bergman, Universale Eastern advertising-publicity head.
A surprise of the evening was the
appearance of Frank Sinatra to perthe lodge's
tion forsonally
his receive
efforts
on behalfcommendaof tolerance and inter-racial amity. "The
House
Live In,"
RKO isinter-faith
short inI which
Sinatra
featured,
was shown at the meeting. Alfred
W. Schwalberg, of International Pictures, honorary president of Cinema,
read a resolution citing Sinatra.
Albert A. Senft, Cinema president,
welcomed a large group of new members from the industry. Jack H. Levin, vice-president, was chairman of
the evening.

BEN KALMENSON,
general sales manager, Warner
accompanied
by Samuel Schneider, Mort Bluenstock, Arthur Sachson, Roy
Haines, Norman H. Moray, Jules
Lapidus, I. F. Dolid, Ed Hinchy and
Bill Brumberg, will leave here today
for a three-day meeting of district
managers ■ in Chicago.
•
H. M. Bessey, Altec Service vicepresident, and his assistant, E. O.
Wilschke, have returned here from
Atlanta.
•
Barry Buchanan, United Artists
West Coast public relations head, arrived in Hollywood from New York
over the weekend.
•
L. B. Mayer, M-G-M production
head, and Howard Strickling, studio
publicity director, will leave here for
the Coast on Friday.
•
Producer William Pine has arrived
in New York from Hollywood to confer with Paramount home office executives.
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EDWARD
C. RAFTERY,
Artists president,
has leftUnited
New
York for London by plane to join
Gradwell L. Sears, distribution vicepresident, who arrived there last Wednesday. Raftery is expected back
Dec. 16 ; Sears, around Christmas.
•
Gerald F. Rackett, Technicolor
vice-president and general manager, is
euroute from Hollywood to Rochester,
N. Y., Boston
business
trip. and New York on a
•
Edwin P. Kilroe, 20th Century-Fox
copyright adviser, has returned to
New York from the Inter-American
Bar Association's
copyright conferences at Santiago, Chile.
•
Manny Wolfe, RKO Radio studio
story and writing department chief,
has arrived in New York from the
Coast.
•
Lt. Tyree Dillard has rejoined
M-G-M, as liaison between the legal
and sales departments, after three
years in the Navy.
•
Norman Elson, Trans Lux Theatres general manager, will leave here
for
Boston today and will return
Thursday.
•
Lt. Col. Anatole M. Litvak, didirector-producer before entering the
service, has been made a Chevalier of
the French Legion of Honor.
•
Col. Nathan Levinson, director of
sound
recording
for Warners'
is
in New
York from
the Coast. studio,
•
William Fadiman, head of M-GM's Coast story department, arrived in
New York yesterday from Hollywood.
•
Irwin Margulies of Loew's legal
department will leave here for the
Coast on Friday.

NEW

YORK

THEATRES

Hollywood makes merry
with romance, song and laughter
MEXICAN
A
A grand musical starring
TITO CU IZAR
Constance
Leo Estelita
Moore
Carrillo Rodriguez
Produced and directed by
ALFRED SANTELL
A Republic Picture
2

Week GOTHAM 47th St.
nd smash Bri"^*'s. B'way

RADIO CITY
50TH ST. &
Ginger Rogers
Walter Pidgeon

MUSIC HALL
6TH AVE.
• Lana Turner
• Van Johnson

"WEEK-END
XAVIER CUOATATandTHE
hit WALDORF"
ORCHESTRA
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

Frank Borzage, producer-director,
and Edna Skelton were married
DAVID O SELZNICK pntftt
for Sunday at Las Vegas, Nev.
•
'Dimes' Executives
INGRID BERGMAN I
Emil Bernstecker has been apNicholas M. Schenck, national
GREGORY
PECK J
nointed city manager for the Wilbychairman of the industry's 1946 Kincey circuit in Knoxville.
•
"March
of Dimes"
campaign,
have
his
executive
committee
as will
luncheon
,„ ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S
Spellbound
G. L. Carrington, Altec Service
guests tomorrow in the Loew dining
president,
has
arrived
here
from
Caliroom atop the Loew Building here, at
astor
fornia, to remain two weeks.
CQNrirHJOUS
fftQM 9 30A M • LATE SHOWa?i
EVERY NIGHT
which time plans for the coming drive
•
will be discussed.
E. Z. Walters, Altec Service compThose invited are : Barney Balaban,
troller, has returned to New York
IN PERSON
Harry Brandt, Oscar A. Doob, Gus from Hollywood.
Sir 1stON N.Y.SCREEN
SHOWING
•
Eyssell, S. H. Fabian, Harry Kalmine,
ENOCH LIGHT
Malcolm Kingsberg, Charles C. MosJoe Pasternak, producer, and Mrs.
& ORCH.
kowitz, Herman Robbins, Spyros Pasternak are the parents of a son
HAL LeM
Skouras, Joseph R. Vogel, Richard born Sunday in Hollywood.
EXTRA!
•
LOU COSTELLO
Walsh, Tom Connors, Ernest EmerIS
ling, Leonard Goldenson, Edward C.
Bing Crosby has arrived in New
Dowden, Martin Quigley and Lee York from the Coast.
Shubert.
Dorothy
Dimes"
campaign
willThebe "March
conductedofJan.
24 through
30.
HOLLYWOOD' DE Arturo
M-G-M
Salesmen
and
CORDOVA
t IN'MASQUERADE
JS
Republic Gets New
LAMOUR
SOPEG
Contract
Exploiteers to N. Y.
Nelson to Air Relief
First renewed weekly visit to the
The Screen Office and Professional
TONY PASTOR and his ORCHESTRA
Extra Added Attraction! MARION HUTTON
Employees
Guild
yesterday
presented
home
office
by
M-G-M
salesmen
and
Plans Here Tomorrow to Republic a new contract covering field exploiteers in order to obtain a
in MEXICO"
B'WAY &
Hollywood, Nov. 26. — Donald Nel- wage increases which is expected to picture of its operations and to meet
son left here for Washington by plane be signed by the company today, department heads and others will be
pAXAMOi/Afr
Sunday night in connection with plans SOPEG discloses with a report that made Dec. 2-7 by a group of 35 from
for a program to supply food to na- similar negotiations have already been territories of E. K. O'Shea, Eastern
PALACE
tions not reached by United Nations concluded with Artkino, DeLuxe Lab- sales manager ; John J. Maloney, Cen47th St.
tral
sales
manager,
and
William
R.
Relief and Rehabilitation Administraoratory and Paramount. About 200
Paul Maureen Walter
tion. He is due to arrive in New employees are involved in the four Ferguson's exploiteers.
HENREID O'HARA SLEZAK
The second group of 30, also from
York on Wednesday where he will an- companies.
nounce details of the project at the
Negotiations are also under way, the above territories, will visit the
Town Hall at one P. M.
SOPEG reports, for establishing the home office the week of Dec. 9-14, ac"TheAn RKO
SPANISH
MAIN"
In Technicolor
•
Radio Picture
union at the William Morris agency
cording to the plan envisaged by Wiland a contract is now being drawn for
liam F. Rodgers, vice-president and
submission
to
the
company.
general sales manager.
Elect Stockholders
«r,T..
FOURTEENTH WEEK
Of UA Theatres
Atlas Network Option
'Tokyo' at Gotham Dec. 7
Atlas Corp. has advanced $150,000
Baltimore, Nov. 26. — United Art"Appointment
in Tokyo,''
official
ists Theatre Circuit stockholders held to Associated Broadcasting Corp. and record
of the Pacific
War, produced
their annual meeting here today, and obtained an option to buy a majority by the Signal Corps Photographic Direelected all directors, as follows : interest, it has been announced by
vision, with Army and Navy coopera1
Harry D. Buckley, A. H. Frisch, Jos- Floyd B. Odium, Atlas president, and
tion and being distributed by Wareph H. Moskowitz, Bertram S. Nay- W. G. Henderson, Associated viceners at the request of the War Department, will have its world premiere
fack, Dennis F. O'Brien, Willard V. president. The network, which has 22 at the Gotham
Theatre, New York,
Katz, William P. Philips, Joseph M. stations, may become nationwide,
Schenck and Lee Shubert.
Odium said.
Dec. 7.
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Luncheon

Meeting

Tuesday, November 27, 1945
,KMTA

Meeting

|Open in K.C.

Motion
to

Some

Bans

to

Countries

Washington, Nov. 26. — All motion
picture film and all photographic and
projection goods now are freely exportable under general license to all
"Group K" countries, it was disclosed
today
the CommercetradeDepartment's
office ofby international
operations,
successor to the Foreign Economic
Administration's Export Control organization.
However, it was stated in a bulletin
from the office, these and other commodities still remain under individual
license
to
E" with
countries
exported in"Group
shipments
a net when
value
exceeding $25. All exports to Germany and Japan continue under strict
control.
"Group E" countries include Argentina, Austria, Bulgaria, Hungary,
Italy, Rumania and Spain, together
with Spanish colonies and a number
of small islands and areas. All other
countries now are included in "Group
K."
20% Cancellation
Urged by Wolcott
Eldora, la., Nov. 26. — -A 20 per
cent cancellation privilege on fullline film deals and the right to cancel
one picture in every block of three to
five films should be demanded by all
exhibitors in preparing for more
highly competitive peacetime theatre
operation, Leo F. Wolcott, president of
Iowa-Nebraska Theatre Owners, declares in a bulletin sent to members of
the organization.

3

Daily

Review

Today

Kansas City, Nov. 26. — The 27th
annual convention of the KansasMissouri Theatre Association will
open tomorrow at the Hotel Muehlebach, here, all sessions being held in
the hotel except for the trade screening of "The
of St. Mary's,"
vEdison
Hall inBells
the evening.
After theat
^opening luncheon, several speakers,
representing producers and allied trade
members will address the convention
and opportunity will be given for
questions and discussion.
Among the speakers will be Leon
Bamberger, RKO Radio; Claude Lee,
Paramount; Maurice Wolf, district
manager for Loew's, Boston; Paul
Mooney, National Screen Service ;
Dave Palfreyman, MPPDA; A. G.
Smith, National Theatre Supply.
Members and visitors will be guests
at a reception in the afternoon.
16mm. Discussion
On Wednesday morning discussion
of various topics will take place, including 16mm. films, cooperative buying, and the checking of pictures.
After luncheon Wednesday the afternoon meeting will be closed for a
discussion on buying and booking. A
feature of the afternoon meeting will
be the reading of a message from Ed
Kuykendall, president of the national
association. The election of officers
will also take place.
Wednesday night the convention will
close with a banquet, at which the
speakers will be Harold Vagtborg,
president of the Midwest Research
Institute, and Van Murchie, of Dun
and Bradstreet.
Lift Export

Picture

"Appointment in Tokyo"
{Warner Bros. — Army Signal Corps-WAC)
HIGHLIGHTS of the pictorial record of the war in the Pacific from
the fall of Corregidor, in 1942, to the Japanese surrender aboard the
U.S.S. Missouri on Sept. 1, 1945, have been woven into a dramatic and interesting documentary film in "Appointment in Tokyo." Although much of the
footage is already familiar to American audiences through newsreels and tworeelers, the approach
here isportion
to present
a comprehensive
America'sas
participation
in the Pacific
of the
war in much account
the sameof manner

Ratings

Drop

s
Legion'
Washington, Nov. 26. — A decline
in
the percentageforof general
"A-l" pictures
(unobjectionable
patronage),
an
increase
of
"A-2"
pictures
(unobjectionable for adults) and a
slight decline
in the percentage
"B"
pictures
(objectionable
in part)of were
reported to a meeting here of the
Catholic
Bishops'
Committee
Motion Pictures,
by the
National onLegion
of Decency. The report covers 375
films reviewed and classified by the
Legion during the past year ; none was
condemned.
"B."
The report showed 143 films were
given
"A-l" ratings,
in themarked
"A-2"
classification,
and 43189 were

"The True Glory" highlighted the European campaign. General Douglas
MacArthur is the top box-office attraction in the film.
Through the medium of captured Japanese footage, the surrender of Corregidor with the lowering of the American flag, takes on a new importance for
Americans. The combined operations of Army and Navy in the island hedgehopping road back to the Philippines is portrayed through charts, diagrams
and grim battles. A switch in strategy on Oct. 20, 1944, occasioned by heavy
Japanese losses, saw American fleet units head for the Philippines instead of
Yap Island. Considerable footage is devoted to the campaign in the Philippines including the landing at Leyte and the battles for Manila and Corregare film
also issome
shots of document
the "Deathaboard
March."
Climaxidor.ofTherethe
the captured
signing ofJapanese
the surrender
the
Bishop Keough Reelected
Missouri in Tokyo Bay.
The film was produced by the Army Pictorial Service, Signal Corps, with
Bishop Francis P. Keough of Provthe cooperation of the Army Air Forces and the U. S. Navy. It is presented
idence was re-elected chairman of the
by the War Department and distributed by Warners for the War Activities committee, and Bishop William A.
Committee.
Scully, coadjutor bishop of Albany,
Running time, 52 minutes. General classification. Release
date. Livingston
Dec. 7.
was elected to membership to succeed
Milton
Bishop John F. Noll of Fort Wayne,
Ind., who had served since the inauguration of the group in 1933 and
DuMont
Assets for asked for permission to retire. Other
Services for Tally,
members of the committee are Archbishop John J. Cantwell, Los Angeles ;
Video
Development
Pioneer, on Coast
Bishop Bryan J. McEntegart, Ogdensburg, and Bishop Joseph H. Albers,
Allen B. DuMont Laboratories is Lansing, Mich.
Hollywood, Nov. 26. — Funeral
Monsignor John J. McClafferty was
services were held here Sunday for prepared to take advantage of tele- re-elected
executive secretary of the
vision's potentialities with net assets tary.
Thomas Lincoln Tally, 84, who died
Legion,
and
the Reverend Brendan
of
$2,416,000,
with
cash
of
$2,188,000,
Thanksgiving Day at his home in
Larner
was
re-named
assistant secreBeverly Hills.
Paul Raibourn,
head and
of treasurer
Paramount'sof
television
activities
Born in Galida, Texas, he was cow- DuMont, declared here yesterday in The Bishops' Committee set Dec. 9
boy, typesetter and salesman before
as the date for the annual renewal of
entering show business by installing hailing the Federal Communication the
Legion of Decency pledge in
Commission's allocation of channels to Catholic
a Kinetoscope in his Edison Phono- major
churches.
cities as doing much to clarify
graph salesroom in Los Angeles in
1895, a start from which he proceeded broadcasters' and manufacturers' conceptions ofthe according
industry's to
future.
to the opening of the first film theaParamount,
Raibourn, Film Leaders Join
tre in the city, the Electric, in 1902.
has
a
37
percent
interest
in DuMont
With the development of the industry,
he branched out into circuit opera- through ownership of Class B stock. Smith Ceremonies
tion on the West Coast, and was one
of the founders of First National,
being instrumental in that organiza- Two Courts Continue
Scores from the film industry and
tion's acquisition of the starring servhundreds of others filled the main
of Sorrell
ices of Mary Pickford and Charles Trials
vestibule of New York's General Post
Chaplin. During recent years, in Hollywood, Nov. 26. — Two courts Office
yesterday afternoon to witness
partnership with his son, Seymour, he today continued trials of strikeleader ceremonies
launching the sale of the
Herbert
K.
Sorrell
on
charges
growoperated Tally's Glen Ranch, near Los
E. stamp.
Smith three-cent commemoing out of violence in the recent strike. Alfred rative
Angeles.
In Los Angeles, Superior Judge
In addition to Seymour, Mary TalThe occasion was opened by New
Henry M. Willis continued a hearing
ly, his widow, survives.
on a contempt charge until Dec. 18, York Postmaster Albert Goldman
declaring, nevertheless, "A picket line who introduced Joseph M. Proskauer,
Warner Brothers counsel, as "one of
$6,000,000 From
must
not constitute
picket fence."
Burbank,
where thea violence
reachedIn the Governor's dearest friends." ProsLast 'Dimes' Drive
its peak, Police Judge Raymond Ruskauer described Smith as "the big
Some $5,978,939 was collected in the
sell continued hearings on a similar brother of mankind" whose life-story
was
evidence
of the opportunities
film industry's 1945 March of Dimes charge to Dec. 3.
drive, the final tabulation discloses.
Sorrell and 18 associates in the re- which American democracy offers for
The annual report book covering the
cent strike have filed suit in Superior those of humble origin.
drive, now on the presses, will be Court seeking to limit the scope of Other speakers included the Most
mailed soon to every theatre in the the State Assembly committee investi- Reverend Francis J. Spellman, Archcountry. Total collections are an
bishop of New York, who also gave
gating the alleged "breakdown of law the invocation
increase of several thousands over
; Park Commissioner
and
order"
during
the
strike
to
matprevious announcements, due to late
Moses ; Postmaster-General
ters connected with "government ef- Robert
arrival of some reports.
Robert E. Hannegan, and others.
ficiency and economy."
Out of the 11,810,099 theatre seats
Among guests were Will H. Hays,
in the nation, the drive recruited 9,593,former Postmaster- General Frank
Walker, Harry Brandt, former Mayor
484, believed to be the highest pro- WB, Para. Radio Ads
portion of seats ever enlisted in any
Warner Brothers, through the James J. Walker, and Mrs. John Warfilm campaign.
ner, daughter of Smith.
Blaine-Thompson agency, has arranged for 17 one-minute spot anFile Jerome Kern Will
nouncements advertising "Saratoga
Quits Harris
Hollywood, Nov. 26. — The estate Trunk" over Station WNEW here. Freedman
"Zac" Freedman, formerly publicity
of composer Jerome Kern, who died Paramount, through Buchanan and
Nov. 11, consisting mostly of royal- Co., has arranged for 15 half-minute director for Harris Brothers' State,
ties from his song hits, was left in announcements advertising "The Lost Hartford, is now press agent for Gertrust for his widow and daughter Weekend" over the same station, to
trude Niessen, currently star of "Folunder terms of a will filed for probate. continue through Nov. 30.
low the Girls" in New York.

FLASH f Simultaneous
showings
Loew's
ished

Los Angeles

at Grauman's

State
a new

and

Fox

Chinese,

Uptown

estab-

record

during

boxoffice

the first week

for each

1 st week

set an all-time

for any

gross

combination

theatre!

And

record

of theatres

in

Los Angeles!

HASH!

Second

the

Astor,

the

first week

new

New

week

York,
all-time

high in the entire

famous

on

gross
par

at

with

record...

a

history of this

theatre!

Extraordinarily

fine film!

— Bosley Crowther, New
Goes

over with a shriek!
-Walter Winchell

You'll

love it!
— Louella Parsons

York Times
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Estimates

ATLANTA
Grosses are good for Thanksgiving
week and all managers are well
pleased with business.
Estimated receipts :
DOLLY SISTERS — (20th- Fax) — FOX
(4,661) (30c-55c). Gross: $15,000. (Average:
$12,500)
HOLD THAT BLONDE (Para.) — PARAMOUNT (2,446) (30c-55c). Gross: $9,000.
(Average: $8,000)
RHAPSODY IN BLUE (WB) — WAR(2,000), 2nd
week, onGross:
a holdover
from theNER'SFox.
(30c-55c).
$6,000.
(Average: $5,000)
WITHIN THESE WALLS (20th-Fox)—
and RESURRECTION (FC) — CAPITAL
(2,100) (25c-44c). Gross: $5,000. (Average:
$4 000)
NAUGHTY
MARIETTA
(M-G-M) —
RIALTO' (983) (30c-55c). Gross: $6,000.
(Average: $5,000)
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF
(M-G-M)— LOEWS (2,031) (35c-60c). Gross:
$12,500. (Average: $10,000)

CINCINNATI
The Thanksgiving holiday, Christmas shopping crowds and mild weather following a cold spell and snow, combined to boost business, with plus-average figures prevailing at all houses.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Nov. 27-30:
CONFIDENTIAL AGENT (WB)— RKO
ALBEE (3,300) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7 days,
plus a Saturday midnight show. Gross:
$15,000. (Average: $14,500)
SPELLBOUND (UA) — RKO CAPITOL
(2,000) (44c-50c-60c-70c)
7 days,
plus $19,500.
a Saturday midnight show.
Gross:
(Average: $10,000)
THE andCRIME
DOCTOR'S
(Col.)
BAD MEN
OF THE WARNING
BORDER
(U)— RKO FAMILY (1,000) (30c-40c) 4
days. Gross: $1,700. (Average: $1,600)
NO RANSOM (Popular) and I CONQUER THE SEA (Popular) — RKO FAMILY (1,000)$800)
(30c-40c) 3 days. Gross: $900.
(Average:
PINOCCHIO (RKO revival) — RKO
GRAND
(1,500) (Average:
(44c-50c-60c-70c)
Gross: $15,000.
$8,000) 7 days.
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF (M-

BOSTON
No business
apparent is
change
the season's
good
noted inhere.
Estimated receipts for the week ending Dec. 2.
SENORITA FROM THE WEST (U)BOSTON (2,900) (55c-$1.10). Plus a stage
show. Gross: $28,000. (Average: $26,300)
HOLD
THE
BLONDE
(Para.) and
NORTHWEST TRAIL (Fed.) — FENWAY

BIGGEST

Key

(1,700) (55c-74c). Gross: $7,700. (Average:
$7,300)
SPANISH MAIN (RKO) 2nd week, and
SING YOUR WAY HOME (RKO Radio)
— MEMORIAL (2,900) (55c-74c). Gross:
$24,200. (Average: $24,800)
THE DOLLY SISTERS (20th-Fox) and
THE SPIDER (Z0th-Fox)— METROPOLITAN (4,367) (55c-74c). Gross: $27,000.
(Average: $25,200)
HER HIGHNESS AND THE BELLBOY
(M-G-M) and DANGEROUS PARTNERS
(M-G-M)— ORPHEUM (2,200) (55c-74c).
Gross: $24,000. (Average: $22,700)
HOLD THAT BLONDE (Para.) and
NORTHWEST TRAIL (Fed.) — PARA(1,200) (55c-74c). Gross:, $15,800.„
(Average: MOUNT$14,200)
HER HIGHNESS AND THE BELLBOY
(M-G-M) and DANGEROUS PARTNERS
(M-G-M)— STATE (3.900) (55c-74c). Gross:
$14,000. (Average: $17,300)

FOLLOWING are estimated picture grosses for current engagements in key cities as reported by
Motion Picture Daily correspondents.

*

TOWER
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Grosses
City
000)
G-M)—
7 days, KEITH'S
5th week, (17,500)
following (44c-50c-60c-70c)
four weeks at
the Capitol. Gross: $6,500. (Average: $5,- Broadway .Grosses
THIS LOVE OF OURS (U) — RKO
LYRIC
(44c-50c-60c-70c)
days,Albee.
2nd
week on(1,400)
a moveover
from 7the
Soar; 'Saratoga'
Gross: $5,500. (Average: $5,000)
SHE WOULDN'T SAY YES (Col.)— Sets House Record
RKO PALACE (2,700) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7
days,
Saturday $13,500)
midnight show.
Gross: plus
$17,000. a (Average:
— RKO
(20thANGEL
New York "showcase" theatres are
FALLEN (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7 Fox)
days, 2nd
SHUBERT
enjoying
one of the biggest weeks for
Palace.
the
from
moveover
a
on
week,
overall business in months, as busiGross: $7,500. ' (Average: $5,000)
ness spurted on the Thanksgiving
holiday and was followed by another
school holiday on Friday. Holdover
BUFFALO
business in some situations is exceeding last week's intake while three new
Business was excellent despite a pictures are scoring very heavily with
mammoth business.
snow storm and an
post-Thanksgiving
ice
show.
"Saratoga Trunk," at the Holly- i
claims top honors for its boxEstimated receipts for the week wood,
office performance. The picture is on
ending Dec. 1 :
its way to establishing a new record
(20th-Fox) — for
THE DOLLY SISTERS 0c-70c)
the theatre with a $56,000 initial
7 days.
O (3,489) (40c-50c-6
BUFFAL
week's gross in sight following a new
Gross: $25,000. (Average: $17,400)
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF weekend high. Another live wire is
(3,000) (40c-50c- "Captain Kidd," at the Globe, which is
GREAT LAKES
(M-G-M)— days,
for a very prosperous $33,000
week. Gross: $18,000. headed
60c-70e)
(Average:7 $16,400)2nd
for its first week.
TOO YOUNG TO KNOW (WB) and
Among others sharing in the boxCRIME DOCTOR'S WARNING (Col.) —7 office
harvest are: "The Dolly SisHIPPODROME (2,100) (40c-50c-60c-70c)
week, on a moveover. Gross:
ters," "Spellbound," "Yolanda and
days 2nd(Average:
$9,700.
$9,700)
the Thief," "Weekend at the WalCORNERED (RKO Radio) and RADIO
dorf," the Frank Sinatra-"Hold that
STARS ON PARADE (RKO Radio) —
(40c-50c- Blonde" combination, "Spanish Main"
(3,000)(Average:
CENTURY
TH
TWENTIE
$12,200)
$13,000.
Gross:
days.
7
60c-70c)
and "Danger Signal."
"Yolanda and the Thief," another
PURSUIT
BLITHE SPIRIT (UA) and TE
playing with Jimmy Dor(3,000)
newcomer,
LAFAYET
—
(U)
TO ALGIERS
at the Capitol, is head7 days. Gross: $9,700. sey's orchestra,
c-70c)
(40c-50c-60
$82,000 for a first
top-notch
ed for a
(Average: $12,400)
week. "The Dolly Sisters," at the
week's
is equalling
Roxy," Beatrice
000.
Kay last
heads
the $100,stage
ST. LOUIS
show.
'Spellbound' Near Capacity
Business was above average at all
"Spellbound" came within inches of
but one first-run despite the first cold
spell of the winter.
capacity at the Astor again, drawing
over last week's mark, for a $53,500
Estimated receipts for the week ending Nov. 28:
"Weekend
gross. At the Music
withHall,
a stage
show,
A- at the Waldorf,"
AMBASS
(Para.)—
S— 60c)
LETTER
LOVEDOR (3,154)
week,
eighth
its
in
good for $108,000
is
Gross:
days.
7
(40c-50c000)
$19,000. (Average: $17,200)
"Hold
is very
Blonde,"
and impressive.
Frank Sinatra, atThat
the
and DI- which
FALLEN ANGEL (20th-Fox)(40c-50c-6
0c)
(5,038)
FOX
will bring in $85,000 for
VORCE (Mono.)—
Paramount,
7 days. Gross: $20,000. (Average: $17,- a third week as the very successful
(M- engagement continues.
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF(40c-50c"Spanish Main" is still doing hand(3,162)(Average:
STATE
LOEWS
G-M)—
$20,000.
Gross:
days.
60c-65c) 7
Palace, where it will
somelya at the
$17,100)
third week with a $37,000
x) and conclude
THE DOLLY SISTERS (20th-Fo
) — MISSOURI
THE SPIDER* 7(20th-Fox
60c) days. Gross: $15,000.
Among the shows at the smaller
514) (40c-50c(3(Average
: $11,100)
Signal," at the Vichouses,
is a standout attraction for a
ESS AND THE BELL- gross. toria,"Danger
HER HIGHN
BOY* (M-G-M)-LOEW'S ORPHEUM
Loveed ofa
"This
initial
(40c-50ce:-60c-65c
(1 900) (Averag
conclud
n,
$7,100)) 7 days. Gross: $5,- $17,500
500.
Criterio
the week.
at
Ours," ek
with a
night
last
stand
four-we
GEORGE
and
KISS AND TELL* (Col.)
week ;
Radio)—
final
the
(RKO
for
LS*
$22,000
satisfactory
WHITE'S SCANDA
SHUBERT (1,500) (40c-50c-60c) 7 days, 3rd
Last Chance" will open today.
week. Gross: $8,000. (Average: $6,200) "The
"Confidential Agent," with Vaughnis
STATE FAIR* (20th- Fox) and WEST Monroe's
orchestra, at the Strand,
ST.
Radio)—
(RKO
PECOS
OF THE
days. Gross:
7
60c)
(40c-50c(4,000)
LOUIS
fourth
$10,000. (Average: $7,900)
good for $50,000_in a soundLetters
week.
,
"Love
week. At the Rivoli,
* Indicates a moveover.
will get a nice $25,000 in its fourth
"A Game of Death' is giving the
O
$9,000: it will conSAN FRANCISC
Rialto a healthy
tinue "Pinocchio" still hovers around
the $7,000 mark at the Republic,Thewhere
film
be- it is now in its lSth week.holidays.
in grosses and
some drop
There of was
will continue through the
cause an all-day Saturday rain
the predominance of holdovers.
c-85c) 7 days. Gross: $19,500.
Estimated receipts for the week end- 200)
ge: $14,000)
(Avera(45c-65
Nov.
)-GOLDEN
28-30:
ing
Radio
(RKOc-95c)
A
ERED
GUY,
A
CORN (2,850) (45c-65
KISS AND TELL (CoL) and
7 days 2nd
(2,- GATE
ORPHEUM
$29,000.
PAL7 (Col.)Gross:
AND A 5c)
GAL
lle.
vaudevi
with
days, 5th week. Gross: week,
440) (4Sc-65c-8
(ACONffDE^IALT AGENT
(WB) and
$;3,000. (Average: $18,000)
GUEST WIFE (UA) and STAR IN THE TELL IT (Continued
TO A STARon (Rep,)—
page 10)Fox (5,000)
ARTISTS (1,NIGHT (UA)-UNITED
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A FESSIER-PAGANO
PRODUCTION
in TECHNICOLOR
with ANDY DEVINE • FUZZY KNIGHT • SHELDON LEONARD
ANDREW TOMBES and BEVERLY SIMMONS
Original Screenplay Written and Produced by Michael Fessier and Ernest Pagano • Directed
by CHARLES LAMONT ■ Executive Producer HOWARD BENEDICT • A UNIVERSAL PICTURE
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Motion

Doob

Picture

Promoted

(Continued from page 1)
Cincinnati, he became associated with
the I. Libson theatres* there. He is
credited with pioneering many promomen. tion ideas new in general use by showErnest Emerling, it was also announced, becomes head of the advertising-publicity department, succeeding Doob. He has served as assistant to Doob for nearly 15 years.
While Doob was absent in Washington on loan as assistant national director of the War Finance Division, Emerling acted as national director. Emerling joinedtheatre
Loew'smanager.
25 years ago as
an assistant
Edward C. Dowden, member of the
Loew advertising department for 18
years, progressing from Brooklyn publicity to home office exploitation manager, moves uo to assistant director
of
advertising-publicity,
Emerling's
first aide and in charge as
of New
York
City promotions.
Other Promotions
Other promotions
in Loew's
theatre
department
were also
announced
by
Vogel. Eugene Picker, for many years
associated with C. C. Moskowitz, was
placed in charge of New York area
circuit operations, with Marvin Rosen
as his assistant. John Murphy, for
many years associated with Vogel, has
been placed in charge of out-of-town
theatre operations.
Commenting on the new alignment
of executives, Nicholas M. Schenck,
president
of Loew's,
: "In line
with the policy
of oursaidcompany,
we
have moved into posts of increased importance several of our men who have
served long in our ranks."
MPTOA
(Continued from page 1)
vantages of the non-inflammable stock
to exhibition and distribution, concludes that : "Now would seem to be
an opportune time to start using acetate film on all prints ... so that the
industry can make a continuous saving
of millions of dollars every year in its
operating expenses. Maybe by then
we will need the economy."
Reconversion of theatres to peacetime operation and preparation for
new competition within and without
the industry is discussed at length in
the MPTOA bulletin. It holds out little hope of benefits to exhibition from
the New York anti-trust trial but sugthat the court's
sultgestsin defining
what decision
can be may
done re-in
the way of industry self-regulation
under the anti-trust laws. It declares
that the organized industry, as well
as
theatre
owner, "hasof
muchthe toindividual
do to meet
the challenge
theThe
postwar
future."
bulletin
warns of 16mm. competition. Discussing recent proposals
for the formation of a new national
exhibitor organization, it suggests that
leaders of such movements aid, instead, in the strengthening of existing
organizations, rather than dividing exhibition further.
Loew Streamlining
(Continued from Page 1)
system of filing. The survey, which
has been under way for the past three
months, may also result in the cutting
out an accumulation of information
which is seldom, if ever, utilized.

Key

City

(Continued from page 6)
(45c-6Sc-85c)
erage: $34,000)7 days. Gross: $29,000. (AvHOLD THAT BLONDE (Para.) and
LOVE, HONOR AND GOODBYE (Rep.)PARAMOUNT (2,748) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days.
Gross: $25,000. (Average: $34,000)
SPELLBOUND (UA) — WARFIELD (2,680) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days. Gross: $48,000.
(Average: $27,000)
IT ALL CAME TRUE (WB) and BORN
FOR TROUBLE (WB)— STATE (2,308)
(45c-65c-85c) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross:
$13,000. (Average: $13,000)
THE DOLLY SISTERS (20th-Fox)— ST.
FRANCIS (1.400) (45c-64c-85c) 7 days, on
a(Average:
moveover $13,000)
from the Fox.' Gross: $17,000.
CHICAGO

Daily

LOVE LETTERS (Para.)— RITZ (1,100)
(35c-55c-65c) 7 days, 3rd week on a moveover from the Penn. Gross: $3,500. (Average: $3,500)
CONFIDENTIAL AGENT (WB)— STAN
LEY (3,800)
(40c-65c-85c)
Grosses
$15,000.
(Average:
$23,000) 7 days. Gross:
MILDRED PIERCE (WB) — WARNER
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF (2,000) (36c-44c-65c), 3rd week on a move(M-G-M) — MIDLAND (3,500) (40c-60c) 7 over
from the Stanley. Gross: $9,500.
days. Gross: $25,000. (Average: $14,000)
(Average: $7,500)
MILDRED PIERCE (WB)— NEWMAN
KISS AND TELL (Col.) — SENATOR
(1,900) (45c-65c) 7 days. 3rd week. Gross: (1,750) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days, 3rd week on a
$11,000. (Average: $12,000)
moveover from the J. P. Harris. Gross:
RHAPSODY IN BLUE (WB) — OR- $4,600. (Average: $3,000)
PHEUM (1,900) (45c-65c) 7 days. Gross:
$14,000.
SUNSET(Average:
IN EL $10,000)
DORADO (Rep.) and
ADVENTURES OF RUSTY (Col.) — PHILADELPHIA
TOWER
(2,100)$12,000.
(39c-60c)
7 days.
show. Gross:
(Average:
$9,400)Stage
Midtown theatres more than held
THE DOLLY SISTERS (ZOth-Fox) —
UPTOWN (2.000) (45c-65c) 7 days. Gross: their own over one of the big football
$9,000. (Average: $5,400)
THE DOLLY SISTERS (20th-Fox) — weekends of the year.
FAIRWAY (7C0) (45c-65c) 7 days. Gross:
Estimated receipts for the week1
$2,500. (Average: $1,750)
ending Nov. 27-29 :
LADY ON A TRAIN (U) — ALDINE
(900) $14,000.
(40b-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c)
Gross:
(Average: $14,600) 7 days.
DENVER
MILDRED PIERCE (WB)— BOYD (3,C00) (4Oc-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7 days, 5th
week. Gross: $17,000. (Average: $18,000)
Thanksgiving Day crowds helped DUFFY'S TAVERN (Para.) — ARCADIA
(600) (40c-45c-65c-75c)
days, 2nd run.
swell grosses at all downtown the- Gross:
$9,000. (Average:7 $4,000)
atres, with three houses doing business
LOVE, HONOR AND GOODBYE (Rep.)
of 200 per cent.
(6 days) and LADY ON A TRAIN (U) (1
Estimated receipts for the week 95c)
day)— 6EARLE
(40c-45c-50c-65c-85cdays of(3,000)
vaudeville
starring L"o
ending Nov. 26-30:
Carrillo and Keye Luke. Gross: $19,500.
CONFIDENTIAL AGENT (WB)— (Average: $27,600)
ALADDIN
(1,400)
(35c-45c-74c)
days, on FALLEN ANGEL (20th- Fox) — FOX (3,a moveover.
Gross:
$9,240. 7 (Average:
000) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c) 7 days. Gross:
(Average: $20,500)
$5,6CO)
THE DOLLY SISTEDS (2Cth-Fox) and $36,000.
WONDER MAN (RKO Radio)— KARLCJRL OF THE LIMBERLOST (Col.)— TON
DENVER (2,600) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days. days, 2nd(1,000)
run. (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c)
Gross: $9,500. (Average 7
Gross: $30,000. (Average: $15,000)
THE DOLLY SISTERS (2ttth-Fox) and $6,600)
THE HOUSE ON 92nd STREET (20th
GIRL OF THE LIMBERLOST (Col.)— Fox)— KEITH'S (2,200) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c
FSOUIRE (740) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days. 85c) 2nd run, 7 days. Gross: $7,500. (Aver
Gro«s:
000. (Average:
$4 5001
LOVE, $9 HONOR
AND GOODBYE
(Rep.) ageCONFIDENTIAL
: $5 800)
AGENT (WB) and SONG OF OLD WYOMING (PRC) MASTBAUM
(4,700)
(4Oc-45c-50c-65c-75c
— PARAMOUNT (2.200) (35c-45c-74c) 7 85c) 7 days, 2nd
week.
Gross: $18,500
days. Gross: $14,880. (Average: $9,300)
(Average:
$22,5001
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF (M
SHE
WOULDN'T
SAY
YES
(Col.)
RIALTO (9<W (35c -45c -74c). Gross: $5,000. G-M)— STANLEY (3,000) (40c-45c-50c-65c
(Average: $5,000)
75c-85c) 7 days. 4th week. Gross: $21,000.
THE DOLLY SISTERS (ZOtb-Fox) and
$20.0001
GIRL OF THE LIMBERLOST (Col.)— (Average:
CAPTAIN KIDD (UA)— STANTON (1,
WEBBER (840) - (35c-45c-74c) 7 days. 7001 (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7 days. Gross
$25,000. (Average: $9,500)
Gross: $9,000. (Average: »$4,50O)

Business is holding up well here this
week, aided by the post-Thanksgiving
Day school holiday.
Estimated receipts for the week ending Nov. 29 :
TOO YOUNG TO KNOW (WB)—
APOLLO1 (1,200) (5Sc-65c-85c-9Sc) 6 days.
Gross: $13,000. (Average: $12,000)
DUFFY'S TAVERN (Para.)— CHICAGO
(3,850) (55c-65c-85c-95c). On stage: Glen
Gray and orchestra. 3rd week. Gross: $48,000.
(Average: $51,500)
THE HOUSE ON 92ND STREET (20thFcx)— GARRICK (1,000) (55c-65c-85c-95c) 6th
week. Gross: $15,000. (Average: $12,000)
THE GREAT JOHN L. (UA)— ORIEN(3,200) ' (55c-65c-85c-95c)
Gross: TAL$35,000.
(Average: $35,000)2nd week.
THE SPANISH MAIN (RKO Radio)
and RADIO STARS ON PARADE (RKO
Radio)— PALACE (2,500) (55c-65c-85c-95c)
2nd week. Gross: $26,000. (Average: $24,000)
KISS AND TELL (Col.)— ROOSEVELT
(1,000) (55c-65c-85c-95c). Gross: $30,000.
(Average: $24,000)
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF
(M-G-M)— STATE LAKE (2,700) (55c-65c85c-95). Gross: $37,000. (Average: $29,000)
WHAT NEXT, CORPORAL HARGROVE? (M-G-M) — UNITED ARTISTS
(1,700) (55c-65c-85c-95c) 6 days. Gross:
$27,000. (Average: $20,000)
DAKOTA (Rep.) — WOODS (1,200) (55c- TORONTO
65c-85c-95c). Gross: $18,000. (Average:
$15,000)
CLEVELAND
Big holiday business and big pictures point to outstanding grosses at
first runs.
Estimated receipts for the week ending Nov. 28:
CONFIDENTIAL AGENT (WB) — RKO
ALLEN
(3,000)$10,000.
(45c-55c-65c)
7 days,
week. Gross:
(Average:
$10,000)2nd
MILDRED
PIERCE
(WB)
—
WARNERS'
HIPPODROME (3,500) (45c-55c-65c) 7 days.
Gross: $31,000. (Average: $20,800)
THE DOLLY SISTERS (20th-Fox)—
WARNERS'
LAKE
(45c-55c-65c)
days,
4th week.
Gross:(714)
$4,300.
(Average: 7
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First snow locally introduced the
new Winter during the week but
theatre-goers took it in their stride.
Competition came from a professional
ice carnival.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Nov. 30 :
AND THEN THERE WERE NONE
(20th-Fox)
(18c-30--48c60c) 6 davs.— EGLINTON
Gross: $4,200.(1,086)
(Average:
$4,000)
THE SPANISH MAIN (RKO) — IMPERIAL (3,373) (18c-3Q!c-42c-60c-90c) 6 days.
Gross: $13,800. (Average: $12,800)
OUR VINES HAVE. TENDER GRAPES
(M-G-M)—
LOEW'S
(2,074) (18c-30c-42c-60c78c) 6 days,
2nd week.
Gross: $11,700.
(Average: $13,200)
STATE
FAIR
(20th-Fox)
—
SHEA'S
(2.480)
(18c-30c-42c-60c-90c) 6 davs, 3rd week. Gross:
$11,800.
(Average:
$13,800)
AND THEN THERE WERE NONE
(ZOth-Fox)— TIVOLI (1.434) (12c-30c-48c) 6
davs. Gross: $4,800. (Average: $4.5001
f HIS LOVE OF OURS (U)— UPTOWN
(2,761) (18c-30c-42c-60c-90c) 6 days. 2nd
week. Gross: $7,800. (Average: $9,300)

$3,270)
HOLD
THAT
BLONDE (Para.)—
LOEW'S
(1,268) (45c-65c)
days,
2nd week OHIO
on a moveover.
Gross:7 $3,500.
(Average: $6,200)
WONDER MAN (RKO) RKO PALACE
(3.30O) (45c-55c-65c) 7 days. Gross: $20,000. (Average: $19,000)
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF (MG-M)— LOEW'S STATE (3.300) (45c-65c)
7700)days. Gross: $33,000. (Average: $20,- PITTSBURGH
LOVE LETTERS
(Para.) —4thLOEW'S
STILLMAN
(1,900) (45c-65c)
week.
Gross: $8,500) (Average: $11,000)
Excellent weather conditions over
the weekend gave newcomers in two
KANSAS CITY
first-run houses an opportunity to set
house records. Most of the others did
better than average business.
A big Thanksgiving Day and a
Estimated receipts for the week endgood weekend, with single bills at two
ing Nov. 28 :
theatres instead of the usual doubles,
THE DOLLY SISTERS (ZOth-Fox) —
givingness inextra
turnover,
nice busi- $17,000.
FULTON (Averaee:
(1.70O) (35c-44c-65c)
7 days. Gross:
$9,OC01
a week
of fine spells
weather.
FALLEN ANGEL (2<Hh-Fox) — J. P.
Estimated receipts for the week
HARRIS (Average:
(2,200) (35c-44c-65c)
$13.5rO.
$10,000) 7 days. Gross:
ending Nov. 27-29 :
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF
THE DOLLY SISTERS (Zflth-Fox) —
ESOUIRE (800) (45c-65c) 7 days. Gross: (M-G-M) — PENN (3,400) (40c-55c-85c) 7
$11,500. (Average: $8,000)
days. Gross: $32,000. (Average: $23,000)

BALTIMORE
Strong openings for Thanksgiving
attractions, followed by substantial
weekend business, gives the week a
big start. Weather is brisk and people are out in crowds ; with no serious amusement competition, current
figures are above average.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Nov. 29 :
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF
(M-G-M)— CENTURY (3,000) (35c-44c-55c60c1 7 days, plus an extra midnight show.
Gross: $22,000. (Average: $15,500)
HOLD THAT BLONDE (Para.)—
KEITH'S
(2.406)(Average:
(35c-40c-50c-60c)
Gross: $J 2.500.
$12,000) 7 days
CONFIDENTIAL AGENT (WB)— STAN
LEY (3,280) (3Sc-44c-55c-65c) 7 days. Gross
$19,000. (Average: $17,500)
THE SPANISH MAIN (RKO Radio) —
HIPPODROME
days. Stage show.(2,205)
Gross:(35c-44c-55c-65c)
$20,500. (Aver 7
age:
THE$18,000)
ENCHANTED FOREST (PRC) —
MAYFAIR (1,000) (25c-35c-54c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $6,500. (Average: $6,000)
THE CRIME DOCTOR'S WARNING
(Cel.)NE and
RIDERS(1,400)
OF CHEYEN(Rep.)—ROUGH
MARYLAND
(25c-44c) 7
days. Gross: $7,000. (Average: $7,000)
Luncheon for RKO
Division Managers
RKO Radio division sales managers
now meeting here for a three day con
clave, will be guests at a lunceon to
day to be given by the RKO theatrej
department in the Waldorf-Astoria.
Yesterdav's sessions, conducted by
Robert Mochrie, general sales manager, were devoted to discussing "The
Spanish Main," "Cornered" and "The!
Bells of St. Mary's."
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(An Griffith to Build
ST.«
(Continued from page 1)
UffiB
t will be our policy to build theatres
n any towns where population in:reases during the war merited them."
Theatre construction projects in 10
dties were specifically mentioned, but
McKenna hinted that only a part of
he picture is being revealed at this
ime. He said the return of Owen
Parker, veteran Griffith construction
engineer, from three years service in
the expansion
Navy's Seabees
the
program. would expedite
Orders for 20,000 new seats and
'many booth outfits have been placed
for more than two years, McKenna
said. This and other equipment now
being purchased will start a modernization program that will continue indefinitely.
J The Oklahoma Griffith circuits,
which operate independently of other
Griffith family interests centering in
Dallas, are building three neighborhood theatres here at present. These
u| houses will seat about 950 each and
were laid out with parking lots nearby ; all will be in operation by next
spring, McKenna reported.
Other Operations
Other building operations described
for Griffith are : In Bartlesville, Okla.,
'a new house with about 1,100 seats,
being built to replace the Lyric, scheduled for junking; the Odeon will be
renovated, with 350 seats added to
make a 1,000-seat house. At Borger,
Tex., the Rex, which burned, is being
rebuilt and enlarged; another 1,200seat house for "A" runs will be built
there soon. In Duncan, Okla., the
Folly is being remodeled and lots purchased for a new first-run house.
In Norman, Okla., a 75-foot front
house is blueprinted and lots leased;
tentatively, the closing of the Boomer,
across the street, is planned. In Pampa, Tex., lots were bought for a house
which will eliminate one of four
houses now operated there. At Claremore, Okla., the Cadet will be remodeled and seating increased from
650 to 1,050. In Frederick, Okla.,
property has been purchased for a
j third theatre.
In Lubbock, Tex., two buildings are
P3 going up, one downtown and the other
: a neighborhood operation ; one of the
1 seven houses now operated there will
be closed when the new theatres are
, opened, early in 1946. In Midland,
Tex., construction will start soon on a
950-seat house.
In all these cities the circuits now
• operate one or more houses, and have
partners or managers.
40-Inch Video Lens
The longest focal-length lens ever
used in a television broadcast will be
employed by NBC's television station
WNBT when it televises the ArmyNavy game
fromon Philadelphia's
nicipal Stadium
Saturday, Dec.Mu-1,
according to NBC. A 40-inch lens
will be mounted on one of NBC Telewhich arevision's
usedregularto orthicon
cover allcameras
special
events.
AMP A Meets Thursday
The Associated Motion Picture Adf vertisers will hold a closed luncheonmembership meeting at the Bristol
> Hotel here on Thursday. David Bader,
president, will conduct the proceedings.
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41

Films

Now

Hollywood, Nov. 26. — Production
slumped slightly during the week as
six films were started, eight completed, and one, M-G-M's "Till the Clouds
Roll By," was temporarily suspended. At the weekend, the shooting index stood at 41, compared with the
previous
week's
44; the production
scene follows
:
Columbia
Finished: "Exposed by the Crime
Shooting : "The Al Jolson Story,"
Doctor."
"Perilous Holiday," "Gilda." ,
M-G-M
Finished: "Time for Two."
Temporarily suspended : "Till the
Clouds Roll By."
Shooting : "Three Wise Fools,"
"Army Brat," "Star from Heaven,"
"No Leave, No Love," "Holiday in
Mexico," "The Green Years," "The
Yearling."
Monogram
Shooting : "High School Kids,"
"Glamour Girl."
Paramount

Shooting
Lane, Jean Rogers, Edward Ashley.
Shooting : "Specter of the Rose,"
"The Last Crooked Mile."
RKO Radio
Shooting: "The Stranger" (International)"Lady
;
Luck."
Shooting: "Sister Kenny," "Notorious," "Till the End of Time," "Badman's Territory," "Thanks, God, I'll
Take It from Here" (Lasky).
20th Century-Fox
Started: "Anna and the King of
Siam,"son, Linda
withDarnell,
Irene Dunne,
Rex HarriGale Sondergaard,
Lee J. Cobb, Mikhail • Rasumny ; "The
ShockingDick
MissHaymes,
Pilgrim,"Colleen
with Gray,
Betty
Grable,
Margaret Bannerman, Anne Revere,
Stanley Prager, Susan Blanchard,
Roy Roberts ; "Somewhere in the
Night," with John Hodiak, Nancy
Guild, Lloyd Nolan, Richard Conte.
Shooting : "Three Little Girls in
Blue," "Johnny
"Black
Beauty" Comes
(Alson).Flying Home,"
United Artists

tion to a company would seriously affect the already-indicated plans of
Paramount,
and 20thapplied
CenturyFox, which Loew's
have already
for
permits to build more than one.
The FCC ruled that no person, directly or indirectly, may own, operate
or control more than one station in
any single area, or more than one station, except upon showing that such
operation or control would foster competition or provide a service distinct
and separate from existing services
and would not result in a concentration of control of television facilities
inconsistent with public interests. The
FCC further ruled that the ownership,
operation or control of more than five
stations would not be permitted under
any circumstances.
The ruling is likely to present the
knottiest problem to Paramount unless
the extent of the control to be considered is clearly defined. Companies in
which Paramount has an interest already operate stations in New York,
Chicago and Hollywood and many
Paramount theatre partners have filed
for permits to build. Paramount does
not own all of these companies to the
extent of 100 per cent and in some
instances the ownership is 50 per cent
and even less.

Shooting : "A Scandal in Paris"
( Pressburger) ; "The Sin of Harold
Finished: "Easy Come, Easy Go." Diddlebock" (Sturges) ; "Adventures
Started: "California," with Ray in Casablanca" (Loew-Marx).
'Queen' Contest
Milland, Barbara Stanwyck, Barry
Universal
Fitzgerald.
(Continued from page 1)
Shooting : "The Brute Man," "TanShooting : "Ladies' Man," "Monsieur Beaucaire," "The Strange Love
gier," "Canyon Passage," "On the
"Genius in the Family" Los Angeles Examiner, are participatof Martha Ivers" (formerly "Love Carpet,"
( Skirball-Manning) .
ing. Meantime, broadcast outlets in
Lies Bleeding") (Wallis).
addition to others which are making
Warners
Republic
available publicity time for the preStarted:
"Beast
with
FiveKing.
Fingers,"
Finished: "Night Train to Mem- with
liminary and state finals of the WestRobert
Alda,
Andrea
ern region, include stations KOMO,
phis," "Passkey to Danger," "Murder
KJR
and
KCL; KIRO, Seattle;
Shooting : "Escape Me Never,"
in the Music Hall."
KHQ, Spokane; KHO, Wenatchee;
Started: "Gay Blades," with Allan "The Verdict."
and KUJ, Walla Walla.
International
Byron Price
Close to 1,100 entries for the "Vic(Continued from page 1)
tory Queen"
have already been
re(Continued from page 1)
corded title
from compilations
received
from state chairmen, with civic groups,
former WPB chairman J. A. Krug re- Picture Daily, no purchase of Uni- business houses, service organizations,
cently declined, and would not even
versal stock by International is in- industrial plants, schools and colleges
volved in the deal nor will it result
admit that negotiations were under
way.
in any executive changes at Univer- sponsoring favorites. The central contest committee here, headed by Wilsal, as published elsewhere.
Price himself could not be reached,
liam V. Geehan and Bruce Fowler, is
but in other quarters it was said that
now completing plans for welcoming
It is expected
that the companies'
he was likely to accept the job as statement,
now scheduled
to be re- winners from the designated 12 areas
leased today, for publication tomorrow, in the four Western states.
executive vice-president of MPPDA
will reveal an affiliation similar in
in charge of the Hollywood office.
MPPDA silence was attributed to many respects to such producing-disSkouras will arrive in New York
the fact that officials who talked tributing alliances as that of Hal today with Frank H. Ricketson, Jr.,
freely about the negotiations with Wallis-Joseph Hazen with Paramount, National Theatres executive.
Krug while they were under way and and others.
when it seemed practically settled that
he would accept, were embarrassed
Organizing Equity to Meet Dec. 14
when he publicly declined the position, Salesmen
The second quarterly meeting of the
(Continued
from page 1)
which reportedly carries a salary of
1945-46 season of the council of Ac$75,000 a year.
tors' Equity will be held Dec. 14.
cago ; William Cameron and Casper
Schenird, Minneapolis ; N. Provencher and W. Baker, Milwaukee ; Ross
Yates and Grainger
Williams, Irving Sochin and Milt
(Continued from page 1)
Gurin, Cincinnati ; Jack Burk and
LEASE...
O. H. Watson, San Francisco ; Frank
Jr., treasurer,; Joseph E. McMahon, Salfey, Atlanta; Edgar Shinn, New
Two fully equipped private
secretary ; A. E. Schiller, N. K. Loder, Orleans ; Mike Carmichael, Memphis;
Projection Rooms. Large room
Ira Johnson and Robert V. Newman, Jack Stewart and George Sampson,
all assistant secretaries ; John Pe- Detroit ; Jay Schlank and J. M. Beatseats thirty. Small Room
traukas, Jr., Richard Rodgers and ty, Des Moines, and B. Price and W.
Twelve. 16mm also in small
Robert V. Newman, assistant ' treas- Benson, Washington.
room. FOR INFORMATION—
urers.
Members of the board are : Yates,
Sr., chairman ; Grainger, Walter W.
Vincent, Carleton A; Connell, Walter
P. Stevens, James E. MacPherson,
Albert W. Lind, Frederick R. Ryan,
Yates, Jr., Titus, Jr., Walton, Miller,
William German, and O'ConnelL

Coast Canteen Closes
Hollywood,
— Hollywood's
canteen,
where Nov.
since 26.
Oct.,
1942, players have performed before more than
3,000,000
service men and women, has
closed.
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YORK, U.S.A., WEDNESDAY,

Films

Religious -Groups Urge
Revised City Ordinance

New

Company

Hal Home, until recently director of
advertising, publicity and exploitation
for 20th Century-Fox, yesterday announced the formation of a new production comto be
known as pany,Story
Prod uctions,
Inc.,
Armand with
Deutsch
as p r e s i d ent,
Nathan W. Levin, secretarytreasurer,
and
Home as chairm a n of the
board and executive vicepresident. Lt.
Hal Home
Stanley
Kramer will become
a vice-president
upon his discharge from the Army
Signal Corps.
Deutsch is the grandson of Julius
Rosenwald,(Continued
founder onof page
Sears-Roebuck
;
3)
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TEN CENTS
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Highlights of Plans
For New Companies
1. Formation of new international
distribution company to be owned
by J. Arthur Rank, Universal, Leo
Spitz and William Goetz, with Rank
as chairman and Matthew Fox as

Minneapolis, Nov. 27. — A
move to outlaw all gangster films
as well as other "morally objectionable" films and stage plays was underway here today following a meetpresident.
ing of 200 representatives of Catholic,
2. New company to distribute
Protestant and Jewish organizations
which was addressed by police chief
world-wide minimum of eight AmerEd Ryan, who advocated a revision
ican and eight British films annual■ of the city ordinance to include a ban
ly, using Rank or Universal physical
' an all films on crime.
facilities where needed, but having
A steering committee was beorganized with Miss Helen
its own sales organization. ComLynch of the Legion of Decency
as secretary, which was to draft
pany to have "show-window" thean ordinance for submission to
where. atres in U. S., Britain and elsethe city council defining objectionable entertainment and pro3. Formation of new International
viding machinery whereby such
films and plays could be barred
producing
company by Spitz-Goetz,
from showings here.
using Universal studio facilities, to
350
Film
Pioneers
The plan included a semi-official
contribute minimum of eight picboard which would serve as a volunDinner Tonight
tary board of review. Persons inter- At
tures annually to new BritishMore than 350 Motion Picture American
ested in the movement shied away
distributing company.
Pioneers
are
due
to
assemble
to
pay
(Continued on page 3)
additional films to be selecthonor to New York's Mayor Fiorello (Eight
ed from Rank studios.)
H. LaGuardia and to Com. Douglas
Fairbanks, when the organization
Kalmine, President
holds its annual Harvest Dinner at
4. Universal participates as partthe Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, here, toner. Its own operations and personOf Warner Circuit
night.
nel remain unchanged.
Seventy-one candidates for member(Continued on page b)
The board of directors of Warner
Brothers Theatres has elected Harry £4
5?
M. Kalmine, recently appointed general manager, to the post of president,
'A
Wal
k
in the Sun
succeeding Joseph Bernhard, who resigned several months ago to form
United States Pictures, to produce. [ 20th Century-Fox ]
Hollywood, Nov. 27
Abel Vigard, long a theatre department executive, has been elected viceHP
HE
year
is
1943,
not
so
long
ago.
The
place
is
Italy and a beachpresident of the circuit.
Kalmine, who began in show busi- *■ head called Salerno. The time is shortly before dawn. The principals are a group of American foot soldiers — the Lee Platoon of the
(Contiuued on page 6)
Texas Division, with contributions from Brooklyn and points removed.
Their objective is six miles up a perilous and unknown road, the capture
Ascap Threatens to of a Nazi blockhouse, innocently camouflaged as a peace-loving farm
house, and demolition of a bridge which the blockhouse protects. "A
Sue Over Royalties
Walk in the Sun" is the drama of what happens to this company from
''awn, approximately, to mid-day, and is one of the distinguished motion
pictures of the war.
Minneapolis, Nov. 27. — A court
Undeniably in the mood and in the narrative groove of "The Story of
fight to test the legality of the annual
G. I. Joe," this film which was produced and directed with pronounced
assessment levied against theater own- distinction
dramatic authority by Lewis Milestone, in some respects,
ers by the American Society of Com- is better. and
In portions, at least, of its treatment, it is less theatrical.
posers, Authors and Publishers, is in
view here as ASCAP prepares to Therefore, it is the more realistic and evidently closer to the hard core
move against Berger Amusement Com- of the truth.
The probability is the men of the Lee Platoon never found themselves
pany, independent circuit, for failure
(Continued on page 6)
(Continued on page 3)

SPITZ,
HANDS

To Have New Anglo-U. S.
Distributing, Theatre,
Producing

Organizations

A new international distributing
organization, supplemented by a
new producing company, and which
is
to havein its
"show-window"
theatres
thisown
country,
the British
Empire and world capitals elsewhere,
is being formed by Universal, Leo
Spitz and William Goetz of International Pictures, and J. Arthur Rank
of London, it was announced jointly
by the principals yesterday. At the
outset it will offer 16 British and
American features annually.
The new distributing-exhibiting company
be known
as
United
World will
Pictures
Co., Inc.,
One-half ownership of the comwill be vested
in Rank's
Britishpanyinterests,
the other
half
in the American interests, presumably, 25 per cent each for
Universal and Spitz- Goetz.
Rank already holds a 25 per cent
stock interest in Universal.
British affiliate of the new company
will be known as United World Pictures Limited of England. Rank will
be chairman of both companies ; Matthew J. Fox, vice-president of Universal, will be president, and E. T. (TedEagle-Lion
Films,dy) Carr,
Ltd.,head
willof beRank's
managing
director of the new English company.
In addition, a new producing company, to be known as Internationa]
Pictures Corp., will be formed to produce aminimum of eight pictures annually for the new United World Pictures. The producing company will
be jointly"(Continued
owned byon Universal,
Spitz
page 6)

New
For

Copyright

Law

the Americas

As the result of the fourth InterAmerican Bar Association's copyright
conference in Santiago, Chile, a committee of five has been set up to draft
a law acceptable to all countries in
North and South America in order
to achieve protection for all "intellectual properties," including motion pictures, plays, novels, etc., Edwin P.
Kilroe, 20th Century-Fox copyright
adviser,
told Motion Picture Daily
here yesterday.
Kilroe, (Continued
who represented
on page 6)all U. S.

2

Personal

Motion
US

Reveals

Recording
Mention

CHARLES W. KOERNER, RKO
Radio production head, has flown
to Mexico City from the Coast to
meet N. Peter Rathvon, RKO president, and inspect the company's studios there. They will return to Hollywood in 10 days.
Noma Rathner, head of the United
States Information Service film section in France, has arrived in New
York from Paris.
John LeRoy Johnston, International advertising-publicity director, is
in New York from Hollywood; he
will return Saturday.
•
George A. Smith, Paramount
Western division sales manager, is
visiting Kansas City and St. Louis
exchanges.
William Erbb, Paramount Eastern division sales manager, has left
New York for a week in the Boston
territory.
Terry Turner, RKO Radio promotion director, will return to New
York today after a week in Chicago.
•
Harry Goldberg, Warner Theatres
advertising-publicity director, held a
meeting in Philadelphia yesterday.
•
Marilyn Maxwell, M-G-M actress, left here yesterday for Philadelphia to open Friday in a stage play.
•
Paul McNamara, Selznick publicity chief, left Hollywood by plane
last night for New York.
•
Moe Silver, Warner Theatres
Pittsburgh zone manager, is in New
York for a few davs.

Picture

German
System

Washington, Nov. 27. — Detailed
information regarding a German system for sound recording on film which
is said to have advantages in giving
three-channel reproduction of reputed
better range and low noise level with
the use of a sound track having a total
width of only 2.65 millimeters, was
made available today by the publicamerce. tions board of the Department of ComThe report is one of a large number prepared by military and industrial experts who went into Germany
with the invasion troops to uncover
the secrets of German industry.
Known as the "stereophon" system,
the recorder is said to have a signal
frequency range of 23 to 10,000 cycles,
dynamic range of 60 decibels without
resort to expansion and compression,
distortion of less than three per cent
over the whole dynamic range, film
noise of 70 decibels below the greatest amplitude, and a film velocity of
45 centimeters per second, according to
the Commerce Department.
To Elect Officers
Of UA Theatres
Board of directors of United Artists Theatres is scheduled to meet
here Friday to elect officers and declare aquarterly preferred stock dividend, payable next month.
Officers of the company, who will
probably be reelected, include : Joseph
M. Schenck, board chairman and president; Lee Shubert, and Dennis F.
O'Brien, vice-presidents ; William P.
Philips, vice-president and treasurer;
B. S. Xayfack. secretary ; A. M.
Geoger. comptroller.
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Johnston,
Mayer

Aid

Skouras,
Relief

Eric A. Johnston, MP PDA president and also head of the U. S.
Chamber of Commerce, and six
others in film and entertainment
fields have accepted membership on
the national committee for the Victory Clothing Collection for overseas relief, Jan. 7-31.
Spyros P. Skouras, president of
20th Century-Fox and also of the
Greek War Relief Association, and
Louis B. Mayer, studio head of
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, are among
71 American leaders named as national committee members. Others
of the entertainment world named
are: Edward Arnold, executive vicepresident of the Permanent Chari
ties Committee of the motion pic
ture industry; Jean Hersholt, actor
and president of Denmark Relief,
Inc.; singer Marian Anderson, and
actress Helen Hayes.
Press at Reception
For Curtis Mitchell
Upwards of 300 trade, newspaper
and magazine editors and critics attended a reception in the 21 Club,
here, last night in honor of Col. Cur
tis Mitchell, new advertising-publicity
chief of Paramount, whose appointment was announced on Oct. 31 by
Barney Balaban, president of Para
mount, and who has just returned
from Hollywood, where he viewed the
company's new films and conferred
with studio executives and producers.
Among those present were Mitchell,
Balaban, Stanton Griffis, Charles M.
Reagan, Leonard Goldenson, Henry
Ginsberg, Martin Quigley, Sr.; Martin Quigley, Jr.; Paul Raibourn,
Hugh Owen, Al Wilkie, Sherwin
Kane, Russell Holman, Arthur Israel,
and D. John Phillips.

Netvsreel
Parade
Tp EATURED in current newsreels
■*- are Adm. Halsey's farewell to the
Navy, thePresident
jailing Truman
of Germany's
top
generals,
decorating
Gen. Marshall, national anticipation of
Christmas, weekend football highlights, and other subjects; contents of
the reels follow:
MOVIETONE
NEWS, No. 26.— Adm.
Halsey
the Third onFleet.
Reports says
from"good-bye"
Germany: toRefugees
the I
move; "super-generals" in prison. New
military
bring
"G.
I.'s" plane
home. tested.
Family "Plat-tops"
of 10 treks crosscountry for reunion with veteran. The nation gets into its holiday spirit — New York,:
Hollywood. Football highlights: Purdue vs.
Indiana: Oregon State vs. Southern California; Pennsylvania vs. Cornell.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 224.— Adm.
Halseyident
bidsTruman"good-bye"
to the
Navy. Preshonors Gen.
Marshall.
First
films
of
new
model
of
the
air.
Germany's
generals now meek as lambs. Santa Claus
welcomed from Coast-to-Coast — Philadelphia, Hollywood, New York. Football
roundup:
Indiana wins
"JSig 10" crown from
Perdue;
wins overMichigan
California.beats Ohio State; UCLA
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 27. — Sea
heroes end voyage. U. S. jails top German
generals. Pearl Harbor inquiry widened.
Pay-off football games: Washington Redskins vs. Philadelphia Eagles; Indiana vs.
Purdue.
RKO Third
PATHEFleet.
NEWS,Nation
No. thanks
29. — Halsey
leaves
Gen.
Marshall. England observes Armistice Day.
Picketing in UAW General Motors strike.
Parades hail Christmas season. Michigan
defeats Ohio State 7-3.
UNIVERSAL
No. 454.—
President
decoratesNEWSREEL,
Marshall. Halsey
bids
"good-bye" to Third Fleet. Japanese sent
home. FDR's stamp collection goes on sale.
Santa Claus previewed by nation. Football:
Indiana "Big 10" champs.

National Theatres
Meet Here on Dec. 6
Charles P. Skouras, president of
Suchman Leaves Post
National Theatres, will preside over
a board meeting, here, on Thursday,
With N.J. Film Group
Dec. 6. It will be attended by Dan
Al Suchman has resigned as film
Michalove, vice-president, and the
Cook
to
PRC
Studios
buyer for Independent Theatres Serfollowing National Theatres execuvice, Inc., buying combine for 40 in- In Expansion Move
tives : Frank Newman, Seattle ;
dependent New Jersey theatres, in
Warners' Employes to
"Rick" Ricketson, Denver ; Elmer
Hollywood, Nov. 27. — Norman
what was described by Lee W. NewHold a Bond Rally
bury, president of the combine, as a Cook, formerly assistant production Rhoden, Kansas City ; Harold FitzA Victory Bond rally for Warner disagreement
gerald, Milwaukee.
over
policy.
manager at Columbia, has been enhome office employes will be hel<?
gaged
as
production
manager
at
the
Suchman,
who
previously
held
exhere tomorrow afternoon in the Warecutive film-buying posts with Schine PRC studio, it has been announced by Terrell Heads Loew
ner Club rooms. Speakers will in- Chain Theatres
and Consolidated Cir- Reeves Espy, PRC vice-president in
clude a returned war hero, an ofin New York, will announce charge of production, who described Publicity Division
ficial of the Treasury Department and future cuitplans
shortly.
the appointment as being in line with
Dan S. Terrell, for a number of
a war correspondent, in addition to
the studios' forthcoming expansion
company executives.
years
for recently
Loew's Washingtonpublicist
theatres and
returned
Martin F. Bennett, president of the
program.
from overseas, where he served with
club, is handling arrangements, and Silverman Is Killed
Cleveland, Nov. 27. — Si Silverman,
the OWI in Eire, London and Belthe Office Employees Union will cooperate in the drive to obtain bond manager of the Hough-79th St. Thea- Special 'Waldorf Book
gium, has been appointed by Ernest
tre
and
a
veteran
of
more
than
20
M-G-M's third "action pressbook," Emerling, Loew's advertising-publicpledges.
years in local exhibition, was killed in- designed for small town exhibitors, is
ity head, to supervise out-of-town adstantly last Wednesday in a fall now ready, covering special campaigns vertising-publicity.
from the sixth floor of the Film Bldg. for "Weekend at the Waldorf," in adThalberg's Mother Dies
dition to special treatment of newsHollywood, Nov. 27. — Funeral He is reported to have been in poor
services were held yesterday at health. Surviving are his wife and
paper publicity stories and exploita- Spain Accord Delayed
tion ideas. All advertising material in
Wee Kirk of the Heather, Forest three sons, two of whom are in miliRalphtache ofAckerman,
commercial
tary service ; the third is a rabbi.
the book is available through National
the American
embassy at-in
Lawn, for Mrs. Henrietta Thai berg,
69, mother of the late Irving Thalberg,
Screen Service. The book, which sup- Madrid, who has been working toward
plements the regular pressbook, was an agreement on U. S. film imports,
who died Saturday at her home in
prepared under the supervision of left for Washington with negotiations
Beverly Hills following a brief illness. Obringer's Mother Dies
Hollywood, Nov. 27. — Mrs. Mary Howard Dietz, director of advertising- still incomplete, giving rise to pesMrs. Thalberg is survived by a daughter, Mrs. Sylvia Thalberg W eingarten ; E. Obringer, mother of R. J. Obringer, publicity; Silas F. Seadler, advertising
simism over chances for an early settlement, according to press dispatches
a brother, Morris Heyman, and grand- resident attorney at Warners' studio, director, and William R. Ferguson,
reaching here from the Spanish capital.
children.
died Monday at her home in Burbank. exploitation director.
MOTION PICTURE DAILY, Martin Quigley, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher; Sherwin Kane, Editor; Martin Quigley, Jr., Associate Editor. Published daily except Saturday,
Sunday and holidays, by Quigley Publishing Company, Inc., 1270 Sixth Avenue, Rockefeller Center, New York 20, N. Y. Telephone Circle 7-3100. Cable address: "Quigpubco,
New York." News
MartinEditor;
Quigley,
President;
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Quigley,
Jr., Vice-President;
Theo.
J. Sullivan,
J. Brady,
Secretary; RepresentaJames P.
Cunningham,
Herbert
V. Fecke,RedAdvertising
Manager; David
Harris,
Circulation
Director; Chicago
Bureau,
624 SouthTreasurer;
Michigan Leo
Avenue,
Sam Honigberg,
tive; Hollywood Bureau, Postal Union Life Bldg., William R. Weaver, Editor; London Bureau, 4 Golden Sq., London Wl, Hope Burnup, Manager; Peter Burnup, Editor;
cable matter,
address, "Quigpubco, London." Other Quigley Publications: Motion Picture Herald, Better Theatres, International Motion Picture Almanac, Fame. Entered as second
class
copies, 10c, Sept. 23, 1938, at the post office at New York, N. Y.. under the act of March 3, 1879. Subscription rates per year, $6 in the Americas and $12 foreign; Single
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(Continued from page 1)
to pay the assessment for the last five
years.
Involved are five houses operated
by Benjamin Berger, head of the company, two in Fergus Falls, and one
each in Minneapolis, Hastings and St.
Peter, all in Minnesota.
E. W. Peterson, head of the Minneapolis ASCAP office, said that the
organization's
investigation
is hands
comi plete and that reports
are in the
' of the New York office. Peterson explained that the assessments were
based on a 10-cent per seat annual
charge in houses under 800, 15 cents
for houses between 800 and 1,500, and
* 20 cents on houses larger than 1,500.
Berger, holding that he bought a
"packaged"
for already
which production product
companies have
paid
for the use of ASCAP tunes, has announced that he would fight any attempt to collect the additional royalties.
ASCAP contends that the society is
entitled to collect printing rights from
the producers and performance royalties from exhibitors and is proceeding
on that basis.

Key

City

Grosses

77* OLLOWING are estimated picture grosses for current enJi gagements in key cities as reported by Motion Picture
Daily correspondents.
HOLD THAT BLONDE (Para.) and
NORTHWEST TRAIL (Screen Guild ProMILWAUKEE
ductions)—PARMOUNT (Downtown) (3,595)
(50c-6Oc-8Oc-$1.0O) 7 days. Gross: $15,500.
(Average: $19,300)
HOLD THAT BLONDE (Para.)— PARAGood theatre-going weather over
the weekend resulted this week in $1.00) 7 days.
MOUNT (Hollywood)
Gross: (1,407)
$9,000.(50c-60c-80c(Average:
above-average business for four of $11,900)
YOLANDA
AND
THE
THIEF
this city's six downtown first-runs. — RITZ (1,376) (50c-60c-85c-$l.O0) (M-G-M)
7 days.
Estimated receipts for the week
Gross: $15,900. (Average: $12,500)
ending Nov. 28 :
ABBOTT
AND
COSTELLO1
IN
HOLLYMAN ALIVE (RKO-Radio) — RIVER- WOOD (M-GM) and DANGEROUS
SIDE (2,600) (50c-80c) 7 days, 1st week.
(M-G-M)— UNITED ARTISTS
Allan Jones on stage. Gross. $13,000. PARTNERS
(2,100) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days. Gross:
(Average: $15,500)
$17,000. (Average: $20,500)
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF 000)SPELLBOUND (UA-Selznick) — UP(M-G-M) — WISCONSIN (2,800) (55c-85c)
TOWN (1,716) (50c-6Oc-85c-$1.0O) 7 days,
7 days, 1st week. Gross: $18,500. (Average: 3rd week. Gross: $17,000. (Average: $11,$13,000)
CONFIDENTIAL AGENT (WB)— WARDUFFY'S TAVERN (Para.) — PALACE
(3,400)Gross:
(50c-60c-80c(2,275) (55c-85c) 7 days, 1st week. Gross: $1.00) 7NERS
days,DOWNTOWN
3rd week.
$14,500.
$16,000. (Average: $12,500)
(Average:
818,400)
DOLLY SISTERS (Zttth-Fox) and AB- CONFIDENTIAL AGENT (WB)— WARBOTT AND COSTELLO IN HOLLYNERS HOLLYWOOD
(3,000)Gross:
(50c-60c-80cWOOD (M-G-M)— STRAND (1,200) (55c3rd week.
$8,500.
85c) 7 days, 3rd week for Dolly Sisters ; $1.00) 7 days,
$16,300)
2nd week for Abbott and Costello. Gross: (Average:
CONFIDENTIAL
AGENT
(WB)—
WAR$8,000. (Average: $6,000)
NERS WILTERN (2,300) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00)
TOO YOUNG TO KNOW (WB) and
3rd week. Gross: $9,000. (AverAscap Preparing Berger
SHADY LADY (WB)— WARNER (2,400) 7 days,
age:
$14,500)
Suit, Frohlich Reports
(50c-80c) 7 days, 1st week. Gross: $13,500.
$15,500)
Louis D. Frohlich, counsel for (Average:
THE SPANISH MAIN (RKO-Radio)—
ASCAP, told Motion Picture Daily ALHAMBRA (1,600) (50c-80c) 7 days, 3rd OMAHA
here that papers for the suit against week. Gross: $11,000. (Average: $5,000)
Berger Amusement are now being prepared and will be filed in Minneapolis
Thisanother
city's first-runs
up well
into
week to held
approaching
Federal Court shortly.
LOS ANGELES
Christmas-time.
The week.
season's first
snow hit during the
Set Fate of MPSA
Estimated receipts for week end"The Spanish Main," playing at
the Hillstreet and Pantages theaing NovemberAT28-29:
On Thursday Night
WEEKEND
THE WALDORF
tres, took the cream of local grosses
(M-G-M)—
OMAHA (2,000) (44c-60c) 7 days,
Hollywood, Nov. 27. — Directors of in a week which included the
the Motion Picture Society for the Thanksgiving holiday. David O. 2nd week, moveover from the Paramount.
Gross: $9,500. (Average. $8,200)
Americas will meet Thursday evening
Selznick's "Spellbound," in its third HOLD THAT BLONDE (Para.) and
to discuss continuation of the agency's week at three first-run theatres, SENORITA FROM THE WEST (Univ.)—
(3.000) (44c-60c) 7 days. Gross:
operations, or its discontinuance, fol- continued to do land-office business. ORPHEUM
lowing expiration, on Dec. 31, of its Other offerings got average grosses. $10,100. (Average: $9,800)
LOVE
LETTERS
(Para.) — PARApresent contract with the Office of InEstimated receipts for the week
MOUNT (2,900) (44c-60c) 7 days. Gross:
$12,700. (Average: $9,900)
ter-American Affairs. MPSA presi- ending Nov. 28 :
(RKO Radio) and I LOVE
dent Harold Hopper will recommend
SPELLBOUND (UA - Selznick) — CHI- A CORNERED
(Col.) — RKO- BRANpermanent establishment of the agency,
NESE (2,300) (5Oc-60c-85c-$1.0O) 7 days, 3rd DEISBANDLEADER
(1,200)
(44r-f,rv-l
supported wholly or in part by the week. Gross: $19,000. (Average: $15,000)
700. (Average: $6,700.) 7 days. Gross: $7,YOLANDA
AND
THE
THIEF
(M-G-M)
industry, with expansion of its func- EGYPTIAN (1,000) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7
tions on a global scale.
days. Gross: $19,000. (Average: $14;600)
ABBOTT AND COSTELLO IN HO'LLY- INDIANAPOLIS
WO'OD (M-G-M) and DANGEROUS
PARTNERS (M-G-M) — FOUR STAR (900)
Gang-Film Ban
(50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $6,600.
Brisk Thanksgiving Day trade
(Continued from page 1)
(Average: $5,000)
ABBOTT AND COSTELLO IN HOLLY- boosted some theatre grosses here
from the use of the word "censor- WOOD (M-G-M) and DANGEROUS to fall's highest -levels.
(M-G-M) — FOX-WILSHIRE
Estimated receipts for the week
ship" but admitted such a board was PARTNERS
(2,300) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days. Gross: ending
part of the proposed plan.
Nov. 28:
$8,500. (Average: $10,600)
TOO YOUNG TO KNOW (WB) and
ABBOTT AND COSTELLO' IN HOLLY"We are not trying to be 'Carrie
WOOD (M-G-M) and DANGEROUS STRANGE CONFESSION (U) — CIRCLE
Nations',"
Lynch was
said,part
admitting
that
a boardMiss
of review
of the PARTNERS (M-G-M)-GUILD (965) (50c- (2.800) (32c-55c) 7 days. Gross: $10,500.
(Average: $10,500)
60c -85cage:-$1.00)
$9,000) 7 days. Gross: $9,000. (Averorganization's
"We don't
DOLLY SISTERS (20th-Fox) — INDIANA
to snoop but plan.
we certainly
willintend
keep THE SPANISH MAIN (RKO-Radio) — (3.200)
(32c-55c)
(Average:
$11,500) 7 days. Gross: $17,500.
HILLSTREET
(2,700)
(50c-60c-85c-$1.00)
7
our eyes open and act on complaints." days. Gross: $37,000. (Average: $19,500)
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF
SPELLBOUND (UA-Selznick)— LOEWS (M-G-M) — LOEWS (2,450) (35c-55c) 7
Gross: $18,000. (Average: $11,500)
Skouras Atom Film
700)
STATE (2,500) (50c-60c-85c-$1.0O) 7 days, days.
LOVE LETTERS (Para.) and MEN IN
A special film showing the atomic 3rd week. Gross: $32,500. Average: $29,- HER
DIARY
LYRIC (1,600) (32c-55c)
bomb in action will be given a first YOLANDA AND THE THIEF (M-G-M) 7 days. Gross: (U)—
$5,000. (Average: $5,000)
showing at the Atomic Age Dinner, —LOS ANGELES (2,096) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00)
sponsored by Americans United for 7 days . Gross: $32,000. (Average: $24,200)
CAPTAIN
KIDDHills)
(UA-Bogeaus')
— MUSIC 7 SALT LAKE CITY
World Organization, in the Waldorf- HALL
(Beverly
(900) (55c-65c-85c)
Astoria, tonight. The film was pre- davs, 3rd week. Gross: $5,800. (Average:
pared by 20th Century-Fox, as a con- $5,800)
CAPTAIN KIDD (UA-Bogeaus)— MUSIC
Thanksgiving
tribution by Spyros Skouras, board HALL
(Downtown) (900) (55c-65c-85c) 7 offices
here, with Day
even boosted
average, boxbills
memlber of Americans United and days,
3rd week. Gross: $15,000 (Average: outdoing themselves, and rrf(Bt of
$17,500)
president of 20th.
tory.
CAPTAIN KIDD (UA-Bogeaus) — MUSIC the others running highly satisfacHALL (Hawaii) (1,000) (50c-60:-80c) 7 days,
Del Ruth Sets First
3rd week. Gross: $6,500. (Average: $8,500)
Estimated receipts for the weekCAPTAIN KIDD (UA-Bogeaus) — MUSIC
Hollywood, Nov. 27. — Roy Del HALL
ending- Nov. 28 :
(Hollywood) (490) (50c-60c-80c) 7
THE SOUTHERNER (UA)— RKO UPRuth has bought "It Happened on days, 3rd week. Gross: $5,500. (Average:
TOWN
(1,314) (45c-65c) 7 days. Gross:
Fifth Avenue" from Liberty Films for $5,500)
SPANISH MAIN (RKO-Radio) and $5,800. Average: $5,500)
approximately $100,000 and will pro- LIFE
DAKOTA
RIALTO (814) (45c-65c) 7
WITH BLONDIE (Col.)— PAN- davs. Gross:(U)—
$4,000. (Average: $3,500)
duce it as his first for Monogram reTAGES (2,000) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00) 7 days.
THE DOLLY SISTERS (20th-Fox) lease. • l\ Gross: $35,000. (Average: $18,200)

Horne
(Continued from page 1)

recently discharged from the Navy as
a Lt. Commander after four years'
service, he will devote himself exclusively to the new company. Levin,
who will serve as secretary-treasurer,
is the investment manager for the
Rosenwald family.
Although the new company has not
set distribution, it has already acquired
several "best sellers," names of which
will be revealed shortly. The company
will
have ofasstories
its policy
of titles
and the
their"starring"
authors.
In this connection, Horne revealed
that extensive promotion departments
will be set up immediately in New
York and Hollywood to work on
"long range build-ups of the literary
properties and their authors on the
same far-flung scale that film companies have heretofore given players and!
other
tures. personalities connected with picDuncan

Joins

Boards

Of Nathanson-Rank
Toronto, Nov. 27. — A reorganization of executive personnel of Nathanson-Rank theatre interests in the Dominion has been effected, involving
General Theatres Corp. and Odeon of
Canada.
J. S. Duncan was appointed to the
boards of both, to fill the vacancy
caused by the death of R. V. LeSueur
two months ago. Announcement was
also made of the resignation of Thomas
J. Bragg as secretary of the two companies and the appointment of George
W. Peters as his successor. Bragg
continues as vice-president and treasurer. Peters was formerly assistant
secretary-treasurer.
CENTRE (1,714) (45c-65c) 7 days. Gross:
$12,500. (Average: $13,000)
HOLD THAT BLONDE (Para.) and
CARRIBEAN MYSTERY (20th-Fox) —
UTAH (1,750) (45c-65c) 7 days. Gross:
$10,000. (Average: $9,000)
CAPTAIN KIDD (UA-Bogeaus)— STU(814) (45c -65c)
7 days,$4,000)
on a moveover.
Gross:DIO $6,300.
(Average:
HER HIGHNESS AND THE BELLBOY
(M-G-M) — CAPITOL (1,878) (45c-65c) 7
days, on a moveover. Gross: $7,500.
(Average: $7,300)
DON'T FENCE ME IN (Rep.) and
ARSON SQUAD (PRC) — LYRIC (1,150)
(35c-45c-65c) with vaudeville 7 days. Gross:
$5,000. (Average: $5,000)
MINNEAPOLIS
Snow and cold weather failed to
cut heavy grosses registered at local first-runs as a result of the holiday weekend.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Nov. 30:
THE DOLLY SISTERS (2(rth-Fox) RADIO CITY (4,000) (44c-60c) 7 days.
Gross: $22,000. (Average: $12,000)
HOLD THAT BLONDE (Para.)— STATE
(2,300) (44c -60c) 8 days. Gross: $12,000.
(Average: $10,000)
SPANISH MAIN (RKO-Radio) — ORPHEUM (2,800) (44c-70c)
$19,000. (Average:
$7,500) 8 days. Gross:
SUNBONNET SUE (Mono.) — GOPHER
(1.000) (40c)
World $3,000)
Premiere, 8 days. Gross:
$3,800.
(Average:
KISS AND TELL (Col.) — CENTURY
(1.600) (44c-60c)
days. 2nd run. Gross:
$7,000.
(Averaae: 8 $7,000)
SHE WOULDN'T SAY YES (Col.) —
LYRIC $5,000.
(1,100) (Average:
(44c-60c) $4,500)
8 days, 2nd run.
Gross:
UNCLE HARRY (U) — WORLD (350)
(44c
-80c) 8 $2,000)
days, 2nd run. Gross: $2,650.
(Average:
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Motion

New

Company

(Continued from page 1)
and Goetz. Spitz will be chairman,
and Goetz, president.
United World's program will be
augmented by at least eight pictures
annually
from inRank's
British
tion interests,
addition
to theproduceight
minimum from the new American
company, making an initial program of
16 feature releases for world markets.
International Pictures Corp., the
new American producing company,
will acquire the story and production
assets of International Pictures, Inc.,
the present Spitz-Goetz producing
company. It will have headquarters
at Universal studios and all Universal
production facilities will be available
to it. A new administrative building
to house production and executive personnel for International will be erected on the Universal lot.
Offices Throughout World
United World Pictures, the new distributing organization, will have offices throughout this country and the
rest of the world. At the outset, it
will be privileged to use the physical
distribution facilities of Universal's or
Rank's where,
distribution
organization
anybut it will have
its own sales
manager, supervisory staff and sales
personnel.
Universal's
operations
and production-distribution
its personnel will not
be affected in any way by the new
organizations. Universal will not contribute to the releasing schedule of
United World and will continue to sell
and distribute its own product through
its own exchanges here and abroad,
and
through in Rank's
Film
Distributors
Britain, General
as heretofore.
Universal's position in the new set-up
will be that of a joint owner or partner.
Announced Jointly
Announcement of the new organizations was made jointly by Spitz,
Goetz. Rank, J. Cheever Cowdin,
chairman of Universal's board, and
Xate J. Blumberg, Universal president. The plans were consummated
here late Monday, as reported in Motion Picture Daily yesterday, with
G. I. Woodham-Smith, attorney for
Rank, representing the latter. In addition to those named above, others
participating in the closing were :
Charles D. Prutzman, Universal vicepresident and general counsel ; Fox, J.
H. Seidelman, president of Universal
SCREENCRAFT
PICTURES. INC.
ANNOUNCES!
THE RE-RELEASE OF

6

£L
ER
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LE
. UC
SOL
S ©
ON
TI
OD
PR
IN TWO
GROUPS |
GROUP NO. 1 — NOW

"RAINBOW
?hne
(CHANGED
TO RIVER"
"IT HAPPENED
IN NEW ORLEANS")
"HAWAII

CALLS"

"EVERYTHING
(CHANGED TO "FROLICSONON ICE"
ICE")
IAll with New Press and Advertising I
Material After Being Highly Streamlined I
•fa Watch for Further Announcements
SCREENCRAFT PICTURES, INC.
341 W. 44th St., New York 1 8, N. Y.

"A

Walk

picture

daily

in the Sun"
(Continued from page 1)

enshrined in any permanent record of war glories. Amateur boxer, minister's son, farmer and lots of others, they were typical of the untold
thousands who went across the sea to sunny Italy and took for themselves
a little walk in the sun. In the main, illusion had been shelled and
bombed out of their systems. They sought no reward, scoffed at Congressional Medals of Honor and Purple Hearts. They simply wanted to get
through with it and go home. They railed against the evil forces which
took them from jobs to fight on foreign soil, but they fought valiantly and
well even as they grumbled.
Moreover, their fighting was routine enough as the war undoubtedly went.
Their own assignment was to eliminate that blockhouse and that bridge ; nothing more. The incidents they meet before accomplishing this objective and
their reactions to what befell them on the way make up the powerful content.
It isn't muchof ofcourage
a' story.
single heroic deed rises above the common
denominator
and No
bravery.
From aMilestone
novel by transplanted
Harry Brown,the Robert'
wrote toa screen
script packed
with
wallop.
wallop Rossen
from paper
and thereby
added
to his
successor
about"AllthisQuiet
one. on the Western Front" of another war a memorable
His cast served him brilliantly. Dana Andrews as Sgt Tyne, Richard
Conte as Rivera, George Tyne as Friedman, Sterling Holloway as McWilliams, Herbert Rudley as Porter, John Ireland as "Windy," Lloyd Bridges as
Sgt. Ward, Huntz Hall as Carraway and the others of a solidly male aggregation are excellent in major or minor importance as their roles indicate.
Production values are superb, mood is alternately brooding and exciting, and
for added effect there is a touching and haunting ballad with words by Millard
Lampell and music by Earl Robinson. .
Walkmonths
in the now
Sun,"that
of course,
is a warare picture
and they
have Perhaps
been saying
for"Asome
war pictures
out, dead,
finished.
so,
perhaps not so. The uncertainty undoubtedly exists. But what must not be
discounted is the impression which a fine job of dramatic picture making,
such as this, can make despite type and predecessor.
This attraction has quality, emotional sock and substance and deserves widespread success. It reflects a vast credit in its creators and in the industry of
which they are a part.
Running time, 117 minutes. General audience classification. Release, Jan.,
1946.
Red Kann.
International Films, and George Cohan, attorney for Spitz and Goetz.
The companies' announcement did
not disclose when the new organizations would become operative, but indications are that initial American releases could not be completed for at
least six months.
Stars in Both Countries
The announcement said, in part :
"Due to the close tie-up between
the producing units of International
Pictures Corp. in Hollywood and the
Rank group in Great Britain it is expected that stars and personalities will
have the opportunity to appear in films
made in both countries. It is also
expected that this will be a means to
develop stars in such a way that their
popularity will be established simultaneousl)' in both countries.
"The new group will acquire theatre
'show-windows' in the United States,
the British Empire and in key cities
throughout the world. By maintaining liaison with these new theatre interests, with the Odeon and GaumontBritish circuits with approximately
650 theatres in the United Kingdom,
of which Rank is chairman, with the
Odeon Circuit of Canada with its 100
theatres, the control of which Rank
shares with Paul Nathanson of Toronto, and with the Greater Union
Theatres, Ltd., of Australia, of which
Rank has just acquired a 50 per cent
interest, the United World distribution organization will be able to keep
its producers in close contact with
trends of popular taste as reflected
in the box offices of the world.
To Meet New Conditions
"This close association with theatre
interests in all parts of the world
should be of inestimable advantage to
both American and British producers
in their efforts to accommodate their
production plans to the changing con-

Copyright Law
(Continued from page 1)
film companies at the copyright conference, was named to the committee,
which includes two representatives
from the U. S. and Canada and three
from Latin countries. The copyright
protection law which the committee
will draft to cover the entire Western Hemisphere, will be submitted for
approval to the Pan-American conference, which will be held in February or October of 1946, at Bogota,
Colombia, conference
Kilroe said.
TheheldPan-in
American
was last
1938, he said.
European Relations
Reciprocal copyright relations which
have been somewhat impaired in Europe will eventually be restored after
the general peace treaty has been
written, Kilroe predicted.
Kilroe will shortly submit a report
on proceedings of the copyright conference in Santiago to all film companies here.

Wednesday, November 28, 194!

Pioneers' Dinner
(Continued from page 1)

ship, the largest number to be inductee f
at one time, are scheduled to be ai
the dinner. All will be presentee
with gold membership cards, a practice which was temporarily suspended
after the start of the war.
On the dais will be Jack Cohn
Picture Pioneers president; Erie
Johnston, MPPDA president; formei
Mayor Harry
James Warner,
J. WalkerMaj.
; AdolplZukor,
Albert (
Warner,Walker,
formerWilliam
Postmaster-Genera"
Frank
Brandt, Sarr
Rinzler, Barney Balaban, Martir (
Quigley, Col. George J. Zentgraf
Chaplain, USA, Jack Alicoate, Greg'
ory Ratoff and Joe Lewis.
The Pioneers "Scroll of Honor'
will be presented to Maj .-Gen. Tec
Curtis and Frank. Sinatra.
The Candidates
Candidates to be inducted are:
David A. Bader, Holbrook C. Bissell, John C. Bolte, Samuel Bram
James Oliver Brooks, Julian A. Brylawski, George L. Carrington, Johi
A. Cassidy, Benjamin D. Cockrill, J
Burgi Contner, Walt Disney, Herbert
David, John T. Doran, Abraham H
Eisenstadt, Edward M. Fay, Bryan
Foy, Ben H. Freedman, Herman S.
Fuld, George Gold, Louis H. Gold.
Harold M. Goldblatt, Morey Goldstein, Irving Gottlieb, Henry Green berger, Harry Gross, Lawrence J
Hacking, Robert E. Hawkinson
David D. Home, David M. Idzal, Mot
Kerman, Fred N. Lange, Abrahan
Leff, Lewis S. Levin, Lewis J. Levy
Harry Lewis, S. Barret McCormick
and Harry Mandel.
Also : George Matthews, Huge
Mayer, Bert L. Mendelson, Joe Miller, Benjamin Mindlin, Edward Morey, Boris Morros, Ray Olmstead.
David O'Malley, Arthur H. Pelterson,
Bud Pollard, Major Joseph Quittner,
George J. Riester, Louis T. Rogers.
Edward H. Rowley, Irving Rothenberg, Oscar J. Ruby, Irving Samuels,
L. J. Schmertz, Edward M. Schnitzer, Alex Schreiber, Abraham Shenk,
Martin G. Smith, Arthur Sorenson,
Charles Steiner, Dr. Samuel Stern,
Donald A. Stewart, Emanuel J. Stutz,
William Sussman. Sydney B. Weill,
ford.
Theodore Wondsel, E. Allen Willi'
Kalmine
(Continued from page 1)
ness at the age of 10, entered the Warner organization as operator of seven
Broadway houses and advanced, succes ively, to chief booker, zone manager for New Jersey and then Pittsburgh and, in 1941, to assistant general manager of the entire circuit.

'Rebecca' Reissue

Set
ditions which the post-war period is
Davidreadied
O. Selznick's
"Rebecca"
being
for reissue,
with theis
bound to present," it was said.
Goetz, who arrived in New York Broadway Victoria considered a possibility for its local run.
Monday for conferences, will return to Hollywood by plane today.
How Selznick will undertake release isbeing worked out.
LTpon his arrival at the Coast studio,
he will see the first rough cut of International's latest production, "The
Spitz Leaves Saturday
Stranger."
Spitz, who has been in New York
for the past two weeks negotiating
the new world-wide distribution contract, will return to Hollywood Saturday. He will be accompanied by
Cohan.

REEVES
SOUND STUDIOS, INC.
1600 BROADWAY. N. Y. 19 Circle 6-6686
Complete Film and
Disc Recording Facilities
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Labor

Johnston
Meet

Sees

Results

Washington, Nov. 28. — Eric A.
Johnston, president of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of
America, and head of the U. S. Chamber of Commerce, said today he believed the Labor-Management Conference would accomplish "about 50
per cent of what we set out to do."
Johnston said he regarded this as
no small accomplishment and added
he expected three things to come out
(Continued on page 6)
Rubin

Names

Conference

40

to

Lunch

J. Robert Rubin, chairman of the
amusement division of the National
Conference of Christians and Jews,
has completed the appointment of a
committee of 40 industry executives to
cooperate with him on a special luncheon to be held at the Astor Hotel on
Dec. 14. The members follow :
John W. Alicoate, Barney Balaban,
Harry Brandt, Leo Brecher, Jules E.
Brulatour, Jack Cohn, Edward J.
Churchill, Ned E. Depinet, Emil
Friedlander, Abel Green, Walter
Green, Francis S. Harmon, Will H.
Hays, Marcus Heiman, Joseph Horn(Continued on page 10)

Meeting

29, 1945

Doob

Will

Be

Here

Today

Advertising, publicity and exploitation members of the industry will pay
iribute today to Oscar A. Doob,
recently promoted to the post of general theatre executive of Loew's Theatres as chief aide to Joseph R. Vogel,
at a luncheon to be held at the New
York Athletic Club. The regular
Thursday meeting of the Eastern
Public Information Committee has
been deferred irr order to allow its
members to attend the Doob luncheon.
Among those scheduled to be pres(Continued on page 10)

TEN CENTS

WB Rejoins Coast
Producers Group

United

Hollywood, Nov. 28.— Warner Brothers has been readmitted, upon application, to
the Association of Motion
Picture Producers, after an
absence of nearly six months,
since tionthe
of lastcompany's
December resignabecame
effective on May 30.
AMPP is scheduled to be
dissolved on Dec. 12, when its
office here will become the
Hollywood branch of the
MPPDA.
Return of Warners to the
MPPDA was announced in
New York on Nov. 23 by Eric
Johnston, MPPDA president.

Company

Kansas City, Nov. 28. — Motion
picture distributors will be requested
by the exhibitors of Kansas and Missouri to exercise greater control over
16 mm. competition to established
theatres, the first peacetime convention of the Kansas-Missouri Theatres
Association decided in closed session
here today at the Hotel Muehlebach.
To protect their interests, many exhibitors are operating their own 16mm.
outfits, and plan to expand this activity if no satisfactory assurances
ran be obtained from distributors, it
«vas said.
The system of local theatre checkers
also came up for attention, with the
tenor of the meeting suggesting refus- Weigh Continuation
al to sign contracts with companies
(Continued on page 10)
Of United Newsreel

Eastman Kodak and other raw
stock manufacturers will not be
able to switch this industry from
the use of nitrate raw stock to acetate safety film for a couple of years,
although that is the eventual intention
of the manufacturers, Motion Picture Daily has learned authoritatively.
Present indications are that the
eventual cost of acetate raw stock will
be more than nitrate stock because of
the possibility that users will lose
whatever cash they currently realize
in reclaiming the nitrate from nitrate
stock. While current price for posi- Oscar
tive nitrate stock, less taxes, is $8.50
per thousand feet, about 45 cents is
(Continued on page 10)
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Sales Head for the New
'Major' Firm Selected

Organization of United World
Pictures Co., Inc., the new worldwide distributing organization to
be owned by Universal, J. Arthur
Rank, Leo Spitz and William Goetz,
is under way now and the new company isprior
scheduled
to be in offulltheoperation
to the opening
new
season next Sept, 1, it was learned
here yesterday.
A general sales manager for the
new company
announced soon isby expected
Matthew to J.be Fox,
president of United World Pictures,
and other executive appointments will
(Continued on page 10)
United Newsreel Corp. anticipates
continuing to make and distribute
newsreels in English and 11 foreign
languages as a further service to the
government following the termina- Big Jumps in Films
tion of the government's
the corporation
on Dec.contract
15, it with
was On Stock Exchange
announced yesterday by Murray Silverstone, president of United NewsWith further increased theatre atreel, at a meeting at MPPDA offices
tendance and higher admission prices
attended by representatives of the five reflected in the earnings of motion picnewsreel companies, MPPDA officials
ture companies, film stocks are sharand foreign department representatives.
of several
leadership with
Continuation of the international otheringindustries
in a those
current buoyant
reel, which
previously
change. on the New York Stock Exnounced woulditbewas
dissolved
before anthe trend
end of the year, is understood to be
Gross income
of on
thepage
companies,
in(Continucd
6)
dependent (Continned
upon views
of company
aton page
6)
'Dimes'

Public Lagging on Victory Loan,
Si Fabian Warns Exhibitors
Following a strong start that was maintained up to the half-way
mark, the Victory Loan drive now is lagging and a strong final push
is urgently needed to put it over, declares S. H. Fabian, national
industry chairman, after analyzing a late country-wide checkup of
bond-selling progress.
While enthusiasm and activity on the part of motion picture theatres and other units of the industry have been maintained at a
high level, public enthusiasm has proved much harder to arouse
than in any previous campaign, according to state War Finance
chairmen, the Fabian statement said. Only by strong incentives in the way of "Free Bond Premieres," auctions and giveaways of valuable merchandise — such as new autos, refrigerators,
radio sets, nylons and other hard-to-get items — has it been possible
to make the good showing already registered, the officials point out.
"Bond Premieres," "Free-Movie Days" and "Free Kiddie Matinees" are the three most important activities in the industry's
promotion of the Victory Loan drive, and the Treasury Department
looks to maximum effort in these events to assure the success of
the bond-selling campaign, says Ted Gamble, War Finance director,
in a message to Charles M. Reagan, national distributor chairman.

At

Executives

Schenck

Rally

in Loew's
-meeting
luncheon
At aoffice
's dining
room,
executive
home
yesterday, members of the national
e for the
committe
executive
pledged
driveindustry's
of Dimes"
1946 "March
to drive chairman Nicholas M. Schenck
their full support during the coming
campaign, in January. Final plans for
the meeting of chairmen from the 48
states on Dec. 4 in Washington were
(Continued on page 10)
In This Issue
"Marie-Louise" is reviewed
on page 6. Motion Picture
Daily's Booking Chart is on
page 11.
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Film

Personal
Mention
MR. and MRS. SAMUEL GOLDWYN, James A. Mulvey and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sherwood will
leave New York for Hollywood tomorrow.
e
Francis Alstock, executive of the
Office of Inter-American Affairs film
division, arrived in Hollywood yesto attend
tomorrow's
on the terdayfate
of the
Motion meeting
Picture
Society for the Americas.
•
Sam J. Gardner, M-G-M Los Angeles branch manager, now vacationing here, will visit his father, who is
ill in Philadelphia, before returning
to the Coast tomorrow.
•
Henry Gordon, former Paramount
manager in Central America, will arrive in Hollywood today for a 10-day
visit before returning to New York for
his next assignment.
•
Edwin L. Marin, Herman
Schlom, John H. Auer and Manny
Wolfe, RKO production executives,
are visiting in New York.
•
Leon Goldberg, RKO studio manager, is scheduled to leave Los Angeles on the Super chief tomorrow for
New York.
•
Charles Prutzm an. Universal vicepresident and general counsel, had a
birthday yesterday.
•
James K. McGuiness will entrain
at Hollywood today for two weeks in
New York.
Nunnally Johnson, producer and
writer, and Irving Pichel, director,
are enroute here from the Coast.
•
Donald Nelson, SIMPP president,
arrived in New York from Washington yesterday.
•
Bette Davis and William Grant
Sherry are to be married at Laguna
Beach, Cal., tomorrow.
•
William
Pine and William
Thomas will celebrate their fifth anniversary as a producing team today.
•
John C. Flinn, SIMPP secretary,
has left Mt. Sinai Hospital here following an operation.
•
Richard Powers, music coordinator
at the M-G-M studios, left here for
the Coast yesterday.

Insider's
By RED
Hollywood, Nov. 28
LT ENRY GINSBERG reached
*■ * New York Monday for
home office conferences, generally contented with progress
made in the Paramount production setup under his administration. Today's advantages repreroad. sent the accruals of a long, hard
Much of this story has been
told in earlier chapters, strung
out over the past several years.
Incorporation into the studio
structure of independent producers like Hal Wallis and Buddy
De Sylva introduced a hitherto
unknown equation and resulted
in a need for diplomatic skill designed to keep the rest of the
family satisfied. It was a problem. And, while it may not be
the kind of problem that is ever
finally solved, it has been met.
Moreover, it has been met successfully.
■
Ginsberg faced a manpower
situation as well. He still does,
is taking additional steps to meet
it and expects to lick it in due
time. Internally at the present
juncture, administration wheels
appear to be grinding away effectively. Harry Tugend and
Sol C. Siegel, both successful
and experienced producers, are
Ginsberg's left and right arms.
They are the direct contacts with
the various elements in production, taking on issues and men
formerly
lodgedlap.
in Ginsberg's
own, personal
With Bill
Meiklejohn on talent and Jack
Karpf on the deals themselves, a
cabinet-like arrangement is functioning and serves to relieve the
top man of much of the detail
which has burdened him in the
past, impinged upon his health,
sent him off to Palm Springs to
recuperate.
Today, Ginsberg continues in
on the whole show, as a man in
his post inescapably must. But
time is freer for planning, and it
takes a lot of planning to run a
production plant the size of Paramount.
■ ■

Outlook
KANN
we can sell to the customer, not
pictures the production department gives us to sell after they're
■
Roy Del Ruth's deal with
Broidy — Monogram is proud and
excited
made." over it— is being described as something even for a
place where extraordinary deals
are commonplace. He will maintain an office off the lot, be in
complete charge of whatever he
produces, may select his own art
director, cameramen, costumer,
etc. He will get 10 per cent of
the world gross, SO per cent of
the television rights, 50 per cent
of all new players he uses or develops, 50 per cent kickback of
whatever amount dips under
stipulated budget.
■ ■
Opinion of an observer in no
way identified with the three
Bergmans, simultaneous release
of which precipitated critical
comment here last week:
"I don't think the timing a
psychiatrist in "Spellbound," a
nun in "The Bells of St. Mary's,"
a N'Orleans belle in "Saratoga
Trunk" will affect her in the
least. On the contrary, I believe
public curiosity will be piqued by
three highly diversified roles.
She reallv runs ■the gamut."
The market is about to get another brace of sharply diversified
films with an identical star. He's
Bing Crosby, appearing with
Miss Bergman in "The Bells of
St. Mary's,", and opposite Bob
Hope and Dorothy Lamour in
another of Paramount's
"Road"
■ ■ to Utopia."
series, "The Road
A Nov. 1 rumor in this same
area had it David O. Selznick
had zoomed past $4,000,000 on
"Duel ;n the Sun." A Nov. 23
press release describes the picture as a "$5,000,000 extravaganza" and as "one of the most
costly
films
ever challenges
made."
No nickone
here
Selzon costs.
■ ■
"Cap" Krug was Eric Johnston's No. 1 choice to head
MPPDA activities in Hollywood. Others on the list, as
runners-up, included Governor
Arnell of Georgia and General
George C. Marshall. The former, possibly, continues a likely
prospect. General Marshall no
longer is.
■ ■
Minimum money unit in Holwood these days is $100,000.
Anything
less means you're less
than anything.

Pioneers

Its Harvest

Holds

Dinner

The Motion Picture Pioneers paid
tribute
to New York's
Mayor
Fiorello
H. LaGuardia
and to
Commander
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., at its annual
Harvest Dinner at the Hotel Waldorf
Astoria,members
here, lastwere
night.inducted,
Seventy-five
new
the
largest number to be brought in at
one time; more than 350 attended the
dinner.
A highlight of the evening was
the screening of a specially-prepared,
film, titled "The Old Gray Mayor,"
Mayor
withtaken
dealing as
career,
fromLaGuardia's
newsreels
and original footage photographed
for the occasion. The film was made under the supervision of Jack H. Levin
and was presented to the Mayor later
The
was referred
to as "The
Hat" Mayor
and during
the screening
red
fire hats were distributed to the guests.
Scroll Presented
The
Pioneers' "Scroll of Honor"
was presented to Maj. Gen. Ted Curtis
and Commander Fairbanks.
Among those on the dais were:
Jack
president
; Paul
Moss, Cohn,
former Pioneers'
Mayor James
J. Walker,
Adolph Zukor, Harry Brandt, Maj.
Albert Warner, former PostmasterGeneral Frank Walker, Sam Rinzler, :
Barney Balaban, Martin Quigley,
Col. George J. Zentgraf, Chaplain,
USA ; Jack Alicoate and Gregory
Ratoff.
Spires Returns from
Army to M. P. Herald
Capt. George Spires, AUS, has
returned to the staff of Motion Picture^
Herald after three and a half years of
service with the Armed Forces. Capt.
Spires entered the Army in 1942 and
received his commission as lieutenant
later that year. He went overseas as a
second lieutenant in the Tank Corps
and was in action in the campaigns
in North Africa and Italy._ During
the Italian campaign he received two
successive promotions in the field and
was awarded the Croix de Guerre by
the French Army while serving as
liaison offcer with that group. He also
wears the Purple Heart for wounds
received during the battle for Rome.
After duty with the occupation army
in Italy this summer, he returned to
New York in October and received his
discharge this month.

Clark Rejoins MPPDA
Steve Broidy, Monogram's
new president, apparently inWashington,
— Col. leave
KenRobert Cooper, press representative
neth Clark, now Nov.
on 28.
terminal
tends holding on to his sense of
for Jules Levey Productions, has gone
from
the
Army,
has
rejoined
the
humor.
Examples
:
to Kansas City from here.
•
MPPDA, which. he left to enter mili"I smelled incense on the set
the other day and wondered if it
Norman McLeod, director, will reand will be in the Washtaryington
service,
publicity office, at least for the
was something the critics had
turn to Hollywood today after a vacanear
future.
tion here.
smelled before the preview.
•
"Our five best are no worse
Reeves Espy,
PRC production
than the five worst turned out
Chaney Leaves MPPDA
head, will entrain at Hollywood toDyrelle Chaney, historian at the
morrow for 10 days in New York.
more serious
New York office of the Motion Pic•
else." vein, however,
by Inanyone
ture Producers and Distributors of
George Schaefer will leave the he strikes this fundamental :
America
during the regime of Will H.
Coast today by train for New York.
"We make pictures we know
Hays, has resigned.
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Considers

Elastic

Meeting

Chicago, Nov. 28. — Jack L. Warner, executive producer for Warner
''"''Bros., arrived here today from Hollywood and will address tomorrow's
session of the meeting of district man1 agers being held at the Blackstone
M Hotel, with Ben Kalmenson, general
a!f sales manager, presiding. Warner will
l!" Iputline
someproduction
of the pictures
nor early
at the scheduled
Burbank
studio.
At today's opening session of the
>|hree-day meeting, Kalmenson discussed the tentative release schedule
for the first half of 1946. Due to
ever-present unexpected changes in
the general business situation, as well
as in film market conditions, Kalmenson said, it is important for the sales
department to continue maintaining a
flexible position in order to best serve
exhibitor accounts.
Mort Blumenstock, director of advertising-publicity, outlined merchandising plans for "Saratoga Trunk"
and "San
Antonio" He
at today's
after-a
noon conference.
will give
further presentation tomorrow.
Other home office executives at the
meeting are : Samuel Schneider, Arthur Sachson, Roy Haines, Jules
Lapidus, Norman H. Moray, I. F.
Dolid, Ed Hinchy and Bill Brumberg ; district managers present include :Norman Ayers, Robert Smeltzer, Charles Rich, Harry Seed, Hall
' Walsh, Ralph McCoy, Doak Roberts, Henry Herbel and Haskell Masters.
Northeast

M-G-M

Picture

Leads

Bond

in

Sales

The Northeastern district, under
Norman Ayers as distributor district
manager, leads the field in percentage
of "Bond Premieres," "Free Movie
Days" and "Children's Matinees" already piled up in the Victory Loan
drive, compared with the previous
bond campaign, according to Charles
M. Reagan, national distributor chairman of the industry's campaign.
Ayers'
embracing
Buffalo, territory,
Boston and
New Albany,
Haven
areas, already has booked 30 per cent
more "Free Movie Days" and 11 per
cent more "Children's Matinees" than
the Seventh Loan, in addition to nearly equalling the last "Bond Premiere"
total.
Runner-up is the West Coast District, including Los Angeles, San
Francisco, Seattle and Portland, with
J. Herbert Applegate as district manager.

Policy

for

Foreign

Films

M-G-M is understood to be considering an elastic policy governing distribution of foreign-made product
which Loew's International is importing for showing here, following discussions among executives of the company of various methods of selling,
including one in which one man would
be employed in each exchange to work
on the imported pictures exclusively.
"The Last Chance," first of the
company's import program, which will
bring 15 to 20 films made abroad here
annually, might become part of a
block with its value to be more fully
determined following a tryout engagement whichhere.
startedThethisfilm
weekhasatbeen
the'
Criterion,
tradeshown in Los Angeles and New
York. The consent decree indicated
that exhibitors need not accept foreign
films as part of a block unless they so

desire. The decree ruled that films
made abroad may become part of a
block only when they are produced by
the distributor or a subsidiary in the
English language.
Handling of subsequent imports will
be determined by their quality and
apparent appeal here, but in all cases,
it is understood, unusual merchandising efforts will be made. In announcing the. import program early last
month, Arthur Loew, president of
Loew's International, said that the
films would be given the same amount
of promotional treatment as that accorded American pictures.
Promotional work on "The Last
Chance" has been directed to stimulate interest among foreign groups
here who understand one of the many
foreign dialogues spoken in the film,
which also employs sub-titles. This is
in addition to regular merchandising.

Thalhimer

Latin

Clearance

in D.C.
Dispute

Washington, Nov. 28. — Another
local film controversy reached the
courts today when the Shirlington
Theatre in Arlington Cdunty, Va.,
which is to be opened before Jan. 1
by the Alexandria Amusement Co.,
asked the District of Columbia Federal Court for an injunction preventing
six distributors from granting clearance to another new house, the Center
Theatre, built about one and a half
miles away, by Morton G. Thalhimer,
recently an exhibitor witness in the
consent decree trial.
Thalhimer, who operates all of six
theatres in Arlington County, built the
house when negotiations for the
Shirlington site fell through and he
could not secure it through local court
action. The complaint charges that he
has been granted clearance by all distributors, except Paramount and Universal.

Power Rate Slash
Benefits Theatres
The Public Service Commission,
here, has agreed to permit Consolidated Edison to put into effect temporary reductions for commercial users
of electricity for a period of two
months, beginning Saturday.
The reductions, sanctioned pending
conclusion of hearings on new electric
rates designed ultimately to save consumers here more than $6,000,000 a
All U. S. Theatres year, will benefit theatres, with the extent of benefit "depending, of course
o- the amount of electricity used by,
Get
'Dimes'
Pledges
Every theatre in the U. S. has been and other conditions in, individual themailed the pledge form for the 1946
atres," aConsolidated
EdisonDaily.
spokesman told
Motion Picture
March of Dimes drive. The pledge is
a return postal card addressed to national drive chairman Nicholas M.
AMP A Luncheon Today
Schenck,
age by thehere.
sender.It requires no "postThe Associated Motion Picture Advertisers Association will hold a
closed meeting today in the Hotel
Bristol, here. A discussion on the
Koening to Liberty
Hollywood, Nov. -28. — Liberty AMPA Relief Fund, as well as future
Films lias signed Lester Koening, plans, including the forthcoming annual Christmas luncheon, will be conArmy Air Force associate of William Wyler, as an associate producer dent. ducted by Dave Bader, AMPA presiand writer.

As

America

More

M-G-M's

'Vacation

From
Marriage'
"Vacation
from Marriage,"
M-G-M Alexander Korda British production, which was
tradeshown here this week by
M-G-M, was reviewed in Motion Picture Daily on Sept. 4,
from London, under its orig"PerfectPeter
Strangers."
In inal
histitle,review,
Burnup,
Motion Picture Daily's London editor, said: "Tarnished
with top-plus production
values and lavishly adorned
with
Metroone
-GoldwynMayer's
dollars,
nevertheless
leavesing that
'Perfect
Strangers'
Alexander
Korda feelhas
made just another picture
Neither star (Robert Donat
and Deborah Kerr) has had
justice lative
done.effect. is
. . as
The though
cumuKorda, disdaining his stars,
couldn'tturedprevent
talented
feaplayers from
stealing
the picture." The film was
given an adult classification.

Seen

Important

The Latin-American market is
achieving greater relative importance
in the world market for U. S. films,
as it was not physically affected by
the war like Europe and the Far East,
Bernard
J. Gates, representative,
Monogram's special
Latin-American
said
here yesterday. Gates, who traveled
extensively throughout South America
for the past nine months and set up
distribution companies for Monogram
in Argentina and Brazil, revealed that
South American prosperity is being
reflected at box offices, with motion
pictures especially benefiting.
Total production in Latin countries
at present is 75 films a year, with the
bulk of these turned out in Mexico.

October
Hit

New

Tax
High

Washington, Nov. 28. — After declining for two months in succession,
Federal admission tax collections hit
a new high in October (on September
grosses) at $42,389,372, it was reported
here
Bureau.today by the Internal Revenue
October collections were nearly
$13,000,000 above the September receipts of $29,589,568, and $11,000,000
above the $31,097,641 recorded in
October, 1944, the Bureau disclosed.
The heavy total for October brought
the revenue for the first 10 months
of the year over the $300,000,000
mark,
against $239,149,479 tolast$309,048,425
year.
Allied States Joins
The greater part of the increase
Smith Fund Drive
over September came outside the New
Washington, Nov. 28. — Allied York area, the special report for the
States Association Exhibitors has third New York district showing a
joined in the campaign to raise funds rise only from $3,855,943 in September to $4,808,849 last month.
for the Alfred E. Smith Memorial
hospital, following the request of
William F. RodgerSj industry chair- Vinson, Snyder at
man in the drive, that trade associations in this industry bring the drive U.S. -Industry Fete
to the attention of members.
Washington, Nov. 28. — Speakers
at the Government-industry dinner to
Sigmund Gottlober, director of the be
held at the Willard Hotel here, Dec.
Foreign Language Press Film Critics
Circle, New York, is heading the press 4, will include Secretary of the
Fred M. Vinson, Reconverand radio division, representing 27 Treasury
sion Director John Snyder, Basil
foreign languages, in the Alfred E.
O'Connor, head of the American Red
Smith —paign,St.
Hospital
cam- Cross, Lt. Gen. A. A. Vandergrift.
ithas Vincent's
been announced
by James
A. Farley, general chairman of the
drive.
Joris Ivens Resigns
Sydney, Nov. "28. — Documentary
film director Joris Ivens has resigned
SPG Pact Meeting
Hollywood, Nov. 28. — -Screen Pub- as film commissioner for the Netherlands Indies government. In relinquishlicists Guild officers will meet Tuesing his post heforsaidall: "There
a road
day with
the
producers
on
implemento
freedom
peoplesis in
the
tation of their contract approved last
; the documentary film should
week by the War Labor Board. The world
present pact, running to the end of record and assist the progress along
this year, is expected to remain in
+"orce until a new one is negotiated.
20throad."
Signs John Ford
SPG today closed a contract requir- this
ing the Screen Actors Guild to use
Hollywood, Nov. 28. — John Ford
SPG members as the two publicists has been signed by 20th Century-Fox
it employs.
to direct "My Darling Clementine."
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Motion

Mantzke
Gets

Syndicate

Baehr

Picture

New

FP-C Meet Delegates
Fill Railway Coach
Toronto, Nov. 28. — A railway
coach full of delegates to Famous
Players-Canadian's
three-daytomorrow,
convention in Chicago, starting
left here tonight. Among those on
board were district managers Jack
Arthur and Dan Krendel, department
managers Angus MacCunn and L. G.
Geering ; Robert Beauvais, secretary
to president J. J. Fitzpatrick; N. A.
Taylor, 20th Century Theatres president; Sam Bloom and Sam Fine of
B. and F. Theatres, and Herb Allen
of Premier Operating Co. James R.
Xair, advertising manager, left a day
in advance.
Miss Kaplan to M-G-M
Harriet Kaplan, formerly assistant
to Michael Todd, has joined M-G-M's
play department, as assistant to Howard Hoyt, head of the department.
Victoria Gets W.B. Film
The Broadway Victoria, here,
which has become a third local
first-run outlet for Warner product,
in addition to the New York Strand
and Hollywood, will obtain its third
Warner film when "Shadow of a
Lady" goes into the house upon the
completion of the run of PRC's
"Enchanted Forest."

Strike

Threats

Review

Circuit

Minneapolis, Nov. 28.— A $350,000
deal which places the 11 theatres ,of
the Gus Baehr circuit, Bramerd
orMinn., under lease to the newly Inc.,
ganized Home Theatres Co.,
anfor 25 years was
Minneapolis,here today
by Frank Mantzke
nounced
Inc.
,
of Northwest Theater Service
The lease is effective Jan. 1.
Associated with Mantzke are Don
Buckley, Redwood Falls ; George
Minor, Chippewa Falls; Bonnie Ben-,
field, Morris; the DeMarce Brothers
Benson and Blue Earth; Herman
Jochims, Luverne; Leo Ross, Sauk
Rapids ; Charles Clauson, Anoka ; and
Jimmy Randgaard, Staples.
Under the new set-up, Home Theaters will lease and operate the theatres, stores and apartments in the
Baehr holdings. Theatres involved are
the Border and Grand Falls at International Falls, Paramount and Brainerd at Brainerd, Avalon and Falls at
Thief River Falls, Ridge at Breckenridge, Ely at Ely, Park at Park
Rapids and Valley at Wahpeton,
N. D.
Tollett Handles Bookings
Bookings and management of the
theatres will be handled by Dick Tollett, former 20th Century-Fox booker
for Wisconsin, through the Northwest
Theater Service.
Officers of the new corporation include Buckley, president; Clauson,
Randgaard and A. W. Baehr, representing the Baehr circuit, as vicepresidents.
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Worry
"Marie-Louise"
(M ayer-Burstyii-F 'raesens Films )
WARM, tender and exquisitely beautiful in its simplicity, this Swiss-made
film portrays the effects of war upon the spirit of a 12-year-old French
child and the endeavors of a kindly Swiss family to rescue her heart from the
sadness it inherited when her home city of Rouen crumbled under the rain of
bombs. Its story tugs relentlessly at the heartstrings, and few filmgoers will
find themselves able to hold back the tears which the story will bring.
Richard Schweizer wrote the original screnplay, which was superbly
directed by Leopold Lindtberg. With Josiane rendering a fine and delicate
performance in the title role, the narrative centers around a Swiss vacation
given to a group of French children during the period when the Germans were
permitting evacuation of children to that country. The children live in a rural
chalet and eventually Marie-Louise joins them. Her father is a prisoner of the
Germans and her little brother has been killed in a bombing raid. The family
that takes her in gives of itself unselfishly to restore her happiness. After her
vacation Marie-Louise is anxious to return to her mother. The characters
speak French and French-Swiss but there are English subtitles by Herman
Weinberg which tell adequately the stirring story. L. Wechler produced.
Running time, 93 minutes. General classification. Release date, Nov. 12.

Schoenfeld to M-G-M
International Corp.
Theodore Schoenfeld, formerly administrative officer of the Interim
International Information Service, has
resigned
to join M-G-M International
Corp.
Harry F. Koob, formerly with the
management planning division of the
Office of War Information, succeeded
Schoenfeld.
Film Stocks
(Continued from page 1)
eluding that from film rentals, is running five to eight per cent above a
year ago, the gain having become
especially notable after V-J Day, before which the receipts were one to
two per cent ahead of last year.
One of the largest increases in film
stock values recently was that of Universal, which jumped from 40 on Monday to 44% on Tuesday, presumably
with announcement of the news of the
formation of the new Universal-RankSpitz-Goetz United World Pictures.
Stocks of three companies were reported to be in special demand yesterday :Paramount, which closed at
47% compared with 32% on June 29,
five months ago ; RKO, whose common closed at 16% yesterday, compared with 9%, and whose preferred
had gone up from 101% to 134, and
Warner Brothers, 29% as against 17.
Columbia's closing price yesterday
was 41%, up from 23% on June 29 ;
Loew's, 32%, up from 26% ; 20th Century-Fox, 40%, up from 28J4, and
Universal, 42%, up from 27.
Among allied companies listed on
the stock exchange, Eastman Kodak
closed yesterday at 219, contrasted
with 179% five months ago; General
Precision Equipment was 31%,
against 27. On the New York Curb
Exchange, Technicolor rose from 21%
to 27 and Trans-Lux from 5 to 6%.
GPE Declares Dividend
Directors of General Precision
Equipment Corp. have declared a dividend of 25 cents per share on the
company's
capital stock,ofpayable
15 to stockholders
record Dec.
on
Dec. 4.

Millakowsky on Own
Hollywood, Nov. 28. — Upon com- R. W. DeLion Dies
Portland, Ore., Nov. 27. — R. Walpletion of "Murder in the Music Hall"
for Republic, Herman Millakowsky
ter DeLion, 61, formerly of the old
will leave the company to enter inde- Monday.
Pantages Theatre, Spokane, died here
pendent production.

Propose Pay Raise
For 3 Exchanges
New union contracts providing for
10 per cent wage increases for "white
collar" employes of the M-G-M, 20th
Century-Fox and United Artists New
York exchanges will be submitted for
signature to the companies today by
the Screen Office and Professional Employees Guild, an SOPEG spokesman
told Motion Picture Daily yesterday. Over 100 workers are involved.
Meanwhile, discussions over a technicality inwording have brought about
a delay in the signing by Republic of
awage
new increases
contract covering
"whitesubmitted
collar"
which was
by SOPEG to that company on Nov.
26. The union reports, however, that
Republic is expected to sign today.
United Newsreel
(Continued from page 1)
torneys since, despite the State Department's interest in the undertaking,
the project requires the approval of
the Department of Justice as a result
of the discontinuance of wartime enmeasures under which it operatedabling
heretofore.
Silverstone stated that, if inaugurated, the new arrangement would
continue at least until June 30, 1946.
Discussions in this connection had
been under way for some time between representatives of the State Department, Eric A. Johnston, MPPDA
president, and the presidents of the
various companies concerned. In commenting on the successful conclusion
of the meeting, which arose out of the
desire of the State Department to
maintain this informational service in
various parts of the world, Silverstone
: "We atwere
guided in who
the
decisionsaidarrived
by Johnston,
foresaw an opportunity for the industry to continue to render in
peacetime the same service which it
had rendered during the war."
Strike Hits Seattle
Seattle, Nov. 28. — Theatre business here is off considerably as a result of suspension of publication by the
city's three daily newspapers because
of a printers' strike.
Elsie Finn, Critic, Dies
Philadelphia, Nov. 28. E 1 s i e
Finn, 43, film critic of the Philadelphia
Record, died here yesterday following
a long illness. She is survived by her
husband, Dr. Rubin M. Lewis.

Producers

Hollywood, Nov. 28. — The pro
ducers, in a joint statement issued ii
answer to threats of a renewal of th
studio strike, declare that they fee!
bound by the Cincinnati agreemeni
made several weeks ago, by which rep
resentatives of the fighting union:
agreed to a truce to work out thei
jurisdictional
controversy. {
Hollywood is buzzing with the re
ports that a new studio strike migh
break out "within 10 days," followinf
banner-lined newspaper stories to tha
effect.
commit
tee has The
beenproducers'
in sessionlabor
considerins
the new problem presented to them b
a communication from the Centra
Labor Council
demanding
that union
"onh
American
Federation
of Labor
be
studio the
contracts,"
wasgiven
coupled
assertionwiththatwhicl
tht
CLC would protect AFL jurisdic
tion "to the fullest extent of its reCLC's letter was the third in kinc
addressed to the producers since th<
Cincinnati settlement of the strike
sources."
growing out of the set decorators disSpecific Issues
Specifically at issue currently are
pute. recognition or non-recognition of
the
the Screen Players Unions, an independent organization certified by the
National Labor Relations Board, anc
the Film Office Workers Guild, composed of Screen Office Employees
Guild members who crossed picket
lines,
defiance
of its officers' orders,
duringin the
last strike.
Opposed to the SPU is the Screen
Extras Guild, which came into existence during the strike and has AFL
backing
through
the "Four
but
has
not been
certified
by theA's,"
NLRB.
All parties at interest agree that these
situations are obstacles to a permanent
labor peace, but responsible quarters1
believe a solution of the matter will
be reached without serious incident or
violation of the Cincinnati agreement,
which also binds all AFL unions.
Eric

Johnston
(Continued from page 1)

of the
scheduled to end
late
this conference,
week :
1. Agreement in contracts on voluntary arbitration of grievances.
2. A further definition of collective
bargaining,
"which
eliminate
much confusion
as to should
what this
is all
3. A semi-permanent executive committee, which would carry on the work
of improving and implementing labormanagement relations and practices
after the current conference ends.
about."
Gold Academy Awards
Hollywood, Nov. 28. — Future
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences awards winners in all catagories will be presented with gold
tatuettes, it has been announced by
Jean Hersholt, president, who also rethe 1944
"ersatz"
plaques
awarded vealed
in that
1943,
and 1945
are
being discontinued.
M-G-M Signs Salkow
Hollywood, Nov. 28. — Following
three years in the Marine Corps, Sidney Salkow has signed an M-G-M
contract to direct "Faithful in My

Fashion."
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K-MTA
Acetate

Film
United

{Continued from page 1)
realized in reclaiming nitrate and an
additional 15 cents is obtained from reclaiming silver. It is pointed out that
the cost of reclaiming the silver alone
from acetate film probably will not
justify the operation.
The initial problem facing the man
ufacturers before they can even start
to convert their "coating" and "doping" machinery
is to build
up stock
large
inventories
of nitrate
to have
available while shut down for reconversion. Since V-J Day, manufacturers have fallen 20 per cent behind raw
stock demands, with the indications
that current demands will not be met
before Feb. 1. Thereafter, manufacturers will be in a position to start
building up inventories which might
take a year.
Another factor which is expected to
delay conversion is the great demand
for acetate film for X-Ray film and
for non -theatrical 16mm. use.
Then, spokesmen for raw stock manufacturers point out, the switch from
nitrate to acetate cannot be accomplished until it is possible to supply
all film industry users with the new
film at the same time, which means
additional delays after conversion until sizeable inventories of acetate can
be built up. Also, there is a time factor in the conversion of existing machinery to that which will handle acetate.
Benefits Later
While the industry is not expected
to benefit immediately on reduced raw
stock costs once it switches to acetate
film, savings in handling and insurance from safety film will accrue
eventually. It is pointed out, however,
that it will be several years after the
industry switches to acetate before it
can begin to realize savings in
handling and insurance. Underwriters and city and state authorities will
have to be convinced that no nitrate
film is being used and this will be difficult for some time since negatives
and used nitrate prints will continue
in circulation for several years ; an
additional problem will be reissues on
nitrate film.
Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA president,
in a bulletin sent to members this
week, said that the industry should
switch to acetate film now so that it
could save "millions of dollars" yearly
in operating expenses.
Doob

Luncheon

{Continued from page 1)
ent at the luncheon are : Howard
Dietz, Maurice Bergman, Hank Linet,
Si Seadler, William Ferguson, Herbert
Crooker, Howard Strickland, Paul
Lazarus, Jr., Curtis Mitchell, Alex
Moss, Stanley Shuford, Rodney Bush,
Gil Golden, Herman Goldberg, Larry
Golob, Harry Mandel, S. Barret McCormick, David Lipton, Nate Spingold, John Joseph, Ben Serkowich,
William Pine, Francis Harmon, Walter
Brown, Ernest Emerling, Edward
Dowden, Herman Moskowitz and
Joseph Vogel.
MacMurray to Para.
Hollywood, Nov. 28. — Fred MacMurray has rejoined Paramount after
a year'sduced
absence,
duringandwhich
he pro-in
independently
appeared
other pictures on a free-lance basis.
Mac-Murray's contract with 20th
Century-Fox has been terminated.

World 's Program
(Continued from page 1)

be made promptly, it is said. The
general sales manager reportedly has
been decided upon already and is said
to be a prominent distribution executive. He is scheduled to have a complete sales organization in readiness by
next summer. It is also reported that
an advertising-publicity director for
the new company already has been
decided upon and will soon be announced. Negotiations for "show window" theatre sites are now under way.
Picture Planning
International Pictures Corp., the
new Spitz-Goetz producing company,
50 per cent of which will be owned
by Universal, will begin planning its
initial schedule of eight pictures for
United World distribution soon after
the return of Spitz and Goetz to
Hollywood. Goetz left here for the
Coast last night and Spitz is scheduled
to leave on Saturday, but will make a
stopover en route in Chicago.
The present Spitz-Goetz company,
International Pictures, has completed
"Tomorrow Is Forever" and "The
Stranger,"
the finalto twodeliver
pictures
it
is committed
to which
RKO
Radio for release. Accordingly, it is
free now to begin planning its schedule
for the new company. Pictures which
International already has scheduled for
future production and which may
comprise its first deliveries to United
World are : "Dark Mirror," to be
written and produced by Nunnally
Johnson and directed by Irving Pichel ; "The Case of Mrs. Nash," also

See Odeon of Canada
Benefited by Deal
Toronto, Nov. 28. — The news that
J. Arthur Rank of England had joined
International and Universal in forming United World Pictures was
hailed here today as assuring Odeon
Theatres of Canada important new
product. It was not expected to bring
any reorganization of Empire-Universal Films, in which Rank is officially
interested, although official comment
was lacking because Paul Nathanson,
head of the company, is in the South
and A. W. Perry, general manager,
is in New York in connection with
the deal.

Enemy

U. A. Opposes

APC

Films

Meet

up

Today

at

to be produced and written by Johnand "Countess
with son,
Sonja
Henie. of Monte Cristo,"
Eight additional pictures to be delivered to United
World in
by Britain
Rank's
producing
organizations
will be specially planned for the new
company's requirements. Interchange
of talent and production personnel between the British and American companies isexpected to be the rule rather
than the exception in their operations.
Rank is committed to deliver about
three pictures to United Atrists and
about the same number to RKO under
existing agreements. Thereafter, all
indications point to exclusive dealings
with United World, with the exception
of pictures not handled by that organization. Rank's Eagle-Lion Films
company will continue to handle the
remainder of his product.

Use

Of 'United World'
The United Artists home office anWashington, Nov. 28. — A meeting
yesterday that legal action
on the disposition of enemy motion would be nounced
taken by Edward C. Raftery,
pictures seized during the war will president, to restrain Universal, J.
be held tomorrow by the Alien Prop- Arthur Rank and International Pictures from employing the name United
erty Custodian. Included in the vested
films are a German picture, release of World Pictures for the new worldwide distributing organization to be
which to the industry was under con- owned by the three.
sideration several months ago, when
Raftery, who is in London, was
all negotiations were halted by a quoted by the home office as contending that the name. United World
storm of protest from Congress and
various organizations against the Pictures, was an infringement of the
showing of Nazi films in this coun- United Artists name, since the latter
tyhas come to be known as "United."
at tomorrow's
meeting
defenseanti-trust
counsel
willPresiding
be Howland
H. Sargeant,
chief of Raftery
record isin Universal'
the New sYork
of the division of patent administra- suit brought by the government against
tion. Vitalis Chalif, former chief of
companies. Universal ofthe film unit under Sargeant, now a the major
ficials declined to comment yesterday
practising
attorney, also will be pres- on Raftery's statement.
ent.
Special Committee
Rubin Names 40
Meeting with Sargeant will be the
(Continued from page 1)
members of a special committee set up
by the APC to advise and recommend
on what shall be done with the pic- stein, Eric Johnston, Gen. John
tures. The group includes former Reed Kilpatrick, Malcolm Kingsberg,
Judge Thurman Arnold, one-time anti- Charles E. Lewis, Edward J. Noble,
trust chief of the Department of Jus- John J. O'Connor, Charles L. O'Reiltice; Ulrich Bell, former WashingRalph I. Poucher,
Pember-F.
ton newspaper correspondent, now ton,ly, Martin
Quigley,Brock
William
executive secretary of Americans Rodgers, Samuel Rosen, Herman RobUnited for World Organization ; Ned bins, Densmore A. Ross, Gradwell L.
E. Depinet, president of RKO Radio ; Sears, Joseph Seider, Ben Shlyen, Lee
John Flynn, secretary of SIMPP ; Shubert, Spyros P. Skouras, Nate B.
Robert Lamb, national legislative rep- Spingold, Harry Thomas, Walter Vinresentative ofthe United Steel Workcent, Albert Warner and David Weiners (CIO), and Dr. Alexander stock.
Sperkers
are now being lined up by
Micklejohn, past president of Amherst
University.
Rubin.

Meeting

(Continued from page 1)

that insisted upon checkers. The system was condemned, and a resolution
was
ordered drafted to submit to distributors.
Delegates Elmer C. Rhoden, president of Fox Midwest Theatres and
theatre War Activities Committee )
chairman for the Kansas City area,
and George F. Baker, K-MTA secretary, will go to Washington Monday
to hear the proposal of the WAC
theatres division for a successor to
the WAC exhibitor activity in the.
form of a peacetime committee.
K-MTA members are generally
agreed that there should be no diminution of support to the Government in
its reconversion program. They are,
however, cautious about committing
themselves on a new national exhibitors association.
The Speakers
Speakers at the meeting included A.
G. Smith, National Theatre Supply
executive, who formerly was in charge
of the Theatre Equipment Division of
the War Production Board ; David
Palfreyman, theatre contact for the
MPPDA; Arthur Cole, who gave a 1
financial report for the regional War
Activities Committee ; Claude Lee,
public relations director for Paramount ; Stewart Barlow, who discussed the carpet supply situation ;
Paul Mooney, National Screen Service ; Maurice Wolf, district sales
manager for M-G-M in the Boston
zone ; Finton Jones, who discussed
liability and other forms of insurance
protection for theatres, and William G.
Formby, field editor of Motion Picture Herald, who spoke on the consent
decree trial in New York.
Expansion of the cooperative buying
of equipment, undertaken successfully
recently, was decided upon at the opening session, The
with committee
Jack Pennington
chairman.
consistedas
also of Homer Strowig, Fred Meyer
and Herman Illmer.
'Dimes'

Meeting

(Continued from page 1)
outlined.. Following a luncheon meetin Washington's
on
that ingday
the committee Statler
will be Hotel
received
by President Truman, at four P. M.
"The March of Dimes' drive is one
of the most important activities of our
industry," Schenck said at yesterday's
meeting. "It is a pleasure to note that
exhibitors of the nation are wholeheartedly behind the movement. I am
confident that the 1946 campaign will
be Inoutstanding."
at yesterday's
meetingattendance
were : Barney
Balaban, Harry
Brandt, Tom Connors, Oscar A. Doob,
Edward C. Dowden, Ernest Emerling,
Gus Eyssell, Si Fabian, Leonard
Goldenson, Harry Kalmine, Malcolm
Kingsberg, William C. Michel, Charles
C. Moskowitz, Martin Quigley, Sr.,
Herman Robbins, Si Seadler, Walter
Vincent, Joseph R. Vogel and Richard
Walsh.

Set 'Trail' Premiere
Detroit, Nov. 28. — Newly-formed
Screen Guild Productions will hold
the world premiere of its second release, "Northwest Trail," on Friday
at
Thea-of f«■
story.
tre Butterfield
in Owosso,Circuit's
Mich., Capital
the home
James Oliver Curwood, author of the
i
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Studio

Labor

Situation

Is

Clearing

Up

Overnight Developments
Lessen Union Friction
Hollywood, Nov. 29. — Overnight
developments on various sectors of
Hollywood's labor front, promising
prompt reconciliation of differences
that split several unions over the question of whether or not to join the recent studio strike, are seen here as
removing threats to the ultimate success of the strike settlement formula
worked out at Cincinnati.
The Motion Picture Screen Publicists Association, composed of members of the Screen Publicists Guild
(Continued on page 6)
Nelson

Hails

Labor

Group

of SIMPP

The recently-formed Society of Independent Motionheaded
Picture byProducers'
labor committee,
John C.
Flinn, SIMPP secretary, was hailed
in an interview here yesterday by
Donald M. Nelson as enabling smaller
independent producers to achieve better relations
with the industry's
unions
on a collective
basis than labor
they
could individually.
Nelson, SIMPP
president, also
{Continued on page 6)
McCoy,

Bachman

Warner

Winners

Chicago, Nov. 29. — Discussions of
releases for next spring highlighted
the closing session of the Warner district managers and home office sales
executives at the Hotel Blackstone,
here, today. Ben Kalmenson, general
sales manager, presided. Jack L.
Warner, production head, has gone to
New York after attending the meeting.
Winners(Continued
of the oncompany's
page 7) district
In This Issue
"Masquerade in Mexico" is
reviewed on page 4; "The Man
in Grey," 6; "Sensation Hunters," 7.

YORK, U.S.A., FRIDAY, NOVEMBER

GM Strike Boosts
Detroit Grosses
Detroit, Nov. 29.— The General Motors strike here is reflected in a 30 per cent increase in business at downtown and neighborhood houses
as thousands of idle men and
women workers found themselves with more leisure time.
Theatre managers, however,
anticipate that the increase
will be followed by a sharp
turn downward if the strike
lasts more than a month.

Aaron
Are

and

Given

Posts

by

TEN CENTS

30, 1945
Richey
Higher
Rodgers

Edwin W. Aaron, who has been assisting William F. Rodgers, vice-president and general sales manager of
M-G-M, has been promoted to assistant general
sales manager.
Edward M.
Saunders will
continue as an
assistant sales
manager, but
Aaron, under
his new duties,
$3,000,000 in New
will make trips
numerous
FP-C Theatres
into the field in
addition to his
other duties. At
the
same time,
On Chicago Agenda
Henderson M.
Richey, in
By SAM HONIGBERG
Edwin W. Aaron
Chicago, Nov. 29. — The three-day
chargehibitorofrelations,
exsixth annual conference of the part- has been appointed sales promotion
(Continued on page 7)
ners and associates of Famous Players-Canadian, which opens at the Stevens Hotel here tomorrow, will be informed during the general discussions UA Reestablishes
at the weekend that the circuit will
add at least 20 new theatres at a cost
of some $3,000,000. Applications for Far East Offices
licenses which will represent new
projects from one end of Canada to
the other have already been filed with
United Artists has resumed operathe Controller of Construction in the
tions in the Far East, reopening offices
Dominion government, Jules Wolfe, in China, Straits Settlements and the
supervisor of maintenance and con- Philippines, Walter Gould, UA forday.
struction ofFP-C's
eign manager, announced here yestertold Motion
PictureEastern
Daily.division,
FP-C
is currently operating 333 theatres.
Gould also announced the followBalaban and Katz circuit executives
appointments in those and other
here will be represented on the con- areas ing
: Constantin Goldin, who repreference program and will compare
sented UA in Free China during the
notes with FP-C heads on the latest
war, will (Continued
manage the
(Continued on page 6)
on office
page 7)in ShangGamble Urges Bond Drive Extension
To Dec. 31; Bond Events Total 16,000
Extension of the Victory Loan campaign to Dec. 31, beyond Dec.
8, became apparent yesterday when a telegram reached War
Activities Headquarters here from Ted R. Gamble, national director
of the War Finance Division of the Treasury, in which the continuaurged.tion of the "excellent job already done by the film industry" was
Si Fabian, national chairman of the film campaign immediately
announced that bonds issued through Dec. 31 will be counted in the
trip-to-London contest among theatre managers.
Gamble called for more "Bond Premieres," "Children's Matinees,"
more special events and 100 per cent participation in "Free Movie
Day," Dec. 7.
Meanwhile the number of free admission events for bond purchasers now totals 16,000. And, according to Charles M. Reagan,
national distribution chairman, "Free Movie Day" has been pledged
for more than 12,000 theatres, which points to the biggest day-anddate bond-selling event of all war loan drives.

115
Will

Exhibitors
Attend

Fabian

Meet

Allied, MPTOA, PCCITO
Will Be Represented
One hundred and fifteen exhibitors, circuit representatives and exhibitor organization leaders, were
listed yesterday by Si Fabian, chairman of the War Activities Committee's theatre division, as having acthe division's
invitationmorning
to attend cepted
a meeting
Wednesday
at the Hotel Statler in Washington
to discuss a possible peacetime successor to the theatres division of
WAC.
Several representatives of Allied States Association, the
Pacific Coast Conference of Independent Theatre Owners and
the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America are among
the acceptances; the three organizations have expressed
doubts (Continued
on the onadvisability
of
page 6)
4U' to Distribute
Six Rank

Pictures

Universal will release within the
next eight months six pictures from
J. Arthur Rank British studios, W.
A. Scully, Universal vice-president
and general sales manager, announced
here yesterday. One, "The Man in
Grey,"
currently
playing at the
ter is
Garden
on Broadway.
All Winwill
receive special sales and merchandising treatment, Scully said. In explaining Universal's appraisal of these
pictures, he
stated that,
from7) the point
(Continued
on page
Doob

Is Cited

War-Work

for

Efforts

Advertising,
exploitation executives publicity
from Newand York
and
some visitors from Hollywood were
present yesterday at a luncheon held
at the New York Athletic Club to
honor Oscar Doob, recently promoted
to the post of general theatre executive of Loew's. David A. Lipton was
chairman, introducing Maurice Bergman, who was toastmaster. Other
speakers (Continued
included on Howard
page 7) Dietz,

2

Motion

Italians in Protest
Against Film Laws
Italian producers and distributors are making strong
protests against the new antiFascist film legislation which
went into effect there Nov. 3,
charging that the government
failed to take steps to protect
the local industry against foreign competition, according to
reports reaching here from
Rome.
The reports are that the
Italian government, again in a
period of crisis, at the present
time will not repeal or modify
the new legislation which was
passed after many months of
delay and only as a result of
pressure by U. S. Government
representatives.

Picture

Personal

Daily

Mention

Friday, November 30, 1945
Hollywood makes merry
with romance, song and laughter

MEXICAN
A
B. MAYER
and Howard
vice-pre
COHEN,
WOLF
ional,sident
j Strickling
of M-G-M
left for
of EWarner
Internat
will LOUIS
A grand musical starring
stop off at Mexico City and Cuba on the Coast yesterday after spending
TITO CUIZAR
his return to New York from a three- three weeks in New York.
•
month South American tour, and is
Constance
Leo Estelita
expected to arrive here the middle of
Moore
Carrillo Rodriguez
Win Barron, exploitation chief of
December.
Produced and directed by
Paramount Film Service, Toronto,
•
ALFRED SANTELL
will represent Canada at the threeSamuel Strausberg, head of In- day conference of Paramount promoA Republic Picture
terboro Theatres, and his sons Solotion managers at the Hotel Astor,
mon and Morris are on a committee New York, starting Sunday.
•
arranging the annual dinner of Beth
2
Irene Pillot, secretary to Ben
El Hospital, Brooklyn, at the Walweek GOTHAM
B wt,ySt.
JSri1??*'* 47th
""Smash
dorf-Astoria Hotel,
here,
on
Sunday.
Bloom
of
Advance
Music,
and
sister
•
of Leo Pillot, Columbia special
Henry Gordon, formerly Para- events
department, was married to
Betty GRABLE John PAYNE June HAVER
mount manager for Central America, Friday.
Irving Dollan at City Hall here last
has arrived in Hollywood from New
York and will return here in about
•
"THE
DOLLY
SISTERS"
10 days.
A 20th CenturyFox Picture
In Teehnleolor
Plus on Stage— Carl Ravazza • Beatrice Kay
William
B.
Levy,
world-wide dis•
Gomez & Beatrice - Extra! Maurice Roeeo
tribution
head
for
Walt
Disney
ProPaul Richarath, assistant to E. K.
ductions, will entrain from New York
O'Shea, M-G-M Eastern sales man- for Hollywood today and will return
ager, will celebrate his 24th wedding on Dec. 10.
A. E. Hawes Named
e
anniversary next week.
•
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
C.
J.
Latta,
upstate
Edith Graham, film editor of the for Warner Theatres, haszonebeenmanager
50TH ST. & 6TH AVE.
named
Ullman's Assistant
Charleston, W. Va., Gazette, will ar- by the Albany Rotary Club to act as
Ginger Rogers • Lena Turner
rive in New York Monday on a spe- counselor for veterans interested in Walter
Pidgeon • Van Johnson
cial assignment. •
the industry.
A. Eugene (Gene) Hawes, adver•
tising executive and business coun"WEEK-END
XAVIER CU GATAT andTHEhis WALDORF"
ORCHESTRA
Alfred N. Sack, general manager
selor, has been named assistant to
Dave Prince, RKO Radio SouthA Metro-Goldwyn. Mayer Picture
Amusement Enterprises, DalFrederic Ullman, Jr., president of of Sack
eastern
district
manager,
and
Harry
SPECTACULAR
8TAQE
PRESENTATION
las, is spending the week in Chicago Gittleson, home office executive, will
RKO Pathe News, it was learned
DAVID O SELZNICK pr*i«r>ri
here yesterday. In addition to his and St. Louis.
hold
•
Dec. 11.a sales meeting in Chicago
executive duties, Hawes will also
Mrs. Edwin Silverman, wife of
•
handle Pathe's
advertising and pub- the head of Essaness Circuit, Chicago,
licty.,
f INGRID BERGMAN
Richard
F.
O'Connell
of Para- I
GREGORY PECK 1
at Michael Reese HospiHawes, who has been in the adver- is atalpatient
mount
International
Films,
will
leave
there.
10.
New
York
for
Cincinnati
over
the
tising agency business for 25 years,
•
was last associated with Rickard and
George W. Yarbrough has become weekend ; he will return about Dec.
Speueouivfo
ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S
Co.
manager of the Pal Theatre, Vidalia,
•
ASTOR
CONTINUOUS
FR0>* 9 30 A lit SHOW tV£RT NIGHT
Ga., following his discharge from the
John C. Flinn, secretary of the
Mendel on Mission Army.
•
SIMPP, who has been here for sevV ONSCREEN
eral weeks from Hollywood, will re- 18 r'lstN.Y. SHOWING IN PERSON
Arthur Greenfield, Universal
To Holland for 'IT
turn
to
the
Coast
in
a
week.
ENOCH LIGHT
Max Mendel, Universal Interna- salesman for upstate Pennsylvania, has
•
tional supervisor for the Scandinavian been elevated to the Boston city man& ORCH.
BUD
ABBOTT
Glen
Allvine,
secretary
of
the
countries and Holland, is scheduled to
HALLeROY
ager's post.
•
Eastern
Public
Information
Commitsail today on the Queen Mary for
tee, returned to New York yesterday
Paul L. Nathanson, Toronto film
Holland, via London.
LOU COSTELLQ Patricia
EXTRA!
MORISON
from Washington.
executive,
will
take
a
long
rest
in
•
lj 'IN HOLLYWOOD'
Mendel, assigned to a "special mis- California and Mexico because of ill
sion" for the company in Holland,
Irving Wormser, Eastern general
precedes Henry Kahn, Motion Pic- health.
Dorothy
•
sales manager of Film Classics, is due
ture Expert Association representa
DE Arturo
CORDOVA
"MASQUERADE
Geraldine Hawkins of the M- to returndelphiatotoday. New York from Philative in Holland, who will handle dis
LAMOUR
G-M sales department will leave New
tribution for all major companies.
•
York for Chicago over the weekend.
•
Leon J. Bamberger, RKO-Radio
TONY PASTOR and his ORCHESTRA
Broidy Is Honored at
sales promotion manager, will return
Extra Added Attraction! MARION HUTTON
Edwin Knopf, M-G-M producer, to
New
York
today
from
Kansas
City.
will leave for Hollywood over the
in MEXICO" B'WAY &
IMPPA Coast Dinner
•
weekend after a two-week visit here.
/>A#AMOif#r
Hollywood, Nov. 29. — Steve Broidy,
•
Herman
Ripps, M-G-M district
newly-elected president of Monogram,
Frank
Smith, RKO Theatres manager, returned to Albany yesterwas guest of honor at the monthly Western
day after a two-day• visit here.
division
manager, is confined
IPA LACE! 47th St.
meeting of the Independent Motion to his home in Chicago
with a cold.
Picture Producers Association, held at
Paul Maureen Walter
•
Herb Moulton,
M-G-M studio
HENREID O'HARA SLEZAK
Brittingham's Restaurant, here, this Walter Lantz, producer of Uni- chief of 16mm. operations, will leave
evening. W. Ray Johnston, Monoversal "Cartunes," will arrive in New Hollywood for New• York today.
gram board chairman, and Trem Carr,
Monday.
In Technicolor
production executive, were the official York from Hollywood
•
"TheAn RKO
SPANISH
MAIN"
Radio Picture
Rudy Berger, M-G-M's Southern
hosts. IMPPA president I. E. Chadsales
manager,
left
Oklahoma
City
Nicholas Napoli, president of Artwick presided.
kino Pictures, will leave New York yesterday for Dallas.
•
FOURTEENTH WEEK
this weekend for Moscow.
HVC Disbands Dec. 31
•
George Coulouris, Warner actor,
will leave the Coast for New York
Hollywood, Nov. 29. — -The HollyS. Sylvan Simon, M-G-M director, today.
wood Victory Committee, through will leave New York for the Coast
•
which actors have made 55,000 free on Monday.
•
wartime appearances, will wind up its
Sam Marx, M-G-M producer, has
operations Dec. 31, but will continue
Kermit Goell, film lyricist, is in returned to the Coast from New
York.
the hospital program through USO- town from Hollywood.
•
Camp Shows, HVC chairman KenWallace Beery is in New York
George McManus is in town from
neth Thompson announced following
an executive board meeting today.
from the Coast.
Hollywood.
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Orders

Sponsors

Video

be Named

Washington, Nov. 29. — The Federal Communications Commission today issued its television broadcasting
regulations in complete and formal
form, requiring full disclosure of the
identity of persons paying for, sponsoring or furnishing programs, in
whole or in part.
The disclosure rules accept announcement oftheor sponsor's
or trade name
the namecorporate
of his
product as sufficient identity of programs advertising commercial products
or services, but require that broadcasters announce whether other programs are sponsored.
RKO's Studios Best
In Mexico: Rathvon
Mexico City, Nov. 29. — X. Peter
Rathvon, RKO president, here from
New York inspecting the new studios
which his company is completing, in
association with Emilo Azcarraga,
prominent exhibitor, and other Mexican interests, declared that the $3,000,000 plant will be the best in this
country and comparable to the best
in Hollywood.
RKO selected Mexico, after long
consideration, as the country most
suited for the company's Latin American production program, Rathvon
added. The new studios are scheduled to be opened in January.
Schatz Has OwnCompany
Sam Z. Schatz, for the past decade
associated with Hollywood Advertising Co., has resigned to form his own
flag and banner manufacturing company. He has taken over National
Flag Co. and the Art Banner Flag Co.,
both in New York, and has formed the
National Flag Co. to service theatres.
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Field

Release

Washington, Nov. 29. — A recommendation that all enemy-owned motion pictures seized by the U. S.
Alien Property Custodian during the
war, be released for showing in the
United States was made today by a
special committee set up 'by the APC
to advise it regarding the disposition
of the films.
The committee was influenced largely by a charge by former Judge
Thurman Arnold that the withholding of the pictures because of their
propaganda content, recommended by
Robert Lamb, national legislative representative ofthe United Steel Workers (CIO), would constitute censorship.
Story Rights Sought
The greater part of the session was
taken up with a discussion of the censorship aspects of the situation, with
Xed E. Depinet, president of RKO
Radio, explaining that the industry
was interested in story rights of the
pictures but saw no great use for
them in their completed German form,
but if the question of censorship was
involved he would have to support release of the films.
There is a considerable demand for
the pictures if released, the invitation
several months ago for bids bringing
in 92 inquiries, it was said.
FCC

Picture

At

'Masquerade in Mexico'
Hollywood, Nov. 29
{Paramount')
DOROTHY LAMOUR and Arturo De Cordova are the marquee names in
this lavish Mitchell Leisen production which appears to have been designed for the purpose of promoting Latin- American goodwill. Whether it
will succeed in this objective is problematical. As entertainment, it offers
several production numbers, the most notable of which is a ballet depicting the
history of Mexico, Miss Lamour in a series of fetching costumes, and a storyline far removed from reality.
Karl Tunberg. the producer, also wrote the screenplay, based on a story by
Edwin Justus Mayer and Franz Spencer. It is a complicated tale about a
dancer who, while enroute to Mexico by plane, discovers that her boy friend
is a jewel thief, and has Contrived matters so that she, in all innocence, will
smuggle a stolen diamond into Mexico. The young lady rids herself of the
"hot ice" has
by aslipping
pocket of ahim.
fellow-traveller.
it laterto
develops,
wife whoit into
does the
not understand
He hires MissHe,
Lamour
straighten out his involved marital affairs, a task which requires her to win
the love of a bull-fighter, who before her arrival, had been smitten with the
wife. After an hour-and-a-half of confusion, everything is straightened out in
a somewhat high-handed way. The jewel thief escapes unpunished with
$12,500 in cash ; the wife gets a divorce because she finds her husband dull ;
and the husband turns for consolation to Miss Lamour, who does not find him
dull.
The supporting cast includes Patric Knowles, Ann Dvorak, George Rigaud
and Mikhail Rasumny.
Mitchel Leisen directed.
Running time, 98 minutes. General classification. Release date, not set.
Thalia Bell.

Set

'Dimes'

For

Air

Staff

Promotion

Organization of a national radio department of the National Foundation
for Infantile Paralysis for the 1946
"March of Dimes" drive has been
completed, it was announced here yesterday by Howard J. London, national
radio'
director,
who ofhastheheaded
the
radio department
National
Foundation for the past four years.
George P. Voss, who has been with
the Foundation for the past two years,
will continue as London's assistant in
charge of radio production. George
Brengel, recently of American Broadcasting, will serve as supervisor, and
Al Baum, former telegraph editor of
the New York Mirror, will handle
radio publicity. Radio activities of the
New York chapter will be under the
direction of Jane Moore, assisted by
Alary Grazier.
John W. Swallow, of Kenyon and
Eckhardt, and James Harris will
handle West Coast radio activities in
Hollywood ; Jack Fisher will be radio
contact man in Chicago.
Hand in New Field,
Simons Succeeds
Stanley \Y. Hand, staff representative of Altec for eight years, and more
recently advertising manager, becomes staff consultant on a part-time
basis effective Dec. 6 in order to demost most of his time to other activities, which have no connection with
Altec. Hand will make an announceexpanded activities ment
in theregarding
near his
future.
H. M. Bessey, Altec vice-president,
has appointed Walter W. Simons advertising-publicity manager for Altec.
Pal Hires Researcher
Hollywood, Nov. 29. — Henry D.
Gallard, formerly Americana research
specialist for Washington University
in St. Louis, will become head of a
new research department for George
Pal Productions, and will assume his
J new duties in the near future.

New
At

Service
National

Group
Carbon

Establishment of a technical specialists tional
group has
Carbon been
Co., announced
New York,by inNa-a
movecal toservice
expand
the company's
facilities
applying totechniprojector carbons and other lighting
carbon products.
In its formation, C. W. Handley and
P. D. Ries have been selected to extend the type of work carried on
for many years by W. C. Kunzmann.
Handle}- will serve the Western portion of the country and Ries the East.
Kunzmann will continue his nationwide general activities, as well as aid
in this specific work in the central
portion of will
the be
country.
group's
activities
directedThefrom
the
company's
Cleveland
office,
with
E.
R. Geib in charge.
Greet New Members
At AM PA Luncheon
Seven new members were welcomed
into the Associated Motion Picture
Advertisers, Inc., at a luncheon-meeting of the organization held at the
Bristol Hotel, here, yesterday ; inducted were : Stanley Hode, Al Zimbalist, Lou Barasch, Charley Franke,
Mike manSiegel,
Adler. Leo Wharton and HerOver 40 attended the meeting at
which the AM PA Relief Fund, plans
for the forthcoming annual Christmas luncheon and other matters received attention. David A. Bader,
president, conducted the proceedings.
Joe Shea, recently released from the
Armed Forces, and Columbia Sileo,
recently returned from South America, were welcomed back by Bader.

Problems

Paramount

Up
Meet

Merchandising of new product, general field problems, radio exploitation and round-table discussions will
make up the major portion of the
agenda of the three-day meeting of
Paramount's field advertising representatives, to be held at the Hotel
Astor, here, Dec. 3, 4 and 5. Alec
Moss, exploitation manager, will preside.
This is the first time the field men
will meet Curtis Mitchell, national director of advertising-publicity, who
will be formally introduced by Charles
M. Reagan, vice-president in charge
of distribution.
Reagan will address the meeting on
sales objectives for the coming year;
Mossachieving
will speak
on the fieldman's
in
objectives
laid down part
by
Reagan.
First Two Days
First day's session will also include
talks by Claude Lee, director of public relations ; Russell Holman, East
Coast production head; Stanley
Shuford, advertising manager; Al
Wilkie, publicity manager, and Martin
Lewis, West Coast radio promotion
director. The session will adjourn
following a radio forum to explore
and discuss greater emphasis on radio
selling, the forum being conducted by
Mitchell.
The second day's meeting will concentrate on' "The Lost Weekend,"
"Kitty," "People Are Funny" and
"Tokyo Rose," winding up with a
round-table discussion on services, practices and suggestions for general procedure inthe field. Speakers of the second day will be Reagan, Moss, Lew
Lewellen, West Coast exploiteer ; producer Bill Pine, and George Dembow
of National Screen.
Field men attending will be : Leonard Allen, Robert Ames, Robert Blair,
William Brooker, James Castle, Max
Joice, Allan Glenn, Jerome Levine,
Charles Perry, E. G. Fitzgibbon, Arnold Van Leer, Ed Wall and Win Barron.Invited guests for a luncheon to be
held on the first day are : Adolph
Zukor, Barney Balaban. Reagan,
Leonard Goldenson, Holman, Mitchell,
C. J. Scollard, Oscar Morgan, George
A. Smith, Hugh Owen, William Erbb,
James Donohue, Lee, Shuford, Wilkie,
Lewis, G. B. J. Frawley, Carl Clausen,
Henry Ginsberg, William Meiklejohn,
Pine, with a possibility that Bing
Crosby will attend.
Express Strike May
Hit Print Deliveries
Railway Express delivery of film
prints and other industry materiel in
New York and seven other major
cities is threatened with interruption,
beginning tomorrow, along with the
delivery of other goods, by the calling of a strike of 7,500 Railway
Express truck drivers and helpers beto the International Brotherhood oflonging
Teamsters.

RKO Tradeshows Set
Enlarge Relief Home
Hollywood, Nov. 29. — Construction
RKO-Radio will tradeshow its newblock of five pictures at all exchange will start before Christmas on additions to the Motion Picture Country
centers as 'follows : "Hotel Reserve"
by the Motion Picand "Cornered," on Dec. 18; "Dick Home,turemaintained
Relief Fund, which will double
Tracy" and "Sing Your Way Home,"
Dec. 19, and "The Spiral Staircase," present
cases. capacity for handling medical
Jan. 3.
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(Continued from page 1)
who crossed picket lines during the
strike, in defiance of guild orders,
and then applied to the National Labor
Relations Board for recognition as
the bargaining agent, has now reconsidered its stand to the extent of paying up SPG membership dues and indicating willingness to continue as a
"dissident" faction pending the expected withdrawal of SPG from affiliation with the Painters International. SPG officials said today that
such withdrawal is being favorably
considered, with international president L. P. Lindelof agreeable to the
move.
plan with
callsthefor
eventual The
affiliation
AFLSPG's
Office Employees Union.
On a similar basis, the Screen
Players Union and Screen Extras
Guild, the former unaffiliated but certified by the NLRB, and the latter
uncertified but backed by the AFL,
moved toward agreement on a formula
for merging their memberships, with
negotiations proceeding under the auspices of the Los Angeles Central
Labor Council, which has demanded
that the studios recognize none but
AFL unions. SEG withdrew a complaint on file with the NLRB contesting the certification of SPU.
SOEG Seeks Status
Clarification, Pact
Hollywood, Nov. 29. — Herbert
Sorrell, head of the Conference of
Studio Unions, and Glenn Pratt, business manager of the Screen Office
Employes Guild, left for Washington
last night by plane to meet today or
tomorrow with Eric Johnston,
MPPDA president ; William Green,
William Hutcheson and other AFL
leaders seeking a clarification of the
terms of the Cincinnati strike settlement affecting the SOEG.
SOEG specifically demands that its
contract, cancelled by the producers
during the strike, be reinstated, supplanting other contracts made subsequently with the newly-formed Film
Office Workers Guild.
Christmas Campaign
Parade Is Postponed
The "Santa Claus" parade, scheduled for yesterday by the industry's
Victory Loan committee, was postponed, due to rain, to Dec. 6. However, original plans to set up a
Christmas tree at the Statue of Liberty
replica on Times Square over the
weekend will be carried out.
Golding
on 'Salute'
Dave Golding,
former New York
trade paper reporter and managing
editor of the Mediterranean edition
of the Army newspaper, Stars and
Stripes, during the war, has joined the
editorial staff of the new publication,
Salute, being edited here by former
Stars and Stripes and Yank staff
men.
Horror Film Testimony
Motion pictures showing the horrors of German concentration
camps were presented by the American prosecution for an hour yesterday in the war crimes trial before the International Military
Tribunal at Nuremberg, according
to press dispatches reaching New
York.
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"The Man in Grey
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Fabian

Meet

{Continued from page 1)
forming an organization such as
the one proposed.
Fabian listed the following as having accepted: Albany territory: C. J.
Latta, Harry Lamont, Louis Schine,
J. Myer Schine and William Smalley ;
Atlanta territory : Joseph W. Holman,
R. M. Kennedy, Hugh G. Martin,
Tony Sudekum, J. H. Thompson and
R. B. Wilby; Boston: E. M. Fay, M.
J. Mullin and Samuel Pinanski ; Buffalo :Vincent McFaul, George MacYellen.
Kenna, Robert T. Murphy and Max1

' I *HERE is forceful drama in the conflicting and eventful romantic endeavors
* of the four principals — intelligently and compellingly fashioned — in "The
Man in Grey," made by Gainsborough in England. It is a costumed (19th
century) story in an aristocratic setting — a story whose dramatic potency is
undeniable and worthy of special promotional effort.
The film provides a name fairly familiar to audiences here in Margaret
Lockwood and others who uniformly score with performances of a high calibre,
including James Mason as the Marquis of Rohan, Phyllis Calvert as his lovely
lady, and Stewart Granger as the amible suitor of Miss Calvert, who defies the
latter's husband in the light of his, Mason's, flagrant affair with Miss Lockwood.
The film reaches its dramatic height as Miss Lockwood, the false friend of
Miss Calvert, suffering with pneumonia, murders the latter in effect by
exposing her to the winds and a rain storm ; later, Mason, upon learning
Charlotte Delegation
this, kills Miss Lockwood.
Also,
Charlotte territory: F. H.
Direction by Leslie Arliss gives the picture movement from start to finish.
The screenplay by Arliss and Margaret Kennedy is based on a novel by Beddingfield, H. E. Buchanan, H. F.'
Kincey, Roy Rowe and Ben L. StroLady Eleanor Smith. Edward Black produced.
Running time, 90 minutes. Adult audience classification. Release date, not zier ; Chicago : Jules Rubens ; Cincinnati :Milton Levine, Hardie Meaken
set.
Gene Arneel
and Maurice White; Cleveland: Martin G. Smith and P. J. Wood; Dallas:
Nelson
H. A. Cole, R. J. O'Donnell and
Henry Reeve ; Denver : Milas L. HurFP-C
ley, Frank (Rick) Ricketson and E.
(Continued from page 1)
J. Schulte ; Des Moines : A. H. Blank ;
{Continued from page 1)
Detroit:
Brooks. Ray Branch and J. O.
developments in theatre operation. stressed that independent producers
Also : Indianapolis territory : K. T.
Tomorrow the executives and 70 part- who are members of SIMPP, will coCollins; Kansas City: George Baker
operate in any way with the distribu- and
ners
will
visit
B
and
K's
television
Elmer C. Rhoden ; Los Angeles :
tors in helping to regain the foreign
station WBKB to head William Eddy,
head of television operations, discuss markets to which it is presently de- Harry Nace, R. H. Poole and Charles
nied access. He explained that the Skouras ; Memphis : Arthur Lehman,
the application of television to theatres. Later they will visit the B and procedure would probably be to per- Harry Kohn, M. A. Lightman and
K candy warehouse, where Joe Pipher,
mit a distributor handling an inde- Sidney Wharton ; Milwaukee : Harold
warehouse manager, will explain the
; Minneapolis : M. C. Cooppendent
producers'
product
the do- Fitzgerald
mestic
market,
to make
the innecessary
er, John Friedl, Ben Friedman and
circuit's system of candy operation.
FP-C will expand in the candy field foreign distribution arrangements. Ed Kraus; New Haven, L J. Hoffman and Herman Levy ; New Oras soon as wartime restrictions are Thus, if only a limited number of
leans :E. V. Richards and Rodney
lifted, Wolfe stated.
American films are to be permitted access to a foreign market, the problems Toups ; New York territory : James
Blueprints for new theatres leave
sufficient lobby room for television of the independent would not become Brennan, Harry Brandt, Max A. Cohen, Gus Eyssell, Leonard Goldenson,
screens, Wolfe said. He foresees the a separate entity. Nelson emphasized
Malcolm Kingsberg, Harry Lowengrowth of club rooms with dance the need for industry unity in facing stein,
Charles C. Moskowitz, Walter
floors isolated from the auditorium by the problems of reentering the foreign
Reade, Sam Rinzler, Sam Rosen,
glass walls to impress the patron that markets.
he is welcome to linger on after he
Nelson plans to go to Europe short- Fred Schwartz, Sol A. Schwartz,
George Skouras, William White,
has seen the film program.
ly after Jan. 1. He branded as un- Walter
Vincent and Joseph R. Vogel.
founded, recent rumors that he will
Fitzgibbon to Preside
From Oklahoma City
join a Detroit business concern.
President J. J. Fitzgibbons will SIMPP will also cooperate in every
Also : Oklahoma City territory : C.
preside at the Saturday and Sunday way possible with the MPPDA, head- B. Akers, J. C. Hunter and E. L.
ed by.Eric Johnston, Nelson said.
meetings. New ideas in advertising
will be discussed by James R. Nairn,
He predicted a lively theatre build- Kidwell ; Omaha : Myron Blank ; PhiladelphiaJay
: McNamee,
Emanuel, Edward
Galling campaign during the next few ner, Frank
FP-C director of public relations, and
John Nolan,
and afield.
"terrific" expansion of the Lewen Pizor and Ted R. Schlanger ;
William Hollander, B and K advertis- years
exhibition
ing chief. Frank H. Kershaw, presiPittsburgh: John H. Harris and Moe
Discussing the labor problems of in- A.
dent of FP-C's subsidiary, General
Silver; Portland: Albert Finke,
in connection with the
Theatre Supply Co., and Arch Tre- functions of dependents
T.
R.
Gamble, Harold Lake and O.
the
SIMPP
committee,
bow, head of the purchasing office,
J.
Miller;
St. Louis: Harry Arthur
Nelson
said
the
committee
can
do
a
will discuss new theatre supplies and
and Fred Wehrenberg ; Salt Lake
their applications. Morris Stein, big job where the independent is helpless alone. Better relationships with City territory: Rex Flint, I. H. HarFP-C Eastern general division man- the unions
ris, John Rugar and George Smith ;
can be achieved and specific
ager, will explain how the circuit
problems of the independents can be San Francisco: George Mann; Seatplans to extend the sale of theatre ad- dealt
with, he said.
tle : Frank Newman, Sr. ; Washingmission books outside the theatres ;
ton :Carter Barron, Frank M. BouchSIMPP hopes to help its members
ushers will be encouraged to sell on a
er, W. F. Crockett, A. Joseph De
commission basis. Peter D. Brown, make better' pictures and also to get
Fiore,
Fred F. Kogod, Frank LaFalce,
vice president of GTS, will talk on wider distribution, Nelson added.
Sidney
Lust, John J. Payette and J. L.
the functions of the company.
Schanberger.
Nelson
Heading
New
John Balaban, B and K head, will
Others who will attend include:
be host to the conference at a dinner Food Relief Group
Herman Gluckman, Walter T. Brown,
Formation
of
a
cooperative
for
the
Saturday evening at the Ambassador
Zigmond, Joseph Ryan, Charles
East Hotel.
distribution of relief packages to Eu- Jerry
rope by 22 agencies in the field of M. Thall, Paul Levi, Ray Beall and
Officials of Paramount, including
Barney Balaban, president ; Adolph foreign service, with Donald M. Nel- Ralph McGowan.
Zukor, chairman of the board, and
son, president of the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers,
Leonard H. Goldenson, vice-president,
director, was an- Dwyer Here for Army
will arrive here Saturday to address as its executive
nounced here yesterday.
Atlanta, Nov. 29. — A. J. Dwyer,
the conference, returning to New
Represented
in
the
new
organizaformer
district manager of the SouthYork
Sunday
evening's
tion which will be known as the Coeastern division of the Army Motion
party tofollowing
be given by
Fitzgibbons.
operative for American Remittances Picture Service, has been transferred
to Europe, will be groups of Protest- to New York as chief of the overseas
Rogers Names Gell
ant, Catholic and Jewish faiths, and section of the service. Raymond W.
Hollywood, Nov. 29. — Charles R. the AFL and CIO war relief agencies, Beaudry, assistant division manager,
Rogers has appointed William J. Gell plus area and nationality relief organi- has been appointed district manager of
zations serving Europe.
as his London representative.
the Southeastern division.
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Rank's Low Budget
Films in Deal Here

Review

London, Nov. 29. — Conversations
ire now proceeding between J. Archur Rank representatives and Ameri;an distribution executives under
which product of secondary importance from the programs of both principals will be given wider international distribution, particularly here
ind in America. The American principal was not disclosed, pending the
further advancement of present conversations.

"Sensation Hunters"
(Monogram)
QTANDARD melodrama, lightened in spots with a succession of songs and
the misadven^ dances pleasingly executed, "Sensation Hunters" concerns
tures of a sweet, wholesome girl who, forced to leave home by a sternly misscoundrel.
handsome
a
with
love
in
fall
to
herself
allows
guided father,
Ably directed by Christy Cabanne, who elicited convincing performances from
his cast, headed by Robert Lowry and Doris Merrick, the film does, provide
an entertaining hour, particularly for those customers who are receptive to
pictures wherein moralization occasionally comes to the fore.
The plot carries several dramatic twists after the virtually homeless Miss
Merrick obtains a job as an entertainer in a night club where her romance
with Lowry begins. As the film moves on to a grim conclusion, a feeling
Miss Merrick as she realizes the worthhovers
of impending
lessness
of thetragedy
man with
whomovershe has fallen in love. She finally brings
his career of evil and deception to an end with a volley of bullets. Completing the cast are Eddie Quillan, Constance Worth, Isabel Jewell, Wanda
Urecal, and others. Joseph Kaufman proMcKay,
duced. Byron Foulger, Minerva
Running time, 62 minutes. Adult audience classification.

!| (Kenneth
controllingYoung,
interests in representing
PRC, of which
his brother, Robert Young, is presi
;dent, told Motion Picture Daily in
'■New York yesterday that there "is
absolutely nothing to" published re
ports that PRC is engaged in negotiations with Rank representatives here.)
Meanwhile, plans are under discussion here between Rank and Sydney Managers Guild Files Harmon Denies U. S.
Box, producer, which may materialize
Firms Ignore Czechs
early next week in an important pro- On Cinema Charges
Francis S. Harmon, vice-president
duction announcement which promises
The Motion Picture Theatre OperPicture Export Assoto be of interest to the American inand Assistant Man- of the Motion
ating
Managers
ciation, denied here yesterday that
dustry.
agers Guild has filed affidavits in sup- American film companies refuse to sell
port of its charges that the Cinema films in Czechoslovakia, as charged
Circuit Corp. and Inter-City Circuit, in
Six Rank Films
a copyrighted, wirelessed dispatch
Inc., have participated in unfair labor
appearing this week in the New York
practices in violation of the New Herald
(Continued from page 1)
Tribune.
York State Labor Relations Act.
SLRB
examiner
Benjamin
Wolf
is
Said
Harman
: "It is an interesting
of view of quality and budget, they examining the charges.
story, but the facts are :
would meet any competitive entertain"Hollywood
does
not refuse to do
ment standard in the American marAn SLRB hearing on the union's
with Czechoslovakia. Ameriket.
petition to serve as collective bargain- business
can film distributors have set up the
ing agent for managers and assistants
'We are releasing these pictures be- of Cinema Circuit was yesterday ad- Motion Picture Export Association
cause we feel they will be commerfor the specific purpose of doing busijourned until Monday.
ness with foreign film monopolies
cially successful and will do well at
such as the Czech monopoly.
any theatre's box office if they are Warner Drive
"No approach whatever has been
said. "It
Scully
promoted,"
properly
is
our intention
to assist
exhibitors
in
made to the association by any repre(Continued from page 1)
sentative ofthe Czech film monopoly,
•selling these pictures just as we do all
our top pictures. We believe that in and exchange managers' sales contest and it is not yet feasible for reprethese pictures there are personalities were announced by Kalmenson. Sharsentatives ofthe American motion picwho will immediately achieve great
ing prizes, which amounted to $35,ture
industry
to enter Czechoslovakia."
000 in Victory bonds, were: Ralph L.
popularity in this country."
The other pictures to be released McCoy, Southeastern district, first ; Far East Offices
Henry Herbel, West Coast, second,
are: "The Seventh Veil," "Madonna and
(Continued from page 1)
Robert Smeltzer, Mid-Atlantic,
of the Seven Moons," Noel Coward's third. The branch managers who led
"Brief Encounter," "Wicked Lady" the field were John A. Bachman, hai; Chok Boon Kwee, former booker
and "Caravan."
in UA's Singapore branch, has been
A series of special sales meetings Charlotte, first; F. J. Hannon, Oma- named
acting manager in the Straits
ha, second ; Fred Greenberg, Los An- Settlements. A new office has also
to formulate • plans for the distribugeles,
third,
and
several
others
in
each
tion of these pictures will be an- class.
been opened in Manila, jointly mannounced inthe next week or so. The
aged by Pedro O. Baesa, former
Norman H. Moray, short subjects
meetings, according to Scully, are ten- sales manager, was host to circuit booker, and Herminio O. Gutierrez,
former
chief accountant.
tatively scheduled for New York, Chi- bookers last night at dinner, which
cago and Los Angeles and will be at- was followed by screenings of new
Other appointments include : Adolfe
Friedman, former manager in Cali,
tended by branch and district man- two-reelers.
agers.
Home office executives will return Colombia, as manager in Bogota, replacing W. F. Frohlich, resigned ;
to New York Saturday, following the
Arthur Behr, promoted from Bogota
Jack Kirsch testimonial dinner tomor- as
manager to succeed Friedman in
Citizens' Group Hits
row night at the Blackstone.
Gross Tax Proposal
Cali ; Viggo Ellemann replaces Ingolf Madsen, resigned, as Copenhagen,
Los Angeles, Nov. 29. — The Los Six Additional Films
Denmark,
; Albertmanager
V. Stein-in
Angeles city council has again posthardt has manager
been named
poned action on a proposed five per Get Legion Ratings
Egypt,
acting mancent tax on grosses, after receiving a The National Legion of Decency has Cairo, ager
Michael replacing
A. Georgepoules,
and
report
from
a
citizens'
committee
in
Australia,
Clive
Arnott
has been
recommending that no additional taxes given an A-I classification to "Hit the named acting manager director
to fill
be levied. The measure is scheduled Hay," Columbia ; " "Johnny in the the vacancy created by the recent
to come up before the council again Clouds," Two Cities-United Artists, resignation of Sydney Albright.
and "Navajo Kid," PRC.
on Monday.
Classified A-II were "Cornered" and
"Man Alive," both RKO-Radio, and Brown, Ellington in
Brislin Services Today
"Prison Ship," Columbia.
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Nov. 29. —
Victory Bond Show
Funeral services for Mrs. Anna Ly- Odeon Post Still Open
Joe E. Brown, Duke Ellington and
don Brislin, wife of Tom Brislin,
Toronto, Nov. 29. — Because of the his orchestra, Jerry Lester, Maurice
owner of the Crystal Theatre, here, indisposition of president Paul L. Rocco and Gomez and Beatrice are
who died at her home, here, today, Nathanson there has been no election
after a long illness, will be held at to the board of directors of Odeon The- among the latest additions to the enprogram for the "All
St. Aloysisus Church, followed by
atres of Canada, here, of a successor Star" Victory tertainment
Bond show at Madison
to the late R. V. LeSueur, who died Square Garden Monday night, under
interment
at
St.
Mary's
Cemetery.
Other survivors are a daughter and last September a short time after his the auspices of the New York War
three sons and two grandsons.
Activities Committee.
appointment to the directorate.

and

Richey

(Continued from page 1)
manager and hereafter will be active
in both exhibitor relations and sales
promotion.
Tyree Dillard, who returned to the
company this week after three years in
the Navy, will make his headquarters
with the sales department, and, as previously reported, will serve as liaison
between the legal and sales departments, working under Rodgers in his
new assignment.
Aaron's first job was with Metro
Pictures, back in 1918, when he started
as a cashier at the New York exchange, then a franchise holder for
Metro. With the amalgamation of
Metro with Goldwyn and Mayer,
Aaron was promoted to road auditor.
He made trips to all exchanges setting uptions.
systems
of records
and job
operaHe continued
in that
for
five years and then was promoted to
head the contract department in the
home office. Another promotion followed shortly thereafter when he was
made assistant to Rodgers, then Eastern divisionto manager.
With manager.
Rodgers'
elevation
general sales
Aaron was again promoted to handling
special assignments for Rodgers, a post
he has held until his latest appointment.
In making the new appointments,
Rodgers yesterday emphasized that the
aim is for more efficiency in operations
between the home office and the field.
Doob Cited
(Continued from page 1)
Doob and Francis Harmon, the latter
stressing Doob's many contributions
to the industry's war effort, and his
accomplishments as Loew's
advertising-exploitationtheatre
manager.
Also honored at the luncheon were
Ernest Emerling, who succeeded
Doob as Loew's national director of
theatre advertising and publicity, and
Edward Dowden, who was named assistant to Emerling. For_ the guest of
honor the luncheon marked a reunion
with associates of his early days in the
industry. Four of the guests, Lipton,
John Joseph, William Pine and Ben
Serkowich formerly worked with Doob
in
the Balaban and Katz offices in
Chicago.
Among others who attended the
luncheon were : Hank Linet, Si Seadler, Herbert Crooker, William Ferguson, Paul Lazarus, Jr., Howard
LeSieur, Curtis Mitchell, Stanley
Shuford, Al Wilkie, Alec Moss, Rodney Bush, Earl Wingart, Gil Golden,
Harry Goldberg, S. Barret McCormick, Harry Mandel, Walter Brown,
Howard Strickling.
WB

to Get

30%

Fee

For
'Burma
Hollywood,
Nov. 29.Victory'
— Warners will
distribute "Burma Victory," British
documentary, under an arrangement
whereby they receive 30 per cent of
the proceeds and the British treasury, 70 per cent, the latter paying for
exploitation, Motion Picture Daily
learns.
Nasib Services Tomorrow
Nasib Kopooshian, better known in
the trade as Nasib, head of Ideal Studios, theatrical photographers, died
yesterday after a long illness. Funeral
services will be held tomorrow, at
Holy Cross Church, here.

YVONNE

DE CARLO

• ROD CAMERON

A FESSIER-PAGANO PRODUCTION in TECHNICOLOR with
ANDY DEVIIME • FUZZY KNIGHT- SHELDON LEONARD
ANDREW TOMBES and BEVERLY SIMMONS
Original Screen Play Written and Produced by Michael Fessier
and Ernest Pagano • Directed by CHARLES LAMONT • Executive
Producer HOWARD BENEDICT « A UNIVERSAL PICTURE
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Work

Jack Warner Reports
Record in Production

on

Plans for the immediate launching of a multi-million-dollar program which will establish all-time
employment and production records
at the Warner
Studio in Burbank and initiate a sustained
program of expa n s i o n in
studio activities
is announced by
Jack L. Warner,
executive producer, who arrived in New
York over the
weekend from
Chicago and
the Coast.
Jack L. Warner
Involved i n
the unprecedented activity will be shooting and
(Continued on page 10)
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TEN CENTS

3, 1945

27 Theatres in U. S.
Show Foreign Films
The entire country has only
27 theatres with a more or
less steady policy of showing
"unusual" foreign language
films (excluding British), with
a few others occasionally exhibiting them.
New York has seven; Hollywood, four; Washington,
three; Boston, Chicago, San
Francisco, two each, and one
each in Cleveland Detroit, Los
Angeles, Newark, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and St. Louis.

Washington,
Dec.the2. —center
The nation's
capital
will become
of key
current activities beginning tomorrow
and continuing through Wednesday
and during which a proposed new nationwide organization of theatremen
is to be decided upon, the Government will formally acknowledge the
industry's
warand
workthewithawarding
a testimon-of
ial dinner
plaques, and film executives will sit
in with President Truman at the
White House to discuss the industry's Bond Leaders Meet
participation
drive for 1946.in the "March of Dimes"
Also to be held will be a conclave
of the Conference of Independent Ex- On Drive Extension
hibitors, tomorrow, at the Hotel Statler where
that organization's
Following a strategy meeting called
(Continued
on page 11) memby S. H. Fabian, national chairman
of films' Victory Loan drive, at the
To Map Expansion weekend, machinery was set in motion to rally the entire industry toward
assuring success of the campaign in
Of C1E At Meeting
the three-week extension asked for by
Ted R. Gamble of the Treasury.
The strategy conference was atWashington, Dec. 2. — Plans to
tended by Max A. Cohen, assistant to
enlarge the activities of the Conference of Independent Exhibitors on a Fabian ; Oscar A. Doob, campaign director; Charles M. Reagan, distribpermanent basis, to include all indeutor chairman ; Chick Lewis, coordipendent exhibitors, and a discussion of
possible recommendations to be made
nator; Ray Beall, national publicity
to the Attorney General should the director and liaison for R. J. O'Dongovernment be successful in its New nell, Southern regional chairman ;
York anti-trust suit, will highlight a Charles Thall, Herman Schleier, JosCIE conference at the Hotel Statler,
eph Ryan,
Paul Levi
and men;
Ralph Jerry
McGowan,
regional
liaison
here,
tomorrow,
CIE
"moderator"
Jesse L. Stern discloses.
Zigmond, assistant to Reagan ; HerGluckman and Walter T. Brown
The meeting is also expected to de- of themanWar
Activities Committee.
(Continued on page 11)

Say
Best
For

Television
Suited
Trailers

B.
K. Gives Showmen
'Lowdown'
To & Canadian
By SAM HONIGBERG
Chicago, Dec. 2. — In an important question-and-answer discussion
on television as a threat to future
exhibition, held by Paramount affiliates, the Famous Players-Canadian
partners and associates, who closed a
three-day conference here tonight,
were told that the new entertainment
medium will help rather than hurt
theatre operation.
The questions came from over 60
FPC partners and the answers were
given by John Balaban, head of Balaban and Katz ; J. J. Fitzgibbons, president of FPC, and William Eddy, head
of -B&K's television station, WBKB,
here.
The group
was on brought
(Continued
page 11) to the

Joseph Sets a New
Unit in the East
John Joseph, Universal's
national
advertising-publicity
director, who
will
return to Universal City tomorrow,
has made certain realignments
the
Eastern instaff,
and, additionally,
has formed a
special events
department
which
will by
be
headed
"T his new
Charles
Simonelli.

At the request of the Department
of Justice, counsel for Schine Chain
Theatres have acceded to a postponement of the hearing on their motion to
amend the U. S. District Court's findings in the Schine anti-trust suit in
Buffalo, scheduled for Dec. 10 and French
Will
Not
Scrap
now delayed to Feb. 4. Schine counsel
have
also made
acceded through
to the government's
Pact
with
U. S.
request,
Ernest S. Film
Myers, Special Assistant to Attorney
consolid
"will
stateate
Joseph
(Continued on page 11)
rtment,"d,
a
p
e
d
French Government circles here dis- for a changed film quota, but that the.
the exploitation
as such would not be abrogated.
close that, according to the best in- treaty
department and
The
government
would
not
take
such
formation available to them, France a drastic step, they said, while French
special events,
Rodgers to Launch
has no intention of denouncing the production and exhibition is in its
John Joseph
such as internaFranco-American trade treaty of 1938 present confused state because of lack
tional
MGM Meeting Today which
are
casts
whichbroadpermitted the importation of a of equipment.
Reports that the American industry being plan
the
with
conn
in
ecti
ned
certain number of U. S. films annualon
(Continued on page 10)
in the negotiations conWilliam F. Rodgers, M-G-M vicely. They point out that Fourre Cor- is disunited
tinuing in France are discounted by
president and general sales manager, mery, head of the film division of the
will make the opening speech at a French Ministry of Information, in film company foreign departments here.
Five Reviews Today
sales and promotional meeting today Paris, is not in favor of treaty abro- They insist that the American industry
is
presenting
a
united
front
toward
when 35 salesmen and field exploitagation, and that Andre Malraux, new"A Letter for Evie," "A
tion representatives gather at the Asly appointed Minister of Information, the French in the negotiations.
Game of areDeath,"
"Life
tor Hotel, here, for the first of a has a reputation of friendliness toward
Another French government repreBlondie"
reviewed
on with
page
series of sessions to be held this week the U. S.
sentative isreported to have arrived
8;
"House
of
Dracula,"
10;
A second group of 30 will arrive
here
and
is
now
in
Washington
to
disFrench quarters here admit, how"Marshal of Laredo," 11.
cuss trade matters, including films,
here for similar meetings, but the ar
ever, that the French government is
(Continued on page 11)
still seeking to reach an agreement with the State Department.
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Mention

JOSEPH d BERNHARD, es,president
is due
of Unite States Pictur
in Hollywood from New York today
to confer with his partner, Milton
Sperling.
•
manS. J. Ullman, upstate, general
ager for Fabian Theatres was in New
York late last week. Joseph Shure,
booker and buyer for the circuit in
Albany, also was a• home office visitor.
James R. Grainger, executive vicepresident and world-wide sales manager of Republic Pictures Corp., left
here yesterday for • the Coast.
Walter L. Titus, Jr., executive
aide to James R. Grainger, and in
charge of branch operations for Republic, left New York yesterday for a
tour of Southern cities.
•
Tony Gablik, former Warner
Bros, art director, now operating his
own studio, has had nine paintings
placed on exhibit at the Mortimer
Levitt Gallery, here.
•
R. J. O'Donnell, vice-president and
general manager of the Interstate Cir
cuit, Dallas, and Lt. Comm. Paul
Short Will leaye Washington for New
York Wednesday.
•
Fred Wehrenberg, St. Louis circuit
owner, is carying his right arm in a
sling as a result of a shot gun which
''kicked" him on a •recent hunting trip.
Mark Woods, president of American Broadcasting, has been elected to
the board of governors of Cooperative
Analysis of Broadcasting, Inc.
•
Robert Hickey, Midwest publicity
chief for RKO Radio, will address
Chicago's
Publicity
Club at the Morrison Hotel
Wednesday.
•
Larney Goodkind, discharged from
the Army after three years, has resumed his post as Eastern story editor
for Universal.
•
F. J. A. McCarthy, Universal
Southern and Canadian sales manager,
will leave here today for Canada.
•
Anthony Havelock-Allen, Cineguild board chairman is due here from
Hollywood today.
•
Lazar Wechsler. Swiss producer,
left New York Friday, returning to
Switzerland.
•
William L. Pereira, RKO Radio
producer, is due here from the Coast
today.
•
LeRoy Prinz, Warner director, left
Chicago Friday for Hollywood.

The Universal, Rank,
International Deal
United World Pictures, the
new international distributing
company projected by Universal,
J. Arthur Rank and Leo Spitz
and William Goetz has significance for the entire industry.
On November 20, Motion Picture Daily in a story from its
London office reported that when
the American film industry was
under heavy fire in Parliament,
Lord Winterton told the House
of Commons that "very important negotiations are now nearing completion which will give
Britain a much increased share
of Lord
the foreign
market."
Winterton
is a director
of Odeon, in which Rank is
heavily interested. It is reasonable to assume that he was fully
informed of the negotiations
looking to the formation of
United World Pictures and that,
as the most important of the several international deals now being undertaken by Rank, it was
that proposal
which was uppermost in his mind.
Of significance to the entire
industry is the fact that Lord
Winterton's statement was essentially the British government's response to those in Parliament who were urging that
legislation be enacted either to
curb British imports of American films to about 50 per cent of
their present volume or to prohibit remittances of American
film revenues.
•
The British arguments have
been that, in the face of that
country'sculties, itpresent
economic
diffishould not
be expected

SHERWIN

Parade
KANE

recent visit to London of J.
Cheever Cowdin, Nate J. Blumberg, Charles D. Prutzman and
J. H. Seidelman of Universal
and, under British regulations,
was submitted to government deand officials for examinationpartments
and approval.
The deal would have been
closed in London instead of here
if Goetz could have absented
himself from production duties in
order to make the trip to London. Because he could not do
so, Rank's barrister, G. I. Woodham-Smith, came to New York
with the returning Universal executives and signed for Rank.
Rank's acquisition of a half
interest in Greater Union Theatres, Australia, was an integral
part of the United World Pictures plan, designed to make
available to the films of the new
company screen time in important theatres throughout the Empire. When the United World
Pictures plan was complete in
all details, Norman Rydge of
G. Lt. T. went to London and
closed
with Rank
the latter's
half interest
in theforcircuit.
The complicated over -all deal
was conceived in this country
originally. It was in work for
almost six months. At one time
it came near to being balked
when plans for a new major producing-distributing company
were advanced by several leading independent Hollywood producers, whose proposal was of
considerable interest to SpitzGoetz. Eventually, however, the
two made their decision in favor
of United World and, in turn,
their loss to the proposed new
Hollywood company resulted in
the suspension of the plans for
the latter.
Operations of United World
and its form of organization will
permit it to add the product of
independent producers to its release schedule at any time after
it begins to function. Thus, the
annual eight pictures from Spitz Goetz and eight from Rank in
no way represent the numerical
possibilities of its schedule. The
fact that it is expected both to
attract and invite important independent producers to its ranks
is suggested in some industry
quarters as, perhaps, being one
of the principal reasons why
United Artists already has pro-

^T^HE Nuremburg trial is featured in
all current newsreel issues. Also
included are "inside Japan" scenes,
sports items and miscellaneous other
subjects. Contents follow:
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 27. — Nuremberg trial of Nazi war criminals. Hirohito
reports to his ancestors. Actor Tyrone
Power back from the war. > 105,000 fans see
Melbourne cup race. Lew Lehr shows how
not to wrap packages.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 225.— Nazis
on trial in court drama. Jap emperor gives
ancestors bad news. Ancient autos re-run
race of 50 years ago. "G.I." rodeo in
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 28. — Inside
Japan.
Japan with "G.I. Joe." Hirohito reports to
his
ancestors.Execution
History'sof greatest
Nuremburg.
German trial,
civiliansat
for
murder
of
U.
S.
airmen.
German
spies
also executed.
RKO PATHE NEWS, No. 30. — Eight
"little" Nazis executed. Hitler gang on
trial.
UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL, No. 455. —
Nuremburg
criminals' Hirohito
trial opens.
Nazi
war
criminalswarexecuted.
confesses
war losses. Jallopy jubilee. Rodeo, Tokyo
style.
Schenck

Reelected

UA Theatres' Head
The board of directors of United
Artists Theatres has reelected all officers and declared a quarterly preferred stock dividend of $1.25 to stockholders of record on Dec. 1, payable
on Dec. 15.
Reelected were : Joseph M. Schenck,
board chairman and president; Lee
Shubert and Dennis F. O'Brien, vicepresidents ; William P. Philips, vicepresident and treasurer ; B. S. Nayfack, secretary ; A. M. Georger, comptroller and assistant treasurer, and
Joseph
H.
Moskowitz, assistant treasurer.

Autry Plans to Make
Own WesternPictures
to permit the American film industrv to take out approximately
Chicago, Dec. 2. — Gene Autry, in
$80,000,000 annually.
town for personal appearances, states
that he will produce his own Westerns
Obviously, the British governas soon as he straightens out his conment was of the opinion that retract difficulties with Republic. He instriction of American film imdicated that he will release through a
ports or freezing of American
major
company,
and that three disfilm revenues in London, as sugtributors have approached him to hangested in Parliament, was not the
dle his product.
Republic sued Autry claiming he is
answer, but that the answer resided in the Rank-Universallegally bound to return to that comInternational deal, and others
pany following his release from the
Armv.
•like it in the making, which
promise freer distribution of
British pictures.
Anson Bond Sells Out
In that respect, the formation
Hollywood, Dec. 2. — Rudy Yallee,
of United World Pictures is a
Leslie Charteris and unnamed stockservice to the entire American
industry and to the British.
George Raft arrived in New York
holders have bought Anson Bond's interest in Bond-Charteris Enterprises
at the weekend from the Coast.
Many British government detested use of the word "United"' and have created a new corporation,
partments were familiar with all
in the new company's name. The
Ken Murray is here from the
similarity, it is pointed out, is Saint Enterprises, Inc., with Charteris
aspects
of
the
deal.
It
was
comCoast.
not likelv to end there.
pleted in all respects during the
as president.
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J. Rubens

Chicago, Dec. 2. — Funeral services
for Jules J. Rubens, 59, vice-president
and general manager of the Great
Statesday' night
Circuit,
here will
Thurs-be
of a who
heartdiedattack,
held tomorrow at Weinstein's Funeral
Chapel. Burial will beat B'nai Abraham Zion Cemetery at Wa-ldheim
here.
Rubens apparently had been in fair
health up to the time of his death.
Rubens organized Great States
throughout Illinois in 1925 and developed the circuit from 11 to 72 theatres.
At the age of 13, he started in
show business as an office boy and
later operated penny arcades. At 21,
he became a partner with Frank Theilen, operating theatres in Aurora, Elgin, Galesburg, Bloomington and
Kewanee, all in Illinois.
He was downstate exhibitor chairman for every War Loan, Red Cross
and March of Dimes drive.
Great States offices throughout the
state will be closed until 1 :30 P. M.
tomorrow.
Survivors are a son, Nathaniel J.
Rubens, USNR, now in the Pacific;
a daughter, Doris E. ; three brothers,
Maurice M., Great States division
manager; Claude, maintenance manager, and Harry, and three sisters,
Mrs. Jeanette Oppenheim, Mrs. Sadie
Rosenholtz, and Mrs. Gertrude
Berman.
Second
On

U.

Picture

Trust

Suit

File in Seattle

Seattle, Dec. 2. — A second antitrust suit against RKO Radio, Warners, Universal, Loew's, Paramount,
20th Century-Fox, United Artists, National Theatres, Evergreen Theatres
and Fox Pacific Theatres is on file in
Federal District Court here — by Theatres Investment Co., operators of the
Bagdad, and Venetian Theatre Co.,
operators of the Venetian — following
a similar suit by Graneda Theatre
Corp. and John, William and Fred
Danz, which was settled out of court
Aug. 17.
The current claims, totaling $46,158,
charge that the Bagdad suffered a loss
of $26,658 and the Venetian $19,500 as
a result
of the defendants'
alleged con-in
trol of distribution
and exhibition
Seattle and their refusal to distribute
to theatres unless designated by themselves in accordance with their own
classification and admission schedule.
Ninety-five per cent of the first-run
pictures and 75 per cent of all pictures
available are controlled by the defendants, itis charged.
't'he complaint alleges that the exhibitors named in the suit "persuaded
and compelled" the distributors to
adopt restrictive policies by threats of
refusal to deal with them and that the
distributors refuse to lease films to the
plaintiffs and others until the defendant exhibitors have prior showings at their houses.
The court is asked to restrain the
alleged _monopoly, abolish the alleged
restrictions on licensing and distribution and dissolve and rearrange the
defendant exhibitors into separate
corporations.

During
90 -Day
Reprieve
Hollywood, Dec. 2. — The board of ' The organization, according to Hopdirectors of the Motion Picture Soadvance blueprint,
wouldhouse
"pro-in
ciety of the Americas has voted to
videper's
an all-industry
clearing
continue that agency's operations 90 Hollywood for the constructive contribution of motion pictures to the
days beyond the expiration, on Dec.
31, of its grant-in-aid contract with nation's international public relations,
the government. The latter will finance obtain information on international
this continuation, Francis Alstock told problems for the industry through the
directors, in order that both govern- State Department, cooperate with the
ment and industry may continue the Breen office of the MPPDA in script
consideration of proposals for main- analysis, serve as a focal point in the
taining the agency permanently and handling of foreign visitors to Hollyextending
its functions to global cov- .wood, act as a contact in Hollywood
erage.
for all government documentary film
Hinges on Culture Office
projects, provide a research library on
matters of joint government-industry
The government's ultimate attitude interest, including a digest of foreign
toward
the agency's
be determined
by thecontinuation
outcome of will
the comment on American pictures and of
overseas legislation concerning the inStatea setup
Department's
present
planning
dustry ;offer assistance in finding
for
and operating
policy
of its
Office of International Culture and technical experts and authoritative information on foreign countries when
Information, headed by William Ben- requested by producers, and act as a
ton, with John Hay Whitney as con- clearing house for requests of the forsultant.
eign press for Hollywood service."
Proposals under consideration by
the State Department for the use of
Resignation
of Alstock
films range from outright production
by the government, to total reliance In OCIAA Is Effective
The resignation of Francis Alstock
upon the film industry.
MPSA expenses have been borne in as director of the motion picture division of the Office of the Coordinator
their entirety by the government,
through the Office of Inter- American of Inter-American Affairs became effective at the weekend. Alstock, howAffairs, from its inception. MPSA
ever, will remain available as consulpresident dationHarold
recommen- a
to the Hopper's
board embraces
tant to the CIAA, which will terminate more than five years of activity
continuation on a world-wide scale,
whether financed by the government, on Jan. 1, when it will become absorbed by the State Department as
by government and the industry, or
by the industry alone. An unofficial part of the International Information
Service, under the overall supervision
poll of sentiment among MPSA direc- of
Benton, assistant secretary
tors indicated that a government-in- in William
charge of information.
dustry sharing of costs is favored.
Army
To

Film

Meet

Officers

Dec.

10-13

Washington, Dec. 2. — A conference of motion picture officers of all
the Army Service Commands in the
U. S. and Alaska will be held in St.
Louis Dec. 10-13, at which representatives of the service will discuss a
new policy.
New policy and operating regulations will govern the operation of the
peacetime recreation program for
which the Army Motion Picture Service was set up 25 years ago. The
AMPS will observe its 25th birthday
shortly after Jan. 1.
Policy regulations for the Army
Motion Picture Service have been issued, to go into effect Jan. 1. It was
.explained that there is nothing new
in the regulations but that the action
takes out of the policy sections operating requirements which it heretofore
contained and which will be embodied
in the manual shortly to be issued.
WB Chicago Meeting
Series Terminated
Chicago, Dec. 2. — A series of group
conferences dealing with regional matters at the weekend wound up the
three-day meeting of Warner district
managers and home office executives,
conducted by Ben Kalmenson, general
here. manager, at the Blackstone Hotel,
sales

Kupper,
Terry

Jr., Takes

Cartoon

Post

$8,076,625
Sales from

in Bond
1 Show

More than 18,000 bond buyers
bought a total of $8,076,625 worth of
Victory "E" bonds, for tonight's Madison Square Garden "All-Star Victory
Bond Show," presented under the auspices of the ofindustry's
War OneActivities
Committee
New York.
.of the
largest arrays of screen, stage and
radio stars will take part in the show.
Entire cost of the show is being
borne by the downtown first-run film
theatres, under whose direction the
show is being staged. In addition to
the artists who are contributing their
services, various labor unions and
other show business organizations are
also donating the services of their
members, including Local 802, AFM ;
Local No. 1, IATSE; United Theatrical War Activities Committee,
Hollywood
Committee,
ican GuildVictory
of Variety
ArtistsAmerand
American Federation of Radio Artists.
North Dakota Is First to
Exceed Victory Bond Quota
The first state to go over its quota
in the sale of "E" bonds is North Dakota, according to the Treasury Department, with sales to date in excess
of $10,100,000. Exhibitor chairmen
for the state are Ed Kraus and M.
Cooper. Kraus also works with Walter Hoffman on publicity. Distribution chairman is Ben Blotcky. Regional chairman is John Friedly.
Drafts
Island

Bill
War

to Cut
Losses

Washington, Dec. 2. — Owners of
theatres and exchanges in the Philippine Islands who did not insure their
properties with the War Damage
Corp. before loss of the Islands to
the Japanese would be compensated
for damages suffered, by a Philippine
War Damage Corp. which would be
established under legislation written
by Senator Tydings of Maryland.
The compensation would be paid for
all losses or damage suffered after
Dec. 7, 1941, and prior to Oct. 1,
1945, in full up to $500 and to the
extent of 75 per cent of claims in excess of $500. Under the bill an apriation of$330,000,000 is authorized for the proppurpose.

William J. Kupper, Jr., has been appointed home office and field sales representative of Terrytoons, Inc., by
Paul Terry, producer. Kupper, a combat veteran, has already assumed his
duties at the home office of 20th Century-Fox, distributor of the cartoons.
The eldest son of the 20th-Fox general sales manager, Kupper was employed at the New York headquarters of Movietone News before he entered the service three and a . half Sullivan Named to
years ago.
20th Mexican Post
William W. Sullivan has been apFCC Groups 9 Video
pointed manager of Mexico, it is anStation Bids in D.C.
nounced by Murray Silverstone, presiWashington, Dec. 2. — The Federal
dent of 20th Century-Fox InternaCommunications Commission has ortional Corp. He will work under sudered the consolidation of all applicapervision of the company's
district
manager,
Joseph G. Carribean
Mullen.
tions for construction of television stations in Washington, with a view to
considering them at a single hearing, Labor Parley Ended;
to be held by February.
With four channels available for the Set- Back: Johnston
Washington, Dec. 2. — President
Capital area, the Commission must
"screen" nine applications submitted Truman's Labor-Management Conference, which has demanded most of
by both network and local interests.
the attention of Eric A. Johnston,
president, since Nov. 5, endReeves Espy Due Today MPPDA
ed Friday, with Johnston announcing
Reeves Espy, PRC production head, that the results would be disappointing
is scheduled to arrive here today to the public and, "in a measure, disfor conferences with Kenneth Young,
ap ointing to me. But that does not
head of Pathe Laboratories, PRC par- mean that this temporary set-back
ent company, and Harry Thomas, should stop us from trying to achieve
sales manager.
industrial peace," he added.
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Reviews
Hollywood

Subjects
" Animal-ology"
{Paramount- Jerry Fairbanks)
Producer Jerry Fairbanks has given
a new twist to his "Speaking of
Animals" series in this one, wherein
the animals dance as well as sing and
talk.
"Professor"
the
narrator,
leads offKen
withCarpenter,
a classroom
discussion of "Animal-ology," whereupon the screen is taken over successively by a bull, goat, hen, pig, horse,
cow and other animals who intersperse
Carpenter's humorous comments with
snappy wisecracks. For a finale a
groups of ostriches responds with a
vocal rendition of "Let's All Sing
Likewiththetheir
Birdies
Sing" which
up
demonstration
of a winds
ballet
dance. Running time, nine minutes.
"All Star Musical Revue"
(Warner Bros.)
A number of top-flight entertainers
have been lined up for this one, including Carmen Cavallaro, pianist;
Rosario and Antonio, Spanish dance
team ; Kitty Carlisle, singer ; Veloz
and Yolanda, ballroom dancers ; Raymond Paige's orchestra. Songs include: "Night and Day," "The Flower
Song," "Once to Every Heart," "Lamento Esclavo" and "Dark Eyes."
Running time, 20 minutes.
"The Derby Decade"
(RKO-Radio)
With Ruth Etting and Tom Kennedy in the principal roles, this edition of "Headliner Revivals" shows
New York when the Bowery first
took to electric lights and "blue
noses"
with old
"redfavorites
noses." areA
number clashed
of familiar
rendered by Miss Etting in the period
piece, which packs as many laughs as
the memories it recalls. Running time,
22 minutes.
"Spreadin' the Jam"
(M-G-M)
The title's "jam" is of the hep-cat
variety. When a slick chick with good
looks can't raise the room rent, her
fellow rug-cutters put on a swing session to promote the cash. They also
win the landlady's heart. The film features Jan Clayton, Ben Lessy and
Helen Boise. Running time, 10 minutes.

"A Letter for Evie"
(M-G-M)
\\T HERE it seeks to amuse, and for the most part does, "A Letter for
» » Evie" accomplishes its missiqn with success, unpretentiously and with
a minimum of effort expended thereon, a quality which reflects capability of
writers, director and performers.
There is fun aplenty as two "G. I." comrades, worlds apart in the matter
of wooing the ladies, become involved in a series of entanglements with a
very charming shirt company employe who, along with her colleagues, considers men in terms of their collar sizes, the 16^4 being preferred.
Romantically inclined, the girl incloses a letter in a military shirt marked
for a "\6l/2" he-man but instead correspondence with her is taken up by a
bashful size 14 who signs as, and sends a picture of his more robust (physically and romantically) buddy. Marsha Hunt is the girl and John Carroll
and Hume Cronyn are the male members of the triangle. Carroll is the big
fellow and Cronyn his admiring under-sized understudy. The paths of the
three cross and the wacky results in terms of comedy farce are amusing.
However, the film suddenly veers to a serious vein, inappropriately bringing
in battlefield scenes as the two soldiers go to war and follow this with
Cronyn's return to the states as a casualty as Carroll remains in France with
a newly-acquired French bride. The picture thereupon gets very sentimental
as Cronyn finds that Miss Hunt, whom he secretly loves, also cares for him.
It spells an illogical climax, completely foreign to the general design of the
picture, detracting a good deal from its overall value.
Spring Byington, Pamela Britton, Norman Lloyd and Percival Vivian are
among the supporting players. Jules Dassin directed, William H. Wright
produced and De Vallon Scott and Alan Friedman wrote the screenplay. .
Running time, 89 minutes. . General audience classification. Release in
M-G-M's 14th block.
Gene Arneel
"A Game of Death'9
(RKO Radio)
A NIGHTMARE on celluloid is herewith offered by RKO, especially designed to give audiences the shivers, as it follows the chase of a crazed
hunter after human quarry. "A Game of Death" is not for the tender-hearted
and therein lies the cue to exploitation ; it can be promoted to the hilt for its
macabre
content and
which a showman
can seems
devise. guaranteed to back up any "scare copy" claim
The imaginative story deals with the "dance of death" in the form of the
hunter's
warning
victims-to-be,
releasing
confines
of his
small island
realm toandhis thereupon
tracking
them them
down towiththe bow
and arrow.
His collection of human heads attests to his skillful use of the weapon.
The film whips up an eerie atmosphere all the way through, replete with the
dark of night in its most gruesome aspects, a creaking door in a mysterious
castle-like house on the island, house servants obviously capable of murder and
the head man of the place, one who finds hunting animals devoid of thrills and
consequently devises his own "game of death" in which shipwreck survivor?
seeking shelter are generally on the receiving side of a flying arrow after they
are given a "sporting chance" to escape the menace in the jungle island terrain.
John Loder has the lead as the explorer who finally beats the maniac at
his own game ; in the top feminine spot is Audrey Long, who escapes the
island with Loder after her brother, Russell Wade, had become a victim. The
hunter is Edgar Barrier and he gives as convincing a performance as the part
allowed. Russell Hicks, Janson Robards and Gene Stutenroth round out the
principal cast, all members of which do a good job of fantastic make-believe.
Robert Wise's direction, the original story by Richard Connell and adaptation by Norman Houston all serve their purpose, that of providing hair-raising
excitement, with marked effect. The original story was titled "The Most Dangerous Game." Herman Schlom produced. While performances are good,
cast name values are not particularly strong and should be subordinated in
exploitation to the nature of the picture.
Running time, 72 minutes. Adult audience classification. Release date,
G.A.
not. set.

By THALIA BELL
Hollywood, Dec. 2
r DA Lupino will play the lead in
1 20th Century-Fox's version of the
Raymond Chandler novel, "The High
Window," which Robert Bassler is
slated to produce . . . William Beaudine has been assigned to direct "One
Exciting Week" for Republic . . .
Eight-year-old Patti Brady has been
signed for an important role in WarGuysDennis
from Morgan,
Milwaukee,"
which ners'
will"Twostar
Jack
Carson and Joan Leslie.
•
"Impresario," autobiography of Sol
Hurok, has been purchased by 20th
Century-Fox and will be produced in
Technicolor by George Jessel and
directed by Gregory Ratoff ; Patrice
Munsel, opera star, has been signed
for one of the top roles . . . Byron
Barr has been selected for the lead
in "Big Town," next Pine-Thomas
production for Paramount . . . Associate producer George Bricker has
been assigned to develop and produce
"Kid Dynamite" for Universal.
•
Robert Sterling, recently discharged from the Armed Services,
has returned to M-G-M and been
given a new long-term contract . . .
Allan Dwan's first for Republic
under his new producer-director
will be Blanchard
titled "Calendar
.deal
. . Susan
has had Girl"
her
20th Century-Fox contract extended.
•
Arnold Pressburger has signed
Hans Eisler to compose the musical
score for "A Scandal in Paris," which
co-stars George Sanders, Signe Hasso
and Carole Landis . . . Steven Geray
has b£en signed by Columbia for the
character
in "So Dark
Night."
which Tedlead
Richmond
will the
direct
...
Charles Dingle and Beulah Bondi
have been signed to play Sister
Kenny'ssion ofparents
RKOtheRadio's
verthe lifein of
Australian
Charles Barton has been assigned as
associate producer and director on
"Idea Girl," Universal's forthcoming
comedy . . . Mikhail Rasmuny has
been engaged by 20th Century-Fox
for a top featured role in "Anna and
the King
Siam" which
D.
Light
on willfo produce
and JohnLouis
Cromwell direct . . . Imogen Carpenter, star
of the Broadzvay production, "Mexican Hayride," has been signed to a
long-term contract by M-G-M.

"The Big Beef"
(RKO-Radio)
In familiar slapstick vein, Edgar
Kennedy invites his boss to his home
for a steak dinner. But when the
steak doesn't arrive, a lot of trouble
does, including a book salesman. The
meat eventually arrives — in the form
of a 1,000-pound steer. Running time,
17 minutes.

"Life with Blondie"
(Columbia)
Hollywood, Dec. 2
THE latest "Blondie" picture is a fair sample of the series, light-hearted
and fast-moving. Penny Singleton and Arthur Lake have their usual
roles, as do Larry Simms, Marjorie Kent, and Jonathan Hale. The latter,
cast as Lake's employer, contributes an outstanding performance.
The family dog, Daisy, steals most of the picture, which is not surprising,
since Connie Lee's screenplay revolves around the animal. Daisy, named as
the favorite
"pin-up
of the Navy,
uponthea career
advertising model.
Soon pooch"
she is earning
more embarks
money than
head ofas thean family,
which leads to emotional complications. A rousing free-for-all involving a
group
of gangsters,
several
of Daisy's
Navy admirers,
and the
entiredirected
Bumstead family
brings the
picture
to a satisfying
climax. Abby
Berlin

"Flirty Birdy"
(M-G-M Cartoon)
The Tom and Jerry feud continues,
with renewed enthusiasm as Tom disguises himself as a he-bird and hopes
to win the admiration of a doubting
she-bird. As usual, Jerry Mouse
emerges triumphant over his perennial
adversary. Filmed in Technicolor.
Running time, seven minutes.

theRunning
screenplay,
is based onGeneral
the comic
strip createdRelease
by "Chic"
time,which
70 minutes.
classification.
date,Young.
Dec. 13. Dent Joins MP A
Thalia Bell
W. Johnson, president of Motion
Picture Advertising Service, here, has
Gutlohn
Name
Changed
Ginsberg to Meet Press
appointed Fulton Dent to the staff.
Albany, N. Y., Dec. 2. — Walter Formerly radio director of the Frank
The trade press will meet Henry
Ginsberg and William Meiklejohn, now O. Gutlohn, Inc., New York, has Presbrey Advertising Agency, Dent
changed its name to Film-Tel, Inc. has for the past few years been execuvisiting New York from Paramount's torneys.
tive vice-president of National Radio
Coast studio, at luncheon on Thurs- Gettinger and Gettinger were the at- Records.
day at the 21 Club, here.

Cinema Auxiliary Meet
With a view toward supplementing
the work of Cinema Lodge B'nai
B'rith, Cinema Chapter, the ladies
counterpart of the lodge, has arranged
for William S. Gailmor, radio news
analyst, to speak on "The State of the
World Today," tomorrow evening, at
Pythian Temple, here, Sylvia Lee
Meadow announces.
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Films

(Continued from page 1)
preparations for production of 46
features during the first quarter of
1946. A contract talent roster of 33
stars and 44 featured players will be
augmented by the top-ranking outside
players in carrying out the program
to be filmed on the studio's 22 sound
stages and at various outdoor locations. Some of the 46 will finish out
the 1945-46 season; a large number is
intended for 1946-47.
Stage plays and novels comprise the
bulk of the 46 pictures. Among the
former is "Life With Father," in
Technicolor, from the play by Howard
Lindsay and Russel Crouse; also included is John Van Druten's play,
"The Voice of the Turtle."
Four Now Shooting
Currently in production are "Escape
Me Never," starring Errol Flynn, Ida
Lupino, Eleanor Parker and Gig
young; "The Beast With Five Fingers," starring Robert Alda, Andrea
King, Peter Lorre and Victor Francen, "The Verdict,"
starringandSydney
Greenstreet,
Peter Lorre
Joan
Lorring; "Two Guys From MilDennis
Jack Carsonwaukee,"
andstarring
Joan
Leslie. Morgan,
Films scheduled to start this month
are: "Humoresque," from Fanny
Hurst's novel, starring Joan Crawford andHumphrey
John Garfield;
starring
Bogart "Cheyenne,"
and Lauren
Bacall, and "The Woman in White,"
Wilkie
Collin's
story.approved
The 39
othermystery
properties
by Warner are :
"Cry Wolf," novel by Marjorie
Carleton, to star Barbara Stanwyck;
"Ethan Frome," novel by Edith Wharton, starring Bette Davis and Henry
Fonda ; "The Fountainhead," novel by
Ayn Rand; "The Dealer's Name was
George," original by Ketti Frings, to
star Humphrey Bogart ; "The Hasty
Heart," play by John Patrick; "Mister Broadway," story of Sime Silverman ; "Howdy,
Stranger,"
romance
with music,
to star comedyDennis
Morgan and Jack Carson; "Serenade,"
novel by James M. Cain ; "Stallion
Road," novel by Stephen Longstreet,
being adapted by the author, to be
filmed in Technicolor as Ronald
Reagan's
the
Army. first since his return from
To Remake 'Jazz Singer'
Also : "Up at the Villa," novel by
Somerset Maugham; "Tomorrow Is
Another Day," novel by W. R. Burnett; "The Jazz Singer," by Samson
Raphaelson
; "Deep
Valley,"
Dan Totheroh,
to star
Danenovel
Clarkby;
"Quietly My Captain Waits," novel by
Evelyn Eaton ; "Captain Horatio
Hornblower," novel by C. S. Forester ;
"Adventures
Don Brand),
Juan," bytoFrederick Faust of(Max
star
Errol Flynn; "One Woman's Secret,"
from Rita Weiman's Cosmopolitan
Magazine novelette, to star Joan
Crawford ; "For Sentimental Reasons,"
by Starr Paret.
Also : "The Damned Don't Cry,"
novel by Harry Hervey ; "Catch a
Falling Star," from a Cosmopolitan
novelette by Ruth O'Malley; "Four
Men of God," by Rev. Daniel Poling;
"Happiness," by Mildred Cram ; "The
House," original by Louis Randall
Pierson ; "The Iron Gate," novel by
Margaret
MillerBuddington
; "Jealousy Kelland
House," ;
by
Clarence
"Land I Have Chosen," novel by Ellin
Berlin ; "Life of Will Rogers" ; "The
Man Without Friends," by Margaret
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"House of Dracula
(Universal) ■ ui ui uvuw"
PRESUMABLY on the theory that three subjects of. screen horror in one
picture should mean commensurate additional thrills for horror fans, Universal herein resurrects Count Dracula, the Werewolf and the Frankenstein
monster, but as the picture brings the three into the plot there is evidence of
straining in an effort to generate horror screenfare, but if previous films of the
type scored favorably this one should perform likewise.
Far from lacking in names, the film has Lon Chaney as the rational being
who transforms to Werewolf ; John Carradine, as Dracula ; Onslow Stevens,
scientist into whose veins Dracula injects his blood with the result that a mad
scientist is added to the assemblage, and Martha O'Driscoll and Jane Adams
as Stevens' assistants.
relievingtransformation,
the pressure onStevens
Chaney's
brain, towhich
had beenouttheCarradine,
cause of
theAfter
Werewolf
attempts
straighten
who alternately appears as Count Cracula and a huge bat from another world.
The scientist
withtheDracula's
blood,monster
raises plenty
of
havoc,
includingbecomes
murder,contaminated
and reanimates
Frankenstein
whom he
had found in a cave below his home. Before all of this comes to a close,
Dracula is exposed to sun rays, which decompose his physical makeup ; the
scientist is killed by the ex-Werewolf and the monster meets his doom -in a
grave of fire. Lionel Atwill has a subordinate role as the gendarme who has
suspicions about the scientist and his associates.
Paul Malvern produced and Erie C. Kenton directed, from an original
screenplay by Edward T. Lowe.
Running time, 69 minutes. Adult classification. Release date, Dec. 7.
G.A.
Goldrick

Is

Named

WE London Manager
T. K. Stevenson, president of Western Electric Export Corp. has appointed M. A. Goldrick, formerly regional manager for Northern Continental Europe, as managing director
of Western Electric Co., Ltd., London. H. L. Marsterson, director and
comptroller, who has been deputizing
for the managing director during the
past five years, will report to Goldrick.
Goldrick, a member of the Navy
since 1941, returned recently from
duty with the rank of Commander. He
has been engaged in Western Electric's sound equipment business since
1927, in Australasia, Latin America
and the Far East.
Truckers on Strike,
Theatres Affected
Reading, Pa., Dec. 2.— Theatre
operators here who have been faced
with a publicity famine for three
months because of a newspaper
printers'
the city's
two dailystrike,
papers,which
are closed
now faced
with
the additional problem of a truck
strike. Thirty-eight hauling concerns
and 600 men are involved in the strike.
Theatres have their own film delivery and shipping service by truck,
but other goods necessary for theatres are being delayed or cut off.
20th Christmas Fete
Twentieth Century-Fox will hold its
annual Christmas party-luncheon on
Friday, Dec. 21, at the Hotel Astor.
Echard ;score
"Mississippi
Belle," with
original
by Cole Porter.
- Also : "Her Conscience," novel by
John Collier; "The Moonstone," by
Wilkie Collins ; "The Patent Leather
Kid," by Rupert Hughes ; "Silver
Lining," story by Marilyn Miller;
"Treasure of the Sierra Madre," by
B. Traven;Evening
"Unsuspected,"
from the
Saturday
Post serial
by
Charlotte Armstrong; "Autumn Crocus," by C. L. Anthony (Dodie
Smith) ; "Lady Windermere's Fan,"
by
Oscar Wilde;
play;
by Reginald
Denham"Wallflower,"
and Mary Orr
"The Sentence," by Paul Webster
and Jack Sobell.

MacDonald Signed
As M-G-M Producer
Hollywood, Dec. 2.— Lt. Col. David
MacDonald, who produced the British
documentary,
Victory,"
Warners are "Burma
distributing,
willwhich
join

75%, Says Santell
Production costs have increased
about
per increasingly
cent since 1941,
mainly '
because75 of
stepped-up
labor expenses, Alfred Santell, producer-director for Republic, now vis- |
iting here, from Hollywood, told
Motion Picture Daily.
Santell, whose deal with Republic is
for two relatively top-budgeted pic- I
tures a year, said his next will be an I
adaptation of an Adele Rogers St.
John original which he has acquired
from
M-G-M.
"ThatAnderson
BrennanhasGirl".]
is
the title
and Doris
the ,
screenplay assignment. Commenting
on story properties for the screen,
Santell related that a dearth of high
quality material continues on the
Coast.
He is scheduled to return to Hollywood Dec. 10, following an inspection
of current plays and possibly doing
some casting.
Joseph
Sets
(Continued
from Unit
page 1)

release
of aplan
number
of 'U' premieres
pictures ;
it
will also
and develop
throughout the country.
"Integrated into this department
will be the field men and certain members of the home office department,
M-G-M on a year's contract as a pro- including Herman Kass, Jerome Evans
ducer, director or writer, at the
Williamother
Schulman."
studio'sture option,
he told Motion Pic- andAmong
Daily.
realignments announced by Joseph was the formation
In service since 1939, MacDonald of a staff to edit a magazine, Pictures,
expects to receive his discharge in to be published in the home office in
Washington in two weeks.
collaboration with the studio publicity
staff. It will be printed nine -times
Prince in St. Louis yearly and will be mailed to newspapers, radio stations and exhibitors.
The magazine will be edited by Al
On RKO Sales Drive
Horwits and Hank Linet, and the
St. Louis, Dec. 2. — Dave Prince, staff will be headed by Marie Slate
captain of RKO Radio's 1946 "Ned and Jersey Jones. Harold Gutman has
Depinet morrow
Drive,"
expected
to- been named art director of the magato conferiswith
R. V.here
Nolan,
Prairie district manager, on plans for zine.
Joseph also stated that plans have
the drive which will start Dec. 21 and
continue for 21 weeks. Prince will been completed for campaigns on
then proceed to Cleveland, where he "Scarlet Street," "Frontier Gal" and
Paradise" calling for exwill meet with Frank Drumm, assis- "Night In penditures
totaling $350,000.
tant to Nat Levy, Eastern division
A
special
unit will be formed to
sales manager, and B. G. Kranze, handle openings
of the six pictures
manager of the East Central district. recently acquired for release from the
For the drive, the company has pre- studios of J. Arthur Rank.
pared special accessories, including a
booker's drive calendar, special letterheads, exhibitor mail inserts and pen- Chatham Will Head
nants for releases.
Public Relation's
Linham Succeeds 0 shorn
Oklahoma City, Dec. 2. ■— Appointment of Lou Chatham, veteran
Washington, Dec. 2. — Brig.-Gen. Griffith Theatre
executive, as public
Charles T. Linham will succeed Maj.- relations chief for the Oklahoma City
Gen. Frederick H. Osborn as director
Griffith companies has been announced
of thetionArmy's
and by
educadivision, itinformation
was announced
the here by L. C. Griffith, president.
Chatham has been handling the
War Department.
Osborn has re- Northeast
Oklahoma division while
verted to civilian status.
Claude Fulgham was in the Navy.
Fulgham is back on the job after his
Adamson Services Held
discharge mander.
as Chatham
a Lieutenant
Com-to
will continue
Hollywood,
Dec.
2.
—
Private
'
funeral services were held on Friday for manage Oklahoma City and Tulsa
Erwart Adamson, 63, scenarist, who Griffith houses.
died last Wednesday at his home in
Van Nuys, Cal. His widow, a son Choose IMPOU in Vote
and two daughters survive.
Projectionists of the Island Theatre Circuit, which operates five theShow 'Shadow' Dec. 17
atres, here, have chosen the Inde"Shadow of a Woman," Warner
pendent Motion Picture Operators
production, will be nationally trade- Union as their collective bargaining
shown on Monday, Dec. 17. The pic- representative in a State Labor Relature is scheduled for general release nounces.tions Board election, the union anin January.
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MGM
Television
(Continued from page 1)
' WBKB studios Friday to witness a
television show and to listen to a gen: eral discussion by Eddy.
Balaban emphasized that as long as
producers continue to develop new
personalities, which he terms the life
blood of the film business, and as long
\ as the industry will keep in step with
I progress in theatre operation, television will not greatly cut into theatre
grosses. He sees television as the best
i medium for trailers which will reach
I and interest countless radio listeners
■* who have not been theatre patrons,
r "Our trailers today," Balaban deonly they
the regular
pa[i clared,
trons. On"reach
television
will attract
p. many new customers and will sell
them the message in their own home."
Effect on Newsreels
' reel
"Television
newstrade and will
will discourage
probably curtail
attendance during championship sporting events or nationally important
speeches more than radio does today,
but that is about all.
"I lookHundreds
at television
as a great screen
talent
, scout.
of potential
personalities will be screen-tested over
I television, where they may be overlooked entirely today."
Fitzgibbons agreed with Balaban
that television will encourage greater
theatre attendance and compared it
favorably with 16mm. films in the
armed forces, which, he claimed,
, "turned more non-movie followers into
customers than anything else."
Eddy pointed out that should television ever become a real threat to
theatre operation, Paramount will be
established in the field. He sees television as an expensive but important
medium, which makes it necessary for
theatre operators to watch closely.
Balaban and Fitzgibbons agree that
feature releases will not be made available for television, and that producers
will continue to protect their most
important customer — the exhibitor.
Fitzgerald told the partners that Paramount will continue its television experimentations inToronto.
It was brought out that a television
set with an 18 by 24-inch screen will
be on the market in three to six
months for installation in theatre lobbies.
Deal with Coliseum
Balaban revealed that he signed a
contract with the Coliseum, local
sports center, for television coverage
of all events there.
Jules Wolfe, FP-C supervisor of
maintenance and construction, revealed
during a week-end business session,
that the circuit has spent over $600,000 on repair work during 1945.
Barney Balaban, Paramount president, and Leonard S. Gokknson, vicepresident, addressed ■ the group at the
Stevens Hotel yesterday. Adolph Zukor, chairman of the board, was unable to make the trip due to illness.
FP-C officers attending are : J. J.
Fitzgibbons, president ; R. W. Bolstad,
vice-president and comptroller ; Morris
Stein, Eastern division sales manager ;
Ben Geldsaler, head film buyer ; Jules
Wolfe, Eastern division purchasing
agent; Victor Armand, Western purchasing agent ; Frank H. Kershaw,
president of General Theatre Supply
Co. ; Peter D. Brown, GTS vice-president ;James Nairn, public relations
head ; Angus MacCunn, head of real
estate ; Norman S. Robertson, director,

Review
"Marshal
(Republic)

(Continued from page 1)

of Laredo"

Hollywood, Dec. 2
"\17ILD BILL'; ELLIOTT is the major figure in the latest of the "Red
Ryder"to series,
whileAmong
his associates,
Aliceplayers,
Flemingand Grady
Bobby asBlake
are VV
relegated
bit parts.
the featured
Robert
the
weak-kneed romantic lead, Peggy Stewart as his sweetheart, and Roy Barcroft and Don Costello, villains of the piece, make particularly outstanding
contributions. •Grady's
in fact,
is the
of himself
Bob Williams'
screenplay.
Young
and role,
ambitious,
Grady
has pivot
allowed
to becomeoriginal
a helpless
tool in
the hands of Barcroft, cast as the leader of the local thugs. When he meets
Peggy Stewart, Grady perceives the error of his ways, and determines to give
up his shady associates and embrace respectability. That is easier said than
done, however : the gangster finds him useful, and is disinclined to let the
young man go. A particularly vicious counter-move on the part of the villains
results in a near-lynching, from which "Red Ryder" rescues the victim in the
nick of time. R. G. Springsteen was the director, and Sidney Picker the associate producer.
Running time, 56 minutes. General classification.
T. B.
CIE

Meeting

(Continued from page 1)
cide what action will be taken by the
group at the session to be held here
Wednesday by the theatre division of
the War Activities Committee looking
toward the establishment of a peacetime successor to that wartime group.
The CIE is also expected to face
some "overhauling," Stern explained,
since it was originally established only
to concern itself with the consent decree. The plan will be to give representation to all "truly" independents,
according to Stern.
Those Expected
Expected to attend the meeting are :
Martin Smith, president of Allied;
Abram F. Myers, chairman of the
board; Robert H. Poole, Pacific Coast
Conference of Independent Theatre
Owners ; Sidney Samuelson, Allied
of Eastern Pennsylvania ; Morris M.
Finkel, Allied of Western Pennsylvalia; Col. H. A. Cole, Texas Allied ; Harry Lotwenstein, Allied of
New Jersey; Ray Branch, Michigan
Allied; P. J. Wood, Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio ; Leo F. Wolcott, Allied of Iowa-Nebraska; Nathan Yamins, Massachusetts ; E. L.
Peaslee, Minnesota; Leo Jones, Illinois. Stern is also head of the Unaffiliated Independent Exhibitors of
New York.
and J. J. Fitzgibbons, Jr., sales manager of Theatre Confections, Ltd.
Partners attending are : Herb Gurston, Raymond Allen, R. Auerbach,
Myer Axler, R. M. Beatty, James
Butler, N. C. Byers, H. W. Braden,
Jack Butler, Sam Bloom, W. P.
Dewees, B. C. Alex, Clarence Entwhistle, Stewart Fleming, Sam Fine,
George and John Ganetakos, Christine
Graham, Chris Georgas, Robert Hurwitz, J. Arthur Hirsch, Dave Korman, K. M- Leach, Ray Lewis, William Lester, J. Miles, George McComber, C. V. Marshall, Gordon
Miller, Clarence Markell, Simon Meretsky, D. Mascioli, D. P. MacDonald,
Harry Mandel, Alan Murray, G. T.
Robert, A. W. Shackelford, R. C.
Sutherland, Mr. and Mrs. T. Saso and
Tony Saso, Gordon and Gerald Spencer and N. A. Taylor.
District managers here include Maynard S. Joiner, R. S. Roddick, T. R.
Tubman, Jack Arthur, Dan Krendel,
F.
H. Gull, E. A. Zorn and Harold
Bishop.

Meeting

Industry

Activities

(Continued from page 1)

rival of subsequent groups will be
held in abeyance until after the holidays.
Included in those who will attend the
inaugural sessions are: Floyd Fitzsimmons, Ralph Ripps and William
Williams, Albany; Benjamin Bebchick, Raymond J. Curran and Charles
F. Repec, Boston ; J. Milton Jacobs,
Harry Sheeran and Thomas Smiley,
Cincinnati; Harry Hopkins, George F.
Reilly and Irving Waterstreet, St.
Louis ; Charles Lazarus and John F.
Morgan, Detroit ; Harold Marshall,
Dewey Taute and H. A. Wagner,
Indianapolis ; Norman Linz, in charge
of "Showbuilder Unit No. 2" ; James
Ashcraft, Frank Jelenko, Joseph F.
Morrow and Frank J. Sculli, Philadelphia ;Abraham
T. Harris,
falo ;Charles
C. Deardourff
, JohnBuf-P.
Harrington and Louis Marks, Cleveland ;Milton Hyams, New Haven ;
Charles Baron and Harold Zeltner,
Pittsburgh; Phil Bobys, Jack Goldberg, Anthony Fursee, and Fred Rippingale,
Washington;
Alex Arnswalder, New
Jersey salesman
and
man.
Robert J. Ellsworth, New York sales-

bers, including National Allied, the
Pacific Coast Conference of Independent Exhibitors and 1 others, presumably will fix a unified stand to be
taken at the organizational meeting New Publication Exploitation
"Stunts of the Month" a new pubof the WAC
theatre
division's
successor. There will
be other
business.
lication designed to point up exploitation accomplishments by exhibitors on
On
Tuesday,
the
"March
of
Dimes"
M-G-M
films, has been inaugurated
industry chairman from 48 states and
its executive committee will convene by the company's exploitation department under the supervision of Howard
at a luncheon-meeting at the Statler
which is to be followed, at four Dietz, director of advertising-publicityexploitation, and William R. Ferguo'clock, ident.
by the
with theis PresNicholasmeeting
M. Schenck
drive
son, exploitation manager.
chairman.
The Government testimonial ban- S chine Delay
quet, at which the industry will take
a bow for its wartime (and continu(Continued from page 1)
ing) undertakings in promoting War
Bond sales, the handling of Federalagency sponsored films and other General Tom Clark, to extend the
projects, is slated for Tuesday evening time for filing additional motions both
at the Hotel Willard and will have by Schine and the Government, from
as one of its highlights an address by Dec. 7 to Feb. 4.
Treasury Secretary Fred M. Vinson.
As reported in Motion Picture
Other speakers on the dais will be Daily on Nov. 16, Schine counsel
Basil O'Connor, Red Cross chairman moved following the entry of Federal
and president of the National Founda- Judge John Knight's findings, dated
tion for Infantile Paralysis ; John L. Oct. 31, to strike out some findings of
Sullivan, assistant Secretary of Navy fact and substitute others in the decifor Air, and Gen. Kenneth Royal, as- nopoly.sion holding that Schine is a mosistant Secretary of War. Following
The significance of this new move
the addresses, plaques will be presented by toastmaster E. Palmer Hoyt by the Department of Justice to seek
and the recipients, representatives of a two-month delay in the hearing on
all phases of the industry, will speak. the Schine motion, is described as
Rise Stevens and the U. S. Navy being obscure
this time.
It is
assumed that the atschedule
set by
Judge
orchestra will provide entertainment.
Augustus N. Hand in the submission
Exhibitor Meeting Wednesday
and interchange of briefs, as well as
arguments
on briefs in the New York
On Wednesday, approximately 115 anti-trust trial,
which concluded Nov.
theatremen, representative of all ex- 20, might have been the main reason
hibition, will meet at the Statler to
for the Department's seeking to delay
decide upon the proposed successor to the
Schine hearing, it is said. Robert
the WAC theatre division to function
L.
Wright,
counsel, is
as a liaison between various Gov- scheduled to government
serve his trial brief on
ernment agencies and exhibition but to the defendants on Dec. 15.
widen its scope to include consideraNo decision has yet been made as
tion of legislative and other matters
to
whether Schine will appeal the findoriginating outside the industry. Si
ings of Judge Knight to the U. S.
Fabian, chairman of the executive Supreme
Court, Willard S. McKay,
committee of the theatres division, one counsel for Schine, along with Edward
of the principal advocates of the Or- F. McClennen and Samuel S. Isseks,
ganization, called the meeting at the said at the weekend.
behest of the committee.
Call Off Express Strike
A threatened strike of Railway ExDover House Burns
press employes, which would have tied
Boston, Dec. 2. — The Broadway up print deliveries here beginning last
Theatre, oldest in Dover, N. H., has Saturday, was called off by Local 808
been burned to the ground. Loss to of the International Brotherhood of
Teamsters and Chauffeurs.
the theatre is estimated at $65,000.
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New

Theatres

Rising

Despite

Difficulties
But Some Await Labor
And Building Supplies
With many already-announced
plans for new theatre construction
and remodeling- in various sections
of the country having now crystalized into active building processes,
while others continue to await materials and an improved labor market,
further reports of proposed new theatres and alterations of existing houses
have been received by Motion Picture
Daily from its correspondents in the
field,
lished. to add to those previously pubParticularly strong activity is transpiring in Boston, where a check indicates that a 1,500-seat theatre will be
{Continued on page 9)
Storm
Grosses

Hurts
Here

Marvin Sckenck New
Loew Vice-President
Marvin H. Schenck, M-G-M
talent head in the East, has
been elected a vice-president
of Loew's, Inc., by the company's boardbegan
of directors.
Schenck
his career
with Loew's in 1912 as an
office boy with the Marcus
Loew booking agency here.

Alert
To

FPC

New

Of House

Meeting

Method^

Weighed

Ban

Halt

Chicago, Dec. 3.— Leonard Goldenson, Paramount theatres vice-president, cautioned Famous Players-Canadian partners and associates during
the closing session of a three-day
meeting which ended at the Stevens
Hotel, here, yesterday, that they canCoast
Trust
not affordtomorrow.
to operateThewithpatron,
yesterday's
methods
from
now on, will demand service and courtesy, and he certainly is entitled to it,
Suit
Filed
Goldenson declared.
He urged the theatremen to solve
San Francisco, Dec. 3. — Theatco, their manpower problems by hiring
who have traveled widely
Inc., owners of the Empire Theater in servicemen(Continued
on page 9)
the West Portal district, ask $1,200,000
from distributors in what their attorney
described as "a private attempt to
'White Collarites'
further the government's anti-monopoly
suit against the film industry." The Get Pay Increases
suit'also asks $40,000 in attorney fees.
The suit, which seeks to show damNew contracts, calling for salary
age to the Empire by defendant's
alleged monopolistic practices, particu- increases, classifications and rate
larly Fox-West Coast Theaters, asks ranges, and other benefits, have been
the money as treble compensation. It signed between the Screen Office and
also would compel Fox and its sub- Professional Employees Guild, Local
sidiaries todivert itself of all interests
No. 1, and Loew's, United Artists' and
in the Parkside and El Rey theaters, 20th
Century-Fox's New York exchanges, and Republic and • Artkino.
described
as
Empire's
competition
in
West Portal, and to give up any land Contract negotiations were also startholdings west of Twin Peaks held for
ed with the William Morris Agency
(Continued on page 9)
(Continued on page 8)

in Canada

Ottawa, Dec. 3. — While the Canadian government did not make an expected move of removing the wartime
ban on civilian construction at the
beginning of December, a statement
from official quarters said : "Relaxation of regulations requiring construction permits for almost all types of
buildings is under active consideration.
While no definite decisions have been
(Continued on page 9)
In This Issue
Estimated key-city grosses
are on pages 5 and 8.

Reaffirming that the principle of
clearance is governed by competition
for patronage of customers and not by
the availability of prints, the New
York Appeals Board has reversed the
arbitrator's award in the New York
tribunal in the clearance complaint of
St. Cloud Amusement Corp., operating the Sussex Theatre, Sussex, N.
J., against the five consenting companies, the American Arbitration Association reported here yesterday.
Stating
that, "if
the distributors
feel
that the Sussex
Theatre
ought to have
a run subsequent to more important
theatres they cannot accomplish this
result by placing it in the wrong
clearance area, nor can they justify
postponement of the run merely by
the argument that films are scarce
and economic distribution requires that
the large communities be served
first," the (Continued
Appeals Board
on page ruled,
9) conse-

Aim

to

Strike

Settle
Issues

Operation

New York first-run grosses late last
week were anchored at a level considerably below par by stormy weather
with the result that the current week's
business, generally, is behind last
week's
prosperous
Over the
weekend, box-office
however, activity.
theatre
income increased to a more normal Board
Reaffirms
Clearance
pace.
In spite of the two-day handicap
{Continued on page 8)
Governed
by Competition
Building

TEN CENTS

4, 1945

British BOT Avoids
Distribution Curbs
London, Dec. 3. — Sir Stafford Cripps, president of the
Board of Trade, questioned in
the House of Commons on
the alleged difficulty of inacquiring a fair dependent
shareexhibitors'
of films
on
equitable terms, said he
hoped that the derequisitioning of studios by the government and the release of additional manpower would result
in more British pictures becoming available for all exhibitors. He declined, for the
present, to favor control of
distribution or interference
with bookings.

By
Year's
End
Johnston,
AFL Group
On Coast This Week
Hollywood, Dec. 3. — With
MPPDA president Eric Johnston
expected to arrive here Wednesday,
settlement of jurisdictional disputes
responsible for the eight-month
strike against Hollywood studios is
expected to proceed at an accelerated
pace with a view to stabilizing the
labor situation before the expiration
on Dec. 31, of the 60-day truce agreed
upon in the Cincinnati and Washington meetings that produced the agreement under which pickets were removed from the studios and strikers
returned to their jobs.
Arriving today, the American Federation of Labor's arbitration committee, composed of W. C. Birthright,
W. G. Doherty and Felix Knight, established headquarters in the Roosevelt Hotel(Continued
and prepared
on page to8) hold two

Film
See

Group

to

Truman

Washington, Dec. 3. — The 1946
industry's March of Dimes campaign
will be set tomorrow, when exhibitor
chairmen from the 48 states meet with
the national executive committee in
Washington. A business meeting will
follow a luncheon in the Hotel Statler,
and President Harry S. Truman will
receive the committee at the White
House at four P.M.
It was at(Continued
Truman'son personal
page 9) request

Companies

Extend

Free

Films

Bond

Conforming to the extension of the
Victory Loan drive announced by the
Treasury Department last Friday, distributing companies will continue to
furnish
films
"Bond Premieres"
and "Children'sforMatinees"
until the
postponed end of the campaign, Dec.
31, it was announced here yesterday by
S. H. Fabian, national chairman of
the industry's campaign.
The distributors'
committee,
(Continued on
page 8) headed
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Tuesday, December 4, 1945
Services

Held

for

Exhibitor Rubens
Para-is PAUL N. LAZARUS, JR., United
GEORGE mount WELTN
InternationalER,
president,
Artists director of advertisingCurtis Mitchell, national director of scheduled to leave London for New publicity, and Comm. Douglas FairChicago, Dec. 3.— Several hundred
banks, Jr., will leave New York for friends
end of the week. Washington
and associates of Jules J.
advertising-publicity for Paramount, York by plane at the
•
today.
met his field exploitation force for the
Rubens,
Publix-Great States vice•
S/Sgt. Norman A. Robbins, son of
first time yesterday when a three-day
and general manager, who
Albert E. Sindlinger, executive president
died here Thursday night, paid tribute
session called by Alec Moss, Par- Herman Robbins, National Screen
amount exploitation director, opened president, was married Sunday at the vice-president of Audence Research, to him at funeral services today.
at the Hotel Astor, here. Mitchell said Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, here, to Bet- Inc., and Paul- K. Perry, research diPall bearers included John and Dave
that cooperation between the home te Marion Alpert of Jamaica, N. Y.
rector, have left New York for Hol- Balaban, Neil Agnew, William Pine.
office, men in the field, exhibitors and The groom, recently returned from
•
F. N. Weber,
^r,
the studio will be the keynote of his overseas, is stationed at the Army lywood.
Morris
Leonard,Henry
John Stickle'
P. D; .^y,
Photographic Center at Long Island
regime.
City.
Roy Haines, Western and South- William Hollander, Leonard Goldenern division sales manager for War- son, John Friedel, Billy Connors,
Luncheon Guests
•
ners, and I. F. Dolid, supervisor of
W. Lawler, Roy Rogan, A. H.
Charles Schlaifer, acting head of exchanges, began a Midwest exchange Ralph
Following the morning session
Blank, Harry Katz, B. A. Lucas,
luncheon was served, with executives 20th Century-Fox's publicity-adVertis- tour yesterday.
Worley.
•
Willard Van Matre, Walter Immerfrom Paramount and Buchanan and ing-exploitation-radio departments, reman, Elmer C. Upton and Leonard
Rudy
Berger,
M-G-M
Southern
Company, advertising agency, in atturned yesterday after a two-week consales
manager,
left
Dallas
yesterday
tendance, including Adolph Zukor, and
valescence following an automobile acBarney Balaban, Charles Reagan, cident.
for Memphis, where he will remain
•
Claude Lee, Russell Holman, C. J.
until Friday, when he will return to
Scollard, Oscar Morgan, George
Clay V. Hake, Paramount repre- his headquarters in• New Orleans.
sentative in Johannesburg, South
Smith, Hugh Owen, Edward Hyman,
H. M. Richey, M-G-M exhibitor NEW YORK THEATRES
Leon Netter, Sam Palmer, Bob Weit- Africa, is due to land in Boston today
man, William Erbb, G. B. J. Frawley, aboard the American South African and sales promotion head, will leave
Carl Clausen, John Hertz, Rudy Lines' Sea Tarpon.
for Washington today and return to•
morrow.
Montgelas and William Boley, in adRADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
•
dition to the visitors from the field
George M. Giroux, Technicolor
SOTH ST. & 6TH AVE.
and several visitors from the Par- field representative, left New York
John
J.
Friedl,
president
and
genGinger
Rogers • Lana Turner
amount studios in Hollywood. The last night for Hollywood, with stoperal
manager_
of in
Minnesota
AmuseWalter Pidgeon • Van Johnson
latter included Harry Ginsberg, studio
overs in Pittsburgh and Shicago.
ment
Co.,
arrived
New
York
over
•
production chief; William Meiklethe weekend and will leave for Wash"WEEK-END
XAVIER CUGATATandTHEhli WALDORF"
ORCHESTRA
john, chief of the talent department;
ington today.
Joseph Moskowitz, 20th Century•
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Picture
producer William Pine, W. C. Lowel- Fox Eastern studio representative, will
SPECTACULAR
8TAGE
PRESENTATION
len, Bing Crosby, Paulette Goddard leave Hollywood today for New
Vincent Sherman, Warner direcYork.
and Billy De Wolfe.
tor, is due back on the Coast today
DAVID O- SEIZNICK pr«i«nri
•
from New York.
Yesterday
afternoon's
session
in•
cluded talks by Shuford, Lee, Holman,
William B. Levy, Walt Disney
INGRID BERGMAN
Wilkie and Lewis.
sales supervisor, is en route to the
William Saal, Samuel Goldwyn
GREGORY PECK |
Last night was devoted to a screen- Coast from New York.
and Joseph Bern hard have arrived
•
on the Coast from New York.
ing of "The Blue Dahlia."
•
Harry Arthur has returned to St.
,„ ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S
Spellbound
Louis after a three-week visit in Emmett Lavery, president of the
Lazarus, Jr., Names
Hollywood.
Screen
Writers
Guild,
has
left
the
•
ASTOR K
CONTINUOUS fBOM 9 30 A M • UT£ SHOW EVERY NIGHT
Coast for New York.
»
Winikus to Staff
•
Leo Samuels of Walt Disney ProiUrr 'lstN.Y.
ON SCREEN
Francis M. Winikus has been apductions, has left New York by plane
SHOWING IN PERSON
John Howard, actor, has arrived in
pointed to the advertising department for Mexico City.
New York from Hollywood.
of United Artists by Paul N. Lazarus,
ENOCH
LIGHT
&ORCH.
Jr., advertising-publicity director of
United Artists.
HALUROY
Axelrod Is Renamed Dapice, Perle Figure
Winikus, who will work with Howard LeSieur, advertising manager,
LOU CDSTELLD Patricia
In PRC Realignment
Operators Union
extra;
MORISON
was discharged from the Navy last By
Charles Axelrod has been nominated
Arnold Stoltz, director of advertisThursday with the rank of Lieutenant by the Independent Motion Picture
ing-publicity for PRC Pictures, has
'IN HOLLYWOOD"
(S. G.). Previously Winikus was a
Dorothy
Union, New
con- realigned the publicity department.
member of Warners home office ad- Operators'
tinue as president
for York,
three toyears.
Anthony Dapice, who recently joined
DE Arturo
CORDOVA
vertising staff.
Other nominations include Peter Wax- the department after five years in the
LAM OUR "MASQUERADE
berg and Alexander Roth, vice-presi- Armed Service ; has been appointed
dent ; Louis Katz and Edward C. production manager ; Sally Perle has
Film Promotes UNO
TONY PASTOR and his ORCHESTRA
Liepper, secretary ; Joseph Castaldo, been assigned to fan magazine and
Extra Added Attraction! MARION HUTTON
treasurer,
and
John
McGrath
and
Capital in Chicago
newspaper contacts.
in MEXICO" * Walter I
Pitonza, sergeant-at-arms.
Chicago, Dec. 3. — The screen, as Frank
Nominated
for
executive
board
a sales medium, will be used in European countries within the next several membership were Joseph Weiss, Ru-»
'PALACES
O'HARA
months to sell them on the idea that ben Rudnikoff, Hyman Levine, Harry Mother of Arthur and
Chicago is an ideal location as the pro- Wagner, Joseph Rallo, Jack Koenigs- Harry Rapf Is Dead
posed United Nations capital. Through berg, William Marom and Paul PorPaul
SLEZAK I
Los Angeles, Dec. 3. — Mrs. Eliza
Maureen
the efforts of the city council, a 90HENREID
Rapf, 85, mother of Arthur M. Rapf
minute
color
film,
"City
of
Chicago,"
has been produced, with prints now on Schwalberg Names Clark of the Rapf and Ruden theatre circuit, and of Harry Rapf, M-G-M
the way to Europe. The feature was
Ralph H. Clark has been appointed producer,
In Technicolor
"TheAn RKO
SPANISH
MAIN"
died of a heart attack at
Radio Picture
directed by Lee Robins ; Johnny Neb- special foreign representative for In- her
home
here
early
today.
Funeral
lett, radio performer, acted as narternational Pictures by A. W. Schwal- services will be held Thursday at
rator.
berg, general sales manager. His first the House of Peace mausoleum
IAIN" I
Starring
assignment will be "Tomorrow Is chapel. Also surviving are three
PARAMOUNT'S
Dublin Strike Averted
grandsons, Maurice, Matthew and
THEMILLAND
LOST - WEEKEND"
Joseph, and three great-grandsons.
London, Dec. 3. — Frank Hill of the Forever."
RAY
JANE WYMAN
PHILLIP TERRY - HOWARD DA SILVA
Kinematograph Renters Society has Holiday Trailers Ready
DORIS
DOWLING
FRANK
FAYLEN
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur M. Rapf left
Produced
BRACKETT
returned here from Dublin, where he
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Estimates
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FOLLOWING are estimated pic- CHICAGO
ture grosses for cwrrent engagements in key cities as reported by
Motion Picture Daily correspondThe early rush to buy Christmas
ents.
gifts and rainy weather over the
weekend cut into Loop grosses this
week. The old tenants were particuLOS ANGELES
larly affected. A notable exception is
"The
Spanish
in its
-OL.)
third week
at theMain"
Palacewhich
and isis rolling
"The Lost Weekend" broke all up a better than average $25,000.
records at the Paramount HollyEstimated receipts for the week endwood, including that set by "Going Dec. 6:
■*ing My Way." At the Paramount
TOO YOUNG
TO KNOW (WB)—
Downtown, a double-bill house,. the APOLLO
(1,200)
2nd
gross was slightly less, but still far week.
Gross:
$9,000. (55c-65c-85c-95c)
(Average: $12,000)
above average. Holdovers predomiDUFFY'S TAVERN (Para.)— CHICAGO
nated at other first-run theatres and (3,850) (55c-65c-85c-95c). On stage: Glen
Gray and orchestra, 4th week. Gross:
played to average grosses.
(Average: $51,500)
Estimated receipts for the week $37,000.
THE
HOUSE
ON 92ND STREET (20thended Dec. 5 :
Fox) —week.
GARRICK
(1.000)
(55c--65c-85c-95c),
7th
Gross:
$11,500.
(Average:
SPELLBOUND (UA - Selznick) — CHI- $12,000)
XESE (2,300) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days, 4th PINOCCHIO (RKO Radio) and THE
week. Gross: $15,000. (Average: $14,600)
IN SAN FRANCISCO (RKO
YOLANDA AND THE THIEF (20th- FALCONGRAND
(1.350) (55c-65c-85c-95c),
Fox.) — EGYPTIAN (1,000) (50c-60c-85c- Radio)—
SOUTHERNER (UA)— ORIENTAL
$1.00) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross, 6 days: 2ndTHEweek.
Gross:
$10,000)
(Average: $9,100)
$10,000. (Average for 7 days: $15,800)
(3,200) (55c-65c-85c-95c). On stage: Gloria
GEORGE WHITE'S SCANDALS (RKO) Jean
and$35,000)
a revue. Gross: $32,000. (Averand WEST OF THE PECOS (RICO) —
FOUR STAR (900) (50c-6Oc-85c-$1.00) 7 THEage: SPANISH
MAIN (RKO Radio) and
days. Gross: $7,200. (Average: $6,600)
STARS ON PARADE (RKO
GEORGE WHITE'S SCANDALS (RKO) RADIO
Radio)
—
PALACE
(55c-65c-85c-95c)
and WEST OF THE PECOS (RKO)—
week. Gross:(2,500)
$25,000.
(Average:
FOX-WILSHIRE (2,300) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 3rd
$24,000)
7 days. Gross: $9,400. (Average: $8,100)
KISS AND TELL (Col.)— ROOSEVELT
GEORGE WHITE'S SCANDALS (RKO)
and WEST OF THE PECOS (RKO) - (1.000) (55c-65c-85c-95c">, 2nd week. Gross:
GUILD (965) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days. $23,000. (Average: $24,000)
Gross: $8,700. (Average: $7,100)
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF (MTHE SPANISH MAIN (RKO)— HILL- G-M)— STATE LAKE (2.700) (55c -65c -85cSTREET (2,700) (50c-60c-80c) 7 days, 2nd 95c). 2nd week. Gross: $30,000. (Average:
week. Gross: $22,000. (Average: $21,600) $29,000)
WHAT NEXT, CORPORAL HARSPELLBOUND (UA-Selznick)— LOEW'S
STATE (2,500) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days,
GROVE (M-G-M) — UNITED ARTISTS
4th week. Gross 6 days: $25000. \Average (1.700) (55c-65c-85c-95c) 2nd week. Gross:
7 days: $27,400)
$19,000. (Average: $20,000)
YOLANDA AND THE THIEF (20thDAKOTA (Rep.)— WOODS (1.200) (55cFox) — LOS ANGELES (2,096) (50c-60c-85c- 65c-85c-95c).
2nd week. Gross: $14,000. (Av$1.0C) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $23,000.
erage: $15,000)
(Average: $26,100)
CAPTAIN KIDD (UA-Bogeaus) — MUSIC
HALL (Beverly Hills) (900) (55c-65c-85c) 7
days, 4th week. Gross: $3,500. (Average: ST. LOUIS
$4 900)
CAPTAIN KIDD (UA-Bogeaus)— MUSIC
HALL (Downtown) (900) (55c-65c-85c) 7
days, 4th week. Gross: $10,400. (Average:
Holdovers at four of this city's
$14,700)
CAPTAIN KIDD (UA-Bogeaus)— MUSIC first-run theatres cut box-office receipts to below the average of recent
HALLweek.(Hawaii)
days,
4th
Gross:(1,000)
$3,900. (50c-60c-80c)
(Average: 7$6,600)
weeks.
CAPTAIN KIDD (UA-Bogeaus) — MUSIC
HALL (Hollywood) (490) (50c-60c-80c) 7 Estimated receipts for the week
days, 4th week. Gross: $4,100. (Average: ending Dec. 5 :
$4,600)
LETTERS (Para.) — AMBASSATHE SPANISH MAIN (RKO) and LOVE (3.154)
(40c-50c-60c) 7 days. 2nd
LIFE WITH BLONDIE (CoL) — PAN- week. DORGross:
$12,000. (Average: $17,200)
TAGES (2,000) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00) 7 days,
DAKOTA (Reo.) and CRIME DOC2nd
week.
Gross:
$20,000.
(Average:
$20.500)
TOR'S COURAGE (Col.) — FOX (5.038) (40cTHE LOST WEEKEND (Para.) and 50c-60c) 7 days. Gross: $12,500. (Average:
LOVE, HONOR AND GOODBYE (Rep.)—
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF (Mi PARAMOUNT (Downtown) (3,595) (50c- $17,000)
G-M)— LOEW'S STATE (3.162) (40c-50c60c-80c-$1.00) 7 days: (Gross, 6 days: $32,- 60c-65)
7 davs. 2nd week. Gross: $12,000.
100. • (Average, 7 days : $22,200)
THE LOST WEEKEND (Para.) — PARA- (Average: $17,100)
THE DOLLY SISTERS* (20th-Fox) and
MOUNT (Hollywood (1,407) (50c-60c-80c$1.00) 7 days. Gross, 6 days: $20,000. THE SPIDER* (20th-Fox)— MISSOURI
(Average. 7 days: $12,800)
(3.514) (40c-50c-60c) 7 davs. 2nd week.
YOLANDA AND THE THIEF (20th- Gross: $9,000. (Average: $11,100)
Fox)— RITZ (1,376) (50c-60c-85c-$l.OO 7 days, PARTS UNDERGROUND (UA) and
2nd
SHIP (Col.) — LOEW'S OR300) week. Gross: $9,100. (Average: $13,- PRISON
PHEUM fl.900) (40c-50c-60c-65c) 7 days.
(Average: $7,100)
GEORGE WHITE'S SCANDALS (RKO) Gross: $6,000.
and WEST OF THE PECOS (RKO) —
KISS AND TELL* (Col.) and GEORGE
UNITED ARTISTS (2,100) (50c-60c-85c- WHITE'S
SCANDALS* (RKO Radio)—
$1.00) 7 days. Gross, 6 day_s: $15,300. Shubert (1.900)
(40c-50c-65c) 7 davs. 4th
(Average, 7 days: $14,400)
week. Gross: $6,500. (Average: $6,200)
SPELLBOUND (UA - Selznick) — UPSTRANGE
CONFESSION
(U) and
TOWN (1,716) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days, RIVER
GANG (U)— ST. LOUTS (4.000)
4th
300) week. Gross: $11,500. (Average: $11,- (40c-50c-60c) 7 days. Gross: $7,000. (Average: $7,900)
ISLE OF THE DEAD (RKO) and ZOM- * Indicates
moveover.
BIES ON BROADWAY (RKO)— VOGUE
(800) (50c-6Oc-85c-$l.O0) 7 days, 2nd week.
Gross: $5,200. (Average: $6,700) .
TOO YOUNG TO KNOW (WB)-WAR(3,500) (Average:
(50c -60c -80c$20,700)
-$1.00) CINCINNATI
7X'ER
days.(Downtown)
Gross: $26,000.
TOO YOUNG TO KNOW (WB) — WARNER (Hollywood) (3,000 (50c-6Oc-80c-$l.O0)
Amusements were well toward the
7 days. Gross: $12,000. (Average: $14,500)
TOO YOUNG TO KNOW (WB)— WAR- top of the public's shopping list, although business was spotty, and
NER (Wiltern) (2,300) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00) 7
days. Gross: $10,000-. fAverace: $13,700)
combined grosses are running below
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Daily

City

Grosses

last week ; the weather was cold but
clear.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending
:
WHAT Dec.
NEXT,4-6COPORAL
HARGROVE ?
(M-G-M) — RKO ALBEE — (44c-50c-60c70c) 7 days, plus a Saturday midnight show.
Gross: $16,000. (Average: $14,500).
SPELLBOUND (UA) — RKO CAPITOL—
(2,000) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7 days, 2nd week.
Gross: $13,500. (Average: $10,000).
RIVER GANG (U) and WEST OF THE
PECOS (RKO Radio) — RKO FAMILY —
(1,000) (30c-40c) 4 days. Gross: $1,5C0. (Average: $1,600).AND THE WOMAN (Popular)
FURY
and ON THE GREAT WHITE TRAIL—
(Popular) — RKO FAMILY— (1,000) (30c-40c)
3 days. Gross: $700. (Average: $800).
PINOCCHIO (RKO Radio Reissue) — RKO
GRAND— (1.500) (44c -50c -60c -70c) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $6,500. (Average: $8,000).
CONFIDENTIAL AGENT (WB) —
KEITH'S— (1,500) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7 days,
2nd
moveover $5,000).
from the Albee.
Gross:week,
$5,000.on a(Average:
SUNBONNET SUE (Mono.) and PURSUIT TO ALGIERS (U) — RKO LYRIC—
(1,400) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7 days. Gross: $6,000.
(Average: $5,000).
HOLD THAT BLONDE (Para.) — RKO
PALACE— (2,700) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7 days,
plus a Saturday midnight show. Gross:
$10,000. (Average: $13,500).
SHE WOULDN'T SAY YES (Cat) —
RKO SHUBERT— (2,150) (44c-50c-60c-70c)
7Palace.
days. 2ndGross:
week,$6,500.
on a moveover
the
(Average:from
$5,000).
PHILADELPHIA
Holdovers in most midtown theatres held theirof own
the which
city's
big weekerid
the in
year,
featured the Army-Navy football
Estimated grosses for the week
game.
ending Dec. 4-6 :
LADY ON A TRAIN (U) — ALDINE —
(900) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $7,300. (Average: $14,500).
TOO YOUNG TO KNOW (CWB) —
BOYD — (3,000) (40c-45c-5Oc-65c-75c-85) 7
days. Gross: $22,500. (Average: $18,000).
DUFFY'S TAVERN (Para.)— ARCADIA
-(900) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c) 7 days, 2nd
run. Gross: $6,500. (Average: $4,000).
ISLE OF THE DEAD (RKO Radio) (6
days) and TOO YOUNG TO KNOW (WB)
(1 day)— EARLE — (3,000) (40c-45c-65c-75c85c-95c) 6 days of vaudeville, starring
Count
Basie's
Orchestra. Gross: $30,000.
(Average:
$27,500).
FALLEN ANGEL (2flth-Fox) — FOX —
(3,000) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7 daySj 2nd
week. Gross: $23,000. (Average: $20,500).
WONDER MAN (RKO Radio)— KARLTON— (1.0C0) (40c-45c-5Oc-65c-75c-85c) 7 days,
2nd run, 2nd week. Gross: $6,000. (Average: $6,600).
THE HOUSE ON 92ND STREET (20thFox)—
(40c-45c-50c-65e-75c85c) 7KEITH'S—
davs. 2nd (2,200)
run, 3rd
week. Gross:
$5,500. (Average: $5,800).
SHE WOULDN'T SAY YES (Col.) —
MASTBAUM
(4,700) $24,800.
(40c-45c-50c-65c-75c85c) 7 days. — Gross:
(Average:
$22,000).

WEEKEND
AT THE WALDORF
(M-G-M)-STANLEY — (3,000) (40c-45c-50c65c-75c-85c) 7 days, 6th week. Gross: $14,800. (Average: $20,000).
CAPTAIN KIDD (UA) — STANTON (1,700) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7 days. 2nd
week. Gross: $12,500. (Average: $9,500).
SAN FRANCISCO
With fair weather here, business
is holding up well. Large grosses
for holdovers are reported.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Dec. 5-7:
KISS AND TELL (Col.) and A GUY,
GAL AND
A PAL 7(Col.)
— ORPHEUM
—A (2,440)
(45c-65c-85c)
days,
6th week.
Gross: 4 days, $7,500. (Average: 7 days,
GUEST WIFE (UA)— UNITED ARTISTS
$18,000).
—(1,200) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days, 2nd week.
Gross: $17,600. (Average: $16,000).
CORNERED (RKO Radio) — GOLDEN
GATE— (2,850) (45c-65c-95c) 7 days, 3rd
week; with vaudeville. Gross: $29,000. (AverANDage: $32,000).
THEN THERE WERE NONE
(ZOth-Fox) and THE FATAL WITNESS
(Rep.)— PARAMOUNT— (2.748) (45c-65c-85c)
7 days. Gross: $27,500. (Average: $24,000).
FALLEN ANGEL (20th-Fox) and BEHIND CITY LIGHTS (Rep.)— FOX— (5,000)
(45c-65c-85c) 7 days. Gross: $31,500. (Average: $34,000).
SPELLBOUND
(UA) — WARFIELD —
(2,680) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days, 2nd week.
Gross:
$37,500.
(Average:
$27,000).
CONFIDENTIAL AGENT
(WB) and
TELL IT TO A STAR (Rep.)— STATE—
(2.308) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days, on a moveover
from the Fox. Gross: $12,500. (Average:
$13,000)
THE DOLLY SISTERS (20th-Fox) and
THE TIGER WOMAN (Rep.)— ST. FRANCIS— (1.400) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days. 2nd week,
on a moveover from the Fox. Gross: $13, 500. (Average: $13,000).
BALTIMORE
New openings, which managers
depend upon for a boost in business,
ire
mainly missing
because
of holdovers.
The this
few'week
newcomers,
however, are doing just about average, with crisp fall weather bringing out crowds, there was no serious
amusement competition.
Estimated receipts for the week
endinsr Dec. 6 :
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF (M-GM)-CENTURY— (3,000) (35c-44c-55c-60c) 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $19,000. (Average:
PEOPLE
ARE
FUNNY
(Para.) —
$15,500).
KEITH'S— (2,406) (35c-40c-50c-60c) 7 days.
Gross: $9,000. (Average: $12,000).
TOO YOUNG TO KNOW (WB) —
STANLEY— (3,200) (35c-44c-55c-65c) 7 days.
Gross: $17,500. (Average: $17,500).
SPANISH MAIN (RKO) — HIPPODROME—(2,205) (35c-44c-55c-65c) 7 days.
2nd week. Stage show. Gross: $18,000.
(Average: $18,000).
THE ENCHANTED FOREST (PRC)—
MAYFAIR— (l.OCO) (35c-54c) 7 days, 3rd
week. Gross: $5,500. (Average: $6,000).
THE GAY{Continued
SENORITA
(Col.)8) and COLon page
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be shown at
"DICKwhich willTRACY"
2:30 P.M., WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 12
at the RKO Projection Room, 630 Ninth Ave., New York,
N. Y., and not on Dec. 19, as previously advertised.
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(Continued from page 1)
presented by the high winds, cold and
rain, there are many shows still slated
for the upper brackets. "The Lost
Weekend," a newcomer which opened
Saturday, hence escaped the effects of
the storm, got off to a tremendous
start at the Rivoli where it grossed
$27,000 Saturday and Sunday and is
headed for a $75,000 initial week; this
is extremely high for that house.
Continuing to command superlatives
for its box-office
performance
"Spell-a
bound, which will
bring the isAstor
very important $49,000 for a fifth
week. "Saratoga
Trunk,"champion
at the Hollywood, also is a proved
with
a second week's gross of $47,000 in
sight ; this is terrific. "Weekend at
.the Waldorf" has yet to show too
much strain although the film finally
will bow out of the Music Hall tomorrow night to make way for "The
Bells
Mary's."
"Weekend"
finish ofits St.
ninth
and final
week withwilla
handsome $85,000.
$70,000 at Capitol
"Yolanda and Thief" and Jimmy
Dorsey's orchestra, at the Capitol, are
a profitable combination that will garner about $70,000 in a second week,
while at the Roxy "The Dolly Sisters," with
a stage
show its
headed
by
Beatrice
Kay,
continues
capable
box-office job, grossing $71,000 for its
third week.
splendidly
at "Spanish
the PalaceMain"
whereis doing
it should
gross
$30,000 in a fourth week. At the Globe,
"Captain Kidd" is headed for a nice
$23,500 for a second week. "Masquerade in Mexico," with Tony Pastor's
orchestra and Marion Hutton, is giving the Paramount a satisfactory $60,000 in its first week. At the Strand,
"Confidential Agent," with Vaughn
Monroe's orchestra, will finish a fifth
and final week on Thursday night with
a favorable $40,000. "Too Young to
Know" will open Friday.
$12,500 at Garden
Grey"week
is headed
$12,500"Man
for in
a first
at theforWinter
Garden, which is not high for the
house. "Danger Signal," at the Victoria, completed a second week, short
one day, with a good $9,700; it will
be replaced today by "Born for Trouble," Warner re-issue.
"Mexicana" will finish its third and
final week at the Gotham Thursday
night with $6,200 apparent ; "Appointment in Tokyo" will open Friday. The
second week of "A Game of Death,"
at the Rialto, is good for $7,000; the
film will be succeeded on Friday by
"The Daltons Ride Again." "Pinocchio"lic $6,000
is expected
to bring
in its 16th
week. the RepubEXPERIENCE
in making tickets for over 60 years
has taught us that
ACCURACY
in numbering is first in importance, and the years have given us
DEPENDABILITY
— a priceless asset.
GLOBE TICKET COMPANY
154 West 14th St., New York City
Tel. W Atkins 9-1486
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Grosses
City
(Continued from page 5)

ORADO PIONEERS (Rep.)— MARYLAND
—(Average:
(1,400) (25c
-44c) 7 days. Gross: $7,000.
$7,000).
THE SPIDER (20th- Fox)— VALENCIA—
(1,466) (35c-44c-55c-60c) 7 days. Gross:
$4,800. (Average: $4,500).
BUFFALO
Business was good here this week,
despite holdovers and heavy snows.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Dec. 8:
THE DOLLY
SISTERS (20th-Fox)—
BUFFALO (3,489) (40c -50c -60c -70c) 7 days,
400)
2nd week. Gross: $18,000. (Average: $17,WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF (MG-M)— GREAT LAKES (3,000) (40c-50c-60c70c) 7 days,
erage: $16,400)3rd week. Gross: $14,000. (AvDANGER SIGNAL (WB) — HIPPODROME (2.100) (40c -50c -60c -70c) 7 days.
Gross: $11,700. (Average: $9,700)
MAN ALIVE (RKO-Radio) and LOVE,
HONOR AND GOODBYE (Rep.)— TWENTIETH CENTURY (3.000) (40c-50c-60c-70c)
7 days. Gross: $10,000. (Average: $12,200)
SHE WOULDN'T SAY YES (Col.) and
THE GAY SENORITA (Col.)— LAFAYETTE (3.000) (40c-50c-60c-70c) 7 days.
Gross: .$16,000. (Average: $12.4001

TO— (983) (30c-55c). Gross: $5,000. (Average: $5,000).
WEEKEND
AT THE WALDORF
((M-G-M)— LOEWS— (2,031) (35c-60c) 2nd
week holdover. Gross: $8,500. (Average:
$10,000).
INDIANAPOLIS
Film receipts here are holding up
well despite heavy Christmas shopEstimated receipts for the week
ping.
ending
4-5. WERE NONE
AND December
THEN THERE
(ZOth-Fox) and THE SPIDER (ZOth-Fox)—
CIRCLE— (2,800) (35c-55c) 7 days. Gross:
$10,000. (Average: $11,000).
THE SPANISH MAIN (RKO Radio)—
INDIANA— (3,200) (35c-55c) 7 days. Gross:
$13,000. (Average: $12,000).
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF
(M-G-M) — LOEWS — (2,450) (35c-55c) 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $12,500. (Average:
$12,000).
THE
DOLLY
SISTERS (20th-Fox)—
LYRIC— (1,600) (35c-55c) 7 days, on a moveover from
the Indiana. Gross: $7,000. (Average: $5,000).

Theatre business has begun to drop
with an increase in Christmas shopCold weather failed to hurt busi- ping.
Estimated receipts for the week
ness to any great extent.
5-6 : (Para.) and RIVER
Receipts for the week ending ending
LOVE Dec.
LETTERS
GANG (U)— OMAHA (2,000) (44c-60c) 7
Dec. 4-6:
MILDRED PIERCE (WB) — FOX — days, 2nd week, on a moveover from the
Paramount
for $8,200)
"Love Letters." Gross:
(4.661) (30c-55c). Gross: $10,000. (Average: $8,900.
(Average:
CAPTAIN KIDD (UA) and PURSUIT
GEORGE WHITE'S SCANDALS (RKO TO ALGIERS (U)— ORPHEUM. (3.000)
Radio) — PARAMOUNT — (2.446) (30c-55c). (44c-60c), 7 days. Gross: $10,100. (AverGros«:
age: $9,800)
$12,500)."$5,000. (Average: $8,000).
MILDRED PIERCE (WB) — PARADOLLY SISTERS (20th-Fox) — ROXY —
MOUNT (2,776) (44c-60c) 7 days. Gross:
2nd week, on a holdover from the Fox. $10,000. (Average:
(30c-55c). Gross: $4,500. (Averaee: $5,000). CONFIDENTIAL $9,900)
AGENT (WB) and
THE BRIGHTON STRANGLER (RKO)HONOR AND GOODBYE (Rep.)
(Universal) - CAPITAL — (2,100) (25c-44c). —LOVE,
RKO-BRANDEIS
(1,200)
(44c-60c1 7 days.
Gross: $4,000. (Average: $4,000).
BREWSTER'S MILLIONS (UA)-RIAL- Gross: $6,000. (Average: $6,700)

of the total takings."
Allport said 83 per cent of the receipts is distributed in the form of
wages, salaries, rentals and other expenditures inthe United Kingdom.
Promote Miss Leffler
Dorothy M. Leffler has been promoted to magazine division manager
of Columbia Broadcasting, it has been
announced by George Crandall, director of press information, who also
disclosed the appointment of Walter
J. Murphy, former publicity director
of WEEI, Boston, recently discharged
from
the unit.
Army, to the department's
magazine

Denver

Films

(Continued from page 1)
by Charles M. Reagan as national
chairman, points out, however, that
only such pictures as were available
for the free shows through Dec. 8 will
be supplied.
Bond Investments by
Loew's and RKO
Loew's and its subsidiary companie;.
will invest $10,000,000 in govef «nt
securities during the Victory Lol .^According to an announcement by Nicholas M. Schenck, president.
The various RKO companies will
buy $3,250,000 in bonds during the
campaign, it was announced by Malcolm Kingsberg, vice-president and
treasurer.
18,000 Jam Garden
For "All-Star" Show
Over 18,000 packed Madison Square
Garden, here, last night for the "AllStar Victory Bond Show," presented
under the auspices of the War Activities Committee of New York. Bond
buyers purchased $8,076,625 worth of
"E" bonds t© be present at the event.
Strike Issues
(Continued from page 1)

OMAHA

ATLANTA

Allport Defends U. S.
Business in Britain
London, Dec. 3.— F. W. Allport,
European manager of the MPPDA,
London Times that rehas writtenmit ancethe
s tothe U. S. constitute only
Amer17 per cent of the receipts fromthus
reican films shown in Britain,
futing a recent statement by Robert
Boothby, Conservative member of the
that "the AmerCommons,
House icansofpocket
no less than 50 per cent

Bond

Convention

Called by Ricketson
Denver, Dec. 3. — A convention of
managers of Fox Intermountain Theatres will be held Dec. 11-13 at the
Brown Palace Hotel, here, Frank H.
(Rick) Ricketson, Jr., company president, announced today. Managers, most
of whom will bring their wives, will
come to the meeting from Colorado,
Wyoming, New Mexico, Nebraska,
Montana, Utah and Idaho. No company conventions were held during the
war."The Manager of Today in the Theatre of Tomorrow" will be the theme
of the meeting, with nationally-knowr.
speakers describing modern theatre
architecture and decoration, improved
equipment, advanced methods of management, and employee benefit plans.
Harold E Rice, Southern district
manager of Fox Intermountain, chairman of the convention committee, has
arranged several social events, to be
held both at the Brown Palace Hotel
and at the Rockv Mountain Screen
Club.

Pickford, Rogers File
George McKay Dies
Hollywood, Dec. 3. — Mary PickHollywood, Dec. 3. — George W.
Buddy Rogers have filed arMcKay, 60, who appeared in many ford and
ticles of incorporation for Comet Profilms since 1936, has died here after a
ductions. Edward J. Peskay and Ben
long illness.
Peskay are co-directors.

meetings daily, starting tomorrow, at
which representatives of the principal
striking unions and the IATSE will
report on progress made thus far in
local negotiations
and submit
differences to the committee.
Carpenters,
painters, electricians, plumbers,
machinists and building service employes are the strikers' groups arrayed
against IATSE locals in these disReturning Sunday from WashingWilputes.tonliamconferences
Green andwith
AFLJohnston,
international
presidents on the status of the Screen
Office Employees Guild under the
strike-settlement formula, strike leader
Herbert Sorrell said Johnston had
promised to make this a first order of
business on his arrival here. The
AFL jurisdiction committee does not
have the dispute on its agenda.
Trust Suit
(Continued from page 1)
new theaters, and also demand that any
new building by Fox be prohibited.
Harold Faulkner, attorney for the
plaintiffs, said all films are passed
through five other theaters, including
the Parkside and El Rey, before becoming accessible to Empire.
Also named are Paramount, Warner Brothers, Columbia, Universal,
United Artists, National Theaters
Corp., Loew's and Universal.

MITCHELL
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New

Motion

Meeting

with

Truman

(Continued from page 1)
that the fight against infantile paralysis, inaugurated by the late President
Roosevelt, is being continued. A delegation from the National Foundation
for Infantile Paralysis, headed by BasilrenO'Connor,
Coss and George
Edward LaPorte,
Dowden,WarJr.,
will attend both meetings.
Pathe Film
The meeting will open with the
showing of a special two-reel film produced by Pathe illustrating the advances in the fight against polio. Basil O'Connor is narrator. In addition, there will be a demonstration of
the physical therapy treatment, with
child patients from Washington hospitals as subjects. Among speakers will
be Nicholas M. Schenck, O'Connor,
Harry Brandt, Oscar A. Doob, Tom
Connors, Ernest Emerling and Carter
Barron.
The entire delegation will be the
guests of the War Activities Committee at the industry dinner being held
in the Hotel Willard at seven P.M.

Stormy CIE Meet Leaves
Officials Speechless
Washington, Dec. 3. — The Conference of Independent Exhibitors'
representatives met in a stormy, sevenhour session here today to weigh stra'White Collarites'
tegy in connection with the organization's role at the exhibitor meeting
on
Wednesday
which will consider the
(Continued from page 1)
proposal of the War Activities Committee's theatre division to form a
I here, where SOPEG recently won an
election.
peacetime organization for exhibition.
Despite the lengthy conference,
At Loew, UA and 20th-Fox ex- which
was punctuated frequently by
changes, an average of 10 per cent
general increase was won for "front!i office"
employes.and Also
classifications
salaryobtained
ranges, were
plus Canadian Building
(Continued from page 1)
setting the highest range for bookers
anywhere in the country, automatic
i progressions from the minimum to the reached, it is thought possible there
single rate for employees who have may be some easing in the permit syscompleted two years on the job, and
tem withininterests
the nextinfew
grievance procedure with arbitration,
Theatre
the weeks."
Dominion,
plus maintenance-of-membership shop. particularly Famous Players Canadian
Retroactivity pay dating to July 31, Corp., and Odeon Theatres of Canada,
1944, is estimated at $25,000. The are keeping an eye on developments
new contract runs to July 31, 1947, with a view to starting theatre projand is reopenable on the salary quesects for which plans have been pretion at the end of the first year.
pared and sites been bought.
At Republic, the agreement affectIn government circles there is ading 65 home office employees and runmitted concern over the wave of unning until July, 1946, calls for 10
employment and it is believed officialper cent overall increases, ranging
dom will throw open its doors to prifrom $2 to $5, retroactive to April and
vate enterprise because of the lack of
August, 1945 ; classifications and sal- preparedness on the part of the Federal
authorities to meet the situation,
ary ranges, 70 per cent maintenanGeof-membership shop, the seniority despite many assurances that everyprinciple, grievance procedure and arthing was under control — literally.
bitration.
At Artkino, general terms of the
present contract covering office and Clearance
professional employees have been ex(Continued from page 1)
tended to Oct., 1946, with the addition
of job classifications and. ranges plus quently ordering that all clearance
increases of $2.50 to $5, retroactive to granted to the Strand, Ritz and Royal,
Oct., 1945.
Port Jervis, N. Y., Theatres over the
A recently signed contract between Sussex be abolished, since the theSOPEG and DeLuxe Laboratories
atres involved are not in the same
won increases of $2 to $8 for white competitive area.
collar employees.
Record Wallis Office
Albany, N. Y., Dec. 3.— Hal Wallis Productions, Inc., Los Angeles, has
recorded a designation statement recording its New York City office to
conduct a motion picture business at
1501 Broadway. Joseph H. Hazen is
president.

9

Daily
Alert

Theatres

{Continued from page 1)
I constructed in the vicinity of the Hotel
Statler. Actual construction is exI pected to begin in the spring; no word
has yet been received as to who will
operate the theatre. Also from Boston
comes the news that the E. M. Loew
circuit will engage in an expansive
program of building, improvements
an';=Mterations, to get underway imm OL. ely.
Louis Richmond, vice-president of
the Loew circuit, discloses that property has been acquired in Boston's
\,Somerville section, where a 1,000-seat
house wilL be built. In addition the
circuit has purchased land just outside
of Philadelphia's downtown section for
erection of a drive-in, and will also
- erect drive-ins at Hartford and Springfield, Mass., while another is now being completed at Washington.
•Other reports from Philadelphia on
theatre building and remodeling disclose that Stanley Woods has plans to
build a large house in South Philadelphia and that building is underway on
William
house.
Hamilton Goldman's
Township,newN. mid-city
J., authorities
have granted a permit for a new theatre to the Trenton and New Brunswick Theatre Co., a unit of RKO.
The theatre will cost approximately
i $40,000.

Picture

Loew Names Fertig
Lawrence Fertig and Co. has been
appointed by producer David L. Loew
to handle a national advertising campaign forthe
"Adventure
in Casablanca,"
starring
Marx Brothers,
which
United Artists will release early next
year.

upraised voices which pierced the
closed doors of the meeting room at
the Statler Hotel, CIE officials told
reporters late today they had nothing
to say. A few added a statement
might be issued tomorrow.
In Attendance
Among those present were Abram
F. Myers, Washington ; Sidney Samuelson, Philadelphia ; Col. Harry
Cole, Dallas ; Jesse Stern, New York ;
Harry Lowenstein, Newark ; Irving
Dollinger, New Jersey ; R. H. Poole,
Los Angeles ; Ray Branch, Michigan ;
Ernest Peaslee, Minneapolis ; P. J.
Wood, Columbus, and Nathan Yamins,
Fall River, Mass.
Schaefer Favors Unit
For Various Drives
George Schaefer favors the perpetuation of the inindustry's
Committee
peacetimeWaras Activities
a central
service organization to coordinate the
industry's
patriotic
in national drives,
he told activities
Motion Picture
Daily here yesterday.
Schaefer returned from the Coast on
Friday where he participated in negotiations with several independent producers regarding financing and distribution of their product. He has
not closed any deal as yet, he said.
He predicted a $3,000,000* domestic
gross
for "Story
G. I. Joe."
Schaefer
was of
scheduled
to leave
last night for Washington to attend
a meeting tomorrow on a proposal for
the establishment of a peacetime successor to the WAC's theatre division.

FPC

(Continued from page 1)
and have been trained to handle peoJ. J. Fitzgibbons, FP-C president,
revealed expansion plans of 20 additional theatres at a cost of $3,000,000
(as reported in Motion Picture
Daily last Friday) and indicated that
another $2,000,000 will be spent on
modernization and equipment as soon
ple.
as material and labor restrictions are
lifted.
R. W. Bolstad, FP-C vice-president,
announced a hospitalization, surgical
and medical service to affect the circuit's 2,000 employes ; it was approved
by the partners.
"kiddie throughshows"
andThethe importance
sale of bookof tickets
out the year was discussed by L. I.
Bearg, Western division manager, and
Morris Stein, Eastern division manager, respectively.
Candy Expansion
Plans of expansion in the candy
merchandising field were revealed by
Jules Wolfe, head of maintenance and
construction. Candy progress in theatres was discussed by Arch Trebow,
head of purchasing for the Balaban
and Katz circuit, here.
Barney
Balaban,
president, addressed
the Paramount
group yesterday
and assured the partners that they
will benefit by all costly experiments
attempted by the company, including
television. He congratulated Fitzgibbons and his staff for their work on
behalf of war loan drives.
On Saturday, executives of General
Theatre Supply Co., FP-C subsidiary,
including Frank H. Kershaw, Peter
D. Brown and J. J. Fitzgibbons, Jr.,
explained how the newly expanded
company will serve all circuit nouses.

Fosters

Here's that PRIZE BABY again! . . . with a new, eye-filling assortment
of good-will-getters for the HOLIDAYS ! ★ ★ ★ Bright, timely 40 x 60
POSTERS
SHOW!

for CHRISTMAS,

NEW

YEAR

and your MIDNIGHT

... He dreamed up these beauties in a magnificent array of

seasonal colors . . . combining as many as EIGHT

COLORS

in one

poster . . . just what it takes to glorify your Lobby . . . and to give your
theatre that friendly Holiday Spirit! ★ ★ ★ He went "all-out1" in producing your HOLIDAY TRAILERS, too . . . striking that timely seasonal
theme . . . and putting all the craftsmanship of the PRIZE BABY's
organization into a masterfully produced group of TRAILERS that even
surpass his own previous successes * * ★ It's his Prize Holiday Package
of institutional Good -Will Advertising . . . BETTER than ever! . . . and
at the Same LOW

PRICE! ... Get yours . . . NOW!

*1-50

DE

LUXE

Xmas

$6.00

New Year . . . $6.00

BOTH

$10 00

each

★

★

JUNIOR
Xmas

$3.00

New Year. . . $3.00

W>00

<U/t/rtee
nflTionfu

BOTH

of SERVICE
me /nousmY

$500

IN

FULL
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4, Greenthal

Stock,

Dividend

Eliminates $8,800,000
Item for Goodwill
Warner Brothers' board of directors, meeting here yesterday,
elected to vice-presidencies, Robert
W. Perkins, general counsel and
company secretary ; Benjamin Kalmenson, general sales manager ; Mort
Blumenstock, national director of advertising and publicity, and Harry
Kalmine, general manager of Warner
Theatres. This is the first time that
a Warner sales manager and advertising-publicity director carried vicepresidents' titles.
At the same time the board
declared a quarterly dividend
of 50 cents per common share,
payable Jan. 4 to stockholders
of record on Dec. 17. Warners
last common stock dividends
were two for $1 each, paid in
1930.
The board also voted to prepay, on
Dec. 10, $4,921,000 principal amount
of the (Continued
company's onoutstanding
term
page 10)
Canada

Abolishes

Building

Controls

United

to

World

Monroe W. Greenthal, director of
advertising, publicity and exploitation
for United Artists before he entered
war work, first with the War Production Board and subsequently as a
major in the army, has been appointed
advertising-publicity director for United World Pictures, Matthew Fox,
president, announced, here yesterday.
This is the first executive appointment made by the new UniversalRank-Spitz-Goetz company since its
organizational announcement was made
last week ; it is expected to be fol(Continued on page 10)

The

White
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C. I. E. Refuses
Indorse

Films

to
of

U.

S. Officials

Cite

Industry

War

Services

U. S. in Peacetime
Washington, Dec. 4.— The Conference of Independent Exhibitors, in a
statement issued today following two
days of discussions here, rejected for
its constituents the principal function
of the proposed Peace-Time Activities Committee, that of liaison between theatres and government for the
exhibition of official films.
The CIE action was generally interpreted here as indicating that Allied States, the Pacific Coast Conference of Independent Exhibitors and
(Continued on page 11)

House

Meeting

Ottawa, Dec. 4. — C. H. Howe,
minister of reconstruction, officially
announced tonight the abolishment
by the Dominion government of wartime construction controls, saying that
federal permits no longer were required
for any project. He warned, however, that building materials were in
short supply and urged deferment of
construction not considered essential
unless it would create employment.
Priorities on materials for war vet(Continued on page 10)
Mono. May Redeem
Preferred Stock
Hollywood, Dec. 4.— Monogram President Steve Broidy
has called a special meeting
of
the corporation's
directors
for Dec. 11board
to con-of
sider a proposed redemption
of all or a portion of the five
and one-half per cent cumulative convertible preferred
stock.

TEN CENTS

Photo by Harris and Ewing
A resolution pledging industry participation in the
1946 March of Dimes Drive was presented to President
Harry S. Truman at the White House yesterday by
Nicholas M. Schenck, industry chairman, with Basil

O'Connor, head of the National Foundation
tile Paralysis, looking on. The presentation
conference with the President in which the
national committee and its drive chairmen
states participated. (Story on page 5.)

for Infanfollowed a
industry's
for the 48

Hoyt, Nimitz, Sullivan,
Royall Address Dinner
Washington, Dec. 4. — Officials of
the United States government paid
tribute tonight to the war contributions of the motion picture industry at
a dinner in the Williard Hotel, attended by cabinet
members,chiefs,
other high
departmental and agency
ranking officers of the Armed Forces
and leaders of the industry.
A plaque symbolizing the appreciation of the government for the industry's wartime tasks was presented to
chairman George J. Schaefer and to
the six division chiefs of the War Activities Committee.
With Palmer Hoyt, formerly of the
Office of War Information and of
the Office of Censorship, as toastmaster, the gathering featured speeches
by Hovt, Eric A. Johnston, president
of the MPPDA, Admiral Chester W.
Nimitz,van,Basil
O'Connor, ofJohn
Sulli-;
Undersecretary
theL. Navy
General Kenneth C. Royall, UnderSchaefer. secretary ofWar ; S. H. Fabian and
Johnston(Continued
declaredon that
page "the
9) people
Price

Into

Coast

Office

of MPPDA

Washington, Dec. 4. — Acceptance
by Byron Price, former director of
censorship, of the post of vice-president of MPPDA in charge of the
Hollywood office was announced toident. night by Eric Johnston, MPPDA pres(It had been reported on Nov. 27
that Price had been offered the
MPPDA Hollywood post. With his
installation there, the Association of
M. P. Producers will de dissolved and
its functions will be absorbed by the
Hollywood
MPPDA.
Several monthsoffice
ago, ofwhen
J. A. Krug,
(Continued on page 11)
In This Issue
"The Road to Utopia" is reviewed on page
"Frontierto
Gal," "An
Angel4; Comes
Brooklyn,"
Tokyo
11.
Estimated 8;key
cityRose,"
grosses
are on page 10.
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Insider's
By RED
Hollywood, Dec. 4
C ECRETS long ago devel^ oped the habit of bursting
their seams in this business. Not
so with the highly interesting
and important tripartite deal
signed by the Spitz-Goetz interests, Universal and J. Arthur
Rank of London.
Some bad guesses reached
print here in Hollywood immediately ahead of the signing. Motion Picture Daily hit it accurately, but the exchange of information bytransatlantic cable
and telephone which kept flowing back and forth generally
eluded newsmen until the headlines had to be made ready for
the official story.
By that time, the deal was
waiting. Bill Goetz was flashed
the anticipated signal. He left
for New York on Nov. 23, arrived three days later, signed on
the night of Nov. 26, and had
returned to Hollywood by last
Thursday.
■
This is a considerable oversimplification ofwhat took place
behind the scenes. The discussions which eventuated in the
formation of United World Pictures, Inc., go back some months,
but not so many. Goetz was
scheduled to fly to London last
October to polish off rough
spots, but called off the journey
in the interests of protecting the
negotiations from premature
publication. He was aware his
flight would precipitate speculation and that speculation might
embarrass the principals if any
leaks were sprung.
But for Nate Blumberg,
Cheever Cowdin, Charles Prutzman and Joe Seidelman to meet
and to be seen with Rank, a
25 per cent stockholder in Universal, was another and a routine matter. Universal had pending a new deal on its British
distribution anyway.
Therefore, it was the Universal high-command which carried
forward the preliminaries and
the semi-finals of what now
emerges as United World Pictures. Goetz and Leo Spitz, of
course, were kept intimately informed at every turn. The strategy was such, however, that
neither had to appear in the
open, in person. ■

Outlook
KANN
with the 1946-47 season. In
every likelihood, International
will deliver the first, or the first
several attractions. The Rank
group is pledged to supply eight,
equal in number with Internamade. tional, but these are yet to be

Wednesday, December 5, 1945,
versal, not a theatre-owning or
operating company, nevertheless
is a defendant in the government
suit emphasizing divorcement of
exhibition from production and
distribution.
The answer here may be that
control of UWP is in the hands
of groups not involved and not
concerned with the Federal suit,

HazS and toJoseph
HALen WALLI
New York
have returned
from the Coast. Wallis will spend
several days in the East and then replus
the fact
Universal'swill
voice
turn to the Coast after visits to Washin UWP
management
be
ington and Boston. •
only as vocal as a 25 per cent
stockholder rates. Furthermore,!
Louis B. Mayer, vice-president in
when the new organization talks
Goetz
will
go
to
London
in
charge of production at M-G-M, and
of a world-wide expansion into
February to confer with Rank
Howard Strickling, director of adexhibition it does this with fore-,
vertising-publicity atthe studio, aron production policy and, in efknowledge
of plans already
rived back on the Coast yesterday
drawn up for the future.
from New York.
fect, will say to International's
•
partner, "Dip into the well of
■
our production experience and
Charles Weill, former sales chief
draw out of it whatever of value
Having delivered "Along
for Universal in Belgium, and Mrs.
Came Jones" and "Tomorrow Is
Weill, are parents of a second son,
you find there. We're in this toForever," International's third
Rene Anatole, born Dec. 3 at the
Rank is not committed to do
under its RKO contract is "The
Brady Maternity Hospital, Albany,
N. Y.
anything of the kind. But, since
Stranger," already finished and
•
now being edited. This leaves
the stake is now a common one,
one to go. In connection with
Mjke Havas, recently RKO Radio
itgether."
makes good and safe forecastthe unfinished commitment, there
manager for Venezuela, is in New
ing
to
predict
he
will
take
such
York for conferences with Phil
a
step
for
it
is
the
intelligent
and
may
be a surprise. InternationReisman, vice president in charge of
al's relations with its current
practical thing to do. The stake
foreign distribution.•
distributor
are very cordial.
is common because International
Goetz-Spitz are anxious to get
and Rank are equal partners.
their new enterprise moving. Out
> James J. Murphy, Jr., assistant
■
executive director of the motion picof that — and those cordial relature arbitration tribunals, is en route
UWP will maintain its headtions— a sympathetic melding of
to Des Moines, making a stopover in
quarters in New York and is
minds may result.
Chicago.
•
seeking office acreage now. InMeanwhile, Goetz has plunged
ternational's setup in the East
Herman Wobber, 20th Centuryinto increased activities. Interwill continue untouched, but will
national's own administration
Fox's Western
manager,
rebe housed under the one roof
turned to San sales
Francisco
fromhasNew
building
will
be rushed at UniYork.
with the over-all company. The
versal for February occupancy.
•
sole exception is Al Schwalberg,
The company has a backlog of
Florence Goldman has joined
currently International's sales
unproduced properties and four
Film Classics as private secretary and
representative, who in all probaproducers easily equipped to
assistant to Al Zimbalist, National
make two apiece yearly. They
bility will go over to the sales
advertising-publicity• director.
end of the new organization.
are Nunnally Johnson, Joe SisHugh Martin of Martin Theatres,
UWP will have its own gentrom, Sam Spiegel and Walter
eral sales manager, its own sales
and J. H. Thompson, of Martin and
Thompson.
boot, asGoetz
opThompson Theatres, of Columbus, Ga.,
erates what isToknown
a happy
force,
relying
upon
Universal's
are visiting in New
York.
established facilities for physical
lot in Hollywood, where he is
•
conveniences only, its own adIrving Wormser, Eastern general
well liked. It's enough to atvertising and publicity channels
tract new production manpower.
sales manager of Film Classics, has
and whatever else is an accepted
returned to New York from Phila■
part in the operational makeup
delphia.
These are some of the salient
•
of a modern, nationwide disfacts and factors behind United
tributing company. The boss
Frank Articola of the M-G-M
World Pictures. The combinawill
be
Matty
Fox.
sales department is back in New York
tion of interests constitutes a
UWP will enter the field as
from Boston.
•
natural
flowering of Internationcompetition to all existing comIrving Wormser, Eastern general
al's growth and moves closer to
panies,
not
excepting
Universal.
sales manager of Film Classics, is
fruition Rank's determination to
This reminds of that earlier day
visiting in Washington.
leave his mark on the world film
when Famous Players was pro•
map. UWP is his major bid for
ducing and distributing but so,
John Balaban, head of Balaban
a place in the American market.
too, was Realart, with which
and Katz Circuit, Chicago, is visiting
in Hollywood.
Adolph Zukor
was as•
sociated. Thesimilarly
UWP situation
Morey Goldstein, Monogram asis additionally interesting be- Gould, Lowe Off to
sistant sales manager, is visiting in
cause Universal now owns half Far East for UA
Albany.
of
International.
International
•
Walter Gould, United Artists forowns half of UWP; thus Unieign manager, accompanied by A I
Tom Waller, United Artists pubLowe, division manager for Australia,
versal becomes one-fourth ownlicity manager, is home with the
er of UWP.
South Africa and the Far East, will
grippe.
Whether International owns
•
leave New York for Hollywood today and, following a brief visit, will
David Lipton is in Washington
one-half, or any part, of Universal is not known.
plane to the Far East.
from New York.
UWP — it might be well to
•
■
Both will
the operations
company's re-in
grow familiar with the initials,
centlyinspect
reestablished
Wallace Beery has arrived in New
One
of
the
arresting
projects
China and the Philippines and then
for they'll be showing up many
York from Hollywood.
•
in contemplation has to do with
times in the months immediately
continue on to Australia and New
the construction or acquisition
Zealand, returning to New York in
ahead — will establish its opening
Abe Schwartz, Cleveland theatre
contact with the theatre market
owner, has left for Florida.
of "showcase" theatres. Uni- two to three months.
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Coming

500
USO

Invitations
Luncheon

to

Here

Over 500 leaders in motion pictures,
radio and stage have been invited to
attend a luncheon to be given by Walter Hoving, chairman of the board of
the USO, at the Waldorf-Astoria on
Dec. 11, on the occasion of the fourth
anniversary of USO Camp Shows.
Among those invited are presidents
of the film companies, in addition to
the following : Gus Eyssell, Sylvan Simon, B. G. DeSylva, Edward Arnold,
Charles K. Feldman, Y. Frank Freeman, Leonard Goldenson, Joseph Hazen, George Schaefer, Howard Strickling, Kenneth Thompson, Charles
Koerner, Milton Krasny, Tom Rockwell, Danny Kaye, Mary Boland,
Moss Hart, Michael Todd, Alfred
Blomingdale, Jed Harris, Howard
Lindsay, Russell Crouse, John Golden, Max Gordon, Joseph Koehler,
Frank Burke, Ben Hecht.
Also : Paul Lukas, George Raft,
Joe E. Brown, Fred Astaire, Bing
Crosby, Oscar Doob, Marvin Schenck,
Sam and Bella Spewack, Charles
MacArthur, Col. Thornton Wilder,
George S. Kaufman, Florence Mars
ton, Mark Woods, John Royal, Jesse
Kaye, Bernard Hart, Joseph Kessel
ring and Lynn Starling, to mention a
few.
Seek

More

Nazi

Color

Data

on

Process

'The

Road

to

Utopia

[Paramount]

99
Hollywood, Dec. 4 Event
s

44 rip HE ROAD
leads straight
to whereasthea place
sign- Continuing to Dec. 31 — Victory
post says it TO
does,UTOPIA"
whether Utopia
be interpreted
Loan campaign at theatres.
where customers are too numerous to accommodate or too happy
Today
— Meeting of theatremen to
to express themselves coherently. The billing reads, "Bing Crosby, Bob
organize peacetime successor to
Hope, Dorothy Lamour, in 'Road to Utopia,' " and what showman
War Activities Committee exhibicouldn't or wouldn't, if necessary, buy it blind, get out of the crowd's
tion division, Statler Hotel
way and get rich? If such there be, this report is for him, although no
Washington.
readers are barred.
Tomorrow — National Theatre
board meeting, New York home
office.
How does this "Road" picture compare with the others? Well, it's a
full brother in every sense of the term, as concerns entertainment, but
"Free-Movie
Day." MPTO
it's got an edge — a gilt edge — on the others as a box-office attraction. Dec.
Dec. 7—10-11
—Associated
This is not to say that it's funnier, although it probably is, or technoof Western Pennsylvania meetlogically superior, as it is, assuredly, but to point out that the firstburgh.ing, William Penn Hotel, Pittsnamed star has won an Academy Award and No. 1 rank in the Motion
Dec.
10-13 — Conference of motion
Picture Herald's annual "Money-Making Stars" poll since his last
picture officers of Army Service
"Road" job, and that the second and third-named stars likewise have
Commands, St. Louis.
risen to new highs in the scale of public-preferred personalities since
last they trod together the merry mileage of this series. If they were terrific Dec. 11 — Monogram board meeting,
Hollywood.
then
(time applied
out while
you atomic
check bomb.
your ledgers) they're ripe now for all those Dec.
12— Quarterly MPPDA board
adjectives
to the
The present adventure opens with an unscheduled preface spoken directly
meeting, New York.
to the audience by Robert Benchley, who intrudes thereafter at intervals with Dec. 13 — Associated Motion Picture
Advertisers' Christmas party, Taft
more direct and immensely amusing remarks to the audience. In the next
scene the three principals, hoary with age and weighted with wealth, are
Hotel, New York.
14 — Meeting-luncheon of the
brought together after a 35-year separation and slip slickly back that far Dec.
National Conference of Christians
to their youth in the Klondike, where Hope and Crosby are small-calibre
and
York. Jews, Hotel Astor, New
crooks who get mistaken for a pair of big-gauge desperadoes and have the
Yukon at their mixed-up mercy until circumstance and complication catch up Dec. 14 — Second quarterly meeting,
with lent
andand often
separateinspired
them. There's
no point
in breaking
downandfurther
the Frank,
excelscreenplay
by Norman
Panama
Melvin
.Actors' Equity council, New
York.
who tailored it to their principals with manifestly loving, and sometimes mischevious care.
INalmost
common
earlierand"Road"
dialogue consists
whollywithof that
gags, ofwiththeCrosby
Hope films,
gettingtheapproximately
equal
breaks in the division of laughs. But "Road to Utopia" doesn't rely upon
dialogue alone, nor even upon situations, for its laughs. Actors out of other
pictures step into and through this one, and the actors in this one talk to the
audience (inclusive of a fish and a bear, given vocalicity by the Jerry Fairbanks
process responsible for those talking-animal shorts).
•
Even the Paramount trademark gets into the picture, as do the Hope and
Crosby radio sponsors, by indirection. Producer Paul Jones and director Hal
Walker rate a special brand of praise for managing to combine a staggering
array of unorthodox material with an essentially unorthodox story and come
up with a completely orthodox commercial success.
Six songs, by James Van Heusen, have their places in the proceedings,
Miss Lamour and Hope relieving Crosby of some of the singing chore but
leaving most of it in -his incomparable custody.
Running time, 90 minutes. General audience classification. Release date not
set.
William R. Weaver

Washington, Dec. 4. — German developments inthe field of color mo
tion pictures, discovered by the Technical Intelligence Committee "which
combed the files of Nazi concerns after
the European war, is considered so
important that another mission is to
be sent abroad this month for the purpose of securing detailed information
about the system which will permit its
adoption in this country.
German color pictures are said to
be far superior to those now produced
here. Film manufacturers have become interested in the matter and will
send representatives with the mission.
The decision to investigate the matter further followed a showing here Beveridge Outlines
of a German musical comedy produced Film Board Policy
by the new system, which aroused
favorable comment.
Kingston,
Ont, Dec.
4. — InClub
a talkof
before
the Public
Affairs
Queens University, Kingston, W.
spokesman for the Nation'Rebecca' Beveridge,
ew e Sets
Agnssu
al Film Board, gave what is regarded
for 1946
Rei
as an official outline of policy for the
David O. Selznick's "Rebecca," re Canadian Government board following
leased by United Artists in 1940, will the resignation of John Grierson from
be re-released in 1946, playing its first the post of film commissioner.
return engagement at the Broadway
Beveridge said the board is concenVictoria, here, late in January or
trating attention on the non-theatrical
early February, Neil Agnew, vice- group and criticized the manner in
president and general sales manager which the board's "Canada Carries
of Selznick's
Vanguard
Films,Daily
con- On" series has been sandwiched befirmed to Motion
Picture
theatres. tween "irrelevant" film subjects in
this week.
The film will be placed in a few of
The chief purpose of the board, he
tjhe Digger situations for extended said, is the education of the adult in
runs, Agnew said. A national adver- such fields as geography, Canada's activities abroad and politics, developed
tising campaign, treating "Rebecca" as
a first-run, will back the film's gen through
the board'sstudent
own circuits
rural communities,
and laborin
eral re-release.
circles.
Holman Joins Riskin
Hollywood, Dec. 4. — Lt. Col. Wil
lon'
n Buys
Ham S. Holman will join Robert Ris Cowa
Hollywood,
Dec. 'Baby
4. — Lester
Cowan
kin Productions as general manager has acquired screen rights to the F.
following Army discharge. He was Scott Fitzgerald novel "Babylon Reformerly studio manager for Columbia
visited" and has scheduled it for early
and RKO Radio.
production.

Diana

to Make

Two

More for eV Release
Universal will distribute an additional two pictures for Diana Productions, independent producing organization, in 1946, following "Scarlet
Street," recently completed by the latter. The deal was closed yesterday.
Fritz Lang, president of Diana, now
on the Coast, will leave for New York
Friday" to look for story properties
and players.
Golden, 45, St. Paul
Exhibitor, Is Dead
St. Paul, Minn., Dec. 4. — Lew
Golden, 45, who came to St. Paul 11
years ago with instructions to close
up the money-losing St. Paul Orpheum Theatre of the RKO-Orpheum circuit, and who stayed on to turn it
into one of the Twin Cities' biggest
money-makers, died at St. Joseph's
Hospital today after a three-year illness.
Golden, a native of Chicago, is
survived by his mother, Mrs. Minnie
Golden, with whom he lived. Plans
for a Masonic funeral are not yet
complete.

Week's
MGM

Salary

Drive

for

Workers

In addition to district and branch
managers who are to be declared winners in the "On to Rio" sales contest,
every employee in the winning offices
of M-G-M will be awarded an extra
week's salary as a bonus for efforts
during the drive. Winning district
and branch managers will make a
three-week trip to Latin America,
starting Feb. 27, spending a week in
Rio de Janeiro for tours.
Judges E. M. Saunders and E. W.
Aaron, assistant general sales managers, and Alan F. Cummings, in
charge of exchange operations and
maintenance, are working out details
to determine winners. The contest
will end sometime after Jan. 1.
Joseph Shea
'Harvey' Press

Takes
Post

Joseph
C. Far
Shea,Eastern
who returned
recently from
service with
the Office of Strategic Services, has
signed with stage producer Brock
Pemberton to become press representative for the West Coast company of
the
Pulitzer
playPrior
"Harvey,"
starring
Joe E.Prize
Brown.
to the
OSS
was New
York assignment,
representative' Shea
for James
and
William Cagney, and before that was
with the Theatre Guild and 20th Century-Fox Film, both in New York and
on the Coast.
Producer

Fred

Rains,

85, Dies in London
London, Dec. 4. — Fred Rains, father
of Claude Rains, London-born American film star, died yesterday at his
home in north London. His age was
85. Rains, who had been a prominent
character actor, produced and acted in
his own films in Britain and America. He played in more than 500 films.
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IBig
In
On

Increase

Filming
the

Coast

Hollywood, Dec. 4. — Production
activity has turned upward, as nine
new films were, started, and three
vBthers were finished, making 47 picJ/jres in work, compared with last
week'slows : 41; the production scene folA
Columbia
Started:
"So Micheline
Dark the Cheirel,
Night," Paul
with
Steven
Geray,

Marion ; "Smoky River Serenade,"
!with Ken Curtis, Adele Roberts, Jeff
Donnell, Hoosier Hot Shots, "Big
Boy" Williams.
Shooting : "The Al Jolson Story,"
"Perilous Holiday," "Gilda."
M-G-M
, Finished : "The Green Years."
li Shooting : "Three Wise Fools,"
"Army Brat," "Star from Heaven,"
I "No Leave, No Love," "Holiday in
, Mexico," "The Yearling."
Monogram
, Finished: "High School Kids."
I with
Started:
Jimmy "Moon
Wakely,over
Lee Montana,"
(Lasses)
White.
Shooting: "Suspense" (formerly
] "Glamour Girl") .
Paramount
* Started: "Big Town" (PineThomas), with Robert Lowery, Hil, lary Brooke, Veda Ann Borg.
1 Shooting : "California," "Ladies'
"' Man," "Monsieur Beaucaire," "The
' Strange Love of Martha Ivers."
II
Republic
■'■ Started: "Song of Arizona," with
II Roy Rogers, Dale Evans, Sons of the
1£i Pioneers ; "In Old Sacramento," with
' 1 William Elliott, Constance Moore,
I II Henry Daniels, Jr.
Shooting : "Gay Blades," "Specter
of the Rose," "The Last Crooked
■'
i n Mile."
RKO Radio
'° Finished: "Badman's Territory."
"'Warren,
Started: Nan
"Sunset
Pass,"
with Clark,
James
Leslie,
Robert
Jane Greer.
]l Shooting: "Sister Kenny," "Notorious," "Till the End of Time," "Without Reservations" (Lasky) (former. ly "Thanks, God, I'll Take It from
: Here").
20th Century-Fox
Started: "The Dark Corner," with
j t Lucille Ball, Mark Stevens, William
1 Bendix, Clifton Webb, Kurt Kruger,
t iReed Hadley.
{ i Shooting : "Anna and the King of
jliSiam," "The Shocking Miss Pilj . grim," "Somewhere in the Night,"
"Three Little Girls in Blue," "Johnny
jf, Comes Flying Home," "Black Beauty" (Alson).
United Artists
M Shooting: "A Scandal in Paris"
(Pressburger) ; "The Sin of Harold
Diddlebock" (Sturges); "Adventures
f [in Casablanca " (Loew-Marx).
Universal
s 1 'Shooting : "The Brute Man," "Tanl! gier," "Canyon Passage," "On the
""Carpet," "Genius in the Family"
!.' 1 (Skirball-Manning).

Motion

Launch
O'Connor

Picture

Newsreel

'Dimes9
Lauds

Washington, Dec. 4.— With high
executives of the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis and the
motion picture industry present, the
1946 March of Dimes campaign was
begun at a luncheon in the Statler
Hotel here today — also by the appearance of the national and state chairmen this afternoon at a reception by
President Truman in the White
House.
Basil O'Connor, director of the
Foundation, paid tribute to the industry for its achievements in the last
drive and expressed confidence it
would exceed that record next year.
Nicholas M. Schenck, national industry chairman of the drive, presided.
Other speakers included John Russell Young, commissioner of the District of Columbia; Ernest Emerling,
director of publicity ; Tom J. Connors,
chairman of the distributors' division,
and Carter Barron, state chairman for
the District of Columbia, who, with
John J. Payette, was in charge of
arrangements for the luncheon.
State chairmen from over the nation
Skouras,
In Radio

Johnston
Tribute

Philadelphia, Dec. 4. — ■ Spyros
Skouras, president of 20th CenturyFox, and Eric Johnston, president of
the Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America, will be
among the motion picture, radio and
music personalities honored for their
work in promoting tolerance, over the
"Within Our Gates" program over
station WFIL. The series is sponsored by the Philadelphia Fellowship
Commission.
Radio script writers at all local advertising agencies and radio stations
have cooperated in putting together the
showworld biographies. John Scheuer, WFIL production head, will produce the programs. Visiting stage
and motion picture stars will play lead
roles in the air shows.
Marcus

Loew

5

Daily

Profit

Campaign;

Parade

Industry

attended, along with executive committee members, including Barney
Balaban, Harry Brandt, Oscar A.
Doob, Gus Eyssell, S. H. Fabian,
Harry Kalmine, Malcolm Kingsberg,
C. C. Moskowitz, Herman Robbins,
Spyros Skouras, Joseph R. Vogel,
Richard Walsh, Emerling, Connors,
Leonard Goldenson, Walter Vincent
and Martin Quigley.
Features of the program included a
motion picture, produced by RKO
Pathe, outlining the nationwide activities of the Foundation, and a demonstration of infantile paralysis treatment by Dr. Don Z. Guadakunst, the
Foundation's medical director.

featured
in all current
THE
Army-Navy
footballnewsreels,
game is
occupying two issues to the exclusion
of all else. Accompanying others are
Churchill's visit to Belgium, New England's recent storm,
the subjects.
Senate's
atomic inquiry,
and other
Current contents follow:
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 28. — Senate
committee hears Gen. Groves on • atomic
bomb.
worstreceives
storm lashes
England.Season's
Churchill
ovationSewon
visit to Belgium. Three sisters celebrate
tripleball golden
classic. wedding. Army-Navy foot-

March of Dimes Pressbook
Ready for Exhibitors Soon
An advance copy of the 1946 March
of Dimes campaign book will be
mailed to some 17,000 theatres on Dec.
26. The committee reports that in the
campaign book every item mentioned
was actually accomplished during the
1945 drive.

RKO PATHE NEWS, No. 31.-ArmyNavy game.
UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL,
No. 456—
Senate probes atomics. Belgium welcomes
Churchill. Married 150 years— three couples.
Cadets beat Navy— win 18 straight.

Hearings
AFL

Opened

by

Arbitrators

Hollywood, Dec. 4. — First day's
i hearings of jurisdictional claims by
rival unions involved in the Hollywood strike "proceeded very satisfactorily,"committee
American Federation
of Labor
arbitration
chairman
Felix
Knight
said
tonight.
"This
week
will
be devoted to hearing and exploring
claims of all parties," he continued.
The committee met with representatives of the Painters, key union in the
strike, this morning and with representatives of the Electricians this
afternoon. Plumbers and Building
Service Employes will present their
claims tomorrow, with Carpenters and
Machinists presenting theirs Thursday. On Friday the IATSE will present its counterclaims to jurisidiction
sought by these six Conference of
Studio Union groups.
Another aftermath of the strike will
be dealt with tonight when 20 IATSE
craftsmen who sided with the strikers
and refused to cross picket lines go
on trial before an IATSE committee
on charges ranging from disobedience
to active participation in strike activity. The trial has importance in
relation to the general labor picture
because CSU officials have gone on
oral record frequently as determined
to support IATSE members who supported them in the strike.

Is $67,216 for Year
Toronto, Dec. 4. — Reflecting the
trend of theatre business in Canada is
the financial statement of Marcus
Loew's Theatres, Ltd., Toronto, for
the year ending Aug. 29, which showed
a net profit of $67,216, compared with
$107,171 for the preceding year, after
dividends of $75,773 had been paid.
After all payments, $13,561 was added to surplus which was carried forward at $910,317, while total assets
were listed at $2,500,000, including Allied Toronto Meet
$890,803, in current assets ; current
liabilities were $162,654.
Reviews
Toronto, Dec.Year's
4. — Allied Work
CooperaGammel, MPTO Officer
tive Theatres, Inc., held its first anBuffalo, Dec. 4. — George Gammel,
nual meeting today at the King Edowner of the Colonial, Columbia,
ward Hotel, here, at which operations
Unity and New Ariel theatres, here, during the past year were reviewed.
has been elected vice-president of the
Morris Weiss, formerly with Odeon
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Theatres of Canada, announced the
New York State, Inc.
association now has a membership of
26 independent theatres in Ontario.
Warners
The president is Ben Freedman of the
Shooting : "Beast with Five Fin- Capitol Theatre at Long Branch ; vicepresident is Bruce McLeod of Kitchgers," "Escape Me Never," "The Ver- ener.

NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 226.— Army
and Navy gridiron classic. Churchill back
in Belgium gets ovation. New England
storm havoc. College girls help Santa.
PARAMOUNT
NEWS, No. 29.— Army.
Navy
game.

Lantz

15

Educational films for
will become
6U' part
Subjects
of
the standard school curriculum
when projectors become sufficiently
available, in about two years, Walter
Lantz, independent cartoon producer
for Universal, predicted to Motion
Picture Daily, here, at the same time
revealing that he has entered the educational film field.
Lantz, who will continue to produce
entertainment shorts for Universal,
and has scheduled 13 cartoons and two
or three short features combining live
action with cartoons, for this season,
disclosed that he has already made a
one-reel commercial film for Reddy
Kilowatt on the history of electricity,
and a two-reeler for Shell Oil. He
is also negotiating with National
Carbon for a film.
Field for Writers
The educational cartoon, Lantz asserted, will open the field, for new
writers, as well as educators. The industry should be thinking of developing new jobs for new people, he said,
and he is implementing this idea by
setting up a department for this type
of work. Many servicemen developed
into technicians will be able to fulfill
the necessary requirements, Lantz said.
Commercial production, he said, will
be operated independently of his work
for Universal, although facilities of
the studio will be available to him.
Lantz, while in the East, will confer with "U" executives on his projected program of short cartoon features, which will run 35 to 40 minutes.
Subjects such as "Rip Van Winkle"
and
"Theadaptable
Legend forof this
Sleepy
will be
type Hollow"
of film,
Lantz said.
The producer will remain in New
York until Dec. 20 before returning
to the Coast via Racine, Wis.
Ohio ITOA Meets Jan. 22
Columbus, O., Dec. 4.— The Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio will
hold its annual convention at the Neil
House, here, Jan. 22-23, with election
of officers to take place on the second
day. A banquet will be held on
Jan. 22.
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SEC

Reports

Stock
Deals
"Frontier Gal"
(Universal)
With Hollywood studios planning a
Hollywood, Dec. 4
tremendous physical expansion pro
Dec. 4. —Equipment
Disposigram, materials remain the most im '"pHERE is a youngster named Betty Sue Simmons who practically wraps _ Philadelphia,
Precision
A up "Frontier Gal" in her tiny mitt. She is cute. She's precocious and Corp. tioninby General
portant factor entering into rising pro she
July, of 34,600 of the 185,600
is also extremely good as the daughter of Yvonne De Carlo and Rod
duction costs, and not labor, John H. Cameron.
If elders may stand in awe of their offspring, this delightful tot shares of 20th Century-Fox comAuer, RKO Radio producer-director, points the way.
mon stock which it then held, was diswho is here from the Coast to look
closed yesterday by the U. S. SecuriGal,"
written
and
produced
by
Michael
Fessier
and
Ernest
Pagano
over Broadway plays, told Motion and"Frontier
ties and Exchange Commission in it&_.
directed by Charles Lamont, has Technicolor to help it rise above what
Picture Daily.
been a rather doleful fate in black-and-white. It is a standard monthly summary for October. T|T
All production is heading for color, would haveproduced
report did not indicate whether GeMO
with opulence and knockout mountain scenery — green eral
Precision has since disposed of
Auer said; eventually there will be Western,
snow-capped peaks and the rest of Nature in handsome display. Like the 151,000 shares which it still held.
few black-and-white pictures shot. The forests,
others
of
its
type,
story
content
is
generally
familiar
and
not
too
carefully
trend for psychological thrillers, now
Transactions of officers and direcweldedof into
the single
unittype.
it is supposed
to be. Corn is the keynote, and it's
current in Hollywood, has lasted corn
the
solid,
reliable
To
wit:
tors in five film companies were carlonger than expected, he added. There
ried in the monthly summary, the
Cameron
is
the
broad-shouldered
gun-toter
after
revenge
;
his
partner
had
is a great .demand for comedies and been bumped off by the heavy who turns out to be Sheldon Leonard. Miss most important being the purchase of
musicals, Auer believes.
5,000 shares of RKO common by Ned
De Carlo is the "boss turkey" of the red likker saloon at Red Gulch. She's
Auer's next production for RKO nifty to look at, sings a couple of songs, keeps men-at-large at bay. That's E. Depinet, increasing his holdings to
Radio will be the Eddie Cantor-Joan the order of the day until Cameron heaves into sight, sweeps her off her feet, 6,000 shares ; 5,000 shares by N. Peter
Davis musical, tentatively titled, marries her at the point of her gun because he had so promised in a large Rathvon, representing his entire RKO
"Come On Along." The film, a fol- moment. And so they wed, as the law catches up with him on a manslaughter interest in that class, and 500 shares
by L.tireLawrence
low-up of "Showearly
Business,"
go charge. Six years go by while Cameron polishes off his jail sentence.
RKO interest.Green, also his eninto production
in the will
spring,
Thereafter, he returns, finds he is the father of the cute one alluded to
Auer revealed.
Actually Miss De Carlo loves him in the whole sweep fashion.
In a series of sales Cliff Work, UniThe producer will return to the earlier.
Through the child who worms her way into his affection, Cameron finally
versal, disposed of 3,000 Universal
Coast in a few weeks.
realizes he loves the wife he had been battling with down through the stretch common warrants, leaving him with
of years. The heavy swipes the child which opens up the dramatic pathway 3,000, Earle G. Hines disposed of 100
to the chase. All turns out well in the final analysis, of course. Man and shares of General Precision EquipFoundation to Make,
ment capital stock, leaving him with
wife finally get together, the child is saved from death over a falls and the
villain is punched off a precipice to death on the rocks below.
Distribute Films
3,700
shares.
The producers sought comedy as an admixture for the straight story. They
Delayed reports showed the purInternational Film Foundation, Inc., succeeded and, again, they did not succeed. But the end result appears headed
chase in September of 200 shares of
a non-profit membership corporation, for general audience satisfaction without suggesting any call for police pro Monogram Preferred stock by W.
which will handle production and dis- tection to keep waiting lines in awe of law and order.
Ray Johnston, giving him a total of
tribution ofeducational films designed
This is Miss De Carlo's second film. She photographs attractively, has a 545 shares and the sale of 61 shares of
to promote better understanding be- figure
in the hour-glass school, but yet is to demonstrate the measure of her Columbia common, also in Septemtween peoples of all nations, races and
ability. Others, including Andy Devine, Fuzzy Knight, Andrew
ber, by A. Schneider, leaving him
religions, has been established with histrionic
Tombes,
Jan Wiley, Clara Blandick and Frank Lackteen, contribute standard with 1,616 shares.
offices here. Edward Everett Watts, performances.
the beauty of the outdoor photography and colorful interiors
Reports on the holdings of persons
Jr., New York, was the incorporating as well, credit For
goes to George Robinson at the color camera.
becoming officers or directors of regattorney.
Running time, 85 min. General audience classification. Release date, Dec. 22.
istered companies showed that, as of
Julien Bryan is executive director
Red Kann Sept. 12, Sam Dembow, Jr., held 2,500
of the organization, which will send
shares of Trans Lux common ; Norcamera crews into the field as well as
man W. Elson, 300 shares, and Emil
import footage from Russia, Germany,
Friedlander, 2,500 shares, when they
South America and other countries for "An
(Republic)Angel Comes to Brooklyn"
becameof members
making of documentaries. Bryan de- A BECKONING title has been devised for this one to compensate to a board
directors. of the company's
livered a film-illustrated lecture on
for a lack of marquee names, and pleasingly-executed song and
"Colombia, Crossroads of the Amer- dance degree
sequences make amends somewhat for an otherwise slowly-paced story Hoff berg-Jensen Deal
icas,"
at
Carnegie
Hall,
here,
last
Sunday.
that
strains
to Goodwins
keep its comedy.
The" fault
in the factnotthat
director
Leslie
was provided
with perhaps
a cast ofliesnewcomers
as •J. H. Hoffberg has obtained reissue
rights to five features for all counyet fully versed in the art of comedy.
tries outside of the United States,
The story opens in "actors heaven," from where thespians of the past Canada and Great Britain, in a deal
More 'Dakota' Dates
Additional pre-release engagements watch over today's aspiring young performers. One of the angels (wingless, with Emil Jensen, president of Artby Charles Kemper, who turns in a studied though sub- cinema Corp. The deal includes
have been set on Republic's "Dakota," indeed), played
standard Victor Moore-ish characterization, returns to this world to aid "Abraham Lincoln," "DuBarry,"
with the production slated to open at
the Riverside, Milwaukee, tomorrow ; an unemployed but aspiring young actress, played by Kaye Dowd, and, in- "Corsair,"
"Lottery
Bride" and
cidentally, several of her stage-struck friends.
Orpheum, Minneapolis, Dec. 14 ; PalReaching
for
the
Moon,"
and a will
seace, Cincinnati, Dec. 20 ; Mayfair,
ries of musical shorts. Hoffberg
Although unaware of his "guardian angel" position, the youngsters are
Baltimore, Dec. 26. The picture is inspired by his encouragement and from their wishful imaginations evolve dub some of the pictures into foreign
also set for the Paramount and Fen- several elaborately-staged musical sequences. Kemper finally gets them an languages. Others will have superimposed titles.
way, Boston, to open either Dec. 6 interview with a receptive producer before he returns to the other world,
or 13.
his mission completed. A romantic triangle involving Miss Dowd, Robert
Duke and David Street, is woven into the proceedings, with Street, under- WB Advances
Rubinger
dog at the outset, the ultimate winner of the girl's affections. The cast also
Defers Tax Vote
Hollywood,
Dec.
4. — Monroe
includes Barbara Perry, Margurite D'Alvarez, Bob Scheerer, Alice Tyrrell
Los Angeles, Dec. 4. — Following and a host of others. Stanley Paley and June Carroll fashioned the screen Rubinger has been promoted by Alex
a stormy se.ssion over a proposed tax play from an original by Miss Carroll and Lee Wainer. Leonard Sillman Evelove, director of studio publicity
of five per cent on theatre grosses, was the associate producer.
for Warners, to the post of art editor,
Running time, 70 minutes. General classification. Release date, Nov. 27. and Martin Weiser moves up to
the City Council here has again postCharles L. Franke Rubinger's former spot as assistant
poned a vote on the measure until
art editor. Weiser has been the press
next Monday. Theatre representatives, union leaders and spokesmen for
department's advertising specialist for
the past two years.
civic groups told the session the pro- Hutchinson House Burns Gell is Rogers Aide
Ethel Sackin has been named office
posed levy would be discriminatory
Charles
R.
Rogers,
Independent
proSt. Louis, Dec. 4. — Fire destroyed
ducer for United Artists, has appoint- manager for the art division.
and iscialunwarranted
by
the
city's
finanthe
450-seat
Royal
Theatre
at
Mount
requirements.
Vernon, 111., owned by Claude Hutch- William J. Gell as his London repreinson and operated as a unit of the
sentative to handle "Angel On My Dallas Exchanges Merge
Shoulder," starring Paul Muni and
Fox Midwest Circuit ; the loss is esti- Claude
$50,000 Illinois Blaze
Atlanta, Dec. 4. — Astor Pictures
Rains.
The picture is scheduled
mated at $35,000. It is the third time
here, under the leadership of W.
St. Louis, Dec. 4. — A fire in the the theatre
has been damaged by fire to go into production on Jan. 2.
(Snake) Richardson, formerly branch
450-seat Havana Theatre at Havana, in the last ten years.
manager of Universal exchanges in
111., caused damage estimated at $50,M-G-M Signs R. Lord
Atlanta and New Orleans, and John
000. A show was in progress at the
Hollywood, Dec. 4. — Following his Jenkins, owner of Jee-Bee Film Co.,
time, but the audience moved out Miss McDonnell Resigns
discharge, Lt. Col. Robert Lord and franchise holder for Astor at
quietly. The theatre is a unit of the
Hollywood, Dec. 4. — Margaret Mc- Army
M-G-M.
signed a producer contract with offices.
Dallas, will consolidate their Atlanta
Donnell has resigned as story editor has
Kerasotes Theatres, with headquarters
in Springfield, 111.
of Vanguard Productions.
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M-G-M's
Calls

Cummings
Jan. 3 Meet

Alan F. Cummings, in charge of exchange operations and maintenance for
M-G-M, has called the annual meeting
of field auditors for the week of Jan.
3, to be held at the Astor Hotel,
here.
Attending from the field will be
\f%\ght auditors, three chief bookers and
-'iie "Commando Girl," Roberta El' ''ton, fice
as executives.
well as a number of home ofI Auditors include John Ash, Ed
Urschel, Oliver Broughton, W. H.
Gillilan, Carl Gentzel, Charles Bell.
Arthur Sklar, and Mrs. Harriet Kissel. The three chief bookers are:
Tom Grady, Parke D. Agnew and Arthur Sterling.
Details for a program of daily meetings are now being worked out by
Cummings, including the appearance of
home office assistants to sales managers in the field attending on various days as well as Charles K. Stern.
Loew's
treasurerG. ; Brenner,
William
Gleicher assistant
and William
heads of M-G-M theatre auditing and
checking departments, respectively, and
Rose Klein of the statistical department.
Wolf and Bamberger
to Address Owners
Maurice X. Wolf, Boston district
manager for M-G-M will represent
the company at the convention of the
Western Pennsylvania Theatre Owners in Pittsburgh, Dec. 10. His second assignment follows his talk before
the convention of Kansas-Missouri
Theatre Owners Association, in Kansas City, on Xov. 27. He left for Boston this week after conferring with
H. M. Richey, exhibitor relations
head and sales promotion manager.
On invitation from William Finkel.
president of Allied Exhibitors of
Western Pennsylvania, an address on
merchandising will be given by Leon
J. Bamberger, sales promotion manager of RKO Radio.
Tobin Buys Theatres
Boston, Dec. 4.— Henry Tobin has
resigned from the E. M. Loew organization, after many years . there, and
will enter the theatre business on his
own accord, having purchased theatres
in Fairhaven, Conn., and New London. Tobin has left for New London
to make his home there and begin the
active management of his theatre.
Beacon Children Shows
A 15-wreek Saturday program of
motion picture and stage presentations
designed especially for children will
be inaugurated on Jan. 12 at the
Beacon Theatre here. Devised by Mrs.
Beulah Levine, wife of a theatre operator and daughter of circuit owner
William Brandt, and Mrs. Frances
Gershweir.
Siritzky-CFDF Deal
Siritzky International Pictures
Corp. which recently acquired the
Marcel Pagnol French productions for
distribution in this country, will also
distribute here "Mission Speciale,"
produced by Compagnie Francaise de
Documentaires Francais, dealing with
the French Maquis underground movement, the company reports.
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Plaque Awarded
Film Industry

to

Short

(Continued from Page 1)
will not forget the invaluable contribution the industry has made to the war
effort." He said that motion pictures
were the only voluntary and friendly
way to build a condition of friendship
among the people of the earth. He predicted that they will make a continued
contribution to the peace, happiness
and health of the world.
Admiral Nimitz spoke of the appreciation ofthe Navy for the cont
r
i
b
u
t
i
o
talent.funds
O'Connor cited itsn ofproduct
help inand
raising
for
the Red Cross and the Xational Foundation for Infantile Paralysis. Sullivan
praised the part that trained photographers and other technicians had played
in bringing the story of the war to
the people. He declared that freedom
of speech was one of the foundations
of civilization and predicted that the
screen will preserve the freedom of information for the world.
Schaefer's Acceptance
Before making his speech in acceptance of the plaque for the entire industry, and in his capacity as national
War Activities Committee chairman
of coordination, Schaefer requested the
various WAC divisional chairmen to
stand with him, calling for Si Fabian,
as chairman of the theatres division ;
Charles Reagan, distribution; Tom
Bailey, Hollywood division ; Maurice
Bergman, public relations ; Jack Alicoate, trade press ; Walton Ament,
newsreels, and Joe E. Brown, representing the Hollywood Victory Committee, acompanion organization.
Presence of the aforementioned current WAC chairmen reminded Schaefer to cite chairmen of the same divisions who served through the war
years, mentioning William Scully,
William Rodgers, Xed Depinet, Oscar
Doob, Joseph Bernhard, Martin Quigley, Eddie Mannix, Y. Frank Freeman, Kenneth Thompson, John Flynn,
Mary McCall, John Cromwell, and
also of WAC's war-time executive
Francis Harmon and associates Arthur Mayer and Herman Gluckman.
Schaefer then accepted the plaque
in the names of the national committeemen, and "in behalf of all of the
people in our industry, who really did
Peacetime Problems
the #work."
"Here in Washington, and now, I
say that the days of the reconstruction
period after our own civil wrar almost
fade into unimportance when compared with the job that is ahead of
"Then
declared Schaefer.
today,"
us
it was reconstruc
tion. »Now it is readjustment, plus reconversion, plus the
vital necessity for a new outlook
toward challenging things to come.
I am hopeful that our industry will
play its part.
"I am also hopeful that in the way
it is constituted, it will expand
and contract and adapt itself for national and community purposes, so that
it can always be alerted," added
Schaefer, who concluded with this observation"Let
:
this evening be an inspiration to those in our industry of
results obtainable by unselfish devotion to our country and to our indusSeated on the dias were : Barney
Balaban, Carter Barron, Spruille
Braden, Jack Cohn, Brig. Gen. Robert L. Denig. S. H. Fabian, Comm.
try."
Douglas
Fairbanks. Jr., Ted Gamble,
Lt. Gen. E. B. Gregorv, Joseph Martin. Jr. : Will H. Hays, Palmer Hoyt.

Subjects
'Popular Science'
(Paramount)
Contrasting an early American
kitchen and its old-time labor-saving
gadgets with the modern kitchen of
tomorrow, this subject gives audiences
a preview of new style stoves, refrigerators and cooking methods
which, it is promised, will be commonplace in a few years. The latter portion of the reel provides a glimpse of
the kind of modern air travel which is
to come, and features the Stratocruiser Boeing B-29 which boasts of
being the last word in luxurious comfort for the air-traveler of the future.
Running time, 10 minutes.
"The Great American
The Plaque of War Accomplishment which was presented
to the motion picture industry
last night at the War Activities
Committee dinner at the Hotel
Willard, Washington. The plaque
was designed by the internationally famous sculptor, Felix
G. W. de Weldon.
Taking the form of a filmspool, with the I wo Jima flagraising in the center, there are
depicted bond premieres, a USO
show, combat photography,
OWI-WAC releases, film shows
for servicemen, campaigns for
blood donors, the Red Cross,
etc.
A legend at the bottom of the
plaque reads: "Well Done, Motion Picture Industry," with the
signatures of Secretary of War
Robert P. Patterson, Secretary
of the Navy James Forrestal
and Secretary of the Treasury
Fred M. Vinson.

(M-G-M Passing Parade)
Recapturing the spirit of a nostalgic
American institution, John Nesbitt examines the corner barber shop of the
"Gay 90's" which has disappeared, in
the passing parade. It is a humorous
journey through memory lane. Running time, 10 minutes.
"GuestMug"
Pests"
(M-G-M-Pete Smith Specialty)
In this subject Pete Smith follows
his successful "Movie Pests" with a
barrage against those bores who make
entertaining at home a nightmare —
from the furniture arranger to the
minutes.
"soup-schlooper." Running time, nine
Canada
Handling

New

York

to Extend

Campaign to Dec. 31
The 750 film theatres in Greater
Xew York have pledged to continue
complete bond-selling activities up to
Dec. 31, according to Irving Lesser,
general chairman of the War Activities Committee of Xew York. The
pledge was made in response to a
plea from the Treasury to extend the
Victory Loan Drive in theatres until
the end of this year. Bond booths in
all theatres will remain open and all
theatres will continue various promotional activities which have been used
in this and previous drives.
Eric Johnston, Malcolm Kingsberg,
Brig. Gen. C. T. Lanham, Guy Mason,
Lowell Mellett, Admiral H. B. Miller,
Francis J. Meyers, Abram F. Myers.
Donald miral
Nelson,
BasilNimitz,
O'Connor,
AdChester W.
Admiral
James O. Richardson, Herman Robbins, Brig. Gen. K. C. Royall, George
Schaeffer, Nicholas M. Schenck,
Spyros Skouras. John Snyder, John
L. Sullivan, Maj. Gen. Alexander
Yandergrist. Fred Vinson, Hal Wallis, Alexander Wiley, Big. Gen. Robert Young, Brig. Gen. Charles V.
Banfield, Vice-Admiral Edward L.
Cochrane, Maj. Gen. Curtis LeMay.
Brig. Gen. William A. Mathany, ViceAdmiral Ross T. Mclntyre, Rear Admiral Forrest Sherman, Col. G. Storealsi, Lt. Col. Hoyt S. Vanderberg and
Richard Walsh.

Falters

in

Television

Ottawa, Dec. 4. — The Canadian
government is showing backwardness
in meeting the television situation,
with numerous enterprises awaiting
some word from the Federal Department of Transport as to policy, plans
and privilege under a proposed permit
systemeral which
has 1939.
been mentioned sevtimes since
The government admits that 13
companies have applied for licenses to
conduct experiments in television, including the presentation of wirelessed
entertainment, but so far none has been
granted. The same fate has befallen
the application of no less than 54 Canadian radio stations for frequencymodulation experimental licenses and
16 applications for facsimile.
Meanwhile theatre men are delving into
technical
phases of television the
on their
own account.
Film Companies

Buy

$43,982,000 in Bonds
Pledges for purchase of
Victory Bonds bv film corporations already total $43,982,000, according to Abe Schneider, Columbia vice-president,
who heads the corporate sales
division
of drive.
the industry's Victory Loan
The figure represents an
increase of about $12,000,000
within a week.
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Greenthal
(Continued from page 1)
lowed by others shortly, including one
filling the top sales post.
Greenthal left United Artists in
1942 on a leave of absence to join
Donald Nelson,
at the request
of the latter, in
the WPB. Later
he served under
Robert P. Patterson, now Secretary of War,
as chief of the
motion picture
branch o f t h e
Industrial Services Division of
the War Department.
Greenthal
started in the
Monroe Greenthal
film industry as
associate editor of Universal Newsreel. He went to United Artists
in 1931 as exploitation director and
later was promoted to head the entire promotion department.
Further general formation plans
of United World, including other
appointmentst will be taken up at
a meeting of officers of the company
on the Coast late this month. Greenthal and Fox will leave New York
on Dec. 20 to join Nate Blumberg,
president of Universal, which owns
25 per cent of United World ; Leo
Spitz, William Goetz, and others.
W. B. Elects

4

(Continued from page 1)
bank loan. Last Aug. 29, some $37,000,000 principal amount of term notes
were issued, payable in installments
commencing Nov. 1, 1945, with interest at the rate of 2 per cent annually to
Nov. 1, 1952, and two and one-half
per cent thereafter. After the Dec.
10 prepayment, there will be $30,229,000 principal amount of the notes
outstanding, payable in 19 semi-annual equal installments of $1,591,000.
The board directed that charges be
made to earned surplus of approximately $8,800,000 to eliminate the
item of goodwill from the consolidated balance sheet.
Canada Building
(Continued from page 1)

Key

City

Grosses

77* OLLOWING are estimated picture grosses for current engagements in key cities as reported by Motion Picture
Daily correspondents.
WOOD (M-G-M) and THE WOMAN IN
GREEN (U)— UPTOWN— (2,761) (18c-30c
CLEVELAND
42c-60c-90c) 6 days. Gross: $9,800. (Average: $9,300).
Downtown theatres, for the most
KANSAS CITY
wee'<.
good for
had a very
part,
Estimated
receipts
.the week
ending Dec. 6:
Although the weather has been
FIRST YANK INTO TOKYO (RKO
Radio) — RKO ALLEN (3,000) (45c-55c-65c) chilly and the public busy with shop7 days. Gross: $10,000. (Average: $10,000) above ping,
grosses this week are generally
average.
MILDRED PIERCE
WARNERS'
HIPPODROME
(3300) (WB)(45c-55c-65c)
7 days,
Estimated receipts for the week
2nd week, on a holdover. Gross: $22,500.
(Average: $20,800)
ending Dec. 4-6 :
THE DOLLY SISTERS (Z0th-Fox)— ESCONFIDENTIAL AGENT (WB)— WARQUIRE (800) (45c-65c) 7 days, 2nd week.
NER'S LAKE (714) (45c-55c-65c) 7 days,
3rd week and second holdover. Gross: Gross: $8,000. (Average: $8,000)
WEEKEND
AT THE WALDORF (MC00)
$3,000. (Average: $3,270)
MIDLAND (3,500) (40c-60c) 7 days,
GETTING GERTIE'S GARTER (UA)- G-M)—
LOEW'S OHIO 0,268) (45c-65c) 7 days. 2nd week. Gross: $18,000. (Average: $14,Gross: $8,000. (Average: $6,200)
LOVE LETTERS (Para.)— NEWMAN
WONDER MAN (RKO Radio) — RKO (1.900)
(45c-65c) 7 days. Gross: $16,000.
PALACE (3,300) (45c-55c-6Sc) 7 days, 2nd (Average:
week on a holdover. Gross: $14,000. (Aver- 000)RHAPSODY$12,000) IN BLUE (WB)-ORage: $19,000)
PHEUM (1,900) (45c-65c) 7 days. 2nd
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF week.
Gross: $10,000. (Average: $10,(M-G-M)— LOEW'S STATE (3,300) (45c65c) 7 days, on a holdover. Gross: $21,000. JIMMY STEPS OUT (Astor) and PRIS(Average: $20,700)
ONER OF ZENDA (Special Attractions)
BLITHE SPIRIT (UA)— LOEW'S STILL- —TOWER (2,100) (39c-60c) 7 days. Stage
MAN (1,900) (45c-65c) 7 days. Gross: $10,000. show. Gross: $14,000. (Average: $9,400)
(Average: $11,000)
THE DOLLY SISTERS (Z0th-Fox)— UPTOWN (2.000) (45c-65c)
days, 2nd week.
Gross:
$6,000.
(Average:7 $5,400)
PITTSBURGH
THE DOLLY SISTERS (20th-Fox)—
FAIRWAY
7 days,
week.
Gross:(700)
$1,800.(45c -65c)
(Average:
$1,750)2nd
Favorable weather and no counter
attractions over the weekend helped
SALT LAKE CITY
business considerably.
Receipts for the week ending
Dec. 6:
Accelerated receipts mark the beTHE DOLLY SISTERS (20th Fox) ginning of the holiday season, deFULTON— (1,700) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days, 2nd
spite the more than usual holdovers
week. Gross: $13,000. (Average: $9,000). and moveovers.
FALLEN ANGEL (20th Fox) — J. P.
Estimated receipts for the week
HARRIS— (2,200) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $8,800. (Average: $10,000).
ending Dec. 5 :
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF
HOLD THAT BLONDE (Para.) and
(M-G-M) — PENN — (3,400) (40c-55c-85c) 7 WITHIN THESE WALLS (20th-Fox) —
days, 2nd week. Gross: $18,000. • (Aver- CAPITOL (1,878) (14c-45c-65c) 7 days, on a
age: $23,000).
moveover. Gross: $8,000. (Average: $7,300)
MILDRED PIERCE (WB) — R1TZ —
NEXT,
(1,100) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days, 4th week, on WHAT GROVE?
(M-G-M) CORPORAL
— CENTRE HAR(1,700)
a moveover from the Warner. Gross: $4,000. (14c-45c-65c) 7 davs.
Gross:
$14,500. (Aver(Average: $3,500).
age: $13,000)
SPANISH MAIN (RKO' Radio)— STANBEHIND CITY LIGHTS (Rep.) and
LEY— (3,800) (40c-65c-85c) 7 days. Gross: THE MONSTER MAKER (PRC) — LYRIC
$24,000. (Average: $23,000).
(1,150) (14c-35c-45c-65c) 7 days. .With
CONFIDENTIAL AGENT (WB) — vaudeville. Gross: $5,500. (Average: $5,000)
WARNER (2,200) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days, 2nd DAKOTA (Rep.)— RIALTO (800) (14c-45cweek, on a moveover from the Stanley. 65c) 14 days in a moveover. Gross: $3,700.
Gross: $7,000. (Average: $7,500).
(Average: $3,500)
KISS AND TELL (Col.)— SENATOR—
THE DOLLY SISTERS (20th-Fox) —
(1,7500) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days, 4th week, on a STUDIO
7 days, $4,000)
in a
moveover from the J. P. Harris. Gross: moveover. (800)
Gross:(14c-45c-65c)
$4,800. (Average:
$3,300. (Average: $3,000).
THE SOUTHERNER (UA) and THE
HOUSE I LIVE IN (RKO) — UPTOWN
(1,300) (14c-45c-65c)
7 days,$5,500)
in a moveover.
TORONTO
Gross:
$5,800. fAverage:

erans' houses will be continued, but
otherwise the control system is being dropped immediately. This move
was rumored last week as planned for
First-run theatres really began to
Dec. 1, but action was deferred briefly feel
Christmas shopping along with
for an unstated reason. It is believed the
first heavy snow of the season.
that the unemployment wave has
Estimated receipts for the week
forced the hands of the federal authorending Dec. 7 :
ities.
AND THEN THERE WERE, NONE
(Zflth-Fox) — EGLINGTON — (1,086) (18c-30c48c-60c)
6 days, 2nd week. Gross: $3,600,
New Camera Firm
(Average: $4,000).
THE SPANISH MAIN (RKO Radio)—
Albany, N. Y., Dec. 4. — Hawley- IMPERIAL—
(3,373) (18c-3Oc-42c-60c-9Oc) 6
Lord, Inc., has been incorporated to $12
days,800)2nd week. Gross: $11,800. (Average:
deal in motion pictures and cameras
Sol A. Rosenblatt, New York, was in- V OUR VINES HAVE TENDER GRAPES
(M-G-M) — LOEW'S^-(2,074) (18c-30c-42c-60ccorporating attorney.
78c) 6 days, 3rd week. Gross: $10,200. (Average: $13,200).
LOVE LETTERS (Para.) — SHEA'S —
(2,480)
(18c-30c-42c-60c-90c) 6 days. Gross:
'Chance' Draws $29,500
$13,800. (Average: $13,800).
AND
THEN THERE WERE NONE
"The Last Chance," first M-G-M
TIVOLI— (1,434) (12c-30c-48c) 6
import to open here, brought the Cri- (ZOth-Fox)—
days, 2nd week. Gross: $3,800. (Average:
terion, first-run Broadway house, $29, $4,500).
500 in its first week.
ABBOTT and COSTELLO IN HOLLY-
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MINNEAPOLIS
A heavy sleet storm, which glazed
this endcity's
streets over
the weekcut attendance
at several
Loop
theatres.
Receipts for the week ending
Dec. 6 :
THE DOLLY SISTERS (20th-Fox) —
RADIO CITY (4,000) (44c-60c) 7 days, 2nd
week.
Gross: $9,000. (Average: $12,000)
FALLEN ANGEL (Z0th-Fox)— STATE
(2,300) (44c-60c)
(Average:
$10,000) 7 days. Gross: $13,000.
KISS AND TELL (Col.) — CENTURY
(1,600) (44c-60c) 7 days, 2nd run. Gross:
$4,500. (Average: $7,000)
"THE SPANISH MAIN (RKO Radio)—
ORPHEUM (2,800) (44c-70c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $8,700. (Average: $7,500)
HOLD THAT BLONDE (Para.) — LYRIC
(1,100) (44c-60c) 7 days, 2nd run. Gross:
$3,800. (Average: $4,500)

THE SPIDER (ZOth-Fox) — GOPHER
(1,000) (40c) 7 days. Gross: $3,300. (AverYOUage: $3,000)
CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU
(Col. Reissue)— WORLD (350) (44c-80c) 7
days. Gross: $2,400. (Average: $2,000)
MILWAUKEE
Bad weather, Christmas shopping
and holdovers combined to keep theatre grosses down here this week
first-runs.
in
two of the city's six downtownf
Receipts for the week endin
Dec.
5: HARRY (U) and MEN IN HER
UNCLE
DIARY (U)-RIVERSIDE (2,600) (50c-80c)
7 days. 1st week. Gross: $12,000. (Average: $16,500)
CONFIDENTIAL
AGENT (WB)— WAR
NER f2.400) f50c-80c) 7 days, 1st week.
Gross: $17,000. (Average: $15,500)
• THE SPANISH MAIN (RKO Radio) —
ALHAMBRA
week. Gross: (1,600)
$9,500. (50c-80c)
(Average:7 days,
$5,000) 4th
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF
(M-G-M)— WISCONSIN (2,800) (55c-85c) 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $15,000. (Average:
DUFFY'S TAVERN (Para.) — PALACE
(2,275) (55c-85c)
7 days.
2nd week. Gross:
$13,000.
(Average:
$12,500)
$13,000^
THE DOLLY SISTERS (Zflth-Fox) and
ABBOTT AND COSTELLO IN HOLLYWOOD (M-G-M)— STRAND (1,200) (55c85c)
7 days,for4thAbbott
week and
for Dolly
SistersGross:
and
2nd week
Costello.
$5,500. (Average: $6,000)
BOSTON
Most films did well in Hub firstrun theatres this week.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Dec. 6:
SUNBONNET SUE (Mono.) plus a stage
show— BOSTON (2,900) (55c-$1.10). Gross:
$26,000. (Average: $26,300)
HOLD THAT BLONDE (Para.) and
NORTHWEST TRAIL (Fed.)— FENWAY
$7,300)
(1,700) (55c-75c). Gross: $7,000. (Average:
THE SPANISH MAIN (RKO) and SING
YOUR WAY HOME (RKO)— MEMORIAL
(2,900) (55c-75c). Gross: $25,400. (Average:
$24,800)
LOVE LETTERS (Para.) and MEXICANA (Rep.) — METROPOLITAN (4,367)
(55c-75c). Gross: $26,500. (Average: $25,200)
HER HIGHNESS and THE BELLBOY
(M-G-M) and DANGEROUS PARTNERS
(M-G-M) — ORPHEUM (3,200) (55c-75c).
Gross: $23,000. (Average: $22,700)
HOLD THAT BLONDE (Para.) and
NORTHWEST TRAIL (Fed.) — PARA(1,200) (55c -75c). Gross: $14,000.
(Average: MOUNT
$14,200)
HER HIGHNESS and THE BELLBOY
(M-G-M-) and DANGEROUS PARTNERS
(M-G-M)— STATE (3,900) (5Sc-75c). Gross:
f17.000. (Average: $17,300)
DENVER
Grosses at every downtown firstrun here this week went over par,
despite holiday shopping.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Dec. 4:
THE DOLLY SISTERS (20th- Fox) and
GIRL OF THE LIMBERLOST (Col.) —
ALADDIN
(1,400)$12,600,
(35c-45c-74c)
days,
moveover. Gross:
(Average:7 $5,600)
THIS LOVE OF OURS (U) and CLUB
HAVANA (PRC) — DENVER (2,600) (35c45c-74c) 7 davs. Gross: $15,750, (Average:
$15,000)
THIS LOVE OF OURS (U) and CLUB
HAVANA (PRC) — ESQUIRE (740) (35c45c-74c) 7 davs. Gross: $6,075. (Average:
$4,500)
THAT NIGHT WITH YOU (U) and
COME OUT FIGHTING (Mono.) — PARAMOUNT (2.200) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days. Gross:
$15,345. (Average: $9,300)
CONFIDENTIAL AGENT (WB) and
THE CRIMSON CANARY (U)— RIALTO
(900) (35c -45c -74c) 7 days, moveover. Gross:
$6,250. (Average: $5,000)
THIS LOVE OF OURS (U) and CLUB
HAVANA (PRC)— WEBBER (840) (35c-45c74c) 7 days. Gross : $6,075. (Average :
$4,500)

Wednesday, December 5, 1945
MPPDA
(Continued from page 1)
former head of the War Production
Board was sought for the Hollywood
MPPDA post, it was reported that it
carried with it a salary of $75,000 annually.)
Johnston explained that the appointment was made in cooperation
with Hollywood
■producers E.andJ.
Auoted
Mannix, president of the
i, AMPP, as saymembersingof that
his board
were delighted
that Price is to
be associated
with them.
"All with
whom I have
talked in the industry have
Byron Price
great respect
and admiration
for Price," Johnston said. "All of us
feel we are extremely fortunate in
securing his services in behalf of motion pictures. Everyone knows his
brilliant record in carrying out a difficult and delicate task during the war.
He was one of the ablest administrators in Washington.
"His rich background and experience and his demonstrated leadership
especially equip him to work with us
all in a program to achieve full
dramatic and cultural realizations of
the screen. The program in Hollywood will include development of research directed toward improvement
of techniques and toward wider use
of the film ; extension of the use of
motion pictures in education and in
training, and development of enlightened labor-management relations. The
success of the program lies in cooperative effort both within and without
the industry."
In First World War
A native of Indiana, Price, who is
54 years old, became a newspaperman
upon his graduation from Wabash
College in 1912. He served as a
captain of infantry in World War I.
At the outbreak of the World War II
he was executive news editor of the
Associated Press in New York. He
was named head of wartime censorship
by President Roosevelt and his was
the first wartime agency to close its
doors at the end of the war. Price
recently returned from Europe, where
he went in September as President
Truman's special representative to
study and report on conditions in Germany and other occupied areas.
Wholesale Changes at
MPPDA Here Denied
John Salt, former assistant to Will
H. Hays, has resigned from MPPDA's
New York staff, following upon the
resignation of Dyrelle Chaney, historian, reported in Motion Picture
Daily on Nov. 27.
Francis Harmon, MPPDA vicepresident in charge of the New York
office, said yesterday that David Palfreyman and Walter Trumbull have
been asked to remain with the association, along with others, refuting reports of their resignations which were
published in Hollywood yesterday. It
was pointed out that Glendon Allvine,
also mentioned as resigning in the
Hollywood story, is not a member of
the MPPDA staff. Allvine is execu-
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(Continued from page 1)
'Tokyo Rose'
( Paramoun t-Pine- Th omas)

Hollywood, Dec. 4
f "I NLIKE most war-inspired pictures now coming to market, this one was
filmed by producers William Pine and William Thomas, after "VJ-Day,"
and cannot therefore be classified off-handedly with the others as having
been rendered obsolete by the abruptness of the victory. On the contrary, it
must be regarded as representing the ripe and unquestioned judgment of Pine
and Thomas, whose record as exploitation experts before and since becoming
producers
is among
trade's
standards,
which issuccess.
the same as saying it perforce
must the
possess
the accepted
ingredients
of commercial
In most quarters, particularly those where showmanship is habitually
accorded the importance it rates, the signatures of these men on the picture
will be regarded as guarantee of a box-office saleability which may escape the
attention of the untrained observer, yet must be given a chance to assert itself.
less expert
war-satiated
"Tokyo
looks
likeTo a this
difficult
packageandto possibly
sell for extra
takes. Itobserver,
has Byron
Barr,Rose"
a talented

other CIE members would not participate in the new theatre organization
which is being proposed as a peacetime successor to the Theatres Division of the industry War Activities
Committee. Formation of the new organization isscheduled to be discussed
by prominent
exhibitors
all sec-at
tions of the country
at afrom
meeting
the Statler Hotel here tomorrow.
Observers predicted that the indicated defection of CIE from the new
organization would not prove fatal and
appeared optimistic that groundwork
for the establishment of a peacetime
exhibition agency would emerge from
tomorrow's meeting, regardless.
The CIE meeting, in other actions,
reaffirmed the organization's position
on the government proposals in 1944
for revision of the industry consent
decree, which, among other things,
called forfiliatedcomplete
divorcement of aftheatres.
To Enlarge Scope

but
relatively
top maleand role,
Massen,
Don
Douglas,
Keye unknown
Luke andactor,
othersin* inthesupport,
with with
LotusOsaLong
appearing
late in the film as Tokyo Rose. It has a brilliant beginning, in which the
effects of the Tokyo Rose broadcasts upon American soldiers is graphically
depicted, and then it slumps off into a tale about an American who masquerades as a Scandinavian war correspondent in Tokyo, abducts Rose from
her radio station, intending to kill her, and takes her away from Japan in
a submarine. By the time the ending is arrived at, any resemblance between
what's happened on the screen and what's been reported generally as having
happenedficientindirection
Japanto issimulate
coincidental
beyond theGeoffrey
power ofHomes
Lew Landers'
prothe contrary.
and Maxwell
Shane wrote the script.
A resolution was adopted enlargBut don't get your reporter wrong. He didn't go for the picture, as reing the scope of CIE to 'include all
porter, reviewer or fan, but if he were an exhibitor he would buy "Tokyo matters of interest or concern to inRose" and exploit it with everything in the book on the basis of his conperhaps
fidence in the superior sales knowledge of the showmen who made it.
cating thatdependent
CIE exhibitors,"
is preparing
itselfindi-to
Running time, 69 minutes. General audience classification. Release date undertake for its members the same or
not set.
similar functions intended for the proW. R. W.
posed Peace-Time Activities Committee.
Basing its decision not to indorse
Disney, ABC Seeking Arthur Loew Sets
exhibition of official films in peacetime on "the freedom of the screen,"
Television Channels
Rio Trip Details
the CIE said it recognizes that "the
Washington, Dec. 4. — The Federal
Details in connection with M-G-M's line between legitimate publicity and
Communications Commission an- "On To Rio" three-week vacation trip
may beadopted
thin in bypeacetime."
nounced today that it had accepted ap- to district and branch managers show- propaganda
The resolution
CIE did
ins- the best all-around results in the
for newstations
commercial
visionplications
broadcast
from telethe operations of their respective ex- not mention the proposed new organization by, name. However, Abram
changes have been completed by
Courier-Journal and Louisville Times
F. Myers,
counsel,
said : does
"It may
Co., Louisville, Ky., asking for chan- Arthur M. Loew, head of Loew's In- be
taken toCIEmean
that CIE
not
nel number 9; Walt Disney Producternational,
and
M-G-M's
special
service department.
tions, Los Angeles, asking for channel
number 5, and American Broadcasting
"Throughout the war," the resoluUnder the plan, the North American
Co., Inc., San Francisco, asking for "ambassadors of M-G-M" will travel
tion read, "the independent exhibitors
channel number 7.
the membership of the 21
10,000 miles via Pan American Air- comprising
included in this ConferIt was also announced that E.
ways, starting from Miami on Feb. 27 associations
approve."
ence, cooperating through the War
Anthony and Sons, Inc., Providence, and winding up at their exchanges at Activities
Committee of the Motion
have withdrawn their request for the end of three weeks. From Miami
construction of a television station to they will fly to Rio de Janeiro, arriv- Picture Industry, gladly made their
screens available to the Government
operate on channel number 10.
ing there March 1 for the annual Carnival. The party will remain in that in carrying to the public official messages, news and information pertaining
city until March 7 and then fly to
the
conduct of ofthe a war.
"Holdingis
TEA Annual Meeting Buenos Aires and to Santiago, Chile. to
the preservation
free screen
Next they will fly northward to Panas safe-guarding the freeOpens Here Friday
ama, and from there to Miami and as important
dom of the press, and recognizing
The annual meeting of members of home. In each stopover city the party
that in peace time the line between
the Television Broadcasters Associa- will be guests of M-G-M managers.
Edward M. Saunders and Edwin W. legitimate publicity and propaganda
tion will be held in the Hotel Commodore, New York, on Friday morning. Aaron, assistant general sales man- may be thin, we oppose any movement
set up special machinery within the
The meeting is open only to official
agers, and Alan F. Cummings, in to
motion picture industry to encourage
representatives of active, affiliate and charge of M-G-M's domestic exchange such
use of the screens, now that the
educational members. Election of three maintenance and operations, are the
directors is listed on the agenda. Di- three judges who will select the win- war is over.
rectors whose terms expire include G. ners.
Special Recommendations
Emerson Markham, J. R. Poppele and
"Should
any government-sponsored
Lewis Allen Weiss. Following the
picture of special importance
annual meeting a luncheon for mem- Bette Davis to Attend motion
and merit come to the attention of
bers will take place. Directors of the
this conference and of its constituent
association will meet after the lunch- Opening in Mexico
associations, they, will recommend the
eon for the election of officers.
Mexico City, Dec. 4. — Gov. Royo
of such picture by their indeGomez has designated six stars to showing pendent
exhibitor members; recogniztive secretary of the Eastern Public represent the government at the preming, however, the right of each exhibInformation Committee, a separate oriere of Warners'at "The
is Green,"
itor to adopt or reject such recomon Thursday,
whichCorn
Bette
Davis,
ganization.
mendation in the exercise of his disF. L. Herron, another mentioned, star of the film, will appear. The
Resolutions also were adopted
returned to the association on a tem- Mexican stars, who will present a
porary basis following war service Mexican flag to Miss Davis and who against compulsory blind pricing, perto assist Carl E. Milliken with the will receive in return a flag of the
centage arrangements and "practices
greatly increased foreign activities _ of United States, include: Cantinflas, which
cretion."deprive exhibitors of control
the association. Herron is still acting Fernando Soler, Jorge Negrete, Maria over
the operating policies of their
in that capacity.
Feliz, Gloria Marin and Lilian Michel.
theatres."
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Films

PICTURE

Growing

An Attack in Milwaukee
Follows Minneapolis

DECEMBER

U. S. Lift's Business
Controls on All

VOTE

But

NEW

Seven

Countries

Washington, Dec. 5.— A sweeping
relaxation of freezing controls, under
which all countries except Germany,
Japan, Portugal, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, Liechtenstein, and Tangiers will be treated in practically all
respects as non-blocked countries, was
announced here tonight by Secretary
of the Treasury Vinson.
Under a general license, which goes
into effect tomorrow morning, all controls are removed over current transactions with countries not listed above
and Americans may hereafter engage
in financial and commercial transactions with persons in those countries
(Continued on page 6)
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APPROVAL
THEATRE

Trade Bars Before
World Conference
Washington, Dec. 5.— Trade
barriers against American
motion pictures and other
products abroad will be
brought up at the projected
International Conference next
year, administration officials
said here today. It was pointed out that the French government will be asked to
agree to a discussion of this
subject at the conclave if, as
is expected,
its future
representatives in the near
seek
a U. S. loan to be applied
toward reconstitution of the
nation's internal economy.

Milwaukee, Dec. 5.— A movement
started late last month in Minneapolis
by local civic, police and organizational interests to ban gangster films
has spread to this territory.
Police Chief John W. Polcyn has
been asked to appear before the city
motion picture commission next Tuesday "to explain
a blast
at gangster
films more
shown fully"
in local
film
houses. The request came from Lester Bradshaw, Jr., secretary of local
censors, as a result of an open letter sent to the public and members of Warner to Address
the film industry, by the chief.
In Minneapolis a move to outlaw Nobel Dinner Here
gangster films, as well as other "morally objectionable" films and stage
Gamble Wanted for
plays got underway on Nov. 27 folThe fifth annual Nobel Annivers(Continued on page 6)
ary Dinner will take place at the
Hotel Astor on Monday evening, Dec.
10, with Senator F. William Ful- High Treasury Post
Edwards Is Named
bright of Arkansas, presiding. Prof.
Washington, Dec. 5.— Impressed
Albert Einstein will be the Nobel
prize winner. The theme of this by his achievements in putting over
Promotional Chief
the war bond campaigns, Secretary of
year's
is "Winning
the Peace."
Amongdinner
the principal
speakers
will be the Treasury Fred M. Vinson was
Steve Edwards has been appointed Harry M. Warner, president of War- reported today to be considering the
ner Brothers, Pearl S. Buck, winner appointment of Ted R. Gamble, dinational director of advertising and
rector of the War Finance Division,
publicity of Republic Pictures Corp., it of the Nobel prize for literature in
was announced here yesterday by 1938, Richard de Rochemont, presi- as Undersecretary of the Treasury to
Herbert
J.
dent of France Forever and pro- succeed Daniel W. Bell."
Washington
ducer of March of Time, Norman
Yates, Sr., pres(Continuedofficials
on page 6)close to
(Continued on page 6)
ident and chairin a n of the
board.
Edwards join- GPE
and
Paramount
Will
ed Republic in
June, 1941, was
appointed publicity director in Make
Television
Theatre
July, 1943, -and
has been acting
General Precision Equipment and
in an overall caRadio Poll Complete;
Paramount have been licensed to manSteve Edwards pacity for the
ufacture British Scophony theatre telepast six weeks.
Results Next Week
vision equipment in the United States.
He began in
There are, however, indications that
motion pictures in Boston, in 1928, at
MotionRadio
Picture
10th
the actual manufacture of equipment
Annual
Poll,Daily's
conducted
(.Continued on page 7)
will be delayed pending further technion behalf of Fame to detercal developments.
mine leading radio personaliBogeaus, Robinson to
Arrangements were presumably
ties and programs, has been
completed and results will be
made* by Earl G. Hines, GPE presiTeam for Two Films
made known early next week.
dent, during his trip to England reHollywood, Dec. 5.— Benedict Bocently. GPE owns two-thirds of the
More newspaper radio ediClass B stock of Scophony Corp. of
geaus, independent producer for Unittors, columnists and critics of
America and Paramount the other
ed Artists, announced today in HollyUnited States and Canada
third, while Arthur Levey, president
wood that he will produce two pictures in 1946 in association with Casey
participated
in this The
year'spollpollis
of
Scophony
of America conthan
ever
before.
Robinson, who has been given a 10
trols the Class Corp.
A stock.
the
first
annual
radio
poll
inAccording
to
Hines,
it is disclosed
months'
leave aof screen
absence adaptation
by M-G-M. of
stituted bya trade paper.
The first,
that GPE (Continued
plans extensive
on
on page research
7)
(Continued on page 7)

OF
UNIT

Si Fabian Is Chairman;
Organizing Convention
To Be Held in 90 Days
Washington,
Dec. 5.—exhibitor
Formation of a new national
organization was approved by
more than 50 prominent theatre
operatorsall
representing
sections of the
country at a
meeting at the
Hotel Statler
here today. The
new association
will derive
tres division of
the
fromindustry
the~ theaWar Activities
Committee.
Theence, ofConferI n d ependent ExhibiSi Fabian
tors, which
includes Allied States, the Pacific
Coast
Conference of Independent Theatre
Owners and a number of unaffiliated
regional (Continued
organizations,
on page 6)presumably
Golden
On

to Germany

Color

Mission

Washington, Dec. 5.— Nathan D.
Golden, chief of the motion picture
unit of the U. S. Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce, disclosed
today that he will accompany the
government's
will leave abouttechnical
Dec. 15mission
to seek which
more
details in Germany on a Nazi-detures. veloped color system for motion picThe mission will be headed by
Golden and Lt. Col. Richard Ranger
of the Signal Corps, who led the
mission which originally unearthed
the German system, said to be superior
to anything developed in this country. (Continued
Four representatives
on page 6) of colorIn This Issue
"Miss Susie Slagle's" is reviewed on page 4; "Black
Market Babies," 6. Motion
Picture
Daily's
is on page
8. Booking Chart
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Spanish Quota Talks
Reach an Impasse

COL. XATHAX LEVINSON, HERBERT J. YATES, president
of Republic, left New York for » With the return of Norman Arhead of the sound recording department at the Warner studio, left the Coast last night after a home ofmour. U. S. Ambassador in Spain, and
last night for the Coast after a visit
fice visit.
Ralph Ackerman, commercial attache
•
here.
of the American Embassy in Madrid,
•
Mrs. Helex Hildixger, New Jer- to the U. S . negotiations between the
Maurice Wilson, chairman of the
sey circuit operator, has been appoint- Spanish government and U. S. film
board of directors of Grand National,
ed legislative committee chairman of distributors have reached a lull withBritish film producers and distributors,
out any agreement having been conZonta,
the business
Eastern women's
states. organization,
visited Monogram president Steve for
cluded on a film quota, it has beefl
•
learned
here.
Broidy and producer James S. BurIt is still uncertain as to what will
Muriel Babcock, editorial director
kett, at the company"s Coast studios
recently.
with reference to film imports,
•
of W. M. Cottox's Ideal Women's happen
Group, fan publications, is in Holly- elimination of license fees and genwood from New York for a three
eral exhibition conditions in Spain,
Lucille Levy, former secretary to
the late Johxt Hicks, Jr., will be fet- weeks' stay.
but
as
one source
: "The ride
present
•
disposition
is to letputtheitmatter
for
ed by co-workers of Paramount International atthe Piccadilly Hotel on
Robert Florey, Warner director, a while and see what happens."
Yule Bond Program
Ackerman. who has been chief neFriday,
his 30th year in motion picFilms. prior to joining Eagle-Lion celebrates
gotiator for U. S. companies, having
At Statue Tonight
tures this week. He began his career
e
with Gaumont in France where he been aided at one time by Fayette
Special Yule ceremonies for the
Allport. MPPDA European represenVictory Bond drive will be conducted
Fraxklix Curtxey Ellis, former- was born.
tative, will now be attached to the
•
ly head of the public information (J^
at the industry's Times Square Statue
of Liberty beginning this evening partment for Eastman Kodak, RochesMoxty Woolley, actor, is in a commercial division of the State Department in Washington.
when a 20-foot Christmas tree will
ter, has joined the public relations New York hospital for a ten-day obThe quota discussions are underin Chicago.
be lighted in the presence of 15 Santa staff of Standard Oil
servation,
which
will
decide
whether
•
to have revolved around a plan
Clauses. Platoons of Girl and Boy
or not he will have to undergo an which stood
would have allotted to the U. S.
Joseph Mack, son of Irvixg Mack,
Scouts and an Army band will par•
60 per cent of the annual total of
ticipate in the occasion at which head of Filmack Trailer Co., has re- operation.
200 film import licenses, which was
Randy Kent will be master of ceresumed
as
a
company
executive
follownot satisfactory to U. S. companies.
monies.
ing his discharge from the Army.
Bernard
J.
Gates,
Monogram's
special representative for Latin Amer•
The theme of the show. Victory
ica, has returned to New York after
Dick Wright, assistant to Nat
Bonds as Christmas gifts, will be disa
nine
months' tour
• of his territory. Stanton Griffis' Son
Wolf,
Warner
Theatres
Cleveland
cussed by Gale Johnston, chairman of
the New York County War Finance zone manager, has returned to his
Rufus Choate has returned to In Hemphill, Noyes
Xixon Griffis, son of Stanton Griffis,
Committee. Lambert Fairchild. for- headquarters from • New York.
Donahue and Coe, New York adver- chairman
of the executive committee
mer commander and chaplain of the
tising
agency,
as
a
vice-president
American Legion, will also speak.
L. C. Griffith, Oklahoma City cir- after two years in the Navy.
of Paramount and a partner in Hemp•
cuit president, has been named presihill. Noyes and Co., investment bankdent of the Oklahoma division of the
ers, since 1917, joined the latter firm
Sl.840,000 in Bonds Sold
Walter
Potamkix.
Warner TheAmerican
Cancer
Society.
yesterday
coincident with observance
For Brooklyn Ball
•
atres' circulating manager in Philadelof
the
concern's
30th anniversary.
phia,
and
Mrs.
Potamkix
are
the
Harry Paul. Atlanta branch man- parents of a daughter.
Recently discharged from the Army,
Brooklyn"s "Victory Bond Ball" took
place last night at the 23rd Regiment
•
ager of Wil-Kin Theatre Supply Co.,
young Griffis was a first lieutenant
Armory, there. More than $1,840,000 is on a business tour of Tennessee
Harold Smith. MPPDA foreign in charge
of the Central War Department Library.
and
the
Carolina?.
representative, has been appointed
in "E" bonds were sold by 137 thea•
tres for the event, sponsored by the
At the same time Clifford Hemphill,
War Activities Committee, under
William Fadiman. M-G-M studio commander of the American Legion's Jr., Jansen Noyes, Jr., and Harold
supervision of Al Weiss and Erwin story head, will remain in New York post in Paris.
•
Strong, Jr.. whose fathers are also
Gold, Brooklyn charmen, and Edward until Saturday when he will leave for
Jack Weixsteix is back as district senior members of Hemphill, Noyes.
the Coast.
C. Dowden, publicity chairman.
•
supervisor in Brooklyn for Century also joined the organization.
•
Circuit following his discharge from
Al Swerdlove, Boston, Film Classics the
service.
Hold NCCJ Luncheon
franchise
holder,
was
a
recent
visitor
•
New State - Rights
Attendance to 500
at the company's home
office here.
Distributor Is Set
•
Johx Joseph.
Universal's
national
Attendance at the special luncheon
- publicity
director,
left
City.
Favorite Films, Inc., a new disCharles Karr of Martin Theatres, advertising
tributing company, with home office in Atlanta, will spend the Christmas holi- New York last night for Universal of the amusement division of the National Conference of Christians and
days in Dallas with his family.
New York, has been formed by Moe
•
•
Jews, to be held at the Hotel Astor
Kerman, listed as president: J. J.
Julian Blausteix, editorial super- on Dec. 14, is being limited to 500, acFraxcis J. White, Film Classics
Felder, vice-president, and Leo Seligat Selznick- Vanguard, left New
cording to J. Robert Rubin, chairman
man, secretary-treasurer.
franchise holder in Charlotte, is tour- York visor
yesterday for• the Coast.
of the division. David Weinstock is
ing his territory.
They are now closing deals with
•
head of the ticket committeefranchise holders in all key cities, to
Arthur Willi, Eastern talent
represent Favorite Films in distribuHarry Katz. PRC franchise hold- scout for RKO Radio, is back in New
ting 20 pictures set for release during
Marie McDonald Sues
er, has returned to Atlanta from Char- York from Hollywood.
•
1945-46, including six from RKO lotte.
To Leave Stromberg
•
Radio, the first of which is "Cat'sDave Prixce. currently on a tour
Monday.
Lt. Com. Charles Moore has re- of
Claw Murder Mystery," now ready.
RKO exchanges, is due in Chicago
Los Axgeles, Dec. 5.— Marie McDonald has filed suit in Superior Court
joined the Wil-Kin Theatre Supply
•
Co.. Atlanta.
here
asking
cancellation of her seven•
year contract with Hunt Stromberg.
Lesser Signs 3-Year
Capt. Erxest K. Gaxx is in Holly- entered
into
last March, as of Oct. 12.
Martin Prixtz of the Alhambra
wood on a writing assignment for
Contract With UA
Theatre, Cleveland, is convalescing Paramount.
The
actress
charges
the producer
vio•
lated contract stipulations
regarding
Hollywood, Dec. 5.— Sol Lesser has following an operation.
loan
of
her
services.
•
signed a three-year deal with United
Jerry G. Mayer has returned to
Artists calling for delivery of a minArthur Price, owner of the Au- Hollywood from •New York.
imum of one and a maximum of three
AM PA Christmas Party
rora Theatre. Baltimore, is vacationpictures annually.
The Associated Motion Picture Ading
in
Florida.
*
Tom
Loftus
of
Philadelphia's
film
•
row is on the sick list.
The agreement, however, does not
vertisers will hold its annual Christ•
Harry
Allen,
Canadian
franchise
mas luncheon on Dec. 13 at the Hotel
affect Lesser's contract with RKO
Radio for producing Tarzan features, holder of Film Classics, is visiting in
Robert
Walker
is
here
from
Culver City.
Taft, here, David A. Bader, presiwhich has five years to run.
New York.
dent, announces.
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Max E. Youngstein has been appointed general manager of Story
Productions, Inc., Armand S. Deutsch,
president of the newly-formed independent, announces. Youngstein recently resigned from 20th CenturyFox which company he rejoined last
July after serving in an executive
capacity with the War Finance Division of the Treasury. He was general manager of the Hal Home organization from its inception until it
was absorbed bv 20th Centurv-Fox
in 1942.
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Clearance
Review

Cases,

1 in N. Y.

Two more clearance complaints
have been filed in the Boston tribunal,
while another demand for a, change
in clearance has been filed in the New
York tribunal, the American Arbitration Association reported here yesterday.
In Boston, Mary F. Hayes and
Mrs. Alice G. Hayes, operating the
Southern Theatre, Norwood, Mass.,
have filed a clearance complaint
against the five consenting companies.
The Southern's present clearance of
60 days after first-run Norwood is
held to be unreasonable and complainant asks that maximum clearance of
21 days be set.
Also in Boston, the AAA said,
George R. Gould has filed against the
five consenting companies, stating his
seven day clearance after Lancaster
and Littleton, N. H., -is unreasonable
and asking that it be eliminated. On
RKO product, Gould is licensed to
play after Lancaster and Littleton,
whichever is later ; he seeks elimination of this clearance.
In the New York tribunal, Monseigneur Enterprises, operating the
Forum Theatre, Metuchen, N. J., has
asked for abolition of its present oneday clearance after the Strand Theatre, Plainfield, N. J. Complainant
named the Paramount, Oxford and
Strand theatres, Plainfield, as interested parties.
. Attleboro Theatres
Asking for Relief
Union Theatre, Inc., operating the
Union at Attleboro, Mass., has filed
a clearance complaint in the Boston
tribunal against Loew's, Paramount
and RKO Radio, the American Arbitration Association has reported here.
On Warners and 20th Century-Fox
product, complainant plays 14 days after Providence, and one day after
Pawtucket,
on Paramount,
and
RKO Radio.
Complainant Loew's
asks that
clearance of one day after Pawtucket
be found unreasonable and also asks
clearance of not later than 14 days
after first-runs in Providence, or any
other equitable relief. The following
theatres are named : Strand and Leroy, Pawtucket, and Loew's State,
Strand, Majestic and Albee, Providence.
At the same time, the AAA reported that Bates Block Associates, operating the Bates, Attleboro, has filed
an identical complaint in the Boston
tribunal, seeking the same relief as
the Union.

Hollywood
"Miss
(Paramount)Susie Slagle's"
Hollywood, Dec. 5
THIS could and may be one of those rare pictures that opens strong and
gets stronger as the run progresses as people who see it get word
around to people who haven't. The top names — Veronica Lake, Sonny Tufts,
Lillian Gish — are guarantee enough of a substantial initial turnout, and the
performances of these, and other players are of a kind to send the first audiences away aglow with a quiet sense of deep satisfaction. It is not a picture
to "knock 'em dead," or "stand 'em on their heads," but it is that rarer thing,
a picture to make people glad to be just people and privileged to be present
when this kind of 'a picture about people is being shown.
The period of the Augusta Tucker novel, adapted by Anne Froelick and
Adrian Scott, and scripted by Miss Froelick and Hugo Butler, is 1910, and
the place is an American city where an unnamed university has been turning
out
distinguished
doctors
manythe generations.
is a
rooming
and boarding
housefornear
university andMiss
Miss Susie
Susie Slagle's
is its gentle
landlady, compelled by economic reverses years before to convert her home
to this purpose. She is on in years when the picture opens, and the young
medical students who are now her guests are sons of famous doctors who
were likewise her guests in their student days. Over these, as over them,
she wields a gently beneficent influence, and it is their experiences — classroom difficulties, family problems, romantic interests — which make up the
story that unfolds.
Tufts portrays a medical student with surgical talent who is obsessed with
a fear of death, which Miss Susie prevails upon him to overcome, and
Veronica Lake has the romantic role opposite him. Billy DeWolfe, as an
upper classman given to humor and song, is extremely effective, and Joan
Caulfield, as a nurse whose sweetheart dies, registers strongly. Miss Gish,
in a fine demonstration of the art of under-statement, makes Miss Susie a
character to be remembered warmly by all.
Associate producer John Houseman and director John Berry rate high
credit for creating a period realistically without knocking themselves and the
audience out in the process, for presenting an essentially simple narrative
simply, and for a picture of which the screen and all who live by it can
be proud.
Running time, 89 minutes. General audience classification, Release date
not set.
William R. Weaver
Father

of Arthur,

83, Dies of Stroke
Dec. 5.— Funeral serd, held
Hollywoo
at Anaheim, Cal.,
vices will be
on Friday for Harry C. Arthur, Sr.,
eim Thethe 18Fox-Anah
83, manager
years and father
atre for the oflast
of Harry C. Arthur, Jr., head of Fanchon and Marco and St. Louis Amusement. Co., and of Milton B. Arthur,
president of Cabart Theatres of
Southern California. He died at Anaheim yesterday of a stroke.
Edward B., James H. and David
Arthur and six other children also
survive.
D. Donnici, Veteran
Theatreman, Dies
Kansas City, Dec. 5.— Dominick
Donnici, operator of the Palace Theatre, here, for more than 25 years before his son, Louis, took over operation, 10 years ago, died here last Saturday night.
Donnici came to Kansas City from
Italy 50 years ago and entered the
theatre business as operator of the
suburban Broadmour, 30 years ago,
thereafter taking over the Palace.

Wife of Kubitzki Dead
Kansas City, Dec. 5.— Mrs. W. J.
Kubitzki, wife of W. J. Kubitzki, local
sales manager of 20th Century-Fox's
branch here, died last Sunday in Kansas City. Other survivors are a son,
William G., who recently returned Neskey Rites Saturday
from the Armed Forces and who owns
Chicago, Dec. 5.— Funeral services
the Sun Theatre at Louisburg, Kan., a
daughter, Mrs. Marie Dejarnette, who for Stanley Neskey, 44, veteran local exhibitor, who died here yesterday,
operates the Sun, and another daughwill be held Saturday. He has operter, Helen, of Chicago.
ated the State-Harrison Theatre for
25 years, and six years ago acquired
Gem. His wife, three brothers and
Richards Funeral Today the
two sisters survive.
San Francisco, Dec. 5. — Funeral
services will be held in Oakland tomorrow for Arthur A. Richards, 59, P. J. Wolf son Promoted
partner in Lippert Theaters, Inc., who
Hollywood, Dec. 5.— Paramount
died Sunday while vacationing in has elevated P. J. Wolfson to a writPalm Springs.
er-producership.

Radio Industry Hits
Reconversion Snag
Washington, Dec. 5. — Reconversion of the radio industry, which was
expected to be one of the speediest
immediately
Day,"
has
been
retarded after
from "V-J
six weeks
to two
months with the result that informed
industry and government estimates of
radio set production by Christmas
have been cut to about 500,000. Last
August WPB officials forecast an
output of 3,500,000 sets by the end
of 1945.
Delays in the issuance of OPA reconversion pricing orders for both
components and sets, below production
costs in many cases, are held responsible for most of the delay by manufacturers, but now new bottlenecks
threaten to retard volume production
for several more weeks or months,
according
Association.to the Radio Manufacturers
Legion "B" Ratings
For Four New Films
Three of nine new pictures classified
by the National Legion of Decency are
rated unobjectionable for general
patronage, two unobjectionable for
adults and four objectionable in part.
In the first group, classified A-l
are: "Along the Navajo Trail," "Riders of the Dawn," and "A Walk in
the Sun;" in class A-2 are: "A Guy
Could Change," and "A Letter for
Evie" ; class B — objectionable in part —
are: "Allotment Wives," "Masquerade in Mexico," "Mexicana" and
"Saratoga Trunk."

By THALIA BELL
Hollywood, Dec. 5
«T WONDER Who's Kissing Her
1- Now," unpublished biography of
Joe Howard, has been purchased by
20th Century-Fox, and placed on
George
schedule..
It will beJessel's
filmed production
in Technicolor.
..
Claude Binyon has been assigned by
Paramount to produce "Abigail, Dear
Heart," original by Ruth McKenney
and Richard Bransten.
•
Elyse Knox has' been chosen for the
lead inE."JoeChester
Palooka,
Hal
willChamp,"
producewhich
for
Monogram. . . . Dusty Anderson has
had her Columbia contract extend-cd.
. . . Charles Kemper has been added
to the cast of "Sister Kenny," now
shooting at RKO • Radio.
Julie Bishop and Jess Barker are
set for the romantic leads in Unicomedy withAtes
music,
Girl." . versale
. . Roscoe
has "Idea
been
signed to a long-term contract by
PRC; his first assignment will be in
the Cinecolor production, "Gentlemen With Guns." . . . Samuel Goldwyn has engaged George Jenkins,
New York stage designer, to do the
sets for forthcoming Goldwyn productions.
•
William Wilder has signed Paul
Kelly and Anne Gwynne for the romantic leads inis "The
Glass
Alibi,"
which Wilder
currently
producing
for Republic. . . . Dancer Maurice
Kelly has been signed by M-G-M for
a top role in "Till the Clouds Roll
By." . . . Kathy Downs has been
selected for the second feminine lead
in "The Dark Corner," which Henry
Hathaway is directing for producer
Fred Kohlmar at 20th Century-Fox.
•
"Moonrise," by Theodore Strauss,
has been purchased by Paramount
for forthcoming production. . . .
Jean Yarbrough is set to direct
"She Wolf of London," for Universal.
John Craig, Jr., Dies
Hollywood, Dec. 5.— John Craig,
Jr., 47, theatrical producer, died at
Glendale today after a long illness.
Surviving are his father, who was
affiliated with the Castle Square Theatre, Boston ; his mother, Mary
Young, former screen and stage
actress, and a son, Harmon of the
Navy. Private funeral services will
be held here Saturday morning.
Schlesinger Rejoins WB
Lt. Leonard Schlesinger, USN, has
received his discharge and will return
to his executive post in the Warner
theatre department right after Jan. 1,
following a vacation. Schlesinger enlisted as a Chief Petty Officer in the
Seabees in June, 1943. He was later
assigned as head of the motion picture and photographic division of that
branch of the service.

Ritchey Back to Paris
New Post for Butcher
Norton V. Ritchey, president of
Thomas C. Butcher has joined the Monogram International, has returned
Doherty, Clifford and Shenfield ad- to Paris after a two-week trip to
Rome, according to word received at
ecutive. vertising agency as an account ex- the
home office yesterday.
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Gangster Films
(Continued from page 1)

Review

(Continued from page 1)
will not participate m the new organization since it condemned the major
aim of the association by resolution
adopted here on Monday.
The MPTOA was not officially
represented
and, in
consequence, atittoday's
also ismeeting
not committed
to participate or not participate in
the new organization. Individual
MPTOA members who attended today's meeting
so on their
own or
on behalf
of did
regional
organizations
with which they are identified. Thus,
while national MPTOA may remain
apart from the new organization, several of its regional units may participate.
The as yet unnamed new organization will endeavor to represent exhibition in its peacetime relations with
government agencies ; it will act in the
interest of theatres in matters of taxation and legislation and in event of attacks from outside the industry, but it
will not concern itself with trade
practice problems.
To Name Committee
Si Fabian, chairman of the WAC
theatres division, who arranged the
meeting held today at the direction
of members of the division, is chairman pro tern of the new organization.
A convention will be called within the
next 90 days to elect permanent officers and draft a constitution and bylaws. Delegates will be invited to attend from every state. Fabian is to
name a committee to assist in handling
preliminaries.
Fabian told will
today's
new
organization
have meeting
six mainthe functions. They are :
"1. Toability of our
give screens
the government
availwhere necessary
in the critical postwar period to help
solve the problems of reconversion.
To sift for
out our
thosescreens
films that
are
not"2.suitable
because
of the inclusion of propaganda or political matters. In other words, to
render a service to the government and
yet retain the freedom of our screens.
"3. To determine on a national level which drives or campaigns should
be held and to set up the machinery
to handle them, this determination,
however, to be made only by theatre
men.
Representative Spokesmen
"4. To represent all exhibitors of
the country before agencies of the government and Congress in all matters
affecting the theatre industry so that
this organization can state when
speaking to the departments of government that it does represent all the
theatres of the U. S.
"5. To act in the same unified manner within each local territory, so
that each territory can have the benefit
of united action in all matters purely
local.
"6. In mendous
general,
use thetheatre
trepower of to
a unified
industry in all matters affecting us
from
the industry."
Tedwithout
Gamble,
director of the
Treasury War Finance Division, in a
talk for the most part off the record,
declared that the 'government was going to need all of the help that the
industry could give it. in the reconversion period. He said it was not
alone the screens of the nation that
were needed, important as they were,
but that the government needed the
advice and the counsel of an industry
so well versed in reaching the public ;

"Black Market
(Monogram)

Thursday, December 6, 1945

Babies"

Hollyzvood, Dec. 5
TV/I ONOGRAM has done it again. The theatres which generally play the
J-*-* exploitation pictures for which this studio is noted can book this one
with confidence. Timely and suspenseful, and highlighted by a notable performance by Ralph Morgan, it appears destined to gather record grosses in
its particular field.
A magazine article by Virginia Reid suggested George Morris' original
story, on which George Wallace Sayre's screenplay is based. It tells of a
small-time racketeer, a part played to perfection by Kane Richmond, who turns
to the adoption racket as a means of increasing his income, while remaining
within the law. (Adoption laws, it should be noted here, differ in different
states,
and there are many in which the events depicted could not have
occurred.)
The racketeer enlists the services of an alcoholic doctor — and this is the
role with which Morgan steals the picture — as well as a smooth-tongued
criminal lawyer, portrayed by George Meeker. Together the three organize a
maternity home, which offers its services free to prospective mothers, provided the latter release their babies for adoption. Subsequently, the organization offers the babies for adoption to couples willing to contribute a substantial "donation" to the maternity home.
Everything goes smoothly until a child for which the racketeer has accepted
$5,000 in advance, is born dead. The racketeer, with the doctor's connivance,
substitutes another child : the newborn son of his wife's sister. As a consequence of this substitution, the whole sordid setup is exposed. The district
attorney's
office
down sentence,
on the racketeer.
latter,
an and
attempt
to
save himself
fromcracks
a prison
goads theThe
doctor
too infar,
in the
ensuing melee
the racketeer
direction creates
mounting
suspense.
Production isbykilled.
JeffreyWilliam
BernerdBeaudine's
is impressive.
Running time, 71 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
not set.
Thalia Bell

lowing a meeting of 200 representatives of Catholic, Protestant and Jewish organizations which was addressed
by police
chief Ed
Ryan,
advocated a revision
of the
citywho
ordinance
to indued a ban on all films on crime.
As reported in Motion Picture
Daily on Nov. 28, a steering committee was being organized with Miss
Helen Lynch of the Legion of Decency as secretary, which is to draft
an ordinance for submission to the
Minneapolis city council defining objectionable entertainment and providing machinery whereby such films and
plays
there. would be barred from showings
Milwaukee's Chief Polcyn wrote
that "crime-mad gangster films and
grotesque types of serial monstrosities get our young all stirred up and
create serious problems for the community." Crime pictures promote
gangsterism and juvenile delinquency
and have an adverse effect on emotionally unstable veterans, he charged.
Magazine Question Raised
Al Kvool, head of Warner Theatres
here, said that he felt confident that
theatre owners would do everything
possible to assist police in any campaignKvool
againstsaid,
delinquency.
"Milwaukee,"
"probably has
fewer
objectionable pictures than any city in
the nation. We watch such things
very carefully now, but will increase
our vigilance." Kvool, who is also a
member of the city motion picture
commission which censors all films
shown here, said that he believed any
ban on "blood and thunder" material
should be extended to the magazines.
"There are magazines on our newsstands that are worse than any picture
shown here,"crimes
said Kvool.
-"In
motion pictures,
are usually
toned down and an effort is made
to bring out the moral that crime
does not pay. But the magazines give
full, unvarnished accounts of every
type
crime.
Evenverytheyoung
so-called
comic ofbooks
for the
are

Golden to Germany
(Continued from page 1)

Gamble Post
(Continued from page 1)

film manufacturing companies will also
accompany the group.
The trip is expected to require from
four to six weeks, and will be devoted to an attempt to get more detailed information from the German
technicians who participated in development ofthe system.

Gamble, however, expressed doubt
whether he would accept the post if
offered to him. Gamble himself told
Motion Picture Daily several
months ago that he would not consider any offers until he had cleared
up his Victory Loan job, early next
year, and friends said today he might
prefer to return to his West Coast
motion picture theatre business to
remaining in government service in
peacetime.
It was noticeable that at the testimonial dinner to the industry last
night, when Gamble was named during
the introduction of prominent guests,
Secretary Vinson was the first to full of gangsterism."
rise to his feet, and led the ap- U. S. Lifts Control
plause, in a standing reception ac(Continued from page 1)
corded only a few of the notables

he said he knew of no film program
planned by the government and urged
that some sort of theatre organization
be continued during peace.
Formation of the new association
also was encouraged, directly and indirectly, byprominent .government officials and Army and Navy officers in
remarks at the government testimonial
dinner to the industry for its war
work at the Willard Hotel here last
night. Many strongly urged continuance of cooperation with the governby the industry,
WAC's
work mentduring
the war praising
and indicating
that more of the same would be appreciated.
CIE Position
In its resolution on the subject last
Monday, the CIE said that it recognized that the line between legitimate
publicity and propaganda was thin in
peacetime and advocated that theatre
screens be kept free and that exhibitors themselves decide what government films are appropriate for their
peacetime screens.
Among those registering today in
favor of the new organization were
Charles P. Skouras, Harold J. Fitzgerald, Walter Reade, William F.
Crockett, Harry Brandt, Henry Reeve,
John Rugar, R. B. Wilby, Samuel
Rinzler, Roy Cooper, J. C. Shanklin, Fred Wehrenberg, F. H. Ricketson, Jr., Herman Levy, Max Cohen
and Samuel Pinanski.
A list of those who had accepted
invitations to attend today's meeting
was published in Motion Picture
Daily on Nov. 30.

present.
Nobel Dinner
(Continued from page 1)
Corwin, radio playwright, and others.
Among those who will also attend
are: John R. Wood, Jr., George
Borthwick and Francis Harmon.
della-Cioppa in New Post
Guy della-Cioppa has returned to
Columbia Broadcasting as assistant to
William S. Paley, CBS president, following more than two years of overseas war service, the most recent being
as assistant to the Deputy Chief of
Information Control of U. S. Forces
in the European Theatre, a post held
by Paley. della-Cioppa was a member
of the CBS program department before
his
departure for England in the spring
of 1943.

as freely as with persons in Great
Britain, Canada or other countries of
the Western Hemisphere.
It was explained that the excepted
countries, other than Germany and
Japan, which are under military control, cannot be accorded the privileges
being made available to other countries until they have taken effective
action to search out, immobilize and
control all enemy assets within their
jurisdictions.
While commercial transactions now

|
;
|
I
1

j!
may be made with a number of countries, existing blocked accounts of per- t
sons within those countries are not 1
freed by the new license, in order to
assure
enemy as- 1
sets are that
not "camouflaged"
released.

New MGM Cartoon Unit
Hollywood, Dec. 5. — Fred C.
Quimby, general manager of short
Jubilee Corp. Dissolved
subjects and in charge of cartoon proAlbany, N. Y., Dec. 5.— Jubilee duction at M-G-M, has organized a
new cartoon unit at the studio, staffed
Pictures Corp. of New York, has dis- nel.
solved Wheeler
;
and Rosenberg were entirely with returning service personthe attorneys recording the notice.
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{Continued from page 1)
Scophony equipment. It is possible
that the new Scophony equipment for
theatres will be developed for use in
the higher television frequencies rather
than for use on present frequencies for
which home sets being readied now by
manufacturers for delivery next year
have been developed.
Hines suggested that the higher frequencies might possibly provide better
transmission of black and white pictures and provide color pictures in
addition. The^use of higher frequencies is championed by Columbia
Broadcasting and a few home set manufacturers, but most of manufacturers
have successfully obtained the "green
light" from the Federal Communications Commission to go ahead on present low frequencies.
Development by DuMont
DuMont Television, in which Paramount has a sizeable interest, will
probably undertake the development
and manufacture of the Scophony
equipment for Paramount when it is
decided to go ahead.
Resignation of both Hines and Paul
Raibourn of Paramount from the Scophony of America Board recently gave
rise to the belief that both companies
might be contemplating the selling out
of their interests in Scophony, but this
is denied by both Hines and Raibourn.
One of the underlying reasons for
GPE
and and
Paramount's
undertaking
develop
manufacture
Scophonyto
equipment here is understood to be the
present shortage of both material and
personnel in England, and conditions
for research on equipment are said to
be more favorable here at present than
in England. The cost factor is also
expected to be less here than in
London.
Steve Edwards
{Continued from page 1)
RKO's Boston Theatre ; was with the
Fox Metropolitan Circuit in New
York during 1930 and 1931 ; was pubicity director of the Center Theatre,
Tew York, and was affiliated with
United Artists prior to joning Reublic.
In announcing the appointment,
Yates stated that Republic's advertisng, publicity and promotion activiies will be developed to provide greatr national representation for product
n the company's current schedule.
ogeaus, Robinson
{Continued from page 1)
rnest Hemingway's "The Short,
appy Life of Francis Macomber,"
ill star Gregory Peck and another,
s yet unnamed. John Meehan has
een assigned to write the screenplay,
nder Robinson's supervision. Boeaus paid $80,000 for screen rights
o the story.
The second picture, based upon the
ife of Anna Pavlova, ballerina, will
star Tamara Toumanova. George
Balanchine has already been engaged
to stage the choreography, while Robinson will write the screenplay. Miss
Toumanova, who is under contract to
M-G-M, has been granted a leave of
absence to do the Pavlova story.
Both pictures will go into production after "Mr. Ace and the Queen,"
formerly titled "Congresswoman,"
next on Bogeaus' schedule.
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U.S. Waives

Critics9
Quotes
. . .
"THE LOST WEEKEND" (Paramount)
. . . a fine and memorable piece of picture-making. . . . Gruesome and
morbid it still is, yet packed with entertainment value and enough susand punch 'toNew
glue York
you to
your Mirror.
seat. It's got to be a boxoffice smash.
— Lee pense
Mortimer,
Daily
. . . the most daring film that ever came out of Hollywood. . . . These two
(Charles Brackett and Billy Wilder) have succeeded in putting Jackson's
story of a drunken orgy on the screen and they 'have thereby made a
memorable contribution to film art. Ray Milland, as the star of the picture,
gives one of the outstanding performances of this or any other year.' — ■
Kate Cameron, New Y ork Daily Nezvs.
The screen acts its age in "The Lost Weekend." Charles Brackett and Billy
Wilder have taken an absorbing book about an alcoholic and made it into a
far more absorbing film. ... It is adult, off the beaten track, terrifyingly real
and
every inch a cinematic masterpiece. — Howard Barnes, New York Herald
Tribune.
... a brilliant motion picture . . . among the tops of this or any year
After seeing "The Lost Weekend" no one can doubt any longer that the
movies have grown up. — Rose Pelswick, Nezv York Journal- American.
Unless one of the Hollywood studios has some secret sleeper up its
sleeve
New season
Year's,which
"The will
Lostbe Weekend"
front asfortherelease
film ofbefore
the 1945
the most stands
discussedoutandin
longest remembered . . . don't miss it. — John T. McManus, PM, New York.
. . . another beautifully directed job by Billy Wilder, and in Ray Milland's
performance
it offersasacting
as fine
that and
has
been seen
this year.-in .the. .lead
can role
be honored
a picture
of as
rareanypower
integrity. — Archer Winsten, New York Post.
... a thoroughly adult picture . . . has more shudders than any horror
thriller. It has also entertainment, shrewd character analysis, excellent acting, and whenever possible, flashes of the Brackett and Vvilder wit. — Eileen
Crcelman, New York Sun.
Paramount's ace brace of craftsmen, Billy Wilder and Charles Brackett,
have done such a job with their pens and their cameras as puts all recent
"horror" films to shame. ... an illustration of a drunkard's misery that
ranks with the best and most disturbing character studies ever put on the
screen.
Crozvther,"The
New Lost
YorkWeekend"
Times. is truly . . . motion picture art. — Bosley
... a miracle of inspired film craftsmanship. . . . This is a picture sure
to finish in a lot of the forthcoming year-end awards. — Alton Cook, New
York World-Telegram.
The problem posed by "The Lost Weekend" is a lot more important than
any that Hollywood has tackled in a long, long time, and it is presented in
a thoroughly adult fashion, with dialogue pitched for sensitive ears and
photography designed for discerning eyes. . . . one of the best films of the
past decade. — John McCarten, The New Yorker.
. . . sustains its interest legitimately ; it does not try to dazzle with highlypolished studio tricks or with classical pretentions. By sticking strictly to
its business — telling an interesting story in the straightest possible way —
it One
becomes
one best
of themotion
year's pictures
best pictures.
— Timein Magazine,
of the
ever made
Hollywood.New. . York.
also one of
the most entertaining. . . . Ray Milland has proved himself a g.eat great
artist. . . . Paramount has a winner and one of the best pictures ever to
come out of the studio. — Louella O. Parsons, Los Angeles Examiner.
A film of exceptional merit. . . . The full burden of the film is on
Milland's shoulders and he carries it brilliantly. . . a notable film. — Virginia
Wright, Los Angeles Daily Nezvs.
It will arouse plenty of popular interest . . . the picture is excellently made.
. . . Milland himself must be given all due credit for a performance which,
by its sheer force, will probably win the Academy award. — Edwiji Schallert,
Los Angeles Times.
The screen's most grownup dramatic smash of the year. . . . This is no
escapist stuff but even the casual seeker of entertainment should reel under
the impact of the picture. ... I don't see how Ray Milland can fail to win
the Academy award. ... A motion picture classic. — Harrison Carroll, Los
Angeles Herald-Express.
A delightfully different photoplay of unusual cinematic values ... an
evening of entertainment quite out of the ordinary . . . wonderfully engrossing screenplay of exceptional unity, acted with inspiration by the entire
cast. . . . Ray Milland is magnificent. It's the greatest performance of his
career — one quite likely to win the Academy award. — Lozvell E. Redelings,
Hollywood Citizen-News.

SPG Will Nominate
Officers Dec. 13th
Nominations for officers of the New
York Screen Publicists Guild will be
made at the next regular meeting, on
Thursday, Dec. 13, at the Piccadilly
Hotel, here. Elections will be held in
Jan., 1946.
Current officers are: Harry Hocfv
feld, president, 20th Century-Fox;
Robert Ferguson, first vice-president,
Columbia ; Phil Gerard, second vicepresident, M-G-M ; Leon Roth, secretary, United Artists; Charles Wright,
treasurer, free-lance artist.

Combined

Rule

on

Returns

Washington, Dec. 5.— Because of
changes in U. S. Treasury regulations, which make it less advantageous than heretofore to affiliated groups
to file consolidated Federal income
and excess
tax returns,
Internalprofits
Revenue Bureau
has the
waived
the requirement that any affiliated
group which has filed a consolidated
return for one year must continue to
do so for future years.
Under a new regulation, affiliated
corporations filing returns on a fiscal
year basis may elect to file separate
returns for a taxable year ending in
1945, notwithstanding the fact that
consolidated returns were filed for the
previous fiscal year. This privilege,
however, will not extend to groups
which were given permission to delay
the filing of their returns for 1944
until after Mar.. 1, 1945.

Chica
Union
Posts
'IA'
in 2
nsky
Lamago
Chicago, Dec. 5.— Sam Lamansky,
shipper at Columbia's exchange, and
business manager of Local B-45 here,
has been appointed by acclamation
business manager of F-45 at a nomination-of-officers meeting held in Allied
Theatres' Meeting Room last night.
Both IATSE locals will continue to
function separately, although under
the same business head.
Jack Eckardt of 20th-Fox was
nominated president without opposition, succeeding Herman Couston of
Film Classics, who resigned. Chris
Chinn of 20th-Fox is the^ new secretary-treasurer. Elections of vice
president, trustees and executive
board will be held Dec. 18.
Republic - CFI - Setay
Merger Incorporated
Albany, N. Y., Dec. 5.— Republic
Pictures Corp., embodying the merger
of Consolidated Film Industries, Inc.,
Setay Co.,
Republic here.
Pictures, has Inc.,
been and
incorporated
Capital stock is listed as $7,375,000.
including 600,000 shares of preferred
stock at $10 par and 2,750,000 shares
of common at 50 cents par.
Meyer H. Lavenstein, New York,
was incorporating attorney.
At a meeting in Wilmington on
Oct. 19, stockholders of Consolidated
Film Industries voted for the merger.

File for Hollywood
Television Station
Washington, Dec. 5.— Application
for authority to construct a television
station in Hollywood was filed with
the Federal Communications Commission, here, yesterday by Television
Productions.
DuMont
Officials in
The company is asking that it be
Television Addresses
granted use of television channel No.
Samuel H. Cuff, general manager of 4 in the 66-72 megacycle band.
DuMont television station WABD ;
Philip Fuhrman, sales manager, and Cinema Circuit Hearings
Louis A. Sposa, manager of program
Formal hearings, which began earservice, will address the Merion Park
lier this week before New York
Civic Association at Cynwyd, Pa., on State Labor Relations' Board trial exthe subject of television tomorrow.
aminer Sidney E. Calm, to determine
the Motion Picture Theatre OperatFire at Granite City
ing Managers and Assistant Managers'
Guild claim as collective bargainingSt. Louis, Dec. 5.— Fire destroyed agent for managers and assistants of
Cinema Circuit, will be continued
the interior of the Washington The- here
tomorrow.
atre, Granite City, 111.
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to

Make

Features
1946

[During
p
|jjGinsberg Says Budget
k Will Be $32,000,000
Paramount will produce 20 features, all in the "A" production
category, at a cost of $32,000,000
during 1946, Henry Ginsberg, vicepresident in
charge of prod u c t i o n, disclosed here yesterday.
The c o mpany's own
ductions areproexclusive of three
to be made by
the Hal WallisJoseph Hazen
organization in
Hollywood, a
possible fourth
to be made in
Henry Ginsberg
England by
Wallis - Hazen,
and six features from William Pine
(.Continued on page 9)
1945-46
'lis Off

'Almanac'

the

Presses

Technicolor Has 46
On 1946 Schedule
Technicolor will hit a new
high in 1946 with a total of
46 features to be processed
by the company despite taxed
laboratory facilities stemming from government work
and material shortages. Construction of an additional
plant in Hollywood, long in
the blue-print stage, has yet
to begin. Technicolor had 29
features on its 1945 schedule.
Western
Sets

Pa. Allied

Its Program

Pittsburgh, Dec. 6. — A program
has been completed for the two-day
convention of Allied Theatre Owners
of Western Pennsylvania, to open in
the William Penn Hotel, here, on
Monday.
On the with
first M.
day'sA.agenda
is a
luncheon
Rosenberg,
chairman of the association's board
of directors welcoming members and
guests, followed by a business session,
cocktail party and a screening of
"They Were
Warner
Theater. Expendable" in the
United Artists will be host at a
cocktail party on Tuesday in the
Variety Club and then the theater
owners will go into a closed business
session. This will be followed by a
cocktail party to be given by Paramount and the annual banquet and
dance.
William Finkel and William J.
Blatt, co-chairmen of the convention,
have lined up a program of entertainment, including music by Maurice
(Continued on page 12)

The 17th annual fact-laden edition
i of the International Motion Picture
Almanac, containing 12,000 biographies of industry personalities, as well
as innumerable other features that unj fold the industry's
status 971
and pages,
accomp-is
lishment and containing
now being distributed.
Published by Quigley Publishing
O. N.
Co., and edited by Terry Ramsaye, General
editor of Motion Picture Herald, the
(.Continued on page 12)
Films
to Help
ilPortuguese
Pretentious

Start

on

Film

By JOAO DE MORE AS PALMEIRO
Lisbon, Nov. 28 (By Mail)— Recent statements that Portugal soon
will claim attention for its productions now finds confirmation with the
shooting at Lisbon Film's studio of
what may be considered the most
outstanding Portuguese sound picof Portugal's
tors,ture.
Jose Two
Lietao
de Barros top
anddirecAn(Continued on page 8)

Gen. Omar N. Bradley, Administrator of Veterans Affairs, appealed
to the motion picture, radio and entertainment industries to assist
communities in aiding returning veterans through films and radio programs and to continue to provide
entertainment for hospitalized veterans
ort the same scale as provided for the
Armed Forces during the war.
"Motion pictures and radio are the
two best means of acquainting the
public with the problems of returning
veterans and in aiding in their rehabilitation," Gen. Bradley
(Continued
on page 12)declared at

TEN CENTS

7, 1945

Remittances

15,000'
Movie

Free

' Days

Approximately 15,000 theatres
throughout the country will take part
today in the biggest "Free-Movie
Day" of nounced
the herewar
last loans,
night itbywasS. anH.
Fabian, national chairman of the industry's Victory Loan drive.
Also, actual pledges of participation
received from exhibitors up to yesterday by Charles M. Reagan, distributor
chairman, showed 12,100 theatres
committed to give free admission to
Victory Bond buyers, topping the
previous loan drive by more than
1,000, while about 3,000 additional
houses are either cooperating with
some other local exhibitor or will
hold special "Free Movie Days"
later.

Freed

in U.S.British Loan

Britain Agrees Not to
Freeze Currency There

Washington, Dec. 6. — Conclusion of the $3,750,000,000 credit
extension by the United States to
the United Kingdom, announced simultaneously here and in London yesterday, carries with it an agreement
by Britain not to impose prohibitions
on dollar remittances from that country to the United States such as those '
which were invoked against American film revenues in London during
the early part of the war, and which
Exchange
centers
where
"Free
(Continued on page 12)
were discontinued only after the inception of Lend-Lease.
In addition, the two governments at
an early date will begin preliminary
Coast Cooperative
negotiations, between themselves and
other countries for the purpose of deSet for 64 Houses
veloping concrete arrangements for the
relaxation of trade barriers of all
Los Angeles, Dec. 6. — Formal kinds, including
(Continued tariffs
on page and
12) preferopening of Cooperative Theatres, Inc.,
next Tuesday, with offices established
in the Film Exchange Building here,
will find the organization's booking 5 Million Yearly for
and buying department servicing 64
theatres in Southern California, treas- U.S. British Filmi
ng
urer 'Thomas E. Tobin said today.
Incorporated Nov. 18, with Ileroy
Pawley, Indio exhibitor, as president ;
London, Dec. 6. — Questioned in the
I. Diamos as vice-president, and Stan- House
of Commons, Sir Stafford
ley Steck
as secretary,
Cooperative'sor Cripps, president of the British Board
charter
authorizes
the acquisition
construction of theatres for its own of Trade, disclosed today that U. S.
have spent nearly $40,000,operation, according to Tobin, al- companies
in production of quota films in
though present plans do not include 000
Britain during the past eight years.
direct entry into exhibition.
From $7,600,000 in each of the two
years ended March 31, 1939 and 1940,
the annual expenditure dropped to $3,600,000 the following year and then
Bradley
Asks
(Continued on page 12)
Veterans
Shipment Costs Are
Cut by Air Express
The air express division of
Railway Express, used considerably by film companies,
has made rate reductions
ranging fective
upJan.to1. 13Under
per cent,
efthe new
rate schedule a 10-pound shipment, for example, flown from
New York to the Coast
will cost the shipper $7.37,
against the old rate of $8.40.

6IA'

Jurisdictional

Claims

up

Today

Hollywood, Dec. 6.— IATSE president Richard F. Walsh and international representative Roy M. Brewer
met tonight with business managers of
the IATSE locals whose claims to
jurisdictions contested by the Conference of Studio Unions locals they will
present tomorrow to the American
Federation of Labor committee which
today completed hearings on the CSU
contentions.
Although
detailson of
I Continued
page the
7) IATSE

2

Motion

Legion's Pledge at
Masses on Sunday
In accordance with the suggestion
Bishops'
Committeeof onthe
Motion
Pictures,
the Legion
of Decency's
nual pledge will
be recited an-at
all masses in Roman Catholic
churches throughout the U.
S. on Sunday.
The Very Reverend Monsignor John J. McClafferty is
executive secretary of the Legion.
RCA

Film,

Patents

Other

Available

Washington, Dec. 6. — Motion
picture, television and other patents
of the Radio Corporation of America
have been made available to all-comers
under the terms and conditions of its
standard licensing agreements, it was
announced here today by the Department of Commerce.
This has been accomplished through
the listing of the patents, at RCA's
request, on the "register of patents
available tfor
licensing",
recentlyOffice
esablished in the
U. S. Patent
by Secretary Henry A. Wallace.
Other Companies
RCA's standard license agreements
also include rights under patents
owned by General Electric, Westinghouse, A. T. and T., and others to
the extent to which RCA has the
right to grant licenses, it was stated.
The register was set up by Wallace as an aid to manufacturers in
finding new products for the reconversion period and for future years.
"Many inventions which otherwise
might remain dormant for many years
because of the lack of a media for establishing contact between patentees
and persons with required finances
and management experience to develop
them, will most probably be brought
into 'early use through the medium of
the register," the Department declared.

Picture

Personal
JACK L. WARNER will leave New
York for the Coast today.
•

Friday, December 7, 1945

daily

PRC Signs Dean for
8 More in Cinecolor
Hollywood, Dec. 6. — PRC disclosed here today that Eddie Dean
LEOof International
SPITZ, chairman
of thearrived
board has signed with the company to apPictures,
pear in eight more Cinecolor Westin
York.Hollywood yesterday from New
erns during 1946-7. Dean has starred
in four PRC Cinecolor Westerns to
•
date.
J. Louis Geller, New York exhibitor, and executive of Consolidated
Theatres, Ltd., of Canada, has been
elected a director of the Pittsburgh
Terminal Realization Corp., and the
Ohio Valley Coal Corp.
NEW YORK THEATRES
•
Klaus Landsberg, West Coast director of Television Productions, Inc.,
will leave Hollywood by train today
Betty GRABLE John PAYNE June HAVER
for conferences in New York with
Paul Raibourn, of Paramount,
e
"THE
DOLLYPicture
SISTERS"
A 20th Century-Fox
In Technleolor
David Niven, recently released
Plus on Stage— Carl Ravazza - Beatrice Kay
from the British Army, is scheduled
Gomez & Beatrice . Extra! Maurice Rocco
to arrive in New York from EnBUY MORE
BONDS
gland on the Queen• Mary Dec. 15.
ZEOl
Abe Fisher, exchange manager of
Film Classics in Chicago, has returned
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
ROCKEFELLER CENTER
ko his former .sales position with
United Artists in that city.
BING CROSBY
•
INGRID BERGMAN
Robert Buckner, Warner producIN LEO McCAREY'S
er, and Michael Curtiz, director,
will return to the Coast from New
"The TRAVERS
BELLS of- WILLIAM
ST. MARY'S"
HENRY
GARGAN
York over the weekend. .
Released by RKO Radio Pictures and
•
The Music Hall's Great Christmas Stage Show
Arno F. Kerske, who recently left
DAVID O SELZNICK prvunfi
New York to 'reopen RKO Radio's
exchange in the Philippines, has arINGRID BERGMAN
rived in Manila.
•
GREGORY PECK
Max Bronow has succeeded Wilson Turner as Universal booker in
Philadelphia.
.„ ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S
Spellbound
Mention

Ben Kalmenson,
vicepresident
and general Warners'
sales manager,
and Jules Lapidus, Eastern division
sales manager, will return to New
York today from Philadelphia.
•
Col. Tom Lewis, formerly head of
the Armed Forces Radio Service, will
return to Young and Rubicam's Hollywood office as vice-president after
•
Jan. 1.
John Flinn, Jr., recently discharged from the Army, has returned
to the Warner studio as a member of
Alex Evelove's publicity
staff.
•
Gene Kelly, M-G-M star, will
leave New York today for New Orleans and will return to the Coast
from there.
•
Dorothy Maret, play broker, is
now associated with Frieda Fishbein, authors' representative,
here.
•
Robert Walker, M-G-M actor,
will leave New York for the Coast
over the weekend.
•
Robert Workman, M-G-M Minneapolis manager, is in New York on
vacation.
•
James K. McGuinness, M-G-M
producer, is in New York from the
Coast.
•
Louis Calhern, RKO Radio actor,
Harry Revel, songwriter, will leave
has arrived in New York from HollyNew York for Hollywood Tuesday.
wood.
Story

Prod.

Buys

2

By Taylor Caldwell
Story Productions, Inc., has acquired Taylor Caldwell's "This Side
of Innocence", for $100,000 against 10
per cent, and Caldwell's "The Wide
House," on a similar deal, Hal Home,
head of the new producing company,
announced here yesterday. Properties
are the first to be acquired by the
company, formation of which was announced last week.
Don Ettlinger has been assigned to
the
script
on "Innocence,"
a current
Ladies
Home
Journal serial,
which
will be published by Scribners next
May and has been chosen as the
Literary Guild selection for that
month. "Wide House", which- appeared in Liberty, was a best selling
novel and an Omni-Book selection.

Greenman

Is Named

Capitol Director
Joseph R. Vogel, general manager
of Loew Theatres, has appointed
Harry Greenman, for the past 16
months manager of Pittsburgh's
Loew's Penn, to be managing director
of
New York's
Capitol. Heby will
succeeded
in Pittsburgh
Frankbe
Murphy, former Loew manager, who
Army.
recently was discharged from the

ASTORK
IN PERSON
ON SCREEN
HEDY ROBERT JAMESBARTON
LAMARR
• WALKER
'HER
june HIGHNESS
ALLYSON
Sylvia Froos
ANITA La PIERRE
Dorothy

and the BELLBOY'

LAM OUR

Arturo
"MASQUERADE
DE CORDOVA

Monogram's Foreign
TONY PASTOR and his ORCHESTRA
Sales Up 50%: Broidy
A veteran of 30 years in show busiExtra Added Attraction! MARION HUTTON
ness, Greenman was formerly associHollywood, Dec. 6. — Monogram
in MEXICO"
ated with Louis K. Sidney. He was
foreign sales for 1944-45 will total SO
formerly
manager
of
theatres
in
per cent above the preceding year's,
Washington, Philadelphia, Denver
pAXAfitoc/svr
president Steve Broidy announced toand New York.
O'HARA
day, citing as contributing factors the
B WAY &
PALACE
The managing directorship of the
47th
company's
opening
of
its
own
offices
in
WalterSt.
Mexico City, Buenos Aires and Rio
Capitol is a new post. Herman LandPaul
Maureen
wehr will continue there as manager,
de Janeiro ; a new distributing arSLEZAK
HENREID
while James Kolbeck, who has been
rangement in the British Isles, and
resumption of business in France, Stengel Opens Office
co-manager, has been transferred to
City.managerial post at Loew's Jersey
Italy, Belgium, India and the PhilipFred Stengel, formerly of the edi- the
In Technicolor MAIN"
"TheAn RKO
SPANISH
torial staff of Motion Picture
pines.
Radio Picture
Daily in New York, has resigned
from the press department of National Philco Sets Dividend
Liberty Sponsors Mayor
Broadcasting to establish a public
Philadelphia, Dec. 6. — The board
New York's Mayor Fiorello H. relations office here.
Starring
LaGuardia will give his first sponof Philco Corp. has declared a yearPARAMOUNT'S
sored Sunday radio broadcast on Jan.
end dividend of 20 cents per share
THEMILLAND
LOST - WEEKEND"
6 when he appears for Liberty 'Sun Yat Sen' for Cowan of common stock, payable Dec. 27, to
RAY
JANE WYMAN
PHILLIP TERRY - HOWARD DA SILVA
Hollywood, Dec. 6. — Lester Cowan stockholders of record on Dec. 14,
Magazine over a 198-station American
DORIS
DOWLING
FRANK
FAYLEN
Broadcasting network. LaGuardia k planning to film "The Life of Sun 1945. This dividend compares to 40
Produced
BRACKETT
Directedby byCHARLES
BILLY WILDER
will receive upwards of $100,000 a Yat Sen" in Technicolor and is dick- cents paid at the end of 1944 and
Doors Open Dl VAI I Bway &
year for his weekly 15-minute talks,
eringwith
_
George Stevens to direct brings total payments for this year to
9:30 A.M. IflTWUI
49th St.
it is said.
the picture.
one dollar per share.
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Better
OVERWHELMING

Than

Ever

.

.

.

favorites of the industry, Eastman Negative Films are ready

to help raise picture quality to new heights — each in its own field: Plus-X for general studio use; Background-X for backgrounds and general exterior work;
Super-XX with its extra speed, for use when little light is available.
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER 4, N. Y., J. E. BRULATOUR, INC., Distributors, FORT LEE, CHICAGO, HOLLYWOOD

EASTMAN

NEGATIVE

FILMS

MORE STORIES- MORE HEADLINERS REGULARLY

IN MOTION PICTURE ALONE

Almost

a million
Magazine

of your

best

customers

to enjoy Hollywood

every

features

month
found

buy

MOTION

nowhere

PICTURE

else

READ any ISSUE to find out the truth about Motion Picture Magazine ... An
average of 21 exclusive Hollywood stories every month ... 11 unique headline
features . . . Thrills, facts and fun presented with a gay, bright difference. We
believe that no other screen magazine quite matches Motion Picture in catching
the mood of the movies today. We're convinced that a million people pay 15c
for every issue because they think that Motion Picture is one of the biggest
entertainment bargains in the movie business.

Motion
»UY VICTORY BONOS at Tour Lo<ol Theater

Picture

Magazine

Fawcelt Publications, Inc. World's Largest Publishers of Monthly Magazines. 1501 Broadway, New York 8, N.Y.
295 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y., 8555 Sunset Blvd., West Hollywood 46, Calif.
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Theatre

Variety

Short

Subjects

Elections
Variety in Cleveland
Names E. R. Bergman
Cleveland, Dec. 6. — Annual election of officers of the local Variety
Club has resulted in the selection of
Edwin R. Bergman, PRC branch
manager, as chief barker, succeeding
M. B. Horwitz and Meyer Fine, cochiefs. Seymour Amster was elected
first assistant-barker ; Harry Schreiber is second assistant ; I. J. Schmertz
is treasurer, and M. B. Horwitz, secretary.
Board of directors consists of
Bergman, Morrison B. Orr, Jerome
Friedlander, Max Lefkowich, Louis
Gross, Fine, John D. Kalafat,
Schreiber, Schmertz, Amster, Jack
Sogg, Horwitz, Bernard Kranze,
Charles Rich and Lester Zucker. Installation took place at the Statler
Hotel.
James Arthur Heads
St. Louis Variety
St. Louis, Dec. 6. — James H. Arthur, general counsel for Fanchon &
Marco, who recently returned to his
duties after serving as a lieutenant in
the Marine Corps, has been elected
chief barker of the local Tent No.
4 Variety Club. With other new officers he will be installed at the January meeting at the Coronado Hotel
on Jan. 11.
Other officers elected are : Albert
Stetson, first assistant chief barker ;
Sam Levin, Levin-Schuckert Circuit,
second assistant ; Al Wheeler, property master; Joseph Angell, dough
guy. „
Members of the St. Louis "crew,
in addition to the officers, are : Tom
Canavan, Fred Beemer, Harry Crawford, E. L. Murphy, Henry Riegel and
M. L. Plessner.
Bugie New Barker of
Cincinnati Variety
Cincinnati, Dec. 6. — Lev Bugie,
20th Century-Fox branch manager,
has been elected chief barker of the
local Variety Club. Joe Goetz, assistant to Arthur Frudenfeld, RKO division manager, was named first assistant, and Irving Sochin, 20th CenturyFox city salesman, second assistant.
Saul M. Greenburg, theatre attorney,
was renamed property master, and
Peter Niland, Columbia salesman, was
retained as dough guy. Allan S.
Moritz, Columbia branch manager,
was reelected national canvassman.
Silver Heads Variety
Club in Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Dec. 6. — Moe Silver,
Warner Western Pennsylvania zone
manager, has been elected chief barker
of the local Variety Club. Others
elected were : Pete Dana, first assistant chief barker ; Cliff Daniel, second
assistant ; Mike Shapiro, treasurer ;
Al Directors
W'eiblinger,
are secretary.
: Ben Amdur, Sam

Building

"Kanine Aristocrats"
( Universal Person-Oddity)
This Person-Oddity features a
legacy of $100,000 left to Mrs. Ida
McGuire, Napanee, Ont, to care for
25 dogs. Other contents are : Nevada
State prison : prisoners are rehabilitated through hobbies. Portland,
Ore. : Pullman conductor Richard Allen repairs clocks as a sideline. Chicago, 111. : aEugene
school
teacher, builds
boat inKane,
his own
backyard.
Dallas, Texas : Bobby May, 14 years
old, stands on his hands everywhere.
Running time, nine minutes.

Russian Dressing"
(RKO-Radio)
Bill Farraday and his band head for
New York, leaving their pretty little
singer behind. Bill writes her to say
chat his orchestra has a job in a night
club. Actually, however, they are
working as waiters and not as musicians. When the singer arrives in
New York the band dresses up as
long-bearded Russians and try to fool
the night club manager with their disguises. After being thrown out of first
one place and then another, the band
and the singer are finally and tunefull)' reunited. Ben Alexander and
his band are featured. Running time,
18 minutes.
"Screen
( Columbia ) Snapshots"
Latest in this series brings audiences behind the scenes of popular ra'Micro-Phonies"
dio shows. Seen in the reel are the
(Columbia)
In this the Three Stooges are bus- following : Bob Hope show, w7ith Vera
ily engaged in the task of repairing the Vague ; the Sunday Bandwagon ; the
plumbing in a radio station. The fact Judy Canova show ; Kay Kyser's Kolof Musical Knowledge ; the Saint
that a radio program is being audi- lege
Series ; Eddie Cantor program, and
there doesn't
theirthe antics.
In theirtionedusual
slapstickstopway,
three many others. Running time, 10 minboys manage to get a contract for a utes.
girl who originally auditioned for the
job. Running time, 17 minutes.
'(Paramount)
Naughty Nanette"
This Technicolor Featurette stars
"Simple Siren"
Bob
Braham and Dorothy Porter with
(Columbia)
Going back to Greek mythology, a Odette Myrtil, Miriam Franklin and
modern version of the siren who Gordon Richards. The plot deals with
trapped unwary sailors on her rocky two young sisters trying to make up
shore, is presented in this Phantasy their minds who shall marry the handprivate in the Royal Mounties.
Cartoon. Unfortunately for the pres- All is some
embroidered with music, dances
ent siren, unlike her ancient predeces- and period costumes. Running time,
sor, she falls into her own traps much
more often than her intended victims. 20 minutes.
Running time, six-and-a-half minutes.
"Community Sing"
"Modern Guatemala City" (Columbia)
Don Baker and the Song Spinners
(M-G-M-FitsPatrick Travcltalk)
The FitzPatrick cameras take one combine in treatment of such diversion a visit to a city where the old
fied numbers as "Sunny Side of the
mingles curiously with the new — a Street," "You've Got Me Where You
city of contrasts, which still remains Want Me," "Horses Don't Bet on
the stronghold of an ancient civiliza- People," "You Belong to My Heart"
tion. In Technicolor. Running time, and "Sentimental Journey." Running
time, 10 minutes.
nine minutes.
English Films in Deal
English Films has acquired United
States distribution rights to the British-madeG."Journey
Together,"
which
stars Edward
Robinson.
Produced,
directed and photographed by members of the Royal Air Force, the film
is scheduled to have a Broadway premiere shortly, according to the company.
Ludwig Back to Disney
Irving Ludwig has rej oined the New
York office of Walt Disney Productions after four years with Rugoff and
Becker Theatres here. He had been a
special representative for Disney here
before becoming buyer and booker for
the circuit.

Maggini Is Promoted
Feinberg,
Moore,
SteerDonald Maggini has been appointed
man Tom "Dinty"
Troy and
John Ben
Walsh.
director of motion picture operations
for the Kenyon and Eckhardt agency.
Canvassmen Elected
Maggini joined the agency in Feb.,
Philadelphia, Dec. 6. — At a gen- 1944.
eral meeting of Tent No. 13, Variety
Club, the following members were
elected to the 1946 board of canvass- Garrick Turns to Shows
men : Ben Amsterdam, Jack Beresin,
St. Louis, Dec. 6. — The Garrick
Harry Blumberg, James P. Clark, Al Theatre in downtown St. Louis, which
Cohen, Al Davis, Jay Emanuel, Mike has been operating on a three-day-aFelt, Jack Greenberg, Sidney Samuel- week film policy, has been converted
son and David Supowitz.
into a legitimate house, with a $3 top.

MP A Banquet in April
Philadelphia, Dec. 6. — Motion
Picture Associates will resume its annual banquets, in April, 1946, when
the first of such events since the war
started, will be held, in tribute to
MPA members, and others in the
industry who were engaged in the
war effort. Meantime, the organization's annual welfare drive will begin
Jan. 7, with George Beattie as chairman.

Up in Venezuela
Considerable theatre construction has
taken place in V enezuela in the last
couple of years, with 15 theatres going
up alone in Caracas, the capital, population 300,000, Henry Gordon, Paramount International special representative in that country, reports.
The Continental Theatre, seating
1,400, will open in December in Caracas, and will be operated by Mure
and Carzel, theatre operators and distributors now for both Paramount and
United Artists, Gordon said. Paramount will shortly open its own office;
in Caracas.
Dubbing has been successful in the
interior of Venezuela and at subsequent runs, Gordon added. U. S. product is still favored in first-run houses,
ne said, but Mexican films are offering
strong competition at subsequents.
RCA Appoints Three
Theatre Supply Men
Appointment of three RCA theatre
equipment men as sales representatives has been announced by RCA
Victor.
R. W. Amos, named to DallasHouston-Oklahoma City, has been
with RCA for 16 years, serving last
as field engineer in Dallas ; Michael
f. Yahr, appointed for Chicago-Indianapolis, has been most recently with
the RCA Victor plant in Indianapolis, and Clay Stelling, who was made
sales representative in the Southeast,
covering Charlotte, Atlanta, and Jacksonville, formerly served as RCA field
engineer in Atlanta.
Production, Machine
Firms Incorporated
Albany, N. Y., Dec. 6. — Foreign
Film Productions, Inc., has been incorporated todeal in motion pictures.
Roland Geiger, Herman Gekow and
Blanche Stang are in the incorporators.
Filmuse, Inc., has been incorporated
to deal in films, projection machines
and motion picture cameras. Incorporators are Estelle Deutsch, Estelle
Singer and Anne Solomon. Incorporating attorneys were Dodge and
Saltzman, New York.

Wilkins to CRC Post
William G. Wilkins, formerly of the
Coast Guard Reserve and a certified
public accountant, has been named
treasurer of Columbia Recording
Corp., replacing Frank K. White, vicepresident and treasurer of CBS who
has carried the additional duties as
Plan New Tulsa Station
Oklahoma City, Dec. 6. — Gov. treasurer of CRC during an interim
Robert S. Kerr, oil company president,
and E. K. Gaylord, Oklahoma radio
and publishing figure, have jointly period.
Ann Ward Promoted
asked the Federal Communications
Ralph Daigh, editorial director of
Commission for a permit to construct Fawcett
Publications, has named Ann
a 50,000-watt clear-channel station in Ward to Motion Picture Magazine as
Tulsa. Gov. Kerr and Gaylord, along an associate editor. Miss Ward was
with several associates, have organ- formerly a service and fashion editor
ized the West Central Broadcasting for Modern Screen and a reporter for ,
Co.
the New York Post.
Studio Building Award
The contract for the construction of
a motion picture studio at Central and
Tuckahoe avenues, Yonkers, for Associated Filmakers, at a cost of $500,000, has
Inc.,
here.been awarded O'Brien Fortin,

Rose Signs with 20th
Dave Rose, composer-arranger, has
signed a four-year contract with
20th Century-Fox to do one picture a
year.
be be
produced
by
WilliamRose's
Bacherfirstandwillwill
based on
an old "Ramona" theme.
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Simons
As

Altec

Takes
Ad

Motion
Over

Chief

Walter W. Simons took over yesterday as advertising-publicity manager of Altec Service Corp., effective
Dec. 6, as previously announced by H.
M:. Bessey, vicepresident. He
will also handle
trade paper advertising
and publicity
for Altec Lansing Corp.
Simons' experience in the
sound motion
picture field
dates back to
Oct., 1926, when
he joined Vitaphone Corp. as
Walter W. Simons
a field engineer,
continuing with
Electrical Research Products, Inc.,
when it took over the operations of
Vitaphone, in 1927. With ERPI he
served in various supervisory capacities throughout the country and just
prior to the formation of Altec he
was ERPI district operating manager in Chicago.
Managed N. Y. District
On the formation of Altec, Simons
came East where he was for a while
district manager of New York. Later
he joined the headquarters engineering group where he was in charge of
engineering information, being responsible
the preparation
andAltec
distribution forof technical
data to
service inspectors. In 1942 he was
assigned to the electronic division at
Lexington, Mass., where he remained
until last spring, when he returned to
the New York commercial engineering group.
14 Honors for Brown
At Toledo Tribute
Toledo, O., Dec. 6. — Fourteen
awards will be presented to Joe E.
Brown here tomorrow, "Joe E.
j | Brown Day" in Toledo.
Among the awards which the Ohioborn comedian will receive are an
e . honorary master of arts degree from
the University of Toledo, a USO
j | award for distinguished overseas service ;a gold medallion of achievement
from the city, an award from the
Toledo Public Library for his book,
"Your Kids and Mine," a perpetual
« ' boy's memorial membership in the
i ' name of his son, Capt. Don Brown,
*1 ' who lost his life during the war, and
1 5 other citations.
!• '
.
I

New
$50,000
'U'A Building
Buffalo,
Dec. 6.—
$50,000 office
building will be erected by Universal
next spring on Franklin St., in the
downtown theatre district. The announcement was made by James J.
(,! 11 Spandau, branch manager. In addition
I I to offices, the one-story brick building
n'' will house film vaults and a projects ' tion room.
on

01
i
if
1
m

40 Radio Applications
Atlanta, Dec. 6. — Paul Porter
chairman of the Federal Communication Commission, Washington, said
here that the FCC is considering 40
applications from Georgia for new
radio stations ; there already are 31
stations in the state.

Picture

Industry Untouched
If WE Strike Hits
The pending strike of West'
ern Electric employes of 21
plants in the East would have
no effect on production of motion picture equipment, a
company spokesman disclosed
here yesterday.
Manufacture of motion picture equipment is done at the
company's Hawthorne plant
in Chicago where, the cornpay states, no labor trouble
exists.
'IA' Claims
(Continued from page 1)
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Nominates

Dec.

26

for

Election

Nominations for officers of New
York IATSE Projectionists, Local
No. 306, have been made here for
two-year terms ; elections will be held
on Dec. 26. The local has approximately 2,400 members.
Present officeholders were all renominated' for reelection, but all posts
will be contested. Herman Gelber,
president, will run for reelection
again
Priven,Mackler
William
Lieberman William
and Harry
; Harry
Storin, vice-president, will be opposed
Dora; Nathaniel
Rugino secretary,
by
gjoff ,Tony
recording
will run
against Frank J. Inciardi ; Charles
Beckman, financial secretary, will be
opposed by Charles Goldman; James
Ambrosio, treasurer, against Hyman
Boritz ; Morris Kravitz, New York
business agent, against Arthur J. Costigan
Steve D'Inzillo,
Ben
Scher,andBrooklyn
businessandagent,
against Sam Salvino.

claims could not be learned in full,
Motion Picture Daily is informed
that outright claim to all jurisdictions
in dispute will be asserted.
On Saturday, the AFL committee,
accompanied by a member of each of
the unions involved in the strike settlement, will visit the Paramount studio to acquaint itself with the work
performed by the crafts in conflict.
MPHOE Home Official Local
Nominations Held Dec. 17
Hollywood Council Planning
Officers and executive board mem$250,000 Office Building
bers of Motion Picture Home OfHollywood, Dec. 6.— The executive
Employes, Local No. H-63,
board of the Hollywood Council of IATSE,ficewill
be nominated at a general
Guilds and Unions tonight approved
the purchase of 12 acres on Cahuenga membership meeting on Dec. 17, in the
Boulevard, two acres of which will be Hotel Diplomat, here. The union
personnel of Universal and
utilized as the site of a $250,000 build- comprises
Warner home offices and newsreels
ing to house the headquarters of the and
a number of New York music
labor organization, which is made up
publishers. Constitution changes also
of 21 guilds and unions.
will be voted upon.
Elections will follow on Jan. 21.
Feely Will Head WE Samuel R. Kahn is president of the
union and Russell M. Moss is viceElectronics Plant
president and business agent. The latterm runs two years while all
Frank J. Feely, manager of Western ter's
others run only one.
Electric's specialty products shops in
New Jersey, has been appointed manager of ponents
the company's
com- Ansco Expands 16mm
manufacture, it electronic
was announced
yesterday by C. G. Stoll, WE presi- Color Film Delivery
dent. The components operations will
Ansco's 16mm color film, developed
be moved into a new plant to be built
at Allentown, Pa., during the coming during the war and one of the first
of the company's new products to be
converted to peacetime, has become
year.
available generally, it is announced
by Carl W. Priesing, general sales
Would Turn Boston's manager. Production of the film,
Esquire to Video
Priesing stated, now permits sale to
Boston, Dec. 6. ■— New England all Ansco dealers, Coast-to-Coast, on
Theatres has applied to the Federal an unrestricted basis.
Communications Commission for a
Sale of the film was only perlicense to conduct a television station,
mitted in communities along the Eastwith towers at Tufts University, and
ern seaboard, last year, when manufacturing reached a point slightly
is reported preparing to convert the
than the demands of the
1,000-seat Esquire Treatre, which has greater
been closed for the past year, into the Armed Forces.
first video theatre in New England.
Other permits for television sought Coulter in New Post
here include two by local radio staDouglas Coulter, vice-president of
tions, two by department stores and
Columbia Broadcasting, has been aptwo by industrial concerns.
pointed to the new position of director
of commercial program development ;
Astor British Deal
Davidson Taylor has been named director of programs. Both appoint•Astor Pictures has leased to Film
ments are described
as signaling
Sales, Ltd., of London, exclusive more intensive
coordination
between"a
16mm. rights on "The Swiss Family
Robinson," "Tom Brown's School- CBS program and sales operations."
days" and "Little Men," Jack Kopfstein, Astor president, reports, for Kornetz in Video Post
distribution in England for five years.
Norman S. Kornetz, for 10 years
active in television, radio and associhind Joins UA Sales
ated electronics work, has been appointed project engineer in charge of
Carl Lind has joined United Artists
as salesman in Salt Lake City, under Westinghouse television receiver development. Kornetz recently returned
Carroll S. Trowbridge, manager.
Lind goes to UA after 17 years as from service with the Signal Corps
salesman for M-G-M and Columbia. in India.

Hollywood
By THALIA BELL
Hollywood, Dec. 6
BEN HECHT'S
second production
his new
writerunder
contract
with producer-directorRepublic will be
"The Story of Semmelweiss," laid in
19th century Europe, and dealing with
a doctor who defied accepted medical
tradition. . . . Humphrey Bogart has
been
assigned
role in which
"The
Dealer's
Name the
WastitleGeorge,"
ners.
Arnold Albert will produce for War•
Hal Wallis has borrowed Lewis
Allen from Paramount to direct
"The Perfect Marriage," which will
star Loretta Young. . . . Norman
Lloyd is set for a top role in MG-M's "Faithful in My Fashion." . . .
Oscar Levant has been assigned an
important
part
in Warners'
moresque,"and
which
star "HuJoan
Crawford
John will
Garfield,
e
Anthony Quinn has signed a fiveyear contract with RKO Radio,
under the terms of which he will appear in one picture annually for that
studio; his first assignment will be
owe of the leads' in "Adventures of
Sinbad." . . . Ronald Reagan's first
role since his discharge from the
Armylionwill
the male leadof inthe"StalRoad," bedramatization
Stephen Longstreet novel, which Alex
Gottlieb will produce and James Kern
will direct for Warners.
•
Director Abby Berlin has had his
Columbia contract extended. . . . Ray
McDonald has returned to M-G-M
after four years in the Air Corps, and
will have an important role in "Till
the Clouds Roll By." . . . Dane Clark
is
to be
starred
"Deep
Valley,"
which
Henry
Blankein will
produce
for
Warners. . . . William Demarest has
had his Paramount contract renewed.
. . . Polly Rose, sister of Broadway
producer Billy Rose, has been signed
by 20th Century-Fox for a featured
role in "Somewhere• in the Night."
Dennis Morgan and Jack Carson
will be co-starred in Warners' projected Lester,
comedy, "Howdy,
Stranger."
. . . Vonne
a newcomer
to the
screen from Hollywood High School,
has been signed to a term contract by
RKO Radio. . . . Edward L. Alperson's third production for 20th Cenwill be dog.
"Beautiful
Joe,"
story of a tury-Fox
mongrel
. . . William
Carter has been signed to a term
contract by Republic.
2 N. Y. Firms Fold
Albany, N. Y., Dec. 6.— Tri-Min
Films, Inc.,
of New
York, Saunders,
has dissolved. Attorney
A. Allen
New York, was the attorney in the
dissolution. C. and M. Pictures, Inc.
ney.
of New York, has also dissolved. Jack
Korshin, New York, was the attorKirsch in Chicago Deal
Chicago, Dec. 6. — Jack Kirsch,
president of Allied of Illinois and
operator of an independent theatre circuit here, has bought the 20th Century
Theatre Building on the West Side
for $100,000. Kirsch has operated the
theatre in it for several years.
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Film

Start

Portuguese

for M-G-M

Bureau

Picture

'Tim' Leahy Dies
Word has been received here of
the death on Nov. 24 of Timothy
Leahy, long identified with the advertising and publicity branches of
the industry and at one time associated with Quigley Publishing Co. He
died in Veterans Hospital, New York,
and was buried in Derby, Conn.

Exploiteers

tonio Lopes Ribeiro, are handling
the story, which deals with the life
of the national poet, Luiz Vaz de
Camoes.
This picture is considered to have
national interest and Portuguese authorities have granted the producers
a considerable subsidy. Total cost
of the picture, compared with others
previously produced, will be extremelymerhigh.
Shooting
beganuntil
this April,
sum.and will
continue
with release set for early May. The
cast numbers 86, largest in the history
of Portuguese production.
From Sept. 5 to Nov. 15, 50 foreign
were Ofreleased
Lisbonpictures
theatres.
these at3310 were
American, 10 British, three Italian and
two German. First American picture
released during the winter season was
Universal's
"Hit the Ice," with Abbott and Costello.
Paramount presented "Rainbow
Island" with good success for two

weeks. Republic's "Captain America" proved a popular favorite. Lisbon's best theatre had "Gone with
the Wind," reissued before the official opening of the season. The picture had previously been released in
1943. A recent success was RKO's
"The Woman in the Window," which
is considered the box office winner
for October.
One Lisbon house, the Ginasio, releases German pictures, despite general criticism. Rumors are about
that local laboratories will not superimpose any more Portuguese titles
on German pictures and that there
will soon be a change in the management of the Ginasio. The theatre and
its renters, Mundial Filmes, are currently on the Allied
"blacka list."
At Oporto,
the Coliseu,
first class
house, failed to find audiences for its
release of Italian features coupled with
documentary shorts from the British
Ministry of Information.

Marion Cronin Dies
Marion Cronin, 36, daughter of the
late John T. Cronin, who was office
manager of the New York Film
Board of Trade until his death in
1936, and sister of John Cronin of
Universal's New York exchange, died
at her home in Rosedale, L. I., yesterday after an extended illness. Funeral services will be held Monday
morning
at St.
Clare's Roman Catholic Church
in Rosedale.

Campbell Is Promoted
Willard Pictures has promoted
Robert M. Campbell to account executive. Campbell was formerly in
charge of cost accounting of a Navy
training film program for Willard.
New Film Legion Post
Chicago, Dec. 6. — The Variety
Post of the American Legion, composed of veterans in the local film industry, has been formed.
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to Meet

■ M-G-M's second group of 30 salesmen and field promotion men from 12
exchange areas will arrive Sunday for
their series of meetings and home office visits which will begin Monday
and continue through Friday. The
first group from the same territories
will leave here tomorrow.
i
Those arriving Sunday will include : ^
Arthur Horn, Albany ; Bert McKenzie,erJ.andEdward
Renick, Albert
Harry Worden,
Boston;WheelJack
Gilmore, Gage Havens and Emanuel
Woronov, Buffalo ; Morton Katz,
New Haven ; Harry Fendrick, Ed
Gallner, William Hopkins and Clarence Pippin, Philadelphia.
Others Arriving
Also : Lawrence Brown, Barry
Greenberg, William LaSance, J. E.
Watson and Charles J. Weigel, Cincin atiIrvin
;
Jacobs and Robert Kay,
Pittsburgh ; Tom Baldridge, Harry
Cohen and Frank Scully, Washington John
;
G. Walsh, Cleveland ; Floyd
W. Chrysler, Charles Dietz and William Waldholz, Detroit; William A.
Carroll and Al Golden, Indianapolis,
and Herbert Bennin and French S.
Miller, St. Louis.
In addition, attending the meetings
will be Louis Allerhand, New Jersey
salesman ; Elliott Foreman, New York
exploiteer, and Howard Levy, New
York salesman.
No date has been set for the third
group tions
to arevisit
New not
York,
it will
be but
untilindicaafter
Jan. 1.

"A.

and

Film

(Continued from page 1)

Simon Schiffrin, head of the French
Press and Information Service's film
division here, has submitted his resignation to the French Government,
effective at the end of the year, and
will join M-G-M International as
European adviser after Jan. 1, he told
Motion Picture Daily yesterday
upon his return from a six-week trip
to Paris.
Schiffrin will be succeeded at the
film bureau by Paulette Simon, his
assistant, who is at present in Paris
but will arrive in the U. S. on Dec.
IS.
Negotiations for a film agreement
between the U. S. and the French are
still continuing in Paris, Schiffrin
said, between the State Department,
the French Foreign Ministry, with
Harold Smith, MPPDA representative sitting in on the discussions.
The French are still demanding a
film quota, he said.
While abroad, Schiffrin disclosed,
he also arranged for several French
features to be shipped here and will
attempt to obtain their release through
a major company.

Salesmen

Friday, December 7, 1945
Mexican
Total

Admissions

$16,000,000

Mexico City, Dec. 6. — Despite the
highest living costs in the history of
Mexico, $20,000,000 was spent last
year on amusements, 80 per cent of
that outlay going to film theatres and
10 per cent to bull fights, reports the
National Statistics Department. That
$16,000,000 was paid in cinema admissions in 1944 attests to the outstanding popularity of pictures in this
country, a popularity that is increasing despite higher admission charges,
the Department remarked. Spending
for amusements last year, the Department reported, compared with
$8,000,000 in 1938.
Good Business Ahead
Local screen and stage theatres,
night clubs and some other amusement centers may expect very good
business in 1946, according to Aaron
Saenz, president of the Mexican Tourist Association, who estimates that
$60,000,000 will be spent by visitors,
mostly Americans.

Motion
20

From

Picture

Paramount

{Continued from page 1)
and William Thomas, Ginsberg said.
Paramount has 20 completed features in reserve and, with others to be
completed in the immediate future, it
has a sufficient backlog of product to
maintain the company's present release
schedule, without new production, until Feb., 1947, Ginsberg said.
The Paramount production executive was interviewed at a luncheon at
21 Club, here, yesterday.
To Release 27
Charles M. Reagan, Paramount
vice-president and general sales manager, told those at the luncheon that
Paramount will release 27 features
during the current season, or approximately the same number as last season. Any departures from the currently established release schedule,
next year, or in 1947, will be made
only if there are unforeseen changes in
market conditions, it was indicated.
Discussingplans
the for
Paramount
production
next year,studio's
Gins-

berg said that
"entertainment"
be
the keynote
; that
no particular will
trends
or
types
of
films
will
be
concentrated
Mexico Names Censor
upon otherwise. Principal source maMexico City, Dec. 6. — Antonio
terial, as in the past, will be successCastro Leal is the new chief of the
ful novels, original stories and stage
Department of Cinematographic Su- successes.
Paramount probably will
pervision of the Ministry of the Interior, official title of the federal cen- Mexican Star to Produce
sorship board. He succeeds Antonio
Ramos Pedrueza, who is to be given
Mexico City, Dec. 6. — Maria
another Ministry assignment. Leal Tereza Montoya, leading dramatic
has held several federal government actress, has organized a company for
positions.
the film production of her plays.
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TBA

to Hold

Meeting

Here

Annual
Today

Annual meeting of the Television
have the screen rights to "Dream Broadcasters
Association, Inc., will be
Girl,"
new stage play to open soon held at the Hotel
on
Broadway.
Commodore, here,
today.
J.
R.
Poppele,
will
Ginsberg
describedandthedevelop
studio's new
ef- deliver a report on TBApresident,
forts to discover
accomplishtalent and reported upon progress
ments during including
the year, F.andJ. committee chairmen,
Bingley
made in these endeavors to date. In
reply to a question, he said that he engineering ; G. Emerson Markham
knew of no particular aim to develop commercial operations ; Dr. Allen B
new color film facilities^ in Hollywood Du Mont, membership ; Ralph B
by individual studios to ease the con- Austrian, program ; Paul Raibourn
gested color situation which has pre- publicity and promotion, and O. B
vailed throughout the war period and Hanson, television station operations
which is as yet unrelieved. Ginsberg standards and personnel, will tell of
said that most of the new color work their respective activities.
Election of three directors will take
being explored by studios is limited
to the short subjects field.
place. Directors whose terms expire
Leaving Tuesday
include Poppele, G. Emerson Markham and Lewis Allen Weiss. FollowGinsberg and William Meiklejohn,
ing the business session a luncheon
studio talent head, are scheduled to will be held, and later the directors
leave New York for the Coast next will meet to elect officers. The meeting tives
is open
only affiliate
to official
representahere.
Tuesday following a two weeks' visit
of active,
or educational
members
of
TBA.
Attending the luncheon in addition
to those named were : Martin Quigley, Abel Green, James Ivers, Stan- Charter Altus Station
ley Shuford, Al Wilkie, Alec Moss,
Oklahoma City, Dec. 6. — Altus
Russell Holman, C. J. Scollard, Sherwin Kane, James Jerauld, Ben Shlyen. Broadcasting Co., Altus, Okla., has
Chester Bahn, James Cunningham, Al received a corporate charter here to
Picoult, Mel Konecoff, Jack Harrison operate in connection with the Altus
Times-Democrat and listing Federal
and Frank Leyendecker.
Power Commissioner Harrington
Wimberly of Washington, D. C, as
Coolick Joins Flag Firm the principal stockholder. Wimberly
Sam Coolick, publicity field man for is owner of the newspaper. Capital
Loew's New York Theatre for the stock amounts to §15,000. Margaret
past 12 years, has resigned to become Wimberly Childress and Frank E.
associated with the National Flag Co. Wimberly also are stockholders.

MICHAEL REDGRAVE • JOHN MILLS • ROSAMUND JOHN and DOUGLASS MONTGOMERY in Anatole de Grunwald's production "JOHNNY IN THE CLOUDS"
Directed by Anthony Asquith Screenplay by Terence Rattigan
A TWO CITIES FILM with Stanley Holloway • Renee Asherson • Felix Aylmer and Basil Radford
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Equal Acceptance of
British Films Seen
Formation of United World Pictures by Universal, J. Arthur Rank,
and the Spitz Goetz International Pictures as a world-wide distributor,
eight pictures for which will come
from Rank's studios, will make English stars more attractive to American audiences through the publicity
buildup they will receive in this country, and there is no reason why British pictures eventually cannot be "as
attractive here as American pictures,"
Nunnally Johnson, International producer-writer, told Motion Picture
Daily, here, this week. He may go
to
ture.England in 1947 to make one picTwo This Season
Johnson is scheduled to make two
for International this season, the first
of
will
startwhich,
Feb. "The
1. HeDark
has Mirror,"
also finished
another script, "Case for Mrs. Nash."
Irving Pichel will direct both.
The producer has a partnership arrangement with International under
which he is committed to two films
yearlysizeforcannot
three beyears.
any
made "Afor picture
less thanof
$1,250,000,"
He will Johnson
return tobelieves.
the Coast on
Dec. 14.
British Filming
(Continued from page 1)
maintained a level of $4,800,000 annually up to the end of last March,
with an additional $1,600,000 spent
during the eight months ended Nov.
30, 1945.
Cripps, who based his totals on the
assumption that production costs
amounted to twice the statutorily recorded labor costs, expressed regret
that there was no available information on the annual profits accruing to
the British industry from the exhibition of American films in this country.
Western Pa. Meet
(Continued from page 1)
Spitalny's orchestra, Mary Martha
Briney, Bob Carter and Luke Barnett.
Among those scheduled to be on
hand will be Martin G. Smith, president of Allied States Association;
Sidney E. Samuelson, general manager, Allied Independent Theater
Owners of Western Pennsylvania ;
P. J. Wood, secretary, Independent
Theater Owners of Ohio ; Claude F.
Lee and William Erbb, Paramount ;
Charles Rich and Jules Lapidus,
Warner Brothers ; George P. Dembow, National Screen ; Leon J. Bamberger, RKO Radio; Maurice N.
Wolf, M-G-M ; Sam Seplowin, Republic ; Allen G. Smith, National
Theater Supply ; Warren Connor,
Altec Service ; David Palf reyman,
MPPDA, and W. E. MacKee, Ross
Federal Service.
Maillard Rejoins WB
Edwin L. Maillard, formerly of
Warner Theatres, and recently discharged from the Armed Forces, has
been engaged by Mort Blumenstock,
vice-president in charge of advertising-publicity, as a member of the
company's field public relations staff.
Maillard has been temporarily assigned to work with George Fishman,
field representative in the Philadelphia territory.
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U.S. -British

Loan

(Continued from page 1)
ences, quantitative restrictions, subsidies, state trading and cartels.
Other governments already have
been approached for the purpose of securing their participation in the projected international conference, it was
disclosed.
The two Governments agree that
if either imposes or maintains quantitative import restrictions they shall be
administered on a basis which does not
discriminate against imports from the
other country, except in special instances which are not viewed as having any relation to motion pictures.
Under the agreement, England will
make settlements with other countries
in the sterling area which will enable
them to pay for purchases of American products with dollars. This will
cover all of the British Dominions
except Canada and Newfoundland,
whose currencies are tied to the
American dollar, British territories,
protectorates and protected states,
Egypt, Sudan, Iraq, Iceland and the
Faroe Islands.
Officials disclosed that there was
no discussion of motion pictures, as
such, during the consideration of the
use of dollar exchange or in relation
to trade barriers.
Aware of the fact that film quotas
were not considered an appropriate
subject for discussion in the negotiations, interest of the industry was centered on the question of blocked sterling accumulations, and payment in
1945-46
'Almanac'
(Continued
from page 1)
1945-46 International Motion Picture
Almanac is keyed to the tempo of the
industry today as it emerges from a
war period of nearly four years and
sets out to expand and rehabilitate
an operating fabric seriously affected
by the restrictions of a war economy.
Within the covers of the latest Almanac, in addition to its presentation
of vital statistics and highlights in the
business careers of men and women
engaged in the film industry, are the
following reference features :
Complete data on corporate structures and executive personnel of various companies, including a comprehensive history of the genesis and progression of both major and independent companies.
The income, outgo and profits of
companies as reflected in statements
of consolidated income accounts and
consolidated balance sheets.
Other sections include : motion picture stocks in 1945, the motion picture
industry in the war, government and
the film industry, industry statistics,
news digest of 1944-45, polls and
award winners, theatre circuits, feature pictures, producer-distributor organizations, the Production Code, the
British industry, industrial and educational films, theatre equipment, radiotelevision, and many others.
'Wild Irish Rose* to WB
Hollywood, Dec. 6. — Charles R.
Rogers has announced the sale of his
rights ontothe"My
Wild
Irish Olcott,
Rose,"
based
life of
Chauncey
to Warner Brothers for an undisclosed figure. Rogers had the property on his production schedule for
two years.
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dollars, with respect to which the
agreement provides that :
"The government of the United
Kingdom agrees that after the effective date of this agreement it will
not apply exchange controls in such
a manner as to restrict (a) payments
or transfers in respect of products of
the United States permitted to be imported into the United Kingdom or
other current transactions between the
two countries or (b) the use of sterling balances to the credit of residents
of the United States arising out of
current
transactions."
It is also
provided that within one
year the United Kingdom will complete arrangements to the end "that
any discrimination arising from the socalled sterling area dollar pool will be
entirely removed and that each member of the sterling area will have its
current sterling and dollar receipts at
its free disposition for current transanywhere." which are to be
The actions
settlements
made with other members of the
sterling area will enable them to clear
up balances already accumulated to
the credit of American companies.
The agreement will become effec
tive upon provision of the necessary
fund for the advance by Congress. It
is to be drawn upon by Britain over
the next six years and is repayable
over a 50-year period with two per
cent interest.
'Free
Movie
(Continued
from Day'
page 1)
Movie Day" activity will have the
highest ratio of participation by exhibitors include Boston and San Francisco, both with more than twice as
many pledged theatres as they had in
the previous campaign, and Philadelphia, Milwaukee, Charlotte, Minneapolis, Omaha, New York, Pittsburgh, New Haven, Chicago, Des
Moines, Buffalo, Atlanta, Washington
and Cleveland, all with a bigger total
than
listed. the preceding drive, in the order
"Free Movie Day" Today
In 750 N. Y. Theatres
Some 750 motion picture theatres
in the New York Metropolitan area
will extend free admission to Victory
Loan "E" bond buyers today. In so
doing, "the film industry is affording
the public a practical and profitable
means
remembering
Irving ofLesser,
New Pearl
York Harbor,"
general
chairmantivities
of the
industry's
AcCommittee,
said in War
reference
to the selection of the anniversary of
the Japanese attack for the occasion.
The offer covers all first-run
Broadway theatres and houses located
in all five boroughs and Westchester,
Nassau, Suffolk, Dutchess, Lower
Orange, Rockland, Ulster and Sullivan counties. Box-offices will be open
for regular sales of tickets to those
who do not buy bonds.
Chicago Passes 107
Chicago, Dec. 6.— During November, the police censor board here reviewed and passed 107 pictures, and
the only adult classification was given
to Dezel's "Daring Daughters." No
change incensored,
the status
currently
has ofbeen"Dillinger,"
reported.

Cunningham of OWI
Lauds Industry Aid
Los was
Angeles,
6.— Tribuate
paid theDec.industry
by
William S. Cunningham, resident chief of the OWI Overseas Bureau, here, which
closes Dec. 31. Cunningham
said, "Since participation was
on a voluntary and cooperative basis,
the Government's
wartime
information
program
could not have succeeded
without the help of a great
many persons. We feel the
industry made a very real
contribution toward victory."
Cunningham
to reveal his future declined
plans, pending
the wind-up of the Bureau,
but Motion Picture Daily
learned that a public relations
post in Hollywood is likely.

Veteran

Aid

(Continued from page 1)
a press interview at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria here yesterday in connection with the launching of Columbia
Broadcasting's weekly air series called
"Assignment Home," dealing with
problems of returning veterans.
"Entertainment films can establish a
pattern of behavior toward our veterans, particularly toward disabled veterans, to make their adjustment easier.
We in the Veterans Administration
will
in every way possible,"
Gen. cooperate
Bradley declared.
Hospital Division Planned
He paid tribute to entertainment
fields for the job done during the war
and urged the same type of cooperation for hospitalized and disabled veterans. The establishment of a special
division in the Veterans Administration to channel films and other entertainment tothe 97 hospitals and installatitjns currently operating and to the
additional 55 being built or planned,
was disclosed by the General. Previously, he explained, entertainment
and
recreationlocally.
for veterans'
was handled
The new hospitals
division
will be known as Special Services and
will have a full-time director. General
Bradley expressed the hope that the
hospitals will be able to get better
films under the new setup in the same
manner as they were supplied to Army
installations in the United States during the war. He repeatedly stressed
the job which can be done through
films and radio in educating the public
in the problems of the veterans.
Cites CBS Series
"The motion picture and radio entertainers, individually can help us
take care of the veterans in many
ways," General Bradley explained in
citing as an example the CBS "Assignment Home" series which starts
Sunday with General Bradley making
an appearance.
"Film people have been cooperating
generously by furnishing films to our
hospitals at low cost. We want this to
continue
and said.
if possible be extended,"
the General
In calling for continued high quality entertainment for hospitalized vet- •
erans,
Bradley
"Our
men haveGen.
become
used declared,
to high quality
entertainment furnished them in Army
camps here both in the U. S. and over-
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Grosses

Industry

Hold

British
In

Spite

Early

of

Is Cited

Buying

Christmas Shoppers
Theatre-Going Spree

in

Average grosses of first-runs in key
cities show a slight increase, despite
Christmas shopping competition. The
country got off to an early start with
its Christmas buying, but apparently
the earliness of the buying gave shoppers more leisure which benefited key
runs in downtown sections. A run
of worthwhile pictures also helped offset generally inclement weather of recent weeks.
Motion Picture Daily correspondents report that November's third
and final weeks' had holiday assistance
that boosted grosses considerably,
although in the fourth week the average was down.
Total average grosses for the four
weeks ending Dec. 1 was $69,694.
compared with $69,139 for the previous month.
Field reports show that three films
(Continued on page 9)
Referee

Named

Fix Goldman

to

Award

Aid
War

Given
Films

by Halifax

DECEMBER

TEN CENTS

10, 1945

Drive Over Top on
Pearl Harbor Day

Johnston

Has

The fourth anniversary of
the attack on Pearl Harbor,

SMPE

for

in someby 15,000
marked
"Free theatres
Movie Day''
throughout the country,
The cooperation given by the American film industry in distributing ofbrought Victorv Loan subscriptions to $12,470,000,000,
ficial British Ministry of Information
features and shorts, here, under the
thus surpassing the over-all
quota in the drive, which was
"rota" agreement, was lauded by
Lord Halifax, British Ambassador to
originally scheduled to close
the United States, at a luncheon at
on Saturday but has been exthe Hotel Waldorf Astoria here on
tended through Dec. 31.
Friday. Attending were Eric Johnston, MP PDA president, heads of
American film companies and their
sales
and foreign distribution repre- Giveaway Shortage
sentatives.
Speakers, besides Johnston and Lord
Halifax, included Sidney Bernstein, Bothers Exhibitors
British film
"ambassador,"
(Continued
on page 6) Adolph
Boston, Dec. 9. — Premiums and
merchandise for giveaways at theatres are being considerably held up
First Inspection of in this giveaway-thriving area through
shortages, and exhibitors do not like
the situation.
Thomaseolor Soon
Both larger theatres and independents concur in the observation statement advanced by Lou Richmond,
Hollywood, Dec. 9.— The industry's executive vice-president of E. M.
color photography prospects, currently centered in the interest due to in- Loew Theatres, largest users of givecreasing us of Cinecolor and speculaaways hereabouts, that "there has
tion regarding a German-developed been a distinct stoppage in giveprocess, will face a widened horizon
aways due to the uncertainty of merchandise, and we are in favor of their
"in about eight days" when Robert
Thomas Enterprises gives its longwhennights
possible."
shielded Thomaseolor its first press useBank
are not permitted in
preview.
many
cities
in
including
stillarea,
permits
them,
Thomaseolor, which utilizes special Boston. Fitchburgthis"
(Continued on page 6)
but Worcester and Springfield do not.

Philadelphia, Dec. 9.— Judge William H. Kirkpatrick has appointed
David Bachman as master to reach a Plans
for New
Theatres
decision in the $1,350,000 damage suit
of William Goldman Theatres, Inc.,
against Warner Bros., their affiliates
Multiply
in the
South
and eight distributing companies.
Attorneys for the Goldman concern
had petitioned the court for a jury
The South has come into sharper
trial after the Third Circuit Court
Plaque Presents a
focus as an area for new theatre conof Appeals had reversed a lower
struction, currently displaying much
Custodian Problem
(Continued on page 6)
activity in this regard, comparing with
that taking place in other sections of
While the Government's expression of gratitude, in the
the U. S., as reported in Motion
Edwards Promotes
Picture Daily from time to time
form of a "well done" plaque,
before and since restrictions on buildfor the film industry's war
work was generally acknowling were lifted on Oct. 15.
edge as ample reward, there
Five at Republic
From Memphis comes word that M.
arises a question: Who in the
A. Lightman, Sr., president of Malco
industry is to have custody
Theatres, Inc., has received permisof the plaque?
Implementing
Republic's
promotion
sion to build a $200,000, 1.400-seat
plans, which are being geared to add
The
New
York
headquarters
theatre. Meanwhile, the city will
emphasis on top-bracket productions,
of the War Activities Comshortly report to L. A. Weaver on
Steve Edwards, who assumed the post
mittee would be the answer
his application to build a $100,000
of director of advertising-publicity last
but
for
the
fact
that
WAC
house in Memphis.
week, realigned the staff to coordinate
will
be
dissolved
this
month.
advertising, publicity, and exploitation
N. E. B. Dunbar of Sunset Theatre
Interim custodian is Carter
activities.
Co.,
Knoxville, reports that he will
Barron, in Washington, chief
open his new Negro theatre there
Milton Silver will function as Edarranger of dinner.
the Government's
about Jan. 1. In Louisville M. Swittestimonial
wards'
executive
promotions have
been assistant,
made fromandwithin
ow and Son Enterprises, owners of
(Continued on page 6)
(.Continued on page 9)

Bid

Industry

Aid

Financing, Support
5-Point Plan Studied

of

Eric Johnston, MPPDA president, is considering the Society of
Motion Picture Engineers' bid for
industry support in its five-point
program to bring about technical and
other advances in the three major
branches of the industry and also in
theatre television, Donald E. Hyndman, SMPE president, revealed to
Motion Picture Daily.
SMPE is also seeking industry financing of its research
projects, official recognition as
an industry research organization and close cooperation from
the industry in helping to maintain the competitive position of
films in the future development
of television.
SMPE plans group engineering at
an accelerated
pace ononpageproblems
and
(Continued
9)
Kahn
On

to

Film

Holland
Problems

Henry W. Kahn, experienced in
foreign and .domestic distribution affairs, has been appointed a representative of the Motion Picture Export
Corp., the unilateral industry organization for- dealing with foreign market problems, to act for the organization in Holland,
new 6)American
(Continuedwhere
on page
Tom
Bond

Baily
Drive

Finishes
Duties

Washington, Dec. 9. — Tom W.
Baily,drive
the liaison
film with
industry's
Loan
the U. Victory
S. War
Finance Division, has completed a
three-loan assignment and arrives back
in Hollywood tomorrow to close the
books of the California Theatre Council and to (Continued
complete onthepage
year6) as HollyIn This Issue
"Along the
Navajo10. Trail" is
reviewed
on page

2
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Personal

Newsreel

Tradewise
Mention

SPYROS P. SKOURAS, 20th Century-Fox president, and Charles
Schlaifer, acting head of publicityadvertising-exploitation-radio, left here
for the Coast over the weekend.
•
Klaus Landsberg, director of television at Station W6XYZ and West
Coast director of Television Productions, a Paramount subsidiary, is en
route to New York from Hollywood
for discussions with Paul Raibourn,
Television Productions
president.
•
Ed C. Simmel, Near Eastern sales
representative of Monogram International,has
•
returned here from the
Coast and will be in New York for
several weeks before leaving for Cairo.
•
William M. (Bill) Levy, United
Artists division manager for Europe
and the Near East, will leave today
for Portugal on the first leg of a
swing through his • territory.
Larry
O'Toole,International
Jr., newly-appointed Paramount
branch
manager in Calcutta, left New York
yesterday by boat for Karachi and
Bombay.
•
Joseph H. Moskowitz, vice-president and Eastern studio representative
of 20th Century-Fox, returned to New
York from the Coast over the weekend.
•
Moe Silver, Pittsburgh zone manager for Warner Theatres, returned to
his headquarters from New York over
the weekend.
•
George Weltner, Paramount International president, was scheduled to
arrive here from London at the weekend.
•
Robert Workman, Minneapolis
manager for M-G-M, returned to his
post from New York over the weekend.
•
John Joseph, Universal advertising-publicity director arrived in Hollywood Saturday from
• New York.
Walter L. Titus, Republic vicepresident, is expected at the Atlanta
branch office from •New York.
Ben Kalmenson, Warners vicepresident and general sales manager, is
due to arrive in Dallas today.
•
Arthur S. Dickinson of MPPDA
paid
visitNew
to Atlanta's
film row
on hisa short
way to
• Orleans.
Donald Nelson, SIMPP president,
returned to Hollywood Friday from
the East.
•
William Fadiman, M-G-M studio
story head, left for the Coast Friday
after three weeks■ •here.
• William Tally, Republic's Atlanta branch manager, is in Birmingham.

By 3HERWIN
A LTHOUGH lacking the
unity of exhibition sponsorship which might have been
hoped lor, the proposed new exhibitor organization to be
formed by the theatres division
of the War Activities Committee makes ready to become an
actuality with the indorsement of
what may be called, conservaenough, substantial exhibitiontively
interests.
At first glance, the list of its
patrons would appear to guarantee that the new organization
is assured of solvency from the
outset and that its future
treasurer, unlike the exchequers
of many an older theatre organization, will have little to worry
about in the way of getting in
the dues.
While neither of the two national exhibitor organizations,
MPTOA or Allied States, have
approved the proposed new organization, neither have they
specifically nor irrevocably rejected participation in it. The
Conference of Independent Exhibitors, of which Allied is a
member, merely has gone on
record as not approving one of
the major aims of the proposed
peacetime organization, that of
channeling official films of government agencies to theatre
screens.
MPTOA has not expressed itself on either the new organization or its purposes as yet, but
it is to be noted that a substantial number of the indorsers of
the organization are members of
MPTOA. Presumably, therefore, it is reasonable to expect
that the MPTOA is to leave to
its individual units the decision
on their participation in the
new organization, and equally
reasonable to expect that a number of MPTOA-afnliatecl units
will be found among the adherents of the new organization.
Any wholly unbiased commentator will have to agree, of necessity,
that there
is point to ifCIE's
objection.
Investigate,
you
need to, the number of theatres
pledged to War Activities Committee, which on occasions did
not play government films in
wartime. Multiply their number
a hundredfold and, regardless of
the adherents of the new organization, you will arrive at an approximation of the number of
theatres which will not play government film on occasion in

KANE

which obviously was drafted in
answer to CIE's stand. Article
2 is addressed to the selection
of government films for exhibition: "To sift out those films
that are not suitable for our
screens because of the inclusion
of propaganda
political
matters. In other or
words,
to render
a service to the government, and
retain freedom of our screens."
That is patently a recognition
of the
of CIE's
tion ; avalidity
certification
fromobjecthe
sponsors of the new organization that the problem CIE poses
needs to be dealt with.
In answering the CIE objection, sponsors of the new organization have left open the door
to CIE's participation, and really have thrown the Welcome mat
in front of it. Article 2 informs
the CIE that the new organization is as aware of the problem
as is CIE and that it intends to
deal with it when the necessity
for doing so arises.
Having gone this far, it would
appear that the new organization is prepared to give consideration to other objections that
may tionhave
influenced
acbut which
were notCIE's
touched
upon in the statement made public in Washington last Tuesday.
Accordingly, it would seem the
next move is up to CIE.
The peacetime theatre organization does not propose to restrict its activities to the channeling of government films to
theatres. It proposes to be active in the fields of theatre taxation and legislation and in the
defense of the theatre from outside attack, among other things.
Those are aims in the prosecution of which no exhibitor organization should be required to
wage a lone war. It is true that,
in the fields of taxation and
legislation, at least, the existing
organizations have been active
and may be expected to continue
so. By virtue of that, they are
more experienced in some fields
than the new organization could
claim to be.
That is where the peacetime
theatre activities committee can
defer to the existing organizations. If, as was written in these
columns two weeks ago, the new
organization can bring added
strength to the work being done
continuously in the fields of theatre tax and legislative defense,
its most useful contribution may

Parade

CI 7RRENT
neivsreels
ident Truman's
tributefeature
to thePresfilm
industry. Included also are the Nuremberg trial scenes, opening of the national cancer drive, destruction of the
German I. G. Farben munitions plant,
sports items and miscellaneous other
subjects; full contents follow.
MOVIETONE
NEWS, No. 29, — The
Nuremburg trial. Remains of Farben muniplant inforGermany
razed.Rescue
Film at
industrytionshonored
war work.
sea
by heliocopter. Champions of health. Naopens basketball,
for largest bowling.
U. S. cancer tional
center.campaign
Sports:
NEWStrial.
OF Yanks
THE DAY,
No. 227.—blow
Nurem-up
burg
in Germany
I. G. Farben munitions plant. School bus
plunges into lake at Chelan, Wash. Film
industry honored by U. S. for war work.
Front iine in hospitals. Four-H Club winners in Chicago. War secrets revealed.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No 30.— Christmas
giftscancer.
across Hurley
the sea.takes
Openthewide-scale
war
on
stand. Film
industry honored for war services. Death
rides school bus. Basketball: Long Island
University vs. Valparaiso.
RKO PATHE NEWS, No. 32. — Yanks
blow up I. G. Farben plants. Tenth Air
Force moves vast Chinese armies. Gold
rush on in Northwest Canada. Navy shows
underwater demolition. Allied help for
Germany's
war work. young. Honor film industry for
UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL,
No. 457.Xazis face war-crime evidence. German
war plant razed. 16 drown in school bus.
"Big E" joins magic carpet. Leaders of
industry
for future.
liasketballplanseason
is on. 16 hours to Paris,
National Conference
Will Hear Johnston
Eric A. Johnston, president of the
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, will be one of
the principal speakers at the luncheon
of the National Conference of Christians and Jews, at the Hotel Astor,
here, on Dec. 14, J. Robert Rubin,
chairman of the amusements division,
announces. Other speakers will be
named shortly.
This will be Johnston's first appearance before a large industry assemblage, which is expected to number
500. Most of the reservations already
have been received.
Keough Will Leave
For South Dec. IS
Austin C. Keough, Paramount vicepresident and general counsel, well on
the way to recovery from his recent
illness which sent him to the hospital
for a tioncheck
up, on
willDec.
leave16.for a vacain Florida
Louis Phillips, member of Paramount's legal staff in New York for
many years and appointed assistant
general counsel several months ago,
will be in charge of legal matters
during Keough's absence.

Rodgers
Director
William F. Loew's
Rodgers, vice
president
peacetime.
be
in joining
in that work
and'
aiding
in bringing
increased
The sponsors of the new orof distribution
Loew's,of
ganization admit this, in effect,
solidarity and effectiveness to in
Inc.,charge
has been
elected a for
director
Robert Walker has gone back to
the older efforts.
the Coast from here.
in Article 2 of their purposes,
the company.
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20th-Fox,
Are

Split on

Brandt
Deal

Twentieth Century-Fox and Brandt
Theatres have failed to reach an
agreement on terms for 20th's two
October releases, "State Fair" and
"The House on 92nd Street," and,
consequently they have not played the
80 Brandt houses, here, it was learned
yesterday.
For a month no product from 20thFox has played the Brandt circuit, the
last picture having been "Captain Eddie." •
Negotiations may soon be resumed,
with 20th-Fox. now attempting to
work out a satisfactory formula. Andrew Smith, Jr., 20th-Fox's Eastern
manager, stepped into the situasales tion
when a deadlock was reached,
assisted by Ray Moon, New York
branch manager, while Harry Brandt
and Joe Ingber have been handling the
circuit's side.
Recently Brandt concluded a deal
with Paramount after having refrained
playing
fromsome
for
time.that company's pictures
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R.

Poppele

Television

Reelected

by

At

Circuit

Up

Meeting

Broadcasters

J. R. Poppele, president, and all
other officers of Television Broadcasters Association were reelected
Friday at the annual meeting of the
group's
board of here.
directors at the
Hotel Commodore,
F. J. Bingley of Philco Radio and
Television was reelected vice-president, Will Baltin, secretary-treasurer,
and O. B. Hanson of National Broadcasting, engineering, assistant secretary-treasurer. Ernest H. Vogel, vicepresident in charge of sales for Farnsworth was elected to the board for a
three-year term, succeeding Lewis
Allen Weiss of Don Lee Broadcasting.
Directors reelected for three-year
terms
wereof Pop'pele
G. Emerson
Markham
General and
Electric.
Other
TBA directors include Hanson, Paul
Raibourn, Paramount, Allen B. DuMont, Curtis W. Mason and Et A.
Hayes.
In hs annual report, Poppele outlined the role played by TBA during
the past 12 months in stabilizing the
television allocation controversy before the Federal Communications
4U' to Continue Top Commission.
He said that the history
of television during the past 12 months
Budgets: Blumberg
is "fundamentally speaking the history
Reports were given at the meeting
Universal will continue a high- of TBA."
will
which
1946-47,
budget policy for
mean a reduction in the number of
smaller pictures, but not necessarily O'Donnell Is Elected
their elimination, according to Nate Texas Variety Head
.
J. Blumberg, 'LP president
Dallas, Dec. 9. — At a general
He stated that the first of the 1946- membership
meeting of the Variety
studio's
the
on
be
will
47 product
stages
by ions
Feb. 1.
Club
of
Texas,
William
O'Donnell,
Interstate executive,
was elected
chief
Blumberg intimated that the com- barker,
succeeding
James
O.
Cherry.
sevpany iscurrently negotiating withdirecO'Donnell is a brother of R. J.
eral additional producers and
tors, adding that future production Variety.
O'Donnell, national chief barker of
leading
by
plans will be highlighted
Also elected were Julius Schepps,
producer-director combinations.
first assistant chief barker ; Fred
Festivals a t Hoenscheidt, second assistant ; Phil
Loan
Longdon, property master ; Harold
Schwarz, dough guy ; R. I. Payne and
Statue Terminated
Ted DeBoer, convention delegates ;
The industry concluded its series of John
Q. Adams and Mr. Hoenscheidt,
"International Victory Festivals" for
the Victory Loan at the Times alternates, and Charles Darden, Raymond Willie, Charles Jordan, RaySaturday
of Liberty"
"Statue -Americ
Squarea Spanish
mond Hay; Fred Larned and Frank
an bond
rally.
with
Staged every Saturday afternoon O. Starz, directors.
during the campaign at the Statue_ of
Liberty, under direction of Irving NBC
Television on
Lesser, chairman for the New York
War Activities Committee, and Air 6 Days Weekly
George A. Generalis, foreign relaNationalstation
Broadcasting's
Newbegin
Yorka
tions chairman for the industry, the television
WNBT will
festivals have been instrumental in six-day weekly operation today, extending its television air time to about
in "E" bonds to
$1,456,000groups
selling language
alone.
foreign
I7yi hours weekly. The station will
be on the air every day except Tuesdays.
Continue to Dec. 31
In less than a year, since it reThe ofMotion
operations, WNBT has doubled
Statue
Liberty Picture
in TimesIndustry's
Square, its air sumed
time.
at which almost $2,500,000 in Victory
Loan bonds has been sold to date, will
continue in its role as bond seller
Rodger s to Address
through Dec. 31.
Second Sales Group
Buys $10,000 in Bonds
William F. Rodgers, vice-president
The Independent Theatre Owners in charge of distribution, and director
Association of New York has pur- of Loew's, will address the meeting
chased $10,000 worth of Victory of the second group of 35 salesmen
Bonds.
and exploiteers, from the Central and
Eastern divisions, here today. The
first group which convened last week
Camp Shows Luncheon
returned to their respective posts
John D. Rockefeller will be the over the weekend.
Other field men, in a third and
principal speaker at USO Camp
Shows' fourth anniversary luncheon at fourth group, will come here after Jan.
the Waldorf-Astoria, here, tomorrow. 1 for similar meetings.

by Bingley, on engineering ; Markham,
commercial operations ; Raibourn, publicity and promotion ; Ralph B. Austrian, programs ; Dr. MuMont, membership and Hanson, television station
operations, standards and personnel.
Kersta, Cuff, Mowrey,
Emery at ATS Meet
Four from the field of television
programming will address a meeting of the American Television Society, next Thursday, at the Hotel
Barbizon Plaza, Herbert E. Taylor,
Jr., chairman of the ATS program
committee, announces. The speakers
are : Noran E. Kersta, manager, NBC
Television, .who will talk on applications of the new image-orthicon pickup tubes to television programming ;
Samuel H. Cuff, general manager of
DuMont's station WABD, who will
discuss the use of film transcriptions
of "live talent" studio broadcasts in
television programming ; Paul Mowrey,
of television
for results
Americandirector
Broadcasting,
revealing
of recent ABC programming experiments, and Bob Emery, president of
Television Producers Association, who
will describe the role of "The Brownstone Theater" group in television.
DeCasseres,

72, Dies;

Private with
funeral Lasky,
services for 'U'
writer
Was
Benjamin
De Casseres, 72, member
of the editorial staff of Famous
Players-Lasky and Universal from
1919 to 1923, also a film critic whose
writings appeared in Motion Picture
Herald, Screenland and other publications, were held here Friday following his death on Thursday after an
illness of nearly a year. Interment
was
chester.in Ferncliff, at Ardsley, WestBorn in Philadelphia, De Casseres
began his journalistic career in New
York in 1899 and held positions on
numerous papers and magazines. He
wrote the "March of Events" column
of the Daily Mirror and more than a
dozen volumes of poetry and essays.
Christmas Presents
At AMP A Lucheon
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers' Christmas party-luncheon at the
Hotel Taft, here, on Thursday, will
have on its program the presentation
of gifts, including Victory Stamps
contributed by the March of Time,
as well as entertainment, which is
being lined up by Phil Williams,
MOT advertising-publicity director.
Another feature of the party will
be the re-playing of a recorded speech
given over the weekend by Eugene
O'Neill over station WNEW, entitled "History of the Motion Picture
Industry Covering World War II
from Its Inception to 'V-J Day' ".
Loew's Stock Dividend
Directors of Loew's have declared
a regular quarterly dividend of 37^
cents and an extra dividend of 12^
cents a share on outstanding common
stock, which resulted from a threefor-one split-up last May. The dividends are payable Dec. 31 to stockholders of record on Dec. 11.

Denver, Dec. 9.— R. H. McCullough, Los Angeles, director of theater development for National Theaters, will be one of the speakers at the
first convention of Fox International
Theatres since the war started, opening here Tuesday. Frank H. (Rick)
Ricketson, company president, will
McCullough has been in charge of
preside.
plans
for theexplained
"pre-fabricated
previously
by theater"
Charles
Skouras, president of National, and
which "soon will become a reality,
now that war-scarce materials are
available,"
to Fox Intermountain's according
convention announcement.
In keeping with the theme of the
convention, "The Manager of Today
in the Theater
of Tomorrow,"
Cullough will show
scale models Mcand
plans for the pre-fabricated theater
and
other types of modern theater
architecture.
Alan May, also of Los Angeles,
with National Theatres, will outline
employee-benefit and retirement plans.

Omaha
Fight

Theatremen
Tax

Proposal

Omaha,
9.— This
film industry isupDec.
in arms
overcity's
attempts
of
the city council to place a 10 per centof-gross tax on 'theatres.
Also protesting are other amusement industries, and hotels, taverns
and truck operators who would be
heavily taxed under a series of ordinances introduced to raise $1,500,000
more annually for the city.
Further taxes would drive theatres
out of business because they could
not absorb the levies and their attendance would drop if they increase
prices, attorney Eugene Blazer, representative of the theatres, asserted.
He said the attendance of downtown
houses has dropped 23 per cent since
the war ended. Suburban houses, he
declared, have dropped 40 per cent.
Mayor Charles Leeman contended
that the Council did ■ not desire to
hurt any business, but merely wanted
to raise revenue to improve the city.
He had stated previously that the
plan was not an iron-clad one and
that final action would not be taken
until tives
Dec.
11.a delay.
Theatre representaasked for
Before the Council session was held,
R. D. Goldberg, owner of the circuit
bearing his name, had said he would
be in favor of closing his seven houses
here if the measure passes.

'Spellbound' Goes to
B. & K. for Loop
Chicago,
9.— "Spellbound"
has
been
sold toDec.
Balaban
and Katz and
will be shown at an early date at the
State Lake. This is the First United
Artists deal made by B. and K. for a
first-run showing since the independent Oriental signed up as exclusive
Loop outlet for UA product. With the
exception of David Selznick, all producers releasing through UA have so
far approved the Oriental outlet.
B. and K., in the meantime, has
turned down "Blood on the Sun" and
"Story of G. I. Joe" for its outlying
houses. They will be shown first in
independent neighborhood theatres.

WALTER SLEZAK
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{Continued from page 1)
four houses there, as well as others
elsewhere in Kentucky and Indiana,
has acquired a suburban site for building of a 1,500-seat theatre to cost
$200,000. A report from Birmingham discloses that Acme Theatres'
Galax there, has been rebuilt after
having been damaged by fire.
A report from Atlanta reveals that
C. A. Matthews of Ellis Blumenthal's
Charlotte circuit has laid plans for
converting the Peachtree Theatre,
neighborhood subsequent-run, into an
"art house
theatre."
Following
the
will serve
as a alterations
center for
exhibition of first-run foreign-made
films.
In Moultire, Ga., plans have been
drawn and land purchased for construction of a $30,000 Negro theatre,
to seat 700. The venture is in the
hands of R. T. Moody, Omega, Ga.,
who owns four theatres in south and
middle Georgia.
Other Negro Houses
Three other Negro houses will soon
be launched by Wemecto Theatres of
Miami, although locations of the
houses have yet to be disclosed. Also
from Miami comes word that N. N.
Bernstein of Bernstein Theatres,
Hammond, Ind., has purchased downtown property upon which will be
built a 1,000-seat house.
F. R. Blaylock, South Texas oil
man, and Weldon Smith, formerly associated with Rubin Frels Theatres,
have purchased a lot in Carlsbad, N.
M., upon which they will erect a
1,000-seat theatre to cost $75,000. The
building is expected to be completed
about June 1, 1946. Meanwhile the
two partners have closed with Universal for first-run product.
Reports from sections of the country
follow :
Turkulis Building Another
Hamilton, O., Dec. 9. — George
Turkulis, who operates houses in Cincinnati and Middletown, has begun excavation for a 600-seat neighborhood
house in the western end of the city,
now without a theatre. Completion is
scheduled for early spring.
New Drive-in Incorporation
Columbus, O., Dec. 9. — The Columbus Drive-In Theatre Co. has been
incorporated, here, by Ruth L. Regat,
Stepahania Wilk and Josephine H.
Dusek to build and operate an openair theatre for which title to a 32-acre
tract has been taken.
Young Project Progresses
Maumee, O., Dec. 9.— R. E.
Young'sject,shopping
and amusement
previously announced,
is pronow
under roof, with prospects for completion early in the spring. The
project contains an 850-seat theatre.
Foristalls Building Another
St. Louis, Dec. 9. — Mr. and Mrs.
Glenn Foristall, who own the Dupo
Theatre in Dupo, 111., and the Joy in
Brooklyn, 111., are building a new
theatre to seat 500 in Maplewood, a
suburb of East St. Louis, 111.
New Shea Circuit House
Buffalo, Dec. 9. — Shea's new Teck
Theatre, with 1,500 seats, will open
early in 1946, according to Vincent
R. McFaul, general manager of Shea
Theatres.
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Critics9
Quotes
. . .
"THE BELLS OF ST. MARY'S" (RKO-Radio)
RKO's "The Bells of St. Mary's" is Dickens' "Christmas Carol" told
again with different characters in a different setting, but with the same
basic and human plot . . . must appeal to all, regardless of creed, age or sex.
It is a classic !— Lee Mortimer, Nczv York Daily Mirror.
Leo McCarey, who made "Going My Way," the outstanding film production
of 1944, has repeated his success with "The Bells of St. Mary's" . . . heartwarming and beguiling . . . touched with faith, hope and charity. — Kate
Cameron, New York Daily News.
. challenges
the director's
"Going
My Way."
. .. .. Rarely
has socomparison
beautiful with
an equilibrium
beenbrilliant
established
between
treatment and performance.- — Howard Barnes, New York Herald Tribune.
. . man
. it's
a delightful
that appealing
McCarey, asCrosby
and and
Missexcellent
Ingrid Berghave turned
out ; picture
simple and
to story
as to
performance. — Rose Pelswick, New York Journal-American.
. . . much more enjoyable when it is being roguish . . . but it is blessed
with two or three episodes really brimming with warmth, ingratiating invention, and good humor . . . triumph No. 3 for Ingrid Bergman in this fall
season. — John T. McManus, PM, New York.
. . . sentimentally touching and humanly brightened with that particular
brand of Catholic religion which emphasizes sympathy and understanding. —
Archer Winsten, New York Post.
. . . the perfect Christmas amusement, a gentle, funny, warmhearted picture. .. . Like "Going My Way?" this new film has a fresh, engaging quality.— Eileen Creelman, Nezv York Sun.
. . . although a plenteous and sometimes winning show, lacks the charm
of its predecessor — that comparison cannot be escaped. — Boslcy Crowther,
New York Times.
. . . really is a sequel to last year's memorable "Going My Way." . . .
parish house humor played by Bing Crosby with the same glow he brought
to the other picture. ... In the minor roles, Leo McCarey, the director, has
evoked a better average of performance than he had in his original. — Alton
Cook, New York World-Telegram.
Halifax Cites Aid
Thomascolor
(Continued from page 1)
{Continued from page 1)
Zukor and Tom Baird, director of the
lenses on both camera and projector film division of British Information
Services here, who was the host.
to produce an assertedly full-color picJohnston declared that it had been
ture on the screen, was first announced as developed more than two a privilege, for the American industry
but has been withheld from to have been able to cooperate with
years ago,
trade
inspection.
the BAiOI in seeing to it that their
The company sponsoring it is wartime documentary films were afWilliam
director
film
forded wide distribution in the United
headed by
Nigh, president; Edwin C. Street, San States. He expressed the view that
Francisco financier, vice-president ; the American industry is dedicated
dustry.
Omer Nigh, secretary-treasurer, and to collaboration with the British inRobert Thomas, consulting engineer.
The motion picture field currently
His Excellency, Ambassador Haliis receiving secondary attention from
explained that British officials
Thomascolor executives, although the hope fax,
that
the two industries will be
process originally was designed for able to cooperate in peace as they
film purposes. First attention now is did during the war. Films can play
going to television, the company an
important role in international
claiming the process can achieve "on- understanding, he declared.
spot" color television, either instanBernstein, who negotiated the origtaneously or via transcription. As in
the case of pictures, television appli- which inalexpired
three year
Oct."rota"
26 andagreement,
saw the
cation of Thomascolor requires the
use of special lenses on camera and release of such BMOI films as "One
of Our Aircraft Is Missing," "Tarprojector.
get for Tonight," and "Tunisian Victory," added his thanks to the AmerU. S. Report Ready on
ican film heads and distribution representatives who were present.
German AGFA Films
Among others who attended were
Washington, Dec. 9. — The Com- Carl E. Milliken and George Borthmerce Department has available a 55MPPDA, and represenpage report on film production and wick oftatives the
ofthe British Embassy and the
methods of the German AGFA Film BIS.
Co., copies of which can be secured
by
manufacturers and others in the
industry.
Theatre Telephone
The report was one of 71 made
available from the large volume of Service for Public
material brought to the U. S. by the
Julius Pollinger, formerly with NaMilitary Service and Technical Intional Screen, here, has formed Movieformation Commission, bringing the time, Inc.,
to provide a telephone sertotal number released so far to 293.
vice which will have on hand for public callers all information concerning
Mutual Promotes Kizis
pictures, casts and times of performance of all Greater New York theatres.
Frank Kizis, formerly with CBS
as administrative assistant to the The project is slated to begin operations Feb. 1.
president, and for the past several
Pollinger is president of the commonths associated with Mutual Broadpany, Jacob Rosenblum is secretary
casting's sales department, has been and William
Heifer is treasurer.
appointed Eastern service manager.

to Holland

{Continued from page 1)
films are barred from entry under
current Dutch
it was announced here onregulations,
Friday.
The Motion Picture Export Corp.
met late last week at MPPDA headquarters, here, and in addition to the
Holland situation, also appraised
American film procedures elsewhere.
In Germany, the possibility of
limited commercial distribution of
American films, instead of by the military, as at present, was discussed. The
transition to commercial distribution
in the American zone of occupation is
being studied.
The desirability of a central film exchange, functioning as a private enterprise in Japan, was reviewed.
Apart from reestablishing normal conditions there, assistance in the furtherance of the Army's educational
program is a factor.
Concern Over China
In China, the export association is
concerned over the effort of interests in the Shanghai area to perpetuate
the film monopoly established by the
Japanese, and in the Chungking area
the primary problem derives from
the deductions being made from theatre admissions before film rentals. It
was noted that approximately 65 per
cent of the admission price in Chungking is absorbed by amusement tax,
revenue stamps, postal savings and
charity deductions, business tax, war
bond and national reconversion bond
deductions, leaving approximately 35
per cent of the admission.
The Export association noted that
current American film problems in
Britain and France were not on the
agenda of the meeting, due to the fact
that negotiations concerning film restrictions inthe two countries are becies. ing continued by government agenGoldman
{Continued from page 1)
court's decision that Warner Brothers,
while holding a monopoly on firstrun pictures exhibited here, did not directly violate the Sherman anti-trust
laws, bec"ause
procedure was entirely local in the
nature.
The Goldman firm filed suit against
Warners in 1940 for triple damages
claiming they lost $450,000 in receipts by being refused first-run pictures and being eliminated from comtorney. petition by Warner Theatres. Bachman is well a known Philadelphia atTom

Baily
{Continued from page 1)

wood division coordinator of the WAC.
"The record of the industry in all
of the loan campaigns is a fine one,"
Baily said, "for motion pictures gave
their merchandise free for the warand-peace financing programs. This
service to the 85,000,000 bondholders
in the nation has won great respect
for our business."
Report PRC Acquires
Southern Exchange
New Orleans, Dec. 9.— PRC is
understood to have acquired, by outright purchase, its own exchange in
this city. P. A. Sliman, manager of
the independent territorial distribution
office here which has been distributing
for PRC, could not be reached.

During the months of 1945 — Dr. George Gallup's
Audience Research, Inc. has been polling America's
movie-going public. And . .
The February issue of Photoplay Magazine — on the nation's
newsstands January 11th — will name the winners of
PHOTOPLAY'S
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Production
Slight
13

Motion
in

Slump;

Finished

Hollywood, Dec. 9. — Production
slumped during the week, as 13 films
were completed, and only eight new
ones went into work. The shooting
index stood at 42, a decline from last
week's'lows : 47 ; the production scene folColumbia
Finished : "Smoky River Serenade,"
"Perilous Holiday," "Gilda."
Started: "Duchess of Broadway,"
with Jinx Falkenburg, Joe Besser,
Trudy Marshall, Forrest Tucker ;
"Murder Is Unpredictable," with
Richard Dix, Mike Mazurki.
Shooting : "So Dark the Night,"
"The Al Jolson Story."
M-G-M
Finished : "No Leave, No Love,"
"Holiday in Mexico."
Shooting : "Three Wise Fools,"
"Army Brat," "Star from Heaven,"
"The Yearling."
Monogram
Shooting : "Moon Over Montana,"
"Suspense."
Paramount
Shooting : "California," "Ladies'
Man," "Monsieur Beaucaire," "Big
Town" (Pine-Thomas), "Strange
Love" (formerly "The Strange Love
of Martha Ivers" (Wallis).
PRC
Started
Finished
: "Gun Hands,"
with
Bob and
Steele,
Syd Saylor.
Republic
Finished: "Specter of the Rose,"'
"The Last Crooked Mile."
Started: "One Exciting Night,"
with Al Pearce, Jerome Cowan,
"Pinky"Arline
Lee, Harris.
Shemp Howard, Mary
Treen,

Grosses

Picture

9

Daily

Hold

SMPE

Own

(Continued from page 1)
which played to rousing business in these are Los Angeles, Chicago,
some cities in October established im- Indianpolis, Milwaukee, Minneapolis,
pressive figures all over the country Boston, Baltimore and Toronto.
in the following month ; these are "Spellbound" is also headed for a
triumph, based on tremend"The Dolly Sisters," "Weekend at the box-office
ous grosses registered in Los Angeles,
Waldorf" and "Kiss and Tell." In Cincinnati
and San Francisco. There
the majority of situations the trio led
the field.
were many others.
Composite reports from key cities
Correspondents also underscored
"Spanish Main" in pointing out for 1945, to date, compared with corresponding weeks of 1944, follow :
November pace setters in eight cities ;
Average
1&45
Average 1944
Week
No. of
Total Per
Week
No. of
Total Per
Ending Theatres Gross Theatre Ending Theatres Gross Theatre
7-8
117 $2,417,700 $20,664
Jan. 5-6
136 $2,828,300 $20,796 Jan.
Tan. 14-15
134 2,040,700 15,229
Jan. 12-28
133 2,393,400 17,995 Jan.
21-22
149 2,311.400 15,513
Jan. 19-20
136 2,289,400 16,826
147 2,365,200 16,090
Jan. 26-27 .... 149 2,543,400 17,069 Jan. 28-29
153 2,512J20O 16,419
Feb. 2-3
148 2,534,300 17,123 Feb. 4-5
Feb.
11-12
137
2,220,000 16,204
Feb. 9-10
144 2,506,700 17,407
18-19
155 2.459,800 15,870
Feb. 16-17
141 3,491,800 17,672 Feb.
Feb.
25-26
161
2,760,100 17,144
Feb. 23-24
143 2,448,000 17,118 March 3-4
147 2,397,100 16,307
March 2-3
134 2,462,100 18,373
147 2,463,400 16,758
March 9-10
144 2,448,700 17,000 March 10-11
153 2,661,100 18,761
March 16-17
152 2,530,500 16,648 March 17-18
150 2,487,700 16,585
March 23-24 .... 144 2.248,900 15,687 March 24-25
March 30-31 .... 137 2,123,100 15,446 March 31-Apr. 1. 152 3,025,000 13,329
Aprif
7-8
153 2,340,600 15,298
April 6-7
129 2,293.900 17,872
14-15
143 2,506,800 17,530
April 13-14
138 2,268,600 16,349 April
April
21-22
148 2,564.200 17,326
April 20-21
123 1,893,700 15,395
28-29
130 2,090,900 16^084
April 27-28
137 2,179.500 15,908 April
5-6
143 2,238,700 15,655
May 4-5
132 2,141,000 16,219 May
12-13
146 2,338,700 16,018
May 11-12
123 2.166.400 17,613 May
May
19-20
162 2,417,000 14,926
May 18-19
141 2,390,000 16,950 May 26-27
155 2,349,400 15,157
May 25-26
127 2,052.800 16,153 June 2-3
143 2,242,500 15,683
June 1-2
119 1,902,700 15,989 Tune 9-10
141 1,938,000 13,752
June 8-9
128 2,020,800 15,788 June
16-17
135 1,934.400 14.322
June 15-16
136 2,266.600 16,666
June 22-23
125 1,903,400 15,227 June 30-Tuly
23-24
1... 136
126 2,002*800
2,178,300 14>26
17,288
Tune 29-30
119 1,952,800 16,410
7-8
145 2,490.900 17,178
July 6-7
132 2,248,900 17,371 July
Tul"
14-15
144
2,228,500
15/78
July 13-14
143 2,586,800 18,089
21-22
148 2,321,400 15,685
Tilly 20-21
131 2,271.300 17.384 July
28-29
135 2,245,400 16,632
July 27-28
123 2,156,100 17,529 July
4-5
141 2,324.500 15,777
Aug. 3-4
136 2,395,400 17,613 Aug.
Aug.
11-12
148 2,355^200 15,913
Aug 10-11
120 2,316,100 19,300 Aug. 18-19
153 2,514,100 16,433
Aug 17-18
129 2,367,500 18,352 Aug.. 25-26
141 2,516,800 17,850
Aug. 24-25
147 2,699,200 18,362 Sept. 1-2
127
2,313,600 18,217
Aug. 31-Sept. 1.. 146 2,676,100 18,334 Sept. 8-9
144 2,703,600 18,775
Sept. 7-8
139 2,689,600 19,350 Sept. 15-16
158
2,638,200 16,697
Sept 14-15
141 2,484,600 17,621
22-23
146 2,505.900 17.164
Sept. 21-22
143 2,535,700 17,732 Sept.
Sept. 29-30
156 2,640,700 16,927
Sept. 28-29
140 2,360,100 16,858 Oct.
136 2,41i;500 17,732
Oct 5-6
146 2.512,400 17,208 Oct. 6-7
152 2,457,200 16,165
Oct 12-13
136 2,475,200 18,200 Ott. 13-14
20-21
157 2.641,300 16,824
Oct 19-20
137 2,454,100 17,913 Oct. 27-28
145 2,450.900 16,902
Oct 26-27
139 2,476,700 17,818 Nov. 3-4
139 2,322,400 16.708
Nov. 2-3
134 2,331,300 17,400 Nov. 10-11 : 140
2,246,900 16,049
Nov 9-10
137 2,359,300 17,141 Nov. 17-18
145 2,285.300 15.761
Nov 16-17
137 2,487,700 18,151 Nov. 24-25
150 2,471,600 16,447
Nov 23-24
155 2,544,900 16,412
132 2,441^200 18,494
Nov. 30-Dec. 1.. 161 2,896.500 17,990 Dec. 1-2

Shooting : "Song of Arizona," "In
Old Sacramento," "Gay Blades."
RKO Radio
Republic Promotions
(Continued from page 1)
Shooting : "Sunset Pass," "Sister
Kenny," "Notorious," "Till the End the ranks to fill newly-created posts
of Time," "Without Reservations" as department heads. Evelyn Kole(Lasky).
man has* been appointed publicity man20th Century-Fox
ager, Beatrice Ross, expoitation manager, Dennis Carlin, advertising manFinished: "Johnny Comes Flying
ager, and Nick de Manczuk, art deHome."
partment manager.
Started : "Cluny Brown," with
Edwards pointed out that the reCharles Boyer, Jennifer Jones, Helene
alignment will permit added concenWalker, Sir Aubrey- Smith, Margaret
tration on increased nation represenBannerman, Sara Allgood, Richard
tation, star and picture build-up, and
Haydn, Ernest Cossart.
national and key-city promotion.
Shooting : "The Dark Corner,"
"Anna and the King of Siam," "The Altec-Fox Midwest Deal
Shocking Miss Pilgrim," "Somewhere
Elmer Rhoden's Fox Midwest Cirin the Night," "Three Little Girls in
cuit has signed with Altec to service
Blue," "Black Beauty" (Alson).
sound
reproducing equipment in 59
United Artists
theatres in Illinois, Iowa, Kansas and
Missouri.
Shooting : "The Sin of Harold Diddlebock" (Sturges) ; "Adventures in
Casablanca" (Loew-Marx).
Shooting: "Canyon Passage," "On
Universal
" "Genius
Carpet,
the
ing). in the Family"
ll-Mann
(Skirba
Finished: "The Brute Man," "TanWarners
gier."
Started: "Idea Girl," with Jess
Finished:
"The
Verdict."
P.arker, Julie Bishop, Alan Mowbray,
Started: "Two Guys from Milwauloan Fulton, Laura Dean Dutton,
kee," with Dennis Morgan, Jack CarCharlie Barnet and his orchestra ;
son, Joan Leslie.
"She-Wolf
Shooting: "Beast with Five Finstock players.of London," with srtudio
gers," "Escape Me Never."

M-G-M

(Continued from page 1)
projects directly related to production,
distribution, exhibition, film, equipment, accessories and other fields. The
interrelations of television and motion
pictures, involving such specific projects as studies of frequency allocation and band-width requirements in
relation to screen definition, private
address systems, study of problems in
installing and operating equipment,
follow-ups on hearings before the
Federal Communications Commission,
are also to be dealt with by the
SMPE.
The third point of the SMPE program relates to standards and development of equipment, the fourth with
the supervision of engineering projects, and the fifth with research on
film and sound.
No Experimentation
While the FCC has granted the industry channel facilities to experiment
on inter-city and intra-city television
transmission and on pick-ups of programs, as asked for by the SMPE,
Hyndman pointed out that there is no
experimentation by film companies interested in television being attempted.
He explained that if this research is
not instituted, there is a possibility
FCC will rescind its authorization.
SMPE has operated until now as a
voluntary association of engineers and
others engaged in the industry, Hyndman explained. The incentive for the
organization has generally been attributed to a desire on the part of the
engineers to retain competitive advantages. During the past year, it is
pointed out, the need for industry support for the SMPE has increased and
the placing of the SMPE program and
other data before Johnston marks the
first concerted bid for industry-wide
support, Hyndman declared.
State Quits Combine
The State Theatre, Boonton, N. J.,
has been withdrawn from the Independent Theatres Service, Inc.
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Lige Brien, recently manager of the
Enright Theatre, Pittsburgh, and
now PRC press book editor, has-been
selected as first-prize winner of a
$500 Victory Bond by tradepaper editors in Columbia's exploitation contest for its serial, "The Monster and
the Ape."
Grien was
a Quigley
ver Grand Award
winner
of 1944. SilOther winners in the contest, announced at Toots Shor's, here, on
Friday, were : Phil Katz of the Kenyon, Pittsburgh, second prize, a $200
bond ; Roy Shields of the Mecca, Enid,
Okla., third, a $100 bond; Arthur
Turner of the Kansas Theatre, Parsons, Kan., fourth, a $50 bond; and a
$25 bond awarded to John Heflinger,
Park Theatre, Pasadena, fifth ; -Pio
Pedruzzi, Lyric, Gillespie, Mo., sixth,
and Tanos Joseph, Opera House,
Franklin, La., seventh.
Judges included : Sherwin Kane,
Terry Ramsaye, Chester Bahn, Thomas Kennedy, Mel Konecoff, R. W.
Baremore, Nat Kahn, Paul Perez,
Chester Friedman. Others present
were Merlin Lewi*, and David A.
Lipton, Hortense Schorr, Harry K.
McWilliams, Leo Pillott and Ray
Murray, all of Columbia.
Goldstone, Wolff Partners
Abner Goldstone and Sidney A.
Wolff, who has been released from
the Army after serving as a Major
in the Judge
Department,Advocate
have formed General's
a partnership
for the general practice of law here.
Both have handled film accounts.

Projector
"Along
{Republic)

the Navajo

Trail"

Washington, Dec. 9. — The Surphis Property Administration has established an interim procedure to permit schools and other non-profit-making institutions to apply directly to disposal agencies for the purchase of
surplus property at reduced prices,
pending
the setting
up of Jan.
a permanent"
system not
later than
15, buV
there was litle indication at the weekend that any motion picture projectors
would be available for such disposition for some time to come.
Approximately 50 projectors have
been declared surplus so far, but none
of them were available for schools,
because
agencies
exer- •
cised
theirgovernment
No. 1 priority
to get them.
SPA officials said that it is expected
that only a very limited number of
projectors will ever become available.
Total purchases by all military
services during the war were about
44,000. A large proportion of these
were used abroad and, under the
prohibition of the Surplus Property
Disposal Act, may not be returned to
RCA Stock Dividends this country for sale. A considerable
number of those brought back, as well
Voted by Directors
as some now in use here will be reThe board of directors of Radio
tained by the services for training
Corp. of America has voted the following dividends :
On first preferred stock, 87l/> cents Chevalier Acquitted
per share, for the period from Oct. 1 Maurice Chevalier, former Hollyto Dec. 31, payable in cash on Jan. 2,
wood star, has been acquitted of colto holders of record on Dec. 17; on
laboration charges by the French
the common stock, 20 cents per share, National Committee of the Theatrical
payable in cash on Jan. 29, to holders Purge, according to press dispatches
from Paris.
of record on Dec. 21, 1945.

in Republic's
again works his homespun magic, this time
ROGERS
ROY"Along
ke performance
the Navajo Trail," coming up with a workman-li
why
apparent
that will more than satisfy his myriad of fans. It is easily
these musical Westerns entrench themselves in the favor of a family audience. They offer a well-rounded blend of smooth singing, the obvious
dramatics of the old-time Western, plus the timeless appeal of horses and
prove no exception in finding favor with
latest, will
open spaces.
alike.
and theexhibitors
customersThis,
cash
Rogers, a U. S. marshal masquerading as a wandering prairie singer, is
on the trail of the murderer of another investigator and takes a job as a
cowhand with Sam Flint, a rancher who refuses to sell out to Douglas
Fowley. It seems that a drilling company is seeking to lay a pipeline
through the ranch's property and Fowley has been commissioned
to negotiate
the deal. A pitched battle ensues when Rogers secures evidence about the
murder and the gunmen are all rounded up.
Nolan
by Bob(Gabby)
rendered
"Cool Water,"
and extremely
Rogers, are
song,ofsung
George
effective.
the byPioneers,
andTheThetitleSons
while Dale Evans and Estrelita Rodriguez are
relief,interest.
comedy
Hayes
Nestor Paiva is good in his role of a
romantic
for the
handinjects
on
sly gypsy. Frank McDonald directed, from Gerald Geraghty's screenplay,
based on a novel by William Colt MacDonald ; Edward J. White was associate producer.
Running time, 66 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Charles Ryweck
Dec. 15.
See Defeat Today of
Los Angeles 5% Tax
Los Angeles, Dec. 9. — Informed
circles at the weekend forecast defeat
for a proposed five per cent tax on
theatre grosses when the measure
comes to vote before the City Council
here tomorrow. Newspaper editorials
against the proposal followed the report of adidcitizens'
committee
declaring
the city
not require
additional
tax
sources.
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Warner

Cites

Grosses

Films

Top

Still

as

Peace

Medium

de Rochemont Is Another
Speaker at Nobel Dinner
The motion picture, as the nearest thing to a universal language
that we are likely to get in our
time, "can help create the conditions of international good
will that are
the essential
foundation of
lasting
declared peace,"
Harry
M. Warner,
president of
Warner Bros.,
speaking as a
representative of the industry at the
fifth annual
Nobel AnniHarry M. Warner versary Dinner
last night in the Hotel Astor, here;
{Continued on page 11)

4306'

and

Circuits

Sign 2 -Year

Here

Healthy

Majority of New York downtown
first-runs are currently engaged in the
terrific job of overcoming two heavily
adverse box-office factors : stormy
weather and Christmas shopping competition. While grosses are not overstrong in a few situations, overall
business is healthy.
Far and away the leader is "The
Bells of St.stage
Mary's,"
Christmas
showwith
at the
the annual
Music
Hall. The combination is on its way
to a $137,000 initial week, a record for
a non-holiday week at that theatre.
Admission scale increases went into
effect last week, accounting to some
extent for the large gross ; prices
were raised 10 cents on weekdays up
to noon ; five cents from noon to six
{Continued on page 10)
Six
Back

Bond
on

Liaisons
Own

Jobs

Having completed their duties as
representatives at Victory Loan headquarters inNew York, six liaison men
for the six regional chairmen in the
industry's bond-selling campaign returned to their regular duties yesterday.
Charles Thall, liaison for Charles
{Continued on page 11)
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Winners Tomorrow
In 10th Radio Poll
Winners in the 25 classifications in Motion Picture Daily's
10th Annual Radio Poll, conducted on behalf of Fame
to
determine
top radio
personalties 1945's
and programs,
will be published tomorrow.
Winners are the choices of
radio editors, columnists and
critics of the U. S. and Canada.
Western
In 25th

Pa.

Allied

Convention

Pittsburgh, Dec. 10. — More than
200 exhibitors and company executives
were on hand for the opening of the
25th annual convention of the Allied
Theatre Owners of Western Pennsylvania, which two-day event got under
today.in the William Penn Hotel here
way

TEN CENTS
80

New

Houses

In

Canada

for

FP-C
Odeon,
Odeon Will Go Ahead
With Plans for 60
Toronto^ Dec. 10. — Following abolishment of wartime orders prohibiting
civilian construction in Canada, as announced by C. H. Howe, last week,
it is now learned that Odeon Theatres
of Canada is prepared to crystallize
its plans for the erection of 60 theatres throughout
the Domini'on,
over
a period
of several
years, starting
early next fall when materials and labor become more plentiful.
The government move, hastened by
threats of unemployment, finds the
Nathanson-Rank circuit in readiness,
with sites purchased and plans and
specifications completed. Indications
are that Odeon will concentrate on
projects in Toronto, Montreal and
other large cities to provide first-runs
for high-budget pictures, of which
there was already an assured supply
from both England and the United
{Continued on page 10)

Snow storms and treacherous icecovered roads kept many out-of-town
members away from the silver anniversary of the organization.
M. A. Rosenberg, chairman of the
association's board, welcomed the
members, visitors and guests at the
opening session, and said in part :
'Among other things, we have a Name Change Tops
terrific trouble in reconversion and
particularly in the reconversion of attitudes. We don'ton want
any undue MPPDA
Agenda
{Continued
page 10)

Pacts

Adoption of a new name for the
Motion Picture Producers and DisNew two-year contracts covering British
Section
Here
Film
tributors of America — presumably to
projectionists
employed
by Loew's,
be the Motion Picture Association of
RKO, Randforce,
Skouras,
Fabian,
America — tops the agenda of that orTrans-Lux, Broadway first-runs and
the home offices have been signed with
More
Years
quarterlyNew
directors'
ing tomorrowganization's
at its
York meethome
Operate
3
IATSE New York Projectionists Lo- To
office.
Additionally,
action
on the ancal No. 306, thus implementing an understanding reached some time ago.
The film division of British Infor- Hollywoodticipated
termination the
of the
MPPDA'sof
affiliate,
Association
The new contract, effective as of
Talk British Films
mation Services, here, headed by Tom
(Continued on page 10)
Baird,
and
other
British
government
Sept. 1, 1945, grants a IS per cent inFor UA Release
service groups will be continued for
crease{Continued
and compromises
on pagethe11) "request"
another three years, although on a
London, Dec. 10. — Edward
C. Raftery, United Artists
reduced scale, Motion Picture Daily
learned yesterday.
president, and Gradwell L.
Hopes Brighten on
Sears, vice - president, have
Although final operational plans
Buffalo May Curb
conferred since their arrival
Labor Front
Coast
have not yet been worked out, it is
here with several independent
understood that the British treasury
Theatre Marquees
producers with a view to conhas already approved the budget for
Hollywood, Dec. 10. — With both
eluding arrangements for
the continuation of the BIS venture,
American distribution of
factions in the eight-month Hollywood
which
released
many
British
governexpressing satisfaction with the
Buffalo, Dec. 10. — The building of
British films by United Artment films in the U. S. during the strike
theatre marquees is faced with dif
hearings on their jurisdictional claims
ists, presumably to aid in
war.It is indicated that the British will conducted by the three-man AmerAcuities, with the City Planning Com'
meetingments UA's
ican Federation of Labor committee,
here. quota requiremission approving a set of recommendations in connection with the
continue to make and sponsor official the outlook for enduring stability on
Louis
Jackson,
managing
difilms, some of which will be sent here the studio labor front appeared
drafting of an ordinance to govern
rector of Anglo-American
for possible commercial release by brighter today than since long before
marquees.
Films,
who
was
among
those
American film companies.
The commission would have limitathe Set Decorators and unions sympawith
whom
the
UA
heads
conthetic to their cause established picket
While most of the official features
tions established by the Common
ferred,
said
no
deal
had
mateof the British Ministry of Information lines on March 11.
Council on height, projection and letrialized.
were distributed here during the war
tering and protection of values of
Following
a wind-up
(Contimied
on pagesession
11) Satur{Continued on page 10)
{Continued on page 10)

2
MGM,
Atom

Motion
Wallis
Bomb

Plan
Films

M-G-M announces immediate production of "The Beginning or the
End?" a film that will embrace the
history of the atomic bomb. M-G-M
research workers have been consulting
with a group of scientists at Oak
Ridge, Tenn. M-G-M says the picture has the endorsement of Gen. Leslie Groves. Sam Marx will produce.
At the same time Paramount announces that the "first authentic featof the atomic
bomb"
will be put ure-length
intostory immediate
production
by Hal B. Wallis for Paramount release. Wallis returned to New York
Sunday from Washington, where he
conferred with government officials on
production details and reported approval of the various agencies concerned. Jerome Beatty, former associate
of Reader's
Digest units
will
write the editor
screenplay,
and location
are already at work in several places.
'Production
plans way
at theforstudio
will beit
altered to make
this film,
was decided at conferences here among
Wallis, Joseph Hazen, Barney Balaban and Henry Ginsberg.
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Daily
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Canada

to Honor

US

Industry for War Aid
Ottawa, Dec. 10. — J. L. Ilsley,
Canadian Minister of Finance, announces the discontinuance of the National War Finance Committee, following completion of Canada's Ninth
Victory Loan campaign. One prominent worker to step out of voluntary
office is J. J. Fitzgibbons, president of
Famous Players Canadian Corp., who
was national chairman of the films
section of the Finance Committee.
One final act will be the staging of a
dinner in Hollywood to producers, directors and stars this month, at which
L. B. Pearson, Canadian Ambassador
to Washington, will officially thank
the film industry for its co-operation
in films, talent and bond purchases
for Canada's loan drives.

PAUL L. NATHANSON, Canadi- MILTON duction
FELD,
executive,Columbia
has arrivedpro-in
an partner of J. Arthur Rank,
is progressing in health in Southern New York from Hollywood.
o
California -and is expected back at his
Toronto office around
Jan.
1.
John sales
F. Flynn,
o
Western
manager, M-G-M
and JohnMid-J.
William J. Kupper, Jr., Terry- Maloney, central sales manager, have
toon's sales representative at 20th arrived in New York from Chicago
Century-Fox's home office,, has left and Pittsburgh, respectively.
•
New York for Washington and Philadelphia, returning• at the weekend.
J. J. Deitch, • Paramount Theatres
Service Corp. executive, has left New
York
for the Coast, stopping enroute
Spyros P. Skouras, 20th CenturyFox president, and Charles Schlaif- at Salt Lake City• and Phoenix.
er, advertising manager, arrived in
G. Martin, general manager
Hollywood yesterday
• from New York. of Hugh
Martin Theatres, Columbus, Ga.,
Col. Nathan Levinson, head of and Mrs. Martin, are visiting in New
the sound recording department at the York.
Warner studio, arrived in Hollywood
yesterday from New
• York.
W. C. sales
Gehring,
20th left
Century-Fox's
Central
manager,
New York
G. L. Carrington, president of Al- for Toronto and Montreal last night. NEW YORK THEATRES
•
tec Service Corp., and John K. Hilliard, chief engineer, have left New
Herbert L. Moulton, M-G-M exYork for Hollywood.
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
ecutive, has arrived in New York
•
from Culver City.
ROCKEFELLER CENTER
•
BING CROSBY
George Weltner, Paramount InINGRID BERGMAN
ternational president, has arrived in Gregory Ratoff, 20th Century-Fox
New York from London.
director, has returned to the Coast
•
IN LEO McCAREY'S
from New York.
•
"The TRAVERS
BELLS of- WILLIAM
ST. MARY'S"
HENRY
GARGAN
Edward L. Hyman, Paramount
by RKO Radio Pictures and
Gforge Raft, RKO Radio star, has The Released
Theatre executive, has left New York
Music
Hall's
Great
Christmas
Stage
Show
for Cincinnati.
left New York for the Coast.
DAVID O- SELZNICK prvunli
New Midwest Circuit NCCJ
F INGRID BERGMAN $
Citation for
Launched in Chicago Sinatra Here Friday
GREGORY PECK |
Chicago, Dec. 10. — Austin Hokin,
Frank Sinatra will be given a citation on behalf of the amusement divisson of Dave Hokin, president of Cenion of the National Conference of
tury Steel Corp., here, has entered
,„ ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S
Spellbound
exhibition, and plans to buy a string Christians and Jews for his work in
ASTOR M
connection with racial tolerance, it
of independent houses in Chicago.
CONTINUOUS f ROM 9.30 K M • i*t£ SHOW EVERT NIGHT
Hokin's first deal was concluded was announced here yesterday by J.
IN PERSON
yesterday when he took over the Fox Robert Rubin, chairman of the amuseHEDY ROBERT JAMES BARTON
ment division. The presentation will
Theatre, on the Northside, from Gus
Stathis. Anthony Serritella was the be made at the special luncheon Fri- Sii^U ON SCREEN
theatre broker. Hokin has engaged
day at the Hotel Astor, here, which
'HER HIGHNESS
Si Griever as booker.
will be attended by 500 leading indusSylvia Froos
try personalities.
HARRY
Eric
A. Johnston, president of the
MARTIN
MPPDA, will be one of the principal
National Theatres*
Board Meet Thursday speakers at the luncheon.

Canada Conferences
On United World
Toronto, Dec. 10. — The chartering
of the new Anglo-American enterprise,
United World Pictures, at New York,
has been followed by a series of conferences by American and Canadian
film officials, presumably with reference to Canada's position in the new
alliance. F. J. A. McCarthy of Universal Pictures was in Toronto for a
meeting, and later A. W. Perry, administrative head of Paul L. Nathanson's Empire-Universal Films, went to
New York with McCarthy for continued discussion.
J. Arthur Rank of England and
Nathanson of Canada have partnership interests in Eagle-Lion Films
of Canada and it is possible this company may handle Canadian distribution of United World Pictures product
of 16 British and American producSpyros P. Skouras, chairman of the
tions annually.
gg and the BELLBOY'
board of National Treatres Corp., 20th Buchanan Adds to UA ■jgDorothy
'MASQUERADE
DE Arturo
CORDOVA
Century-Fox theatre subsidiary, will Coast Press Staff
LAMOUR
preside
at
a
directors'
meeting
here
Trans Lux Expansion on Thursday, in the absence of
Hollywood, Dec. 10. — Expansion
TONY PASTOR and his ORCHESTRA
of
Artists' publicity department
In England Dropped
Charles Skouras, National Theatres' to United
Extra Added Attraction! MARION HUTTON
include a still photographer, laypresident,
who
left
New
York
yesterout man and a fashion expert with
Theatre building in war-ravaged
in MEXICO"
day for the Coast.
England is impossible and acquisition
services to be available to all producThe
year-end
meeting
is
expected
to
of film houses for operation at this declare a fourth quarter dividend on
ers releasing through UA was detime is not feasible because of high the common stock of National, which
cided upon at a meeting between
sT,:
PAXAMOwr
taxes, among other conditions, Percy is wholly owned by 20th-Fox.
O'HARA
B47th
WAY St.&
PALACES
Barry
Buchanan,
West
Coast
publicN. Furber, president of Trans Lux
itylicity
executive,
and producers'
Corp., reports following his recent visit
Maureen
Walter
representatives
concerned.pub-A
in that country to explore the theatre Proposed Cut in Tax
HENREID
Paul
SLEZAK
proposal
channel UAall office
"planting"
situation there for possible Trans Lux
through afo central
was
Strengthens Passage
expansion.
tabled for the present.
In Technicolor
Hollywood, Dec. 10. — An .ordinance
"TheAn RKO
SPANISH
MAIN"
Radio Picture
calling for a five per cent tax on Los
Joly, Inventor, Dies
Angeles theatre grosses, which appear- Sears on 'Caesar'
ed destined for certain defeat, took a
Paris, Dec. 10. — Henry Joly, French
Grad Sears, United Artists' vicescientist credited with aiding in inven- new lease on life today when the spon- president in charge of distribution,
Starring
tions leading to the development of
soring Council Committee on Revenue now in London, predicts that the
PARAMOUNT'S
Doors
'THEOpenLOST
WEEKEND"
motion pictures, died at his home in and Taxation announced its decision Gabriel Pascal British production of
Uj'^^^^l
Paris Sunday night. He had corre- to cut the levy to three per cent. The George Bernard Shaw's "Caesar and
RAY MILLAND - JANE WYMAN
PHILLIP TERRY - HOWARD DA SILVA
sponded frequently with Thomas A. Council, by a 12 to one vote, approved Cleopatra" will be eminently successDORIS DOWLING ■ FRANK FAYLEN
ful in the Western Hemisphere, UA
Edison during the lifetime of the its committee's recommendation for
Produced
BRACKETT
Directedby byCHARLES
BILLY WILDER
American inventor, and they had ex- amending the proposed ordinance and reported here yesterday, adding Sear's
49th St.
changed ideas about developments in again postponed further action for one disclosure that the picture cost $6,000,9:30 A.M.
week.
000 to produce.
motion-pictures.
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Estimates

Motion

of

Picture

Key

TfOLLOWING arc estimated picJ tare grosses for current engage- CHICAGO
ments in key cities a>s reported by
Motion Picture Daily correspondNew pictures and a break in weathents.
er at the weekend helped Loop receipts here this week. Christmas shopLOS ANGELES
ping rush, however, is continuing to
hurt some grosses, particularly during
matinees.
Holdovers predominated at firstEstimated receipts for the week
run theatres here. "What Next, ending Dec. 13 :
Corporal Hargrove?" one of two new
PARDON MY PAST (Col.) — APOLLO
offerings, got the better grosses — a (1,200)
(55c-65c-85c-95c)
Gross: $15,000. (Average: $12,000)
total of $66,500 at the Egyptian-Los
HOLD THAT BLONDE (Para.)— CHIAngeles-Ritz trio.
CAGO' (3,850) (55c-65c-85c-95c). On stage:
Estimated receipts for the week Cab Calloway
and band. Gross: $52,000.
ending Dec. 12 :
(Average: $51,500).
SPELLBOUND (UA - Selznick) — CARTHE HOUSE ON 92ND STREET (HUthTHAY CIRCLE (1,516) (50c-6Oc-85c-$l.OO) Fox) — GARRICK (1,000) (55c-65c-85c-95c)
6 days. Gross: $9,300. (Average: $8,200)
8th week. Gross: $11,000. (Average: $12,000)
PINOCCHIO (RKO-Radio) and THE
SPELLBOUND
(UA - Selznick) — CHI- FALCON
IN SAN FRANCISCO (RKO
NESE (2,300) (5Oc-6Oc-8Sc-$1.0O) 7 days, 5th Radio) — GRAND
(1,350) (55c-65c-85c-95c)
week. Gross: $13,500. (Average: $14,600)
3rd
week.
Gross:
$8,000. (Average: $9,100)
WHAT NEXT, CORPORAL HARCAPTAIN
KIDD
(UA) — ORIENTAL
GROVE? (M-G-M) — EGYPTIAN (1,000) (3,200) (55c-65c-85c-95c)
On stage: Russ
(5Oc-6Oc-85c-$1.00)
7
days.
Gross:
$20,500.
Morgan
and
band.
Gross:
$45,000. (Average:
(Average: $15,800)
$35,000).
THE SPANISH MAIN (RKO Radio) and
GEORGE
WHITE'S
SCANDALS
(RKO)
and WEST OF THE PECOS (RKO) — RADIO STARS ON PARADE (RKO Radio)
FOUR STAR (900) (50c-6Oc-85c-$1.0O) 7
(2,500) (55c-65c-85c-95c) 5 days,
days, 2nd week. Gross: $5,600. (Average : —PALACE
4th week. Gross: $16,000. (Average: $24,000)
$6,600)
KISS AND TELL (Col.) — ROOSEVELT
(S5c-65c-85c-95c) 3rd week. Gross:
GEORGE WHITE'S SCANDALS (RKO) (1,000) (Average:
$24,000)
and WEST OF THE PECOS (RKO) — $19,000.
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF
FOX-WILSHIRE (2,300) (5Oc-60c-85c-$1.0O)
7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $6,000. (Average: (M-G-M)— STATE-LAKE (1,700) (55c-65c$8,100)
85c-95c) 3rd week. Gross: $30,000. (Average:
$29,000)
GEORGE
WHITE'S
SCANDALS
(RKO)
YOLANDA AND THE THIEF (M-G-M)
and WEST OF THE PECOS (RKO) — —UNITED
ARTISTS
(1,700)$20,000)
(55c-65c-85cGUILD (965) (50c-6Oc-85c-$1.00) 7 days, 2nd 95) Gross: $25,000.
(Average:
week. Gross: $6,400. (Average: $7,100)
DAKOTA
(Rep,)—
WOODS
(1,200)
(55cTHE SPANISH MAIN (RKO) — HILLerage: $15,000)3rd week. Gross: $15,000. (AvSTREET (2,700) (S0c-60c-80c) 7 days, 3rd 65c-85c-95c)
week. Gross: $19,000. (Average: $21,600)
SPELLBOUND (UA-Selznick)— LOEW'S
STATE (2,500) (S0c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days, 5th
week. Gross: $21,000. (Average: $27,400)
WHAT NEXT, CORPORAL HAR- BOSTON
GROVE? (M-G-M) — LOS ANGELES (2,096) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $30,000. (Average: $26,100)
This city is going through a giganPARIS— U NDE.RGROUND (UA) —
tic shopping boom, but night attendance continues high.
MUSIC HALL (Beverly Hills) (900) (55c65c-85c) 7 days. Gross: $6,250. (Average:
Estimated
receipts for the week
$4,900)
Dec. 11 :
PARIS— U N D E R G R O U N D (UA)— ending
SUNBONNET
SUE (Mono.) plus a
MUSIC HALL (Downtown) (900) (55c-65c- stage
show— BOSTON (3,200) (50c-$1.00).
85c)
700) 7 days. Gross: $11,500. (Average: $14,- Gross: $25,000. (Average: $26,300)
THE DOLLY SISTERS (ZOth-Fox) and
PARIS— U N D E R G R O U N D (UA)— THE SPIDER (Z€*h-Fox)— FENWAY (1,MUSIC HALL (Hawaii) (1,000) (50c-60c- 373)
(40c-74c). Gross: $7,000. (Average:
80c)
600) 7 days. Gross: $7,300. (Average: $6,- $7,300)
THE SPANISH MAIN (RKO) and
PARIS— U NDERGROUND (UA)— SING YOUR WAY HOME (RKO)— ME(24,000) (40c-70e). Gross: $22,500.
MUSIC HALL (Hollywood) (490) (50c-60c- (Average: MORIAL
$2,900)
80c)
600) 7 days. Gross: $6,100. (Average: $4,- LOVE LETTERS
(Para.) and MEXICANA (Rep.)— METROPOLITAN (4,367)
THE SPANISH MAIN (RKO) and LIFE 200)
WITH BLONDIE (Col.) — PANTAGES (2,- (40c-74c). Gross: $25,000. (Average: $25,000 ( 5Oc-6Oc-80c-$l.OO) 7 days, 2nd week.
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF (MGross: $18,000. (Average:. $20,500)
ORPHEUM (22,700) (35c-75c).
THE LOST WEEKEND (Para.) and G-M)—
Gross: $22,000. (Average: $22,700)
LOVE, HONOR AND GOODBYE (Rep.)— THE DOLLY SISTERS (20th-Fox) and
PARAMOUNT (Downtown) (3,595) (50c-60c- THE SPIDER (ZOth-Fox) — PARAMOUNT
S0c-$1.0O)
days, 2nd week. Gross: $27,000. (1,200) (40c-74c). Gross: $14,000. (Aver(Average: 7 $22,200)
age: $14,200)
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF (MTHE LOST WEEKEND (Para.)— PARAMOUNT (Hollywood) (1,407) (50c-60c-80c- G-M)— STATE (3,900) (35c-75c). Gross:
$1.00) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $20,000. $17,000. (Average: $17,300)
(Average: $12,800)
WHAT NEXT, CORPORAL HARGROVE? (M-G-M)— RITZ (1,376) (50c-60c85c-$1.0O)
age: $13,300)7 days. Gross: $16,000. (Aver- PHILADELPHIA
GEORGE WHITE'S SCANDALS (RKO)
and WEST OF THE PECOS (RKO) —
The pre-Christmas season is making
UNITED' ARTISTS (2,100) (50c-60c-85c$1.00) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $11,100. itself felt at most local box offices.
(Average: $14,400)
Estimated receipts for week ending
SPELLBOUND (UA-Selznick) — UPTOWN (1,716) (S0c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days, 5th Dec. 11-13:
week. Gross: $9,000. (Average: $11,300)
BLITHE SPIRIT (UA)— ALDINE (900)
TOO YOUNG TO KNOW (WB)— WAR- (40c-45c-5Oc-65c-75c-85c) 7 days. Gross:
NER (Downtown) (3,400) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00) $12,700. (Average: $14,500)
7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $12,500. (Aver- TOO' YOUNG TO KNOW (WB)— BOYD
age $20,700)
(3,000) (4Oc-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7 days, 2nd
TOO YOUNG TO KNOW (WB)— WAR- week.
Gross: $14,500. (Average: $28,000)
NER (Hollywood) (3,000) (50c-6Oc-8Oc-$l.OO) I'LL BE SEEING YOU (UA)— ARCADIA
7 days,
2nd
week.
Gross:
$9,000.
(Aver(900)
(40c-45c-50c-65c-75c)
7 days, 2nd run.
age: $14,500)
$6,800.
(Average
:*
$4,000).
TOO YOUNG TO KNOW (WB)— WAR- Gross:
(Rep.) (6 days) and JOHNNER (Wiltern) (2,300) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00) 7 MEXICANA
NY ANGEL (RKO Radio) (1 day)—
days, 2nd week Gross: $8,500. (Average: EARLE
(40c-45c-65c-75c-85c-95c) 6
(3,000)
$13,700)
days of vaudeville starring Tommy Tucker's

Daily

7

500)

City

Grosses

orchestra. Gross: $23,000. (Average: $27,FALLEN ANGEL (ZOth-Fox) — FOX
(3,000) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7 days, 3rd
.week. Gross: $16,000. (Average: $20,500)
AND THEN THERE WERE NONE
(ZOth-Fox) — KARLTON (40c-45c-50c-65c-74c85c)
(1,000) $6,600)
7 days, 2nd run. Gross: $9,000.
(Average:
MARCO
POLO
(Film Classics)—
KEITH'S
(2,200) (40c-45c-5Oc-65c-75c-85c)
7 days,
on a
revival. Gross: $7,000. (Average: $5,800)
SHE WOUDN'T SAY YES (Col.) MASTBAUM (4,700) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c)
7$22,000)
days, 2nd run. Gross: $18,000. (Average:
JOHNNY ANGEL (RKO Radio)— STAN(3,000) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c)
Gross:LEY$28,800.
(Average: $20,000) 7 days.
CAPTAIN KIDD (UA) — STANTON
(1,700) Gross:
(40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c)
7 days, 3rd
week.
$9,500. (Average: $9,500)

60c-6Sc)
7 days, 3rd
000. (Average:
$17,100)week. Gross: $10,FALLEN ANGEL* (ZOth-Fox) and DAKOTA* (Rep.)— MISSOURI (3,514) (40c50c-60c) 7 days. Gross: $8,500. (Average:
$11,100)
BLITHE SPIRIT (UA) and DANGEROUS PARTNERS(40c-50c-60c-65c)
(M-G-M)— LOEW'S
ORPHEUM
Gross: $5,000. (1,900)
(Average: $7,100) 7 days.
SONG OF OLD WYOMING (PRC) and
GIRL OF THE LIMBERLOST (Col.)—
SHUBERT
(40c-50c-60c)
Gross:
$4,500. (1,900)
(Average:
$6,200) 7 days.
WONDER MAN* (RKO) and FALCON
IN SAN FRANCISCOi (RKO)— ST. LOUIS
(4,000)(Average:
(40c-50c-60c)
COO.
$7,900)7 days. Gross: $6,* Indicates moveover picture.

MINNEAPOLIS

This week opened slowly but built
over the weekend.
Estimated
receipts for week ended
Dec.
13 :

The season's first sub-zero weather failed to make any appreciable dent
in business here.
Estimated receipts for the week ending Dec. 13 :
OUR VINES HAVE TENDER GRAPES
(M-G-M)- RADIO CITY (4,000) (44c -60c)
7 days. Gross: $17,000. (Average: $12,000)
ANCHORS AWEIGH (M-G-M)— STATE
(2,300) (44c-60e)
(Average:
$10,000) 7 days. Gross: $15,000.
SPANISH MAIN (RKO-Radio) — ORPHEUM (2,800)
(44c-70c)
5 days,
week. Gross:
$7,000.
(Average:
$7,500)third
DOLLY SISTERS (ZOth-Fox) — CENTURY (1,600)
(44c-60c)
7 days,$7,000)
second
run. Gross:
$5,500.
(Average:
HOLD THAT BLONDE (Para.)— LYRIC
(1,100) $5,000.
(44c-60c)(Average:
7 days,$4,500)
second run.
Gross:
FALLEN ANGEL (ZOth-Fox)— WORLD
(350) (44c-80c)
$2,800.
(Average:7 days,
$2,000) second run. Gross:
BARBARY COAST (Film Classics-reissue)—GOPHER (1,000) (40c) 7 days. Gross:
$3,200. (Average: $3,000)

MILDRED PIERCE (WB) — RKO AL(3,000) $9,500.
(45c-55c-65c)
7 days,
week. LEN
Gross:
(Average:
$10,000) 3d
200)
STATE FAIR (3,500)
(ZOth-Fox)(45c-55c-65c)
— WARNERS' 7
HIPPODROME
days. Gross: $22,500. (Average: $20,800)
WONDER
MAN (RKO)—
WARNERS'
LAKE
(714) (4Sc-S5c-65c)
days,
3d week.
Gross: $3,200.
(Average: 7$3,270)
GETTINGOHIO
GERTIE'S
(UA)—
LOEW'S
(1,268) GARTER
(45c-65c) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $5,500. (Average:
$6,KISS AND TELL (CoL)-RKO PAL(45c-55c-65c)
$16,500. ACE (3,300)
(Average:
$19,000) 7 days. Gross:
CAPTAIN
— LOEW'S
STATE
(3,300)KIDD
(45c-65c)(UA)
7 days.
Gross:
$18,000. (Average: $20,700)
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF (MG-M)— LOEW'S STILLMAN (1,900) (45c65c) 7 days,
erage: $11,000)3d week. Gross: $10,000. (Av-

BUFFALO

Considering the cold weather and
Christmas shopping, grosses stood up
well here.
Estimated receipts for week ending Dec. 12-13PIERCE
:
MILDRED
(WB) and THE
SPIDER (ZOth-Fox) — OMAHA (2,600) (44c60c)'
7 days, 2nd Paramount.
week lor "Mildred
moveover
Gross:Pierce,"
$8,400.
(Average: from
$8,200)
DANGEROUS PARTNERS (M-G-M)
and Kingchestra onSisters
and Bobby Byrne's
orstage — ORPHEUM
(3,000) (55c70c) 7 days. Gross: $15,300. (Average:
$15,900)
THIS LOVE OF OURS (U)— PARAMOUNT (2,776) (44c-60c) 7 days. Gross:
$9,100. (Average: $9,900)
KISS AND TELL (Col.) and THE
CRIME
DOCTOR'S(1,200)
WARNING
RKO-BRANDEIS
(44c-60c) 7(Col.)—
days.
Gross: $8,100. (Average: $6,700)

CLEVELAND

OMAHA

Christmas shopping has entered the
very active
stage,
here, cutting seriously into most
grosses.
Estimated receipts for the week ending Dec. 15 :
HOLD THAT BLONDE (Para.) and
FOLLOW
THAT
WOMAN (Para.)—
BUFFALO' (3,489) (40c-50c-60c-70c) 7 days.
Gross:
$13,200. "(Average:
$17,400) (WB) —
CONFIDENTIAL
AGENT
GREAT LAKES (3,000) (40c-50c-60c-70c) 7
days. Gross: $1S,000. (Average: $16,400)
THE DOLLY SISTERS (ZOth-Fox) —
HIPPODROME (2,100) (40c-50c-60c-70c) 7
days, 3rd week, on a moveover. Gross:
$9,400.
THE (Average:
COWBOY $9,700)
AND THE LADY (Film
Classics)
and KID MILLIONS
(Film (3,000)
Classics) — TWENTIETH
CENTURY
(40c-50c-60c-70c) 7 days. Gross: $10,500.
(Average: $12,200)
SHE WOULDN'T SAY YES (Col.) and SAN FRANCISCO
YOU CAN'T DO WITHOUT LOVE (Col.)
— LAYFAYETTE (3,000) (40c-50c-60c-70c) 7
Good weather gave grosses a subdays
SAY YES.
week). (SHE,
Gross:WOULDN'T
$10,400. (Average:
$12,400) 2nd
stantial lift, particularly where there
* Century has two re-releases.
were holdovers.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending
THIS Dec.
LOVE12-14:
OF OURS (U) and
ST. LOUIS
STRANGE (Continued
CONFESSION
(U) — ORon page 10)
Pre-holiday distractions cut into
the grosses here.
Estimated receipts for the week end12 : TO KNOW (WB) and
TOOing Dec.
YOUNG
REEVES
MY NAME IS JULIA ROSS (Col.)— AMBASSADOR (3,154) (40c-50c-60c) 7 days.
SOUND STUDIOS, INC.
Gross: $16,500. (Average: $17,200)
THE STRANGE AFFAIR OF UNCLE
1600 BROADWAY, H. Y. 19 Circle 6-6686
HARRY (U) and THAT NIGHT WITH
Complete Film and
YOU
FOX (Average:
(5,038) (40c-50c-60c)
Disc Recording Facilities
Gross: (U)—
$15,000.
$17,000) 7 days
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF (MG-M)-LOEW'S
STATE (3,162) (40c-50c-
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Convention

Key
(Continued from page 1)
advantage for ourselves, and we don't
covet any profit by others, but we do
want our share for our efforts and for
our investments."
Morris Finkel, president of the association, introduced the speakers,
which included Paul Mooney, National Screen Service ; Leon Bamberger,
RKO promotion sales manager ; Maurice N. Wolf, of MGM's exhibitors
relations service; Sidney E. Samuelson, secretary of Eastern Penna. Allied Bert
;
M. Stearn, moderator of the
Conference of Independent Exhibitors,
and David Palfreyman, of MPPDA.
Among those sitting in on the session were Abe Weiner, district manager of PRC ; Jack Cohen, National
Screen Service ; Sam Seplowin, Rer
public Pictures, and Allan Smith, National Theatre Supply.
President Finkel named the following as committee chairmen for the
two-day affair : Joseph Gellman, tickets ; William J. Walker, banquet ;
Frank Panoples, guests ; William
Blatt and William Finkel, general cochairmen.
MPPDA
Meeting
(Continued from page 1)
Motion Picture Producers, is also expected to be taken.
Eric
Johnston's
Picture A.Institute
is notproposed
slated toMotion
come
up for consideration.
Johnston in Hartford Today
Hartford, Dec. 10. — Eric A. Johnston, president of the MPPDA and of
the U. S. Chamber of Commerce, will
speak in the Hartford Lecture Series
here tomorrow night.

City Grosses
(Continued from page 7)

PHEUM (2,440) (4Sc-65c-85c) 7 days
Gross: $19,000. (Average: $18,000)
GUEST WIFE (UA) and STAR IN THE
NIGHT— UNITED ARTISTS (1,200) (45c65c-85c)
(Average:7 days,
$16,000)3rd week. Gross: $15,600.
LOVES PAPA (RKO)— GOLD0C0)MAMA
EN GATE (2,850) (45c-65c-95c) 7 days, with
vaudeville. Gross: $38,800. (Average: $32,AND THEN THERE WERE NONE
(Z&th-Fox) and FATAL WITNESS (Rep.)
— PARAMOUNT (2,748) (45c-65c-85c) 7
days, age:2nd$24,000)week. Gross: $20,000. (AverDAKOTA (Rep.) and SCOTLAND YARD
INVESTIGATOR (Rep.) — FOX (5,000) (45c65c-85c)
7 days. Gross: $29,000. (Average: $34,000)
SPELLBOUND (UA) — WARFIELD (2,680) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days, 3rd week. Gross:
$30,000. (Average: $27,000)
FALLEN ANGEL (20th-Fox) and BEHIND CITY LIGHTS (Rep.)— STATE (2,308)
7 days,$18,500.
on a (Average:
moveover
from (45c-65c-85c)
the Fox. Gross:
$13,000)
THE DOLLY SISTERS (20th-Fox) and
THE TIGER WOMAN (Rep.)— ST. FRAN(1,400) (45c-65c-85c)
7 days,
week,
on aCIS moveover
from the
Fox.3rd Gross:
$11,0C0. (Average: $13,000)
PITTSBURGH
Two newcomers failed to do
average business despite excellent
weather, but the holdovers maintained their averages of last week.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Dec. 13 :
THE DOLLY SISTERS (ZOtli-Fox) —
FULTON (1,700) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days, 3rd
week. Gross: $9,000. (Average: $9,000)
AND THEN THERE WERE NONE
(2GthFox) — J. P. HARRIS (2.200) (35c-44c65c) 7 days. Gross: $10,500. (Average: $10,000)
TOO YOUNG TO KNOW (WB) — PENN
(3,400) (40c-55c-85c) 7 days. Gross: $16,000.
(Average: $23,000)
MILDRED PIERCE (WB)— RITZ (1,100)

(35c-44c-65c) 7 days, 5th week, on moveover
from the Warner. Gross: $2,500. (Average: $3,500)
THE SPANISH MAIN (RKO)— STANLEY (3,800) (40c-65c-85c) 7 days, 2nd week.
Gross: $12,500. (Average.: $23,000)
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF
(M-G-M) — WARNER (2,000) (35c-44c-65c)
3rd week, on moveover from Penn. Gross:
$8,000. (Average: $7,500)
THE PRISONER OF ZENDA (Selznick
reissue) and ADVENTURES OF TOM
SAWYER (Selznick reissue) — SENATOR
(1,700)
7 days. Gross: $3,900.
(Average(35c-44c-65c)
$3,500)
BALTIMORE
The annual competitive attraction,
Christmas shopping, is affecting business at downtown first-run theatres.
Although weather has been ideal for
this week's box-office intake, and
films reasonably satisfactory, business
is barely average in most instances
and below customary figures in others.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Dec. 13 :
THE DOLLY SISTERS (ZOth-Fcx) —
CENTURY (3,000) (35c-44c-55c-60c) 7 days.
Gross: $22,000. (Average: $15,500)
FRONTIER GAL
KEITH'S
(35c-40c-50c-60c)
7 days.(U)—
Gross:
$12,000. (2,406)
(Average: $12,000)
TOO YOUNG TO KNOW (WB)— STANLEV (3,280) (35c-44c-55c-65c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $10,000. (Average: $17,500)
SHE WOULDN'T
YES (Col.)— HIPPODROME (2,205) (35c-44c-55c-65c)
7 days.
Stage show. Gross: $18,200. (Average:
$18,000)
MEXICANA (Rep.) — MAYFAIR (1,000)
(25c-35c-54c) 7 days. Gross: $7,000. (AverTHEage: $6,000)
GIRL OF THE LIMBERLOST
(Col.) and CODE OF THE LAWLESS (U)
—MARYLAND (1,400) (25c-44c) Gross:
$5,000. (Average: $7,000)
British -U.S. Section
(Continued from page 1)
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under a "rota" agreement, which expired Oct. 26, new films which BIS
will seek to have distributed here will
be handled on the basis of direct negotiations with American distributors
as has already been done in the case
of
Victory," which Warner
Bros,"Burma
is distributing.
Baird will continue as director of
the BIS film division, under new arrangements which are expected to be
completed this week.
New MOT Edition on
Britain's Industry
Britain's film industry, expanding
and gathering new world wide prominence, with a few particulars concerning J.Arthur Rank enterprises, is
the subject of a new March of Time
now being prepared, for release on
Dec. 28. Titled "Challenge to Hollywood," the film also will view strides
taken in improving production, with
notes on Alexander Korda and Gabriel
Pascal included, along with British
stars familiar to audiences here
through their work in Hollvwood.
Buffalo
(Continued from page 1)
nearby properties. The planners recommend that applications be accompanied bywritten consents of adjoining tenants and property owners.
In cases where consents have not been
obtained, the commission suggests,
public hearings should be held.

(Continued from page 1)
closing.
P.M., and 10 cents from six o'clock to
Outstanding, too, relatively, is "The
Daltons Ride Again," at the Rialto,
where the film figures to bring in $18,000 for the first week ; this is the biggest business in months at that house.
At
the Rivoli,
"ThetheLost
i=
strictly
SRO, with
film Weeked"
headed fojfj
awhich
$70,000
gross
in its
secondbigweek^"
is very
high.
Another
run
is "Saratoga
Trunk,"
at
the
Hollywood, in a third week bringing a
mammoth $43,000.
"Spellbound" is still very high at
the Astor, where it finishes a sixth
week with $45,000. "The Last
Chance," at the Criterion, is going
nicely with $21,000 in view for a second week. Fourth week of "The
Dolly Sisters," with a stage show, at
the Roxy, is strong at $68,000, while
the Strand's "Too Young to Know,"
with Hal Mclntyre's orchestra on
stage, completes a first week with
$53,000, 'Yolanda'
showing weight.
Gets $58,000
"Yolanda and the Thief," with Jimmv Dorsey's orchestra, at the Capitol,
is headed for a nice $58,000 in a third
week. At the Paramount, "Masquerade in Mexico,"
with Hutton
Tony Pastor's
orchestra,
and Marian
in person, will bring in about $50,000 in a
second week. At the Palace, "Spanish
Main" is holding very well, with $28,000 expected
a fifth week.
tain Kidd" willforcomplete
a third "Capweek
at the Globe, with a fairly healthy
$20,000 gross, while at the Gotham
"Appointment in Tokyo" is slow at
$5,500
; "Dakota"
in that for
housetheonweek
Saturday.
The goes
17th
week of "Pinocchio," at the Republic,
will bring close to $5,500. The second
week
of "Man
Grey,"about
at the $10,000.
Winter
Garden,
will inbring
"Adventure for Two" follows.
See No Effect from
New Year's Eve.
New York State Liquor Authority's
lifting of curbs to permit all-night revNew any
Year's
Eve onis business
not expect-at
ed elryto onhave
effect
New
York's
downtown
first-run
theatres.
Most theatres, with the exception
of Radio City Music Hall, will give
extra shows, with a few operating
through the night. General closing
time for New Year's Eve is between
Four and Five A.M.
New

Canada Houses
(Continued from page 1)

States in recent Arthur Rank develFamous Players Canadian Corp. has
opments.
already made known that its program,
not including the plans of affiliated
companies and partners, calls for 20
theatres to cost around $3,000,000, as
previously reported. Famous Players
expanded during the war years
through the acquisition of groups of
theatres to bring the total of owned
or controlled houses to 333, approximately one-quarter of all theatres in
Canada.
When wrord came of the cancellation of the Federal ban on "non-essential construction," the first step of
Famous was a call to proceed with the
rebuilding of the Victoria Theatre in
downtown
Toronto. This 30-year-old
house
more. has been dark for a decade or
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(Continued from page 1)
day in which the IATSE completed
its submission of contentions and
after a studio tour in company with
representatives of all disputant locals,
AFL committeemen Doherty and
Birthright prepared to entrain tomorrow for Washington, to be followed
^Wednesday by chairman Felix H.
^ night.
There they will complete
eir decision on all jurisdictions involved in the strike.
IATSE international representative
Roy M. Brewer, who, with president
Richard F. Walsh, presented the
IATSE's claims, tonight told Motion
Picture Daily : "The committee was
patient and considerate, and we are
confident they will do their best to
render will
a fair
and tomorrow.
square decision."
Walsh
entrain
All contract negotiations, inclusive
of the basic agreement pacts, are to
remain in suspension . until the AFL
committee has rendered its decision on
Dec. 28.
'White Collar' Conflict
Meanwhile machinery is in motion
to induce the AFL committee to take
under consideration the conflict between the Screen Office Employees
Guild and independent unions set
up during the strike. Broadly, the
plan contemplates inclusion of the
SOEG, the Screen Publicists Guild
and Screen Story Analysts in the
membership of the newly-organized
Office Employees International Union,
AFL, although it is not expected that
producer approval of this move can
be given until Dec. 30.

Motion
rner

Picture
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Peace

{Continued from page 1)

{Continued from page 1)
the theme of this year's dinner was
"Winning the Peace," and other invited speakers included Sir Norman
Angell, Nobel Peace Prize Winner
for 1933 ; Pearl S. Buck, who received
the Nobel Prize for literature in 1938;
Richard de Rochemont, president of
France Forever and producer of
March of Time ; Norman Corwin,
radio playwright-producer, and others.
Prof. Albert Einstein, another Nobel
Prize winner, also prepared an address for the occasion, and the audience of 1,000 included leaders in the
fields of industry, finance, screen, education, politics, theater, society and international affairs. Sen. F. William
Fulbright of Arkansas presided.
Difficult Problem
"The problem of creating motion
picture? that will be understandable
to the people of less fortunate countries than ours is more difficult than
it may seem,"
told the that
assemblage. He Warner
added, however,
motion
picture ofproducers
"can trythatto
find a means
communication
will help to create a higher level of
understanding for all men, everywhere.
"Whether the motion picture develops along these lines," Warner continued, "will depend largely on
whether motion pictures will be recognized by nations of the world as a
medium of communication to be accorded the utmost freedom of expression, or whether they will be treated

as just another article of world commerce and subject to restrictions at
every international boundary.
"The danger is that under the pressure of economic urgency, governments will be blinded to the tremendous cultural importance of the moWarner
with the hope
picture."concluded
that tion
statesmen
of the world will see
the wisdom of such a course in peace
as they saw it in war. "If they do
not," he said, "the cause of world
peace, and of humanity, will be the
de Rochement Plea
de Rochemont spoke to the gathering aboutinFrance's
fearEurope.
of a united
Germany
a disunited
The
loser."
French,suchhe a stated,
"know
what
Germany
can too
do, well
how
long it takes America to come to the
aid of victims.
"We cannot strong-arm our allies,
the French or the other nations, into
an enforced American ' solution of
world problems unless we are prepared to wage war to make our decisions stick," de Rochemont added.
Others present last night included
Mr. and Mrs. Jules Brulatour, Francis Harmon, George Borthwick, Herman Starr, Wadill Catchings, Al
Goetz, Martin Quigley, Jr., Sherwin
Kane, William Formby, Glen Allvine,
Thomas H. Beck, Mort Blumenstock.

Scarlet
the

Liaisons

Skouras, West Coast regional chairman, went back to National Theatres
in San Francisco; Joseph Ryan, representing John J. Friedl, Northwest
region, returned to Minnesota Amusement Co., Minneapolis ; Paul Levi,
representing Samuel Pinanski, New
England, returned to M. and P. Theatres, Boston ; Raymond Beall, who
served as national publicity director
besides representing Bob O'Donnell,
Southern region, went back to Interstate Circuit in Dallas ; Ralph McGowan, representing Harry Arthur,
Midwest, resumed his duties in Arthur's New York offices, and Herman
Schleier, liaison man for Harry
Brandt, Eastern regional chairman,
ent.
returned to his post at The IndependIn recognition of their services on
the drive, the six were tendered a
reception by the national committee
before their departure.
All six will continue to cooperate
in the drive until its conclusion, on
Dec. 31, with special effort directed
toward keeping theatre managers
throughout the country in active competition for six free trips to London.
2-Year Pacts
(Continued from page 1)
issue whereby, the companies select a
projectionist and the union designates
the next for employment.
Other contract provisions remain
the same as in previous contracts.

Street"

green

light

gets
!

W
NATURALLY, patrons will enjoy your showings more if you have the quality of projection illustrated on the right, above.
Then why not use it? It costs little, if any, more.
And Simplified High Intensity Projection, in any
of its forms, will give you the last word in quality
and quantity of screen illumination.
For instance, consider the many advantages of

using "National" One-Kilowatt High Intensity
Carbons:
• a brighter screen by 50-100%

'
ns
patro
• a snow-white light— especially suited for
color pictures
• clearer, easier-to-see images on your screen
This will mean more relaxation, more enjoyment

for your patrons. It will mean showings on a par
with any top-notch movie house in the land! And
that will pay off at the box office.
For more details on this type of High Intensity
Projection, consult National Carbon Company,
Inc. Also ask your supply house about the availability of High Intensity Lamps.

The word "National" is a registered trade-mark of National Carbon Company, Inc.
NATIONAL
CARBON
COMPANY,
INC.
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
EH3
General Offices: 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
Division Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City, New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco
This advertisement appears in Better Theatres, December 8; Film Daily, December 7; Modern Theatre, December 8; Showmen's Trade Review,
December 8; International Projectionist, December; Motion Picture Daily, December 11, 1945
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Still Champion
Takes Top Spot in 10th
Annual Fame Radio Poll
By MILTON LIVINGSTON
It's Bob Hope again !
That's the verdict for the fifth
consecutive year of the radio editors, columnists and critics of United
States and Canada who voted
in Motion Pict u r e Daily's
10th Annual Radio Poll conducted on behalf of Fame.
These scribes
elected Hope
Radio's "Champion of Champions," the best
programnation,desigand also
crowned him
Bob Hope
unofficial "King
Df Comedy" of the airlanes by voting
im "Best Comedian" for the sixth
consecutive year and his Pepsodent
Showfourth
the straight
"Best Comedy
Show" for
the
year.

YORK, U.S.A., WEDNESDAY,

Entertainment
Service

in

DECEMBER

World's

USO

Is

War

Cited

Benjamin

26

United

World

A

RKO

's from
in

1946

Robert S. Benjamin of the New
The release of a "top A" production
York law firm of Phillips, Nizer, Ben- every other week beginning with "The
jamin and Krim, has been appointed Bells of St. Mary's," its holiday release, for a total of 26 through 1946,
general counsel of Pictures,
United World
Inc., is planned by
RKO
Radio, it
it was disclosed
here yesterday was disclosed
by Matthew here yesterday
Fox, president by Robert Mochrie, general
of the new or- sales
manager.
ganization. BenThe plan is
con- the result of a
tinuejamin
as a willmember of the Phil- slong
of
c h eperiod
d u 1 ing
lips-Nizer firm. worked
out by
B e n j a min, who has Ned E. Depinet,
had experience RKO Radio
and
in motion pic- president,
ture affairs for Charles W.
Robert Mochrie
Robert Benjamin
many years, has Koerner, Moserved both as chrie added, excounsel and business adviser to Pathe
plaining that the list will include, in
(Continued on page 7)
(Continued on page 7)

United

to Finance

Newsreel

Companies associated with the five
newsreels will finance production of
United Newsreel after Saturday, date
of termination
the government's
tract with theof corporation;
the connew
company, for which papers are being
filed in Albany, will be called United
Newsreel Co., Inc., it was learned
yesterday following a board meeting
of United.
Previously, the international reel
was financed by the Office of War Information. Itis planned to continue
(Continued on page 7)

Honor
At

Ted

Dinner

TEN CENTS

Gamble
Jan.

Allied
Free

ter Hoving, USO chairman, presided,
and Lawrence Phillips, executive vicepresident and secretary of USO, reviewed the work of the organization
during the past four years.
It was revealed that USO-Camp
Shows has been requested to maintain
an increased entertainment program
for service men in the occupation
areas and in hospitals throughout
1946, and to be in readiness to continue its work through 1947.
Urging the entertainment world to
continue its full support of USOCamp Show activities, Rockefeller
(Cantinued on page 7)

to

M

12, 1945

Tribute was paid to the entertainment world for its four years of work
on behalf of American service men
through USO-Camp Shows at a
luncheon at the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel here, yesterday, marking the
fourth anniversary of that organization.
John D. Rockefeller, Jr., was the
principal speaker at the luncheon,
which witnessed the presentation to
Abe Lastfogel, president of USOCamp Shows, of the Medal of Freedom by Maj.-Gen. Joseph W. Byron,
director of the Special Services" Division of the War Department. Wal-

Hope's With
popularity
is not confined
radio.
the coming
of peace,to
lope has continued to bring mirth and
adness to the members of the Armed
"orcesviceatand Army,
Navy, Maritime
Serother military
installations,
an undertaking which has brought him
nde acclaim. He is also a top favorite with motion picture theatre audiences as reflected in box office returns.
CBS singer Jack Smith was voted
'Most
Star on
of Tomorrow."
le has Promising
his own show
the network
nd has also been featured on many
of the other CBS programs. CBS
nade a clean sweep of the "Stars of
(Continued on page 10)
Industry
Radio Poll Winners
Complete results of Motion
Picture Daily's 10th annual
poll — "Radio Champions," both
personalities and programs,
appear on page 11. Results
of the balloting on networks
and individual publicists acclaimed as giving the "Best
Publicity Service" to radio
editors, columnists and critics, appear on page 11. Photographs of winners appear
on page 10.

LY
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Ted Gamble, national director of
the War Finance Division of the
Treasury, will be honored by the
motion picture industry at a testimonial dinner on Jan. 7 at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel here. Spyros P.
Skouras, president of 20th CenturyFox, will be general chairman of
the dinner committee.
Gamble, an Oregon exhibitor, has
for the past four years headed the
War Finance Division, which was
responsible for conducting the eight
(Continued on page 7)
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for

Choice

U.S.

Films

Western Penna. Affiliate
Follows CIE Party Line
Pittsburgh, Dec. 11. — A resolution declaring that exhibitors are no
longer bound by wartime pledges
and shall be the sole judges as to
what goes on their screens and what
collections are taken up in their theatres,ventionhighlighted
25th annual
of Allied the
Theatre
Ownerscon-of
Western Pennsylvania, which ended in
the William Penn Hotel here tonight.
The resolution obviously was addres ed tothe proposed new peacetime
exhibitor organization launched in
Washington last week, one of the
principal functions of which will be to
channel government films to theatre
screens. The resolution follows the
party line laid down by the Conference
of Independent Exhibitors in Washingtonexhibitors
last week andaffiliated
is further
tion that
withindicaCIE
cannot be expected to participate in
the proposed new exhibitor organization.
Another resolution, sent to Eric
(Continued on page 7)
Gold

Leaves

Head

Hughes

UA

to

Sales

Hollywood, Dec. 11. — Harry Gold
today resigned his United Artists sales
post, effective immediately, to become
general manager of sales for Howard
Hughes, handling
of theterms
latter'sof
pictures.
Althoughallexact
the deal were not immediately available, it is understood the position is
identical with that offered George J.
Schaefer recently.
In addition to his forthcoming release of the long delayed "The Outlaw,"(Continued
Hughes has "The
Sin 7)of Harold
on page
5,119 Theatres Are
In 'Dimes' Drive
Some 5,119 theatre cooperation
pledges for the 1946 "March of
Dimes" drive have already been received, far outdistancing those received at this time last year for the
1945 drive, according to Nicholas M.
Schenck, industry national drive chairman, who discloses that thus far that
number of houses have promised to
(Continued on page 7)
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Personal
Insider's
Mention

HARRY M. WARNER, president
of Warner Bros., left New
York for the Coast last night.
•
Bert McKenzie, of M-G-M's Boston branch office, has been named New
England field director of the Sister
Kenny
P. A.
O'Connell
and
Robert Fund.
Bent are
honorary
chairmen.
•
Edward M. Schnitzer, United Artists home office executive, is visiting
Southern exchanges, accompanied by
Fred M. Jack, Southern sales manager.
•
Norton V. Ritchey, president of
Monogram International, has arrived
in London from Paris and is expected
to return to New York before Christmas.
•
Jules Lapidus,
Warners' was
Easternin
Division
sales manager,
Pittsburgh yesterday and will go to
Cleveland today.
•
William Fadiman, M-G-M studio
story head, will arrive in Hollywood
today from New York.
•
Maurice Chevalier, French screen
star, plans to visit the U. S. in February for four months.
•
Harry Revel, songwriter, will
leave New York for Hollywood today.
David O. Selznick left Hollywood
last night for a week in New York.
MPPDA
Meet Today,
Johnston to Preside
Eric A. Johnston, president of the
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, ,will preside at
the
organization's
meeting here today,quarterly
which is directors'
expected
to effect significant changes under the
new Johnston regime.
First on the agenda is the adoption
of a new name — the Motion Picture
Association of America looming as
the most likely. Not listed on the
agenda, but expected to be ( brought
up at the meeting, is the matter of
terminating MPPDA's Hollywood affiliate, the Association of Motion Picture Producers.

Hollywood, By
Dec. RED
11

"The
Academye,"screened M's
THE
M-GChanc
Last
, the other
evening.
import
Swiss
Reactions were instantaneous
and predominantly for the film.
Comment swings around the dramatic suspense achieved and the
realistic performances of players
unknown in this country. Writer
Schweizer, director Lindtberg
and producer Wechsler drew
compliments for developing their
argument against oppression and
for freedom in this engrossing
incident of a group of exiles
seeking a haven in Switzerland
with Nazi soldiers biting at their
heels.
What this trio of creators did
was to apply the yardstick which
ought to prevail without variance
on any film designed to be sold
to the public as entertainment.
They have their cause alright,
and it's a message that cannot be
told too often, but they get it
across in the normal unfoldment
of the film. The message does
not dominate the drama. The
drama dominates the message
and thereby the entertainment
formula is maintained.
"The Last Chance" has much
to recommend it. Its babel of
tongues — English, French, German, Italian, Serb, Yiddish and
others — can only be explained by
superimposed titles. Usually this
stop-gap device detracts from the
whole, yet in this instance the
whole is so good that it matters
little. The attraction will require merchandising attention,
and plenty of it. But its content
is good. It is soundly done and
its emotional appeal ought to be
widespread.

Outlook

KANN 1
Backwash of the Spitz-GoetzInternational - Universal - Rank
combination :
Sam Spiegel, once S. P. Eagle
but no more, thinks J. Arthur
ought to change the name of
Eagle-Lion to Spiegel-Lion.
Nunnally Johnson, concerned
over Valley heat, has his own
cure which will not prevail.
"We'll prepare in the summer
andOneproduce
in the
day after
Billwinter."
Goetz flew
in from New York, the excellent
commissary at International carried steak on the menu. Goetz
concedes there might have been
a connection between that and
the new multi-$$$
■ ■ deal.
Hollywood, always a place for
meetings, has been meeting and
meeting — regularly, furiously
and at odd moments on the labor
situation. There is that Cincinnati formula crying for clarification and application.
One of the principals has his
own rent
wayorder of: describing the cur"We used to go into a conference. Now we go into a con■ ■
flagration."
Joan Crawford's comeback
picture, "Mildred Pierce," is doing heavy business. Miss Crawford's stock has taken on proportionate values. This demonstrates again one of Hollywood's
indestructible maxims. You're as
good as your last picture.
■ ■
Note from East of the mountain barriers :
About Ted Gamble, now that
the final war loan is over. Si Fabian is understood to have offered him a partnership and a piece
of Fabian theatres. Gamble, best
guesses insist, will reject with
thanks, not return to his Pacific
Northwest circuit, but head an
important insurance company.
■ ■
On a note of back-slapping:
This column, May 16: Expectancy Note: That H. M. Richey,
long director of exhibitor relations at M-G-M, ever so gradually will inch toward sales.
Motion Picture Daily, Nov.
30: ". . . Richey . . . has been
appointed sales promotion manager and hereafter will be active
in both exhibitor relations and

Parade
rT1 HE British-American loan agreement, Gen. Eisenhower taking
office as Chief of Staff, the awarding
of posthumous honors to a Jap-Amerfood
drive ican
forhero,theAmerican
war needy Catholics'
and a farewell
song for
LaGuardia
featured in Mayor
the latest
newsreels,arealong
with miscellaneous items including the
ivinning of the Eastern professional
football championship; current contents follow:
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 30.— Loan to
Britainhowersigned
takes officein asCapital.
Chief of Gen.
Staff. EisenU. S.
Catholics open food drive to help war
needy. Jap-American hero honored posthumously by Gen. Stillwell. Heel-and-toe
artists pace to a record. Wild finish marks
championship high school football.
NEWShower OF
THE DAY,
No. Warship
228.— Eisenwarns nation
of crisis.
hit
at Pearl Harbor home after Pacific victory. Jap -A merican killed in battle is
honored by Gen. Stillwell. $3,750,000,000
loan to Britain. Farewell serenade to
LaGuardia. Geisha girls dance for Yanks.
Washington Redskins win Eastern "progrid" crown.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 31.— Pinball
target plane. "The Hat" set to music.
Washington headlines. "Bobby-soxers"
bowl.
RKO howerPATHE
Eisennew Chief NEWS,
of Staff. No.
Jap 33.—
fishermen
stage fiesta. Synthetic tires outlast old.
Nissen-huts ease housing crisis in England.
Report skinsonwin Eastern
atomic energy
for peace.
pro-football
title. RedUNIVERSAL NEWSREEL, No. 4SS. —
Christmas
joy Staff.
to everyone.
"Gen.
Ike"
new bringsChief of
Gen. Stillwell
gives
DSC
to
hero's
sister.
Archbishop
speaks for war relief. Aviation in the news.
Eastern "pro-grid" champions.
Rank
Big

Group

Starts

Refinancing

London, Dec. 11. — Large-scale reof J. Arthur
Rank's
of Britishfinancingfilm
companies
has group
been
set in motion with the announcement
that holders of Gaumont-British fourand-one-half per cent debentures,
amounting to nearly $16,000,000, will
soon receive notice of payment at 102
per cent, plus accrued interest, next
March 31, provided they agree to
certain necessary requirements.
New Debentures
The holders will be given the option of taking an equal amount of
new three-and-three-quarter per cent
debentures, to be issued at par, with
final redemption in 1976.
This move is regarded by financial
authorities as highly favorable to the
holders and also as evidence of the
financial stability of the Rank group.
Meanwhile, it is understood that arrangements are being
to redeem British
Odeonmade
debentures
amounting to at least $6,000,000.
In anticipation
announcement, and also in ofthetoday's
belief that
there
is to be a further large-scale development in Rank's American distribution plans. Gaumont-British common stock has advanced, principally
through American buying, from $5.46
per share on Dec. 3 to $6.30 tonight.

Eric Johnston's plan, slated
for adoption tomorrow, to incorporate the Association of Motion Picture Producers into the
parent association creates no
ripples here. If New York will
continue to call the Avenue of
the Americas by its less fancy
Sixth Avenue, Hollywood will
Clark Resumes as
keep on referring to the "proMPPDA Press Chief
ducers' association" as that and
Washington, Dec. 11. — Kenneth
nothing
else.
Clark, formerly in charge of MPPDA
The
move,
incidentally, kindles
public relations in New York, has resumed that post but will have head- recollection. "Socker" C o e
quarters here and will divide his time worked on an identical idea and,
between the Washington and New
at one time, was pretty well
York MPPDA offices. Recently dis- along the road with it. Then
charged from the Army with the rank Coe returned to Palm Beach.
sales promotion."
■ ■
of lieutenant colonel, Clark served on
The appointment of Byron
the staff of General Mark Clark.
Orson Welles turned in "The
Price as vice-president in charge
Arthur De Bra of the MPPDA
Stranger" ten days under schedNew York office, who served in the of the Johnston office here preule. There's no future in it. If
cipitates
nothing
but
enthusiasm
public relations post during the war,
he
keeps
it up, he'll never be
will be assigned to new duties.
and expectation.
popular in Hollywood.
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presents

"THEY

one

of the Greatest
WERE

Motion

Pictures

of All Time

EXPENDABLE"

■ -

M-

G

-MASTERPIECE

has made a magnificent production
oj the famed Best-seller —

THEY

WERE

EXPENDABLE
starring

ROBERT
MONTGOMERY

JOHN
WAYNE

with
DONNA

REED

JACK HOLT • WARD BOND
A JOHN FORD PRODUCTION
Based on the Book by William L. White • Screen Play by FRANK WEAD, Comdr. U.S.N. (Ret.)
Associate Producer Cliff Reid
Directed by
JOHN FORD
Captain U.S.N.R.
A METRO • GOLDWYN - MAYER PICTURE

Put the Victory Spirit
in rhe Victory L
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Printing Slow, U. S.
Brief Typewritten
Washington, Dec. 11. — Unable to have its brief printed
in time to permit service
upon the defendants in the
New York anti-trust case on
Dec. 15, date set by the court,
the Department of Justice
has arranged to serve typewritten copies.
The brief, it was said, covers over 100 pages. Only one
"run" of carbon copies could
be made, providing only
enough for service upon the
companies and one copy for
the printer, and to make this
possible the court agreed to
do without a copy until the
printed form is available,
probably in two weeks.

New

Cooperative

Linked

Is

to ITOSCA

Los Angeles, Dec. 11. — The new
Cooperative Theatres, Inc., which
formally opened offices on Film Row
today, although not directly, connected
\with Independent 'Theatre Owners
of Southern California and Arizona,
will make its affiliated exhibitors and
circuits members of that organization
also, according to Roy Dickson, general manager of Cooperative's booking and buying department. Members
of Southern California Theatre Owners Association may also affiliate
with CT, provided they join ITOSCA
also, he added.
CT is servicing 18 theatres at this
time, instead of 64 as treasurer
Thomas Tobin reported last week,
Dickson said, adding that several
deals, including some with small circuits, are being negotiated. Membership is obtained by purchasing stock
in CT at double the average weekly
film rental.

Picture
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abrications

<A 's from

RKO
{Continued from page 1)
addition to pictures made by RKO Randolph Scott and Lawrence TierRadio at its own Hollywood studios,
product from the Leo Spitz- William ney ; "Without Reservations" is the
Goetz' International Pictures, and release title of "Thanks, God, I'll
Samuel Goldwyn, Walt Disney, the Take It from Here," with Claudette
Capra-Briskin-Wyler Liberty Produc- Colbert and John Wayne ; International's "The Stranger," with Edward G.
tions, Solunit,
Lesser,andLeothe
McCarey's
Rainbow
Hakim Robinson, Loretta Young and Orson
Brothers.
Welles ; "Till the End of Time,"
The product lineup immediately fol- starring Dorothy McGuire ; Samuel
Goldwyn's "The Kid from Brooklyn,"
lowing "The Bells of St. Marys" in- with
Danny Kaye ; Joan Bennett in
cludes
:
Dick
Powell
in
"Cornered"
;
Dorothy McGuire, George Brent and the Collier's story, "Desirable WomEthel Barrymore in "The Spiral withan" ;Alfred
IngridHitchcock's
Bergman "Notorious,"
and Cary
Staircase"
; "Deadline
Dawn,"
Susan
Hayward,
Paul atLukas
and with
Bill Grant ; "Lady Luck," co-starring RobWilliams ; "From This Day Forert Young and Barbara Hale ; "Sister
RosalindKnox
Russell
the
ward," with Joan Fontaine ; "Tarzan Kenny,"
tile
role, with
Alexander
and inDean
and the Leopard Woman," starring
; Jimrhy Stewart in Liberty
Johnny Weismuller ; "Tomorrow Is Jagger
Films' "It's a Wonderful Life" ; Joan
Forever," starring Claudette Colbert, Fontaine,
Alan Marshal and Henry
Orson Welles and George Brent;
Walt Disney's Technicolor film, Fonda in "Christabel Caine."
RKO Radio, it was said, has pre"Make Mine Music," and Ginger
pared an advertising budget which,
Rogers in "Heartbeat."
Also : "Badman's Territory," with will run to several million dollars.
Allied Unit
(Continued from page 1)
Johnston, MPPDA president, and to
the presidents of five companies, protested the latters' use of Confidential
Reports, Inc. Leading the fight on
the employment of home-town checkers was William J. Blatt, Western
Pennsylvania Allied board member and
chairman of a committee appointed to
arrange
a meeting
withhadConfidential's
owners, who,
he said,
refused to
confer with his group.
Among the speakers were Martin
G. Smith, president of Allied States
Association ; Sidney Samuelson, secretary of Eastern Pennsylvania Allied, and M. A. Rosenberg.
All officers were re-elected : Morris M. Finkel, president ; Fred A.
Beedle, vice president ; Fred J. Harrington, secretary, and Joseph Gellman, treasurer. Directors elected
were : Rosenberg, Bennett Amdur,
Blatt, George J. Corcoran, Dr. C.
E.
Frank
Panoplos,
A. Herman,
Poke, Israel
Roth,
WilliamCarl'
R.
Wheat and Hymen Goldberg.
Among the visitors attending were
Terry Turner of RKO, Claude Lee,
Paramount, M. O. Silver, War-ners.

H. Odell to Paramount
Theatres Division
.Chicago, Dec. 11. — Lt. Col. Herman Odell, former local attorney, and
recently discharged from the Army
Air Forces, has joined Paramount
Theatres Service Corp., to work in
New York under Leonard S. Golden- United Newsreel
son, president.
(Continued from page 1)
Odell will first work out of the
operation of the new company, when
Balaban and Katz office here.
formed, until at least the mid-1946.
Plans for continuation of the reel
Expect Priorities on will be submitted to the Department
of Justice for approval, despite the
Building Material
State Department's
interest Another
in the
Washington, Dec. 11. — Adoption matter,
it is understood.
of a priorities system for certain meeting will be held next week.
scarce construction materials, which
Murray Silverstone, president of
may definitely slow down the building United Newsreel Corp., and Francis
of new theatres and other commercial Harmon, vice-president of the
structures, is expected to be announced
meeting.
MPPDA, presided at yesterday's
tomorrow by President Truman.
Gold to Hughes
{Continued from page 1)
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'Dimes' Drive
(Continued from page 1)

Diddlebock" in production and "Coshow the Greer Garson appeal trailer
March. lumbia" inpreparation for a start in and
take up audience collections during the week of Jan. 24-30. The pledge
Carl Leserman, UA general, sales status at this time last year was only
manager, is scheduled to leave the 3,100 theatres.
company on Jan. 1 to become assoThe 1945 report book will be mailed
ciated with Ben Bogeaus Productions. on Friday.

USO

Cited
(Continued from page 1)

said ingtheon the
work securing
has an "important
bearof an enduring
Invited guests included : Winthrop
W. Aldrich, Jack Alicoate, A. J.
Balaban, Laurence Beilenson, IrvingBerlin, Ray Bolger, James J. Brennan,
Joe E. Brown, Gene Buck, Jack Cohn,
Tompeace."
J. Connors, Ned E. Depinet, Oscar Doob, Gus Eyssell, Vinton Freedley, Emil Friedlander, John Golden,
Abel Green, Adelaide Hawley, George
Heller, Emily Holt, Henry Jaffe,
Morris Jaffe, Harry Kalcheim, Nat
Kalcheim, Sherwin Kane, Danny
Kaye, Arthur Kelly, Andre Kostelanetz, Julius Lefkowitz, Nat Lefkowitz,
Irving Lesser and Bert Lytell.
Also: Florence Marston, Gilbert
Miller, William Morris, Edward J.
Noble, Brock Pemberton, Lily Pons,
John J. Raskob, Martha Raye, James
Reilly, James Sauter, George J.
Schaefer, Charles Schlaifer, Lee Shubert, Gerard Swope, Lawrence Tibbett, Mike Todd, Sophie Tucker, Sophie Kerr Underwood, Thomas J.
Watson, Milton Weintraub and
Blanche Witherspoon.
Gamble Dinner
(Continued from page 1)
war loan drives, beginning in 1942.
The testimonial is being arranged
by
the industry's
Activities
Committee
as its finalWar
service
to the
industry. Committees for the event
are now being formed.

Up at Denver

Meet

Denver, Dec. 11. — Scale models and
complete architectural plans for the
new all-steel pre-fabricated theatres
developed by National Theatres went
on display for the first time in this
territory here today, at the opening of
the three-day convention of managers
of Fox Inter-Mountain Amusement
Corp.,
Theatres.regional division of National
Managers are here from Colorado,
Wyoming, Montana, Idaho, Utah, New
Mexico and Nebraska, to hear adgeneral
Manager dressesofon the
Today
in thetheme,
Theatre"Theof
Tomorrow," by R. H. McCullough
and Alan May, both of Los Angeles.
The convention^ opened with an address by Frank 'H. (Rick) Ricketson, president of Fox Inter-Mountain,
on Atheround
subject,
"Horizons
Unlimited."
of social
functions
tomorrow and Thursday will wind up the
conclave. The convention was arranged by a committee headed by
Harold E. Rice, Southern district
manager. Convention headquarters are
at the Brown Palace Hotel.
Robert S. Benjamin
(Continued from page 1)
Industries and other film, theatre and
radio clients.
His services at United World will
be devoted to executive as well as
legal duties. For the past three
years, he has been executive officer
ojf the Signal Corps Photographic
Center, Astoria, L. I., and participated
overseas in the planning and coordination of motion picture coverage for
the European Theatre of Operations.
United World Still
Seeks Offices Here
United World Pictures is continuing efforts to obtain a New York location for home office headquarters.
Possibility that the new company
could move in with Universal here is
precluded by inadequate space at the
latter's offices in Rockefeller Center.
Pickman Joins Home
As Publicity Manager
Jerry Pickman yesterday was named
publicity director for Story Productions, Inc., by Armand S. Deutsch,
president of the newly-formed production company. Pickman, formerly executive assistant to Hal Home, when
the latter was advertising-publicity
director at 20th Century-Fox, now rejoins Home, who is executive vicepresident and chairman of the board
of Story Productions.

"ON

LOCATION" everywhere in California
Statewide service through branches in more than 300
California communities
THE BANK OF THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY
IBmtk
of jktntvitn
NATIONAL savings ASSOCIATION
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

23 conveniently located branches in the nation's
motion picture and radio center
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(^Continued from page 1)

The

Radio

Champions

for

1945

Tomorrow" classification with the radio writers designating Jo Stafford
and Marlin Hurt in a second place tie
and voting Danny O'Neil third.
"Request Performance," featuring
guest performances requested by the
public and produced by the Masquers
Club of Hollywood, was voted "Best
New Program Idea" of the year in a
new classification added to this year's
poll. Mutual's "Queen for a Day"
was the runner-up in this balloting.
Other New Winners
Other new winners in this year's
poll included Harry Von Zell, who
was
votedfound
"Bestfavor
Studio
He also
as Announcer."
a master of
ceremonies, capturing second place jn
this classification behind Bing Crosby.
H. V. Kaltenborn is the winner of the
1945 designation of "Best Commentator." He won over Raymond Swing
by
a narrow
Waring's
musical
showmargin.
on NBCFredwas
voted
"Best Daytime Program" by a comfortable margin over many other types
of daytime programs. Andre Kostelanetz's new musical show for Chrysler
"The Music of Andre Kostelanetz"
was voted "Best Musical Show," although ithas only been on the air for
a brief period following many months
spent by Kostelanetz and his wife, Lily
Pons, in entertaining members of the
Armed Forces overseas.
Many familiar winners of previous
years were again returned to the top
positions in their classifications in this
year's poll. Despite his absence from
his regular spot on the Kraft Music
Hall for many months, Crosby again
captured the "Best Master of Ceremonies" designation for the fourth
consecutive year by a comfortable
margin over Von Zell, second place
winner. Crosby was an outstanding
leader as "Best Popular Male Vocalist," for the ninth straight year,
having scored second behind Nelson
Eddy in the first year of the poll when
no distinction was made between
popular and classical vocalists, rolling
up a wide margin of victory over Dick
Haymes, second place winner. Perry
Como just nosed out Frank Sinatra
for the third spot with Jack Smith
also showing strength.
Shore and Davis "Walk-aways"
Dinah Shore encountered little competition in winning out as the "Best
Popular Female Vocalist" for the fifth
successive year. She left Jo Stafford far behind in second place.
Joan Davis rolled up one of the
highest scores in the poll in again winningnation
the for"Best
Comedienne"
the third
straight desigyear.
Fanny Brice was again second and
Grade. Allen third.
Lionel Barrymore was again voted
"Most Effective Film Player on the
Air" in a tight three-cornered race
with Ronald Colman and Bing Crosby.
Fibber McGee and Molly were strong
favorites in recapturing the "Best
Comedy
for was
the
sixth
year.Team"
John classification
Charles Thomas
again voted "Best Male Classical Vocalist" for the third consecutive time,
with Nelson Eddy just nosing out
James Melton for second place honors.
Gladys Swarthout again won the "Best
Female Classical Vocalist" title in a
keen competitive race with young Patrice Munsel. Lily Pons was third.

Jack Smith

Gladys Swarthout

Dinah Shore

Harry Von Zell

Bing Crosby

H. V. Kaltenborn

Lionel Barrymore

Andre Kostelanetz

Bill Stern

Fred Warin

sr
Joan Davis

Arturo Toscanini

Bill Stern was again an outstanding
favorite in being voted "Best Newscaster" for the sixth consecutive year.
Guy Lombardo again captured the
"Best Dance Band" title in spirited
competition with Tommy Dorsey, and
with Harry James.
Arturo Toscanini was again voted
"Best Symphonic Conductor" by a
sizeable margin over Andre Kostelanetz, who nosed out Serge Koussevitzky for second place. The New
York Philharmonic Symphony was
again the choice of the radio writers
as the "Best Symphonic Orchestra."
Second place again went to the "Boston Symphony" and third to the NBC
Symphony.
Lux Theatre Wins Again
The Lux Radio Theatre, now directed byWilliam Keighley, was again
an outstanding favorite for the title of
"Best
Program."
new
TheatreDramatic
Guild on
the Air The
program,
sponsored by U. S. Steel, captured
second
Textron place
Theatre and
was Helen
the thirdHayes'
place
winner. "Let's Pretend" was again
the outstanding choice as the "Best

1
William Kelghley

Guy Lombardo

Program for Children," giving Nila
Mack, its director, another victory to
add to the laurels she has been receiving in the Fame polls for many
years."Information Please" Wins
"Information Please" continued as
the "Best Quiz Show" by a comfortable margin over "Take It or Leave
It," with third place going to Ralph
Edwards' "Truth or Consequences,"
more an audience participation show
than a quiz show.
Voting for the "Champion of Champions" this year was marked by a
wide variety of choices. Not far behind Hope, who captured the top
honor, were Fred Allen, Fibber McGee and Molly and Bing Crosby in a
three-way tie for second place. The
Lux Radio Theatre and Edgar Bergen's Charlie
the third
spot. McCarthy were tied for
Allen was also a strong contender
against
Hope Fred
for the
laurels toasthe"Best
Comedian."
returned
air
in a regular weekly show in October
and his popularity was clearly indicated in the voting. Ed Gardner

John C. Thomas

shared third place honors with Bergen.
Jack Benny was close behind in fourth
place, dropping from second in last
year's poll.
Cass Daley .showed strength in the
"Best Comedienne" group. Jimmy
Durante and Gary Moore added considerable popularity during the past
year in capturing the second-place
designation
as "Best
Amos and Andy,
who Comedy
took thirdTeam."
place
in a tie with George Burns and Gracie
Allen, were also new contenders for
top honors in this group.
Von Zell
Zell Near
as "M.in C.s"
Von
scoredTopneatly
taking
second place as a master of ceremonies
over Hope, who was third. Don
Ameche also showed strength in this
grouping. Frances Langford was
voted into third place in the "Best FePopular aVocalist"
Kate male
Smith,
winner classification.
in previous
years, ers.
failed
to
score
among
the place
leadBen Grauer took second
among the studio announcers and Don
Wilson, third. Milton J. Cross, last
year's winner, was fifth behind Ken
Carpenter,
who was
(Continued
on fourth.
page 11) The tal-
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Winners,

Runners-up

Results in all classifications
in Motion Picture Daily's
10th Annual Poll of newspaper
radio editors, columnists and
critics in the U nited States and
Canada on top radio talent avid
programs follow, together with
names of sponsors, agencies,
networks and program time
(EST) in the case of first place
winners, and networks in the
case of other winners :

Crandall

CHAMPION OF CHAMPIONS
Bob Hope (Pepsodent — Foote, Cone
and Belding— NBC, Tuesdays, 1010:30 p.m.)
Fred Allen (NBC)— Fibber McGee
and Molly (NBC)— Bing Crosby
(NBC) (Tied)
Lux Radio Theatre (CBS) — Edgar
Bergen-Charlie McCarthy (NBC)
(Tied)
MOST PROMISING STAR OF
TOMORROW
Jack Smith (Procter and Gamble —
Dancer, Fitzgerald, Sample — CBS,
Mondays through Fridays, 7:157:30 p.m.)
Jo Stafford (CBS)— Marlin Hurt
(CBS) (Tied)
Danny O'Neil (CBS)
COMEDIANS
Bob Hope (Pepsodent — Foote, Cone
and Belding — NBC, Tuesdays, 1010:30 p.m.)
Fred Allen (NBC)
Ed Gardner (NBC) — Edgar BergenCharley McCarthy (NBC) (Tied)
Jack Benny (NBC)
COMEDIENNE
Joan Davis (Lever Bros. — Young and
Rubicam — CBS, Mondays, 8:308:55 p.m.)
Fanny Brice (CBS)
Gracie Allen (NBC)
COMEDY TEAM
Fibber McGee and Molly (S. C. Johnson and Son — Needham, Louis and
Brorby — NBC, Thursdays, 9:3010 p.m.)
Jimmy Durante and Garry Moore
(CBS)
Amos and Andy (NBC) — George
Burns and Gracie Allen (NBC)
(Tied)
MASTER OF CEREMONIES
Bing Crosby (Kraft Foods — J. Walter
Thompson— NBC, Thursdays, 9-9 :30
p.m.) — on leave
Harry Von Zell (CBS— NBC)
Bob Hope (NBC)
FILM PLAYER ON THE AIR
Lionel Barrymore (Noxzema Chemical Co. — Ruthrauff and Ryan — CBS,
Saturdays, 8-8:30 p.m.)
Ronald Colman (Guest Appearances)
Bing Crosby (NBC)
MALE VOCALIST (Popular)
Bing Crosby (Kraft Foods— J Walter
Thompson, NBC, Thursdays, 9-9:30
p.m.) — on leave
Dick Haymes (CBS)
Perry Como (NBC)

Radio

and

Press

Ferris

11

Daily

Give

Service, Editors

in

Radio

Best
Say

The Columbia Broadcasting System's press information department headed by George Crandall was acclaimed the network publicity department giving the licity
"Best
Publicity byService," and the puboffice headed
Earle Ferris was voted
the individual publicity
office giving the "Best
Publicity
Service"
by the
radio
editors,
columnists
and critics polled in Motion Picture
10 th
Annual
RadioDaily's
Poll conducted on behalf of Fame.
year'sdivision
choicewasin
theLast
network
the NBC press department which finished second this year. Ferris has
George CrandallN. won the individual office title for the third Earle Ferris
straight year,
W. Ayer placed second in this category in this
year's poll.
Polling of the nation's newspaper radio writers to determine
their choices irt publicity services rendered, has now been part of
the Motion Picture Daily-Fame poll for the fourth year. CBS and
NBC have now each won twice.

Tenth

Annual

Radio

Poll

Poll

SYMPHONIC CONDUCTOR
Arturo
Toscanini (General Motors —
5-6
p.m.)
Kudner
Agency — NBC, Sundays,
Andre Kostelanetz (CBS)
casting Co.)
Serge Koussevitzky
(American BroadSYMPHONIC ORCHESTRA
New York Philharmonic Symphony
(United States Rubber Co. — Campbell-Ewald— CBS, Sundays, 3-4:30
p.m.) casting Co.)
Boston Symphony (American BroadNBC Symphony (NBC)
DANCE BAND
Guy Lombardo (Larus and Bros. —
Warwick and Legler — American
Broadcasting Co., Tuesdays, 9-9 :30
p.m.) Dorsey (NBC)
Tommy
Harry James (CBS)
a.m.) DAYTIME PROGRAM
Fred Waring Show (NBC sustaining,
Mondays through Fridays, 11-11 :30
TheBroadcasting
Breakfast Co.) Club (American
House Party (CBS)

DRAMATIC PROGRAM
9-10Radio
p.m.) Theatre (Lever Bros. — J.
Lux
(Continued from page 10)
Walter Thompson — CBS, Mondays,
CBS)
lies between second and fifth were McGee and Molly taking second and Theatre
Guild on
Broadcasting
Co.)the Air (American
quite close, however. Lowell Thomas Allen taking third. Bergen's Chase
won third place in the commentators and Sanborn show displayed strength Textron Theatre (Helen Hayes —
division and Fulton Lewis, Jr., was in this grouping.
close behind in fourth position.
"The Telephone Hour" just nosed
Ted Husing took second in the out "The Family Hour" for second
PROGRAMS FOR CHILDREN
sportscasters race, considerably ahead place in the "Best Musical ^Show"
Let's
Pretend (Cream of Wheat — Batof Harry Wismer, who was third. voting. "The Hour of Charm" was
ten, Barton, Durstine and Osborn —
Harry James was third in the dance fourth.
CBS, Saturdays, 11:05-11:30 a.m.)
bands division, just ahead of Woody
The radio editors, columnists and
Lone ingRanger
(American BroadcastCo.)
Herman, who scored fourth. "Break- critics again designated Columbia
fast Club" took second place in the Broadcasting as the network perform- The American School of the Air
best daytime program voting, behind
(CBS)
"Bestcited
Newsthe Job"
radioandin
the Fred Waring show and ahead of 1945.ing theThey
CBS inNews
CBS "House Party," which scored Public Affairs division, headed by
COMEDY SHOW
third. Last year's winner, Tom Bren- Paul White, for its handling of the
Bob
Hope
(Pepsodent — Foote, Cone
three
big
news
stories
of
1945,
V-E
eman's "Breakfast in Hollywood,"
10:30 Belding
p.m.) — NBC, Tuesdays, 10and
V-J Day, and the death of Presishared fourth place with "Queen for a Day, dent
Roosevelt. There were no out- Fibber McGee and Molly (NBC)
Day" and Kate Smith's daytime show.
standing news . j obs by individuals Fred Allen (NBC)
"The Lone Ranger" was second in
the programs for children department cited, as there was last year in the case
and CBS' "American School of the of George Hicks. All networks were
MUSICAL SHOW
Air" was third.
cited for coverage on the story of the
Surrender
aboard
the
U.
S.
S.
Fibber McGee and Molly and Fred Japanese
"The
Music
of Andre Kostelanetz"
Allen gave Hope keen competition in Missouri.
(Chrysler Corp. — Ruthrauff and
Winners in all classes are listed in
the "Best
Ryan — CBS, Thursdays, 9-9 :30
tion. It wasComedy
almost Show"
a dead classificaheat with adjoining columns.
p.m.)
"The Telephone Hour" (NBC)
"The Family Hour" (CBS)
STUDIO ANNOUNCER
MALE VOCALIST (Classical)
John Charles Thomas (Westinghouse Harry Von Zell (CBS "Joan Davis
— McCann-Erickson — NBC, SunSHOW(Socony-VacShow" and NBC "Dinah Shore's "Information QUIZ
Please"
days, 2:30-3 (CBS)
p.m.)
uum Oil — Compton Advertising —
Nelson Eddy
BenOpen
Grauer
(NBC
and
ABC)
House")
NBC, Mondays, 9:30-10 p.m.)
Don Wilson
(NBC)
James Melton (CBS)
"Take It or Leave It" (CBS)
"Truth
or Consequences" (NBC)
COMMENTATOR
FEMALE VOCALIST (Popular)
Dinah Shore (General Foods — Young H. V. Kaltenborn (Pure Oil. Co.—
NEW PROGRAM IDEAS
Leo Burnett Co. — NBC, Mondays
and
8:30-9 Rubicam
p.m.) — NBC, Thursdays,
through Fridays, 7:45-8 p.m.)
"Request Performance" (Campbell's
Jo Stafford (CBS)
Soup — Ward Wheelock — CBS, SunRaymond casting
Swing
(American BroadCo.)
days, 9-9:30 p.m.)
Frances Langford (NBC)
Lowell Thomas (NBC)
"Queen for a Day" (Mutual)
FEMALE VOCALIST (Classical)
SPORTSCASTER
BEST NEWS JOB
1945 IN RADIO IN
Gladys Swarthout (Firestone — SweeBill
Stern
(Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
—
ney
and
James
—
NBC,
Mondays,
8:30-9 p.m.)
CBS— For V-E Day, V-J Day, JapMarquette — (NBC)
TedSherman
Husing and
(CBS)
Patrice Munsel (CBS)
anese Surrender, and President
Harry Wismer (ABC)
Lily Pons (Guest appearances)
Roosevelt's Death.
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ATLANTA

Bomb

Priority

"The Beginning or the End,"
M-G-M's forthcoming feature of the
atomic bomb and its making by combined efforts of science, industry, labor and the Army, will have an unlimited budget and will be given top
priority, if necessary, over all other
M-G-M productions, Samuel Marx,
M-G-M producer, who will supervise
the film, said here yesterday. He is
here from Hollywood with James K.
McGuinness, studio executive, to perform additional research on the film,
which, it is hoped, will be ready next
July. Completion of the original, by
Robert Considine, is being awaited.
President Harry S. Truman has given the government's sanction to the
film, and M-G-M executives have conferred with Major Gen. Leslie R.
Groves, in command of the atomic
bomb project; J. Robert Oppenheimer, chief scientist on the project, and
Archbishop Francis J. Spellman,
whose advice was asked on religious
matters.
McGuinness will return to the Coast
on Friday.
/. P. Kennedy to Chicago
Chicago, Dec. 11. — Joseph P. Kennedy, former U. S. Ambassador to
Great Britain and former film executive, will make his home here. He
will manage the recently-purchased
Merchandise Mart. He emphasized
that no one but members of the Kennedy family now have any financial
interest in the Mart.

Key

City

Grosses

7T* OLLOWING are estimated picture grosses for current engagements in key cities as reported by Motion Picture
Daily correspondents.
plus a Saturday midnight show. Gross:
$12,500. (Average: $13,500)
CINCINNATI
000)PINOCCHIO (RKO-Radio reissue)— RKO
SHUBERT
(44c-50c-60c-70c)
7 days,at
3rd
week, on (2,150)
a moveover
from two weeks
Crowds which thronged downtown the Grand. Gross: $3,500. (Average: $5,streets over an unusually warm
weekend here were shopping for
Christmas, rather than for amuse- TORONTO
ments.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Dec. 11-14:
Holdovers at two first-run theatres in Toronto showed the public
YOLANDA AND THE THIEF (M-G-M)
— RKO ALB EE (3,300) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7 can divide its time between holidays, plus a Saturday midnight show.
Gross: $16,000. (Average: $14,500)
dav shopping and screen entertainSPELLBOUND (UA)— RKO CAPITOL ments.
(2,000)
(44c-S0c-60c-70c)
7
days,
3rd
week.
Estimated receipts for the week
Gross: $8,000. (Average: $10,000)
FIGHTING BILL CARSON (PRC) and ending Dec. 14 :
BACK TO BATAAN (RKO-Radio) and
STRANGE CONFESSION (U) - RKO
LOVES
PAPA (RKO-Radio)—
FAMILY (1,000) (30c-40c) 4 days. Gross: MAMA
EGLINTON (1,086) (18c-30c-48c-60c) 6 days.
$1,450. (Average: $1,600)
SKYBOUND (Popular) and MEN OF Gross: $3,400. (Average: $4,000)
ACTION (Popular) — RKO FAMILY (1,000) THE SPANISH MAIN (RKO-Radio)—
(3.373) (18c-30c-42c-5Oc-9Oc) 6
(30c-40c) 3 days. Gross: $700. (Average: IMPERIAL
days, 3rd week. Gross: $10,800. (Average:
$800)
$12,800)
"WHAT GROVE?
NEXT,
CORPORAL
(M-G-M)— RKO
GRAND HAR(1,500) WHAT NEXT, CORPORAL HAR(44c-50c-60c-70c) 7 days. 2nd week, on a
GROVE? (MG-M) and THE HIDDEN
moveover from the Palace. Gross: $6,500. EYE (M-G-M)— LOEWS (2,074) (18c-30c(Average: $8,000)
42c-60c-78c) 6 days. Gross: $12,700. (AverDANGER SIGNAL (WB) and SING
age: $13,200)
YOUR WAY HOME (RKO Radio) —
LOVE (18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)
LETTERS (Para.)6 —days,
SHEA'S
(2,480)
KEITH'S
(1,500)
(44c-50c-60c-70c)
7
days.
week. Gross: $11,800. (Average:
$13,800)2nd
Gross: $4,500. (Average: $5,000)
DALTONS RIDE AGAIN (U) and BACK TO BATAAN (RKO-Radio) and
RADIO STARS ON PARADE (RKO- MAMA LOVES PAPA (RKO-Radio) —
000)
TIVOLI (Average:
(1,434) (12c-30c-48c)
6 days. Gross:
Radio)-RKO' LYRIC (1,400) (44c-50c-60c- $4,000.
$4,500)
70c) 7 days. Gross: $6,5CO. (Average: $5,BLITHE SPIRIT (UA)— UPTOWN (2,TOO YOUNG TO KNOW (WB) — RKO 761) (18c-30c-42c-6Oc-90c) 6 days. Gross: $8,PALACE (2,700) (44c-50c-6Oc-70c) 7 days, 800. (Average: $9,300)

"Scarlet
the

Business is holding up well here
despite only one opening.
Estimated receipts for the week ending Dec.LOVE
12 : OF OURS (U)— FOX (4,THIS
661 (30c-55c). Gross: $11,000. (Average:
$12,500)
CALL OF THE WILD (ZOth-Fox reissue)
—PARAMOUNT (2,446) (30c-55c). Gross:
$7,600. (Average: $7,200)
MILDRED PIERCE (WB)— ROXY (30c55c)
week,$5,300.
on a (Average:
moveover $5,000)
from the
Fox. 2ndGross:
THE ' DOLLY
SISTERS (20th-Fox)
CAPITAL (2,100) (25c-44c) 3rd week on a
moveover from the Roxy. Gross: $4,700.
(Average: $3,500)
PENNIES FROM HEAVEN (Col. reis500. sue)— RIALTO
(Average: (983)
$5,000)(30c-55c). Gross: $6,WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF (MG-M)'— LOEWS GRAND (2,031) (30c -60c)
3rd week. Gross: $8,500." (Average:
$10,000)
INDIANAPOLIS
The pre-Christmas let-down is
taking its toll at local film houses,
as is the first severe cold weather.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending
Dec. ANGEL
11-12: (RKO-Radio) and
JOHNNY
THE BODY SNATCHER (RKO-Radio)—
CIRCLE(Average:
(2,800) (35c-55c)
$11,000
$11,000) 7 days. Gross:
CONFIDENTIAL AGENT (WB) and
THE CRIMSON CANARY (U) — INDIANA
(3,200)
(Average:(35c-55c)
$12,000) 7 days. Gross: $10,000.
WHAT NEXT, CORPORAL HARGROVE? (M-G-M) ajid VOICE OF THE
WHISTLER (Col.) — LOEWS (2,450) (35c55c) 7 days. Gross: $13,500. (Average:
THE SPANISH MAIN (RKO-Radio)—
$12,0001
LYRIC from
(1,600)the(35c-55c)
7 days,Gross:
on a 45,500.
moveover
Indiana.
(Average: $5,000)
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Video

Theatre
Pointing
Use

of

to

Films

Filmless Pickups Are
Held to Lack Quality
Television set manufacturers, anticipating agrowing demand by theatres for television equipment (and
there not being available any acceptable direct-viewing filmless receivers
for theatre usuage), are turning tothe
use of indirect, film television projection.
Paramount, through DuMont, has
already filed for patent rights on the
latter type of equipment and has
stepped up research on _ an experimental model. The equipment for theatres, which it is estimated will cost
between $5,000 and $10,000 and be
suitable for medium-sized and smaller
theatres, will be a unit which makes
use of a(Continued
theatre's onregular
page 11)projection
Film

Corporation

Salaries

Reported

Washington, Dec. 12. — The Treasury Department today released a supplemental report of individuals receiving in excess of $75,000 for personal
services from corporations in 1944.
The list included Columbia Pictures,
Loew's, Inc., and Universal, which
were report
omitted
fromseveral
the month
Treasury's
main
issued
ago.
The compensation reported by the
(Continued on page 1])
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Four-Month Wait for
New Theatre Seats

Priorities

Conn., Dec.
12. —
AsBrandon,
an indication
of what
problems
may face
other theatre managers
contemplating

Curtail

to

All

The name of the Motion Picture
New
Theatres
Producers and Distributors of Amerirebuilding, the Brandon Theaca, tion
Inc., Picture
was formally
changed
to Moatre, which is scheduled to
Association
of America,
close for two weeks at midTruman Gives Expected
Inc., at the quarterly meeting of the
December for alterations and
board of directors of the association
enlargement, will have to wait
Signal to Aid Housing
held here yesterday, at which Eric
until April before new theatre
A. Johnston presided.
seats
are
delivered.
The
theRobert W. Perkins of Warners was
Washington, Dec. 12. — The
tre will operate in the meanelected a director ; treasurer George
time with the front quarter
peacetime new theatre building
seatless.
Borthwick, who, since 1939, has hanboom and reconstruction and redled the financial section of the asmodeling program faces severe cursociation's foreign department, includtailment, ifnot complete delay of uning English and Australian allocation
known length, as the result of
agreement matters and impounded
President Truman's announcement
Stock here
funds, was elected an assistant secre- Columbia's
today that the government would
tary James
;
S. Howie, association atreinstate wartime priorities on mateIssue
After
Jan.
1
torney, was elected an assistant secrials for buildings other than homes
retary and assistant treasurer with
in order to permit widespread conheadquarters to be in Hollywood.
struction to ease the current acute
At the request of Reliance Pictures,
Columbia's forthcoming $7,500,000
preferred stock issue will be offered housing
(Continued on page 4)
situation.
announcement in this The
regardPresident's
had been
to the public after Jan. 1, principally anticipated.
through Hemphill Noyes and HallWartime restrictions on buildgarten and Co., and will be utilized
Air-Conditioning
ing materials were lifted last
for expansion and modernization of
Oct. 15 and a heavy program of
the
Coast
studio,
as
well
as
other
purnew theatre building and planHeaded for Boom
poses, itwas learned yesterday. This
ning set in immediately.
will beferredthestock company's
first
new
preTruman also announced the appointissued in 10 years, and the
ment of Wilson W. Wyatt, former
Chicago, Dec. 12. — Prior to the war interest rate of five-and-a-half per
(Continued on page 11)
cent on the present preferred, all outonly
12.5
per
cent
of
the
nation's
16,500 theatres were air-conditioned, and
standing shares of which will be remany of those had only improvised
called,
will be cut to four-and-a-quar- New Theatre Unit
systems, according to Mason Rapp of ter per cent
on the new issue, which
the architectural firm of Rapp and will consist of 75,000 shares of
(Continued on page 4)
Rapp, designers of Balaban and Katz
and Warner theatres in Chicago, and
May Locate in N.Y.
many others throughout the country.
Now under contract to Warners, the Monogram to Redeem
Headquarters of the new exhibitors
firm is planning extensive remodeling
organization which is to follow the
Preferred;
Profit
Up
and building in many cities and towns
War Activities Committee theatres diin the Midwest with actual work exHollywood, Dec. 12. — The Monovision, itappears
likely,Building
will be offices
locatgram board of directors today passed
pected to begin about Jan. 1.
ed in the
Paramount
Complete air conditioning is the a resolution calling for redemption of here now occupied by WAC, which
No. 1 item for theatre owners plan- all outstanding shares of five-and-a- is slated to dissolve at .the end of this
ning the remodeling or building of half per cent cumulative convertible
new theatres, Rapp said, observing preferred stock. The right of con- month.
WAC is situated in offices on three
version terminates at the close of busi- floors of the building, which is owned
that air-conditioning was making extensive strides just before the war.
Paramount, and presumably some
ness Jan. 15.
Consolidated
operating■» figures for by
Both the developments achieved and
of its office facilities could be taken
(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 4)
over with little difficulty. However, a
final decision on this has yet to be
made.

State Department
Will Not Produce
Under a plan submitted by the
State Department to Congress on the
proposed amalgamation of the Interim International Information Service with the Coordinator of InterAmerican Affairs office, film activiand
Cleopatra
"
ties, under the setup contemplated, "Caesar
will not entail production, it is un- [J. Arthur Rank — United Artists]
(Continued on page 4)
London, Dec. 12
THE $6,000,000 which J. Arthur Rank reputedly has expended on
the Gabriel Pascal production of George Bernard Shaw's "Caesar
In This Issue
and Cleopatra" is safely in the bag, for this avidly awaited, someBesides the review of
times querulously condemned-in-advance picture is the greatest cinematic
jolt yet achieved by the British industry.
"Caesar and Cleopatra," in
adjoining columns, a review
In conception, the film goes back to the days of D. W. Griffith to
of "Snafu" appears on page
achieve a breath-taking scope such as the screen, despite all the oppor14. Estimated key-city grosses
tunities afforded by the war and recent times, has not se,en for long.
are on page 4.
Moreover, its exquisite searching into the human heart and human
(Continued on page 11)

Meanwhile,
the on
manner
(Continued
page 4)in which

"Flu"

Closes

Some

Theatres in Illinois
St. Louis, Dec. 12. — Influenza
and other respiratory ailments
have caused a serious situation in many Southern Illinois
and Eastern Missouri towns,
forcing the closing of schools
and, in some instances, theatres.
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Goldenberg

in 20th

Advertising Post
DAVID
O.
SELZNICK
was
scheduled to arrive in New York
Presentations of scrolls to radio
Joe Goldenberg has been named adlate last night by plane from the
vertising manager of 20th Centurypersonalities and programs which were
Coast.
Fox
at the home office as of Jan. 4,
voted the best on the air for 1945 by
succeeding
Edward Hollander, who
radio editors, columnists and reporters
of the United States and Canada in
Joseph Kinsky, who has been serv- will leave the company at the end
of the year. Goldenberg, with the
ing themitteeindustry's
Victory
Motion Picture Daily's tenth anat headquarters
here,Loan
and ComMrs. company 21 years, has been advertisnual radio poll for Fame, results of
Kinsky,
will
leave
New
York
by
car
ing sales manager at the New York
which were announced yesterday, will
Saturday for a vacation in Milwaukee exchange for the past five years.
be made here and in Hollywood during
and
Chicago,
where
they
will
be
guests
Lt. Sanford (Sandy) Cohen, after
the next two weeks.
of Irving Mack. •
four years in the Army, will return
New York Schedule
as assistant production manager of the
Harold Rodner, Warner executive, advertising department. Leo Israel,
In New York, scrolls will be preand Mrs. Rodner were honored yes- who functioned in Cohen's place dursented by Milton Livingston of Moing the latter's absence, will become
tion Picture Daily to the following :
terday on Tom Breneman's "BreakGoldenberg's assistant in advertising
fast innitionHollywood"
programactsin for
recogH. V. Kaltenborn, voted best comof their charitable
the sales.
mentator, during his NBC program,
blind at Avon, Conn.
•
7:45 to 8:00 P.M. tomorrow; to Bill
Arthur Mayer Back
Stern, voted best sportscaster, on his
Mrs. Estelle O'Toole, executive
NBC program, 10:30 to 10:45 P.M.
secretary to Henry Needles, War- From Orient Survey
ner's Hartford district manager, betomorrow; to Nila Mack's "Let's PreArthur Mayer, managing director
came mother of a second daughter last
tend," voted best children's program,
of the Rialto Theatre here and assiston CBS, 11:05 to 11:30 A.M. Saturweekend at Hartford
Hospital.
•
day; to Guy Lombardo and the Royal
ant to Basil O'Connor,
of
the American
Red Cross, chairman
returned to
Canadians, voted best dance band, on
Wolfe
Cohen,
vice-president
of
New
York
yesterday
after
a
survey
ABC, 9:00 to 9:30 P.M., Dec. 18; to
Warner International, returned to
Paul White, director of CBS news,
Cross installations at AmeriNew York yesterday from South of Red
can military establishments in India,
America. He plans to visit the Far
for radio's best news job, on the "FeaChina, Japan and the Philippines.
East in a month. •
ture Story" program, 4 :30 to 4 :45
Mayer brought back Signal Corps
P.M., date to be set. Other presentafilms
of Red Cross operations, some
tions are being scheduled and will be
Joseph Bernhard, president of of which
will be used for a special
announced.
Frank J. Mullin of the Selznick- United States Pictures, has become a
Acknowledgement of awards will be Vanguard office here, and Mrs. Mul- grandfather with the birth of a boy to March of Time release in February,
it was stated. He is now preparing a
made by Gladys Swarthout, voted best
lin, are parents of a seven-pound his son, Lt. Maurice Bernhard, report on his views of worldwide Red
classical female vocalist, on her NBC boy, Michael, born at Polyclinic USN.
Cross operations, to be used in planprogram, 8:30 to 9:00 P.M. Monday Hospital here.
future Red Cross service to the
night, and on the Andre Kostelanetz
Fred Quatrano, manager of the Armedning Forces.
program, voted best musical show,
Tom Loy of the Motion Picture Lido Theatre, Waterbury, and Mrs.
over CBS, 9 :00 to 9 :30 P.M., tonight. Daily staff and Helen McNamara, Quatrano, recently celebrated their
O'Connor Is Renamed
formerly of the Daily staff and now 11th wedding anniversary.
•
with the Hartfard Courant, are enRed Cross Chairman
Bernstein Speaks at
gaged to be married.
•
Val Griffin, of the Leonard AlWashington, Dec. 12. — President
LEN-Paramount
Southeastern
publicNYU Meeting Today
N. Bernard Freeman, regional diity staff, Atlanta, is back at his desk Truman yesterday reappointed Basil
International social and economic
rector for M-G-M in Australia and
O'Connor as chairman of the Ameri"frictions" involved in the export of New Zealand, has arrived in Sydney after several weeks'• illness.
can Red Cross and named five memAmerican motion pictures and the im- from New York and Culver City.
bers for its central committee, includ•
Herbert
J.
Yates,
Republic
presiport of foreign films, will be dising : Secretary of the Treasury Fred
dent,
now
in
Hollywood,
is
expected
cussed by Sidney Bernstein, former
Clement S. Crystal, general man- to return to New York before M. Vinson, succeeding Daniel W. Bell,
liaison film chief under Gen. EisenUnder-Secretary ; William A. ClayChristmas.
of Paramountwill International's
ton, Assistant Secretary of State ;
•
hower's Supreme Headquarters com- theatre agerdepartment,
leave
Miami
mand, at New York University here today for Havana.
Tom Clark, Attorney General ; Vice
•
this afternoon. The faculty and
Irving Waterstreet, M-G-M field Admiral Ross T. Maclntyre, Surgeonstudent-body will exchange views
in St. Louis, is at the Mur- General of the Navy, and Maj. Gen.
Herb Crooker, M-G-M home office exploiteer
ray Hill Hospital, New York, for a the
with Bernstein on the problems in- publicity manager, had a birthday yesNorman
Army.T. Kirk, Surgeon-General of
check-up.
herent in the international impact of terday.
•
films. Representatives of the trade
press will also attend.
Irwin Fensin, president of the AMP A Party Today
Kim Hunter, J. Arthur Rank playBernstein, a British circuit owner,
Fensin Seating
Co., Chicago,
has re-at
er,
will
arrive
in
New
York
today
covered from illness
and is back
will make several other lectures in from London en route to Hollywood.
To Have Radio Stars
•
the U. S. to encourage goodwill for
work.
Vera Massey, WJZ singer, accomBritish films as a representative of the
panied by Rae Zelda, and Bernie
Balaban,
headhasofreturned
the Bala-to
British Board of Trade.
banJohn
and Katz
Circuit,
Ed Stevens, president of Stevens- George, of Hollywood and radio, will
Ideal
Pictures,
Atlanta,
has
returned
Chicago from the •West Coast.
to his office after several
weeks illness. top the entertainment bill at the As•
Para. Is Stalled on
Motion Picture
Christmas sociated
luncheon
at the Advertisers'
Hotel Taft
John E. Maloney, M-G-M central
sales manager, will leave New York
M. T. McCregory, Paramount ex- here today, it was announced yesSkouras, Century
tomorrow for a Miami
vacation.
special representative,
has arterday by Phil Williams of March of
•
Paramount, having recently negotirived change
in Atlanta
from
New York.
Time, AMPA entertainment director
•
ated a settlement on terms with the
for the occasion.
Charles W. Koerner, RKO-Radio
Brandt Circuit, still remains dead- production head, has returned to
Jimmy Frisina, Springfield, 111.,
AMPA president David A. Bader
locked on terms with the Skouras and Hollywood from Mexico.
circuit
owner,
is
at
Mayo
Clinic,
reminded that gifts will be distributed.
•
Century circuits.
Rochester, Minn., for
• a check-up.
Century, which plays both RKO
Charles
K.
Stern,
Loew's
assistCarmen Miranda is convalescing Press to Meet Deutsch
ant treasurer, celebrated a birthday
and Loew's, on a split, the latter conHal Home, chairman of the board
taining Paramount product, has ex- this week.
at
Barnes Hospital, St. Louis, fol•
and executive vice-president of the
tended playing-time of the RKO split
lowing an operation.
•
where it has found itself short of William Pine arrived in Hollynew Story Productions, will be host
product. It has also extended runs
wood yesterday from
New York.
John E. Flynn, Midwestern Sales mand
at a press
receptioncompany
in honorpresident,
of Ar•
S. Deutsch,
and filled in where it could with some
manager for M-G-M, will leave New
Milton Feldman has arrived in York tomorrow for his Chicago head- and Lt. Stanley Kramer, a vice-presireissues, some PRC product and an
occasional British film.
New York from the Coast.
dent, at the 21 Club, here, tomorrow.
quarters.
except Saturday,
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AM F. RODGERS, viceWILLI
president in charge of M-G-M
sales, will leave New York Saturday
for a Miami vacation.
•
Capt. John J. Scully, Jr., recently discharged from the Army, son of
John J. Scully, Universal Boston
district manager, has joined the sales
force of the Philadelphia Universal
exchange. Sgt. Peter Sullivan
Scully, another son, has returned to
the Universal studio.
•
W. C. DeVry, president of DeVry
Corp., has returned to Chicago from
New York, where he received an
award from the New York Museum of
Science and Industry.
•
Edward C. Raftery, United Artists
president, and Grad Sears, vice-president in charge of distribution, are due
back in New York from London Dec.
17 by plane.
•
Leon J. Bamberger, RKO Radio
sales promotion manager, has become
a member of the National Association
of Girl
tions Scouts'
committee. national public rela-
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Motion

N. Y. Donnelly
Violation

Picture

Daily

Act

Charged

In a counterclaim filed through its
attorney, Emil K. Ellis, Endicott
Theatres charges four distributors
with violation of the New York State
Donnelly Act, the basis of the counterclaim being that Endicott was compelled to charge specified admission
prices to the public for the benefit of
the companies.
The Appellate Division of the N. Y.
Supreme Court had sustained a judgment against Endicott on charges that
the latter had made fraudulent reports
on percentage pictures of 20th Century-Fox, Paramount, Warner Bros,
and Loew's.
Theatre Unit
{Continued from page 1)
distribution is to figure in the peacetime program remains indefinite, with
the formation of a distributions' counterpart of the theatre group having
yet to go beyond the discussion stage.
In the event a new distributor organization to follow WAC does not materialize itis committee,
expected the
theatremen's
organizing
which
is to be
named this week, will appoint liaison
officers to negotiate with the distribution companies for the handling of
films accepted by the exhibitors.
The organizing committee will call
a convention in either late February
or March of local theatre representatives around the country to formally
launch the new organization.
MPPDA
(Continued from page 1)
Edward Small becomes the representative of that company in the association in place of Harry M. Goetz. The
report of the treasurer to Nov. 30 was
approved and the budget for 1946 was
adopted.
No action was taken at the meeting
on the anticipated consolidation of the
Association of Motion Picture Producers, Hollywood, with the Motion
Picture Association of America.
Those besides Johnston in attendance
at the meeting included : Barney Balaban, Nate J. Blumberg, Borthwick,
Jack Cohn, Ned E. Depinet, Golden,
Earle W. Hammons, Francis S. Harmon, Joseph H. Hazen, W. C. Michel,
Carl E. Milliken, John J. O'Connor
Joyce
Perkins,
Nicholas M.
Schenck,O'Hara,
and Albert
Warner.
'Breakfast' Program
To Promote UA Film
Hollywood, Dec. 12. — Tom Breneman's "Breakfast in Hollywood" radio program, theme of Edward A.
Golden's
Artists
release of forthcoming
the same title,United
daily will
ask
listeners to telephone or write exhibitors in their towns to show the picture, United Artists estimating that 1,000 letters a day will be received by
exhibitors as a result.
The film will be released nationally
on Feb. 22.
RCA Television Showing
New developments in television will
be demonstrated today at RCA's
laboratories at Princeton, before representatives ofpress and radio.
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Short

Key

City

Grosses

77* OLLOWING are estimated picture grosses for current engdgements in key cities as reported by Motion Picture
Daily correspondents.
500) (40c-60c) 7 days. Gross: $17,000. (Aver$14,000)
SALT LAKE CITY
LOVE age: LETTERS
(Para.)— NEWMAN (1,
900)
(45c-65c)
7 days,
2nd week. Gross:
$11,000. (Average:
$12,000)
Fairly pood early holiday business JOHNNY
ANGEL (RKO-Radio) and
LITTLE DEVILS (Mon.)—
is under way here. Estimated re- CHINA'S
ORPHEUM(Average:
(1,900) $10,000)
(45c-65c) 7 days. Gross:
ceipts for the week ended Dec. 12: $11,000.
OF TERROR (PRC) and
WHAT NEXT, CORPORAL HARGROVE? SHADOW
GANG (U)— TOWER (2,100) (39c(M-G-M) and APPOINTMENT IN TO- RIVER
7 days.$9,400)Stage show. Gross: $9,400.
KYO (WB) (War Dept.) — CAPITOL (1,- 60c)
(Average:
878)
7 days, $7,300)
on a moveover. THE STRANGE AFFAIR OF UNCLE
Gross:(14c-45c-65c)
$8,000. (Average:
CONFIDENTIAL
AGENT
(WB)— CEN- HARRY (U) and MEN IN HER DIARY
(U)— UPTOWN
(2,000) (45c-65c)
TRE (1,700) (14c-45c-65c) 7 days. Gross: Gross:
$5,400. (Average:
$5,400) 7 days.
$14,000. (Average: $13,000)
BEHIND
CITY LIGHTS (Rep.) and THE STRANGE AFFAIR OF UNCLE
MONSTER MAKER (PRC) with vaude- HARRY (U) and MEN IN HER DIARY
(U)— FAIRWAY (700) (45c-65c) 7 days.
(1.150) (Average:
(14c-35c-45c-«c)
da vs.vil e.— LYRIC
Gross: $5,500.
$5,000) 7 Gross: $1,500. (Average: $1,750)
SOUTHERNER (UA)— RIALTO (800) (14c45c-65c)
21 days, on$3,500)
a moveover. Gross: $3,5(10. (Average:
DOLLY SISTERS (Zttth-Fox) — STUDIO MILWAUKEE
(800) 04c-45c-65c) 7 days, on a moveover.
GUIS';: $4,500. (Average: $4,000)
ABBOTT AND COSTELLO IN HOLLYDespite the first real cold weather
WOOD (M-G-M) and DANGEROUS
PARTNERS (M-G-M)— UTAH (1,750) (14c- of the winter, two of the downtown
45c-65c) 7 days. Gross: $9,400. (Average: first runs reported above average
$9,000)
and two were average.
MAN ALIVE (RKO-Radio) and THE receipts
Estimated receipts for the week
FALCON IN HOLLYWOOD (RKO-Radio) ended
Dec. 12:
—UPTOWN (1.300) (14c-45c-65.c) 7 days.
Gross: $6,000. (Average: $5,500)
THAT NIGHT WITH YOU (U) and
THE DALTONS
RIDE AGAIN (U)—
WARNER (2,400) (50c-80c) 7 days, 1st
week. Gross: $14,500. (Average: $15,500)
CONFIDENTIAL AGENT (WB) and APKANSAS CITY
POINTMENT IN TOKYO (WB)— ALHAMBRA (1.600) (50c-80c) 7 days, 2nd
week for "Confidential Agent" and 1st
Cold weather, Christmas shopping $9,250.
week for(Average:
"Atipointment
$5,000) in Tokyo." Gross:
and widespread influenza attacks — DAKOTA (Rep.) and GIRLS OF THE BIG
although not of epidemic propor- HOUSE (Rep.)— RIVERSIDE (2,600) (50c7 days,
tions,— plus a normal pre-seasonal 80c)
(Average:
$16,500)1st week. Gross: $13,500.
lull, all are combining to adversely SHE WOULDN'T SAY YES (Col.) and
affect theatre business. Two Phil- MY NAME IS JULIA ROSS (Col.)— PALharmonic concerts are also among
(2 275) (55c-85c)
Gross: ACE$13,000.
(Average:7 days,
$12,500) 1st week.
counter influences. Estimated re- FALLEN
ANGEL
(20th-Fox)
— WISCONceipts for the week ending Dec.
(2.800) (55c-85c)
7 days,
11-13:
Gross: SIN$15,000.
(Average:
$13,000) 1st week.
THE STRANGE AFFAIR OF UNCLE WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF
HARRY (U) and MEN IN HER DIARY (M-G-M) and FOLLOW THAT WOMAN
(U)— ESOUIRE (800) (45c-65c) 7 days. (Para.)— STRAND (1,200) (55c-85c) 7 days,
Gross: $8,500. (Average: $8,000)
week for "Weekend at the Waldorf,"
KISS AND TELL (Col.) and I LOVE A 3rd
2nd week for "Follow That Woman."
BAND LEADER
(Col.) — MIDLAND (3,- Gross: $8,000. (Average: $6,000)
Air-Conditioning
(Continued from page 1)
public demand, he stated, should prove
key factors in creating an even greater
trend toward a more universal use of
improved air-conditioning.
Rapp cited a number of advantages
of modern air-conditioning equipment
when designed as part of a theatre
building, the new systems allowing for
better distribution of air, elimination
of
saiddrafts
Rapp. and more accurate control,
Office Workers Elect
Albany, Dec. 12. — The local frontoffice workers union No. F-43, has
elected Winifred Allen, 20th-Fox,
president for 1946. Chosen with her
were : Howard Goldstein, Paramount,
vice-president and business agent;
Rose Fisher, M-G-M, financial secretary ;Laura Robinson, Republic, corresponding secretary ; Harry Aranove,
Warners, sergeant-at-arms.
Honor Smith, Collins
Foote, Cone and Belding will be
host at a reception for Kate Smith and
Ted Collins at the Hotel Waldorf
Astoria, here, on Monday.

Subject
"Airline to Everywhere"
(RKO Radio)
The U. S. Air Transport Command
in war and in peacetime is the subject
of this thrilling issue of "This Is
America," produced by Frederic Ullman, Jr., and prepared in collaboration
zine.
with the editors of This Week MagaDuring the course of the documenof the greatoperations
global airline's
origin, tationeveryday
on a
world-wide scale and spectacular flying achievements, the audience witness a virtual flight around the earth.
The camera is turned upon those
"little portions of America" in many
far-flung regions where U. S. fliers,
aided by natives, make distances inconsequential. The film carries some
particularly breathtaking scenery.
Highly instructive and entertaining,
"Airline to Everywhere" should be
very well received.
Columbia Stock
(Continued from page 1)
par value, with warrants to subscribe
to a share of common.
The improved financial position of
Columbia over several years, plus a
more liberal money market, is said
to have enabled the company to secure the lower interest rate, it is
learned. For the year ending June,
1942, Columbia's
income
was June,
$1,611,659;
for the netyear
ending
1943, it was $1,802,280, and rising to
$2,005,835 for the year ending June,
1944, There was a slight drop in the
net for the year ending June, 1945,
when $1,945,167 was made.
Monogram Preferred
(Continued from page 1)

the 18-week period ended Nov. 3
showed a net profit of $298,262 before
provision for federal income and excess profit taxes, compared with $127,841 for the same period in the previState Department
ous
year. The consolidated net after
(Continued from page 1)
all taxes, $142,362, compares with
last year. Film rental income
derstood, but, instead, there will be $52,555
for the period shows an increase of
acquired from commercial and indus- approximately 19 per cent, according
trial sources any films deemed nec- to the announcement by Steve
es ary, itis learned here.
Broidy, president.
Both of the above government
agencies ■ are scheduled to go out of Gilbert Airfreight
existence on Jan. 1 and the State
Department is now asking Congress Sets Lower Rates
for funds for ■ their perpetuation
The Gilbert Airfreight Co., here,
under the new setup. Film opera- whose flying personnel is composed of
tions will be mainly non-theatrical
Tigers," has anin scope, providing also for the show- former "Flying
nounced rate reductions on Coast-toing of U. S. films to organizations Coast shipments,
including
and
and groups interested in the subject accessories, ranging in weightfilms
from 10
material made available.
to 8,000 pounds, or more.
The overall operation of the amalgamated agencies will be under Western Electric Dividend
the supervision of William Benton,
Assistant Secretary of State in At a meeting of directors of Western Electric, held here yesterday, a
charge of information.
dividend of 50 cents per share was declared on its common stock. The diviNorfolk Enacts Tax
dend is payable on Dec. 31 to stockof record
Norfolk, Va., Dec. 12. — The council
ness onholders
Dec.
26. at the close of busihas passed an ordinance imposing a
10 per cent tax on admissions to theatres, sports events and other amuse- 'Doll Face' Shown Dec. 17
ments, effective Jan. 1. Levy is in
Twentieth Century-Fox will tradeaddition mission
to tax.the 20 per cent federal ad- show
"Doll Face" in all exchange centers on Dec. 17.
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The things she
does to men

can only end
in Mu/u(ei!

A DIANA PRODUCTION
Produced and Directed by
FRITZ LANG
A UNIVERSAL RELEASE
JESS BARKER . MARGARET LINDSAY • ROSALIND
Based on the novel "La Chienne" Screenplay by DUDLEY NICHOLS

IVAN • SAMUEL S. HINDS
Art Direction by Alexander Golitzen
'■■V; 'J;"",- ;"..V';;. , . ,.•
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The above is one oj the advertisements which will appear in all fan magazines,
Life, Look, Saturday Evening Post, Liberty, Family Circle and many others.
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Salaries
"Caesar

(Continued from page 1)
Treasury Department is before deduction of Federal and state taxes which,
in most instances listed herewith, come
within the 80 to 90 per cent income
tax brackets. Following are the figures reported :
Columbia, year ended June 30, 1944: Brian
Aherne, $113,875; Samuel Bishoff, $91,000;
| Sidney Buchman, $130,000; Harry Cohn,
$182,000 salary, $67,600 other compensation,
total $249,600; Jack Cohn, $105,750 salary,
$36^600 other compensation, total $142,350;
Irving Cummings, $194,444; Cary Grant,
$133,333; Al Hall, $108,750; Kay Kyser,
$100,000; Abraham Montague, $79,500; Paul
Muni, Rosalind
$125,000: Edward
Robinson, Victor
$127,083;
Russell,G. $166,666;
Saville, $117,500; Abraham Schneider, $90,100 salary, $8,200 other compensation, total
$98,300; Sol Siegel, $87,608; Virginia Van
Upp, $91,000; P. J. Wolfson, $85,166.
Loew's
LoewJs,
year$99,583;
ended
Aug. Astair,
31, 1944:
Edward Arnold,
Fred
$225,127;
Wallace Beery, $250,000; Pandro S. Berman, $191,750; David Bernstein, $93,600 sal$192,306 otherBoyer,
compensation,'
$285,906; ary,Charles
$122,916;total
Clarence
Brown, $209,200; Edward Buzzell, $78,375;
J.
333;J. J.Cohn,
W. $130,083;
Considine,Ronald
Jr., Colman,
$169,000; $178,Jack
Conway, $176,000; Donald Crisp, $110,833;
George Cukor, $210,600; John S. Cummings, $107,250; Roy Del Ruth, $91,000;
Marlene Dietrich, $120,000; Howard Dietz,
$65,000 salary, $13,000 other compensation,
total $78,000; Jimmy Durante, $133,749;
Victor Fleming, $110,500; Sidney Franklin,
$232,500; Arthur Freed. $138,166; Clark
Gable, $161,250; Tay Gamett, $109,856; Greer
Garson, $200,000; Ben Goetz, $104,000;
Frances Gumm (Judy Garland), $142,083;
Cedric Gibbons, $91,000; Katherine Hepburn,
$227,013; Lou Holtz, $84,250; Arthur Hornblow, Jr., $182,000; Walter Huston, $93,333:
Harry James, $98,512; Sam Katz, $156,000
salary, $142,125 other compensation, total
$298,125; Henry Koster, $143,000; Charles
Laughton, $102,187; Vincent Lawrence, $84,666; Robert Z. Leonard, $208,000; Mervyn
Le Roy, $182,000; Albert Lewin, $104,000;
Al Lichtman, $156,000 salary, $112,094 other
compensation, total $268,094; Myrna Loy,
$100,000; Hedwig K. Mandl (Hedy Lamarr),
$114,000; E. J. Mannix, $158,600 salary,
$142,125 other compensation, total $300,725;
J.
Mayer, $752,069
$78,000; other
L. B. compensation,
Mayer, $156,000G.salary,
total $908,069; James McGuinness, $109,875;
Norman McLeod, $99,428; Frank Morgan,
$244,680; George Murphy. $113,000; Joseph
Pasternak, $163,000; Walter Pidgeon, $108,791; William Powell, $292,500; Harry Rapf,
$99,875; Everett Riskin, $124,833; Marguerite
Roberts, $76,500; Casey Robinson, $125,000;
W. F. Rodgers, $104,000 salary, $10,400
other compensation, total $114,400; Mickey
Rooney, $66,566 salary, $100,000 bonus, total
$166,566; J. Robert Rubin, $88,400 salary,
$191,355 other compensation, total $279,755;
Wesley Ruggles, $185,066; George Sanders,
$87,500; N. M. Schenck, $105,300 salary,
$286,560 other compensation, $391,860; Louis
K. Sidney, $78,000; Richard Skelton, $76,983; Ann Sothern, $99,166; Benjamin Thau,
$91,000 salary, $109,144 other compensation,
total $200,144; Richard Thorpe, $91,000;
Norman Taurog, $156,000; Spencer Tracy,
$270,545; Lana Turner, $112,000; King
Vidor,
L. "Weingarten,
salary, $115,333;
$45,531 other
compensation,$169,000
total
$214,531; William Wellman, $105,833; Carey
Wilson, $106,250; Robert Young, $119,500;
Sam Zimbalist, $110,250.
Other Companies
United Artists, year ended Dec. 31, 1943:
Gradwell L. Sears, $130,000.
Universal, year ended Oct. 31, 1944: William A. Scully, $91,000; Bud Abbott and
Lou Costello, $175,250 salary, $249,069 other
compensation, total $424,319; N. J. Blumberg $117,000 salary, $113,523 other compensation, total $230,523; Leo Carrillo, $86,916;
J. Cheever Cowdin, $117,000 salary, $113,523
other compensation, total $230,523; Deanna
Durbin, $243,000 salary, $83,491 other compensation, total $326,491; Felix Jackson,
$85,208; Charles Laughton, $83,333; Jack
Oakie, $137,000; Ole Olson and Chic Johnson, $200,000 salary, $12,707 other compensation, total $212,707; Charles D. Prutzman, $75,400 salary, $56,479 other compensation, total $131,879; Joseph Seidelman,
$63,800 salary, $56,479 other compensation,
total $120,279; Walter Wanger, $65,000 salary, $344,928 other compensation under corporate production arrangement, total
$409,928; Cliff Work, $104,000 salary, $56,479 other compensation, total $160,479.

and
Cleopatra"
(Continued from page 1)
weaknesses, and the wit displayed, have not been matched in recently exhibited
samples. It is the comedy of greatness and has the humanity of greatness.
The film follows Shaw's original play meticulously in dialogue and sequence.
An imperious Caesar lands with his cohorts in Egypt and wanders into the
desert at night where he finds Cleopatra in the sheltering arms of the Sphinx
hiding from the fearsome Romans, particularly Caesar, who reputedly dines
on women and cats. Caesar treats her as a child and, adjuring her that
queens may never show fear, he makes her a queen. But in the process she
displays such cruel, waspish malice, such an urge towards callous wounding
of others that Caesar himself is appalled.
pursueshe his
tradeatofthewars,
then, about
to sail
forHe Rome,
recalls
last subduing
moment Egypt's
that he pride,
has forgotten
to bid
his
farewell "to that chit, Cleopatra." He returns.
TP HIS is the film's exterior. Meanwhile, you have gazed wondrously at
■*■ magnificence, at Egypt's star-laden sky. You have seen majesty with its
hair down and have trembled lest Caesar, with a paunch, his baldness hidden
by laurel-bays, might fall for this shrewish piece who is called a queen. You
have shared the emotions of all the world's mighty captains of armies, shared
their humility, their humanness. And you have shared in the essential slyness of the slattern who makes men's valor wither into craven fear. In the
process, you've shared in entertainment suited to every man and woman.
Bobby-soxers will revel over the cupidity of Cleopatra. There will be some
who will chuckle at the thrusts of wit when proud, imperious Caesar is ensnared as just another general.
There is music, there is color handled in a manner unexcelled. There is
feminine flavor; adolescent naughtiness for adolescents, wit and majesty for
adults.
The cast reads like a Who's Who of the London theatre. Claude Rains
looks and acts like Caesar, and Cecil Parker and Basil Sydney demand mention as Caesar's British slave and his second in command, respectively. But
this is Vivien
Leigh'swithshow
it bewithanyone's.
her alone,
previousfor performances are gone
the if
wind
this one.Records
For herof sake
her
astonishing depiction of feminine waywardness and maliciousness, the picture
is worth the price of admission.
The film was previewed for the press here last night in advance of its
world's premiere at the Marble Arch Odeon tomorrow, where it is booked
for a nine months' run. It could run a year.
Running time, 136 minutes. General audience classification. American
release date, not set.
Peter Burnup
Theatre Video
( Continued from page 1)

and sound equipment. The unit photographs images received on a television receiver, develops, prints and runs
the film into the projection machine,
all in one operation, bringing the teleimage to a theatre screen withminutes after it is received.
in twovision
It is learned that RCA and other
recently conset manufacturers have manufacturers
sulted with raw stock
on the type of film they would reof equipment. Eastthis type
manquireandfor other
film manufacturers are
understood to have supplied film during the war for a similar operation
which enabled the Armed Forces to
record images received on radar equipment which bears many similarities to
television.
Tubes Main Problem
■ The main problem, it is indicated, is
suitable tubes for the camto develop
era to be used in the theatre unit
so that image quality will not be impaired in its transference from a television receiver to film for the projector. Good definition was not necessary
in the film used by the Army.
RCA developed a direct-viewing,
filmless theatre television set before
the war but there are no indications
at present as to whether this will be
marketed in view of a lack of image
Scophony also has a directquality.
viewing theatre television set but this
is being subjected to further experimentation.
'Reputation' Shown Jan.7
National tradeshowing of "My
Reputation"
has been
Bros, for Monday,
Jan. set
7. by Warner

Polangin on His Own
Washington, Dec. 12. — Lt. Frederick N. Polangin, USNR, recently
released from the Navy photogr
aphic
service, has opened a public relations
office here. While in the Navy, Polangin was in the office of Commodore
Gene Markey, in charge of publicizing
films. He also served on special war
production campaigns and was industrial relations officer at Pearl Harbor.

M-G-M

(Continued from page 1)
mayor of Louisville, to be special
housing expediter under the Office of
War Mobilization and Reconversion.
A new housing program, aimed primarily at curbing inflation in the realty market, was in the form of recommendations from Reconversion Director John W. Snyder and calls for
immediate release to the states and
local communities of surplus ArmyNavy housing units and building materials.
A regulation on building materials
is being prepared now, Truman disclosed, and under it only single or
multiple-dwelling units, costing $10,000, or less, per unit, would be eligible
for priorities on materials. A government statement explaining the regulation said this would put about half
of all ultimate building materials into
residential construction.
The Snyder plan for release of government-held materials, which will be
sold on the spot, calls for provisions
to see that at least 70 per cent of this
surplus erencegoes
into housing, with prefto veterans.
Objectives Listed
Objectives of the coordinated housing program as listed by Snyder are
to increase the supply of housing
building materials, to strengthen inventory controls to prevent hoarding,
to strengthen price controls over
building materials, to discourage unsound lending practices and speculation, to enlist industry's support in
increasing production and fighting inflation, and to provide information and
advisory service on home values to
the public.
The regulation establishing priorities on housing units costing under
$10,000 was issued under the second
War Powers Act, which expires Dec.
31. An extension for six months is
pending in Congress.
Snyder said that Wyatt should have
authority- to recommend new steps to
meet new conditions.
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Out of a total of twenty -five program divisions, stars
and programs broadcast over NBC

Fame-Motion

Picture Daily Poll is now

places:
Bob Hope

ten years old. Every year its highest
honor, Champion of Champions, has gone to a
star heard over NBC.

won fifteen first

CHAMPION OF CHAMPIONS
FAVORITE COMEDIAN
FAVORITE COMEDY SHOW

This year it's Bob Hope,

for the fifth time in succession — and this year
four of the five runners -up are NBC

stars, too.
Bing Crosby
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CHAMPIONS

FAVORITE MASTER OF CEREMONIES
FAVORITE MALE VOCALIST
(Popular)

Bob Hope
Fibber McGee
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& Molly

Fred Allen

Edgar Bergen
Fibber McGee
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Jack Benny
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Bill Stern
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FAVORITE SPORTSCASTER

Dinah Shore
FAVORITE FEMININE VOCALIST
(Popular)

Arturo Toscanini
FAVORITE SYMPHONY CONDUCTOR

Gladys Swarthout
FAVORITE FEMININE VOCALIST
(Classical)

John Charles Thomas
FAVORITE MALE VOCALIST
(Classical)
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FAVORITE STUDIO ANNOUNCER
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Motion

Stowaway
Files

Theatre

The Stowaway Theatre, Stowe, Vt.,
has filed a clearance complaint in
the Boston tribunal against 20th Century-Fox, Paramount, RKO Radio
the American ArbitraWarners,
and
that Association has reported here.
The complainant, who is subject to
clearance after Morrisville and Waterbury, which are situated 10 miles
North and South of Stowe, respectively, claims that it is unreasonable
and asks an award abolishing clearance in favor of Waterbury and entitling him to play films immedithe
Loew's,
ately after Morrisville.
complainant
declares, permits
him to
Morrisville,
after
play immediately
so he, therefore, is not seeking any
modification in this respect.
Theatres named in the complaint
are the Bijou and Tegu, Morrisville, and Tegu's Rialto, Waterbury.
Ginsberg,
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Hollywood

"Snafu"
■
(George Abbott Production-Columbia)
s Broadway
Abbott
,
"Snafu
of
version
film
Abbott
George
BIA'S
COLUM
recounting the
stage play, is a hilarious and neatly paced farce comedy
scene by the reluctant rerather hectic turbulence wrought upon the domestic
war, to his family
turn of a 15^-year-old bov hero from a year. of Pacific
in
from whom he had fled to join the Army. The full meaning of thee title
G-I slang and elsewhere, of course, requires sapolio, but otherwis thisalsois
good entertainment for every member of the family. The film version
understanding of the problems of the returncarries a timely plea for better
ing veteran although the action takes place much before the end of the war.
In keeping with the so-called "Abbott touch", relative screen unknowns
have been cast in the leading roles. They are augmented by the late Robert
Benchley, and Vera Vague of radio, who portray the parents of the prop em
child. While casting of this kind proved successful for Abbott on the. stage,
it is questionable whether this will also prove true with film audiences Jack
in a creditable job in both deMoss produced and directed and has turned
partments. Louis Solomon and Harold Buchman are credited with the stage

By THALIA BELL
Hollywood, Dec. 12
g
Mannin
Brucerights
and
l
Skirbal
JACK
ed
have acquir screen
to a
" which Iceplay, "Portrait in Black,
Broadland Hayward will produce onrald
an<L
Fitzge
ine
Gerald
with
way
John Howard in leading roles; subm
for Unifilmed
it will
sequently,
versal release.
. . be.Gary
Cooper
will

starred in "Cloak and Dagger"
be
the story of the Office of Strategic
Services, which will be the initial
production of United States Pictures,
Bern-s
JosephWarner
by ng;
y headedSperli
compan
new
and Milton
hard release
•
will
the film.

has
anThTrolHckmg humor stems from the farcical situation of a boy aswho
a baby
family
sergeant being regarded by his innocent
gained his spurs as a tough
due
and
when he returns. Most of his involvements are completely
of
to misunderstandings. They provide some highly entertaining aperiods
his picture in newsreel
comedy. His troubles start when his parentsfor see
a year Disclosing his age,
after they have searched for him in vain
is when their troubles bethat
and
Army
the
from
thev get him discharged
who has been
gin His reunion with one of the members of his company
trouble for an
wounded, brings further complications when the friend causes
of the
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The
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of
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attractive
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too
about
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Australia
from
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his
of
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Henry's
DiesG.
Hollywood, Brother,
Dec. 12. — Robert
Ginsberg, brother of Henry Ginsberg,
Paramount vice-president and general manager in charge of studio
production, died last night at Palm
Springs, where he had been recuperating for six months from a heart attack suffered at his home in New
York. He was 59 years old.
Henry Ginsberg, who has been in
New York, is flying here for the
funeral services, which Rabbi Maxwell Dubin will conduct at Pierce
Brothers mortuary, Beverly Hills,
Friday afternoon. Also surviving are
the deceased's widow, a son, Law- Toronto Branch Is
rence, and two other brothers, Leonard and Dr. Charles Ginsberg.
Opened by ITT Corp.
rical and TeleInternational Theat
vision Corp., has opened a branch in
11 Additional Films
Toronto, it has been announced here
man, president
A. Hirli
ge first
Geor
Get Legion Ratings
by
of a group of 1 1 1
the
is
This
National Legion of Decency has
s to be established in Canada.
given its A-I rating to the following: office
Harry Allen will head the company
"Appointment in Tokyo," Army Sig- in the Dominion. Ray Hague fornal Corps-WAC-Warners ; "Life With
with Sovereign Films, will con-o
Blondie" and "Texas Panhandle,"
ductmerlythe theatre division in Toront
Columbia. Classified A-II are: and Blake
Smale will supervise the
"Abilene Town," United Artists ; distribution of educational films.
"Danger Signal," Warners ; "The
Harvey Girls," M-G-M ; "The Woman
Who Came Back," Republic.
The following were given a Class B Canada's Top General
rating: "Frontier Gal" and "The Man
Aid
stry
nment
s Indu
entertai
g 's
- buildin
"Morale
in Grey," Universal ; "Getting Gertie's Hail
Garter," United Artists, and "She provided to Canadian overseas forces
Wouldn't Say Yes," Columbia.
during the war would not have been
possible without the generosity and cooperation of the motion picture inJohn E. Storey Dies;
dustry," said Lt. Gen. Charles Foulkes,
Headed Pathe Sales
staff of the Ca-J.
the generalletter
chief ofnadian
to George
Army, in a
Hollywood, Dec. 12. — Word has
industry s
been received here of the death of Schaefer, chairman of the
e.
Committe
es
Activiti
War
John E. Storey, 70, industry pioneer,
on Monday, in Victoria, British Columbia, where he will be buried.
Niven Rejoins Goldwyn
Vice-president and sales manager of
is expected to arDavid Niven, who from
Pathe Films in its very early days,
England on
rive in New York
Storey came West 17 years ago as
Mary tomorrow, will reOueen
the
sales manager of Vitaphone short subjoin Samuel Goldwyn Productions as
was with Warner thea- a star the Goldwyn office announced
tres. jects and later
s have
here yesterday. Several picture
been scheduled for Niven who, during
Army.
Eastman Associate Dies the war, was a colonel in the British
Rochester, N. Y., Dec. 12. — Reinhold S. Becker, 72, associate of the
late George Eastman and a retired Bloomingdale to RKO
Kodak superintendent, died on Dec.
Hollywood, Dec. 12.— Al Bloom
8 in his suburban Scottsville home.
Feb. 1
Radio
RKO
join
will
ingdale
Funeral services were held yesterday.
as a producer, the studio announces.

"Until Morning," original which
he developed himself, will be Gene
Markey's first production for 20th
since his recent disCentury-Fox
charge from the Navy. . . -Van
Johnson has been assigned a role in
the Clouds Roll By," MGM's
"Till biography
film
of Jerome Kern.
Frazier Leaves NAB
Washington, Dec. 12. — The resignation of Howard S. Frazier as director of engineering of the National
Association of Broadcasters, effective
Dec. 31 has been announced by Justin
Miller,lius,president.
Helenof A.Broadcast
Corneformer director
of
Advertising, has been named special
counsel on retail broadcast advertising
to the NAB.
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Black and White Sets to
Be Ready Soon, Sarnoff

■
1
1
!

Princeton, N. J., Dec. 13. —
Black and white electronic television is ready for the public and sets
will be available around the middle
of 1946 but color television will be
unsuitable for public use for at least
another five years, the Radio Corporation of America revealed during a
demonstration of both mediums at its
laboratories here today before over
100 press representatives.
Following the several-hour demonstration contrasting pre-war television
sets, with new models being prepared
for manufacture as well as color television, stereoscopic pictures in color
and the new RCA image-orthicon
camera tube, Brigadier General David
Sarnoff said that RCA knew of no
basic development in transmitting and
receiving color in television other than
the mechanical system shown. This
(Continued on page 9)
New

Extras'

Threat

Rift

to Peace

Hollywood, Dec. 13. — Negotiations
for a merger of the Screen Players
Union with the Screen Extras Guild
bogged down today on two points of
procedure, restoring this dispute to
the status of a major threat to the
Hollywood labor peace counted upon
to result from the Cincinnati strike
settlement.
Meeting regularly under the auspices of the Los Angeles Central Labor Council, representatives of the opposing organizations had been expected to complete merger details today.
Instead, they broke off negotiations
(Continued on page 9)
Moscowitz

Honored

By Loew Managers
Charles C. Moscowitz, recently
named a vice-president and the treasurer of Loew's, Inc. will be honor
guest at a reception and dinner to be
given at the 711 Club here next
Thursday evening, by managers of
Loew's Metropolitan New York theatres, with all managers scheduled to
attend, along with Loew theatre operating department heads of the home
office.
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Dutch
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British Ask End of
Raw Stock Curbs
London, Dec. 13. — In a joint
letter addressed to the British Board of Trade, The Kinematograph Renters Society,
the Cinematograph
Exhibitors Association and
the
Newsreel Association of
Great Britain and Ireland
seek the total rescinding of
the
government's
raw stock
rationing
order, pointing
out
that the supply situation has
been eased in New York and
also that there is now a considerable saving in prints
heretofore made exclusively
for army use.

Buying
On

Boom

Theatres

By PHILIP DE SCHAPP
In the Midwest
Amsterdam (By Airmail). — Johan
Miedema, vice-president of the Nederlandsche Bioscoop Bond, declares
Prospectors Abundant,
that the Dutch trade organization is
Allied
and Circuits Say
now willing to enter into negotiations
with American companies or their
representatives to make an agreement
Chicago, Dec. 13. — Seldom, if
for mutual benefit. But, he said, Holever
before, has there been such a
land was plundered and is poor now.
demand for the purchase of theatres
America, he believes, should underin this area, it is disclosed by Alstand that
position
belied Theatres of Illinois and leading
come
more Holland's
difficult than
ever.hasHolcircuits
here.
land needs American product, but
Holland also needs money for itself,
With plenty of money around,
he pointed out, for the reconstruction
on the lookout for sound investof the country and export of money
ments, and hundreds of remust be necessarily limited.
turned servicemen with acThe Dutch government is ready to Producers' Ass'n to
cumulated savings interested in
permit American companies to work
theatre operation, calls for
(Continued on page 9)
Be Merged in Month
theatre purchases have been
mounting for past several
months.
Consolidation of the Association of
World Amity Needs
Motion Picture Producers, Hollywood,
Jack Kirsch's Allied Theatres office
Films: Bernstein
with the Motion Picture Association is constantly besieged with calls from
Th American film industry holds the of America, Inc., will be concluded prospective purchasers, in the hope
January, or earlier, if current that a few(Continued
of Allied's
150-odd
world's biggest single medium for the during
on page
9) theatre
propagation of world understanding, technical details of the consolidation
said Sydney Bernstein, former liaison are worked out more quickly than anticipated, itwas learned here yesterfilm chief under Gen. Eisenhower'-s Su- day.
preme Headquarters command, in an
Christmas Bonuses
address yesterday before the faculty
Reports that opposition to the consolidation had arisen in Hollywood
and students of Washington Square
College of Arts and Sciences, New and would delay its consummation to Film Workers
York University. Over the past sev- were circulated yesterday, apparently
eral weeks many film leaders have as a result of the absence of any menChristmas bonuses to employes,
(Continued on page 9)
(Continued on page 9)
confined for the most part to those in
the lower brackets, have been decided
upon so far by Warner Brothers,
Loew-M-G-M, Paramount, RKO Radio, Universal, PRC, 20th CenturyGermany
Planned
World
Fox and Monogram.
Warner employes yesterday received Christmas bonus checks
Film
Market
Domination
amounting
to one
salary for
those earning
less month's
(Continued
onthan
page $50
9) weekly
Washington, Dec. 13. — Nazi plans
See Housing Plan
for world conquest contemplated the
ousting of American film and other
Aiding Exhibition
companies in various industries from Export Controls to
participation in European trade and
Washington,
Dec. 13.of— Volume construction
new
domination of American production of Italy Are Relaxed
Dec. 13. — Exports
homes on acreage not presphotographic materials and chemicals mayWashington,
now be made to Italy under the
ently occupied, as intended
by I. G. Farbenindustrie, it was dis- same conditions as apply to other
closed today in material submitted by
under
President
new orders
giving Truman's
housing
the War Department to the Senate countries in Group "K," it was announced today by the Commerce Decommittee on military affairs.
priorities on building materials, will eventually lead to
partment's office of international trade
A
100-page
report
outlining
the
part
Shipments to the provinces
the development of new
played by Farben in Nazi preparation operations.
of
Udine,
Trieste,on page
Pola,
(Continued
9) Gorizia,
"spots" for theatres, in the
for the conduct of the war revealed that
opinion of some government
the
German
trust
had
long
planned
officials here.
world domination of the chemical and
However, the building of
allied industries and constituted one of
In This Issue
these theatres, along with the
Germany's most effective weapons of
scores already contemplated,
economic and political warfare against
"Dick Tracy" is reviewed on
will be curtailed, or delayed,
the other nations of the world. Its
page 4. Booking chart is on
in giving way to the acute
control of General Aniline and Film
housing situation.
Corp., and six other United States
(Continued on page 9)
page 12.
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Mighty Romantic Drama of
America's Last Frontier

MOCHRIE, RKO Ra
Starring
DAKOTA
RAS ar R OBERT
P. SKOU
LES in Hollyw
CHARrived
A REPUBLIC PICTURE
general sales manager, is in
ood yesterday Atlanta.
dio
M-G-M's
second
group
of
30
sales
York.
New
from
men and exploiteers from the Eastern
JOHN WAYNE
and Central areas will wind up a week
and Featuring
Ted Schlanger, Stanley- Warner
Sgt. William
Zimmerman, dis Philadelphia zone manager, and Mrs
of meetings today and will leave over
VERA HRUBA RALSTON
the weekend for their respective head charged from the Army, will return Schlanger, will be guests of friends
and
WALTER BRENNAN
to M-G-M International to direct En- at the Bellevue Stratford Hotel, on
quarters
with WARD BOND . ONA MUNSON
Dec.
22,
their
25th
wedding
anni
selected
versary.
films
foreign
of
glish
versions
William F. Rodgers, vice-president
HUGO HAAS . MIKE MAZURKI
and general sales manager today will for American exhibition.
Associate Producerand Director .JOSEPH KANE
•
•
set dates for the arrivals of "the third
T/S Norman Kaplan, who has
and fourth groups before he entrains
George Kelly and Robert M. been discharged from the Army, and
Tomorrow
GOTHAM
tomorrow for a vacation at Miami
Opening
Brandt's 47th
B'woySt.
have been appointed chief book- Willie Wang, discharged from the
Beach with Mrs. Rodgers. Tentative Grace
er
and
office
manager,
respectively,
of
plans are for calling in the salesmen
Navy, will rejoin the M-G-M pub
licity department in• New York.
and exploiteers from Chicago — West Paramount's Washington exchange.
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
and South — after Jan. 1, the meetings
ROCKEFELLER CENTER
Harry
Gold,
United
Artists
Eastto take place after sessions of field
Allied
of
BIKG CROSBY
president
Kirsch,
Jack
ern
sales
manager,
who
is
joining
auditors, to be held at the Hotel Astor of Illinois, will give a Christmas party
INGRID BERGMAN
Howard
Hughes,
has
delayed
his
re
during the week of Jan. 3. Alan F. for the trade in his Chicago offices
turn to New York from Hollywood
Cummings, in charge of exchange
IN LEO McCAREY'S
21.
until next Thursday.
maintenance and operations, and Dec.
"The TRAVERS
BELLS of. WILLIAM
ST. MARY'S"
HENRY
GARGAN
•
Charles K. Stern, assistant treasurer
Released by RKO Radio Pictures and
Lt.
Lou
Turner
has
been
released
The Music Hall's Great Christmas Stage Show
Morey Goldstein, Monogram asof Loew's, will jointly conduct the
sistant sales manager, has returned to from the Navy and has returned to
David O SELZNICK pnunli
auditors' meetings.
New York from Scranton and Phila- his pre-war post in the Warner studio
John J. Maloney, Central sales man- delphia.
publicity
department
on
the
Coast.
ager, who has been attending the sales
•
INGRID BERGMAN
conclaves this week, and John E.
Isidore Cohen has arrived in
Flynn, Midwestern sales manager, will
GREGORY PECK
Allen, Paramount's
Manila to resume as M-G-M manager
Leonard
leave for their respective Pittsburgh Southeast
director, has re- for the Philippines ; he was a Jap
publicity
ern
turned to Atlanta from
New York.
and Chicago headquarters tonight.
•
prisoner during the war.
,„ ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S
Spellbound
Flynn will return here next month.
•
Giff Davison, RKO Radio Salt
ASTOR
Culver Van Buren, sound techniCONTINUOUS FROM 9 30 * ft • LATE SHOW45thEVERTSt. NIGHT
manager, has reLake City
cian at Warners' Coast studio for the
turned fromexchange
a sales• trip to Idaho.
Harry Gold to Join
past 10forniayears,
has passed the CaliIN PERSON
bar examinations.
ON SCREEN
'KISS
Hughes on Jan, 1
AND
•
SHIRLEY
Ralph L. McCoy, Southeastern
Harry
Gold's resignation
East- division manager for Warners, has
Betty French, film editor of the
EARL
ern sales manager
for United asArtists,
TEMPLE
Akron, Ohio, Beacon Journal, will
and his joining Howard Hughes returned to Atlanta• from Chicago.
leave New York for Akron tomorrow.
Productions as general manager of
CARROLL
•
distribution, will not become effective
Lon T. Fidler, Monogram district
VANITIES
Mel Heyman
of M-G-M's
publicity
immediately, as expected, but has been manager in Denver, has returned to department
returned
here yesterday
extended to Jan. 1, it was disclosed his office from Salt• Lake City.
from
Philadelphia.
here yesterday in a statement from
•
Dorothy
Russell Birdwell Associates, publicists.
Carl Nedley, M-G-M Salt Lake
Betty Hynes has been appointed
Immediately on assuming his new City exchange manager, has returned
DE Arturo
CORDOVA
LAM OUR "MASQUERADE
amusement editor of the Washington
duties, Gold will start setting distribu- to his office from Chicago.
Times-Herald.
•
•
for Hughes'
"The Outlaw,"
whichtion plans
reputedly
cost $2,000,000,
and
TONY PASTOR and his ORCHESTRA
Lester Cowan was scheduled to
Jack Kirby, Southern division
which has been held from release.
Extra Added Attraction! MARION HUTTON
manager for Paramount, has returned arrive in New York yesterday from
in MEXICO"
to Atlanta from Mississippi.
Hollywood.
•
Dr. Clinchy to Speak
Gene Tierney is en route to
vwood
from New York.
Warners'
TELL'
of
At NCCJ Luncheon
head
Hinchy,
O'HARA
Ed
playdate department, is in Albany.
Dr. Everett I. Clinchy, president of
the National Conference of Christians
Martin Theatres Gets
Maureen
Paul
Walter
and Jews, will be the third speaker at Gas Expert to Be
HENREID
Hol8LEZAK
Fain's
11
in
Florida
*
today's luncheon at the Hotel Astor Goldwyn Counsel
iPALACE™",
for the amusement division of the conAtlanta, Dec. 11. — Martin TheWashington,
Dec.
13.
—
George
ference, itwas disclosed here yesterIn Technicolor
atres on Jan. 1 will take over the Fain
"TheAn RKO
SPANISH
MAIN"
Radio Picture
day by J. Robert Rubin, chairman. Slaff, chief counsel of the Federal circuit, consisting of the following
Power
Commission's
investigation
of
Other speakers will be Eric A. John- natural gas, which it is conducting, towns: Leesburg (two houses),
ston, president of the MPAA and
Bushnell, Dunnellon, High
Dec. for
31 toGoldwyn
accept a Prod.,
posi- Apopka,
Frank Sinatra, who will be cited for will resign
Springs, Green Cove Springs, (two
counsel
his activities on behalf of racial tol- it wastion asannounced
here today by the houses), Inverness, Wildwood and
Betty GRABLE John PAYNE June HAVER
erance.
FPC.
Williston, all in Florida.
The invocation will be by the Rev.
"THE
DOLLYPicture
SISTERS"
William M. Casey, director of St.
A 20th Century-Fox
In Teehnleolor
Starts Tomorrow — 9:30 A. M.
Plus on Stage — Carl Ravazza - Beatrice Kay
'Dimes' Drawers Urged
Vincent's
Home
for
Boys
in
BrookGomez & Beatrice - Extra 1 Maurice Roeeo
lyn. At the dias will be leaders in the
Joseph R. Vogel, circuit chairman
BUYBONDS
MORE
film industry.
for the industry's 1946 "March of
Dimes" campaign, yesterday urged the
heads of 189 circuits to book the
Reception for Niven
strongest possible attractions during
Starring
British player David Niven here the
PRC
week of January 24-30, when
PARAMOUNT'S
"THE LOST
WEEKEND"
from London after serving as a colonel "Dimes" collections will be made.
ALL-STAR HUMAN
in the British Army, will meet the
RAY
MILLAND
JANE WYMAN
& ANIMAL ACTORS
PHILLIP
TERRY - -HOWARD
DAFAYLEN
SILVA
Great
DORIS
DOWLING
FRANK
press on Tuesday afternoon at a re- SPG Dance Tonight
Produced
by byCHARLES
BRACKETT
Directed
BILLY
WILDER
Victoria
ception at the 21 Club, as -the guest of
. Holiday
Show
New York's
The Screen Publicists Guild will
Doors Open D| W^l I B way &
Broadway at 46th Street
the Samuel Goldwyn, J. Arthur Rank hold its annual Christmas dance this
930 A.M. Kl TWLI
49th St.
and Wallis-Hazen organizations.
evening, at The Fishery.
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CENTURY-FOX

Directed by JOHN M. STAHL • Produced by WILLIAM A. BACHER • Screen Play by Jo Swerling
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FM

Stations

Washington, Dec. 13. — Equipment
for a 250-watt FM broadcasting station can be purchased for as little as
$6,420, it was disclosed today by the
Federal Communications Commission
in a report to the Senate small business committee which, Senator Glen
H. Taylor of Idaho, a member* of the
committee, pointed out is "well within the reach of small business."
Averages of Estimates
The FCC survey showed that the
averagemates onofthe all
costmanufacturers'
of equipment estiwas
$9,508 for a 250-watt station, $14,758
for a 1,000-watt station and $17,858
for a 3,000-watt plant. A 10,000-watt
transmitter would average $27,308
and a 50,000-watt set-up $80,588.
The figures given by the commission were for the major transmitter
items only and the investment necessary would be increased by the cost of
real estate, studio furniture and construction, itwas emphasized.
Manufacturers'
to theof FCC
indicated that firstreports
deliveries
FM
transmitters will be January, 1946,
for 250-watt equipment, February for
I, 000 watters and May for 3,000 waters. The 10,000 and 50,000 watt transmitters will come in June and August,
respectively.
2 Television Bids
Washington, Dec. 13. — The Federal Communications Commission disclosed today that applications for
authority to construct commercial television stations have been received
from Unity Corp., Erie, Pa., and
Hearst Publications, San Francisco.
Cosgrove Says OP A
Delays Radio Output
Office of Price. Administration
pricing difficulties ?re chiefly responsible for the slow reconversion of the
radio industry and for the fact that
relatively few receiving sets will be
on the market for Christmas buyers,
R. C. Cosgrove, president of the
Radio Manufacturers Association,
charged in an address before the
Radio Executive Club of New York
at the Roosevelt Hotel, here, recently.
Altschuler May Set
Latin Product Deal
Richard
Altschuler,willRepublic's
foreign sales manager,
leave within
the next couple of weeks on a twoand-a-half
months'
to native
Latin
America to work
on a trip
deal for
product distribution there.
Criterion 'GaV Contest
Climaxing a campaign conducted
in New York on behalf of Universal's
"Frontier Gal," five finalists representing colleges in the Metropolitan area,
will be judged for the title of "Miss
Frontier Gal," from the stage of
Loew's Criterion, here, Monday evening. The winner will appear on
"Blind Date" Coast-to-Coast show
next Friday.
Photographers' Dance
The Press Photographers Association of New York, will stage its 17th
annual dance and entertainment at the
Waldorf Astoria Hotel, here, Feb. 1.

Of N. Y. Film
"Dick Tracy"
(RKO Radio)

Hollywood, Dec. 13
THOSE who daily follow the adventures of Dick Tracy in newspapers
should be more than satisfied with their favorite's screen debut. A smooth,
suspenseful screenplay by Eric Taylor has been given polished production by
Herman Schlom and deft direction by William Berke. The result is a surefire, spine-chilling melodrama to which Tracy fans and others should react
favorably.

Board

Nat Cohn, Columbia district manager, here, has been elected president
of the New York Film Board of
Trade. Outgoing president in Henry
Randel of Paramount.
Other officers elected were: first
vice-president, Clarence Eisenau, Warner branch manager ; second vicepresident, Jack Ellis, United Artists ;
treasurer, Saul Trauner, Columbia ;
secretary, Robert J. Fannon, Republic ; sergeant-at-arms, Dave Levy of
Big "U" exchange. Lou Nizer continues as executive secretary and atInstallation
held aftertorney.
Jan.
1. of officers will be

Morgan Conway and Anne Jeffreys are cast as Tracy and Tess. There's
Tracy, Jr.,
too, played
by "Mickey"
Kuhn.
These
three, the
in their
efforts
to track
down competently
a crazed criminal
who has
vowed
to take
lives
of 14 men and women, meet with many a queer character and many a narrow
escape. But in the end the stalwart Tracy gets his man, and the majority
of the homicides are prevented. Outstanding in the supporting cast are Mike
Mazurki as the killer, Milton Parsons as an undertaker whose character name
is, appropriately enough, Deathridge, and Trevor Bardette as a mentally
unbalanced fortune-teller.
Running time, 62 minutes. General audience classification. Released in Hold Ginsberg Rites
block No. 3.
Thalia Bell On the Coast Today
Hollywood, Dec. 13. — Private
Awards Are Given to funeral services will be held tomorrow
Queen and Diplomats
at Pierce Brothers in Beverly Hills
for Robert Ginsberg, 59, brother of
21 Spanish Pictures
At 'Caesar" Opening
Henry Ginsberg, Paramount vice-presLisbon
(By
Airmail).
—
The
SpanLondon, Dec. 13. — Gabriel Pascal's
ident in charge of studio producish Ministry of Commerce has awarded
tion. He died at Palm Springs
$6,000,000
"Caesar
and Cleopatra,"
Arthur Rank
production,
in its worldJ. cash prizes to 21 pictures released durfollowing a heart ating 1944-45, according to word reach- Tuesdaytack.night,
premiere last night at the Odeon
Rabbi Maxwell Dubin will ofing here from Madrid.
Marble Arch Theatre, here, grossed
Cemetery.
ficiate and burial will be in Hollywood
$40,000 for the benefit of Princess
First prize was given to "Inez De
Castro,"
produced
in
Madrid
by
EdiBeatrice's Hospital. Queen Mary and
Ginsberg was the father of Lawmembers of the diplomatic corps head- ciones Cinematograficas Faro S. A.
rence Ginsberg of the Hollywood pubed a distinguished audience; Winston A second first prize went to "Bambu,"
office of Mulcahy and Ginsberg.
Churchill and members of the cabinet directed by Jose Luis Saenz de Other licitysurvivors
include his widow,
Heredia, and produced by Suevia
were detained in the House of Com- Films.
and two other brothers, Leonard Ginsmons
by
a
debate
on
the
American
berg and Dr. Charles Ginsberg, both
loan.
Spanish production, on the one hand,
has been considerably handicapped by of New York.
on all types of maCanada Honors Coast severe terialrestrictions
however,
;
the same restrictions, Para.'s Cuthbertson
it is admitted, result in first class pic- Is Dead in Paris
Industry on Monday
tures since only the very good possiHollywood, Dec. 13. — L. E. Pearbilities are admitted at the studios.
Lt. Col. Harry Cuthbertson, Parason, Canadian ambassador to the
mount newsreel executive, died
U. S., will arrive here from WashingWednesday in Paris from a cerebral
ton Sunday to deliver the Dominion's 100 at AMP A Yule
hemorrhage,
reported here Paramount's
yesterday. home office
acknowledgement
war- Celebration Here
time services at ofa Hollywood's
dinner Monday
Cuthbertson joined Paramount in
night at the Beverly Hills Hotel.
Over 100 members and guests of 1927 and was in charge of technical
Presentations to the War Activities the Associated Motion Picture Ad- developments. At the outbreak of the
Committee and the Hollywood Victory
vertisers gathered at the Hotel Taft
war, phic
he forces
joined
Committee will be made, as well as to
and the
was Army's
placed photograin charge
here
yesterday
for the luncheon-party
organization's
some 80 individuals.
annual Christmas
of photographic activities for the
which featured presentation of gifts Army in the ETO. Burial will be in
and entertainment provided by radio the American Cemetery in Paris.
NBR
Youths Select
singer Vera Massey, Rae Zelda and Cuthbertson is survived by his widow.
Bernie George of Hollywood and
'Rhapsody' as Best
radio. Flanking president David A. Bartelstein, Chicago
The "10 best" pictures of the year
the dais were Ray Galselected by the Young Reviewers of Bader onlagher,
Charles Alicoate, William Circuit Founder, Dies
the National Board of Review have Berns, Phil
Williams, toastmaster,
Chicago, Dec. 13. — Funeral services
been selected as follows : "Rhapsody in Mel Gold, Bert (Mad Russian) Gorwere held here today for Abraham
Blue," "The Valley of Decision,"
don and Joe Seiferth.
"Anchors Aweigh," "Pride of the
Bartelstein,
72, who
founder
the Bartelstein Circuit,
died of
today.
Marines," "State Fair," "The Story
of .G.I. Joe," "Our Vines Have Loew's Projectors
For the past several years, Bartelstein's sons, Benjamin and Albert,
Tender Grapes," "A Song to Remem- From All Makers
have been the active operators of the
ber," "The Corn Is Green" and
A daughter, Mrs. Dorothy
"Mildred Pierce."
Arthur M. Loew, president of Wcircuit.
olen, also survives.
Loew's International Corp., said here
Mestanza Gets Film
yesterday that "The Metro 16mm. organization plans to utilize the equip- George West To Be
Foreign Screen Corp., New York,
headed by Alban Mestanza, has ac- also pointed
ment of all projector
He
out that companies."
foreign trainees
quired Latin American rights to
Monogram Producer
brought
to
the
U.
S.
will
be
trained
Chicago, Dec. 13. — George West,
"Fedora," said to be the first "top- at the plants of Ampro, Bell and
Monogram franchise owner in St.
flight" film toProduced
come out in
of Italy
the war.
Rome after
by Howell, De Vry, RCA, Victor Louis and Cincinnati, will move his
Antonio Rossi, for Generalcine, it is Anamatagraph and Western Electric. family to Hollywood. He plans to
become an associate producer for
based
Victorien premiere
Sardou's play.
The
Latin onAmerican
will take
Monogram and direct his franchise
Approve
Westrex
Name
uary.
place in Caracas, Venezuela, in JanStockholders of Western Electric operations from the West Coast.
Corp. have approved an amendment to
the company's certificate of incorporation changing its name to West- Golde
Hollywood,
Dec. 13.—
Golden
Goldenberg's
Newyesterday
Post had
' Prod,
'Eddie
n Buys
A typographical error
rex Corp., to conform with the West- has
bought "Eddie and the Archangel
rex trade mark on WE equipment,
Joe Goldenberg appointed advertising
Benefeld novel, for apT. K. Stevenson, president, disclosed Alike," Barryproximately
manager of 20th Century-Fox ; his here
$100,000 and will produce
yesterday.
Il new post is ad-sales manager.
it as the company's first film for 1946.
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BIGGER
THE
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Keenan Wynn

THAN
FIRST

HARGROVE!
*
Remember the p acked houses when you
played "Seehilarious
Here, Private
M-G-M's
sequel Hargrove"?
is topping
it in engagements from coast-to-coast.
Get a load of the laughs and dough!
M-G-M's

WHAT

MONEY-HONEY!

NEXT,

CORPORAL
Fred Astaire •
HARGROVE?
CAPITOL,

N. Y.

OPENING

SETS

M-G-M

RECORD!
BELOVED
IN A

MR.

NEW

BIG

CHIPS
ONE!

"What Next,
Hargrove?"
starring
Walker,
KeenanCorporal
Wynn with
Jean Porter,
Chill Robert
Wills,
Hugo bvHaas,
"Bill" Based
Phillips.
Screen
Plav
HarryWm.Kurnitz.
uponStory
the and
Characters
Created bv Marion Hargrove. Directed by Richard
Thorpe. Produced by George Haight. A MetroGoldwvn-Maver Picture.

YOLANDA
*
AND

THE
The love team of
"Our Vines Have TenGrapes"onhave
new derhit
theira
hands. James Craig
and Frances Gifford
a winning couple in

VACATION
THIEF
TECHNICOLOR

FROM

Great musical extravaganza is off
to a flying start. Fred Astaire and

MARRIAGE

Lucille Bremer (remember her in "Meet
Me In St. Louis") a new team of dancing lovers to entrance the fans!

"Yolanda
andwith
the Frank
Thief"
starring
Fred Natwick,
Astaire,
Lucille
Bremer
Morgan,
Mildred
Mary Nash, Leon Ames. Photographed in Technicolor. Screen Play by Irving Brecher. Based upon
a Story by Jacques Thery and Ludwig Bemelmans.
Songs by Arthur Freed and Harry Warren. Directed
by Vincente Minnelli. Produced by Arthur Freed. A
Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer Picture.

Robert Donat, never-to-be-forgotten
Mr. Chips, in a new thrill-romance
with the screen's new heart-throb
Deborah Kerr. They'll go for this one
in a big way!
Robert Donat
"Vacation
Marriage"
Deborah
Kerr. inScreen
Play byFrom
Clemence
Dane with
and
Anthony Pelissier. Produced and Directed by Alexander Korda. A Metro-Goldwvn-Maver Picture.

James Craig • Frances Gifford
n
SHE

tertainment!
a very winning en-

WENT

TO

THE
"She Went
To the Races" RACES"
with James Craig, Frances
Gifford and Ava Gardner, Edmund Gwenn, Sig Ruman, Reginald Owen. Screen Play by Lawrence Hazard. Based upon a Storv bv Alan Friedman and De
Vallon Scott. Directed by Willis Goldbeck. Produced
by Frederick Stephani. An M-G-M Picture.

'All

this

WERE
too!

YES,

IT'S

IN

The most eagerly awaited

and

'THEY

EXPENDABLE'

I'll take

M-G-M's

that

deal!'

NEW

GROUP!

attraction of years —

hailed as "The Big Parade" of our times. Read
by millions, this thrilling Best-Seller is unquestionably one of the biggest production enterprises the industry ever saw and marks a
fitting welcome

back for Robert Montgomery!

"THEY

WERE

EXPEND
ABLE
starring

ROBERT

MONTGOMERY

JOHN

WAYNE

With
DONNA

REED

JACK HOLT • WARD BOND
A JOHN FORD Production
Based on the Book by William L. White • Screen Play by Frank
Wead, Comdr. U.S.N. (Ret.) • Associate Producer Cliff Reid
Directed by JOHN FORD
Captain U.S.N.R.

Coming !
"ADVENTURE"
Gable's back and Garson's got him! The Biggest Dollar Sign for any marquee:
Clark Gable, Greer Garson

in M-G-M's

"THE
HARVEY
It's another Technicolor "Meet
Judy Garland

sings "On

GIRLS"
Me In St. Louis"

The Atchison, Topeka

"EASY

TO

"Adventure"

And

The Sante Fe"

WED"

Bigger than "Anchors Aweigh"! Terrific Technicolor musical comedy- romance
starring Van Johnson, Esther Williams, Keenan Wynn, Lucille Ball
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World

Amity

(Continued jrom page 1)
voiced similar observations on the industry's potential role in maintaining
world peace.
Bernstein, British circuit owner, is
now in the U. S. on a lecture tour
to encourage goodwill for British
films as a representative of the British Board of Trade.
Bernstein said that in 1938 every
country in the world, except the
U. S. and Russia, showed more imported films than home-made ones.
The U. S. Chamber of Commerce, he
added, estimated that 65 per cent of the
world's
films are supplied by the
U.
S.
Documentaries Urged
Bernstein urged the distribution of
documentary films, addressed particularly to opinion-forming groups in the
various nations — the journalists, labor
leaders, educationalists, writers, newspaper owners, politicians and industrialists. He warned against the danger
of
political
doctrine in world film releases.
Bernstein also considered the economic problems and international frictions involved in world wide film distribution. Between 1939 and 1944,
Britain sent $400,000,000 to the
United States, he said, from revenue
derived from films. The figure of
$11,000,000 in 1938 grew to $20,000,000 in 1944, despite a critical dollar
shortage in Great Britain and despite
Britain's lack of exports during the
war to pay for the films, he added.
Buying Boom
(Continued jrom page 1)
members want to dispose of any of
their properties.
The situation is summed up by Anthony Serritella, theatre broker, who
states that "people who have worked
hard during the war and have saved
money are looking for some unusual
business, and theatre operation tops
their list. Most clients have never
been in the theatre business before.
Returned servicemen, anxious to buy
theatres, are many, but few realize the
sizeThree
of thedeals
investment
necessary."
just closed
by Serritella
include the Aida Theatre, Oglesby,
111., bought by Martin Houzman of
Springfield, Mass., from George and
Peter Poulos ; the Home Theatre here
bought by Bernard Froikin from Sam
Charnoff,
and Charles
Heilig's
Gage
Park
Theatre
here, sold
to Chester
Drobney. Each purchaser is new in
the field. Drobney was a school
teacher.
Export Controls
(Continued from page 1)
Fiume and Zara will be subject to
regulations and procedures established
by the occupying military authorities.
At the same time, the office reminded exporters that the relaxation
of controls over exports to Italy does
not affect the important requirements
of that country, and said that at the
present time trade with Italy is likely
to be limited by the fact that the Italian government has not yet established adequate procedures for the
clearance
actions. of all types of import transUnder the regulations, shipments to
Group
"K" countries
under general
license. may be made

Motion

Color

Picture

Video

9

Daily
Christmas

Delay

Bonuses

(Continued jrom page 1)

(Continued jrom- page 1)
system, according to General Sarnoff,
embodies the same method of generating and reproducing color which was
abandoned by the motion picture industry in 1911.
General Sarnoff believes that a new
system
of would
electronic
colorrather
transmission which
use tubes
than
the present mechanical color scanning
discs, and involving transmission
through radio relay, will eventually
be perfected but will take five years
or longer. He emphasized that television on the lower frequencies is
ready for the public in that an acceptable system of picking up, transmitting and receiving programs, such
as was demonstrated here today, is
available for manufacture.
Drawing an analogy between the
possible use of color and black and
white in television with that in motion pictures, General Sarnoff reminded his listeners that the majority of
films toda\- are not in color. He ad-

mitted that color adds to the appeal
of any picture but he does not believe
that any proven or existing system
that is mechanical, such as the one
demonstrated, is satisfactory or practical for the home.
Highlight
yesterday's
tion was the ofshowing
of a demonstranew table
model set with a Ay2 by 6-inch picture
which will be available for §150 or a
little more. Although small, the picture was the clearest of the models
demonstrated. Pictures received on the
sets were transmitted from the NBC
television station WNBT atop the
Empire State Building in New York
City, some 47 miles away. Attempts
are being made to improve the quality
of the image available on the 15 by
20-inch screen set shown by RCA last
spring. Comparisons during the
demonstration were between the prewar television set, sets being readied
for manufacture, and experimental
sets.

Dutch Deal
(Continued jrom- page 1)

Extras' Rift
(Continued jrom page 1)

here and to distribute their product,
but the amount of money to be used
for export for this purpose must be
limited. "We don't want to lose the
war
Miedema
"we
want twice,"
to remain
master declared,
in our own

and approximately two weeks salary
for those earning in excess of that
amount.
will pay$50oneto week's
salary, notLoew's
to exceed
those
with the company at least one year
and one week's, not to exceed $25, to
those employed less than six months.
Paramount, RKO Radio and Monogram will pay bonuses to employes in
the lower brackets, the latter giving
Victory Bonds. At Universal, workers willand
receive
week's making
salary up
to $50,
$25 one
for those
up
to $100. PRC's bonus details are
being set. At 20th Century-Fox, $50
will go to all employes earning up to
$75 weekly
in addition,
giftworkers
certificates will be; presented
to all
at
the company's
annualAstor,
Christmas
luncheon
at the Hotel
here,
next Fridav
(Continued jrom
page 1)
Producers'
Ass'n
tion of the consolidation in the news
release prepared after the quarterly
board meeting of the MPAA here on
Wednesday. It was learned, however,
that plans for the consolidation are
well advanced and that no further
action
on them by the MPAA board
is necessary.
Among technical details to be
agreed upon is the allocation of costs
among member companies.
Byron Price, who will head the Hollywood office of MPAA as vice-president of the latter, following the consolidation, will take a vacation before
assuming the new post on Feb. 1.

during discussions regarding the personnel of a joint negotiating committee
andCLC
regarding
the merger's
will persist
in its date.
efforts to
bring them together before expiration
of the strike truce on Dec. 31. SPU
has been certified by the National LaMeanwhile, no decision concerning
bor Relations Board as the bargainthe
distribution of new American pic- the agency for extra players, but SEG
house."
tures in Holland has been made. The has been chartered bv the Four A's.
activity of SHAEF ended Nov. 22.
Since then distribution has been
handled by the Office of War Information, which will be active only to
Dec. 31. What will happen afterward
To The
is not yet known.
The industry is awaiting the arrival
Radio
Editors
from New York of Henry W. Kahn,
representative of the Motion Picture
Export Corp.. appointed to wTork in
Holland, and it is expected that an
agreement will be reached.
of the
Of Holland's 410 theatres, 26 were
destroyed during the war, and six
were badly damaged. The total damage suffered by the film industry was
about $31,800,000. The two Dutch
studios at The Hague and Amsterdam
were completely plundered by the
Germans.
Germany Planned
(Continued from page 1)
companies and Agfa Ansco, Ltd., and
two other concerns in Canada was
part of a world set-up before the war
which covered 93 countries.
The report, prepared for the Office
of Military Government by Col. B.
Bernstein, director of its division of
investigation of cartels and external
assets, showed that Germany had definite plans for control of the world
photographic industry which contemplated the wiping out of the industry
in Holland and certain other European
countries, enforcement of a French
quota and licensing system under
which imports would be supplied entirely by Germany, the elimination of
American competition in Latin
America and the withholding from
United States manufacturers of licenses and "know-how" for new photographic and other developments.
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Daily for Fame.
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American Broadcasting Co.
Coast to Coast
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"Has a fresh, engaging quality

"Leo McCarey, who made 'Going
My Way' the outstanding film
production of 1944, has repeated
his success with 'The Bells of St.

... a grand

picture for the

season."
—Eileen
Creelman, N. Y. Sun
holiday

's.' "Cameron, N. Y. Daily News
Mary—Kate

"A thoroughly enjoyable production
. . . simple and appealing as to story

"Inspiring, in the correct sense of that
word. It is a picture to be welcomed
in this Yuletide or any other season/'
-Howard Barnes, N. Y. Herald-Tribune

and excellent as to performances."
—Rose Pelswick, N. Y. Journal-American

"When you leave Radio City Music Hall
you will have tears in your eyes. They
will be tears of happiness, of triumph,
of good will . . . 'The Bells of St. Mary's'
must appeal to all. It is a classic!"
-Lee Mortimer, N. Y. Daily Mirror
"A very superior piece of entertainment . . .
one of the year's most satisfactory movies."
-Alton Cook, N. Y. World-Telegram

"Pictures like this lend hope for the new world
of
understanding, of charity and humanity and love
for your neighbor. It makes you unashamed of
honest tears."

_f/sa Maxwel,r N Y Post

"Last year's Academy Award winners
come again to their public under auspices comparing directly to 'Going My
Way' and the comparison — sure to be
argued by all the millions of fans there
Bells of St. Mary's.' "
are - favors 'The —Mot/on
Picture Herald

A

"Boff box-office for all situations . . . Packed
with scenes that tug at the heart and loose
the tears."

—Variety

"Should be gladsome, welcome news to every motion
"From every perspective stacks up
as an extended-run, capacity business, hit-of-the-season exhibition
event in every theatre fortunate
enough to proudly blazon its title
from the marquee."
"Beyond

picture exhibitor, everywhere." -Hollywood Reporter
"Leo McCarey has done it again with
smiles and tears in 'The Bells of St.
Mary's.' "
-Daily Variety

—Box Office

"One of the notable productions of this

all question and with every

doubt removed, 'The Bells of St. Mary's'
is destined to be one of the great moneymakers of the current season and a

or any season."
"Rates tops."

-The Independent
-Film Bulletin

champion among the greats in latter-day

"Another triumph for the star and director

industry history."

of 'Going My Way' . . . Medals for best performances toBing Crosby and Ingrid Bergman

—Motion Picture Daily

"Leo McCarey has scored again with a
film that is one of the high points of the
year . . . Bids for top honors . . . Should
prove box-office triumph."

. . A great big hit."— Louella Parsons' Broadcast
"The best motion picture of all time."
—Jimmy Fidler's Broadcast

-Film Daily

"A great motion picture for all persons, all
kinds, all creeds. Superb, beautiful entertainment .. . Has everything to make it one of the

"Will land in year's top gross brackets . . . Has
dramatic ending that will leave audiences
with a lump in their throat ... A money show."
—The Exhibitor

top grossers of this or —Showmen's
any season."Trade Review
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TOLD:

of NCCJ
Luncheon

CONGRESS'
TO
GO
The cause of racial and religious
D. of J. Brief Declares
brotherhood throughout America and
Distributors Did Not
the world became the theme of ad- Switch to 2,000-Ft.
dresses delivered at the annual
Disprove Trust Charges
Is Still 'Interested* in luncheon of the
Packaging Soon
Forming Own Company
amusement
division of the
By MILTON LIVINGSTON
Film manufacturers, in the face of
National ConBy SHERWIN KANE
The
Department of Justice, in a
ference of
rising demands by East Coast laboraDavid O. Selznick will produce a Christians and
125-page brief served on the distories,
plan
to
start
a
considerable
increase in the packaging of positive
tributors here on Saturday, declares
minimum of four and a maximum Jews, held at
raw stock in 2,000-foot reels, using that the defendants in the New
the
Hotel
Asof six pictures next year, he re- tor here on Friless 1,000-foot spools, after they York film anti-trust suit have failed
ported on his arrival in New York day.
from the Coast
catch upmands with
raw inventories
stock de- to disprove the government charges
and buildpresent
sufficient
William
F.
of violation of the Sherman Act. It
on Friday.
to enable them to shut down packaging also warned that if the companies
viceSelznick him- Rodgers,
machines
for
revamping.
continue successful operaself will ac- president and
In view of a continued preference of couldtion ofnot
their business if their theatres
count for two general sales
manager of
West
Coast
users
for
1,000foot
reels
are
divorced,
and if the public would
of the 1946 pro- Loew's, I n c,
ductions, while
William F. Rodeerw occasioned by smaller quantities of not be benefited by the nature of the
film handled, it is considered unlike- relief sought by the government, as
Dore Schary is presided at the
meeting in the
ly, however, that 1,000-foot packag- the distributors maintain, it is sugtentative- absence,
due to illness, of J. Robert
ing will eventually be discarded comgested that the companies seek special
ly scheduled to
(Continued on page 6)
pletely once manufacturers are gen- Congressional dispensation.
produce two;
erally
able
to
supply
2.000-foot
spools.
Alfred Hitch(Continued on answer
page 10)to the deThe government's
cock, one, and Johnston to Coast
Long-Standing Demand
Alan Scott,
Demands of East Coast laboratories
writer, who On Merger Jan. 1
Eric A. Johnston, president of the for larger reels, which are said to Rank, Bell & Howell
. ..
was recently
David O. Selznick
made a produc. Motion Picture Association of Amer- permit quicker printing, more efficient
ica, will leave for Hollywood soon handling and other economies, started
er by Selznick,
will contribute another.
after Jan. 1 to confer on studio labor before the war, but a move in that di- In Reciprocal Deal
Among his productions for next problems and to conclude arrangerection was checked by lack of material to manufacture new spools and
ments for the consolidation of the As(Continued on page 11.)
sociation ofMotion Picture Producers larger containers. With the end of
London, Dec. 16.— J. Arthur Rank's
group of equipment manufacturers
there
war, pressure increased on the here
Friday.with the MPAA, he disclosed on the
have completed a reciprocal deal
manufacturers.
with Bell & Howell involving both
UA Executives Will
As exclusively reported in Motion
Newsreel companies have taken the equipment
and 16mm. distribution.
Picture Daily, the consolidation lead in demanding 2,000-foot reelRank companies will distribute
awaits only the ironing out of de- lengths in stock supplies used in the theThecomplete
line of Bell & Howell
Talk Replacements
tails, including allocation of shares of processing of prints in view of the
here, throughout the Emassociation costs among Coast mem- speed with which they must turn out equipment
pire, in Africa and many European
bers. Byron Price will take over his prints, but demands for the larger
Important executive conferences are
countries. Bell & Howell will dis(Continued
on
page
11)
reels
have
not
been
confined
to
them.
scheduled to start today or tomorrow
tributeAmerica.
Rank's 16mm. films in North
at United Artists, with the expected
and South
arrival from London of Edward C. 44
The agreement provides also for
Raftery, president, and Gradwell L.
the manufacture in Britain of certain
Sears, vice-president in charge of dis'Adventure'
unspecified "specialized professional
tribution, with part-owner David O.
equipment hitherto made exclusively
Selznick participating, among others.
The latter, it is understood, requested \M-G-M]
that Sears accompany Raferty back THE very glad tidings this morning are that Clark Gable, one of in America."
from London, one week earlier than
the really consistent money-makers for showmen over many years,
(Continued on page 11)
U.S., British, French
is back in harness again. None of the old Gable bounce-and-swagPathe Tie-Up Set
ger that women love and men admire, has been lost, and his layoff, for
Schaef er in Film war service, will make him better than ever as a box-office draw. There's
London, Dec. 16. — Pathe here
nothing wrong with this business that Gable, in a good vehicle, cannot
announces completion of arcure, and Metro has certainly provided him with a vehicle of stature
Financing Company
rangements for a tie-up involving RKO Pathe News of
George J. Schaefer, who will wind in "Adventure."
America
with
the British
As if Gable alone were not enough, M-G-M has further lavished its
up his duties as chairman of the coPathe Gazette and the French
ordinating committee of the industry riches of talent. Greer Garson lends her breathless beauty to the proWar Activities Committee with its
Pathe Journal under the name
ceedings; credit Thomas Mitchell with a superb performance in the
Pathe News.
dissolution this month, will be a par- touching role of a sailor who believes he has lost his soul, only to find
ticipant in a new financing organiza- it again on his deathbed ; add, further, the tidy asset of Joan Blondell,
The deal provides for a mution being formed to specialize in the
tual exchange of newsreel
and
some
wonderfully
natural
dialogue
that
rolls
from
the
tongue
as
if
financing of independent productions.
material, ideas and personnel.
Schaefer said at the weekend that freshly spoken. It all spells box-office "adventure," with the uncertainty
(Continued on page 6)
(Continued on page 11)
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Personal

Tradewise
By SHERWIN

Mention

DONALD NELSON, president of
dent Mothe Society of Indepen
tion Picture Producers, will leave
Hollywood tomorrow on the Super
Chief, for New York.
•
Ted Schlosser, formerly a Quigley
Publications field contact, recently
discharged from the Navy, after three
years in the Pacific in charge of a
Navy motion picture exchange, has
been appointed manager of Alliance
Theatres' Parkway• in Chicago.
Adrian Scott, RKO Radio producer, will arrive in New York on Dec.
26 to scout for talent and story material his
; wife, Anne Shirley, will accompany him.
Louis J. Kaufman, Warner Theatres executive, is due back at the
home office today from a Cleveland
meeting.
Edward L. Marin, RKO Radio
producer, left New York for Hollywood at the weekend after scouting
for talent.
William F. Rodgers, M-G-M distribution vice-president, who left New
York Saturday for a Miami Beach
vacation, will return before Jan. 20.
•
Lt. Col. George Muchnic, former
executive officer of the Army Pictorial Service, Astoria, L. I., received
the Legion of Merit on Friday.
•
Ray Bolger and Mrs. Bolger are
at the Waldorf Astoria, here, from
Hollywood.
New

Italian

Firm

to

Handle Monogram
London, Dec. 16.* — Norton V.
Ritchey, vice-president in charge of
foreign distribution for Monogram,
here from New York, announces that
the new Italian distributor of his company's product
Cine B.Battistoni
D. B., a firm
controlled
by isNino
and
Renzo De Bonis.
B. D. B. is a new organization and
does not appear on a recent list of 45
production and 15 distribution companies in Italy. B. D. B. should not
be confused with G. D. B., named for
its head, Giovanni de Bernardinis, the
company established in 1944 at the
direction of the Russian Embassy to
distribute Russian product on a commercial basis and independent of the
Psychological Warfare Board (PWB)
Film Section which handled American
and British motion pictures in Italy.

TP is not uncommon for dis*• tribution men to express
themselves on what they think
is wrong with present-day theatre operation but the average
exhibitor appears to be somewhat less vocal about how he believes distribution should be run.
(We do not refer to film prices
or playing, arrangements, about
which every exhibitor has hi opinion and expresses it freely,
but merely the day-to-day operations of some distributors.)
When a recent mail brought
an airing by E. C. Grainger of
his views on the subject of di
tribution's internal affairs, we
.thought it interesting enough to
pass along.
"Some sales executives," he
writes, "who like to rant and
rail at circuit theatre operation
on the alleged grounds that
managers' functions are reduced
to those of wratchers; that the
manager is not permitted to publicize, advertise of exploit his
programs, with the result that
the box office intake is reduced,
stand guilty of hamstringing
their own managers to the detriment of their customers and,
hence, the detriment of their
own product.
"Some sales managers," the
letter continues, "have taken
from division managers even
the authority to date pictures.
Division managers, in turn, have
curtailed district and branch
managers in corresponding de"To illustrate, one of my theagrees
tre managers was unable recently to get an approval on a
New Year's Eve booking from
the exchange city in his territory despite the fact that ours is
the only theatre in its city. In
another city in the same exchange territory we operate
two "A" theatres. There, confirmation could not be obtained
for a Sunday opening booking
in the larger theatre. 'NewYork hasn't approved the date,'
was the only explanation given."
•

Europe
KANE

they have told our managers
that they like to do business
with them because they can get
an answer on 90 per cent of their
business dealings with us without recourse to our head office.
"What bewilders me is, why, if
distribution executives recognize
and concede the value of delegating authority to managers in
my business, they are unable or
unwilling to employ the same
policy with respect to their own
managers.
"I asked a sales manager recently :'Why pay your managers a salary unless you let them
manage? Why pay bookers a
salary unless you permit them
to book? Why is it necessary
to go to New York for approval
of
offer ofin"A" time in an
"A"an theatre
a situation in
which there is no better time?'
I'm still waiting for the answers," he added, "I guess they,
too, will have to come from New
•
Grainger says it amazes him
how the type of sales executive
to whom he refers can find the
York."to handle details which
time
clearly should be limited to the
field of branch operation, and still
be free to cope with the problems
of sales and distribution.
He recalled the case of a district manager who appeared
bent upon personally handling
the work of branch manager,
bookers and shippers. This man,
Grainger said, eventually was
admonished by the late John
Clark as follows :
"If you want to be shipper of
that exchange, you can change
jobs with the shipper at his salary. You can be booker at the
booker's salary or branch manager at his salary. You can be
any
of
can't smart.
be all
of them.these
No but
oneyouis that
Make up your mind which job
and salary you want; then fill
that job and let the others alone.
A district manager should be a
supervisor and you are not
functioning as one when you try
to "Woul
do thedn't
other that,"
fellow's Graing
job." er
asks, "be good advice to many
sales executives• today?"
•

Pool

In

Is Dropped

Discontinuance of the American
newsreel companies' war-time pooling
arrangement in Europe became effective over the weekend when the five
newsreels immediately started operat- '
ing on their own in the various coun- I
tries. The pool, under which all fia| .
companies
shared
material SG^1
abroad,
set into
up one
week aire**
America'swasentry
the war.
returnat tothis
independent
operation',
in The
Europe
time is attributed
in large measure to the fact that
European newsreel companies, par-J
ticularly the French, are going back
into business. French companies are
reported
Saturday. to have resumed officially on
No Pacific Action
No action has been taken toward
dissolution of the pooling arrangement
in the Pacific theatre, however, and it
is believed that it will be several
months before group operation there
is abandoned for individual coverage.
All companies now have representatives in Europe. Under individual
operation, however, they are faced
with major problems involving transportation and equipment ; but relief
of the transportation problem is expected to be forthcoming shortly in
the form of the Army's release of
jeeps to the companies.
Four-Day
For

Most

Holidays
Companies

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, RKO, 20th
Century-Fox, Universal and Warner
Brothers will close on both Christmas
Eve and New Year's Eve, giving employes a Friday night to Wednesday
morning Christmas holiday and a Saturday noon to Wednesday morning
New Year's layoff, the five companies
calling for a half-day's attendance on
the
Saturday
New Year's.
The
Motion
Picturebefore
Association
of America will probably do likewise, with
some of the other companies, which
were undecided at the weekend, following similar closings. Undecided
were Columbia, Monogram, Paramount, Republic and United Artists.
PRC will take the four-day Christmas holiday, but is undecided on the
New Year's stretch.

rd (U'sT»
Boa
Advisory Lea
ves
Sparks
Robert Sparks, Universal executive
and
ately.member of the company's advisory
board, has resigned, effective immedi-

"It is the policy of our circuit," Grainger continues, "to
permit our men to be managers,
not glorified watchmen. That
this policy is the right one is
Sparks joined "U" last February as
Grainger refers only to a segattested to by even the distribuAllied Board Feb. Meet
ment of distribution. The policy coordinator of all writer activities.
tion executives with whom we
he advocates, that of delegating Later in the yzzr he was made a memThe winter board of directors' meetdo business. Many of them have
ing of Allied States has been set for told us over the years that bemore, rather than less, authority
ber of the advisory board. He went
Feb. 11-13 at the Warwick Hotel,
to sales officials was begun by to Universal from the Marine Corps,
cause
of
our
policy
our
theatres
here, and it is expected that the Conwhere he held the rank of major.
some distribution companies
produce more dollars, house for
Prior to that he held executive posts
ference ofIndependent Exhibitors' Ashouse,
on
the
same
pictures
than
some
time
ago
and
has
been
pursociations will hold a meeting in conwith Paramount, RKO Radio and Conection with the Allied board sessions.
do comparable circuits. Further,
sued by them earnestly since.
lumbia.
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NCCJ

Picture

Davis,
"Adventure"

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

Rubin,eralLoew's
vice-president
counsel, who
is chairmanandofgenthe
amusement division.
Nearly 1,000 persons attended the
luncheon and heard the cause of racial
and religious amity stated by Dr. Everett R. Clinchy of NCCJ ; Frank
Sinatra, David O. Selznick, Rodgers
and Eric A. Johnston, president of
the Motion Picture Association of
It was Johnston's first pubAmerica.
lic appearance in New York before a
preponderantly industry audience since
his election to the presidency of the
association.
The annual citation of the NCCJ
amusement division was presented to
Sinatra by Rodgers at the luncheon
singer's contributions
for the theyoung
past year to the cause of
during
American unity and religious understanding.
Sinatra Acceptance
In accepting the citation, Sinatra
expressed pride in being a member of
the entertainment industry, asserting
that he believed it is more valuable to
mankind than, perhaps, even the medical profession, since it brings happiness of mind to millions who, otherwise, would be without it. He urged
that the industry apply itself to the
production of more films designed to
and brotherpromotehood understanding
among men, referring to the
RKO subject, "The House I Live
In," in which he appeared, as an example.
"I would do such work daily," he
said, "if I could. More people are
reached through the screen than
other hemedium."
any said
through
Selznick
appeared as a
representative of the Hollywood
branch of the NCCJ and that his principal purpose in coming here at this
time was to attend the luncheon. He
said that Hollywood stood ready to
make the kind of subjects that Sinatra
you who own and
proposed
operate the"providing
theatres of the country are
them."
willing to exhibit
He said that he will make a subject for exhibition at the Hollywood
Bowl for the Brotherwood Week program there.
$4,000,000 Goal
Dr. Clinchy described the aims of
the NCCJ and said that its national
goal this year is $4,000,000, of which
only a small proportion is asked of
the amusement division.
"Give," he said, "not to the NCCJ,
but for yourself and for your coun-

taken out of it. This will be one of the unchallenged money pictures of
the year.
Gable, as a cynical merchant-marine sailor, literally explodes into the life
of Miss Garson, a librarian, whom he thinks feels none of the excitement of
life. Their paths cross by accident as he enters a library in order to humor
Mitchell, -his friend, who has become convinced that, because he broke pledges
solemnly taken when shipwrecked, that he would turn aside from his past ways
and lead a purer life, he has lost his soul. Gable, scornful of all the learning
represented by the books, seems to be the very antithesis of Miss Garson,
and they battle verbally from pillar to post, neither understanding the other.
Gable is attracted by the obvious charms of Miss Blondell and takes both
girls to dinner. There, Miss: Garson, goaded by Gable, precipitates a brawl,
thinking that she will be well rid of him. But Gable, unchastened, accompaniesthem out into the country the next day, plays up to Miss Blondell, while
Miss Garson sulks, since there is more than a hint that she is finding him
provocative by now. Exasperated by his flashes of personal philosophy, which
are vague to her, she. tells him off. Gable explodes this time, rages at her in
his disappointment. There it is, the setting for a great love that flames between
the two.

urged that films adtry."
Johnsonvancingalso
such work as that of the
NCCJ be produced and exhibited.
"Everyone of us," he said, "who has
a role, however small, in the making
of opinion has a duty to perform. That
we must fight divisive ideas, that we
must smash myths of privileged races
and groups, goes without saying. The
positive phase of the obligation, consciously and vigorously to promote the
American vision of freedom and
equality under the law, should always
of our thoughts."
the center
take
Among
the contributions to NCCJ
the luncheon
following
announced
were: David O. Selznick, $5,000;
Samuel Goldwyn, $2,500; William
Goetz, $1,250. Contributions of $1,000
were made by the following : J. Robert
Rubin, Herman Robbins, Edward
Churchill, Emil Friedlander, Barney
Balaban, Major Albert Warner, Jack
Cohn, Jules E. Brulatour, John Gold-
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Meet

Nathanson

to

in Toronto

Toronto, Dec. 16. — Increased Canadian Odeon Theatres activity following the lifting of the Dominion government ban on theatre construction
was suggested in a weekend announcement that John Davis of London, personal representative of J. Arthur Rank, will visit Toronto in
uary for a special conference.
Paul Nathanson, president of the
Canadian circuit and a partner witlj
Rank, is scheduled to return for the
meeting from California, where he has
been recuperating from a nerve condition.
It is also reported that Leonard
Brockington
of Ottawa,Odeon
another
direc-:
tor
of the Canadian
company,
has been in New York, and it is un«
derstood he was dealing with developstemming from the creation oi
""THEY marry, lead a veritable cocktail of a life for three days, and then UnitedmentsWorld
Pictures, Inc., oi
\ he breaks the news that he will be off to sea again. Crushed, since she
thinks that Gable will settle down now that he is married, Miss Garson decides which Rank is chairman of the board.
to divorce him. He sails away, but comes back in time to be beside her when
she gives birth. The baby is practically still-born, and Gable practically willsMotion Picture Daily reported
it into life, thereby acquiring roots in the land, the implication at the final
last
Tuesday that Odeon will build
fadeout being that they will remarry.
Although story delineation may sound thin, the screenplay, by Frederick 60 theatres during the next several
Hazlitt Brennan and Vincent Lawrence, from Anthony Veiller's and William
H. Wright's adaptation, based on Claude Brion Davis' novel, is rich in incidents, characterizations and lines. There is poetry in some of them, a vague
groping toward a philosophy of life, and, above all, healthy realism. Gable years.
by turn, is brutal, colorful, the tender lover ; he participates in several slug- Reorganization
fests — in a word, he is the old Gable. Miss Garson matches him stride for
stride. Others are : Tom Tully, John Qualen, Richard Haydn, Lina Romay. Claims to End
Philip Merivale, Harry Davenport and Tito Renaldo.

A hearing is scheduled to be held
\7 ICTOR FLEMING is the lucky director who received the assignment to
* put Gable through his paces and he piloted him as if he fully appreciated in U. S. District Court, here, on Dec.
the task ; Sam Zimbalist produced.
26 to make final disposition of all remaining claims arising out of the
Running time, 125 minutes. General classification. Release
date not
set.
Charles
Ryweck
Paramount Publix Corp. and Paramount Broadway Corp. reorganization
proceedings,
which were terminated in
RKO
Radio Ready
1935. The last few outstanding claims
SEC
Sets Hearing
have been cleared and tax matters
have been settled.
In a notice served on stockholders
On RKO
Stock Bid For Depinet Drive
debenture holders and other creditors
of the two corporations, which are now
RKO Radio will begin its "Ned known as Paramount Pictures, Inc.
Philadelphia, Dec. 16. — The Securities and Exchange Commission on continue
Depinet Drive"
on Dec.
21 ; May
it will9, md Paramount Pictures Theatre?
for 20 weeks,
ending
Friday set Dec. 27 for a hearing on
interested parties are inwhich David Prince, South- Corp..cited toall
show cause why this final disthe application of Radio-Keith-Orphe- and for eastern
district manager, named this
position should not be made.
um Corp. and B. F. Keith Corp., for
drive captain, is now on the
exemption from provisions of the In- year's
Five-Year Expiration
leg of a nationwide trip during
vestment Company Act in a proposed first
which he will contact all RKO Radio
stock transfer.
At the hearing the management
exchanges on drive details.
olans to apply to the proceedings the
Radio-Keith-Orpheum would transPrince
has
the
cooperation
of
Harry
fer to Keith its capital stock holdings
provisions of Sections 204 and 205 oi
in RKO Midwest Corp., RKO Rhode Gittleson, assistant to Walter E. Chapter 10 of the U. S. Bankruptcy
Branson,
Western
division
sales
manAct, to fix a time to expire five years
Island Corp., Union Hill Corp., RKO
ager, and of Frank Drumm, assistant after the entry of the final decree closService Corp., and Palace Theatre and
to Nat Levy, Eastern division sales
Realty Corp.
ing the estates of the debtor (Paramanager, who will accompany him on
; discharge the debtor from
In return, RKO would receive ad- all visits to their respective territories. all debtsmount) to
and liabilities existing prior
ditional Keith common stock.
Under direction of Robert Mochrie, to the opening of business on July 1
RKO Radio general sales manager, 1935 ; to discharge the Broadway
en, Nicholas M. Schenck, Will H. all phases of the drive have been co- Corp.
from all debts and liabilities
ordinated, including increased adverHays, Eddie Cantor. $500 contribution, as follows : Nate Spingold, Al
of or dated
basedJan.
upon
"Ok
tising and exploitation effort com- arising
BroadwayoutBonds"
1, 1936
Goetz, A. J. Balaban, E. J. Mannix,
pleted by S. Barret McCormick, di- to close the estates of the debtor anc
Darryl F. Zanuck, Louis K. Sidney,
rector of advertising-publicity.
the Broadway Corp., and to terminate
Fabian Theatres Corp., Wilmer &
proceedings, and to make such other
Vincent Corp.
"urther and different provisions "bj
Among those seated at the dais Color for Pine-Thomas
way of injunction or otherwise as the
court
may deem equitable, just anc
were : Jack Alicoate, Barney Balaban,
Hollywood, Dec. 16. — The William
Harry Brandt, Leo Brecher, Jules Pine-William Thomas Paramount
Brulatour, Rev. William M. Casey,
producing team will make one feature proper in the premises."
who gave the invocation ; Jack Cohn, next
year with Cinecolor, probably SPU to Dicker on Own
Ned E. Depinet, John Golden, Abel
Hollywood, Dec. 16. — The Screer
Green, Francis Harmon, Will Hays, with Johnny Weismuller starred.
They are now seeking an outdoor Players Union will open negotiation:
Malcolm Kingsberg, Carl Milliken, script.
on Tuesday, underLucytin Monroe,
CharlesRobbins,
O'Reilly,Samuel
MarHoward Pine, son of William Pine, with thetakingproducers
alone to work out employmeiv
Quigley, Herman
terms
which
were
to
be sought jointlj
has
received
his
Army
discharge
and
Rosen, James Sauter, George Schaefer, Nicholas Schenck, Ben Shlyen, has joined the Pine-Thomas unit. Be- with the Screen Extras Guild undei
fore entering the Air Corps young terms of a merger which was abaii]
NateardSpingold,
Walter Weinstock.
Vincent, Rich- Pine was
an assistant director.
doned last Thursday.
Walsh and David
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Anti-War

Philadelphia, Dec. 16. — Attorneys
for William Goldman Theatres, Inc.,
have again petitioned the U. S. Circuit
Court, here, to transfer his milliondollar damage suit to a court for trial
after declaring that Federal Judge
"abused" juKirkpatrick
WilliamdicialH.discretion
in handling the case.
The Goldman company charges that
Warner Brothers and other film companies, in denying its first-run pictures, are inflicting heavy damages on
Goldman. Fighting the case through
U. S. District Court here for three
years Goldman claimed an original
Alleged losses acloss of $450,000.
crued while the case has been before
Judge Kirkpatrick equal $1,350,000,
Goldman's attorneys claim.
The new petition also asks for the
removal of David Bachman, who on
Dec. 6 was appointed special master
to hear testimony in the case.
Claims Judge Erred
Kirkpatrick erred, the plainJudge
tiff stdl maintains, in appointing a
special master. Court rules proclaim
that a master be appointed only when
a case is "involved and complicated.
"Proofs outlined are not complex and
can be fully presented in a space of a
latest petifew hours," declared the Willia
m A.
tion, which was filed by
attorneys of Goldman s
and
Gray
company.
The petition asks that Judge Kirkpatrick, and other judges of the District Court, be ordered to show cause
why a writ ordering a jury trial
should not be issued, "requiringto and
vacommanding both him and them
cate, set aside and declare null and
void" the previous order of Judge
Kirkpatrick which refused Goldman a
.
jury trial.
"Refusal of the District Court to
allow a jury trial constitutes an abuse
did not proof discretion. The judge
ceed according to the rules of civil
procedure.
Judges "of the Circuit Court took
applicano immediate action on the
tion. The Circuit Court decided last
nts were opAugust that the defenda
erating amonopoly here and sent the
rick to deJudge Kirkpat
case back tothe amount
of damages that
termine
Goldman sustained.

Theatres
Skouras
Hosts Drive Group
Scores of entertainers and others
who participated in or assisted with
the presentation of Alfred E. Smith
Memorial Hospital Fund shows, held
in Skouras theatres recently, were
"thank-you"
at a Uptown
guests ofat the
on
Society
Cafelatter
dinner
Friday night.
Present at the dinner were: William A. White, John White, Paul
Behrke, Lew Weber, Moe Baranco,
Dillon Krepps, Fred Bartholdi and
Harry Fuchs, all of Skouras Theatres.
Benefit shows in Skouras theatres
brought $19,381 for the fund, while
circuit's theatres
collectionstoinan the
additional $41,682.
amounted
'Adventure' to Hall
premiere of M-G-M's "AdWorld venture"
will take place at Radio City
Music Hall here immediately following the current engagement of "The
Bells of St. Mary's."

Newsreel

Toxin:

Hollywood, Dec. 16. — Declaring
that a free flow of information is the
best anti-toxin against war infections,
Jack L. Warner, executive producer
for Warners, outlined the company's
^eace-time objectives and war-time
accomplishments at a weekend studio
meeting on future production policies.
Addressing company producers and
production executives, Warner declared :"The screen has an implicit
responsibility in the prevention of
future wars by demonstrating democratic ways of life among peoples in
small groups as well as in national
groups. An exchange of information
and ideas is the primary function of
the motion picture as well as of the
newspaper
the radio."will continue
He said and
the company
its policy of blending entertainment
with information, adding now that the
war was ended there will be less emphasis on films of "predominently belligerent character." Warners will continue to produce
pictures,"
basedto
on current
events "idea
and their
relation
individuals.
U.S. Loan
U.K.

Saved

as Film

the

Market

Warner

Stating that the war had given the
industry "an enlarged conception of
public
service," Warner
summarizedof
some war-time
accomplishments
the Warner studio.
"Almost 25 per cent of our studio
employees have served in the Armed
Forces," he said. "Up to 'V-J Day,'
763 left the lot to enter service. During theformed
war,"
he added,
men were
passed "31,356
through unithe
studio gates for tours of sets. More
than $20,000,000 in war bonds were
purchased through the studio, with
$11,765,000 of the total subscribed by
employes. Red Cross mobile units
made 12 trips to the studio, collecting
5,200 pints of plasma.
"During the past decade, 46 Warner
features were produced dealing with
American ideals and the war effort ;
and 140 short subjects relating to
American history and ideals were produced and released by Warners, of
which 66 were made or distributed for
government agencies, through the
WAC, with all charges absorbed by
the company."
32 Committeemen
For

Gamble

Dinner

Chairman of the main committees
that will handle the testimonial dinner to be given by the industry to Ted
R. Gamble, national director of the
Treasury's War Finance Division, on
Jan. 7 in the Waldorf-Astoria, were
named over the weekend, as follows :
Spyros P. Skouras, general chairman,
as previously announced, and S. H.
Fabian, George J. Schaefer, Francis
S. Harmon, co-chairmen of the program committee ; Herman Gluckman,
treasurer ; David Weinstock, chairman of the dinner committee ; Robert
Weitman, entertainment committee
chairman ; David Lipton, chairman of
the Publicity Committee, and the following dinner committee :
Jack Alicoate, Glendon Allvine,
Maurice Bergman, Walter T. Brown,
Rodney Bush, Ned E. Depinet, Oscar
A. Doob, Gus Eyssell, Fabian, Frederick Genie, Harry Goldberg, Leonard
Goldenson, Harmon, Lem Jones, Harry
M. Kalmine, Irving Lesser, Lipton,
Harry Mandel, Arthur L. Mayer,
Charles M. Reagan, Herman Robbins,
E. Sauter, Schaefer, Charles
Services for Einstein, James
Schlaifer, Si Seadler, Ned Shugrue,
Sam Shain, Gordon S. White and
Pioneer of Warners
Weitman.
Philadelphia, Dec. 16. — Abe Einstein, 72, pioneer in the local motion Ted Gamble Is Awarded
picture field and among the oldest em- Poor Richard Medal
ployes of Warner Theatres, died FriPhiladelphia, Dec. 16. — Ted R.
day at his home here. Up to the time
of his death he was engaged in public Gamble, Oregon theatre owner who
relations work for the Warner circuit. directed the nation's war bond drives
for the Treasury Department, has been
Funeral services were held to- chosen
the winner of the Poor Richard
day at the Oliver Bair Funeral Par- Club's 1945 Gold Medal of Achievelor, here, with burial in Adath Jes
ment. The award will be presented to
Hurun vivors
Cemetery,
on Jan. 17 at the annual Poor
include his Frankford.
widow, Mabel Sur; a him
Richard dinner here.
daughter, Mrs. Doris Livingston; a
sister Mrs. Leon Leopold; a brother,
Aaron, and three grandchildren.
M-G-M Signs Adler
Hollywood, Dec. 16. — M-G-M has
Zanuck Film to Roxy
signed E. M. (Buddly) Adler, former
chief of motion picture production for
Darryl F. Zanuck's "Leave Her to
Heaven" will open a pre-release run at the Western division of the Signal
Day. Roxy, New York, on Christmas Corps photographic center, to a prothe
ducer contract.
Great Britain would have had to
eliminate all imports, including films,
by virtue of her lack of dollar exchange, if the recent $4,500,000,000
credit had not been extended to it,
George Weltner, Paramount International president, declared here on
Friday. The Bretton Woods monetary
agreement will also aid in this respect, he added.
Weltner, who spent six weeks
abroad, principally in England, predicted that the British exhibitors' quota
will be sharply increased when the
present Quota Act expires in 1948.
Paramount will build theatres on
the Continent when it is possible to
do so, he said, but this will not be for
another two years, as housing takes
priority.
The company's
theatres in France,
and one inthree
Belgium,
have been regained and are in good
shape, he said.
Hal Wallis will make two films in
England as soon as studio space becomes available, he said.

AMERICAN
"G. L's"
homeward
■tl
bound, execution
of a Nasi
general, theand
wrecking
of Japan's
atomsmasher
the sinking
of German
submarines are featured in current
ncwsreels, together with miscellaneous
other subjects including incidents involving President Truman, Admiral
Halsey, General Eisenhower and Secretary Byrnes; full contents follow:
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 31— Nazi Uboats in last dive. Yanks destroy Jap cyclotrons. Hirohito opens Jap Diet. Sale of Nazi
junk in London. Names in the news: Secretary
leaving for Moscow, ex -SecretaryByrnes
Morganthau
honored by President
Truman.
Mexican ispresidential
candidate is
given ovation at Tiajuana. Admiral Halsey
receives fifth star. Sports: Australian tennis,
Whirlaway a proud papa. "Jittery jive" in
Australia.
NEWS executed.
OF THE U. DAY, No. 2Z9-Nazi
general
wrecks Jap atomsmasher. Nazi U-boats S.take
last dive. Halsey gets fifth star. Morganthau decorated.
Hitler knick-knacks sold in London. Indian
gift for Truman. Castle for Eisenhower
Two
Yanks start home. "G. L's" at
Alpinemillion
ski school.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 32— Names in
the news: Halsey becomes five-star admiral.
Byrnes leaves for Moscow. Death of a Nazi.
Something new down on the farm.
destroys Jap atom-smasher. SuccessfulArmy
designer—and she's only II.
RKO PATHE NEWS, No. 34-Byrnes off
for Moscow. Castle deeded to Eisenhower
Mayors visit FDR's grave. Halsey becomes
admiral of the fleet. Tan atom-smasher destroyed. German subs sunk in Atlantic. Nazi
general
shot home.
for war crime. Two-millionth
u. I. goes
UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL,
No. 459Two- millionth "G. I." heads
for home.
Eisenhower gets historic Scot's castle. Personalities in the news: Truman, Halsey,
Morganthau. Nazi war
executed.
Handbag harmony. Jap criminal
atomic equipment
destroye
d.
Hitler's
big
"bust" costly. Captured Nazi subs.

U. S. Cites
For

War

Theatres

Bond

Sales

Individual Victory Bond sales up
to the weekend totaled $5,666,000,000
against a quota of $4,000,000,000, and
total sales to individuals and corporations have soared far above the quota
set for the campaign, according to figures given on Friday by the Treasury
Department in Washington to S. H.
Fabian, national chairman of the film
industry's drive.
The showing turned in by theatre
men, partly as a result of the incentive of the free-trip-to-London contest, is one of the best for any of
the eight loans, the Treasury said.
Amount of "E" bonds sold to date
is close to $1,500,000,000, or 75 per
cent of the quota of $2,000,000,000,
which is part of the $4,000,000,000
quota set for individual sales, and
Treasury officials told Fabian they are
confident that if the present rate of
effort by motion picture theatres and
other issuing agents is sustained
through
also
will
be December,
topped bythea "E"
goodquota
margin.
"The Treasu'-- emphasized, however,
that sustained effort is imperative," it
was said.
Rites for Jessner
Hollywood, Dec. 16. — Services were
held vesterday at Fairfax Tabernacle
for Prof. Leonold Jessner, former
governor-general of the German state
theatre and one-time technical advisor
st M-G-M, who died at his home here
Thursday. His widow and a daughter, both of London, survive.

8

Motion

Connors Sees Peak
Year for 20th-Fox
Tom J. Connors, 20th Century -Fox vice - president in
charge of distribution, reported Friday that the company this year is enjoying the
best business in its history,
but declined to reveal details
pending publication of the
year-end financial report.
National Theatres, 2 0th
Century - Fox's wholly-owned
theatre subsidiary, is understood to be doing substantially the same business as last
year.

Picture

Daily

Reviews

"Captain
Tugboat Annie'
(Republic)
A PALATABLE mixture of homespun matter and slapstick comedy, plus
smatterings of sentiment, with the title role providing an auspicious niche
for the talents of likeable, robust Jane Darwell, "Captain Tugboat Annie," as
the title suggests, has a waterfront setting where there transpires a series of
incidents in the work-a-day lives of tugboat crews, with emphasis upon a
deep-rooted, though friendly, feud between Captain Annie and one Captain
Bullwinkle, played by Edgar Kennedy. But George Callahan, who wrote the
original screen play, based on characters created in the Saturday Evening Post
stories by Norman Reilly Raine, has shown deference for nearly all types of
audiences, with the proceedings also involving some delightful classical music,
rendered by a symphony orchestra and the talented young violinist, Saundra
Berkova.
The Captain Annie-Captain Bullwinkle feud stems from the latter's "projealousy."fleet,
He but
playsin athe
fewfinal
tricks
to unseat fire
her finds
as supervisor of afessional
tugboat
reelona the
hugelady
waterfront
them
united in helping to bring it under control. Meanwhile, Charles Gordon, as
ABC Names 2 New
Miss Darwell's adopted son, and Pamela Blake, a judge's secretary, provide
romantic interest which includes some misunderstandings, with an ultimate
Heads, Shifts Third
happy reunion. Satisfactory in incidental comedy and straight dramatic roles
are Mantan Moreland, Hardie Albright, H. B. Warner, Jack Norton, Barton
Yarborough and many others. Director Phil Rosen handled his department
Election of Fred M. Thrower, Jr., in
a workmanlike manner, but a few flaws came out of the cutting room,
and John V. Norton, Jr., as vicewhich
should however, get by unnoticed by virtue of the film's sustained enterpresidents of American Broadcasting
tainment. James S. Burkett produced.
Co., and the shifting of the post of
Running time, 70 minutes. yyGeneral classification. Release
date, L.
Nov.
17.
Charles
Franke
vice-president C. P. Jaeger, has been
announced by Mark Woods, president. Thrower has been elected vicePillow of Death
president in charge of sales, a position
he resigned Oct. 5, 1943 to accept a (Universal)
commission in the Naval Reserve. LON CHANEY is the central figure in this Inner Sanctum Mystery, which,
Norton, manager of the stations de^ while fashioned along the lines of its predecessors, gives an unorthodox
partment, has been elected vice-presi- solution to its sinister complications and murders that bids fair to upset any
dent in charge of stations.
guesses to be arrived at by theatre-seat sleuths who might regard as unfair
Jaeger, who served as vice-president the climax of having the "hero" emerge as the "villain", and vice-versa. The
seance sessions, secret passageways and other like inin charge of sales during Thrower's mysterious gredientskillings,
will provide devotees of mystery fare with the stuff they require.
absence, has been appointed to a newly-created position of vice-president
Chaney is a lawyer who is suspected of his wife's murder. In addition he
in charge of creative sales. His du- is persona non grata with the family of a sweetheart of his, as played by
ties will include the sale of programs Brenda Joyce: Chaney supposedly sets out to clear himself of the murder,
and the providing of merchandising but in the meantime two others are mysteriously killed. Authorities also susand promotional help for ABC adverpect J. Edward Bromberg, psychic adviser, and Bernard B. Thomas^ who
tisers.
spends most of his time weaving in and out of secret passageways. It turns
out
that
Chaney is a psychopathic and committed the murders. Thomas,
Woods has also announced the creation of a new stations sales department given to appearing pusillanimous throughout the proceedings, turns out to
with Murray Grabhorn, formerly as- be quite a nice chap and wins Chaney's former place in Miss Joyce's affections.
Cast also includes Rosalind Ivan, Clara Blandick, George Cleveland and
sistant general sales manager, appointed to direct its activities.
Wilton Graff. George Bricker wrote the screenplay, from an original by
Dwight V. Babcock. Wallace Fox directed, Ben Pivar produced.
Running time, 66 minutes. Adult classification. Release date, Dec. 14.
New NBC Video Films
C. L. F.
A series of IS films, produced by
the Yale University Press and designed to re-create events of outstand- "Lawless Empire"
ing importance in American history (Columbia)
Hollyivood, Dec. 16
from Columbus to Appomattox, is being presented over National Broad- I? OLLOWERS of Columbia's "Durango Kid" series will find the cowboy
with the split personality up to his usual tricks in Colbert Clark's newest
casting's television station WNBT.
production. One minute he is the evasive, mild-mannered marshal who is open
to
any nefarious
grievous
wrongs. proposition ; the next he is "Durango," hell-bent on righting
Plaque for Kresch
The
purpose
of all this doubling in brass is, of course, the acquisition of
Philadelphia, Dec. 16. — American
Legion Variety Post No. 713, Phila- sufficient evidence against the villains to send them all to jail. With the help
delphia, has voted to present a plaque of Tex Harding, cast as an itinerant preacher, and Dub (Cannonball) Taylor,
in memory of D. Benjamin Kresch, the cowboy does just that.
a former attorney for Warners, to
Vernon Keays' direction stresses action, climaxed by a breath-taking cattle
The screenplay by Bennett Cohen is based on a storv bv Elizathe local Variety Club. Kresch, & stampede.
beth Beecher.
captain in the Army Air Corps, was
Running time, 59 minutes. General classification.
killed in action over Italy.
Thalia Bell
Thompson Transferred
Vincent Thompson, who was
cently discharged from the Army,
been promoted from booker
M-G-M's Charlotte exchange to
home office in charge of the print
partment. He succeeds Al Adler,
signed.
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re- 'Prison Ship"
has (Columbia)
at A THEME that held vast potentialities — Allied prisoners crowded aboard
ship deliberately exposed to the danger of American subthe t \ a Japanese
attack — is executed in terms of action and entertainment with a fair
de- share ofmarine
suspense
and excitement.
reRobert Lowery, as a hard fighting captive, and Nina Foch, as an English
newspaper woman, in the same boat (literally), top a cast which includes
Richard Loo, Ludwig Donath, Robert Scott, Barry Bernard and Erik Rolf,
Columbus Incorporation
all performing adequately. Arthur Dreisfuss directed, and Josef Mischel and
Markson wrote the screenplay.
Ben
New Haven, Dec. 16. — Columbus
Upon realizing their perilous predicament, the prisoners stage an unsuccessTrading Corp, has b'_-en incorporated
here for the operation of theateis ana
ful revolt, which results in a massacre of women and children. Their second
places of amusement. Incorporators attempt, as they are being lined up as a target for a torpedo, leads to
their
rescue.
are Andrew Cimino, Isaac Alpert and
Running time, 60 minutes. General audience classification.
Olga Swajchuk.

Hollywood
Hollywood, Dec. 16
/GREGORY PECK will start in
vJ Ernest Hemingway's "The Short
Happy Benedict
Life of Francis
which
Bogeaus Macomber,"
and Casey
Robinson will produce jointly. .
Virginia Mayo has been assigned a
dramatic role in Samuel Goldwyn'
next production, "Glory for Me." .
Paramount has purchased "Hector,'
comedy by Jack Morse. . . . Norman
Reilly Raine has been signed to write
the
for "Personal
whichscreenplay
James Nasser
and HenryColumn,"
Kesler
will produce.
•
"My Wild Irish Rose" a biography
of Chaun-cey Olcott, has been placed
on William
Jacobs'Dennis
production
ule at Warners;
Morganschedwill
portray the famous tenor. . . . Paul
Steivart has been signed to direct
"Christabel Caine" for RKO Radio;
Joan Fontaine, Henry Fonda and Alan
Marshal have been announced for starring roles. Helen Inkster, Columbia
discovery, has been signed to that
studio, and assigned the lead opposite
Richard Dix in "Murder Is UnpreLawrence Tierney and Anne Jeffreys, who will
scored
in Monogram's
"Dillinger,"
be teamed
by RKO
dictable"
Radio
in
"Step
by
Step,"
melodrama
which Phil Rosen will direct; Stuart
Palmer is preparing the screenplay.
. . . Michael Dunne has been assigned one of the top roles in
"Strange Triangle," which Bryan
Foy
produce Gilbert
for 20thSeldes,
CenturyFox. is. .to. Author
has
been signed by Paramount to a writing contract.
British Film Fervor
On Increase: Hunter
"Britain has become very pictureminded, not only from the audience
standpoint but from the desire to see
British pictures make good as international entertainment,"
Hunter, American
actress said
upon Kim
her
arrival here at the weekend from England. The British like American films,
too, Miss Hunter asserted, adding
however, that "they feel that art has
no boundaries and that it is not necessary that a picture be made only in
Hollywood to attract world audiMiss Hunter, who will leave today
by plane for her home in California,
also asserted that she is convinced that
Hollywood will begin realizing that
the determination and the personnel of
ences." film people "will gradually
British
make itself felt everywhere."
Albany Charter Granted
Albany, N. Y., Dec. 16. — SixtyEight teredOperations,
has been
to produce andInc.,present
playscharand
motion pictures. Directors are Sidney
C. Friedman. Richard Reiss and Herbert S. Grossman. Abraham L. Bienstock, New York, was the incorporating attorney.
Invincible Incorporates
Albany, N. Y., Dec. 16.— Invincible Theatre Corp. has been incorporated to operate theatres. Spring and
Eastman, New York, were incorporating attorneys.

L

^JVs the year Nineteen Hundred and Forty-five draws to a close— with the curtain
of war lifted, to again reveal a blessed Peace— we take this opportunity once again
to greet our fellow-members of the motion picture industry, in the happy spirit
of peace-filled Holidays.

e salute the industry as a whole, for its tremendous energy and glorious
achievements in the war effort.

e commend, with proud hearts, the perseverance and ingenuity with which
YOU,

our friends and business associates, met each unsurmountable task,

and conquered.

ith deep gratitude for your continued faith in our organization and its prinV

ciples, we extend a sincere wish for a Joyous Holiday Season, and a New Year,
filled with Happiness and Prosperity for all of you.
I
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Motion

of J. Brief

[Continued from page 1)
fendants is that resolution of the question of whether or not the public advantage from competition outweighs
the injury to the defendants resulting
from depriving them of an alleged
monopolistic position in the industry
is for Congress rather than the courts
to determine ; the brief holds that the
latter is also true on the question of
whether or not the Sherman Act
should be enforced in complex cases
by judicial or administrative means.
To ment
thereplies
"Little
govern-of
that Three,"
relative the
degrees
violation of the Sherman Act may be
a basis for differentiation in the relief granted, but can in no event justify the court in failing to grant such
relief against any defendant as the record before it may require.
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Weight of a Critic
With an Audience
St. Louis, Dec. 16. — Film
Row and readers of the PostDispatch are getting quite a
kick out of the film critic Jack
Balch's predicament. Balch
has been trying to convince
fans that they should stay
away from theatres showing
Columbia's reissued "A Song
the picture first
to When
Remember."
showed
here,
review
was extremelyBalch's
critical,
but
when the paper recently conducted its annual poll to pick
the "10 best" films of the year
the
ner. picture was an easy win-

>9
Woman Who Came Back
(Republic)
"\\7
OMAN
WHOtoward
CAME
BACK" should be particularly
received wellin byview
thoseof who
VV are
partial
mystery-melodramas,
the
polished performances by John Loder, Nancy Kelly and Otto Kruger. Ably
directed by Walter Colmes, and fortified by superb camera work by Henry
Sharp, the three do much to save the lumbering screen play as entertainment.
Applause is due Miss Kelly particularly, for squeezing much suspense out of
the script.
The story is steeped in witchcraft and sorcery. Miss Kelly, as a well-to-do
young woman, returns to her hometown in New England after being away
for quite some time. The bus on which she was homeward bound plunged into
a lake, and she was the only survivor. All of the victims' bodies are recovered,
but the authorities are unable to find the body of an old witch-like woman,
who Miss Kelly asserts, and correctly so, was in the bus. This leads Miss
Kelly to believe she is the present-day victim involved in an old legend about
a witch who was burned at the stake in the locale of the town, 300 years ago,
and returns in spirit periodically in the bodies of young women through generations thereafter.
The girl becomes involved in mishaps experienced by the local citizenry
and they, too, come to believe Miss Kelly is a witch. But through the efforts Ferguson,
Lewis
'Ultimate Facts'
of Loder, a doctor who is in love with Miss Kelly, and Kruger, who plays
Discounting the profusion of indus- a minister, proof of the legend's falsity is found.
Nominated by SPG
Director Colmes is down also as associate producer. The screenplay was
try statistics, argument and opinion
now comprising the record taken dur- written by Dennis Cooper and Lee Willis, from a story by John Kafka.
ing the 20 days of the trial which
The New York Screen Publicists
Running time, 68 minutes. General classification. Release date, Dec.C. 13.
L. F.
concluded Nov. 20, the government
Guild has made the following nominacontends that there are several simple
tions for officers for 1946: Robert
ultimate facts which have been estabFerguson, Columbia, unopposed, for
treatment
of
the
defendant's
theatres
Bros.,
501
of
more
than
50
per
cent.
lished beyond dispute. They are, ac- There are an additional 437 theatres and their admission price control over president ; Roger Lewis, 20th Centurycording to theasgovernment's
summary
other theatres is now so firmly estab- Fox, unopposed, for first vice-presiin its brief,
follows :
pooled in which the defendants exerdent ; Phil Gerard, M-G-M, unoplished that no express licensing recise control. This compilation, ac1. The five distributor defendants
strictions are needed to assure its
posed, for second vice-president ; and,
continuance.
Morton
Gerber, Warners, and Leon
with affiliated theatres get more than
cordingsubstantial
to the government's
brief,
excludes
a
number
of
theRoth,
United Artists, for secretary,
70 per cent of their total film rev2. The ownership and control of
atres
which
are
affiliated
with
one
or
enues in U. S. from first-runs.
more of the defendants through film theatres by an important distributor and Sigmund Maitles, M-G-M, and
2. They control more than 70 per buying or management contracts or of films, is, in itself, a continuing un- Charles Wright, free-lance, for treasurer. Elections will be held on Jan. 10.
reasonable restraint upon competition
cent of the key city first-run theatres through corporations in which a dethe exhibition and distribution of
in U. S.
Present officers are : Harry Hochfendant owns an indirect minority in
films because it tends to subsidize, by field, 20th-Fox president ; Ferguson,
3. Control of key theatres carries stock interest.
a definite market outlet, the first vice-president ; Gerard, second
with it a large measure of control
The government further concedes assuring
over the box office performance of that there is competition among all production and distribution of films vice-president; Roth, secretary, and
any feature distributed in the Ameri- the defendants to produce superior which could not be had in a competi- Wright,
Roth treasurer.
and Dave Wortheim, 20th
can market.
in a competitive market, enpictures to vie for public favor ; that merits ables
Century-Fox,
have been elected to
preferential
licensing
terms
4. Control over the operating poli- less restricted competition among therepresent the SPG as delegates to the
which
could
not
be
had
in
a
competticies of independent exhibitors comatres might make business less prof- tive market and leads the way to national convention of the United Ofpeting with them.
itable for some of the defendants.
fice and Professional Workers of
other abuses.
5. Both types of control are the
The
important factual issues, acproduct of expressed and implied re3. The producer-exhibitor defend- America in Cleveland, next year.
cording to the government's
brief,a
ants should be divested of their thestrictive licensing agreements among resolve themselves
entirely into
atre holdings and the other defendants
all of the defendants which are osten- question of emphasis and there is no
sibly based on copyright protection genuine conflict as to the relevant enjoined from making express or im- Producer, Exhibition
for particular film productions, but ultimate facts.
plied agreements with them which
tend to promote their businesses at the Firms Incorporated
are actually directed at the restricexpense of the independents.
Legal Issues
tion generally of competition in theAlbany, N. Y., Dec. 16. — Globe
atre operation and film distribution.
Amusement Corp. has been incorpoAs for the legal issues presented, the
Contentions Summarized
rated to conduct a motion picture
6. These restrictive agreements con- government explains that it relies on
trol directly and indirectly the prices
Summarizing alleged contentions of business in Kings County. Incorporacertain
specified
well-established
proptors are : Rose Spiegel and Sidney
most of the public must pay for all
ositions of law involving the ways in
the as
government's
its film entertainment whether sup- which the Sherman Act may be vio- the
says defendants,
that they are
follows : brief Drier, both of Brooklyn, and Albert
plied by the defendants or others.
1. If the government is entitled to Spiegel, Astoria. Ideal Amusement
lated. It cites decisions in the Interstate, Crescent, Schine and Goldman relief, it should be limited to expand- Corp. has also been incorporated by
What Defendants Showed
ing relief now offered independent; the above-mentioned to conduct busicases to bolster its contentions of
ness in the same county. Steindler and
Against these alleged six salient monopolization of exhibition.
by way of arbitration. The brief
cites
what
the
government
alleges
is
Glickstein,
New Yoik, were incorThe
legal
propositions
relied
upon
circumstances,
the government's
brief
porating attorneys.
contends,
the defendants
have shown,
by the defendants, according to the the defendants' claim that divorcement
Transvideo
Film Productions, Inc.,
1. Individually, each defendant con- government's brief, may be roughly would injure the industry without any
trols only a fraction directly of dis- stated as the converse of the govern- public advantage because the benefits has been incorporated to deal in films
tribution.
productions, with incorment's contentions of Sherman Act of competition would not materialize: and theatrical
porators listed as Abner H. Silverman
2. Only a fraction of the entire do- violations with certain additions. that trade practices are too complex and Emanuel
Butter, who were the
mestic exhibition market, and local Among the additions, according to the to be subject to ordinary injunctive incorporating attorneys.
provisions
prohibiting
continuing
viotheatre situations in which their in- government, are that the use of comlations of the Sherman Act. It also
petitive restraints to enhance their
dividual control is 100 per cent are
few in number when compared to the ability to serve the public and in- cites what it alleges is the argument licensing restrictions or other agreements between any two or more of
crease their financial strength should of Columbia, Universal and United
total domestic market. In this connection, summarizing theatre owner- be justified by the court even though Artists, that they have to sell the them which have the effect of fixing,
market
as
they
find
it
and
that
they
directly or indirectly, the admission
ship of distributor defendants with af- it mav be regarded as unreasonable.
The only issue in the case as to are only slighly more important in- prices in theatres or other theatres
filiated circuits, the government condividually
than
non-defendants
as
a
tends that 3.137 theatres in 915 towns which there is substantial controversy
competing with such theatres or which
are controlled, in 518 of which a 50 per is the question of remedy, the -gov- group.
have the effect of excluding such comThe relief sought by the governpetitors from any part of the theatre
cent or more interest is owned by errnment maintains.
ment, according to its brief, is divesti- operating business. Restraints on
The ffovernment contends that :
20th Century-Fox and 47 more where
ture
of
theatres
from
the
defendants
trade practices which- provide undue
less than 50 per cent is owned.
1. Collective control illegally enadvantages to the distributors are also
against further acqui- asked.
'oyed by the defendants through and prohibition
Loew's
controls
50
per
cent
or
more
sitions. Further, the government asks
in 131 theatres and less in another
cross
licensing
each
others'
theatres
The defendants are scheduled to file
one. Paramount controls 50 per cent with restrictive provisions, cannot be injunctive relief against the produceror more in 1,168 and less than 50 per effectively eliminated by merely en- exhibitor defendants pending comple- their briefs with the government and
tion of such divestiture which will the court Jan. 7, with the court to
cent in 225. RKO, 101 of 50 per cent ioining the use of such provisions
or more and eight, less. Warner because the pattern of preferential prevent the use by any of them of hear arguments on the briefs Jan. 15.
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Variety
Selznick Predicts an
SIMPP-MPAA Tie
While a consolidation of the
Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers with
the Motion Picture Association' of America is unlikely,
in the opinion of David O.
Selznick, one of the leading
members of the independent
organization,
ing agreementa "close
betweenworkthe
two" ably
is willpracticable
be worked andout,probthe
producer said here on Friday.
Conversations in connection
with the latter course already
have been held by Donald M.
Nelson and Eric A. Johnston,
heads of the respective organizations, itwas said.
Selznick
(Continued from page 1)
year which Selznick listed are:
"SuddenlyductionIt's
with aSpring,"
femininea Schary
star toprobe
selected, and Joseph Cotten and Shirley Temple; "Little Women," with
an all-star cast; a ' Jennifer JonesGregory Peck starring vehicle, the
title of which the producer declined to
disclose, and •the current Broadway
stage play, "State of the Nation,"
which Selznick expects to acquire during his current visit here.
Selznick said his $'5,000,000 production, "Duel in the Sun," is now being
cut
and
"probably"
will Hebe said
released
through United
Artists.
that
an advertising appropriation of $1,000,000 has been set for the picture.
Selznick quoted Al Lichtman of
M-G-M as predicting that "Duel" will
outgrosswhen
"Gone
which,
last With
heard the
from,Wind,"
about
10 months ago, was credited with a
gross comparable to the loan being
sought from the U. S. by France.
Selznick said he plans no production
activity in England next year, due to
the lack of studio space there, but he
plans to go to London in 1947 to make
at least one picture.
Owes Two More
In response to questions, Selznick
said he owes United Artists two more
pictures to fulfill the minimum requirements ofhis current deal with the
company, of which he is a one-third
owner. After delivery of the two,
Selznick said, he is free to withdraw
from UA, but if he does so, he is
obligated to offer to the company the
stock he holds and the company is
obligated to purchase it. In order to
acquire permanent possession of the
stock, Selznick must deliver a total of
10 pictures to the company.
Again in answer to questions, Selznick said he still is interested in developing his own producing-distributing company, or in acquiring a controlling interest in UA. He denied
current reports that he was personally
interested in the appointment of a
new sales head of U. A., saying :
"That's (Ed) Raftery's and (Grad)
Sears'
department."
He said
the principal occasion for
his current visit was to attend the
Friday luncheon of the amusement division of the National Conference of
Christians and Jews, here, and to handle production and talent deals pending here. He plans to leave for the
Coast within a few days.

Review
"The
Strange Mr. Gregory"
(Monogram)
MONOGRAM serves some mysticism and murder, shaded in minor-key
photography. In the title role is Edmund Lowe who, with a Van Dyke
beard, is the very image of Satan, an appearance that adequately reflects the
diabolical madness concealed in the mind of "the strange Mr. Gregory." This
Charles S. Belden screenplay, adapted from an original by Myles Connolly,
was designed to provide a spine-tingling hour for mystery devotees, and, in
general, it accomplishes that, although on occasion director Phil Rosen permitted wordiness to retard the action.
Lowe, a professional magician, develops a method for placing himself in
suspended animation so that he may appear to be dead. Falling in love with
Jean Rogers, as the wife of Don Douglas, an amateur magician, Lowe arranges
matters so that a resentful Douglas attacks him. Forthwith Lowe "dies,"
through suspended animation, is buried in a vault, and Douglas is convicted of
murder, on the basis of written testimony of Lowe's butler, whom Lowe killed
after the letter was written. The butler's murder was committed by Lowe
after the magician secretly had "returned to life" and assumed the identity of
his own brother
the beard).
As histo"brother,"
attentions
toward (minus
Miss Rogers
who, unable
combat hisLowe
weirdcontinues
powers, hisis
about to
loveiswith
him, despite
her husband's
predicament,
wheninclude
evidence offall
the inhoax
uncovered
by authorities.
Others
in the cast
Frank Reicher, Marjorie Hoshelle, Robert Emmett Keane and Jonathan Hale.
Louis Berkoff was the producer, Edward Kovacs the associate producer.
Running time, 63 minutes. General classification. Release date not set.
C. L. F.
Johnston
(Continued from page 1)

UA

new post as MP A A vice-president in
charge of the Hollywood office on
Feb. 1.
Johnston denied recently-published
reports that he has abandoned plans
for establishing his headquarters in
Washington, with the possibility that
Headquarters will be continued in iNew
York. He met Friday afternoon with
all members of the New York office
start in an extended organizational
conference, and was scheduled to realm to Vv ashmgton over the weekend.

he was scheduled to return. Selznick's "hurry-up" call precluded Sears
visiting Madrid, as he intended.
iNo. 1 on the agenda are the replacements of Carl Leserman as general
sales manager, and Harry Gold as
Eastern sales manager. Leserman will
leave this week to join Benedict
Bogeaus as distribution executive, and
Gold will leave at the end of the
month to become general manager of
Howard Hughes Productions on Jan.

28 Midnight

Shows

Replacements
(Continued from page 1)

Another top-rank UA proposal matter to be considered, according to
well-informed sources, is the possible
re-assignment of David Coplan to
his former UA Canadian sales-man!, • agership, from his present post of general manager in England, and the appointment to the latter position of
George Bagnall, presently United
Artists business executive in Hollywood on production matters.
London Deal
Raftery and Sears went to London
to negotiate a deal with a British distributor to handle United Artists pictures in Great Britain. UA would
distribute for the British company in
the United States, and, perhaps, in
Canada. Dual purpose of such a deal,
for which a distributor with British
circuit affiliations was sought, is to
secure wider markets for UA product
in Great Britain, and to satisfy British
quota requirements.

for 'deputation'
Set
Twenty-eight
midnight previews, all
to take place at least two weeks before actual opening of the picture,
nave been set to date on Warner's
"My
Reputation."
All 31.
will take place
between
Dec. 29 and
They include the Capitol, Springfield, Mass., Roger Sherman, New
iiaven ; btrand, Hartford, all of which
will give two advance shows on Dec.
30 and New Year's Eve, although
"My of Reputation"
does Jan.
not 16open
any
these stands until
; alsoat:
Warner, Worcester; State, WaterDury ; Garde, .New London, Palace,
Lawrence ; Capitol, Steubenville ; Virginian, Charleston ; Smoot, Parkersburg ; Ritz, Clarksburg ; Warner,
Morgantown ; Warner, Erie ; State,
Johnstown; Columbia, Sharon; Manos, Greensburg ; Latonia, Oil City ; Schaefer
State, Washington, Pa. ; Butler, But(Continued from page 1)
ler ;Cathaum, State College ; Virginia,
Fairmont, W. Va. ; Warner, Mem- the names of his associates . will be
phis ;Avon, Stamford ; Ohio, Mans- announced as soon as the new orfield Regent,
;
Springfield, O.
ganization's plans are completed. New
York financial district figures are reported
to
be
involved.
Venezuela's Preference
Miami, Dec. 16. — Pictures produced
in the United States are "immensely Republic Designated
popular" in Venezuela, according to
Sir Douglas Granville, manager in
St. Louis, Dec. 16.— Republic Pictures Corp., of New York, has been
Venezuela
of
Loew's,
who
arrived
authorized
tc operate in Missouri as
here from Caracas on Pan American
foreign corporation and will employ
Airways' South America Clipper. a$43,124
of its capital stock in this
"Clark Gable and Greer Garson lead
state. The C. T. Corp., St. Louis,
in
popularity
throughout
the
country,"
he stated. Granville was en route to will serve as the company's principal
Missouri corporate agent.
London.

Elections
Paul Wilson Heads
Variety in Atlanta
Atlanta, Dec. 16. — At the annual
meeting of directors of the Atlanta
Variety Club, Tent No. 21, the following officers were elected : Paul Wilson,
chief barker ; Senator Mack Jackson,
first assistant chief barker, Harry
Graham, second assistant ; Fred Coleman, doughboy, and Jimmie Gillespie,
property
Elected man.
to the board were : Jimmie
Gillespie, Fred Coleman, John Cunningham, Oscar Larri, Charles Durmeyer, R. B. Wilby, I. T. Cohen,
Willis Davis, Harry Graham and Paul
Wilson. Dave Prince and Mack Jackson tied for 11th place.
Indianapolis Variety
Headed by Switow
Indianapolis, Dec. 16. — Sam Switow
was elected chief barker of the local
Variety Club. Other officers elected
are: Russell Brentlinger, first assistant
chief barker ; Trueman Rembusch, second assistant ; Foster Gauker, property
man ; Al Blocher, dough guy ; Boyd
Sparrow, publicity man.
The new board includes Marc J.
Wolf, Lawrence J. McGinley, Ken
Collins, Earl Herndon, Richard Frank,
George Landis, Boyd Sparrow, Carl
Niesse and Carl Harthill. McGinley
also was elected national canvassman ;
he is retiring chief barker.
Baltimore Variety
Elects Saxton
Baltimore, Dec. 16. — Variety Club,
Tent No. 19, here held its annual
election and new officers include :
William K. Saxton, chief barker ;
Fred Schanberger, Jr., first assistant
barker; Paul Rome, second assistant
barker ; Chauncey Wolfe, secretary
and Spaulding Albert, treasurer.
The following were elected as canvassmen: Rodney Collier, Isador M.
Rappaport, Harry Kahn, Mark Silver,
Louis Becker, Fred Schmuff, Lou
Gaertner, Lauritz Garman, Bernard
Seamon and Frank Durkee.
Basil Elected Head
Of Buffalo Variety
Buffalo, Dec. 16. — Constantine J.
Basil, president of Basil Brothers
Theatres, has been named chief barker
of the Buffalo Variety Club.
Other officers include: Matthew V.
Sullivan, United Artists, first assistant
chief barker ; Dewey Michaels, operator of the Palace and Mercury Theatres, second assistant; Stanley Kozanowski, Rivoli Theatre, treasurer ;
George H. Mackenna, general manretary.ager of Basil Brothers Theatres, secEinfeld,
Lewis

Loew

and

to Produce

Hollywood, Dec. 16.— Irwin Shaw
has been signed to write the screenplay on Erich
Remarque's
"ArchInc.,
of
Triumph"
for Arch
of Triumph,
a one-picture setup incorporated at
Sacramento by Charles Einfeld. David Loew, Robert Coryell, Ralph Eilson, Floy Eder, Josephine Farren and
David Lewis, who has a financial interest in the property which the unit
set.
will produce ; distribution has not been
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Here

Spite

Cold

Wave

Few Spots Weak; 'Bells',
'Dakota' Smash Records
The severe cold wave which gripped
the city over the weekend and is continuing is resulting in a surprisingly
small number of impaired grosses
around
New York's
downtown
cal district.
Business
for thetheatrimost
part at first runs is standing up well
and in some cases actually is recordbreaking.
Decidedly sensational is Music
Hall's
"Bells
of St.
Mary's,"
which
with the
annual
stage
presentation,
is exceeding in its second week the
gross for the first. "Bells" is on its
way to a second week's gross of $140,000, a new non-holiday week figure.
A second film smashing house records is "Dakota," at the Gotham,
which is headed for a $20,000 first
week, an illustrious new high. Another new big one is PRC's "Enchanted Forest," which is providing the
Victoria with $21,000 in its opening
week.
"Lost Weekend" is still a strong
(Continued on page 12)
Europe
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Film Dividends Hit
$300,000 Last Month
Washington, Dec. 17.— Motion picture company dividends paid in November were
$300,000, the same as in the
corresponding month last
year, it was reported here today by the Department of
Commerce.
Dividends paid during the
first 11 months of the year
aggregated $17,100,000, compared with $16,900,000 for the
same period in 1944, the Department's figures showed.

U. S. Brief
Monopoly
Proof,

TEN CENTS

18, 1945
Assumes

Without

Lawyers

Call

Scophony

Para.,

GPE

Say

WithYorkthe anti-trust
government's
the
New
suit inbrief
the inhands
of the printers yesterday, counsel for
defendants had not had an opportunity to study its contents. However,
they feel that the government has
started with the assumption that defendants have a monopoly which, it is
suggested, was not proven during the
20 days of trial in U. S. District Court
here, ending Nov. 20.
While defendants will file individual
briefs, due Jan. 7, there probably will
Kalmenson
in be one over-all reply brief filed on behalf of the five defendants with affiliated circuits, dealing with legal issues
affecting all of them. The issues
5- Year
Deal
to be dealt with will probably include
clearance, run and admission prices,
and historical development of these
Harry M. Warner, president of
(Continued on page 13)
Warner Bros., has concluded a new
five-year contract with Ben Kalmenson as general sales manager for the
company, WarBusiness Up 37%
ners' home of- ,
fi c e disclosed
here yesterday.
In South America
Warner paid
tribute to Kalmenson for
American films face a better future
in South America in comparison to
having introduced many
any others, primarily because of the
new ideas and
increased purchasing power manifested
modern ized
in that territory, more of which is
methods of
being devoted to films, Wolfe Cohen,
selling andtribution
dis-that
vice-president of Warner International, who returned' here last week after
have been
a two-and-half-month trip, said here
adopted genyesterday. Cohen said that the comBen Kalmenson
erally by the
pany's current business is up 37 per
film industry in
cent over the previous season and 100
the past five years. Efficiency of these per cent since 1940, with the same true
(Continued on page 12)
{.Continued on page 12)

Howard Thomas, producer-in-chief
of Pathe News of the United Kingdom, and Madame Audibert, director
of newsreel operations of Pathe Cinema, France, are expected here in
January fdr discussions in connection
with the recently-established tie-up involving RKO Pathe News of America
Predicts
Growth
with the British Pathe Gazette and the Goldwyn
French Pathe Journal, under the name
of Pathe News, it was disclosed here
yesterday by Walton C. Ament, editor Of
Community
Theatres
and vice-president of RKO Pathe
News here.
Hollywood, Dec. 17. — Samuel GoldThe deal provides for a mutual exKansas City Grosses
wyn today said the neighborhood theachange of newsreel material, ideas and
tre, which he described as "once taken
personnel (Continued
under a onlong-term
contract
page 12)
Hit by 'Flu' Siege
for granted along with the local grocery
and
corner
drug
store,"
will
beKansas City, Dec. 17.— Thecome an important center of American
atre patronage has fallen 20
community
life
in
the
peacetime
years.
to
40 per cent in practically
In This Issue
He foresees a trend in the decentralthe entire Kansas City exization ofcities all over the world and
change territory as a result
Reviews of "She Wouldn't
of an epidemic of influenza
adds itcenters
is already
the way.
Say Yes," "Colorado Pioneers"
civic
are on
already
giving"Large
way
which has been spreading over
are on page 9; "Frontier
to smaller, self-sufficient communities.
the past two weeks, exhibiFeud," 13. Estimated key city
tors and company managers
Under the impetus of peace, of housgrosses are on pages 10 and
12.
ing shortages in the big cities, of the
report.
rising costs
of living,
(Continued
on page of
12) low-cost

A

Video

Trust

U. S. to File Action in
District Court Today
The U. S. Government, through
Attorney-General Tom C. Clark, is
scheduled to file an anti-trust suit
in U. S. District Court, here, this
morning, charging Paramount Pictures, Television Productions, General
Precision Equipment Corp., Scophony
Corp. of America, Scophony, Ltd.,
England, Arthur Levey, Earl G. Hines
and Paul Raibourn, all with violating
Federal anti-trust laws in the manufacture and sale of television equipment.
Wendell Berge, Assistant U.
S. Attorney General in charge
of the anti-trust division, de. clares the Government's complaint is, basically, that British Scophony and Scophony of
America agreed to divide up the
world market in the manufacture and sale of television
equipment
for ontheatres,
(Continued
page 13) with

Allied
Get

B oard

Checking

May
Plan

Washington, Dec. 17. — Recommendations for a new method of
checking theatres, designed to eliminate shortcomings complained of in
present systems, may be submitted to
the Allied board meeting in New
York in February by a special committee which has been working on the
subject since last August.
The committee, appointed at the
Pittsburgh meeting, is* headed by Col.
H. A. Cole, its membership consisting
of Nathan Yamins, Jack Kirsch, Harry Lowenstein and M. A. Rosenberg.
No time limit
'was onset page
on its
(Continued
12) deliberaDistributors

Move

In Percentage Suit
Key West, Fla., Dec. 17.— United
Artists, Universal and Columbia have
each filed a percentage fraud action
in U. S. District Court, Key West division, against Gonzalo Bezanilla, dobusiness as the Palace Theatre, in
this ing
city.
Suit was instituted, according to
(Continued on page 13)

2
Kelly

Motion
to

Coast

'Streamliners'

on

Jan. 4

Arthur J. Kelly will leave here for
the Coast on Jan. 4 to set contracts
on the first two of six 60-minute features which Charles Chaplin is committed to deliver to United Artists
within a year.
Kelly revealed that the first two
features will shortly be announced,
now being in process of selection from
seven properties which are under option. It is planned to put the films
into production at Chaplin studios, if
available ; otherwise, they will be made
at the California studios. The first
will start shooting between Feb. 1 and
15.
While on the Coast, Kelly will set
contracts with players, writers _ and
directors. He will be gone from six to
eight weeks.
PRC

Buys

Franchise

Three
Units

PRC has purchased three franchise
exchanges from franchise holders.
In New Orleans, the company
bougit the franchise from Phil H.
Sliman. Sliman, it is reported, will
retire. Milton Durreau, former salesman for United Artists, has been appointed manager of the exchange,
Helen McCarthy has been named
booker, and P. L. Spindles and Henry
Brunes were assigned to sales positions.
In Indianapolis, the exchange was
bought from Joseph W. Bohn. Both
Bohn and his wife, Helen Bohn, have
been retained by PRC, as have also
all other employes. Sam H. Abrams
will serve as branch manager.
In Minneapolis the franchise holdings of Abbot Schwartz were purchased, and Schwartz will remain as
branch manager with all other employees to remain also.
Howard Waugh Quits
Warners to Produce
Memphis, Dec. 17. — Showman
Howard Waugh has resigned as zone
manager for Warner Brothers in Tennessee and Kentucky and as managing director of the Warner Theater,
here. He will produce Spanish-language films in Mexico.
Waugh, who first came to Memphis
in 1923, expects to leave within two
weeks for Mexico City to begin his
new enterprise. Since he entered show
business
Loew's Palace, the Waugh
Strand, managed
the old Majestic
and
since 1933, had <held his Warner position.

Picture

Personal
TAMES MULVEY, president of
•J Samuel Goldwyn Productions, arrived in New York from the Coast
yesterday.
•
Edward C. Rafteey, United Artists
president, and Gradwell L. Sears,
UA vice-president in charge of distribution, did not arrive here from
London over the weekend, as scheduled, and now are •expected today.
Jackie Harvey, dancer, and daughter of George Harvey of Paramount,
has been booked for a two-week engagement atthe Trade Winds, Washington cabaret.
•
William Seib, Columbia's Salt
Lake City exchange manager, and district manager Robert Hill are in Los
Angeles.
•
Nat Wolf, Warner zone manager
in Cleveland, was host to 90 members
of his organization at an annual meeting yesterday in the
• Cleveland Hotel.
George Jeffrey, United Artists
representative in Albany, has returned
there from a trip to Europe.
•
Dr. Herbert Kalmus has returned
to Hollywood from here.
•
Rube Jackter, Columbia assistant
sales manager, is in Washington.
•
Kim Hunter, actress, left New
York for Los Angeles last night.
Ted Gamble Dinner
Committee Named
David A. Lipton, chairman of the
publicity committee for the Ted R.
Gamble testimonial dinner, to be held
in the Waldorf-Astoria on Jan. 7, reports that his associates on the publicity committee will be Si Seadler,
Maurice. Bergman, Harry Goldberg,
Oscar A. Doob, Charles Schlaifer,
Walter T. Brown and Harry Mandel.
Sub-committees named at the same
time include : newsreels. Walton
Ament, chairman ; radio, George Ettinger ; trade press, Don Gillette ; program, Si Seadler;- general press,
Jules Fields.
Rank Names
Weait
Latin America Head
London, Dec. 17. — Robert H. Weait
has been appointed supervisor of J.
Arthur Rank enterprises in Latin
America.
shortly. He will leave for New York
Weait, prior to his service with the
British Ministry of Information, had
dealt in overseas sales of British films
since 1928.
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Mention
SPYROS P. SKOURAS, president
of 20th Century-Fox, and Charles
Schlaifer, acting head of publicityadvertising-exploitation-radio, have returned to New York
• from the Coast.
Nick John Matsoukas, director of
the community service department of
Skouras
St. an
Luke's
Hospital hereTheatres,
yesterdayleftafter
operation
and is now planning a Hollywood
vacation.
•
Walter L. Titus, Jr., vice-president in charge of branch operations
for Republic, returned to New York
yesterday from a two-week trip
through the South. •
Edward L. Hyman and Max Fellerman, Paramount Theatre executives, will leave New York for Rochester today to confer with Jay Golden,
city manager there.•
W. C. Gehring, Central sales manager of 20th Century-Fox, has returned from a tour of his territory.
•
George Caron, manager of the
Sceanic. Keene, N. H., was a visitor
in Boston over the weekend.
•
Ted R. Gamble has been named
Portland's "First Citizen for 1945" by
the city's realty board.
•
Armando Trucios, Warner supervisor for Peru, Ecuador and Colombia, arrived here from Lima yesterday.
Lee De Forest Plans
To Make Raw Stock
Mexico City, Dec. 17. — Raw stock
is to be manufactured in Mexico City
on a considerable scale with Dr. Lee
De Forest, here again in connection
with his radio-television activies, planning to build a factory for that purpose in this city. The factory is expected to start in about a year. ,
Coast Meets Set
On United World
Organizing work on the new United World company, jointly owned by
Universal, Leo Spitz and William
Goetz and J. Arthur Rank, will get
under way in earnest shortly before
Jan. 1 at meetings to be held on the
Coast.
Nate J. Blumberg, Universal president,arrived
on the Coast yesterday
from New York, and will be followedversal
by J.chairman
Cheever
Cowdin, Fox,
Uni; Matthew
president of United World, and Monroe Greenthal. advertising-publicity
director of the new company.
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Mighty Romantic Drama of
America's Last Frontier

Starring
DAKOTA
A REPUBLIC PICTURE
JOHN WAYNE
and FeaturingVERA HRUBA RALSTON
and
WALTER BRENNAN
with WARD BOND . ONA MUNSON
HUGO HAAS . MIKE MAZURKI
Associate Producer and Director .JOSEPH KANE
NOW
AT

Brandt's 47th
B'waySt.
GOTHAM

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
ROCKEFELLER CENTER
BING CROSBY
INGRID BERGMAN
IN LEO McCAREY'S
"The TRAVERS
BELLS of- WILLIAM
ST. MARY'S"
HENRY
GARGAN
Released by RKO Radio Pictures and
The Music Hall's Great Christmas Stage Show
DAVID O. SEIZNICK pnunlt
INGRID BERGMAN
I GREGORY PECK

j

.., ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S
SP€tL60U(VfD
CONTINUOUS
f BOM 9 30*
ASTOR^st
HE SHOW EVERY NIGHT
IN PERSON
ON SCREEN
'KISS
AND
SHIRLEY
EARL
TEMPLE
CARROLL
VANITIES

B.BETTY
G. DeSylva
presentsin
HUTTON
"THE
STORK
CLUB"
with BARRYin Person
FITZGERALD
WOODY HERMAN
and FRANCES
his OrchesraWAYNE
featuring
TELL7
O'HARA
PALACE
Paul
HENRE1D

Maureen

B WAY &
47th St.
Walter
SLEZAK

In Technicolor MAIN"
"TheAn RKO
SPANISH
Radio Picture

Studio Holiday Plans
3rd WEEK
Hollywood, Dec. 17. — The ParaStarring
mount studio will be closed from Sat- Returning Actors Aided
PARAMOUNT'S
PRC
"THE LOST WEEKEND"
urday through Tuesday next weekend
Hollywood, Dec. 17. — The Screen
ALl-STAR
HUMAN
and the weekend following, due to the Actors Guild today announced comRAY MILLAND - JANE WYMAN
PHILLIP TERRY . HOWARD DA SILVA
40
pletion ofarrangements with the major
holidays. The other studios will opercom*OR
Holida
DORIS DOWLING ■ FRANK FAYLEN
Show .&VI
CT
"New yYork's
ANIMAL
ACTORS
IA
Produced
by byCHARLES
BRACKETT
ate on Monday on each occasion, ac- studios whereby actors returning from
Directed
BILLY
WILDER
cording to a checkup made this after- military service will be given interDoors
Open Ill
D|\//\|
noon, although this decision may be
Broadway at 46th Street
views regarding employment, regular9:30 A.M.
T VLI I B'way
49th St.&
revised.
ly and at stipulated hours.
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Air Trip Contest
On Per Seat Basis
In the theatre managers'
"E" bond-selling contest, providing for six all-expense
round-trips to London, the S25
■'E" bond is to be the bond
per-seat unit basis for percentage judging.
One $25 "E" bond equals
one unit; one $50 "E" bond
equals
two units;
$100 $200
"E"
bond, four
units;a the
Roosevelt bond, eight units,
and so on. All "E" bond sales
must orange
be supported
"E"
bond
triplicatebystubs,
in order to verify accuracy
through the Federal Reserve
Bank and the Treasury.
Hollywood
By THALIA BELL
Hollywood, Dec. 17
ROBERT E. SHERWOOD has
arrived here with the completed
script of "Glory, for Me," which will
be Samuel
Goldwyn's
production for 1946.
The initial
film will
star
Dana Andrews, and will mark Cathy
O'Donnell's
screen debut.
. . Henry
Fonda
and Jeanne
Crain . have
been

Short

PICTURE

"Synco-Smooth Swing"
{Universal)
Ted Fio-Rito and his orchestra,
singers and dancers are featured in
this Name Band Alusical. Gloria Delson sings "Elmer Done It Again."
Paul Carley sings "Let Me Love You
Tonight" and to this tune Armand and
Xita dance. Fio-Rito features "Nola"
as a piano solo. The Solidaires sing
"Boogie Woogie Lullaby." Evelyn
Farney does a tap dance to a Stephen
Foster medley. For a finale : a swing
version of "Hungarian Rhapsody."
Running time. 15 minutes.
"Calling All Fibbers"
(Columbia)
Vera Vague, the bemused female,
feeling strongly about fibbing, lectures her maid severely on the subject. However, to pull herself out of
a sorry mess with her boss and her
boy friend. Vera manages to tell several whoppers herself. All of which
not only ruins the moral for the maid,
but almost ruins Yera's romantic and
economic life as well. Running time,
16^2 minutes.

"Dippy Diplomaf
( Universal)
Wally Walrus has invited Ambassador Ivan Awfulitch to attend a
barbecue. But Woody Woodpecker
reaches the scene first. He eats the
corn, the hard boiled eggs and practically everything in sight. Finally,
Woody disguises himself as the Ambassador and breaks up the barbecue
entirely before the real Ambassador
arrives. Running time, seven minutes.
"Purity Squad"
(M-G-M)
This Crime-Does-Not-Pay subject
deals with an unscrupulous firm of
chemists. When the firm puts a dangerous substitute for insulin on the
market, Government officials step in
and get on the trail of the criminals,
bringing them to justice. Running
time, 20 minutes.
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Coordination in
Mexico Is Sought

Subjects

selected for the leads in "My Darl- "Mess Production"
ing, Clementine," which John Ford (Paramount)
will direct for 20th Century-Fox.
Popeye, Bluto and Olive Oyl carry
•
on their horseplay in this one in a
The King brothers' next for Mono- war production plant with all of them
will be "The
based slugging each other with such weapons
on an gramoriginal
radio Hunted,"
story by Steve
as acetylene torches, block-and-tackles
Fisher. . . . Victor Francen has been and floods of molten metal. After the
spinach-eating, of course, everything
assigned a key role in W arners' cur- turns
out well and Olive and Popeye
rent melodrama, "The Beast With walk off
the screen together, hand in
Five
Fingers."
.
.
.
Jo
Carroll
Dennison has been borrowed from 20th hand through a maze of machinery.
Technicolor. Running time, sevenCentury-Fox to play the ingenue In
and-a-half minutes.
lead in "The Al Jolson Story," now
shooting at Columbia.
•
"Ten Pin Titans"
Margaret O'Brien will have the (RKO-Radio)
title role in "Tenth Avenue Angel,"
Bowling is the subject depicted
forthcoming M-G-M feature, which
Ralph Wheelwright will direct. . . . herein. Buddy Bomar, Mary Jane
Richard O. Fleischer has arrived in
O'Donnell, Audrey Gersch and Nelson
Hollywood to prepare "Hirohito's Burton, four of the nation's topflight
Children," an RKO Radio produc- pin topplers, show how the game
tion dealing with the problem of should be played. The slow motion
peacetime Japan. . . . Phil Karlson camera is used to make the explanation clearer and the reel closes with a
has been signed to direct "Charlie
Chan at Alcatraz," James S. Burk- demonstration of trick shots. Running time, eight minutes.
ett's next for Monogram.
Michael Curtiz, who will direct
"Life With Father" for Warners, is
searching for four red-headed boys
to portray the sons in the Day family.
Since the picture is to be filmed in
Technicolor,
of the boys'
hair coloringtheisquestion
an important
one.
. . . Frances Marion has been signed
by M-G-M to a new long-term writing contract. . . . Anita Louise has
been assigned the top feminine role
in
Devil's
Mask," mystery film
soon"The
to start
at Columbia.
•
Sam Bischoff has acquired screen
rights to John Steinbeck's novel, "Cup
of Gold''nicolor and
will produce
for a major
company.it in. . Tech. Hal
Wallis has arranged to borrow Lewis
Allen from Paramount to direct "The
Perfect Marriage." . . . Lynn Merrick has been selected for the feminine
lead
in "Night
Editor," and
whichHenry
Ted
Richmond
will produce
Levin will direct for Columbia.

DAILY

"Snap Happy"
(Paramount)
Here Little Lulu is trailing a news
photographer and spoils all the shots
by managing to get herself into each
picture. Typical news events, such as
a fire, an unveiling of a statue, a bathing beauty contest and a number of
Hollywood celebrities provide the
basis for the gags. For the finale,
Little Lulu teaches the delegates to
the World Peace Conference how to
lick lollypops. In Technicolor. Running time, eight minutes.

Mexico City,
17.— Co-of
ordination of allDec.
branches
the Mexican film industry to
enable it to confront peacetime problems, is a prime desire of President Manuel Avila Camacho, said Primo Villa
Michel, Secretary of the Interior, in announcing that his
Ministry will soon start conversations with film leaders
to obtain their viewpoints
about how best coordination
can be accomplished.
Michel explained that Camacho regards pictures as
vital to education and creating a civic conscience, besides
being an important source of
government revenue.

"A Gun in His Hand"
(M-G-M)
This "Two-Reel Special" tells the
story of Dennis Nordell, who joined
the police force in order to use the
knowledge he would thus gain to purTheatres
sue a life of undetectable crime. Cam- New
ouflaged byhis badge and his uniform,
he committed a number of seemingly
Hempstead, L. I., Dec. 17. — The
foolproof crimes, but was eventually
Glen Cove School Street Corp., opertrappeddenceb}r
an
overlooked
bit
of
eviator of eight theatres in Nassau
too small to be seen. Running
County, has purchased a large proptime, 19 minutes.
erty for an announced price of $111,000. It is reported that the buyer
plans to build a new theatre.
"Ranch House Romeo"
(RKO-Radio)
Omaha Vicinity Shows
New Theatre Activity
Ray boysWhitley
and the
Six-Bar
continue their
current
seriescowby
Omaha, Dec. 17.— The old Vinton
working the ranch of an elderly man
known as Pop who has a weakness for Theatre is being remodeled and will be
worthless gold mines. How Pop reopened here as the Top Theatre.
Henry Otto, former serviceman, is the
trades his ranch for a gold mine and owner.
how the boys get the ranch back, with
Harold Burright has opened a theathe aid of a chorus girl named Mitzi,
tre in New Orleans.
makes for a tuneful story. Running
Fred W. Upper has opened his
time, 17 minutes.
Oaks Theatre in Oakdale.
Scott-Ballantyne Co. is providing
new equipment for a new theatre at
"Paddle Your Own"
Vermillion, Kans. A. D. Labbe is
(Paramount)
the owner. The house is scheduled for
This subject, made in Canada, is completion in February.
devoted to canoeing. The reel opens
with Indian canoeing and portaging Two Houses Open, One
and includes a sequence in Algonquin Closing for Repairs
Park, ists
where
400 boy
St. Louis, Dec. 17.- — The Wellston
demonstrate
whatandcangirlbecanoedone Theatre,
which was recently rebuilt at
about paddling- your own. Other se- a cost of approximately $150,000, has
quences show the handling of canoes reopened. The former building had
in rapids and similar special situa- been destroyed by fire. The theatre is
tions. Running time, nine minutes.
owned by the Wellston Amusement
Co., headed by John Caporal. Louis
Coyle has been named manager.
"Tea for Two"
The St. Louis Amusement Co. has
(M-G-M)
closed
the neighborhood Aubert TheaTom Cat and Jerry Mouse indulge
tre, of which
it is the lessee, for exin a bit of "hi-jinx" on the golf links.
tensive alterations.
Theirrules,
gamebutisn't
according
the
the exactly
way they
play it tois Sgt. D. B. Stout and his father,
Earl Stout, have announced that their
much funnier from an audience view- new
400-seat theatre in Mound City,
point. A Technicolor cartoon. Run111., has opened. Earl Stout, who has
ning time, seven minutes.
been in show business since 1910, has
ownedber of and
operatedIllinois
theatres
in a numSouthern
towns.
"Gettin' Glamor"
(M-G-M)
Milady goes through many ordeals Remodeling Plans Motivate
to keep herself beautiful and in this Theatre Equipment Demand
edition of his Specialties, Pete Smith
A demand for theatre equipment in
shows a few women's tricks for keep- Venezuela was reported by Jose Casutes. ing glamorous. Running time, 10 min- tenada, manager of Standard Electric.
S. A., of Caracas, distributor of RCA
theatre equipment in Venezuela, during a recent visit to New York to
"Badminton"
study new postwar lines, according to
(M-G-M)
Karl Streuber, manager of the theatre
Some tricky badminton playing, ex- and sound equipment department of
the
RCA International. Castenada said
by one Ken
of theDavidson,
game's outstanding ecuted
players,
is dealt that broad programs of modernization
with in this Pete Smith Specialty. are contemplated by theatre owners in
Running time, 10 minutes.
the South American republic.
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Motion

'Burma Victory'
"Burma Victory," British
Army production, which was
tradeshown here last Thursday by Warners, American
distributor of the film, was
reviewed in Motion Picture
Daily on Oct. 30, from London.
In his review, Peter Burnup,
Motion Picture Daily's Lon-,
don editor, said: "Produced
by Col. David MacDonald and
Capt. Roy Boulting, the film —
which runs 62 minutes, and
was photographed by British,
American and Dutch cameramen— emerges as an impressive document not only
with convincing authenticity
but as a story that records
unimaginable terrors of the
jungle and the unconquerable
-human spirit. A grim and
thrilling account of civilizastruggle
against tion's
Japan
butnot
the only
stark
horrors of nature."
Canada
To

in Tribute

Hollywood

Aid

Hollywood, Dec. 17. — A stirring
tribute to Hollywood for wartime aid
to his country was voiced tonight by
Canadian Ambassador L. B. Pearson
at a dinner tendered by the National
War Finance Committee of Canada at
the Beverly Hills Hotel, attended by
300 industry representatives.
Don Henshaw, Canadian War Finance Committee liaison, was toastmaster at the dinner. Plaques were
presented to the War Activities Committee and the Hollywood Victory
Committee, and -separate acknowledgements were made to 80 individuals
concerned with the production of short
subjects made for Canada. E. J.
Mannix, Kenneth Thomas, Col. Jason
Joy and William Meikeljohn made acceptance speeches.
Ambassador Pearson was accompanied by William H. Budden and Col.
W. C. Dick. He will leave by plane
for Washington tomorrow.
Ambassador Pearson said : "The
war relations, and I hope the peace
relations, between our two countries,
the friendliest neighbors in the world,
are based on mutual aid and understanding. We have a common background in democratic ideals ; we have
a common language, common social
customs, and in general a common culture. We knew that if we called on
the film industry for help in any good
warBecause
cause that
would of
come."
of thehelppressure
business
in Toronto, J. J. Fitzgibbons, chairman of the motion picture section of
the National War Finance Committee of Canada, was unable to attend
the dinner.

Picture

Short

Reviews
"She
(Columbia)Wouldn't

Say

Yes"

Hollywood, Dec. 17
THIS release came late to the screen in the city of its origin but seemed
to be doing all right for itself and the customers of the Pantages Theatre
last Friday afternoon. What with Christmas shopping going on outside
along gaudily bedecked Hollywood Boulevard, the attendance was seasonably
light, but laughter started early in the picture and was still going on at its
close.
With Rosalind Russell starred, and Lee Bowman, Charles Winninger,
Harry Davenport, Adele Jergens, Sara Haden and others of their calibre in
support, the picture has excellence of performance and proficiency of production sharply in its favor.
The period is wartime, with the hero on his way to the front, but this is
not long a factor of consequence as regards entertainment effectiveness.
Miss Russell portrays a professional psychiatrist with no room in her life
for love, she thinks, and Bowman is a comic-strip artist who falls in love
with her and, by a sequence of devices, including marriage by trickery,
changes her mind about the desirability of romance. Any resemblance between that quick synposis and the story of "Lady in the Dark" is not so
direct — as played out in the picture — as it may appear.
Virginia Van Upp produced the picture, from a screenplay by herself, John
Jacoby and Saret. Tobias, based on a story by Laslo Gorog and William
Thiele; Alexander Hall directed with an eye to sprightliness.
Running time, 86 minutes. General classification. Release date Nov. 29.
William R. Weaver
"Colorado
(Republic)

New Film Group for
British Army Set
London, Dec. 17. — The British War
Office has formed a civilian corporation to handle all entertainment, instructional and educational films for
Britain's peacetime army and will disArmy
Serviceband ' the
on Dec.
31. Kinematographic
The Kinematograph Renters Society is consulting with the Cinematograph Exhibitors Association regarding booking terms for the corporation
and also regarding the protection of
exhibitors.
Meanwhile, KRS has informed the
War Office that negotiations _ for
American films to be shown to British
troops abroad must be conducted by
the local representatives of the American companies or by their New York
offices.
and

Subject
"Challenge to Hollywood"
(March
March ofofTime-2Qth-Fox)
Time herein undertakes
to bring the theatre-going public behind the scenes of the expanding business aspects of the British motion
picture, as it seeks to compete with
Hollywood product on both sides of
the Atlantic. It makes good subject
material.
The film inspects the British industry as it endeavors, principally with
top-bracket productions, such as
"Caesar -and Cleopatra," to win greater recognition here. It shows various
productions in work, Britons being
groomed for stardom, and it traces
the maneuverings of J. Arthur Rank
and his colleagues in their effort to
create a greater market here for their
merchandise. A helpful hand being
extended to the British by the industry here, as personified by Spyros
Skouras, also is noted.

Pioneers"

Hollywood, Dec. 17
REPUBLIC'S "Red Ryder" series, consistently high in interest, novelty
and credibility, maintains that standard in the latest offering. "Wild
Bill" Elliott, Bobby Blake and Alice Fleming are supported, this time, by
an
engaging
groupin oftheyoungsters
entrusted to the cowboy's care by the
priest
of a parish
slums.
the ofgroup
arrivedorigin
at thesweeps
Duchess'
ranch range
when ;things
begin
to Scarcely
happen. has
A fire
unknown
the north
a landslide
nearly kills the children; the cowhands, offered higher pay by the town
banker, desert the Duchess. But, with the children's help, the cattle are
rounded up in time, "Red" wins the annual buckboard race, and the power
behind the Duchess' misfortunes is exposed and brought to book. Sidney
Picker functioned as associate producer ; R. G. Springsteen was the director ;
Earle Snell's screenplay is based on an original story by Peter Whitehead.
Running time, 55 minutes. General classification. Release date, Nov. 14,
1945.
Thalia Bell

Dietz

9

daily

Ferguson

To Capital Premiere
Howard Dietz, vice-president and
director of advertising, publicity and
exploitation for M-G-M and William
R. Ferguson, exploitation manager, will
leave here tomorrow for Washington
to attend the b'ond premiere of
M-G-M's "They Were Expendable"
at the Capital Theatre tomorrow
night.

Exchange Union Is
Formed in Canada
Toronto, Dec. 17. — Canada's film
industry has its first labor union,
apart from projectionists and stage
employes, in the Toronto Film Exchange
Local No.Federation
B-73, af- New Bernerd Contract
filiated withEmployes'
the American
of Labor.
Hollywood, Dec. 17. — Jeffrey BerThe union already has negotiated a
nerd has signed a new Monogram concontract with Regal Film Corp.,
tract calling for the production of five
Canadian M-G-M distributor.
pictures during 1946.

More Winners to Get
Radio Poll Scrolls
Additional presentations of scrolls to
winners in the Motion Picture Daily
10th annual radio poll for Fame are
scheduled for tonight and tomorrow.
Jack Smith, voted "The Most Promising
of Tomorrow,"
will program,
be presented Star
a scroll
on his CBS
7 :00 to 7 : 15 P. M. tonight ; Guy Lombardo,
"Best
Dance
will
receive voted
a scroll
on his
ABCBand,"
program,
9 :00 to 9 :30 tonight ; the Fred Waring
Show, voted the "Best Daytime Program," will receive a scroll tomorrow
on the NBC program, 11:00 to 11:30
A. M., and Paul White, head of CBS
News,network
will receive
for 1945's
best
news thejobscroll
on tomorrow
afternoon's "Feature Story" program,
4:45 to 5:00.
John Charles Thomas, voted best
classical male vocalist on the air, will
acknowledge the award during his
Dec. 30 program from Hollywood.

Congress
Study

Group

News

to

Plan

Washington, Dec. 17. — Hearings
will open early next year before a
House Foreign Affairs Committee on
legislation
for the dissemination abroadproviding
of information
regarding
the United States, by the State Department.
The Administration measure for the
Department's
informational
was introduced last
week by Rep.set-up
Sol
Bloom,
New
York,
chairman
of
the
committee.
The bill provides for the dissemination of information through motion
pictures and other media, and grants
authority for the interchange of key
persons in the film and other scientific
and artistic fields.
ATO
of Indiana to
Resume Conventions
Indianapolis, Dec. 17. — The Associated Theater owners of Indiana will
restore its annual summer convention,
discontinued during the war, for 1946.
It will be held at the Sponk-Wawasee
Hotel, Lake Wawasee, at Syracuse,
Ind., June 25-27. The association also
will renew its pre-war policy of fredistrict meetings
in 1946. Meetingsquent
are scheduled
for Michigan
City,
Jan. 15; Fort Wayne, Jan. 16; Kokomo, Jan. 17; Indianapolis, Jan. 23;
Terre Haute, Jan. 29 ; French Lick,
Jan. 30 and Rushville, Jan. 31.

Canada to Observe
Long Yule Holiday
Col. Kerr to Head
Toronto, Dec. 17. — A wide Christmas-holiday period, extending from
Dec. 21 to Dec. 27 in some cases, has
Veterans' Film Unit
Washington, Dec. 17. — Col. Fran- been generally adopted by large business paorganizations
cis R. Kerr, during the war chief of
lities in Canada. and various municithe Army exchange service and later
deputy director of the special services
division, with jurisdiction over the Crosby to Play Burns
Army Motion Picture Service and
Hollywood, Dec. 17. — Paramount
other recreation projects, has been will star Bing Crosby as Robert
appointed head of the newly formed Burns in "Comin Thro the Rye" by
special services division of the Veter- Clements Ripley, possibly in color,
ans Administration, with instructions next year. Another picture, not yet
to develop a picture and exchange ser- chosen, will precede it on the Crosby
schedule.
vice for veterans hospitals.
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Estimates

Motion

of

Picture

Key

CHICAGO
TfOLLOWING are estimated picture grosses for current engagementsin
' key cities as reported by
Below zero weather and Christmas
Motion Picture Daily correspond- shopping played havoc with loop
ents.
grosses this week, shooting figures
below average in all situations. ExLOS ANGELES
pecting the slump, most theatres are
holding on to their current programs
The annual pre-Christmas slump has until the holidays. Estimated rethe week ending Dec. 20 :
hit this city's theatres, and box-office PARDONceipts forMY
PAST (Col.) — APOLLO
receipts are at a seasonal low ebb.
(1,200) (55c-65c-85c-95c) 2nd week. Gross:
However, "Pinocchio," "Fallen Angel" $9,500. (Average: $12,000).
and "The Lost Weekend" managed to
CAME ALONG (Para.)— CHICAGO
break house averages at seven theatres. YOU
(3,850)ville.(55c-65c-85c-95c)
On stage:
VaudeGross: $41,000. (Average:
$51,500)
Estimated
Dec.
19: receipts for the week ending- THE HOUSE ON 92ND STREET (20th— GARRICK (1,000) (55c-65c-85c-90c) 9th
SPELLBOUND (UA-Sebznick) — CARTHAY Fok)
week. Gross: $9,000. (Average: $12,000)
CIRCLE. (1,516) (50c-60c-S5c-$1.0O) 7 days, PINOCCHIO'
(RKO-Disney) and THE FAL2nd week. Gross: $7,500. (Average: $8,200)
CON IN SAN FRANCISCO (RKO Radio)
FALLEN ANGEL (20th Century Fox) — —GRAND1 (1,350) (55c-65c-85c-95c) 4th week.
CHINESE (2,300) (50c-6Oc-85c-$1.0O) 6 days. Gross: $7,000. (Average: $9,100)
Gross: $18,500. (Average: $14,600)
CAPTAIN KIDD (UA)— ORIENTAL (3,WHAT NEXT, CORPORAL HARGROVE? 200) (55c-65c-85c-95c) On stage: Russ Morgan and band, 2nd week. Gross: $31,000.
(M-G-M)— EGYPTIAN (1,000) (50c-60c-85c- (Average:
$35,000)
$1.00) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $12,500. 000)
SHADY
LADY (U.) and THAT NIGHT
(Average: $15,800)
WSTH
YOU
(U.)— PALACE (2,500) (55cPINOCCHIO (RKO-Disney) and SING
YOUR WAY HOME (RKOi Radio)— FOUR 65c-8Sc-95c) Gross: $18,000. (Average: $24,STAR (900) (50t-60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days. Gross: KISS AND TELL (Col.) — ROOSEVELT
$6,800. (Average: $6,600)
(1,000) (55c-65c-85c-95c) 4th week. Gross:
PINOCCHIO (RKO-Disney) and SING $16,000.
(Average: $24,000)
YOUR WAY HOME (RKO Radio)— FOX- WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF (M-G-M)
WTLSHIRE (2,300) (S0c-60c-85c-$l-00) 7 days. — STATE LAKE (1,700) (55c-65c-85c-95c)
Gross: $8,500. (Average: $8,100)
4th week. Gross: $20,000. (Average: $29,000)
PINOCCHIO
(RKO-Disney)
and SING YOLANDA AND THE THIEF (M-G-M)
YOUR WAY HOME (RKO Radio)— GUILD —UNITED ARTISTS' (1,700) (55c-65c-85c(965) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $8,500. 95c) 2nd week. Gross: $15,000. (Average:
(Average: $7,100)
$20,000)
(Rep.)— WOODS (1,200) (55c-65cSHE
YES (Coi.)—
(Col.) andhillMY DAKOTA
85c-95c) 4th week. Gross: $11,000. (AverNameWOULDN'T
is juliaSAYross
age:
$15,000)
STREET (2,700) (50c-60c-80c) 7 days. Gross:
$17,500. (Average: $21,600)
FALLEN ANGEL (ZOth-Fox) — LOEWS
STATE (2,500) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 6 days. BOSTON
Gross: $31,500. (Average: $27,400)
WHAT NEXT, CORPORAL HARGROVE?
(M-G-M)— LOS ANGELES (2,096) (50c-60cBusiness has been good but a lit85c-$1.00) 7 davs, 2nd week. Gross: $25,000.
tle below recent weeks, because of
(Average: $26,100)
severe
cold and heavy shopping.
PARIS— UNDERGROUND (UA) — MUSIC
HALL (Beverly Hills) (900) (55c-65c-85c) Estimated receipts for the week end7$4,900)
days, 2nd week. Gross: $3,600'. (Average:
ing Dec. 20:
THE DALTONS RIDE AGAIN (U), plus
PARIS— UNDERGROUND (UA) — MUSIC stage show— BOSTON (3,200) (50c-$1.10)
HALL (Downtown) (900> (55c-65c-85c) 7 Gross: $25,900. (Average: $26,000)
days, 2nd week. Gross: $9,200. (Average: LOVE LETTERS (Para.) and MEXICANA
$14,700)
(Rep.)— FENWAY (1,373) (40c-74c) Gross:
PARIS— UNDERGROUND
(UA)— MUSIC $6,700. (Average: $7,300)
HALL (Hawaii) (1,000) (50'c-6Oc-8Oc) 7 days, FRONTIER GAL (U) and HOTEL RESERVE (RKO Radio)— MEMORIAL (2,900)
2nd week. Gross: $4,500. (Average: $6,600)
Gross: $23,900. (Average: $24,800)
PARIS— UNDERGROUND (UA) — MUSIC CONFIDENTIAL
(WB) and
HALL (Hollywood) (490) (50c-60c-80c) 7 DANNY BOY (PRCAGENT
METROPOLITAN
days, 2nd week. Gross: $3,400. (Average: (4,376) Gross: $24,800. )—
(Average: $25,200)
$4,600)
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF (M-G-M)
SHE WOULDN'T SAY YES (Col.) and — ORPHEUM (2,900) (35c-74c) Gross: $21,MY NAME IS JULIA ROSS (Col.)— 900. (Average: $22,700)
LETTERS (Para.) and MEXICANA
PANTAGES
(2.000) (Average:
(50c-60c-80c-$1.0O)
days. Gross: $18,000.
$20,500) 71 LOVE
(Rep.)—
PARAMOUNT
THE LOST
WEEKEND
(Para.) and 900.
(Average:
$14,200) (1,700) Gross: $13,LOVE, HONOR AND GOODBYE (Rep.)— WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF (M-G-M)
PARAMOUNT (Downtown) (3,595) (50c- —STATE (3,200) Gross: $16,900. (Average:
60c-80c-$l-00) 7 days, 3rd week. Gross: $17,300)
$18,500. (Averages: $22,200)
THE LOST WEEKEND (Para.)— PARAMOUNT (Hollywood) (1,407) (50c-60c-80c$1.00) 7 days, 3rd week. Gross: $13,500. PHILADELPHIA
(Average: $12,800)
WHAT NEXT, CORPORAL HARGROVE ?
(M-G-M)— RITZ (1,376) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00)
The pre-holiday season is still pull7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $11,000. (Average:
ing box-office figures down. Esti£13,300)
mated receipts for the week ending
PINOCCHIO (RKO-Disney) and SING
YOUR WAY HOME (RKO Radio) — Dec. 18-20:
UNITED ARTISTS — (2,100) (50c-60c-85c- BLITHE SPIRIT (UA)— ALDINE (900)
(40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7 days, 2nd week.
$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $15,300. (Average: Gross:
$7,200. (Average: $14,500)
$14,400)
AND THE THIEF (M-G-M)—
FALLEN ANGEL (20th-Fox) — UPTOWN YOLANDA
BOYD
(3,000) $17,500.
(40c-45c-50c-6Sc-75c-85c)
(1,716) (50c-60c-8Sc-$1.00) 6 days. Gross: days. Gross:
(Average: $18,000) 7
£15,500. (Average: $11,300)
MILDRED
PIERCE (WB)— ARCADIA
IT ALL CAME TRUE (WB) and BORN (900) (40c-45c-65c-75c-85c) 7 days, 2nd run.
FOR TROUBLE (WB) (reissues) — WAR- Gross: $6,000. (Average: $4,000)
NER (Downtown) (3,400) (50c -60c -80c -$1.00) DIVORCE (Mono.) (6 days: $16,500) andl
7 days. Gross: $18,000. (Average: $20,700) STORK CLUB (Para,.) (1 day, $5,000)—
EARLE vaudeville
(3,000) (40c-45c-50c-75c-85c-95c)
IT ALL CAME TRUE (WB) and BORN days
featuring Clyde Lucas6
FOR TROUBLE (WB) (reissues)— WAR- and hisof orchestra.
Gross:
$21,500. (AverNER (Hollywood) C3.000) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00)
age: $27,500)
7 days. Gross: $13,000. (Average: $14,500)
FALLEN
ANGEL
(20thFox)
(3,IT ALL CAME TRUE (WB). and BORN 000) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 5— FOX
days, 4th
week. Gross: $9,000. (Average, for 7 days:
FOR TROUBLE (WB) (reissues) — WAR- $20,500)
NER (Wiltern) (2,300) (50c-60t-80c-$l.CiO) 7
days. Gross: $13,000. (Average: $13,700)
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF (M-G-
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Grosses
CARIBBEAN
MYSTERY (20thM)— KARLTON (1,000) (4Oc-45c-50c-65c- THE
Fox) — CAPITAL (2,100) (30c-44c). Gross:
75c-85c)
days, 2nd run. Gross: $9,G00. $3,400.
(Average: $3,500)
(Average:7 $6,600)
A BANDLEADER (Col.)-RIALLADY
ON A TRAIN (U) — KEITH'S
(2,- ITOLOVE
(983)
200) (40c-45c-50c-65c-74c-85c)
days, 2nd
age: $5,000)(44c-55c). Gross: $4,900. (Averrun.
Gross: $5,000. (Average:7 $5,800)
NEXT, CORPORAL HARGROVE ?
STORK CLUB (Para,)— MASTBAUM (4,- WHAT
(M-G-M) — LOEWS GRAND (2,031) (44c700) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7 days. Gross: 55c>.
Gross:
$10,000. (Average: $10,000)
$36,000. (Average: $22,000)
JOHNNY ANGEL (RKO- Radio)— STANLEY (3,000) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $16,300. (Average: $20,- BALTIMORE
000)
DANGER SIGNAL (WB) STANTON' ,
(1,700)$10,500.
(4Oc-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c)
Gross:
(Average: $9,500) 7 days.
Pre-holiday preparations are stealing the stage from first-run pictures,
with box-offics feeling the pinch. Rain
CINCINNATI
and snow on opening days proved no
help and with pre-Christmas attractions what they are, managers report
The coldest weather of the season,
figures. Estimated rehovering around zero, accompanied by below-average
for the week ending Dec. 20th :
an unusually heavy snowfall and icy DOLLY ceiptsSISTERS
(20th-Fox)— CENTURY
pavements, combined with holiday (3,000) (35c-44c-55c-60c) 7 days, 2nd week.
Gross:
$17,000.
(Average:
$15,500)
buying, sent the box office curve definitely downward. Estimated receipts HOUSE OF DRACULA (U) — KEITH'S
(2,406) (Average:
(35c-40c-50c-60c)
for the week ending Dec. 18-21 :
$9,000.
$12,000) 7 days. Gross:
FRONTIER GAL (U)-RKO A LB EE (3,- DANGER SIGNAL (WB)— STANLEY (3,300) (44c-S0c-60c-70c) 7 days, plus a Satur- 280) (35c-44c-55c-65c) 7 days. Gross: $12,day erage:
midnight
$13,500) show. Gross: $11,000. (Av- 000. (Average: $17,500)
(CoL)— HIPPODROME (2,205)
SPELLBOUND (UA) — RKO CAPITOL SNAFU
(35c-44c-55c-65c) 7 days. Stage show.
(2,000)
(44c-50c-60c-70c)
7
days,
4th
week.
Gross:
$17,500.
(Average: $18,000)
Gross: $5,500. (Average: $10,000)
VOICE OF THE WHISTLER (Col.) and LOVE, HONOR AND GOODBYE (Rep.)
MAYFAIR
(25c-35c-54c)
LONESOME TRAIL (Mono.) — RKO Fam- —Gross:
$6,000. (1,000)
(Average:
$6,000) 7 days.
ily. (1,000) $1,600)
(30c-40c) 4 days. Gross: $1,300. CAPTAIN TUGBOAT ANNIE (Rep.) and
(Average:
FOLLOW THAT WOMAN (Para.) and LAWLESS EMPIRE (CoL) — MARYLAND
(Average:(25c-44c)
$7,000) 7 days. Gross: $5,000.
SILENT VALLEY (Popular)— RKO FAM- (1.400)
ILY (1,000)$800)
(30c-40c) 3 days. Gross: $600.
(Average:
TOO YOUNG TO KNOW (WB)-RKO
GRANDweek, (1,500)
(44c-50c-6Oc-7Oc)
days. SALT LAKE CITY
2nd
on a moveover
from the 7Palace.
Gross: $5,000. (Average: $8,000)
YOLANDA AND THE THIEF (M-G-M)
Most theatres here are holding their
—KEITH'S
days,
2nd week,(1,500)
on a (44c-50c-60c-70c)
moveover from the7 own, despite widespread influenza
Albee. Gross. $5,500. (Average: $5,000)
children and heavy Christmas
SILVER STALLION (Mono. Reissue) and among
Estimated receipts for the
WILD HORSE STAMPEDE (Mono. Reis- buying.
week ending Dec. 19 :
sue)— RKOGross:
LYRIC
(44c-50c-60c-70c)
7 days.
$4,500.(-1,400)
(Average:
$5,000) CONFIDENTIAL AGENT (WB) — CAPCAPTAIN KIDD (UA)— RKO PALACE
(14c-45c-65c)
7 days $7,800)
on a
(2,700) (44c -50c -60c -70c) 7 days, plus a moveover.ITOL (1,878)
$7,000. (Average:
Saturday
Gross: $11,000. YOLANDA Gross:
AND THE THIEF (M-G-M)
(Average: midnight
$13,500) show.
(14c-45c-65c)
A SONG TO REMEMBER (Col.)— RKO —CENTRE
Gross: $13,500.(1,700)
(Average:
$13,000) 7 days.
SHUBERT (2,150) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7 days; LADY IN THE DEATH HOUSE (PRC)
return downtown showing. Gross: $5,000. and SILVER CITY KID (Rep.) with
(Average: $5,000)
vaudeville — LYRIC (1,150) (14c-35c-45c-65c)
7 days. Gross: $4,000. (Average: $5,000)
SINCE YOU WENT AWAY (UA)-RIALTO
(14-45-65c)
OMAHA
OCO. (800)
(Average:
$3,500) 7 days. Gross: $3,DOLLY SISTERS (20th Fox)— STUDIO
(800) (14c-45c-65c) 14 days, on a moveover.
Zero weather and Christmas shop- Gross: $3,000. (Average: $4,000)
(Rep.)— UPTOWN (1,300)
ping beat down grosses to their low- MEXICANA
est ebb in some time. Estimated re- (14c-45c-65c)
age: $5,500) 7 days. Gross: $4,500. (Aver19-20: ceipts for week ending December FALLEN ANGEL (20th- Fox) and HIGH
POWERED (Para.) — UTAH (1,750) (14cPARIS UNDERGROUND (UA) and 45c-65c) 7 days. Gross: $6,000. (Average:
$5,5C0)
SWINGING ON A RAINBOW (Rep.)—
OMAHA— (2,000) (44c-60c) 7 days. Gross:
$8,700. (Average: $8,200)
AND THEN THERE WERE NONE (20th- TORONTO
Fox) and THE CHEATERS (Rep.)— ORPHEUM— (3,000)$9,800)
(44c-60c) 7 days. Gross:
$9,000. (Average:
All theatres had that prerChristmas
FALLEN
ANGEL
(20th-Fox) — PARAMOUNT—
(2,776) $9,900)
(44c-60c) 7 days. Gross: appearance but, on the whole, business
$8,900.
(Average:
SHE WOULDN'T SAY YES (CoL) and A was somewhat better than for comparBOY, A GIRL AND A DOG (Film Classics)
able periods in the war years because
-RKO'-BRANDEIS— (1,200) (44c-60c) 7 days. the public seemed to have some time
Gross: $6,100. (Average: $6,700)
for a show after buying what was
available for Yuletide gifts. Estimated receipts for the week ending
ATLANTA
Dec. .21-22 :
WILSON (20th- Fox) — EG LINTON (1.086)
(18c-30c-48c-60c)
erage: $4,000) 6 days. Gross: $3,200 (AvSudden cold wave hurt business to
CONFIDENTIAL
AGENT (WB)— IMsome extent at downtown runs. EsPERIAL (3,373)
(18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)
timated receipts for the week ending days. Gross:
$10,800.
(Average: $12,800)6
Dec. 19:
WHAT NEXT, CORPORAL HARGROVE?
FALLEN ANGEL (20th- Fox)— FOX (4,- (M-G-M) and THE HIDDEN EYE (M661) (44c-55c). Gross: $11,000. (Average: G-M)— LOEWS (2,074) (18c-30c-42c-60c$12,500)
78c) 6 days,
erage: $13,200)2nd week. Gross: $9,700. (AvAND THEN THERE WERE NONE (20thFox)— PARAMOUNT
(2.246) (44c-55c). FALLEN
ANGEL
(20th-Fox)
— SHEA'S
Gross: $7,000. (Average: $7,000)
(2,480) (18c-30c-42c-60c-9Oc)
6 days.
Gross:
THIS LOVE OF OURS (U)— ROXY (44c- $11,300. (Average: $13,800)
55c) 2nd week, on a moveover from the WILSON (zeth-Fox)— TTVOLI (1,434) (12cFox. Gross: $4,500. (Average: $5,000)
(Continued on page 12)

IN

/DEAUSM?

W/TTDO

YOU SAY?

by Marian Anderson
Tfic world-famous contralto

m

It is the children of America who
give me the greatest faith in her
future. Recently, after a concert,
I found a little girl of thirteen
waiting to speak to me at the stage
door. "Tell me, Miss Anderson,"
she said, "is there anything I can
do to bring about better understanding between your people and

WONDER

UNO

"This isn't just a social call, Dennis," she said. "Phil sent
me — to see if you'd do a couple of arrangements for him.
You did some slick ones before you went away. He'd like
you to try your hand at two oldies that are coming back."
"My good hand, I assume."
"Her cheeks flamed. "Look, Dennis," she said, "you've
been through a rough time, but you're making it worse.
Phil talked to your doctor. He says you may not be
able to play the piano again, but the nerves will heal
and you'll have more use of your arm than you have now."
"What's the use of going into all this?" I demanded.
"I know what's left for me. Why can't you and
the rest of the gang leave me alone? Besides, I
don't need the money."
She stepped back. "You forget,
don't you, that people don't always
do
for money?"
She things
went out
quickly . . .

rr makes you w/nk

When I think about this little
mine?"
girl,
I do not worry about the
future of America. I see that in
this child's generation or the next,
tolerance, justice and equality, the
ideals of our forefathers, and the
aims for which our soldiers fought
side by side, will be within the
reach of all of us.

These bits-size samples from TRUE CONFESSIONS indicate the
character of every issue. Each month, more than 2,000,000
American women buy True Confessions at favorite newsstands. Their loyalty has made it the largest newsstand-seller
of all magazines.* They want the help True Confessions gives
them. They use its practical common sense. They find it filled
with inspiring reading that widens and broadens their thinking. Every reader has proved that for her True Confessions
is the "Magazine for a Better Life."
•
*ABC Figures, first 6 months, 1945

FAWCETT

PUBLICATIONS,

nfessions
Bought at newsstands by more than 2,000,000
women a month for the living service it gives

INC., 295 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y. World's Largest Publishers of Monthly Magazines
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N. Y. Grosses
s
sse
Gro
City
Key
{Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 10)
of all companies. The Argentine is the 30c -48c) 6 days. Gross: $3,800. (Average: irom the Fox. Gross: $12,000. (Average:
$13,000)
contender for top money at the Rivoli,
lone exception to this increase, having $4,500)
registered a gain of only 25 per cent. BLITHE SPIRIT (UA)— UPTOWN (18c- DAKOTA (Rep.) and SCOTLAND YARD where it is destined to complete a
30c -42c -60c -90c) 6 days, 2nd week. Gross: INVESTIGATOR (Rep.) — ST. FRANCIS third week on a gross of $64,000.
Cohen said.
(1.400) (45c-65c-85c). 7 days on a moveover
It is not unusual to find native ex- $7,300. (Average: $9,300)
from the Fox. Gross: $12,000. (Average: "Spellbound" likewise remains near
hibitors who have increased their busithe top money makers, heading for
$13,000)
ness by 100 per cent in one year, and KANSAS CITY
a $47,000 seventh week, equalling the
1,000 per cent in the last four or five
sixth. At the Hollywood, "Saratoga
ST.
LOUIS
years, Cohen asserted. No letdown has
Trunk" continues strong, with a $39,A drop to near zero temperature
000 fourth week in sight.
been experienced in South America
since the conclusion of the war, ex- Saturday and Monday, accompanied
"Too Young to Know," with Hal
dipped with the mercury
cept for temporary recessions in Pan- by snow, affected theatres, as did as Grosses
the temperature dropped to zero. Mclntyre's orchestra at the Strand,
ama and Puerto Rico, he said.
shopping and influenza. Estimated Estimated
figures to take in $40,000 in a second
Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico and receipts for the week ending Dec. Dec. 19: receipts for week ending
Venezuela have all experienced a 18-20:
week,
and continues, while "The DolLOVE OF OURS (U) and SHADY
ly Sisters,"
withtopping
Beatricea stage
Kay and
steady and constant climb in business, THE DALTONS
RIDE AGAIN (U) — THIS
Maurice
Rocco
bill
LADY
(U)
—
AMBASSADOR
(3.154)
(40cCohen declared. American films have ESQUIRE (800) (45c-65c) 7 days. Gross: 50c-60c) 7 days. Gross: $12,000. (Average: at the Roxy,
is headed for a $51,000
(Average: $8,000)
$17,200)
taken a hold in South America with- $8,500.
KISS AND TELL (Col.) and I LOVE A
weekHeaven"
; it alsobows
will inhold.
out opposition from Europe, he pointed BAND LEADER (Col.) — MIDLAND (3,500) DUFFY'S TAVERN (Para.) and FOLLOW fifth
Her Christmas
to
at the"Leave
Roxy
WOMAN (Para.)— FOX (5,038) (40c- on
but.
day.
(40c-60c) 7 davs, 2nd week. Gross: $13,000. THAT
50c-60c)
7
days.
Gross:
$12,500.
(Average:
Warners has lined Up theatres for (Average: $14,000)
$17,000) NEXT, CORPORAL HARGROVE
LETTERS (Para.)— NEWMAN (1,- WHAT
$44,000 at Paramount
that territory, Cohen said, and hopes LOVE
900) (Average,
(45c-65c) 55 days,
3rd
week.
Gross:
$6,(M-G-M)
and VOICE OF THE WHISTLER
within the next three years to have 500.
days: $8,500)
"Masquerade
in Mexico," with Tony
(Col.) — LOEWS STATE (3,162) (40c-50ctheatres in all major cities, some 15 JOHNNY ANGEL (RKO-Radio) and GOc-65c)
Pastor's orchestra on stage at the
situations. Most of these will be either CHINA'S LITTLE DEVILS (Mono.)— OR- $17,100) 7 days. Gross: $10,000. (Average: Paramount,
is quieting down to a $44,(1,900) (45c-65c) 7 dajys, 2nd week. MILDRED PIERCE* (WB) and THE
purchased or rented rather than built, PHEUM
000 for a third and final week ; it will
Gross: $8,500. (Average: $10,000)
he said. Warners plans to operate with MEXICANA (Rep.) and CLUB HAVANA STRANGE AFFAIR OF UNCLE HARRY*
(U) — MISSOURI (5,514) (40c-50c-60c) 7 be succeeded tomorrow by "Stork
(PRC)— TOWER (2,100) (39c-60c) 7 days. days.
native partners, but will maintain op- Stage
Gross: $8,200. (Average: $11,100)
Club," with Woody Herman on stage.
show. Gross: $8,000. (Average: $9,400)
erational control.
WEEKEND
AT THEORPHEUM
WALDORF*
THE
DALTONS
RIDE
AGAIN
(U)—
UPFourth week of "Yolanda and the
(M-G-M)
—
LOEWS
(1.900)
Warner offices are being opened in
TOWN—(2,000) (45c-60c) 7 days. Gross: $4,- (40c-50c-60c-65c) 7 days. Gross: $4,000. (Av- Thief," with Jiimmy Dorsey on the
Baranquilla and Medellin, Colombia, 500. (Average:
$5,400)
erage: $7,100)
Capitol stage, is doing $43,000 for a
Cohen said ; the main office in Cali is THE DALTONS
RIDE AGAIN (U) —
(Film Classics-reissue) and fourth week after getting $54,600 in
FAIRWAY (700) (45c-65c) 7 days. Gross: ARROWSMITH
being shifted to Bogota. Offices will $1,100.
YOU
CAN'T
DO
WITHOUT
LOVE—
(Br.
(Average: $1,750)
Col.) — SHUBERT (1,900) (40c-50c-60c) 7 the previous week; "They Were Exalso be established in- Quito and Guaylays. Gross: $4,500. (Average: $6,200)
pendable" opens Thursday with Tomaquil, Ecuador, where the company is
IT ALL CAME TRUE (WB-reissue) and
my Dorsey on stage.
now operating through an agent, he SAN FRANCISCO
BORN
FOR
TROUBLE
(WB-reissue)—
"Captain Kidd" continues to do a
said. ■
ST. LOUIS
(4,000) (40c-50c-60c)
7 days.
Gross:
$4,000. (Average:
$7,900)
very
gratifying
performance
at the
Globe, box-office
where $19,000
for a
Grosses are way down, with
*Indicates
moveover
picture.
Kalmenson Deal
Christmas week shopping blamed.
fourth week is apparent. At the RialEstimated receipts for the week endto, "The Daltons Ride Again" is
(Continued from page 1)
dropping off to $7,500 for a second
BUFFALO
ing Dec. 19-21.
week
after a robust $14,000 for its
THIS
LOVE
OF
OURS
(U)
and
STRANGE
methods, Warner said, enabled both
distributors and exhibitors to obtain CONFESSION (U) — ORP ILEUM (2.440)
first
week;
"House of Dracula" will
(45c-65c-85c) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $10,Blizzard-bound, box offices here bow in Friday.
• maximum results from product and 000. (Average: $18,000)
Gal,"
the
Criterion,
raked"Frontier
in a fairly
soundat
have
hit
an
all-time
low.
One
major
WIFE (UA) and APPOINTMENT
proved a "life-saver" for the industry GUEST
downtown
house
played
to
29
patrons
during the war years when material IN TOKYO (WB) — UNITED ARTISTS
the weekend.
$11,600at over
(1,200) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days. . 4th week. Sunday night. Estimated receipts for chio,"
shortages and other restrictions made Gross:
the Republic,
now in "Pinocits 18th
$11,500. (Average: $16,000)
week ending Dec. 22 :
week, is clinging to the $6,000 mark.
it necessary to curtail activities.
MAN ALIVE (RKO-Radio) — GOLDEN the
"Adventure
for
Two"
■
will
give
the
THE
HOUSE
ON
92ND
STREET
(ZOthBesides his sales-manager post, GATE (2,850) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days, with Fox) — BUFFALO (3.489) (40c-50c-60c-70c)
vaudeville. Gross: $27,000. (Average: $32,- 7 days. Gross: $10,000. (Average: $17,400) Winter Garden $12,000 for its initial
which he has held since 1941, Kal- 000).
menson recently was elected a vice- YOLANDA AND THE THIEF (M-G-M) FALLEN ANGEL (20th-Fox) — GREAT week, not very exciting.
LAKES $12,000.
(3,000) (Average:
(40c-50c-60c-70c)
president of Warner Bros., making and THE HIDDEN
EYE (M-G-M) — Gross:
$16,400) 7 days.
him the first Warner sales manager PARAMOUNT (2,748) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days. CONFIDENTIAL
AGENT
(WB)— HIP- Pathe Pool
Gross: $22,000. (Average: $24,000)
to hold such an officership in the par- ABBOTT
7
AND COSTELLO IN HOLLY- days, 2nd weekPODROMEon(2,100)a (40c-50c-60c-70c)
moveover.
Gross:
(Continued from page 1)
ent company.
WOOD (M-G-M) and DANGEROUS $4,000. (Average: $9,700)
Kalmenson's film career started in PARTNERS (M-G-M)— FOX (5,000) (45c- MEXICANA (Rep.) and DIVORCE (Mono.)
1927, when he joined First National 65c-85c) 7 days. Gross: $28,000. (Average: —TWENTIETH CENTURY (3,000) (40c$34,000)
50c-60c-70c) 7 days. Gross: $7,000. (Aver- and establishes a "close tri-partite
as a salesman in Pittsburgh.
SPELLBOUND (UA) — WARFIELD (2,working arrangement," Ament said
UNDERGROUND (UA) and THE yesterday,
680) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days, 4th week. Gross: PARISage: $12,200)
adding that the tie-up in no
$25,000. (Average: $27,000)
ADVENTURES
OF COLONEL BLIMP
FALLEN ANGEL (ZOth-Fox) and BEHIND (UA)— LAFAYETTE (3,000) (40c-50c-60c- wise affects any of the partners' indi$40,000 Verdict for
viduality. Ament likened the arrangeCITY LIGHTS (Rep.) — STATE (2,308) (45c- 70c) 7 days. Gross: $7,000. (Average:
65c-85c) 7 days, 2nd week, on a moveover $12,400)
ment to the recently dissolved newsfU'
Against
reel pool among the five American
Lloyd
Los Angeles,
Dec. 17. — Federal
companies in Europe. He said the
Judge Ben Harrison today awarded Allied Board
Community Theatres three companies will cooperate in the
Harold Lloyd $40,000 damages from
newsreel field "as closely as if we
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
Universal for alleged plagiarism of
material from his "Movie Crazy" in tions and Cole has given no indication housing projects on the outskirts of were all one unit."
its "So's Your Uncle," plus $10,000 whether his committee has completed metropolitan districts, and of excellent
William Murray, RKO-Pathe's European manager, served as the comattorney's
fees. The comedian had its work, but it is expected to submit prefabricated theatres, we can expect
asked $300,000.
pany's liaison in affecting the coopera report at the February meeting.
this movement to gain great momentum
ative arrangement, Ament said. Murray left here three weeks ago for
It is understood that a number of during the next few years.
Saul Immerman Is Dead alternative plans, generally looking to
"As the churches of small-town London where he negotiated with
Saul Immerman, 47, president of the use of independent agencies, have America established our national re- Pathe there. At present Murray is enligious temperament, as the little red route to Paris, where he will maintain
Song Distributing Corp., and onetime been considered by the committee.
schoolhouse determined the nature of permanent, headquarters.
traveling auditor for Warner Theatres,
Combined in Past
died last Wednesday in Mount Eden
our country's education, so I sincerely
believe will the neighborhood theatre
Hospital, here, after a brief illness. Oscar Lager Elected
become, in time, an influential factor
The three companies were origiSurviving are his mother, Mrs. Leah
nally all part of the first newsreel
Immerman ; a sister, Mrs. Jessie By N. Y. Bookers
in
our
community
leisure
life."
company established by Pathe Freres
Shapiro, and a brother, Dr. Hyman O.
The
Motion
Picture
Bookers
Club
(Pathe
Brothers), but have for many
Immerman.
years been operating as separate and
of New York in its annual dinner- B'nai B'rith Luncheon
Some 200 members and friends of individual units. The recently-estabmeeting last night at the Hotel Lincoln elected Oscar Lager, booker for Cinema Chapter No. 459, B'nai B'rith
RKO Party Friday
lished cooperative arrangement, Ament
Employes of RKO Radio and RKO the Charles Moses circuit here, presi- attended a luncheon sponsored by the said, does not amount to a remerging
dent of the organization for the new group at the '400' Club last Saturday. of the companies, but is purely a poolTheatres will be guests of the company at the annual Christmas party in year. He succeeds George Trilling, Proceeds will be allocated to various news.ing of resources in the gathering of
booker for Fabian Theatres.
the Waldorf-Astoria, on Friday.
service projects of B'nai B'rith.
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Video

Trust

(Continued from page 1)
Television Productions and GPE
enjoying a monopoly in the
Western Hemisphere under Scophony patents and inventions.
The government further charges
that Television Productions and GPE
hate failed to make any substantial or
serious effort to develop and exploit
Scophony patents and inventions or to
promote the use and sale of products
thereunder while preventing Scophony
of America from granting any licenses under the patents to others in
the motion picture and electronic
fields, and elsewhere.
It is also charged that Television
Productions, wholly-owned subsidiary
of Paramount, has acted at the direction of and for the benefit of its parent company, Paramount.
Berge Summary
Summarizing the effects of the alstatedon :com"In
additionlegedtoillegal
the acts,
usual Berge
restraints
petition which flow from illegal cartel
arrangements, as a result of this conspiracy, commercial development in
this country of an important advance
in the television art has been postponed and the opening of a new field
of public entertainment and education
has been unnecessarily delayed."
The government asks for an injunction against a continuation or renewal of the conspiracy charged ; that
Television Productions, GPE and
Scophony, Ltd., be required to divest
themselves of their respective interests in Scophony Corp. of America;
and that all of the defendants be enjoined from enforcing any alleged
rights under present and future patents
and inventions relating to Scophony
systems of television.
According to the Department of
Justice, here, Television Productions
and GPE acquired their one-third and
two-thirds interests, respectively, in
Scophony. of America for a total payment originally of $25,000, with an additional $50,000 being paid to guarantee certain patent rights.
'Revolutionary' Systems
The complaint alleges that between
1937 and 1939, Scophony, Ltd., obtained basic patents on two "revolutionary" systems of television, known
technically as the "supersonic" system
and the "skiatron" system. It points
out that these systems, through the use
of an outside source of light similar
to that employed in the projection of
motion pictures, permit the projection
and enlargement of televised pictures
on screens as large as those employed
in theatres.
According to the complaint, under
the ordinary television system commonly in use today, such large-screen
projection is impossible without serious loss of light. The complaint indicates that except for large images
produced under the Scophony systems,
ordinary televised pictures appear on
the end of the reception tube and can
be enlarged practically only through
the use of mirrors. The loss of brilliance involved in this latter optical
process has thus far retarded commercial development of large screen
television, it was said.
"The successful conclusion of this
prosecution should remove an important obstacle to the early emergence
of large-screen television as a major
industry in this country with new opportunities for employment in the
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Rental Agent

Review
Frontier Feud
(Monogram)
STANDARD Western entertainment, replete with the gun play, hard
riding and intrigue demanded by customers who are partial to this type of
fare, "Frontier Feud" finds Johnny Mack Brown in the role of a two-fisted
U. S.beenmarshall
restores
a ranchers'
has
torn by (incognito)
a murderouswhofight
betweenpeace
two tocattle
raisers. valley which
The proceedings get underway when Brown and his aide, played by Raymond Hatton, stumble upon the dead body of a rancher who had been killed
by the henchman of a cattleman bent on getting control of the valley. Circumstances are fixed by the murderer so that suspicion centers on peaceloving Dennis Moore who is in love with the daughter of another innocent
rancher who subsequently meets death as a result of the valley warfare.
Moore, jailed as the final footage rolls around, is rescued by Brown and
Hatton in the nick of time as a lynching attempt by the evil-doers is made.
Supported by evidence he had dug up meanwhile, Brown sees to it that the
heavies receive their just dues. He and Hatton finally ride off into the
distance, their mission completed, and the two young lovers are left to
live happily in the once-more peaceful valley. Lambert Hillyer directed
from a screenplay which Jess Bowers fashioned from a story by Charles N.
Heckelmann. Charles J. Bigelow supervised. Others in the cast include
Christine Mclntyre, Jack Ingram, Edwin Parker and Frank LaRue.
Running time, 54 minutes. General classification. Release date, Nov. 24.
Charles L. Franke.

Hams

The problem of getting office space in New York being
what it is, Hal Horne and his
associates,
after
fruitful
attempts,many
have unhit
upon the idea of offering a
screen role in one of their
productions to anyone who
can get them a home for their
new Story Prod.
"Watch out," a friend
warned
who will them,
insist "for
uponprospects
okaying
the script."
U. S. Brief
(Continued from page 1)
trade practices. The defendants will
attempt to show that clearance of itself is not illegal without reference to
the manner in which it may be used.
The summary brief will also probably
trace the process of integration of the
various companies.
Counsel for one of the "Little
Three," who had studied the brief,
pointed out that he was still of the
opinion that the government had failed
to
make General
a case against
Three."
comment thewas"Little
that
the three- judge statutory court, comprising Judges August N. Hand, Henry W. Goddard and John Bright
wouldhelpful
not find
government's
too
in the
enabling
them tobrief
get
to the bottom of the case which they
must judge. Details of the government brief were published in Motion
Picture Daily yesterday.

tures and to give lower rental terms
on future flat and percentage deals. It
is also claimed that checkers were induced to join in the falsification of
percentage reports.
Each distributor asks the court for
an audit of all books and records pertaining to the receipts derived from
its percentage pictures, for the loss
and damage said to have been suffered
by it, as well as for punitive damages,
and for injunction against disposition
Para., GPE, Levey Not
or alteration of theatre records pendGiven Notice of Suit
ing an audit.
Morehead, Pallot and Smith of MiTold about the U. S. Attorney Genami are representing each distributor.
eral's plan to file an anti-trust suit
against Scophony and others, defendants Arthur Levey, Paramount and
General Precision Equipment declined
yesterday to comment directly on the
suit until they had an opportunity to
read
the government's
Levey,
president of complaint.
Scophony of
America, did say he welcomes clarifiTo the editors of United States and
cation of the issues, .if there are any.
Robert Rinear, vice-president of
General Precision Equipment, exCanada who voted Earle Ferris and Staff,
plained
that
the
government's
move
is a complete surprise, since although
the Department of Justice has been
for the third consecutive year, as the
investigating Scophony for several
months, GPE had heard nothing official about a suit. According to
INDIVIDUAL PUBLICITY OFFICES
Rinear, insofar as the charge of
monopoly is concerned, it is "startling."
Raibourn Reaction
GIVING THE BEST PUBLICITY
Paul Raibourn, in charge of ParaSERVICE IN THE 1945
mount's television operations, said that
he
had
not
seen
the
government's
complaint but explained that there are
MOTION
PICTURE
DAILY POLL
no patents held by Scophony which
work on American standards. He recalled that the installation of equipment in the Rialto Theatre in New
York in 1941 had to be abandoned
after a single showing when the FedOUR
SINCEREST
THANKS
eral Communications Commission altered channels available in New. York
for telecasting.

manufacturing, marketing, broadcasting, entertaining and educational
fields," according to Berge.
The Government's complaint was
prepared by Joseph Borkin, Mervin
C. Pollak and Joseph B. Marker, attorneys ofthe anti-trust division. The
case will be handled through the division's
York office,
under the directionNew
of Lawrence
S. Apsey.

Percentage Suit
(Continued from page 1)
each complaint, because of defendant's
alleged failure to complete theatre records for inspection when asked for
by each distributor last May. •
Charges are made in each complaint
that Bezanilla furnished each distributor with false box office reports on
percentage
pictures toallegedly
induce the distributor
take less torental
than it was entitled to on certain pic-

All the folks in the offices of
EARLE

FERRIS

MOTION

PICTURE

DAILY
NEW

()oh. 58. NO. 118
RKO

Common

To

Replace

Its

Preferred

Big Cash Reserve to Be
Available from New Loan
RKO

intends calling in its preferred stock for redemption, shortly,
with the result expected to be the
conversion of a major portion of its
estimated 115,000 shares outstanding,
into RKO common, at the rate of eight
shares of common for each of preferred, Motion Picture Daily has
learned. It is understood that almost
17,000 shares of preferred have already
been converted.
With the company planning to
use only part of a $22,000,000
loan now being negotiated, as
reported in Motion Picture
Daily on Oct. 24, to retire the
preferred, it is understood that
the company will emerge with
(Continued on page 15)
Goldstein
N.Y.

Studio

Is RKO
Liaison

Jack Goldstein, Eastern director of
publicity and exploitation for David
O. Selznick's
Films,studio
has
been
appointed Vanguard
RKO Radio
represen! tative in New
York, to handle
stars and their
personal publicity, and other
special ized
duties. Goldstein will assume his new
post on Jan. 14.
Goldstein entered the industry 27 years
ago Theatres
with Neto-in
co
Jack Goldstein
New England,
subsequently becoming the circuit's advertising-publicity director. He served as general
(Continued on page 15)
In This Issue
"Portrait of Maria" is revewied on page 3; "Hotel Reserve," "The Red Dragon," 6;
"Brief Encounter," 15. Estimated key city grosses are
on 16.

YORK, U.S.A., WEDNESDAY,

WAC Will Officially
Close Shop Jan. 7
Thetiesindustry's
War officially
ActiviCommittee will
close on Jan. 7, the occasion
to be marked by the Ted
Gamble testimonial at the
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel here.
However, WAC will continue
in existence for a short time
thereafter as a result of the
extension of *he current Victory Loan drive to the end of
this month.

Fabian

The organizing committee of the
peacetime successor to the War Activities Committee theatre division,
originally proposed by Si Fabian, has
been tentatively set to have unaffiliated
theatre men outnumbering those associated with affiliated circuits by better
than two to one. This is believed to
be intended to further eliminate objections to the new organization, specifically, the Conference of Independent Exhibitors' contention that the
new unit would be dominated by representatives ofaffiliated theatres.
The organizing committee as it now
stands comprises 14 independent exhibitors and six affiliated theatre
men. The group has yet to be unanimously approved by chief advocates of the organization, some of
whom might voice objection to it since
(Continued on page 15)

Industry

Issue

of

Rank,

Suit

New

Can

Lift
Curbs

Possible emancipation of Scophony basic television patents, and
widespread development and manufacture inthe United States of Scophony's
and both
"supersonic"
television"skiatron"
systems for
theatres
and homes, is seen by Arthur Levey,
president of Scophony of America,
in the U. S. Attorney-General's filing
of an anti-trust suit against the corporation and other defendants, including General Precision Equipment and
Televisjon Productions, a Paramount

Unit

Films

Pathe
Unit;

in

20

Planned

Fulfills British Leader's
U. S. Distribution Aims

Completion of a reciprocal agreement for worldwide distribution of
10 British and 10 American films,
starting next September, was announced jointly yesterday by J. Arthur Rank of London and Robert R.
Young, chairman of the board of the
Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad and of
the Allegheny Corp., who also holds
the controlling
dustries here. interest in Pathe InThe anti-trust suit was filed
in U. S. District Court here yesThe agreement is similar to
affiliate'.
(Continued on page 15)
that involving the formation of
United World Pictures, recentlysalannounced
by Rank, Pictures.
Univerand International
PRC
Now
Has
It involves the formation of a
new company
the Young
terests here to bydistribute
the in20
20 Branches
pictures in the United States,
Central and South America. The
new company will be known as
Eagle-Lion Films and will be
PRC has purchased from George
owned by Pathe Industries,
Gill his Washington franchise and exwhich also owns PRC.
change, itwas announced here yesterday by Harry H. Thomas, vice-presiThe name of Rank's present Eagledent, who identified the purchase as Lion Films(Continued
here willon bepagerevised
15) to perbeing in conjunction with the comexpansion program
whichof has
thus farpany's
resulted
in acquisition
20
franchises.
In addition
to theon Washington
ex- Maury Orr Confers
(Continued
page 6)
On UA Sales Post

-Financed

United

Air shipments started yesterday of
the first issue of the industry-financed
United Newsreel which has superseded the U. S. Government's subsidized
wartime newsreel that terminated on
Dec. 15. .
Papers have been filed in Albany
for the incorporation of United Newsreel Co., Inc., with Eric A. Johnston
as president, following decision of the
heads of the five newsreel companies
to supplant the government corporation with the industry's own undertaking, at the
Johnston,
in agovernment's
recent meetingrequest.
with
the presidents and foreign distribution
chiefs of newsreel companies, emphasized the need to maintain freedom of
expression through industry operation
(Continued on page 6)
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U. S. Scophony

Patent

Progresses

1st

DECEMBER

Reel

45% of Releases in
Chicago Reissued
Chicago, Dec. 18. — Current
shortage of new Hollywood
product is reflected in the
scheduling of 24 reissues out
of a total of 53 pictures set
for local release in January,
the reissues representing
some 45 per cent of films
dated.
The reissues will be marketed in an effort by both independent and major distributors to meet, if not top
quotas drives.
in current mid-Winter
sales

Gradwell L. Sears, United Artists
vice-president in charge of distribution, who returned to New York from
London Monday night, conferred with
Maury Orr, UA branch manager in
Cleveland, at the home office yesterday
after summoning Orr to New York
by cable from London earlier. It is
understood that the conferences concerned(Continued
an appointment
to a 15)home office
on page
Schimel Elected 'V
Secretary by Board
_ Adolph
attorney and
sistant Schimel,
secretary of Universal,
who asrecently was named executive in New
York to coordinate all talent and literary activities
for of"U's"
studio, wasat
elected
secretary
the company
a meeting of the board of directors
at the home office yesterday.
Schimel has been attorney for the
company since 1925, and had been assistant secretary for the past six years,
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NSON, Warner genBEN KALME
eral sales manager, returned to
New York yesterday from a Western
and Southwestern •trip.
Oscar Jason Brooks, former Warner manager in Mexico City and now
distribution chief of Filmex, production company, and June Rosalie Fox
were married recently.
•
Walter Morosco, producer, was
taken to St. John's Hospital, Los Angeles, yesterday, suffering with pneuAlbert Clough has rejoined the
radio department of Donohue & Coe,
New York advertising agency, after
service in the Army.
•
Robert Wile of the Universal publicity and exploitation department
here, is at the New York Hospital
with ulcers.
•
Alec Stiefel, operator of the Carmen, Philadelphia, is in Florida for a
vacation.
Harry Swanson, manager of the
Sheffield-Republic exchange in Salt
Lake City, is touring
• Southern Utah.
Tom O'Brien, Boston salesman for
Columbia, was feted on his recent
birthday by Boston • associates.
Carroll Trowbridge, Salt Lake
City manager for United Artists, is
ill with influenza.
Dave Miller, Universal district
manager, in Cleveland has recovered
from influenza.
•
Hugh Braly, Paramount district
manager, was a recent visitor in Salt
Lake City.
•
John Redmond, RKO Theatres district manager in Minneapolis, is at
home after a hospital stay.
•
Ted Tod, Warner story editor in
Washington, is in Chicago for the
holidays.
Leo F. Samuels of the Walt Disney office here is back from Mexico
City. .
•
Gustavo Bastian, Monogram distributor in Chile, arrived in Hollywood yesterday for• studio conferences.
James K. McGuinness, producer,
arrived in Hollywood yesterday from
New York.
•
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Insider's
By RED
Hollywood, Dec. 18
T^LIPPING the files is always
" interesting,
embarrassing, sometimes
sometimes gratifying.
This time it is on the gratifying
side.
In this area, it was written on
September 13 : "Very interesting
plans brew at Universal. Parts
are slated to make their weight
felt beginning almost immediately. Others are on a long-range
agenda, which means two years
may pass before they reach full
bloom . . . Universal ... is thinking— but not so as you can hear
it— about less bulk and more
quality. The changeover necessary to complete such a transformation would be so gradual
as to be almost imperceptible.
The final possibility is not lacking, however, that the point will
be reached where the determining powers there will settle for
two releases a month, or 24 a
year, in a final, all-out invasion
of their competitors' bastions."
In New York, on Dec. 7, Nate
Blumberg talking : "We are now
in position to predict fairly accurately the direction our studio
is going for the 1946-47 program. . . . With the realization
that our high-budget policy is
now bearing fruit, we have been
encouraged to move forward with
additional setups characterized
by some of the best talent available in production. The continuance of this high-budget policy
will necessarily mean reduction
for 1946-47 in the number of
smaller pictures, but will not necessarily mean their complete
elimination." ■ ■
"Adventure" marks Clark
Gable's re-entry into the ring.
It is his first film since "Somewhere I'll Find You" dating to
Aug., 1942. The interim period,
of course, found him in the fighting ranks, serving his country
honorably and courageously.
For added insurance, and
added dividends, M-G-M costarred Greer Garson in "Adventure," thus creating a new
and potent stellar combination;
assigned established writers,
gave the production to Sam Zimbalist who produced "Thirty
Seconds Over Tokyo," and the
direction to Vic Fleming; threw
Joan Blondell and Tom Mitchell
into the chief support.
But the extra insurance fails

Outlook
KANN
Its characters sequently,
frequently mystifying.
give forth
with
dialogue that bears no resemblance to anything identifiable as
actual or factual. It unfolds
sketchy incidents, not an integrated story.
But, regardless of what it is
not, it surely is this : A whopping
money-getter.
see in.
when
the
returns startYou'll
coming
■ ■
Fieldmountreports
reaching
Parahere indicate
the advance
campaign "hypoed" by the studio
on "Lost Weekend" has excited
much interest among newspaper
editors around the land, thereby
proving release
the buildup
proper
cankind
do ofa prejob
when keyed to theatre dates but
not when no one knows what and
where those dates are to be.
Strictly from a Hollywood viewpoint, however, they know at
Paramount a job has been done.
Charles Brackett, the producer,
and Billy Wilder, the director,
are telling the town.
■ ■
No doubt whatsoever. It's
getting closer to Academy time.
The usual sort of enterprise
again dots the local scene:
David O. Selznick has been
hammering
away on "Spellbound" for weeks.
Paramount has been advertising its head off on "Lost Weekend" and got its theatre run in
well' ahead of deadline.
Twentieth Century-Fox previews "Leave Her to Heaven"
Wednesday evening and follows
with the required run.
RKO Radio is about to jump
in with "The Bells of St.
wise.
Mary's," adv.-wise and theatreBulletins on other contenders
as they start contending.
■ ■
A story on the late Wendell
Willkie, hitherto untold, so far
as is known. Darryl Zanuck
divulged coming
it at
dinner20th-Fox's
for its 500homeand
more war veterans.
The scene was Spyros Skouras' office in New York. Zanuck
was asking Willkie if he ought
to proceed
with in"Wilson,"
pointing out that
a presidential
election year there would be
many drawing inevitable parallels between Franklin D. Roosevelt and Woodrow Wilson. Zanuck, of course, was mindful this
might hurt Willkie's own campaign. Willkie listened and finally declared :
"You go right ahead, boy, and

Parade

.

J DM. HALSEY, Gen. Marshall,
■SI Adm. King and Adm. Nimitz are
high-lighted in current newsreels. Featured also are film industry executives
pledging "March of Dimes" support
to President Truman, additional Nuremberg trial coverage, the Cleveland
Rams winning the "pro" football title,
aviation progress, and miscellaneous
other subjects; contents follow.
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 32—Names in
the news: Adm. King awarded medal by
Truman, Adm. Nimitz sworn in as Navy
chief, Gen. Marshall leaves for China, Adm.
Halsey hailed in New York. Rescue ship
saves homecoming veterans stranded at
sea. Film executives pledge support to
"March of Dimes." Jap repatriates saying
reluctant "good-by" to China. Aviation
progress:
power glider, pilotless plane, "bat"
plane.
Icebowl Cleveland
classic. wins "pro" grid title at
NEWSat Nuremberg
OF THE DAY,
No. 230— Atrocity
films
trial. Homeward
bound
"G. I.s" rescued. Personalities in the news
spotlight: Gen. Marshall leaving for China,
Nimitz tions,
becomes
chief awards
of NavalDSM
Opera-to
President new
Truman
King, New York pays tribute to Adm. Halsey. FilmNewchiefs
Dimes."
air support
weapons the
for "March
U. S. re-of
vealed: pilotless "Hellcat," radar-controlled
flying bomb. Cleveland Rams "pro" championship.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 33— Halsey
sails
New York.
Navy Gen.
revealsMarshall
"Bat"
bomb.intoHeadline
people:
leaves for China, Adm. King receives DSM,
Adm. Nimitz takes Naval command. Nuremberg: new drama in history's greatest
trial. Football: Rams win "pro" title.
RKO PATHE NEWS, No. 3S— New York
welcomes Halsey. Send Japs home from
China. Continue trial of top Nazis. United
Nations
S. home.
1,100 "G.15—14.
I.'s"
rescued to
at pick
sea. U.Rams
top Redskins
UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL,
No. 460
Adm.
gets hero's Shanghai
welcome. Japs
"G. I.'s"
rescuedHalsey
in mid-ocean.
repatriated. Engine powers glider. Navy unpilotless_ aircraft. Rams win "progrid" veils
title.
Col.

Ballon

Joins

Phillips and Nizer
Lt. Col. Charles Ballon of the
Army's General Staff Corps, has become a partner of the law firm of
Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin and Krim,
film industry lawyers.
Col. Ballon, now on terminal leave
from the Army, served as chief of
the labor branch of the Second Service Command, in charge of labor relations matters for the Army in New
York and other states. At a ceremony at Governors Island, yesterday,
Maj. Gen. Thomas B. Larkin presented to Col. Ballon the Legion of
Merit, awarded for "outstanding accomplishments."
Selznick West Tomorrow
David O. Selznick left New York
last night for Boston to visit his son
there today. He is scheduled to return to New York tomorrow morning
and will leave for the Coast from here
tomorrow night.

Ben Lorber,
head ofinUniversal'
s insurance department
New York,
will leave for California today.
Charlotte Branch Leads
•
The Charlotte Exchange, under
Taylor Caldwell, writer, is in
branch manager Byron Adams, leads
town from Buffalo.
•
to guarantee quality. "Advenin United Artists' $100,000 "Grad
ture" is old-fashioned. It talks
Hurd Hatfield, actor, is expected
Sears Drive," Edward M. Schnitzer,
captain, announced yesterday.
here from Hollywood tomorrow.
too much, gets mystical and, conmake the picture."
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Review

Events
"Portrait of Maria"
(M-G-M International)
EXQUISITELY photographed and sensitively performed by a native Continuing to Dec. 31 — Victory
Loan drive in theatres.
Mexican cast that boasts of Dolores Del Rio, "Portrait of Maria" is a
fine example of what is being achieved, film-wise, South of the Border, and Dec. 20 — C. C. Moskowitz, Loew's
testimonial, 711 Club, New York.
for which M-G-M has dubbed an English soundtrack for American exhibition.
However, despite the many moments of genuine dramatic fire and a deeply Dec. 26 — Election of officers, New
moving love story, its ultimate appeal in the U. S. may possibly be weakened
York Projectionists, Local No.
somewhat by the necessarily slower tempo inherent in the thematic matter,
306, IATSE.
dealing as it does with pastoral Indian life in Mexico. But class audiences Jan.
3 — M-G-M field auditors meetwill undoubtedly accord the film a warm reception.
ing, Hotel Astor, New York.
Miss Del Rio, as a beautiful Indian girl who is considered to be outside
the pale of respectability in a small Mexican village because her mother had Jan. 7— Ted Gamble film industry
testimonial, Waldorf Astoria Hobeen of questionable morals, is unable to extricate herself from debt to Miguel
Inclan, village overlord, who covets her for himself despite her love for •tel, New York.
Pedro Armendariz, a young Indian. The former demands that she give up a Jan. 20-21 — Annual convention, Theatre Owners of North and South
young pig which she had been nuturing to provide the wherewithal for her
impending marriage to Armendariz, in order to satisfy the debt. Rafael
Carolina, Charlotte Hotel, Charlotte.
Icardo, the village priest, intervenes, however, and Inclan shoots the pig.
When Miss Del Rio is stricken with malaria Armendariz breaks into Inclan's Jan. 22-23— ITO of Ohio, annual
store and secures quinine which has been denied them. He also takes a
convention, Neil House, Columbus.
wedding dress for Miss Del Rio. Armendariz is caught and sentenced to
prison. Later, Miss Del Rio consents to pose for artist Alberto Galan who Jan. 23 — Second annual meeting,
has been struck by her great beauty. She refuses, however, to pose in the
Famous
25
Year
Club,Players-Canadian's
Toronto.
nude and the artist finishes the portrait by utilizing another model. Word
Jan.
24-30
—
March
of
Dimes
drive.
spreads through
Missconsider
Del Rio's
supposed of
act their
and the
outraged
villagers,
incensedthe atvillage
what ofthey
a violation
moral
code,
Jan. 31 — Annual convention, Theastone the girl to death.
mond.tre Owners of Virginia, RichMiss Del Rio is superb in her role while Armendariz' performance is very
Donovan to Return
good. The rest of the cast is also uniformly good. Mauricio Magdaleno and
Emilio Fernandez
did the
screen sensitivity
adaptation,forfromhis Fernandez'
original.Gabriel
Fernandez directed with
complete
material, while
GPE Unit Will Make
To Law Practice
Figueroa utilized his camera skillfully. Film Mundiales was the producer.
Projectors in N.J.
Running time, 77 minutes. Adult classification. Release date not set
Charles Ryweck
General Precision Equipment Corp.
Maj. Gen. William J. Donovan of
the law firm of Donovan, Leisure,
is in process of acquiring from General Motors a manufacturing plant
Newton and Lumbard, counsel for
RKO Radio, will rejoin the firm withWeisfeldt to Leave having 150,000 square feet of manuto Ascap,
in the next week or so, it was learned Murray
facturing and office space at Bloomhere yesterday. Donovan, who refield, N. J., for occupancy of International Projector Corp., principal GPE
Columbia March 1
signed three weeks ago as assistant to Goodwin Promoted
subsidiary, it has been announced by
Justice Robert H. Jackson, chief
American war crimes prosecutor, arEarle G. Hines, GPE president. Hines
says that when fully occupied the
rived here last Sunday night from
Bernard
Goodwin
will
succeed
M.
J.
Weisfeldt,
Columbia
short
abroad.
F. Murray as business man- subjects sales supervisor, will termi- plant will constitute "the largest plant
Donovan was appointed Coordina- Richard
nate a 10-year association with the in the _world for the manufacture of
ager of the Paramount short subjects
tor of Information in July, 1941, by department and of Fajnous Music and company when his contract expires on professional theatre projectors and
the late President Roosevelt and when Paramount Music corporations, ac- March 1, it was announced here yes- sound reproducing systems."
that office was abolished subsequently
terday. Weisfeldt said that he will
At a recent meeting of the board of
cording to an announcement by Rusbecame head of the Office of Strategic
directors of GPE, Alfred Marshev,
sell Holman, Eastern production man- disclose his new affiliation later.
Services. Before entering the Army,
A. Montague, Columbia general president of Republic Aviation Corp.,
ager of Paramount. Goodwin, for the
he was appointed counsel to the re- past three years executive assistant to
sales
manager, stated that "Weisfeldt was elected a member of the board.
ceiver for RKO, serving in that ca- Holman, was previously for many is leaving
on his
own initiative"
; he
pacity from 1933 to 1940. As counsel
will announce
a successor
in the near
a member of Paramount's legal future.
Wolf to Represent
for RKO, he participated in the early years
Murray will leave Paranegotiations for an industry consent department.
mount on Jan. 1 to become executive
Weisfeldt has participated in exhibi- MGM
at 3 Meetings
decree.
tion, distribution and production. In
assistant to John Paine, general manMaurice
N. Wolf, Boston district
1918,
he
joined
Fox
Film
Corp.
in
ager of ASCAP.
Hiller Innes, who for the past three Minneapolis as branch manager, be- manager for M-G-M, will represent
at three
exhibitor convenassistant managing director the company
Marcus Loew's May years has been on active duty with the for Fox coming
tions to be held
in January.
in Great Britain in 1922.
Issue New Stock
Navy,ant towill
resume
as
executive
assistThe first meeting at which he will
After serving in various sales capaciHolman about Feb. 1.
Toronto, Dec. 18.— Shareholders
ties with FBO, he subsequently pro- speak will be the Theatre Owners of
made varied suggestions at the annual
duced travelogues and a number of North and South Carolina's 34th anmeeting of Marcus Loew's Theatres, Gary Cooper in Two short subjects, joining Columbia in aual
convention. Jan. 20-21, at the Char1936.
Ltd., for changes in the capital struclotte Hotel, Charlotte ; the second will
ture, including a new stock issue at a More for Bernhard
be
the
Independent Theatre Owners of
lower interest rate to replace the seven
Ohio
meeting
at Columbus, Jan. 22-23;
United
States
Pictures,
Inc.,
headed
per cent preferred shares, also the
Joseph Bernhard and Milton Hold Marks Services the last will be the Theatre Owners
splitting of common shares to gain by
of Virginia convention at Richmond,
higher returns for the holders of that Sperling, which has signed Gary In N. Y. Tomorrow
stock. No action was taken.
Cooper for its first production, "Cloak
Funeral
services
will
be
held
at
the
31. recently represented M-G-M
Dagger," has
signed
theproduced,
star for Universal Chapel, here, tomorrow Jan.
It was reported at the meeting that and additional
pictures
to be
at Wolf
exhibitor
conventions in Kansas
net profit for the fiscal year ended two
morning, for Edward B. Marks, 80, City and Pittsburgh.
last August was equal to $2.86 per likewise, for release through Warners. pioneer
music publisher, who died after
"Cloak and Dagger" will go into
common share after preferred divi- production
in January.
a short illness at Nassau Hospital,
dends had been paid.
Mineola, on Monday night. He is sur- Eng strom, Anderson,
vived by his widow, a daughter, two
Croft
to
Leave
MPAA
sons and two brothers.
RCA Vice-Presidents
'Maria' Opens on Dec. 25
Alfred Croft will leave his public
Election of E. W. Engstrom as viceHe published songs here for 50
English version of "Portrait of
information post at the New York of- years, heading the Edward B. Marks president in charge of research, and
Maria,"
made
in
Mexico,
and
the
first
Latin American film to be shown unfice of the Motion Picture Associa- Music Corp. In 1934, Marks reviewed E. C. Anderson as vice-president in
tion of America on Friday, thus con- his career in a book, "They All Sang," charge of the Commercial department,
der M-G-M International's new policy
of presenting to U. S. audiences availcluding three years with the organiza- with reminiscences from Tony Pastor both of RCA Laboratories, is announced byBrig. Gen. David Sarnoff,
able films made in other countries,
tion. His job was an interim one be- to Rudy Vallee.
ginning when Kenneth Clark, press
will have its world premiere on ChristJust before World War I, Marcus RCA president. Dr. C. B. Jolliffe,
mas Day at the World Theatre, here. relations dicertor, left to join the Loew tried, unsuccessfully, to induce vice-president in charge of RCA
Laboratories, was made executive
Dolores Del Rio and Pedro Armen- Army, and it wound up with the lat- business.
Marks to enter the motion picture vice-president.
dariz are starred.
ter's recent return.

London, Dec. 18.— Following a request that the British government's
raw stock rationing order be rescinded,
the Board of Trade will meet on
Thursday for discussion of the situation with a joint deputation from the
industry and with representatives of
film laboratories.
Both the BOT and the film manufacturers, iis
t learned on good authority, will say that a slight easing of
the rations is envisioned, but that
rationing based on the present system— 1942 consumption — is likely
persist for the next six months. BOTto
will refer to the fact that in 1942
the distributors used more than their
normal pre-war consumption of raw
stock and that they are now using 80
per cent of the amount consumed in
1942.
With regard to the elimination of
raw stock rationing in the United
States, BOT will point out that increased supplies cannot be obtained
from that source until the dollar exchange isadjusted.
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"30 Seconds Over Tokyo"

"Meet(TECHNICOLOR)
Me In St. Louis"

"National
Velvet"
(TECHNICOLOR)

"The Valley of Decision"

"Anchors
Aweigh'
(TECHNICOLOR)

"Thrill(TECHNICOLOR)
of a Romance"

"Son
of Lassie"
(TECHNICOLOR)

"Our Vines Have Tender Grapes"

"Yolanda
And The Thief"
(TECHNICOLOR)

"What Next, Corporal Hargrove"

AND

HARVEY
GIRLS"
(Technicolor)
JUDY GARLAND
★

"Vacation From Marriage"
MANY, MANY OTHERS IN 1945
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"ADVENTURE"
CLARK GABLE • GREER GARSON
JOAN BLONDELL
★
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"EASY

TO WED"
(Technicolor)
VAN JOHNSON • ESTHER WILLIAMS
LUCILLE BALL • KEENAN WYNN
*
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ALWAYS

"
LANA RINGS
TURNER • TWICE
JOHN GARFIELD
★
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"Hotel Reserve"
(RKO Radio)

Hollywood, Dec. 18
THE lack of names known in. America handicaps this melodrama, which
has been given competent production and direction by Victor Hanbury,
Lance Comfort and Max Greene, and is skillfully performed by a cast whose
Hollywood, Dec. 18. — Production
namesand areHerbert
' JamesLorn.
Mason, Lucie Mannheim, Raymond Lovell, Julien
was near static last week, as ten films top
Mitchell
were finished, and eleven new ones
Based story
on a ofnovel
Davenport's The
screenplay
started. At the weekend, the shooting mystery
more bythanEric
usualAmbler,
interestJohn
and credibility.
scene isisthea
index stood at 43, compared with the French Riviera, in 1938, and the hero, a young Austrian medical student, finds
previous duction
week's
level :of 42. The pro- himself all unwittingly enmeshed in a conspiracy of international proportions.
scene follows
His hobby is photography, and when a roll of films from his camera turns
out to contain shots of the naval installations at Toulon, the young man is
Columbia
promptly haled up by the police for questioning. His innocence is obvious
Started: "The Walls Came Tum- even to the French gendarmes, and he is released on condition that he find
bling Down," with Lee Bowman, Mar- out who actually took the suspicious pictures.
guerite Chapman, George Macready,
The suspects, conveniently enough, are all gv.ests at a small resort hotel.
Ludwig Donath, Lee Patrick; "That The young man follows one false clue after another, until by great good
TexasDonnell,
Jamboree,"
Jeff
HoosierwithHotKen
Shots.Curtis, fortune he runs across the right one. Thereupon the police, after a wild
chase along the Corniche road, trap the entire spy ring, and its leader
Shooting: "Duchess of Broadway,"
to his death from a roof-top. Outstanding among the cast are
"Murder Is Unpredictable," "So Dark plunges
Mason, as the befuddled hero, Lorn as the Nazi spy, and Raymond Duclos
the Night," "Story of Jolson" (for- as a busybody.
merly "The Al Jolson Story").
Running time, 80 minutes. General classification. Release in block No. 3.
M-G-M
Thalia Bell
Started: "Fiesta," with Esther Williams, John Carroll, Ricardo Montalban, Akim Tamiroff, Cyd Charisse, "The Red Dragon"
{Monogram)
Mary Astor.
Hollywood, Dec. 18
Resumed Shooting : "Till the Clouds
SIDNEY
TOLER'S
portrayal
of
Charlie
Chan
in
this
of the
Roll By,"Frank
with Sinatra,
Robert Walker,
Judy
series of melodramas based on the character of that name number
is perhaps
the
Garland,
Van Johnson,
best
he
had
given,
and
it
is
his
performance
that
carries
the
picture.
The
Kathryn Grayson, June Allyson, Van
Heflin, Angela Lansbury, Lena Home, script commits the professional offense of solving the accumulated murder
Gloria De Haven, Jacqueline White.
mysteries by post-climax revelation of an explanation not previously present
the story, and the direction is over-deliberate most of the way. Presumably
Shooting : "Three Wise Fools," in
the Chan followers will settle for the Toler characterization, however, which
"Army Brat," "Star from Heaven," is what counts.
"The Yearling."
The scene this time is Mexico City, where a mysterious gentleman posMonogram
sessing atomic bomb secrets is surrounded by six mysterious individuals
to obtain them by devious means. Chan arrives on the heels of the
Finished: "Suspense," "Moon over trying
first murder, and collaborates with a Mexican governmental operative (ably
Montana."
Started: "Charlie Chan at Alca- played by Fortunio Bonanova) in apprehending the murderer after the third
traz," with Sidney Toler, Benson or fourth. He uses remote-control bullets which he plants in people's pockets
Fong, Edward Earle, Joyce Compton, and fires by a disappearing thermostat!
Benson Fong and Willie Best furnish comedy relief. James S. Burkett
Russell Hicks, Minerva Urecal, AnPhil Rosen directed, and George Callahan wrote the screenplay.
thony Warde ; "The Gay Cavalier," produced,
Running time, 64 minutes. General audience classification.. Release date,
with Gilbert Roland, Martin Garralaga, Iris Flores, Tristram Coffin, Ga- not set.
William R. Weaver
briel Peralta
; "Joe Elyse
Palooka,
Champ,"
with Joe
Kirkwood,
Knox,
Leon
Errol.
David Niven Guest 20 PRC Branches
Paramount
(Continued from page 1)
At Cocktail Party
Finished : "Monsieur Beaucaire,"
PRC now owns and operates
David Niven, actor, was guest of change,
"Strange Love" (Wallis) ; "Big honor
at a cocktail party at 21 C\ub former franchise units in Albany,
Town" (Pine-Thomas).
Cincinnati, CleveStarted: "The Searching Wind" here yesterday given by the Wallis- Boston, Buffalo,
Dallas, Denver, Detroit, Des
(Wallis) with Robert Young, Sylvia Hazen organization, the Samuel Gold- Moines,land, Indianapolis,
Los Angeles,
Sidney, Ann Richards.
wyn
Lion office
Films.and J. Arthur Rank's Eagle Minneapolis, New Haven, New York,
Shooting : "California," "Ladies
Among those present were: Capt. New Orleans, Omaha, Philadelphia,
Man."
Harold Auten, Joseph Hazen, S. Bar- Pittsburgh and Salt Lake City.
Republic
Gill, Thomas discloses, has joined
ret McCormick, Jock Lawrence, Martin Quigley, Martin Quigley, Jr., PRC at the home office to supervise
Finished: "Gay Blades."
Mulvey, Sherwin Kane, Ches- exchange operations. "Red" Rohrs has
StartedCarson,
: "AliasPeggy
Billy Stewart.
the Kid," with James
ter Bahn, James Jerauld, Lionel Toll, been
Sunset
named Washington branch manAl
Picoult,
Mel Konecoff, Ben Wash- ager.
Shooting : "One Exciting Week,"
er, Al Wilkie and others.
"Song of Arizona," "In Old SacraPRC's Espy Appoints
mento."
RKO Radio
Started: "The Strange Woman" Stahl as Top Aide
(Stromberg).
Hollywood, Dec. 18. — Appointment
Finished: "Sunset Pass."
Shooting: "The Sin of Harold Did- of Marvin D. Stahl as executive asShooting: "Sister Kenny," "Notori- dlebock" (Sturges).
sistant to Reeves Espy, vice-president
ous," "Till the End of Time" "With
Universal
in charge of production at PRC stuReservations" (Lasky).
Finished : "Idea Girl," "Little day. dios, was announced by the latter to20th Century-Fox
Giant" (formerly "On the Carpet").
Stahl has been associated for the
Shooting: "Cluny Brown," "The
Shooting: "She Wolf of London,"
Dark Corner," "Anna and the King "Canyon Passage," "Genius in the past three years with Kenneth Young,
chairman of the board of Pathe Labof Siam," "The Shocking Miss Pil- Family" (Skirball-Manning).
oratories, PRC parent company.
grim," "Somewhere in the Night,"
Warners
"Three Little Girls in Blue," "Black
Started : "Humoresque," with Joan
Beauty." (Alson).
Crawford, John Garfield, Ruth Nel- $250,000 Coast Fire
United Artists
son, Oscar Levant
Inglewood, Cal., Dec. 18. — Fire
destroyed the Granada Theatre, FoxFinished: "A Night in Casablanca"
Shooting: "Two Guys from Mil- West
Coast house here, causing an
(formerly "Adventures in Casablanwaukee," "Beast with Five Fingers," estimated
$250,000 damage.
ca") (Loew-Marx).
"Escape Me Never."
Coast

Studios
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Newsreel

(Continued from page 1)
and financing of the United Newsreel
now that the war is over. The discussion resulted in a unanimous vote
to decline the financial aid proffered
by the Interim International Information Service of the U. S. Department
of State and the industry assumed the
financial obligation. The new arrangement will continue until June 30,
1946.
Federal officials, through Col. John
Hay Whitney,
State pictures,
Department
consultant on motion
stressed
the importance of maintaining foreign
language versions of the United Newsreel in those areas where regular
commercial operations are not yet
feasible. The current issue therefore
comprises prints with sound tracks,
in six languages : Chinese, Hungarian,
Bulgarian, Turkish, Greek and Rumanian. The industry will also continue to supply the American military
governments in Germany, Austria and
Japan with footage for special Army
newsreels produced in German and
All five American reels supply
Japanese.
negatives of their current releases to
United Newsreel. Ned Buddy, United
Newsreel editor, and his associates
select a full reel which is cut, titled
and edited.
In 18 Languages
During the war, United Newsreel
went overseas in English and 17 foreign languages. French, Spanish and
Portuguese versions are now a part
of regular commercial operations with
Italian and Arabic now being added
to this list. 20th-Fox Movietonews
and Universal News will make Italian
language versions and supply full print
quotas to meet theatrical requirements
in Italy, North Africa and Eritrea.
An Arabic version is also being undertaken byMovietonews, with prints
allocated
to Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Palestine and Syria.
It is hoped that returns from other
foreign-language versions will be sufficient tojustify one or more individual companies in removing them from
the jointly-financed operation. For
the next six months, however, officers of the new corporation expect it
to operate at a considerable loss.
Officers of United Newsreel, in addition to Johnston, are : Francis Harmon, vice-president ; Sidney Schreiber, secretary; George Borthwick,
treasurer. Directors are representatives of the five newsreel companies.
Sorrell and Pickets
Must Stand Trial
Hollywood, Dec. 18. — Reversing
expectations that charges against them
would be quashed, Burbank Police
Judge dered
Raymond
Reid Ktoday
orstrikeleader L.
Herbert
Sorrell
and 327 others accused of illegal picketing activities last October to appear
on Dec. 27 to stand trial.
Sorrell, later in the day, went on
trial in Los Angeles Superior Court on
contempt charges growing out of the
same strike activities.
Solomon Leaves Toddy
Atlanta, Dec. 18. — E. Solomon,
branch manager for Toddy Pictures,
here, has resigned, the company discloses. After a short vacation, Solomon will announce future plans.
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"A genuinely great picture
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• • •
"An
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• •

— Times

"An
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milestone."
— Look
Magazine
• * •
"Billy Wilder and Charles
Brackett can congratulate
themselves on having made
one of the BEST films of the
past decade."• mm — New Yorker

... A master-

"It took Billy Wilder and
Charles Brackett to translate the novel into one of the

piece. .. Inspired."—
W.-Tele.
• • •
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SMASH."
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other picture has this
. . . You must, of

course, SEE IT AT ONCE."
— Morning, Telegraph

"Milland and Wilder achieve
an all-time screen masterpiece of SUSPENSE and
terror."
• mm

— Esquire

"Billy Wilder and Charles
Brackett are just about in a
class by
themselves."
— Sat.
Review of Literature
• mm
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"One of the few REALLY
GREAT and truly honest
films ever put together in
this country." —Mademoiselle
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"RAY MILLAND gives one of the
outstanding performances of
this or any other
— Kateyear."
Cameron, News

"Ray Milland turns in a masterpiece of ACADEMY AWARD
Stature."
— Lee Mortimer, Mirror
"RAY

MILLAND

has proved himself a great, great actor. I honestly don't see how any other actor

that good."
can surpass him, he's
— Louella
Parsons
• • •

Time

"If the poll-makers ask who's our
candidate for the year's best
performance, RAY MILLAND has
■m —McCall's
9 %
our VOte."
Magazine
"Ray Milland
THE OSCAR."

AWARD
• • •

"To RAY MILLAND

fame."

— Mademoiselle Magazine
• • •

"Ray Milland's portrayal is an
engraved invitation for an

See The

performance

goes my own

"Ray Milland's performance will
earn him the ACADEMY AWARD

—Radie Harris

Star Of The

f

MILLAND's

is of Oscar-winning
calibre."
— Movies
Magazine

"I'd like to go on record that Ray
Milland will be a unanimous
contender
for ACADEMY
honors."

"RAY

AXVARU'.'Hedda Moppet

— Newsweek
material."

personal Oscar." — Adelaide Hawley

AWARD

is a cinch for
-Sidney Skolsky

"RAY MILLAND climbs into the
small and exclusive hall of film

ACADEMY
"Ray Milland's performance is
already being talked about as
ACADEMY

The

RAY

Year

nomination." — Motion Picture Mag• • •
"RAY

MILLAND's

performance is

Screenland
one of the finest ever —given."
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Scophony

Suit

(Continued from page 1)

Motion

Picture

15

daily

Review

"Brief Encounter
(Cine guild-Eagle-Lion)
,
terday morning on behalf of
SENSITIVENESS, subtlety and integrity abound in this little story of
Attorney-General Tom C. Clark.
Details of the action were giva near middle-aged woman who, in the brief encounter of the title, falls
in love with an otherwise happily married doctor and he with her. The
en in Motion Picture Daily yesterday.
film story is taken from one of Noel Coward's lesser plays. Coward's
Levey disclosed during an interview work is commonly characterized by a brittle skill and high but cynical
competence.
Here it develops, maybe through the discreet accomplishment
here yesterday that James Lawrence
of the film's
director, David Lean, into a heart-warming exhibit, shot
r^J Fly> former chairman of the Federal through
with sincerity.
Communications Commission, is interested in the development of Scophony
a simple tale. Laura Jesson is the happily married suburban wife.
patents. He also revealed that Paul OnIt's
one of her weekly excursions to the nearby market town she encounters
Kesten, executive vice-president of Co- the doctor. They meet again the next week and the next. Stealthily, regard
s lumbia Broadcasting, and a Wall creeps up on them as high passion. Laura finds herself practicing furtive,
Street syndicate, and others, sought shame-making deception of her husband. She is not suited to such things.
interests in Scophony equipment, but Tormented by their sense of duty, the star-crossed lovers forsake their
this was not possible in view of troth ; he going back to his hospital and she to her home and husband.
Levey's
arrangements
withwhich
GPE hold
and
It's the tragedy of the might-have-been. There's not a woman in this
Television
Productions,
exclusive licenses on the use of the or any other land of 25 or over who won't see in it some well-remembered
long-hidden episode in her own life, or who wishes that some such tremulous
equipment in the U. S. Levey also disturbing
might have been likewise hers.
said that Warner Bros., through its Adroitnessjoyabounds
in the recounting of the tale. Its finest moments are
Col. Nathan Levinson, recently ex- saved to the end when, to all intent, the tale is told. One of those moments
ment. pressed an interest in Scophony equip- is the tortured Laura rushing to the railway station platform to stare
distraught at the train bearing her lover away from her ; the other when
GPE, Paramount Rights
her husband puts his arms around her tenderly. She knows then that prosaic
According to Levey, GPE alone has husband understands.
exclusive rights to use Scophony
Integrity is It
thisispicture's
watchword ; integrity
a rare and
but Trevor
perfect
equipment for large screens, while sensitiveness.
played immaculately
by CeliaandJohnson
Paramount, through its Television Howard. It is a picture not only to be seen but to be seen again. For here
Productions, holds an exclusive license the screen is completely adult; which circumstance may not commend it
for home sets telecasting images up to the under-2Qs but will assuredly attract the over-25s.
to five feet.
Running time, 85 minutes. Adult classification. Release datePeter
not set.
Burnup.
Levey added that he is seeking an
early appointment with Attorney-General Clark to discuss the possibility of
Maury Orr
opening up the licensing of Scophony RKO Converting
(Continued from page 1)
equipment in this country. He indi(Continued from page 1)
cated that Scophony itself would enter
sales post. Two home office sales jobs
into the manufacture of the equipment.
an exceedingly strong cash rewill be vacated in the near future
serve
for
future
operations.
He described Scophony's "supersonic"
equipment, already used in London and
It is estimated that over $12,000,000 when Carl Leserman, general sales
joins Benedict Bogeaus as
in New York's Rialto Theatre, the would be required to retire the pre- manager,
distribution executive, and Harry
latter in 1941, as being ready for theaferred,
at
$105
per
share,
plus
diviGold, Eastern sales manager, leaves
tres with but slight adjustments.
dends under
;
the conversion plan, pregeneral manager of HowThe equipment was originally made
ferred stockholders would realize $130 to become
ard Hughes Productions.
for 405-line transmission in London, or more ; RKO common yesterday
Sears declined to comment yesterand was stepped up to 441-lines for the closed at $16^ on the New York
day on possible appointments to fill
New York Rialto demonstration. Stock Exchange, which would bring
American television broadcasting is the value of eight shares to $133 ; the the above vacancies. He denied earlier
reports of a possible reassignment of
presently on 525 lines.
preferred closed at $131%. ■
David Coplan, present UA managing
As
reported
on
Oct.
24,
the
$22,000,'Ultimate' for Color
in Great Britain, to his former
000 is being borrowed from Equitable director
The "skiatron" system was de- Life Insurance Co., at an interest rate Canadian sales-managership, and the
scribed by Levey
as thetelevision.
"ultimate"It of about three per cent, making a sub- appointment to the latter position of
for electronic
and color
Bagnall, presently UA prostantial yearly saving in interest George duction
employs a system similar to motion
vice-president in Hollywood.
charges
to
the
company.
Details
of
picture projection, he said, whereas
Edward C. Raftery, company presithe
loan
are
nearing
completion.
color television systems recently
dent, also returned to New York from
RKO's preferred stockholders England on Monday night.
demonstrated by RCA and under de- canWhile
either
accept
the
conversion
option
velopment by CBS are heavily me- or reject it within 30 days after the
chanical, the "supersonic" Scophony actual call is made by RKO, it is ex- Fabian Unit
system uses only a minimum of me(Continued from, page 1)
pected that a major portion of holders
chanical parts, according to Levey,
with indications being that under the will convert.
some of the country's top showmen, it
"skiatron" system it will become allis understood, have been ruled out by
electronic.
Jack Goldstein
their affiliated circuit status.
Levey declared that Scophony is
(Continued from page 1)
anxious to make its patents available.
Meanwhile,
the organization's
York
offices will
be located inNew
the
He indicated that the exclusive lispace
now
occupied
by
WAC,
in
the
press
representative
for
Shubert
Theacenses granted to GPE and Paratres in New England, followed by a Paramount Building, following WAC's
mount have not made such a move
dissolution, it has been definitely depossible. GPE owns two-thirds of five-year period as advertising-pub- cided.
licity director for RKO Theatres in
the Class B stock in Scophony Corp.
of America and Television Produc- New England. Goldstein was national
tions the other third, in addition to exploitation manager for United Art- A T and T Applies for
ists, 20th Century-Fox publicity manholding exclusive licenses for the use
ager, and joined Selznick more than a Video Relay System
of equipment in the Western Hemisphere.
year ago.
Chicago, Dec. 18. — American Telephone and Telegraph Co. has filed apAnsco Joins TBA
plication with the Federal ComOverseas Troops Get
munications Commission at Washing. The Ansco division of General Aniton for the erection of a super-high
line and Film Corp., New York, has
'Bells'
of Picture
been admitted to affiliate membership 80
The Prints
Overseas Motion
Serv- frequency relay system on an experimental basis between Chicago and Milin the Television Broadcasters Assoice of the Army Special Service Diviwaukee, designed to handle television
sion has flown 80 16mm. prints of
ciation, Inc. Monroe W. Sweet and
James Forrestal were designed as RKO-Radio's "The Bells of St. programs as well as radio shows and
Ansco representatives. Other film Mary's" to 22 theatres of operation long distance telephone calls. The
expected to be ready for testing
manufacturers affiliated with TBA are for
Day. showings to troops on Christmas link,
early in 1947, will cost $500,000.
Eastman Kodak and du Pont.

Rank,

Pathe

( Continued from page 1 ]
mit
new exclusive
company. use of that name by the
Rank's distributing organization will
handle the 20 films in Britain and
throughout the rest of the world,
while physical distribution of the new
Eagle-Lion company's product in this
hemisphere will be through PRC exchange facilities, although the company's announcement said that PRC
will not participate in the operations
of the new Eagle-Lion company,
which is to have its own complete
supervisory and selling forces.
Neither the product nor the personnel of PRC will be affected by the
new development, the announcement
said.
10 From Independents
The 10 American films to be contributed to the new Eagle-Lion program, the announcement said, will
come from independent producers. The
10 British films are to be selected
from
all of World
Rank's Pictures
product has
available
after United
made
its selection of eight film annually
therefrom.
The two new arrangements, United
World and Eagle-Lion, give Rank
American outlets for a total of 18 features annually for his future product.
Earlier, he had set American distribution deals for about 20 features ; including eight through United Artists,
six through Universal, two with RKO
Radio ; "The Way Ahead" with 20th
Century-Fox
;' "The
with PRC. Also,
he has Silver
entered Fleet"
into a
joint production deal with David O.
Selznick on a picture about Mary
Magdalene.
The two new arrangements, providing distribution for both his top and
average productions, are believed to
conclude his American distribution arrangements for some time to come.
Permanency Attained
In a statement issued yesterday,
Rank
has
never said
been that
any heretofore
permanent "there
machinery
to ensure coordinated distribution of
our (British) product under a longterm program. We now have attained
that permanency. We are determined
that in each film there will be more
and more progress toward entertainment acceptable in the world market.
We know the final answer lies in the
films
Rankthemselves."
added that, with the two new
deals, "there will be a free interchange
of ideas, of talent and of experience
between major elements in both the
American and British industries. This
can only result in the production of
better films and in better understandbetween our nations."
Theing Eagle-Lion
arrangement leaves
unanswered questions concerning
PRC's own production activities,
which cent
have
beenIt curtailed
remonths.
is being during
suggested
in trade circles that the company will
endeavor to attract independent producers to supply its own schedule as
well as the new Eagle-Lion productions.
'Heaven*

Shown

Dec. 21

Twentieth Century-Fox's tradeshowing
of "Leave
will be held
on Dec.Her21 toin Heaven"
all exchange centers, except Albany, Boston, Buffalo and New Haven, where
the berpicture
will be shown on Decem24.
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Mr. Mayer!
On his recent tour of the
Far East for the Red Cross,
Arthur Mayer, operator of the
Rialto, here, said there were
many recurrences of his being mistaken for Louis B.
Mayer. He recounts one incident in a Calcutta film studio where the leading lady,
upon learning of the presence
of "Mr.
before theMayer,"
camera flustered
and ruined
the shot.

M-G-M
Some

to Show

for New

6,

Block

M-G-M has set trade showings on
six new pictures, most of which will
comprise
company's
However, the
a decision
on thenext
15th block.
block
will not be made until William F.
Rodgers, vice-president and general
sales manager, returns from his Miami vacation. At that time, too, a tentative schedule of releases will be set
up, starting with the first week in
January.
"The Sailor Takes a Wife" and
"Up exchanges
Goes Maisie"
screened
all
on will
Dec. be27.
On thein
following
day,will
"Thebe Harvey
Technicolor,
shown. Girls,"
On Jan.in
4, "Portrait of Maria" and "The
Last Chance" will be shown in all
areas except New York and Los Angeles, where they have' been previously
screened.
On Jan. 8, the Clark Gable-Greer
Garson film, "Adventure," which follows "The Bells of St. Marys" into
the Music Hall, will be shown in all
territories except New York and Los
Angeles, where it was shown Dec. 14.
686 RKO Servicemen
Reinstated in Jobs
Six out of every seven RKO employes discharged from the Armed
Forces are now back at their jobs with
the company, it reports. The company
records that of the 1,600 employes in
its distribution, production and exhibition branches who entered services, 800
have thus far received honorable discharges and 686 of those have returned to the company.
Thirty-six RKO employes were
killed.
'Academy Award Week'
Toronto, Dec. 18. — Manager Duncan Campbell of the Elmwood Theatre, London, Ont, is staging an "Academy Award Week" prior to Christmas.
Programs, changed daily, consist of
a feature which had figured in an
award during past years. Campbell
reports the arrangement successful.
Para. Pep Club Party
Paramount Pep Club's Christmas
party will be held at the company's
home office recreation room on Friday with music being supplied by the
Paramount choral group and male
chorus and Howard and Lester Lanins' orchestra.

Key

Picture

City

Grosses

7"7* OLLOWING are estimated picture grosses for current en±* ' gagements in key cities as reported by Motion Picture
Daily correspondents.
(RKO Radio)— CIRCLE (2,800) (35c-55c) 7
days. Gross: $7,000. (Average: $11,000).
PITTSBURGH
FALLEN ANGEL (20th-Fox) and MEXICANA (Rep.)— INDIANA (3,200) (35c-55c)
7 days. Gross: $9,500. (Average: $12,000).
Extremely bad weather conditions, GETTING GERTIE'S GARTER (UA) and
which made driving hazardous, kept I LOVE A BANDLEADER (Col.)— LOEW'S
(2,450) (35c-55c)
down attendance over the weekend, (Average:
$12,000). 7 days. Gross: $10,000.
none of the first-runs even getting THE UNSEEN (Para.) and SCARED
close to average business. Estimated STIFF (Para.)— LYRIC (1,600) (35c-55c) 7
receipts for the week ending Dec. 20: davs. Gross: $4,500. (Average: $5,000)
THE DOLLY SISTERS (20th-Fox) — FUL TO'N (1,700) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days, fourth
week. Gross: $7,500. (Average: $9,000)
SHADY LADY (U)— J. P. HARRIS (2,000) MILWAUKEE
(35c-44c-65c) 7 days. Gross: $6,200. (Average: $10,000)
Coldest weather in three years kept
HOLD THAT BLONDE (Para.) — PENN
(3,400)
(40c-55c-85c)
far below average. Esti(Average:
$23,000) 7 days. Gross: $12,000. all grosses
THE SPANISH MAIN (RKO Radio) — Dec. 18:mated receipts for the week ended
RITZ (1,100) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days, 3rd week,
on a moveover from the Stanley. Gross: OUR VINES HAVE TENDER GRAPES
$3,000. (Average: $3,500)
(M-G-M) and THE HIDDEN EYE
ABBOTT AND COSTELLO IN HOLLY- (M-G-M) — WISCONSIN (2,800) (55c-85c)
WOOD (M-G-M) — STANLEY (3,800) (40c- 7 days, 1st week. Gross: $10,000. (Average:
65c-85c) 7 days. Gross: $13,500. (Average: $13,000)
$23,000).
THEN THERE WERE NONE (ZOthTOO YOUNG TO' KNOW (WB) and AND
and LIFE WITH BLONDIE (Col.)—
APPOINTMENT
IN TOKYO (WB) — Fox)
PALACE (2,275) (55c-85c) 7 days, 1st week.
WARNER (2,000) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days, 2nd Gross:
$8,000. (Average: $12,500)
week on moveover from the Penn. Gross:
DUFFY'S TAVERN (Para.) and FALLEN
$5,000. (Average: $7,500)
AND THEN THERE WERE NONE ANGEL (20th-Fox)— STRAND (1,200) (55c(Z»th-Fox) and APPOINTMENT IN 2nd
85c) 7week
days, Fallen
3rd weekAngel.
Duffy'sGross:
Tavern$4,500.
and
TOKYO (WB)— SENATOR (1,700) (35c-44c- (Average:
$6,000)
65c) 7 days, second week, on a moveover THE
SOUTHERNER (UA) and A BOY,
from the J. P. Harris. Gross: $2,700. (Aver- A GIRL,
AND A DOG (Frank)— RIVERage: $3,500)
SIDE (2,600) (50c-80c) 7 days, 1st week.
Gross: $7,500. (Average: $16,500)
THIS LOVE OF OURS (U) and CAPMINNEAPOLIS
TAIN TUGBOAT ANNIE (Rep.) — WARNER (2.400) (50c-80c) 7 days, 1st week.
Gross: $9,000. (Average: $15,500)
DAKOTA (Rep.) and GIRLS OF THE
Sub - zero temperatures, which BIG HOUSE (Rep.) — ALHAMBRA (1,600)
7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $3,500.
showed little promise of climbing, bit r50c-80c)
heavily into grosses at Minneapolis (Average: $5,000)
Loop theatres this week. Estimated receipts for the week ending Dec. 20.
OUR VINES HAVE TENDER GRAPES CLEVELAND
(M-G-M) — RADIO CITY (4,000) (44c-60c)
7 days, second week. Gross: $8,500. (AverHeavy Christmas shopping, plus
age: $12,000)
ANCHORS AWEIGH (M-G-M) — STATE zero weather, are reflected by a slump
(2,300) (Average:
(44c-60c) 7 $10,000)
days, second week. Gross: at the box office. Estimated receipts
f7,800.
DAKOTA (Rep.)— ORPHEUM (2,800) (44c- for the week ending Dec. 19 :
70c) 8 days. Gross: $9,000. (Average: $7,500) KISS AND TELL (Col.) — RKO ALLEN
DOLLY SISTERS (20th- Fox) — CENTURY (3,000) (45c-55c-65c) 7 days, 2nd week on
moveover from the Palace. Gross: $8,000.
(1,600) (44c-60c) 7 days, fourth week. Gross: a(Average:
$10,000)
$3,800. (Average: $7,000)
THE SPANISH MAIN (RKO Radio) — STATE FAIR (20th-Fox) — WARNERS'
LYRIC (1,100) (44c-60c) 7 days, fourth week. HIPPODROME (3,500) (45c-55c-65c) 6 days,
Gross: $3,500. (Average: $4,500)
2nd week on a holdover. Gross: $9,500.
THE HIDDEN EYE (M-G-M)— GOPHER (Average for 7 days: $20,800)
(1,000) (40c) 7 days. Gross: $3,200. (Average:
MILDRED
(WB)6 days.
— WARNERS'
$3,000)
(714) PIERCE
(45c-55c-65c)
4th week
FALLEN ANGEL (ZOth-Fox) — WORLD LAKE
2nd moveover. Gross: $2,000. (Average
(350) (44c-80c) 7 days, second run. Gross: and
for
7
days:
$3,270)
$2,100. (Average: $2,000)
CAPTAIN KIDD (UA) — LOEW'S OHIO
(1,268) (45c-65c)
days, (Average:
2nd week $6,200)
on a
moveover.
Gross: 7$4,500.
INDIANAPOLIS
FALLEN ANGEL (20th-Fox) — RKO PALACE (3,300) (45c-55c-65c) 6 days. Gross:
$15,000. (Average for 7 days: $19,000)
Zero weather and the usual pre- WHAT NEXT, CORP. HARGROVE
(M-G-M)— LOEW'S STATE (3,300) (45cChristmas slump have put a def- 65c)
11 days.
inite crimp in theatre business here. 7 days:
$20,700)Gross: $22,000. (Average for
Estimated receipts for the week ending WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF
Dec. 18-19:
(M-G-M) — LOEW'S STILLMAN (1.900)
11 days, 4th week. Gross: $10,000.
GEORGE WHITE'S SCANDALS (RKO (45c-65c)
Radio) and TWO O'CLOCK COURAGE (Average for 7 days: $11,000)
Whitney Joins Republic
Hollywood, Dec. 18. — Having been
released from the Army after three
years service, William Whitney has
rejoined Republic as a director on a
seven-year contract.

Defer Theatre Tax Move
Los Angeles, Dec. 18. — The City
'Staircase' Tradeshow
RKO Radio will trade-show "The Council has again deferred action, until Thursday, on a proposed tax on
Spiral
at the Normandie
Theatre,Staircase"
here, on Thursday,
Jan. 3. theatre grosses here.

Wednesday, December 19, 1945

daily

Dressing for Gamble
"Black tie" is specified on
the tickets for the testimonial
dinner that will be given by
the industry to Ted R. Gamble, national director of the
Treasury's War Finance Division, in the Waldorf-Astoria
on Jan. 7.
Herman Gluckman, treasurer, is now accepting checks
for reservations, at WAC
headquarters, here.
Orton
Loew's

Hicks
16mm

Heads
Unit

Lt. Col. Orton H. Hicks has been
named head of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's globe-girdling 16mm operations,
by Arthur M. Loew, president of
Loew's International Corp., who observed that "Col. Hicks has been for
nearly 20 years a figure in 16mm
He was the Army's film distribution chief until
joined Loew's,
and
as director
of thehe distribution
division,
Signal Corps, he organized the flow
of
thousands of Hollywood gift films
films."
and War Department films to battle
areas all over the world.
Will Criss-Cross Globe
As chief
of heads
M-G-M'san 16mm
operations, Hicks
organization
that will criss-cross the globe, said
ArthurtriesLoew's
announcement,
in counoutside the
United States
and
Canada, with "Metromobile" roadshow circuits
stationarytowns.
16mm All
instal ationsand
intheatreless
of M-G-M's regular features and
shorts will be available on 16mm for
this overseas market, but only in locations where 35mm standard equipment
is unavailable. In addition, non-Hollywood-made educational, cultural
and documentary films will be distributed for use in schools and colleges
and
by civic
organizations and adult
education
groups.
Loew's International has already
brought 11 men from as many counU. S. under
for a Hicks.
two-months'
coursetriesofto thetraining
Other
16mm trainees will follow until most
major world markets will be covered.
BIS

Will

Screen

3

Pictures Tomorrow
The British Information Services,
here, will hold a trade screening of
three documentaries : "Mamprusi Village," "Looking Through Glass," and
"Cornish Valley," at Lloyd's screening
room tomorrow. The films, which describe Gold Coast village life, the
manufacture of glass, and farm and
village life in Cornwall, respectively,
each run 20 minutes, and will be disAcquire Italian Film
tributed to theatres by the BIS
American distribution rights to through its several offices across the
"Open City," produced in Italy follow- nation, on a -rental basis.
ing the liberation, have been acquired
by Arthur Mayer and Joseph Burstyn.
It deals with the story of the martyr- Chicago Legion Post
priest, Don Morosini, who was shot by
Chicago, Dec. 18. — Film row is orthe Germans for aiding the Roman
ganizing its own American Legion
underground. Under direction of Rob- post, and all veterans in the industry
ert Rosselini, screen, stage and liter- attended an organizational meeting in
ary personalities prominent in the the Blackstone Hotel here recently.
Rome resistance, collaborated on the Lou Abramson, Universal salesman,
handled preliminary details.
production.
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UA's

British

Quota
Set

NEW YORK, U.S.A., THURSDAY,

Needs

into

'47

'A' Time for Its Films
From Odeon, Gaumont
United Artists will satisfy its
British quota requirements until
April, 1947, by production of a picture in England for distribution in
that country alone, Gradwell L. Sears,
vice-president in charge of distribution, and Edward C. Raftery, president, told the trade press here yesterday. For the present, Sears said, it
will only be necessary to make one
picture there in 1946, which, together
with the footage credit which UA
will derive from the distribution of J.
Arthur Rank's "Caesar and Cleopatra" in the U. S., will give UA sufficient quota credits. Sears and Raftery returned from London earlier this
week.
The quota picture will be a "topflight production," Sears said, for distribution solely in the United Kingdom by UA, with some other agency
taking care of its release throughout
the rest of the world. UA will have
complete control of the cast and the
script, he added.
Sears completed arrangements for
{Continued on page 6)
Le

Vien

Pathe

Is Named

News

Chief

Lt. Col. John D. Le Vien, 31, of
New York, has returned to RKO
Pathe News, to become its news editor, succeeding Alfred Butterfield,
newly appointed editorial director.
Col. Le Vien, who will supervise the
world-wide news coverage and camera staff of Pathe News, had been
with the newsreel from 1935 until he
joined the Second Armored Division
in 1941.
After several months with the
Armed Forces, Col. Le Vien, who
holds a number of French and American decorations, was assigned to
Army Public Relations duty. In this
{Continued on page 6)
In This Issue
Besides the review of
"Leave Her to Heaven", in
adjoining columns, a review
of "Doll Face" is on page 3.
Booking chart is on page 8.

Snow Storm Cuts NY
Grosses Up to 50%
Theatre business at New
York first-runs ranged to 50
per cent below normal yesterday as the result of the heavy
snowfall. Even the current
top money makers as well as
the weaker shows felt the adverse effects of the storm
with receipts off from 10 to
50 per cent.
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Not
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Cut
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Gets
Says

Tax

Was
1946

Priority

Raibourn

Paul Raibourn, head of television
activities of Paramount Pictures
and president of its Television Productions, yesterday denied charges
that he, Television Productions or
Paramount has in any way hindered
Mayer Reports on or hampered development of television.
Raibourn stated that "Paramount
Pictures has in the last seven years
India, China, Japan done more for the promotion and development of television in the home
than any other organiTwo antiquated film studios near and in theatres
zation with the possible exception of
Tokyo provide the Japanese with
fairly good screen fare, Arthur May- RCA,
NBC anandanti-trust
CBS." suit in U. S.
In filing
er, operator of the Rialto Theatre, District
Court, here, on Tuesday,
here, found dur- against Scophony, Paramount and
ing his recent
General Precision
trip
the Far
{Continued Equipment,
on page 6) the govEastto for
the
Red Cross. In
spite of their
impoverished
resources, Schwartz Divides
the Japs still
freely spend His Territory
money to see
films, he relatSol A. Schwartz, general manager
ed, stances
citing where
inof RKO out-of-town theatres, has relong lines of
his Mid-west territory which
natives which operatesalignedunder
the supervision of
Arthur Mayer
might be ex- division managers Frank Smith and
pected to lead
to a food distributing depot actually John Redmond. Under the new setup, Smith's division will include Chiare theatre queues.
cago, Kansas City, Detroit, ChamIndia's film producers, at Calcutta
paign and New Orleans ; and Redand Bombay, have a severe problem in
mond's Minneapolis, St. Paul, Omaha,
the large number of varying language Des Moines,
Sioux onCity,
Rap{Continued on page 6)
{Continucd
page Cedar
6)

Early Spring Is Set for
Start of Work on Bill
Washington, Dec. 19. — Reduction in the 20 per cent federal wartime admission tax, and other excise levies, will comprise the major
part of the 1946 tax-revision legislation, it was predicted here today by
Rep. Robert L. Doughton of North
Carolina, chairman of the important
House Ways and Means Committee.
Doughton said his committee will
begin work on the new bill in March
or April, adding that it may be confined to excise rate cuts, to go into
effect on Jan. 1, 1947.
Only in the event business is good
next spring and federal revenues run
heavier than now anticipated will it be
possible to consider tax relief in other
fields ; given favorable conditions, relief for individuals will be considered,
but there is little likelihood of any
further corporation tax revision,
Doughton added.
Mergers
To

Pathe

Add

Assets

Industries

Pathe Industries, owner of PRC and
of the new Eagle-Lion Films which
will join with J. Arthur Rank in the
worldwide distribution of 10 American
and 10 British pictures annually, yesterday announced acquisition of the
assets of two Robert R. Young companies through their merger with
Pathe Industries.
to Heaven"
Her
Leave
The merged companies are Com{20th Century-Fox]
monwealth Securities, Inc., and the
Hollywood, Dec. 19 V. D. Anderson Co. The former, an
HERE in Hollywood, as in New York, 20th Century-Fox enthusi- investment company, held 48,000
the CliffsonCorp.,
asts have long been talking about "Leave Her to Heaven," re- shares of {Continued
page 6)a steel inmarking on the slightest provocation that this is their biggest of
many seasons. No one can foretell what may show up next, but this
much is certain : here is a beautifully made attraction with an engrossing Karl Herzog Named
story, fine performances and top-level production values from go to
finish. It is also a money-attraction of very substantial girth and one PRC Vice-president
that must be included at once among the ace drawing cards of the year.
Hollywood, Dec. 19. — Karl Hertreasurer of Pathe Industries,
Ben Ames Williams', novel was about a woman with a personality so Inc., zog,
and its subsidiaries, has been
strong and so dominating that nothing — not excepting murder and her
to the Productions,
position of vice-presiown self-destruction — is permitted to stand in the paths of her decision. promoted
dent of PRC
Inc., and
By sheer will-power she dominates her mother's life, and so enveloped PRC Studios, Inc., effective Jan. 1, it
her dead father's life that she came into control of it, too. She meets was announced today by Robert W.
Cornel Wilde, a successful author, proposes to him, then marries him Purcell, newly-elected chairman of the
and, thereafter, sets out to brush aside all obstacles which in her mind, board of Pathe Industries. Herzog
will have headquarters here.
stand in the way of the duet of their existence.
C. Warren Sharpe . will succeed
Thus, she resents Darryl
Hickman,
a
"polio"
victim
and
the
close
{Continued on page 6)
Herzog as treasurer.
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Motion

Free Films, Candy
For Kiddies Abroad
Theatres in France and Belgium now being operated by
the Army Special Service Division headquarters will give
special
children's matinees on
Christmas.
American films will be contributed by United States
producers, operating through
the Paris office of the War
Activities Committee, with
candy and food supplied by
the Army. Such an operation,
almost routine in the United
States, becomes an innovation
in areas where children's
Christmas candy is now practically unknown.
Oscar
Dies

Cooper,
at Mt.

57,

Sinai

Oscar H. Cooper, 57, editorial assistant in the Sunday department of
the Philadelphia Inquirer, and onetime
film trade press editor and Universal
publicity director, died at Mt. Sinai
Hospital, here, "on Tuesday afternoon,
following
two-weeks'
Born ina Austin,
Tex.,illness.
a son of the
late Oscar H. Cooper, Texas educator, he taught at the Hargrove School,
Fairfield, Conn., and later became city
editor of the New Haven Palladium],
before returning to Texas to spend
four years, 1911-1915, on The Dallas
News as assistant to the president.
After seven years, 1916-23, with the
old Exhibitors' Trade Review, as news
and managing editor, Cooper spent a
like period with the old Motion Picture News as managing editor. From
1929 to 1931 he was publicity director
in New York for Universal.
Cooper is survived by his widow,
Florence; two daughters, Mrs. Harry
W. Johnson, and June S. Cooper of
this city ; and his mother, two brothers, and a sister, all of whom live in
Texas.
L.A. Tax Vote Today;
Warn of Precedent
Los for
Angeles,
— Exhibitors'
hopes
defeat Dec.
of the19. proposed
five
per cent tax on theatre grosses, which
comes up for a City Council vote here
tomorrow, rose today when Chamber
of Commerce president Leroy M. Edwards revealed the text of a letter
written to the councilmen, declaring
the levy an "unfair and discriminatory"
measure which would "constitute an
open invitation to other major cities to
tax heavily the revenues of motion picture theatres, placing a substantial
burden upon an industry which is extremely important to this community."

Picture

Personal

S SKOURAS, president of
SPYRO
20th Century-Fox, was a visitor
at the White House yesterday, spending a half-hour with President
Truman.
•
Capt. Harry Jordan, former manager of Trans-Lux Theatres, Philadelphia, expects his Army discharge
shortly
and office.
will join the circuit's
Washington
•
Ted Schlanger, Warner Theatres
zone manager in Philadelphia, and
Mrs. Schlanger will celebrate their
25th maswedding
anniversary on ChristDay.
I. J. Schmertz, manager of the
Cleveland 20th Century-Fox exchange,
will spend the holidays in New York
with Mrs. Schmertz.
•
Andre De Toth, director and writer, who came here from Hungary five
years ago, has become a United States
citizen.
•
James Washer has returned to
Donahue & Coe, New York advertising agency, as an assistant account
executive, after service in the army.
•
William B. Brenner, vice-president
in charge of operations for National
Screen Service, is back in New York
from England.
John W. Hubbell, chief of the
Army's oversea's motion picture service, has been promoted to lieutenant
colonel.
•
John Kirby, Paramount district
manager in Atlanta, has gone to Miami
on business.
•
Martin H. Newman has returned
to Century Circuit here as comptroller
after two and a half
• years in service.
Edward L. Hyman of the Paramount Theatre here will leave for
Boston tomorrow.
•
Paul Terry will celebrate his 30th
anniversary as a cartoon producer
tomorrow.
•
Charles Lester, Southern division
manager of National Screen, has left
New York for Memphis on business.
•
Stanley Kositsky, Columbia salesman in Philadelphia, is in a local hospital following an appendectomy.
•
Sam Wheeler, Film Classics franchise holder in Washington, has returned to his post after a visit here.
•
Herman
Ripps, M-G-M district
manager in Albany, is on the sick list.

Daily

Mention

Thursday, December 20, 1945
O'Brien
Many

HERBERT
J. YATES,
presi-R.
dent of Republic,
and James
Grainger, head of distribution, will
leave Hollywood for New York over
the weekend to spend the holidays
here.
•
Mat. Mike Cullen, former manager burgh,
of Loew's
Theatre,
Pittsand Fay Penn
Steinbach,
secretary
to M. A. Silver, in Albany, are newlyweds.
•
Clarence Turley, secretary of St.
Louis Amusement Co., has been elected
a governing counsellor of the Institute of Real Estate Appraisers there.
•
David Cohen will rejoin Penn Theatre Equipment Co., Philadelphia, this
army.
week, following his discharge from the
•
Harvey L. Seltzer, operator of the
Palmyra
ented his(Penn.)
collectionTheatre,
of coinshastopresthe
Lebanon County Historical Society.
•
Leonard Satz is back at Century
Circuit, here, as head of purchasing
and army.
maintenance, after two years in
the
•
Gilbert Seldes has left the Paramount studio for New York to spend
the holidays with his family, returning
to Hollywood on Jan. 2.
•
R. D. Fischer, discharged from the
Air
the 700-seat
Star Corps,
Theatrehasat purchased
Willow Springs,
Mo.
•
Edward Emanuel, booking manager for the Jay Emanuel Theatres,
Philadelphia, is ill.
•
Leonard Allen, Paramount advertising manager in Atlanta, has gone to
New Orleans.
•
Joan Caulfield, Paramount star, is
in
New York from Hollywood for the
holidays.
•
Lewis S. Black, manager of the
Warner
Theatre,
Wilmington, is
under a doctor's care
• for sciatica.
Bernard McCarthy, St. Louis man'• is at home
ager forflu.
United Artists,
with the

on

'Dimes';

Circuits

Sign

Margaret O'Brien, eight-year-old
M-G-M star, has " been appointed
chairman of the 1946 March of Dimes
children's division, it was announced
here yesterday,
Basil Foundation
O'Connor,
president
of the by
National
for Infantile Paralysis.
Gratification over the number of
blanket pledges from circuits being re
ceived by national March of Dimes
headquarters, here, has been expressed
by Joseph R. Vogel, circuit chairman.
"The number of pledges received
said
Vogel. far ahead of last year,"
is running
The Circuits
Among circuits which have responded are: M. Garfinkle, Pennsylvania (10 theatres) ; Century Circuit, New York (37) ; Hugh G. Martin, Georgia (68) ; M. and P.
Circuit, New England (94) ; Loew's,
(139) ; Kerasotes Theatres, Illinois
(9) ; Lam Amusement Co., Georgia
(12) ; Skouras Theatres, New York,
(65) ; RKO,
(100)(15)
; Dominion
Theatres, Virginia
; Thalheimer
Neighborhood Theatres, Virginia
sota (9).
(27) ; Berger Amusement Co., MinneAlso : Jenkins Theatres, Georgia
(16) ; Interstate,
and Jef-in
ferson AmusementGriffith,
Co. theatres
the Southwest (298) ; Minnesota
Amusement Co., Minnesota (78) ;
H. and E. Balaban Corp., Illinois
(11) ; Wisper and Welsman, Michigan (11).
Czechoslovakia

Eyed

By Export Company
Company presidents and foreign
managers attended a meeting of the
Motion Picture Export Corp. on Tuesday at which there was a general review of its application with special
emphasis on Czechoslovakia. No decision was taken, however, with respect to that
a government film territory,
monopoly where
is operating.
The British, French and the Russians
have already signified their intention
of dealing with the Czech agency.
Francis Harmon, Motion Picture
Association of America vice-president, and Export Corp. president,

Randall Bryan, National Screen presided.
Service branch manager, will spend
W AC's Walter Brown
the holidays in Miami
• with his mother.
Will Join Fabian
Graham Sussman, Monogram representative in Idaho, is visiting in Walter Brown, in charge of pubSalt Lake City.
licity for the War Activities Commit•
tee, here, is understood to be slated
Frank Rogers of Florida States for an executive post with the new
Theatres has entered an Atlanta hos- theatre organization proposed by Si
Fabian to follow the WAC theatres
pital for a rest.
•
division.
Robert Strickland is in New York
Fabian is expected to identify an
Al Sunshine has resigned as Re- from
Atlanta.
organizing committee shortly.
public salesman in Cleveland.

'Abie' Series Planned
Preview Soviet Film
Hollywood, Dec. 19. — Following Academy Awards on Air 20th Will Fete Terry
The artists and writers committee
Paul
Terry,
head
of
Terrytoons,
will
Hollywood,
Dec.
19.
—
The
Academy
Bing Crosby Productions "Abie's
be honored at a reception to be given to aid Jewish War Orphans in the
of
Motion
Picture
Arts
and
Sciences'
Irish Rose,"
now
in
preparation,
playwright. Anne Nicholas will supply a board of governors last night ap- by 20th Century-Fox at the St. Moritz USSR is sponsoring a preview of
proved a nationwide broadcast of its Hotel here on Dec. 28, in celebration "Once There Was a Girl," latest
new script annually for pictures to
carry the same characters forward complete annual award ceremonies, of his 30th anniversary in the indus- Soviet importation, at the Stanley
over the ABC network.
indefinitely.
try as an animated cartoon producer. Theatre, here, tomorrow.
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Review

Film
Subjects
"Hitler Lives?"
( W ar ners)
Here is a forceful indictment of
German savagery in war coupled with
an eloquent reminder that the doctrine
of world conquest is destined to still
again assert itself unless stemmed by
watchful world. The presentation
pulls no punches in driving its message home, with scenes of the grotesque
remains of thousands of victims of
the Nazis, including the distorted
forms of men hanging from a scaffold
and huge piles of human skeletons
found in "murder factories."
"The 'spirit' of Hitler is still alive
in Germany,"
the film contends,
of
surface appearances
and can inleadspite
to
another conflict, just as Bismarck
guided the German people into another
war after his end and World War I
was followed by World War II.
Knox Manning narrated for the
short, which was made under supervision of Gordon Hollingshead. Running time, 20 minutes.

"Doll Face"
(20th Century-Fox)
BASED on no less. an authoritative work than a play by Louise Hovick,
perhaps better known as Gypsy Rose Lee, this slick little musical is concerned with the saga of a burlesque queen, Vivian Blaine, who, deserting
downtown precincts, journeys uptown to seek success on Broadway. Dennis
O'Keefe masterminds her efforts in this respect, while Perry Como, night club
warbler, and Carmen Miranda, "Latin bombshell," lend their distinctive talents to thetainmentproceedings.
What results is a breezy musical chockful of entervalues.
When Miss Blaine is turned down for his show by Reed Hadley because
she has no "culture," O'Keefe prevails upon Michael Dunne, handsome but
intellectual author, to "ghost" Miss Blaine's autobiography in order to make
her a personality of distinction. Dunne becomes more than casually interested
in Miss Blaine, which disturbs O'Keefe no end because he and the actress
have an understanding and a ring to go along with it. When O'Keefe finds
Miss Blaine and Dunne together, he burns and breaks off their engagement.
The book appears, hits the best-seller lists, and Hadley offers the lead in his
new show to Miss Blaine.
openinghis night,
O'Keefe,
in order
to effect
with a her
after
sheOnignores
pleadings,
refuses
to permit
her toa reconciliation
appear, as he has
contract
for her exclusive services. They are reconciled. Miss Blaine is adequate in
the lead and vocalizes pleasantly. Como is smooth in his musical renditions
and
Miss Stewart
Mirandaandis good
a "samba"
routine with onCiro
the Leonard
dancer.
Martha
Dunnein are
fresh personalities
the Rimac,
Fox lot.
Praskins did the screenplay, from Harold Buchman's adaptation. Jimmy
McHugh and Harold Adamson contributed a fairly catchy score, of which
"Chico-Chico" has already caught on. "Somebody's Walkin' in My Dreams"
and "Here Comes Heaven Again" are also smooth ballads. Lewis Seiler
directed, while Bryan Foy is credited with production.
Running time, 80 minutes. General classification. Release in February.
Charles Ryweck

"Magic on a Stick"
(M-G-M)
This issue of John Nesbitt's "Passing Parade"
depicts who
the story
of an
English
chemist
discovered,
through a personal tragedy, the prin- RCA-Victor Workers
ciple oftime,
today's
sulphur match. Run- Get 10% Pay Boost
ning
10 minutes.
RCA-Victor division of Radio Corp.
announces a general salary increase
'Best Film' Group Is for its employees which sets a new
Announced by Gallup minimum and raises by 10 per cent
earnings of most salaried workers.
Dr. George Gallup, director of Au- the
The increase, retroactive to Dec. 15,
dience Research, Inc., announces the applies
to all salaried employees to
names of 10 contenders for the "most whom increases could be granted
popular" film of 1945, based on his without wage negotiations.
continuous polls conducted among filmgoers for Photoplay magazine, as follows :
Cowan in New York
"A Song to Remember," "Anchors
Aweigh," "God Is My Co-Pilot," On New Story Deals
"Hollywood Canteen," "Meet Me in
F. Scott Fitzgerald's "Babylon ReSt. Louis," "National Velvet," "Son
visited," which he recently purchased,
of Lassie," "Thirty Seconds Over will be the first production on his new
Tokyo," "Thrill of a Romance," "Val- schedule, Lester Cowan, who has arley of Decision."
rived here from the Coast, discloses.
He plans to acquire five or six properties before negotiating a release deal,
Ten More Films Are
he said.
Classified by Legion
While in the East, he will negotiate
The National Legion of Decency for a play, several more stories, and
has given an A-I rating to "Adventure will seek to sign writers. He will also
for Two," Two Cities Films-United make a decision on the previously announced "Free Press" while in the
Artists, and "Miss Susie Slagle's" and East.
"Tokyo Rose," Paramount. Classified
Cowan
and his wife plan to spend
A-II were "Deadline at Dawn" and
Christmas holidays in Mexico City
"The Falcon's Alibi," RKO-Radio; the
and will then return to New York.
"It Happened at the Inn" (French)
and "Vacation from Marriage," Alexander Korda, both M-G-M, also "One
Wight, Abarbanell Off
Way to Love," Columbia.
A class B rating was given to To Orient for WE
"House of Dracula," Universal, and
D. D. Wight, resident manager of
"Road to Utopia," Paramount.
Western Electric Co. of Asia, China
branch, has left New York for the
Wamboldt to Coast
Coast enroute to his post in Shanghai. Wight, who served during the war
M. P. Wamboldt, Eastern production director of American Broad- as a commander in the Navy, was stationed in Chungking during most of
casting, will transfer to Hollywood
on Jan. 15, becoming West Coast pro- his war service.
R. R. Abarbanell, resident manager
duction manager, reporting to J. Donald Wilson, director of production of of the Philippine branch, is enroute to
the ABC Western division. Wam- Manila to resume charge of the Philboldt directed for Warner Brothers
ippine offices, which he relinquished
and headed the Hollywood office of when captured by the Japs at the fall
Compton Advertising Agency in years of Manila in 1942. Abarbanell spent
past. Wamboldt will be replaced in three and a half years' internment in
New York by Lt. Col. Howard Lynn the Santo Tomas internment camp beNnssbaum.
fore his rescue last April.

Increased Payroll
Bond-Buying Urged
The 9,000 companies in New York
State, including several film companies, which have accepted Victory Loan
payroll-savings quotas totalling $150,000,000 have been asked to urge their
employes and executives to make an
extra "Victory E" bond purchase.
In a letter to Treasury Department
representatives in each of the firms,
including 5,000 in New York City,
which have a quota of $86,000,000,
John P. Stevens, Jr., director of the
Payroll Committee
Savings Division*
the War
Finance
for Newof York,
requested
that
a
re-canvass
of
all subscribers be made.

a Year

to

Foundation

Aims and operating machinery of
the International Film Foundation,
new,ed tonon-profit
organization
the building
of world"dedicatunderstanding through the production and
distribution of documentary films," .
were discussed by Julien Bryan, executive director, before press, radio
and educational representatives at the
Town Hall, here, yesterday.
Bryan, lecturer and producer of
documentary films, disclosed that the
IFF will operate with funds made
available by the Davella Mills Foundation of Montclair, N. J. The initial grant to the IFF is $150,000 .a
year for two years. Operations,
Bryan said, will be world-wide, with
films made in foreign countries for
distribution in the U. S. and in this
country for distribution abroad. He
revealed that 10 films are already in
production while two expeditions, one
to Europe and another to the Far
East, are slated for 1946.
Distribution Plans
Distribution, for the present, will be
handled largely through existing organizations, such as the 250 film libraries and agencies used by government agencies during the war.
The documentary film, Bryan said,
offers the most effective medium for
acquainting the peoples of the world
with each other.
Bryan recently completed a series
of documentaries on life in the U. S.
for the Office of Inter-American Affairs, in addition to 23 films on life
in South America. He was producer
of the "Background of the War" series, produced
in Europe,
released
nationally
in theandU."Siege,"
S. by
Pathe,
1939. which he made in Warsaw in

Other officers of the Foundation
are: Edward E. Watts, Jr., New
York, president; George F. Pierrot,
Detroit, vice-president; John Henry
Leh, Allentown, Pa., secretary;
Thomas C. Roberts, Princeton, N. J.,
treasurer. The board of directors, in
addition to Bryan and the above, includes Paul J. Braisted, Haddam,Coast 'Victory Queen' Conn. ; Walter T. Fisher, Chicago ;
Contest Nears Finish William S. Halstead, Fort Wayne,
Ind., and Dr. Harry A. Reed, New
Hollywood, Dec. 19. — Seven "Vic- York.
Queens,"here
representing
states tory
arrived
this week Western
for the
final contest which will determine the
girl to be named "Miss Victory Officers Elected by
Queen" in the industry's bond drive
■competition conducted in California, Church Film Group
Oregon, Washington and Arizona.
Lt. Paul R. Heard, USNR, who is
The girls began yesterday a round of completing films in Hollywood for the
studio activities, preparatory to being Naval Photographic Services, has been
Fox. screen tests at 20th Century- named
given
executive secretary of Protestant Film Commission, Inc.
Officers who will head the commisThe tory"
girlsdinnerwere
at a "Vic-P.
givenguests
by Charles
sion include: president, Rome A. Betts;
Skouras, regional chairman in the in- vice-president, S. Franklin Mack; secdustry war loan drive.
retary, Mrs. Norman Vincent Peale;
treasurer, Kinsey Merritt.
Directors named to the administra$18,294,825 Bond Sale
tive committee are: Mrs. Raymond
Pace Alexander, James H. Burke,
By N. Y. Houses
Irving Lesser, general chairman of Winfred P. Elson, Robert D. Jordan and H. Torrey Walker.
the War Activities Committee of
Greater New York, reports that the
750 theatres in the Metropolitan area
Wexler an Agent
sold
worth ofof the
"E"Victory
bonds
in the$18,294,825
first six weeks
Elliot Wexler, recently discharged
Loan campaign ; number of bonds sold as a lieutenant, senior grade, from the
was 188,746.
Navy, has gone into business for himself as music trade contact for motion
t The theatres, like others, are continuing their bond-selling activities picture companies, band leaders and
through the end of the year. ■
singers.

The Drive with a Heart!
MARCH

OF DIMES (Jan. 24-30)

with
GEORGE BRENT - WARNER ANDERSON • LUCILLE WATSON
JOHN RIDGELY- EVE ARDEN
Screen Play by Catherine Turney • From the novel "Instruct My Sorrows"
'by Clare Jaynes • Music by Max Steiner
Produced by
Directed by
HENRY BLANKE • CURTIS BERNHARDT
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Scophony
(Continued from page 1)
ernment, through Wendell Berge, Assistant U. S. Attorney General in
charge of the anti-trust division, stated :"In addition to the usual restraints
on competition which flow from illegal cartel arrangements, as a result
of this conspiracy, commercial development in this country of an important
advance in the television art has been
postponed and the opening of a new
field of public entertainment and education has been unnecessarily delayed."
The government's
also named
Arthur
Levey, Earlaction
G. Hines
and
Raibourn.
Follows Levey Statement
In an interview reported in Motion
Picture Daily yesterday, Levey,
president of Scophony Corp. of Ameriindicatedaidthat
government'sof
actionca,might
in thetheadvancement
television in the U. S., favoring the
move by Attorney-General Tom C.
Clark in bringing the action.
"As a result of Paramount's extensive efforts, millions of dollars have
been
expended,"
"It
has aided
in the Raibourn
growth ofsaid.
DuMont
Laboratories, in which it has a 37
per cent interest. Subsidiaries have
established and are operating television
broadcasting stations in Chicago and
in Hollywood. DuMont is operating
a station in New York. By early
spring this station will be broadcasting programs picked up in Washington. The Hollywood station will be
broadcasting from Mt. Wilson in 1946.
In this location it expects to test the
transmission of 500 megacycle frequencies. It expects to demonstrate
television pictures on the screen of the
Paramount Theatre in New York, in
Aug., 1946, and to make this available
to other theatres throughout the country.
Amazed by Charge
"Paramount's contribution to the development oftelevision is so generally
acknowledged that we are amazed to
learn that we are charged with hindering the development of television because of a small interest in the Scophony situation," Raibourn continued,
adding : "This interest in Scophony
was taken by Television Productions
upon the solicitation by Scophony,
Ltd., during 1939, 1940 and 1941. Scophony was willing to sell a 16 per
cent interest in the American rights
for $8,500, which Television Productions acquired in the hope of furthering television. At the request of Scophony it has since made some small
additional advances to allow Scophony
to pay its patent expenses and its staff
of four.
"So much has happened in radar,
GREETINGS/
At this season of the year
may we wish you the heartiest of greetings.
May 1946 bring you
Health, Peace
and Prosperity.
GLOBE TICKET COMPANY
154 West 14th St., New York

Leave

Her

picture
to

Heaven

(Continued from page 1)
brother she
of her
husband's,
permitting
him regretting
to drown the
in step
a Maine
lake. Toherself
hold
Wilde,
decides
on a baby
and, later
she throws
down a stairway. The child is still-born, but she lives. Growing suspicion in
Wilde's mind finally fulminates into an explosion and precipitates her confession. He leaves, but so determined is Miss Tierney to hold him, whether in
life or death, that she plants arsenic in her sugar and dies at her own hand.
Not before, however, she so arranges circumstantial evidence designed to pin
the act on her adopted sister, played by Jeanne Crain.
In the ensuing murder trial, Vincent Price, a suitor originally rejected for
Wilde, strikes unrelentingly for conviction. But the scales tip for acquittal
when Wilde tells the jury of Miss Tierney's double assault against society.
Having withheld the information at first, he becomes an accessory to the
crimes and goes to prison for two years. In the final scene, he and Miss Crain
are united in a romantic finish.
John M. Stahl's direction, from a well-knit screenplay by Jo Swerling, is
excellent throughout. Unfortunate plot weakness resides in the acceptance of
Wilde's charges against his dead wife by court and jury with no evidence
beyond his own statement to substantiate the allegations. Stahl's directorial
pace in the first hour is leisurely and, while it appears slower than perhaps
is required, it does serve to accelerate the dramatic onrush which marks the
remainder of the attraction. Miss Tierney is easily at her peak in an exacting
role. Her professional stock unquestionably will spurt forward once "Leave
Her to Heaven" gets into its stride. Wilde, remembered for "A Song to
Remember" and "A Thousand and One Nights," is extremely good and so
likewise are Miss Crain and others down the supporting line. In a long and
tense courtroom scene, it is Price, however, who puts the picture in his pocket
with nary a runner-up in sight.
Other assets assembled by William A. Bacher, the producer, importantly
include Leon Shamroy, for the arresting handling of the color camera and
Alfred Newman for the music.
Running time, 110 minutes. Adult classification. January release.
Red Kann
electronics and television during the
war that the original 'supersonic' ideas
which Scophony held are probably obsolete. The large sums spent by governments during the war on the Scophony
"skiatron" principle
have method
so far
failed to produce
a successful
of applying it to television. Television scientists would have laughed at
us had we at any time claimed Scophony to have the possibilities indicated for it in the newspaper publicity
of
the last few days," declared Raibourn.
Chairman of British Scophony
Sees 'Amicable Amendment'
London, Dec. 19. — Sir Maurice Bonham-Carter, chairman of Scophony,
Ltd., British television company, said
today his concern was operating in the
United stoodStates
whatagreement
was "underto be aunder
normal
for
the exploitation of patent processes of
British origin in America.
"The agreement between the British
and the American company (Scophony
Corp. of America) was drafted by the
British
company's
Sir Maurice
said. American lawyers,"
"If,eral however,
laws, no doubtit involves
it can andthewillfedbe
duly and amicably amended, as it is
obvious that there must be some means
of fair exploitation of British patents
in G.America
by American
interests."
Wikkenhauser,
general
manager
and chief engineer of Sophony, Ltd.,
saidicathat
high courtit will
in Amerannuls "if
the the
agreements
mean
that the American company will have
no patents at all because all of the
patents have been originated by the
British company."
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Pathe Industries
(Continued from page 1)
vestment company, and 12,500 shares
of the Central National Bank of
Cleveland. The Anderson company
owned and operated a machinery manufacturing plant in Cleveland. Assets
of both are now owned by Pathe Industries as a result of the mergers.
A plan of recapitalization for Pathe
Industries, providing for the issuance
of 10 shares of common stock in exchange for each share of common
presently outstanding, will be submitteders toonaJan.
special
7. meeting of stockholdA regular quarterly dividend of $1
per
on the
company's'
preferred
stockshare
has been
authorized,
payable
Jan.
1 to holders of record on Dec. 20.
Officers of Pathe Industries are :
Kenneth M. Youngr, president; R. W.
Purcell, chairman of the board ; J. J.
Anzalone, vice-president ; C. W.
Sharp, treasurer, and M. M. Malone,
secretary.
Sol Schwartz
(Continued from page 1)

ids, loo
Davenport,
and Dubuque.Marshalltown, WaterSmith will make his headquarters
in Chicago, and Redmond in Minneapolis.
Meanwhile, with "The Bells of St.
Mary's"
time thein
24 RKO opening
theatres atin Christmas
cities outside
New York Metropolitan area,
Schwartz has completed plans whereby he hopes to establish new attendance and gross records in each of the
24 theatres, by extended playing time
New Salesmen's Unit
Boston, Dec. 19. — Returning from and an increased number of daily perthe Chicago meeting of film salesmen,
Early openings and late
where the Coliseum Motion Picture shows will beformances.
in order.
Salesmen of America was formed,
Shepard Epstein and Louis Wechsler, Neufer Has New Firm
representing the New England area,
Cleveland, Dec. 19. — L. C. Neufer
made a report and as a result the
salesmen of Boston district will decide has formed Planet Pictures, Inc. of
on Jan. 12 whether or not they will Ohio to distribute Planet 16mm. color
films in Ohio and Kentucky.
join the national organization.

UA's

Quota

Needs

(Continued' from page 1)
"A" playing time on the Odeon and
Gaumont circuits for UA product in
1946. "We're assured that all UA
pictures are going to play the two circuits on an equal split," Sears said.
David O. Selznick's "Duel in the ;
Sun" is definitely set for distribution
by UA, Sears said, in response to a
question. The production, Raftery saictf^,
is "picture number four in his (Seli
nick's) contract with UA."
Sears predicted that Britain's distributors' quota, as well as the exhibitors', would be increased. Sears
charged the British press with a concerted move to force the British people to go to see British pictures. He ■
implied that native critics deal harshly with Hollywood product, while
adopting a more lenient attitude
toward product from their studios.
Replacements Next Week
Questioned concerning replacements
for two departing UA sales executives, Carl Leserman and Harry Gold,
Sears declared that he will name them
"next week." He also hinted at an
important producer deal which he said
would and
have
"international"
significance,
which
may be approved
by ;
company's
board of directors at
athemeeting
here today.
UA's British subsidiary this year
experienced the biggest sale of product
in its history, Sears said~ A sales
convention was held in that country
during their visit and was attended by
the Irish and French managers. Construction of new theatres in England
will not be possible for the next five
years, it was declared.
"Caesar and
Cleopatra"
willAlthough
not be roadshown
in the
U. S.,
Sears said, Rank's "Henry V" will be.
Sears is planning to make a deferred
trip to South America in the late winter or early spring and to return to
England next August to arrange for
the company's British production.
Arthur Mayer
(Continued from page 1)
dialects spoken in that country, while
one of the main difficulties in China,
particularly for exhibitors, is a monetary one, the forms of currency in
some communities not being recognized in others, Mayer reports.
Mayer's
assignment
for ofthe
Red
Cross
was the
supervision
filming,
with Army Signal Corps facilities, of
the many Far East activities.
Le Vien, News Chief
(Continued from page 1)
capacity,
served
in thein Army's
Bureau of hePublic
Relations
Washington
as
well
as
three
years
in
England, North Africa, Sicily, Italy,
France and Germany.
In Tunisia,
he organized
manded the first
press campand incomthe
history of the U. S. Army, which organization supervised the activities of
war correspondents through eight campaigns.
Name Change Filed
Albany, N. Y., Dec. 19.— Pathe
News, Inc., a Delaware corporation,
Inc.
has changed its name to RKO-Pathe,
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Average
Price
To

Play

Rises

$145,423

Hollywood Bought 13 in
1945 for $1,890,500

7,209

'Dimes

Pledges

In

TEN CENTS

21, 1945

Peak Grosses Seen
For Holiday Period
Theatremen are looking
ahead to the biggest holiday
business in years, at least sufficient to compensate for the
slackening off pre-Christmas
period and the box-office handicap presented by severe
weather in many areas.
Followingstudents
this afternoon's
session,
in most
parts of the country will begin an 11-day holiday. Many
government and business
people will have four-day
holidays. Monday preceding
Christmas and New Year's
Day has been declared a nonwork day. Besides, it will
be the first peacetime Christmas and New Year's Day in
five years.

Theatre
for campaign
the industry's
1946
March pledges
of Dimes
now
total 7,209 — about half of the number
of theatres expected to participate in
the campaign, according to national
chairman Nicholas M. Schenck, who
urges exhibitors who have not yet forwarded their pledges to do so at once
in order to facilitate recording by the
limited headquarters staff.
Additional circuit pledges received
by circuit chairman Joseph R. Vogel
include: L. F. Gran, Milwaukee (17
theatres) ; Mutual Theatres, Detroit
(33); Butterfield, Michigan (108);
Fabian, New York and Virginia (49) ;
White Theatres, Cincinnati (15) ;
Western Massachusetts Theatres,
Springfield (18); Interboro, New
York (33) ; Basil Brothers, Buffalo
(11) ; Reade, New York and New
Jersey (22) ; Affiliated, Philadelphia,
Pa. (8) ; Atlantic, Philadelphia (14). 3% Tax on Grosses
Also : Lockwood and Gordon, Bos(CoMinued on page 6)
Killed in L.A., 8-7

Film companies paid $1,890,500
for screen rights to 13 Broadway
stage plays and for an option on
a 14th during 1945, according to
information available through Sidney R. Fleisher, who helps negotiate play deals for producers.
The average price for each
play rose from an estimated
$128,120 per play in 1944 and
$107,000 in 1943, to $145,423 in
1945.
The 1945 figure compares with $3,203,000 paid for rights to 25 plays
bought in 1944, and $1,802,000 for 17
plays bought in 1943.
Top price for rights to a Broadway
play during 1945 was paid by Warner Brothers for "The Voice of the Industry Plaque Will
(Continued on page 3)
Los Angeles, Dec. 20. — The Los AnTour the Country
geles City Council today vetoed, eight
The plaque of war accomplishment, to seven, an ordinance which would
presented to the industry by the war have levied a three per cent tax on
Columbia's Quarter agencies of the U. S. government, theatre grosses, and instructed the
will be toured around the country for revenue and taxation committee to
Net at $544,000
display to the film theatregoing pub- prepare an ordinance which would
tax burden over all busilic, it was announced here yesterday spreadnessthe
and industry.
George J. Schaefer, chairman of
Columbia Pictures Corp. and sub- by
Opposition to Councilman Meade
the War Activities Committee. Dis1 sidiaries report estimated net earncussions are now being held with S. H. McClanahan's
proposal,
he dei ings of $544,000 for the three months
(Continued
on page which
3)
(Continued on page 6)
ended Sept. 29, compared with $380,; 000 for the same period last year. The
i recent quarter's net is eauivalent to 44
$1.26 per share on 392,987 shares of
common stock outstanding, as against
Street"
Scarlet
86 cents on 383,401 shares in 1944.
Federal taxes amounted to $380,000 [Universal-Diana Production]
during the recent quarter, compared
i with $685,000 for the period last year.
HE director and leads which produced the successful "Woman in
the Window" are reunited here in the American version of "La
20
Chienne," noted French film. The outcome is an Hoatlltryw
on De
tid,
acoo
thac.t is
1,120 Defaulters on
strong and unadulterated, about a trio of
characters, all excrescences
British 15% Quota
onTthe body of society and thoroughly deserving of the fate finally
befalling them.
London, Dec. 20. — A total
of 1,120 British exhibitors
Joan Bennett, the slut, is murdered. Dan Duryea, lover and lawfailed to use at least 15 per
breaker, isput to death for a crime he never committed. Edward G.
cent of their , films from
Robinson,
cashier with a genius' flair for modernistic painting, escapes
among British pictures during
the law buta pays
off for the(Continued
murder onthrough
page 6) guilt of conscience and his
the year ended with September, thus defaulting on the
Board of Trade's
requirements, Sirquota
Stafford
ft ft! & & & ft! & & & & & & $ $ & $ $ & & $ & % ft & $
Cripps, BOT president, disclosed under questioning in
the House of Commons today.
Only 37 of the defaulting
theatres belonged to Odeon,
Gaumont-British or ABC.

21

on

Theatre

Interim
Unit
Organization's
Urge Gamble as Head
Of Exhibitor Group
An interim committee of 21
prominent
exhibitors
was announced yesterday by S. H. Fabian,
chairman of the Theatres DivisionMotion Picture Industry, which will
be charged with making arrangements
for a national convention of exhibitors
in late January or early February at
which the peacetime successor to the
War Activities
Committee's
theatres
division
will be formally
launched.
The interim committee of 21
will meet at WAC headquarters
here on Jan. 7, to set the convention date and city and adments. vance other convention arrangeMeanwhile, a movement is getting
underway in theatre circles to advocate the appointment of Ted R. Gamble, rector
Oregon
and national
diof theexhibitor
War Finance
Division
of the Treasury, to serve as executive
director of the new organization,
which presumably would be a salaried
post. Official
comment
(Continucd
on pageon 6)the moveWorld
RKO

Release

Mexican

for

Film

RKO Radio, in partnership with
Aguila, a native Mexican production
company, is currently producing its
initial film in the newly-constructed
RKO Churubusco Studios in Mexico
City, in both Spanish and English
for world-wide distribution, according to N.
Peter
Rathvon,to RKO
ident. This
is believed
be the presfirst
joint project in dual languages in
Mexico.
In an interview here yesterday,
following his return from Mexico,
and flanked by John Steinbeck, author
(Continued
and production
aide onofpage
the 6)film, "The
No Holiday Papers
Motion Picture Daily will
not be published on Monday,
Dec. 24, or Tuesday, Christmas
Day, due to the seasonal holidays which will be generally
observed in business offices
throughout the industry.
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DAVID O. SELZNICK left New
York by train for the Coast yesterday.
Washington, Dec. 20.— Consideration by the Alien Property Custodian
of proposals for the release, for pubWilliam Boley, former account
lic showing, of seized German motion executive of Buchanan and Co., adpictures, came to a practical halt tovertising agency, has been promoted
day when Rep. Emanuel Celler of to executive assistant to John Hertz,
New York warned that he would in- Jr., chairman of the board.
•
troduce legislation for Congressional
consideration early next year prohibitAl Daff, Universal International
ing the APC from disposing of the vice-president, and Mrs. Daff and
films in any way.
will leave here tomorCeller, who is chairman of the their rowdaughter
for Bozeman, Mont., where they
House Judiciary Subcommittee in will remain until Jan. 3.
•
charge of APC matters, voiced his opposition to the showings at a hearing
Gustavo Basttan, distributor of
called to give him and Rep. Helen Monogram pictures in Chile, has arGahagen Douglas, California, an oprived in Hollywood from Santiago,
portunity tobe heard on a recommen- having stopped over in Mexico City
dation by an APC committee that the and New York.
films be released for exhibition in this
•
country.
Walter Stuart, manager of the
Both members of Congress contended that consideration of the sub- Community Theatre, North Attleboro,
ject should be deferred until peace Mass., and Mrs. Stuart, have become parents of a daughter, Ellen
with Germany is actually declared, but Wallace.
denied that any question of censorship
•
is involved.
Eric Hammond, after five years
an Army paratrooper, has returned
Standards for Video as
to the production department of DonEngineering Are Set here. ahue and Coe, advertising agency,
•
Washington, Dec. 20. — The Federal Communications Commission toCol. R. C. Barrett, commanding
day finished laying the groundwork
Army Signal Corps Phofor postwar radio regulation with is- officer of thetographic
Astoria, L. I., has
suance of standards of good engineer- been awarded Center,
the Legion of Merit.
ing practice for television stations.
•
They provide for a 525-line picture,
Saville, M-G-M director, is
with a frame frequency of 30 per dueVictor
here from Culver City Dec. 30,
second, on a six-megacycle channel en route to London where he will
with a visual carrier 4.5 megacycles work with Ben Goetz.
lower in frequency than the aural
•
center frequency.
Filippo Del Giudice, general manager of Two Cities Films, Ltd., has
sailed
for New York on the W aipaiia,
200 Skouras Guests
from London.
At 'Heaven' Prevue
Spyros P. Skouras, president of 20th
Ben Bartelstein, co-operator of
Century-Fox, was host last night to the Bartelstein Circuit, Chicago, is
some 200 guests at a home office in Florida recuperating from a recent illness.
screening of Darryl F. Zanuck's
"Leave Her to Heaven."
Leaders of industry, society, the
theatre, publishing and executives of Irving Mandel, Monogram Chimanager, will leave on Monday
motion pictures and radio, made up for a cago
month in Florida.
the major portion of the audience.
•

Mention

ex-Post
WALKE
C. General
FRANK master
Com-head of
and R,
erford Theatres, has been named by
President Truman to serve as an alternate U. S. delegate to the United
Nations sessions opening in London
Jan. 10. He will leave New York
for
days. England shortly after the holi•
S. Barret McCormick, RKORadio director of advertising-publicity,
will leave New York tonight for
Denver where he will spend the
Christmas holiday with his family; he
will proceed to Hollywood.
•
Leon J. Bamberger, RKO-Radio
sales promotion manager, is slated to
address the annual convention of the
Theatre Owners of North and South
Carolina at Charlotte, N. C, Jan. 2021.
•
Kay Schanger, secretary to Jack
Goldstein, will accompany the latter
when he shifts from the SelznickVanguard office here to RKO-Radio
on Jan. 14.
•
Sam Perloff, former head booker
at M-G-M's Atlanta exchange and
recently discharged from the Army,
has been named office manager.
•
Mitchell Rawson of M-G-M's
publicity department here is at home
recuperating from injuries suffered in
a fall recently.
•
Irwin
Margulies
of M-G-M's
legal
department here, will
return today
from a two-week visit
in Culver City.
•

On

Gamble

Meets
Dinner

Spyros P. Skouras, general chairman of the industry testimonial dinner for Ted R.- Gamble on Jan. 7 at
the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel here, held
a luncheon-meeting of committee
heads yesetrday to discuss final plans.
Among those who made reportc
were George J. Schaefer and Franc^
S. Harmon, co-chairmen with S. H^*
Fabian of the program committee;
David Weinstock, dinner committee ;
Irving Lesser, representing Robert |
Weitman, entertainment; and David
A. Lipton, publicity. Also present
were Herman Gluckman, Harry Goldberg, Harry Mandel, Gordon S.
White, David A. Lipton, Si Seadler,
Lem Jones, Arthur L. Mayer, Rodney
Bush, Walter Brown, Fred Gehle,
Sam Shain and Glendon Allvine.
Reservations already are coming in
for the dinner, some from out of town.
Wood Coming Here
For Museum Relics
Sam Wood, director, will arrive in
New York shortly to pick up early
motion picture equipment and films for
the newly-planned Hollywood Film
Museum.
Wood is the head of a group of
Hollywood people who are planning
the museum, to be erected in Hollywood to house items tracing the history of the industry- The museum will
feature sets, costumes, equipment used
from the beginnings of the industry to
today. Wood also plans to have motion picture companies shooting actual
scenes in the museum every day.
It will be open to the public and
also be one answer to the Hollywood
tourists who want to see how films
are made.

Edward
Monogram's
assist-in
ant generalMorey,
sales manager,
is back
New York after a week in Toronto.
•
Leon Goldberg, RKO-Radio stu- UA Board Approves
executive, will leave here for the
Coastdio today.
British Quota Deal
United Artists' board of directors
Sam Marx, M-G-M producer, will met here yesterday and heard Gradreturn
today. to the Coast from New York well L. Sears, vice-president in
charge of distribution, report on his
ary.
•
recent trip to England with Edward
The board apHume Cronyn, M-G-M actor, is C. Raftery, president. deal,
closed in
due here from the Coast in Febru- London, provedfora production
one picture to be produced
Dee Lowrance of M-G-M's pub•
in Great Britain to satisfy quota relicity department here will arrive in
Fox and Benjamin
quirements.
Jose
Iturbi
left
New
York
for
the
stay.
Hollywood on Jan. 7 for a two-week Coast yesterday.
Renewal of the contracts of producTo Coast Dec. 28
er Benedict Bogeaus and the CanadMatthew Fox, president of United
ianalso
government's
"World in Action"
World Pictures, has postponed his trip
series
were approved.
Golden Names Aides
from here to the Coast, originally Charles Moskowitz
scheduled for today, to next Friday. Dinner Postponed
On Farben Research
He will be accompanied by Robert
Washington, Dec. 20. — Nathan D. Stevens
Hollywood,Liberty's
Dec. 20. —4th
Lt. Col.
Benjamin, general counsel. Monroe
The Loew's
managers'
tes- Golden,
chief of the motion picture George Stevens, back from two years
timonial dinnertheatre
for Charles
C. MosGreenthal, director of advertisingunit
of
the
U.
S.
Bureau
of
Foreign
kowitz, vice-president and treasurer and Domestic Commerce, who will in military service, today joined Libpublicity, is already en route to Hollywood.
of Loew's, Inc., which had been head a group of color-film scientists
erty Films as a producer-director and
Fox plans a Palm Springs vacation, scheduled for last night, was post- on a mission to Germany to secure the fourth member of the partnership
poned to after the holidays.
formed by Samuel Briskin, Frank
with Benjamin, beginning Jan. 15, befurther information on the I. G. Far- Capra and William Wyler.
fore undertaking organization matters
ben Agfa color film process, today
for the new company.
'U' Wins Schwartz Suit announced the names of the industry
Los Angeles, Dec. 20. — Federal representatives who will accompany Nussbaum Out of Navy
Judge Leon Yankwich today denied him, as follows : Harold C. Harsh of Herbert Nussbaum, former M-G-M
3 PRC's from Burkett
Hollywood, Dec. 20. — Producer damages sought by independent pro- General Aniline and Film Corp., New home office attorney under J. Robert
James S. Burkett has acquired screen
ducer Jack Schwartz from Universal York ; H. W. Sachs, Remington-Rand, Rubin, vice-president and general counboth of Binghamton, and Charles
sel, has been placed on inactive duty
rights to S. S. Van Dine's novels, and for alleged plagiarism of his "Am- Inc.,
H. Carlton of Hollywood Colorfilm by the Navy. He is expected to rewill make
three
"Philo
Vance"
mysbitious
Lady"
in
its
"His
Butler's
Sisteries for PRC release.
turn to the company shortly.
ter." Schwartz had sued for $150,000. Corp., Hollywood.
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RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
ROCKEFELLER CENTER
BING CROSBY
INGRID BERGMAN
IN LEO McCAREY'S
"The
BELLS
ST. MARY'S"
HENRY TRAVERS of- WILLIAM
GARGAN
Released by RKO Radio Pictures and
The Music Hall's Great Christmas Stage Show
3rd WEEK
PARAMOUNT'S
"THE LOSTStarring
WEEKEND"
RAY MILLAND
- JANE WYMAN
PHILLIP TERRY - HOWARD DA SILVA
DORIS DOWLING - FRANK FAYLEN
Produced
BRACKETT
Directedby byCHARLES
BILLY WILDER
Doors
9:30A.M.Open

DRVAI
Ill V VLI I

Operation of Loew's Spanish dubbing program in Latin America for
almost a year has resulted in an increase of upwards of 50 per cent in its
business throughout that territory
compared to the previous year, when
only super-imposed titles were used,
Sam Burger,
the company's
regional
director
for Latin
America, said
here
yesterday upon his return from a
three-month trio. This increase has
been even greater in subsequent runs,
Burger said.
Super-imposed titles for the company's releases throughout Latin
America have been virtually abandoned, Burger said, and use of dubbed
versions have accounted for a 90 per
cent increase in business in Bogota,
Colombia ; a 50 per cent rise in CaraMuseum

to Present

A

Mighty Romantic Drama of
America's Last Frontier

DAKOTA
StarringA REPUBLIC PICTURE
JOHN WAYNE
and Featuring
VERA HRUBA RALSTON
and
WALTER BRENNAN
with WARD BOND . ONA MUNSON
HUGO HAAS . MIKE MAZURKI
Associate Producerand Director .JOSEPH KANE
NOW
AT

Brandt's 47th
B'waySt.
GOTHAM

DAVID O. SEIZNICK p„

ON SCREEN
ED GARDNER'S
Y'S
DUFF
VERN
TA
WITH 32
QREAT STARS

1

ALl-STAR HUMAr
Great
New York's &\gANIMAL ACTORS
Holiday Show VICTORIA
Broadway at 46th Street

IN PERSON

Betty GRABLE JohnPAYNE June HAVER

AND ORCH.

"THE
DOLLY
SISTERS"
A 20th CenturyFox Picture
In Technicolor
Plus on Stage — Carl Ravazza - Beatrice Kay
Gomez & Beatrice - Extra! Maurice Rocco

LIONEL KAYt
B'WAY &

B. G. DeSylva presents
BETTY HUTTON In
"THE
STO"*K
CLUB"
with BARRY
FITZGERALD
in Person
WOODY HERMAN
and FRANCES
his OrchesraWAYNE
featuring

M-G-M's
Year
in

cas, Venezuela, and 40 per cent in
Havana.
Loew's, which is now operating
about nine "showcases" throughout
Latin America, plans, within the next
year, to have 20 such theatres, Burger
said. Theatres will go up in Havana,
Buenos Aires, Bahia, Brazil, Calai,
Medellin, Barranquilla and Bogota,
Colombia, and Valparaiso, Chile, he
said. Theatres are presently operated
in Sao Paulo, Santiago de Chile, Tucuman, Argentina and Lima.
Latin America will be the first section of the world in a which a 16mm.
film operation will be put into effect,
according
to ArthurwhoPincus
of Loew's
16mm. division,
reported
that
trainees were in New York from virtually every Latin American territory.

$82,500,696 Bond Sale
In So, California
History in Films
A review of contemporary history
Southern California's Victory Loan
recorded in motion pictures will be drive had bond sales of $82,500,696,
presented at the Museum of Modern topping by more than $7,000,000 the
Art here, beginning Jan. 1, and con- quota of $75,000,000 set by Charles
tinuing until July 14.
P. Skouras, Western regional chairman, according to figures received
here yesterday by S. H. Fabian, national Gus
chairmanMetzger
of theis industry's
campaign.
Southern
THE
AT
RES
California state chairman for the theatres' War Finance Committee.

B'way
49th St.&

X INGRID BERGMAN
\ GREGORY PECK
,„ ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S
Spellbound
ASTOR Estt
CONTINUOUS fRQM 9 30 K M • 1*1 £ SHOW EVERY NIGHT
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daily

200

The Motion Picture Export Association will export 200 films yearly to
Holland, 25 each from its eight member companies, Henry Kahn, MPEA
representative in Holland, told Motion Picture Daily yesterday. In
■ addition to the features, all current key
yroduct, which have already been seI <ected, Kahn said, shorts and news-eels will also be sent.
Leaving Christmas Day
v Kahn will fly to London on Christmas Day, stopping off in that city until
after Jan. 1, before proceeding to Amsterdam. He said that he will have
to obtain permission from Dutch authorities for the granting of import
licenses as his understanding is that
present cargoes on boats going to Holland from the U. S. are permitted to
carry only food, clothing and ammunition. Since film companies of other
countries are granted import licenses
for films, he said, expectations are
that licenses will similarly be granted
for the U. S. films.
Amsterdam will be the distribution
center for American films, Kahn said ;
the country can be serviced from one
place due to its small geographical

NEW
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PALACE
O'HARA
Maureen
Paul
HENREID

47th St.
Walter
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Play

(Continued from page 1)
Turtle," which reportedly brought
$500,000.
was thealsosame
the company
top figure for 1944Thiswhen
bought "Life
Father."fromA each
percentage of the With
film grosses
of these will eventually bring their
prices even higher.
Loew's and Paramount each purchased three of the 13 plays bought
during 1945, with Warners and Hal
Wallis each taking two and RKO Radio, 20th Century-Fox and the Jack
Skirball-Bruce Manning company, one
each ; RKO took an option on the play
"East Wind."
Loew's bought "But Not Goodbye," "The Day Before Spring" and
"The Rich Full Life"; Paramount
obtained rights to "Dear Ruth,"
"Odds on Mrs. Oakley" and "Dream
Girl"; Hal Wallis took "The Perfect Marriage" and "Beggars Are
Coming to Town" ; Warners bought
"The Hasty Heart" and "The Voice
of the Turtle" ; "The Late George
Apley" went to 20th Century-Fox,
"Beat the Band" to RKO, and "Portrait in Black" to Skirball-Manning.
L. A. Tax Killed
(Continued from page 1)

fended today in a stormy speech condemning the industry for producing
gangster hibitors
pictures
excould well and
afforddeclaring
to increase
admission prices to pass the tax levy
on to the public, was spearheaded by
the Chamber of Commerce, the CenM-G-M Sets 1st 50
tral Labor Council, veterans' organizations and newspapers. The industry's
spokesman
was Robert H. Poole, ex'Expendable9 Dates
ecutive secretary of the Independent
The first 50 full-week engagements Theatre Owners of Southern California and Arizona.
of "They Were Expendable" have
been set by M-G-M, 40 of which will
open in Loew Theatres on Dec. 31
for New Year's week.
The picture opened yesterday at the Continuing 'Flu9 May
Capitol, New York, and is scheduled Close Ohio Houses
to open Christmas Day in Chicago ; Columbus, O., Dec. 20. — A rapidlyDec. 26 in Cincinnati ; is tentatively spreading epidemic of influenza and
set to open in Philadelphia on Dec. kindred ailments which is sweeping
26; Miami and Miami Beach, Jan. the state, has caused the closing of
schools in many localities, although
10.
theatres have thus far not been shut.
Health authorities warn, however, that
Tiedeman to Ansco
unless the incidence of the malady subDr. John A. Tiedeman, until recentsides appreciably it may soon be necessary to order the closing of theatres,
ly attached to the U. S. Naval Acador
place
a ban on juvenile patrons.
emy as a commander, has been appointed director of Ansco's education 20th-Fox Party Today
department, succeeding Lloyd E. Varden, resigned. Dr. Tiedeman will head
Annual Christmas party for 20th
the Ansco School in Binghamton, N.
Century-Fox
employes including those
Y., where Ansco salesmen and techni- of Movietonews,
National Theatres
cians are instructed in the principles
and practicable applications of the and the Roxy, will take place in the
Hotel Astor, here, today. Luncheon will
company's processes.
commence at 12:30, following which
there will be entertainment. A committee of hosts will be headed by SpyHall Adds Playing Time
One of the earliest opening hours ros P. Skouras, Tom Connors, W. C.
in its history has been set by Radio Michel, and other officers of the comCity Music Hall for Dec. 26 through
pany. Jack Sichelman
is handling
rangements, under direction
of W. arC.
29, during which period the theatre
will open at 7:30 A.M. for extra per- Gehring, president of the 20th Cenformances of its holiday stage proFamily Club.
ment will betury-Fox
furnished
by SamEntertainRausch,
gram and showings of' "The Bells talent director of the Roxy. Lew
Lehr will act as master of ceremonies.
of St. Mary's."
Votion Rejoins RKO
Hollywood, Dec. 20. — Lt. Col. Jack
Will iam Votion, RKO Radio pro- Merry Christmas from
ducer, today rejoined the studio fol- ASTOR
PICTURES CORP.
lowing his discharge from military
service. His assignment, probably to R. M. SAVINI FRED BELLIN
produce in London, will be announced
following conferences with Charles
JACK KOPFSTEIN ■ JOE ELICKER
W. Koerner, production chief.
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"Scarlet

{Continued from page 1)
ment could not be obtained yesterday.
Gamble is among those named to the
interim committee.
Members of the full interim committee named by Fabian yesterday
are :
Harry Arthur, Fanchon and Marco, St. Louis ; Harry Brandt, president of the ITOA of New York ; Roy
Cooper, general manager of Golden
State Theatres, San Francisco ; W. F.
Crockett, president, MPTO of Virginia, Richmond; Jay Emanuel, Philadelphia ;Ben Friedman, Minnesota
circuit operator, Minneapolis ; Ted
Gamble Portland, Ore., exhibitor ; M.
A. Silver, Pittsburgh manager, Warner Bros. Theatres ; Malcolm Kingsberg, head of RKO Theatres; Herman Levy, secretary and counsel,
MPTO of Connecticut, New Haven;
Arthur L. Mayer, New York City
exhibitor.
Others Appointed
Also : Walter Reade, New Jersey
circuit operator ; E. V. Richards, head
of Paramount-Richards Theatres,
New Orleans ; John Rugar, Salt Lake
City exhibitor ; Fred Schwartz, New
York circuit operator ; E. J. Schulte,
Casper, Wyo., circuit operator ;
Charles Skouras, head of National
Theatres (20th Century-Fox) ; Joseph
R.
Loew's, Fred
Inc., vice-president
andVogelj
treasurer;
Wehrenberg,
president of MPTO of Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois, St.
Louis ; R. B. Wilby of the Wilby-Kincey Circuit, Atlanta, and Max Yellen,
Buffalo exhibitor.

in

my

{Continued from page 1)
gradual decline into the lowest depths a human perhaps can descend.
It is not- pretty. It is certainly for adults only. There is not one
redeeming character in the entire proceedings. Nevertheless, "Scarlet Street" swings a mean punch and, on occasion, approaches sledgehammer classification. If audiences want it raw-boned and hard-hitting
this one is for them.
Dudley in
Nichols
wrote with
the Walter
script for
Fritz asLang's
also
produced,
association
Wagner,
their direction;
first under Lang
the Diana
banner. They tell a sordid drama of Miss Bennett, loose in virtue and crazy
about Duryea. Obviously they are living together. Robinson is the respected
cashier and undiscovered painter of note. He is also henpecked by Rosalind
Ivan, his unsympathetic wife. He meets Miss Bennett, who is easily captured. Robinson steals money from his employer to establish a Greenwich
Village apartment ; he also pilfers some of his wife's bonds to keep the
place thriving. His paintings become recognized and sell, but bear the
"phony" ofsignature
urgings
Duryea. of Miss Bennett, persuaded into deception by the malevolent
Robinson grows to suspect Duryea as more than an innocent friend of
Miss Bennett, finally getting the truth directly from her own lips. In a
rage, Robinson punctures her to death with an icepick. Duryea is tried,
convicted and electrocuted. Robinson tries suicide, fails, ultimately touches
the nethermost reaches of human torment at the hands of his conscience. He
tries to give himself up, but no one believes him. Thus, he continues to live
in the shadow of his double crime.
All principal performances are topnotch. If Miss Bennett was good in
'Woman in the Window" — and she was — she is better here. Robinson, as a
trusting innocent until his passion bursts, is expertly attuned to the characterization. Duryea is completely the no-good and conveys the essentials of
the role with unmistakable conviction. Lesser roles, by Margaret Lindsay,
Jess Barker, Samuel Hinds, Vladimir Sokoloff, and others, blend well with
the whole. Lang's direction, somewhat inclined to become overextended, is
hard, realistic, and intelligent.
Showmen will be aware of merchandising advantages in referring to the
reunion of the leads and the director of the earlier film. It is probably a safe
assumption to draw that experience with its predecessor will shape the
reception of this, although the dream awakening at the finish of "Woman
in the Window" saved Robinson, and sympathy for him. Here, he gets, and
deserves none.
Running time, 102 minutes. Adult classification. Release date, Dec. 28.
Red Kann.

pockets?

.

At any rate, it's worth an investigation. Take that
advice from Altec who services sound equipment for
6,000 houses, bigger and smaller than yours,- who has
restored brilliatit reproducing quality to systems of
earlier vintage than yours; who has smoothed the
furrows in many ap exhibitor's brow. Call or write
your nearest Altec district office for full particulars
on the most complete equipment service available.

THE

SERVICE
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Street

Wasteful, yes, and bad business, too, Mr. Exhibitor, to
pour money into a theatre that can't hold its patrons —
like feeding silver dollars to a threadbare pocket.
If patrons sidestep your house, it could be that poor
sound reproduction drains the color out of hit shows.
It could be that glorious voices rasp, and symphony
orchestras sound tinny in your theatre.
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{Continued from page 1)
Pearl," Rathvon explained that the
Churubusco studios, in which RKO
owns a half interest, will be capable
of handling 40 films a year, starting
around June or July of next year.
It will
be operated
as a general
ice studio
for Mexican
as wellserv-as
American producers. Rathvon alsodisclosed that two additional studio^
are
planned for Mexico by other interests.
The Steinbeck film will be distributed in the U. S. by RKO Radio
in the same manner as its Hollywoodmade product, Rathvon explained, and
RKO will await reactions to the film
before planning others, he said.
Charles W. Koerner, RKO production
head, was in Mexico with Rathvon.
Rathvon characterized the studio
and film production project as <not
only an investment for the company,
but also an effort to become part of
the Mexican industry. The company
also plans 16mm. versions of its films
in Mexico
von said. for world markets, RathEquipment for the new Churubusco
studios is going down from the U. S.,
having been ordered two years ago.
Also, part of the raw stock being
used for "The Pearl" was sent from
the U. S., according to Rathvon. The
laboratory
of the studio
to
be in operation
by July.is expected
Three at Once
Three pictures will be shooting
simultaneously at the Churubusco
plant
by Jan.said
15, hethat
said.although the
Rathvon

storv was
uponnotwhich
"Theto Pearl"
based
submitted
the Pro-is
duction Code Administration in Hollywood before production started, he
anticipates no difficulties and a
PCA Code seal will be sought before
the film is released here.
Two key Mexican producers, unnamed, each plan to produce between
eight and 10 pictures annually at the
Churubusco studio, according to Rathvon.
Discussing theatre business in Mexico, Rathvon explained that only the
number of theatres and seats limits
attendance, with first-run prices going
as high as five pesos, or about one
U. S. dollar. He believes that dubbed
versions of American product in Mex'Dimes' Pledges
ico have yet to be proven as having
appeal for Mexican audiences.
{Continued from page 1)
Steinbeck explained that film craft
unions in Mexico are showing cooperton (15) ; Fred J. Dolle, Louisville
ation in the new RKO production.
(IS) ; I. W. Rodgers, Cairo, 111. (16) ;
South Side Amusements, St. Louis
(11) ; Fanchon and Marco, St. Louis Industry Plaque
(34) ; Crescent, Tennessee (60) ;
{Continued from page 1)
Cooper Foundation, Denver (22) ;
Balaban and Katz, Chicago (118).
Fabian, chairman of the WAC theatre
division of the WAC, and Maurice
Two Join Classics
Bergman,lations
chairman
the Publicstated
ReCommittee.of Schaefer
Constance Lazar has been apthe number of cities in which the
pointed foreign publicity manager of that
200.
Film Classics, under supervision of nlaque will be displayed may exceed
Al Zimbalist, advertising-publicity^ diPlans now being formulated call for
rector. Florence Goldman has joined
Film Classics as assistant to Zimbalist the plaque's initial appearance at a
to handle inter-exchange contact and New York first-run. It will then
fan magazines.
be displayed in rotation by the other
first-runs here before being sent on
to the next city, which, at present,
is expected to be either Washington
Krurnm Quits WB Post
Atlanta, Dec. 20. ■— Henry G. or Philadelphia.
this way," Schaefer added, "it
Krumm has resigned as branch man- is "In
practically certain that the symbol
ager here for Warners. Appointment
of a successor is expected in a few of our industry's effort in the war
days, by Ben Kalmenson, general sales would be seen by at least 50,000,000
manager.

FEA Would Restrict
Research in Germany
Washington,
Dec.motion
20. — Recommendations that all
picture
laboratories in Germany be required
to register with the military government and that research in electronics
and certain other fields be conducted
only under license, with production
limited to radios, etc., needed domestically, were filed with the Senate
Committee on War Mobilization today by the Foreign Economic Administration.
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$22,000,000
RKO
Gets

Loan
Approval

Indicative of Industry's
Stability, Rathvon Says

NEW

YORK, U.S.A., WEDNESDAY,

Europe
Vast:

Trade

Ritchey

American film companies will more
than make up for lost European revenue during the war when they become
re-established on the continent, Norton V. Ritchey, president of Monogram
International,
observed

DECEMBER

26, 1945

Lethal Chemical in
Artificial Leather

U.

Boston,
25. — The
presence of a Dec.
chemical
substance
known as acrolein, whose vapors are extremely irritating
and highly toxic, in artificial
leather chairs in theatres,
auditoriums and other such
buildings is indicated in a report of the Harvard Medical
School. The report traces
some of the 499 fatalities of
the 1942 Cocoanut Grove fire
to the chemical.

Europe

during visit
a two-to
month
England,
and Italy. France
Distribution
of Monogram
product in
4IA' and Painters'
France, Italy
and Belgium
was set during
Union May Settle
the trip, Ritchey
also reported.
He said that
Hollywood, Dec. 25.— The IATSE
Europe is
here discloses that it has indications
"starved" for
Norton V. Ritchey that it will be possible that the jurisdictional committee appointed by the
American p i cexecutive committee of the American
tures and in evidence of this cited the tremendous de- Federation of Labor to decide the command, where new films are not yet
plex issues in the jurisdictional dispute
available, even for Hollywood product between the "IA" and the other unions
which is as much as eight years old. involved in the recent studio strike,
Monogram will send 25 films this will be able to arrive at an agreement
season to Italy, the same number with the "IA" and the painters'
agreed upon by the major companies, union. It is expected, however, that
which, under a new distribution pact, most of the issues between the "IA"
will be handled by the Italian B.D.B. and the other unions involved will go
Company.
to the full AFL executive committee.
Gluckman
Is Cited
Further discussing this market, he
The jurisdictional committee is comprised ofFelix F. Knight, president of
said the State Department is investiFor His WAC
Work
gating attempts to place new restric- the Railway Carmen ; W. C. Doherty,
tions on the operations of American president of the Letter Carriers, and
companies in Italy, following repeal of W. C. Birthright, president of the
The War Activities Committee an- the Fascist film laws.
Barbers' Union.
nounces the retirement of Herman
Gluckman as its treasurer. Gluckman has gone to Los Angeles, where
he will combine a business trip with a
vacation. Mrs. Gluckman accompanied Only
Slight
Rise
in Film
him. No successor to Gluckman will
be named because of the imminent dissolution of the WAC.
Advertising
Space
Seen
Gluckman served with the WAC as
(Continued on page 3)
By CHARLES L. FRANKE
its war-imposed restrictions on motion
Only a slight easing of fijm ad- picture and other amusement display
vertising space restrictions is in sight advertising during January as an exHighest Honor of
periment ingauging whether or not it
in New York daily newspapers for the
Greece to Skouras
beginning of the new year ; the extent will be feasible to hold to such a policy thereafter, Pearce Chauncey, the
to which even such an easing will preHis native Greece's highest
vail depends, of course, on how long paper's display advertising manager,
honor, the Gold Cross of the
the war-time newsprint shortage lasts. told Motion Picture Daily. SimSaviour, will be bestowed toilarly, aNew York Post advertising
Consensus of opinion among newspa- department
day upon Spyros P. Skouras,
spokesman reported that
per publishers checked here is that
president of 2(Hh Century-Fox
the shortage shows signs of continu- that paper expects to drop present
Film Corp., awarded by the
film-amusement space-limiting quotas
ing well into 1946, despite the revoca- on
Greek government upon the
Jan. 2 for an indefinite period.
tion of controls over the distribution
recommendation of Greek
But the several other New York
and
use
of
newsprint
with
the
excepMinister of Foreign Affairs
tion of those governing inventories, as daily newspapers which have been
John Sofianopoulos, in recogordered last weekend by the Civilian compelled by the newsprint shortage
nition of his services as an
Production Administration, and to be- to carry amusement advertising on a
American citizen to the Greek
come effective next Monday at mid- wartime space-quota basis, have given
nation as president of Greek
night.
no indication that they will be folwar relief.
lowing in the near future the action
The New York Herald Tribune is
of
the above three.
one of the few planning to abandon

N. Peter Rathvon, president of
Radio Keith Orpheum, has an:
nounced that B. F. Keith Corp. has
completed arrangements to sell to
the Equitable
Life Assurance
Society of the
U. S., $22,000,000 of debentures, due in
1966, terest
with
inat a rate
of three per
cent.
Cost of the
money, he said,
will be less than
three per cent
because the debentures are to
be sold above
N. Peter Rathvon
par. Proceeds
of the financing will be used to retire
(Continued on page 3)

TEN CENTS
S. Films

3-Year

in

Face
Crisis

State Dep't Pinning Hope
On World Conference
Washington, Dec. 25. — U. S.
State Department officials, it is disclosed, are gravely concerned over
the European film situation, but are
hopeful
the projected
al Tradethat
Conference,
to be internationheld in the
New Year, will come up with at least
a partial solution.
It was warned, however, that
the American companies attempting to operate in Europe
are facing an uphill fight of at
least three years' duration.
It was explained that while State
Department officials abroad are bending every effort to better the position
of our pictures, there are two trends
which are proving severe handicaps.
In Eastern Europe, in the countries
within the(Continued
Russian onsphere
page 3)of influence,
WLB

Affirms

RKO

Managers' Ruling
The War Labor Board in Washington has handed down a decision in the
RKO Metropolitan New York theatre-Motion Picture Theatre Operating Managers and Assistant Managers
Guild contract dispute, affirming in
substantially every respect the order
issued by the Regional WLB here
Sept. 28, a Guild statement reports.
The national WLB directed that
the "Little Steel" increase of $7.63 per
week granted by the regional board, be
changed to an hourly basis of 12.3
cents per hour and that the increase
should not be made cumulative with
the
rate increases
ranges. payable under the new
New
Aided

York
By

Theatres
Holidays

Strong holiday business, starting
last Saturday, is helping many New
York first-run theatres to recover
from the effects of a serious slump
which hit them during the past fortnight, while it is providing new arrivals with exceptionally good weeks.
The slump which saw some theatres
record their poorest weeks in years,
(Continued on page 6)
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Motion

Picture

Edlin

Personal

Tradewise

MA. LIGHTMAN, JR., son of
• the president of Malco Theatres,
and
the Armed
circuit'sForces,
mang the
beforeMemphis,
ager
enterin
from which he has been released, will
shortly rejoin the organization in an
executive capacity. •
Y. Frank Freeman, Paramount
vice-president, has become a director
of the Palmer House hotel, Chicago,
which was purchased by Conrad Hilton.
•
Samuel Keller, traveling auditor
for Warners, has been transferred to
the foreign department and will leave
here
today for a tour
of the company's
Latin-American
branches.
•
Mitchell Rawson
of M-G-M's
publicity department, is at Beth David
Hospital here, recovering from injuries sustained in • a fall last week.
Belita, Monogram star, left New
York by plane for England on Christmas Eve, accompanied by her mother,
Mrs. Jepson-Turner.
Walter L. Trrrs, Jr., Republic
vice-president, visited Memphis from
New York recently.•
Johnny Jones, president of Screen
Guild Productions, has left Chicago
for Hollywood.
•
Wolfe
Cohen,
sales chief, is visitingWarner's
in Atlanta.foreign
Acquires

'Capricorn'
First
Alfred Hitchcock As
will soon
emerge
as an independent producer of his own
films, and has acquired his first literCapricorn,"
play arybyproperty,
John "Under
Colton and
Margareta
Linden, based on the novel by Helen
Simpson. Screen rights cover both
the play, which is unproduced, and the
novel, which was published several
years ago.
"Under Capricorn" is scheduled to
follow
Hitchcock's
projected and
modern
film based
on the characters
plot
of
"Hamlet,"
in
which
Cary
Grant
will
star.
Paramount

Board

.

By SHERWIN

Mention

Hitchcock
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T T costs more to produce a
*- picture in England today
than it does in Hollywood, Edward C. Raftery, United Artists
president, and Gradwell L.
Sears, vice-president, told an unbelieving trade press audience
last week, soon after the two had
returned from London.

what is rapidly becoming a patera and a derisive one. The term
"Hollywood formula" is taking
on the connotations of stupidity,
ignorance, dullness and other
forms of opprobrium.
Segments of the British press,
for reasons best known there,

The explanation
is the "tea
break"
and the fraternization
hour, which are institutions in
the British studios, according to
the returned travelers, and which
together consume about six
hours of production time weekly.
The fraternization hour is the
period immediately following the
arrival of a company on the set
at the start of the day. Political
opinions are aired by those who
hold them, the problems of the
world are kicked around and the
sum total of trade scuttlebut is
enlarged by a score or two of
the latest rumors. Then the company is ready to go to work.
At eleven every workday
morning comes the first "tea
break." Never mind whether
you're in the middle of a difficult
re-take and finally getting it just
the way it should be. The moment is sacrosanct and work —
everyone's work — halts instantly.
The entire company marches off
to tea-bars or gathers elsewhere
to be served a cup or two of
Lipton's and to give voice to the
snappy comebacks which came
to mind too late to be contributed to the fraternization hour.
Skip the luncheon hour. Even
Hollywood eats lunch.
At four in the afternoon there
occurs the second tea-break,
Each one is of 15 minutes duration, or a total of three hours
per week for tea. If overtime is
required, it starts at six with a
brand new tea-break, plus the
overtime pay rates.
"England,"
Sears observed,
"will never compete with Hollywood. The reason is tea."
• •

more at the picture's cost (recontents. portedly $6,000,000) than at its
One reviewer observed that
several pictures could have been
made for the amount spent on
"Caesar and Cleopatra," as
though that clinched the argument and demonstrated that
Rank had made a bad bargain.
Others attacked its producer,
Gabriel Pascal, as part of their
"reviews," while many, by way
of condemnation, described it as
being in "the Hollywood pattern," which is, in reality, the
finest recommendation they
could have given it insofar as
Britain's and the world's filmgoers are concerned.
"You can kick six million dollars off the roof of the Paramount Building," Sears observed, "and it is certain to
make a fairly attractive pattern
where it falls. But this picture
shows the $6,000,000 that went
into it. It is rich, lavish, impres ive— a showman's
picture."
• •

turned
Arthur Rank's
"Caesarupon
and J. Cleopatra"
and
gave it the Hollywood treatment.
In the opinion of Raftery and
Sears, both of whom believe
"Caesar and Cleopatra" to be
an outstanding production, the
uncomplimentary press attention
which it received was directed

That government suit
American Scophony was
siblevision
for mam*
a laugh
circles. The
tenor

Again

against
responin
teleof most

of the remarks was that if Scophony has been responsible for
holding back the new medium,
as charged, practical, commercial television is only ten years
away, instead of twenty.
• •
When asked in mid-November
about reports of a tie-up between
J. Arthur Rank and PRC, Kenneth Young, president of PRC
and Pathe Industries, said there
was "absolutely nothing to it."
Last week's announcement of the
Rank-Pathe tie-up proved him
technically correct — it was
PRC's parent company, not
PRC. However, PRC gives over
its production and distribution
facilities to the new Rank-Pathe
company duction
andfutureleaves
its own proin doubt.

Film Critics' Unit
William Edlin, editor of The Day,
has been re-elected president of the
Foreign
Filmof Critics'
cle, whichLanguage
is composed
membersCir-of
the local foreign language press. Roy
Mizara, editor of Laisve, Lithuanian
daily, was named treasurer, and Andrew J. Yaluchek, publisher of th«g
Czechoslovak daily, Dennik, was rev
elected secretary. Sigmund Gottlober, president of the Foreign Language
Press Institute, was elected executive
director for the third successive year.
Balloting for the ten best pictures of
1945 as selected by the Foreign Language Critics will begin next month.
In 1942, M-G-M's "Mrs. Miniver"
topped the list; in 1943 the selection
was Warner's "Watch on the Rhine,"
and the 1944 winner was "Going My
WB

Books

400

for

Midnight Showings
An all-time record in booking of
special
on NewthisYear's
Eve is midnight
claimed byshows
Warners
year,
Way."
with
400 dates already set and a
number of additional bookings in
process of being arranged.
Biggesttonio,"booking
for "San
Anwhich willishave
170 New
Year's Eve midnight performances ;
"My Reputation" has 60 midnight
previews, with no regular openings
of this picture scheduled before midJanuary. Remainder of dates are divided among "Danger Signal," "Too
Young to Know," "Confidential
Agent," "Mildred Pierce," "Rhapsody
in Blue," "It All Came True" and
"Born for Trouble."
Three

Riskin

Films

to

Cost $5,000,000
Hollywood, Dec. 25. — Robert Riskin, president of Robert Riskin Productions, has set an over-all budget
of $5,000,000
the first
three pictures he will for
produce
independently,
for distribution through channels yet
to be announced. The three are : "The
Magic
"Impact."City," "Johnny Appleseed" and
First Ladies, Stars
In Polio Broadcast

Washington, Dec. 25. — Mrs. Harry S. Truman, Mrs. Franklin D.
Both Raftery and Sears reRoosevelt,
Cornelia Otis Skinner, acported manifestations throughtress-author, and 13-year-old Elizaout the British press of antibeth
Taylor,
M-G-M
star, will particiAmerican
and
anti-Hollywood
feeling.
pate in a nationwide
"March House
of Dimes"
broadcast
from the White
over
As in New York, crime is on
CBS, on Monday, Jan. 7.
the increase in London. According to the British press, if
many of the culprits were not
Reagan Lists Four
Ladies Are Invited to "in American uniform" the
For Fourth Block
crime, at least, was staged in
Ted Gamble Dinner
The Paramount fourth block, anA large turnout of ladies for the in- "Capone fashion," followed a
nounced by Charles M. Reagan, vicepresident in charge of distribution, will
dustry's Ted Gamble testimonial din- "Chicago pattern" or the getner, to be held Jan. 7 in the Waldorfaway was made in "an Ameriinclude "The Yirginian," in TechniAstoria, here, is among the objectives
can car," they related.
color :"Thej- Made Ale a Killer."
The criticism of Hollywood
of David Weinstock, chairman of the
Pine-Thomas film ; "The Blue Dahlia"
committee on dinner arrangements.
films, for the most part, follows
and "The Well-Groomed Bride."
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Meet, Elect Jan. 3
Changes and replacements in executive posts are to be effected at the next
Paramount board meeting on Jan. 3.
Theseleftinclude
filling
the treasurer's
post
vacant by
the death
of Walter
B. Cokell, whose duties have been absorbed by Fred Morhardt, comptroller.
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Mighty Romantic Drama of
America's Last Frontier

DAKOTA
A REPUBLIC PICTURE
Starring
JOHN WAYNE
and Featuring
VERA HRUBA RALSTON
and
WALTER BRENNAN
with WARD BOND . ONA MUNSON
HUGO HAAS , MIKE MAZURKI
Associate Producer and Director . JOSEPH KANE
NOW
AT

Brandt's 47th
B'waySt.
GOTHAM

A*

come
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Loan

{Continued from page 1)
substantially all" existing
indebtedness
of RKO theatre companies and to readvances due from the
the
of
pay
all
latter to RKO.
Asked by Motion Picture Daily
about the new RKO financing, Rathvon said it is perhaps the lowest rate
of interest any theatre company has
secured in borrowing money for a 20year period and is a tribute to the
industry and RKO management in
that it indicates financial confidence
in the stability of the theatre business.
He pointed out that recent film refinancing deals nave been short-term
ones.
Not a Mortgage

Rathvon emphasized that the Equitable loan is a debenture and not a
AU-STAR HUMAN PRC mortgage issue, for which the company would have been obliged to
Newark's
Great &\JANIMAl ACTORS
pledge its assets. In this loan, he said,
the company has been able to borrow
%£oliday Show VICTORIA
Broadway at 46th Street the money on the basis of its credit.
The rate of interest, he said, is only
slightly more than that paid for longterm loans by the American Telephone
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
ROCKEFELLER CENTER
and Telegraph Co. and _ other large
American industrial organizations and
BING CROSBY
INGRID BERGMAN
shows the development of theatre
credit in line with utility and other
IN LEO McCAREY'S
prime investments.
"The
BELLS
of
ST.
MARY'S"
HENRY TRAVERS • WILLIAM GARGAN
Equitable, it is understood, will hold
Released by RKO Radio Pictures and
The Music Hall's Great Christmas Stage Show the debentures as an investment without any curities
move
issue seon the being
basis made
of the toloan.
Rathvon pointed out that the new
4th WEEK
loan will make it possible to consoliPARAMOUNT'S
date all the RKO theatre properties
'THE LOST
WEEKEND"
under a single RKO theatre company,
Starring
B. F. Keith, rather than have about
RAY MILLAND
- JANE WYMAN
PHILLIP TERRY - HOWARD DA SI LVA half-a-dozen theatre companies, as in
DORIS
DOWLING
•
FRANK
FAYLEN
the past. The money will be used to
Produced by CHARLES BRACKETT
retire the RKO theatre loan made
Directed by BILLY WILDER
with
the First National Bank of BosDoors
Open
QI\/AI
I
B'way
&
9:30 A.M.
It I V W L I
49th St.
ton last year.
Stock Conversion Set
DAVID O. SELZNICK prwar.li
In line with the financing plan anINGRID BERGMAN
nounced by Floyd Odium, head of the
some time ago and reGREGORY PECK 1 Atlas Corp.,
ported in Motion Picture Daily
Dec. 19, the way has now been
.„ ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S
cleared for conversion of RKO preSpellbound
ferred stock into common stock and
ASTOR
for the company to have a strong cash
CONTINUOUS fROM 9 30AM. • LATE. SHOW EVERY NICHl
position for all its financial needs for
several years to come.
The financing through Equitable
IN
PERSON
ON SCREEN
Bros. MoLehmanreported
was arranged
tion PicturebyDaily
last
ED GARDNER'S JERRY WALD
Oct. 24 that the Equitable loan was
AND ORCH.
being negotiated.
Y'S
DUFF
VERN
TA
WITH 32
See Brandt Heading
GREAT STARS LIONEL KAYE
Film Classics Setup
Hollywood, Dec. 25. — Emergence
B.BETTY
G. DeSylva
presentsIn
of Film Classics along lines of the
HUTTON
original First National company is re"THEBARRY
STORK
CLUB"
liably reported to be underway with
with
FITZGERALD
in Person
Harry Brandt as president. The comWOODY HERMAN
pany would produce and distribute
and his Orchesra featuring
FRANCES WAYNE
with independent exhibitors and independent exchangemen forming the
p4ZA/HOC//Vr
backbone
of the distributing organization.
If the plan finally jells, Edward L.
B'WAY &
Alperson would retire as president and
PALACE
47th St. devote his entire time to independent
production for 20th Century-Fox, with
DICK POWELL
whom he holds a contract. His first
CORNERED
for 20th is scheduled to be "Black
Beauty." Alperson controls 75 per
with Walter Slezak
cent of Film Classics voting stock
An RKO RADIO PICTURE
rights and owns 50 per cent of its
stock.
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Europe

Crisis

(Continued from page 1)
American pictures are out because in
most cases state firm monopolies have
been set up and it has been the principle of the companies not to operate
in markets where they are denied
control over their product. In the
other European countries, where the
Nazis encouraged film production during their occupation, there are new
industries which are now fighting for
continued life. In France, for instance, the 15 to 20 producers who
operated before the war now have
grown to 50 or so.
Exchange Deals Made
Meanwhile, production costs have
soared tremendously but admission
prices have not increased materially,
thereby reducing the chance of amortizing the domestic product, and the
governments, seeking a way to keep
their industries alive, find it necessary to keep American pictures out
and make exchange deals with other
countries in the same fix. Even Ento secure
a foothold gland,
on theattemptingcontinent,
may resort
to
such deals, it was said. Among the
countries which are producers of pictures are Italy, Sweden, Austria, Poland, Czechoslovakia and Hungary, in
addition to France and England.
Because of the economic situation,
there is not great expectation that the
new Italian film decree will prove to
be of any important advantage to the
American companies ; negotiations
with Spain have reportedly proven of
little effect
; the and
French
situation
remains unsettled,
the future
of our
film trade in England is still clouded.
Another important factor militating
against our pictures is the lack of
dollar exchange in most European
countries. Denmark, for instance,
has been forced to limit imports of
our films because it lacks the exchange with which to pay for them.
Spain, likewise, sought to place our
pictures on a dollar maximum of $2,000,000, although that was not the reason for the breaking down of negotiations.
Luxury Category
Most of the countries attempt to put
films in the category of luxuries, but
the State Department does not agree
either that the asserted lack of dollars
should be a factor or that motion pictures are not a necessity.
Reports from Europe indicate that
American pictures are more popular
than ever, and the department is
workinguationvigorously
improve
the that
sitbecause of theto deep
feeling
our pictures, aside from their importance as a commodity in foreign trade,
are important
in furthering andthe are,
inter-in
ests of other commodities
fact, a potent ambassador.
Services for Davis
After Heart Attack
Boston, Dec. 25. — Jacob (Jack)
Davis,trict Republic's
sales manager, New
died England
suddenly dislast
Saturday afternoon at the company office here while dancing with his wife
at a holiday reception.
Davis was associated with Republic
since its inception. The funeral was
held Monday. Assistant general sales
manager Edward L. Walton attended.

Hollywood
By THALIA BELL
Hollywood, Dec. 25
AUMON
PIERRbyE Universa
JEAN
l Tfor has
the
been signed
role of Rimsky-Korsakov in a Techni's
musical based
composer
on nthatwill
produce
Kaufma
life;calEdward
and Walter Reisch will direct the film,
which is tentatively titled "Heat
Wave" ; Brian Donlevy and Yvonne
De Carlo are set for other top roles.
. . . Charles R. Rogers has signed
Anne Baxter for the lead opposite Paul
,"
Shoulder
"Angel
in will
Muni
Artists
United
make onfor My
which he
release.
•
Edward L. Alperson' s fourth proCentury-Fox
be
based on ductionthefor 20th
Somerset
Maughamwillplay,
"Sheppey." . . . Director William Castle's next assignment at Columbia will^
be "One Life Too Many," which Leonard Picker will produce. . . . Bill PhilM-G-M.
lips has been given a new contract by
•
Jeffrey Bernerd has purchased
"Don't Gamble with Strangers,"
original by George Sayre, and will
produce it as his first film under his
new contract with Monogram. . . .
Walter Slezak has been signed by
RKO Radio for two additional pictures to be made next year. . . .
"Brave New World," Aldous Huxley's best-seller of a few seasons
back, has been acquired by Benedict
Bogeaus, Paulette Goddard and
Burgess
Meredith;
trio will
produce it for
United the
Artists
release,
with Miss Goddard starring.
Gluckman

Cited

{Continued from page 1)
a volunteer official for four years.
He became national treasurer of the
organization 18 months ago when Arthur L. Mayer, who had that post,
entered the overseas service of the
Red Cross.
All through his service with WAC,
Gluckman handled the industry's relationship with the Office of War Information inthe distribution of government information shorts, film bulletins and trailers. There were exhibited 140 information shorts.
George J. Schaefer, chairman of
WAC, in tribute to Gluckman, declared "He
:
deserves the thanks of his
fellow workers in the industry for
serving them, and the thanks of the
government
for serving
it."
S. H. Fabian,
chairman
of the
WAC'smantheatres
division,
said: of"HerGluckman was typical
the
thousands of fine people in the motion
picture industry, who patriotically and
unselfishly gave of their time and
their money to do whatever task the
government assigned to the industry."

REEVES
SOUND STUDIOS, INC.
1600 BROADWAY, N. Y. 19 Circle 6-6686
and
DiscComplete
RecordingFilm
Facilities

~M*G*M

SAYS

HAPPY

WITH

NEW

YEAR

A

LOT

OF

BIG

ONES

While

"THEY

WERE

EXPENDABLE"-

'WHAT

NEXT, CORPORAL
HARGROVE?"
and other
current entertainments are delighting the fans,
here are just a few M-G-M

BIG ONES

coming:

•

"THE HARVEY GIRLS" (Technicolor)
Judy Garland, John Hodiak

•

"ADVENTURE"
Clark Gable, Greer Garson

o

"THE SAILOR TAKES A WIFE"
Robert Walker, June Allyson

O

"ZIEGFELD
Ail-Star

•

"THE POSTMAN ALWAYS
Lana Turner, John Garfield

©

"EASY
TO WED" (Technicolor)
Van Johnson, Esther Williams, Lucille Ball, Keenan

e

"TWO SISTERS FROM BOSTON"
Kathryn Grayson, June Allyson, Lauritz Melchior, Jimmy

FOLLIES"

(Technicolor)
RINGS

TWICE"

•

"THE YEARLING"
Gregory Peck

(Technicolor)

•

"HOLIDAY IN MEXICO" (Technicolor)
Walter Pidgeon, Jose Iturbi, Jane Powell
Roddy MacDowall, llona Massey, Xavier Cugat

Wynn
Durante

Sign That Pledge Now. MARCH OF DIMES (Jan. 24-30)
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New

Estimates

of

TpOLLOWING are estimated pic■*■ ture grosses for current engagements in key cities as reported by
Motion Pictuke Daily correspondents.
ATLANTA
Christmas holidays and bad
weather locally has cut receipts in
most theatres here. Estimated receipts for the week ending Dec. 26 :
STORK CLUB (Para.) — FOX (4,661) (44c5Sc) Gross: $9,500. (Average: $12,500)
MAN ALIVE (RKO Radio) — PARAMOUNT (2,246) (44c-55c) Gross: $5,500.
(Average: $7,200)
FALLEN ANGEL (20th-Fox) — ROXY
(2,246) (44c -55c) Gross: $4,600. (Average:
$5,000)
PURSUIT TO' ALGIERS (U) and TWO
O'CLOCK COURAGE
(RKO' Radio) —
CAPITAL (2,100) (25c-44c) Gross: $3,500.
(Average: $3,500)
FOREVER YOURS (Mon.)— RIALTO (983)
(44c-55c) Gross: $4,700. (Average: $5,000)
YOLANDA AND THE THIEF (M-G-M)
-LOEWS GRAND (2,031) (44c-55c) Gross:
£9,000. (Average: $10,000)
CHICAGO
Grosses for the week look good
again since estimated box-office reports take in Christmas receipts
which offset the dull pre-Christmas
weekend. All Loop theatres changed
bills, most of them presenting some
of the strongest attractions of the
year. Estimated receipts for the
week ending Dec. 27 :
PARDON MY PAST (Col.) 4 days, 3rd
week, and CONFIDENTIAL AGENT (WB)
3 days, 1st week — APOLLO1 (1,200) (55c-65c85c-95c) Gross: $14,000. (Average: $12,000)
YOU CAME ALONG (Para.) 4 days, 2nd
week, and STORK CLUB (Para.) 3 days,
1st week— CHICAGO (3,850) (55c-65c-85c-95c)
vaudeville. Gross: $45,000. (Average: $51,500)
AND THEN THERE WERE NONE (20thFox) — GARRICK (1,000) (55c-65c-85c-95c)
Gross: $17,000. (Average: $12,000)
WHY GIRLS LEAVE HOME (PRC) and
WHITE PONGO (PRC) 4 days, 1st week.
THE ENCHANTED FOREST (PRC) and
CLUB HAVANA (PRC) 3 days, -1st week—
GRAND (1,350) (S5c-65c-85c-95c) Gross:
$11,000. (Average: $9,100)
GETTING GERTIE'S GARTER (UA) —
ORIENTAL
(3,200) (55c-65c-85c-95c) On
stage: Harry Cool and orchestra. Gross:
$40,000. (Average: $35,000)
GEORGE
Radio) and WHITE'S
PURSUIT SCANDALS
TO ALGIERS(RKO(U)
4 days, 1st week. FRONTIER GAL (U) and
RIVER GANG (U) 3 days, 1st week—
PALACE (2,500) (55c-65c-85c-95c) Gross:
$22,000. (Average: $24,000)
KSSS ATiD TELL (Col.) 4 days, 5th week.
MILDRED PIERCE (WB) 3 days, 1st
week— ROOSEVELT (1,000) (55c-65c-85c-95c)
Gross: $26,000. (Average: $24,000)
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF (M-G-M)
STATE LAKE (1,700) (55c-65c-85c-95c) 5th
week. Gross: $23,000. (Average: $29,000)
YOLANDA AND THE THIEF (M-G-M)
4 days, 2nd week. THEY WERE EXPENDABLE. (M-G-M) 3 days, 1st week—
UNITED ARTISTS (1.700) (55c-65c-85c-95c)
Gross: $23,000. (Average: $20,000)
DAKOTA (Rep.) 4 davs, 5th week. BELLS
OF ST. MARY'S (RKO Radio) 3 days, 1st
week — WOODS (1,200) (55c-65c-85c-95c)
Gross: $22,000. (Average: $15,000)
KANSAS

CITY

Near-zero weather with snow reduced theatre patronage drastically.
Downtown theatres in the heart of the
shopping area are getting the drop-intrade from the shopping crowds. Estimated receipts for the week ending
Dec. 25 :
THE ENCHANTED FOREST (PRC)— ESQUIRE (800) (45c-65c)
000. (Average:
$8,000) 7 days. Gross: $8,SHE WENT TO THE RACES (M-G-M)

Key

City

and VOICE OF THE WHISTLER (Col.)
—MIDLAND (3,500) (40c-60c) 4 days
Gross: $6,000. (Average, 4 days: $8,000)
HOLD THAT BLONDE (Para.) — NEWMAN (1,900) (45c-65c)
days. Gross: $11,500. (Average,
8 days:8 $13,500).
BORN FOR TROUBLE (WB) and IT
ALL CAME TRUE (WB)— ORPHEUM
(1,900) (45c-65c)
(Average:
$10,000) 7 days. Gross: $9,000.
THE SPIDER (ZOth-Fox) and TIGER
WOMAN (Rep.) — TOWER (2,100) (39c60c) 7 days. Stage show. Gross: $8,500.
(Average: $9,400)
THE ENCHANTED
FOREST (PRC)—
UPTOWN (2,000) (45c-65c) 7 days. Gross:
$5,500. ((Average: $5,400)
THE ENCHANTED
FOREST (PROFAIRWAY (700) (45c-65c) 7 days. Gross:
$1,750. (Average: $1,750)
CINCINNATI
Grosses are reflecting the traditional seasonal slump, even for houses
playing a five-day week, to permit of
Christmastures.Day
openings
for new cold
picContinuance
of extreme
weather and . snow also impaired receipts. Estimated receipts for the
week ending Dec. 22-28:
GETTING GERTIE'S GARTER (UA)—
RKO ALBEE (3,300) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 5 days,
plus a Saturday midnight show. Gross:
$7,500. (Average, 7 days: $14,500).
SPELLBOUND
(UA) — RKO CAPITOL
(2,000) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 3 days, 5th week.
Gross: $9,000. (Average, 7 days: $10,000).
SHADOW OF TERROR (PRC) and MILLION DOLLAR RACKET (Popular)— RKO
FAMILY (1,000) (30c-40c) 4 days. Gross:
$1,300. (Average: $1,600).
SCOTLAND
YARD INVESTIGATOR
(Rep.) and MARSHAL OF LAREDO (Popular)— RKO FAMILY (1,000) (30c-40c) 3
days. Gross: $700. (Average: $800).
MEXICANA (Rep.)— RKO GRAND (1,500)
(44c-50c-60c-70c) 7 days. Gross: $4,500. Average: $8,000;.
CAPTAIN
KIDD7 (UA)—
KEITH'S
(44c-50c-60c-70c)
days, 2nd
week, (1,500)
on a
moveover from the Palace. Gross: $5,500.
'(Average: $5,000).
SYLVIA SCARLETT (RKO Radio reessue;) and ANNIE OAKLEY (RKO Radio
reissue) — RKO LYRIC (1.400) (44c-50c-60c70c) 5 days. Gross: $3,000. (Average, 7
days: $5,000).
DAKOTA (Rep.) — RKO PALACE (2,700)
(44c-50c-60c-70c) 7 days, plus a Saturday
midnight show. Gross: $11,000. (Average:
$13,500).
FRONTIER GAL (U) — RKO SHUBERT
(2,150)
(44c-50c-60c-70c)
5 days,
2nd Gross:
week,
on
a moveover
from the
Albee.
$2,500. (Average, 7 days: $5,000).

Grosses
BALTIMORE
Christmas attractions are proving
the needed boost to box-office figures,
following the pre-holiday slump.
Openings, a day or so in advance,
might have lacked customary crowds,
but first-run managers are confident
of more than making-up slack. Estimated receipts for the week ending
Dec. 27:
YOLANDA AND THE THIEF (M-G-M)—
CENTURY
(35c-44c-55c-60c)
Gross: $21,500.(3,000)
(Average:
$15,500). 7 days.
SCARLET
STREET (U) — KEITH'S (2,406)
(35c-40c-50c-60c)
erage: $12,000.) 7 days. Gross: $15,500. AvSAN ANTONIO (WB)— STANLEY (3,280)
500. (35c-44c-55c-65c)
(Average: $17,500).7 days. Gross: $22,ONE " WAY TO' (35c-44c-55c-65c)
LOVE (Col.)— HIPPO7 days;
stage show.DROME (2,205)
Gross: $19,500. (Average:
$18,000)
PURSUIT TO ALGIERS (U.)— MAYFAIR
(1,000)
(25c-35c-54c)
(Average:
$6,000) 7 days. Gross: $7,000.
STRANGE CONFESSION (U.) and AN
ANGEL
COMES
FROM BROOKLYN
(Rep.)— MARYLAND (1,400) (25c44c) 7
days. Gross: $5,500 (Average: $7,000).

York

Theatres

(Continued from page 1)
has been attributed to bad weather,
pre-Christmas lull and an epidemic of
colds and respiratory ailments.
Radio City Music Hall with "The
Bells of St. Mary's" and its holiday
stage show, is one of the few theatres
which did not feel the slump. Having
hit a new stride with the advent of the
holidays, "Bells" is headed for a new»
Music Hall record of $143,500 for {Si
third week. Previous high was $142)
500 scored by "National Velvet" last
New Year's week.
Outstanding among the new arrivals are "They Were Expendable"
at the Capital and "The Stork Club"
at the
Paramount.
"Expendable"
with
a stage
show featuring
Tommy
Dorsey and his orchestra, is expected
to bring over $90,000 for its initial
week
"Stork Woody
Club"
with aending
stage tonight.
bill featuring
Herman and his band, drew a big
$94,000 for an initial seven days.
"Spellbound" at the Astor, "SaraTrunk"Weekend"
at the Hollywood
and
"The toga
Lost
at the Rivoli
are continuing big in holdovers.
"Weekend" is headed for a healthy
$55,000 or better for a fourth;
"Spellbound" is expected to bring a

big $47,000
for isan registering
eighth ; anda "Saratoga Trunk"
smart
$42,000 for a fifth.
"The House, of Dracula" at the
Film receipts here are way down Rialto is also proving a strong new
arrival
with a big $14,000 or better
this week, due to continued cold, late
holiday shopping and shorter runs be- expected for the initial week. "Enfore new openings on Christmas Day.
chanted Forest" is continuing big at
Estimated receipts for the period end- the Victoria with $19,500 expected
ed Dec. 23-24:
is ex-is
ceptionallyweek.
good at the"Dakota"
Gotham and
CALL OF THE WILD (ZOth-Fox) and for the second
DON
JUAN QUILLIGAN (20th-Fox)— week.
expected to top $20,000 for a second
CIRCLE (Average
(2,800) (35c-55c)
5 days.
$4,500.
for 7 days:
$11,000) Gross:
Other theatres are generally bringDANGER SIGNAL (WB) and THE
BRIGHTON STRANGLER (RKO) INDIing ters"
in new
attractions.
Sisand a stage
show at"Dolly
the Roxy
ANA (3,200) (35c-55c)
6 days.
000. (Average
for 7 days.
$12,000)Gross: $6,- dropped to a very low $30,000 for the
SHE WENT TO THE RACES (M-G-M) final six days of a sixth week endand PRISON SHIP (Col.)— LOEWS (2,450)
ing Monday night and moved into the
(35c-55c)
for
7 days:4 days.
$12,000) Gross: $5,000. (Average, RKO New York circuit yesterday.
FALLEN ANGEL (20th-Fox) and MEXI- The Roxy opened with "Leave Her
CANA (Rep.)— LYRIC (1,600) (35c-55c) 6
Heaven" yesterday and a stage
days, on a moveover from the Indiana. to
featuring the DeMarcos. The
Gross: $3,500. (Average, for 7 days: $5,000) show
Strand will draw a slow $30,000 for
the third and final week of "Too
Young To Know" and a stage bill,
ST. LOUIS, MO. •
with thetonio" holiday
helping.
"San The
Anwill open there
Friday.
Palace brought in "Cornered" yesterNear-zero weather, snow and preday after "Spanish Main" drew a
Christmas
distractions
severely
cut
good
$17,000 for the final six days of
TORONTO
grosses at local first runs this week. a seventh week. "What Next, CorEstimated receipts for the week endporal Hargrove?" opened at the Criing Dec. 26 :
With Christmas shopping over, To"Frontier
yesterday;
ronto first-run theatres resumed more THIS LOVE OF OURS (U.) and SHADY bringing terion
a mild
$7,000
for the Gal"
final
LADY (U.)— AMBASSADOR (3.154) (40c- three days of a second week.
than their normal place with box-office 50c-60c)
7
days,
2nd
week.
Gross:
$8,500.
business very good all around. In op- (Average: $17,200).
position were hockey games, outdoor DUFFY'S TAVERN (Para.) and FOL- McPherson, British
LOW THAT WOMAN (Para.)— FOX (5,winter sports, two days of harness rac038) (40c-50c-60c)
days, 2nd week. Gross:
ing at Dufferin Park, and another $10,000.
(Average:7 $17,000)
Supervisor for NSS
road-showing
of "Fantasia"
at the WHAT NEXT, CORPORAL HARGROVE?
Royal
Alexandra.
Estimated receipts
Appointment of John R. McPher(M-G-M) and VOICE OF THE WHISson, formerly assistant to Herman
TLER (Co!.)— LOEWS STATE (3,162)
for the week ending Dec. 28-29 :
Robbins,
president of National Screen
(40c -50c- 60c -65c) 5 days. 2nd week. Gross:
ENCHANTED FOREST (PRC) and SING $6,500.
$17,100).
Service, as joint managing director
YOUR WAY HOME (RKO Radio)— EG- LOVE (Average:
LETTERS (Para.) and TOO and American representative with the
LINTO'N $5,000.
(1,086)(Average:
(18c-30c-48c-60c)
Gross:
$4,000). 6 days. YOUNG TO' KNOW (WB)— MISSOURI company's British -affiliate, is dis(3.514)
(40c-50c-60c)
PINOCCHIO (RKO Radio) — IMPERIAL ("Average: $11,100) 7 days. Gross: $3,000.
B. Brenner, vice(3,343) (18c-30c-42c-60c-90c) 6 days. Gross: WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF presidentclosedinby William
charge of operations.
$14,300. (Average: $12,800).
(M-G-M)
—
LOEWS
ORPHEUM
(1,900)
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF (M-G- (40c-50c-60c-65c) 5 days, 2nd week. Gross:
M) — LOEWS
(2,074) (18c-30c-42c-60c-78c)
Rites Tonight for
days.
Gross: $16,200.
(Average: $13,200). 6 $3,000. (Average: $7,100)
PINOCCHIO'
(RKO
.Radio)
—
SHUBERT
TOO
YOUNG
TO'
KNOW
(WB)—
SHEA'S
Edward
A. Brown, 56
(2,480) (18c-30c-42c-60c-90c) 6 days. Gross: (1,900) (40c-50c-60c) 7 days. Gross: $2,500.
$15,300. (Average: $13,800).
(Average: $6,200)
Funeral services will be held tonight
ENCHANTED FOREST (PRC) and SING DOLLY SISTERS* (20th-Fox) and MEN at the Fairchild Funeral Chapel, JaYOUR WAY HOME (RKO' Radio)— TIV- IN HER DIARY* (U.)— ST. LOUIS (4.maica, Long Island, for Edward A.
(40c-50c-60c)
OLI (1,434)
(12c-30c-48c)
(Average:
$7,900) 7 days. Gross: $2,800. Brown, 56, corporation cashier for
$5,500.
(Average:
$4,500). 6 days. Gross: 000)
Paramount for the past 25 years, who
DAKOTA (Rep.) and MEXICANA (Rep.) * Indicates moveover picture.
State and Orpheum will end cur- died at his home here Sunday night
—UPTOWN
(2,761) (18c-3Oc-42c-60c-90c) 6 **Loew's
rent
bills
two
days
early
this
week.
days. Gross: $11,800. (Average: $9,300).
after a long illness.
INDIANAPOLIS
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DE CARLO

• ROD CAMERON
• ROD CAMERON

TIER

GAIL

A FESSIER-PAGANO PRODUCTION in TECHNICOLOR with
ANDY DEVINE • FUZZY KNIGHT- SHELDON LEONARD
ANDREW TOMBES and BEVERLY SIMMONS
Original Screen Play Written and Produced by Michael Fessier
and Ernest Pagano • Directed by CHARLES LAMONT • Executive
Producer HOWARD BENEDICT . A UNIVERSAL PICTURE
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Video

Theatre
Delayed
RCA's

Install

in

Plans

No Early Manufacture Is
Contemplated: Folsom
Radio Corporation of America
has not developed any immediate
plans to manufacture the directequiptelevision at
projection
ment whichtheatre
it demonstrated
the
four-andhere
Theatre
New Yorker
one-half years ago, Frank M. Folsom, RCA vice-president in charge
of RCA Victor has disclosed to Motion Picture Daily. Many _ in the
film industry have been looking for
RCA's setting of a starting date for
the manufacture and sale of theatre
television equipment.
Folsom said the company will
concentrate on the production
of home television receivers,
and indicated that there are no
RCA plans even under consideration which would provide television equipment for theatres.
Observers see little likelihood of any
television equipment being available
(Continued on page 8)
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Hollywood Reports
2,750 Returnees
Hollywood, Dec. 26.— Yearend report by the West Coast
Public Information Committee discloses that 2,750 of Holwho joined
the
services lywood's
are6,700 back
on their

' Byron Price will be officially installed as vice-president of the Motion
Picture Association of America at the
organization's
Hollywood
week by MPAA
presidentoffice
Ericnext
A.
Approximately 350 features
Johnston, who is now at his home in
were completed during the
Spokane, it was learned here yesterjobs.
year, with 25 foreign films
day. Price is now vacationing.
also given PCA code seals.
Subsequent
to meeting
this onat Johnston's
agenda
is a Coast
which the
MPPA will absorb the coast affiliate,
the Association of Motion Picture M-G-M
May Enter
Producers, and further consider cooperation between the MPAA and the
Society of Independent Motion Picture Mexican Exhibition
Producers.
Tension
On

Labor

Tightens
Trouble

Hollywood, Dec. 26. — Tension in
the struggle between the Screen Players Union and Screen Extras Guild
for jurisdiction over extra players,
considered a potential threat to studio
labor peace, has tightened with SEG's
receipt of assurances from Painters International Union president L. P. Lindelof that his organization "can only
recognize
AFL supported
organizations."
The
SPU, which
the studio
strike by locals affiliated with the
Painters, is an independent union, but
has been recognized by the NLRB.
SEG is an AFL local established during the strike.

Mexico City, Dec. 26. — M-G-M is
preparing to enter exhibition in Mexico, according to reports along local
film row here which indicate that the
company plans to purchase circuit interests headed by William Oscar
Jenkins, the American who, prior to
becoming an exhibitor, operated a
sugar business in this country. The
Jenkins theatres are in the provinces.
Opinion in Mexican production circles is that if the M-G-M-Jenkins deal
is consummated, Mexican producers
will form a syndicate for the construction or acquisition of 60 theatres for
the exclusive exhibition of Mexican
films.
It is also reported that Films
Mundiaels and Filmex, producers,
plan to establish theatres in the leading capitals of Central and South
America for the exclusive exhibition
of Mexican pictures.

Despite the dislocation in transporCOD
Deliveries
tation and communications caused by Certain
the war, Europe is commencing to
show marked recovery and even with
old product U. S. film companies are
by
Allied
"making much more than before the Challenged
war," Vladimir Lissim, RKO Radio's
European general manager, told MoMinneapolis, Dec. 26. — Dispute
tion Picture Daily here yesterday
Boston Grosses Hit
over the right of distributors to send
upon his return from a five-month
stay abroad.
COD to a theatre product other than
New Holiday Record
Long lines before theatres are the
the
picture, or pictures booked, will be
Boston, Dec. 26. — Business
(Continued on page 8)
fought out in court unless the issue
in theatres here throughout
is settled before it reaches that stage,
this week was higher than in
Leserman
on Coast
it is revealed by Ben Berger, presmany years, and a new record
ident of North Central Allied Indewas set in nearly all local
For New Sales Posts
pendent Theatres.
theatres, both film and legitiCase involves a COD placed on unCarl Leserman, retiring United Armate.
tists general sales manager, is on the
Downtown de luxe houses
played product by Universal against
Coast from New York preparatory to
in many instances provided
Frank Woskie's neighborhood Parkassuming distribution posts Jan. 1
way, Minneapolis, which had booked
extra performances to acwith Benedict Bogeaus and David
and paid a flat rental guarantee on
commodate the increased
Loew, independent producers releasing
"Lady on a Train," booked for three
crowds. Boston had the heavdays. The COD was applied on
through UA.
iest shopping crowds in years
product set for bookings starting in
Upon his return to New York Lesand the shoppers apparently
February. Woskie refused to lift the
erman will set up offices here. Ed
went from stores to theatres
COD from the trucking service, and
Peskay has been Eastern sales reprein great numbers.
permitted his house to remain dark for
sentative for Bogeaus, and Budd Rog(Continued on page 8)
ers for Loew, heretofore.
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Budget

Set

$15,000 Increase Needed
To Meet Rent Increases
A budget of $300,000, an increase of $15,000 over 1945, has
been set for 1946 by the budget
committee to continue the motion
picture arbitration system under the
American Arbitration Association, indicating that leases for the 31
branches and the New York office will
be renewed for another year.
The $15,000 budget increase is
to provide for increases in the
rentals, it is learned.
The five distributors who were parties to the consent decree, Loew's,
Paramount, Warner Bros., RKO Radio and 20th Century-Fox, are now
being advised of the pro-rata amounts
they are to
contribute
to continue
the
(Continued
on page
8)

Harry
Presses

Arthur
Case

Washington, Dec. 26. — A brief
challenging the authority of the St.
Louis arbitration panel to pass on a
complaint involving his theatre was
filed with the Circuit Court of Appeals in St. Louis today on behalf of
Harry Arthur, it was announced
attorney.
here by Russell B. Hardy, Arthur's
The brief
challenges
the 8)entire arbi(Continued
on page
Exhibitors Disclose
'Dimes* Technique
Theatremen of long experience in
conducting
Dimes" factors
campaigns have"March
discoveredof several
that will boost their total collection
figures in the 1946 drive which will
get under way in more than 15,000
theatres on Jan. 24 and conclude Jan.
30, it is (Continued
disclosed onbypagethe8) industry's
In This Issue
"Lightning Raiders" is reviewed on page 8. Estimates
of key city grosses are on
page 10; booking chart page 11.
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Motion

Picture

Clark

Personal
Mention

WALTER GOULD, foreign manager of United Artists, has returned to New York from the Coast,
ng
deferri a projected trip to Australia
until later.
•
Joseph Bern hard, president of
United States Pictures, left Hollywood yesterday for Washington to
confer with Office of Strategic Services officials on his forthcoming production.
•
Klaus Landsberg. West Coast director of Television Productions, Inc.,
and director of television station
W6XYZ at the Paramount studio,
has returned to Hollywood
from here.
•
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Insider's
By RED
Hollywood, Dec. 26

Outlook
KANN
haven't received their letters."
"Never mind it, honey," came
the reassurance. "Two letters
once addressed to Darryl Zanuck
were returned ■ to ■their owners."

Push

Says

U. S. to

'Divestitures'

Chicago, Dec. 26. — While the Department of Justice will not adopt a
punitive attitude on anti-trust prosecutions, itwill continue to press "divestiture" cases to restore competition
and promote private enterprise, Tom
C. Clark, U. S. Attorney-General, told
the Executives Club of Chicago. m
In mentioning
a number
of casesj^
among
them the motion
picture
antitrust suit, he said, they were not instituted to harass the companies, but
to establish competition.

TRACTS
that may sound
like fancy from the Hollywood hills:
The dynamic Mr. Selznick has
been making deals for himself.
Things are happier around
It is understood he has :
TFC these wet California days.
1. — A 50-per cent interest in
Leading men are back from the
those three properties sold to
wars. Out of uniform and
RKO Radio some months ago.
working, or preparing to work,
The first, "The Spiral Stairare Tyrone Power, Vic Mature,
case," produced by Dore Schary,
Cesar Romero, Henry Fonda,
Weil Returns After
unfurls here Thursday.
George Montgomery, John
2. — A 25-per cent interest in
Red Cross Mission
Payne and John Sutton.
"Love Letters," produced by Hal
Joseph Weil, chief of the motion
They
don't
have
to
worry
Wall is for Paramount. That's
about any of them having babies, picture section of the American Red
the one, it will be remembered,
either.
Cross, returned to New York yesterwith Jennifer Jones and Joe
■ ■
day after a two-months' tour of
Cotten. Both are under Selznick
DavelicityBlum,
Loew's
foreign
pubFrance, Belgium, Holland and Gerdirector, was scheduled to leave
Note on the housing situation
many where he supervised the filming
New York for Mexico City last night contract.
■ ■
in these parts :
of Red Cross activities. The mateby plane. He plans to return here
rial is to be used in a March of Time
Katie Robinson, secretary-asAl Lichtman confirms the pubJan. 8.
•
sistant to Harry Brand, recently film and in a special Red Cross 16mm.
lished report that, having seen
W. Ray Johnston, chairman of the about five reels of "Duel in the
advertised sale of a dog house in documentary, to be edited by Weil
a local newspaper. Copy ap- here, for showing in schools and comboard of Monogram, and Mrs. Johnmunity auditoriums.
ston, left Hollywood yesterday for Sun," he predicted to Selznick a
Weil said yesterday he expects to
peared as "log house" in error.
two weeks' vacation• at Phoenix, Ariz. gross of $30,000,000 in the doShe hasn't been at peace since wind up his Red Cross work next
mestic market. He's referring
it happened.
spring.
to
the
distributor's
end,
not
an
Manny Wolfe, head of RKO■ ■
international loan.
Radio's
story
and
writing
department,
As part of the series of films
■ ■
has returned to the Coast after a
RCA Bldg. Probable
dealing with, or based upon, the
Bud Green and Les Brown,
three-week New York
visit.
•
tunesmiths, wrote a piece and
United World Site
lives and works of great comAl Lowe, United Artists division
posers—
the
cycle
was
launched
called
it "Sentimental
Rockefeller Center's RCA Building
manager for the Far East, Australasia
Twentieth
Century-FoxJourney.'"
bought
in one film by Columbia with "A is under consideration as the location
and South Africa, is enroute to Ausit, but Paramount had registered
of United World Picture's New York
Song to Remember" — Universal
tralia from the • Coast.
•
a story, or story idea with the
is proceeding with its contribuheadquarters. The matter will be definitely decided upon by officials of the
same
title.
The
button-button
tion which
istitle
about
Rimsky-KorVictor Savtlle, having completed a
sakov.
Its
?
game now concerns priority,
company on the Coast.
directorial assignment for M-G-M,
Matthew Fox and Robert Benjamin,
will leave Hollywood for London, via both sides laying equal claim.
You won't believe it : "Heat
president and general counsel, respecBoth sides are indulging in a
New York, today.
•
tively, have again postponed their trip
Danny Kaye is committed to westward from New York, this time
good deal of ignoring, too. 1 They
0. F. Schell, Paramount New
Sam Goldwyn for one picture to Jan. 4. Following their arrival in
are ignoring a classic of English
York auditor, is working at the Memliterature, in the public domain,
annually. If time allows, thereHollywood, the home office site and
phis office until about
Jan.
1.
fore, he can do another wherever
•
organization matters will be taken up.
called "A Sentimental Journey."
Wave."
and
with whomever he pleases.
It
was
written
by
Laurence
Mike Hoffay, RKO-Radio foreign
Bill Goetz, lower floor tenant to
Sterne and published in 1768.
publicity manager, has returned here
George Murphy to Be
Only 177 years ago.
from Mexico City.
Goldwyn 's upper at the latter's
•
■ ■
Gamble Toastmaster
studio until United World's
Hugh Owen, Paramount division
headquarters at Universal can be
The committee has come and
George Murphy, film star and presmanager, has* arrived in Hollywood
built, is actively interested. There
ident of the Screen Actors' Guild, will
gone now. But here is the perfrom New York.
are
others.
serve
as toastmaster for the testimoni•
sonnel of the AFL's executive
■ ■
al dinner to be tendered by the film
Louis Nizer, film attorney, left group appointed to arbitrate the
industry to Ted R. Gamble on Jan. 7
New York yesterday for a Florida
jurisdictional phases of the
A few days after the Los An- in the Waldorf-Astoria.
vacation.
highly involved union situation
Former Secretary of the Treasury
geles Examiner published — within Hollywood:
out comment — a petition seeking Henry Morgenthau also has accepted
Betty Hutton has arrived in New
Felix H. Knight, international
support of the Hearst press for the invitation of the dinner committee
York from Hollywood.
to be one of the principal speakers for
Eric Johnston on the Republican
president, the railroad carmen's
union.
ticket for the presidency, Drew
the occasion,
the Treasury's
national
War honoring
Finance director.
Pi Lambda Phi Dinner
Pearson reported from WashingW. C. Birthright, internaPi Lambda Phi, national college
ton : "Friends think Johnston
fraternity, of which many from the union. tional president, the barbers'
will be an all-out GOP candiLefkowitz to Preside
motion picture industry are members,
W. C. Doherty, international
At UA Meet Today
will celebrate its 50th anniversary todate for the presidency
in '48."
Coincidence
?
president, lettercarriers'
union.
night with a dinner at the Essex
■ ■
■ ■
Sam Lefkowitz, United Artists disHouse, here, honoring its 7,000 memCeleste Holm, who skyrockbers in the Armed Services.
manager,
will sessions
preside here
at an today.
EastGeorgie Jessel's definition of a
erntrict
district
sales
race track tout: "He's a man
eted to attention in "Oklahoma,"
Branch managers who will attend
that wears a grey suit with
is now busy in "Three Little
NBC Increases Pay
checks in it and should drop the meeting are : John Dervin, Boston,
Girls
in
Blue,"
her
first
at
20thHollywood, Dec. 26. — National
Ray Wylie, New Haven, Mark N.
Silver, Washington, Mort Magill,
Broadcasting Co. will pay bonuses to Fox. Shortly after her entry
■ ■
into
local
scenery,
she
remarked
all employes with the company six
Philadelphia ; Jack Ellis, New York.
months or longer, and all receiving to someone at the studio: "A
Add Academy award contendThe "Grad Sears Drive," which will
end Saturday, and new product will
$3,000 or less annually will receive couple of friends of mine wrote
ers
:
From
Metro
—
"They
Were
be discussed.
me from New
York, but I
ten per cent salary increases.
dead."
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Started

And

Completed

Hollywood, Dec. 26. — Production "Ambush Trail," with Bob Steele
was in the doldrums with only seven and Syd Daylor.
new films started, while six others were
RKO Radio
completed. The shooting index stood
at 44. The production scene follows : Started: "Crack-Up," with Pat
O'Brien, Claire Trevor, Herbert MarColumbia
shall "Step
;
by Step," with Lawrence
More and more patrons
Tierney,
Anne Jeffreys, Harry HarFinished: "Murder Is Unpredictvey,
Lowell
Gilmore.
able," "That Texas Jamboree."
Shooting : "Sister Kenny, "NotoriShooting : "The Walls Came Tumbare thrilling to The Voice
ous," "Till the End of Time," "Withling Down," "Duchess of Broadway,"
out Reservations," (Lasky).
"So Dark the Night," "The Jolson
of the Theatre as addition- Story" (formerly "Story of Jolson").
Republic
M-G-M
al installations go forward
Finished : "Song of Arizona," "The
Glass Alibi" (Wilder).
Finished: "Star from Heaven."
Shooting: "Alias Billy the Kid,"
theatres:
in the following
Started : "Faithful in My Fashion,"
with Donna Reed, Tom Drake, Ed- "One Exciting Week," "In Old SacNew, Savannah, Ga.
ward Everett Horto'n, Bill Phillips,
Spring Byington, Warner Anderson, ramento." 20th Century-Fox
Honey, Indianola, Miss.
Finished: "Black Beauty" (Alson).
Wilbert, Plaquamine, La.
Sig Ruman
"But Not
Goodbye,"
Heights, Houston, Tex.
with
Frank ;Morgan,
Keenan
Wynn,
Started:Foster,
"Strange
with
Preston
SigneTriangle,"
Hasso, John
Colon, El Paso, Tex.
Audrey Totter, Gladys Cooper, RichRitz, Muskogee, Okla.
Shepperd, Anabel Shaw.
ard Quine.
Logan, Paris, Ark.
Grand, Douglas, Ariz.
Shooting : "Fiesta," "Till the Clouds Dark
Shooting
: "Cluny
Corner,"
"Anna 'Brown,"
and the "The
King
Ebell, Long Beach, Calif.
Roll By," "Three Wise Fools," "Army
U.S.A., Fort Logan, Colo.
of
Siam,"
"The
Shocking
Miss PilBrat," "The Yearling."
Laurelhurst, Portland, Ore.
grim," "Somewhere in the Night,"
Capitol, Yakima, Wash.
"Three Little Girls in Blue."
Monogram
Joyce, Bozeman, Mont.
Grand, Mohall, N. D.
United Artists
Shooting : "Charlie Chan at AlcaPortage, Portage, Wise.
traz," "The Gay Cavalier," "Joe PaGranada, Duluth, Minn.
Shooting : "The Strange Woman"
York, Elmhurst, 111.
looka, Champ."
(Stromberg) ; "The Sin of Harold
Adelphi, Chicago, 111.
Diddlebock" (Sturges).
Paramount
Granada, Indianapolis, Ind.
Majestic, Chillicothe, O.
Universal
Magic, Barbourville, Ky.
Shooting : "California," "Ladies'
lis).
Ohio, Warren, O.
Man"
"The
Searching
Wind"
(
WalLyric, Philadelphia, Pa.
Shooting Passage,"
: "She-Wolf
of London,''
"Canyon
"Genius
in the
Nile, Bethlehem, Pa.
PRC
Family" ( Skirball-Manning) .
State, Boyertown, Pa.
Rialto, Monticello, N. Y.
Warners
State, Elizabeth, N. J.
Started : "Murder Is My Business,"
Pix, Orange, N. J.
with
Hugh
Beaumont,
Michael
Y.
N.
Shooting : "Humoresque," "Two
Savoy, Jamaica, L. I.,
Shayne, Cheryl Walker, Lyle Talbot. Guys
Williamsburg Playhouse, Bklyn, N. Y. Carol
from Milwaukee," "Beast with
Andrews, George Meeker ; Five Fingers,"
University, Cambridge, Mass.
"Escape Me Never."
Playhouse, Newport, Me.
Strand, Oldtown, Me.
Rex, Manchester, N. H.
Visualite, Covington, Va.
'306' Reelects Gelber; Martin Murphy New
Palace, Winchester, Va.
'U' Vice-President
Grand, Mt. Airy, N. C.
Rugino Beats Storin
Paradise, Faribault, Minn.
Zaring, Indianapolis, Ind.
Hollywood, Dec. 26. — Martin MurHerman Gelber last night won reMayflower, Troy, Ohio
election as president of IATSE
phy has been elected vice-president and
Garden, Pittsburgh, Pa.
general manager in charge of studio
Projectionists' Local 306, as did all operations
Elwood, Newark, N. J.
of Universal.
other incumbents except vice-presiArcadia, New York
Murphy, studio production manager
dent Harry Storin, who was defeated
by Tony Rugino. Nathaniel Doragoff since 1920, has been succeeded in that
and theatres in the following circuits : retains the post of recording secre- post by Morrie Weiner, formerly his
assistant.
tary ;Charles Beckman, financial secFox West Coast Theatres Corp.
retary
;
James
Ambrosio,
treasurer
;
Evergreen Theatres Corp.
Morris Kravitz, New York business Monogram
M & P Theatres, Inc.
Converts
Chakers Theatres, Inc.
agent, and Ben Scher, Brooklyn business agent.
H. J. Griffith Theatres, Inc.
32,404 Stock Shares
St. Louis Amusement Co.
Hollywood, Dec. 26. — Monogram
Fourth Avenue Amusement Ccmpany
Shine Circuit, Inc.
Russe
ll
Gleas
president
Broidy
anon,
36,
Rome Theatres
nouncedSteve
that 32,404
sharestoday'
of cumW. S. Butterfield Theatres
ulative convertible preferred stock have
Killed
in
Fall
Here
been turned in for conversion since
Wisper-Wetsman Theatres
Randforce Amusement Corp.
.Sgt. Russell Gleason, 36, actor, and
Fox Midwest Theatres
son of actor James Gleason, was killed Dec. 11, when
demption planthe
wascompany's
announced.stock reR. E. Griffith Theatres
in a fall from a window in the Hotel
He also disclosed that film rentals
Harris Amusement Co.
Sutton, here, Tuesday night.
from Mexico during 1945 were up 250
Indiana County Theatres Co., Inc.
Jefferson Amusement Co.
Before entering military service, per cent from the preceding year.
Independent Theatres Co.
Gleason had attended the University
Associated Theatres, Inc.
of
California and appeared in several Yamins House Burns
films.
Boston, Dec. 26. — The newly-remodeled Durfee Theatre, Fall River,
Edward Lawrence Dies
largest
of
Nathan Yamins' five houses,
Edward Lawrence, veteran assistant was damaged by fire last Friday.
director of commercial pictures, and
at one time associated with Griffith- Services for Pallister
Cosmopolitan, died of a stroke here
Chicago, Dec. 26. — Funeral services
will be held here tomorrow for Franyesterday.
He
was
in
his
late
60's.
THEATRE SUPPLY DEALERS
Funeral services are to be held in
cis Pallister, 52, costume designer and
DOMINION
SOUND SYSTEM MANUFACTURERS
manager
Balaban and Katz.
WESTERN SOUND
ELECTRICEQUIPMENTS.
EXPORT CORP.LTD. Roxbury,
Mass., Saturday. Two sis- stage
ALTEC REPRESENTATIVES
ters
survive.
Pallister
died for
Tuesday.
in the Untied Stalei
In Foreign Countriet

Shortages Continue
In England: Brenner
British exhibitors still operate at a handicap, with impaired equipment and theatre
furnishings of all types, while
awaiting a governmental order "unfreezing" materials,
particularly steel, for purposes other
reconstruction ofthan
homes,theWilliam
B. Brenner, National Screen^
Service vice - president inv
charge of operations, who has
returned after two months in
England, reported yesterday.
Judge Coxe Approves
End of Para, Claims
Federal Judge Alfred C. Coxe, in
U. S. District Court here yesterday
signed an order effecting the final disposition of all remaining claims arising out of the Paramount Publix
Corp. -Paramount Broadway Corp. reorganization proceedings which were
terminated in 1935. The provisions of
Section 204 and 205 of Chapter 10 of
the U. S. Bankruptcy Act, under
which yesterday's formal motion was
made, following the clearing of all remaining claims, fixes a period of five
years hence for the closing of the
estates of the debtors.
RKO
Sells Boston
Run for $1,200,000
B. F. Keith Corp. yesterday sold the
2,900-seat Memorial Theatre in Boston
to the Paragon Corp., composed of a
group of investors, for $1,200,000 in
cash.
Arrangements are understood to
provide for RKO, through BL F.
Keith, to continue to operate the theatre as a first-run. RKO also owns
and
operatesBoston.
the 3,500-seat Boston in
downtown
Col. McKelway

Joins

McCarey as Writer
Hollywood, Dec. 26. — RainbowProductions, Inc., has signed St. Clair
McKelway, for many years an editor
of The New Yorker, to collaborate
with producer-director Leo McCarey
in developing a story idea of the latter's.
Fairbanks Returning
Hollywood, Dec1. 26. — Commander
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., will resume
his acting career with the lead in "The
Strange
Sinbad,"in which
Stephen Adventures
Ames will ofproduce
colqr
for RKO Radio.

GREETINGS!
At this season of the year
may estwe
wish you the heartiof greetings.
May 1946 bring you
Health, Peace
and Prosperity.
GLOBE TICKET COMPANY
154 West 14th St., New York
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Averted
Review

By New

By TOM SHEEY
Dublin, Dec. 26. — The strike threat
which had been hovering over exhibition and distribution in the Dublin
area, originally scheduled to result in a
cessation of all operations last Nov.
29, and then subsequently postponed,
is quieting down to an amicable settlement.
The strike action had been threatened as a result of the refusal of
some clerical employes of 20th Century-Fox to join the otherwise 100
per cent-strong Cinema and Theatre
Section of the Irish Transport and
General Workers Union. Xeither
wages nor working conditions were
involved.
Leading up to the elimination of the
threat was an intervention into the
issue involved by a group of British
exhibitor representatives, visiting here
on a business-pleasure trip, who found
themselves pulled in as friendly advisers. They were G. H. Scarborough, president of England's Cinema
Exhibitor Association ; W. R. Fuller,
CEA general secretary ; William
Speakman, CEA past president, and
A. Friedman of the Daily Renter.
It is understood that a new agreement, superseding all existing pacts,
between the distributors and the union,
will be drawn up in January, following a general meeting of all parties at
which a guarantee that the matter
would be settled in favorable fashion
was accepted.
RFC

Hollywood

Agreement

Asks

Bids

on

Photographic Goods
Washington-, Dec. 26. — The Reconstruction Finance Corp. has invited bids, to be opened by its regional
office in Philadelphia, -this month, for
the sale of some surplus photographic
goods, including one rewind set, new,
and several used 16mm. projectors and
speakers.
Also offered for sale are 24 2,000watt spotlights, used, to be sold in
one
and 533
film lot
cans,"asalsois,"offered
as aused
lot. 35mm.

Skirball, Manning
Sign Carol Reed
Carol Reed, British director, now in
England, has been signed to direct his
first picture in Hollywood for Skirball-Manning Productions, releasing
through Universal. Reed's most recent
British films include "The Stars Look
Down" and "Night Train." His assignment for Skirball-Manning, which
is to begin early next month, will be
"Portrait in Black,"
form, will open in Newwhich,
York in
on play
Jan.
17. An advance payment of $100,000
reportedly was made for the screen
rights.

"Lightning
Raiders'
(PRC)
Itf points of story and performances this PRC Western is above most of
the other Buster Crabbe-Al (Fuzzy) St. John films which preceded it
from the workshop of the producer-director team of Sigmund Neufeld and
Sam Xewfield, not overlooking the fact, however, that Elmer Clifton, author
of the original story and screenplay, dipped into the bag of standard incidents
for narrative material.
Crabbe and St. John are investigating a mail coach hold-up in which several of their friends lost mail and money that would have saved them from
financial ruin at the hands of arch-heavy Steve Darrell. During the course
of their probings the boys engage in several gun-and-fist fights and chases
with
bandDarrell
of Darrell's
but finally the
theyrobbery.
uncover Darrell
evidence andwhich
shows a up
as the henchmen,
man who engineered
his
gang are brought to justice, and the townspeople he mulcted have their
property returned to them. Others in the cast include Mady Laurence, Henry
Hall, Sanford Jolley and Karl Hackett.
Running time, 61 minutes. General classification. Release date, Jan. 7.
Charles L. Franke
TCmes' Technique
(Continued from page 1)
"March of Dimes" headquarters, here,
which lists the factors as follows :
collections at every performance ; sufficient volunteers on hand to assist in
the collections so that they can be
taken up quickly ; pretty girls are
responsible for bigger collections than
men or older women*; house lights
should be turned on full ; a strong attraction insures big crowds and bigger
"Dimes" returns, and open-topped
collection baskets or containers bring
better results.
Regarded as the greatest single factor in the success of past campaigns
was the Greer Garson apoeal trailer,
it was said. Miss Garson will make
the 1946 appeal in a special 300-ft.
subject that has just been produced at
M-G-M by Frank Whitbeck. Trailer
prints are being shipped by National
Screen Service directly to all theatres pledged.
During the past five vears more
than $14,500,000 has been raised by
U. S. theatres to aid the fight against
infantile paralysis. Of every dollar
contributed, half remains in the county in which it was given.
Arbitration Budget
(Continued from page 1)

Theatre Video
(Continued from page 1)
for U. S. theatres for some five years,
unless there is a startling new development in that field, it was said. Scophony claims that its theatre television
sets have practical application but
there are no plans afoot for manufacture of this equipment. General Precision Equipment is reported to be further developing this equipment in its
laboratory.
While the use of the indirect viewing principle, by using film in theatres, could provide an answer for television programs on theatre screens —
and DuMont, RCA, Philco, Farnsworth and Western Electric are understood to be interested in making
equipment of this type — it is pointed
out that the cost of the film stock to
exhibitors is an important factor. It
might necessitate special performances,
independent of a theatre's regular program, with a high admission price
being levied.
COD

Deliveries
{Continued from page 1)

booking.
the duration of the "Lady on a Train"
Berger
disclosed
that attention
Woskie's ofac-a
tion had come
to the
board meeting of NCA and said that
after considering the matter the board
called in a number of Twin City members for discussion of the practice,
following which a resolution was
passedtion affair
to make the issue an organizaThe resolution instructed Irving
Green, NCA counsel, to draw up a
complaint against the distributor,
charging an unfair trade practice and
seeking damages.
"Mainly, the association is interested in the principle involved,"
Berger said. "The picture 'Lady on a
Train' had been paid for, the check
cashed, and the company even had sent
a checker to the Parkway."

arbitration system through 1946. The
amounts, as in previous years, are
based on gross receipts from the film
licensing in the U. S. for the 12
months prior to Aug. 31, 1945.
The budget committee consists of
Gordon E. Youngman, RKO vicepresident and general counsel ; George
W. Alger, chairman of the Arbitration Appeal Board, and Miss Frances
Kellor, first vice-president of the
American Arbitration Association,
who substituted for Col. Paul F. Warburg, who was not available.
Officers of the motion picture arbitration system, including J. Noble
Bloomingdale to RKO
Braden, executive director, and James
Hollywood, Dec. 26.— Al Bloom- J. Murphy, Jr., assistant executive di- Arthur Appeals
rector, are expected to continue.
ingdale, who recently produced Irwin
(Continued from page 1)
Shaw's "The Assassin" on Broadway,
has been signed by RKO Radio as a
producer. He will report to the studio 'Heaven' Sets Roxy Mark tration system set up under the 1940
on Feb. 1 and will produce several
"Leave Her to Heaven," 20th Cen- consent decree, charging it to be in
1946 pictures.
tury-Fox Technicolor film, opened at violation of the anti-trust laws. Folthe Roxy Theatre, New York, Christlowing the filing of a reply brief by
mas Day to the biggest Christmas the defendants, which include the
Auster Joins M-G-M
Day business in the theatre's history, American Arbitration Council and
Hollywood, Dec. 26.— Islin Auster, bringing in $18,700 to top the $18,400 several distributing companies, the
former Universal producer, will join recorded for "Winged Victory" in case will be set for hearing, probably late in February or early March.
M-G-M as assistant to Joe Pasternak. 1944.

By THALIA BELL
Hollywood, Dec. 26
WARNERS
has acquired
to "The Turquoise,"
new rights
novel
by
Anya. . Seton,
who D.wrote
wyck."
. Marvin
Stahl "Dragonhas been
vice-president
Reevesassistant
Espy.
appointed
executive
to PRC's ^
M-G-M has acquired screen rights
to Vina Delmar's stage play, "The
Rich Full Life": it wilt be used as a
starring vehicle for 14-year-old Elisabethnounces
Taylor.
. .production
. Paramount
anplans for
of a film
dealing with the depopulation of the
earth through atomic energy; it will
be titled "The Last Man in the
World,"James
with Hilton
Ray Milland
in the title
role;
is preparing
the
screenplay.
•
Edgar lumbia
Buchanan
has had. .his. Joan
Cocontract extended.
Chandler, Broadway actress recently signed by Warners, will make
her which
screen Joan
debutCrawford
in "Humoresque,"
in
and John
Garfield are starred. . . . Paramount
has purchased "The Ambassador's
Wife," one
of John
Gunther's
fiction
stories;
Gilbert
Seldesfewis
currently preparing the screenplay.
. . . Phil Ryan has acquired screen
rights to "Vicious Circle," novel bv
Hugh Churchill.
Lissim
(Continued from page 1)

general order of the day, Lissim said,
with the
people
ested than
ever apparently
before in more
films ;interthey
are virtually
the
only
form
of
entertainment available.
Production costs in France have
mounted to such heights, he said, that
native production will be curtailed.
The average production now costs
from 40 to J)0 million francs, and all
that can be recouped locally is 20
million francs, thus requiring circulation outside the country, for which
few films qualify, he said.
Within six to eight months there
should be a tremendous improvement
in conditions on the Continent, which
will once again make Europe one of
the said.
most important' foreign markets,
he
The financial difficulties of Europe
will be rectified by the ratification of
the Bretton Woods monetary agreement, Lissim pointed out, which in
turn ouswill
enable stabilization of varicurrencies.
Lissim, in addition to his stay in
France, also visited Belgium, Germany and Holland. Belgium has been
restored to virtually its pre-war status, while Germany is still chaotic due
to the four zones of occupation. Commercial film operations in that country
are still in the future, he said. Since
the RKO office in Holland is the only
one in good shape, the company took
over the film operation there from the
Office of War Information, preparatory to the entry of the Motion Picvealed.ture Export Association there, he reNew RKO offices have been opened
in Denmark and Norway, he said.

Did she catch your eye? Of course . . . why not? A real stand-out always will!
Look at the eye-catching Ideal is doing. It's the fastest-selling movie magazine group
and all eyes are on it as trie ONE to watch. Ideal's Movies, Movie Life, and Movie Stars Parade
give crisper, more thorough Hollywood

coverage. Ideal was

first to spot stars-to-be, first really to picture the stars
with candid shots and photo stories, first with idea after
idea for doing a better liaison job between films and fans.
And what a response! Two million Ideal readers in eight
years! thousands

more

every issue . . .
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Estimates

Motion
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picture

Key

TPOLLOWING are estimated pic- PHILADELPHIA
m hire grosses for current engagements in key cities a>s reported by
The last days of Christmas shopping
Motion Picture Daily correspondents.
here boosted most first-run theatre
business considerably. Estimated receipts for the week ending Dec. 25-28 :
LOS ANGELES
KISS AND TELL (Col.)-ALDINE (900)
f40c-45c-5Uc-65c-75c-85c) 7 days. Gross:
$25,000. (Average: $14,500).
Christmas Day attendance brought YOLANDA AND THE THIEF (M-G-M)—
BOYD2nd (3,000.)
a welcome end to a long period of days,
week. (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c)
Gross: $10,500. (Average: 7
depressed grosses. Estimated re- $18,000).
ceipts for the week ended Dec. 26 : CONFIDENTIAL AGENT (WB)— AR(900) (40c-45c-50e-65c-75c) 7 days,
SPELLBOUND (UA-Selznick) — CARTHAY 2nd run. CADIAGross:
$4,000. (Average: $4,000).
CIRCLE (1,516) (50c-60c-8Sc-$1.00) 7 days,
3rd week. Gross: $6,900. Average: $8,200) GEORGE WHITE'S SCANDALS (RKO
FALLEN ANGEL (20th-Fox) — CHINESE Radio) (6 days): $14,000) and KISS AND
(Col.) (1 day $3,500)— EARLE (3,000)
(2,300) (5Oc-60c-85c-$l-0O) 7 days, 2nd week. TELL
(40c-45c-65c-75c-85c-95c) 6 days of vaudeGross: $14,000. (Average: $14,600)
ville
Henny Youngman and Jerry
WHAT NEXT, CORPORAL HAR- Wayne. starring
Gross: $17,500. (Average: $27,500).
GROVE? (M-G-M) — EGYPTIAN (1,000) DOLLY SISTERS
(2Cth-Fox) — FOX (3,000)
(50c-60c-85c-$1.00)'4
3rd week.
(40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7 days. Gross:
$5,500.
(Average fordays,
7 days:
$15,800) Gross: $30,000.
(Average:
$20,500).
PINOCCHIO (RKO-Disney) (reissue) and WEEKEND AT THE
WALDORF (M-GSING YOUR WAY HOME (RKO-Radio) M)—
KARLTON (1,000) (40c-45c-50c-65c—FOUR STAR (900) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7 75c-85c)
7
days,
2nd
run,
days, 2nd week. Gross: $5,200. (Average: $8,500. (Average: $6,600.) 2nd week. Gross:
$6,600)
PINOCCHIO (RKO-Disney) (reissue) and CAPTAIN
KIDD (UA) —7 KEITH'S
(4Oc-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c)
days, 2nd (2,500)
run.
SING YOUR WAY HOME (RKO-Radio)— Gross:
(Average: $5,800).
FOX-WILSHIRE (2,300) (50c-60c-85c-$l-00) STORK$6,200.
CLUB (Para.) — MASTBAUM
7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $5,300. (Average:
(4,700) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7 days, 2nd
$8,100)
PINOCCHIO (RKO-Disney) (reissue) and week. Gross: $32,5CO. (Average, $22,000).
SING YOUR WAY HOME (RKO-Radio)— SPANISH MAIN (RKO Radio)— STANLEY
GUILD (965) 50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days, 2nd Gross:
(3,000) $35,000.
(40c-45c-50c-65c-7Sc-85c)
(Average: $20,000). 7 days.
week. Gross: $6,400. (Average: $7,100)
SHE WOULDN'T SAY YES (Col.) and THE ENCHANTED FOREST (PRC)—
(1,700)
MY NAME IS JULIA ROSS (Col.)— HILL- 7STANTON
davs. Gross:
$7,000.(40c-45c-5Oc-65c-75c-85c)
(Average: $9,500).
STREET (2,700) (50c-60c-80c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $14,000. (Average: $21,600)
FALLEN ANGEL (2<tth-Fox) — LOEWS
STATE (2,500) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days,
2nd
400) week. Gross: $26,000. (Average: $27,- CLEVELAND
WHAT NEXT, C-0 R P O R A L HARGROVE? (M-G-M)— LOS ANGELES (2,Sleet and ice stopped traffic here
096) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 4 days, 3rd week. during the week, cutting heavily
Gross:
$8,000.
(Average
for
7
days:
$26,100)
into theatre attendance, although
GETTING GERTIE'S GARTER (UA)— business on Christmas Day was fair.
MUSIC HALL (Beverly Hills (900) (55c65c-85c) 7 days. Gross: $3,000. (Average: Estimated receipts for the week
ended Dec. 23-24:
$4 900)
GETTING GERTIE'S GARTER (UA)— FALLEN ANGEL (2Cth-Fox) — RKO ALMUSIC HALL (Downtown (900) (55c-65cLEN (3,000) (45c-55c-65c) 5 days (Dec. 2085c) 7 days. Gross: $18,000. (Average: 24), 2nd
week. Gross: $5,800. (Average,
7 days: $10,000)
$14,700)
GETTING GERTIE'S GARTER (UA)— THIS LOVE OF OURS (U)— WARNERS'
MUSIC HALL (Hawaii) (1.000) (50c-60c- HIPPODROME (3,500) (45c-55c-65c). 7
80c)
18-24). Gross: $8,500. (Aver600) 7 days. Gross: $6,500. (Average: $6,- days. age:(Dec.
$20,000)
GETTING GERTIE'S GARTER
(UA) —
FAIR (ZOth-Fox) — WARNERS'
MUSIC HALL (Hollywood (490) (50c-60c- STATE
LAKE (714) (45c-55c-65c). 7 days, 3rd
SOc)
7
days.
Gross:
$3,000.
(Average:
$4,week
(Dec.
18-24). Gross: $3,000. (Aver600)
age: $3,270)
SHE WOULDN'T SAY YES (Col.) and CAPTAIN KIDD (UA) — LOEWS OHIO
MY NAME
IS JULIA ROSS (Col.)— (1,268) (45c-65c). 4 days (Dec. 20-24), 2nd
PANTAGES (2,000) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00) 7 week. Gross: $2,000. (Average, 7 days:
days, 2nd week. Gross: $15,000. (Average: £6,200)
$20,500)
THEN THERE WERE NONE (ZOthTHE LOST WEEKEND (Para.) and AND
Fox)— RKO PALACE (3,300) (45c-55c-65c),
LOVE, HONOR AND GOODBYE (Rep.)— 6 days (Dec. 20-25). Gross: $7,500. (AverPARAMOUNT (Downtown) (3,595) (50cage, 7 days, $19,000)
60c-80c-$1.00) 7 days, 4th week. Gross: WHAT NEXT, CORPORAL HAR$16,500. (Average: $22,200)
GROVE? (M-G-M)— LOEWS STATE (3,THE LOST WEEKEND (Para.) — PARA- 300) (45c-65c), 4 days (Dec. 20-23) 2nd
week. Gross: $8,000. (Average, 7 days:
MOUNT (Hollywood) (1.407) (50c-60c-80c- $20,700)
$1.00) 7 days, 4th week. Gross: $10,500.
WEEK-END AT THE WALDORF
(Average: $12,800)
WHAT NEXT, C-ORPORAL HAR- (M-G-M) — LOEWS STILLMAN (1,900)
GROVE? (M-G-M)— RITZ (1,376) (50c-60c- (45c -65c), 4 davs (Dec. 20-23), 5th week.
85c-$1.00) 4 davs, 3rd week. Gross: $5,300. Gross: $4,000. (Average, 7 days: $11,000)
(Average for 7 days: $13,300)
PINOCCHIO (RKO-Disney) (reissue) and
SING YOUR WAY HOME (RKO Radio)—
UNITED ARTISTS (2,100) (50c-60c-85c- SAN FRANCISCO
$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $11,000. (Average:
$14,400)
FALLEN ANGEL (20th-Fox) — UPTOWN
The pre-Christmas weekend, plus
(1,716) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days, 2nd week. rain just about scuttled grosses at
Gross: $10,700. (Average: $11,300)
IT ALL CAME TRUE (WB) and BORN first-runs here. Estimated receipts for
FOR TROUBLE (WB) (reissues) — WAR- the week ending Dec. 26-28 :
NER (Downtown) (3,400) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00) SHE WOULDN'T SAY YES (Col.) and
? days,
Gross: $8,500. (Aver- MY NAME IS JULIA ROSS (Col.)—
age for 72nd
days:week.
$20,700)
(2,440) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days.
IT ALL CAME TRUE (WB) and BORN ORPHEUM
Gross: $11,000. (Average: $18,000).
FOR TROUBLE (WB) (reissues) — WAR- GUEST WIFE (UA)— UNITED ARTISTS
(1,200) (45c-65c-85c)
NER (Hollywood (3,000) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00) (Average:
$16,000) 5 days. Gross: $6,500.
3 days,
age for 72nd
days:week.
$14,500)Gross: $5,800. (Aver- PINOCCHIO (RKO Radio) — GOLDEN
IT ALL CAME TRUE (WB) and BORN GATE (2,850) (45c-65c-95c) 7 days, with
FOR TROUBLE (WB) (reissues)— WAR - vaudeville. Gross: $24,000. (Average:
NER (Wiltern) (2,300) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00) 3 $32,000).
days, 2nd week. Gross: $5,200. (Average YOLANDA AND THE THIEF (M-G-M)
for 7 days: $13,700)
and THE HIDDEN EYE (M-G-M)— PAR-

Thursday, December 27, 1945

Daily

City

Grosses

AMOUNT (2,748) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $17,000. (Average: $24,000).
STORK CLUB (Para.) and WANDERER
OF THE WASTELAND (RKO Radio)—
FOX (5,000)
(45c-65c-85c)
$23,000.
(Average:
$34,000). 7 days. Gross:
SPELLBOUND (UA)— WARFIELD (2.680)
(45c-65c-85c)
7 days,
5th week. Gross: $21,000.
(Average:
$27,000).
ABBOTT AND COSTELLO IN HOLLYWOOD (M-G-M) and DANGEROUS
PARTNERS (M-G-M) — STATE (2,308)
(45c-65c-85c) 7 days on a moveover from
the Fox. Gross: $11,000. (Average: $13,000).
DAKOTA (Rep.) and SCOTLAND YARD
INVESTIGATOR (Rep.)— ST. FRANCIS
(1,400) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days, 2nd week, on a
moveover from the Fox. Gross: $10,000.
(Average: $13,000).
PITTSBURGH
Very bad traveling conditions and
late holiday shopping kept crowds
away from theatres here this week.
Receipts for the week ending Dec. 27 :
MEX1CANA (Rep.) — FULTON (1.700) (35c44c-65c)) 6 davs. Gross: $7,500. (Average:
$9,000).
SHE
WOULDN'T
SAY YES7 davs.
(Col.) —Gross:
T. P.
HARRIS
(2.000) (35c-44c-65c)
$9,000. (Average: $10,000).
THE SOUTHERNER (UA)-PENN (3.400)
(40c-55c-85c) 4 davs. Gross: $14,000. (Average. 7days: $23,000).
HOLD THAT BLONDE (Para.) — RITZ
(1,100)
(35c-44c-65c) 7 days, on a moveover
from
$3,500).the Penn. Gross: $3,000. (Average:
GEORGE WHITE'S SCANDALS (RKO
Radio — STANLEY (3.800) (40c-65c-85c) 4
days. Gross: $12,000. (Average. $23,000).
ABBOTT AND COSTELLO IN HOLLYWOOD (M-G-M)— WARNER (2.00O) (35c44c-65c). Gross: $7,000. (Average: $7,500).
THE SPIDER (2GTH-FOX), HOUSE OF
DRACULA (U) - SENATOR (1.700) (35c44c-65c) 7 davs. Gross: $3,200. (Average:
$8,500).

P. D. Brown
President

Named

of GTS

Toronto, Dec. 26. — Year-end promotions in the Famous Players Ca-^
nadian organization have been mad^
by vice-president R. W. Bolstad ot
the parent circuit in conjunction with
the resignation of F. H. Kershaw
from the presidency of General Theatre
Co., a subsidiary,
to returnSupply
from Toronto
to Vancouver,
where he will go into business for
himself.
Peter D. Brown, vice-president and
general manager, becomes president
of General Theatre Supply after serving with the organization since 1930.
Jules Wolfe, manager of the construction and maintenance department of Famous Players, is appointed
vice-president of the equipment subsidiary, which has warehouse branches
in Montreal, Winnipeg and Vancouver.
After returning from several years
service with the U. S. Army in the
Pacific combat area with the rank
of captain, T. J. Fitzgibbons, Jr., son
of the Famous Players president,
takes charge of operations of Theatre Confections, Toronto, another
subsidiary. He has recently been the
sales manager of that company. Prior
to enlistment, Fitzgibbons, Jr., was
with Famous Players theatres in Toronto, London and Winnipeg and
latterlv with Paramount in New York.

FCC Gets Four More
Video Channel Bids
Washington, Dec.26. — Four addiCold, snow, sleet and the holidays
tional
for commercial
teleare combining to keep down grosses
visionapplications
stations have
been filed with
sion. Federal Communications Commisin five of the city's six downtown the
first-runs.

MILWAUKEE

THIS LOVE OF OURS (U) and CAPTAIN TUGBOAT ANNIE (Rep.)— WARNER (2.400) (50c-80c) 7 days. 2nd week.
Gross: $11,000. (Average: $15,500)
MEXICANA (Rep.) and MR. MUGGS
RIDES AGAIN (Mono.) — ALHAMBRA
(1.600) (50c-80c)
days, 1st week. Gross:
$4,000.
(Average: 7 $5,000)
GEORGE
WHITE'S
(RKO-6
Radio) — RIVERSIDE SCANDALS
(2,600) (50c -80c)
days, 1st week. Gross: $10,000. (Average:
$16,500)
PARDON MY PAST (Col.)— PALACE (2,275) (55c-85c)
5 days,
$11,500.
(Average:
$12,500)1st week. Gross:
WHAT NEXT,
CORPORAL
HARGROVE? (M-G-M) — WISCONSIN (2.800)
(55c-85c)
5
days,
1st
week.
Gross:
$10,500.
("Average: $13,000)
000) VINES HAVE TENDER GRAPES
OUR
(M-G-M)— STRAND (1,200) (55c-85c) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $6,000. (Average: $6,OMAHA
Theatre business at first-runs here
this week has begun to "pep-up"again
despite continued cold. Estimated receipts for the week ending Dec. 26-27 :
ABBOTT AND COSTELLO IN HOLLYWOOD (M-G-M) and JEALOUSY (Rep.)
OMAHA(Average:
(2,000) (44c-60c)
$9,100.
$8,900) 7 days. Gross:
THE SOUTHERNER (UA) and TELL IT
TO' A STAR (Rep.) — ORPHEUM (3.000)
(44c-60c) 7 davs. Gross: $10,300. (Average:
$9,800)
WHAT NEXT. CORPORAL HARGROVE?
(M-G-M)— PARAMOUNT (44c-60c) 7 days.
Gross: $9,900. (Average: $9,900)
SCOTLAND YARD INVESTIGATOR
(Ren.) and PINOCCHIO (RKO Radio)RKO-BRANDEIS (1,200) (44c-60c) 7 days.
Gross: $6,800. (Average: $6,800)

Television Productions, subsidiary
of Paramount, seeks Channel 4 in San
Francisco ; Comerford Publix Theatres Corp., has asked for Channel 12
in Scranton ; Worcester Telegram
Publishing Co. of Worcester, Masshas filed for Channel 1 and the William Penn Broadcasting Co. of Philadelphia seeks Channel 10.
B. J. Basil

General

Manager of Circuit
Buffalo, Dec. 26. — Basil J. Basil
has been appointed general manager of
Basil Community Theatres, Constantine J. Basil, president of the Basil
Enterprises, Inc., announces.
Vice-president of the theatre circuit,
Basil has been active in management
of the Community Theatres since 1923.
As general manager, he will have
charge of selection of films. Gerald
M. Westergren has been appointed
Basil's assistant, and V. Spencer
Balser will be in charge of buying and
booking. George H. Mackenna will
retain the managership of the Lafayette Theatre.
File MPPDA Change
Albany,
N. Y., Dec.
26. — Motion
Picture
Association
of America,
Inc.
has been recorded with the Secretary
of State in a change-of-name certificate of the old MPPDA filed by Attorney Sidney Schreiber, New York.
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Crosby
Voted

NEW YORK, U.S.A., FRIDAY, DECEMBER

Again
Top

'Money'

Star
Van Johnson Places 2nd
In Herald-Fame Poll

Bing Crosby again emerges as
the No. 1 "Money-Making Star" in
the combined vote of independent
and circuit exhibitors in the 1945
Motion Picture Herald-Fam-e poll of
the nation's showmen.
Second place goes to Van Johnson,
third place to Greer Garson, with
others
"top ten"
finishing
follows ofin the
the order
mentioned
: Bettyas
Grable, Spencer Tracy, Humphrey
Bogart and Gary Cooper (tied for
sixth place), Bob Hope, Judy Garland,Rogers
Margaret O'Brien
Rogers.
also tookandNo.Roy1
spot in the combined vote on Western
stars, with George (Gabby) Hayes
{Continued on page 4)
19 of M-G-M's New
Year Releases Set

375-Million

Studio

President

Ticket

Pact

Harry H. Thomas has been elected president of PRC Pictures, Inc.
Announcement of Thomas' election
came from Robert Purcell, chairm a n of the
board of Pathe
Industries, Inc.,
of which PRC
is a subsidiary,
at a PRC Eastern sales meeting at the Ten
Eyck Hotel,
Albany, yesterthe comphere.
a n yday,reported
It was additclosed
i o n a 1 1 y that
disHarry H. Thomas
Lloyd L. Lind,
assistant general sales manager, was elected a vicepresident, which Thomas formerly
was. The latter takes over from
Kenneth M. Young, president of Pathe
Industries, the PRC presidential post
vacated
tember. by Leon Fromkess last SepThomas and Lind will continue as
general sales manager and assistant
general sales manager, respectively.
Purcell also stated that PRC will
handle the physical distribution here
(Continued on page 4)

Washington, Dec. 28. — Admission
tax collections for 1945 will run in the
neighborhood of $375,000,000, approximately $75,000,000 above 1944, it was
indicated this morning in figures released by the U. S. Internal Revenue
Bureau showing that collections for
the year through November aggregated $345,443,336, against $269,332,934
last year.
November collections on October
admissions totaled $36,394,911, approximately $6,000,000 less than the alltime high of $42,389,372 recorded in
October, but about the same above the
(Continued on page 4)

Thomas,

PRC

Schlaifer
Of

Tax

New

Monogram

Realigns

Producer

Its

Setup

Hollywood, Dec. 27.— RKO Radio
has realigned its producer setup coincidental with the signing of Robert
Sparks, former Universal and Columbia producer, to an executive producership in charge of five producers.
Under the realignment, executive
(Conti}jued on page 4)
No Holiday Issues
In line with decisions of
most business offices within
the industry to remain closed
from tonight until Wednesday, Jan. 2, Motion Picture
Daily will not be published on
Monday, Dec. 31, nor on New
Year's Day, Tuesday.

To

Basic

Talks

Start

Negotiations
and Hollywood
are signatories
agreement are

between producers
studio unions which
to the studio basic
expected to get
derway onunthe
Coast in m i dJanuary, providing the
American
F e d e r a tion
of Labor settles
issues
pending dictional
jurisbetween the
IATSE and the
Conference ■ o f
Studio Unions

Sales

Hollywood, Dec. 27.- — Jack Schlaifer will join Monogram as director of
then, Pat
sales in a realignment and expansion
Pat Caseyeby
r s' labor
of distribution personnel announced
^producCasey,
Mq_
here today by Steve Broidy, president.
Edward Morey, former assistant
Daily here yesterday;
general sales manager, will become tton Picture
(Continued on page 4)
executive assistant to the president,
Pat CaseV represenand Maurice Goldstein, former Eastern sales manager, will become gen(Continued on page 4)
MacNamara, Levitt

rHE
story of one of the most eventful years in industry
history is told in capsule form in selected headlines
from the pages of Motion Picture Daily, summarized and reprinted herewith.
Highlights of the year's news in the world of motion pictures and theatres include establishment of new attendance,
gross and profit records; formation of new companies; the
turning of producers to independent operations; trial of the
government anti-trust suit; increased international film problems, and opportunities, with the end of the war; initiation of
expansion plans for peacetime; completion of the industry's
distinguished zvar services
and formulation
(Continued
on page 6) of plans for national

In Selznick

J^eto

gear

Posts

Paul MacNamara, in charge of
publicity for Vanguard Films on the
West Coast since last July, has been
appointed to the newly created post of
managing director of publicity, advertising and exploitation of the David
O. Selznick enterprises, Daniel T.
(Continued on page 4)

Pickford
Plans

Company

Nine

for UA

Comet Productions, Inc., newlyformed producing company headed by
Mary Pickford, Buddy Rogers and
Edward Peskay, wil.l produce nine
films in the next 18 months for release(Continued
through United
Artists,
on page
4) it was
Paramount,

Jlappp

Soon

Replacement Help Cost
Is Put At $4,000,000

Head

M-G-M yesterday announced 19 of
its releases for the New Year, starting
with "The Beginning or the End,"
atomic-bomb story, which will go before the cameras in the immediate future.
'Daily's'
1945
Headlines
Others (.Continued
listed include
"Adventure,"
on page 4)
Record
Eventful
Year
RKO

TEN CENTS

28, 1945

DeSylva

Abrogate Agreement
Hollywood, Dec. 27. — Paramount
and B. G. DeSylva Productions today
mutually abrogated their agreement,
dissolving(Continued
the contract
which
on page under
4)

2

MOTION

Personal
Mention

BARNEY BALABAN, Paramount
president, has left New York for
a two-week vacatio•n in Miami.
Anne Sanger, secretary to W. R.
Ferguson, M-G-M exploitation manager, has announced her marriage of
last August to J. J. Nayfack, of the
film division of the U. S. Information
Service.
•
Mitchell Rawson of M-G-M's
publicity department, who recently
sustained internal injuries from a fall,
has been discharged from the Beth
David Hospital here.
•
Nickey ' Goldhammer, Film Classics' vice-president and general sales
manager, has left L©s Angeles for
a tour of the West Coast branches.
York.
Early in January he will visit New'
•
Les- Bowman, Western division engineer for Columbia Broadcasting, will
leave Hollywood shortly after Jan. 1
to attend the Radio Institute of Engineers convention• in New York.
Carl Fishman, released from the
Army vice,after
two-and-a-half
years'in serhas returned
to his post
the
Loew publicity department.
•
Capt. Benn Jacobson,
M-G-M's Eastern talent
is on terminal leave in
after three years •in the

formerly of
department,
New York
Army.

J.. J. Deitch, Paramount Theatres
Service Corp. executive, is en route
from New York to the Coast and
will stop over in Salt
Lake City.
•
Stanley Shuford, Paramount advertising manager, will leave New
York today for a two-week vacation
in Arizona.
•
Albert Hackett and his wife,
Frances Goodrich, Paramount writers, arrived in New York yesterday
from Hollywood. •

PICTURE

Record Business
At lst-Runs Here
Geared to accomodate maximum patronage with doors
opening as much as two hours
before the usual time — 7:30 A.
M. in the case of the Music
Hall — New York's first runs
currently are playing to the
biggest business on record.
In one of the most spectacular box-office performances
ever observed in these parts,
the Music Hall, with "Bells of
St. Mary's" and the Christmas
stage presentation, had some
4,000 customers at one time
yesterday awaiting admittance. The line extended up,
down and around two streets.
At times there was a fivehour wait.

Grant
Plan

RKO

Pension

to 'Over

Rank
See

Friday, December 28, 1945

DAILY
Emissary

America

to

Filippo Del Guidice, managing director of Two Cities Films, London,
one of the J. Arthur Rank production
companies, is scheduled to arrive here
today or tomorrow on the S, Waipura, inaugurating Rank's program of
"exchange visits" to familiarize his
executives with American production
methods and audience preferences.
To Confer With Fox
Del Guidice will confer here with
Matthew Fox, president of United
World Pictures, the new company
formed by Universal, International
Pictures and Rank. Thereafter, he
will visit several sections of America
to observe audience reactions and to
confer with exhibitors. He will go to
the Coast in mid-January to confer
with Leo Spitz and William Goetz of
International at meetings to be attives. tended by Fox and other UW execu-

YORK

THEATRES

Mighty
Romantic
Drama
America's
Last Frontier
DAKOTA
A REPUBLIC PICTURE
Starring
.

of

JOHN WAYNE
and Featuring
VERA
HRUBA RALSTO
and
WALTER BRENNAN
with WARD BOND . ONA MUNSON
HUGO HAAS . MIKE MAZURKI
Associate Producer and Director . JOSEPH KANE
NOW
AT

Brandt's 47th
B'waySt.
GOTHAM

reet

60V

Films to be produced by Del Guidice are expected to be among those
from
Rank which United World will
The board of directors of RKO has distribute
here.
adopted
amendments
to the company's
pension trust
plan, established
Dec. 1,
1943, designed to extend to older em- Leserman,
Gold
ployes the same general benefits provided under the original plan for Officially Leave UA
younger employes, N. Peter Rathvon,
RKO president, discloses.
Carl Leserman, who recently resigned as general sales manager for
The amendments provide coverage
United
Artists, has formally left the
under the plan for most of the older
employes who, except for the fact company, it was announced yesterday
that they were over 60 on Dec. 1, by Gradwell L. Sears, vice-president
1943, would have been eligible for in charge of distribution. Harry L.
Gold, who also recently resigned as
membership at that time.
As originally drafted, the pension Eastern sales manager, will formally
plan covered all regular RKO and leave today. Appointment of successors will be announced next week by
subsidiary company employes between
Sears.
the ages of 30 and 60.
Suit

NEW

First

to Set Status

WELCOME
Times
Doors OpenSANTA CLAUS
8:30 A.M Victoria
Broadway at 46th
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
ROCKEFELLER CENTER
BING CROSBY
INGRID BERGMAN
IN LEO MeCAREY'S
"The TRAVERS
BELLS of- WILLIAM
ST. MARY'S"
HENRY
GARGAN
Released by RKO Radio Pictures and
The Musie Hall's Great Christmas Stage Show
5th WEEK
Starring
PARAMOUNT'S
"THE LOST
WEEKEND"
RAY MILLAND
- JANE WYMAN
PHILLIP TERRY - HOWARD DA SILVA
DORIS
DOWLING
- FRANK
FAYLEN
Produced
by CHARLES
BRACKETT
Directed by BILLY WILDER
Doors
I VAI I
B'way
9:30A.M.Open DKlTWfcl
49th St.&
DAVID O. SELZNICK jyeionri

of Legion of Merit to
Suspended Contracts
Robert S. Benjamin
Los Angeles, Dec. 27. — Robert
Robert S. Benjamin, general counsel
Preston has filed suit in Superior for the new United World Pictures
Court for declaratory relief from his and Pathe Industries, today will be
seven-year Paramount contract signed awarded the Legion of Merit in miliSept. 26, 1938.
tary ceremonies to be held at the Signal Corps Photographic Center at
In the action, understood to be a
INGRID BERGMAN
Astoria,
I., where until recently
Charles Coburn, now in New friendly suit to determine the legal he was L.
executive
officer
with
the
GREGORY
PECK
status of talent contracts suspended
during
war
service,
the
actor
sets
York,
will
spend
the
New
Year's
major. ' commends his work
' .,. ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S
holiday in Savannah,
Theof citation
forth the claim that the pact is void rank
• Ga.
SPELLBOUND
because the calendar period expired both here and overseas, where he asGregory Ratoff, 20th Century-Fox last September and asks the court to
sisted in coordination of all photoA f»0M
S T9 30A OR
director, has arrived in New York define
CONTINUOUS
• L»T£ SHOW tV£rr NIGK1
his right to seek employment
for a series of radio broadcasts.
elsewhere.
The
studio
contention
is
•
graphic preparations for "D-Day."
Harry Michalson. RKO Radio that the actor's period in service" does
Darryl F. zanucK presents
IN PERSON
ON SCREEN
apply to the contract.
"Leave Her. toCORNEL
Heaven"WILDE
short subject sales manager, is in Mt. notTrial
GINGER ROGERS Milt BRITTON
has been set for Feb. 14.
GENE TIERNEY
LANA
TURNER
JEANNE CRAIN
Vernon Hospital for• a check-up.
and
ORCH.
A 20th Century-Fox Picture
WALTER PIDGEON
Technicolor
Nora MARTIN
VAN JOHNSON
Plus on Stage,In Tony
& Sally De Marco
Louis Ingram, M-G-M Memphis Film Companies Take
Carl
Ravazza
. Extra! Paul Winchell
Extra!
'WEEK-END at
branch manager, recently celebrated a
BUY
MORE
Huntz
HALL
&
B'WAY &
birthday.
BONDS
A Long Holiday
IN M-G-M's
Bobby JORDAN
Home offices to be closed Monday
Ted Gamble Resigns
the WALDORF'
as well as New Year's Day include
Washington, Dec. 27. — The Treas- Columbia, Loew's, Paramount, RKO,
PALACE
47th St.
ury Department tonight announced 20th Century-Fox, United Artists,
B.BETTY
G. OeSylva
presentsin
HUTTON
the resignation of Ted R. Gamble as Universal and Warners. All will
DICK
POWELL
"THEBARRY
STORK
CLUB"
National Director of War Finance operate a half-day tomorrow, howwith
FITZGERALD
in Person
and the appointment of Vernon L.
WOODY HERMAN
ever ;so will the Motion Picture AsCORNERED
sociation of America.
and his Orchesra featuring
Clark, Iowa lumberman, as his sucFRANCES
WAYNE
with Walter Slezak
cessor. Gamble will return to the
Republic employes who worked Dec.
operation of his theatre circuit in 24 will be free Monday. PRC will
An RKO RADIO PICTURE
Portland, Ore.
operate both Saturday and Monday.
MOTION PICTURE DAILY, Martin Quigley, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher; Sherwin Kane, Editor; Martin Quigley, Jr., Associate Editor Published daily except Saturday.
Cable address: "Quigpubco,
Secretary ; James P.
_
_.
lonigberg, RepresentaGolden Sq., London Wl, Hope Burnup, Manager; Peter Burnup,as Editor;
tive; Hollywood Bureau, Postal Union Life Bldg., William R. Weaver, Editor; London Bureau, 4Theatres,
second
International Motion Picture Almanac, Fame. Entered
cable address, "Quigpubco, London." Other Quigley Publications: Motion Picture Herald,3,Better
rates per year, $6 m the Americas and $12 foreign; Single
Subscription
1879.
March
of
act
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under
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^^HAR'S

Gold In Them Thar Hills . . . and the smart prospector knows

^ that his GRUB
of the COIN!

Smart Showmen
GRUB

STAKE

STAKE

must be adequate ... if he is to get his share

have proven that the most effective and economical
they can use ... for getting that elusive "mazuma"

from

their patrons ... is an eye-and-ear-ap pealing combination of TRAILERS
and ACCESSORIES.

^^HEY

are the tools for getting CASH ! . . . and they are digging up

bigger and better Box Office Receipts ... all over the country! . . .
National Screen Service is the supply depot for the best GRUB
in the business . . . so . . . when prospecting for PROFITS
strike it rich ... by consulting the PRIZE

STAKES

... be sure to

BABY ! . . . the kid who knows

the way to healthier DEPOSITS!

mmmYg\C7iem
service
\_J PR/zfBf)Br of mfmousmr

Motion
Thomas,

Lind

{Continued from page 1)
of Eagle-Lion Films, Inc., new producing and distributing company recently formed by Robert R. Young of
Pathe Industries and J. Arthur Rank,
of London.
Amplification of the latter announcement came from Thomas, who
declared that, in addition, PRC will
have its own individual expanded program. The company now has 22
wholly-owned and operated branch offices. In the remaining exchange centers where PRC operates under franchise, the physical distribution of
Eagle-Lion productions will be handled "through further
other arrangements."
The company
asserted that
"the benefit to accrue to PRC will be
extensive by virtue of this (Rank) association and the foreign distribution
(of PRC pictures ) will be greatly enhanced through the outlet created by
Rank."" that the
withannounced
association
theThomas
further
Milwaukee and Little Rock exchanges
have been purchased from franchise
holders.

Studio

Picture
Pact

Daily
Talks

Friday, December 28, 1945

Crosby

Wins

Poll

(Continued from page 1)
{Continued from page 1 )

Ca^ey plans to participate while in
New York in negotiations between
lewsreel cameramen and newsreel
companies on a new contract to replace two-year agreements which will
expire Monday. IATSE Locals No.
644 in New York and No. 666 in
Chicago are involved.
Although the studio basic agreement
provided for wage talks and other negotiations no later than Oct. 1, 1945,
such were impossible because of the
studio strike then prevailing.
Unless the AFL committee settles
remaining jurisdictional problems by
a Jan. 1 deadline, producers will be
unable to start talks on wage increases.
Casey doubts that the producers will
accede to any retroactive benefits
when details of new wage provisions
ultimately are settled. He pointed out
that provision for the start of negotiations on Oct. 1 was originally made
with the idea that they could be completed by Dec. 31 and pointed out that
it was through no fault of the producers that the talks could not be held
Set No Limitations on
as originally planned.
Eagle-Lion Costs
Negotiations between independents
Hollywood, Dec. 27. — Reeves Espy, and studio unions will be conducted
PRC vice-president in charge of pro- separately from those with major
duction, issued a statement here today
''clarifying ramifications" of the MacNamara,
Levitt
Eagle-Lion-PRC set-up, pointing out
that there will be no limitations on
(Continued from page 1)
production costs for Eagle-Lion pictures and adding that production plans O'Shea, Vanguard president announced
for PRC will be announced following yesterday.
MacNamara already has appointed
a January meeting of PRC executives.
Lt. Col. Robert D. Levitt as Eastern
director of advertising-publicity for
Pickford
Selznick enterprises, effective immedi(Continued from page 1)
ately. Levitt was public relations officer for the New York Port of Embarkation and, before entering the
announced yesterday by Miss Pickford, president of the company, in Army, was circulation promotion diHollywood, and here by UA. Six
rector of the American Weekly, Puck
pictures are scheduled to go into and Pictorial Review. Prior to that
production this season.
he had been promotion director of the
Rogers will be co-producer with New York J ournal- American, with
Ralph Cohn, formerly with Colum- which he started as a reporter. He
bia, on four and will co-produce two replaces Jack Goldstein, who will beothers with Hugh Harman, former
come RKO Radio studio Eastern representative on Jan. 14.
cartoon producer.
The Harman-Rogers pictures, patNew
Appointees Soon
ented under the title of Anim-Action,
will combine animated cartoons with
Within a few days MacNamara will
"live" talent and will be filmed in announce new publicity directors for
Selznick enterprises for the West
color. In this group, "Joe Miracle" Coast
and for London. He will make
and "Haunted Horse" have been set
for production early in the new year. his headquarters on the Coast. Before
joining the Selznick organization
MacNamara was promotion director
RKO Producers
of Hearst Magazines and managing
(Continued from page 1)
editor of Cosmopolitan.
The appointments were described in
producer Jack Gross will supervise six O'Shea's
announcement as "in line
producers, and Sid Rogell, three, with
Charles Koerner and William Dozier with Selznick's big plans for expanboth here andpointed
abroad out
next that
year."a
directly supervising John Houseman, The sionstatement
Stephen Ames and Dudley Nichols in budget of $1,000,000 has been set for
the production of one-top budget picture each.
advertising Selznick's forthcoming
The announcement follows the production, "Duel in the Sun," while
"Spellbound," currently in release,
resignation of Robert Fellows, who his
has an advertising budget in excess of
today disclosed he will leave the
company on the expiration of his con- $250,000.
tract on March 1. Fellows will .disHeppner Again in Charge
close his future plans shortly.
Joseph Heppner of Metropolitan
Photo Service, here, recently released
Basch in New Post
from the Army Air Forces, will again
"Buddy" Basch, recently discharged be in charge of arranging the enterfrom the Army, has joined Banner and
tainment program for the 17th annual dance of the Press PhotographGreif, New York, as account execuers Association of New York, which
tive. Before entering the Army, Basch
was a member of the staff of Donahue will be held at the Waldorf-Astoria
and Coe, and wrote radio and enter- Hotel on Feb. 1. Heppner has gathered talent and staged the show for
tainment columns for several magazines and newspapers.
the past 14 years.

studios and will probably follow the
latter, Casey explained. The Society
of Independent Motion Picture Producers now has its own labor committee, headed by John C. Flinn. Casey
believes that the independents will
probably have to accept the same
terms and conditions as the majors, although Donald M. Nelson, SIMPP
president, recently indicated that the
independents
seekofmore
able conditionswould
because
their favormore
restricted operations.
Casey said that almost 2,000 studio
workers who were brought in by the
IATSE and the producers during the
studio strike will terminate their connections on Jan. 1. These workers, it
is learned, have not acquired permanent IATSE membership and have
been receiving stand-by salaries since
Oct. 31 at a rate estimated to be $250,000 weekly, or a total cost of almost
$4,000,000 to the producers to Jan. 1.
Casey expressed confidence that the
AFL will settle all remaining jurisdictional issues in the studios. He plans
to remain in New York for about
two more weeks before going to the
Coast.
M-G-M Releases
(Continued from page 1)

and William Boyd running second and
third, respectively.
"top 10" inpolls,
six
of Ranked
the 14 among
annual the
Herald-Fame
Crosby took over last year as No. 1,
rising from fourth position on the
impetus given his career by "Going
My Way." He finished seventh^je
1940, fourth in 1937, and seventWt
1934.
^5
Both independent and circuit exhibitors gave Crosby first place vote this
year, with similar agreement forthcoming in the case of Johnson in No.
2 spot. However, Miss Garson, who
ranked third with the circuits,
emerged fifth in the poll of independents, who gave their No. 3 designation to Spencer Tracy. Circuit exinto their
"topin 10"
selections hibitors
the voted
following
others,
the
order named : Bogart, Hope, Grable.
Cooper, land.
Tracy,
Bergman
GarIndependents
gaveandCooper
fourth place ; sixth went to Grable.
with others finishing in the following order : Rogers, Bogart and Hope
(tied for eighth position), Garland
and O'Brien.
Other Winners
Other winners in the Western category, in the combined vote, follow,
in the order named : Bill Elliott,
Smiley Burnette, Johnny Mack
Brown, Charles Starrett, Red Barry,
Tex Ritter and Rod Cameron.
The "next 15" in the general category under the combined exhibitor
vote follow in the order listed : Abbott
and Costello, Betty Hutton, Bergman,
Bette Davis, Alan Ladd, Dane Clark,
Joseph Cotten, Claudette Colbert,
Walter Pidgeon, Fred MacMurray,
Danny
Rooney. Kaye, Gregory Peck, Ginger
Rogers, John Wayne and Mickey

"They Were Expendable," "Yolanda
and the Thief," "Easy to Wed," "The
Harvey Girls," "Holiday in Mexico,"
"Till the Clouds Roll By," "Ziegfeld
Follies," "Vacation from Marriage,"
"The Green Years," "The Postman
Always Rings Twice," "The Hoodlum Saint," "Hold High the Torch,"
"The Yearling," "Two Sisters from
Boston," "No Leave, No Love," "Bad
Bascomb" and "What Next, Corporal
M-G-M advertising plans for the
year
include Railway Express truck Ticket Tax
Hargrove?"
{Continued from page 1)
posters in 1,500 cities, announcements
over 185 radio stations in 100 cities,
spreads in all leading weekly and $30,183,455 reported for November,
monthly magazines, and newspaper 1944.
campaigns tied in with local feature
A 40 per cent increase in collecpresentations.
tions in the third New York (Broadway) district accentuated the decline
in business throughout the remainder
Jack Schlaif er
of the country. Roughly, on the basis
[Continued from page 1)
of a 20 per
cent oftax,
missions outside
Newamusement
York fell adoff
eral sales manager, both continuing
some $40,000,000 during November.
with headquarters in New York.
Schlaifer was formerly general
The total
creased fromBroadway
S4,888,849 taxin revenue
October into
sales manager of Universal ; vicepresident and Western sales manager a new high of $6,893,424 last month,
of United Artists, and Central sales with box-office collections increasing
from $4,176,537 to $5,955,809.
manager for 20th-Fox.
Broidy said the promotions and appointments result from expanded production activities and importance of Paramount, DeSylva
(Continued from page 1)
product deals made and impending.
Allvine Joins MPAA
In addition to his duties as secretary
of the Eastern Public Information
Committee, whose membership is composed of advertising-publicity executives in New York, Glenn Allvine has
begun handling press information for
the New York office of the Motion
Picture Association of America. Walter Trumbull is continuing in the information service department while
Arthur De Bra has dropped press
work to concentrate on Eastern Production Code administration work and
educational, community and church
group contacts, and other matters.

nt venture.
as
an independe
the "Stork Club"
produced
DeSylva
DeSylva's
health
currently
precludes continued activity.
He plans
an extended vacation before resuming.
The dissolution
independent
unitsreduces
to one,Paramount's
headed by
Hal Wallis and Joseph Hazen.
New NSS Publication
First issue of a new National
Screen Service company house publication. En-Ess-Ess Family, was published here yesterday. Melvin L.
Gold, advertising and publicity director, is editor.

Thousands of pledge cards
for the 1946 MARCH OF
DIMES

have arrived but Vou

can't blame this, kid for
wanting to ririqke it unanimyou

ous. Ifyours hasn't reached
or has been mislaid

please fill in the one below
and mail today to MARCH
OF DIMES, Suite 188, Hotel
Astor,, New

York 19, N. Y.
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1945

Brought

Attendance,
Profits
Taxes

and
Soar

^(Continued from page 1)
and international service in peacetime.
Following are the significant
news headlines of the year:
January
Jan. 2— Nathan D. Golden predicts rosy postwar era for films. 5,000 theatres pledge
support to 1945 March of Dimes drive.
Jan. 31— Canadian high court rules courts
have no jurisdiction over film rentals.
Market valuation of the film issues on
New York Stock Exchange jumps to $919,214,486. Albert J. Law dies.
Jan. 4 — Gradwell L. Sears succeeds Ned
Depinet as Phil
chairman
of WAC
division.
L. Ryan
formsdistributors'
new production
unit.
Barney
Balaban
tional film charity organization. urges naJan. 5 — WPB again cuts raw stock allocations. $4,500,000 a year is cost of distributors' film checking.
Jan. 8— Newly-formed Sol Lesser Productions to spend $5,000,000 on films and stage
plays in 1945. Edward Small to make 10
films at a cost of $10,000,000.
Jan. 9— Republic has 32 per cent increase in
film bookings.
duce four films Charles
annually.R. Rogers to proJan. M — 15 per cent business decrease seen.
1,500 exchange employes get $495,000 in
back wages.
Jam. 11— Warners nets $6,953,462 for year.
Harold J. Fitzgerald calls for annual exposition by exhibitors.
Jan.
— Independent
move to
meet12 wartime
curbs. exhibitors
Southern California
Theatre Owners Association to sponsor
trade grievance conciliation plan of the
late Albert J. Law.
Jan.
15 — Booth equipment exempt in new
cutbacks.
Jan. 16 — Goldwyn and Selznick to share
Astor Theatre, Broadway. Theatre building hits lowest level since 1935. Theatre
video channels held back by FCC. Hugh
Owen to rejoin Paramount.
Jan. 18 — Ask essential classification of booth
men. Warners creates new Southern division.
Jan.
22 — Cartoonists denied royalties on reissues.
Jan. 23 — Admissions at key theatres average
$15,200cies areweekly.
merged. Selznick and Saphier agenJan. 24 — Abram F. Myers foresees attendance decline. Famous Players-Canadian marks 25th anniversary. Studio strike
delayed by WLB move.
Jaj^. 2S— $300,515,911 in admission taxes in
1944.
drive.in
Thomas13,000
A. theatres
Murray start
wins "Dimes"
trust suit
Chicago.
Jan.
26 — Administration
of WAC
hit by
Allied.
Frank C. Walker
renominated
Postmaster General.
Jan. 29 — Marquee light restrictions eased by
WPB. Newsreels get additional 8,000,000
feet of raw stock. 48 arbitration cases
filed in fourth year of operation.
Jan. 30 — WPB raw stock allegations represent 15,000,000 feet cut. Frank Capra and
Samuel Briskin form partnership.
Jan. 31 — War program needs block supply
of freon to theatres. Essential rating for
theatre seats sought.
February
Feb. 1— Fabian answers Allied attack on
WAC. Harvey Day leaves Terry -Toons,
Inc.
Feb. Z— Raw stock set at 256,000,000 feet.
Screen Players Union pickets studios.
Feb. 5— WPB
ducers cannotfreezes
qualify. rawSPUstock,
strikenewends.proFeb. 6— U. S. hits at clearance in new decree plan. Consolidated Film Industries,
Setay and Republic to merge. Sam
Pinanski heads Seventh War Loan.

Picture

Peak

Feb. 7 — Government seeks decree amendment granting clearance to all. January
grosses hit peak. United Artists will
dub in Spanish.
Feb. 8— IATSE seeks jurisdiction in television. New Jersey buying-booking
group9— Rank
formed.to ask reciprocal U. S. film
Feb.
pact. trolCanadians
Government
confilm trade.askM-G-M
has 18to films
dubbed in Spanish.
Feb. 13 — No relief on 285 print-limit. Office
of
the toCoordinator
Inter-American
Affairs
continue filmof activities.
Feb. 14 — Rank films to be cleared through
Production Code Administration. Universal nets $3,412,701.
Feb. 15 — Theatre
construction
in warnamed
production areas halted.
Max Milder
president of Warner International.
Feb. 16—85
of amusement
admission taxespercomecentfrom
theatres. Justice
Department favors revoking patents used
for monopoly.
Feb. 19 — ment
"Little
Three"decree
may ignore
of Justice
brief. DepartSenate
group plans film monopoly quiz.
Feb. 20 — Midnight shows banned.
Feb. 21 — Milton Kusell and Cresson Smith
join
Vanguard Films. Loew's nets $14,517,256
sales. in year. Bert Kulick heads PRC
Feb.
23 — Loew's
details closing
stock split,
new
contracts.
Midnight
continuing
through scathed"V-E
Day."
by legislation
in 33Industry
states. unFeb. 27 — Congressmen fight to ease curfew.
Gus
Eyssell Lauds
showmanship
awards. Quigley Publications'
Feb. 28 — Theatres comply with midnight curfew. Tax collections drop $7,000,000.
Simon Schiffrin to Paris on film problems.
March
Mar.
— British Government asks WPB for
raw 1stock.
Mar. 2ley
— Brien,
Quigawards. King
Jack and
LevinMatlack
quits win
Copyright
Protection Bureau.
Mar.
S— Key cities
despite
curfew.A.
Confidential
Reportsboom
formed.
Joseph
McConville heads Columbia International.
Will Hays marks 23rd year with MPPDA.
Mar. 6 — Oct. 8 set as trial date on new decree. Irwin Esmond quits New York
censor post. Rank to build 50 postwar
theatres in Canada. E. J. Mannix named
president
Producers. of Association of Motion Picture
Mar. 7— Jack Kirsch- asks better distributor
deals for independents. Britain short 100,000,000 feet of raw stock. Torn J. Connors
named distributor chairman for Seventh
War Loan.
Mar. 8 — Army and Navy release grim war
films.
final. Companies contend "decree" is
Mar. 9— Raw stock shortage costs United
Artists producer deals. Sherwin Kane
named Motion Picture Daily editor.
Mar.
Code. 12 — British weigh using Production
Mar. 13 — Studio strike halts 75 per cent
of production on first day. Films included in new export controls.
Mar. 14 — Studios limp through second day
of
strike.strike. Theatres face projectionist
Mar.
16 — "Going My Way," Bing Crosby
and
Awards.Ingrid Bergman take Academy
Mar. 191 — Independents' raw stock bank
asked. Walsh drops projectionist walkout plan.
Mar. 20— Independents get 28,000,000 feet of
raw stock.
Studio strike settles into endurance contest.
Mar. 21— 20th Century-Fox will file for two
video
curfew.outlets. Roosevelt backs Byrnes on
Mar.
strike.22— WLB demands end of Coast
Mar. 23— Fifty per cent in British money
quota. Order 15 per cent cut in raw
stock.
Mar. 2S— Third decade celebration for 20th
Century -Fox; net up to $12,400,000 for
year. Edward Golden to release through
UA.
Mar. 27 — Hays warns on laxity on film
standards; reelected MPPDA president.
Fail to reach decree pact.
Mar. 28 — Quality in production increases,
says Gus Eyssell. Casanave plans new
distribution
156 in 1944. unit. Technicolor profit $859,Mar. 23 — Seek to settle studio strike in
New York. Hays hails postwar peace
charter of labor and management. Leo
Devaney heads Canadian Pioneers.
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Films

Mar. 30— OPA extended with films exempt.
Carpenters in jurisdictional row with
IATSE. Stockholders approve Loew split- Independent
up of common stock.
Producers
April
Aprii
2—
Labor
striferepresentative.
is industry's worst,
says Pat Casey,
WPB
gives
50
per
cent
raw
stock boost to
non-industry users.
AprU 3— WPB lifts freon curbs for theaheld. tres. Conviction of IATSE leaders upApril 4— Industry mobilizes for Seventh War
Loan. Conference of Studio Unions
ignores
producers'
ers return
to work. ultimatum that strikApril 5— Philip L. Saltonstall named indusforeignfor"ambassador."
programtry's first
planned
defeated Nazis. Film
April 6— WPB plans to drop 285 feature
print$16,488,000.
limit. Paramount's
profit
up
to
Both sides year's
in studio
strike
take drastic steps to end deadlock.
April 9— Senate gets ready for probe of industry, stemming from exhibitor comApril
101— Industry sets plans for film showplaints.
conferences.
ings at San Francisco United Nations'
April 11 — Hollywood directors, actors suspended as studio strike causes production
lag.
CecilFoundation.
B. DeMille sets up Political
Freedom
April 12 — U. S. sets 35mm. circuit for
"GI's" abroad. Wood, Hakin Brothers
an4 Ginger Rogers form production unit.
industry.
April
13 — President Roosevelt's death, stuns
April
16 — Nation'sTheatre
theatresboxclose
tribute
to Roosevelt.
officeas receipts
lowest in years. Haskell Masters named
Warner Canada sales manager.
April
17 — Will
H. Hays pledges
industry's
support
to President
Truman.
WPB
keeps control of stock allocation.
April 18 — Arthur L. Mayer named assistant to Basil O'Connor, American Red
Cross chairman. PRC announces $4,000,000 program.
April 19 — OWI plans regeneration of Germans by films. Plan world film unit
at
San Francisco. U. S. freezes jobs at
studios.
April 20 — British Kinematograph Renters
Society charges British Army wastes film.
William Keighley and Samuel Bischoff
form producing unit.
April 23 — Columbia's net profit for six
months is $950,000. Non-partisan view
of plans for peace urged by Will Hays.
April 24 — Eastman Kodak to enter television
field. Thomas
Mead named
new Riskin
"U"
Newsreel
editor-in-chief.
Robert
resigns from OWI film bureau.
April 25 — U. S. -Britain drop double taxation. J. Arthur Rank to build theatres
in Asia, Africa.
April 26— Army, UNRRA ask more raw
stock.duceHal
Wallis,to Joseph
Hazen to prothree films
cost $4,500,000.
April 27 — NLRB urged to hasten action on
studio unions. WPB
restricts raw stock
Maforeign
y
flow to independent,
producers.
April
30 — Britain plans raw stock grant to
color.
Rank. Hollywood strikers picket Techni-

May
1— John
JonesProductions.
elected president
of new
Screen
Guild
RKO-Radio
president siderable
Ned postwar
E. building
Depinet offorecasts
theatres.conMay 2— British ask U. S. for 20,000,000 feet
of raw stock to aid releases. Frank
Walker resigns as Postmaster-General.
May 3— Industry takes British Board of
Trade raw film demand to WPB. Government ordered to name trust suit witnesses. Maurice Bergman named WAC
publicity chairman.
May 4 — Conference of Studio Unions set
nationwide boycott of films to aid studio
strike. Eric A. Johnston reelected Chamber of .Commerce president. M. A. J.
Healy dor"named
secondabroad.
foreign "ambassafor industry
May 7— Lack of raw stock slows flow of
short subjects.
discloses evidence ofState
Nazi Department
commercial film
menace. Harry M. Warner pledges inon visit.dustry cooperation to President Truman
May 8 — Hailing V-E Day, industry looks
to final victory. Film leaders call for

New

in

Venture

rededication of motion pictures to U. S.
cause.
May
9— AFL
outlawsorder
' newrevoked.
LATSE Coast
unions.
Brownout
May 101 — Late shows return as curfew ends.
NLRB orders election in studio strike.
20th Century -Fox reports 30 per cent rise
in week's box office receipts.
May 11— Britain, Russia ask U. S. for 40,000,000 feet of raw stock. Film men to
visit Nazi horror camps.
May 14 — Industry protests British Board of
Trade raw
terests in U.stock
S. cut to aid Rank inMaytheatres.
IS — Studio strikers picket Los Angeles
May 16 — United Artists to resign from
MPPDA.
Truman announces admission
tax
stands
until "B"
"V-J"films
Day. hit by raw
May
—45.Universal
54 to17 dearth
stock
as season's output drops from
May 18— Industry paid $788,602,572 taxes in
four years. MPPDA Export Association
to permit all American film exporters to
participate.
May
21 — Third -quarter raw stock allocaraised is
five $6,768,469.
per cent. Loew's six
month'stionsnet
May 22 — Producer Lester Cowan warns
independent producers against theatre
divorcement. RKO Radio will produce 40
pictures
in 1945-46.
Arthur Rank arrives in Toronto
fromJ. London.
May 23—
Rank
says
he
will
not build theatres in U. S.
May 24— Tom Clark named new U. S. Attorney General.
May 25 — U. S. studies London export license
move
as aftermath
J. Arthur
raw stock
bid. RKO of reports
1944 Rank's
net of
May
28
—
U.
S.
censorship
of
films
to
end
$5,206,378.
soon.
May
29—
Ticket
tax
up
$176,000,000
in
12
months.
May 31— Raw stock quota increased 10,000,000 feet by WPB. Retiring AttorneyGeneral
Biddle says U. S. will press for
theatre divorcement.
June
June
1 — raw
Warners
British
stock resigns
cut to from
drop toMPPDA
10 per
cent.4— Funeral services for John W. Hicks,
June
Jr., Paramount International president.
Libraryfor ofarchives.
Congress takes 45 of year's
films
June 5— J. Arthur Rank, in New York, disavows charges of discrimination against
British films in U. S. Senate BankingCurrency Committee rejects OPA Administrator Bowles' plea for authority to
regulate
admissions.
June
6
—
OCR
construction. sees dim outlook for theatre
June 7 — Industry WAC chairman George J.
Schaefer
by Motion
Picture Edward
Associates forcited
patriotic
achievement.
C. Raftery reelected president of United
June 8— Paramount president Barney Balaban appoints
George
WeltnerRank
headtellsof
foreign
J. Arthur
Artists.
• sales.
IOTA
that
British
pictures
will
outdo
those of U. S.
June
11 — Coastcontinue.
exhibitorsParamount
"expect theatre
boom
sets
sary. will
foreign
unit for theatres.
June 12 — Republic celebrates 10th anniverJune 13 — Donald Nelson accepts presidency
of SIMPP. N. Peter Rathvon discloses
$7,290,164 collected in theatres for Red
Cross.
June
14 — U. S. seeks to speed up New York
anti-trust
June 15— N. case.
Peter Rathvon re-elected RKO
president. Distributors plan to expand
show-windows in foreign territories.
June 19 — Film leaders arrive in London in
first lap of European battlefields tour.
June 20 — RWLB panel recommends managers' pact for RKO.
June 21 — Producers agree to big increase
(Continued on next page)
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> in actor
payroll.
third company to set
foreignWarners
theatre isplans.
June 22—tireWarners
borrows
$37,000,000
redebts. Arbitration Appeal to
Board
rules ondagainst
firsttwo
and small
secruns for simultaneous
either one of
town theatres.
June 25 — France drops film export pool,
French producers adopt it.
June 26 — Industry cited by Secretary of
State Edward Stettinius for contribution
to success of United Nations Security
Conference at San Francisco.
June 27— J. Arthur Rank, with long-range
plan for television sets and theatres, seen
bidding for control in television.
June 28 — Pittsburgh exhibitors lose appeal
in fight over percentage suit and must
open books to distributors. Jesse L.
Lasky envisions many independents
building
studios
in post-war.
June
29— Tom
C. Clark
heads Department
of Justice. Frank Walker retires as
Postmaster-General, to resume direction
of Comerford circuit.

July
July
2 — 'Big
Stick' of
U. S. to agree
aid films
abroad.
SOPEG,
companies
on
new pact.
July 3— Leon Fromkess lists 50 for PRC
for next year, five more than last. Pathe
profit is $489,352. Fred Quimby heads all
M-G-M shorts units.
July S^Charles Skouras reveals world circuit of pre-fabricated theatres.
July 6— Twentieth Century-Fox to continue
foreign creasepartner
policy.highest
Film level
stocksin in-16
to $945,109,185,
years.
July 9— WPB further eases ban on equipment. S.MPE viewing television in foreign lands.
July 11 — End of delays in decree trial ordered by court. U. S. gathers data for
film theatres. A. C. Hayman dies.
July 12 — Prima facie case links "Little
Three".
Columbia
is $1,380,000.
Stanton Griffis
leaves net
Red Cross.
July 13 — Eric A. Johnston surveys MPPDA
top post. Raw film cut withdrawn by
British Board of Trade. Arthur Kelly
resigns as Eagle -Lion head.
July 16— RKO Radio and J. Arthur Rank
in U. S.-British
production-distribution. Seventhdeal
Loanon drive
was huge
success, says Samuel Pinanski.
July 17—166,027,000 feet of raw film to independents. Auten heads Rank's EagleLion.
July 18 — FEA to lift foreign trade control.
Monogram
to make
for ofnextBritish
season.raw■
July
— Restore
10 per41cent
film19cut.
July 20 — $40,000,000 Loew financing. Ben
Hecht unit set at Republic.
July 24 — State Department to ask end of
Britishstarts
exchange
J. J. Fitzgibbons
Varietycontrols.
in Canada.
July 25 — J. Arthur Rank to form distribution company here. H. J. Yates, James
Grainger list 64 to cost $20,000,000.
July
26
levels
set by WPB.
W. R.— Reconversion
Sheehan dies on
Coast.
July
27—
U.
S.
alarmed
over
"stiff"
quota. 150 per cent rise in U. S. French
taxes.
Settle Hillside trust case against eight
companies.
July
30 — ,U.Al S.
urgent.
Daffaidasksabroad
U. S. for
filmsourhelpfilmsto
de-Nazify war prisoners.
July 31 — Sees need to continue raw stock
quotas. RKO Radio cuts Westerns. Holland first for new export association.
August
Aug. 1— Rank, Selznick in new joint producing unit. Few new runs planned for
Midwest area.
Aug. 2— Silverstone, Youngman First Export heads. 20th-Fox sets minimum of
28 for 1945-46.

Trial

Picture

in

Aug. 3— Goldman case reversed by U. S.
Circuit versal
Court.
Skirball-Manning
in Unideal. British
face studio strike.
Aug. 6—sonCircuit
Court
voids
Chicago
Jack-to
Park decision. Newsreel chiefs
Europe as Army guests.
Aug. 7— U. S. films in France will last two
months. Atlas films holdings at $13,711,933. 8 —Mark
and
in deal. in
Aug.
HarryHellinger
suit *U'
is
St. Louis.
37Arthur
or more
fromdismissed
RKO in
1945-.46. Warner net is $6,564,102.
Aug. 10— House group to study film curbs
abroad. $100,000,000 invested in films for
Latin America. Robert Gillham resigns
as Paramount advertising head to join
J. Walter Thompson.
Aug. 14 — Strike denies U. S. films to Mexfilms.ico houses. Czech government takes over
Aug. 15 — Industry hails end of war; new
era of peace.
Aug. 17tect
— 'Unlimited'
fund is voted to proPCCITO members.
Aug. 20 — IATSE board to study AFL
charter-revocation
order. Companies to
reenter
Italy.
Aug.
21
—
WPB
to
end
all raw stock controls.
Aug. 22— Army to pay for 16mm. gift prints.
Aug.
23 — Signal Corps to relinquish films
abroad.
Aug. 24 — Military cuts its raw film needs
in half. U. S. reports an annual industry
gross of $727,173,000.
Aug.
27 — U. S. companies pool distribution
for Italy.
Aug. 28 — Leon Fromkess resigns PRC presciting "differences."
Aug. 29 — idency
Thousands
in industry set for salary
increases.
List 55named
from PRC
"U" for
new
year.tion Reeves
Espy
producchief.
Aug. 30 — New drive-in construction boom.
U. S. cites film assets of over $1,500,000,000.
Aug. 31 — Refreezing by British of film
credits urged. 20th-Fox sets releases
through December, 1946.
September
Sept. 4 — Paramount to devise a telecaster
for large houses. Most Midwest houses
need new supplies.
Sept. 5— U. S. lists its documents in N. Y.
trust suit. Charles Einfeld quits Warners.
Sept. 6 — Donald Nelson seeks formula for
independents. French admit first U. S.
features since deadlock.
Sept. 7— Si Fabian to handle Eighth War
Loan.
Hughes. Carl Leserman to join Howard
Sept. 10 — End more bans on theatre, set
building. U. S. dispels 16mm. worry of
exhibitors. Newsreel rota to stay.
Sept. 11 — Foreign Economic Administration
to keep control of raw stock exports.
U.
16mm.S. central
group. film agency approved by
Sept. 12— $38,500,000 film gift to Armed
Forces. Export association ready to start.
Sept.
films.14 — Yugoslavs sieze four companies'
Sept. 17— Government to set special trust
unit in New York. 30-40 color films
abroad. Leon Fromkess joins Samuel
Goldwyn.
Sept. 19 — End restrictions on new theatres.
Benedict Bogeaus to make four for UA
in 1945-46.
Sept. 20— Eric Johnston named MPPDA
president; Will Hays to advise. Disney
to establish global branches.
Sept. 21 —ner'sMort
ad chief.Blumenstock becomes WarSept. 24 — Both sides set plan to end studio
strike. Sixty chairmen set in states for
Eighth War Loan.
Sept.
25 — U.case.
S. Court
Goldman
Reach denies
a new rehearing
deadlock ofin
French film negotiations.
Sept. 27 — Independents may have own export
plans. Joseph Bernhard in production,
Harry Kalmine in line for Warner post.
October
Oct. 1— New equipment expected to take
full year before it becomes available in
view of terials.
continuing
of raw
maDefense restsshortages
in Griffith
hearing.
Warner's board approves deal ■ with
Joseph
Bernhard's
Oct.
2— Eric
JohnstonUnited
will States
study Pictures.
industry
labor, trade policies. Charles Reed Jones
resigns as advertising director of Republic.
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Trade

Spotlight

Oct. 3 — No compromise on divorcement, says
Austin
Keough. M-G-M plans 15-20
imports C.annually.
Oct. 4 — Grosses at first-runs lowest since
June5— 30.SMPE has program to aid the inOct.
dustry. J. Arthur Rank drops Europe
building plans.
Oct. 8— Trial of the New York anti- trust
suit begins. Charles Einfeld in new film
company. Arbitration to continue.
Oct. 9— Defendants in New York trust case
hit
Buffalo Morris
court
holdsgovernment's
that Schine charges.
is a monopoly.
Goodman elected to Motion Picture Export Association post.
Oct.
"Little
Three" Producers
in New York
case10—ask
dismissal.
move filmto
end violence in studio strike.
Oct. 11 — Fight arbitration cases as evidence
in New York trust trial. NLRB rules
ballots cast by IATSE and strikers in
Hollywood strike are valid.
Oct. 15 — Defendants get 10 day delay in
New York film trial. Seante gets reduced admission tax proposal. Building
ban on
theatres off but shortages of material continue.
Oct. 16 — Eric Johnston given full power as
mediator in Hollywood strike. James Mulvey heads new Goldwyn set-up. Canadian
tax
remain.
asks campaign.
industry's
aid into 1946
"MarchTruman
of Dimes"
Oct. 18— J. A. Krug sought for West Coast
MPPDA post. Al Lowe, William M.
Levy and Sam Seidelman named to UA
foreign posts.
Oct. 19can— Fifty
selected by Americompaniespictures
for Holland.
Oct.
22
—
Defendants
argue
dismissalin
of U. S. film suit as trialforresumes
New York. Merger of Consolidated Film
Industries and Setay approved. AlexG-M post.
ander Korda resigns from London MOct. 23 — Industry mobilized to participate in
Victory Loan drive. William F. Rodgers
is first defense witness in New York
anti-trust suit. Universal 39-weeks' net
is $2,955,829.
Oct.
24— RKO loan of $22,000,000 for refinancing approved by board. Y. Frank
Freemannesses in New
and Adolph
Zukor
witYork trust
trial.areGeneral
Wainwright in tribute to industry at Victory Loan breakfast.
Oct. 25 — Studio strike ended by AFL.
Charles M. Reagan a witness in trial.
Oct. 26 — Production heads for new high
following end of studio strike. Leonard
Goldenson
says atParamount
ests are valued
$63,000,000. theatre interOct.
29
—
Austin
C.
Keough
a witnessnetsin
New York trust trial. isColumbia
$1,945,167. Raw stock export controls
lifted.
Oct. 30— 20th Century-Fox starts defense
of U. S. trust charges; William J. Kupper on mends
stand.
Eleanor
comindustry as
VictoryRoosevelt
Loan starts.
Oct. 31 — Universal to handle American
distribution
of some J. Arthur Rank
1946.
films. Jules Levey will produce two in
November
Nov. 1— 7,000 return to Hollywood studios
following strike. Sales policies of Columbia defended by A. Montague in U. S,
trust trial. Col. Curtis Mitchell named
advertising-publicity director of Paramount.2— President Truman cites industry
Nov.
for war work. New tax relief bill ignores
cut in admission tax.
Nov. 5— William A. Scully denies affiliated
theatres
get better
ents in New
York deals
trust than
trial.independAppeal
board rules independent producers not
bound by arbitration proceedings.
Nov.
7— New peacetime
set
for exhibition.
N. Peterorganization
Rathvon cites
RKO's need of its theatres in New York
film anti-trust trial. Paul Lazarus, Jr.,
rejoins United Artists as advertising-publicity director.
Nov.
DaltonHouse
defends
import
costs 8 — inHughBritish
of film
Parliament.
Nov. 9 — Eric Johnston will dissolve West
Coast producers'
association.
restrictions on distribution
in GreatWar
Britain
near end.
Nov. 12 — Defense rests in New York film
anti-trust suit; success of film arbitration
is told. Services held for David Bernstein.
Jerome Kern dies.
Nov. 13— E. A. Schiller dies. J. A. Krug
rejects MPPDA post.
Nov. 14— New theatre boom. First state
censor attack in years in Georgia.

New

Theatres,

Improvements
Set

for

1946

Nov. 15— House group cites restrictions on
U. S. pictures
many Edward
lands. AMPA's
tribute
to Major inGeneral
P. Curtis. New film law set in Italy.
Nov. 16 — Move to upset dissolution of
Schine circuit. Paramount 39-week net is
$13,841,000;
RKO's
$3,941,830. new treasNov.
19— Charles
C. Moskowitz
urer
of
Loew's;
Leopold
Friedman made
vice-president.
Nov. 20— U.fendantsS.in Newrebuttal
charts
hit by deYork film case.
Nov.
21—
New
York*
film
anti-trust
ends; final arguments set for Jan.trial
15.
20th Century-Fox 39-week net is $7,529,287. 23— Stabilizing of European currenNov.
cies to hit film revenues held abroad.
FCC rules for television set. Joseph R.
Vogel in charge of all Loew theatres.
Nov. 26— Distributors hit by new raw stock
shortages. International Pictures in deal
with Universal and Rank. MPPDA board
approves return of Warners.
Nov. 27— International deal ratified by Universal board. FCC rule may curb television plans of film companies. Byron
Price mentioned for MPPDA post. Ernest Emerling, Edward C. Dowden and
Oscar Doob in new Loew posts.
Nov. 28— Rank, Universal, Spitz and Goetz
in new company. Hal Home forms new
company with backing of Rosenwald family, known as Story Productions.
Nov.
— UnitedlongWorld
film29 faces
delay.company set. Acetate
Nov. 30— Studio labor situation clearing.
Edwin W. Aaron and Henderson M.
Richey given new posts at M-G-M.
December

Dec 3— Warners to have 46 in work during
. first quarter of 1946. French will not
pact towithFeb.U. 4.S. U. S. delays
scrap film
hearing
Schine
Dec. 5— U. S. cites industry for its war
services. Warners pays first dividend
since 1930. Byron Price appointed head
of MPPDA Coast office. Monroe Green thaiUnited
appointed
of
World.publicity -advertising head
Dec 6— Exhibitors vote approval of new
peacetime theatre unit with Si Fabian as
chairman. Steve Edwards named publicity-advertising head of Republic. GenParamount will
Precision Equipment,
television sets.
make eraltheatre
Dec. 7— Paramount to make 20 features
during
British 1946.
loan. Remittances freed in U. S.
Dec. 10— Johnston gets SMPE bid for inaid. Industry
given British
war filmsdustrycited
by Lord aidHalifax.
Dec. 11— Famous Players -Canadian. Odeon
plan 80 theatres in Canada. H. M. Warner cites films as top peace medium at
Nobel Dinner.
Dec. 12— Bob Hope voted "Radio's Chamfifth consecutive
year pioninof Champions"
Fame poll.for Robert
Benjamin
appointed general counsel of United
World.
Dec.
13— Priorities to curtail new theatres.
MPPDA nameof changed
Association
America. to Motion Picture
Dec. 17— Companies
told to toseekoperate
specialas dispensation from Congress
an
alleged monopoly in Department of Justice's trial brief in New York film case.
Dec. 18— Scophony, Paramount, General
Precision Equipment, others named defendants in anti-trust suit filed by U. S.
Ben Kalmenson
tract by Warners.given new five-year conDec. 19— Rank and Pathe form new unit
with
20 issue
films ofplanned.
First industryfinanced
United Nwsreel.
Dec.
needs20—setUnited
into 1947.Artists' British quota
Dec. 21—tion's
Name
interim 21unit.in new theatre organizaDec. 261 — U. S. films in Europe face three. year crisis. $22,000,000 RKO loan from
Equitable Life Assurance Society is set.
Dec. 27— $300,000 film arbitration budget for
1946 set. Theatre television delayed. Eric
Johnstonwoodwill
MPAA install
head. Byron Price as Holly-
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80 U. S. Films

George Janecek, representative of
the Czech Government film monopoly,
who yesterday held a conference with
representatives
of theAssociation,
industry's Motion Picture Export
said
here later that he is ready to purchase
from 80 to 100 U. S. films a year for
exhibition in Czechoslovakia.
The purchase, he said, would be on
an outright basis and the money would
be deposited in the account of the
companies which sold the films, in
Czech banks, until its transfer to the
U. S. could be facilitated by the Bretton Woods monetary agreement. The
balance of the 180-240 films which
Czech theatres require are being secured from British, Russian and
French sources, Janecek added.
Some 800 Czechc theatres are in
operation now, Janecek said, compared
to 1,400 operating before the war.
The other 600, which are shut for
various reasons, are expected to reopen by July, he said. Czech producers are expected to make about 15 pictures this year.
While in this country, Janecek will
also seek to purchase raw stock and
chemicals for the Czech industry. He
said that much equipment is also
needed.

'Dimes'

Pledges Are
Increased to 8,213
Receipt of an additional 20 circuit
pledges, representing 593 theatres, by
the industry's
DimesVogel,
circuit chairmanMarch
Josephof R.
brings the total number of theatres
pledged to 8,213, it was announced
yesterday.
The campaign got under way in
New York City yesterday with a
meeting ment.
at Harry
Loew's
publicity
Mandell,
New departYork
State publicity chairman of the drive,
presided over the meeting, with EdDowden, New "York City
publicityward C.chairman.
Also present were : • Sid Gross,
Jerry Sager, Ira Morais, Sol Handwerger, Vincent Ligurio, Sid Kain,
Ray Malone, Arthur Price, Bill Slater, Ted Arnow, Fred Herkowitz, Carl
Fishman, Blanche Livingstone, Paula
Gould, John Cassidy, Pat Grosso, and
Herman Silver.

'The Seventh Veil'
"The Seventh Veil," a
ney Box-General
Film
tributors British production,
which was tradeshown here
Disyesterday by Universal,
American distributor of the
film, was reviewed in Motion
Picture
London. Daily on Oct. 26 from
In his review, Peter BurnSydup, the Daily's London editor,
said, in part:
"The and
picture
has
sufficient
warmth
delicacy
in unfolding to surmount a
potentially awkward story.
. . . For theandsakealsoof England's
prestige
American
box office profits, the film
should make a trans-Atlantic
crossing as soon as a print is
available." The film was
described as being for adult
audiences.

Review
"Up
Goes Maisie"
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

Hollywood, Dec. 28
THE legion of followers of the Maisie series starring Ann Sothern will
find her engaged this time in piloting a helicopter through a maze of
Los Angeles skyscrapers to a safe landing in the Pasadena Rose Bowl at
the high point in a picture tailored to her measure, the tailoring process including the co-starring of George Murphy, whose personality and manner
match
so Maisie
closely films.
that both performers profit by the pairing. It's
among the
the heroine's
best of the
The period of the script, by Thelma Robinson, is now, with Maisie, after a
career in an aircraft factory, taking a job as secretary to Murphy, a returned
■veteran who, in company with some other ex-servicemen, has perfected an
automatically-controlled helicopter. Murphy's backer is plotting to steal the
invention, and it is a long and interesting period before Maisie exposes the
plot,
whichwaypoint
a chain
circumstances
sends her
in thevariation
'copter
and onat her
to the
Bowl.of The
flight, as staged,
is aaloft
modern
of the standard comedy device which consists of placing comedians on lofty
building-cornices, flagpoles and so on, in imminent danger of plunging to the
street below, and it has the usual effect on the audience.
George Haight produced the picture and Harry Beaumont directed, both
with complete understanding of the values in hand. The supporting cast includes Hillary Brooke, Horace McNally, Ray Collins, Jeff York, Paul Harvey, Murray Alper, Lewis Howard, Jack Davis, Gloria Grafton and John New
Eldredge.
Running time, 90 minutes. General audience classification. Release date
not set.
William R. Weaver
For
Loew's
Revamps

Silverstein
in Orient

Maurice (Red) Silverstein, assistant regional sales director of the Far
East for Loew's International Corp.,
will leave Washington by plane tomorrow for the Middle East to reorganize
reestablish
tionalandCorp.
operationsLoew's
there Internaand in
the Far East.
is expected
to Silverstein's
last between trip,
six which
and eight
months,
will include visits to India, indicated as
possibly his first destination, then
Singapore, China, Korea, Philippines,
Netherland East Indies, Siam, Indo
China and, possibly, Japan.

Weiner, Film Classics
Accounting Executive
David P. Weiner, former controller
of PRC at the home office here, has
joined Film Classics in a similar
capacity, it has been announced by
Irving Wormser, Eastern sales manager. Weiner will have charge of all
home office accounting.
Otheroffice
additions
to the Elaine
company'sS.
home
staff include
liherenzweig, who will handle branch
Nine More Pictures
accounting
under
Weiner's
supervision, and Doris
Levine,
who will
work
Get Legion Ratings
under supervision of Jules K. ChapThe National Legion of Decency
man in charge of exchange operahas classified as A-I the following : tions.
"Frontier Feud" and "Lonesome
Trail," Monogram, and "Lightning
Raiders," PRC. Given an A-II rat- Krellb
'Doe'
Buys has
Shermanerg
S. Krellberg
purchased
ing were : "Breakfast in Hollywood," from
Frank
Capra
and,
Robert
Riskin,
United Artists; "Dick Tracy," RKO- the American and Canadian rights
to
Radio ; "Strangler of the Swamp,"
PRC, and "The Strange Mr. Greg- the Gary Cooper and Barbara Stanwyck picture entitled "Meet John
ory," Monogram.
Doe," produced
Frank
for
Placed in Class B were "Diary of Warner
Bros. It by
is said
to beCapra
the only
aUnited
Chambermaid"
Artists. and "Whistle Stop," picture ever released by Warners to
be redistributed independently.
Mrs. Flippin Dies
Memphis, Dec. 27. — Mrs. Lela 'V Dividend on Jan. 31
Flippin, owner of the Grand Theatres
•Board of directors of Universal has
at Cardwell and Arbyrd, Mo., died of declared a quarterly dividend of 50
a heart attack here Christmas Day. cents per share on the stock of the
Funeral services were held yesterday, company, payable Jan. 31, to stockwith interment at Senath, Mo.
holders of record Jan. 15, 1946.

4Vet'
Get

Hospitals
USO

Shows

to

Booking
M-G-M

High
in '45

In 1945 M-G-M achieved the highest film-booking^ circulation in its history, William F. Rodgers, vice-president and general sales manager, disclosed in a home office statement released here yesterday.
The company also exceeded all
past records in total number of theatre
bookings, the statement continued, and
also set a new mark for engagements
running a week or more.
Forecasting future trends, Rogers
asserted that "there will be slight readjustments, as,for example, a possible
tendency of families to favor neighborhood theatres in some localities rather
than
the
big downtown spots."
"Mountin
g foreign
market will be a
factor in the over-all returns of the
next few years," he added.
The company discloses that figures
would indicate that more than 25,000
houses will play M-G-M product during the coming season, worldwide.

Revision
Camp for
Shows'
charter
will of
makeUSO
it possible
this
wartime organization to provide entertainment for veterans in hospitals
in the U. S. starting Mar. 1, Abe
Lastfogel, USO Camp Shows head
disclosed here yesterday. The 97 veteran hospitals, as well as 140 Army
and Navy hospitals, will receive a new
show every two weeks.
Asked about the possible collaboration of the Hollywood Victory Committee in this new undertaking, Lastfogel explained that an interim committee appointed by the Screen Actors
Guild and the producers will study
the problem over a 60-day period after
HVC suspends on Dec. 31. USO
will continue to supply shows for
troops overseas as long as the Army
and Navy desires them, he added.
Texas to Cite WB
Lastfogel sees the program continuing for many years even after
USO
'San Club
Antonio'
1947. ceases operation, sometime in For
The Texas
of New York, at
a luncheon today in the WaldorfAstoria Hotel, will present a citation
Axelrod Gets Third to Warners Bros, for the company's
"San Antonio," which will have its
Term as IMPO Head
Broadway premiere this morning at
Charles Axelrod has been reelected the New York Strand.
president and business representative
A Wild West parade and other ceremonies accompanying the opening of
of the Independent Motion Picture
Operators Union at a membership the Errol Flynn picture have been extended to City Hall, where Mayor
meeting here. His term of office will
be for three years.
LaGuardia
and Mayor-Elect
Before goingO'Dwyer
to City
Others elected for a similar term will be present.
are : Peter Waxberg, vice-president ; Hall, traltheParkparade
will
march
from
Cento the Strand.
Louis Katz, secretary ; Joseph Castaldo, treasurer ; Philip Dietrich, sergeant-at-arms. Joseph Weiss, Ruben Terry Party Today
Rudnikoff, Hyman Levine, Harry
Paul Terry's reception commemoWagner, Joseph Rallo, John Mcrating his 30th anniversary as a proGrath and Jack Koenigsberg were
ducer of cartoons will take place this
named to the executive board.
evening in the St. Moritz Hotel, here.
Executives of 20th Century-Fox will
Halifax Lauds Lambs
be among the 300 who will be on
Official appreciation of Great Brit- hand.
ain for the work of The Lambs Club,
here, in entertaining servicemen of the New Rackett Contract
United Nations was voiced by the
Earl of Halifax, Br'tish Ambassador
Hollywood, Dec. 27. — Charles
Rackett has been given a new, longto the U. S., at the club's headquar- term
contract as a Paramount proers here last night before a gratherducer.
ing of members.
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